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Site characterization is a fundamental step towards the proper design, construction and long term 
performance of all types of geotechnical projects, ranging from foundation, excavation, earth dams, 
embankments, seismic hazards, environmental issues, tunnels, near and offshore structures. The 
Fourth International Conference on Site Characterization (ISC-4) was held in Porto de Galinhas, 
Pernambuco, Brazil, from 17 to 21 September 2012, under the responsibility of TC-102/TC-16 
on In-Situ Testing of the International Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering 
(ISSMGE), the Brazilian Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering (ABMS), and 
the Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil (UFPE). Financial support of ISC-4 was provided 
by the Brazilian National Science and Education Councils (CNPq and CAPES), sponsors and 
exhibitors and other organizations and companies.
 
The fourth conference followed the successful series of international conferences held in Atlanta 
(ISC-1, 1998), Porto (ISC-2, 2004), and Taipei (ISC-3, 2008). ISC-4 congregated several 
researchers, geotechnical engineers, and practitioners from all over the world involved with the 
conference general themes, namely practical application of novel and innovative technologies in 
geotechnical and geophysical engineering, along with their interpretation and utilization for the 
purposes of site characterization. The two volumes making up Geotechnical and Geophysical 
Site Characterization 4 contain 8 keynote Lectures prepared by experts in the field, including the 
5th James K. Mitchell Lecture presented by Dr. Peter K. Robertson, and 4 Workshop Lectures 
and 217 technical papers from 40 different countries. The books are divided into 11 general 
themes:
 1. Direct-push and Borehole-type in-situ test;
 2. Development of new equipment and methods;
 3. New approaches for interpreting data;
 4. Applications to shallow and deep foundations;
 5. Special uses of in-situ tests;
 6. Site investigation for infrastructure projects;
 7. Geophysical;
 8. Seismic ground hazards;
 9. Investigation in very soft to extremely soft soils;
 10. Non-textbook type geomaterials;
 11. Environmental geotechnics.
 
Geotechnical and Geophysical Site Characterization 4 will be much of interest to academics, 
engineers and professionals involved in Geotechnical Engineering.
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Introduction

Site characterization is a fundamental step towards the proper design, construction and long term perform-
ance of all types of geotechnical projects, ranging from foundation, excavation, earth dams, embankments, 
seismic hazards, environmental issues, tunnels, near and offshore structures. The Fourth International 
Conference on Site Characterization (ISC’4) was held near the beautiful coastal town of Porto de Gal-
inhas, Pernambuco – Brazil, from September 18-21, 2012, under the responsibility of TC-102/TC-16 on 
In-Situ Testing of the International Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering (ISSMGE), 
the Brazilian Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering (ABMS), and the Federal Univer-
sity of Pernambuco, Brazil (UFPE). The fourth conference followed the successful series of international 
conferences held in Atlanta (ISC-1, 1998), Porto (ISC-2, 2004), and Taipei (ISC-3, 2008).

ISC’4 congregated several researchers, geotechnical engineers, and practitioners from all over the world 
involved with the conference general themes, namely practical application of novel and innovative tech-
nologies in geotechnical and geophysical engineering, along with their interpretation and utilization for 
the purposes of site characterization.

These two volume conference proceedings contain 08 keynote Lectures prepared by experts in the 
themes, including the 5th James K. Mitchell Lecture presented by Dr. Peter K. Robertson; 04 Workshop 
Lectures and 217 technical papers from 40 different countries. Papers were refereed by reviews to obtain a 
high quality publication and technical standards.

Accordingly, the papers have been sorted into 11 general themes and 15 technical sessions that were 
established for presentation, including: 1. Direct-push and Borehole-type in-situ test; 2. Development of 
new equipment and methods; 3. New approaches for interpreting data; 4. Applications to shallow and 
deep foundations; 5. Special uses of in-situ tests; 6. Site investigation for infrastructure projects; 7. Geo-
physical, 8. Seismic ground hazards; 9. Investigation in very soft to extremely soft soils; 10. Non-textbook 
type geomaterials; 11. Environmental geotechnics.

The editors would like to thank the members of the Organizing and Technical Committees for their 
collaboration in the organization and on reviewing the selected papers, as well as the authors of papers 
for their contribution in writing and presentation, in particular the keynotes and workshop lectures and 
session reporters. They also thank all the companies that give support for the organization.

Financial support of ISC4 provided by Brazilian National Science and Education Councils (CNPq and 
CAPES), sponsors and exhibitors and other organizations and companies are greatly acknowledged.

Roberto Quental Coutinho
Federal University of Pernambuco

Paul W. Mayne
George Institute of Technology
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Geotechnical and Geophysical Site Characterization 4 – Coutinho & Mayne (eds)
© 2013 Taylor & Francis Group, London, ISBN 978-0-415-62136-6

1 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this paper is not to provide a 
detailed summary on the interpretation of all in-
situ tests, but to focus on some major tests and to 
present selected insights that the geotechnical engi-
neering profession may find helpful. 

The use and application of in-situ testing for the 
characterization of geomaterials have continued 
to expand over the past few decades, especially in 
materials that are difficult to sample and test using 
conventional methods. Mayne et al. (2009) summa-
rized the key advantages of most in-situ tests as: 

• improved efficiency and cost effectiveness com-
pared to sampling and laboratory testing,

• large amount of data, and, 
• evaluation of both vertical and lateral 

variability.

Table 1 presents a summary of the current per-
ceived applicability of the major in-situ tests. It is 
fitting that this J.K. Mitchell lecture/paper should 
start with this table, since it was first published in 
1978 by Professor Mitchell (Mitchell et al. 1978). 
Professor Mitchell carried out research and pub-
lished on a wide range of topics ranging from 
fundamentals of clay behavior to the use and inter-
pretation of in-situ tests, with the Apollo moon 
landing one of his first in-situ test experiments. 
In-situ testing was only a part of his extensive and 
impressive research record.

Table 1 illustrates that the Cone Penetration 
Test (CPT), and its recent variations (e.g. CPTu 
and SCPTu), have the widest application for esti-
mating geotechnical parameters over a wide range 
of  materials from very soft soil to weak rock. This 
explains the continued growth in the use and 
application of  the CPT worldwide. Hence, much 

of  this paper will focus on the use and interpreta-
tion of  the CPT.

2 ROLE OF IN-SITU TESTING

Before discussing in-situ tests, it is appropriate to 
briefly indentify the role of in-situ testing in geo-
technical practice. Hight and Leroueil (2003) sug-
gested that the appropriate level of sophistication 
for a site characterization program should be based 
on the following criteria:

• Precedent and local experience
• Design objectives
• Level of geotechnical risk
• Potential cost savings

The evaluation of geotechnical risk was 
described by Robertson (1998) and is dependent 
on the hazards (what can go wrong), probability 
of occurrence (how likely is it to go wrong) and the 
consequences (what are the outcomes). 

Traditional site investigation in many coun-
tries typically involves soil borings with intermit-
tent standard penetration test (SPT) N-values at 
regular depth intervals (typically 1.5 m) and occa-
sional thin-walled tube samples for subsequent 
laboratory testing. Additional specific tests, such 
as field vane tests (FVT) in soft clay layers and/or 
intermittent pre-bored pressuremeter tests (PMT) 
in harder layers are added for higher risk, larger 
projects. Increasingly a more efficient and cost 
effective approach is the utilization of direct-push 
methods using multi-measurement in-situ devices, 
such as the seismic cone penetration test with pore 
pressure measurements (SCPTu) and the seismic 
flat dilatometer test (SDMT). Since the CPTu is 
about 3 to 4 times faster, collects more frequent 

The James K. Mitchell Lecture: Interpretation of in-situ tests—some insights

P.K. Robertson
Gregg Drilling & Testing Inc., Signal Hill, CA, US

ABSTRACT: The use and application of in-situ testing has continued to expand in the past few dec-
ades. This paper focuses on some major in-situ tests (SPT, CPT and DMT) and presents selected insights 
that the geotechnical engineering profession may find helpful. Many of the recommendations contained 
in this paper are focused on low to moderate risk projects where empirical interpretation tends to domi-
nate. For projects where more advanced methods are more appropriate, the recommendations provided 
in this paper can be used as a screening to evaluate critical regions/zones where selective additional in-situ 
testing and sampling may be appropriate.
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data and is less expensive than the DMT, the CPTu 
is increasingly the preferred primary in-situ test. 
The continuous nature of the CPTu results provide 
valuable information about soil variability that is 
difficult to match with sampling and laboratory 
testing. Given the above statements, emphasis in 
this paper will be placed on the interpretation of 
the CPTu.

For low risk projects direct-push logging 
tests (e.g. CPT and CPTu) and index testing on 
disturbed samples combined with conservative 
design criteria are often appropriate. For moder-
ate risk projects, the above can be supplemented 
with additional specific in-situ testing, such as the 
SCPTu with pore pressure dissipations combined 
with selective sampling and laboratory testing to 
develop site specific correlations. For high risk 
projects, the above can be used for screening to 
identify potentially critical regions/zones appro-
priate to the design objectives, followed by pos-
sible additional in-situ tests, selective high quality 
sampling and advanced laboratory testing. The 
results of  the often limited laboratory testing are 
correlated to the in-situ test results to extend and 
apply the results for other regions/zones within 
the project. 

A common complaint with most direct-push 
in-situ tests, such as the CPT and DMT, is that 
they do not provide a soil sample. Although it 
is correct that a soil sample is not obtained dur-
ing either the CPT or DMT, most commercial 

operators carry simple direct-push samplers that 
can be pushed using the same direct-push instal-
lation equipment to obtain a small (typically 25 
to 50 mm in diameter) disturbed soil sample of 
similar size to that obtained from the SPT. The 
preferred approach, and often more cost effective 
solution, is to obtain a detailed continuous strati-
graphic profile using the CPT, then to move over 
a short distance (<1 m) and push a small diameter 
soil sampler to obtain discrete selective samples 
in critical layers/zones identified by the CPT. The 
push rate to obtain samples can be significantly 
faster (up to 20 times) than the 20 mm/s used 
for the CPT and sampling can be rapid and cost 
effective for a small number of  discrete samples. 

Many of  the recommendations contained in 
this paper are focused on low to moderate risk 
projects where empirical interpretation tends to 
dominate. For projects where more advanced 
methods are more appropriate, the recommen-
dations provided in this paper can be used as a 
screening to evaluate critical regions/zones where 
selective additional in-situ testing and sampling 
may be appropriate.

3 BASIC SOIL BEHAVIOUR

Mayne et al. (2009) and others have identified the 
need for an interpretative framework within which 
to assess the results of tests and assign parameters 

Table 1. Perceived applicability of in-situ tests (updated from Mitchell et al. 1978 and Lunne et al. 1997).
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or properties based on the measured response. 
Increasingly that framework is critical state soil 
mechanics (CSSM). Mayne et al. (2009) presented 
a short summary of the main points in CSSM and 
showed that the basics of CSSM lie in the defini-
tion of only a few soil constants: effective constant 
volume friction angle (φ′cv), compression index (Cc) 
and swelling index (Cs) as well as the initial state 
(eo, σ′vo and either OCR or ψ).

Since most soils are essentially frictional in 
their behavior, they can be classified into either 
coarse-grained (e.g. sands) or fine-grained (e.g. 
silts and clays). The classification based on grain 
size is linked to drainage conditions during load-
ing, where coarse-grained soils tend to respond 
drained during most static loading and fine-
grained soils tend to respond undrained during 
most loading. Soils experience volume change 
during shear that can be either dilative or contrac-
tive. Hence, in a general sense, soil behavior can 
be classified into four broad and general groups: 
drained-dilative, drained-contractive, undrained-
dilative and undrained-contractive. Hence, it is 
helpful if  any in-situ test can identify these broad 
behaviour types.

Although there are a large number of potential 
geotechnical parameters and properties, the major 
ones used most in practice are in general terms: in-
situ state, strength, stiffness, compressibility and 
conductivity. In-situ state represents quantifica-
tion of the density and compactness of the soil, 
as well as factors such as cementation. For most 
soils, in-situ state is captured in terms of either 
relative density (Dr) or state parameter (ψ) for 
coarse-grained soils and over-consolidation ratio 
(OCR) for fine-grained soils. These ‘state’ param-
eters essentially identify if  soils will be either dila-
tive or contractive in shear. Sands with a negative 
state parameter (–ψ, i.e. ‘dense’) and clays with 
high OCR (OCR > 4) will generally dilate at large 
strains in shear, whereas sands with a positive state 
parameter (+ψ, i.e. ‘loose’) and normally to lightly 
over-consolidated clays (OCR < 2) will generally 
contract in shear at large strains. The tendency 
of a soil to either dilate or contract in shear often 
defines if  the key design parameters will be either 
the drained shear strength (φ′) or the undrained 
shear strength (su). 

4 STANDARD PENETRATION TEST (SPT)

Although in-situ testing has evolved and improved 
over the past 25 years, several old and inadequate 
tests remain in common use in many parts of  the 
world. One of  the oldest in-situ tests is the stand-
ard penetration test (SPT), remaining a staple in 

many site investigations around the world. Mayne 
et al. (2009) correctly questions the “false sense 
of  reality in the geotechnical engineer’s ability to 
assess each and every soil parameter from the sin-
gle N-value”. Geotechnical engineers in the 21st 
century should progressively abandon this crude, 
unreliable in-situ test. 

Reasons frequently given as to why the SPT con-
tinues to be used in some parts of the world are: 
(a) other better tests (e.g. CPT and DMT) are not 
locally available, (b) the SPT provides a soil sample 
for visual identification, (c) the SPT is inexpensive, 
and, (d) direct-push tests are not possible in the 
local soils. The lack of local availability in some 
parts of the developed world is often a circular 
argument where local site investigation contractors 
do not offer better tests because engineers are not 
requesting the better tests and engineers are not 
requesting the better tests because local contrac-
tors are not offering these tests. This cycle needs 
to be broken by geotechnical engineers requiring 
(demanding) better in-situ testing. Local contrac-
tors will then make the capital investment to provide 
these tests if  local geotechnical engineers require 
them. There are also many alternate, cost effective 
and efficient direct-push methods to obtain small 
disturbed samples for visual identification and for 
index testing, as described above. The inexpensive 
nature of the SPT is also incorrect. The SPT is very 
expensive based on a per data point basis. Typically 
the cost of the SPT in the USA is about $20 to $25 
per N-value (data every 1.5 m), compared to about 
$0.50 per data point for the CPT, because the CPT 
obtains more channels of data (typically 3) at more 
frequent intervals (typically every 20 to 50 mm). It 
is frequently less expensive to push the CPT fol-
lowed by a small number of discrete direct-push 
samples at selective depths, than it is to do conven-
tional drilling and the SPT.

The SPT N-value becomes meaningless when 
N > 50 due to the limitation in the hammer energy. 
Generally, if  direct-push reaction of at least 150 kN 
(15 tons) is available, the CPT can be pushed in 
soils with N > 50. With 200 kN (20 tons) reaction 
it is generally possible to push the CPT into most 
soils with N > 100.

Although direct-push in-situ tests such as the 
CPT and DMT are more efficient using custom-
ized, large pushing equipment, it is also possible 
to carry out these direct-push methods using con-
ventional drilling equipment. Treen et al. (1992) 
showed how the CPT can be carried out in a cost 
effective manner in stiff  glacial soils using a very 
simple down-hole CPT pushed with a drill-rig. It 
is very easy to push a cone (either wireless or with 
a cable) into the bottom of borehole for a stroke 
of about 1.5 m or more, similar to the way an SPT 
is performed but at a constant (non-dynamic) rate 
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of penetration and recording several channels of 
data, e.g. tip resistance (qc) and sleeve friction (fs). 
The 1.5 m distance over which the CPT is pushed 
is then drilled (and sampled, if  necessary) before 
repeating the procedure. This form of incremen-
tal down-hole CPT can provide a near continuous 
profile of CPT data in a cost effective and more 
reliable manner, compared to the SPT. Additional 
measurements, such as pore pressure (penetration 
pore pressure, u, and rate of dissipation, t50) and 
shear wave velocity (Vs) can also be recorded using 
either a down-hole CPTu or SCPTu. Hence, up to 
five (5) independent measurements can be made 
in a cost effective manner using conventional, well 
proven equipment and procedures, compared to 
the single crude N-value. The drill-rig can also be 
used to obtain either small diameter direct-push 
samples or larger diameter undisturbed (thin-
walled tube) samples in the critical soils indentified 
by the CPT. The drill-rig can also be used to drill 
through hard layers (e.g. gravel) where direct-push 
methods may reach refusal. Hence, perceived low 
cost and the need for samples should no longer be 
used as an excuse for the continued use of the unre-
liable SPT.

Jefferies & Davies (1993) correctly suggested 
that the most reliable way to obtain SPT N values 
was to perform a CPT and convert the CPT to an 
equivalent SPT. Jefferies & Davies (1993) suggested 
a method to convert the CPT cone resistance, qt, 
to an equivalent SPT N value at 60% energy, N60, 
using a soil behaviour type index, Ic,JD. The method 
was modified slightly by Lunne et al. (1997), based 
on the simpler soil behaviour type index defined by 
Robertson and Wride (1998), as follows:

(qt/pa)/N60 = 8.5 [1 − (Ic/4.6)] (1)

Where qt is the corrected cone tip resistance 
and Ic is the soil behaviour type index defined by 
Robertson and Wride (1998), that will be defined 
in detail later.

The above method has been shown to work 
effectively in a wide range of soils, although recent 
experience in North America has shown that equa-
tion (1) tends to under predict the N60 values in 
some clays. Figure 1 compares various relation-
ships of (qt/pa)/N60 as a function of Ic and presents a 
suggested updated relationship that can be defined 
by the following:

(qt/pa)/N60 = 10(1.1268 – 0.2817Ic) (2)

Equation 2 produces slightly larger N60 values in 
fine-grained soils than the previous Jefferies and 
Davies (1993) method. In fine-grained soils with 
high sensitivity, equation 2 may over estimate the 
equivalent N60.

5 CONE PENETRATION TEST (CPT)

The electric cone penetration test (CPT) has 
been in use for over 40 years. The CPT has major 
advantages over traditional methods of  field site 
investigation such as drilling and sampling since 
it is fast, repeatable and economical. In addition, 
it provides near continuous data and has a strong 
theoretical background. These advantages have 
produced a steady increase in the use and applica-
tion of  the CPT in many parts of  the world. 

Significant developments have occurred in both 
the theoretical and experimental understanding of 
the CPT penetration process and the influence of 
various soil parameters. These developments have 
illustrated that real soil behaviour is often complex 
and difficult to accurately capture in a simple soil 
model. Hence, semi-empirical correlations still 
tend to dominate in CPT practice although most 
are well supported by theory.

5.1 Equipment and procedures 

Lunne et al. (1997) provided a detailed description 
on developments in CPT equipment, procedures, 
checks, corrections and standards, which will not 
be repeated here. Most CPT systems today include 
pore pressure measurements (i.e. CPTu) and pro-
vide CPT results in digital form. The addition of 
shear wave velocity (Robertson et al. 1986) is also 
becoming increasingly popular (i.e. SCPTu). If  dis-
sipation tests are also performed, the rate of dissi-
pation can be captured by t50 (time to dissipate 50% 
of the excess pore pressures). Hence, it is now more 
common to see the combination of cone resistance 
(qc), sleeve friction (fs), penetration pore pressure 
(u), rate of dissipation (t50) and, shear wave velocity 
(Vs), all measured in one profile. The addition of 
shear wave velocity has provided valuable insight 

Figure 1. SPT-CPT correlations in terms of (qt/pa)/N60 
and CPT-based SBT index Ic.
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into correlations between cone resistance and soil 
modulus that will be discussed in a later section. 

There are several major issues related to equip-
ment design and procedure that are worth repeat-
ing and updating. It is now common that cone 
pore pressures are measured behind the cone tip 
in what is referred to as the u2 position (ASTM 
D5778 2007; IRTP 1999). In this paper, it will be 
assumed that the cone pore pressures are measured 
in the u2 position. Due to the inner geometry of 
the cone the ambient pore water pressure acts on 
the shoulder behind the cone and on the ends of the 
friction sleeve. This effect is often referred to as the 
unequal end area effect (Campanella et al. 1982). 
Many commercial cones now have equal-end area 
friction sleeves that essentially remove the need for 
any correction to fs and, hence, provide more reli-
able sleeve friction values. However, the unequal 
end area effect is always present for the cone resist-
ance qc and there is a need to correct qc to the cor-
rected total cone resistance, qt. This correction is 
insignificant in sands, since qc is large relative to 
the water pressure u2 and, hence, qt ∼ qc in coarse-
grained soils (i.e. sands). It is still common to see 
CPT results in terms of qc in coarse-grained soils. 
However, the unequal end area correction can be 
significant (10–30%) in soft fine-grained soil where 
qc is low relative to the high water pressure around 
the cone due to the undrained CPT penetration 
process. It is now common to see CPT results cor-
rected for unequal end area effects and presented 
in the form of qt fs and u2, especially in softer soils. 
The correlations presented in this paper will be in 
terms of the corrected cone resistance, qt, although 
in sands qc can be used as a replacement.

Although pore pressure measurements are 
becoming more common with the CPT (i.e. CPTu), 
the accuracy and precision of the cone pore pres-
sure measurements for on-shore testing are not 
always reliable and repeatable due to loss of satu-
ration of the pore pressure element. At the start of 
each CPTu sounding the porous element and sensor 
are saturated with a viscous liquid such as silicon 
oil or glycerin (Campanella et al. 1982) and some-
times grease (slot element). However, for on-shore 
CPTu the cone is often required to penetrate several 
meters through unsaturated soil before reaching 
saturated soil. If  the unsaturated soil is either clay 
or dense silty sand the suction in the unsaturated 
soil can be sufficient to de-saturate the cone pore 
pressure sensor. The use of viscous liquids, such 
as silicon oil and grease, has minimized the loss 
of saturation but has not completely removed the 
problem. Although it is possible to pre-punch or 
pre-drill the sounding and fill the hole with water, 
few commercial CPT operators carry out this pro-
cedure if  the water table is more than a few meters 
below ground surface. A further complication 

is that when a cone is pushed through saturated 
dense silty sand or very stiff  over consolidated clay 
the pore pressure measured in the u2 position can 
become negative, due to the dilative nature of the 
soil in shear, resulting in small air bubbles coming 
out of solution in the cone sensor pore fluid and 
loss of saturation in the sensor. If  the cone is then 
pushed through a softer fine-grained soil where 
the penetration pore pressures are high, these air 
bubbles can go back into solution and the cone 
becomes saturated again. However, it takes time for 
these air bubbles to go into solution that can result 
in a somewhat sluggish pore pressure response for 
several meters of penetration. Hence, it is pos-
sible for a cone pore pressure sensor to alternate 
from saturated to unsaturated several times in one 
sounding. It can be difficult to evaluate when the 
cone is fully saturated, which adds uncertainty to 
the pore pressure measurements. Although this 
appears to be a major problem with the measure-
ment of pore pressure during a CPTu, it is possi-
ble to obtain good pore pressure measurements in 
suitable ground conditions where the ground water 
level is close to the surface and the ground is pre-
dominately soft. In very soft, fine-grained soils, the 
CPTu pore pressures (u2) can be more reliable than 
qt, due to loss of accuracy in qt in very soft soils. It 
is interesting to note that when the cone is stopped 
and a pore pressure dissipation test preformed 
below the ground water level, any small air bubbles 
in the cone sensor tend to go back into solution 
(during the dissipation test) and the resulting equi-
librium pore pressure can be accurate, even when 
the cone may not have been fully saturated during 
penetration before the dissipation test. CPTu pore 
pressure measurements are almost always reliable 
in off-shore testing due to the high ambient water 
pressure that ensures full saturation. 

Even though pore pressure measurements can 
be less reliable than cone resistance for on-shore 
testing, it is still recommended that pore pressure 
measurements be made for the following reasons: 
any correction to qt for unequal end area effects is 
better than no correction in soft fine-grained soils, 
dissipation test results provide valuable information 
regarding equilibrium piezometric profile and pen-
etration pore pressures provide a qualitative evalua-
tion of drainage conditions during the CPT as well 
as assisting in evaluating soil behaviour type.

It has been documented (e.g. Lunne et al. 1986) 
that the CPT sleeve friction is less accurate than 
the cone tip resistance. The lack of accuracy in fs 
measurement is primarily due to the following fac-
tors (Lunne & Anderson 2007);

• Pore pressure effects on the ends of the sleeve,
• Tolerance in dimensions between the cone and 

sleeve,
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• Surface roughness of the sleeve, and,
• Load cell design and calibration.

ASTM, D5778 (2007) specifies the use of equal 
end-area friction sleeve to minimize the pore pres-
sure effects. Boggess & Robertson (2010) showed 
than cones that have unequal end-area friction 
sleeves can produce significant errors in fs measure-
ment in soft fine-grained soils and during offshore 
testing. All standards have strict limits on dimen-
sional tolerances. Some cones are manufactured to 
have sleeves that are slightly larger than the cone 
tip, but within standard tolerances, to increase the 
measured values of fs. The IRTP (1999) has clear 
specifications on surface roughness. In the early 
1980’s subtraction cone designs became popular 
for improved robustness. In a subtraction cone 
design the sleeve friction is obtained by subtract-
ing the cone tip load from the combined cone 
plus sleeve friction load. Any zero load instability 
(shifts) in each load cell results in a loss of accu-
racy in the calculated sleeve friction. Cone designs 
with separate tip and friction load cells are now 
equally as robust as subtraction cones. Hence, it is 
recommended to use only cones with independent 
load cells that have improved accuracy in the meas-
urement of fs. ASTM D5778 (2007) and the IRTP 
(1999) specify zero-load readings before and after 
each sounding for improved accuracy. With good 
quality control it is possible to obtain repeatable 
and accurate sleeve friction measurements, as illus-
trated by Robertson (2009a). However, fs meas-
urements, in general, will be less accurate than tip 
resistance in most soft fine-grained soils.

The accuracy for most well designed, strain gauged 
load cells is 0.1% of the full scale output (FSO). Most 
commercial cones are designed to record a tip stress 
of around 100 MPa. Hence, they have accuracy for 
qt of around 0.1 MPa (100 kPa). In most sands, this 
represents an excellent accuracy of better than 1%. 
However, in soft, fine-grained soils, this may repre-
sent an accuracy of less than 10%. In very soft, fine-
grained soils, low capacity cones (i.e. max. tip stress 
<50 MPa) have better accuracy.

Throughout this paper use will be made of the 
normalized soil behaviour type (SBT) chart using 
normalized CPT parameters. Hence, accuracy in 
both qt and fs are important, particularly in soft fine-
grained soil. Accuracy in fs measurements requires 
that the CPT be carried out according to the stand-
ard (e.g. ASTM D5778) with particular attention to 
cone design (separate load cells and equal-end area 
friction sleeves), tolerances, and zero-load readings. 

5.2 Soil type 

One of  the major applications of  the CPT has 
been the determination of  soil  stratigraphy 

and the identification of  soil type. This has 
been accomplished using charts that link cone 
parameters to soil type. Early charts using qc 
and friction ratio (Rf = 100 fs/qc) were proposed 
by Douglas and Olsen (1981), but the charts 
proposed by Robertson et al. (1986) and Robert-
son (1990) have become very popular (e.g. Long 
2008). The non-normalized charts by Robertson 
et al. (1986) defined 12 soil behaviour type (SBT) 
zones, whereas, the normalized charts by Robert-
son (1990) defined 9 zones. This difference caused 
some confusion that led Robertson (2010a) to sug-
gest an update on the charts, as shown in Figure 2. 
The updated charts, that are dimensionless and 
colour coded for improved presentation, define 9 
consistent SBT zones.

Robertson et al. (1986) and Robertson (1990) 
stressed that the CPT-based charts were predic-
tive of soil behaviour, and suggested the term ‘soil 
behaviour type’, because the cone responds to the 
in-situ mechanical behavior of the soil (e.g. strength, 
stiffness and compressibility) and not directly to soil 
classification criteria, using geologic descriptors, 
based on grain-size distribution and soil plasticity 
(e.g. Unified Soil Classification System, USCS). 
Grain-size distribution and Atterberg Limits are 
measured on disturbed soil samples. Fortunately, 
soil classification criteria based on grain-size distri-
bution and plasticity often relate reasonably well to 
in-situ soil behavior and hence, there is often good 
agreement between USCS-based classification and 
CPT-based SBT (e.g. Molle 2005). However, several 
examples can be given when differences can arise 
between USCS-based soil types and CPT-based 
SBT. For example, a soil with 60% sand and 40% 
fines may be classified as ‘silty sand’ (sand-silt mix-
tures) or ‘clayey sand’ (sand-clay mixtures) using the 
USCS. If the fines have high clay content with high 
plasticity, the soil behavior may be more controlled 
by the clay and the CPT-based SBT will reflect this 
behavior and will generally predict a more clay-like 
behavior, such as ‘silt mixtures—clayey silt to silty 
clay’ (Fig. 2, SBT zone 4). If the fines were non-
plastic, soil behavior will be controlled more by the 
sand and the CPT-based SBT will generally predict 
a more sand-like soil type, such as ‘sand mixtures—
silty sand to sandy silt’ (SBT zone 5). Very stiff, 
heavily overconsolidated fine-grained soils tend to 
behave more like a coarse-grained soil in that they 
tend to dilate under shear and can have high und-
rained shear strength compared to their drained 
strength and can have a CPT-based SBT in either 
zone 4 or 5. Soft saturated low plastic silts tend to 
behave more like clays in that they have low und-
rained shear strength and can have a CPT-based 
SBT in zone 3 (clays—clay to silty clay). These few 
examples illustrate that the CPT-based SBT may not 
always agree with traditional USCS-based soil types 
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based on samples and that the biggest difference is 
likely to occur in the mixed soils region (i.e. sand-
mixtures & silt-mixtures). Geotechnical engineers 
are often more interested in the in-situ soil behav-
ior than a classification based only on grain-size 
distribution and plasticity carried out on disturbed 
samples, although knowledge of both is helpful. 
The geotechnical profession has a long history of 
using simplified classification systems with geologic 
descriptors, and it will likely be some time before the 
profession fully accepts and adopts the more logical 
framework based on mechanical response measure-
ments directly from the in-situ tests.

Robertson (1990) proposed using normalized 
(and dimensionless) cone parameters, Qt1, Fr, Bq, 
to estimate soil behaviour type, where;

Qt1 = (qt – σvo)/σ′vo (3)

Fr = [(fs/(qt – σvo)] 100% (4)

Bq = (u2 − u0)/(qt − σvo) = Δu/(qt − σvo) (5)

Where:

σvo = in-situ total vertical stress
σ ′vo = in-situ effective vertical stress
u0  = in-situ equilibrium water pressure
Δu  = excess penetration pore pressure = (u2 − u0)

In the original paper by Robertson (1990) the 
normalized cone resistance was defined using the 
term Qt1. The term Qt1 is used here to show that the 
cone resistance is the corrected cone resistance, qt 
and the stress exponent for stress normalization is 
1.0 (further details are provide in a later section).

In general, the normalized charts provide 
more reliable identification of SBT than the non-
 normalized charts, although when the in-situ  vertical 
effective stress is between 50 kPa to 150 kPa there 
is often little difference between normalized and 
 non-normalized SBT. The term SBTn will be used 

Figure 2. Updated Soil Behaviour Type (SBT) charts based on either non-normalized or normalized CPT (after 
 Robertson 2010a).

SBT zone Proposed common SBT description
1 Sensitive fine-grained
2 Clay — organic soil

3 Clays: clay to silty clay
4 Silt mixtures: clayey silt & silty clay
5 Sand mixtures: silty sand to sandy silt
6 Sands: clean sands to silty sands

7 Dense sand to gravelly sand
8 Stiff sand to clayey sand*
9 Stiff fine-grained*

* Overconsolidated or cemented
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to distinguish between normalized and non-nor-
malized SBT. The above normalization was based 
on theoretical work by Wroth (1984). Robertson 
(1990) suggested two charts based on either Qt1–Fr 
or Qt1−Bq but recommended that the Qt1−Fr chart 
was generally more reliable. 

Schneider et al. (2008) have shown that Δu/σ ′vo 
is a better form for normalized pore pressure 
parameter than Bq. The chart by Schneider et al. 
(2008) is shown in Figure 3. Superimposed on the 
Schneider et al. chart are contours of  Bq to illus-
trate the link with Δu/σ′vo. Also shown on the Sch-
neider et al. chart are approximate contours of 
OCR (dashed lines). Application of  the Schneider 
et al. chart can be problematic for some onshore 
projects where the CPTu pore pressure results may 
not be reliable, due to loss of  saturation. However, 
for offshore projects, where CPTu sensor satura-
tion is more reliable, and onshore projects in soft 
fine-grained soils with high groundwater, the 
chart can be very helpful. In near surface very soft 
fine-grained soils, where the accuracy of  the cone 
resistance (qt) may be limited, the Schneider et al. 
chart can become a useful check on the data (e.g. 
if  the cone resistance values are too low, the data 
can plot below the limit of  the chart, Bq > 1.0). 
Also the Schneider et al. chart is focused primarily 
on fine-grained soils were excess pore pressures 
are recorded and Qt1 is small.

Since 1990 there have been other CPT soil type 
charts developed (e.g. Jefferies & Davies 1991; 
Olsen & Mitchell 1995; Eslami & Fellenius 1997). 

The chart by Eslami & Fellenius (1997) is based on 
non-normalized parameters using effective cone 
resistance, qe and fs, where qe = (qt − u2). The effective 
cone resistance, qe, suffers from lack of accuracy in 
soft fine-grained soils, as will be discussed in a later 
section. Zhang & Tumay (1999) developed a CPT 
based soil classification system based on fuzzy logic 
where the results are presented in the form of per-
centage probability (e.g. percentage probability of 
either clay silt or sand). Although this approach is 
conceptually attractive (i.e. provides some estimate of 
uncertainty for each SBT zone) the results are often 
misinterpreted as a grain size distribution. 

Jefferies & Davies (1993) identified that a soil 
behaviour type index, Ic,JD, could represent the 
SBTn zones in the Qt–Fr chart where, Ic,JD is essen-
tially the radius of concentric circles that define 
the boundaries of soil type. Robertson and Wride, 
(1998) modified the definition of Ic to apply to the 
Robertson (1990) Qt−Fr chart, as defined by: 

Ic = [(3.47 − log Qt)2 + (log Fr + 1.22)2]0.5 (6)

Contours of Ic are shown in Figure 4 on the 
Robertson (1990) Qt1−Fr SBTn chart. The contours 
of Ic can be used to approximate the SBT bounda-
ries and also extent interpretation beyond the chart 
boundaries (e.g. Fr > 10%). Jefferies and Davies 
(1993) suggested that the SBT index Ic could also 
be used to modify empirical correlations that vary 

Figure 3. CPT classification chart from Schneider et al. 
(2008) based on (Δu2/σ ′v) with contours of Bq and OCR.

Figure 4. Contours of soil behaviour type index, Ic 
(thick lines) and normalized sleeve friction (dashed lines) 
on normalized SBTn Qtn−Fr chart. (SBT zones based on 
Fig 2).
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with soil type. This is a powerful concept and has 
been used where appropriate in this paper. Also 
shown on Figure 4 are lines that represent normal-
ized sleeve friction [(fs/σ ′vo)—dashed lines], to illus-
trate the link between fs and Fr.

The form of equation 6 and the shape of the con-
tours of Ic in Figure 4 illustrate that Ic is not overly 
sensitive to the potential lack of accuracy of the 
sleeve friction, fs, but is more controlled by the more 
accurate tip stress, qt. Research (e.g. Long 2008) has 
sometimes questioned the reliability of the SBT 
based on sleeve friction values (e.g. Qt−Fr charts). 
However, numerous studies (e.g. Molle 2005) have 
shown that the normalized charts based on Qt−Fr 
provide the best overall success rate for SBT com-
pared to samples. It can be shown, using equation 6, 
that if fs vary by as much as ±50%, the resulting vari-
ation in Ic is generally less than ±10%. For soft soils 
that fall within the lower part of the Qt−Fr chart (e.g. 
Qt < 20), Ic is relatively insensitive to fs.

5.4 Stress normalization

Conceptually, any normalization to account for 
increasing stress should also account for the impor-
tant influence of horizontal effective stresses, since 
penetration resistance is strongly influenced by 
the horizontal effective stresses (Jamiolkowski & 
 Robertson 1988). However, this continues to have 
little practical benefit for most projects without a 
prior knowledge of in-situ horizontal stresses. Even 
normalization using only vertical effective stress 
requires some input of soil unit weight and ground-
water conditions. Fortunately, commercial software 
packages have increasingly made this easier and unit 
weights estimated from the non-normalized SBT 
charts appear to be reasonably effective for many 
applications (e.g. Robertson 2010b).

Jefferies & Davies (1991) proposed a normali-
zation that incorporates the pore pressure directly 
into a modified normalized cone resistance using: 
Qt1 (1 − Bq). Recently, Jefferies and Been (2006) 
updated their modified chart using the param-
eter Qt1 (1 − Bq) + 1, to overcome the problem in 
soft sensitive soils where Bq > 1. Jefferies and Been 
(2006) noted that: 

Qt1(1 − Bq) + 1 = (qt – u2)/σ ′vo (7)

Hence, the parameter Qt1 (1 − Bq) + 1 is simply 
the effective cone resistance, (qt − u2), normalized 
by the vertical effective stress. Although incor-
porating pore pressure into the normalized cone 
resistance is conceptually attractive it has practical 
problems. In stiff  fine-grained soils, the excess pore 
pressure also can be sensitive to the exact location 
of the porous sensor. Accuracy is a major concern 

in soft fine-grained soils where qt is small com-
pared to u2. Hence, the difference (qt − u2) is very 
small and lacks accuracy and reliability in most 
soft soils. For most commercial cones the preci-
sion of Qt1 in soft fine-grained soils is about ±20%, 
whereas, the precision for Qt1 (1 − Bq) + 1 in the 
same soil is about ±40%, due to the combined lack 
of precision in (qt – u2). Loss of saturation further 
complicates this parameter.

Robertson & Wride (1998), as updated by 
Zhang et al. (2002), suggested a more generalized 
normalized cone parameter to evaluate soil lique-
faction, using normalization with a variable stress 
exponent, n; where:

Qtn = [(qt − σvo)/pa] (pa/σ′vo)n (8)

Where:
(qt − σvo)/pa = dimensionless net cone resistance,
(pa/σ′vo)n = stress normalization factor
n = stress exponent that varies with SBT
pa =  atmospheric pressure in same units 

as qt and σv
Note that when n = 1, Qtn = Qt1. Zhang et al. 

(2002) suggested that the stress exponent, n, could 
be estimated using the SBT Index, Ic, and that Ic 
should be defined using Qtn. 

In recent years there have been several publica-
tions regarding the appropriate stress normaliza-
tion (Olsen & Malone 1988; Zhang et al. 2002; 
Idriss & Boulanger 2004; Moss et al. 2006; Cetin & 
Isik 2007). The contours of stress exponent sug-
gested by Cetin & Isik (2007) are very similar to 
those by Zhang et al. (2002). The contours by 
Moss et al. (2006) are similar to those first sug-
gested by Olsen and Malone (1988). The normali-
zation suggested by Idriss and Boulanger (2004) 
incorrectly used uncorrected chamber test results 
and the method only applies to sands where the 
stress exponent varies with relative density with a 
value of around 0.8 in loose sands and 0.3 in dense 
sands.  Robertson (2009a) provided a detailed dis-
cussion on stress normalization and suggested the 
following updated approach to allow for a varia-
tion of the stress exponent with both SBT Ic (soil 
type) and stress level using:

n = 0.381 (Ic) + 0.05 (σ ′vo/pa) − 0.15 (9)

where n ≤ 1.0
Robertson (2009a) suggested that the above 

stress exponent would capture the correct in-situ 
state for soils at high stress level and that this would 
also avoid any additional stress level correction for 
liquefaction analyses in silica-based soils.

The approach used by Jefferies & Been (2006) 
(equation 7) is the only method that uses a stress 
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exponent n = 1.0 for all soils. This has significant 
implications at shallow depth (z < 3 m) and great 
depth (z > 30 m). Recent research (e.g. Boulanger 
2003) shows that the stress exponent is a function of 
soil state. Recent major projects that have applied 
the detailed approach suggested by  Jefferies & 
Been (2006) also support the observation that the 
stress exponent is a function of soil state.

5.5 In-situ state and shear strength 

For fine-grained soils, in-situ state is usually defined 
in terms of overconsolidation ratio (OCR), where 
OCR is defined as the ratio of the maximum past 
effective consolidation stress (σ ′p) and the present 
effective overburden stress (σ ′vo): 

OCR = σ ′p/σ ′vo (10)

For mechanically overconsolidated soils where 
the only change has been the removal of overbur-
den stress, this definition is appropriate. However, 
for cemented and/or aged soils the OCR may rep-
resent the ratio of the yield stress and the present 
effective overburden stress. The yield stress will 
also depend on the direction and type of loading. 

The most common method to estimate OCR 
and yield stress in fine-grained soils was suggested 
by Kulhawy and Mayne (1990):

OCR = k(qt − σv)/σ ′vo = kQt1 (11)

or  σ ′p = k(qt − σvo) (12)

Where k is the preconsolidation cone factor and 
σ ′p is the preconsolidation or yield stress.

Kulhawy and Mayne (1990) showed that an 
average value of k = 0.33 can be assumed, with an 
expected range of 0.2 to 0.5. Although it is com-
mon to use the average value of 0.33, Been et al. 
(2010) suggested that the selection of an appropri-
ate value for ‘k’ should be consistent with other 
parameters, as discussed below.

In clays, the peak undrained shear strength, su 
and OCR are generally related. Ladd and Foott 
(1974) empirically developed the following rela-
tionship based on SHANSEP concepts:

su/σ ′vo = (su/σ ′vo)OCR =1 (OCR)m = S(OCR)m (13)

The term S varies as a function of the failure 
mode (testing method, strain rate). Ladd & De 
Groot (2003) recommended S = 0.25 with a stand-
ard deviation of 0.05 (for simple shear loading) 
and m = 0.8 for most soils. Equation 13 is also sup-
ported by Critical State Soil Mechanics (CSSM) 
where S = (1/2) sin φ′ in direct simple shear (DSS) 

loading, and, m = 1 − Cs/Cc, where Cs is the swelling 
index and Cc is the compression index. 

The peak undrained shear strength is estimated 
using:

su = (qt − σvo)/Νkt (14)

Where Nkt is the cone factor that depends on soil 
stiffness, OCR and soil sensitivity, but experi-
ence has shown that soil sensitivity has the largest 
influence. Nkt can be linked to soil sensitivity via 
the normalized friction ratio, Fr, and can be repre-
sented approximately by:

Nkt = 10.5 + 7 log(Fr)  (15)

Been et al. (2010) showed that for consistency 
the following should hold:

(Qt1)1−m = SNkt(k)m (16)

Where:
OCR  = k(Qt1) (when Qt1 < 20)
su/σ′vo  = Qt1/Nkt = S (OCR)m

and, S  = (su/σ ′vo)OCR = 1.
For most sedimentary clays, silts and organics 

fine-grained soil, S = 0.25 for average direction of 
loading and φ′ ∼ 26, and, m = 0.8. Hence, the con-
stant to estimate OCR can be automatically esti-
mated based on CPT results using:

k = [(Qt1)0.2/(0.25 (10.5 + 7 log Fr))]1.25 (17)

Then,

OCR = (2.625 + 1.75 log 2r)−1.25 (Qt1)1.25 (18)

This compares very closely to the form suggested 
by Karlsrud et al. (2005) based on high quality 
block samples from Norway (when soil sensitivity, 
St < 15) and that resulting from CSSM:

OCR = 0.25 (Qt1)1.2 (19)

Equation 18 represents a method to automatically 
estimate the in-situ state (OCR) in fine-grained 
soils based on measured CPT results, in a consist-
ent manner. 

The state parameter (ψ) is defined as the differ-
ence between the current void ratio, e and the void 
ratio at critical state ecs, at the same mean effective 
stress for coarse-grained (sandy) soils. Based on criti-
cal state concepts, Jefferies and Been (2006) provide 
a detailed description of the evaluation of soil state 
using the CPT. They describe in detail that the prob-
lem of evaluating state from CPT response is com-
plex and depends on several soil parameters. The 
main parameters are essentially the shear stiffness, 
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shear strength, compressibility and plastic harden-
ing. Jefferies & Been (2006) provide a description of 
how state can be evaluated using a combination of 
laboratory and in-situ tests. They stress the impor-
tance of determining the in-situ horizontal effec-
tive stress and shear modulus using in-situ tests and 
determining the shear strength, compressibility and 
plastic hardening parameters from laboratory testing 
on reconstituted samples. They also show how the 
problem can be assisted using numerical modeling. 
For high risk projects a detailed interpretation of 
CPT results using laboratory results and numerical 
modeling can be appropriate (e.g. Shuttle & Cunning 
2007), although soil variability can complicate the 
interpretation procedure. Some unresolved concerns 
with the Jefferies and Been (2006) approach relate to 
the stress normalization using n = 1.0 for all soils, as 
discussed above, and the influence of soil fabric in 
sands with high fines content.

For low risk projects and in the initial screen-
ing for high risk projects there is a need for a 
simple estimate of  soil state. Plewes et al. (1992) 
provided a means to estimate soil state using 
the normalized soil behavior type (SBT) chart 
suggested by Jefferies & Davies (1991). Jefferies 
and Been (2006) updated this approach using 
the normalized SBT chart based on the param-
eter Qt1(1 − Bq) + 1. Robertson (2009) expressed 
concerns about the accuracy and precision of  the 
Jefferies and Been (2006) normalized parameter 
in soft soils. In sands, where Bq = 0, the normali-
zation suggested by Jefferies & Been (2006) is the 
same as Robertson (1990). The contours of  state 
parameter (ψ) suggested by Plewes et al. (1992) 
and Jefferies & Been (2006) were based primarily 
on calibration chamber results for sands. 

Based on the data presented by Jefferies and Been 
(2006) and Shuttle and Cunning (2007) as well the 
measurements from the CANLEX project (Wride 
et al. 2000) for predominantly coarse-grained 
uncemented young soils, combined with the link 
between OCR and state parameter in fine-grained 
soil, Robertson (2009a) developed contours of state 
parameter (ψ) on the updated SBTn Qtn–F chart 
for uncemented Holocene age soils. The contours, 
that are shown on Figure 5, are approximate since 
stress state and plastic hardening will also influ-
ence the estimate of in-situ soil state in the coarse-
grained region of the chart (i.e. when Ic < 2.60) 
and soil sensitivity for fine-grained soils. An area 
of uncertainty in the approach used by Jefferies 
and Been (2006) is the use of Qt1 rather than Qtn. 
Figure 5 uses Qtn since it is believed that this form 
of normalized parameter has wider application, 
although this issue may not be fully resolved for 
some time. The contours of ψ shown in Figure 5 
were developed primarily on laboratory test results 
and validated with well documented sites where 

undisturbed frozen samples were obtained (Wride 
et al. 2000). Jefferies & Been (2006) suggested that 
soils with a state parameter less than −0.05 (i.e. ψ  < 
−0.05) are dilative at large strains.

Over the past 40 years significant research has 
been carried out utilizing penetration test results 
(initially SPT and then CPT) to evaluate to resist-
ance to cyclic loading (e.g. Seed et al. 1983, and 
Robertson & Wride 1998). The most commonly 
accepted approach (often referred to as the Ber-
keley approach) uses an equivalent clean sand 
penetration resistance to correlate to the cyclic 
resistance of sandy soils. The approach is empirical 
based primarily on observations from past earth-
quakes and supported by laboratory observations. 

Robertson & Wride (1998), based on a large 
database of liquefaction case histories, suggested a 
CPT-based correction factor to correct normalized 
cone resistance in silty sands to an equivalent clean 
sand value (Qtn,cs) using the following:

Qtn,cs = KcQtn (20)

Where Kc is a correction factor that is a func-
tion of grain characteristics (combined influence 
of fines content, mineralogy and plasticity) of the 
soil that can be estimated using Ic as follows:

if  Ic ≤ 1.64 
(21)

Kc   = 1.0

Figure 5. Contours of estimated state parameter, 
ψ (thick lines), on normalized SBTn Qtn–Fr chart for 
uncemented Holocene-age sandy soils (after Robertson 
2009a).
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if  Ic > 1.64 (22)
Kc = 5.581Ic

3 − 0.403Ic
4 − 21.63Ic

2 + 33.75Ic − 17.88

Figure 6 shows contours of equivalent clean 
sand cone resistance, Qtn,cs, on the updated CPT 
SBT chart. The contours of Qtn,cs were developed 
based on liquefaction cased histories.

The contours of ψ, shown in Figure 5, are sup-
ported by CSSM theory, extensive calibration 
chamber studies and high quality frozen sampling, 
The contours of Qtn,cs, shown in Figure 6, are sup-
ported by an extensive case history database. 

Comparing Figures 5 and 6 shows a strong simi-
larity between the contours of ψ and the contours 
of Qtn,cs. The observed similarity in the contours of 
ψ and Qtn,cs, support the concept of a clean sand 
equivalent as a measure of soil state in sandy soils. 
Based on Figures 5 and 6, Robertson (2010b) sug-
gested a simplified and approximate relationship 
between ψ and Qtn,cs, as follows:

ψ = 0.56 − 0.33 log Qtn,cs (23)

Equation 23 provides a simplified and approxi-
mate method to estimate in-situ state parameter 
for a wide range of sandy soils.

Based on Figure 5 and acknowledging that 
coarse-grained soils with a state parameter less 
than −0.05 and fine-grained soils with an OCR > 4 
are dilative at large strains, it is possible to define 
a region based on CPT results that indentifies soils 
that are either dilative or contractive, as shown on 
Figure 7. Included on Figure 7 is a region (dashed 

lines) that defines the approximate boundary 
between drained and undrained response during 
a CPT. Robertson (2010c) reviewed case histories 
of flow (static) liquefaction that confirmed the 
dilative/contractive boundary shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 7 represents a simplified chart that identi-
fies the four broad groups of soil behaviour (i.e. 
drained-dilative, drained-contractive, undrained-
dilative and undrained-contractive).

Jefferies & Been (2006) showed a strong link 
between ψ and the peak friction angle (φ′) for a 
wide range of sands. Using this link, it is possible 
to link Qtn,cs with φ′, using:

φ′ = φ′cv − 48 ψ (24)

Where φ′cv = constant volume (or critical state) fric-
tion angle depending on mineralogy (Bolton, 1986) 
typically about 33 degrees for quartz sands but can 
be as high as 40 degrees for felspathic sand. Hence, 
the relationship between Qtn, cs and φ'′ becomes:

φ′ = φ′cv + 15.84 [log Qtn, cs] – 26.88 (25)

Equation 25 produces estimates of peak fiction 
angle for clean quartz sands that are similar to 
those by Kulhawy and Mayne (1990). However, 
equation 25 has the advantage that it includes the 
importance of grain characteristics and mineral-
ogy that are reflected in both φ′cv, as well as soil 
type through Qtn,cs. Equation 25 tends to predicts 
φ′ values closer to measured values in calcareous 
sands where the CPT tip resistance can be low for 
high values of φ′.

Figure 6. Contours of clean sand equivalent normal-
ized cone resistance, Qtn,cs, based on Robertson and Wride 
(1998) liquefaction method.

Figure 7. Approximate boundaries between dilative-
contractive behaviour and drained-undrained CPT 
response on normalized SBTn Qtn–Fr chart.
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5.6 Stiffness and compressibility

Eslaamizaad & Robertson (1997) and Mayne (2000) 
have shown that the load settlement response for 
both shallow and deep foundations can be accu-
rately predicted using measured shear wave velocity, 
Vs. Although direct measurement of Vs is preferred 
over estimates, relationships with cone resistance 
are useful for smaller, low risk projects where Vs 
measurements are not always taken. Schneider 
et al. (2004) showed that Vs in sands is controlled 
by the number and area of grain-to-grain contacts, 
which in turn depend on relative density, effective 
stress state, rearrangement of particles with age 
and cementation. Penetration resistance in sands 
is also controlled by relative density, effective stress 
state and to a lesser degree by age and cementation. 
Thus, although strong relationships between Vs and 
penetration resistance exist, some variability should 
be expected due to age and cementation. There are 
many existing relationships between cone resistance 
and Vs (or small strain shear modulus, G0), but most 
were developed for either sands or clays and gen-
erally relatively young deposits. The accumulated 
20 years of experience with SCPT results enables 
updated relationships between cone resistance and 
Vs to be developed for a wide range of soils, using 
the CPT SBTn chart (Qtn–F) as a base. Since Vs is a 
direct measure of the small strain shear modulus, 
G0, there can also be improved linkages between 
CPT results and soil modulus. 

Based on over 100 SCPT profiles from 22 sites 
in California combined with published data, Rob-
ertson (2009a) developed a set of contours of nor-
malized shear wave velocity, Vs1 on the normalized 
SBT Qtn–Fr chart, as shown on Figure 8, where;

Vs1 = Vs (pa/σ′vo)0.25 m/s (26)

where Vs is in m/s.
Since the CPT measurements are normalized in 

terms of Qtn and Fr, the resulting shear wave velocity 
values are also normalized. The deposits ranged pre-
dominately from Holocene to Pleistocene age and 
were mostly uncemented, although cementation was 
possible in some soils. Andrus et al. (2007) showed 
that most Holocene age deposits have Vs1 values 
less than 250 m/s. In general, the Holocene age data 
tends to plot in the center-left portion of the SBTn 
chart, whereas the Pleistocene age data tends to plot 
in the upper-right portion of the chart.

The contours of Vs1 in Figure 8 can be approxi-
mated using the following equations:

Vs1 = (αvs Qtn)0.5 m/s (27)

or

Vs = [αvs (qt – σv)/pa]0.5 m/s (28)

Since the shape of the contours for αvs is similar to 
those for Ic, αvs can be estimated using:

αvs = 10(0.55 Ic+1.68) in units of (m/s)2 (29)

At low shear strain levels (less than about 
10−4 %), the shear modulus in soils is constant 
and has a maximum value, G0. This small strain 
shear modulus is determined from shear wave 
velocity using the equation:

G0 = ρ (Vs)2 (30)

where ρ is the mass density (or total unit weight 
divided by the acceleration of gravity) of the soil. 
Using the Vs contours, Figure 9 shows the asso-
ciated contours of the small strain shear modulus 
number, KG, where:

G0 = KG pa (σ′vo /pa)n (31)

where n is a stress exponent that has a value of 
about 0.5 for most coarse-grained soils. 

Relationships between soil modulus and cone 
resistance can have the general form:

G0 = αG (qt − σvo)  (32)

where αG is the shear modulus factor for estimat-
ing small strain shear modulus (G0) from net cone 
resistance (qt − σvo). Since the stress exponent is 
similar for the normalization of both Qtn and Go in 
the sand region, it follows that:

αG = KG /Qtn (33)

Figure 8. Contours of normalized shear wave velocity, 
Vs1 (thick lines), on normalized SBTn Qtn–Fr chart for 
uncemented Holocene- and Pleistocene-age sandy soils 
(after Robertson, 2009a).
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Hence, it is possible to develop contours of αG that 
are also shown in Figure 9. 

Eslaamizaad & Robertson (1996a) and Schnaid 
(2005) showed that it is possible to identify 
cemented soils using the ratio of G0/qt. Hence, if  
the measured G0/(qt − σvo) (i.e. αG) is significantly 
larger than estimated using Figure 9, the soils are 
likely either cemented and/or aged.

It is also possible to estimate the appropriate value 
of αG from Ic based on the link with αvs using:

αG = (ρ/pa) αvs  (34)

Where (ρ/pa) is in units of (s/m)2

For an average unit weight, γ = 18 kN/m3 
(ρ = 1.84), it follows that:

αG = 0.0188 [10 (0.55Ic+1.68)] (35)

Hence, the small strain shear modulus, G0 for 
young, uncemented soils can be estimated using:

G0 = 0.0188 [10 (0.55Ic+1.68)] (qt − σvo) (36)

Figure 9 and equation 36 provide a simplified 
means to estimate the small strain shear modulus 
over a wide range of soils using CPT data. The 
relationships shown in Figures 8 and 9 are less reli-
able in the region for fine-grained soils (i.e. when 
Ic > 2.60) since the sleeve friction fs and hence Fr, 
are strongly influenced by soil sensitivity. The rela-
tionships are generally better in the coarse-grained 
region (i.e. when Ic < 2.60) and are primarily for 
uncemented, predominately silica-based soils of 
Holocene and Pleistocene age. 

For some applications engineers require an esti-
mate of the Young’s modulus, E′. The Young’s 
modulus, E′ is linked to the shear modulus via:

E′ = 2(1 + υ) G (37)

Where:
υ = Poisson’s ratio, which ranges from 0.1 to 0.3 
for most soils under drained conditions. Hence, for 
most coarse-grained soils, E′ ∼ 2.5 G. 

Since the small strain shear modulus G0 applies 
only at very small strains there is a need to soften 
G0 to a strain level appropriate for design purposes. 
Eslaamizaad and Robertson (1997) showed that 
the amount of softening required for design was 
a function of the degree of loading. Fahey and 
Carter (1993) suggested a simple approach to esti-
mate the amount of softening using:
G/G0 = 1 – f (q/2ult)g (38)

Where: 
q = applied load (e.g. net bearing pressure for foun-
dations); qult = ultimate or failure load (e.g. ultimate 
bearing capacity for foundations); q/qult = degree of 
loading; f and g are constants depending on soil 
type and stress history.

Fahey and Carter (1993) and Mayne (2005) sug-
gested that values of f = 1 and g = 0.3 are appro-
priate for uncemented soils that are not highly 
structured. For a degree of loading from 0.2 to 0.3, 
the ratio G/G0 ranges from 0.30 to 0.38. Hence, for 
many design applications the appropriate Young’s 
modulus for application in simplified elastic solu-
tions is approximately;

E ′ ∼ 0.8 G0 (39)

Equation 39 represents an important observa-
tion, in that it shows that the Young’s modulus for 
many design applications can be either measured 
or estimated directly from the in-situ shear wave 
velocity (Vs) to get G0. Using this ratio, it is possi-
ble to create contours of Young’s modulus number, 
KE, on the CPT SBT chart as shown on Figure 10, 
where:

E′ = KE pa (σ′vo/pa)n (40)

Where n is a stress exponent that has a value of 
about 0.5 for most coarse-grained soils.

Since the application of Young’s modulus, E′ 
is generally only applicable to drained soils, the 
contours on Figure 10 are therefore limited to the 
region defined by Ic < 2.60.

Some existing relationships between soil modu-
lus and cone resistance have the form:

E′ = αE (qt − σvo)  (41)

Figure 9. Contours of small strain modulus number, 
KG (thick solid lines) and modulus factor αG, on normal-
ized SBTn Qtn−Fr chart for uncemented Holocene- and 
 Pleistocene-age sandy soils (After Robertson 2009a).
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Where:
αE is the modulus factor for estimating Young’s 
modulus (E′) from net cone resistance (qt − σvo). 

Most existing relationships use qc, whereas they 
should use (qt − σvo), although the error is generally 
small in sands, where qt >> σvo and qc ∼ (qt − σvo). 
Since the stress exponent is similar for the normali-
zation of both Qtn and E′ in the sand region, it fol-
lows that:

αE = KE/Qtn (42)

Hence, it is possible to develop contours of αE that 
are also shown in Figure 10. 

It is possible to estimate the appropriate value 
of αE from Ic using the following equation:

αE = 0.015 [10 (0.55Ic+1.68)] (43)

From this, the Young’s modulus, E′ for unce-
mented, predominately silica-based soils of either 
Holocene or Pleistocene age (when Ic < 2.60) can 
be estimated using:

E′ = 0.015 [10 (0.55Ic + 1.68)] (qt − σvo) (44)

Bellotti et al. (1989) showed that the ratio E′/qc 
varied between 3 and 12 for aged, normally con-
solidated sands and between 5 and 20 for over 
consolidated sands and was a function of normal-
ized cone resistance. The relationship shown in 

Figure 10 indicates that a more appropriate ratio 
should be E′/(qt − σvo) and that the range shown in 
Figure 10 is consistent with previous work.

Figure 10 and equation 44 provide a simplified 
means to estimate the equivalent Young’s modulus 
using CPT data for a wide range of coarse-grained 
soils. Since the appropriate value for E′ is a func-
tion of the degree of loading, it is also possible to 
vary αE as a function of degree of loading. The 
values of αE shown in Figure 10 are for an average 
degree of loading of about 0.25 (i.e. factor of safety 
around 4). As the degree of loading increases the 
associated value of αE will decrease. To incorpo-
rate degree of loading into the estimate of E′, the 
final form would be:

E′ = 0.047 [1 – (q/qult)0.3] [10 (0.55Ic+1.68)] (qt − σvo) 
 (45)

For low risk projects the simpler form shown in 
equation 44 would generally be adequate. Robert-
son (2009a) showed that equation 45 provided very 
good prediction of settlements for shallow founda-
tion on coarse-grained (sandy) soils.

Consolidation settlements (at the end of pri-
mary consolidation) can be estimated using the 
1-D Constrained tangent Modulus, M, (Lunne 
et al. 1997) where;

M = 1/ mv = δσv/δε = 2.3 (1 + e0) σ ′vo /Cc/r (46)

Where:
mv =  equivalent oedometer coefficient of 

compressibility.
δσv = change in vertical stress
δε = change in vertical strain
e0 = initial void ratio
Cc/r =  compression index, either Cc or Cr, depend-

ing on σ ′vo

Mayne (2007) has shown that the ratio of M/G0 
varies from 0.02 to 2 from soft clays to sands. Using 
the link between normalized cone values and G0 as a 
starting point, it is possible to develop contours of 
constrained modulus number, KM on the normalized 
soil behaviour type (SBT) chart, Qtn – Fr, as shown 
on Figure 11, where:

M = KM pa (σ′vo/pa)a (47)

Where: a = stress exponent.
Janbu (1963) showed that the stress exponent 

(a) was equal to 1.0 for stresses above the precon-
solidation stress and zero below the preconsolida-
tion stress (i.e. M is approximately constant below 
the preconsolidation stress). Hence, at stresses less 
than the preconsolidation stress:
M = KM pa (48)

Figure 10. Contours of Young’s modulus number, KE 
(thick solid lines) and modulus factor αE, on normalized 
SBTn Qtn – Fr chart for uncemented Holocene- and Pleis-
tocene-age sandy soils (after Robertson 2009a).
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The flat dilatometer test (DMT) has often been 
shown to provide excellent estimates of settlement 
using predicted values of the 1-D constrained mod-
ulus (Monaco et al. 2006). The shape and location 
of the contours of Km were also guided by recent 
correlations between normalized DMT and CPT 
parameters (Robertson 2009b). The shape of the 
contours was also guided by existing relationships 
between M and net cone resistance (qt − σvo).

Existing correlations between constrained mod-
ulus and cone resistance typically have the form:

M = αM (qt − σvo) (49) 

Sanglerat (1972) suggested that αM varies with 
soil plasticity and natural water content for a wide 
range of fine-grained and organic soils, although 
the data were based on qc. Mayne (2007) showed 
that αM varied with soil type and net cone resist-
ance with values from 1 to 10, where the low values 
apply to soft clays.

Based on the contours shown in Figure 11 and 
equation 49, the following simplified correlation is 
suggested:
When Ic > 2.2 use:

αM = Qtn  when  Qtn < 14 
(50)

αM = 14   when  Qtn > 14

When Ic < 2.2 use:

αM = 0.03 [10 (0.55Ic+1.68)] (51)

Equation 49 shows that when Qtn < 14, αM varies 
from about 2 to 14 which is similar to that observed 
by Mayne (2007), but there is a clearer link on how 
to select the appropriate value for αM. Robertson 
(2009a) showed that equations 49 and 50 provided 
very good prediction of 1-D settlement for several 
published case histories.

In countries where settlement calculations are 
carried out using the compression index (either Cc 
or Cr), it is possible to combine equations 46 and 
50 in fine-grained soils (Ic > 2.2) to get:
Cc/r = 2.3 (1 + e0)/(Qt1)2      when  Qt1 < 14 (52)

Cc/r = 2.3 (1 + e0)/(14 Qt1)  when  Qt1 > 14 (53)

In general, estimates of  1-D constrained mod-
ulus, M, and compression index (Cc) from und-
rained cone penetration will be approximate. 
Estimates can be improved with additional infor-
mation about the soil, such as plasticity index and 
natural moisture content, where αM is lower for 
organic soils. 

5.7 Conductivity/flow (permeability)

Soil permeability (k) can be estimated from CPTu 
pore pressure dissipation tests. The dissipation 
of  pore pressures during a CPTu dissipation test 
is controlled by the coefficient of  consolidation 
in the horizontal direction (ch) which is influ-
enced by a combination of  the soil permeability 
(kh) and compressibility (M), as defined by the 
following:

kh = (ch γw)/M (54)

Where: M is the 1-D constrained modulus and γw is 
the unit weight of water, in compatible units.

Schmertmann (1978); Parez & Fauriel (1988) 
and Robertson et al. (1992) suggested methods to 
estimate soil permeability (k) using the time for 
50% dissipation (t50) from a CPTu dissipation test. 
These simplified relationships are approximate, 
since the relationship is also a function of the soil 
compressibility (M), as shown in equation 54. An 
alternate and better approach is to estimate the 
coefficient of consolidation from a dissipation test 
then combine this with an estimate of the soil com-
pressibility (M) to obtain an improved estimate of 
the soil permeability (k). 

The simplified relationship presented by Rob-
ertson et al. (1992), based on the work of Teh and 
Houlsby (1991), for the coefficient of consolida-
tion in the horizontal direction (ch) as a function of 
the time for 50% dissipation (t50, in minutes) for a 
10 cm2 cone can be approximated using:

ch = (1.67 × 10 –6) 10(1–log t50) m2/s (55)

Figure 11. Contours of 1-D modulus number, KM 
(thick lines), on normalized SBTn Qtn–Fr chart (After 
Robertson 2009a).
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For a 15 cm2 cone, the values of ch are increased by 
a factor of 1.5.

Combining the estimated 1-D constrained mod-
ulus, given in equations 49 and 50, in compatible 
units (i.e. net cone resistance, (qt − σvo) in kPa and 
γw = 9.81 kN/m3) it is possible to develop contours 
of k versus t50 for various values of Qtn and σ ′vo, as 
shown on Figure 12.

The relationship shown in Figure 12 can be 
applied to data from standard 10 cm2 and 15 cm2 
cones pushed into soft to stiff, fine-grained soils, 
where the penetration process is essentially und-
rained (i.e. Ic > 2.60).

Robertson et al. (1992) also presented a summary 
of CPTu data where laboratory derived values of 
horizontal coefficient of permeability results were 
also available and these are included on Figure 12. 
Sites where normalized cone resistance values were 
also available confirm that the observed scatter in 
test results is due to the variation in soil stiffness 
reflected in the normalized cone resistance. 

The degree of consolidation during cone pen-
etration depends on the penetration rate (v), cone 
diameter (dc), and the coefficient of consolidation 
of the soil (ch) (Finnie and Randolph 1994). These 
factors can be used to obtain a normalized, dimen-
sionless penetration rate, V:

V = v dc/ch (56)

According to a number of researchers (e.g. 
Finnie & Randolph 1994, Chung et al. 2006, Kim 
et al. 2008) the transition from fully undrained to 
partially drained conditions is approximately when 
V ∼ 10. Therefore, for CPT using a standard 10 cm2 
cone carried out at the standard rate of 20 mm/s, 
undrained penetration can be expected in soils with 
ch values less than about 7 × 10−5 m2/s. Because of the 
offsetting effect of rate-dependence shear strength, 
Kim et al. (2010) showed that the cone resistance 
is unchanged for V > 1, which corresponds to a 
ch ∼ 7 × 10-4 m2/s. Based on the relationship between 
t50 and ch, (equation 55) this corresponds to a 
t50 < 0.5 min (30 sec). Hence, a simple method to 
evaluate if  CPT penetration is occurring undrained 
or partially drained is to perform a dissipation test. 
If  t50 > 30 seconds, cone penetration for either a 
10 cm2 or 15 cm2 cone is likely undrained and the 
measured cone resistance can be used to estimate 
undrained shear strength. If  t50 < 30 seconds, the 
measured cone resistance may be slightly high 
due to partial drainage. This is consistent with the 
observation made by  Robertson et al. (1992).

6 FLAT DILATOMETER TEST (DMT)

The flat dilatometer test (DMT) was developed 
in Italy by Professor Silvano Marchetti in the 
1980’s and has become popular in some parts of 
the world. The DMT is simple, robust, repeat-
able and economical. Marchetti (1980) provided a 
detailed description of the DMT equipment, the 
test method and the original correlations. Various 
international standards and manuals are available 
for the DMT. Marchetti (2001) also prepared a 
comprehensive report on the DMT for Technical 
Committee 16, ISSMGE.

The flat dilatometer is a stainless steel blade 
with a flat, circular steel membrane mounted 
flush on one side. The test involves two readings 
A and B that are corrected for membrane stiffness, 
gage zero offset and feeler pin elevation in order 
to determine the pressures p0 and p1. Readings are 
taken every 200 mm during a pause in the pene-
tration and the corrected pressures p0 and p1 are 
subsequently used for interpretation. The origi-
nal correlations (Marchetti 1980) were obtained 
by calibrating DMT results with high quality soil 
parameters from several test sites in Europe. Many 
of these correlations form the basis of current 
interpretation, having been generally confirmed by 
subsequent research. 

The interpretation evolved by first identifying 
three “intermediate” DMT parameters (Marchetti 
1980):

Material index, ID = (p1 − p0)/(p0 − u0) (57)

Figure 12. Relationship between CPTu t50 (in minutes) 
and soil permeability (k) and normalized cone resistance, 
Qtn (data from Robertson et al. 1992).
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Horizontal stress index, KD = (p0 − u0)/σ ′vo (58)

Dilatometer modulus, ED = 34.7 (p1 − p0) (59)

Where: 
u0 =  pre-insertion in-situ equilibrium water 

pressure
σ′vo  = pre-insertion in-situ vertical effective stress

The dilatometer modulus ED can also be 
expressed as a combination of ID and KD in the 
form:

ED /σ′vo = 34.7 ID KD (60)

The key DMT design parameters are ID and 
KD. Both parameters are normalized and dimen-
sionless. ID is the difference between the corrected 
lift-off  pressure (p0) and the corrected deflection 
pressure (p1) normalized by the effective lift-off  
pressure (p0 − u0). KD is the effective lift-off  pressure 
normalized by the in situ vertical effective stress. 
Although alternate methods have been suggested 
to normalize KD, the original normalization sug-
gested by Marchetti (1980) using the in-situ verti-
cal effective stress is still the most common. It is 
likely that a more complex normalization for KD 
would be more appropriate, especially in sands, but 
most of the available published records of KD use 
the original normalization suggested by Marchetti 
(1980). 

The DMT is harder to push in very stiff  ground 
compared to the CPT and the DMT is carried out 
every 200 mm whereas CPT readings are taken 
every 20 to 50 mm. The DMT requires a pause 
in the penetration to perform the test. Hence, the 
DMT produces less data than the CPT and is also 
slower than the CPT. Both tests do not include a 
soil sample, although it is possible to take small 
diameter soil samples using the same pushing 
equipment used to insert either the CPT or DMT. 
Robertson (2009b) suggested a preliminary set of 
correlations that links the key DMT parameters 
(ID, KD, and ED) to normalized CPT parameters 
(Qt and Fr). The proposed correlations are approxi-
mate and will likely be influenced by variations in 
in-situ stress state, soil density, stress history, age, 
cementation and soil sensitivity. The correlations 
are unlikely to be unique for all soils but the sug-
gested relationships form a framework for future 
refinements. The resulting correlations are shown 
in Figure 13, in the form of contours of ID, KD on 
the CPT normalized SBTn chart. 

Comparing Figure 6 with Figure 13, shows a 
similarity between the contours of CPT clean sand 
equivalent cone resistance (Qtn,cs) and DMT KD. This 
link was also observed by Tsai et al. (2009) and Kung 
et al. (2010) related to correlations to evaluate soil 
liquefaction. Based on the data presented by Tsai 

et al. (2009) for sandy soils (ID > 1.2) and 2 < KD < 6, 
a simplified relationship can be given by:

for 2 < KD < 6 and ID > 1.2

Qtn,cs = 25 KD 
(61)

By combining equation 61 with equations 23 and 
25, it is possible to link the DMT KD to state param-
eter (ψ) and peak friction angle (φ′) to get:

ψ = 0.56 − 0.33 log (25 KD) (62)

φ′ = φ′cv + 15.84 [log (25 KD)] – 26.88 (63)

Equation 62 predicts smaller (i.e. denser) values 
for state parameter (ψ) than that suggested by Yu 
(2004). Yu (2004) would suggest that a KD = 4 in 
a very loose sand (K0 = 0.5) when ψ = 0, whereas, 
equation 62 suggests a more reasonable value of 
KD = 2 in a very loose sand when ψ = 0. Equation 
63 correctly predicts values for φ′ that are slightly 
larger than the current method suggested my Mar-
chetti et al. (2001) for estimating the lower bound 
peak friction angle. Equation 63 has the advantage 
that it incorporates the importance of soil mineral-
ogy via φ′cv.

Based on equation 61, it is also possible to 
update the link between the DMT KD and the 
cyclic resistance ratio (CRR7.5) for evaluating soil 
liquefaction in sandy soils. Using the CPT-based 
relationship between CRR and Qtn,cs, suggested by 
Robertson and Wride (1998), and equation 61, an 
updated DMT relationship becomes:

for 2 < KD < 6 and ID > 1.2
CRR7.5 = 93(0.025 KD)3 + 0.08 

(64)

Figure 13. Approximate correlation between DMT KD 
and ID and CPT normalized parameters for uncemented 
soils (After Robertson 2010).
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Figure 14 compares the proposed correlation 
between CRR7.5 and KD and those suggested by 
Monaco et al. (2005) and Tsai et al. (2009). The 
proposed correlation is very similar when KD < 4 
and falls between the others when KD > 4.

The intent of presenting a link between CPT 
and DMT results is not to infer that one test is 
better than the other, since each test has advan-
tages and limitations, but to seek similarities and 
linkages between the two in-situ tests so that to 
these linkages can be used to expand and improve 
correlations and applications by applying exist-
ing experience and databases from one test and 
extrapolating to the other test.

7 SUMMARY

The objective of this paper was to focus on some 
major in-situ tests and to present some selected 
insights that the geotechnical engineering profes-
sion may find helpful. The use and application of 
in-situ testing for the characterization of geoma-
terials has continued to expand over the past few 
decades, especially in materials that are difficult to 
sample and test using conventional methods. 

A short discussion is provided in an effort to 
encourage geotechnical engineers to progressively 
abandon the SPT because it is a crude, unreliable 
in-situ test. As suggested by Jefferies and Davies 
(1993), the most reliable way to obtain SPT N val-
ues is to perform a CPT and convert the CPT to an 
equivalent SPT. An update on the CPT-SPT cor-
relation is presented based on the CPT soil behav-
iour type index, Ic.

A discussion is provided on recent develop-
ments with the CPT including some elements on 

equipment and procedures, evaluation of soil type 
and estimation of key geotechnical design param-
eters. Updated SBT charts with 9 consistent SBT 
zones, that are dimensionless and colour coded for 
improved presentation, are presented. The normal-
ized SBT chart, based on Qtn − Fr, is used to illustrate 
correlations for soil state (ψ and OCR), stiffness 
(G0, and E) and compressibility (M and Cc). A dis-
cussion is also provided to illustrate the usefulness 
of the clean sand equivalent cone resistance, Qtn,cs. 
Although this parameter evolved out of liquefac-
tion evaluation methods based on case histories, it is 
shown that the resulting correlations are remarkably 
similar to those that have been developed independ-
ently using CSSM concepts and theory.

A brief  discussion is also provided regarding a 
possible correlation between DMT KD and CPT 
Qtn,cs, and its application for possible new correla-
tions between the KD and soil state, peak friction 
angle and resistance to cyclic loading.
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ABSTRACT: The characterization of sedimentary soil, and specifically ‘intermediate’ soils such as silty sands, 
non-plastic silts, clayey silts, and fine grained tailings are often challenging due to difficulties in sampling and test-
ing and in interpretation of in-situ data. Cone penetrometer testing where the penetration rate is varied to con-
trol drainage conditions has been explored recently. The penetration rates required for undrained and drained 
conditions are proportional to the coefficient of consolidation, and a two order of magnitude change in pene-
tration rate is generally required to move from one limiting condition to another. This paper utilizes experimen-
tal, analytical, and numerical research to examine practical implementation issues as well as theoretical details 
for proper analysis of variable penetration rate test data. Specifically, normalized relationships are presented to 
relate cone tip and pore pressure measurements to penetration rate. It is shown that partial consolidation dur-
ing cone penetration at the standard rate of 2 cm/s exists if the t50 from pore pressure dissipation test is less than 
100 seconds. The errors induced by partial consolidation during penetration on interpretation of both soil 
behavior type charts and pore pressure dissipation data are then examined; a new solution for estimation 
of the coefficient of consolidation from pore pressure dissipation is presented. A new two-stage automated 
hydraulic control system capable of penetration rates from 20 cm/s down to 0.002 cm/s is then presented. 
A practical framework and chart for selection of penetration rates required to obtain drained or undrained 
measurements for a given soil is discussed. Finally, numerical cavity expansion results using a modified 
MIT-S1 constitutive model within FLAC indicate that the initial state, in-situ stress, limiting compression 
curve reference stress, and stress-dilatancy characteristics are the primary factors affecting the ratio of drained 
to undrained cone tip resistance.

be performed and interpretation of measurements 
are relatively straightforward if  fully drained or 
undrained conditions exist during testing. How-
ever, complications arise when interpreting data 
for intermediate soils when partial consolidation 
(i.e. partial drainage) conditions exist during cone 
penetration at the standard rate of 2.0 cm/sec. 

Conceptually, varying the cone penetration 
rate (i.e. the rate of loading) can modify drainage 
conditions around an advancing cone; increasing 
the penetration rate sufficiently will create fully 
undrained conditions while decreasing the pen-
etration rate sufficiently will create fully drained 

1 INTRODUCTION

The characterization of sedimentary soil, and 
specifically ‘intermediate’ soils such as silty sands, 
non-plastic silts, clayey silts, and fine graded tail-
ings, are often challenging due to difficulties in 
sampling and testing, and in interpretation of 
in-situ data. Conventional methods for sampling 
and subsequent laboratory testing for clays may 
or may not be applicable depending on the soil’s 
susceptibility to sample disturbance and ability to 
retain stress history (Dahl et al. 2010). Common 
in-situ tests such as the cone penetration test can 
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conditions (House et al. 2001). Pore pressure (u2) 
measurement during cone penetration testing at 
the standard rate of 2.0 cm/s usually corresponds 
to fully drained conditions for clean sand (i.e. con-
solidation coefficient sufficiently high such that no 
excess pore pressure develops) and fully undrained 
conditions for clays (i.e. permeability sufficiently 
low such that the pore fluid cannot migrate).

The influence of penetration rate (v) and soil 
drainage properties (specifically the coefficient of 
consolidation) on the consolidation conditions in 
soil surrounding an advancing cone can be cap-
tured as a function of the normalized penetration 
velocity. During cone penetration pore pressure 
dissipation primarily occurs horizontally, resulting 
in the horizontal coefficient of consolidation, ch, 
controlling the rate of dissipation more than the 
vertical coefficient of consolidation, cv. The nor-
malized velocity can then be defined as:

V
vd
ch

=  (1)

where v is the cone penetration rate (convention-
ally = 2 cm/s), d is the penetrometer diameter (gen-
erally 3.57 cm or 4.37 cm) and ch is the horizontal 
coefficient of consolidation. Fully undrained 
penetration typically occurs when V is larger than 
about 30 to 100 and fully drained penetration 
occurs when V is less than about 0.03 (Randolph 
2004). Results from variable penetration rate tests 
have effectively demonstrated how penetrometer 
measurements change across a broad normalized 
velocity range (e.g. Randolph & Hope 2004; Chung 
et al. 2006; Yafrate & DeJong 2007; Schneider et al. 
2008; Kim et al. 2008; Jaeger et al. 2010; Schnaid 
et al. 2010). A majority of this work focused on 
contractive soils (with a positive state parameter 
value) where the cone pore pressure measurement 
(u2) increases and the tip resistance (qt) decreases 
with increasing V.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the prac-
ticality and potential for using variable penetration 
rate cone testing to improve characterization of 
intermediate soils. First, using a database of tests 
in contractive (mostly normally consolidated) soils, 
a normalized framework for analyzing measured 
cone data is proposed and the influence of par-
tial drainage conditions on how data plots on soil 
behavior type charts is briefly discussed. Re-anal-
ysis of pore pressure dissipation curves measured 
following partial consolidation during cone pen-
etration leads to a new interpretation method that 
avoids the error in applying theories that assume 
undrained penetration conditions. The interpreta-
tion method developed in turn provides insight into 
when partial consolidation conditions exist during 
cone penetration testing at the standard rate of 

2 cm/sec. Practical implementation issues of equip-
ment modifications and what range of penetration 
rates is required for a given site are then discussed. 
Finally, a state parameter based approach using 
the MIT-S1 constitutive model within cylindrical 
cavity expansion is presented to explore the pri-
mary factors that influence the ratio of drained to 
undrained penetration resistances. 

2 NORMALIZATION OF CONE 
MEASUREMENTS FOR PARTIAL 
DRAINAGE CONDITIONS

Capturing trends of variable penetration rate cone 
data within a normalized framework is possible 
using the normalized velocity parameter (Equa-
tion 1). Field, laboratory, and numerical data from 
variable cone penetration testing on contractive 
soft soils (as have been the basis for the majority 
of research to date) are presented in Figure 1a. The 
overall trend of (Δu2/Δu2ref ) can be captured with

Δ
Δ

u
u c

2

2

1 1
1ref

≈ −1
+( )V V50VV/VV

 (2) 

where Δu2ref is the Δu2 value during undrained pen-
etration, V50 is the normalized velocity correspond-
ing to the penetration velocity at which one-half of 
the excess pore pressure for undrained penetration 
is mobilized and the coefficient c reflects the maxi-
mum rate of change in Δu2/Δu2ref with V (numerically 
equal to 0.25c/V50) (DeJong & Randolph 2012). Val-
ues of c = 1 and V50 = 3.0 agree well with the data 
presented. Undrained conditions (Δu2/Δu2ref > 0.9) 
largely exist at V > 30 and drained conditions (Δu2/
Δu2ref < 0.1) largely exist at V < 0.3; the transition 
from drained to undrained conditions requires two 
orders of magnitude (100×) increase in V.

The tip penetration resistance measurements 
follow a similar, but inverted, trend, increasing as 
V decreases and partial dissipation (consolidation) 
of the soil occurs during penetration (Figure 1b). 
The normalized tip resistance can be similarly cap-
tured using

Q
Q

Q Q
c

reQQ f

drQQ ained rQQ ef≈ +
−

+( )V V

⎛

⎝

⎜⎛⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝⎝⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎞⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⎠⎟⎟⎠⎠⎠⎠
1 1

1 VV
 (3) 

where Q = (qt − σv0)/σ ′  v0, Qdrained is the normalized 
tip resistance during fully drained cone penetration, 
and Qref is the normalized tip resistance at a defined 
reference conditions (typically defined as the und-
rained condition. The additional term (Qdrained  /
Qref) is unique to the soil examined, and ranges 
from up to ~15 for collapsible soils, to ~3 for soft 
normally consolidated sediments, to less than unity 
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for dilative materials. For the dataset of contrac-
tive soils presented in Figure 1b the best-fit value 
is 2.5.

3 INFLUENCE ON SOIL BEHAVIOR 
TYPE PLOTS

Partial consolidation during penetration influ-
ences the qt and u2 values, and therefore also affects 
the normalized parameters used to characterize 
the soils penetrated by the cone. The soil behavior 
type (SBT) charts developed by Robertson (1990, 
1991) & Schneider et al. (2008) are based on nor-
malized parameters from tests at a penetration rate 

of 2 cm/sec. Therefore changes in the normalized 
parameters due to partial consolidation will affect 
the location of a given soil on a soil behavior type 
chart. The behavior type charts only remain valid 
for conventional cone data and should be used 
with caution for variable penetration rate cone 
data, although guidance on the effects of varying 
ch (or V) is given by Schneider et al. (2008). 

The manner in which variable penetration rate 
cone data may affect interpretation of the behav-
ior type charts of Robertson (1991) and Schneider 
et al. (2008) is illustrated with laboratory and field 
experimental data and numerical data for contrac-
tive soils in Figure 2 (DeJong & Randolph 2012). 
The normalized excess pore pressure parameters 
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Figure 1. Normalized velocity versus: (a) Normalized excess pore pressure; and (b) Normalized penetration resistance.
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Δu2/σ′v0 and Bq decrease while Q increases as the 
penetration rate decreases. The numerical and 
experimental data show consistent trends, in some 
cases crossing over soil behavior type boundaries.

These observations may be further examined 
using the normalized relationships for pore pressure 
and tip resistance (Equations 2 and 3) in combina-
tion with documented relationships for estimat-
ing tip resistance and pore pressure generated in 
normally consolidated clay during undrained cone 
penetration (Mayne & Kulhawy 1982; Wood 1990; 
Kulhawy & Mayne 1990; Houlsby & Wroth 1991; 
Ladd 1991; Mayne 1992; Lunne et al. 1997; Mayne 
2001; Lu et al. 2004; Mayne 2007; Schneider 
et al. 2008, 2009; DeJong & Randolph 2012). The 
effect of partial consolidation in the Bq − Q and 
Δu2/σ′v0 − Q plots for OCR values of 1 and 4 are 
presented in Figure 3. The trends presented using 
Equations 2 and 3 are based on representative 
coefficients of V50 = 3, c = 1, and Qdrained/Qref = 2.5, 
which provide good agreement with the experimen-
tal trends for normally and lightly overconsolidated 
clays. Again, Q increases and Bq and Δu2/σ′v0 values 
decrease as V decreases until fully drained condi-
tions exist. The changes observed are not unique 
and will vary for different soils and different initial 
conditions, but the fact that partial drainage condi-
tions will affect these charts is unavoidable. 

Therefore, it can be particularly important to 
obtain and test samples of intermediate soils to 
confirm the true soil type given the effects of par-
tial consolidation and other uncertainties when 
analyzing cone data alone.

4 RE-INTERPRETATION OF PORE 
PRESSURE DISSIPATION GIVEN 
PARTIAL CONSOLIDATION DURING 
CONE PENETRATION

Partial consolidation during cone penetration 
reduces the initial excess pore pressure relative to 
undrained conditions, resulting in incorrect estima-
tion of ch if  undrained penetration conditions are 
assumed and the pore pressure dissipation curve 
is normalized by the initial excess pore pressure to 
determine t50.

Experimental data of pore pressure dissipa-
tion following cone penetration at different rates 
in kaolin clay is presented in Figure 4 (created 
from Schneider et al. 2007). The dissipation curves, 
when plotted as absolute pore pressure, converge 
in time as they approach the final equilibrium con-
dition. However, normalization of each curve by 
the respective maximum excess pore pressure (Δu2  /
Δu2max) generates a different family of normalized 
curves. The dissipation curves shift to the right as 
the degree of partial consolidation during penetra-
tion increases (Δu2/Δ′u2ref where Δu2ref is the Δu2  for 
a fully undrained penetration) resulting in curves 
that do not converge in time. More importantly, 
the estimated t50 value increases, and hence the esti-
mated ch value decreases when the Teh & Houlsby 
(1991) method is applied (Figure 5).

A method to account and correct for dissipa-
tion tests following partially drained penetration 
was developed based on Teh & Houlsby’s 
(1991) solution for undrained penetration 

Figure 2. Experimental and numerical data indicating effect of partial consolidation on soil behavior type charts: 
(a) Q versus Bq; (b) Q versus Δu/σ′v0.
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(DeJong & Randolph 2012). The method is based 
on the excess pore pressure normalized following 
undrained penetration as 

U u
u b= ≈

+( )T T
Δ

Δ ref TT
1

1 TT
 (4)

where the normalized time factor is defined as 
T = cht/d 2, the normalized time factor at which 
50% excess pore pressure remains is T50 = cht50/d 2, 
and the b exponent is 0.75. Fitting to the Teh & 
Houlsby (1991) solution for undrained penetra-
tion is achieved for T50 = 0.061Ir

0.5, where Ir is the 

 rigidity index defined as the ratio of the shear 
modulus to undrained strength (G/su). 

A method for estimating ch from the t50 of a 
dissipation curve following cone penetration with 
allowance for partial consolidation during penetra-
tion is derived through the following sequence of 
steps.

Following partially drained penetration the ini-
tial pore pressure at the start of a dissipation test, 
U0 (= Δu2 /Δu2 ref), corresponds to the notional time 
factor of (rearranging Equation 4).

T T
U

b

0 5T TT T 0
0UU

1
1 1−T5TT 0

⎛

⎝
⎜⎛⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝⎝⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎞⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⎠
⎟⎟

/

 (5)

Figure 3. Parametric trends capturing the influence of partial consolidation on behavior type charts: (a) Q versus 
Bq; (b) Q versus Δu2 /σ′v0. (Note: Close symbols from parametric study and open symbols from experimental work on 
Kaolin by Schneider et al. 2007).
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Figure 5. Apparent change in ch from experimental dis-
sipation tests on kaolin following partially drained pen-
etration when dissipation curve is normalized by initial 
excess pore pressure (Schneider et al. 2007). Δumax /Δuref  
is the initial excess pore pressure of the dissipation test 
normalized to the initial excess pore pressure following 
fully undrained penetration.
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(Schneider et al. 2007).
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Further manipulation enables definition of the 
resulting apparent time factor (T ′f ) (i.e. the cor-
rected time factor that would be obtained if  the 
pore pressure dissipation followed fully undrained 
conditions) to achieve a given percentage of excess 
pore pressure dissipation (e.g. f = 30, 50, 70% etc) 
from an initial U0 to be calculated as

′
( )−

−
⎛

⎝
⎜⎛⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎞⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠⎠⎟⎟

−−
⎛

⎝
⎜⎛⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝⎝⎜⎜
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⎠
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⎥⎥
⎥
⎦⎦
⎥⎥  (6)

Figure 6 presents the resulting family of apparent 
time factor curves accounting for different degrees 
of partial consolidation during penetration (U0 = 
Δu2/Δu2ref). Consistent with the above experimental 
observations, T′f increases with increasing dissipa-
tion occurring during penetration. For example, 
the apparent time factor (T′50) at 50% excess pore 
pressure within the dissipation curve increases 
from 0.6125 for 0% dissipation during penetration 
(undrained case with U0 = 100%) to 2.04 if  50% 
dissipation has already occurred during cone pen-
etration (i.e. U0 = 50%), and eventually to 19.6 if  
90% dissipation occurred during cone penetration 
(i.e. U0 = 10%).

The influence of partial consolidation during 
penetration (as a function of normalized velocity) 
on the measured time factor can be approximated 
by

′ = = +
( )

⎛

⎝

⎜⎛⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝⎝⎜⎜
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T t c

d
I

g(
h

rI k50TT 50
2

0 06125 1 1.  (7)

where V50 = 3 and g and k are fitting parameters. 
For values of b and c of  0.75 and 1, respectively, 
best-fit values of g and k are 0.43 and 1.20. 

The resulting relationship between t50 and ch can 
be practically captured by

t
I

c
rI

h
50 = r [ ]ch

1 278 0 25+78  (8)

for conventional piezocone testing (10 cm2 area, 
v = 2 cm/s). Figure 7 presents the relationship for 
Ir values of 50, 100, and 500. In practice t50 would 
typically be measured during a dissipation test and 
ch would be computed. For 15 cm2 penetrometers, 
the coefficient of consolidation estimated from 
Equation 8 given a measured t50 value must be 
multiplied by 1.5 to account for the larger cross-
sectional area. 

The proposed relationship in Figure 7 agrees 
with those from Teh & Houlsby (1991) for 
undrained conditions (small ch values). However, 
as ch increases and the degree of  partial consoli-
dation during penetration increases, the curves 
diverge. This indicates that significant partial 
drainage during penetration may have occurred 
when the measured t50 is less than about 100 sec-
onds. The Teh & Houlsby (1991) solution can be 
considered applicable within 20% error for t50 
values down to 50 seconds (error increasing as t50 
decreases).

From a practical viewpoint, when t50 is less than 
100 seconds the above equation should be used 
instead of the Teh & Houlsby (1991) solution to 
approximate the correct ch value. It is possible that 
this error in interpretation of ch from dissipation 
tests in intermediate soils may be a significant con-
tribution to the scatter in some experimental data 
as indicated in Figure 1; i.e. incorrect estimates of 
ch (and hence cv) would shift values of V and con-
tribute to the scatter.
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5 SELECTION OF PENETRATION RATES 
FOR VARIABLE PENETRATION RATE 
TESTING

For practical implementation it is desirable to effi-
ciently assess (while on site) whether partial drain-
age is occurring during standard testing and to 
modify the penetration rate appropriately to obtain 
drained or undrained cone measurements.

The former can be readily achieved through per-
forming and evaluating dissipation tests following 
penetration at the standard rate of 2 cm/s and then 
assessing the t50 value following guidance in the pre-
vious section. If t50 is greater than about 100 seconds, 
undrained conditions exist during penetration and 
ch is less than about 0.3 cm2/s. Fully drained condi-
tions exist when u2 is equal to the hydrostatic water 
pressure (u0) and ch is greater than about 30 cm2/s. 
Intermediate conditions with partial drainage exist 
when t50 is less than about 100 seconds.

If  partial drainage had occurred at the standard 
penetration rate and either drained or undrained 
results were desired, then the penetration rate nec-
essary to establish drained or undrained conditions 
needs to be estimated while on site. A ‘field deci-
sion chart’ has been developed to facilitate simple 
and efficient estimates of drained or undrained 
penetration rates with a 10 cm2 cone (Figure 8). 
For example, a soil with a ch = 0.3 cm2/s that is just 
undrained at the standard 2 cm/s rate will require 
a velocity of 0.02 cm/s or slower for fully drained 

conditions. Similarly, a soil with a ch = 30 cm2/s 
that is just drained at the standard 2 cm/s rate will 
require velocity of 200 cm/s or faster for fully und-
rained conditions.

The practical approach utilizing this chart is 
envisioned as follows. The associated normalized 
velocity for the standard 2 cm/s rate would be esti-
mated using ch obtained from pore pressure dis-
sipation data. From this reference condition the 
change in velocity required to achieve drained or 
undrained cone measurements can be identified. 
The penetration rate selected will depend on both 
desired measurements of interest for design (i.e. 
drained or undrained resistance) and equipment 
capabilities (discussed in the next section). For 
example, for a soil with a ch = 3 cm2/s undrained 
penetration may require an increase in velocity to 
20 cm/s while drained penetration may require a 
decrease in velocity down to 0.2 cm/s.

6 EQUIPMENT AND PRATICAL 
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES FOR 
VARIABLE RATE CONE PENETRATION 
TESTING

Implementation of variable penetration cone test-
ing requires (1) equipment modification to enable 
controlled penetration across a broad range of 
penetration rates and (2) time management, as 
slow penetration can be very time consuming and 
costly.

Increasing penetration rates above about 50 cm/s 
is challenging due to equipment hydraulic demands 
and operational safety concerns; this practically 
limits obtaining undrained cone measurements 
in soils with ch = 10 cm2/s or greater. Decreasing 
penetration rates down to 0.02 cm/s or slower is 
possible with equipment modifications but is time 
consuming.

Precise penetration rate control from 20 cm/s 
down to 0.002 cm/s can be achieved on commer-
cial hydraulic cone rigs through implementation of 
a closed loop automated system at a cost of about 
US$25k. A two stage valve block, with high and 
low flow proportional valves configured in parallel, 
can be programmed with a motion controller and 
associated tuning and control interface software 
(Figure 9a, Wahl 2012). This enables fully program-
mable 1 m penetration intervals with multiple veloc-
ity increments. In addition, hydraulic accumulators 
may be used when hydraulic pump flow must be 
supplemented to achieve high velocities. Example 
results of the measured performance from the sys-
tem developed at UC Davis are shown in Figure 9b. 

Ideally individual cone soundings would be 
performed at each penetration rate desired to cap-
ture the influence of partial consolidation on cone 

Figure 8. Field decision chart for 10 cm2 cone pre-
senting relation between coefficient of consolidation, 
penetration velocity, and normalized velocity. Note that 
standard rate of 2 cm/s induces partial drainage condi-
tions from fine sands through most silts. Divide penetra-
tion rate by 1.22 for 15 cm2 cone penetrometer.
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penetration measurements. Adjacent continuous 
soundings would provide the means for compar-
ing penetration resistances within common strata 
(assuming the horizontal continuity of the various 
strata is sufficient). This is practically difficult as 
continuous soundings at low velocities would be 
very time consuming and costly. 

Alternatively, ‘twitch’ tests, wherein the velocity 
is systematically reduced following short penetra-
tion intervals may be used (e.g. Figure 9b, House 
et al. 2001; Chung et al. 2006; DeJong et al. 2010). 
Typically the penetration rate is reduced in either 
one-half  or full log cycles (e.g. v = 10, 1, 0.1 cm/s or 
v = 10, 3, 1, 0.3 cm/s). Numerical and experimental 
work has shown that a penetration of about 3 cone 
diameters is required before steady state condi-
tions are achieved (Chung et al. 2006; DeJong et al. 
2010). Therefore a penetration increment of about 
4 cone diameters is recommended so that suffi-
cient data at the end of a twitch interval (about 
one diameter of penetration with a high frequency 
sampling rate) is available to select representative 
cone measurement values. 

One practical challenge in variable penetration 
rate testing, and twitch testing in particular, in 
intermediate soils is the magnitude of horizontal 
and vertical spatial variability. It can be difficult 
to extract the influence of partial consolidation 
during cone penetration given the spatial variabil-
ity. The horizontal and vertical spatial variability 

is dictated by depositional processes, which can 
range from stable, uniform processes that produce 
uniform deposits (e.g. marine clay depositional 
processes) to erratic, random processes that can 
produce finely interlayered deposits of soils vary-
ing widely over short distances (e.g. mine tailings 
deposits). 

The general approach for considering VRCPT 
testing for a given site is as follows. Perform a 
continuous cone sounding at the standard 2 cm/s 
rate complete with pore pressure dissipation tests 
at select locations. Determine the hydrostatic pore 
pressure based on either the hydrostatic water 
elevation or by completion of a pore pressure 
dissipation test to the hydrostatic pressure. If  the 
hydrostatic pressure is known, the dissipation tests 
must only last ~200 seconds if  the objective is to 
determine if  partial consolidation during penetra-
tion occurred since it occurs only when t50 is less 
than 100 seconds. These shorter dissipation tests 
naturally occur at rod breaks (due to the pause in 
penetration) and therefore can be easily performed 
every 1 m interval. 

The next step is to assess vertical depositional 
variations from the cone data and estimate hori-
zontal variability based on the depositional process. 
If  spatial variability is not of significant concern 
then perform a second sounding with twitch tests 
at select intervals. Four twitch intervals per 1 m are 
practical, with additional data above and below the 
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1 m twitch interval at the standard rate of 2 cm/s. 
If  spatial variability may be significant, perform a 
second continuous sounding about 1 m from the 
original test at an alternate penetration rate (e.g. 
higher rate such as 20 cm/s if  undrained conditions 
are of interest) and compare the profiles to assess 
horizontal spatial variability. If  spatial variability is 
high, then increase the twitch interval length dur-
ing slow penetrations in subsequent soundings as 
time allows. Selection of representative data may 
then possible over a larger depth interval and with 
alignment of signature features between sound-
ings. As the variability of a deposit increases, it can 
take considerably more data (soundings) to obtain 
reliable statistics on partial drainage effects in a 
specific stratum. 

7 STATE PARAMETER-BASED 
FRAMEWORK FOR INTERPRETATION 
OF VARIABLE PENETRATION RATE 
CONE MEASUREMENTS

Implementation of variable penetration rate cone 
testing in deposits of intermediate soils requires 
an analysis framework that can accommodate the 
broad range of properties and initial conditions 
that will be inevitably encountered. Compila-
tion of experimental results from tests on a range 
of soils with different initial conditions clearly 
shows that a broader, more comprehensive analy-
sis framework than covered in previous sections 
is necessary. In Figure 10 the response of a col-
lapsible clayey-sand and a strongly dilative non-
plastic silt bookend the range of trends observed 
to date. For the collapsible clayey sand (Jaeger 
et al. 2010) Qdrained was about 15 times great than 
its Qdrained. For the dense silt the Qundrained was about 
50% smaller than its Qundrained. All results however, 
indicate a gradual transition from undrained to 
drained cone resistance over about a two order of 
magnitude change in velocity. For simplicity, the 
ratio of drained to undrained cone tip resistance 
can be used to examine the extent to which cone 
resistance may be expected to change as a function 
of soil properties and initial conditions. 

A state parameter (ξ0) based framework for 
interpreting the results of cavity expansion analysis 
using the MIT-S1 constitutive model (Pestana & 
Whittle 1999) is presented herein to explore how 
soils across a broad range of conditions will 
respond to variable penetration rate cone testing 
(Jaeger 2012). The use of a state parameter frame-
work is desirable as the relative density parameter 
for sands does not apply to clays and the over-
consolidation ratio parameter for clays is insuf-
ficient to characterize sands. Cylindrical cavity 
expansion simulations are performed with the 

MIT-S1 constitutive model to estimate drained 
and undrained cone tip resistances across a range 
of initial stresses and initial state parameters.

The MIT-S1 constitutive soil model (Pestana & 
Whittle 1999) modified with updates to the rela-
tionships for the elastic properties (Jaeger 2012) 
was implemented given its ability to capture a range 
of behavior for intermediate soils. The modified 
MIT-S1 constitutive model was calibrated against 
a suite of experimental data (1D-compression and 
undrained direct simple shear) on an intermediate 
soil consisting of a fine sand (Nevada sand) mixed 
with a natural low plasticity clay (Yolo loam) at 
contents of 0, 10, 20 and 35% by mass (referred 
to as FC0, FC10, FC20, and FC35) (Jaeger 
2012). Model calibration results for limiting com-
pression test data to 100 MPa are presented in 
Figure 11. Calibration of the model to this experi-
mental data set depended primarily on the refer-
ence stress (mean effective stress on the limiting 
compression curve (LCC) at a void ratio of unity), 
slope of the LCC, small-strain elastic moduli, 
and parameters controlling the stress-dilatancy 
response of the model.

The reference stress of the LCC (σ′v,ref), and 
therefore the position of the limiting compression 
curve in Figure 11 decrease significantly as the fines 
content increases, while the slope remains practi-
cally constant for these sand-clay mixtures. Results 
of consolidated undrained direct simple shear 
(DSS) tests on these mixtures (Doygun 2009) were 
used to similarly locate the critical state line (CSL) 
for the model. The peak friction angle and the ini-
tial shear modulus (as predicted by the calibrated 
MIT-S1 model) also differ significantly across 
these materials (Figure 12). The critical state fric-
tion angles estimated from undrained DSS experi-
ments changes slightly with fines content: 32.5 for 
0% fines, 32.5 for 10% fines, 32.0 for 20% fines, and 
33.5 for 35% fines. The trends of particular interest 
as the fines content is increased are that at the same 
initial state parameter (e.g., ξ0 = − 0.2) the peak 
friction angle decreases, the soil rigidity decreases, 
and the LCC reference stress decreases. 

7.1  Soil response to cavity expansion

Drained and undrained cylindrical cavity expan-
sion simulations were performed within the finite 
difference program FLAC 2D (Itasca 2012) for 
every sand mixture over a broad range of initial 
vertical effective stresses (25 kPa to 1000 kPa), 
K0-consolidation, and state parameter values (ξ0 = 
0.1, 0.0, −0.1, −0.2, and −0.3). The simulations were 
performed using 100 radial zones and were contin-
ued until the normalized cavity radius was equal 
to 10.0, where stable (or limit) total expansion 
pressures were consistently attained (Jaeger 2012). 
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Representative drained and undrained stress paths 
for the sand with fines content of 20% (FC20) and 
ξ0 = 0.1 and −0.2 are presented in Figure 13.

The response of  the sand with 20% fines 
(FC20) adjacent to the cavity wall with either an 
initially contractive condition (i.e. positive ξ0 = 
0.10, above the critical state line) or an initially 
dilative condition (i.e. negative ξ0 = − 0.20, below 
CSL) across a velocity range that spans from 
drained to undrained conditions is presented in 
Figure 14. The ratio of  cavity expansion veloc-
ity (vcavity) to hydraulic conductivity (k) is used to 
present partial drainage conditions for these simu-
lations. Silva (2005) recognized that the simplified 
ratio of  v/k presents trends similar to normalized 
velocity (V), with the latter being more rigorous 
due to the inclusion of  the coefficient of  consoli-
dation instead of  k, which accounts for void ratio 
and soil compressibility. 

For a material with a state parameter of 0.10 
(loose of critical), the cavity expansion limit 

Figure 10. Normalized velocity versus: (a) Normalized excess pore pressure; and (b) Normalized penetration
resistance for soils ranging from a sensitive clayey sand to a dense, dilative silica silt.
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pressure decreases and the excess pore pressure 
generated increases as the expansion rate (or pene-
tration rate) increases. The drained and undrained 
behaviors bracket the range of partial drainage 
behavior in terms of both cavity expansion limit 
pressures and constitutive level responses (q vs. 
p′, e vs. p′  ). This behavior is consistent with pre-
viously observed trends for contractive materials 
(e.g. Randolph & Hope 2004; Jaeger et al. 2010).

For a material with ξ0 = − 0.20 (dense of critical), 
the cavity expansion limit pressure increases and 
the excess pore pressure decreases as the expansion 
rate (or penetration rate) increases. As with the 
loose-of-critical case, the drained and undrained 
behaviors bookend the range of responses observed 

for partially drained conditions. It is interesting to 
note that the volumetric path of the partially drained 
expansion is not bounded by the drained and und-
rained volumetric paths over the entire path, as was 
the case for the loose-of-critical case. However, the 
final or limit conditions for partially drained expan-
sions, which are the most pertinent for estimating 
cone penetration resistance, are bookended by the 
drained and undrained conditions. This behavior is 
consistent with previously observed trends for dila-
tant materials (e.g., Silva 2005).

The drained and undrained limit cavity expan-
sion pressure for this intermediate soil (FC = 20) 
at ξ0 ranging from 0.1 to −0.3 are presented in 
Figure 15 a and b, respectively. Limit pressures in 
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both drained and undrained conditions increase, 
as expected, with increased initial confinement and 
with increased dilative tendencies (ξ0 = −0.3 state 
has higher tip resistance for both drained and und-
rained behavior).

The corresponding results for all soil mixtures 
for ξ0 = −0.2 are presented in Figure 16. The fines 
content has a substantial influence on both drained 
and undrained behavior, particularly at low initial 
confinement. Expansion pressures substantially 
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decrease with fines content, particularly as the con-
finement decreases. This behavior is attributed to 
the decrease in the peak friction angle, the decrease 
in soil rigidity, and the shift of the critical state 
curve in e – p′ space (the CSL moves to the left as 
the fines content increases). These trends are in 
agreement with the observation that cavity expan-
sion limit pressures and cone tip resistances at a 
given ξ0 decrease as the fines content increases.

7.2 Ratio of drained to undrained cone 
penetration resistance

Estimating cone tip resistance from cavity expan-
sion pressure generally follows a qc = Fσrr general-
ized function where F is the conversion function 
and σrr is the total expansion pressure. Various 
conversion functions, F, have been proposed in 
the literature, but no single function has been 

presented and verified across drained and und-
rained conditions. A modified version of Yu et al.’s 
(1996) approach was used to estimate drained cone 
tip resistance and a simplified version of the 
LeBlanc & Randolph (2008) method was used to 
estimate the undrained resistance.

The effect of drained versus undrained conditions 
is presented in two forms; (1) as a ratio of cavity 
expansion pressures, and (2) as a ratio of the pre-
dicted cone tip resistances. The drained to undrained 
tip resistance ratio is generally proportional to the 
ratio of drained to undrained cavity expansion limit 
pressures with a difference in scale due to the differ-
ent conversion factors used to estimate cone penetra-
tion from cavity expansion simulation results. 

Ratios of limit pressure (Figure 17a) show that 
undrained expansion pressure exceeds drained 
behavior for negative ξ0 (the ratio is less than 
one) and drained limit pressures are greater than 
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undrained limit pressures for positive ξ0 (the ratio 
is greater than one). The limit pressure ratio for a 
ξ0 = −0.20 decreases from 1.0 to 0.6 as the initial 
vertical effective stress increases from 25 kPa to 
1 MPa and for ξ0 = 0.10 decreases from 2.2 to 1.7 
(over the same stress range). At one atmosphere 
(~100 kPa) the ratios are 0.95 and 1.9, respectively. 
The ratio of limit pressures was also found to vary 
with initial state parameter, initial stress condi-
tions, soil modulus, and the peak friction angle.

The ratio of drained to undrained cone tip 
resistance, obtained from conversion of limit 
expansion pressures to cone tip resistances using 
methods described above (Jaeger 2012), is pre-
sented in Figure 17b. The trends in the ratio of 
cone tip resistance are similar to those for cavity 
expansion pressures; however, the ratio of cone tip 
resistances is greater than the ratios of limit pres-
sures by approximately 2 to 3 times. At an initial 
vertical effective stress of one atmosphere, the ratio 
of cone tip resistances is approximately 2.4 and 4.2 
for ξ0 = −0.20 and 0.10. This value is approximately 
20% lower than the predictions using the regression 

by Yi et al. (2012), which is approximated as a func-
tion of soil rigidity only. It is noted that the regres-
sion by Yi et al. is for the ratio of net penetration 
resistances (resistance minus the total overburden 
stress), whereas the results presented herein are in 
terms of resistance minus the initial pore pressure. 
If  the total overburden rather than the initial pore 
pressure was subtracted from the tip resistance, the 
ratio would increase and the results from this study 
would be in closer agreement with the regression 
from Yi et al. (2012).

The effect of fines on the penetration resist-
ance ratios, both for limit expansion pressures 
(Figure 18a, c) and tip resistances (Figures 18b, d), 
is different for dense-of-critical and loose-of-critical 
initial state parameter values. For dense-of-critical 
ξ0 (Figure 18a, b), the drained to undrained pen-
etration resistance ratio increases by an order of 
magnitude as fines content increases at stresses less 
than 400 kPa (4 atm), but vary less at high stresses 
(>4 atm). For loose-of-critical ξ0 (Figure 18c, d), 
the drained to undrained penetration resistance 
ratio decreases by less than 50% as fines content 
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increases and the effect decreases with increasing 
stress for all mixtures. Similar to the dense-of-
critical case, the ratios for loose-of-critical materi-
als approach a narrow band at high stresses.

7.3 Parameters affecting the ratio of drained to 
undrained cone penetration resistance

Previous research (Yu & Houlsby 1991; Yu et al. 
1996; Konrad 1998; Russell & Khalili 2002) have 
shown the drained to undrained penetration 
resistance ratio to depend on the same soil prop-
erties that affect limit cavity expansion pressures: 
the limiting compression curve, the location of  the 
critical state line, the peak friction angle, and the 
soil modulus. Yi et al. (2012) demonstrated that the 
friction angle and soil modulus affect undrained 
cone penetration resistance less than drained cone 
penetration resistance. These parameters vary 
with initial state parameter and initial effective 
overburden stress, which are controlled by mate-
rial parameters (or constants). Therefore the ratio 
is also expected to vary with these parameters.

The soil properties affecting the ratio of drained 
to undrained penetration resistance are examined 
by varying the MIT-S1 parameters that control the 
LCC reference stress, the peak friction angle, soil 
modulus, and the rate of elastic modulus degrada-
tion with straining. The stress-dilatancy behavior is 

indirectly captured through variation of the peak 
friction angle and the position of the critical state 
line. These include the 1D-compression LCC refer-
ence stress (σ ′v,ref), the maximum friction angle at a 
void ratio of 1.0 (φ ′mr), the parameter controlling 
the variation of the maximum friction angle with 
void ratio (pφ), and the small-strain elastic modu-
lus constant (Cb) (Pestana and Whittle 1999; Jaeger 
2012). The change in the ratio of drained to und-
rained limit pressures and cone tip resistances of 
the FC20 mixture due to the above parameter vari-
ations were examined for ξ0 = 0.10 and −0.20 for 
initial vertical effective stresses from 25 to 1000 kPa. 
The parameters controlling the small-strain elastic 
moduli (Cb) and the rate of degradation of the 
elastic moduli with shearing (ωs) were modified by 
±15% and ±50% respectively, which had only minor 
effects on the ratio of drained to undrained cavity 
expansion limit pressures and cone tip resistances. 

The LCC reference stress (σ  ′v,ref) parameter was 
varied from 4.0 to 16.0 atm (the calibrated value is 
8.3 atm) while keeping the initial void ratios, and 
state parameters equal to those from the calibrated 
FC20 mixture (changing σ  ′v,ref changes the CSL). 
For initial states both dense-of- and loose-of-
critical, increasing the LCC reference stress 
decreases the ratio of drained to undrained cavity 
expansion limit pressures and cone tip resistances 
(Figure 19). Changing the reference stress affects 
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Figure 19. The effect of the LCC reference pressure on the ratio of drained to undrained cavity expansion limit pres-
sure (a, c) and cone tip resistance (b, d) for dense-of-critical and loose-of-critical Nevada sand with 20% fines mixture.
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the undrained limit pressures and tip resistances 
more than the drained values. The change in the 
ratios of limit pressures and tip resistances is more 
pronounced for dense-of-critical initial states than 
for loose-of-critical initial states. The ratio changed 
by 30–60% over the range of stresses and initial 
states observed (Figure 19).

The parameters controlling the stress-dilatancy 
behavior (the reference maximum friction angle, 
φ′mr, and the variation of  the maximum friction 
angle with void ratio, pφ) were changed from the 
calibrated values to the values estimated for the 
FC10 and FC35 mixtures while keeping the ini-
tial state parameters equal to those from the cali-
brated FC20 mixture (changing φ′mr and pφ change 
the CSL). The ratio of  the drained to undrained 
limit pressures and tip resistances are generally 
lower than the predictions for the unmodified 
FC20 calibration, with one exception for σ′v0 = 
25 kPa and ξ0 = 0.10 where the FC10 values give 
a greater ratio (Figure 20). The calibration of  the 
MIT-S1 model to the FC20 mixture predicts that 
the FC20 mixture has a smaller peak friction angle 
than the FC10 and FC35 mixtures for the same ξ0 
(Figure 13). Changing to either the FC10 or 
FC35 values of  φ′mr and pφ therefore increases the 
peak friction angle and also the drained and und-
rained cavity expansion limit pressures. The ratios 

of  drained to undrained limit pressures and cone 
tip resistance are again found to decrease with 
increasing peak friction angle, which was also 
observed by comparing the ratios for each of  the 
mixtures (Figure 18).

The results of this parametric study have reason-
ably captured the influence of the LCC reference 
stress, peak friction angle, and soil modulus on the 
ratio of drained to undrained cavity expansion pres-
sures. Results indicate that the ratio of drained to 
undrained limit pressures or cone penetration resist-
ances can be below unity for strongly dilative mate-
rial. Cone penetration ratios were generally greater 
than cavity limit pressure ratios and had greater sen-
sitivity to parameter variations. The ratio of drained 
to undrained penetration resistance is predicted to 
change more with stress and LCC reference stress 
for dense-of-critical cases versus loose-of-critical 
cases. However, the stress-dilatancy parameters 
have a greater effect on the ratio for loose-of-critical 
materials than for dense-of-critical materials. This 
trend is to be expected since the CSL for low stresses 
is most affected by the stress-dilatancy parameters 
whereas the CSL for high stresses is most affected 
by the LCC reference stress (Pestana 1994). 

The above analysis indicates the potential for 
variable rate cone penetration data to provide a 
basis for inferring the in-situ state of soils better 
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Figure 20. The effect of the dilation parameters on the ratio of drained to undrained cavity expansion limit pressure 
(a, c) and cone tip resistance (b, d) for dense-of-critical and loose-of-critical Nevada sand with 20% fines mixture.
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than would be possible with undrained, drained, 
or standard penetration rate data alone.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The use of variable rate cone penetration testing 
for improved in-situ soil characterization of inter-
mediate soils has been explored through integra-
tion of experimental, analytical, and numerical 
studies. The following observations, some of which 
can be implemented today, have been made: 

• Simple relationships for the relationship between 
normalized penetration rate (velocity) and nor-
malized tip and pore pressure measurements have 
been developed. The transition from drained to 
undrained penetration occurs over approximately 
two orders of magnitude change in penetration 
rate. Undrained conditions generally exist above 
a normalized velocity (V) of 30 and drained con-
ditions exist below a V of about 0.3. 

• The influence of partial drainage on the use of 
soil behavior type charts was examined. The SBT 
charts were developed using standard penetration 
rate data and remain useful for their intended 
purpose; however, misinterpretation may occur 
if used with variable penetration rate cone data. 
Sampling and testing is particularly recommended 
for verification of soil type in intermediate soils. 

• Partial consolidation during standard cone pen-
etration occurs in intermediate soils and can 
adversely affect interpretation of pore pressure 
dissipation data. Concern of partial drainage is 
warranted if  t50 is less than 100 seconds. 

• A new method was presented to correctly inter-
pret pore pressure dissipation data following 
cone penetration with partial consolidation. A 
functional, practical equation and figure were 
recommended. If  not used, ch values using the 
conventional Teh & Houlsby (1991) solution for 
undrained penetration will be incorrectly low.

• A practical framework and decision chart was 
presented for field selection of penetration rates 
to obtain either drained or undrained cone pen-
etration measurements. It is intended to enable 
operators to select appropriate velocity ranges 
while testing in the field.

• A two-stage automated hydraulic control sys-
tem that accurately performs penetration pro-
files with velocities ranging from 20 cm/s down 
to 0.002 cm/s, and which can be integrated into 
commercial equipment was developed. Spatial 
variability must be considered with performing 
variable penetration rate testing, particularly 
when the twitch test is used.

• Cavity expansion analysis using a modified 
MIT-S1 constitutive model has shown the ratio 
of drained to undrained cone resistance to 
potentially vary from 0.2 to 12. The ratio prima-

rily depends on the initial vertical effective stress, 
the soil’s state relative to the critical state line, 
the LCC refernece stress, the shear modulus, and 
at what rate the modulus decreases with magni-
tude of shear strain. 

• The cavity expansion analysis also indicates the 
potential for variable rate cone penetration data 
to provide an improved basis for inferring the in-
situ state of soils than would be possible with 
undrained, drained, or standard penetration rate 
data alone.

Advances in understanding, performing, and 
interpreting variable penetration rate cone testing 
have progressed rapidly in the past ten years, and 
interest by industry is increasing. The approach 
seems particularly promising for natural (e.g. silty-
sands, clayey silts) and man-made (e.g. mine tail-
ings) intermediate soils. Future work is needed in 
detailed field and laboratory investigations, trans-
ferring knowledge to industry, advancing numeri-
cal methods for interpreting partially drained cone 
penetration conditions, and developing a frame-
work that can estimate soil properties based on 
variable rate penetration cone data. 
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Combined use of geophysical methods in site characterization
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ABSTRACT: Geophysical tests are widely used in site characterization for geotechnical and geo-
 environmental applications. A wide range of methods is available to reconstruct geometrical features of 
the subsoil accounting for different responses of soils as a porous medium and for the characteristics of 
the pore fluid. Seismic tests provide the advantage of an evaluation of the mechanical response of the 
medium, although only at very small strain levels, with the possibility of testing geomaterials in their 
undisturbed state on site. Interpretation of wave propagation in different frameworks can provide infor-
mation at several levels of details. One crucial aspect of non-invasive geophysical method is that they are 
based on the solution of an inverse problem aimed at estimating soil parameters. Combined use of differ-
ent geophysical datasets can provide more robust approaches, increasing the reliability of the final recon-
structions. Several applications are reported in this respect with particular focus on surface wave methods, 
which are getting more and more popular because of their cost and time effectiveness.

1 INTRODUCTION

Geophysical methods provide appealing app-
roaches for site characterization. Their role is 
continuously increasing thanks to technical 
improvements and decreasing costs of recording 
instrumentation. Moreover advances in compu-
tational capabilities and refinements in interpre-
tation methods have increased the potential and 
reduced the uncertainties. In particular cheap 
equipment and reduction of computational cost 
make more affordable the passage from 1D profil-
ing to 2D–3D investigations, allowing reliable glo-
bal model of the site to be reconstructed.

Geophysical methods are based on measure-
ments of specific physical quantities which can 
be related more or less directly to parameters of 
direct interest for the geological and geotechnical 
characterization of a site. Geophysical parameters 
are in some case measured directly and locally (e.g. 
seismic cross-hole test), but in most cases, their 
determination requires the solution of an inverse 
problem. Compared to other approaches often 
used in geotechnical site characterization, empiri-
cal correlation are avoided, but at the same time 
inverse problems are typically mix-determined and 
ill-posed from a mathematical point of view, lead-
ing to uncertainties associated to solution non-
uniqueness (Tarantola 2005).

Geophysics provides flexible tools for the char-
acterization in several difficult condition and 
sometimes they represent the only viable approach: 
for example in hard-to-sample soils; in situations 

in which intrusive approaches are inappropriate 
(e.g. polluted sites); whenever large volumes of 
soils are to be investigated; and so on. They are 
typically very flexible in terms of site implementa-
tion, but they are not to be considered universal 
solutions. A deep understanding of capabilities 
and limitation of each method is required for the 
selection of suitable strategies for the specific site 
and for the specific target of the engineering appli-
cation. Inappropriate choice of the technique and 
inappropriate planning of the survey are causes of 
poor performances, sometimes leading to catego-
rizing geophysical methods as not effective or not 
reliable.

Geophysical methods are used for a very wide 
range of applications at different scales, ranging 
from non-destructive testing of materials to geo-
physical prospecting for oil and gas, to characteri-
zation of the Earth’s crust. This variety of interests 
has led over the decades to the involvement of 
large communities of researchers and practition-
ers. The developments have often spread from one 
field of application to another leading to impor-
tant synergies and advancements in the methods 
and their applications. Very often the stronger 
improvements are driven by the investments of 
richer industries and in particular of the oil and 
gas industry, which resources allowed instruments 
for testing and processing techniques for large 
datasets to be developed. 

This is not always the case: for example in the case 
of surface wave methods, after initial developments 
in seismology for the characterization of the Earth’s 
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crust (Aki & Richards 1980;  Romanowicz 2002), 
the strong impulse in  engineering  applications 
followed to the introduction of SASW method 
(Nazarian & Stokoe 1985) has led to relevant inno-
vations for near surface characterization; nowa-
days the exploitation of ground roll (surface wave 
components) in large seismic datasets is receiving 
great attention from the oil and gas industries and 
the flux of knowledge goes from the near surface 
community to the deep exploration one.

In the context of site characterization for engi-
neering purposes, the role of geophysical methods 
is twofold: for one the evaluation of geometrical 
boundaries to model subsoil conditions (e.g. stratig-
raphy but also physical inclusions or hydrogeologi-
cal features); on the other side the evaluation of 
physical parameters of direct use for geotechnical 
modeling. For the latter, seismic methods play a 
dominant role, because the velocity of propagation 
of elastic waves is directly related to soil mechani-
cal response at very small strain. Instead for the 
assessment of embedded geometries the whole 
spectrum of geophysical approaches provide use-
ful information and the selection of the appropri-
ate technique is a matter of geological context and 
specific target of the application.

The present paper does not have the ambition 
to cover all the available geophysical methods and 
their applications. Rather the objective is to pro-
vide some thoughts on the meaning of geophysi-
cal parameters in the context of geotechnical site 
characterization, to show some applications and to 
discuss some recent trends, especially in terms of 
data integration.

2 GEOPHYSICAL PARAMETERS

Geophysical tests are based on the measurement 
or estimation of some physical parameters of geo-
materials. The variation of these parameters as a 
function of soil and interstitial fluid properties 
forms the basis for the different methods. Main 
observed parameters are:

• Density
• Electrical Conductivity (or its inverse Electrical 

Resistivity)
• Electrical Permittivity
• Magnetic Suscettibility
• Chargeability
• Elastic Moduli

Not all the geophysical parameters of  soils can 
be directly related to geotechnical parameters 
of  direct use for modeling soil behavior. Seismic 
waves velocity of  propagation is directly linked to 
mechanical response at small strains. Some other 

useful relationships exist between electro- magnetic 
parameters and parameters of  the soil as a porous 
medium. Some of the existing relationships are 
theory based, but most of  them strongly rely on 
empiricism. A variety of  relationships can be 
retrieved in the literature. In the following some 
examples are provided to highlight the poten-
tial of  geophysical tests in site characterization. 
Comprehensive discussion on physical param-
eters of  soils and rocks can be found in textbooks 
 (Mitchell & Soga 2005; Santamarina et al. 2001; 
Ahrens 1995).

2.1 Seismic methods

The use of  seismic methods for geotechnical site 
characterization is strongly motivated by the non-
invasiveness of  these tests, which preserve the 
initial structure of  soil deposits and the major 
influence of  all diagenetic phenomena (sutured 
contacts of  grains, overgrowth of  quartz grains, 
precipitation of  calcite cements and authigenesis) 
contributing to a stiffer mechanical response, 
especially in the small strain range (Jamiolkowski 
et al. 1985).

Seismic wave propagation in soils and rocks 
can be interpreted within different constitutive 
schemes, leading to different degrees of approxi-
mation of the actual soil behaviour. 

2.1.1 Continuum mechanics: Linear elastic 
isotropic medium

In continuum mechanics, the velocity of propaga-
tion of body waves is directly associated to elastic 
moduli. For an isotropic solid, the following rela-
tionships hold:

M = ρVP
2 (1)

G = ρVS
2 (2)

where ρ is the mass per unit volume; VP is the 
velocity of propagation of compressional waves; 
VS is the velocity of propagation of shear waves; 
M is the longitudinal (oedometric) modulus and G 
the shear modulus. Considering the existing rela-
tionships between elastic parameters, the Poisson 
ratio can hence be obtained by combining shear 
and compressional wave velocities:

υ =
( ) −

( )⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦
⎤⎤

2

2

2

2 1( ) −⎡
⎣
⎡⎡•

2
 (3)

Considering usual values of Poisson ratio for the 
solid skeleton of soils, compressional wave velocity 
is expected to be more or less twice the shear wave 
velocity in dry soils. 
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Recalling the definitions of the elastic moduli in 
terms of stress and strains it has to be pointed out 
that strains involved in geophysical tests are always 
very small. The advantage is that for very small 
strains the assumption of linear elastic behaviour 
is acceptable for soils. On the other side, the small 
strain parameters obtained with geophysical tests 
cannot be used straightforwardly for the analysis 
of geotechnical problems. Yet small strain elastic 
moduli are a useful term of reference for the selec-
tion of operative values in simplified approaches 
(Figure 1) and are useful parameters for advanced 
constitutive models of soil behaviour which can 
model the evolution of the mechanical response as 
a function of strains (Puzrin 2012). 

2.1.2 Continuum mechanics: Linear elastic 
anisotropic medium

Although the assumption of isotropy is often used 
for the sake of simplicity, the mechanical behav-
iour of soils is typically better represented with 
an anisotropic medium. Soil fabric associated to 
memory effects of depositional events causes inher-
ent structural anisotropy. On the other side stress 
induced anisotropy can assert significant effects. 
Since usual depositional processes cause one-
dimensional deformations, the cross-anisotropic 
model typically represent a reasonable assumption. 
In this case soil response is different if  the load-
ing direction changes from vertical to horizontal, 
but it is the same for any direction lying in the 
horizontal plane (Hardin & Black 1966). Under 
such an assumption, the mechanical response of 
the medium is described by 5 independent elastic 
constants. The implication for wave propagation is 
that the velocity of body waves becomes a func-
tion of the direction of propagation and of the 
polarization of particle motion. For example, the 

two shear moduli can be obtained in cross-hole 
 configuration from the propagation along hori-
zontal path of horizontally and vertically polarized 
shear waves respectively. 

The latter is also equal to the velocity measured 
with the usual down-hole setup. A method for esti-
mating both GVH and GHH in downhole configura-
tion by using multiple source locations has been 
proposed by Foti et al. (2006).

It is important to keep in mind these differences 
when comparing results of different in situ test. 
For example, in the methods based on the analysis 
of surface waves, usual tests based on vertical par-
ticle motion associated to sources acting vertically 
on the ground assume the propagation of Rayleigh 
waves and the estimated shear wave velocity is the 
one of vertically polarised shear wave velocities; on 
the other side, if  the propagation of Love waves 
is studied by detecting horizontal particle move-
ments associated to horizontal source (Guzina & 
Madyarov 2005), the velocity of propagation of 
the horizontally polarised shear wave is obtained. 
A combined application of Scholte waves and 
Love waves for seabed characterization is reported 
by Socco et al. (2011).

2.1.3 Continuum mechanics: Linear visco-elastic 
isotropic medium

Energy dissipation plays a role of paramount 
importance for problems associated to dynamic 
loadings in geotechnical earthquake engineer-
ing and in foundation for vibrating machinery. 
In order to quantify material damping in the very 
small strain range, seismic tests can be interpreted 
in the framework of linear visco-elasticity. 

In this respect, methods have been proposed 
on the basis of the attenuation of body waves in 
borehole methods (Hoar & Stokoe 1984; Redpath 
& Lee 1986; Mok et al. 1988) or surface waves in 
non-invasive methods (Rix et al. 2000; Lai et al. 
2002; Foti 2003; Badsar et al. 2011).

2.1.4 Empirical correlations and heuristic 
relationships

Several empirical approaches, based on heuristic 
formulations of wave propagation, are proposed 
in the literature to relate wave velocity to physical 
parameters such as porosity, state of stress, miner-
alogy (Mavko et al. 1995). Among them it is useful 
to recall the classical relationship for coarse grained 
materials proposed by Hardin e Richard (1963):

V AF
peFF

a

⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

σ′
β

0  (4)

in which A is an experimental parameter which 
account for grain properties, Fe is a function of the 

Figure 1. Typical relationship between secant shear 
modulus and shear strain with the indication of typi-
cal strain ranges for geotechnical structures (Atkinson 
2000).
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void ratio e and grain shape, σ′0 is the confining 
effective stress, pa is a reference confining pres-
sure (usually the atmospheric pressure) and β is an 
experimental exponent which accounts for stress 
dependency.

The original formulations for the void ratio 
homogenization factor proposed by Hardin e 
Richard (1963) are:

FeFF = ( )e−
( )e+

2

 (5)

for round particles and

FeFF = ( )e−
( )e+

2

 (6)

for angular particles. A simpler formulation has 
been proposed by Lo Presti (1989):

F eeFF − 1
3  (7)

The link to the state of stress and to the void 
ratio (or porosity) suggests the possible use of seis-
mic methods for monitoring the change in state 
parameters associated to soil improvement. More-
over the dependence on soil porosity and fabric 
suggests the use of shear wave velocity as an index 
property in seismic liquefaction assessment, after 
normalization to account for the influence of the 
state of stress (Andrus & Stokoe 2000). 

2.1.5 Wave propagation in porous media
A more realistic model for wave propagation has 
to take into account the granular nature of  soils, 
treating them as porous media, in which the 
pores can be filled by air and/or by a fluid (typi-
cally water in engineering applications). For the 
case of  wave propagation in partially saturated 
soils the reader is referred to Conte et al. (2009). 
Wave propagation in fully saturated elastic porous 
media has been studied by Biot (1956a-b) with a 
macroscopic approach: the medium is modeled as 
a binary continuum arising from the superposi-
tion of a fluid and a solid phase occupying simul-
taneously the same region of space. The porosity 
is the link between the two. For in situ testing, 
the relevant formulation is the one in the low fre-
quency range, in which there is no relative motion 
between solid skeleton and pore fluid (undrained 
behaviour). Biot theory reports the existence of 
three different body wave: one shear wave and two 
compressional waves. The first (fastest) compres-
sional wave is of  interest for site characterization, 
whereas the second (Biot wave) is of  little inter-
est because it is difficult to detect in experimental 
data (Nakagawa et al. 1997, 2001). Introducing the 
further hypothesis of  grain incompressibility, the 

velocity of   propagation of the first compressional 
wave and of the shear wave can be expressed 
respectively as:

V

K
n

PVV
SK

F

S F
=

+
S

( )K GSK G

( )n− n

4
3

ρ ρnS •nnS

 (8)

V
G

SVV
S F

=
S( )n− n ρ ρnS •nnS

 (9)

with: ρS grain density; ρF water density; KF water 
bulk modulus; KSK soil skeleton bulk modulus; 
G shear modulus; n porosity; ν SK Poisson ratio of 
the (evacuated) soil skeleton.

Some interesting feature can be observed. For 
one the velocity of  propagation of  the P-wave is 
strongly influence by the bulk modulus of  the 
pore fluid. For this reason, measurements of  VP 
in saturated media are of  little use for the evalu-
ation of  soil stiffness. VP in fully saturated media 
are expected to be always higher than VP in water 
(about 1480 m/s). Since also a little amount of  gas 
has a dramatic influence on the bulk compress-
ibility of  the pore fluid, VP velocity can be used 
to check saturation conditions (Santamarina 
et al. 2001). On the other hand, the presence of 
the pore fluid has little influence on the measured 
shear wave velocity because the shear modulus is 
not affected and the change in apparent density 
has only a minor effect (Qiu & Fox 2008). It is 
also interesting to note the effect of  the pore fluid 
in terms of  increase of  the VP /VS ratio which 
leads to values of  the apparent (global) Pois-
son ratio close to 0.5 as expected for undrained 
conditions.

Equations 8 and 9 can be combined to express 
soil porosity as a function of seismic velocities:

n
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V V
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4

1
1 2−

2 i ρ ρS − ))
 (10)

and considering that ρ S, ρ F, KF typically have 
relatively standard values, soil porosity can be 
estimated from measured seismic velocity if  an 
assumption is made on the value of  the value of 
the Poisson ratio of  the (evacuated) soil skeleton 
νSK (which is typically in the range 0.2 to 0.35). 
Applications are reported by Foti et al. 2002; 
Foti & Lancellotta 2004; Jamiolkowski 2012. A 
discussion on the stability of  the inversion of seis-
mic velocities and on the influence of  the estimated 
Poisson ratio is reported by Lai & Crempien de la 
Carrera (2012).
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An example of application is reported in Fig-
ure 2, in which the estimated porosity from seismic 
data is compared to the values obtained with direct 
assessment on high quality laboratory samples. 

2.2 Non-seismic methods

Non-seismic methods can provide reliable frame-
work for identification of specific features of a soil 
deposits, mainly with respect to subsoil geometry. 
No direct relation exists between non-seismic geo-
physical parameters and the mechanical response 
of the medium. Phenomenological and theoreti-
cal relationships can be established with physical 
properties of geomaterials as porous media. 

An example of such relationships is given by 
Archie’s law (Archie 1942), which forms the basis 
for a quantitative use of electrical resistivity as meas-
ured in the field or in the lab. According to Archie’s 
law, soil conductivity σ  can be expressed as:

σ σ φwσσ pφφ r
qSr

 (11)

where σw is the electrical conductivity of the pore 
fluid, φ is the porosity, S is the degree of satura-
tion, p and q are two parameters which account for 
the geometry of the interconnected porosity.

Some considerations are worth to be expressed:

– because of the empirical nature of the relation-
ship, coefficients should to be calibrated specifi-
cally for any given soil;

– a quantitative use calls for the need of an inde-
pendent estimate of some parameters (e.g. pore 
fluid resistivity is required to get an estimate of 
soil porosity in fully saturated conditions);

– Archie’s law applies for coarse grained soils in 
which the influence of surface conductivity of 
the particles is negligible (non conductive solid 
grains).

These aspects pose strong limitations on the 
quantitative use of geophysical non-seismic meas-
urements for the assessment of soil parameters, 
especially when dealing with results from in situ 
testing. Applications in the lab under controlled 
boundary conditions can provide a framework for 
monitoring transient processes and for a quantita-
tive use of in situ test results (Comina et al. 2011; 
Cosentini et al. 2012).

3 SCOPE OF GEOPHYSICAL METHODS

Geophysical methods are used in site characteriza-
tion with two specific aims:

– Evaluation of physical and/or mechanical 
parameters of soils and rocks;

– Assessment of geometrical features of the 
medium (layering, inclusions, voids).

On the basis of what specified in the previous 
section, the first task is mainly relegated to seis-
mic methods, while all geophysical methods can 
provide useful insights when it comes to the defi-
nition of the geometry. In particular, taking into 
account the multiphase nature of geomaterials, 
reconstruction of subsoil geometry can be referred 
to variations in the composition of the solid skel-
eton and/or the pore fluid (in fully saturated or 
partially saturated conditions). The effectiveness 
of any specific method is related to the sensitivity 
of the specific geophysical parameter to the local 
variation expected on site. It has to be recognized 
that often different physical parameters influence 
in opposite and concurrent manner the same geo-
physical parameter. For example, with reference to 
Archie’s law, both an increase in soil porosity and 
in the degree of saturation produce an increase of 
conductivity; hence a variation of both physical 
parameters can lead to the same value of conduc-
tivity and local variations may not be identified.

On the other side, the high sensitivity of electri-
cal resistivity to the presence of clay particles which 
are highly conductive, make electrical methods 
very effective in discriminating soil stratigraphy. 

Figure 2. Soil porosity as estimated from in situ measure-
ments of seismic velocities compared to values obtained 
from high quality samples at the site of the Leaning Tower 
of Pisa, Italy (Foti et al. 2002).
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An example in this respect is reported in Figure 3, 
in which an interbedded clayey layer is clearly iden-
tified. The possibility of obtaining a 2D or 3D rep-
resentation at the site is very important in the view 
of extending the information collected along spe-
cific profiles with conventional geotechnical meth-
ods such as borehole logs and penetration tests.

Other applications in which electrical methods 
are particularly effective are those related to infil-
tration of water or diffusion of contaminants as 
long as there is a significant change in the conduc-
tivity of the pore fluid. An example in this respect 
is reported in Figure 4, in which the infiltration 
of a contamination plume from a slurry pond is 
monitored with electrical tomography.

An attempt to cover the whole spectrum of avail-
able geophysical methods is outside the scope of 
the present paper. The discussion in the following 
will be then restricted mainly to seismic methods.

4 SEISMIC METHODS

Seismic methods can be roughly categorized into 
invasive and non-invasive methods. For the latter 
the measurements are performed entirely from 

the ground surface, providing some advantages in 
terms of cost effectiveness and planning of tests. 
The term invasive can be somewhat confusing: it 
is referred to the invasiveness in placing sources 
and/or receivers within the ground, but the meas-
urements involve the material along the propaga-
tion path which is not “invaded” (disturbed) by 
the measuring process. Hence seismic methods 
always provide parameters for the soil in its natu-
ral and undisturbed state. The obtained values 
are a reference also in respect of the significance 
of laboratory tests (Stokoe & Santamarina 2000; 
Jamiolkowski 2012). This aspect is particularly sig-
nificant for hard-to-sample materials, e.g. coarse 
grained materials in which retrieving undisturbed 
sample is typically very complex and costly, if  at 
all feasible. 

It is important to realize the differences in the 
volume of tested material between the different 
approaches, especially when the results are com-
pared to check the accuracy and reliability.

4.1 Invasive methods

Invasive seismic tests are well established in engi-
neering practice. Although they should provide 

Figure 4. Detection of plume infiltration path with electrical resistivity tomography (Martìnez-Pagàn et al. 2009).

Figure 3. Evidence of straigraphic sequence as obtained from electrical resistivity tomography at a site in which a clay 
layer is embedded in between more resistive materials (Turesson & Lind 2005).
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a high reliability in the light of simple executive 
procedures and interpretation, various examples 
in standard practice show the need for careful 
selection of equipment and scrutiny of the final 
results. 

The cross-hole method (Stokoe & Woods 1972; 
Ballard 1976; Hoar & Stokoe 1978) provide the 
highest resolution and in principle the highest 
accuracy because it is based on a local and direct 
measurement of traveltime at a specific depth. The 
measurement over limited travelpath requires high 
accuracy on the measurement of time and space 
intervals. For this reason very careful measure-
ments of borehole inclination are required and it 
is suggested to use a three borehole setup to avoid 
systematic errors due to inaccurate triggering of 
the source.

The down-hole method (Auld 1977) allows for 
a consistent cost reduction by requiring a single 
borehole, but its accuracy is typically decreasing 
with depth. An interesting blind comparison of 
several tests performed in the same borehole has 
shown a good comparison in downhole test inter-
preted in terms of direct travel times, whereas a 
large variability of the results has been obtained 
with the interval method (Kim et al. 2012). Nev-
ertheless it is important to recognize the existence 
of experimental uncertainties: a single result can 
never be considered as “ground truth”. Measure-
ments similar to downhole ones can be obtained 
with the Seismic Cone (SCPT) or Seismic Dilatom-
eter (SDMT) (Robertson et al. 1985; Hepton 1988; 
Mayne et al. 1999) which bring at the depth the 
receivers with the bars used to insert other tools in 
the ground, avoiding the need for a preformed and 
cased borehole.

PS logging measurements are obtained with the 
insertion of a tool containing both sources and 
receivers for P and S waves in a borehole (prefer-
ably uncased). A limited amount of soil is involved 
in the propagation. The results have to be checked 
accounting for possible mode conversion in wave 
propagation. 

4.2 High resolution seismic reflection

Seismic reflection has been mainly developed for 
geophysical exploration for oil and gas industry. The 
consequent availability of large budgets for research 
led to tremendous advancements in processing and 
interpretation. The application to near surface 
characterization of high resolution seismic reflec-
tion provides the capability to investigate with great 
details geological features in complex geological 
environments (Brouwer & Helbig 1998; Steeples & 
Miller 1998; Brabham et al. 2005). 

Implementation of seismic reflection with 
 horizontally polarized shear waves overcome the 

limitations related to the poor resolution for shal-
low sediments in presence of a shallow watertable. 
An example is reported in Figure 5 in which SH 
high resolution seismic reflection is used to delin-
eate the boundaries of subsurface structures with 
high potential for groundwater extraction. Other 
typical applications are related to seismic site char-
acterization for earthquake hazard studies. 

High resolution seismic reflection requires 
intensive data acquisition with very reduced 
receiver spacing. The acquisition can be optimized 
with the use of seismic landstreamers, i.e. arrays of 
geophones with high resistance connections which 
are towed by a vehicle (van der Veen et al. 2001; 
Vangkilde-Pedersen et al. 2006). 

4.3 Seismic refraction

As for seismic reflection, applications with P-waves 
in near surface site characterization suffer from the 
lack of resolution in presence of a watertable (i.e. 
the method is almost blind in saturated sediments). 
This limitation is overcome by performing the test 
with horizontally polarized shear waves, but the 
difficulties in the generation of the latter typically 
limit the survey length and hence the investigation 
depth. 

Classical interpretation in terms of direct travel 
times in a layered medium provide the best resolu-
tion for sharp interfaces in simple geological con-
texts. An example is reported in Figure 6, where 
a 2D model of shear wave velocity in shallow 
sediments is reconstructed on the basis of arrival 
times for different shots. More refined results may 
be obtained with the use of the GRM (Gener-
alised Raypath Methods) or with tomographic 
inversion.

It has to taken into account that seismic refrac-
tion suffers from intrinsic limitations in its applica-
bility. Indeed some features such has low velocity 
layers and hidden layers (i.e. layers with limited 
thickness under specific values of velocity con-
trasts at interfaces) cannot be properly resolved 
(Reynolds 1997). Since these aspects are not easily 
recognized in the experimental data, it is of pri-
mary importance the evaluation of the geological 

Figure 5. Interpreted section from high resolution seis-
mic reflection of horizontally polarised shear waves (Pugin 
et al. 2009).
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context to assess the applicability of the method 
and a careful selection of acquisition parameters.

Moreover, when it is applied to horizontally 
polarised shear waves, seismic refraction may be 
affected by mode conversion caused by lateral vari-
ations and dipping layers (Xia et al. 2002). In such 
a condition, the results will overestimate the shear 
wave velocity profile at the site.

4.4 Surface wave testing

Surface wave tests have received in recent years 
large attention in the geotechnical and geophysi-
cal research communities and their use is widely 
spreading in practical applications (Socco et al. 
2010b). Indeed they provide some practical advan-
tages with respect to other non invasive methods, 
especially because data acquisition is particularly 
simple and they do not suffer from limitations 
of seismic refraction method. In particular, they 
are able to characterize also profiles with inverse 
velocity layers (i.e. softer layers below stiffer ones). 
Nevertheless it has to be recognized that the inter-
pretation of surface wave data can be very diffi-
cult especially in complex geological conditions. 
Very often the processing and interpretation is 
oversimplified with dramatic consequences on the 
reliability of the obtained results. The increasing 
availability of software for automated processing 
and inversion of surface wave data has contrib-
uted to the diffusion of the method but very often 
without a clear perception of the need for careful 
scrutiny of experimental data. A clear example 
in this respect is given by the influence of higher 
modes which is still very often neglected during the 

 interpretation causing potentially large errors in 
several subsoil conditions (Tokimatsu et al. 1992; 
Maraschini et al. 2010).

Accounting for higher modes of propagation 
in automated inversion procedures faces some dif-
ficulties related to problems in the evaluation of 
numerical partial derivatives of surface wave dis-
persion. Figure 7 reports an example obtained with 
a Montecarlo inversion procedure  (Maraschini & 
Foti 2010). Global search approaches limit the risk 
of getting a solution associated to a local minimum 
of the inverse problem. In the reported example, 
the best fitting model is reported together with 
other solutions which can be considered equivalent 
with respect to available experimental data and 
its associated uncertainty. The issue of solution 
non-uniqueness represents another crucial aspect 
in surface wave testing. Accounting for a-priori 
information and experimental data from other 
geophysical methods can provide in this respect 
sensible improvements in terms of reliability of the 
solution, as it will be discussed later on.

In geotechnical practice, surface wave methods 
with active sources have evolved from the two-
station procedure (SASW) originally proposed by 
Prof. Stokoe and coworkers at University of Texas 
to more efficient multistation methods (MASW). 
Indeed the latter allow for a much reduced testing 
time in the field and for a faster procedure to get 
the experimental dispersion curve. For this reason 
multistation methods can be nowadays considered 
the standard, although the possibility of using 
very light equipment and the easier procedure 
for data quality control in the field still provide 
some  reasons for the use of the two-station SASW 

Figure 6. Example of shear wave refraction survey: top) experimental and simulated arrival travel time; bottom) 
interpreted 2D model and comparison with stratigraphy from an available borehole (Ellefsen et al. 2005).
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procedure. Passive-source surface wave methods 
based on the monitoring of natural and man-made 
microtremors allow for an extension of the investi-
gation depth when large and costly sources are not 
available. An overview of surface wave methods is 
provided by Foti et al. (2011).

5 COMBINED USE OF GEOPHYSICAL 
DATASETS

Geophysical methods are typically based on the 
solution of an inverse problem, which on the basis 
of recorded experimental data aims at estimating 
model parameters for the subsoil. Several sources 
of uncertainties may affect the outcome of an 
inverse problem:

• experimental uncertainties on the measurements 
(repeatability, systematic errors, etc);

• model uncertainties associated to the assump-
tion of a specific subsoil model (i.e. horizontally 
stratified model in surface wave testing) or from 
a-priori assumptions on the values of the param-
eters (e.g. regularization in seismic or electrical 
tomography);

• solution non-uniqueness (i.e. different sets of 
model parameters can honor equally well the 
available experimental data also accounting for 
the their associated uncertainty).

Integration between different methods and differ-
ent datasets can provide a more reliable site char-
acterization, reducing the uncertainties associated 
to a single measurement.

Moreover, each method explores a specific 
volume of the subsoil. Integration of different 
methods can provide high local resolution while 
characterizing large extents of the site.

Different levels of integration can be imple-
mented between datasets (Socco et al. 2010a):

• very often different methods are applied at the 
same site to verify the accuracy of the results. In 
such applications it is important to recall the differ-
ences in tested volume between different methods;

• combined interpretation of results from differ-
ent geophysical surveys is often use for the devel-
opment of an overall model of the site;

• information from a dataset can be used to 
impose constrains or to set a-priori values in 
the solutions of the inverse problem of a second 
dataset;

• the highest level of integration is represented 
by joint inversion approaches in which different 
datasets are fully coupled to improve robustness 
and reliability of the results. 

In the following some examples of data integration 
at different levels are reported and commented.

5.1 Borehole methods vs non-invasive methods

Very often results from borehole methods are com-
pared to results of  invasive methods at the same 
site. The common attitude in this respect is that, 
since borehole methods are based on a simpler 
measurement concept, they represent the ground 

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Example of Montecarlo multimodal inversion 
of surface waves: (a) Best fitting profiles; (b) Dispersion 
curves for best models compared with the experimen-
tal dispersion curve; (c) Absolute value of the Haskell-
Thomson matrix determinant for best fitting model 
(white dots represent the experimental dispersion curve). 
 (Maraschini & Foti 2010).

(c)
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truth and a validation for indirect measurements. 
Nevertheless it is very important to recognize that 
borehole methods provide a local estimate for 
a limited volume of soil, whereas non-invasive 
methods provide estimates for the volume of soil 
included below the length of  the testing array. 
Some examples of  comparison between borehole 
seismic methods and surface wave methods are 
reported in Figure 8. The good agreement between 
different approaches shows that when the proper 
methods are applied with respect to expected local 
geology, different methods provide consistent 
results. 

A very important difference has to be pointed 
out in terms of resolution. Indeed measurements 
from the ground surface can provide high resolu-
tion close to the free surface, but cannot identify 
thin layers with sharp variations at depth, which 
can be correctly identified only with invasive meas-
urements (Socco & Strobbia 2004). 

Very often for applications related to earth-
quake geotechnical engineering, seismic methods 
are aimed at estimating VS,30, i.e. the average veloc-
ity in the shallowest 30 m (as computed in terms of 
equal travel-times). For such applications, it is not 
required an high resolution and the results from 
non-invasive methods provide adequate estimates 
for the whole soil deposit, as confirmed by the data 
reported in Figure 9.

5.2 Combined use of geophysical tests for the 
definition of subsoil models 

Independent subsoil models from different geo-
physical methods can be merged in order to pro-
vide a clearer evidence and a more robust overall 
geological model. For one, combined evidence from 
different approaches increase the confidence in the 
obtained results. Moreover the sensitivity of geo-
physical parameters with respect to soil  properties 

Figure 8. Comparison between shear wave velocities profiles from borehole seismic methods (Cross-Hole or Down-
Hole) and surface wave tests with multistation arrays (SASW-fk) at some Italian sites.

Figure 9. Comparison between estimates of VS,30 
from borehole seismic methods and from surface wave 
tests (Comina et al. 2011).
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allows for a more accurate identification of the 
different formation. Three examples are reported 
in the following. Olona et al. (2010) report on 
the characterization of a weathered granite mas-
sive with a combination of seismic and electrical 
methods. Taking into account the influence of 
progressive weathering on mechanical behaviour, 

changes in seismic velocities provide clear evidence 
of the transition between fresh unaltered rock to 
weathered rock and to residual soils. The geomet-
rical reconstruction obtained with P-wave seismic 
refraction (Figure 10a) and surface wave data (Fig-
ure 10b) are consistently in agreement with results 
from electrical resistivity tomography (Figure 10c), 

Figure 10. Combination of: (a) Vp seismic tomography; (b) Pseudo-2D Vs profiling from surface wave inversion; 
(c) Electrical resistivity tomography for the evaluation of weathering variations in a granitic massif  formation. Models 
are over-imposed in panel; and (d) Which reports also evidence from a borehole log in terms of Rock Quality Designa-
tion (Olona et al. 2010).
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as shown in the overlap between the three different 
2D models reported in Figure 10d. Information 
from a borehole in the central part of the model 
helps in the reconstruction of the overall model. In 
this example geophysical tests provide a significant 
capability to extend the local information from 
the single borehole to adjacent zones allowing for 
the reconstruction of lateral variability of physical 
properties which can play a fundamental role for 
many applications.

A second example is related to hydrogeological 
prospecting (Pugin et al. 2009). Figure 11 reports 
the interfaces between different layers as identified 
with high resolution S-wave reflection data (Fig-
ure 5) with on top the results of electrical resistivity 
tomography. Although apparently some differences 
are obtained in the geometrical reconstruction, 
the two techniques provide some complementary 
information. Indeed, seismic reflection allows for 
a clear reconstruction of interfaces and hence of 
the boundaries between different layers, whereas 
the need for the implementation of some regulari-
zation technique leads to smoothed interfaces in 
tomographic inversions. Nevertheless the resistiv-
ity model shows the presence of a core of resistive 
material below highly conductive sediments. This 
feature validate the hypothesis that the intermedi-
ate layers well recognized by seismic reflection rep-
resent an esker of coarse grained material which is 
the aquifer of interest for the specific application.

Finally, an example is reported in which differ-
ent seismic approaches are combined to obtain the 
model for an alluvial fan in the Italian Alps (Socco 
et al. 2008). In this case several datasets were avail-
able. Two long surveys were collected along more 
or less orthogonal lines (Figure 12). Moreover 
down-hole tests and specific surface wave data 
were collected at selected locations. In Figure 13, 
P-wave and S-wave models obtained along the 
two lines are reported on top of the interpreted 

seismic reflection profiles. In particular, the P-wave 
model obtained with tomographical inversion of 
first arrivals, shows that the first interface identi-
fied in the reflection survey is the watertable. This 
information has been used for the interpretation of 
surface wave data along the profile. Surface wave 
data extracted from the reflection dataset were 
interpreted to provide a shallow VS model along 
the whole profile (Socco et. 2009). Deep shear 

Figure 11. Overlap of results from high resolution seismic reflection of horizontally polarized shear waves and 
 electrical resistivity tomography for the localization of water resources (Pugin et al. 2009).

Figure 12. Location of seismic surveys performed for 
the characterization of the alluvial fan in La Salle, Italy 
(Socco et al. 2008).
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Figure 13. Seismic characterization of an alluvial fan with a combination of seismic methods: (a) P-wave velocity model 
superimposed to seismic reflec tion; (b) P-wave velocity model superimposed to seismic reflection (Socco et al. 2008).
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wave velocity profiles obtained with the inver-
sion of combined active and passive surface wave 
data confirm the deeper reflection as the position 
of the bedrock below the alluvial fan and allow 
for the extension of the model at depth. Finally 
it is worthwhile to mention the good agreement 
between down-hole seismic data and the results 
obtained with surface wave testing. 

5.3 SW and seismic refraction

Combined use of surface wave method and P-wave 
seismic refraction is particularly attractive because 
the datasets can be collected with the same test-
ing setup. Moreover several synergies can be asso-
ciated to the combined interpretation of the two 
methods (Foti et al. 2003). For one, the informa-
tion obtained from the analysis of refracted waves 
can provide useful constrains and a-priori infor-
mation for the inversion of surface wave data. 
The simplest but very relevant aspect is related 
to the possibility of estimating the watertable 
position with P-wave seismic refraction. Indeed, 
as detailed in section 2.1.5, fully saturated sedi-
ments are characterized by a velocity of propaga-
tion of P-waves strongly influenced by the bulk 
stiffness of the pore fluid. The sharp increase of 
P-wave at the watertable creates a seismic interface 
which is easily detected with seismic refraction. On 
the other side, the transition to a fully saturated 
porous medium causes an abrupt change in the 
apparent Poisson ratio. Typically the interpreta-
tion of surface wave data is performed assuming 
a layered linear elastic model. In order to reduce 
the number of unknowns for the solution of the 
inverse problem, values of mass density and Pois-
son ratio of each layer are set a-priori. This simpli-
fying assumption is justified by sensitivity analyses 
reported by Nazarian (1984). Nevertheless it has 
to be considered that if  the abrupt change in Pois-
son ratio at the water table is not properly taken 
into account, a significant bias may be introduced 
in the estimated shear wave velocity profile (Foti & 
Strobbia 2002). Figure 13 reports the inversion of 
surface wave data with three different hypothesis 
on water table position. Each obtained model lead 
to a good fitting between experimental data and 
theoretical dispersion curve. The first inversion has 
been performed considering the water table posi-
tion as estimated from the seismic refraction sur-
vey; the second assuming completely dry soils (no 
water table in the investigated depth); the third one 
assuming a water table level deeper than the one 
in inversion #1. The influence of these assumption 
on the obtained shear wave velocity model is not 
negligible and the comparison with a Cross-Hole 
test performed at the same location shows that an 
accurate result is obtained only with a reasonable 

estimate of the water table position (inversion #1 
in Figure 14). 

On the other side, surface wave analysis can 
reduce ambiguities in the interpretation of P-wave 
refraction in the situations in which hidden layers 
are present. This is for example the case in which 
the presence of layers with inverse velocity (i.e. 
velocity of propagation decreasing with depth) or 
profiles with gradual transitions and thin layers 
which are not identifiable by seismic refraction. In 
such situation the stratigraphic information from 
surface wave data can provide a framework for a 
more realistic interpretation of critically refracted 
events (Foti et al. 2003).

The synergies of the two methods can be fully 
exploited with a joint inversion of surface wave 
data and P-wave refraction surveys (Ivanov et al. 
2006; Dal Moro 2008; Piatti 2012a). In this case 
a single model which honor simultaneously the 
experimental dispersion curve of surface wave 
data and the direct travel time curve of P-wave 
refraction is sought. Implementation of such an 
approach are reported by Piatti et al. (2012). The 
example reported in Figure 15 shows a comparison 
between individual inversions of the two datasets 
and joint inversion. The solution obtained with the 
latter allows for an higher resolution and in partic-
ular it identifies the presence of a soft silt and clay 
layer at a depth around 20 m, which is embedded in 
between the top gravels and the bedrock below as 
confirmed by stratigraphic information obtained 
from borehole logs (Piatti et al. 2012).

5.4 Surface waves and VES

Integration of seismic and non-seismic data has 
been proposed by several authors in order to 
improve the reliability of the reconstruction of 
the subsoil. The possibility of developing joint 
inversions between different datasets may lead to 
more robust procedure for the interpretation of 
experimental data. An interesting example of joint 
inversion of surface wave and gravimetric data is 
reported by Hayashi et al. (2005). 

An appealing possibility is given by the integra-
tion of surface wave method with vertical elec-
trical soundings (VES). Indeed, being based on 
different geophysical parameters the two methods 
have different and complementary sensitivities to 
stratigraphic features. A basic level of interaction 
between these two methods is obtained through 
sharing of the geometry between the two models 
(Hering et al. 1995; Misiek et al. 1997; Comina 
2002). Indeed both dataset are typically inter-
preted assuming a horizontally layered medium. 
If  the assumption of common interfaces between 
the shear wave velocity model and the electrical 
resistivity model is adopted, the joint inversion 
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of the two datasets benefits of a reduced number 
of unknowns if  compared to independent single 
inversions. An example is reported in Figure 16, 
in which a comparison between results from inde-
pendent and joint inversions is shown. In this case 
the tests were aimed at the identification of local 
stratigraphy in a geological context with alternate 
layers of sandy and clayey layers. In particular 
the expected thickness of a shallow clayey layer 
was of interest for the assessment of the risk of 
seepage below a river embankment (Comina et al. 
2004). The clayey layer is identified on the basis of 
its lower resistivity at a depth comprises between 
8 m and 13 m. The solution of the joint inversion 
is deemed to be more robust and more reliable 
because it honours simultaneously the two experi-
mental datasets.

5.5 Laterally constrained inversion

An important advantage of non-invasive seismic 
methods is given by possibility of testing large 
volumes of the subsoil and to estimate lateral vari-
ations at a site. Surface wave methods are being 
increasingly used in this respect by considering 

Figure 14. Relevance of the hypothesis on water-table 
position on the inversion of surface wave data (Foti & 
Strobbia 2002).

Figure 15. Joint inversion of P-wave seismic refraction and surface wave data: (a) S-wave model; (b) P-wave model; 
(c) comparison between experimental and numerical dispersion curves; (d) comparison between experimental and 
numerical travel times (Piatti et al. 2012a).

(b)

(d)(c)

(a)
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adjacent datasets collected along the same test-
ing line by shifting the receiver array. The typical 
result is a set of adjacent 1D profiles, which are 
often reported in the form of a 2D map of distri-
bution of shear wave velocity along the testing line. 
Recent trends in surface wave testing are reported 
by Socco et al. (2010b).

The most common approach for the interpreta-
tion of such a dataset consists in a series of individ-
ual inversions. A more robust inversion approach 
is implemented in Laterally Constrained Inversion 
(LCI). In this case the whole dataset is simulta-
neously inverted considering a mutual constrain 
between the parameters of adjacent 1D models 
(Auken & Christiansen 2004). The strength of the 
constrains can be adjusted to account for expected 
geological variation at a site. 

A relevant feature of LCI is that a-priori infor-
mation and additional datasets can be introduced 
within the model. In this case the minimization of 
the common misfit function accounts implicitly for 
the additional information. Hence the final solu-
tion is better constrained and more reliable. An 
example of joint application to seismic and elec-
trical data with an LCI approach is reported by 
Wisèn & Christiansen (2005). 

An example of  laterally constrained inversion 
which integrate also information from borehole 
logs is reported by Piatti et al. (2012b). In this 
case a set of  borehole logs has been used to obtain 
an a-priori bedrock position of  an alluvial basin. 
The dataset consists of  15 surface wave tests at 
different locations and over 20 borehole logs. The 
final outcome of  the procedure is a pseudo-3D 
shear wave velocity model of  the whole basin to 
be used for numerical simulations of  the seismic 
response. 

6 FINAL REMARKS

Geophysics provide a wide variety of tools which 
can help us to improve our capabilities to character-
ize a site. They may be very helpful at a preliminary 
stage to identify targets such as local variations 
of subsoil stratigraphy for subsequent detailed 
assessment as well as at later stages to extend local 
information from conventional geotechnical inves-
tigation to a wider scale.

A successful investigation strongly depends on 
the selection of the most appropriate tool for the 
specific target. In this respect it is very important 
the dialogue between the geotechnical engineer 
and the geophysicist since the very beginning of 
the project. Most geophysical tests are based on 
the solution of inverse problems on the basis of 
experimental data collected on site. It is necessary 
to recognize the uncertainty associated both to 
measurements and to the solution non-uniqueness. 
Also for this reason the combined use of differ-
ent geophysical approach and the integration with 
other available data during the processing and 
interpretation improves the reliability allowing 
for a reliable characterization of the site. Differ-
ent methods provide complementary information 
in terms of subsoil properties and have a different 
sensitivity with respect to specific stratigraphic 
conditions. 

The integration between geophysical datasets 
can be implemented at different levels ranging 
from a simple comparison of the results to fully 
integrated joint inversions of experimental data. 
The latter provides a robust and reliable framework 
for the construction of a soil model, even though it 
requires more efforts for the interpretation.

Figure 16. Joint inversion of surface wave and electri-
cal resistivity data: top) electrical and seismic profiles 
from joint and individual inversions; bottom) com-
parison between experimental and numerical dispersion 
and resistivity data for joint and individual inversions 
(Comina et al. 2004).
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Relating foundation capacity in sands to CPT qc

B.M. Lehane 
School of Civil and Resource Engineering, The University of Western Australia, Australia

ABSTRACT: The Cone Penetration Test (CPT) end resistance, qc, is employed in a wide range of 
empirical correlations in geotechnical engineering. This paper examines the basis of relationships used 
to assess the capacity of foundations in sand and shows that correlations employing the qc value in con-
junction with other carefully chosen geometric and/or material variables can provide designers with an 
excellent means of assessing the (i) bearing capacity of shallow foundations, (ii) base and shaft capacity of 
bored piles, (iii) base and shaft capacity of displacement piles and (iv) lateral capacity of piles.

1 INTRODUCTION

Sampling difficulties in coarse grained soils have 
led to a high reliance by the geotechnical pro-
fession on in-situ tests to assess parameters for 
design in sands and gravels. The Cone Penetra-
tion Test (CPT) is now the most popular in-situ 
test and is generally preferred to the Standard 
Penetration Test (SPT) as it provides a continu-
ous (and digitally recorded) measure of  soil con-
sistency which is not driller or drilling dependent. 
The continuous measurement of  cone end resist-
ance (qc) enables stratigraphic profiling as this 
resistance has been shown to depend primarily 
on the material’s relative density, stress level, 
overconsolidation ratio and age. In fact, the 
CPT was developed in the Netherlands 75 years 
ago primarily as a tool to assess the quality and 
thickness of  sand layers below thick compress-
ible deposits (GeoDelft 1936).

The CPT is essentially a load test in which the end 
resistance (qc) is the bearing capacity (at large dis-
placement) of a small diameter foundation at depth 
in the soil. It is therefore not surprising that the 
estimation of the base resistance of driven piles was 
one of the earliest direct applications of CPT data. 
However, despite the similarities between a cone 
and a driven pile, it became clear to De Beer (1963), 
and others, that when correlating pile end bearing 
resistances to the CPT qc value, both the larger zone 
of influence of a pile and its lower normalised dis-
placement level (normalised by diameter) needed 
to be accounted for. Many other correlations relat-
ing the CPT qc with geotechnical parameters have 
emerged in the past decades. For example, Lunne 
et al. (1997) list a range of relationships between qc 
and a sand deposit’s relative density, friction angle, 
K0 value and stiffness. It is understood that these 

relationships are approximate largely because they 
are based on inferences made from tests conducted 
on reconstituted sands in pressure chambers and in 
laboratory element test devices.

A direct correlation between qc and foundation 
capacity is preferable to the two stage process 
of  determining a geotechnical parameter from 
a correlation with the CPT qc value and then 
applying this parameter in a foundation stabil-
ity calculation. Many direct qc correlations have 
been developed for pile capacity estimation (e.g. 
Bustamante & Gianeselli 1982; Eslami & Felle-
nius 1997) and these are reported by Briaud & 
Tucker (1988) to have a greater reliability than 
other earth pressure pile design methods such as 
the API recommendations (API 2000). However, 
the direct correlations generally assume a pro-
portional relationship between capacity and qc, 
and are not structured in a way that allow fac-
tors known to affect capacity to be accounted 
for explicitly in the calculations.

This paper examines CPT-based relationships for 
the determination of foundation capacity in sand 
and presents the basis for correlations developed 
by the author, many in association with colleagues 
at the University of Western Australia (UWA) and 
often with the assistance of case history data from 
foundations tests in Perth dune sand. Best-fit cor-
relations are shown to involve the CPT qc value 
in conjunction with other carefully chosen geo-
metric and/or material variables. The paper deals 
with (i) bearing capacity of shallow foundations, 
(ii) base and shaft capacity of bored piles, 
(iii) base and shaft capacity of displacement piles 
and (iv) lateral capacity of piles. Some of the infor-
mation presented on axially loaded piles has been 
presented in previous publications (e.g. Lehane 
2008; Lehane et al. 2005c; Xu & Lehane 2005).
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2 BEARING CAPACITY OF SHALLOW 
FOUNDATIONS

2.1 Standard procedure for bearing 
capacity assessment

The following formulation for the bearing capacity 
of a vertically and centrally loaded rectangular pad 
footing on sand was first proposed by Terzaghi in 
1943 and has been the Industry standard since 
then:

q N s d
N B s d

f qNN v qs q
′ +

′
σ γ γN sγ γ

2
 (1)

where 

Nq and Nγ are bearing capacity factors and a 
function of the sand’s friction angle (φ ′)

σ′v is the vertical effective stress outside the foot-
print of the footing

B is the footing width
γ ′ is the unit weight of the soil if  the water table 

is well below footing formation level
sq and sγ are shape correction factors
dq and dγ are depth correction factors

When applying Equation (1) in standard design, 
the first step is to assess the relevant value of φ ′ so 
that the bearing capacity factors can be evaluated. 
This assessment is usually performed for sands by 
initially estimating the relative density (Dr) using 
correlations with in-situ test data, such as those 
proposed for the CPT by Jamiolkowski et al. 
(2003), and others. The (peak) friction angle (φ ′p) 
can then be assessed using the following expression 
of Bolton (1986) with a knowledge of the constant 
volume friction angle (φ ′cv) and after a  judgment 
is made regarding the operational mean effec-
tive stress beneath the footing at failure (p ′f); this 
expression gives φ ′p for triaxial conditions, which is 
often considered most relevant to bearing capacity 
problems. 
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where p ′atm is atmospheric pressure (=100 kPa). 
While φ ′cv can be measured using a disturbed 

sand sample or estimated with a reasonable degree 
of accuracy with the assistance of published 
correlations with shape and angularity (e.g. 
Santamarina & Cho 2004), the value of p ′f is diffi-
cult to assess particularly as mean effective stresses 
within the presumed shear zone around the foot-
ing vary significantly. Designers also need to select 
the most appropriate of the empirical formulations 
published for the depth and shape correction fac-
tors (dq, dγ  , sq & sγ ). Those proposed by Meyerhof 

(1953) and Brinch-Hansen (1970) are amongst the 
most popular of these. 

2.2 Database study

The reliability of  the approach described above 
is assessed in the following by drawing on a new 
database of  footing load tests performed in the 
field. This database, which is summarized in 
Table 1, comprises 47 footings with a typical width 
(B) of  1 m and embedment (D) of  0.5 m. The high 
costs associated with load testing of  large foot-
ings to failure in sand meant that only 3 footings 
with a width greater than 2 m are included in the 
database.

The footings were loaded to a settlement to 
width ratio (s/B) of 0.1 and the applied bearing 
pressure at that stage is referred to as q0.1; this s/B 
value is often considered to be an ultimate limit 
state for both footings and piles. None of the foot-
ings exhibited a classical bearing capacity (shear) 
failure with a clear collapse load and at an applied 
equal to q0.1 were generally creeping into the ground 
at a rapid normalized rate, d(s/B)/dt, of  between 
0.02 s−1 and 0.1 s−1.

Therefore, even though equation (1) predicts 
the footing collapse stress (qf), it could be expected 
that q0.1 would be close to, but perhaps a little less 
than, the predicted qf value.

Equations (1) and (2) were employed to predict 
qf, using Brinch-Hansen’s and Meyerhof’s shape 
and depth correction factors. For the purposes of 
this exercise, the value of p′f in equation (2) was 
(somewhat arbitrarily) taken equal to half  of the 
measured q0.1 value; this assumption led to φ ′p 
values that were up to 10° less than those at in-
situ stress levels. The average computed ratio of 
qf,predicted to q0.1,measured was 1.3 using Brinch Hansen 
(1970) and 1.4 using Meyerhof (1953). While these 
ratios may appear reasonable, inspection of the 
results showed:

 i. The range of computed ratios is extremely 
high, as indicated by the coefficient of varia-
tion (COV) of predicted to measured ratios of 
0.5 ± 0.05 for both sets of shape and depth fac-
tors employed. 

 ii. The high COV and high mean implies that 
there is a probability of about one in six that 
the predicted capacity is double the value of 
q0.1. 

iii. The mean ratio of qf,predicted to q0.1,measured is in 
excess of 4 if  the φ ′p value at initial in-situ 
stress levels is employed.

 iv. There is a bias of qf,predicted to q0.1,measured ratios 
with foundation size with the clearest bias 
shown with respect to the footing embedment 
(D), as shown on Figure 1. 
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Table 1. Database of shallow footing tests.

Site
Footing 
name B (m) D (m)

q0.1 
(MPa)

qc, avg 
(MPa)

Dr 
(estimated)

OCR 
(approx) Reference 

Labenne-Upper E2 0.71 0.1 0.95 7.5 0.81  1 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Upper E3 0.71 0.1 1.25 7.5 0.81  1 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Upper E4 0.71 0.2 0.78 7.5 0.78  1 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Upper E5 0.71 0.8 1.15 7.5 0.66  1 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Upper E6 0.71 1.1 1.20 7.5 0.62  1 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Upper E7 0.71 1.6 1.23 7.5 0.57  1 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Upper E8 1.00 0.2 0.82 6 0.68  1 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Upper E13 1.00 0.2 0.85 6 0.68  1 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Upper E23 1.00 0.2 0.81 6 0.68  1 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E25 1.00 0.2 0.65 6 0.62  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E26 1.00 0.2 0.68 6 0.62  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E27 1.00 1.0 0.88 6 0.49  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E28 1.00 1.0 1.03 6 0.49  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E29 1.00 1.0 1.10 6 0.49  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E30 1.00 0.2 0.84 6 0.62  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E31 1.00 1.0 0.90 6 0.49  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E32 1.00 0.2 0.79 6 0.62  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E33 0.70 1.0 0.88 6 0.50  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E34 0.70 0.2 1.10 7.5 0.72  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E35 1.00 1.0 1.06 7.5 0.56  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E37 0.70 1.0 1.10 7.5 0.58  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E38 0.70 1.0 1.10 7.5 0.58  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Labenne-Lower E39 1.00 1.0 1.08 7.5 0.56  3 Canepa & Depresles (1990)
Shenton Park SP1 1.50 1.0 0.50 3.5 0.35  1 Lehane et al. (2008)
Shenton Park SP2 1.00 1.0 0.50 3.5 0.36  1 Lehane et al. (2008)
Shenton Park SP3 1.00 0.5 0.50 3.5 0.43  1 Lehane et al. (2008)
Shenton Park SP4 0.67 1.0 0.50 3.5 0.38  1 Lehane et al. (2008)
Shenton Park SP5 0.60 0.6 0.70 5.75 0.61  1 Ng (2009)
Shenton Park SP6 0.60 0.6 0.70 5.75 0.61  1 Ng (2009)
Shenton Park SP7 0.60 0.6 0.70 5.75 0.61  1 Ng (2009)
Shenton Park SP8 0.40 0.6 0.85 5.75 0.63  1 Ng (2009)
Ledge Point F1 0.30 0.5 1.00 6.1 0.68  1 Lehane (2010)
Ledge Point F2 0.60 0.3 0.88 8 0.79  1 Lehane (2010)
Ledge Point F3 0.30 0.3 1.08 7.1 0.79  1 Lehane (2010)
Ledge Point F4 0.60 0.3 1.18 7.2 0.75  1 Lehane (2010)
Ledge Point F5 0.58 0.4 1.30 11 0.87  1 Lehane (2010)
Ledge Point F6 0.58 0.3 0.93 7.2 0.74  1 Lehane (2010)
Ledge Point F7 0.30 0.1 0.93 4.3 0.68  1 Lehane (2010)
Ledge Point F8 0.30 0.4 1.12 8.3 0.81  1 Lehane (2010)
Blessington B2 0.25 0.1 2.80 14.5 0.89 20 Gavin et al. (2009)
Blessington B3 0.25 0.5 3.00 14.5 0.74 20 Gavin et al. (2009)
Blessington B4 0.40 0.4 1.40 8.7 0.58 20 Gavin et al. (2009)
Texas T1 1.00 0.7 1.60 7.25 0.63  1.5 Briaud & Gibbens (1999)
Texas T2 1.50 0.8 1.60 6.5 0.56  1.5 Briaud & Gibbens (1999)
Texas T3 2.50 0.8 1.26 6.4 0.53  1.5 Briaud & Gibbens (1999)
Texas T4 3.00 0.8 1.40 7.25 0.56  1.5 Briaud & Gibbens (1999)
Texas T5 3.00 0.9 1.25 5 0.42  1.5 Briaud & Gibbens (1999)
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While size effects on Nγ have been inferred from 
model footing tests (e.g. Cerato & Lutenegger 
2003), the trend on Figure 1 shows that the Nq 
term in equation (1) does not reflect the variation 
of q0.1 with embedment. In fact, Figure 1 indicates 
that q0.1 may be largely independent of depth and 
that the mode of deformation at s/B = 0.1 is similar 
to that of cavity expansion without failure planes 
extending to ground level. As the cavity expansion 
limit pressure is proportional to the CPT qc (e.g. 
Randolph et al. 1994), it follows that there should 
be a reasonable correlation between q0.1 and qc. 
This correlation is investigated in Figure 2, which 
employs an average qc value (qc, average) within the 
footings’ depth of influence (zI), where zI is taken 
as follows based on the findings of Burland Bur-
bidge (1985).
zI(m) = [B(m)]0.7 (3)

It is seen on Figure 2 that the ratios of q0.1/qc,average 
fall within a relatively narrow band with clearly a 
much reduced spread compared to that obtained 
using Equation (1); see Figure 1. The following 
expression predicts 80% of the footing test results 
to within 25% of measured q0.1 values:

q0.1 = 0.16 qc,average (4)

One of the major advantages of Equation (4) is 
that it avoids the need for interpretation of φ'p from 
in-situ test data and hence can provide Engineers 
with a far more reliable (and repeatable) means of 
assessing foundation capacity (at s/B = 0.1).

Theoretical support for Equation (4) can be 
obtained by examining the trends shown by the 
Finite Element predictions of Lee & Salgado 
(1999) for footing response in sand. A unique 
component of this research was that the value of 
qc in a given sand deposit was predicted using the 
same non-linear elasto-plastic soil model used to 
predict the load displacement behaviour of a range 
of footings. These predictions also involved foot-
ing tests at much higher stress levels than those 
of the footing test database. The analyses showed 
that all predicted q0.1/qc ratios were within the range 
shown by the footing test database. However, they 
also showed that q0.1/qc reduced as qc increased and 
as the effective stress levels reduced. Consequently, 
the following revised expression is proposed:

q0.1 = 2 [qc,average]0.5 σ ′v0
0.25 patm

0.25 (5)

Equation (5) is seen on Figure 3 to match the 
predictions of Lee & Salgado (1999) and to also 
provide a reasonable estimation of the footing 
test capacities. The coefficient of variation of pre-
dicted to measured q0.1 values for Equation (5) is 
almost identical to that of Equation (4) when two 
of the small scale tests on heavily overconsolidated 
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Figure 1. Ratio of predicted to measured footing capac-
ity using bearing capacity theory.

Figure 2. q0.1/qc,average variation with footing depth.
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Blessington sand are discounted. Equation (5) is 
plotted graphically on Figure 4 and suggests that 
Equation (4) may underpredict capacity at higher 

initial σ ′v values and qc values lower than about 3 
MPa. As expected, the footing test data are more 
consistent with the trend plotted for σ  ′v = 20 kPa.

3 BASE CAPACITY OF BORED PILES

3.1 Relationship with qc

The end bearing capacity of a bored pile in sand/
gravel at a pile displacement of 10% of the pile 
base diameter (q0.1) is generally assumed to be a 
fraction of the average qc value in the vicinity of 
the pile base (qc,average), i.e.

q0.1 = αbqc,average (6)

where the empirical factor, αb, used in design 
is typically between 0.15 and 0.2 (e.g. DIN 
4014-1990, Jamiolkowski & Lancellotta 1988). 
Higher αb values of up to 0.5 have been reported 
(Holeyman et al. 1997; Everts & Luger 1997), but 
these are thought to refer to capacities at greater 
levels of base movement and to capacities from 
pile construction techniques that induce displace-
ment at the pile base (e.g. screw piles). 

There is a clear equivalence between Equa-
tion (6) and Equation (4) for shallow spread foot-
ings and therefore, as with the spread footings, it is 
also likely that an expression such as equation (5) is 
more generally applicable than equation (4). 

A database of base capacities assessed from a 
load tests on a series of bored piles is used here to 
assess the validity of Equations (5) and (6). This 
database is summarized in Table 2 and involved 
10 load tests on piles installed by Belpile Pty Ltd 
in the dune sands of Perth, Western Australia. The 
straight shafted piles in the database were installed 
using the continuous flight auger (CFA) technique 
while those piles with an enlarged base (Dbase > D) 
were constructed under bentonite using a patented 
under-reaming technique. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of equation (5) with experimen-
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Table 2. Database of pile base capacities in Perth Dune.

Site
D 
(mm)

Dbase
(mm) L (m)

qc,average 
(MPa)

q0.1 
(MPa)

Veneto (1) 340 700  8.6  5 2.25
Veneto (2) 340 700  4.6 15 1.75
South Beach (1) 450 850  5.5 20 4.95
South Beach (2) 450 850  5.5 30 4.95
Claremont 450 850  6.7 11 3.18
Dolphin 340 700  5.0 18 3.50
South Perth (1) 340 340 10.5  4 1.95
South Perth (2) 340 700 10.5  4 1.50
Shenton Park 225 225  4.0  8 1.29
Coode Street 600 600 12.5 14 4.60
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The end bearing capacities at s/Dbase = 0.1 are 
plotted on Figure 5 using the same format as that 
employed on Figure 3 for the shallow footings. It 
is seen that the pile q0.1 values also increase with ξ 
(=qc

0.5σ′v
0.25patm

0.25) but are, on average, about 25% 
higher than those of the footings at the same ξ 
value. This trend is likely to reflect construction 
induced improvement to the sand at the pile base.

It is of interest to note that, in keeping with 
the format of equation (5) and Figure 4, the 
αb (=q0.1/qc) ratios for the database show a clear 
trend to increase with pile length and to increase 
with reducing qc value. For example, αb varies from 
0.16 at Shenton Park with L = 4 m to 0.33 at Coode 
Street with L = 12.5 m while αb at the dense Coode 
Street site is about 30% less than that at the loose 
South Perth site). It is therefore apparent that the 
design αb values of 0.15 to 0.2 referred to previ-
ously are conservative for the database of pile 
tests listed in Table 2 and that equation (5) could 
be used to provide better estimations for design 
purposes—at least in the Perth dune sands.

3.2 Effects of rate on relationship for q0.1 
in bored piles

When considering relationships such as Equa-
tion (5), it is important to note that the qc value 
is that corresponding to fully drained conditions. 
While drainage in the vicinity of a cone occurs at 
a much faster rate than near a pile base, the rate of 
loading of piles in practice is so slow that condi-

tions around a cone may be partially drained (or 
even undrained) while those around a pile would 
be fully drained. A recent case history involving 
4 load tests on 340 mm diameter bored piles in allu-
vial sandy silt in Perth illustrates the importance of 
consideration of the effects of rate (Coutts 2012).

The sandy silt (or silty sand) had qc values vary-
ing from 2.5 to 3.5 MPa at the toe depths of the 
(10 m long) piles. Friction ratios varied between 
0.5% and 1% and the cone’s excess pore pressures 
were typically about 50 to 100 kPa i.e. Bq values 
were less than 0.05. On the basis of this informa-
tion, the Piling Contractor made the assumption 
that cone penetration was essentially drained and 
selected a q0.1 value of 750 kPa for design (i.e. 
αb = 0.25 for the mean qc value).

Three of the four static load tests at the site 
indicated q0.1 values of  between 2.3 and 2.7 MPa 
and the fourth load test indicated a q0.1 value of 
4.2 MPa. It is clear that these capacities were well 
in excess of  the expectations of the Piling Con-
tractor and equate in all cases to αb values that are 
in excess of  0.8 and more than double those pre-
dicted using equation (5). One explanation for the 
observed effect is that the development of excess 
pore pressures during cone insertion led to qc val-
ues that were less than half  of  the fully drained 
values. The normalised velocities (defined as 
vD/cv; see Finnie & Randolph 1994) in the pile 
tests were more than 30 times slower than in the 
cone tests. Evidence from Suzuki et al. (2012), and 
elsewhere, indicates that this difference in nor-
malised velocity would be sufficient to cause the 
observed effect. 

Support for inference of rate effects at this site 
was provided by CPT data in sandy layers present 
within the alluvial sand deposit. These indicated 
Bq = 0, friction ratios of 0.5% and qc in the range 
10 to 15 MPa. Application of Equation (5) using 
these qc values predicts capacities that are in good 
agreement with the measured values, suggest-
ing that CPTs conducted at rates slower than the 
standard rate are of greater benefit in the assess-
ment of pile end bearing in siltier deposits.

4 SHAFT CAPACITY FOR BORED PILES

4.1 General format of correlations

While correlations between the CPT qc value and 
pile capacity may be appreciated for displacement 
piles (given the similarity between a cone and a full 
displacement pile), the relationship between this 
qc value and the shaft resistance of a bored pile 
is less obvious.  However, despite the lack of any 
theoretical basis, the most popular design meth-
ods for bored piles in coarse grained soil assume a 
proportional relationship between qc and the unit 
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Figure 5. Comparison of Equation (5) with end bear-
ing resistance of bored piles in Perth sand.
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ultimate shaft friction (τf) via an empirical coeffi-
cient (αs = 1/βc) i.e.
τf = qc/βc or τf = αsqc   (7)

A review by De Cock et al. (2003) of coefficients 
employed in various European countries showed 
that design βc values typically vary between 150 
and 220. Slightly lower values are proposed for 
CFA piles in Italy while larger values are used in 
France for large diameter piles. 

The ultimate shaft friction (τf) developed on a 
bored pile may be derived from Coulomb’s friction 
equation i.e.

τf = σ ′hf tan δ = (σ ′h0 +  Δσ ′hc + Δσ ′hd) tan δ (8)

where σ ′h f is the lateral effective stress at peak unit 
skin friction and δ is the interface friction angle 
between the soil and the pile shaft. The value of σ ′hf 
differs from the in-situ lateral effective stress (σ ′h0) 
due to changes in lateral stress induced by pile con-
struction procedures (Δσ ′hc) and during shearing at 
the pile-soil interface (Δσ ′hd). Equation (2) is more 
commonly expressed as:

τf = [K tan δ] σ ′v0 = (K/K0) K0 σ ′v0 tan δ   (9)

where K = σ ′hf  /σ ′v0, K0 is the coefficient of earth 
pressure at rest and σ ′v0 is the free field vertical effec-
tive stress. If changes in lateral stress during loading 
(Δσ  ′hd) were zero, the value of K/K0 (= σ ′hf  /σ ′h0) would 
be unity for a ‘wished-in-place’ pile (with Δσ ′hc = 0). 

Rollins et al. (2005) backfigured average values 
of K from axial tension tests on bored piles in sand 
and gravel. These K values are plotted on Figure 6, 
where they are seen to be several times the nor-
mally consolidated K0 value (K0,nc) at depths less 
than about 10 m. Backfigured K values reduced 
systematically with pile length and Rollins et al. 
(2005) state that this reduction cannot be attrib-
uted to a reduction in OCR (and hence K0) with 
depth at the respective sites. The same authors also 
noted that K values in gravel tended to be about 25 
to 50% higher than those in sand.

It is evident from Figure 6 and a comparison 
of equation (7) with equation (8) that the value of 
βc (=1/αs) should reflect variations in σ ′h0, Δσ′hc, 
Δσ ′hd and δ. The validity of equation (7) therefore 
relies on the premise that these lateral stress quan-
tities (or at least those making the largest contribu-
tion to σ ′hf) can be described approximately as a 
function of the CPT qc value.

4.2 Shaft friction measurements for bored 
piles in Perth sand

Before looking in more detail at the basis of corre-
lations between τf and qc, it is instructive to exam-

ine some typical bored pile τf data recorded at the 
UWA test bed site at Shenton Park. This site has 
been investigated extensively (e.g. Lehane et al. 
2004; Schneider 2007) using a wide variety of in-
situ and laboratory tests and has also been used for 
other foundation and retaining wall experiments 
(e.g. Lehane et al. 2008; Li & Lehane 2010). The 
foundation experiments discussed here relate to 
tests on two 4 m long, 225 mm and 340 mm diam-
eter, instrumented bored piles, which were installed 
using a CFA rig and load tested 5 weeks later using 
a 25 tonne cone truck as reaction.

The stratigraphy at the Shenton Park site com-
prises a 7 m thick deposit of ‘Spearwood Dune 
sand’ overlying weakly cemented limestone. This 
dune sand is siliceous and of medium angularity 
with D50 = 0.42 mm and a uniformity coefficient of 
about 3. The water table is typically at 6.5 m depth 
(i.e. just above the top of the limestone) and the 
sand has a low level of saturation (<15%). Which 
varies seasonally by up to about 5%. The CPT 
qc values obtained close to the test piles just prior 
to their installation are plotted on Figure 7. Shear 
wave velocities were relatively constant in the hori-
zons penetrated by the piles and varied between 
80 MPa and 130 MPa. Schneider et al. (2008) cite a 
reducing influence of suction and/or slight cemen-
tation from ground level as reasons for why G0 did 
not increase with depth.

The instrumentation on each test pile comprised 
a steel bar with four levels of strain gauges, placed 

Figure 6. Inferred variation of lateral stress coefficient 
with depth on bored piles in sand (Rollins et al. 2005).
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centrally in the pile bore after grout placement (see 
Figure 7). The ultimate shear stresses (τf) inferred 
from the measured axial load distributions in the 
two compression tests are plotted on  Figure 7. 
These τf values required relatively large pile dis-
placements to mobilize e.g. between 3% and 6% 
of the pile diameter for the 225 mm diameter pile. 
It was only possible to load the 340 mm diameter 
pile to a head displacement of 5 mm due to the 
limited available reaction from the CPT truck and 
therefore the τf values plotted for this pile were 
extrapolated using the same form of ‘t-z’ response 
measured for the 225 mm pile.

Figure 7 shows that τf reduces with depth for 
both piles, despite the fact that qc increases with 
depth at a relatively significant rate. There is 
clearly not a proportional relationship between τf 
and qc. The value of βc (=qc /τf ) reduces almost ten-
fold from 0.5 m to 3.3 m, and over the same depth 
interval, the lateral stress coefficient K (=σ′hf /σ′v0) 
reduces from ∼12 to ∼0.42 (assuming δ = 33°)

4.3 βc values for piles when Δσ ′hd = Δσ ′hc = 0

Houlsby & Hitchman (1988) show that the CPT 
qc value correlates directly with the in-situ lateral 
effective stress (σ′h0) and is relatively independent 
of σ′v0. The following relationships were proposed 
for (medium grained) Leighton Buzzard sand at 
two relative densities (Dr), where patm = 100 kPa.
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If  both construction related and shearing 
induced changes in effective stress are assumed to 
be negligible (i.e. Δσ′hc and Δσ′hd = 0 in equation 8) 
so that the lateral effective stress at peak shear 
stress, σ′hf, is equal to σ′h0, equation (10) may be 
manipulated to produce relationships for β c = τf/qc 
for a wished-in-place (WIP) pile in medium dense 
and dense Leighton Buzzard (LB) sand. These rela-
tionships are plotted on Figure 8 assuming a (typi-
cal) δ value of 35° for a concrete-sand interface.

Figure 8 shows that the values of βc, when 
Δσ′hd = Δσ′hc = 0, are well in excess of those used in 
standard design i.e. shaft frictions of actual bored 
piles are typically about double those of a wished-
in-place pile in sand with no dilation and qc< 
10 MPa. Figure 9 therefore provides indirect con-
firmation that σ′hf for a bored pile in sand is likely 
to be larger than the in-situ lateral effective stress 
(σ′h0). The same conclusion was inferred from the 
backanalyses of Rollins et al. (2005) summarised 
in Figure 6.

Centrifuge tests on buried piles in sand reported 
by Foray et al. (1998) and Lehane et al. (2005a) 

Figure 7. Shaft friction and CPT data at Shenton Park.
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suggest that the difference between the βc values 
expected when Δσ′hd = Δσ′hc = 0 and typical back-
figured values from the field should be at least 
partly explained by the contribution of dilation 
(i.e. the Δσ′hd term in equation 8). These centrifuge 
tests indicated that dilation can enhance the shaft 
friction of model piles by an order of magnitude. 

They also showed that the contribution of dilation 
to capacity reduced as the pile diameter increased, 
the stress level increased and the mean effective 
particle size reduced. Such trends were well pre-
dicted by the following expression postulated by 
Boulon & Foray (1986):

Δσ′hd n
Gy
D

k yn= =
4  (11)

where G is the equivalent linear shear modulus of 
the sand or gravel mass constraining the dilation, 
D is the pile diameter and y is the dilation in the 
radial direction. 

4.4 Prediction of βc at Shenton Park

The impact of  dilation on the βc values indi-
cated by the two test piles at Shenton Park is 
now examined. The shear modulus (G) term in 
equation (11) was inferred from self-boring pres-
suremeter tests (SBPTs) conducted within 15 
m of  the test piles (Schneider et al. 2008). The 
following expression captured all data recorded 
in 4 SBPTs conducted at depths of  1.3, 2.3 m, 
3.3 m and 4.3 m.
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Figure 9. (a) In-situ stresses at Shenton Park; (b) Measured and predicted βc values.
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Lehane et al. (2005) showed that an equation 
of  the following form may be used to express 
(approximately) the dilation y that takes place 
when sand is sheared at an interface and the 
dilation is constrained by a normal stiffness, 
kn (=4G/D):
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Where y 0 is the maximum normal displacement 
measured under constant normal load conditions 
and kn,ref  is a reference constant normal stiffness 
(corresponding to the kn value when y = y0/2). The 
value of y0 at the normal stress levels of interest 
increases with the mean effective particle size (D50), 
soil relative density (Dr), interface roughness, among 
other factors. Based on a consideration of these fac-
tors and a review of published direct shear data 
such as repprted in DeJong et al. (2006); Tabucan-
non (1997), Kelly (2001), a y0 value of 0.15 mm and 
kn,ref value of 500 kPa/mm is estimated for the Shen-
ton Park sand (with D50 ∼0.4 mm) under constant 
normal stress conditions, when normal stresses are 
between about 30 kPa and 100 kPa.

Predictions for the value of βc for the 225 mm 
diameter piles at Shenton Park were obtained 
using Equation (8) to evaluate τf and the mean  
CPT qc profile shown on Figure 10. Construction 
related changes in lateral effective stress (Δσ′hc) 
were assumed zero while Equations (11), (12) and 
(13) were employed in an iterative fashion to derive 
Δσ′hd. Following the recommendations of Uesugi 
& Kishida (1986); Lehane et al. (1993) & Dietz 
(2000), the interface friction angle (δ ) between 
the sand and pile (rough concrete) was set equiva-
lent to the soil-soil constant volume friction angle 

of 33°. A profile for the in-situ lateral stress (σ′h0) 
was assessed based on lift-off  pressures measured 
in SBPTs. The σ′h0 profile adopted is shown on 
 Figure 9a, where it is seen to provide a close match 
to the lift-off  stress inferred from 4 SBPTs. K0 val-
ues corresponding to this profile vary from 1.25 at 
0.5 m depth to 0.48 at 3.5 m depth.

Predictions for βc were obtained for the inferred 
range of  G0 moduli at this site (80–130 MPa) and 
these are compared on Figure 9b with the meas-
ured βc profile. Predicted βc values increase sig-
nificantly with depth and range from ~80 at 1 m 
depth to 220 at 4 m depth. These values are in 
reasonable agreement with the observed βc profile 
and appreciably less than those values derived 
assuming no dilation (i.e. Δσ′hd = 0). Deviations 
between measurements and predictions  may 
be  expected due to construction related lateral 
stresses changes (Δσ′hc), which on the evidence of 
the match on Figure 9b are not a major compo-
nent of the ultimate lateral effective stresses.

4.5 Summary

The foregoing analysis highlights the importance 
of dilation in the development of appropriate cor-
relations for βc. Such correlations evidently need to 
incorporate the variable influence of parameters 
such as the pile diameter, initial stress level, very 
small strain stiffness, stiffness non-linearity and 
dilation dependence on radial stiffness. The site spe-
cific variability of these parameters combined with 
construction related lateral stress changes make the 
formulation of a general expression for βc difficult; 
such a range of factors also explains the range of βc 
values backfigured from load test databases. 

Based on these observations, it is suggested 
that, when large diameter bored piles are being 
considered for a given project, load tests on smaller 
scalebored piles (constructed using the same bor-
ing technique) can provide significant value when 
interpreted within the framework outlined.

5 BASE CAPACITY 
FOR DISPLACEMENT PILES

A number of empirical methods have been devel-
oped to estimate the base capacity of piles utiliz-
ing cone end resistance qc, e.g. the Schmertmann 
method (Schmertmann 1978), Dutch method 
(de Ruiter & Beringen 1979), LCPC method 
(Bustamante & Gianeselli 1982), and Eslami & 
Fellenius method (Eslami & Fellenius 1997). The 
formulations for end bearing given by Schmertmann 
(1978) and the ‘Dutch method’ are essentially the 
same, both being based on the same early research 

Figure 10. Variation of q0.1/qc,avg with pile diameter for 
database piles.
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in the Netherlands. All of the methods employ a 
direct relationship between pile base resistance (qb) 
and the average cone end resistance in the vicinity 
of the pile base (qc,avg), but generally do not differ-
entiate between end bearing of open and closed-
ended driven piles. 

With increased demand for large diameter open-
ended driven piles in both onshore and offshore 
environments, a number of recent research efforts 
have re-examined the relationship between qc and 
pile (base and shaft) capacity in siliceous sands 
with a recognition of differences between open and 
closed-ended piles. These have resulted in four new 
CPT-based methods in a revision of the 21st edition 
of the American Petroleum Institute (Supplement 3, 
API 2007). A description of the formulations given 
by the UWA-05 method for closed and open-ended 
piles summarised is described in the following.

5.1 Closed-ended piles

The UWA-05 equation for the unit end bearing 
(q0.1) of a closed-ended pile is given as a simple 
proportional relationship with qc,avg, where qc,avg 
should be determined using the Dutch averaging 
technique in strongly layered sand:

q0.1/qc,avg = 0.6 (14)

Justification for Equation (14) is provided in 
 Figure 10, which shows that the ratio of 0.6 pro-
vides a good fit to a database of base capacity 
measurements for piles with diameters between 
0.2 m and 1 m. The correlation was based on the 
following observations:

• The strong direct relationship between the end 
bearing resistance of a closed-ended driven pile 
and the cone tip resistance, qc, has been recog-
nised for many years and arises because of the 
similarity between their modes of penetration.

• Given the difference in size between a pile and 
a cone penetrometer, a correlation between q0.1 
and qc requires use of an appropriate averag-
ing technique to deduce an average value of qc. 
Xu & Lehane (2005) show that, for many strati-
graphies encountered in practice, the average qc 
value (qc,avg)  may be taken as the mean qc value 
in the zone 1.5 pile diameters (D) above and 
below the pile tip.

• Xu & Lehane (2005), however, also show that 
when qc varies significantly in the vicinity of the 
pile tip (i.e. within a number of diameters), the 
Dutch averaging technique (Schmertmann 1978) 
provides the most consistent relationship for end 
bearing and should be employed to calculate qc,avg.

• The values of q0.1 for driven piles are less than 
qc,avg because the displacement of 0.1D is insuf-
ficient to mobilise the ultimate value (of qc ).

• The findings of Randolph (2003); White & 
Bolton (2005), and others, are consistent with 
the UWA-05 proposal to adopt a constant ratio 
of qb0.1/ qc  for driven closed-ended piles.

5.2 Open-ended piles

The UWA-05 equation for the unit end bearing 
(q0.1) of an open-ended pile driven pile is given as 
(noting Di is the inner pile diameter): 
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The correlation was based on the following 
observations:

• Salgado et al. (2002); Lehane & Gavin (2001, 
2004), and others, have shown that a relatively 
consistent relationship between q0.1 for a pipe 
pile and the CPT qc value becomes apparent 
when the effects of sand displacement close to 
the tip during pile driving are accounted for. 
This installation effect is best described by the 
incremental filling ratio (IFR) measured over 
the final stages of installation- and is referred 
to here as the final filling ratio (FFR). As the 
FFR approaches zero, q0.1 approaches that of 
a closed-ended pile with the same outer diam-
eter, whereas a pile is installed in a full coring 
(‘cookie-cutter’) mode when the FFR is unity.

• The displacement induced in the sand in the vicin-
ity of the base is most conveniently expressed in 
the terms of the effective area ratio Arb, defined 
in Equation 15c. This ratio depends on the pile’s 
D/t (diameter to wall thickness) ratio and the 
FFR value, varying from unity for a pile installed 
in a fully plugged mode to about 0.08 for a pile 
installed in coring mode with D/t of 50.

• Lehane & Randolph (2002), and others, have 
shown that, if  the length of the soil plug is 
greater than 5 internal pile diameters (5Di), the 
plug will not fail under static loading, regardless 
of the pile diameter.

• Experimental data and numerical analysis indi-
cate that the resistance that can develop on the 
tip annulus at a base movement of 0.1D  varies 
between about 0.6 and 1.0 times the CPT qc value 
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(e.g. Bruno 1999; Salgado et al. 2002; Lehane & 
Gavin 2001; Paik et al. 2003; Jardine et al. 
2005).

• Lehane & Randolph (2002) suggest that the 
base resistance provided by the soil plug for a 
fully coring pile (with FFR = 1) is approximately 
equivalent to that of a bored pile.

• As discussed previously, recommended values of 
q0.1/qc for bored piles range from 0.15 to 0.23 and 
are independent on the pile diameter.

• The value of  qc,avg should be evaluated in the same 
way as that employed for closed-ended piles, but 
using an effective diameter (D*) related to the 
effective area ratio, Arb i.e. D* = D × Arb0.5.

• There are relatively few documented case histo-
ries that report the incremental or final filling 
ratios. In the absence of FFR measurements, 
a rough estimate of the likely FFR may be 
obtained using equation 2d (see Xu et al. 2005).

The strong relationship between q0.1/qc,avg and the 
effective area ratio (Arb) predicted by Equation (15) 
is illustrated on Figure 11 where it is seen to pro-
vide a good match to a database of q0.1 values. 

Xu et al. (200X) present predictions for end bear-
ing of pipe piles using the 4 CPT-based methods in 
the new API recommendations; the three others 
are referred to as Fugro-05, ICP-05 and NGI-05. 
These other methods, none of which takes proper 
account of the influence of partial plugging during 
the latter stages of pile driving, are seen on Table 3 to 
perform relatively poorly against the existing data-
base of (only 13) full scale piles. The coefficient of 
variation (COV) of calculated to predicted q0.1 val-
ues (q0.1C  /q0.1M) for UWA-05 is clearly significantly 
better than that of the other methods.

6 SHAFT CAPACITY 
OF DISPLACEMENT PILES

6.1 The UWA-05 CPT-based method

Lehane (1992) used the Imperial College instru-
mented pile at the Labenne test bed site in south-
ern France to show that the local ultimate unit 
shaft friction that can develop on a full displace-
ment pile (τf) varies directly with the CPT qc value 
but also, as indicated on Figure 12 decreases as 
the relative depth of the pile tip (h) increases. This 
observation, which has since been verified at other 
test sites (e.g. at Dunkirk, France by Chow 1997), 
provides the basis for the new CPT based meth-
ods recommended by the American Petroleum 
Institute (Supplement 3, API 2007). The UWA-05 
CPT-based method referred to above, in addition 
to a direct correlation between τf and qc, explicitly 
allows for effects of friction fatigue, soil displace-
ment during installation (and hence on differences 

between open and closed ended piles), dilation 
on pile loading, interface strength and loading 
direction. Some background on how these effects 
are incorporated into the UWA-05 formulations, 
which are summarised by Equation (16), is now 
provided. 

Q D dzs fQ DQ ∫∫τ fDDD∫  (16a)

Q D dzs fQ DQ ∫∫τ fDDD∫  (16b)
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Figure 11. Variation of q0.1/qc,avg with effective area ratio 
for database of open ended piles.

Table 3. Measured and predicted base capacities for 
open-ended piles.

q0.1,M q0.1,C  /q0.1,M

Site name; 
Test no. (MPa)

Fugro- 
05

ICP-
05

NGI-
05

UWA-
05

Dunkirk; Csa 7.26 1.24 0.86 0.72 1.28
Dunkirk; CLa 6.57 1.25 0.95 0.79 1.38
Euripides; I30c 12.34 1.1 0.83 0.75 1.03
Euripides; I38c 9.92 1.25 0.86 0.93 1.28
Euripides; I47c 15.32 0.93 0.73 0.71 0.93
Euripides; II47c 15.97 0.87 0.67 0.66 0.99
Hoogzand I 12.24 0.76 0.59 0.39 0.81
Hoogzand IIIA 11.24 0.93 0.74 0.43 0.86
Pigeon R; OEP 8.9 1.01 0.56 0.46 0.74
Rastanajib; 25a 20.66 0.79 0.69 0.54 0.91
Shanghai; ST1 5.9 1.14 0.31 1.36 0.99
Shanghai; ST2 5.07 1.33 0.36 1.58 1.06
Tokyo; TP 1.96 3.61 1.02 3.44 0.93
Average 

q0.1C  /q0.1,M

 1.25 0.71 0.98 1.02

COV q0.1C  /q0.1,M  0.59 0.30 0.83 0.19
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Δ ′σ rd G rΔ D4  (16f)

where
δcv =  constant volume interface friction angle
σ′rf = radial effective stress at failure
σ′rc =  radial effective stress after installation and 

equalization
Δσ′rd =  change in radial stress due to loading stress 

path (dilation)
f /fc = 1 for compression and 0.75 for tension
G/qc = 185·qc1N

−0.75 with qc1N = (qc /pa)/(σ′v0 /pa)0.5

pa = a reference stress equal to 100 kPa
σ′v0 = in situ vertical effective stress
Δr =  dilation (assumed = 0.02 mm for typical 

steel piles)

6.2 Effects of friction fatigue

• After displacement of the sand near the tip in a 
given soil horizon and as the tip moves deeper, as 
shown on Figure 12, the radial stress acting on 
the pile shaft (and hence the available τf value) in 
that horizon reduces. This phenomenon, known 
as friction fatigue, is now an accepted feature of 
displacement pile behaviour (e.g. see Randolph 
2003).

• The rate of radial stress and τf reduction with 
height above the tip (h) depends largely on the 
magnitude and type of cycles imposed by the 

installation method. White & Lehane (2004) 
show that the rate of decay is stronger for piles 
experiencing hard driving and much lower for 
jacked piles, which are typically installed with a 
relatively low number of (one-way) installation 
cycles.

• White & Lehane (2004), and others, also show 
that the rate of degradation with h is greater 
at higher levels of radial stiffness (4G/D) and 
therefore τf at a fixed h value (i.e. after a specific 
number of installation cycles) in a sand with the 
same operational shear modulus (G) reduces as 
D increases.

• The foregoing, plus the tendency for hammer 
selection to be such that the number of hammer 
blows is broadly proportional to the pile slender-
ness ratio (L/D), suggest that τf may be tentatively 
considered a function of h/D. This approxima-
tion is supported by field measurements such as 
those provided in Lehane et al. (2005a), and is 
also compatible with the occurrence of a ‘critical 
depth’ at an embedment related to a fixed mul-
tiple of the pile diameter (such as 20D proposed 
by Vesic 1970 and a number of workers).

• Based on the former point, Lehane (1992) and 
Chow (1997) proposed that τf (and σ  ′rc) varies 
in proportion to  (h/D)−c, where c = 0.38. How-
ever, given that this c value was estimated on the 
basis of field tests with jacked piles where the 
type and number of cycles imposed is less severe 
than is typical of driven piles, a higher c value of 
0.5 (see Equation 16c) is considered more appro-
priate for offshore pile. Strong indirect evidence 
in support of this observation is provided by 
Lehane et al. (2005a).

Figure 12. Comparison with CPT qc profile of local ultimate shear stresses (τf) measured during jacked pile installa-
tion in La-benne sand (Lehane 1992; Lehane et al. 1993).
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• Because of the shortage of high quality measure-
ments of τf very close to the tip of a driven pile 
and the variable and inconsistent trends shown by 
the available measurements, it is assumed that τf is 
constant over the lower two diameter length of the 
pile shaft (see Equation 16c) for both closed and 
open-ended piles in tension and compression.

6.3 Effects of soil displacement

• The shaft friction that can develop on a dis-
placement pile is related to the degree of soil 
displacement imparted during installation. The 
higher capacity developed by the new generation 
of screw piles compared to that of a bored and 
continuous flight auger piles is just one example 
of this effect.

• As illustrated in Figure 13, the degree of  dis-
placement imparted to any given soil horizon 
is related to the displacement experienced by 
that horizon when it was located in the vicin-
ity of  the tip. The degree of  displacement can 
be conveniently expressed for both closed and 
open-ended piles in terms of  an ‘effective area 
ratio’ (Equation 16d), which is unity for a 
closed ended pile and, for a pipe pile, includes 
displacement due to the pile material itself  and 
the additional displacement imparted when the 
pile is partially plugging or fully plugged dur-
ing driving. White et al. (2005) used a cavity 
expansion analogy to deduce that the equalized 
lateral effective stress acting on the pile shaft is 
likely to vary with the effective area ratio raised 
to a power of  between 0.30 and 0.40.

• The incremental filling ratio (IFR) is a measure 
of soil displacement near the tip of a pipe pile 

and depends on a number of different param-
eters, including soil layering, pile inner diameter, 
pile wall thickness, plug densification or dilation, 
and installation method. For the (limited) data-
base of IFRs reported, the mean IFR over the 
final 20D of penetration (where most friction 
is generated) can be reasonably approximated 
using Equation 16e for relatively uniform dense 
to very dense sands in the database.

6.4 Dilation and interface friction

A typical variation of  shear stress (τ) with radial 
effective stress (σ′r) observed during pile load-
ing (of  a 102 mm diameter pile) is presented on 
Figure 14.  The increase in radial effective stress 
observed is consistent with that arising due to 
constrained dilation (as discussed for bored 
piles). It is evident that the maximum shear stress 
(τf) develops at the end of  dilation when critical 
state conditions are at attained at the interface 
and the operational interface friction angle (δf) is 
the constant volume value. 

• Equation (16f) suggests that the increases in 
radial stress are not significant for offshore piles 
(with large D) but need to be considered when 
extrapolating from load test data for small diam-
eter piles in a database. 

• As seen on Figure 14, τf varies in proportion to 
tan δcv (where δcv is the constant volume interface 
friction angle between the sand and pile). This 
δcv value, which should be measured routinely, 
increases as the relative roughness increases (i.e. 
the roughness normalized by the mean effective 
particle size, D50). 

Figure 13. Schematic showing the effects of the pile end condition on soil flow and radial stresses; White et al. 
(2005).

(a) Closed-ended pile. Ar = 1                    (b) Coring (unplugged)                   (c) Partially plugged open-ended
                  open-ended pile. IFR = 1, Ar ~ 0.1                    pile. IFR < 1, 0.1 < Ar < 1
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6.5 Ageing and loading direction

• The shaft capacity of displacement piles increases 
with time as shown by Axelsson (1998); Jardine 
et al. (2005a), and others. Lehane et al. (2005a) 
show, however, that rate of increase over the 
period 3 days to 50 days is not statistically sig-
nificant for a database of load tests and therefore, 
at present, the design method only provides pre-
dictions for the short to medium term (i.e. up to 
about 2 months) and does not explicitly allowing 
for ageing effects.

• The shaft friction that can develop on a pile in ten-
sion is smaller than that which can be mobilised 
by a pile loaded in compression for the reasons 
described by Lehane et al. (1993), de Nicola & 
Randolph (1993) and Jardine et al. (2005). At 
present a global reduction factor (f/fc) in Equa-
tion 16b is applied to determine shaft friction 
under tension loading.

6.6 CPT vs. non-CPT based methods

The β (or Ktan δ) approach remains as the main 
text method in the current version of the API rec-
ommendations. This method assumes that τf is a 
constant (β) times the free field vertical effective 
stress (σ′v0), where β varies with the estimated in-
situ relative density (Dr) of the sand. Upper lim-
its on values of τf are placed, the values of which 
depend on Dr.

Lehane et al. (2005c) and Schneider et al. (2008) 
reviewed the performance of the API method (as 
given in API 2000) against a database compris-
ing 74 high quality load tests for driven piles in 
sand with adjacent CPT data. It was found that 
the coefficient of variation of the ratio of calcu-
lated to measured capacities (Qc/Qm) for the API 
method was 0.67 compared to an average COV 
for the 4 API CPT-based methods of 0.33. If  each 
method gives a mean Qc/Qm of  unity and if  a pile 

is designed with a factor of safety of 2, these COV 
values imply that the probability of pile failure for 
the API method is about 50 times higher than that 
of a CPT-based method (assuming that Qc  /Qm is 
normally distributed).

The UWA-05 method was the best performing 
of the four CPT-based methods considered with 
a COV for Qc  /Qm of  0.27 (including the meth-
od’s base capacity formulation which needs to be 
employed in the calculation of compressive pile 
capacities). A comparison of the variation with 
pile tip depth of Qc  /Qm values predicted using API 
(2000) and of UWA-05 is provided in Figure 15. 
It is evident that UWA-05 shows no bias of Qc/Qm 
with tip depth whereas API (2000) over-predicts 
capacities for long piles and under-predicts capaci-
ties for short piles.

7 LATERAL PILE CAPACITY

The ultimate soil pressure (Pu) that can develop 
under drained lateral pile loading is generally 
derived from the presumed soil friction angle (φ′) 
using methods such as API (2000), where the pres-
sure is taken as the lesser of  the limiting values for 
a shallow and deep failure mode (Pus, Pud):

Pus  /σ′v = C1H/D + C2  (17a)

Figure 14. Variation of radial effective stress with local 
shear stress during compression pile loading in Labenne 
sand (Lehane et al. 1993).

Figure 15. A comparison of the ratio of calculated 
to meas-ured capacities (Qc/Qm) for the API β method 
(above) and the UWA-05 CPT based method (below); 
Schneider et. al. (2008).
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Pud  /σ′v = C3  (17b)

where σ′v is the vertical effective stress and the coef-
ficients C1, C2 and C3 are given as a function of the 
soil friction angle only. C3, for example, increases 
from a value of 30 at φ′ = 30° to 100 when φ′ = 40° 
and hence, as seen in the assessments of ultimate 
bearing capacity of shallow foundations using φ′, 
predictions are very sensitive to the assumed φ′ 
value. In addition to the variability in φ′ given by 
existing interpretation techniques, φ′ can be expected 
to be significantly greater than the critical state fric-
tion angle because of higher dilatancy in the critical 
near surface layers adjacent to a laterally load pile. 
Clearly, therefore, a direct correlation between lat-
eral resistance and the CPT qc value is preferred.

The strong user dependence of the estimated 
lateral resistance is illustrated on Figure 16 which 
shows the lateral pressure (P) versus normal-
ised lateral displacement (y/D) measured by the 
author (publication in preparation) adjacent to 
300 ± 75 mm diameter bored piles installed at 
Shenton Park and Jon Sanders sites in Perth. The 
soils conditions at these two sites comprised dune 
sand located above the water table; Perth designers 
normally adopt a friction angle of 40° for laterally 
loaded pile design in these soils conditions. 

It is apparent that the measured responses differ 
significantly from API(2000) predictions—with the 
response at one site being over-predicted by a factor 
of 2. The relative magnitudes of the CPT end resist-
ance (qc) at z = 0.6 m provides an explanation for 

the difference between the lateral response observed 
at the two sites, but this is not readily applied when 
employing the API recommendations.

Surprisingly there have been relatively few 
attempts to correlate the lateral pressure (P)-
displacement (y) response adjacent to a pile in sand 
with the CPT qc value. Two notable exceptions are 
the formulations proposed by Novello (1999) and 
Dyson & Randolph (2001), namely:
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where γ  ′D is the vertical effective stress at a depth 
(z) = D.

Equations (18) and (19) apply only to driven 
piles in calcareous sands. These sands are expected 
to have a significantly lower initial stiffness than sil-
ica sands (Wesselink et al. 1988). They also exhibit 
no distinct limiting stress (pu), with pressures con-
tinuing to increase at movements in excess of 20% 
of the pile diameter. 

Lee et al. (2010) conducted a numerical study 
in which the CPT qc value was evaluated numeri-
cally in sands with a variety of relative densities 
and in-situ stress states. These qc values were then 
compared with the limiting stress (Pu) proposed 
by Broms (1964) to deduce the following relation-
ship between Pu and the CPT qc value in silica sand 
(where p′ is the mean effective stress and pa is a ref-
erence stress = 100 kPa):

P q p pu cP qP a′ −0 196 0 47 0p′ 63 1 1. p47 p .  (20)

when Pu = 3σv′ tan2 (45 + φ′/2)
Equation (20) can be simplified with little loss in 

accuracy from that computed by Lee et al. (2010) 
to the following non-dimensional form for CPT qc 
values in the range 2 MPa to 30 MPa and vertical 
effective stresses up to 100 kPa (noting K0 is the 
coefficient of earth pressure at rest):
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when Pu = 3σv′ tan2 (45 + φ′/2)
The Pu values given by this equation are broadly 

consistent with the lateral stresses predicted by Equa-
tion (18) at a mobilized normalized displacement 
(y/D) of 0.05. The limit pressures predicted using 
Equation (21) are compared on Figure 17 with those 
assessed (from bending moment measurements) 
at depths ranging from 0.3 m to 1 m adjacent to 
225 mm and 340 mm diameter bored piles in 

Figure 16. Backfigured lateral pile pressure-normalised 
displacement variations at two Perth dune sand sites 
compared with API (2000) prediction.
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Perth dune sand; qc values at the respective limit 
pressure locations varied between 3 MPa and 15 
MPa, and normalised depths (z/D) were in the 
range of 0.9 to 2.7.

It is seen on Figure 17 that, even assuming a 
relatively low K0 value of 0.5, Equation (21) 
typically over-predicts the limit pressures by 
about 50%. This under-prediction is not likely 
to be due to the occurrence of a shallow failure 
mode as all z/D values considered were in excess 
of those for which Equation (17a) gave Pu  /σ  ′v 
values less than the Broms (1964) Pu  /σ  ′v value of 
3 tan2 (45 + φ′/2).

It is of interest to note that Dyson & Randolph 
(2001) noted that the ultimate resistance for a 
buried pile was approximately half  of that indi-
cated by Equation 19 for driven piles. Therefore, 
in the absence of additional information and given 
the over-prediction on Figure 17 for bored piles, 
it may prudent to apply the same reduction to 
Equation (21) for bored piles. There is, however, 
a clear need for further research in this area as 
limiting lateral pressures for three 400 mm diam-
eter bored piles in clayey sand at Iksan (South 
Korea) reported by Lee et al. (2010) were the same 
or higher than those predicted using Equation 
21. The under-prediction of Pu at Iksan could, 
however, have been due to the generation of pore 
pressures during cone penetration- and hence the 

Figure 17. Pu/σ  ′v values predicted using Equation 21 
compared with Pu  /σ ′v values measured in Perth dune 
sand.
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drained values.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides a range of easily applied, 
direct formulations with CPT qc for assessment of 
the vertical capacity of footings, bored piles and 
driven piles in sands. Guidance is also given for a 
CPT-based approach that assists evaluation of the 
lateral capacity of a pile in sand. 

The basis of the formulations is explained and 
shown to be consistent with both observations and 
(where possible) numerical predictions. The paper 
also shows how the new formulations are likely 
to provide significantly more reliable estimates 
of foundation capacity than many approaches 
employed in practice. 
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ABSTRACT: Site characterization is fundamental to managing ground risks and optimizing oppor-
tunities. It is subordinate to nearshore and offshore projects, selected here to mean projects for seabed-
supported facilities in water depths between about 20 m and about 200 m. This paper presents perceptions 
of current practice, common pitfalls and possible future development scenarios for the industry. Par-
ticular attention is given to strategy and management, integrated geosciences, and project-specific data 
acquisition.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and scope

Site characterization may be defined as a fit-for-
purpose model of seabed conditions at a geo-
graphical location in a sea or ocean. The model 
is fundamental to managing ground risks and 
optimizing opportunities. The model is a predic-
tion and a reduction of reality, usually expressed 
by images, diagrams, parameter values, risks and 
interpretive text. In practice, the term site charac-
terization seems loosely used: within the defined 
context, i.e. the deliverable being the model, and 
for activities required to obtain the deliverable.

The definition of site characterization imme-
diately poses an important question about pur-
pose. Figure 1 attempts to answer this question 
by a simple segmentation diagram with a root 
taken as “desire of man”. Site characterization is 
subordinate to geotechnical projects. Geotechni-
cal projects are connected to nearshore/offshore 
projects, each with a range of opportunities and 
risks. Particularly, the purpose of site characteriza-
tion is to provide a sound basis for assessment and 
definition of site suitability for proposed facilities, 
impact of possible geohazards and changes in site 
conditions with time, parameter values for assess-
ment of limit states and installation/decommis-
sioning feasibility. 

Figure 2 illustrates the context of this paper. 
Particularly, it covers nearshore/offshore projects 
required for design, build, operate and decommis-
sioning of seabed-supported facilities for energy 
extraction and infrastructure:
– cables for communication and power
– pipelines for gas and fluids
– tophole sections for hydrocarbon wells
– sub-sea tunnels for transport of goods and people

– anchor structures for floating facilities
– foundations of bottom-supported facilities 

including major bridges, artificial islands, wind 
energy converters, sub-sea structures and plat-
forms supporting energy extraction, processing, 
storage and distribution. 

Topics implicitly left out are, for example, sci-
entific expeditions, mining of minerals, and use of 
nearshore/offshore strata for recovery or storage 
of gases, fluids and solids. This paper excludes geo-
science topics such as met-ocean monitoring and 
environmental characterization.

For want of space, this paper considers charac-
terization of sites in water depths between about 
20 m and about 200 m. The 20 m to 200 m water 
depth range covers (1) facilities extending to 
above sea level (2) sub-sea facilities with minimum 
obstruction to the environment, (3) opportunities 
for efficiencies of scale and logistics, because of 
large-vessel access. 

The 20 m limit implies exclusion of  typical port 
and coastal facilities such as land reclamation, 
breakwaters and shipping channels. In addition, 
sites with water depths of  less than 20 m can often 
be reached by onshore-based methods for data 
acquisition, while it represents a common lower 
limit for reasonably sized vessels with endurance 
for offshore data acquisition. The 200 m mark 
may be taken as a limit of  the continental shelf  
and thus implies exclusion of  complex geologic 
settings and geohazards commonly encountered 
on the continental slope. Excellent treatment of 
site characterization for deepwater (>200 m water 
depth) geotechnical projects is given in Evans 
(2010); Jeanjean et al. (2005); Kolk & Wegerif  
(2005). 

Effort has been made to present views from 
practice. The views assume the reader to be familiar 
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with basics such as described in ISSMGE (2005). 
The main headers are:

– nearshore/offshore context
– perceptions from practice: strategy and 

management
– perceptions from practice: integrated geosciences
– perceptions from practice: data acquisition

The short section on “nearshore/offshore con-
text” provides some notes on particular differ-
ences between nearshore/offshore projects and 
onshore projects. The headers starting with “per-
ceptions from practice” are taken from a Fugro 
knowledge/improvement system. This system 
includes trend analyses of lessons learned in site 
characterization. 

2 NEARSHORE/OFFSHORE CONTEXT

2.1 Fascinating marine setting

Approximately 6% of the earth’s surface is con-
sidered continental shelf. A continental shelf  
extends from the shoreline towards the shelf  edge 
at approximately 200 m water depth. Shelf  widths 
vary across the globe, ranging from as little as 2 km 
to as much as 1500 km. Seafloor slopes of conti-
nental shelves are usually less than 1° (Walker & 
James  1992; Suter 2006). The shape of a conti-
nental shelf  largely results from an interaction of 
past and present sea level changes and sedimentary 
and tectonic processes. Many continental shelves 
show energetic and dynamic environments. They 

are continuously reshaped by storms, wind waves, 
 oceanic currents and tides, which are capable of 
eroding, transporting and deposition of large vol-
umes of sediments in short periods. Consequently, 
seabed conditions can be quite complex and vari-
able, taking on geometries reflecting reshaping by 
wave, tidal, storm and oceanic currents, with inter-
nal stratigraphy reflecting multi-stage depositional, 
erosion and consolidation histories (Suter 2006). 

The sediments of continental shelves may be 
derived from sources such as: scour of pre-existing 
deposits, biological and chemical precipitation, and 
supply from adjacent shorelines by direct fluvial, del-
taic or estuarine input, tidal flux and storms (Walker 
& James 1992; Suter 2006). The composition of 
shelf sediments depends on the source, depositional 
environment and climate. The continental shelves 
between latitudes 30°S and 30°N are usually domi-
nated by carbonate sedimentation and reef develop-
ment. Siliciclastic sediments generally dominate the 
shelf areas at higher latitudes (Harris 1985). 

The hydraulic regime has a large influence on 
the distribution of the sediments on the shelf. Soft 
clays and silts are generally deposited below the 
wave base in the relatively deeper parts of the shelf  
or in lagoons at the lee side of barrier islands. Und-
rained shear strength cu of normally consolidated 
clays may be as low as cu = 1z, where cu is in kPa 
and z is depth below seafloor in metres. Such values 
are comparable to deep ocean deposits and lower 
than commonly encountered onshore. Conversely, 
coarse-grained soils on a continental shelf may 
show density conditions higher than commonly 
encountered onshore. Very coarse-grained shelf  
deposits are generally relict, deposited or formed in 
the geological past as shore face, shoals and beaches. 
Reworking of the sediments and post-depositional 
processes added complexity to the setting.

Bed forms of various sizes and shapes are gen-
erally present at sand-dominated shelves, such as 
in the southern North Sea. These bed forms can 
migrate up to tens of metres per year in response 
to storms and tidal and oceanic currents (Walker & 
James 1992; Suter 2006).

The seabed of a continental shelf  generally 
shows significant spatial variations of soil condi-
tions. Soils may have been subject to past sea levels 
that were up to 200 m lower than current sea level, 
creating a complex buried morphology and stratig-
raphy. In addition, local tectonics may have influ-
enced the seabed. Relative sea level changes have 
caused lateral shifts of the depositional environ-
ments. During sea level fall, the exposed deposits 
were subject to erosion, desiccation and incision by 
streams and rivers. Subsequently, incised river val-
leys and erosive features became filled and covered 
with sediments during sea level rise.

For example, typical seabed soils for arctic and 
temperate zones are over-consolidated sedimentary 

Figure 2. Context of this paper.

Figure 1. Segmentation diagram.
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– holder of rights to a project site, such as site 
lease holder or facility operator

– facility operators and others seeking financial 
benefits from the project investments

Table 1. Conditions to be addressed in site characteri-
zation (OGP 2011a).

Man-made features
Natural seabed 
features

Subsurface geo-
logical features

– Platforms active, 
abandoned, or 
toppled

– Seabed 
topography 
and relief

– Sedimentary 
sequences

– Pipelines: on or 
buried below the 
seabed

– Seafloor 
sediments

– Stratigraphy

– Power and 
umbilical lines

– Sand: banks, 
waves and 
mega-ripples

– Shallow 
gas charged 
intervals

– Communications 
cables

– Mud: flows, 
gullies, volca-
noes, lumps, 
lobes

– Gas chimneys

– Wellheads and 
abandoned well 
locations

– Fault 
escarpments

– Shallow water 
flow zones

– Manifolds and 
templates

– Diapiric 
structures

– Over-pressure 
zones

– Pipeline termi-
nations, valves 
and protection 
frames

– Gas vents 
and 
pockmarks

– Buried infilled 
channels

– Subsea isolation 
valves

– Unstable 
slopes

– Boulder beds

– Rock dumps – Slumps – Buried slumps 
and mass 
transport 
complexes

– Scour protection 
material

– Collapse 
features

– Gas hydrate 
zones and 
hydrated soils

– Jack-up rig 
footprints

– Fluid expul-
sion features

– Faults

– Non oil & gas 
infrastructure 
such as naviga-
tion buoys, wind 
turbines, etc.

– Chem-
osynthetic 
communities

– Erosion and 
truncation 
surfaces

– Shipwrecks – Gas hydrate 
mounds

– Salt or mud 
diapirs and 
diatremes

– Ordnance and 
chemical dump-
ing grounds

– Rock 
 outcrops, 
pinnacles 
and boulders

– Archeological 
remains

– Reefs

– Miscellaneous 
debris

– Hardgrounds

– Seabed 
 channels and 
scours

deposits and heterogeneous glacial deposits, which 
may contain large boulders. They are a result of 
expanding glaciers on the exposed shelves during 
Quaternary sea level falls. The erosive force of the 
glaciers created a rugged terrain, which became 
filled and covered during sea level rise. Example 
seabed soils for carbonate shelves are cemented/
lithified deposits and karst structures. The degree 
of cementation and lateral continuity of cemented 
layers are variable. The cemented/lithified deposits 
developed on exposed continental shelves during 
sea level fall. 

This fascinating marine setting, plus the activi-
ties of man, implies that site characterization may 
need to consider any or all of the conditions given 
in Table 1. 

Table 1 illustrates that site conditions may 
change with time because of natural processes and 
because of activities of man. Examples of natu-
ral processes for nearshore and offshore projects 
include (a) migrating sand waves, (b) gas venting, 
(c) fault movements, and (d) ice gouging in arc-
tic regions. Examples of man-induced processes 
include (a) jack-up footprints caused by spudcan 
penetration and removal (Osborne et al. 2011), 
(b) formation damage by gas escape along well con-
ductors, (c) change of in-situ stress conditions by 
lateral migration of gas (Nava et al. 2011), (d) sea-
floor subsidence and changes in in-situ stress condi-
tions because of oil and gas extraction (Broughton 
et al. 1997), (e) scour and deposition of sediments 
around facilities including deep shipping chan-
nels (Talke & De Swart 2006; Van der Veen 2008), 
(f) soil temperature change and soil chemistry 
change because of hydrocarbon wells or transport 
of hot oil in pipelines (Morud & Simonsen 2007) 
and power cables (OSPAR Commission 2008). In 
practice, this means that many reports presenting 
site data include an “expiry date” or a date stamp. 
The validity period is typically 2 years. The infor-
mation may or may not be valid after the expiry 
date. Data verification may be necessary. This fine 
print is occasionally overlooked by some in prac-
tice, with disappointing consequences.

2.2 Stakeholders and sustainability

Site characterization can be traced to a purpose 
set by man. For this reason, site characterization 
can and should be viewed from stakeholder per-
spectives. Not only the site characterizations itself, 
i.e. the model, but also stakeholder activities are 
important, as necessary for determining or using 
the model.

Important stakeholders commonly connected to 
site characterization are:

– governmental and non-governmental organisa-
tions, essentially representing society at large

– authorities for shipping and marine habitat
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– organisations such as contractors and consult-
ants providing skilled people, technology, mate-
rials and equipment 

– project insurers.

In practice, the role of project insurers can be 
particularly significant in nearshore and offshore 
projects.

Roles of  stakeholders to site characteriza-
tion are increasingly viewed within sustainability 
and social responsibility concepts (for example 
Brundtland 1987; ISO 2010). Figure 3 illustrates 
a sustainability concept for use in the oil and gas 
industry. Sustainability ultimately converges to 
some fundamental attitudes of  individuals, organ-
isations and societies toward man, things and 
nature. Fisk (2002); Peuchen & Haas (2010) dem-
onstrate that there is no exception for site charac-
terization in nearshore and offshore projects. In 
practice, enforcement of  sustainability is slowly 
emerging and increasingly mandatory for indi-
vidual organisations (for example SenterNovem 
2008).

2.3 Technologies for site characterization

Technology is the making, usage, and knowledge 
of tools, machines, techniques, crafts, systems or 
methods of organization in order to solve a prob-
lem or perform a specific function (Wikipedia 
2012a). Table 2 lists key technologies for site char-
acterization in nearshore and offshore projects. 
Here, the technologies may be regarded as activi-
ties and site characterization as the deliverable, 
i.e. the model (Sayers 1941). Integrated geoscience 
study does not quite fit the list: it brings the listed 
technologies together. 

It can be noted that supplementary technologies 
are necessary for successful site characterization. A 
particularly important supplementary technology 
is positioning; knowing where you are or where 
you have been.

The listed technologies are not unique to site 
characterization in nearshore and offshore projects. 
They equally apply to onshore site characterization 
and to study of hydrocarbon reservoirs. Neverthe-
less, the nearshore and offshore setting offers some 
unique opportunities and challenges. These oppor-
tunities and challenges may be illustrated by three 
pioneers: Maurice Ewing, Bramlette McClelland 
and Herman Zuidberg. The pioneering successes 
were often achieved by adopting or adapting tech-
nologies and practices from diverse sources: ocean/
earth research, oil and gas exploration and produc-
tion organisations, resource mining operations, 
the military, and traditional onshore geotechnics. 
Industry recognition of these pioneers includes 
awards and lectures: 

– Maurice Ewing Medal, first awarded in 1978 by 
the Society of Exploration Geophysicists SEG. 
Maurice Ewing (1906–1974) was a driving force 
in marine geology for nearly 40 years. He worked 
in a range of subjects, contributing to  earthquake 

Figure 3. Sustainability concept for use in the oil and 
gas industry (from IPIECA & API 2003).

Table 2. Key technologies for site characterization.

Technology
Examples for nearshore and offshore 
projects

Integrated geo-
science study

Bringing together and integrating 
scientific knowledge with data 
acquired from remote sensing, 
intrusive investigation, simulation 
and observations, with a theoretical 
basis of physics, geomorphology, 
geology and soil mechanics and 
foundation engineering principles, 
and applying logic and judgment 

Remote sensing Sidescan sonar, seismic reflection, 
seismic refraction, electromagnetic, 
electric resistivity, magnetometer 
surveying 

Intrusive 
investigation 

In-situ testing, sampling, borehole 
geophysical logging, long term sea-
bed pore pressure monitoring

Laboratory 
testing

Geologic and geotechnical sample 
logging and laboratory testing

Physical 
modelling

Centrifuge modelling, scaled physical 
modelling, load testing

Observational 
method

High strain dynamic pile testing, suc-
tion pressure monitoring during 
caisson installation, drag anchor 
embedment monitoring, scour 
monitoring

Key: grey = interpretation of information; Green = 
acquisition of information. 
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seismology, explosion seismology, marine acous-
tics, sedimentology, and tectonics. He also devel-
oped or greatly improved many instruments and 
techniques for gathering geological and geophysi-
cal data at sea—the bathythermograph, the pis-
ton corer, heat-flow probes, sonar, hydrophones, 
gravimeters, deep-sea cameras, and even winches 
(Wertenbaker 2000).

– Bramlette McClelland Lecture, first organized 
in 2012 by the International Society of Soil 
Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering ISS-
MGE. Bramlette McClelland (1920–2010) pio-
neered the application of soil mechanics and 
foundation engineering to ocean structures, 
especially those of the oil&gas industry, and pio-
neered the development of geotechnical investi-
gation procedures for use in the open ocean.

– Herman Zuidberg Award for Innovation, first 
awarded in 2006 by Fugro.

– Herman Zuidberg (1937–2005) pioneered intru-
sive investigation techniques for shallow and 
deepwater applications. He put his work at Fugro 
into a simple perspective: ‘Development is making 
something possible that was previously thought 
impossible. It is the modification and adaption 
of technical systems, of human beings. Develop-
ment is generally not inventing something.’ 

3 PERCEPTIONS FROM PRACTICE—
STRATEGY AND MANAGEMENT

3.1 Added value

The challenge for site characterization is to develop 
a strategy for what is “added value” for the near-
shore or offshore project at hand. This has a strong 
link with opportunities and risks. Appropriate 
strategy and management of these opportunities 
and risks creates added value within a framework 
of having the correct information at the right time 
available for persons with appropriate expertise 
and adequate authorities for making decisions. 
This sounds straightforward. However, practice 
requires trade-offs between multiple stakeholder 
interests. For example, stakeholders in project 
financing may have a particularly strong interest 
in time to first income. Public interests may be cap-
tured by regulations on consultation rounds for 
licensing or involvement of national industries.

Historically, the start of site characterization as 
an industry for nearshore and onshore projects may 
be traced to the first offshore sample borings in the 
Gulf of Mexico. The acquired information and 
clever engineering calculations helped development 
of a significant offshore hydrocarbon industry. 
Traditionally, economy, and technology were the 
key drivers, against a background of high business 

risk profiles. The principal stakeholders were, and 
still are, the oil and gas operators. This is chang-
ing. It is of interest that the wind energy industry 
now dominates nearshore and offshore projects in 
Western Europe. Other regions may also see shifts. 
The business risk profiles for wind energy are lower 
and the diversity of stakeholders is greater. 

A diversity of stakeholders and business risk 
profiles implies differences in perceptions about 
the added value of site characterization. However, 
the team responsible for the site characterization 
has the challenge to develop a strategy for what is 
added value for the project at hand. 

Figure 4 illustrates the importance of the initial 
project phases in ensuring that adequate geotech-
nical information is gathered for a project. The 
initial phases, when requirements for site charac-
terization are defined and resources are allocated, 
are represented by more than 50% of the quality 
triangle. This diagram is in broad agreement with 
Van Staveren (2006) who recognizes people factors 
and process factors in risk management.

Decisions and actions made during these phases 
have a large impact of the outcome and thus the 
potential for meeting project requirements. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates that cost for site characterization is 
typically out of phase with added value. This may 
be explained by diminishing returns on quality of 
risk reduction (Fig. 6).

It may also be inferred from Figure 5 that the 
influence of site characterization on project cost 
and risks is high in the initial project phases. Little 
influence applies towards the end of the detailed 
design phase.

The cost of site characterization is typically 
between 0.1% and 2% of the capital investment 
of a nearshore or offshore project, expressed in 
CAPEX. By contrast, the costs of correcting a 
wrongly designed programme or mobilising alter-
native construction methods are often far greater 
than the cost of the original site characterization.

Figure 4. Conceptual process and a project team for 
site characterization (adapted from SISG 1993).
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3.2 Applying knowledge 

About 20% of geotechnical failures may be attrib-
uted to lack of knowledge (Van Wijck & Van Tol 
2011). Capturing knowledge and applying exper-
tise should reduce geotechnical failures. 

There is plenty of knowledge available on site 
characterization. In addition, it is often easily pro-
cured by an information specialist having access to 
databases such as SGI-Line, OnePetro and CEDB 
(ASCE). Geotechnical knowledge by itself  is of 
limited interest. In practice, it is the so-called tacit 
expert knowledge that can provide high added value 
to strategy and management. This means senior 
expertise, with access to geotechnical knowledge 
and experience. It is important to understand that 
site characterization is less exact than most design 

disciplines and that high-value site characteriza-
tion requires extensive judgment and opinion. A 
senior expert or a team of senior experts is more 
likely to arrive at a correct understanding and an 
appropriate way forward.

There appears to be no short cut to gaining tacit 
expert knowledge. Nevertheless, IT-based solu-
tions provide increasing opportunities for accel-
erated learning. For example, ASFE (http://www.
asfe.org/) and ISSMGE (http://www.issmge.org/) 
offer low-cost webinars on specialist topics, some 
of which are of interest to those contributing to 
site characterization in nearshore and offshore 
projects. McNeill (2009) reports on rapid develop-
ment of e-learning courses for geo-professionals.

3.3 Project phases

Results of site characterization activities must be 
available for key project phases (Fig. 7). Exam-
ples of project phases are site or route selection, 
preliminary design including selection of possi-
ble structure solutions, detailed design including 
construction/installation issues, re-certification 
and decommissioning. A phased approach to 
development of site characterization can often be 
attractive. For example, a phased approach can 
significantly limit data redundancy when multi-
ple sites and facility options are being considered. 
Detailed on-site data acquisition is then performed 
in a later phase, only for the more promising site 
and facility options and for targeting risk items, for 
example specific geohazards. Nevertheless, con-
current activities and delays are not uncommon 
in practice. Frequent reasons are (a) diverse stake-
holder interests and (b) misunderstandings about 
time lines for data acquisition (Fig. 8).

Figure 5. Site characterization costs/added value.

Figure 6. Returns on quality of risk reduction. (adapted 
from Lambe 1973).

Figure 7. Typical evolvement of site characterization 
(from Power et al. 2011). 

Figure 8. Example time line for data acquisition for a 
routine well drilling site (from OGP 2011a).
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3.4 Contractual issues

Site characterization is a model of seabed condi-
tions expressed by images, diagrams, parameter 
values, risks and interpretive text images. Figure 9 
presents an example of documentation of site 
characterization and its importance in design and 
construction. 

A particular contractual issue is the allocation 
of ground risk (SISG 1993; ASFE 2004). Contrac-
tual allocation of ground risk has limits, usually set 
by national law. For many countries, this means 
that the operator or owner of a facility will remain 
ultimately responsible for ground risk, regardless 
of contractual language. 

So-called Geotechnical Baseline Reports (GBR) 
can serve as contractual statements on the geo-
technical conditions anticipated to be encountered 
during construction (Austin 1994; Peuchen & 
Mannaerts 1998; Evans 2010). The GBR approach 
implies that risks associated with or less than the 
baseline are allocated to the design/construct con-
tractor and those significantly more adverse than 
the baseline are accepted by the operator/owner. 
Of course, the operator can “set” the baseline. A 
baseline that requires a contractor to allow for 
adverse site conditions will attract a high bid price. 
Conversely, a baseline that is realistic will result in 
lower bid prices but may require the owner to have 
contingency sums available in case actual condi-
tions are worse than the baseline.

The incorporation of a GBR in a construction 
contract appears to offer benefits to both the oper-
ator and the contractor. The financial responsibil-
ity to deal with the baseline conditions is placed 
clearly with the contractor. The contractor still 
has recourse for additional compensation in the 
event of difficult conditions, but would not need to 
include contingencies for conditions not contained 
in the baseline.

Application of the GBR approach in nearshore 
and offshore projects is still uncommon. This is 

perhaps because preparation of a GBR will require 
a high level of technical and contractual expertise 
to meet the objective of a clear and unambiguous 
ground risk allocation to operator and contractor. 

4 PERCEPTIONS FROM PRACTICE—
INTEGRATED GEOSCIENCES

4.1 Use of integrated geosciences

Integrated geosciences (Table 2): bringing together 
and integrating scientific knowledge with data 
acquired from remote sensing, intrusive investiga-
tion, simulation and observations, with a theoreti-
cal basis of physics, geomorphology, geology and 
soil mechanics and foundation engineering prin-
ciples, and applying logic and judgement. Note 
that many in practice (for example ISSMGE 2005) 
use the indistinct terms “desk study” or “desk 
top study” for integrated geoscience activities 
taking place before project-specific on-site data 
acquisition. 

Integrated geoscience study is probably the most 
important tool in site characterization. In fact, it 
may reveal facts that cannot be discovered in any 
other way. Despite its added value, practice shows 
that integrated geoscience study is occasionally 
marginalized; see for example Dyer (2011). Is this 
a lack of awareness? Do geo-professionals com-
municate adequately? Is the human or contractual 
environment preventing appropriate decisions and 
adequate communication? 

Integrated geoscience study typically considers 
data acquired by others as well as project-specific 
data if  available. Data acquired by others has no 
or only a modest relationship to the nearshore or 
offshore project at hand and may not be fit-for-
purpose. Nevertheless, the integration activities 
often achieve high added value. Benefits are usually 
most significant for the important initial phases of 
a project, as shown earlier. 

4.2 Data acquisition strategies in codes 
and standards

Codes and standards for design typically include 
a prescriptive chain of activities for achieving a 
particular level of reliability. One would therefore 
expect to see quite specific requirements (ISO/
IEC 2011), as the adequacy of site characteriza-
tion can substantially influence actually achieved 
reliability or risk. In practice, standards and codes 
tend to provide only general guidance on site 
characterization. This means that stakeholders 
have considerable freedom in interpreting what is a 
fit-for-purpose model. This suits practice, as strat-
egies for project-specific data acquisition invari-
ably include trade-offs between technical/statutory 

Figure 9. Documentation of site characterization 
(adapted from Evans 2010).
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requirements, know-how to carry out the work, 
costs and schedule (Fig. 10).

Eurocode 8 (CEN 2004) presents an example of 
general guidance as follows: “Appropriate inves-
tigations shall be carried out in order to identify 
the ground conditions in accordance with the types 
given in 3.1.2.” Another example is ISO 19990 
“Petroleum and natural gas industries—General 
requirements for offshore structures” (ISO 2002a):

– Soil properties
• Site investigations shall be performed at the 

structure location to adequate depth and areal 
extent to
• define the various soil strata,
• characterize the physical and engineering 

properties throughout the zone of influence 
of the structure’s foundation, and to

• identify potential hazards to the structure. 

– Seabed instability
• The scope of site investigations in areas of 

potential instability shall focus on
• identification of metastable geological fea-

tures surrounding the site, and
• definition of the geotechnical properties 

required for modelling and estimating sea-
bed movement

Codes and standards for nearshore and offshore 
projects refer, by definition, to data acquisition by 
remote sensing (particularly seismic reflection), by 
intrusive investigation (particularly in-situ testing 
and sampling) and by laboratory testing. Examples 
are API (2000); ISO (2011) and SNAME (2008).

Osborne et al. (2011) probably present the most 
specific and most detailed site investigation strate-
gies available, in this case for jack-up units. This is 
exception. The guidelines were developed as part 
of a Joint Industry Project (JIP) with 19 sponsor 
organisations. The guidelines consider 12 pro-
gramme types. All programmes assume availability 
of subbottom geophysical data. The programmes 
differ by required scope of intrusive investigation 
(in-situ testing, sampling and laboratory testing) 
and by required survey of any existing jack-up foot-
prints. Assignment of programme type is by level of 
understanding and complexity of site conditions, 
local experience with jack-up positioning and open 
location versus work-over location, where open 
locations are sites where no jack-up has previously 
operated and work-over locations are sites at which 
jack-ups have previously been positioned (Fig. 11).

It should be remembered that any specified data 
acquisition usually requires mobilisation of ves-
sels to the site. For remote sites, this can become a 
major expense and a critical path issue. A common 
approach to limiting mobilisation cost is to obtain 
a time slot in an offshore-vessel cruise. This offers 
“pass-by” financial benefits. However, planning 
should be well in advance (1) to avoid disappoint-
ment in availability and (2) to obtain the necessary 
permits for survey activities. Delays in investment 

Figure 10. Optimizing intrusive investigation strategies 
(from Evans 2010).

Figure 11. Example SI data acquisition locations for 
jack-up foundation (adapted from Osborne et al. 2011) 
Circle = continuous sampling borehole; triangle = con-
tinuous piezo-cone test.
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planning decisions and long procurement times 
are known to upset time schedules (e.g. Peuchen & 
Van Noort 1996). 

4.3 Data, diagrams and images 

Diagrams, still images, video and 3-D visualisation 
can communicate and convey site characteriza-
tion to experts, users of the model and the public 
at large. To the knowledge of the author, there is 
no single software package commercially available 
that is tailored for site characterization in near-
shore and offshore geotechnical projects. 

A common approach for data management 
and imaging is combining a GIS package with 
one or more separate database programs. Arcview 
(Hamon et al. 2011) and GeODin (Noll et al. 2010) 
are probably most popular for nearshore and off-
shore projects. The GIS+database approach has a 
considerable track record. During the 12th Euro-
pean Conference on Soil Mechanics and Geotech-
nical Engineering in 1999, McNeilan et al. (1999) 
already demonstrated on-the-fly visual inspection 
of the nearshore subsurface for the San Francisco 
Bay Bridge. This demonstration was from practice, 
not academic. An example of further development 
of the GIS + database is parametric spatial analy-
sis of shallow slope stability (Figure 12a, b). Such 
analysis identifies at-risk zones. GIS then allows 
a simple overlay operation with a proposed infra-
structure map. 

The GIS+database approach typically includes 
conveniently customized access to fundamental 
data, scatter diagrams and basic statistical predic-
tions (Uzielli 2008; Van der Wal et al. 2010).

4.4 Logic and judgement

Geo-professionals are typically the ones introduc-
ing logic and judgement for site characterization 
in nearshore and offshore projects. In other words, 

little if  any use is currently made of artificial intel-
ligence. Some progress may be expected in the 
future. Comments are as follows.

Advanced simulation and probabilistic software 
packages such as Petrel and Jason® incorporate 
sophisticated features that can supplement logic 
and judgement by experts. This is of interest for 
handling large data volumes and also when work-
ing with sparse data. The use of these packages 
seems largely confined to 3-D characterization of 
oil and gas reservoirs. Surprisingly, some of these 
“sparse data” technologies rely on shallow sam-
pling and CPT results (Geel & Donselaar 2007; 
Verlinden 2009) for so-called analogues of geo-
logic and geomorphologic settings. Some encour-
aging pilot projects suggest that more frequent use 
may be expected for future site characterization 
in nearshore and offshore projects. Figures 13a, 
b and 14 present example results from a Fugro-
sponsored study of an offshore site in the North-
eastern Caspian Sea. The plan area of the site is 
about 40 km by 60 km. 

Logic and judgement are particularly important 
for assessing ground heterogeneity and geohazard 
events. Scale of heterogeneity can range from, say, 
geomorphologic analogues to nano-scale features. 

Figure 15 presents an example comparison 
between pore pressure profiles acquired by a 

Figure 14. Cross-section of facies model. (from Verlinden 
2009).

Figure 12. (a) Seafloor terrain image focusing on topo-
graphical high and associated scarp; (b) GIS spatial analy-
sis results showing colour-shaded factor of safety against 
shallow slope failure (from Mackenzie et al. 2009).

 (a)                                                 (b)

Figure 13. (a) Satellite image of coastal dunes south-
east of Atyrau; (b) Depth map of seismic reflections 
from overconsolidated sands. (from Verlinden 2009).

 (a)                                                 (b)
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piezoprobe with a 100 mm2 cross sectional area 
and a piezo-cone with a 1,000 mm2 cross sectional 
area. The penetration rate was 20 mm/s for both 
systems. Test locations were spaced within a plan 
diameter of 15 m. The comparison shows appar-
ent soil homogeneity for the piezo-cone tests. The 
piezoprobe exhibits finer detail and clearly indi-
cates local soil heterogeneity. Figure 16 presents an 
example of a simplified assessment of soil stiffness 
variability for shallow foundations on coastal sand 
deposits including clayey layers. 

The assessment considers averaging effects. Par-
ticularly, a profile stiffness factor β approximates 
a dominating influence of the more compressible 
(clayey) strata overlying a competent ground unit:

β =
Clay

mean

%
QtQQ

where:

Clay     and   
TOT

mean% = =and∑ ∑and
∑DT

Q
h Q•

htQQ i th Qh Q

ihh

where:
– Clay%: proportion of CPT length showing com-

pressible soil defined by normalized cone resist-
ance Qt < 10

– hi: thickness of more compressible layer i (m) 
showing Qt < 10

– DTOT: distance between ground level and top of 
competent ground unit (m)

– Qt mean: mean value Qt, where Qt < 10.

The assessment considers the upper 35 m of 
20 cone penetration tests performed in a 500 m by 
100 m area. The standard deviation for the data 
set is 24%. Standard deviations are typically less 
than 15% when considering an area of 100 m by 
100 m. 

The question to be addressed is the relevance 
of detail for site characterization. Should we 
expect averaging effects for soil behaviour or can 
a “small” feature dominate risks? For example, 
Hicks & Onisiphorou (2005) used stochastic mod-
elling to illustrate the possibility of liquefaction of 
a predominantly dilative sand fill, due to the pres-
ence of semi-continuous loose zones arising from 
deposition-induced anisotropy. 

Similar comments may be made about interpre-
tation of ground heterogeneity from sub-bottom 
profiling data, often simplified to “uniform clay”. 
For geohazards, Thomas et al. (2009) note: “reli-
ance solely upon geophysical data may often over-
estimate event magnitudes, as multiple stacked 
mass movement deposits may appear as one large 
seismic unit on sub-bottom profiles, where indi-
vidual deposits are below the limits of separability 
on seismic records”.

4.5 Reprocessed exploration seismic data

Some nearshore and offshore projects have access 
to 3D seismic exploration (3DX) data acquired for 
characterization of oil and gas reservoirs. Short-
offset reprocessing of such data is well established 
for deepwater sites, where it can provide good 
regional information on seafloor features, seabed 
and sub-seabed geology, geohazards and drilling 
hazards. The resolution of 3DX data, however, 

Figure 15. Example comparison between pore pressure 
profiles.

Figure 16. Geostatistics for profile stiffness factor β.
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is limited, and as such, it cannot replace high 
resolution or ultra-high resolution seismic sur-
veys for determining geohazards in the foundation 
zone. The use of 3DX data in shallow water depth 
(<200 m) is infrequent because of difficulties with 
noise and reflection multiples in the shallow sec-
tion. In some cases, careful use of available data 
may reduce the scope of data acquisition specific 
for nearshore and offshore projects considered 
within the context of this paper.

4.6 Regional hazard maps

Hazard maps typically rely on engineering geology. 
Wikipedia (2012b) defines engineering geology as 
the application of the geologic sciences to engi-
neering practice for the purpose of assuring that 
the geologic factors affecting the location, design, 
construction, operation and maintenance of engi-
neering works are recognized and adequately pro-
vided for. 

Earthquake maps are probably best known. 
They have global coverage, including the nearshore 
and offshore environment (Giardini 1999). Earth-
quake zoning maps may also have regional cover-
age, for example API (1993), ISO (2004), Mallard 
et al. (2003) and Bungum et al. (2000). 

Kortekaas et al. (2010) present a global GIS 
hazard map for shallow gas occurrence (Fig. 17). 
The hazard map and a delta classification system 
provide an early screening tool for shallow gas 
risk assessments, when no other relevant data is 
available.

Lietaert (2011) presents a GIS hazard map 
specifically for initial screening of risk of punch-
through of spudcans for large jack-up rigs in the 
Gulf of Suez. The 300 km long Gulf area was 
zoned into five environments, two of which were 
identified for creating high risk of punch-through. 
The first environment is deep bathymetry (>50 m 
water depth) and predominantly fine-grained 
sediments with a range of overconsolidation 
settings. The second environment is related to 

onshore wadis developing an alluvial fan, offshore 
in the Gulf of Suez. Interlayered deposits of coarse 
grained and fine-grained sediments create punch-
through profiles. 

Wegerif et al. (2005) present a regional shallow 
geohazard map (Fig. 19) for a hydrocarbon field 
development offshore Turkmenistan. The field 
development area covers approximately 2000 square 
kilometres and is located in water depths ranging 
from 40 m to 100 m. The geohazard map was based 
on exploration seismic data, geotechnical data 
and several rig site surveys. Identified geohazards 
included active faulting, mud volcanoes, shallow 
gas, seismic activity, seabed ridges and cemented 
authigenic carbonates. The added value included 
early optimization of field development, particu-
larly from a development concept with multiple 
directionally drilled wells from a single platform to 
a development concept with mostly vertical wells 
from multiple platforms. 

Figure 17. Locations of deltas and reported shallow gas 
(stars). Circle size reflects relative sediment load (adapted 
from Kortekaas et al. 2010).

Figure 18. Hazard map for risk of punch-through 
of spudcans for large jack-up rigs in the Gulf of Suez 
(adapted from Lietaert 2011).

Figure 19. Regional shallow geohazard map offshore 
Turkmenistan. (from Wegerif  et al. 2005).
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4.7 Knowledge repositories and soil catalogues

Increasing use is made of knowledge repositories 
held by national institutes, often in public domain, 
and corporate organisations, e.g. regional or global 
geoscience companies and multi-company joint 
ventures. 

Nearshore and offshore examples for pub-
lic domain repositories include EU-SEASED 
(http://www.eu-seased.net/welcome_flash.html), 
PANGAE (http://www.pangaea.de) and MARTA 
(http://geuskort.geus.dk/GeusMap/html/guide_
marta.html). The available public information is 
no longer confined to simplified geological maps 
and accompanying notes but can also include more 
fundamental records up to the level of specific lab-
oratory test results. A website typically serves as 
portal to the information.

The knowledge repository held by the Angola 
Deepwater Consortium is of interest (Hamon 
et al. 2011). The data are in a GIS, which contains 
factual geotechnical data from 40 project-specific 
site investigations offshore Angola, representing 
around 1000 information points. 

Fugro and others in the geoscience industry 
have also invested in experience records of historic 
nearshore and offshore projects. Such experience 
can be procured for site characterization, where 
available in the vicinity of or at the project site. In 
some cases, project specific on-site data acquisition 
may be avoided altogether. 

Practice shows that knowledge repositories con-
tain information errors, irrespective of whether the 
source is public or corporate. Independent verifica-
tion should be considered if  site characterization 
derives project-critical information from knowl-
edge repositories or any other historic data. 

Parameter values for geotechnical models are 
increasingly inferred from in-situ tests, particularly 
cone penetration tests, correlated to published, well 
defined “soil catalogues”. For example, Mayne 
et al. (2009) refer to results from over 60 Interna-
tional Geotechnical Experimentation Sites (Tan et 
al. 2003, 2007). For nearshore and offshore projects, 
excellent examples for soil catalogues include the 
work on Gulf of Guinea soils summarised in a 
keynote publication by Colliat et al. (2010) and a 
Joint Industry Project (JIP) on in-situ test param-
eter interpretation described by Low et al. (2010). 
This trend for enhancement of in-situ testing 
adds significant value in terms of time schedule 
and fits sustainability concepts. Particularly, soil 
catalogues suit basic correlations between param-
eters, from which other specific behaviour can be 
predicted with reasonable confidence. Examples 
include the Drammen Clay model for cyclic soil 
behaviour (Andersen 2009) and prediction of in-
situ or laboratory drained behaviour to undrained 
soil behaviour and vice versa.

4.8 Link with geotechnical engineering 
and risk management

Site characterization should provide a basis for site 
risk management and, more particularly, fit-for-
purpose parameter values for geotechnical engi-
neering (Gilbert et al. 2010).

In theory, parameter values have a link with reli-
ability index (for example β = 4) for a facility or 
system, not necessarily a single element of a facil-
ity such as a foundation pile. The reliability index 
is about risk acceptance. An explicit link between 
site characterization and reliability is uncommon 
in practice. This is because of a requirement for 
probability analysis. Van der Wal et al. (2007) illus-
trate an exceptional, explicit link between quality 
and extent of site characterization and a probabil-
ity approach for jack-up leg penetration behaviour. 
Particularly, they include probability functions 
for soil layer thickness and correlation length for 
lateral continuity of soil characteristics. Hicks & 
Samy (2002); Hicks et al. (2005) illustrate the use 
of stochastic analysis of spatial heterogeneity and 
its use in reliability analysis. 

In practice, the link between site characteriza-
tion and geotechnical engineering is mostly by 
means of some prescriptive codes or standards. 
This is an implicit link. Little consistency applies 
in practice for establishing this link. The following 
paragraphs provide some thoughts on improve-
ment opportunities and difficulties for the implicit-
link approach. 

Calle et al. (2011) illustrate the use of a so-called 
schematization factor. This is a partial factor for 
safety assessment of dikes. The default value for 
the schematization factor is 1.3, with opportunities 
for reduction to 1.1 depending on quality of site 
characterization, complexity of ground conditions 
and robustness of the analysis. Wider use to near-
shore and offshore practice may promote a desir-
able consistency. 

A particular difficulty for site characterization 
is conversion of available, measured, parameters to 
the desired parameters. Van der Wal et al. (2010) 
provide practical guidance on this topic. Menzies 
& Roper (2008) refer to conversion of historic data 
to suit current practice in geotechnical engineer-
ing for jack-up units. In addition, practice in near-
shore and offshore projects shows use of a range 
of terms for parameter values. In many cases, these 
are poorly defined. Figure 20 presents examples.  

A more specific issue is the calculation model 
itself  and the parameters it requires. This may be 
illustrated by two examples.

The first example is about parameters for 
design of  piles. As inferred by ICP (Jardine 
et al. 2005), fundamental pile behaviour in clay has 
an awkward relationship with intact/undisturbed 
laboratory undrained shear strength. A simpler 
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relationship with remoulded undrained shear 
strength could probably provide equal reliabil-
ity to the calculation model and would possibly 
remove a need to conduct the check required by 
API for low plasticity soil behaviour. API (2011) 
provides no definition for low plasticity. Practice 
for site characterization uses a range of  definitions 
for low plasticity, with significant differences. For 
example, ASTM (2010) defines low plasticity by 
a liquid limit wL < 50%. ISO (2002b) defines low 
plasticity by “a sample having cohesion but cannot 
be rolled to threads of  about 3 mm in diameter”, 
i.e. a relationship with plastic limit wP. Karlsrud 
et al. (2005) appear to define the API low plas-
ticity requirements by a plasticity index Ip of  less 
than about 50%. 

The second example concerns characterization 
of  soil for strain rates and drainage conditions. 
Practice shows that this difficulty in site char-
acterization is occasionally overlooked. Unsafe 
design may result. A low permeability soil, e.g. 
clay, subject to a slow rate of  strain is likely to 
show undrained soil behaviour. This is according 
to conventional practice. However, a high permea-
bility soil, e.g. sand, subject to a large-area, quickly 
applied load may show undrained soil behaviour 
or partially drained behaviour, particularly when 
confined between low-permeability soils. In addi-
tion, the soil behaviour during an intrusive in-situ 
test or during a conventional laboratory test may 
not correspond with soil behaviour to be consid-
ered for a limit state. This soil behaviour issue may 
be illustrated by Figure 15 referred to earlier in a 
context of  soil heterogeneity. Here, the 100 mm2 
piezoprobe pore pressure profile indicates zones 
with partially drained or drained soil response, 
where the 1,000 mm2 piezoprobe shows und-
rained response at the same penetration rate of 
20 mm/s. 

5  PERCEPTIONS FROM PRACTICE—
DATA ACQUISITION

5.1 Measuring practice

The author is in a privileged position of  reviewing/
interpreting data acquired for site characteriza-
tion AND of working with specialists involved in 
development, prototype trials and calibration of 
measuring systems. This shows that many in prac-
tice have overrated beliefs in accuracy (or uncer-
tainty ISO/IEC 2010) of  acquired measurements. 
A lower accuracy is, in itself, rarely an issue for site 
characterization. The belief  in a better accuracy 
than actually achieved can lead to unsafe conclu-
sions. Reasons for overrated beliefs include:

– Data acquisition systems are designed for a spe-
cific set of operating conditions and site condi-
tions. Their success under the design conditions 
triggers wider use, without appropriate recogni-
tion of potential limitations.

– Many publications tell of success stories for 
carefully selected sites showing exceptional 
simplicity in soil conditions. Many failures and 
unexplained observations remain untold.

– Many standards and detailed guidelines for data 
acquisition have implicit fuzziness about accu-
racy. This is further discussed below. 

Standards for data acquisition provide a step in 
design and construction of facilities and the asso-
ciated engineering risks considered acceptable by 
society. Figure 21 illustrates how standards fit in 
design and construction, for example as imple-
mented in the Eurocode approach (CEN 2002, 
2007). Most standards and detailed guidelines for 
data acquisition are method-based. A method-
based approach generally relies on:

– Specified geometry or set-up
– Detailed descriptions of apparatus, most often 

including types of material, logging methods 
and the types of measuring sensors 

– Minimum precision or resolution requirements 
for measuring sensors

– Step-by-step description of method to be applied
– Procedures for calculation of parameter values, 

including implicit or explicit assumptions such a 
uniform soil model.

If  all details are diligently implemented, then 
equivalence between competing systems should be 
achieved. The accuracy—or uncertainty or maxi-
mum permissible error—of the acquired parame-
ter values derived from the measurements remains 
unknown. Reasons include:

– There is generally no relationship between preci-
sion (ISO/IEC 2010) of a sensor and accuracy 
of a measurement.

Figure 20. Terms used in practice for qualifying param-
eter values.
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– Operating conditions at site often differ signifi-
cantly from assumptions and calibration labora-
tory conditions.

– Derived values required for site characterization 
usually require combining results from a number 
of measurements. Derived measurements may 
be dominated by a weakest-link principle.

Standardization institutes such as ISO prefer per-
formance-based standards rather than method-
based standards. Performance-based standards 
encourage users to develop innovative systems 
that yield data of a similar quality. Method-based 
and performance-based approaches both require 
certain instruments, procedures, and calculations 
for obtaining the desired parameter values. At 
first sight, a performance-based approach would 
appear similar to a method-based approach. How-
ever, the performance-based approach achieves a 
minimum accuracy of the parameter values, within 
a framework of only essential requirements. For 
site characterization, performance-based standards 
and guidelines are currently (2012) in use only for 
the cone penetration test CPT. The performance-
based approach evolved from ISSMFE (1989) rec-
ommendations. Peuchen et al. (1995) showed the 
ISSMFE 1989 recommendations to be unworkable 
in practice and explained an approach adopted in 

an update of the Dutch standard for cone pene-
tration testing (NNI 1996). Subsequent evolution 
may be illustrated as follows. NNI (1996) requires 
Class 1 qc = 50 kPa or 3% and Class 2 qc = 250 kPa 
or 5%. ISSMGE (1999) largely copied NNI (1996) 
and recommended Class 1 qc = 50 kPa or 3%, 
Class 2 qc = 200 kPa or 3%. ISO (2006) largely copied 
ISSMGE (1999) and recommended Class 1 qc = 35 
kPa or 5%, Class 2 qc = 100 kPa or 5%. A new stand-
ard on Marine Soil Investigations (ISO 19901-8) 
is under development (ISO 2011). Its section on 
cone penetration testing is likely to show further 
change. This change evolution probably links with 
desirable outcome rather than technical develop-
ments. Note that the period 1984 to 2010 saw no 
significant change in CPT measuring systems and 
measuring practice. In addition, the author is not 
aware of definitive guidance for parties requested 
to demonstrate achieved accuracy and for those 
having to assess the value of measurements (ISO 
2003). 

5.2 Geospatial data

Knowing the position of specific information 
is essential in nearshore and offshore projects. 
Figure 22 illustrates the importance of adequate 
geodetic reference information for geospatial data 
conversion and transformation. 

It is often assumed in practice that contract spec-
ifications should call for geospatial information 
with high accuracy. This is a safe approach. How-
ever, there are specific situations where expense for 
high accuracy may be difficult to justify. An exam-
ple would be the position of a vibrocore on a pro-
posed pipeline route with the purpose of general 
ground truthing of a major soil unit identified by 
subbottom profiling. 

Table 3 and Figure 23 summarise a geodetic 
classification system published by the Interna-
tional Hydrographic Organization (IHO 2008). 
It defines four orders of hydrographic survey to 
accommodate different uncertainty requirements. 

Figure 21. Steps in facility design and construction. 
(from Peuchen 2008).

Figure 22. Importance of adequate geodetic reference 
information. (from OGP 2011b).
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IHO Order 2 surveys are common in nearshore and 
offshore geotechnical projects. Surface positioning 
for Order 2 surveys typically uses augmented global 
navigation satellite systems (GNSS) such as DGPS 
(differentially corrected global navigation system) 
or clock and orbit corrected GPS. Use of two inde-
pendent systems is common. Additional system 
components for intrusive data acquisition typically 
comprise: Ultra Short Base Line (USBL) sub-
surface positioning (IMCA 2011); Conductivity 
Temperature Depth CTD probe; single beam echo-
sounder or direct sounding by drill pipe; a motion 
compensator; and predicted tide correction. Note 
that IHO considers total propagated uncertainties 
for the reference point on the seafloor. For exam-
ple, horizontal positioning not only considers the 
uncertainty of a DGPS antenna position, but also 
uncertainty in offset between antenna and actual 
position of a tool on or above seafloor. 

Uncertainty budgets for water depth measure-
ment can be project-specific. Common difficulties 
are:

– A water pressure measurement tool mounted on 
an underwater frame sinks into very soft soil, 
thus affecting the measurement 

– Insufficient acoustic contrast between water 
and soft soil affects echosounder water depth 
measurements 

– An irregular or sloping seafloor affects echo-
sounder measurements; an echosounder deter-
mines the earliest arrival of acoustic waves within 
the beam area and the highest points within the 
beam are assumed to correlate with the seafloor 
position, and thus yield the “water depth”.
The use of coefficients a and b of Table 3 is as 

follows: 

± •[ ( ) ]b(+ d2 2• )b(+ d

where a = represents that portion of the uncertainty 
that does not vary with depth; b = is a coefficient 
which represents that portion of the uncertainty 
that varies with depth; d = is the depth; b × d = 
represents that portion of the uncertainty that var-
ies with depth.

Unfortunately, practice shows that historic 
information is rarely accompanied by adequate 
geodetic reference information. A geodetic “inves-
tigator” may then be required to help with historic 
data having no or largely incomplete geodetic ref-
erence information. In some cases, horizontal posi-
tioning uncertainties of up to hundreds of metres 
remain unresolved. It is of interest to note here 
that Fugro’s global databases for historic near-
shore and offshore information are linked to more 

Figure 23. IHO water depth uncertainty. (from IHO 
2008).

Table 3. Summary of IHO classification.

IHO order Special 1a 1b 2

Description 
of areas

Areas where 
under-keel 
clearance is 
critical

Areas shal-
lower than 
100 m where 
under-keel 
clearance is 
less critical 
but features 
of concern 
to surface 
shipping 
may exist

Areas shal-
lower than 
100 m where 
under-keel 
clearance 
is not con-
sidered to 
be an issue 
for the type 
of surface 
shipping 
expected to 
transit the 
area

Areas gener-
ally deeper 
than 100 m 
where a gen-
eral descrip-
tion of the 
seafloor is 
considered 
adequate

Maximum 
allow-
able total 
horizontal 
uncertainty 
95% confi-
dence level

2 m 5 m + 5% of 
depth

5 m + 5% of 
depth

20 m + 10% 
of depth

Maximum 
allowable 
total verti-
cal uncer-
tainty 95% 
confidence 
level

a = 0.25 m
b = 0.0075

a = 0.5 m
b = 0.013

a = 0.5 m
b = 0.013

a = 1.0 m
b = 0.023

Full sea-
floor search

Required Required Not required Not required

Feature 
detection 

Cubic fea-
tures > 1 m

Cubic fea-
tures > 2 m 
in depths up 
to 40 m; 10% 
of depth 
beyond 
40 m

Not 
applicable

Not 
applicable

Recom-
mended 
maximum 
line spacing

Not defined 
as full sea-
floor search 
is required

Not defined 
as full sea-
floor search 
is required

3 × average 
depth or 
25 m, which-
ever is greater

4 × average 
depth
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than 200 regional and global geodetic systems for 
horizontal positioning. 

Water depth information may also have no or 
largely incomplete reference information. The con-
sequences of inadequate reference information for 
water depth will depend on intended use. In other 
words, the consequences may or may not be criti-
cal for a nearshore or offshore project. It should 
be noted that Fugro’s bathymetry surveys occa-
sionally demonstrate substantial errors in publicly 
available sources for water depth, notably Google 
Earth (http://www.google.com/earth/index.html) 
and GEBCO (BODC 2003). 

Geospatial data in site characterization also 
include “depth below seafloor”. Uncertainty 
budget estimates require definition of seafloor and 
assessment of various factors contributing to dis-
tance of a data point below seafloor.

Offshore definition of the seafloor can be dif-
ficult, particularly for extremely soft soils. Seismic 
reflection data may show acoustic contrast for a 
plane below a near-fluid soil layer or may lack res-
olution. Intrusive investigation data may be refer-
enced to seafloor-based equipment assumed level 
with seafloor but actually showing penetration 
into extremely soft soil. Any significant penetra-
tion of seafloor-based equipment is governed by 
the following factors (Peuchen et al. 2005):

1. Descent velocity and energy dissipation into 
seabed, including possible erosion (scouring) 
caused by equipment descent and resulting 
water overpressures.

2. Non-centric loading during touchdown and 
testing.

3. Variable on-bottom weight of reaction equip-
ment, because of drilling, sampling and testing 
activities and because of tensioning and hys-
teresis forces in a heave compensation system 
(Bouwmeester et al. 2009).

4. Consolidation of seabed sediments.

A range of systems is available for accurate iden-
tification of seafloor. They include visual observa-
tion methods, plate settlement sensors, electrical 
conductivity sensors, force/pressure sensors, acous-
tic sensors and combinations of these methods. 
These systems are not consistently used in practice 
and penetration may remain unnoticed.

Distance below seafloor is a particularly impor-
tant consideration for intrusive investigation with 
samplers exceeding, say, 1 m length, as illustrated in 
Figure 24. Bourillet et al. (2007) show uncertainties 
in depth below seafloor reaching 4 m for long piston 
core samplers using a pilot weight tripper. Recovery 
ratios (ratio of recovered sample length to penetra-
tion) may differ from unity. Reasons include:

– loss of ground from the bottom end of the sam-
pler during retrieval

– compaction of ground due to vibration (for 
example vibrocorer), and/or handling

– settling of soil due to an inside clearance ratio Cr 
of the sampler of greater than zero

– soil expansion due to swelling-soil minerals, gas 
and/or stress release

– loss and/or segregation of very soft soil due to 
fluidisation

– plugging type behaviour during penetration 
(missing sample)

– unwanted piston accelerations at the time of pen-
etration or at the time of extraction of the sam-
pler (Buckley et al. 1994; Bourillet et al. 2007), 
causing flow-in of ground or missing sample 
(piston sampler with pilot weight tripper)

– washout by drill fluid during penetration (rotary 
corer).

In practice, geotechnical and geological logs 
usually show sample data as continuous from 
seafloor or bottom of borehole to a penetration 
representing recovered sample length. This means 
that inexperienced users of the data may arrive at 
serious misinterpretations, particularly for soft/
loose/weak ground. In some cases, sample data 
correction is applied based on data integration 
with other data (for example, cone penetration 
tests) providing further information on continuity 
gaps and flow-in.

5.3 Remote sensing—echosounder bathymetry 

ISSMGE (2005) and OGP (2011a) describe details 
for vessel-mounted single beam and multibeam 
echosounder systems.

Figure 24. Intrusive investigation with sampler.
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dual frequency system is common. Data processing 
and interpretation is generally straightforward.

Deployment of a sector scan sonar can be useful 
for specific targets. An example would be position-
ing of an intrusive investigation tool close to an 
existing seafloor pipeline. Figure 26 presents an 
example image obtained from a sector scan survey. 
Deployment of the tool is typically by cable or rod 
lowering.

5.7 Remote sensing—visual observations

Seabed visualisation by video or still cameras can 
provide high-resolution and discriminatory infor-
mation for a range of specific targets such as sea-
floor objects and chemosynthetic communities 
(Mannaerts et al. 2007; Williamson et al. 2008). 
Camera deployment is typically by remotely oper-
ated vehicle ROV or by simple lowering of a frame-
mounted camera.

5.8 Remote sensing—seabed seismic reflection

Seismic reflection surveying dominates remote 
sensing of the seabed. Seismic reflection tech-
nology is available within practically any global 
region. The principal result of a seismic reflection 
survey is stratigraphic delineation. Developments 
in interpretation by inversion techniques show 
promise. However, they have yet to advance to a 
stage to provide initial geotechnical correlations 
for extrapolation of ground properties (Hamilton 
et al. 2004; Nauroy et al. 1998).

Use of  data from single-channel seismic reflec-
tion methods is common for site characterization 
in nearshore and offshore projects. Subbottom 
profiling is an equivalent term used in practice 

5.4 Remote sensing—optical bathymetry 

Airborne, optical remote sensing for bathymetry is 
cost efficient for large coastal areas with clear, shal-
low (typically <30 m) water depth (e.g. Lockhart 
et al. 2005). The technology is generally known by 
LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging). It uses 
laser wavelengths in a range from about 10 μm to 
250 nm. Figure 25 (Guenther 2007) illustrates basic 
principles. Bathymetry coverage and accuracy are 
similar to multi-beam echosounders. 

The maximum surveyable depth for airborne 
LIDAR depends mostly on water clarity but also 
on factors such as laser-pulse energy and width, 
receiver optical bandwidth, aperture, and field of 
view, optical system efficiency, electronic noise, 
flight altitude, seafloor reflectivity and solar back-
ground. It is not uncommon to be able to survey 
in deeper water and not in the shallower water 
because of differences in water turbidity.

Optical bathymetry may also be derived from 
ERS, Radarsat and Envisat satellite data. Maxi-
mum depth of penetration in optimal conditions 
is around 15 m, i.e. around the lower water depth 
limit considered for this paper. 

5.5 Remote sensing—seafloor characterization 
by backscatter 

Multibeam echosounder bathymetry and back-
scatter data may be combined for detailed seafloor 
characterization, particularly types and variation 
of seafloor sediments (for example Orange et al. 
2002). Zhang & McConnell (2010) illustrate cate-
gorization of backscatter signatures for identifica-
tion of seep-associated seafloor features: carbonate 
mounds, hydrates mounds, mud volcanoes and 
pockmarks. 

5.6 Remote sensing—seafloor sidescan

Data acquisition by vessel-tow sidescan sonar is a 
routine activity for site characterization in near-
shore and offshore projects. Use of a dual channel, 

Figure 25. Basic principle of LIDAR. (from Guenther 
2007).

Figure 26. Example image obtained from a sector scan 
survey.
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for single-channel seismic reflection survey. Data 
from a suite of  single-channel systems can be use-
ful for achieving high resolution in the upper sea-
bed while maintaining penetration to depths of 
interest. The need for deployment of  more than 
one system relates to decreasing signal-to-noise 
ratios as the depth of  penetration increases. In 
summary, high frequency systems provide high 
resolution for a shallow depth range and low fre-
quency systems provide low resolution for a larger 
depth range. 

Disappointments about seismic visibility are 
not uncommon in nearshore and offshore projects. 
Frequent reasons for disappointments are multiple 
reflections, shallow gas in soil and hard grounds 
such as chemo-communities, cemented soils and 
boulders. Some of these disappointments can be 
avoided by careful design of a data acquisition 
campaign (Campbell et al. 2008; OGP 2011a). 

Multiple reflections are the result of acoustic 
energy reflected between pairs of horizons. The 
so-called ghost echoes become superimposed on 
real data causing masking and interpretation dif-
ficulties. The problem of ‘multiples’ is particularly 
acute within the water column as the sea surface 
and seafloor interfaces are strong acoustic reflec-
tors. These strong reflectors give rise to ‘seafloor 
multiples’ of real reflections confusing the record. 
Seismic visibility can also be severely reduced by 
shallow gas in soil, which can reduce and even 
arrest acoustic penetration for high frequency 
systems. On the other hand, seismic reflection is a 
prime source of information for detection of shal-
low gas as a geohazard.

Sandoval et al. (1996) describe difficulties in seis-
mic interpretation for a proposed 38 km railway 
tunnel between Africa and Europe at the Gibral-
tar Strait Sector, in Southern Spain. Particularly, 
they note “.   .   .   the development of calcareous 
crusts (biocalcarenites) in the central area of the 
Sill of the Strait, which does not seem very thick, 
covering and hiding the substrate of the flyschs”. 
Pliego (2005) refers to >9000 km seismic reflection 
profiling: “the practical inability of seismic marine 
surveys to work in the Strait flysches is to be also 
extended to the post-flysch formations filling the 
said paleo-channels, since such major, contrasting 
geological features passed undetected both to pre-
vious and subsequent high resolution surveys.” No 
doubt, this is a major issue for site characterization 
for a sub-sea tunnel positioned in a busy shipping 
area up to 300 m below seafloor and in water depths 
of up to 300 m. Figure 27 (from Pliego 2005).

To the knowledge of the author, no use has yet 
been made of Ocean Bottom Nodes (OBN) and 
Ocean Bottom Cables (OBC) for nearshore and 
offshore projects within the context of this paper.

5.9 Remote sensing—seabed seismic refraction, 
electrical resistivity, electromagnetics

Data from seismic refraction and electrical resistiv-
ity profiling can be valuable for site characteriza-
tion in nearshore and offshore projects, particularly 
where seismic reflection would suffer from seismic 
visibility issues or where seismic reflection would 
provide inadequate detail. The nearshore/offshore 
track record stands at many thousands of kilome-
tres of seismic refraction and electrical resistivity 
surveying. Yet, deployment remains at only a frac-
tion of the volume of seismic reflection activities. 
In other words, these remote sensing methods are 
for special applications. The technologies are avail-
able from a few global centres of expertise.

Seismic refraction is a well-known onshore 
investigation technique. Its traditional use is for 
characterization of “overburden over rock” and 
for rock excavation potential. The use for esti-
mation of excavation potential relates to seismic 
refraction providing a physical property of the 
ground, namely p-wave velocity. Sledge-towed 
coastal and offshore deployment systems have 
been successfully used since about 1997 (Puech & 
Tuenter 2002). Systems without a sledge are also 
in use. Figures 28a, b presents the principle of the 
Gambas® seismic refraction system and an exam-
ple of an integrated refraction profile.

Seismic refraction is typically employed where 
detail is required of the first 3 m of the seabed, and 
especially the topmost 1 m. 

As with seismic refraction, electrical resistivity 
is a well-known onshore investigation technique. 
Its traditional use in geotechnics is for ground 
stratification and measurement of  ground den-
sity. Electrical resistivity is a physical property of 
the ground/groundwater system and correlates 
mainly with ground porosity. Cable-towed near-
shore and offshore deployment systems have been 

Figure 27. Schematic geological profile Gibraltar Strait. 
(adapted from Pliego 2005).
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in successful use for many years (e.g. Peuchen & 
Van Noort 1996). However, as with seismic refrac-
tion, its use is a fraction of  that of  seismic reflec-
tion. The technology is available from a few global 
centres of  expertise. An example of  a bottom-
dragged system for measuring electrical resistivity 
is presented in Figure 29. 

To the knowledge of the author, electromag-
netic surveying has been used solely for nearshore 
and offshore resource evaluation, which is beyond 
the selected scope of this paper.

5.10 Remote sensing—magnetometer 
and gradiometer

Remote sensing by vessel-towed magnetometer is 
for identification of metallic objects, such as bur-
ied pipelines, cables, metallic debris and ammuni-
tion. A gradiometer is a magnetometer with two 
units, allowing more accurate definition of objects. 
In practice, these tools are used only when there 
is evidence for the presence of ferrous objects for 
which the precise position cannot be inferred from 
sidescan sonar and other remote sensing.

5.11 Intrusive investigation—in-situ testing, 
sampling and borehole logging

Table 4 provides an overview of intrusive data acqui-
sition techniques: logging, sampling and testing. The 
overview matrix considers technologies for continu-
ous and non-continuous profiling, and distinguishes 
four groups of desired parameters. The selected 
parameter groups are: (A) ground truthing for 
geotechnical/geological soil characteristics (B) geo-
chemical character of soil/rock and gas hydrates, 
(C) geo-chemical character of pore water/gas and 
(D) in-situ geo-stress conditions, including principal 
stresses and equilibrium pore water pressure. Each 
of the technologies has an applicability ranking per 
group of desired parameters: High, Medium, Pos-
sible Applicability, or No Applicability.

The distinction between continuous and non-
continuous profiling is based mainly on current 
practice, rather than technological opportunities. No 
single tool, for continuous or non-continuous pro-
filing, has High Applicability for all of the param-
eter groups. The approximate depth limit assumes a 
normally consolidated or unconsolidated clay/shale 
profile. There may also be limits of combined water 
depth plus depth below seafloor, but these are not 
shown. In most cases, the measuring processes of 
intrusive technologies affect the properties being 
measured, albeit as little as possible. The column 
marked “Mode” that indicates the type(s) of intru-
sive method currently available. The Below-Drillbit 
(BD) mode (Fig. 30) refers to measurements made 
below the drill bit, with the intention of operating in 
undisturbed in-situ conditions. No borehole activi-
ties are required for the From-Seafloor FS mode 
(Fig. 30). The FS mode can be particularly efficient 
for a depth of 40 m below seafloor or less. In the 
In-Borehole IB mode, measuring tools are operated 
within a borehole. The goal is to obtain parameter 
values from a cylindrical undisturbed zone around 
and away from the borehole. The column “Fre-
quency of use” gives (logarithmic) estimates on 
frequency of use of intrusive data acquisition oper-
ations in nearshore and offshore projects. 

Figure 29. Example of a bottom-dragged system for 
measuring electrical resistivity. (from Puech & Tuenter 
2002).

(a)

(b)

Figure 28. (a) Principle of the Gambas® seismic refrac-
tion system; (b) Example of an integrated refraction pro-
file. (from Puech & Tuenter 2002).
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Table 4. Overview of intrusive investigation technologies used in nearshore and offshore projects, adapted from 
Peuchen & Raap (2007).

Technology Mode

Depth 
limit
[m]

Applicability
Fre-
quency 
of use Notes(A) (B) (C) (D)

Continuous Profiling
Logging While Drilling 
 LWD

IB >400 − −− −− +/− * Natural gamma, neutron, electrical resistivity, 
resistivity at bit (RAB); (Flemings et al. 2006)

Geophysical downhole 
 logging 

IB >400 + −− +/− +/− * Caliper, natural gamma, neutron, sonic velocity, 
 electrical resistivity; Digby (2002)

Non-pressure (core) 
 sampling

BD & FS >400 ++ +/− +/− +/− **** Various systems available to suit sample quality 
and ground conditions; Kolk & Wegerif  (2005), 
ISSMGE (2005)

Cone Penetration Test CPT BD & FS >400 ++ −− −− + **** Kolk & Wegerif  (2005); ISSMGE (2005)
Ball Penetration Test BPT BD & FS <100 ++ −− −− + * Randolph (2004); Kolk & Wegerif  (2005); 

ISSMGE (2005); DeJong et al. (2010)
T-bar Penetration Test TBT FS <40 ++ −− −− + * Randolph (2004); Kolk & Wegerif  (2005); 

ISSMGE (2005); DeJong et al. (2010)
Seismic downhole test BD & FS <100 + −− −− +/− * Mostly S-wave velocity; Peuchen et al. (2002)
P-wave profiling by 
 Celerimeter

FS <40 +/− −− +/− −− * Note 2
Vernant et al. (2004)

Non-Continuous Profiling
P-S suspension logging IB >400 + −− +/− +/− * Note 2

Nigbor & Imai (1994)
Pore pressure dissipation test 
 with piezoprobe or CPT

BD & FS >400 ++ −− −− ++ * Kolk & Wegerif  (2005); Peuchen & Klein (2011)

Pressure (core) sampling BD >400 ++ ++ ++ +/− * Kolk & Wegerif  (2005)
In-situ pore water sampling BD <200 −− −− ++ +/− * Tervoort & Peuchen (2007)
Hydraulic Fracture Test 
 HFT by resettable packer(s)

IB >400 −− −− −− + * Fierloos (2005)

Temperature probe BD & FS >400 +/− +/− −− −− * Zuidberg et al. (1998)
Pipeline section test FS <1 ++ −− −− ++ * Denis & De Brier (2010)
Monitoring
Pore pressure monitoring 
 by pressure sensor

FS & IB >400 −− −− −− ++ * Strout & Tjelta (2005); Tjelta & Strout (2010); 
Elsworth & Lee (2005); Urgeles et al. (2000)

Legend (A) = Ground truthing for geotechnical/geological soil characteristics ++ high applicability; (B) = Geo-chemical character of 
soil and gas hydrates + medium applicability; (C) = Geo-chemical character of pore water/gas  +/− possible applicability; (D) = In-situ 
geo-stress conditions–no applicability; BD = intrusive, from Below Drillbit; FS = intrusive, directly From Seafloor; IB = In Borehole. 
Frequency of use * = less than 0.1% of intrusive data acquisition operations; ** = between 0.1% and 1% of intrusive data acquisition 
operations; *** = between 1% and 10% of intrusive data acquisition operations; **** = more than 10% of intrusive data acquisition 
operations.

Figure 30. Measurements made below the drill bit.

It is immediately clear that cone penetration tests 
and non-pressure sampling dominate in practice, 
regardless of  the perceived merits of  and number 
of  publications on a particular other tool. Why 
other tools are not used more? This is a frequently 
asked question. The principal reason is probably 
price. Cone penetration tests and non-pressure 
sampling are performed in an efficient factory-
like setting. The full process is highly aligned and 
developed, including deployment, maintenance, 
metrological confirmation, procedures, people 
training etc. Any add-on, such as a seismic sensor 
in a cone penetrometer, immediately transfers this 
efficient process into a customised, if  not experi-
mental, setting with associated price tag. Confi-
dence in use of  results is a likely secondary reason 
for dominance of  a few tools. What is the industry 
track record of  an infrequently used tool? 
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For nearshore and offshore projects, the ratio 
of CPTs to samples is roughly 50/50 with a slowly 
increasing trend for CPTs. This ratio considers 
profile coverage. Piezocone penetrometers domi-
nate: more than 95%, mostly with a filter posi-
tioned in the cylindrical section of the cone tip (u2 
position). Seafloor-based deployments typically 
use 500 mm2 size cone penetrometers for shal-
low CPTs with lightweight push equipment and 
1000 mm2 size for many intermediate applications. 
A cone penetrometer size of 1500 mm2 size is typi-
cally used for situations requiring maximum depth 
of penetration. The 1500 mm2 penetrometer then 
acts as a friction breaker for 1000 mm2 push rods. 
Cone penetrometers for downhole deployments 
are mostly 1000 mm2 size. However, cone pen-
etrometers of 500 mm2 size are frequently used for 
downhole deployments in dense sands, allowing a 
near-doubling of cone resistance qc compared to 
1000 mm2 size. Values of qc = 140 MPa are fre-
quently achieved. 

It should be noted that intrusive investigation 
leaves a hole in the ground that may not collapse 
or close upon extraction of the intrusive tool. An 
open hole may lead to a favourable change in site 
conditions, for example a reduction of any shal-
low gas pressure or excess water pressure in a for-
mation. An open hole may also create an adverse 
setting, for example escape of shallow gas below 
a skirted foundation. Mitigation measures include 
prudent positioning of intrusive investigation loca-
tions and grouting of boreholes.

5.12 Laboratory testing

Site characterization for most nearshore and off-
shore projects includes project-specific data acqui-
sition by sample logging and testing. In practice, 
typically 30% to 50% of the financial value of sam-
ple logging and testing is achieved in vessel-based 
laboratories. These percentage estimates assume 
equal laboratory test costs for vessel-based labora-
tories and office-based laboratories. 

The principal obstacle to increased laboratory 
testing in vessel-based laboratories is probably the 
loyalty to traditional laboratory methods used in 
onshore practice. Particularly, common onshore 
methods require (a) very accurate sample weigh-
ing, (b) use of hazardous chemicals and/or (c) a 
vibration-free environment. Fugro sponsored stud-
ies on very accurate sample weighing on a heaving 
vessel (Eindhoven 2008), for example as required 
for Atterberg limits tests. It was concluded that 
solutions were available, but only at significant 
cost. The use of hazardous chemicals concerns 
HSE. Particle size analysis according to traditional 
methods is an example of a method often requir-
ing hazardous chemicals. Management of HSE is 

high on the agenda for vessel operations, which 
means that hazardous chemicals for vessel-based 
laboratories are to be avoided where practicable. 
Finally, laboratory methods requiring a vibration-
free environment pose obvious and costly chal-
lenges for a vessel equipped with large generators, 
propulsion systems and heavy lift equipment.

Laboratory technologies for nearshore and off-
shore projects are generally similar to those used 
for onshore projects. This is no surprise, as the 
sampling methods are also similar. Particularly, 
there is no difference between the general practice 
of strength/stiffness testing by (1) attempting to 
use intact (undisturbed) samples of cohesive soils, 
cemented soils and rock obtained by non-pressure 
sampling and (2) using reconstituted samples 
for materials for which intact conditions cannot 
be achieved by conventional sampling. In other 
words, the usual limitations apply. An additional 
limitation for onshore and nearshore projects 
is increased total stress relief  for intact samples 
acquired by non-pressure sampling. The increased 
stress relief  relates to increased depths below sur-
face, compared to an onshore setting. Total stress 
relief  can be particularly important when any dis-
solved gas becomes free gas, causing sample dam-
age. The process of non-pressure sampling, sample 
handling, laboratory testing deserves a specific 
warning on overrated beliefs of accuracy of results 
(Barends 2005).

Detailed standards, codes of practice and guide-
lines are widely available for routine testing. Use of 
ASTM or BS standards dominates site characteri-
zation in nearshore and offshore projects world-
wide. In 2011, ASTM or BS standards probably 
applied to more than 80% of the value of labora-
tory testing. 

Multi-sensor core logging and low-stress test 
methods may possibly regarded as specific “near-
shore or offshore” laboratory test methods. 

Testing at low stress levels is of particular inter-
est for seafloor-based pipelines. The cam shear 
and tilt table devices are for low-stress laboratory 
testing (Kuo et al. 2010; Najjar et al. 2007), i.e. at 
stress levels of less than, say, 10 kPa, a common 
limit for laboratory tests for onshore projects. 
Low et al. (2008) & Campbell et al. (2008) report 
on low-stress push/retraction systems for mini 
T-bar and ball penetrometers for box cores. Box 
core samplers can penetrate very soft soils up to 
about 0.5 m below seafloor. The mini penetration 
test systems allow laboratory cyclic testing to be 
performed offshore, immediately upon sample 
recovery. This suits suit a fast-track approach for 
project delivery. The laboratory penetration test 
systems generally compete with in-situ mini T-bar 
and ball penetration testing such as described by 
Peuchen & Haas (2010).
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Figure 31 shows an example of a typical multi-
sensor core logger. This technology is frequently 
used in ocean geology research. Its use in near-
shore and offshore projects is surprisingly infre-
quent. Available sensors include the following:
– Core diameter
– Gamma ray attenuation
– Magnetic susceptibility
– P-wave velocity
– Natural gamma
– Electrical resistivity
– Colour imaging and analysis.

A gamma ray source is often left out because of 
cross-border issues with nuclear devices.

The general lack of specific offshore laboratory 
input is curious. One would expect a fast-track 
industry to push for earlier delivery of test results 
and laboratory activities are notorious for extended 
time requirements. However, little research and 
development investment is currently targeted for 
novel laboratory technologies aimed at fast-track 
delivery.

Fast-track projects imply that important design 
decisions will “often” be taken on the basis of project-
specific data available shortly after—or even before—
demobilisation of the vessel used for intrusive 
investigation. This allows schedule improvements of, say, 
6 weeks for a routine project with 100 m length of 
sample recovery and 6 months for an intermediate 
complexity project with 500 m length of sample 
recovery. In practice, “often” is estimated to apply 
to at least 5% of nearshore and offshore projects, 
expressed in terms of investment. Examples of 
important design decisions are: (1) finalization of 
position on site, (2) type and size of foundation 
and (3) installation method. Results of office-based 
laboratory testing then mainly serve as confirmation 
and due-diligence for obtaining approvals for con-
struction activities and certification of facilities. 

5.13 Physical model testing

Physical models can help site characterization. 
Important considerations for evaluation of the 

results include differences in ground conditions, 
time effects and scale effects.

Examples of laboratory simulations by physi-
cal model testing are 1-g scale tests and centrifuge 
tests. Often, such testing has no direct link with a 
project, but takes place within a general context of 
verification of numerical modelling of the interac-
tion between soil/water and some external influ-
ence. An external influence can be natural, such as 
the progression of a sub-sea channel by periodi-
cally high river discharges. An external influence 
can also be object-related, such as the interaction 
between a jack-up spudcan, being a foreign object, 
and layered soil.

Project-specific application is exceptional. The 
more common examples for such exceptional 
physical model testing are related to change of site 
conditions by erosion and deposition of soil: mass 
transport of sediments (Hughes 1993; Sutherland & 
Soulsby 2011) or scour around foundations for wind 
turbines (Sumer 2004; Whitehouse et al. 2006). 

The limits of physical model testing are indis-
tinct. For example:

– A load test on a foundation element can pro-
vide important information for site characteri-
zation. It may also be part of the observational 
method.

– Some intrusive investigation tools could qualify 
as physical models. For example, a cone penetra-
tion test can represent the installation of a dis-
placement pile and a T-bar penetration test the 
installation of a seafloor-based pipeline. 

– The seafloor has become the “laboratory” for 
the SMARTPIPE® representing a physical 
model of a pipeline (White et al. 2010) inter-
acting with the upper seabed. Here, a 225 mm 
diameter instrumented pipeline section with a 
length of 1100 mm can be subjected to vertical 
penetration, cyclic lateral and cyclic axial forces 
and displacements. (Fig. 32).

– Bouwmeester et al. (2009) used measured break-
out events of a Fugro seabed template for intru-
sive investigation. The template is a basic scaled 
model of larger seafloor objects such as sunken 
vessels and subsea templates for manifolds. Fig-
ure 33 presents results on break-out force ratio 
versus rate of loading. These data add specific 
value to site characterization. 

5.14 Observational method

Prediction of geotechnical behaviour is often dif-
ficult. The observational method allows carefully 
planned monitoring during installation and opera-
tion of a facility with the purpose to implement 
planned contingency actions where necessary. 

Figure 31. Typical multi sensor core logger (from 
Peuchen & NeSmith 2004).
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Assessment of the monitoring results takes place 
at appropriate stages and typically updates the site 
characterization (Szavits Nossan 2006). 

6 MAIN POINTS

– The subject of offshore site characterisations, 
(generally) the seabed conditions on continen-
tal shelves, are often variable and complex, (and 
thus may be distinct from onshore site//  may/
often pose challenges different from those in 
onshore characterisation projects). Site char-
acterization is therefore crucial for managing 
ground risks and optimizing opportunities for 
seabed-supported facilities.

– Site characterization for nearshore and offshore 
projects is no longer  “pioneering activity”: it has 
become a (commonly) required deliverable. Now 
most improvements in practices are gradual. 

– Political and economic interests of stakehold-
ers direct and alter the courses of nearshore and 
offshore projects. In practice this human factor—
complex interactions between stakeholders—
can reduce added value and lead to alignment 
difficulties.

– Geo-professionals exercise logic and specialist 
judgement for when characterizing nearshore 
and offshore sites. This labour intensive process 
can be supplemented by advanced simulation 
and probabilistic software, particularly when 
handling large data volumes and when work-
ing with sparse data. Some encouraging pilot 
projects suggest that such advanced packages 
may be used for future site characterization in 
nearshore and offshore projects.

– Site characterization has benefitted from the 
amount of information in databases and other 
knowledge repositories, but it can be also 
affected by (or reproduce) errors therein. In the 
past 15 years, use of information technology for 
site characterization in nearshore and offshore 
projects has grown. Combining a GIS package 
with one or more separate database programs 
is now (2012) common practice. Knowledge 
repositories, public and corporate, inevitably 
contain information that is incorrect. Independ-
ent verification of project-critical information 

Figure 32. SMARTPIPE®. (from Denis & De Brier 2010).

Figure 33. Break-out force ratio versus rate of loading. 
(from Bouwmeester et al. 2009).

Table 5. Presents examples for site characterization in 
nearshore and offshore projects.

Reason Technology
Possible mitigation 
measure(s)

Interaction 
between drag 
anchor and soil

Anchor embedment 
monitoring

Re-position anchor, 
use of other/
additional anchor

Interaction 
between suction 
caisson and soil

Measuring suction 
pressure during 
penetration of 
suction caisson into 
seabed

Re-position anchor, 
use of other/
additional anchor

Scour around pile 
due to currents 
and waves

Continuous moni-
toring of echoso-
under or altimeter 
mounted on pile

Rock dumping 
for reducing scour 
depth, scour mat

Pipeline spanning 
or embedment loss

Incidental, 
discontinuous 
remote sensing 
by echosounder, 
sidescan sonar and 
magnetometer 

Rock dumping, 
addition of fixed 
points 

Regional subsid-
ence affecting 
wave run-up or 
freeboard

Satellite altitude 
monitoring of fixed 
points (e.g. artificial 
island)*

Height increase, 
protection measures

Gas seepage from 
seabed below 
manned platform

Above-water gas 
detectors, inciden-
tal, discontinuous 
remote sensing by 
camera observation

Adjustment of 
operations, installa-
tion of relief  wells

Optimum penetra-
tion of driven pile, 
prevention of pile 
damage

High-strain 
monitoring of pile 
installation

Adjustment of 
installation proce-
dures, change in 
pile length

*InSAR satellite surveying is noisy and unpredictable across small, complex 
structures such as oil/gas platforms.
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from knowledge repositories or any other ‘old’ 
source should be considered. 

– The links between codes and standards and the 
realities of  nearshore and offshore conditions 
are often weak.  Codes and standards for near-
shore and offshore projects refer, by definition, 
to data acquisition by remote sensing (primarily 
seismic reflection), by intrusive investigation 
(in-situ testing and sampling) and by laboratory 
testing. Data acquisition strategies vary widely 
in practice. Stakeholders have considerable free-
dom in interpreting what is a fit-for-purpose 
model for site risk management. This suits prac-
tice, as strategies for project-specific data acqui-
sition invariably include trade-offs between 
technical/statutory requirements, know-how to 
carry out the work, costs and schedule. How-
ever, this freedom by definition, weakens the 
explicit reliability of  a facility ‘guaranteed’ by 
site characterisation codes and standards.

– Many geo-professionals place too much trust in 
the accuracy of measurements, or may not con-
sider the margins of error (uncertainty) in meas-
urements. A lower accuracy is, in itself, rarely 
a problem for site characterization; however, 
judgements based on assumptions of greater-
than-achievable  can lead to unsafe conclusions.

– Piezo-cone penetration tests and non-pressure 
sampling are currently the intrusive investiga-
tion techniques preferred in the  nearshore and 
offshore site characterisation industry. Sam-
pling and CPTs each comprise roughly 50% of 
the work performed, while there is a slow trend 
toward more CPTs. 

– When the financial cost of onshore and offshore 
site characterisations are compared, typically 
30% to 50% of the cost sample logging and test-
ing is achieved in vessel-based laboratories. The 
principal obstacle to increased laboratory test-
ing in vessel-based laboratories is probably the 
loyalty to traditional laboratory methods used in 
onshore practice.

– There is no evidence for an imminent change 
in advanced geophysical survey that will reduce 
dependence on conventional in-situ and labora-
tory test results. This situation would appear to 
provide opportunity  to develop new rapid/ robust 
probing techniques and enhanced data integra-
tion. Rapid probing data acquisition suits fast-
track projects better than more time-consuming  
sampling and laboratory testing programmes.
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ABSTRACT: It is unrealistic to assign a single Coefficient of Variation (COV) to a geotechnical param-
eter. The COV depends on the quality of the site investigation and the property evaluation methodol-
ogy. It is also important to recognize that the COV of a design parameter may be reduced because of:
(1) availability of multiple test data in a typical site investigation and (2) spatial averaging along the critical 
slip curve. It is necessary to characterize the correlation structure in both cases to be able to realize COV 
reduction, which can be used to justify design savings using the reliability-based design framework.

consideration in geotechnical RBD. Extensive 
databases would be presented to demonstrate that 
it is possible to develop more realistic RBD codes 
consistent with our best practice in geotechnical 
engineering. 

2 COVS OF GEOTECHNICAL 
PARAMETERS

2.1 Sources of uncertainties

One should be mindful that geotechnical uncer-
tainties influencing design are significant, in part 
because the structure interacts with the ground and 
the ground is typically naturally occurring, rather 
than man-made. One obvious difference between a 
natural geomaterial such as clay and a man-made 
material such as steel is that quality of the latter can 
be controlled during the manufacturing process. 
The upshot is that the coefficients of variation of 
geotechnical design parameters can be considerably 
larger than those encountered in structural design. 

The second difference is that the properties of 
the ground are site-specific. It is widely accepted 
that an understanding of local geology is crucial in 
the interpretation of site investigation data. This 
distinctive feature of geotechnical engineering 
explains in part the proliferation of index param-
eters, testing methods, and transformation models 
in the literature; this proliferation is somewhat 
unavoidable in light of the fact that property eval-
uation methodologies developed at one site may 
not work well at another site. The ramification for 
geotechnical RBD is that coefficients of variation 

1 INTRODUCTION

There is insufficient recognition that the uncertain-
ties associated with geotechnical parameters are 
significantly different, both qualitatively and quan-
titatively, from those associated with structural 
parameters. Many geotechnical reliability-based 
design (RBD) codes were developed on the premise 
that soil is the same as steel or concrete insofar as 
statistical characterization is concerned. Ironically, 
site investigation does not appear to link to these 
RBD codes in a direct way, although it plays a piv-
otal role in geotechnical engineering practice. After 
all, the quality of field data and correlations must 
surely have a significant impact on the uncertain-
ties associated with the design parameters. The 
dependencies between different field data should 
result in a reduction of the coefficient of variation 
(COV) of a design parameter. The COV is defined 
as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean 
of a parameter. It is the most basic statistical 
parameter describing the uncertainty associated 
with a geotechnical parameter. Many geotechni-
cal RBD codes assume that the COV of a design 
parameter is relatively constant and a single resist-
ance factor is sufficient for each limit state. This 
is clearly overly simplistic in view of diverse site 
conditions and site investigation programs. Can we 
go beyond assigning a single COV to a geotechni-
cal parameter without reference to the quality of 
the site investigation and the entire body of knowl-
edge on soil property evaluation? The answer is a 
resounding “Yes”. The purpose of this paper is to 
advocate that one should place emphasis on “geo-
technical” consideration rather than  “reliability” 
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of geotechnical design parameters are not intrin-
sic values, but depend on methodology involved in 
their evaluation. It is also evident that these coef-
ficients of variation can vary over a wide range. 
This section presents coefficients of variations for 
typical geotechnical design parameters as a func-
tion of their evaluation methodology.

The overall uncertainty underlying a geotechnical 
design parameter is complex and results from many 
disparate sources of uncertainties, as illustrated in 
Figure 1. There are three primary sources of geo-
technical uncertainties: (1) inherent variability, (2) 
measurement error, and (3) transformation uncer-
tainty. The first results primarily from the natural 
geologic processes that produced and continually 
modify the soil mass in-situ. The second is caused by 
equipment, procedural/operator, and random testing 
effects. The third source of uncertainty is introduced 
when field or laboratory measurements are trans-
formed into design soil parameters using empirical 
or other correlation models. The relative contribu-
tion of these three sources to the overall uncertainty 
in the design soil parameter clearly depends on the 
site conditions, degree of equipment and procedural 
control, and precision of the correlation model. 
Therefore, statistics of geotechnical parameters that 
are determined from total uncertainty analyses only 
can be applied to the specific set of circumstances 
(site conditions, measurement techniques, correla-
tion models) for which the parameters were derived. 
Inherent soil variability and transformation uncer-
tainty are discussed below.

2.2 Inherent variability

Soil is a natural material that has been formed by 
a combination of various geologic, environmental, 
and physical-chemical processes. Many of these 
processes are continuing and can be modifying 
the soil in-situ. Because of these natural processes, 
all soil properties in-situ will vary vertically and 
horizontally. As illustrated in Figure 2, this spatial 
variation can be decomposed conveniently into a 
smoothly varying trend function [t(z)] and a fluc-

tuating component [w(z)]. This fluctuating compo-
nent represents the inherent soil variability.

The inherent variability is typically modeled as a 
statistically homogeneous random field (Vanmarcke 
1977). It is noteworthy that a physically homo-
geneous soil layer is not necessarily statistically 
homogeneous. Some reasonably practical methods 
have been proposed to identify these statistically 
homogeneous layers (Phoon et al. 2003; Uzielli et 
al. 2005). Two statistical parameters are needed 
to describe inherent variability. They are the COV 
and the scale of fluctuation. The former provides 
an indication of the magnitude of the fluctuation. 
Table 1 presents some guidelines on COV for com-
mon laboratory and field tests. The latter provides 
an indication of the distance within which the prop-
erty values show relatively strong correlation.

When the scale of fluctuation is very short, the 
property value at one point is nearly independent 
of the property value at another point, even if  the 
distance apart is very short. This is manifested vis-
ually as properties varying rapidly with depth. This 
extreme case, called the independent case, is rare in 
a typical soil profile. When the scale of fluctuation 
is very long, the property value at one point is nearly 
equal to the property value at another point for a 
given random realization, even if  the distance apart 
is very long. This is manifested visually as property 
values following a near constant trend with depth. 
This second extreme case, called the fully correlated 
(or random variable) case, is also rare in a typical 
soil profile. The assumption of independent soil 
parameters will produce an unconservative reduc-
tion of the point COV for the spatial average. The 
assumption of fully correlated soil parameters will 
not result in COV reduction for the spatial average, 
which is overly conservative. There are even more 
fundamental concerns beyond COV reductions 
related to these  convenient but overly simplified 
assumptions. It suffices to note briefly that failure 
mechanisms are related to spatial variability. Exam-
ples are provided by Fenton & Griffiths (2008).

Figure 1. Sources of uncertainties contributing to 
overall uncertainty in design soil parameter (Phoon & 
 Kulhawy 1999a).

Figure 2. Random field model for inherent soil vari-
ability (Phoon & Kulhawy 1999a).
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Table 2 provides a summary of scales of fluctua-
tion reported in the literature. It is apparent that the 
amount of information on the scale of fluctuation 
is relatively limited in comparison to the amount of 
information on COV. Therefore, Table 2 should be 
viewed with caution, because there are insufficient 
data to establish their generality on a firm basis. 
However, it would appear the horizontal scale of 
fluctuation is about one order of magnitude larger 
than the vertical scale of fluctuation. Detailed 
studies on the scale of fluctuation are available, but 
rather limited in number (Jaksa 1995; Fenton 1999; 
Uzielli et al. 2005).

2.3 Transformation uncertainty

The direct measurement from a geotechnical test is 
typically not directly applicable to design. Instead, 

a transformation model is needed to relate the test 
measurement to an appropriate design parameter. 
Some degree of uncertainty will be introduced, 
because most transformation models in geotechni-
cal engineering are obtained by empirical or semi-
empirical data fitting. Transformation uncertainty 
would be present even for theoretical relationships 
because of idealizations and simplifications in the 
theory. The data scatter about the transformation 
model can be quantified using probabilistic meth-
ods, as illustrated in Figure 3. In this approach, the 
transformation model typically is typically evalu-
ated using regression analyses.

More general approaches are available to quan-
tify uncertainties beyond the pairwise correla-
tions discussed in this section (see Section 3 on 
multivariate geotechnical data). The spread of the 
data about the regression curve is modeled as a 

Test type Propertya Soil type Mean COV(%)

Lab strength su(UC) Clay 10–400 kN/m2 20–55
su(UU) Clay 10–350 kN/m2 10–30
su(CIUC) Clay 150–700 kN/m2 20–40
φ′ Clay & sand 20–40ο 5–15

CPT qT Clay 0.5–2.5 MN/m2  <20
qc Clay 0.5–2.0 MN/m2 20–40

Sand 0.5–30.0 MN/m2 20–60
VST su(VST) Clay 5–400 kN/m2 10–40
SPT N Clay & sand 10–70 blows/ft 25–50
DMT A reading Clay 100–450 kN/m2 10–35

Sand 60–1300 kN/m2 20–50
B reading Clay 500–880 kN/m2 10–35

Sand 350–2400 kN/m2 20–50
ID Sand 1–8 20–60
KD Sand 2–30 20–60
ED Sand 10–50 MN/m2 15–65

PMT pL Clay 400–2800 kN/m2 10–35
Sand 1600–3500 kN/m2 20–50

EPMT Sand 5–15 MN/m2 15–65
Lab index wn Clay & silt 13–100% 8–30

wL Clay & silt 30–90% 6–30
wP Clay & silt 15–25% 6–30
PI Clay & silt 10–40% b

LI Clay & silt 10% b

γ, γd Clay & silt 13–20 kN/m3  <10
Dr Sand 30–70% 10–40c

50–70d

a su = undrained shear strength; UC = Unconfined Compression test; UU = Unconsolidated-Undrained triaxial com-
pression test; CIUC = Consolidated Isotropic Undrained triaxial Compression test; φ′ = effective stress friction 
angle; qT = corrected cone tip resistance; qc = cone tip resistance; VST = Vane Shear Test; N = standard penetra-
tion test blow count; A & B readings, ID, KD, & ED = dilatometer A & B readings, material index, horizontal stress 
index, & modulus; pL & EPMT = pressuremeter limit stress & modulus; wn = natural water content; wL = liquid limit; 
wP = plastic limit; PI = Plasticity Index; LI = Liquidity Index; γ & γd = total & dry unit weights; Dr = relative density

b COV = (3–12%)/mean.
c total variability for direct method of determination.
d total variability for indirect determination using SPT values.

Table 1. Approximate guidelines for inherent soil variability (Source: Phoon & Kulhawy 1999a).
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 zero-mean random variable (ε). The standard devi-
ation of ε (sε) is an indicator of the  magnitude of 
transformation uncertainty, as shown in Figure 3.

Transformation models are widely adopted in 
geotechnical engineering practice as a matter of 
practical expediency. Useful compilations of these 
models (mostly pairwise correlations) are available 
in the literature (e.g., Kulhawy & Mayne 1990; 
Mayne et al. 2001). A cursory review of these com-
pilations would reveal a rather bewildering variety 
and number of models. Most models were devel-
oped for a specific geomaterial type and/or a spe-
cific locale. It is not judicious to apply these models 
indiscriminately to other sites without a proper 
appreciation of geomaterial behavior and geol-
ogy. Site-specific models are generally more precise 
than “global” models calibrated from data cover-
ing many sites (Ching & Phoon 2012a). However, 
site-specific models can be significantly biased 
when applied to another site. This “site-specific” 
limitation is a distinctive and fundamental feature 
of geotechnical engineering practice. Geotechnical 
RBD must take cognizance of this limitation to 
avoid gross oversimplification of “ground truths”.

The transformation uncertainties associated 
with these models are seldom analyzed with the 
same degree of rigor as those presented in Ching 
& Phoon (2012a). The majority are empirical and 
do not contain sufficient information for statisti-
cal characterization. A first-order estimate of 
the transformation uncertainty can be obtained 
by noting that about two thirds of the data typi-
cally fall within one standard deviation of the 
 transformation model. Even with this simple tech-
nique, only a limited number of models could be 

examined, because many models have been pre-
sented without their supporting data.

Although the uncertainties in these empirical 
models are unknown, they are likely to be as large 
as those indicated in Table 4 of Ching & Phoon 
(2012a), particularly for the case of empirical mod-
els where two (or more) parameters are being linked 
together that are indirectly related. A good exam-
ple is the standard penetration test (SPT) N-value. 
The N-value is the dynamic driving resistance for 
a particular type of sampler, yet it has been cor-
related with the soil consistency, relative density, 
vertical and the horizontal soil stress state, drained 
and undrained strength, modulus, and liquefaction 
resistance. Although these parameters undoubt-
edly influence N indirectly, it is too much to expect 

Table 2. Scales of fluctuation of some geotechnical parameters (Source: Phoon & Kulhawy 1999a).

Fluctuation
direction Propertya Soil type

No. of 
studies

Scale of fluctuation (m)

Range Mean

Vertical su Clay 5 0.8−6.1 2.5
qc Sand, clay 7 0.1−2.2 0.9
qT Clay 10 0.2−0.5 0.3
su(VST) Clay 6 2.0−6.2 3.8
N Sand 1 − 2.4
wn Clay, loam 3 1.6−12.7 5.7
wL Clay, loam 2 1.6−8.7 5.2
γ– Clay 1 − 1.6
γ Clay, loam 2 2.4−7.9 5.2

Horizontal qc Sand, clay 11 3.0−80.0 47.9
qT Clay 2 23.0−66.0 44.5
su(VST) Clay 3 46.0−60.0 50.7
wn Clay 1 − 170.0

a su = undrained shear strength from laboratory tests; su(VST) = su from vane shear test; qc = cone tip resistance; 
qT = corrected cone tip resistance; N = standard penetration test blow count; wn = natural water content; wL = liquid 
limit; γ = effective unit weight; γ = total unit weight.

Figure 3. Transformation uncertainty resulting from 
pairwise correlation between a measured property and a 
desired design property (Phoon & Kulhawy 1999a).
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that they all (singly or collectively) can be predicted 
reliably without incurring significant uncertainties.

From the above observations, it is clear that the 
uncertainty in a design parameter is a function 
of inherent soil variability, measurement error, 
and transformation uncertainty. These compo-
nents can be combined consistently using a simple 
 second-moment probabilistic approach described 
in Phoon & Kulhawy (1999b). First-order approxi-
mate guidelines for COVs of some design soil 
parameters as a function of the test measurement, 
correlation equation, and soil type is presented in 
Table 3. An illustrative COV for a spatial average 
over 5 m is also presented in the table to highlight 
the critical need to identify the characteristic design 
parameter governing a specific limit state. For ulti-
mate limit state problems, this characteristic design 
parameter is typically a spatially averaged strength 
over the most critical failure path. In the presence 
spatial variability, the COV of this spatially aver-
aged strength is smaller than the COV of the point 
strength; the degree of COV reduction is a function 

of the scale of fluctuation discussed in Section 2.2. 
It is clearly inappropriate to apply the point COV 
to a problem where the COV reduction is signifi-
cant, say because the scale of fluctuation is short 
relative to some characteristic length scale of the 
failure path length (e.g., height of slope, diameter 
of tunnel, depth of excavation). This critical issue 
is discussed in greater detail in Section 4.

Two observations are noteworthy here. One, it 
is important to distinguish between the definition 
of a characteristic design parameter from a phys-
ics viewpoint and the definition of a characteristic 
value from a statistical viewpoint. The customary 
definition of a lower 5% quantile as a character-
istic value must be interpreted as the lower 5% 
quantile of a probability distribution pertaining 
to the appropriate spatially averaged strength or 
other design parameters similarly defined based 
on the physics of the problem. Second, the spa-
tially averaged strength along the failure path is 
not identical to the spatially averaged strength 
along a prescribed line drawn in a spatially variable 

Table 3. Guidelines for coefficients of variation of common design soil parameters as a function of evaluation meth-
odology (Source: Phoon & Kulhawy 1999b).

Design Point Spatial avg. Correlation
propertya Testb Soil type COV(%) COVc(%) equationf

su(UC) Direct (lab) Clay 20–55 10–40 –
su(UU) Direct (lab) Clay 10–35 7–25 –
su(CIUC) Direct (lab) Clay 20–45 10–30 –
su(field) VST Clay 15–50 15–50 14
su(UU) qT Clay 30–40d 30–35d 18
su(CIUC) qT Clay 35–50d 35–40d 18
su(UU) N Clay 40–60 40–55 23
su

e KD Clay 30–55 30–55 29
su(field) PI Clay 30–55d – 32
φ Direct (lab) Clay, sand 7–20 6–20 –
φ(TC) qT Sand 10–15d 10d 38
φcv PI Clay 15–20d 15–20d 43
Ko Direct (SBPMT) Clay 20–45 15–45 –
Ko Direct (SBPMT) Sand 25–55 20–55 –
Ko KD Clay 35–50d 35–50d 49
Ko N Clay 40–75d – 54
EPMT Direct (PMT) Sand 20–70 15–70 –
ED Direct (DMT) Sand 15–70 10–70 –
EPMT N Clay 85–95 85–95 61
ED N Silt 40–60 35–55 64

a su = undrained shear strength; UU = Unconsolidated-Undrained triaxial compression test; UC = Unconfined 
Compression test; CIUC = Consolidated Isotropic Undrained triaxial Compression test; su(field) = corrected su from 
vane shear test; φ = effective stress friction angle; TC = Triaxial Compression; φ–cv = constant volume φ–; Ko = in-situ 
horizontal stress coefficient; EPMT = pressure-meter modulus; ED = dilatometer modulus.

b VST = Vane Shear Test; qT = corrected cone tip resistance; N = standard penetration test blow count; KD = dilatometer 
horizontal stress index; PI = Plasticity Index.

c averaging over 5 m.
d COV is a function of the mean; refer to COV equations in text for details.
e mixture of su from UU, UC, and VST.
f Equation numbering in Phoon & Kulhawy (1999b).
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medium. The  latter has been studied fairly exten-
sively (Vanmarcke 2010) while the former is gradu-
ally being recognized (Ching & Phoon 2012b, d; 
Ching et al. 2012b).

The ranges of COVs shown in Table 3 are based 
on representative statistics of inherent variability and 
measurement error. More accurate COVs can be cal-
culated by substituting site-specific data on inherent 
variability and measurement error into the closed-
form COV equations given in Phoon &  Kulhawy 
(1999b) or comparable equations based on the pro-
posed second-moment probabilistic approach. The 
COVs of the undrained shear strengths determined 
by several different methods were found to be in the 
range of 10–60%. For the undrained shear strength 
predicted from the standard penetration N-value, 
higher COVs develop when “universal” relationships 
are used that are not calibrated to a specific geology. 
The probable range of COV for the undrained shear 
strength is estimated to be between 10 and 70%. The 
COV of the friction angle for sand and clay was 
found to be between 5 and 20%. For the in situ hori-
zontal stress coefficient (Ko), the COV was found to 
be in the range of 20–80% for clay, depending on the 
method of evaluation. The corresponding range of 
COV for sand, which was found to be in the range 
of 25–55%, only would be applicable to the direct 
determination of Ko. The COV for indirect methods 
of evaluation could not be evaluated because the 
uncertainties underlying the transformation models 
were not available. The COV of soil modulus was 
found to be highest. Even for direct methods of 
evaluation, the COV was found to be in the range 
of 20–70%. Higher COVs were obtained for corre-
lations with N, particularly if the correlation is not 
restricted to a specific geology. The probable range 
of COV for soil modulus is estimated to be on the 
order of 30–90%.

It suffices to note that it is not realistic to assign 
a single representative value to a design parameter. 
For example, a COV of 30% for undrained shear 
strength may be appropriate for good quality labora-
tory measurements or direct correlations from field 
measurements such as the cone penetration test. 
It may not be appropriate for indirect correlations 
based on the standard penetration test. The practi-
cal impact of this observation is that it is unlikely to 
be realistic to calibrate a single resistance or partial 
factor for application in the context of a simplified 
RBD format. Based on reliability calibration stud-
ies for foundations (Phoon et al. 1995), Kulhawy 
et al. (2012) proposed a reasonably practical three-
tier classification scheme to approximately account 
for the range of COVs encountered in geotechnical 
design parameters for development of simplified 
RBD formats, such as the Load Resistance Factor 
Design (LRFD) format, in geotechnical engineering 
(Table 4). It is admittedly less than succinct to report 

a range of coefficients of variation for the same 
design parameter (e.g., undrained shear strength), 
because of diverse evaluation methodologies. How-
ever, it must be recognized that this is a realistic 
reflection of geotechnical engineering practice. 

3 MULTIVARIATE GEOTECHNICAL 
DATA

3.1 Beyond univariate data

Section 2 focuses on COVs of design soil parameters. 
In particular, Table 3 is useful to determine COVs of 
design soil parameters based on univariate informa-
tion from a laboratory or in-situ test [e.g., N value 
from Standard Penetration Test (SPT)]. Nonethe-
less, multivariate information is usually available in a 
typical site investigation. For instance, when undis-
turbed samples are extracted for oedometer and tri-
axial tests, SPT and/or piezocone test (CPTU) may 
be conducted in close proximity. Moreover, data 
sources such as the unit weight, plastic limit (PL), 
liquid limit (LL), and liquidity index (LI) are com-
monly determined from relatively simple laboratory 
tests on disturbed samples. A number of these data 
sources could be simultaneously correlated to a 
measure of the undrained shear strength (su). These 
correlations can be exploited to reduce the coeffi-
cient of variation of a design parameter. The impact 
on RBD is obvious. This section presents statistical 
characterization of multivariate geotechnical data.

3.2 Why do we need correlation?

Correlation is a concept that has something to 
do with the transformation model discussed in 
 Section 2. As shown in Figure 3, the data points 

Geotechnical parameter
Property
variability COV(%)

Undrained shear strength Lowa 10–30
Mediumb 30–50
Highc 50–70

Effective stress friction angle Lowa 5–10
Mediumb 10–15
Highc 15–20

Horizontal stress coefficient Lowa 30–50
Mediumb 50–70
Highc 70–90

Table 4. Three-tier classification scheme of soil property 
variability for reliability calibration (Source:  Kulhawy 
et al. 2012). 

a typical of good quality direct lab or field measurements.
b typical of indirect correlations with good field data, 
except for the standard penetration test (SPT).

c typical of indirect correlations with SPT field data and 
with strictly empirical correlations.
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(dots in the figure) inevitably scatter around the 
transformation model (solid line in the figure). 
Consider the following simple transformation 
between two soil parameters (Y1, Y2):

Y a bY1 2Y aY bYY+aa + ε  (1)

The transformation model is the functional relation 
Y1 = a + bY2, while ε is the zero-mean transforma-
tion uncertainty with standard deviation sε. The 
product-moment (Pearson) correlation between Y1 
and Y2 is defined as:

 
(2)

where Var(Y) denotes the variance of Y, and 
Cov(Y1,Y2) denotes the covariance between Y1 and 
Y2. It is clear that if  sε = 0 (zero scattering about the 
transformation model), δ12 = ±1 and perfect corre-
lation exists between Y1 and Y2. In this case, given 
the information of Y2 = y2, Y1 = a + by2 is determin-
istic, and COV = 0 for Y1. In contrast, if  sε is large 
(large scattering about the transformation model), 
δ12 is close to zero, and weak correlation exists 
between Y1 and Y2. In this case, given the informa-
tion of Y2 = y2, Y1 = a + by2 + ε is very uncertain, 
and COV is large for Y1. The above simple example 
shows that correlation δij between (Yi, Yj) quanti-
fies how effective one piece of information (Yi) can 
be used to update a second piece of information 
(Yj), and such effectiveness can be quantified by 
the updated COV of Yj – the updated COV is small 
if  δij is close to ±1 and is large if  δij is close to zero.

Consider another example with three soil param-
eters: Y1 = ln(su/σ′v), Y2 = ln(LI), Y3 = ln(OCR), 
and consider the following two transformation 
models:

ln( ) l ( )b l (u v′ + + ε) ( )a) b ln(= +a +  (3a)

ln( ) l ( )c) d ln( eu v′ = +c +  (3b)

where a, b, c, and d are proper constants for the 
transformation models. Note that the second equa-
tion is related to the SHANSEP concept. The ques-
tion now is how to update Y1 = ln(su/σ′v) given the 
multivariate information of [ln(LI), ln(OCR)]? The 
key observation here is that the knowledge of δ12 
and δ13 is not sufficient for the updating—we also 
need to know δ23. If  δ23 = 1 (this can happen if  ε 
= e), one piece of the information in (LI, OCR) is 
redundant, and we only need the information LI 
(or OCR) to update ln(su/σ′v). In contrast, if  δ23 is 
relatively small (this may happen if  ε and e are sta-
tistically independent), both pieces of  information 
(LI, OCR) should be used to update ln(su/σ′v). 
That is to say, updating Y1 based on multivariate 
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 information (Y2 = y2, Y3 = y3, . . . Yn = yn) requires 
pairwise (or bivariate) correlations {δij: i = 1, . . . n–1, 
j = i + 1, . . . n}. Note that only n(n−1)/2 correlations 
are needed, because δij = δji by definition.

Generally speaking, for updating purposes, 
a multivariate probability distribution function 
should be estimated from multivariate informa-
tion, e.g., (su, OCR, N) simultaneously measured 
at approximately the same spatial point in the 
soil mass. The collection of bivariate correlations 
{δij: i = 1, . . . n − 1, j = i + 1, . . . n} is not suffi-
cient. However, complete multivariate information 
is rarely available. Among multivariate probabil-
ity distributions, the multivariate normal distri-
bution is available analytically and can be easily 
constructed based on the collection of bivariate 
correlations alone. Because bivariate correlations 
between soil parameters are more commonly avail-
able, for example su-N and su-OCR, the multivari-
ate normal distribution is a sensible and practical 
choice to capture the multivariate dependency 
among soil parameters in the presence of transfor-
mation uncertainties (Phoon et al. 2012). Section 
3.3 presents the theoretical framework for the mul-
tivariate normal probability distribution and the 
subsequent Bayesian analysis. Sections 3.4 to 3.6 
illustrate the implementation of the framework to 
design parameters of clays and sands, respectively.

3.3 Multivariate normal distribution

Most soil parameters are not normally distributed, 
because they are positive valued. Let Y denote a 
non-normally distributed soil parameter. One well 
known cumulative distribution function (CDF) 
transform approach can be applied to convert Y 
into a standard normal variable X: X = Φ−1[F(Y)], 
where Φ(.) is the CDF of a standard normal ran-
dom variable, and F(.) is the CDF of Y.  A set of 
multivariate soil parameters Y = (Y1, Y2, . . . Yn)′ 
can be transformed into X = (X1, X2, . . . Xn)′.  By 
definition, X1, X2, . . . Xn are individually standard 
normal random variables. It is crucial to note here 
that collectively (X1, X2, . . . Xn)′ does not necessar-
ily follow a multivariate normal distribution even 
if  each component is normally distributed.  Even 
so, recent studies by Ching et al. (2010) and Ching 
& Phoon (2012c) showed that the multivariate 
normal distribution is an acceptable approximation 
for selected parameters of clays, and Ching et al. 
(2012a) arrived at the same observation for selected 
parameters of sands.

The multivariate normal probability density 
function for X = (X1, X2, . . . Xn)′ can be defined 
uniquely by a correlation matrix:

f X e
n X X( )X ( ) ì= − − −C C1

2 2
1
2

1
))  (4)
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where C is the correlation matrix. For n = 3, the 
correlation matrix is given by:
 

(5)

where δij = product-moment (Pearson) correla-
tion between Xi and Xj (not equal to the correla-
tion between the original physical variable Yi and 
Yj). It is clear that the full multivariate depend-
ency structure of  a normal random vector only 
depends on a correlation matrix (C) containing 
bivariate correlations between all possible pairs of 
components, namely X1 and X2, X1 and X3, and 
X2 and X3. It is not necessary to measure X1, X2, 
and X3 simultaneously. The practical advantage 
of  capturing multivariate dependencies in any 
dimension (i.e., any number of  random variables) 
using only bivariate dependency information is 
obvious.

The framework of the multivariate normal 
distribution brings another technical benefit—
analytical solutions for Bayesian analysis can be 
derived. For instance, given the information of 
X2 = x2, the updated mean and standard deviation 
of X1 can be derived analytically:
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It is clear that if  δ12 = 0, no correlation between 
X1 and X2, the updated mean and standard 
deviation of X1 are the same as the original 
values of 0 and 1, respectively. In contrast, if  δ12 
= 1, perfect correlation between X1 and X2, the 
updated mean of X1 becomes x2 and the updated 
standard deviation is 0, i.e. zero uncertainty. The 
above analytical Bayesian equations can be gener-
alized to multivariate cases: update the uncertainty 
in αXi + βXj + γ by multivariate data sources 
(aXm + bXn + c, dXp + eXq + f, . . .) (Ching & Phoon 
2012c), where a, b, . . ., β, γ are arbitrary prescribed 
constants. The updated COV by multivariate 
information is always less than the updated COV 
by univariate information. This further reduction 
of uncertainties by multivariate information is 
crucial. One recurring criticism of geotechnical 
RBD is that there is no particular motivation to 
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use it because it seems to produce designs compa-
rable to existing practice. The further reduction of 
uncertainties by multivariate information shows 
that site investigation is not a cost item but an 
investment item, because reduction of uncertain-
ties through multiple tests can translate directly to 
design savings through RBD. Three examples are 
presented in the following sections.

3.4 Complete multivariate information 
(structured clays)

A multivariate database of Y1 = LI (liquidity 
index), Y2 = su, Y3 = su

re (remolded undrained shear 
strength), Y4 = σ′p (preconsolidation stress), and 
Y5 = σ′v (effective vertical stress) is complied in 
Ching & Phoon (2012c). There are 345 data points 
of structured clays from 37 sites worldwide, cover-
ing a wide range of sensitivity, LI, and clay types, 
with simultaneous knowledge of (Y1,Y2, . . . Y5). 
The OCR values of the data points are generally 
small, mostly less than 4. Fissured and organic 
clays are mostly left out of the database. Because su 
values depend on stress state, strain rate, sampling 
disturbance, etc., all su values are converted into 
mobilized su values following the recommenda-
tions made by Mesri & Huvaj (1997). The marginal 
probability density functions (PDF) for (Y1,Y2, …
Y5) and their statistics (mean of Yi = μi, COV of 
Yi = Vi, mean of ln(Yi) = λi, standard deviation of 
ln(Yi) = ξi) are summarized in Table 5.

For lognormal Y, the CDF transform is:

XiX i i( )YiYY −⎡⎣ ⎤⎦l ξiλii
⎤⎦⎤⎤  (7)

The transformed (X1, X2, . . . X5) are individually 
standard normal random variables. The correlation 
matrix C for (X1, X2, . . . X5) is shown in Table 6, and 
(X1, X2, . . . X5)′ is assumed to be multivariate nor-
mal with the correlation matrix listed in the table.

The effectiveness of the CDF transform and 
the validity of the multivariate normal assump-
tion are illustrated for (Y1 = LI, Y3 = su

re) in Fig-
ure 4. Before the CDF transform, both Y1 and Y3 
are roughly lognormally distributed, but after the 
transform, both X1 and X3 are roughly distributed 
as a standard normal distribution. More interest-
ingly, the nonlinear correlation between (Y1, Y3) is 
evident, but after the CDF transform, the correla-
tion between (X1, X3) becomes fairly linear. This 
linear correlation is also observed for other pairs 
of (Xi, Xj) (Ching & Phoon 2012c). Because of the 
linear correlations for all pairs of (Xi, Xj), there is 
no strong evidence to reject the underlying multi-
variate normality for this particular soil database.

With the multivariate normal distribution of (X1, 
X2, X3, X4, X5), Bayesian analysis can be conducted 
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Table 5. Distributions and statistics of (Y1, Y2, . . . Y5) for structured clays (Source: Ching & Phoon 2012c). 

Distribution
mean of Yi
(μi)

COV of Yi
(Vi)

Mean of ln(Yi)
(λi)

St. dev. of ln(Yi)
(ξi)

Y1 = LI Lognormal 1.251 0.487 0.119 0.466
Y2 = su Lognormal 31.722 kPa 0.987 3.033 0.931
Y3 = su

re Lognormal 3.062 kPa 2.541 0.198 1.263
Y4 = σ′p Lognormal 107.547 kPa 0.960 4.344 0.804
Y5 = σ′v Lognormal 66.807 kPa 0.800 3.897 0.813

Table 6. Correlation matrix C for (X1, X2, . . . X5) for the five selected parameters of structured clays (Source: Ching 
& Phoon 2012c).

X1 (for LI) X2 (for su) X3 (for su
re) X4 (for σ′p) X5 (for σ′v)

X1 (for LI) 1.000 δ12 = −0.083 δ13 = −0.824 δ14 = −0.176 δ15 = −0.280
X2 (for su)            1.000 δ23 = 0.276 δ24 = 0.915 δ25 = 0.801

C = X3 (for su
re)         1.000 δ34 = 0.365 δ35 = 0.453

X4 (for σ′p) Symmetric         1.000 δ45 = 0.850
X5 (for σ′v)         1.000

Figure 4. Correlations between Y1 and Y3 as well as between X1 and X3 (revised from Ching & Phoon 2012c).
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to find useful transformation models among (X1, 
X2, X3, X4, X5). For instance, given (aXm + bXn + c, 
dXp + eXq + f, . . .), what are the analytical solutions 
for the updated mean and COV of αXi + βXj + γ. 
Note that many quantities of interest can be 
expressed in the form of αXi + βXj + γ, e.g., 
ln(su/σ′v) = ln(Y2) − ln(Y5) = ξ2X2 – ξ5X5 + λ2 – λ5. 
Once the updated mean (m) and updated standard 
deviation (s) for ln(su/σ′v) are derived, the updated 
mean and COV of su/σ′v are simply exp(m + 0.5s2) 
and [exp(s2) – 1]0.5. Tables 7 to 9 summarize useful 
transformation models developed in Ching & 
Phoon (2012c) using Bayesian analysis.

It can be seen from the three tables that updated 
COV typically decreases with increasing amount 

of information. This illustrates that uncertainty 
in a design soil parameter can be reduced by 
multivariate correlations between the design 
parameter and other available pieces of site 
investigation information. This also illustrates 
the value of information. As stated earlier, site 
investigation is not a cost item but an investment 
item, because reduction of uncertainties through 
multivariate tests can translate directly to design 
savings through RBD. Moreover, the correlation 
matrix C in Table 6 provides hints of the more 
effective tests for reducing the uncertainty. For 
instance, if  the design soil parameter of interest 
is su (X2), it is clear that δ24 is the largest, so 
oedometer test for σ′p (X4) is the most effective test. 

Table 8. Updated mean and COV of σ′
p/Pa for structured clays under various combinations of information 

(Source: Table 8, Ching & Phoon 2012c). 

Information Updated mean of σ′p/Pa Updated COV of σ′p/Pa

LI LI –0.303 × 1.078 0.934
LI, St LI –1.354 × St

 0.509 × 0.257 0.699
LI, σ′v/Pa LI 0.116 × σ′v/Pa

 0.860 × 1.521 0.440
LI, St, σ′v/Pa LI –0.377 × St

 0.210 ×σ′v/Pa
 0.736 × 0.802 0.398

Pa = 101.3 kPa is one atmosphere pressure.

Table 9. Updated mean and COV of St  = su/su
re for structured clays under various combinations of information 

(Source: Ching & Phoon 2012c). 

Information Updated mean of St Updated COV of St

LI LI 2.066 × 20.747 1.194
LI, σ′v/Pa LI 2.355 × (σ′v/Pa) 0.591 × 27.599 0.980
LI, σ′p/Pa LI 2.284 × (σ′p/Pa) 0.719 × 20.946 0.868
LI, σ′p/s′v LI 1.978 × (σ′p/s′v) 0.479 × 16.566 1.150
LI, su/s′v LI 1.783 × (su/σ′v) 0.880 × 40.972 0.966
LI, su

re/Pa LI 0.896 × (su
re/Pa) 

–0.524 × 2.190 1.052
LI, su

re/Pa, σ′v/Pa LI 0.413 × (su
re/Pa) 

–0.947 × (σ′v/Pa)0.581 × 0.564 0.581
LI, su/σ′v, σ′p/Pa LI 2.055 × (su/σ′v)0.582 × (σ′p/Pa)0.580 × 32.794 0.780
LI, su

re/Pa, σ′p/Pa LI 0.175 × (su
re/Pa) 

–0.993 × (σ′p/Pa)1.073 × 0.298 0.382
su

re/Pa, σ′v/Pa (su
re/Pa) 

–1.081 × (σ′v/Pa)0.975 × 0.336 0.594

Table 7. Updated mean and COV of su/σ′v for structured clays under various combinations of information (Source: 
Ching & Phoon 2012c).

Information Updated mean of su/σ′v Updated COV of su/σ′v

LI LI 0.322 × 0.470 0.583
σ′p/σ′v (σ′p/σ′v) 0.938 × 0.298 0.392
LI, σ′p/σ′v LI 0.154 × (σ′p/σ′v) 0.906 × 0.296 0.385
St, σ′p/σ′v St 0.144 × (σ′p/σ′v) 0.810 × 0.206 0.338
LI, St, σ′p/σ′v LI –0.258 × St 0.208 × (σ′p/σ′v) 0.806 × 0.177 0.327
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In contrast, the knowledge of LI (X1) is not very 
helpful in reducing the uncertainty in su because δ12 
is close to zero.

The correlation matrix in Table 6 and the 
transformation models in Tables 7 to 9 should be 
suitable for structured clays (sensitive or quick 
clays) with low OCR < 4.

3.5 Incomplete multivariate information 
(unstructured clays)

Ching et al. (2010) presented another clay database 
containing four soil parameters: Y1 = OCR, Y2 = su 
from CIUC test, Y3 = qT – σv (net cone resistance), 
and Y4 = N60 (SPT N corrected for energy efficiency). 
The range of OCR of this database is wider—from 
1 to 50. However, only bivariate data on (Y1, Y2) 
= (OCR, su), (Y3, Y2) = (qT – σv, su), and (Y4, Y2) 
= (N60, su) are available. Bivariate data on (Y1, Y3) 
= (OCR, qT – σv), (Y1, Y4) = (OCR, N60), and (Y3, 
Y4) = (qT – σv, N60) are missing, i.e., the bivariate 
correlations {δij: i = 1, . . . n–1, j = i + 1, . . . n} are 
only partially known. Given that complete bivari-
ate information is not available, it is not possible to 
apply the aforementioned CDF transform approach 
directly. It is accurate to say that although it is com-
mon to measure more than two soil parameters in a 
site investigation, it is uncommon to establish corre-
lations between all possible pairs of soil parameters.

To deal with this difficulty of  incomplete 
bivariate correlations, Ching et al. (2010) con-
structed a multivariate normal distribution using 
a Bayes net model which prescribed a dependency 
structure based on some postulated but reasonable 

conditional relationships between the soil parame-
ters. They considered Y1 = OCR as a given number 
and the remaining soil parameters (Y2, Y3, Y4) are 
lognormally distributed random variables. Hence, 
ln(Y2) = ln(su) = λ2 + ξ2X2, ln(Y3) = ln(qT − σv) = 
λ3 + ξ3X3, and ln(Y4) = ln(N60) = λ4 + ξ4X4, in which 
Xi are standard normal random variables. The 
subsequent Bayesian analyses derived in Ching 
et al. (2010) lead to the transformation models 
in Table 10. It can be seen from the table that 
updated COV typically decreases with increasing 
amount of  information. This again illustrates 
that uncertainty in a design soil parameter can be 
reduced by multivariate correlations between the 
design parameter and other available pieces of  site 
investigation information.

Based on the results of Ching et al. (2010); 
Phoon et al. (2012) further assumed OCR to be 
lognormal with a reasonable COV = 0.25, i.e., 
ln(Y1) = ln(OCR) = λ1 + ξ1X1. Under this assumption, 
they showed that the underlying standard normal 
variables (X1, X2, X3, X4) have the correlation 
matrix shown in Table 11. The correlation matrix in 
Table 11 and the transformation models in Table 10 
should be suitable for unstructured clays covering a 
fairly wide range of OCR.

3.6 Incomplete multivariate information 
(clean sands)

Ching et al. (2012a) presented a study that is very 
similar to Ching et al. (2010) but for clean sands. 
The study was based on a database containing five 
selected parameters of normally consolidated clean 

Table 10. Updated mean and COV of CIUC su for unstructured clays under various combinations of information 
(Ching et al. 2010).

Information Updated mean of CIUC su (in kPa) Updated COV of su

OCR (σ′v/Pa) × OCR0.64 × 43.474 0.313
N60 N60

0.602 × (σ′v/Pa)0.243 × 33.905 0.282
qT − σv [(qT − σv)/Pa]0.976 × 8.634 0.346
OCR, N60 OCR0.373 × N60

0.256 × (σ′v/Pa)0.685 × 38.690 0.182
OCR, qT − σv OCR0.431 × [(qT − σv)/Pa]0.326 × (σ′v/Pa)0.674 × 25.001 0.196
N60, qT − σv N60

0.362 × [(qT − σv)/Pa]0.399 × (σ′v/Pa)0.146 × 19.086 0.218
OCR, N60, qT − σv OCR0.291 × N60

0.200 × [(qT − σv)/Pa]0.220 × (σ′v/Pa)0.534 × 27.322 0.160

Table 11. Correlation matrix C for (X1, X2, X3, X4) for the four selected parameters of unstructured clays 
(Source: Phoon et al. 2012). 

X1 (for OCR) X2 (for su) X3 (for qT − σv) X4 (for N60)

X1 (for OCR) 1.000 δ12 = 0.554 δ13 = 0.355 d14 = 0.395
C = X2 (for su) 1.000 δ23 = 0.642 d24 = 0.714

X3 (for qT − σv) 1.000 d34 = 0.458
X4 (for N60) Symmetric 1.000
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sands: Y1 = φcv (critical state friction angle), Y2 = IR 
(dilatancy index, see Bolton 1986 and Ching et al. 
2012a), Y3 = φp (peak secant friction angle), Y4 = 
(qc/Pa)/(σ′v/Pa)0.5 = qc1 (corrected cone resistance), 
and Y5 = (N1)60 (SPT N corrected for energy effi-
ciency and overburden stress). They considered Y1 
= φcv and Y2 = IR as given numbers and the remain-
ing soil parameters (Y3, Y4, Y5) are random vari-
ables: Y3 is normal, while Y4 and Y5 are lognormal. 
Hence, Y3 = φp = μ3 + μ3V3X3, ln(Y4) = ln(qc1) = λ4 + 
ξ4X4, and ln(Y5) = ln[(N1)60] = λ5 + ξ5X5, in which 
Xi are standard normal random variables. Baye-
sian analyses produced the transformation mod-
els in Table 12. It can be seen from the table that 
the updated standard deviation typically decreases 
with increasing amount of information. This again 
illustrates that uncertainty in a design soil param-
eter can be reduced by multivariate correlations 
between the design parameter and other available 
pieces of site investigation information.

If  we further assume φcv and IR are normal 
with reasonable standard deviations of 3o and 1o, 
respectively, i.e., Y1 = φcv = μ1 + 3X1 and Y2 = IR = 
μ2 + X2, and also assume independence between φcv 
and IR, it can be shown that the underlying stand-
ard normal variables (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5) has the 
correlation matrix shown in Table 13.

The correlation matrix in Table 13 and the trans-
formation models in Table 12 should be suitable 
for normally consolidated clean sands.

4 SPATIAL VARIABILITY

4.1 Spatial averaging

Spatial variability (or inherent variability) of  shear 
strength and other design parameters are com-
monly encountered in naturally occurring mate-
rials such as soils and rocks. Engineers are fully 
cognizant of  this spatial variation, but there are 
strong practical reasons to idealize soil profiles 
as either homogeneous or in the presence of sig-
nificant geologic contrast, a handful of  soil layers. 
Vanmarcke (1977) proposed that spatial variation 
can be modeled as a random field for probabilis-
tic analysis. Vanmarcke introduced the concept 
of  a scale of  fluctuation (SOF) that essentially 
characterizes the rate of  variation along a spa-
tial dimension. The basic random field model has 
been presented in Figure 2 and briefly discussed in 
Section 2.2.

One important practical outcome of  Vanmarcke’s 
study is that the coefficient of variation (COV) of 
a spatially averaged shear strength along a line or 
over any 2D/3D spatial domain is smaller than 
the COV of the shear strength at a point (termed 
“variance reduction”). The basic reason for this 
“variance reduction” is identical to the reason for 
COV reduction presented in Section 3. In Section 
3, COV reduction is realized through correlation 
between different parameters  measured at the same 

Table 12. Updated mean and standard deviation of φp for clean sands under various combinations of information 
(Based on Eqs. 11−17, Ching et al. 2012a).

Information
Updated mean of φp 
(degrees)

Updated stdev 
(degrees)

IR 3 × IR + φcv 1.960
(N1)60 6.220 × ln[(N1)60] + 23.167 3.086
qc1 7.819 × ln(qc1) + 2.401 3.919
IR, (N1)60 1.996 × IR + 0.665 × φcv + 2.081 × ln[(N1)60] + 7.751 1.655
IR, qc1 2.335 × IR + 0.778 × φcv + 1.735 × ln(qc1) + 0.533 1.753
(N1)60, qc1 3.840 × ln[(N1)60] + 2.993×ln(qc1) + 15.22 2.423
IR, (N1)60, qc1 1.814 × IR + 0.605 × φcv + 1.518×ln[(N1)60] +1.183 × ln(qc1) + 6.015 1.524

Table 13. Correlation matrix C for (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5) for the five selected parameters of clean sands (Source: Ching 
et al. 2012a). 

X1 (for φcv) X2 (for IR) X3 (for φp) X4 (for qc1) X5 (for (N1)60)

X1 (for φcv) 1.000 δ12 = 0.000 δ13 = 0.642 δ14 = 0.491 δ15 = 0.536
X2 (for IR) 1.000 δ23 = 0.642 δ24 = 0.491 δ25 = 0.536

C = X3 (for φp) 1.000 δ34 = 0.764 δ35 = 0.835
X4 (for qc1) Symmetric 1.000 δ45 = 0.638
X5 (for (N1)60) 1.000
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point in the spatial domain. In this section, variance 
reduction is realized through correlation between 
the same parameter measured at different points in 
the spatial domain (spatial correlation or autocor-
relation). Details are given elsewhere (Vanmarcke 
2010). It is evident that “variance reduction” is 
important for reliability-based design, because it 
reduces the uncertainty in the input design soil 
parameter. The key complication here is that the 
statistics for a spatially averaged shear strength 
along a prescribed curve is not always the same as 
the statistics of a spatially averaged strength along 
the critical slip curve. The former, including vari-
ance reduction, has been studied comprehensively 
by Vanmarcke (2010). 

Vanmarcke’s definition of  the spatial average 
is intrinsically associated with a prescribed finite 
size spatial domain (the averaging domain). It is 
tempting to consider this spatial average as the 
random version of  the deterministic mobilized 
strength along a slip curve/surface. However, there 
is a clear distinction between taking the spatial 
average along a prescribed line and along a slip 
curve (even if  one assumes that mobilized strength 
is equal to the average strength). The statistical 
properties of  the former are purely a function of 
the random field. The statistical properties of  the 
latter must depend to some extent on the physical 
problem, because a slip curve is not prescribed but 
it is a solution of  a boundary value problem in a 
spatially variable medium. One should expect the 
trajectory of  a non-constrained slip curve to be 
different for each realization of  the random field. 
There is sufficient numerical evidence (Fenton & 
Griffiths 2008) to show that complex non-classical 
failure mechanisms are produced when the SOF is 
comparable to some multiple of  the characteristic 
length of  the structure (e.g., height of  slope, diam-
eter of  tunnel, depth of  excavation). This critical 
SOF is observed in other studies as well (Fenton & 
Griffiths 2003; Breysse et al. 2005; Soubra et al. 
2008). Hence, spatial variability affects geotechni-
cal analysis in a manner that is more fundamen-
tal than variance reduction. More recent work by 
Mollon et al. (2011) hinted that mechanics play a 
more dominant role in determining the trajectory 
of  the slip curve than the specific spatial variation 
in a realization. This implies that the broad com-
monsensical idea that a slip curve should “seek” 
weak spots in the spatially variable field may not 
even be the dominant mechanism.

There are limited studies on the statistics of a 
spatially averaged strength along the critical slip 
curve, despite its obvious engineering relevance. 
A preliminary study of a soil specimen with spa-
tially varying strength was undertaken recently 
(Ching & Phoon 2012d). A summary is presented 
in this section.

4.2 Soil specimen under plane strain condition

Ching and Phoon (2012d) analyzed a plane strain soil 
specimen in uniform stress state with spatially vari-
able shear strength modeled by stationary Gaussian 
random field in finite element analysis (FEA). A 
series of random field finite element analyses with 
Mohr Coulomb (c, φ) model are taken. A plane 
strain 12.8 m × 48 m domain D is considered, as 
shown in Figure 5. The bottom boundary is roller, 
and the lower-left-most node is a hinge. The spatially 
variable shear strength c = τf at a point is simulated 
by stationary Gaussian random fields with inherent 
mean E(τf) = 50 kN/m2, inherent standard deviation 
Var(τf)0.5 = 10 kN/m2, and horizontal SOF = SOFx 
and vertical SOF = SOFz. Element-level averaging 
within each element is adopted to assign a discre-
tized τf value for each finite element. To keep the 
problem simple, the shear strength τf is assumed to 
be independent of confining pressure, i.e., φ = 0°.

The overall shear strength, denoted by τf
O, is 

defined as the maximum stress recorded before 
FEA fails to converge. The spatial average over 
domain D can be estimated as the average of the 
assigned τf values to all elements, denoted by τf

D. 
A single realization of random field will produce a 
set of sample values for τf

O and τf
D. They concluded 

that Vanmarcke’s theory is applicable to the simu-
lated τf

D but not to the simulated τf
O. In fact, τf

O 
is always less than τf

D, and the variability of τf
O is 

always larger than that of τf
D. Hence, Vanmarcke’s 

theory is generally not applicable to the predic-
tion of the mean and variance of the overall shear 

Figure 5. Plane strain finite element model.
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strength. It is noteworthy that this has never been 
the intent of Vanmarcke’s theory.

The reason why τf
O is always less than τf

D can 
be understood by considering a special case where 
the soil specimen in domain D is subjected to pure 
shear and is with SOFx = ∞, see Figure 6. Since φ 
= 0o, the potential slip curve is horizontal, parallel 
to the x-direction with SOFx = ∞, i.e., the direction 
of homogeneity. The slip curve will pass through 
the weakest layer, and the τf value for this weak-
est layer is exactly τf

O. It is then clear that this τf
O 

is significantly less than the spatial average τf
D in 

every realization and hence, likewise for the respec-
tive means.

Ching & Phoon (2012d) further developed 
an elaborate algorithm to identify the slip curve 
where shear failure actually occurs in the random 
field finite element analysis, and the line average 
of τf along the actual slip curve is denoted by τf

S. 
They concluded that τf

O is nearly identical to τf
S. 

Moreover, the trajectory of the actual slip curve 
is determined by mechanics and varies for each 
realization of the random field. It is not an arbi-
trarily prescribed curve, i.e., the phenomenon of 
non-constrained slip curve. Vanmarcke’s theory 
does not deal with these emergent curves. They fur-
ther indicated that the line averaging effect along 
the potential slip curve has major influence on the 
overall shear strength. The discrepancies in mean 
and variance between τf

O and τf
D are large when the 

line averaging effect is weak.

4.3 Statistics of overall shear strength

Ching et al. (2012b) developed a set of simple 
mathematical equations that are able to predict the 
mean and variance of τf

O, just like Vanmarcke’s 
theory being able to predict the mean and variance 
of τf

D. The equations are based on the key observa-
tion made in Ching & Phoon (2012d) that τf

O ≈ τf
S. 

Based on this observation, the mechanism for τf
O is 

explained as follows by using a scenario where the 
soil specimen is subjected to pure shear (horizontal 
slip curves) and SOFx = 1 m and SOFz = 2 m. Let us 
denote the line average along a potential slip curve 
of elevation z by τf

P(z):

τ τfτ Pττ
P

fτ
L

LP

dx
PL

( ) ( )x z∫1
0

 (8)

where z is the vertical position (elevation) for the 
potential slip curve, and Lp = 12.8 m is the length 
of the potential horizontal slip curve. Because 
n = (vertical dimension of domain D)/SOFz can 
be interpreted as the equivalent number of inde-
pendent samples in the vertical direction, there are 
roughly n = (48 m)/SOFz = 24 independent poten-
tial slip curves with identically distributed τf

P(z). 
Each one of them is with mean value identical to 
the inherent mean E[τf] (=50 kN/m2) and the vari-
ance of τf

P(z) less than the inherent variance Var[τf] 
[= 102 (kN/m2)2] due to the 1-D line averaging:

 (9)

where

Γ2 2( e1 xp( 2) [2 n2)] /
n L SOFOO
p p) [) [ p p)] / n)] /

p p p

[2 exp(
 

(10)

Γ2(np) is Vanmarcke’s variance reduction factor due 
to line averaging along the potential slip curve; np is 
the equivalent number of independent samples of 
τf along the potential slip curve; SOFp is the SOF 
along the direction of the potential slip curve.

The actual shear failure will occur at the poten-
tial slip curve with the minimum τf

P(z), i.e., τf
O = 

min(τf
P

1, τf
P

2, …, τf
P

24). Because of the operation of 
taking minimum, E[τf

O] is expected to be less than 
E[τf

P(z)] = E[τf]. Based on the above mechanism, 
Ching et al. (2012b) proposed that the mathemati-
cal equations for the mean and variance of τf

O have 
the following simple form:

E E C Var

E C V
f
O

f f

f f p

( )f
O ( )f

P ( )n ( )f
P

( )f ( ) ( )f ( )np

E)f ( f
PP

f
PP

C VarVVC VarVVf (nn ( f

−)f
PE( f
P

= E Γ2

 (11a)

Var V
f f

f f p

([ f )] ][ f

[ (f
P )] [ f[ ] ( )npnVarz(f
PP )] [ f ×V [ ]Var[ Γ2

Figure 6. τf
O and τf

D for a special case. Horizontal slip 
curve will appear in the weakest horizontal layer.
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(11b)

where E[τf] and Var[τf] are the inherent mean and 
variance of the random field; Γ2(np) is the variance 
reduction factor due to line averaging along the 
potential slip curve—it depends on the equivalent 
number of independent samples (np) along the 
potential slip curve; Ω2(n) is the variance reduc-
tion factor due to minimization—it depends on 
the equivalent number (n) of independent poten-
tial slip curves; C(n) is an increasing functions of 
n. Equation (11) is found to be applicable to τf 
random field with arbitrary mean, variance, and 
scales of fluctuation. It is also applicable to arbi-
trary uniform stress states, e.g., pure shear and 
compression.

Recall Vanmarcke’s theory for spatial averaging 
τf

D:

 (12)

w here nx = (horizontal dimension of domain D)/
SOFx and nz = (vertical dimension of domain D)/
SOFz. Compared to Vanmarcke’s equations in 
Equation (12), Equation (11) shows several distinct 
features:

a. Equation (11) is meant for the overall strength 
τf

O, while Equation (12) is meant for the spatial 
averaging over domain D τf

D.
b. The averaging mechanism for τf

O occurs only 
on the potential slip curve and manifests itself  
in the term Γ2(np) in Equation (11), unlike the 
averaging mechanism for τf

D occurs in the entire 
domain D and manifests itself  in the term 
Γ2(nx) × Γ2(nz) in Equation (12).

c. The mean value of τf
O is less than the inherent 

mean E[τf]. Moreover, the difference E[τf] – 
E[τf

O] is related to np – small np corresponds to 
large difference E[τf] – E[τf

O], i.e., E[τf
O] is signif-

icantly less than E[τf]. The largest discrepancy 
between E[τf] and E[τf

O] occurs when np = 0, i.e., 
potential slip curves are parallel to a direction 
without spatial variability, SOFp = ∞. In this cir-
cumstance, it can be quite unconservative to use 
spatial average of in-situ tests or laboratory test 
results as the characteristic value for the overall 
(mobilized) shear strength. However, the mean 
value of τf

D is always identical to E[τf], regard-
less of nx and nz.

d. For τf
O, the mechanism of non-constrained slip 

curves manifests itself  in the two terms C(n) 
and Ω2(n) in Equation (11). This mechanism 
is characterized by n – a large n corresponds 
to large difference E[τf] – E[τf

O], i.e., E[τf
O] is 

Var V
Var

f
O

f

f p

( )f
O ( )f

P ( )n
( )f )pn ( )n

VarVV)f ( f
PP
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Ω
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2

2 2( )Ω( )n

E E
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f f

f f x z

( )f
D ( )f

( )f
D ( f( ) ( )nxn ( )nz

E)f ( f

VaVV)f ( f ΓV ( )fVarVV ( f
2 2( )n Γ

 significantly less than E[τf]. This mechanism is 
absent for τf

D.
Finally, Ching et al. (2012b) showed that the 

C(n) and Ω2(n) are fairly unique with the following 
simple forms:

 
(13 )

The same forms apply to τf random field with arbi-
trary mean, variance, and scales of fluctuation as 
well as to arbitrary uniform stress states, e.g., pure 
shear and compression.

4.4 Model validation

To showcase how well Equation (11) with C(n) and 
Ω2(n) defined in Equation (13) can be used to mimic 
the behaviors of E[τf

O] and Var[τf
O], Figure 7 shows 

the simulated τf
O for two cases. One case is with com-

pression stress state (principle stress is vertical) with 
SOFx = SOFz = SOF (case CI in the figure), and the 
other is with pure shear stress state with SOFx = ∞ 
and SOFz = SOF (case SA in the figure). 

The behaviors in E[τf
O] and Var[τf

O] for these two 
scenarios are quite different, especially in E[τf

O] – 
the second case does not show a critical SOF, but 
the first case does. Nonetheless, Equation (11) 
(labeled as “our model” in the figure) is able to give 
E[τf

O] and Var[τf
O] values that are fairly close to the 

actual data for these two drastically different sce-
narios. The predicted E[τf

D] and Var[τf
D] based on 

Vanmarcke’s theory are also plotted for compari-
son—they are not consistent to the actual data.

To showcase how well Equation (11) with 
the C(n) and Ω2(n) defined in Equation (13) can 
be used to mimic the phenomenon of the criti-
cal SOF, Figure 8 shows the sample means E[τf

O] 
obtained from four cases with very different stress 
states (cases CI, SA, and other two cases CA and 
SI) and spatial variability patterns. It is clear that 
the phenomenon of the critical SOF is successfully 
captured by Equation (11). 

5 CONCLUSIONS

One major weakness in existing geotechnical 
 reliability-based design (RBD) is the assignment 
of a single coefficient of variation (COV) to a 
geotechnical parameter (e.g., undrained shear 
strength) without reference to the quality of the site 
investigation and the entire body of knowledge on 
soil property evaluation. This over-simplification 
is the outcome of following structural reliability-
based design methodology with scant regard for 
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Figure 7. Statistics of simulated τf
O for two cases CI and SA.

Figure 8. Sample mean of simulated τf
O for four very different cases.
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 geotechnical considerations. This paper demon-
strates using extensive soil property databases that 
it is possible to characterize geotechnical param-
eters in a statistical way that is consistent with our 
best geotechnical engineering practice.

It is widely recognized that geotechnical param-
eters are site-specific and an understanding of 
local geology is crucial in the interpretation of site 
investigation data. This distinctive feature of geo-
technical engineering explains in part the prolif-
eration of index parameters, testing methods, and 
transformation models in the literature; this pro-
liferation is somewhat unavoidable in light of the 
fact that property characterization methodologies 
developed at one site may not work well at another 
site. The ramification for geotechnical RBD is 
that COVs of geotechnical design parameters are 
not intrinsic values, but depend on methodology 
involved in their evaluation. It is also evident that 
these COVs can vary over a wide range. It is admit-
tedly less than succinct to report a range of COVs 
for the same design parameter, because of diverse 
evaluation methodologies. However, it must be 
recognized that this is a reflection of geotechnical 
reality and any simpler approach would be a dis-
service to our profession.

Another important aspect rather unique to geo-
technical engineering is that the COV of a design 
parameter is likely to be reduced due to an impor-
tant statistical parameter called correlation. This 
paper discusses two common sources of correla-
tion. One, correlation may exist between different 
parameters measured at the same point in the spa-
tial domain. For instance, when undisturbed sam-
ples are extracted for oedometer and triaxial tests, 
SPT and/or piezocone test (CPTU) may be con-
ducted in close proximity. Moreover, data sources 
such as the unit weight, plastic limit (PL), liquid 
limit (LL), and liquidity index (LI) are commonly 
determined from relatively simple laboratory tests 
on disturbed samples. A number of these data 
sources could be simultaneously correlated to a 
measure of the undrained shear strength (su). Sec-
ond, correlation exists between the same parameter 
measured at different points in the spatial domain. 
This is the well known phenomenon of spatial var-
iability. In both cases, it is advantageous to charac-
terize the correlation structure, because the COV 
of the design parameter can be reduced. If  geo-
technical RBD is calibrated to cater to a range of 
COVs as highlighted previously, it would be possi-
ble to justify design savings by using a larger resist-
ance factor in association with a smaller COV.

The reduction of COV due to the availability 
of multivariate information is of particular inter-
est. One recurring criticism of geotechnical RBD 
is that there is no particular motivation to use it 
because it seems to produce designs comparable to 

existing practice. The reduction of COV produced 
by multivariate information shows that site inves-
tigation is not a cost item but an investment item, 
because reduction of uncertainties through mul-
tiple tests can translate directly to design savings 
through RBD.

The reduction of COV due to spatial variabil-
ity is not straightforward. It is well known that 
the COV of a spatially averaged shear strength 
along a line or over any 2D/3D spatial domain is 
smaller than the COV of the shear strength at a 
point (termed “variance reduction”). The key com-
plication here is that the statistics for a spatially 
averaged shear strength along a prescribed curve 
is not always the same as the statistics of a spa-
tially averaged strength along the critical slip curve. 
The former, including variance reduction, has been 
studied comprehensively by Vanmarcke (2010).

It is tempting to consider Vanmarcke’s spatial 
average as the random version of the determinis-
tic mobilized strength along a slip curve/surface. 
However, there is a clear distinction between tak-
ing the spatial average along a prescribed line and 
along a slip curve (even if  one assumes that mobi-
lized strength is equal to the average strength). 
The statistical properties of Vanmarcke’s spatial 
average are purely a function of the random field. 
The statistical properties of a spatially averaged 
strength along the critical slip curve must depend 
to some extent on the physical problem, because 
a slip curve is not prescribed but it is a solution of 
a boundary value problem in a spatially variable 
medium. Some preliminary observations based on 
numerical analysis are presented in this paper, but 
substantial future work is needed.
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The mechanics of cone penetration: Contributions from experimental 
and theoretical studies

Rodrigo Salgado
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ABSTRACT: Cone penetration in soil is a complex process. The complexity arises partly from the 
boundary-value problem itself, in which a penetrometer with a conical tip is pushed down at constant 
rate through a (possibly heterogeneous) soil mass of infinite extent in the horizontal direction but with 
a free horizontal surface, and from the nature of the soil, a particulate material with strongly nonlinear 
mechanical response. Because of the advantages of using cone penetration as a means of characterizing a 
soil site, the problem of linking the cone penetration resistance to fundamental properties of the soil has 
received considerable attention in research. Experimental work has included field testing and laboratory 
testing in test chambers and geotechnical centrifuges, and theoretical work has included early efforts with 
rigid-plastic, limit equilibrium-type analysis (ultimately not satisfactory), cavity expansion-based analy-
ses (fairly successful in the analysis of cone penetration through homogenous soil), strain path methods 
(fairly successful in the modeling of cone penetration through homogeneous clay) and recent efforts of 
analyzing the problem more rigorously using large-deformation numerical analyses. Experimental work 
using half  chambers and centrifuges with half  cones penetrating a soil sample next to a Plexiglass wall 
with simultaneous collection of images during penetration has allowed use of Digital Image Correlation 
(DIC) methods to understand the displacement field around a penetrating cone. Collectively, these tech-
niques have generated a body of knowledge that allows effective interpretation of cone penetration tests, 
but rigorous theoretical simulation of cone penetration has not yet been achieved.

1 INTRODUCTION

The cone penetration test (CPT) was invented in 
the 1930s in the Netherlands as, in essence, a way 
to look for bearing layers. The idea behind it was 
simple. First, the cone and the rods to which it 
is attached look like a scaled-down pile, and pile 
design was a major driving force behind invention 
of the test. Secondly, pushing a probe of some sort 
into the ground and assessing how hard it is to 
force it in is the most instinctive way of determin-
ing whether one has a strong soil upon which to 
place foundations. Crude probing of this type had 
already been in use for some time (indeed, thinking 
of this problem very liberally, the approach might 
be as old as early civilization). Thirdly, pushing the 
cone into the ground statically eliminated the more 
random and less quantifiable dynamic effects asso-
ciated with tests in which a probe is driven into the 
ground. So the test gained favor and, coupled with 
empirical correlations, suits itself  well to do a con-
siderable amount of design work. The early meas-
urement obtained from a CPT was just the cone 
tip resistance qc, but later other measurements 
(notably sleeve friction fs) also became possible by 
modification of cone penetrometer designs.

If a more sophisticated interpretation of the soil 
profile or a more accurate geotechnical design is 
needed, then the apparent simplicity of the CPT is 
now found to hide a considerable amount of com-
plexity. Perhaps fortuitously, perhaps due to tremen-
dous insight by the early developers of the method, 
cone penetration is fully drained in clean sands and 
fully undrained in clays at the standard rate of pen-
etration of 20 mm/s, but that ceases to be the case 
for intermediate materials (composed of mixtures 
of sand, clay and silt). In addition to drainage con-
ditions during the test, particle size effects must be 
considered. In sand, the ratio of the cone size to the 
mean particle size D50 of the sand affects both qc 
and fs if  D50 exceeds certain thresholds. In any soil, 
penetration is a large-displacement, large-strain 
problem, inducing significant shearing and mean 
stress loading of the soil. Rigorous solution of such 
problems requires sophisticated algorithms for the 
boundary-value aspects of the problem and an 
equally rigorous model of the constitutive response 
of the soil. These problems are extremely difficult 
to solve, and the body of work dealing with them 
is still limited. Because of these significant chal-
lenges, geotechnical engineering researchers have 
attempted various types of simplifications of the 
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problem, a few of which were reasonably success-
ful. All of these simplifications fail to deal with, 
for example, heterogeneous media, such as layered 
media. They are uniformly based on the treatment 
of the soil as a continuum. Since the cone is a small 
object, applicability of this assumption requires an 
evaluation of how large soil particles can be with 
respect to the cone before the soil can no longer be 
assumed to be continuous. Experimental mechan-
ics has been the only way to address such problems 
(layering, particle size effects), but it has also been 
useful in other ways, including the establishment of 
CPT-based correlations.

In this paper, we review the way the mechanics of 
cone penetration has been studied over the course 
of the last decades. We point out the failings of the 
initial attempts to model the static penetration prob-
lem, and then focus on more recent work, which has 
been more useful in providing a basis for proper 
CPT interpretation. In all of the discussion, we are 
mostly concerned with a very specific boundary-
value problem (BVP): what are the stress and dis-
placement fields around a cone penetrometer at a 
sufficiently large depth below the surface of a soil 
deposit that extends to infinity downward and side-
ways when this cone is pushed down through the 
soil. We are particularly interested in the stresses that 
appear on the tip (or base) of the penetrometer.

A BVP may be studied using methods of experi-
mental or theoretical mechanics. A complete solu-
tion of the BVP would require determination of 
the stress and displacement fields not only at the 
boundaries of a domain but also within the domain. 
Many of the studies we will discuss in this paper 
do not fulfill this requirement, as the output of 
the analyses or correlations is the cone resistance, 
with no information on displacements or stresses 
within the soil domain resulting from calculations; 
however, recent methods of both theoretical and 
experimental mechanics offer the means to solve 
the CPT BVP completely or nearly so. Whether 
the CPT BVP is studied theoretically or experi-
mentally, there are some very specific questions 
that we focus on in this paper: (a) what the ratio 
of cone diameter to particle size should be in order 
for continuum mechanics to be applicable; (b) what 
the relationship of qc to soil intrinsic and state vari-
ables in a deposit with uniform density is; (c) what 
the effect of penetration rate on the solution of the 
BVP is; and (d) what the effect of proximity to an 
interface between soils of different density is.

2 EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS

2.1 Field testing

Field testing suffers from many limitations, includ-
ing the fact that the soil mass, as formed by nature, 
is not uniform and has properties that are largely 

unknown. So field testing would rarely qualify as 
acceptable experimental mechanics and cannot 
therefore be the basis for a solution of the CPT 
BVP, so its use, even for validation of theoretical 
solutions, is limited. However, since our engineer-
ing problems truly exist in the field, field testing in 
which enough effort is put into soil characteriza-
tion and test instrumentation always offers useful 
information and a way to test whether theoretical 
or laboratory experimental results are veering off  
course.

Field testing is more useful for saturated clay 
than sand. In saturated clay, penetration is essen-
tially an undrained process, and the penetration 
resistance qt corrected for the pore pressure acting 
behind the cone tip (measurable in a piezocone) 
depends on the undrained shear strength su of the 
soil through:

q N st kN u v+N skN u σ  (1)

in which Nk is known as the cone factor, σv is the 
total vertical stress at the depth of the cone, and su 
is the undrained shear strength of the soil, which 
depends on the frictional properties of the clays 
(usually expressed through the ratio of su to the ver-
tical effective stress σ′v) and the over- consolidation 
ratio OCR. In the rest of the paper, for simplicity, 
we will use qc interchangeably with qt for CPT in 
clay.

Equation (1) is based on the bearing capacity 
equation, an equation originally developed for the 
problem of metal indentation, with the underlying 
assumption of perfect plasticity. Although metals 
do not strictly conform to perfect plasticity and 
there is some dependence of the yield strength on 
load direction in stress space (as captured by the 
Tresca yield criterion), this approximation is close 
enough to the material response that equation (1) 
can be effective in practice. The difficulty of work-
ing with equation (1) for soil is that soil, even ini-
tially uniform soil, does not in reality have a single 
value of su. During cone penetration, each soil ele-
ment around the cone is being loaded differently 
(somewhere in the range from triaxial compression 
to triaxial extension) and is experiencing a different 
strain level, so each element would have a different 
value of su and might be anywhere along its own 
stress-strain path. We will return to this point when 
we discuss theoretical methods, but, even when 
dealing with equation (1) experimentally, a clear 
definition of su for a user of the equation would be 
needed (but is rarely provided in the literature).

The cone factor can be estimated experimentally 
by performing a cone penetration test (CPT) in situ 
and, at several points close to the penetrometer 
trajectory, either recovering samples that are later 
tested for determination of su or performing vane 
shear tests in situ. The result of this approach is that 
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Table 1. Nk from field testing (after Salgado 2008).

Reference Soil su from: % clay Nk
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ad
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nd

 L
un

ne
 (1

98
8)

Clayey silt

U
nc

on
fin

ed
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om
pr

es
sio

n

23 8.5

Silty clay 29 8.7

Lean clay 48 9.5

Silty quick clay – 11.3

Plastic clay 57.3 12.5

Plastic OC clay 54.3 12.6

Plastic clay 31.8 13.0

Gravelly clay – 15.7

Clay 58.7 24.5

La Rochelle 
et al. (1988) Silty clay Vane 11–12.5

Stark and 
Juhrend 
(1989)

Silty clay of low 
plasticity

UUTXC 11

Vane 13

Lunne et al. 
(1986)

Silty clay CAUC 15–40 15

Stiff  clay ″ 23–35 12

Onshore quick 
clay ″ 10.5

Denver 
(1988) Glacial clay 7.3–9.5

L
uk

e 
(1

99
5)

TXC 15–62 9.9–12.2

Anagnosto-
poulos et al. 
(2003)

UU 18.9

UU 17.2

Ja
m

io
lk

ow
sk

i e
t a

l. 
(1

98
2)

Silty clay 
of medium 
plasticity

Vane 11 ± 3

Hard marine 
clay CK0U 9 ± 1

Very stiff  non-
fissured clay 16 ± 2

Carpentier 
(1982) Boom clay Vane 9 ± 1.5

Tani & 
Craig 
(1995)

Remoulded 
glacial clay till

UUTXC+
vane 12.5

Almeida 
et al. (1996)

Brown London 
clay CUTXC 19~21

Stiff  clay UUTXC 20

Stiff  clay UUTXC 13.2

Van Impe 
(2004) Boom clay UUTXC 13–24

the result of some of these efforts. Most values fall 
within the 9–15 range.

Given the variety of methods used to determine 
su (ranging from several types of laboratory tests, 
performed by various different technicians, to field 
vane tests) the 9–15 range is actually quite narrow. 
We will later see that theoretical methods confirm 
that Nk should be within this range. Outliers result 
from either the fact that su is obtained from und-
rained loading while qc is measured under partially 
drained conditions (for soils with low clay content) 
or gross errors in test procedures.

In connection with the possibility of partial 
drainage during cone penetration testing, Kim 
et al. (2008) performed CPTs in the field at various 
rates of penetration. Two sets of field cone penetra-
tion tests were conducted at two sites in the state of 
Indiana, US. Soil profiles containing a fairly homo-
geneous and thick clayey soil layer with sufficient 
amounts of sand or silt and with values of coeffi-
cient of consolidation cv that are not as low as that 
of pure clay were selected. For such sites, CPTs per-
formed at slow penetration rates allowed identifica-
tion of transition from undrained to partially and, 
in some cases, fully drained conditions. Addition-
ally, only soil layers located below the groundwater 
level were considered so that the data are for fully 
saturated conditions. The cone penetration tests 
were performed at various velocities, ranging from 
20 mm/sec to 0.01 mm/sec, at the two test sites.

Soil samples were collected from the test loca-
tions, and a series of laboratory tests were per-
formed on the samples to determine basic soil 
properties of interest for the soil layers in which 
the penetration tests were performed. The experi-
mental tests performed included index tests and 
one-dimensional consolidation tests.

Cone penetration tests were performed at 
 penetration velocities ranging from 20 mm/s to 
0.01  mm/s. The degree of consolidation during 
penetration depends on the cone penetration rate, 
cone diameter, and consolidation coefficient of the 
soil (Finnie & Randolph 1994; House et al. 2001; 
 Randolph & Hope 2004). These factors can be 
used to obtain a normalized penetration rate V:

V vd
c

c

v

=   (2)

where v = cone penetration rate velocity; dc = cone 
diameter; cv = coefficient of consolidation. V has 
been used to normalize the results of centrifuge 
penetration testing performed with various pen-
etrometers and soils. The values of cv used to cal-
culate V for the field tests were the average values 
obtained from consolidation tests for two loading 
stages close to the vertical effective stresses of the 
corresponding CPT test layers considered in the 
field. The values of the normalized cone resistance 
qt/σ ′v obtained for the two test sites considered are 

both su and qc are known (approximately) at the 
same points, and Nk can then be calculated. This 
procedure has in fact been followed by a number 
of researchers. Table 1 (an abridged and slightly 
modified version of a table in Salgado 2008) shows 
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plotted as a function of log V in Figure 1. With 
the normalization, the values of qt/σ ′v drop until 
V ≈ 4 and then increase only slightly with increas-
ing V. The effect of the cone penetration rate on 
the excess pore pressure measured is shown in the 
same figure as a function of log V. The excess pore 
pressure is normalized with respect to the maxi-
mum value of excess pore pressure measured in a 
given soil layer. According to the figure, the transi-
tion from undrained to partially drained penetra-
tion occurs at about V = 10.

Because there is a small dependence of su (and 
thus qc measured under undrained conditions) 
on the rate of loading, the rate of penetration at 
which we transition between undrained and par-
tially drained penetration (which should be based 
on pore pressure observations) does not coincide 
with the point at which qc transitions from a flat to 
a climbing value versus penetration rate. Accord-
ing to Fig. 1, this transition occurs for V ≈ 10. In 
the range between the minimum qc in Fig. 1 (V ≈ 4) 
and V ≈ 10, qc would tend to drop because it 
approaches undrained conditions but would tend 
to increase because loading rate effects on the soil 
shear strength start becoming significant. From a 
practical standpoint, if  the goal is to determine the 
value of V at which penetration resistance stops 
dropping, then the V ≈ 4 read from the qc plot may 
be of greater interest, but penetration may not be 

fully undrained at that value of V. When using the 
CPT in soils consisting of a mixture of sand, silt 
and clay, it is therefore essential to perform the test 
not at the standard rate of penetration but rather 
at one that guarantees either fully drained or fully 
undrained penetration, since interpretation of a 
partially drained test is much more difficult.

In sands, cone resistance is a function prima-
rily of the relative density DR, the coefficient of 
lateral earth pressure at rest K0, and the critical-
state friction angle φc. Additional factors, related 
to soil structure, may be important under certain 
conditions, particularly if  cementation is present. 
For clean, uncemented sands, these additional fac-
tors tend to be secondary. The difficulty of using 
field tests for an approximate evaluation of the 
relationship between cone resistance, density and 
stress is that determination of both relative density 
and K0 in the field independently from the CPT is 
extremely difficult.

There is a rare case in which piles installed in 
sand were tested and the mass density and dis-
placement around the tips of the piles observed 
(B.C.P. Committee 1971; Vesic 1977), providing 
insight into mechanisms around a penetrating 
pile or its smaller “model”, a cone penetrometer. 
Pushing a pile or a cone down in the soil is essen-
tially the same thing, so long as the particle sizes 
are small enough with respect to the size of the 
pile and the cone. Figures 2 and 3 show plots 
obtained from the BCP Committee study. A fairly 
rigid soil cone forms beneath the pile, demonstrat-
ing that the slip pattern around an advancing pile 
or cone is approximately the same. In these axial 
load tests, piles buried, jacked or driven into the 
sand, with depths of embedment ranging from 
4 m to 11 m, were loaded slowly. The piles were 
20 cm in diameter, and the sand was medium 
dense to dense. The piles were load-tested to very large 

Figure 2. Downward movement of a pile in sand leads 
to densification of the material beneath and around the 
pile tip, generating mass density contour lines that are 
roughly vertical for distances greater than one pile diam-
eter from the pile shaft (after Vesic 1977).
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Figure 1. Variation of normalized cone resistance and 
normalized excess pore pressure versus normalized pen-
etration rate (Kim et al. 2008).
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settlements, sufficient to approach a limit load. 
During excavation of the test site after the pile 
load tests, the soil around the piles was observed, 
and undisturbed samples were obtained for labo-
ratory tests. Detailed density measurements and 
grain size analyses of a block sample of sand 
directly below the pile tip showed that there was 
considerable consolidation and crushing of the 
sand. The dry density increased from 1.47 g/cm3 to 
a maximum of 2.0 g/cm3, and the minus 0.105 mm 
fraction increased from 17% to 65%. Figure 2 
shows lines of equal mass density, and Figure 3 
shows the directions and magnitudes of displace-
ments in the neighborhood of the pile tip. It can be 
seen that the lines of equal density become essen-
tially vertical, and the displacement field becomes 
essentially horizontal, at points sufficiently distant 
from the pile tip, in the neighborhood of which dis-
placement (and consequently stress) rotation takes 
place. Cylindrical cavity expansion generates mass 
density and displacement fields that fit the pattern 
observed in regions sufficiently far from the pile tip 
in these figures, suggesting that cavity expansion 
analysis is a theoretical method that may be used to 
obtain approximate solutions to the CPT BVP.

2.2 Calibration chamber testing

Calibration chambers were used originally to cir-
cumvent the difficulties of studying penetration in 
a sandy soil in the field (Bellotti et al. 1982; Parkin 
1988; Ghionna & Jamiolkowski 1991). The diffi-
culties relate to the lack of knowledge of the initial 
state of soil along the trajectory of the cone and to 
the natural variability of soil deposited in the field 
under natural conditions. The calibration cham-
ber allowed performance of CPTs in large labo-
ratory samples deposited under a known density 
and  subjected to known stresses at the boundaries. 
Samples are usually cylindrical with diameters and 

lengths of the order of a meter. Calibration cham-
bers were later also used for clay (Salgado et al. 
2012). Salgado (1993) discusses calibration cham-
ber testing in detail.

A calibration chamber cone penetration test is 
performed in four general steps:

• sample deposition;
• consolidation;
• penetration;
• disassembling.

Sand samples are usually formed by pluviation 
through air, as this method produces a fabric that 
best resembles most soils formed by natural proc-
esses. Pluvial deposition may be stationary or tra-
versing. The relative density of the resulting sample 
is controlled by the intensity of the sand flow into 
the calibration chamber. Intense flows generate 
air currents, which float the sand particles, keep-
ing them from reaching their most stable positions 
and densest packing. So the relative density of the 
sample obtained by intense sand raining is low. If  
the sand flow has low intensity, on the other hand, 
the resulting sample is dense. So the relative density 
of the sample may be controlled by controlling the 
aperture of the opening or openings through which 
the sand falls from the hopper or traveling sand 
spreader into the chamber. Sand falls into a rubber 
membrane whose function is to isolate the sample 
from the environment, allowing the application 
of stresses at the lateral surface of the sample. In 
 rigid-wall chambers, a membrane is not used and the 
sand falls directly into a chamber with rigid walls.

After sample deposition, the sample is consoli-
dated to the desired stress state. Ko-consolidation—
the one-dimensional, vertical consolidation of the 
sample—is achieved by increasing the vertical stress 
without allowing lateral movement at the sample 
lateral boundary. If  an overconsolidated (OC) 
sample is desired, the vertical stress is increased 
in small steps up to the desired pre-consolidation 
pressure. The vertical stress is then decreased, again 
in small steps, until the desired overconsolidation 
ratio OCR is reached.

After consolidation, the sample is ready for pen-
etration. The cone penetrometer is attached to a 
long rod and jacked into the sample. Penetration can 
happen under a number of boundary conditions. 
Depending on whether stresses are kept unchanged 
or displacements are zero at the lateral and vertical 
sample boundaries, the boundary conditions may 
be of the four types defined in Table 2.

None of the four boundary conditions of 
Table 2 perfectly reproduces the boundary con-
ditions encountered in the field. The smaller the 
chamber, the more pronounced the difference 
is between results obtained in the chamber and 
results obtained in the field. Chamber size and type 

Figure 3. Displacements below the base of a pile pushed 
down in the soil (after Vesic 1977).
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of boundary condition effects have been studied by 
Salgado et al. (1998), whose main conclusion was 
that the ratio of chamber to cone diameter required 
for qc measured in the chamber to be approxi-
mately the same as that in the field varied with the 
type of boundary conditions (and mainly the radial 
boundary condition) and the dilatancy of the sam-
ple, with this ratio being potentially as large as 100 
for very dense sand under low confining stress. 

After penetration is concluded, the unit weight 
is determined by weighing the sample and using 
the previously measured sample volume (or, more 
precisely, the volume of the membrane, which is 
measured before any testing is done).

Calibration chambers allowed considerable 
progress in the understanding of the relationship 
between cone resistance in sand and the sand’s 
state variables. One of the main points that it clari-
fied was which stress variable is dominant in the 
penetration process. At first, relying on an analogy 
with the bearing capacity of shallow foundations, 
it was believed that the vertical effective stress at 
the level of the cone penetrometer was the domi-
nant stress variable; calibration chamber testing 
showed otherwise. It is clear that plotting data of 
cone resistance measured in the calibration cham-
ber versus lateral effective stress produced well 
bounded plots, with plots of cone resistance versus 
mean effective stress having weaker correlation, 
and correlations with vertical effective stress fail-
ing when both NC and OC specimens were consid-
ered (e.g., Houlsby & Hitchman 1988; Schnaid & 
Houlsby 1991; Salgado et al. 1997; Jamiolkowski 
et al. 1985; Baldi et al. 1986; Houlsby & Wroth 
1989; Mayne & Kulhawy 1991).

As a result of calibration chamber testing and 
the insights it provided, it became possible to 
express cone resistance in general as:

qc = qc (DR,σ′h, intrinsic properties, structure)  (3)

This expression in essence states that qc in sand 
increases with increasing relative density and lat-
eral effective stress in a clean sand. It also states 
that the intrinsic variables of the sand (such as 
the critical-state friction angle φc), i.e., variables 
that relate not to the soil state but rather to the 
properties of soil particles and their distribution in 
the soil, also have an effect on qc. For example, the 

higher φc is, the higher qc is. Lastly, the expression 
states that the structure of the sand (defined, along 
the lines of Mitchell (1976) as being fabric plus 
any interaction between particles other than fric-
tional, such as any interparticle cementation and 
the cohesive strength that it imparts on the sand) 
will also affect qc, although this effect in clean sand 
is presumed small.

Equation (3) differs very fundamentally from 
equation (1). In (1), qc is not being related to initial 
soil state and intrinsic variables, but to an undrained 
shear strength su that is usually not clearly defined. 
In (3), qc is clearly related to the state in which the 
sand existed before penetration and to whatever 
the intrinsic variables (knowable independently 
from the CPT) of the sand are. This is a cleaner 
way of thinking about the penetration process and 
of how a CPT should be interpreted. An equiva-
lent approach for clay would have qc be a function 
of the void ratio and current state of stress in the 
soil, in addition to the degree of overconsolidation, 
which would be knowable if  the normal consolida-
tion line (NCL) of the clay were also known.

Although correlations were proposed for qc 
based on the results of calibration chamber test-
ing (e.g., Villet & Mitchell 1981; Jamiolkowski 
et al. 1985), these correlations were subject to the 
effects of chamber boundary effects, and thus 
could not be directly applied to the interpretation 
of CPT results in the field. Salgado et al. (1997, 
1998); Salgado & Randolph (2001) and Salgado 
& Prezzi (2007) relied on the calibration chamber 
database assembled by Salgado (1993) to validate 
a cavity expansion-based theory for cone penetra-
tion resistance.

Calibration chambers have most recently been 
used to study cone penetration also in clay. Kim 
et al. (2008) and Salgado et al. (2012) performed 
penetration tests with conical and flat tips in clay 
samples. These papers aimed primarily at study-
ing the effect of penetration rate on the value of 
cone resistance qc but also investigated the effect 
of tip geometry on qc. The results of these stud-
ies are summarized in Figure 4. The tip resistance 
of the flat-ended penetrometer was only slightly 
greater than the cone resistance for one of the soils 
studied, and the two resistances were comparable 
for the other soil. This shows that the difference 
between the end resistance of a flat end and coni-
cal end in clay is minimal. Penetration transitioned 
from drained to partially drained at around a nor-
malized penetration rate V approximately equal 
to 0.05 and then to undrained at V approximately 
equal to 10 from pore pressure observations; how-
ever, qc would have stabilized at values of V as low 
as 1. This difference between the pore pressure and 
cone resistance turning points is due to the offset-
ting effects of loading rate on undrained shear 

Table 2. Calibration chamber boundary conditions.

BCs Lateral Top/bottom

BC1 Constant stress Constant stress
BC2 Strain = 0 Strain = zero
BC3 Strain = 0 Constant stress
BC4 Constant stress Strain = 0
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strength due to “viscosity” of the soil on qc due to 
a reduced rate of drainage, as discussed earlier.

Since the coefficient of consolidation cv enters 
the calculation of V, a consistent procedure for 
its determination would be required in order to 
compare the work from different publications. 
Reported values of the lower bound of V for und-
rained penetration to be in effect vary in a wide 
range, with soil type potentially a factor (Oliveira 
et al. 2010). The ratio of cone resistance under 
drained and undrained conditions for clayey soils 
has been found to be in a range of roughly 3-4; 
however, this number also should be expected to 
vary with the intrinsic properties of the soil, the 
critical and residual friction angles in particular.

2.3 Centrifuge testing

Centrifuge testing has been used to study cone pen-
etration testing to assess the effect of the ratio dc/D50 
of cone diameter to particle size, the dependence 
of penetration resistance on soil variables and rate 
effects on penetration resistance.

Centrifuge CPT results can be affected by the 
ratio of the cone to particle size, by proximity 
of the CPT to the boundaries and by the size of 
the model compared to the cone penetrometer 
 diameter. This last factor is similar to the cham-

ber boundary effect observed in calibration cham-
ber CPTs, except for the fact that the cone may 
be pushed anywhere in the model and not only 
at the center. Not surprisingly, the ratio of model 
diameter (when the centrifuge model is cylindrical) 
to the cone diameter at which boundary effects 
are expected to be small is of the same order as 
observed in calibration chambers (40 is the number 
suggested by Gui et al. (1998) for silica sand, but 
extensive work on this has not been done and 
dependence on model soil dilatancy has not been 
considered, as far as I could ascertain). Proximity 
to the border is a different factor, because the cone 
penetrometer in that case is near the border on one 
side but is far from other boundaries. A distance 
of the order of 10–15 cone diameters in silica sand 
would likely be required according to the same 
authors (Gui et al. 1998). In planning experiments, 
it pays to be conservative in setting these numbers.

The question of potential cone-to-particle size 
effects is critically important because theoreti-
cal solutions of the CPT BVP are based on solid 
mechanics, and, for solid mechanics to be applica-
ble, representative element volumes must be large 
enough to contain a large enough number of par-
ticles to be representative of the soil behavior yet 
small enough in comparison with the cone size for 
the soil to be considered a continuum. This is also 
important for the design of centrifuge CPTs, since 
mini cones are always used in these tests, often in 
combination with sand, so the size ratio becomes 
potentially too small. It is also important to estab-
lish the limits of applicability of CPTs in the field.

Particle size effects would typically show in cen-
trifuge tests through the dilation process in shear 
bands. These effects are well understood and quan-
tified for quantities measured along a well-defined 
soil-structure interface, such as the shaft of a pile 
or the cone sleeve (Foray et al. 1998; Loukidis and 
Salgado 2008). They are not as well understood or 
easily quantifiable when the location and direction 
of shear band formation are neither well defined at 
a specific moment in time nor permanent, such as 
in a continuous penetration problem, in which shear 
bands of limited extension are continuously form-
ing ahead of the advancing cone and then healing 
or being displaced by the cone. In these cases, direct 
comparison of tests on soil with the same particle 
size but different cone diameters would be the most 
obvious way to study the effect of cone-particle size 
ratio. Another approach is to indirectly estimate size 
effect by understanding the relationship between 
centrifugal acceleration and model size on one hand 
and the stress level, size and scale effects on the other. 
Balachowski (2007) attempted this by using a single 
cone penetrometer, two sands and three different 
accelerations. His conclusion was that no significant 
effect is likely present if the ratio of the model cone 
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Figure 4. Penetration resistance and pore pressure dur-
ing penetration from calibration chamber tests versus 
normalized penetration rate for both a flat-ended and a 
cone penetrometer (Kim et al. 2008).
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diameter to D50 exceeds 20, the same conclusion as 
reached earlier by Gui & Bolton (1998).

A last problem of interest, also relatively easy to 
investigate in a centrifuge test, is that of the sensing 
depth and the development depth for an advanc-
ing cone penetrometer. The cone penetrometer, 
in its vertical motion downward, acts to push soil 
ahead of it sideways. The slip mechanism has some 
depth. Additionally, the soil below this mechanism 
is responsible for confining the mechanism from 
below. So soil below the cone obviously influences 
qc to some extent, but how far below does a soil 
element or layer needs to be in order to no longer 
impact qc? That depth can be referred to as the 
sensing depth for the cone. A related concept, the 
development depth is the depth below an interface 
between two layers that the cone must be at in order 
to fully develop the cone resistance that would be 
the correct one for that layer. Determination of the 
sensing and development depths is a problem still 
much more easily studied using experiments.

Gui et al. (1998) suggest that the development 
depth is of the order of 5 diameters. Xu & Lehane 
(2008) performed centrifuge tests on (mostly) 
two-layered samples. The layers were either sand 
(with different densities) or clay. Their results show 
that the sensing depth and development depth are 
indeed different. The sensing depth was observed 
to vary from 2 to 8 diameters for the sand samples, 
depending on sand density ratios, and 4 to 14 diam-
eters for a model with both sand and clay layers. 
The development depth varied from 2 to 6 diam-
eters for sand samples but was less than 1 diameter 
for the sand over clay sample. The ratio of qc in 
the weak to qc in the strong layer and the direction 
in which the cone was going (from weak towards 
strong or the opposite) were found to impact both 
the sensing and development depths.

The centrifuge has also been instrumental in the 
study of the effect of rate of penetration on the pene-
tration resistance. Figure 5 illustrates work done 
so far. The plot shows the ratio of cone resistance 
qc,p under drained, partially drained or undrained 
conditions to the undrained value of cone resist-
ance qc,u versus the normalized rate of penetration, 
discussed earlier in the paper. The maximum value 
of this ratio can be seen to range between roughly 
3.4 and 3.7, consistent with observations made 
both in the calibration chamber tests and field tests 
discussed earlier. The limiting normalized penetra-
tion rate for drained penetration varies in a range 
of roughly 0.1 to 1, but the limiting normalized 
penetration rate for transitioning from partially to 
fully undrained penetration varies within a much 
wider range of as little as 1 to over 100. One of 
the possible reasons for the relatively wide ranges in 
these two limiting values of V is the coefficient of 
consolidation used to normalize penetration rate, 

but other reasons may be at play also, including 
fundamental differences in soil behavior (e.g., clay 
developing planes of failure with aligned particles 
and having residual shear strength less than critical, 
but silt not; the effect of fabric) which could affect 
the gradients of strength and drainage around the 
advancing cone. Lee & Randolph (2011) suggest 
that penetration at normalized penetration rates 
lower than 0.01 would definitely be drained and 
at rates higher than 100 would definitely be und-
rained. This problem continues to merit study, as 
establishing the bounds of drained and undrained 
penetration with enough precision is important to 
develop both updated standards for the CPT and 
new methods of interpretation of CPT results.

2.4 Digital image correlation

Any type of test that can be performed next to a 
Plexiglass boundary can be photographed at high 
frame rates. Comparison of successive frames with 
tracking of the same “point” allows calculation of 
the displacement of that “point”. Consideration of 
all points in the domain allows calculation of a dis-
placement and a strain field for the domain of the 
problem. In imaging terms, the “point” is a certain 
number of pixels, while, in mechanics terms, it is 
an REV or a volume containing a certain number 
of particles.

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is an optical 
measurement technique that was originally devel-
oped for surface deformation measurements of 
materials and solid structures (Peters & Ranson 
1982). DIC uses a sequence of digital images of a 
body or a structure in motion and then processes 
these images using one of the many image correla-
tion schemes available to produce the displacement 
field within the body. 

Figure 5. Backbone curve for CPTs performed in cen-
trifuges (modified after Oliveira et al. 2011).
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The digital image frames are split into a large 
number of interrogation areas (or windows). The 
DIC recording is sampled with comparatively small 
interrogation windows (typically 20–50 in each 
dimension). The surface deformation is obtained 
by optimizing a least-squares or a cross- correlation 
function to determine the matching accuracy 
between the local grayscale intensity values in two 
consecutive images, the reference image and the tar-
get image. An interrogation window in the target 
image may have a different size or be slightly dis-
placed with respect to the corresponding window 
in the reference image in order to account for the 
fact that some “points” may exit the reference inter-
rogation window as a result of displacement. The 
position of the correlation peak for each target win-
dow with respect to the center of the corresponding 
reference interrogation window is used to calculate 
the displacement vector for each pair of images.

Unpublished research carried out at Purdue 
University by Salgado, Prezzi, Arshad and Tehrani 
has made use of this method to study cone pen-
etration in a half  chamber with a plane Plexiglass 
wall and a semi-circular steel wall containing sand. 
To illustrate how useful this may be, let us consider 
tests performed on dense sand, loose sand and lay-
ered samples with loose sand on top of dense sand 
and the reverse. The plot of cone resistance ver-
sus depth is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The 
purpose of these tests was to investigate the values 
of the sensing and development depths, discussed 

earlier in connection with centrifuge tests. The 
sand used in the tests was supplied by US Silica 
Co (http://www.ussilica.com/) and was mined from 
Oriskany sandstone deposits. The sand mainly 
contains quartz but also contains traces of lime-
stone, which makes it more crushable than other 
silica sands. The sand has angular particles with 
particle size ranging from 0.3 mm to 1.18 mm. Its 
uniformity coefficient is 1.43 and mean particle 
size D50 is 0.78 mm. The specific gravity is 2.65. At 
zero depth, a surcharge of 50 kPa was applied.

Figure 6 shows that the test on loose over dense 
sand specimen produces a qc plot that tracks the 
plot for loose sand quite well until a distance of 
about 2.5 cone diameters (the sensing depth) from 
the loose-dense sand interface, when it starts to 
climb towards values of qc consistent with the dense 
sand. The development depth, the depth at which 
the two plots join within the dense sand layer, is 
not well defined from this plot because of sample 
variability, but the plot clearly stabilizes at around 
4 times the cone diameter below the interface.

Figure 7 shows tests performed on dense sand, 
loose sand and a layered sample with dense sand 
on top of loose sand. Both a sensing depth (of the 
order of 4 diameters) and a development depth (of 
the order of 2 diameters) are well defined in the 
plot of cone resistance versus depth in this case. 
It appears, based on these tests, that the sensing 
depth might be slightly greater for a cone in dense 
sand approaching loose sand than the reverse.

Figure 6. Cone resistance versus depth for tests per-
formed in a half  chamber on loose sand, dense sand and 
a loose over dense sand specimen.

Figure 7. Cone resistance versus depth for tests per-
formed in a half  chamber on loose sand, dense sand and 
a dense over loose sand specimen.
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In the absence of imaging, this would be all the 
data that could be collected from a CPT in a cham-
ber. However, the tests in Figure 6 and Figure 7 
were photographed throughout. Using DIC, it was 
possible to obtain the displacement field for each 
test. The displacement field can be represented 
graphically using arrows with size proportional to 
the displacement pointing in its direction or piece-
meal by contour lines of the different displacement 
components (such as shown in Figure 8), from 
which strains can also be calculated. 

In the case of the loose over dense sample that 
we have been considering, the distribution of hori-
zontal and vertical displacement along the inter-

face between the loose and dense sand layers is 
another indicator of the sensing depth. If  the dis-
placements along the interface are very small, they 
are essentially elastic displacements that don’t feed 
back to cone resistance in any significant manner. 
Figure 9(a) shows that, for a sample with a loose 
sand layer on top of dense sand, the interface starts 
deforming when the cone is located at between 5 
and 4 times the cone diameter, but the deformation 
is still small. With the cone at this distance from 
the interface, the cone resistance is still largely 
unaffected by the presence of the dense sand, as 
seen in Figure 6. Only when a much deeper “bowl” 
shape develops for the interface, starting at a dis-
tance of about 2.5 times the cone diameter, does the 
cone resistance start climbing towards much higher 

Figure 8. Cone penetrometer and the magnitude of the 
vertical displacements in the soil around it for the loose 
over dense sample.

Figure 9. Vertical displacement along loose-dense 
interface in a sand sample during a CPT in a large half  
chamber.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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 values. This is better shown by lateral displacements 
(Figure 9(b)) or shear strain (Figure 9(c)), which 
start increasing fast when the “bowl” shaped dis-
placement distribution starts forming.

The usefulness of DIC techniques goes beyond 
study of this very specific problem of interface 
detection, offering a way to determine displace-
ment and strain fields experimentally, an invalu-
able result for those wishing to test theoretical 
solutions of this difficult boundary-value problem. 
As another illustration of the usefulness of this 
technique, consider the displacement increment 
field in the immediate neighborhood of the conical 
tip (Figure 10) for a cone test in the half  cham-
ber described earlier. The displacement increments 
correspond to a downward move of the cone of 
0.5dc. Sketched on the displacement field is a set of 
two lines that form a zone T inside which intense 
displacement field rotation takes place; outside 
of zone T, much better “behaved” displacements 
are seen. Of particular interest is the fact that dis-
placements to the right of this zone are essentially 
horizontal and those below it are mostly small and 
subvertical. We will later see how a transition zone 
just like zone T can be idealized to calculate cone 
resistance from the stress field generated by cylin-
drical cavity expansion.

3 THEORETICAL MECHANICS

3.1 Early theoretical models

The cone penetrometer was invented when soil 
mechanics was in its infancy. To place the invention 
of the CPT in context, in the 1930s through 1950s, 
during which period both the mechanical and elec-
trical cone penetrometers were invented, soil as a 
material was poorly understood, its  complexities 

beyond any modeling knowledge available at the 
time. On page 5 of Terzaghi (1943), he recognizes 
that “in spite of the apparent simplicity of their 
general characteristics, the mechanical properties 
of real sands and clays are so complex that a rig-
orous mathematical analysis of their behavior is 
impossible”. Terzaghi goes on to talk about what 
he called an “ideal sand” (truly, a linear elastic, 
perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb type of material) 
and an “ideal clay” (truly, a linear elastic, perfectly 
plastic Tresca type of material). This was the real-
ity of the 1950s and even 1960s: linear elastic soil 
with Tresca or Mohr-Coulomb yield surfaces were 
the models available in theoretical soil mechanics.

The solution of a geotechnical boundary-value 
problem, even much simpler ones, was not viewed 
as an easy task either. For example, according to 
 Terzaghi & Peck (1967), “because of the unavoid-
able uncertainties involved in the fundamental 
assumptions of the theories and in the numerical 
values of the soil constants, simplicity is of much 
greater importance than accuracy.” Engineers at the 
time were not in search of rigor, for they realized 
that it was beyond their capabilities, instead settling 
for simple tools that could point engineers seek-
ing to design a structure involving soil in the right 
direction, with judgment playing a major role.

Given this context, it should be no surprise that 
initial attempts to analyze the cone penetration 
problem relied on modeling the soil as a rigid- plastic 
material with either a Tresca or  Mohr-Coulomb 
yield surface and applying the notion of a limit-
ing equilibrium to an axially loaded penetrometer 
and a surrounding soil mass. This persisted into 
the 1970s, with the (Durgunoglu & Mitchell 1976a; 
b) model being the most successful of these early 
models. 

Not surprisingly, attempts to reconcile predic-
tions using these models with real penetration data 
would run into difficulties. The shortcomings of 
this approach start with the soil models, which 
are utterly inadequate to capture the effects of soil 
state, the evolution of soil state with strain, and the 
move towards a critical (and, in the case of clay, 
a residual soil state) in parts of the soil. Inputs 
into the limit equilibrium solution (the stresses 
on the boundary of an assumed slip mechanism) 
were also completely unknown, and truly should 
be revealed by the formulation of the problem 
rather than be variables from which cone resist-
ance would be calculated. The difficulty in this 
case had to do with the boundary conditions of 
the problem. Limit equilibrium had been used as 
a simpler way to analyze plasticity problems than 
the slipline method, a method used in the earlier 
part of the 20th century to study metal indentation 
that had been adapted by geotechnical engineers 
to the solution of the bearing capacity problem. 
Limit equilibrium can produce acceptable results 

Figure 10. Inferred “slip mechanism” from incremental 
displacements obtained from DIC.
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in slope stability analysis and even bearing capac-
ity analysis. In the bearing capacity problem or in a 
slope stability analysis, slip mechanisms extend all 
the way to the surface of the soil mass, and so the 
stresses on the boundaries of these mechanisms 
are well defined and known. In contrast, if  limit 
equilibrium is used to analyze the problem of an 
advancing cone at depth in a soil mass, the stresses 
on the boundaries of the slip mechanism are not 
known and so should be an output of and not an 
input to the analysis. The problem is that these 
stresses reflect the complex interactions between 
soil and the cone penetrometer surface, and can 
only be known with a reasonable level of accu-
racy if  a more sophisticated analysis, taking into 
account at least some of the complexities of the 
penetration problem and of the behavior of the 
soil itself, is used. These complexities include large 
deformation, contact behavior, complex dilatancy 
response, tendency to develop critical and possibly 
residual states. Limit equilibrium-like approaches, 
with its underlying perfect plasticity assumption, 
offer no help of simulating any of these features of 
cone penetration.

3.2 Cavity expansion-based analysis

Cavity expansion analysis appeared in connection 
with attempts to solve penetration problems, but 
not penetration in soil. Original work using cav-
ity expansion analysis aimed to solve problems of 
metal indentation (Bishop et al. 1945; Hill 1950), 
which became more important as the industrial 
revolution intensified in the last part of the 19th 
century and beginning of the 20th century.

Following metal indentation, weapons research, 
stimulated by the cold war, motivated further 
research on cavity expansion, notably the work of 
Chadwick (1959, 1962), who first introduced fric-
tion into the analysis, adopting the Mohr-Coulomb 
criterion with an associated flow rule (original 
work had focused on “clay” types of yield crite-
ria, such as Tresca and Mises). The interests then 
were related to explosions within the ground and 
how the stress waves generated by these explosions 
would propagate. Work with more of a geotech-
nical engineering flavor followed, notably works 
by Ladanyi (1963), who was interested in cavity 
expansion in clays, and Palmer (1972), who stud-
ied applications of cavity expansion analyses to the 
pressuremeter test. There was some further work 
by Vesic (1972) and Baligh (1976), who attempted 
to capture the important feature of soil stress-
strain non-linearity, but in a way that was relatively 
simple. The next generation of analyses appeared 
in the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s (notably, Carter 
et al. 1986; Yu & Houlsby 1991; Collins et al. 1992; 
 Salgado &  Randolph 2001; Salgado et al. 1997).

Cavity expansion analysis comes in two flavors: 
a cavity may have finite initial radius or zero initial 
radius. If  the cavity has zero initial radius, it is cre-
ated in the course of the analysis, and the cavity 
pressure calculated is the so-called limit cavity pres-
sure. The other possibility is for the analysis to start 
at a finite initial radius, in which case the analysis 
produces a cavity pressure versus cavity radius or 
cavity strain plot, and the limit pressure would be 
the asymptote of this plot. In cone penetration 
resistance calculation, we are interested in cavity 
creation analyses because that is what the cone pen-
etrometer does: it creates a cylindrical cavity in the 
ground, which it fills, where none existed before. 

Cavity expansion analysis, given a soil constitu-
tive model, can be done with high degree of rigor. 
It is in the step that links cavity limit pressure to the 
cone resistance that an approximation is introduced. 
There has been an ongoing debate in the literature 
on how to calculate cone resistance from the cavity 
limit pressure. Some advocate direct use of spherical 
cavity pressure. As discussed earlier in the context of 
calibration chamber testing, the evidence however 
points to a strong dependence of cone resistance 
not on mean stress but lateral stress, which would 
suggest cylindrical cavity expansion to be a better 
approximation to the cone penetration process.

Although cavity expansion analysis has been 
used to investigate cone penetration in both sand 
and clay, it has been most useful in connection with 
sands, perhaps because there has been no alterna-
tive method of analysis that has been effective in 
sands so far. We will accordingly focus on sand in 
this section. However, for completeness, a simple 
theory for cone resistance calculation was pro-
posed by Durban & Fleck (1992) and Yu (1993), in 
his discussion of the Durban & Fleck (1992) paper. 
According to this theory, the hydrostatic stress on 
the shoulder of the cone is assumed to be the cylin-
drical cavity limit pressure and the cone resistance 
is calculated from it.

A general penetration resistance theory allowing 
calculation of penetration resistance in geologically 
recent, uncemented, clean sands was developed by 
Salgado et al. (1997) and codified into the pro-
gram CONPOINT. Predictions by this theory were 
extensively and successfully tested against actual 
measurements of penetration resistance made in 
calibration chambers (Salgado et al. 1997, 1998) 
and in the field (Bonita 2000; Lee & Salgado 2002). 
Salgado & Prezzi (2007) presented an evolved ver-
sion of that cone penetration resistance analysis 
of Salgado et al. (1997), in which limit pressure is 
calculated using the cavity expansion analysis of 
Salgado & Randolph (2001) and cone resistance 
is calculated from cavity limit  pressure considering 
the true interface friction angle between the cone 
and soil.
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Cavity expansion creates zones of soil around 
the cavity with stress combinations that, in the 
context of relatively simple soil constitutive mod-
els, could be divided in a plastic zone, a zone in 
which a classical plasticity yield criterion is not sat-
isfied but the soil is no longer in the linear elastic 
zone (a nonlinear elastic zone) and one in which 
the stresses are still in the linear elastic range (a 
linear elastic zone), as shown in Figure 11.

A cylindrical cavity expansion analysis is done 
in terms of radii r. A typical thin shell is bounded 
by inner and outer radii ri and rj measured from the 
center of the cavity, which has radius a (see Fig-
ure 12). A combination of the yield criterion
σr = Nij σθ   (4)

for purely frictional soils with the equilibrium 
equation
d
dr r
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In this equation, σr = effective radial stress and 
σθ = effective hoop stress around the expanding 
cylindrical cavity; Nij = flow number at the center 
of the element, given by
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and φij = friction angle within the very thin shell ij.
The friction angle, in this analysis, is assumed to 

vary according to the Bolton model (Bolton 1986). 

It is also possible to use other constitutive mod-
els in the cavity expansion analysis, as shown by 
Salgado & Randolph (2001). However, for unce-
mented sands, the Bolton (1986) model is a sim-
ple model that works well for the type of loading 
experienced during cavity expansion. For plane-
strain conditions, which are operative in cylindri-
cal cavity expansion, the Bolton (1986) model gives 
the relative dilatancy index IR, friction angle φ and 
dilatancy angle ψ within an element ij as:
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where DR,ij = relative density ranging from 0 
to 100% within the thin ij shell; Q, RQ = fitting 
parameters that depend on the sand characteristics 
(but can be taken as 10 and 1 for a generic silica 
sand); pij = mean effective stress at the center of 
the ij shell; and pA = reference stress = 100 kPa = 
0.1 MPa ≈ 1 tsf. 

Eq. (3) expresses how the radial stress varies 
within a thin shell bounded by internal radius ri 
and external radius rj. A relationship also exists 
between the accumulated volumetric, radial and 
hoop strains in an element; ri and rj; and the radial 
displacements ui and uj at r = ri and r = rj.

Cavity expansion analysis has the mathematical 
property of self-similarity. The easiest way to under-
stand this is to consider a cavity undergoing steady-
state expansion both at a fixed moment in time and 
at various times during expansion. Let us first con-
sider that at some moment in time the cavity has 
expanded to the point such that the plastic radius is 
equal to R and that we have subdivided the plastic 
zone in n elements ij (with n being a large number) 
with some thickness t. If  we look at the stresses and 

Figure 11. Schematic of a cavity expanded from zero 
initial radius, the plastic and elastic zones around it, and 
the values of shear modulus in the elastic zones and radial 
stress and friction angle in the plastic zone.

Figure 12. Element around an expanding cavity and the 
points on the stress-strain curve where the stresses on its 
boundaries are represented.
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strains experienced by the very last element of the 
plastic zone (the one adjacent to the elastic-plastic 
interface) at a given time and by the element next to 
it (in the direction of the cavity) at the end of the 
previous time increment (t divided by whatever the 
rate of cavity expansion is), when it was the outer-
most element of the plastic zone, we see that they 
are identical. This is true of any other pair of ele-
ments in the plastic zone: the stresses and strains in 
an element at a given time are the same as the ones 
experienced by the element interior to it at the end 
of the previous time increment. The outer element 
experiences conditions identical to those experi-
enced by the inner element one time increment ear-
lier in the cavity expansion process. This fact can be 
used to calculate the strain increments for a given 
element when the plastic radius R increases by some 
small amount during cavity expansion. These strain 
increments are tied together by the dilatancy angle, 
following the flow rule of Rowe (1962). Salgado & 
Randolph (2001) present the mathematics of how 
this is done in cavity expansion analysis. Starting 
from the plastic radius, where stresses, strains and 
the radial displacement are known (from elasticity 
theory and from the realization that the friction 
angle at the elastic-plastic interface is the peak fric-
tion angle), calculations proceed inward, towards 
the cavity, element by element. At the elastic-plastic 
interface, the radial stress σR and the mean effective 
stress pR are given by (Salgado et al. 1997; Salgado 
& Randolph 2001):
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ε r(r = R) = εR = εT (15)

where p0 = σ′h, εT is the hoop strain at the 
 elastic-plastic interface, εr is the radial strain, and 
Np = peak flow number, related to φp through 
eq. (7). Iterations are required to obtain compat-
ible values of φp, σR, pR and μR (all at the elastic-
plastic interface). These iterations involve using pij 
= pR in eq. (8) to calculate φp using eq. (9).

As calculations proceed for elements increas-
ingly farther from the elastic-plastic interface, 
an element will eventually be reached for which 
the inner boundary displacement is equal to the 

inner radius of the element. The inner boundary 
of this element coincides with the wall of a cavity 
expanded from zero initial radius. The limit pres-
sure is the internal stress for this element.

As argued earlier in the discussion of calibra-
tion chamber tests, the clear dependence of qc on 
initial lateral effective stress, well demonstrated 
for sands, suggests that cone penetration may be 
well approximated by a cylindrical cavity expan-
sion process. Cone resistance must be linked to 
the stress field created by cavity expansion so that 
it can be calculated. Salgado & Prezzi (2007) pro-
posed the scheme shown in Figure 13, which con-
nects the major principal stress in zone P (where 
a cavity expansion stress field is in effect) to that 
on the face of the cone (note the resemblance to 
the lines sketched in Figure 10). Integration of 
this stress over the entire cone area then leads to 
qc. They performed these computations for a large 
number of combinations of density and stress 
states for a sand with typical properties. The fol-
lowing equation is a fit to the results:
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Equation (16) can be represented graphically as 
shown in Figure 14.

3.3 Strain path method

The essence of the strain path method, first pro-
posed by Baligh (1985), is that the cone penetra-
tion problem may be viewed as a steady-state flow 
problem, with soil flowing past the penetrometer, as 

Figure 13. Transition zone between cone penetrometer 
and zone where stress field resembles a cylindrical cavity 
expansion stress field.
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viewed from the viewpoint of the penetrometer. The 
key assumption of the method is that, because the 
deep penetration problem is heavily kinematically 
constrained, a reasonable estimate of the streamlines 
(the paths followed by soil particles around the cone) 
can be made without rigorous consideration of the 

constitutive behavior of the soil. Once the stream-
lines are defined, velocities, strain rates, strains and, 
finally, stresses, obtained by integration of strains 
using a reasonable constitutive model, follow.

In a heavily constrained problem, it is assumed, 
the constitutive model will not significantly impact 
the geometry of the streamlines, hence the ease of 
assuming these. This assumption is more applica-
ble to undrained penetration in clays, for which the 
method has met with some success, than for drained 
penetration in sands. The mechanical response of 
sands is more complex and the dilatancy angle in 
sands is typically large and may have a significant 
impact on the streamlines.

For clay, Teh & Houlsby (1991) assumed viscous 
flow to obtain the initial estimates of the stream-
lines. Their results provided interesting insights 
into cone penetration. For example, they showed 
that the strain paths in the immediate zone around 
an advancing cone resembled those for cylindrical 
cavity expansion for a very slender cone, but for 
cone angles around the 60-degree standard angle, 
they resembled neither spherical nor cylindrical 
cavity expansion strain paths. When points fur-
ther away from the cone were considered, however, 
cylindrical cavity expansion paths would approxi-
mate what was observed from the application of 
the strain path method. Ultimately, however, the 
method demonstrates that cavity expansion meth-
ods can be good approximations but are not rigor-
ous solutions of the cone penetration problem.

An additional insight from the Teh and Houlsby 
(1991) application of the strain path method is that, 
for very sharp cones pushing through not very stiff  
soil, the plastic zone has small to zero depth imme-
diately below the cone tip, suggesting a cutting of 
the soil by the cone penetrometer, while for normal 
cone angles (such as the standard angle) there is a 
compressive plastic zone below the cone tip, just as 
there would be for a pile.

The cone factor can also be calculated using the 
strain path method; Teh and Houlsby (1991) did 
so for a soil following a Mises yield criterion. An 
expression was proposed for Nk as a function of 
the soil stiffness, cone roughness and initial stress 
anisotropy:

k rI c+1 2 1 84 2 2l α Δc 2−c  (17)

where Δ = (σv0 – σh0)/su is related to the degree of 
overconsolidation of the soil, Ir = G/su is the rigidity 
index of the soil and αc is the cone roughness fac-
tor (0 being smooth and 1 being rough enough for 
shearing to take place within the adjoining soil).

3.4 Large-strain finite element analysis

Cone penetration involves large deformation of 
the soil and significant sliding at the interface 
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Figure 14. Plots of qc versus lateral effective stress and 
relative density for three values of critical state friction 
angle: 30, 33 and 36 degrees.
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between the soil and the penetrometer. Modeling 
this requires an accurate description of motion 
along an interface between two solids and also of 
the large deformation, predominantly shear defor-
mation, that happens in the soil near the interface.

Traditionally, finite element analysis has been 
performed following a Lagrangian formulation, 
in which nodes are associated with material points 
and the analysis follows material points, or an 
Eulerian formulation, in which nodes are fixed in 
space and material points move through the mesh. 
The Lagrangian formulation is typically used for 
solids, and the Eulerian formulation, for fluids. 
If  deformations are large, the Lagrangian formu-
lation leads to large mesh distortion because the 
mesh is tied to the material. Mesh distortion can 
significantly reduce the accuracy of the analy-
sis since Gaussian integration over the distorted 
elements gives a poor result. The Eulerian formu-
lation has the shortcoming that it cannot easily 
handle boundaries that may be moving across the 
mesh. Strategies have been proposed to address 
these two difficulties. An example is the Arbitrary 
Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation.

The ALE formulation avoids severe distortion 
of the finite elements. It was developed by combin-
ing the advantages of the Lagrangian and Eulerian 
formulations. In simple terms, the idea would be 
to perform a Lagrangian analysis while distortion 
of the mesh is tolerably small, then go through an 
Eulerian adjustment, in which space (the mesh) 
gets “realigned”, i.e., “moves” through the mate-
rial. Originally, the ALE formulation was adopted 
in the finite difference method. It was later used in 
finite element applications by Donea et al. (1977); 
Belytschko et al. (1978); Belytschko & Kennedy 
(1978) and Hughes et al. (1981). Specific focus on 
deformation of solids followed in the works of 
Yamada & Kikuchi (1993); Askes & Sluys (2000) 
and Armero & Love (2003). In large-deformation 
analysis of cone penetration, Lu et al. (2004) and 
Liyanapathirana (2009) used the ALE formulation 
in their finite element analyses.

In the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formula-
tion, there are three domains: material, spatial, and 
the ALE (referential) domain. The domains are 
linked through mapping rules. Identity between 
the material and referential domain would lead to 
the Lagrangian formulation; identity between the 
referential and spatial domain would lead to the 
Eulerian formulation. In the more general case, 
the ALE domain acts as a modifier or negotia-
tor between the material and spatial domains. The 
conservation laws of mass, linear momentum, 
angular momentum and energy are described in 
the ALE domain so that the weak forms of the 
conservation laws, which are used in finite element 
analysis, are also derived in the ALE domain. The 

natural  (isoparametric) domain of each element is 
connected to the ALE domain. Thus, Gauss inte-
gration, a step towards construction of the element 
stiffness matrix, is performed in the ALE domain.

Since in an ALE formulation mesh nodes are not 
associated with a material point, the stress update 
procedure, which connects the ALE domain to the 
material domain, and the mesh update procedure, 
which connects the ALE domain to the spatial 
domain, must be carefully designed (Belytschko 
et al. 2000) and have indeed been the focus of con-
siderable research in the last 15 years. A typical 
approach would be to do mesh updates every time 
some measure of distortion exceeds a tolerable 
value. The new mesh may be obtained by either 
complete remeshing of the domain or by reloca-
tion of the nodes of the old mesh.

The issue of variable updating appears in essen-
tially all algorithms in which a relationship must 
be established between two different meshes rep-
resenting the same problem: an “old” mesh, where 
the state and internal variables of the material are 
known at integration points and a “new” mesh that 
does not suffer from the main shortcoming that the 
algorithm is trying to avoid (distortion) but with 
integration points devoid of any information about 
the material. The transfer of information from the 
old to the new integration points, in a traditional 
view, usually involves some type of interpolation 
function that makes use of the values of stress and 
internal variables at integration points of either the 
parent element (in the old mesh) of the new point 
or of a cluster of elements around the parent ele-
ment. Once the information is transferred, correc-
tions may be needed to make sure the entire mesh 
is in equilibrium with applied forces for the current 
load increment.

Contact has been modeled in FEA of cone pen-
etration using the master surface-slave surface con-
cept, which is available in ABAQUS. For numerical 
stability, the master surface generally is the surface of 
the stiffer material, the surface of the penetrometer 
in the present case. The master surface is a sliding 
surface, whereas the slave surface (the surface 
of the soil in this case) is covered with interface 
elements. The master surface moves first, and the 
contact forces and displacements are calculated in 
the interface elements on the slave surface.

The number of publications addressing large-
strain modeling of the cone penetration problems 
is still small. This is not surprising, for good algo-
rithms for performing large-deformation analyses 
using finite elements have been available for only a 
few years. For both clay and sand, the attempt to 
solve the BVP with a higher degree of rigor than 
usual has without exception been matched with 
use of a simple soil constitutive model. These solu-
tions are useful in advancing our understanding of 
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the mechanics and providing benchmarks for sim-
pler solutions using simplified soil models, but the 
asymmetry in rigor means that they are not final 
solutions of the real problem of penetration in a 
soil with more complex mechanical response than 
that modeled.

There were some attempts at use of the finite 
element method to study cone penetration without 
resorting to these more modern algorithms. Susila 
& Hryciw (2003), for example, simulated cone pen-
etration tests in sand using a finite element model 
based on an ALE formulation, a Mohr-Coulomb 
yield criterion for the soil-penetrometer interface 
and a Drucker-Prager yield criterion for the soil. 
To avoid significant distortion of the mesh during 
penetration, adaptive re-meshing strategies were 
selected. Instead of using an error control algorithm, 
they performed remeshing every 10 increments. The 
dilatancy angle ψ was used to express flow poten-
tial. The elastic modulus E was calculated using the 
Duncan and Chang (1970) hyperbolic model. For 
the frictional contact interface, Mohr-Coulomb’s 
theory, with a friction angle δ equal to half the fric-
tion angle φ, was used. Because of the complexity 
of the problem, the authors used the explicit inte-
gration technique, which is generally not affected by 
complex contact conditions. They focused on estab-
lishing qc trends with depth but observed excessive 
oscillations in the trends.

Huang et al. (2004) performed finite element 
analyses of cone penetration test (CPT) in sand 
based on an Updated Lagrangian (UL) formula-
tion and Mohr-Coulomb contact friction theory. 
In their study, soil was modeled as a linear elastic, 
perfectly plastic material following a non- associated 
Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion with dilatancy 
angle ψ. They varied the friction angle δ between 
the cone and sand from 0 to 15 degrees in com-
putations of total resistance. However, since the 
shaft resistance of the cone is generally used only 
for soil classification, they assumed δ as 0 along the 
shaft and considered nonzero values of δ only on 
the tip. Their results suffered from shortcomings of 
the analysis, namely the absence of any handling of 
the distortion of the mesh, the use of a simple lin-
ear elastic perfectly plastic constitutive relationship 
and the assumption of no shaft friction.

Lu et al. (2004) performed finite element analy-
sis of cone penetration in clay using ALE. The clay 
was modeled as an elastic—perfect plastic material 
obeying a Tresca yield criterion. For the interface 
between the cone and the clay, Lu et al. (2004) used 
nodal joint elements. To avoid severe distortion of 
the mesh, the RITSS (Remeshing and Interpolation 
Technique combined with Small Strain) approach, 
used by Hu & Randolph (1998), in which remesh-
ing (creation of a complete new mesh) is done peri-
odically, was adopted. This approach produced 

more stable results than small-strain analysis, 
which usually diverged owing to gross mesh distor-
tion. The values of qc/su from RITSS were found 
to be approximately 22% higher than those from 
small-strain analyses. The size of the plastic zone 
was observed to increase with increasing soil rigid-
ity index Ir (= G/su). The horizontal extent of the 
plastic zone was found to be similar to that from 
spherical cavity expansion analysis but the vertical 
extent of the plastic zone was larger. The rough-
ness of the cone tip and shaft had little influence 
on the development of the plastic zone.

Lu et al. (2004) also studied the variation of 
cone factor Nk with respect to soil rigidity index, in 
situ stress and cone roughness. In this connection, 
they made the following observations:

• the RITSS finite element approach produces 
results that agree well with those from the strain 
path method (Teh and Houlsby 1991);

• the cone factor Nk increases with an increase of 
soil rigidity index Ir;

• the cone factor Nk decreases as the initial 
stress anisotropy parameter Δ (=(σv0 – σh0)/su) 
increases.

As the horizontal effective stress decreases, K0 
decreases and Δ increases. Thus, the cone factor 
Nk decreases with decreasing K0 (a result consist-
ent with the notion that cone penetration requires 
that soil on the path of the penetrometer be pushed 
aside, with the requirement that the lateral effec-
tive stress be overcome by the action of the pen-
etrometer, as discussed earlier in the context of 
cavity expansion analysis). As pointed out by 
Teh & Houlsby (1991), the cone resistance is much 
more strongly associated with the horizontal effec-
tive stress than the vertical effective stress. Finally, 
the cone factor Nk was found to increase almost 
linearly with increasing cone roughness αc. They 
proposed the following equation for Nk:

N G
sk

u
c= + +3 4 1 6 1 3 1 9. .+4 1 ln .3α Δcα − 1 9.cc 1  (18)

Liyanapathirana (2009) performed finite ele-
ment analyses using an ALE formulation available 
in ABAQUS to simulate penetration of cone in 
soft clay. Her focus was on reasonably estimating 
the cone factor Nc. Clay was modeled as a linear 
elastic—perfect plastic material obeying the Von-
Mises yield criterion. The limit shear stress at the 
interface between the cone and clay was set as
τmax = 32s /u . The master surface was the surface 
of the cone, whereas the slave surface was the sur-
face of the clay. The use of ALE avoided the severe 
mesh distortion along the interface and its conse-
quences. One of the main conclusions of this paper 
was that large-deformation analyses yield smaller 
qc than small-strain analyses (which  contradicts 
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the results of Lu et al. 2004). Comparison with 
analyses based on the RITSS approach of Hu & 
Randolph (1998) showed that ALE generated a 
plastic zone that extended further in the vertical 
direction rather than in the radial direction.

After considering the undrained shear strength 
of clay, roughness of cone and in situ stress, 
 Liyanapathirana (2009) suggested an equation 
for the cone factor Nk in a form similar to that of 
Teh & Houlsby (1991) and Lu et al. (2004):

N G
s

G
sk

u us c= + +
⎛

⎝
⎜
⎛⎛

⎝⎝

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎞⎞

⎠⎠
1 0 1 825 0 0G + 5 1

⎞
⎟
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. .+0 1 ln . l33 n .0+ α Δc 1c − 7.

where αc is the roughness factor ranging from 0 to 
1, and Δ = (σv0 – σh0)/su.

Beyond the elastic—perfectly plastic analyses, 
Liyanapathirana (2009) also attempted a simula-
tion of cone penetration using a strain—softening 
model: the undrained shear strength su of the clay 
was assumed to decrease as strain increased over 
the yield point. The results (see Figure 15) show 
that there are three zones based on deviatoric 
stress. In the clay near the cone (zone 1), the soil 
is in the elastic region (in stress space), whereas 
the clay just outside zone 1 (zone 2) yields and has 
maximum deviatoric stress. Outside zone 2, there 
exists a zone (zone 3) where stress is less than the 
maximum value because of softening. These results 
are consistent with the usual assumption that there 
is a “bulb” of soil around the cone that attaches to 
it, inside which deformations are not sufficient for 
the soil to become plastic.

It is apparent that there has been progress on 
numerical algorithms for solution of the cone 
penetration BVP with consideration of contact 

mechanics and large deformations within the soil; 
however, these have not as yet been coupled with 
rigorous soil models. The limited number of pub-
lications on the topic demonstrates clearly that all 
aspects of the problem need to be modeled with a 
high degree of rigor or the results may be in con-
trast with experimental results.

4 IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERPRETATION 
OF CPT RESULTS

Direct interpretation of the CPT was the norm 
initially. In direct interpretation, a CPT measure-
ment, most often the cone resistance, is directly 
used to estimate a quantity of interest in design, 
such as tip resistance of a pile or the allowable 
resistance of a footing. This direct correlation was 
usually developed empirically: load tests would be 
performed at a site and CPTs would be performed 
at the same location. Correlations developed in 
this manner are subject to considerable uncertainty 
(because of soil profile variability at the site) and 
constrained in applicability to the same soil and 
conditions experienced at the sites for which they 
were developed.

The same type of direct correlation can however 
be developed in a different manner. If  satisfactory 
theories are available for both cone penetration 
resistance calculation and calculation of the engi-
neering quantities that are desired, such as pile unit 
resistances, then both quantities can be calculated 
using these theories and the correlation established 
by repeating these calculations for as many con-
ditions as desired. This approach is much more 
versatile, because simulations can be done much 
more economically then extensive field testing. 
An example of this approach is the work of Lee & 
Salgado (2002), who developed a CPT-based set-
tlement correlation for footings in sand from a cav-
ity expansion-based cone resistance analysis and a 
finite element-based footing settlement analysis.

The quality of any correlation developed in this 
manner is obviously bounded by the quality of 
the underlying theories used. Once such theories 
are sufficiently realistic, high-quality direct cor-
relations of easy use in practice can be obtained 
through theoretical simulations, at least for sands 
and clays. Direct correlations for more complex 
soils or conditions, such as residual or partially 
saturated soils, will require more research and are 
therefore farther out in the future.

Indirect interpretation of CPT results consists in 
determining soil state variables from CPT measure-
ments, again typically the cone resistance. There are 
two types of soil variables: state and intrinsic varia-
bles. Intrinsic variables can be determined from dis-
turbed soil samples. The most important intrinsic 

Figure 15. Deviatoric stress around an advancing cone 
in clay calculated using FEA and the ALE approach with 
the clay modeled as a strain-softening Mises material 
(after Liyanapathirana 2009).
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variables are the critical-state friction angle (which, 
strictly speaking, is a function of loading direction 
in stress space, but this dependence also is inde-
pendent of state) for sands and both the critical-
state and residual friction angles for clay, but there 
are others (e.g., parameters in small-strain stiffness 
correlations, maximum and minimum densities of 
sand) that also have a non-negligible impact on 
the mechanical response of a soil element. State 
variables are variables defining the specific state in 
which the soil exists, such as the density and effec-
tive stress state. These variables cannot be deter-
mined from disturbed samples and are usually the 
ones that we attempt to estimate from in situ tests 
such as the CPT. The availability of realistic cone 
penetration analyses in the next several years will 
also lead to more effective indirect interpretation 
methods, at least for sands and clays.

Indirect interpretation in sands is already well 
framed, with focus on estimating relative density, 
for example, from cone resistance. There are dif-
ficulties in doing this, which include obtaining an 
independent estimate of the coefficient K0 of lateral 
earth pressure at rest, but the conceptual frame-
work for such interpretation is firmly established. 
In clays, in contrast, practice has been to rely on 
equation (1). Although this approach is simple and 
attractive in practice, su is not a state variable, but 
rather a function of state and intrinsic variables. It 
is also not well defined in most applications of equa-
tion (1). The undrained shear strength su that will 
be obtained from different tests is different, and dif-
ferent points around an advancing cone will have 
different values of su. So use of equation (1) is sub-
ject to shortcomings that would not be present in 
an approach emphasizing state variable estimation. 
In clays, the focus of such an approach would be 
on determining void ratio, effective stress state and 
degree of overconsolidation (instead of su) using 
the CPT in combination with other techniques.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Experimental studies

We have reviewed experimental work aiming to 
understand the cone penetration boundary-value 
problem (BVP) performed in the field, in the cali-
bration chamber and in the centrifuge. These tests 
are able to measure only quantities such as forces 
and displacements at boundaries or specific loca-
tions. Addition of Digital Image Correlation (DIC) 
capability to a chamber or centrifuge model allows 
experimental determination of displacements and 
strain fields (along a transparent surface in contact 
with the model), offering a path towards an almost 
complete solution of a boundary-value problem 
experimentally.

Field studies appeal strongly to engineers. How-
ever, field work suffers from serious limitations 
if  the goal is to accurately solve a BVP. The soil 
profile in the field is typically complex, the initial 
stress field and density, unknown and variable. 
Characterization of soil in situ for any type of seri-
ous experimental work is difficult.

Calibration chambers and centrifuges have 
appeared in large measure because of the difficul-
ties of doing precise, accurate experimental work 
in the field. Calibration chambers provide a cone 
resistance value at a “point” in a hypothetical soil 
profile because the entire model is subjected to the 
same stress state. Although originally they were 
used exclusively for sand, they are currently used 
also to test clay samples. They suffer from the limi-
tation that the proximity of the chamber bounda-
ries affects the cone resistance values measured. 
The chambers in existence are all subject to some 
effect from the boundaries, although these are 
small for less dilative samples. Calibration cham-
bers have been used primarily to obtain relation-
ships between cone resistance and soil variables as 
well as to study the effect of penetration rate on 
the value of qc.

Centrifuge models are intended to model an 
entire soil profile. The shortcomings of centrifuge 
tests include proper scaling of particle size versus 
cone diameter (for qc measurements to be assured 
to not be affected by this ratio, it should be at 
the very least 20), size of the model (the equiva-
lent radius of the model should be at least of the 
order of 40 times the cone diameter), and proxim-
ity of the CPT to the boundary of the model (the 
distance of the test to the boundary should be at 
least 15 times the cone diameter). Applications of 
centrifuge tests are similar to those of calibration 
chambers, but one clear advantage is that a CPT 
performed in a centrifuge model is a continuous 
record of cone resistance for an entire range of 
stresses and, additionally, more than one test can 
be performed. So the volume of data resulting 
from one centrifuge test is considerably larger than 
from a calibration chamber test.

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) enables experi-
mental determination of the displacement and 
strain fields in a soil domain. In fact, it does not 
produce the entire displacement field but rather 
only a cross section of it, exactly where the Plexiglas 
panel is in contact with the model. Algorithms to 
track particle movements from frame to frame and 
convert that information to displacement fields are 
reliable, so fairly accurate measurements of dis-
placements can be obtained.

Experimental mechanics has clarified aspects 
of the cone penetration BVP that cannot yet be 
addressed effectively theoretically. These include 
the minimum ratio of cone size to particle size 
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and the dependence of cone resistance on rate of 
penetration.

5.2 Theoretical studies

Theoretical mechanics formulates a problem as 
a boundary-value problem (BVP) in which the 
stress and displacement fields are to be determined 
within a domain given the values of displacement 
and stress at the boundaries of the domain. The 
relationships available to solve the problem include 
the equilibrium equation, the strain-displacement 
relations and the constitutive relations. The cone 
penetration BVP is a difficult one, for it involves 
complex boundary conditions (one boundary 
being a free boundary that is at a distance from 
the cone that increases with progress of penetra-
tion), a challenging material (soil) to model, and 
a moving interface (between the penetrometer and 
the soil). Given that the cone penetration test was 
invented at a time when soil models were exces-
sively simple and no algorithms or computational 
power were available to tackle the problem with 
any rigor, it is not surprising that earlier attempts 
at solving the problem were not realistic and had 
limited predictive value. These initial attempts were 
limit  equilibrium-inspired solutions based on per-
fectly plastic soil models but with the considerable 
shortcoming that no stress boundary conditions 
were available, as the mechanisms did not extend 
to the soil surface. The end result was that mod-
els required too many assumptions, some of which 
were unrealistic, and were not applicable.

The next method used to study the cone penetra-
tion BVP was cavity expansion analysis, and this 
was a fairly successful approach to the problem. 
In fact, cavity expansion analysis can itself  be very 
rigorous and accommodates complex, realistic soil 
models. Since the cone penetrometer creates a cavity 
in the soil, the limit cavity pressure is the quantity 
of interest. The approximate nature of the method 
for cone penetration analysis results from the con-
version of cavity limit pressure to cone penetration 
resistance qc. For this, some researchers attempted 
use of the spherical cavity pressure directly, despite 
evidence that lateral effective stress, and thus cylin-
drical cavity pressure, controls qc. The conversion 
from cylindrical cavity limit pressure to qc can be 
done by considering how stress and displacement 
fields rotate around the cone tip.

The strain path method was also used to study 
the cone penetration BVP. The method is predi-
cated on the relative independence of the shape 
of streamlines (soil particle paths) around an 
advancing cone with respect to details of consti-
tutive behavior. This means, for example, that one 
could assume a simple model to determine stream-
lines, and then work with the streamlines and a 

more sophisticated soil model to arrive at strains 
and stresses around the cone. It turns out that the 
method is applicable for clay but it is not as practi-
cal for sands.

The ultimate solution to the cone penetra-
tion BVP may very well be “brute-force” numeri-
cal analyses. Finite element solutions of the cone 
penetration BVP must circumvent the excessive 
mesh distortion that would occur next to the 
penetrometer and also handle the mechanics of 
contact between soil and penetrometer. We have 
discussed a few attempts at modeling the problem, 
with Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) for-
mulations of the finite element method to avoid 
the problems caused by mesh distortion combined 
with a  master-slave formulation of finite elements 
for contact being arguably the most successful 
approach used so far. This approach is not free 
of challenges, which increase with the complexity 
of the soil model, one of which is the negotiation 
between the material and the space coordinates, 
handled by the ALE algorithms. Other methods 
not relying on a mesh in the neighborhood of the 
cone penetrometer may very well prove superior to 
this approach in the future.

5.3 Interpretation

Solid understanding of  the mechanics of  cone 
penetration and the ability to calculate the value 
of  quantities measured in a CPT, the cone resist-
ance in particular, from complete knowledge of 
the soil constitutive behavior would form a solid 
basis for methods of  either direct or indirect 
interpretation of  CPT results. At present, indirect 
interpretation of  CPT measurements in sands 
emphasizes soil state inference from the measure-
ments, but, in clays, the emphasis has been on su 
estimation. There would be advantages to shifting 
towards an emphasis on soil state estimation also 
in clays.

The mechanics of cone penetration is well 
understood in general terms, and cone resistance 
can be reasonable well calculated given the right 
input variables, but the capability to perform rigor-
ous simulations of cone penetration with the same 
level of rigor for the algorithms for BVP solution 
and the soil constitutive model has not yet been 
demonstrated.
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Aspects on soil investigation for embankments on soft soil

D.A. Kort
Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, Norway

ABSTRACT: For construction of new embankments and maintenance of existing embankments a 
proper understanding of the site characteristics is essential. This paper presents a few frequently observed 
failure mechanisms and discusses typical requirements for a site characterization. Suggestions are given 
for a typical soil investigation and for presentation of lab data. The effect of heavy rainfall on the soil con-
ditions is briefly discussed. Correlations for primary and secondary settlement parameters are verified. A 
Type A prediction of the IJkdijk embankment failure test is presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

Embankment on soft soil is an important infra-
structure for transportation purposes (roads and 
railways) and for water management (dikes and 
levees). For example, more than 40% of the road 
network worldwide and almost 90% of the road 
network in South America consists of unpaved 
roads of which many are built on embankments 
(nationmaster.com). Embankment failures typi-
cally go with large economic damages and go 
sometimes also with loss of human lives. For con-
struction of new embankments and maintenance 
of existing embankments a proper understanding 
of the site characteristics is important.

This Paper starts with discussing a few frequently 
observed failure mechanisms. The importance of 
classification tests and high quality sampling for 
parameter assessment is illustrated with some typi-
cal examples. The power of correlations is illus-
trated by a prediction of the IJkdijk embankment 
failure test.

2 UNDERSTANDING OF POTENTIAL 
FAILURE MECHANISMS

For the definition of  a proper soil investigation 
program it is important to recognize potential 
failure mechanisms. Figure 1 is composed from 
photos found on internet and presents a number 
of  typical embankment failures observed world-
wide. The figure shows that many embankment 
failures can be related to one of  the following 
mechanisms:

– Loss of overall stability
– Loss of slope surface stability
– Excessive and/or unequal settlements

2.1 Loss of overall stability

Bishop’s slip circle to calculate the overall stabil-
ity of a slope is presented in Figure 2. Bjerrum 
(1973) used Figure 2 to explain the relevance of the 
strength anisotropy of clay. Bjerrum argued that 
the soil elements inside the embankment are loaded 
in triaxial compression, the elements underneath 
the embankment are loaded in direct simple shear 
(DSS) and the elements near the embankment toe 
are loaded in triaxial extension. The anisotropy 
effect decreases with increasing plasticity and with 
degrading structure of the clay (remoulded and 
not-reconsolidated clay is by definition isotropic). 

Weaker soil layers falling within the (imaginary) 
slip circle may squeeze or may become part or a 
more complex failure mechanism. Hence, detection 
of shallow weak soil layers is extremely important 
for the stability of the embankment.

Another issue that is of importance for the loss 
of overall stability is change of soil properties 
due to wetting (e.g. as a result of long and heavy 
rainfall or melting snow). In situ soil investigation 
is generally not carried out when the soil is in its 
worse condition. Due to heavy rainfall unsaturated 
soil may become fully saturated. This increases the 
water content and unit weight of the soil and thus 
the shear stresses in the underlying clay. At the 
same time, a water content increase may reduce the 
shear strength of the clay at the outcropping circle. 
Hence, heavy rainfall may both increase load and 
decrease resistance. An example of an embank-
ment failure after heavy rainfall is the Munkedal 
slide (Fig. 1-6).

2.2 Loss of slope surface stability

Embankment failure due to loss of slope surface 
stability may occur especially during or after heavy 
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rainfall, melting snow or due to wave overtopping 
of dikes or dams. Continuous water flow along 
the slope surface involves water accumulation at 
the toe of the embankment, which causes loss of 
effective stresses.  If  the excess water pressure can-
not drain quickly enough, failure will start at the 
embankment toe followed by a gradual erosion of 
the sandy embankment slope. If  the embankment 
slope is covered by a clay layer, this clay layer will 
be lifted up and will slide down over the underly-
ing eroding sand layer (Allersma 2002). In the end 
the entire embankment may flush away (Fig. 1-4). 
The embankment stability can be improved sig-
nificantly by application of a drain in the toe of 
the slope. Examples of such an embankment fail-
ure include dike breaches and embankments with 
paved roads where rain water is discharged along 
the embankment slope (Fig. 1-5).

2.3 Excessive and/or unequal settlements

Embankment failures due to excessive and/or 
unequal settlements are generally associated 
with underlying very soft clay or peat. Exces-
sive settlements may be caused by compression 
(consolidation and creep) of  the very soft layers. 
Unequal settlements are caused by variations 
of  the geological characteristics of  the underly-
ing soft layers, for example due to ditches cross-
ing the planned trace or due to the presence 
of  (underground) infrastructure. Examples of 
embankments with unequal settlements are given 
in Figure 1-1 & 2).

For newly built embankments the site charac-
terization should help to recognize the potential 
for unequal settlements such that soil improvement 
and/or structural measures (such as geotextiles or 
EPS foam blocks) can be planned in an early stage 
of the embankment design. 

2.4 Consequences for the site investigation

Based on experiences from typical embankment 
failures it is suggested that a site characterization 
for an embankment on soft soil should at least 
address the following elements:

– Understanding potential failure mechanisms
– Geological site characterization
– Soil layering
– Characterization of soil classification parameters
– Acquiring shear strength parameters
– Acquiring settlement and consolidation 

parameters
– Acquiring climate-dependent parameters

The potential failure mechanisms presented in Sec-
tion 2 merely present some general considerations 
but they may be of help to assess potential site-
specific failure mechanisms.

Many old embankments are constructed with 
locally found material that cannot easily be charac-
terized. Even though one may find old documents 
reporting that the embankment is constructed of 
clay or sand, a completely different material than 
documented may be encountered.

3 TYPICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A SITE 
CHARACTERIZATON

The aim of a site characterization for a geotechni-
cal engineer is to acquire soil parameters for design 
of the geotechnical structure. Table 1 lists typical 
soil parameters needed for an embankment design. 
Distinguish is made between classification param-
eters, settlement parameters and shear strength 
parameters.

Figure 1. Embankment failures observed wordwide: 
1 & 2) uneven settlements (The Netherlands); 3) IJkdijk 
failure test (The Netherlands) 4); Loss of slope surface 
stability (Ann Arbor, USA); 5) Loss of slope surface sta-
bility (Leeds, UK); 6) Loss of overall stability after heavy 
rainfall (Munkedal, Sweden).

su
Csu

E su
DSS

Extension

τ τ τ

γ γ γ

Direct simple shear Compression

Figure 2. Strength anisotropy for slope stability.
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The site characterization can be sub-divided in 
a geological site investigation, a field soil investiga-
tion and a laboratory soil investigation. 

3.1 Geological site characterization

The aim of the geological site characterization is to 
obtain a proper understanding of the distribution 
of the various types of soils in the area of the pro-
posed work and to map the geological conditions, 
climate conditions and geological history. The out-
come of the geological site characterization will 
usually be used for the planning of the geotechni-
cal soil investigation.

The geological site characterization may also 
help to correlate important soil layers at the site 
to experiences from comparable soil deposits else-
where. Such correlations may be especially conven-
ient when an important soil layer is too thin for 
sampling and testing. An example of such applica-
tion is given by Lunne et al. (2012).

3.2 Field soil investigation

The following aims of the field soil investigation 
may be defined:

– To obtain necessary data to establish representa-
tive soil profiles that can serve as an input for use 
in calculation models. The soil profiles should 

include layer number, soil description and top 
and bottom of each soil layer.

– To obtain design soil parameters based on in-
situ testing techniques. The more soil param-
eters can be derived from in-situ testing, the less 
advanced laboratory testing is required.

– To obtain high quality soil samples for advanced 
laboratory testing.

Continuous in situ soil investigation techniques 
(CPTU, T-bar, ball cone, continuous boring) are 
preferable to detect continuous thin layers that 
contribute to the stability of the embankment. 

The most suitable technique to characterize the 
soil layering, however, is a combination of CPTU 
and a neighboring continuous boring. Figure 3 
shows an example of a CPTU and neighboring 

Table 1. Soil parameters needed for an embankment 
design.

Classification* Settlement** Shear strength***

wi p′c or OCR su
C/σ′v, su

DSS/σ′v, su
E/σ′v

γtot M0 c′u, φ′u

γs Cc or m φ′p, φ′cv

Organic cont. Cs or Mur ψtan,p

Chalk cont. Cαe or Cαε Undrained creep
Grain size k Cyclic shear strength
wp, wL

γmax, γmin

*wi = initial water content; γtot = total unit weight; γs = par-
ticle unit weight; wp & wL = Atterberg limits; γmax & 
γmin = maxmum and minimum dry densities.

**p′c = preconsolidation pressure; M0 = reference 
modulus at σ′v0; Cc & Cs = primary compression & 
unloading-reloading moduli related to void ratio 
(Bjerrum); m & Mur = primary compression & 
unloading-reloading moduli related to strain (Janbu); 
Cαe & Cαε = secondary compression moduli related to 
void ratio & strain; k = permeability.

***c′u undrained cohesion in terms of effective stress; 
φ′u, φ′p, φ′cv = friction angles, undrained, at peak shear 
stress and at constant volume in terms of effective 
stress; ψtan, p = tangential dilatancy angle at φ′p.
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Figure 3. Example of CPT and neighboring boring for 
the assessment of soil layering from the IJkdijk embank-
ment failure test (Koelewijn 2008).
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continuous boring for a layered clay-peat profile. 
The clay and peat layers can be interpreted easier 
from the CPT with help of the photograph.

The CPTU is a suitable tool to establish pos-
sible trends of shear strength profiles in clay but 
these data should be supplemented with site-
specific shear strength parameters to establish 
shear strength profiles for design. Site-specific 
shear strength parameters can be determined either 
by additional in situ testing (e.g., vane testing or 
pressure meter testing) or, preferably, by advanced 
laboratory testing, such as triaxial or DSS testing.

Sampling should be performed if geotechnical 
laboratory testing is planned. Due respect should be 
given to sample quality and to sampling techniques. 
A typical example of the effect of sampling tech-
nique to the measured undrained shear strength in 
soft clay is illustrated in Figure 4. The block sample, 
considered as a high quality sample, shows a larger 
peak undrained shear strength and a smaller resid-
ual undrained shear strength than the 75 mm and 
54 mm diameter samples, which have experienced 
more sampling disturbance (Karlsrud et al. 2006).

The general experience is that block samples 
provide the highest sample quality. However, tak-
ing block samples is relatively laborious and expen-
sive. For many practical projects sufficient sample 
quality may be obtained with pushed sampling 
techniques using stiff  thin-walled (steel) liners of 
3″ or larger. Poor sample quality may be obtained 
with vibrocoring using flexible plastic liners.

Sampling undisturbed sand samples is very dif-
ficult. Hence, for many practical applications one 
may consider to characterize the sand layers on the 
basis of CPTU testing supplemented with labora-
tory tests on reconstituted sand samples. 

Cyclic shear strength parameters may be 
required for liquefaction analyses for earthquake 

areas. For most practical applications cyclic testing 
is only important for silty sand layers.

Undrained creep shear strength parameters are 
required for the assessment of undrained shear 
strength reduction with time. This may be relevant 
for newly built embankments on very soft creep-
sensitive clay or peat layers.

Most embankment designs do not require input 
of site-specific cyclic or undrained creep shear 
strength parameters of clay or peat. If  failure 
mechanisms associated with these parameters are 
critical for design, one may consider soil improve-
ment instead.

Logging of ground level and groundwater eleva-
tions is important for establishing in-situ stress 
profiles. In case the pore pressure with depth is 
not expected hydrostatic, a CPTU or otherwise the 
required data may be obtained from standpipes or 
piezometers at various depths.

3.3 Laboratory soil investigation

Distinction is made between classification testing 
and advanced laboratory testing (oedometer test-
ing, triaxial testing, DSS testing, etc.).

The main purpose of the soil classification 
parameters is to support the soil descriptions and 
the geological site characterization. Additionally, the 
spread in observed soil classification parameters can 
provide input to probabilistic calculation models.

Soil classification testing is a relatively cheap part 
of the total site characterization and can, especially 
in the longer term, provide valuable information 
to the site characterization by linking experiences 
from other sites (see also Section 3.1). Relevant soil 
classification parameters should be determined for 
each soil layer and for each advanced laboratory 
test and are listed in Table 1. 

Additional information for the soil description 
of cohesive soils may be obtained from photo-
graphing split samples. When samples are split, the 
samples should be cut only about half-way and be 
broken in two to avoid remoulding of the cutting 
plane; see Figure 5.

The main purpose of advanced laboratory test-
ing is to obtain the settlement and undrained shear 
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Figure 4. Effect of sampling techniques on measured 
undrained shear strength behavior in a CAUc triaxial 
test. (Karlsrud et al. 2006).

Figure 5. Correct sample splitting technique (sample 
label omitted from picture).
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strength parameters needed for the design. No mat-
ter how advanced the laboratory testing technique, 
the test result is always a spot measurement at the 
site of interest. Reference to in-situ stress condi-
tions, classification soil parameters and volumetric 
strain (or density) after consolidation should there-
fore be part of the advanced laboratory test result, 
which is unfortunately not always done in practice.

3.4 A possible typical soil investigation

A possible typical soil investigation for embank-
ments on soft clay may consist of the following:

– Field soil investigation:
– Geological site characterization
– CPTU
– Consider also: T-bar, ball cone, in situ vane, 

DMT, CPM, etc.
– Adjacent boring for visualization, soil classi-

fication and gathering sand batches
– Block samples or high quality sampling of 

intact specimens for advanced laboratory 
testing of clay and peat

– Laboratory soil investigation:
– Classification testing
– Advanced laboratory testing:

– For each layer: DSS
– For layers above the critical slip plane 

CAUc and CAUe triaxial tests
– Consolidation tests
– Permeability tests for 3 different densities

Soil classification parameters should be associ-
ated with advanced laboratory testing.

4 ASSESSMENT OF SOIL PARAMETERS 
FOR DESIGN

The following soil parameters should be part of 
a design basis for the geotechnical analysis of 
embankments on soft clay:

– In situ stress profiles
– Shear strength parameters
– Settlement and consolidation parameters

4.1 Assessment of in situ stresses and stress history

The following in-situ stress and stress history pro-
files versus elevation are required:

– total vertical stress at rest, σv0
– pore pressure at rest, u0
– earth pressure coefficient at rest, K0
– preconsolidation pressure profile, p′c

The total vertical stress profile and the pore 
pressure profile at rest, σv0 and u0, may be deter-

mined straightforwardly from the total unit weight 
profile and from the measured groundwater table 
and u2 pore pressure measurements in sand.

Interpretation of preconsolidation pressure, p′c, 
is normally based on results from oedometer tests 
on undisturbed samples using various interpreta-
tion methods, e.g., Casagrande (1936) or Becker et 
al. (1987). Another method for estimating p′c and 
OCR for a clay material is to use empirical corre-
lations between su

C/σ  ′v0, OCR and Ip as proposed 
by Lunne et al. (1997); see Figure 6. Here, su

C can 
be derived from the CPT data using su

C = qnet/
Nkt, which method is discussed in more detail in 
Section 4.2.

A third method for estimating p′c and OCR for 
a clay material is based on soil classification data. 
Kulhawi & Mayne (1990) suggest p′c related to the 
liquidity index according to p′c /pa = 10(1.11−1.62 LI), 
where the liquidity index is defined by LI = (wi − wp)/
(wL − wp) and pa = 101.3 kPa is the atmospheric pres-
sure. Figure 7 shows p′c related to LI for 3 onshore 
clays and 5 offshore clays worldwide, where p′c is 
based on the Casagrande method. The figure sug-
gests also dependency on Ip.

The concluding preconsolidation pressure 
profile should to some extent reflect a possible 
geological stress history of the site (ice loading, 
weathering, changing groundwater heads, etc.).

There are no reliable techniques available for 
the assessment of p′c in sand. The only reasonable 

Figure 6. Relationship between OCR, su
C/σ′v, Ip and K0 

(from Lunne et al. 1997).
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way to assess p′c in sand might be on the basis of 
the p′c assessment of overlying and underlying clay 
units taking into account the geological history of 
the site. For example, if  an overlying clay layer has 
been preloaded by a surface load, the underlying 
sand layer must have experienced the same load.

The best method to assess the earth pressure at 
rest may be based on results from K0-CRS tests or 
K0-CAU tests of high quality undisturbed samples 
(block samples). However, it is not always practi-
cally feasible to obtain high-quality test results. A 
convenient alternative to interpret the earth pres-
sure at rest, K0, is to use the empirical relationships 
with OCR presented in Figure 6. 

4.2 Assessment of undrained shear
strength of clay

Assessment of undrained shear strength profiles 
of clay may be based on results of index labora-
tory tests, advanced laboratory tests (preferably 
CAU triaxial tests and DSS tests) and CPTU data. 
A convenient way to establish undrained shear 
strength profiles is based on CPTU data using 
su

C = (qt – σv0)/Nkt, as presented by e.g., Lunne et al. 
(1997). The choice of Nkt is not obvious and should 
be based on triaxial testing of high-quality sam-
ples supplemented with local experience or based 
on experience from clays with a similar geological 
history. If  such information is not available at all, 
one should start performing an extended triaxial 
testing program. In the mean time one can use the 
following estimates:

– Nkt = 10 to 15 for homogeneous non-fissured 
normally consolidated clays

– Nkt = 15 to 20 for slightly overconsolidated clays 
with intermediately spaced discontinuities (most 
saturated clays)

– Nkt = 20 to 30 for weathered clays with many fis-
sures and cracks (expected for clays subjected to 
wetting-drying cycles)

One may verify the chosen Nkt using 
su

C = (qt − u2)/NΔu as proposed by Karlsrud et al. 
(2006). This method may give satisfactory results 
in soft clays that contract due to shear stress 
increase. However, the NΔu method may give too 
low results of su

C in clays that dilate due to shear 
stress increase, which is often experienced in stiff  
overconsolidated clays.

4.3 Assessment of friction angles of sand

The friction angle of sand is strongly dependent 
on the grain size characteristics and the relative 
 density of the sand. Yang (2004) illustrates the 
importance of the fines content of sand to the 
strength characteristics of the sand using Figure 8. 

The figure shows the results of CID triaxial tests of 
an  artificially prepared loosely packed sand batch 
where fines have been added stepwise. 

The test results show a tremendous drop of the 
friction angle for sands having fines content of 
around 15% to 20%. The tests were performed tests 
several consolidation stresses. The test results sug-
gest that the “drop-value” of the fines content is 
depending on the consolidation stress. Yang (2004) 
explains the drop of shear strength by fines over-
taking the soil skeleton from coarse grains, associ-
ated with contracting behavior under shearing.

This experimental exercise illustrates the effect of 
fines on the shear strength of sand. It is often expe-
rienced that sands with 20% fines content or more 
have a lower friction angle, also for very dense sand.

Various authors, e.g., Bolton (1986); Steenfelt 
(2004); Andersen & Schjetne (2013) distinguish 
between undrained effective stress friction angles 
for a predefined shear strain, φ′u, drained peak and 
constant volume effective stress friction angles, φ′p 
and φ′cv, secant versus tangent values, φ′sec and φ′tan, 
and triaxial versus plane strain values, φ′triax and φ′pl. 
All these parameters have in common that they are 
correlated to the relative density. Hence, the rela-
tive density is a key parameter for the assessment 
of friction angles of sand.

The preferred method to assess the relative den-
sity may be based on CPT data using the methods 
of Baldi et al. (1986) or, for dry sand, Jamiolkowski 
et al. (2001). Both methods are based on con-
ditioned laboratory testing of a CPT in various 
types of clean sand with different relative densities 
in pressured calibration chambers. However, these 
methods have the disadvantage that they predict too 
low relative densities in the upper metre of a sand 
layer. Emerson et al. (2008) propose a  convenient 
model to correct the relative density predictions for 
shallow penetrations (upper metres). This method 
is also based on CPT testing in clean sand with a 
prepared relative density.

To generate CPT data for clean sand, it is sug-
gested to correct qc for fines following the method 

Figure 8. Effect of fines content on the drained peak 
shear strength of loose sand-silt mixtures (Yang 2004).
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of Robertson & Wride (1998), even though this 
method is originally developed for liquefaction 
assessments.

Site-specific assessment of friction angles in 
sand should be based on triaxial testing. The rela-
tive density interpreted from the CPT data is then 
used as input to the triaxial test. Care should be 
given to the different methods for determining the 
γmax and γmin values between different laboratories.

4.4 Assessment of settlement and consolidation 
parameters

Settlement and consolidation analyses of embank-
ments of soft clay require generally the following 
input parameters: stiffness parameters below and 
above preconsolidation pressure, creep and perme-
ability. These parameters are stress- and strain (void 
ratio) dependent and should therefore be presented 
for associated stress- and void ratio conditions.

Den Haan (1992) investigated the virgin com-
pressibility of clays and peats and suggests a rela-
tionship between the virgin compression modulus 
b and the liquid limit, wL: b = 0.13 • wL, where 
b = ε/(εH • m); ε = linear strain; εH is Hencky strain; 
m = Janbu modulus.  For most clays ε ≤ 10% and 
thus ε ≈ εH and b = 1/m (p′r = 0 kPa).

Figure 9 shows the inverse Janbu modulus 1/m 
versus wL for 3 onshore clays and 5 offshore clays. 
The data suggests that m = 7.69/wL is a reasonable 
first estimate for many different types of  clays and 
that there is no dependency on the clay content.

The reference modulus, M0, is normally based 
on the in-situ vertical effective stress, σ  ′v0, at the 
time the CPTU is performed. Lunne et al. (1997) 
present several correlations between M0 and qc. 
Most correlations between CPTU results and the 
drained constrained modulus, M, refer to the tan-
gent modulus as found from oedometer tests.

The creep parameter is complex and still subject 
of a lot of research. Unless site-specific laboratory 
tests are performed, it is common practice to relate 
creep parameter to compression parameters.

Mesri & Choi (1984) suggest for a major-
ity of inorganic clays Cαe/Cc = 0.04 ± 0.01 and 
Cαe/Cc = 0.05 ± 0.01 as a typical correlation 

for peat. Following these simplified assumptions 
it can be derived that Cαε (%) = 0.012 • wL (0.04 • 
ln10 • 0.13 • wL). Assuming that w ≈ wL, this result 
is fairly consistent with measured secondary com-
pression coefficients from two onshore clay sites; 
see Figure 10.

Permeability is a void ratio-dependent para-
meter. For many practical purposes (volumetric 
strains below 10%) the permeability can be formu-
lated as log(k/kref) = (e − eref)/ck. Herein is kref the 
permeability at reference void ratio, eref, and ck is 
a factor describing the strain dependency of the 
permeability.

Permeability assessments are often correlated to 
the grain size characteristics. Hazen (1920) estab-
lished k = 100 • d10

2 [cm/s] where d10 represents the 
sieve mesh diameter through which 10% of the 
material would pass. Kjaernsli et al. (1992) revised 
this correlation taking into account the shape of 
the grain size curve (well graded or poorly graded). 
Andersen & Schjetne (2013) are preparing power-
ful diagrams in which the permeability of sand, silt 
and clay is related to the void ratio and clay con-
tent of a sample. 

5 CHANGE OF SOIL PROPERTIES AFTER 
INTENSIVE RAINFALL

Although many embankment failures may be related 
to heavy rainfall, change of soil properties due to 
heavy rainfall is generally not considered as an issue. 
However, Figures 6 and 7 suggest for a typical clay 
with wp − wL = 30–70% and OCR = 4 at 1 m depth 
(σ′v = 8 kPa) that su

C is reduced with more than 50% 
if the liquidity index increases from 0.99 to 1.37, or 
if the water content increases from 70% to 85%. 

6 IJKDIJK EMBANKMENT FAILURE TEST

For the IJkdijk embankment failure test in the 
Netherlands (Koelewijn 2008; Zwanenburg et al. 
2012) a Type A prediction of the failure load was 

Figure 9. Janbu modulus m versus liquid limit.
Figure 10. Modified secondary compression coefficient 
versus water content.
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submitted. The dike was constructed a few days 
before the failure test. Failure was generated by an 
excavation at the toe followed by filling the levee 
sand with water.

Figure 11 sketches a model of the test and 
key soil parameters used in the prediction. The 
embankment at failure is shown in Figure 1 and a 
CPT and boring of the site is shown in Figure 3.

An extensive soil investigation was carried out 
for this test. However, due to lack of time the pre-
diction was based on a simple hand calculation 
where shear strength parameters were estimated 
from correlations discussed in this paper.

The prediction was based on the following 
assumptions:

– Squeezing calculation model (Figure 12).
– An additional shear plane of 2.5 m through 

the levee sand is required for a kinematic 
mechanism.

– Soft clay and peat layer is 2.7 m thick in total. 
However, drainage on both sides gives increase 
of shear strength → reduction of height to 
2.2 m.

– Vertical settlement due to dike construction lead-
ing to compression of h is considered negligible.

– Shear strength reduction due to softening 
is neglected because peat fibres create hook 
resistance.

– OCR = 20 was assumed, giving suC/σ′vc = 3 and 
su

DSS/σ′vc = 2.4.

Figure 12 presents the stability calculation of 
the critical test phase. The emubankment failed at 
a water level around 2 m, where 1.35 m was pre-
dicted. The prediction was awarded the second 
prize.

This case shows that a reasonable prediction can 
be obtained from a simple hand-calculation com-
bined with parameter assessment from soil classifi-
cation tests and engineering judgement.

7 CONCLUSION

Some aspects on the soil investigation for embank-
ments on soft clay are presented. A proper under-
standing of both failure mechanisms and soil 
conditions is essential for understanding the safety 
of embankments. Suggestions are given for a typical 
soil investigation and for presentation of lab data.

A better understanding of the effect of heavy 
rainfall on the soil conditions is needed.
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ABSTRACT: Shear zones generated by past or ongoing events play a crucial role on the stability of 
cuttings and natural slopes and on the performance of engineering works. Detection of their location and 
hydraulic and mechanical characterization represent a critical issue in geotechnical investigations. The 
paper reports data on shear zones taken from literature and writers experience, and describes some criteria 
for shear zone identification.

1 FOREWORD

Weak zones and surfaces play a crucial role on 
the stability of cuttings and natural slopes and on 
the performance of some geotechnical works. The 
detection of weak zones in natural deposits is often 
an unexpected event and in many cases their detri-
mental role has been discovered only after failure. 

Weak zones include seams and thin sedimentary 
layers of soil with poor properties, shear zones and 
any type of low-strength discontinuity. While the 
presence of weak sedimentary layers and of dis-
continuity sets could be argued from geological 
considerations and investigations carried out even 
outside the considered area, the detection of shear 
zones and surfaces is much more difficult being 
these isolate features of the soil or remnants of 
old hidden slope failures. On the other hand, even 
when the presence of shear zones is suspected, their 
thinness makes a precise location difficult. Fur-
thermore, when properly recognized, an adequate 
hydraulic and mechanical characterization is com-
plicated by the difficulty of retrieving undisturbed 
samples and performing appropriate tests.

Many examples can be found in the literature 
and in the experience of everyone about failures 
and poor performance of geotechnical works due to 
the presence of weak zones. In fact, a high number 
of slope failures are the result of the mobilization 
of a weak zone or of reactivation of a pre-existing 
slip surface, and some man-made works have expe-
rienced large deformations caused by the interac-

tion with a weak zone. For example, the design or 
performance of some dams has been influenced by 
shear zones or surfaces. During and after construc-
tion, the Syncrude tailing dam experienced slow 
movements due to mobilization of a practically 
horizontal ice-thrusting shear zone (Chan 1999). 
The presence of continuous bedding-plane shears 
in the argillaceous foundation rock had a major 
effect on design and layout of structures of the 
Oldman River Dam in Alberta (Davachi et al. 
1991). Similar problems were encountered in a 
number of other dam sites. Another example of 
unexpected behavior (slow forward movement) was 
displayed by the retaining structure of the excava-
tion containing the Edmonton Convention Centre 
due to an undetected bentonitic layer present in a 
shale formation (Chan & Morgenstern 1987). Sev-
eral other cases could be mentioned.

2 FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF SHEAR ZONES

Shear zones in clay typically include a set of short 
fissures inclined to the direction of the movement 
(minor shears) and a persistent discontinuity (prin-
cipal shear) parallel to it (Riedel 1929; Skempton 
1967). According to Morgenstern & Tchalenko 
(1967), minor shears are the result of local rupture 
occurring at the beginning of the failure process; 
their direction is consistent with the direction of 
the principal stresses at that depth and deformation 
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stage. Conversely, the principal shear develops only 
at a most advanced stage of the failure process, 
when plastic strains can eventually develop parallel 
to the movement. 

Similar features can be found at very different 
scales as in small specimens subjected to direct 
shear tests or in large faults (Tchalenko 1970), as 
in Figure 1 which shows both minor shears and a 
principal shear. If  the shearing process is intense 
enough, minor shears bound soil fragments that 
are called shear lenses. Picarelli et al. (1997) sum-
marized data and observations about shear zones 
generated by different geological phenomena and 
man-made processes such as folding, faulting, 
ice-thrusting, valley erosion and lateral spreading, 
cuttings and slope failure. In particular, the slip 
surface of landslides can be viewed as a principal 
shear which develops at the base of the landslide at 
a late stage of the slope failure process. 

Urciuoli (2002) analyzed the classic 1D problem 
of the infinite slope subjected to uniform rising 
of the groundwater table in the light of previ-
ously described shear mechanism. As the water 
table reaches a critical depth, a first soil failure can 
take place, but this does not necessarily trigger a 
general slope failure (Urciuoli et al. 2007), i.e. a 
landslide, whose occurrence requires the develop-
ment of plastic shear strains parallel to the ground 

surface. In fact, the direction of induced plastic 
strains depends on the direction of the principal 
stresses at that depth and on the dilation angle: 
usually, it is inclined to the slope dip. As a conse-
quence, first soil failure can only generate minor 
shears located along the critical plane parallel to 
the ground surface but inclined to it. The initial 
state of stress is then the crucial factor which gov-
erns the mechanism of failure. Further rising of 
the water table causes a migration upward of the 
critical depth where further shears form, while at 
the depth where the first failure had occurred the 
principal stresses are rotating (plastic adaptation) 
and further less inclined shears can take place. If  
the rising of the water table proceeds, the continu-
ous rotation of the principal stresses along the 
first critical plane can eventually lead to formation 
of a principal shear (slip surface), parallel to the 
ground surface, and a landslide can eventually take 
place. Formation of the principal shear is then the 
final stage of a mechanical process characterized 
by rotation of the principal stresses. In this view, 
the shear zone is a soil band, overlying the slip sur-
face, including all the minor shears formed at dif-
ferent depths during the phase of water table rise. 
Its thickness, H, depends on the initial conditions 
(direction of the principal stresses). Urciuoli (2002) 
reports an analytical expression for H in the case 
of the infinite slope, showing that this is a function 
of the slope angle, of the soil properties and of the 
coefficient of earth pressure at rest. For low values 
of k0, the shear zone can be rather thick, while for 
high values of k0 (highly overconsolidated clay) it 
is very thin: for a critical value of k0, the first soil 
failure can trigger a general slope failure, i.e. the 
direction of the first shears coincides with that of 
the ground surface, and the shear zone degenerates 
into a plane. Even though these considerations 
are confirmed by the few available field data, they 
must be treated with caution due to the complexity 
of the natural situations and of the processes lead-
ing to slope failure. 

The infinite slope subjected to pore pressure ris-
ing is a very simple case characterized by progres-
sive widening of an infinite shear zone parallel to 
the ground surface that forms as the soil undergoes 
first failure. However, due to the heterogeneity in 
the state of stress, in the most of cases shear zones 
propagate from the most stressed zones where a 
shear failure first takes place, to the less stressed 
zones (progressive failure). Such a mechanism is 
suggested by Figure 2 which describes the pro-
gressive failure induced by a cutting, whose rate 
of propagation is governed by dissipation of the 
negative excess pore pressures induced by the same 
excavation. Urciuoli & Picarelli (2004) suggest that 
also the progressive failure should include mecha-
nisms of plastic adaptation. 

Figure 1. Shear zones in clay at different scales: 
(a) direct shear test (Skempton 1967); (b) a fault at Jari, 
Pakistan (Skempton & Petley 1967).
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When the shear zone attains the ground surface, 
a landside can eventually take place. However, there 
is no reason to think that all shear zones induced by 
progressive failure can necessarily lead to a general 
slope failure, since this depends on the boundary 
conditions (which can change in time) and on the 
spatial distribution of the soil properties. In some 
cases hidden “unfinished” shear zones could be 
present in the subsoil. An example of unfinished 
slope failures induced by a undrained process of 
soil rupture was described by Bernarder (2000) for 
scandinavian sensitive clays; such a mechanism has 
been recently discussed by Locat (2012). As a mat-
ter of fact, field experience suggests that borehole 
cores sometimes reveal the presence of unexpected 
shear surfaces and/or soft zones. These features 
are often attributed to wrong drilling disturbance, 
while they could reveal an unfinished soil failure.

3 FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF SHEAR ZONES

In spite of the limitations in detection and sampling 
of shear zones, some relatively new data, with spe-
cial reference to sites located in Italy, are reported 
below. The aim is to highlight the effects of shear-
ing on soil state and properties for a guidance in 
shear zone detection and soil behavior analysis.

3.1 Fabric of shear zones

A classic example of shear zone having features 
very similar to those described by Riedel (1929), 
shown by a fault at Jary (Fig. 1b) and assumed by 
Urciuoli (2002) to develop at the base of infinite 

slopes during the rupture process was described 
by Skempton and Petley (1967) concerning a slide 
in highly OC clays (Fig. 3). According to previous 
considerations about the influence of the overcon-
solidation ratio, the zone is only a few millimeters 
thick; the principal shear coincides with the slip 
surface.

The same shear pattern should be found in all 
shear zones induced by constrained failure along 
a well defined direction as in the case of layers of 
clay (or marl) interbeds within competent rock. 
An example is shown in Figure 4 showing three 
specimens taken from clayey interbeds present in a 
limestone deposit (Calcari Grigi) forming the left 
flank of the Adige River Valley near Rovereto, 
Northern Italy. The specimens were recovered 
for direct shear testing parallel to bedding. Their  
features and arrangement reveal deformations of 
different (increasing) magnitude and type due to 
major tectonic deformations and subsequent geo-
logical phenomena. In this respect, is worth noting 
that the valley flank corresponds to a thrust struc-
ture which experienced compressive stresses paral-
lel to the dip direction of bedding.

The type I material (Fig. 4a) consists of large 
lenses (up to 15–20 millimeters), also called scales, 
with frequently polished surfaces. They are moder-
ately hard, irregular and inclined to the bedding at 
up to 30° (Fig. 5). Within the core part of the inter-
bed, shear planes are mostly parallel to the scales 
and up to 200 mm long; in the vicinity of the rock 
boundaries rare shear surfaces are parallel to bed-
ding. The specimen shown in Figure 4b (type II) is sub-
divided into thin hard scales, smaller than 2–3 mm, 
bounded by polished surfaces parallel or slightly 
inclined to bedding. Shear surfaces superimposed 
to such a structural arrangement can be recognized 
parallel to the scales; their extension ranges from few 
tens to about 200 millimeters. The specimen shown 
in Figure 4c (type III) displays a largely obliterated 
macro-fabric which can be recognized only within 
small portions; the general arrangement of the 

Figure 2. Evolution with time of the progressive fail-
ure induced by an excavation in saturated clay (Vaughan 
et al. 2004).

minor shears

principal shear

shear
zone

5 mm

Figure 3. Shear zone found at the base of the Guildford 
slide (Skempton & Petley 1967).
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fabric seems similar to the other specimens but 
shears are essentially parallel to bedding.

Similar feature are replicated by the scan-
ning microscope. The type I specimen (Fig. 6a) is 
formed by massive clay aggregates of low poros-
ity without widespread elongated surfaces. In the 
type II specimen (Fig. 6b), shear features are 
evident and widespread even at very small scale 
(a small lens is visible in the lower left corner). 
Ordered aggregates of clay minerals are disposed 
according to a same general attitude (plunging 
toward the left in the picture). 

In the third specimen (type III in Fig. 6c) elon-
gated features are not recognizable at small scale. 
Clay minerals are not organized in ordered aggre-
gates but appear as single disarranged flakes with 
more open micro-fabric.

The type II fabric was observed in interbeds with 
high overburden (about 1000 m) which were likely 
involved in tectonic deformations along low angle 
thrust planes being close to the basal thrust plane. 
Flexural slip (characterized by smaller strains) 
could have been experienced by interbeds located 
in the outer part of the thrust structure (slightly 
folded), now with lower overburden (type I). 

Figure 5. Interbed including type I material.

Figure 4. Macro-photographs of direct shear specimens recovered within Calcari Grigi clayey interbeds.

(a) (b) (c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Scanning microscope photographs of Calcari 
Grigi type I (a), II (b) and III (c) clayey interbeds. For 
scanning reason specimens have not the same orientation 
with respect to the bedding.
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Type III fabric was found in shallower interbeds 
summing up effects of tectonic (flexural slips) and 
successive deep-seated gravitational movements 
along bedding joints. 

In extreme cases, the magnitude of accumulated 
strains can completely remould the soil, destroying 
its initial fabric. A classic example is mentioned by 
Tsui et al. (1988) who describe the shear zone found 
at the base of a cut in an ice-thrusting rock in the 
Highvale mine, Alberta. The shear zone consists 
in a band of remoulded clay with isolate lumps of 
the parent formation (lithorelicts), while only some 
minor shears were visible.

Further examples of highly disturbed shear 
zones can be found in the literature. Shear zones 
located at the base of earthflows are typical cases. 
These are subjected to relatively rapid deformations 
cumulating tens or hundred meters, which impose 
large drag forces to the ground surface over which 
the earthflow spreads. The top of the parent for-
mation is probably involved in the movement and 
mixed with the material located at the base of the 
landslide body (Corominas 1996; Bromhead 2004). 

Careful investigations carried out in the 
Basento valley, Southern Italy, where intensely 
fissured tectonized clay shales outcrop, provide a 
well-documented data-base useful for an in depth 
discussion about features of shear zones of earth-
flows (Picarelli 1993; Guerriero 1995; Comegna 
2005).

An example is in Figure 7a showing the shear 
zone at the base of the Masseria De Nicola earth-
flow, which directly covers the basal formation 

whose top soil had been completely removed (Pel-
legrino et al. 2004). The difference in fabric between 
the shear zone and the underlying parent formation 
is evident. Another example of highly remoulded 
shear zone is reported in Figure 7b which shows 
the shear zone of the Brindisi di Montagna 
earthflow (Cotecchia et al. 1984). The slickenside 
located aside the small coin indicates the presence 
of minor shears. In both cases, the thickness of the 
shear zone is some tens of centimeters. 

Based on results of undrained ring shear tests on 
silica sand, Agung et al. (2004) remark that shear-
ing causes a progressive increase in thickness of the 
shear zone, grain crushing and significant changes 
in soil fabric, which becomes more and more uni-
form. In particular, the shear fissures which form 
just after peak, tend to progressively disappear 
as deformation proceeds. At the same time, local 
soil compaction and grain size segregation lead to 
formation of an internal core constituted by well 
aligned particles. Based on field and laboratory 
observations on shear zones of relatively rapid 
earthflows in highly fissured tectonized clay shales, 
Picarelli et al. (2006) assume that similar changes 
could occur in clay. Even though the change in 
thickness during movement is not documented, 
experience shows that the shear zone is much 
thicker (reaching a meter or more) than in the case 
of slides. Moreover, the fabric of the shear zone 
is more uniform than that of the earthflow body. 
In fact, lithorelicts of the parent formation, abun-
dant in the earthflow body, are progressively bro-
ken by the continuous stress changes induced by 

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Shear zones of the Masseria De Nicola (a) and rindisi di Montagna earthflow (b).
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movement and consequent softening and remold-
ing. Movements obliterate also the network of 
natural fissures featuring the parent formation and 
the same shear fissures induced by shearing. Con-
versely, there is any clear evidence of segregation. 

Also the micro-fabric of the shear zone, consist-
ing of distinct clay plate aggregates forming an open 
fabric (Fig. 8b), is characterized by higher uniform-
ity than that of the earthflow body. In contrast, the 
earthflow material appears to consist of silt-size 
lumps where clay plate aggregates are not visible at 
low magnification (Fig. 8a). This entails that in the 
shear zone porosity within and between aggregates 
is higher than in the earthflow body as shown by 
laboratory measurements (Picarelli 1993). At higher 
magnification macropores between aggregates 
within the shear zone are widespread and more 
evident, as well as clay plates (Fig. 9). As a final 
remark, similarly to silica sand at steady conditions, 
clay particles in the shear zone have an oriented 

fabric parallel to shear. In fact, specimens observed 
at the SEM present small shear fissures with similar 
orientation separated by a clay matrix formed by 
aggregates that are aligned accordingly to the orien-
tation of the more persistent structures (Fig. 10).

3.2 Water content and soil state

Physical properties and soil state are modified by 
high deviatoric stress just as fabric is. In fact, they 
are quite different from those of the parent for-
mation and, in case of landslides, of the same land-
slide body. In fact, the plastic volumetric strains 
induced by shear and by associated changes in 
the mean effective stress (Urciuoli 2002), produce 
migration of water from or to the shear zone. Fig-
ure 11 shows the water content profile across two 
shear zones, in a highly overconsolidated clay and 
in a slightly overconsolidated sensitive clay. The 
figure reveals the different response to shear of the 

Figure 8. SEM photographs at low magnification of the Masseria Marino earthflow, Basento Valley (a) and of its 
shear zone (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 9. SEM photographs at higher magnification of the Masseria Marino earthflow, (a) and of its shear zone (b).

(a) (b)
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two materials, dilative in the first case and contrac-
tive in the second one. Furthermore, accordingly 
to consid-erations reported above, the thickness of 
the shear zone seems to be a few centimeters in the 
highly overconsolidated clay and about 10 centi-
metres in the slightly overconsolidated one.

The magnitude of water content change depends 
on the initial state of stress, overconsolidation 
ratio and induced strain. Just as an example, in the 
type I interbeds of Calcari Grigi formation, it was 
17.4%, while in types II and III interbeds, respec-
tively 20.6 and 24.5%.

In the Basento valley a number of  pits exca-
vated in the main track of  earthflows until the 
top of  the parent formation (generally located a 
few meters below the ground surface) allowed to 
measure both the shear strength and the water 
content at the nodes of  a grid traced on the pit 
walls. Figure 12 reports measured “overall water 

content” (Hutchinson 1988; Picarelli 1993) of  the 
Masseria De Nicola earthflow, i.e. the water con-
tent of  specimens including lithorelicts, a value rel-
atively higher than that of  the clay matrix. Closely 
around the slip surface water content presents a 
sharp peak (Fig. 12a). This very thin soft “core”, 
that is a few centimeters thick, represents the 
most disturbed zone. Such a high water content 
could be due to dilation induced by shearing and 
to swelling caused by decrease in the mean effec-
tive stress (Pellegrino et al. 2004). Moving upward 
and downward from the “core”, the water content 
gradually decreases. Figure 12b reports the shear 
strength measured in the same nodes of  the grid 
through a simple pocket penetrometer. The figure 
shows that the shear strength is more effective in 
recognizing and delimitating the shear zone whose 
thickness in this case is at least 400–600 mm. 
The minimum value was measured at the depth 
where the water content was maximum. Figure 13 
reports the range of  suction (45–105 kPa) induced 
by sampling, measured on specimens taken from 
the walls of  a pit dug in the Masseria Marino 
earthflow. Such values were measured adopting 
the method proposed by Bishop et al. (1975). The 
same figure shows the Limit State Surface (LSS) 
of  the same material obtained by elaborating the 
results of  isotropic and CID triaxial tests. Assum-
ing that suction is equal to the field mean effec-
tive stress and accounting for the yield isotropic 
stress which is slightly less than 100 kPa, the OCR 
should range between 1 and 2. In the same figure is 

Figure 10. SEM photograph at medium magnification 
of a specimen taken from the shear zone, showing a few 
millimeter long shear discontinuities.

Figure 11. Water content measured across a shear 
zone in: (a) highly overconsolidated London clay 
(Skempton 1964); (b) slightly overconsolidated sensitive 
clay (Lefebvre 1981).

Figure 12. Water content profile and shear strength 
measured in a pit dug in the Masseria Marino earthflow 
body down to the parent formation (Guerriero 1995).
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also reported the Limit State Surface of  the earth-
flow body obtained from samples taken practically 
at the same depth as the shear zone. The strong 
differences between the two LSSs highlight the 
different “state” of  the two materials. In addition, 
the variability of  data (the change in the yield 
stress from point to point along the same stress 
path could attain 10 kPa) suggests a continu-
ous variation in soil state and fabric even within 
the shear zone, as a result of  very local effects 
testified by continuous changes in the water con-
tent. Finally, the shape of  the LSS of  the shear 
zone indicates some anisotropy of  the soil com-
pared to the apparent isotropy of  the earthflow 
body. 

3.3 Hydraulic and mechanical properties

Imposed changes in the soil fabric cause changes 
in the hydraulic and mechanical soil response. 
This can be argued by water content profiles, as 
in Figures 11 and 12a, and is demonstrated by 
simple measurements of  the soil strength, as in 
Figure 12b. The fabric of  the shear zone suggests 
also some anisotropy associated with both the 
development of  oriented shear fissures parallel or 
inclined to shear (Figs. 1b, 3 and 4) and the align-
ment of  clay particles (Figs. 10 and 13). The influ-
ence of  fissures should prevail for moderate shear 
deformations (Figs. 4a and b), the influence of 
particle alignment should prevail for large strains 
(Figs. 4c and 10).

Change of soil properties within the shear zone 
creates a discontinuity in the soil behavior that 
should be accounted for in boundary value prob-
lems. A well known effect is the mobilization of 
landslides even in apparently stable areas; further-
more, the interaction with hidden shear zones has 
to be considered to explain deformations of man-
made works. Also, modifications in the ground-
water regime could be produced by jumps in the 
hydraulic conductivity across shear zones. Natu-
rally, a good knowledge of the influence of shear 
zones on the local soil response could be exploited 

for detection through site testing. This point will 
be discussed in next section.

Figure 14 reports the results of  permeability 
tests (constant head tests in triaxial cells and field 
falling head tests through Casagrande piezome-
ters). Notice that in the figure the results of  in situ 
tests have been plotted as a function of  the aver-
age natural void ratio. The smallest coefficient 
of  permeability was measured on specimens of 
the shear zone, the highest one on specimens of 
the parent formation. The difference, which can 
attain two orders of  magnitude, is probably due 
to the influence of  open fissures (see also Urciuoli 
1994). All laboratory tests show a linear relation-
ship between the logarithm of  the coefficient of 
hydraulic conductivity and the void ratio, but the 
influence of  the void ratio is less for the shear 
zone. This suggests that in the earthflow body 
and in the parent formation fissures play a major 
role. The tests highlight the significant anisotropy 
of  the shear zone, that displays higher hydraulic 
conductivity in the direction of  shear than in the 
direction normal to it (coefficient of  anisotropy 
around 4); the differences seem to disappear as 
the confining pressure increases. In contrast, the 
earthflow body and the parent formation exhibit 
an isotropic behavior.

Data about the hydraulic conductivity are availa-
ble also for the clayey interbeds in the Calcari Grigi 
formation. In fact, reliable values were obtained 
from the interpretation of the consolidation curves 
under a normal stress of 600 kPa applied on speci-
mens subject to direct shear tests. The lowest value 
(k = 1.2 × 10−11 m/s) was obtained on specimens of 
type III (e = 0.77), while a value of 6.8 × 10−9 m/s 
was measured on specimens of type II (e = 0.57). 
This indirectly confirms the results reported in 
Figure 14, which suggest that large shear strains 
cause an increase in water content and void ratio 
and rule out the influence of cracks and fissures. 

Figure 13 shows that the shear zone of earth-
flows is practically “normally consolidated”: 
this implies a lower undrained strength as in 

Figure 13. Limit State Surface of the Masseria Marino 
earthflow body and of its shear zone and suction meas-
ured on specimens taken from the shear zone (Comegna 
et al. 2004).

Figure 14. Results of  permeability tests on specimens 
of  the Masseria Marino earthflow (Comegna & Picarelli 
2008).
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Figure 12b and a lower stiffness. Figure 15 shows 
the tangent stiffness of specimens taken from the 
Masseria Marino earthflow body and its shear 
zone. The stiffness of the parent formation located 
below is still higher than that of the earthflow body 
(Comegna 2005).

The soil strength measured in the same CID 
triaxial tests is reported in Figure 16a: it is inter-
mediate between the critical and residual values. 
The lowest strength was measured on specimens 
which displayed mechanisms of  strain localisa-
tion while the critical strength was mobilised by 
specimens characterised by a barrel type failure 
mechanism (Comegna et al. 2004). This sug-
gests that in many cases minor shears present in 
the shear zone can govern the soil shear. In fact, 
in direct shear tests, in which existing fissures 
cannot be mobilised unless they are aligned to 
the imposed failure plane, the failure envelope 
was closer to the critical envelope (Fig. 16b) 
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Figure 15. Tangent stiffness of the Masseria Marino 
earthflow and of its shear zone (Comegna 2005).
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Figure 16. Results of triaxial: (a) and direct shear tests; 
(b) on specimens taken from the shear zone of the Masseria 
Marino earthflow (modified after Comegna et al. 2004).
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Figure 17. Peak values of shear strength versus normal 
stress for the three type of interbed material in Calcari 
Grigi formation.

highlighting again some anisotropy of  the soil 
(Comegna & Picarelli 2008). 

Figure 17 reports results of  direct shear tests 
on specimens taken from the interbeds of  the 
Calcari Grigi formation (Fig. 4). In this case, the 
alignment of  polished flat scales parallel to shear 
direction in type II specimens led to quite a low 
friction angle, while for specimens having scales 
inclined to the shear direction (type I) a higher 
strength was measured. Comparison of  tests on 
type I or II and III specimens also shows that 
structure obliteration has a strong influence on 
the shear strength.

4 LOCATING SHEAR ZONES 
FOR ENGINEERING PURPOSES

Geological and geomorphological surveys, which 
provide detailed information about the nature 
and features of outcrops, represent the first and 
important instrument for shear zone detection 
since they can suggest useful clues regarding their 
location. However, available information should 
be associated with specific investigations necessary 
to individuate the exact location and geometrical, 
hydraulic and mechanical features of shear zones 
that are required for analysis and design. Thirty 
years ago, this issue had been raised by Hutchinson 
(1983) with specific reference to slip surfaces, being 
well aware of their role in slope stability problems. 
To his still valid suggestions, based on wide experi-
ence and knowledge of soil features, today we can 
add a greater awareness of formation, develop-
ment and features of shear zones, in which slip sur-
faces are generally located, and results of further 
improvements of investigation techniques. 

The thickness of shear zones is not negligible 
(even though in some cases it is very small) and 
their fabric and state are quite different from the 
soil around due to disturbance and remoulding 
produced by shearing. The degree of disturbance 
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depends on the magnitude of accumulated shear 
strains. In the case of some landslides, as earth-
flows, the soil body above the shear zone can be 
highly remoulded as well: this helps very much in 
the location of the shear zone (whose knowledge in 
such a case is less important) since the presence of 
a basal shear zone is implicit.

A useful element for shear zone detection is 
the change in water content (increase or decrease 
depending on the OCR of the soil) induced by devi-
atoric strains (Fig. 12). Due to the relatively small 
thickness of shear zones, any approach based on 
such an indication requires accurate measurements: 
a continuous sampling is always necessary and the 
water content of samples has to be measured at 
intervals of very few centimetres. In this phase, a 
visual inspection can help in the detection of shear 
zones which can be macroscopically remoulded and 
softer than the soil around, displaying more cracks 
and shear fissures. This approach can be deci-
sive, as shown in Figures 18 and 19 which report 
accurate profiles of the water content and of hori-
zontal inclinometer displacements, measured in 
boreholes located just aside, in two slowly moving 
slides respectively located in Grassano, Southern 
Italy, and Orvieto, Central Italy. In both cases the 
soil consists of OC clay: in fact, the water content 
presents a sharp peak just at the depth where the 
displacement profile shows a clear discontinuity.

Laboratory tests show that disturbance in 
fabric and in soil state can deeply affect both 

hydraulic and mechanical behaviour; in particular, 
soil stiffness and undrained strength are very sen-
sitive (even more than the water content) to any 
disturbance. Therefore, an alternative approach to 
locate shear zones is through instruments which are 
able to capture with spatial continuity the mechani-
cal response of the soil with depth.

Laboratory tests show that disturbance in fabric 
and in soil state can deeply affect both hydraulic 
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Figure 18. Water content and displacement profiles measured in a slide at Grassano, Southern Italy (Di Maio & 
Vassallo 2010).

Figure 19. Water content and displacement profiles 
measured in a slide in Orvieto, Central Italy. 
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shear processes which seem quite diffuse in the 
soil mass. However, the presence of  multiple shear 
zones induced by failures occurred at increas-
ing depths as a consequence of  deepening of 
the river bed could not be excluded. The figure 
also shows the location of  the slip surface of  a 
slide occurred aside the investigated area, which 
falls just within the boundaries of  the weakened 
zone. Similar results were obtained by Delisle and 
Leroueil (2000) in other areas occupied by sensi-
tive clays. In particular, they remark that the rec-
ompression index Cs and the accumulated strain 
until the preconsolidation pressure in oedometer 
tests, as well as the volumetric strain to recompres-
sion to in situ effective stress and axial strain at 
failure in triaxial CAUC tests, measured on speci-
mens retrieved from supposed shear zones, were all 
higher than those obtained from specimens taken 
outside such zones. Accurate laboratory inves-
tigation can hence add further indication about 
the presence of  shear zones. Another example is 
reported in Figure 21 which shows the tip resist-
ance, here indicated as qc, measured by means of 
two CPT tests in the Masseria Marino body and 
in the parent formation down to a depth of  10 m 
where the soil strength was too high to allow fur-
ther penetration of  the cone (Picarelli 1993). The 

Figure 20. Tip strength profiles at the Maskinongé site (Demers et al. 1999).

and mechanical behaviour; in particular, soil stiff-
ness and undrained strength are very sensitive 
(even more than the water content) to any distur-
bance. Therefore, an alternative approach to locate 
shear zones is through instruments which are able 
to capture with spatial continuity the mechanical 
response of the soil with depth.

In principle, CPT and CPTU tests can provide 
excellent data. An example is shown in Figure 20 
which reports the tip resistance measured in 
slightly overconsolidated sensitive clays during 
a campaign of  CPTU tests performed along the 
Maskinongé river (Québec), whose banks had 
been affected by landslides (Fig. 20a, Demers et al. 
1999). The results of  tests carried out in appar-
ently stable zone (Fig. 20b) show that at some 
distance from the river (vertical 7), where soil 
conditions are quite uniform, the tip resistance 
presents a regular linear increase with depth. In 
contrast, closer to the river, the strength profile 
displays unusual drops. The shaded zones shown 
in the plots of  Figures 20a and b represent the 
difference between the resistance, qT, measured 
at verticals 12, 9 and 8, and that, qT0, measured 
far from the bank (7). Such drops in strength have 
been supposed to be a consequence of changes 
in void ratio and structure induced by ongoing 
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undrained cohesion, cu, deduced from the tests is 
compared to values obtained from results of  tri-
axial UU tests and pocket penetrometer tests (Pp) 
performed on the wall of  a pit dug just aside. The 
penetrometer can hardly capture the presence of 
the shear zone, that instead can be very well recog-
nized through detailed local measurements of  the 
soil strength. On the other hand, the entire profile 
of  the tip resistance very well captures the pres-
ence of  the remoulded earthflow body.

This procedure is quite simple and, in some 
cases, effective. In the first example (Fig. 20) the 
homogeneity of the deposit and the relatively low 
soil strength helped very much in the analysis and 

interpretation of the results; in the second one 
(Fig. 21) test results were more ambiguous thus 
requiring earlier knowledge of the stratigraphy and 
macrofabric of the deposit to deduce that the drop 
in tip resistance was the effect of a shear zone. Fur-
ther problems are related to the size of CPT conic 
tip. In fact, when the shear zone is thinner than the 
soil volume involved in cone penetration (which 
depends on the diameter of the cone), the test could 
not be able to capture local changes in strength. In 
principle, in these cases a better location of the 
shear zone could be obtained using a cone having 
a smaller diameter. An additional advantage could 
be the smaller resistance of the soil to penetration, 
thus the possibility to investigate stiff  soils. 

To overcome these problems, different types of 
in situ tests based on the same basic knowledge of 
the soil behavior should be carried out. No infor-
mation is in the Writers’ knowledge about the reli-
ability of  the pressuremeter test, but some data are 
available regarding the use of  the flat (Marchetti) 
DMT dilatomer. Recently, Amoroso et al. (2012) 
summed up all information regarding landslide 
investigation obtainable through the DMT and its 
improved version, the seismic dilatomer (SDMT), 
based on analysis of the profile of the horizontal 
stress index profile, KD. Since values of KD = 2 are 
indicative of  normally consolidated soils, meas-
urements of  KD values close to 2 in highly overcon-
solidated clay could indicate layers of  completely 
remoulded soil. An example is reported in 
Figure 22 showing the horizontal stress profile 
measured at three verticals in a deposit of  highly 
overconsolidated clay (Atri hill). Further data 
come from an extensive campaign of  DMT tests 
conducted along the northern slope of  the Todi 
hill, Central Italy (Totani et al. 1997). The slope is 
carved in an overconsolidated clay formation of 
lacustrine origin which was affected by complex 
movements threatening the marginal areas of  the 
ancient town. DMT tests were conducted in the 
upper part of  the slope, where movements were 
essentially translational and involved the clay for-

Figure 21. CPT profiles performed in the Masseria 
Marino earthflow and undrained cohesion calculated 
from tip strength, pocket penetrometer tests and UU tri-
axial tests (Picarelli 1993).

Figure 22. Horizontal stress index KD at Atri (Amoroso et al. 2012).
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mation down to a maximum depth of  26 meters. 
Totani et al. (1997) compared DMT verticals with 
plots of  inclinometer displacements versus depth 
(Fig. 23). In the figure, depths of  DMT logs with 
KD = 2 (indicated by arrows) seem to be coherent 
with sliding depths detected by inclinometers, 
excepting for the DMT3 vertical, where the sliding 
surface seems to be located above. In this respect, 
it is to be noted that inclinometer tubes were not 
exactly aligned located along the alignment of 
DMT test but their profiles were projected on the 
cross section passing through the DMT locations. 
Furthermore it cannot be excluded that the deep-
est points at KD = 2 (located at depth not reached 
by inclinometers) are old shear zones, not active 
anymore. In fact, a more comprehensive analysis 
of  inclinometer data, slope morphology and bore-
hole stratigraphy, suggests that also the shallow 
point at KD = 2 of  DMT4 vertical could be inter-
preted as a result of  local slope failure.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Shear zones and slip surfaces represent a challenge 
for geotechnical engineers since they are often hid-
den features of the soil and can strongly govern the 
stability of slopes and the performance of man-made 
works. Slip surfaces are specific features of shear 
zones that form as a result of strain localisation 
induced by increasing deviatoric stresses in an ad-
vanced stage of the process of plastic shear soil de-
formation. Therefore, the role of slip surfaces cannot 
be distinguished from that of shear zones around.

The features of shear zones depend on the mag-
nitude of accumulated strains. In extreme cases, the 
original soil structure is completely destroyed and 

its present fabric and state are very different from 
initial ones. In particular, highly overconsolidated 
clays and clay shales can turn into highly softened 
ductile materials; their hydraulic conductivity also 
can radically change. 

Changes in structure, water content, hydrau-
lic and mechanical soil properties can help in the 
detection of shear zones. In fact, accurate inspec-
tion of boreholes core, close measurement of the 
water content and mechanical in situ tests, such 
as CPTU and DMT tests, can provide useful and 
often decisive data for locating shear zones. Nat-
urally, in the case of slopes, careful monitoring 
through inclinometers and other instruments can 
definitely solve the problem.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are three basic types of tailings dams: 
downstream, upstream, and centerline (Vick 1983; 
Carrier 2003. Downstream construction is used 
when there is a sufficient volume of the coarse 
fraction of the tailings to construct the entire dam 
(Jamiolkowski et al. 2010). A downstream dam is 
raised in a series of lifts as the level of the tailings 
rises during the course of mining and processing. 
Upstream construction is used when the tailings 
are suitable for raising a dam. The coarse fraction 
of the tailings (i.e. sand) is separated from the fine 
fraction (i.e. silt and clay, usually called “slimes”) 
by means of either spigots or cyclones that are 
periodically moved along the crest of the embank-
ment as it is raised. Slurry of fine material runs 
down the beach into the pond; the coarse material 
is used to construct the shell in a series of lifts. The 
centerline of the crest moves upstream as each new 
lift is added. Centerline construction is a hybrid of 
the downstream and upstream methods. Coarse 
shell material is added in lifts, both upstream and 
downstream, so that the centerline of the crest of 
the dam remains in the same location throughout 
the life of the structure. Figure 1 illustrates these 
processes.

Within the entire range of failure modes that 
have occurred at tailings impoundments static lique-
faction is likely the most common, and at the same 
time likely the least understood (Blight 2009). 

Although the upstream construction is the most 
popular type of embankment for tailings dams, 
since it is a low cost process, it is a high risk opera-
tion, particularly because (a) upstream dams are 
particularly susceptible to liquefaction under seis-
mic ground motion and (b) dam stability is endan-
gered if  the raising rate of the dam is high due to 
excess pore pressure built within the deposit during 
construction (Schnaid et al. 2007). Tailings have 
specific properties, different of naturally deposited 
materials, so they have to should be tested in field 
and laboratory to be calibrated and their mechani-
cal characteristics can be assessed by the most 
effective techniques.

Tailing dams may be critical, especially where 
there is improper handling and management. 
Examples of that are the disasters at tailings facili-
ties of Aznalcóllar (Spain), in 1998, and Baia Mare 
(Romania), in 2000, with major threats to the envi-
ronment and human life. This risk is high in the 
upstream method, since it provides only a thin shell 
with instability implications. Unlike the large dams 
of water reservoirs, tailings dams are constructed 
without any impervious core.

Process and rainfall water seeps through the 
dam towards its free face. Uncontrolled water flow 
through, beneath or—in the worst case—over the 
dam can lead to a critical loss of stability. In han-
dling large amounts of inhomogeneous wet slurries, 
water management is a key safety factor. Deficient 
water management is one of the main causes of 

Application of in situ testing in tailing dams, emphasis on 
liquefaction: Case-history

A. Viana da Fonseca
University of Porto, Faculty of Engineering, Department of Civil Engineering, Portugal

ABSTRACT: Geotechnical design and the solutions for construction of tailings dams resulting from the 
mining industry operations, specially the evaluation of the possibility of flow liquefaction responsible for 
the collapse of several dams, has been mobilizing the attention of researchers and engineering practition-
ers. The investigation of water table position, aquifer boundaries, physical conditions and density of the 
deposed materials demand for site characterization and determination of short and long term properties 
of tailings materials, constitute crucial requirements for engineering with tailings. An increasing emphasis 
on in situ tests with emphasis to CPTU and DMT tests, and geophysical survey for seismic wave profiling, 
which allow for thorough study of segregation, state condition, shear strength and consolidation proper-
ties, identifying the essential features that link some of the deduced parameters, such as saturation level, 
drainage conditions, liquefaction potential—both triggering or post-behavior, has been addressed lately 
with increase frequency. In this paper some of these potentialities will be discussed in the light of recent 
published approaches and two case-histories are presented transcribing some papers that describe them.
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accidents and hazards emanating from tailings 
facilities (Davies et al. 2002). These authors resume 
the risk as follows: “static liquefaction, and the 
resulting flowslide of liquefied tailings materials, 
is shown to be a relatively common phenomenon 
among the more dramatic tailings impoundment 
failure case histories. Static liquefaction can be a 
result of slope instability issues alone, or can be 
triggered as a result of other mechanisms”. Con-
tinuing citing Davies et al. (2002), it is known that 
“loose sands could behave in a puzzling manner, 
and has been recognized as early as the first use of 
the term “liquefies” in our context by Hazen (1920) 
reporting on the failure of the Calaveras Dam dur-
ing construction. Writing in German, Terzaghi 
(1925) defined the essential processes of liquefac-
tion and the subsequent lecture by Casagrande 
(1936) formed the basis for practice at that time. 
In this early paper, and refined in subsequent work 
(Casagrande 1976), the critical void ratio concept 
was clearly defined. This method used drained 
direct shear or triaxial tests to define the void ratio 
at which neither drained contraction or dilation 
occurs at high strain, and observed that there was 
a unique relation between this so-defined critical 
void ratio and the log of effective stress. But, in 

1938, the hydraulic fill Fort Peck Dam failed dur-
ing construction (Middlebrooks 1940). As noted 
by Morgenstern and Küpper (1988) the collapse of 
the Fort Peck Dam (Figure 2) constituted a water-
shed in the evolution of hydraulic fill methods for 
dam construction in North America and marked 
an abrupt decline in the technique [but not for tail-
ings dam construction].

2 IN SITU TESTS FOR RISK ANALYSIS IN 
TAILING DAMS

2.1 Seismic Dilatometer (SDMT) in tailing 
dams

Recent research projects have been pursuing in situ 
tests (with emphasis for piezocone) and laboratory 
tests (triaxial) to be carried out in active iron ore, 
gold and alumina residue storages (e.g., Schnaid 
2005; Schnaid et al. 2004, 2008). 

The liquefaction analysis of sloping ground in 
these difficult geotechnical conditions (i.e., tailings 
subject to a static driving shear stress) is a challenge. 
The estimation of the residual or liquefied shear 
strength of these soils, require special procedures in 
laboratory testing over field samples obtained by dif-
ficult sampling techniques, such as ground freezing 
methods (Robertson et al. 2000) or samples obtained 
by high-quality tube samples coupled with proce-
dures for “correcting” the shear strength for distur-
bance during sampling and testing (Castro 1975).

Cone penetration test (CPT-based) relationships 
allow to evaluate the susceptibility to strength loss 
and liquefied shear strength for a wide range of 
soils (Olson & Stark 2003; Robertson 2010). In fact, 
some tests have been pointed out as particularly 
more efficient and cost effective as a direct-push 
method using multi-measurement in-situ devices, 
such as the seismic cone penetration test with pore 
pressure measurements (SCPTu) and the seismic flat 
dilatometer test (SDMT). Since the CPTu is about 
3 to 4 times faster, collects more frequent data and 

Figure 2. Oblique view of Fort Peck Dam failure—1938 
(Davies et al. 2002).

Figure 1. Three types of construction systems in tail-
ings dams: downstream, upstream, and centreline (http://
www.ecm-ing.com/tailings%20eng/).
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is less expensive than the DMT, the CPTu is increas-
ingly the preferred primary in-situ test. The con-
tinuous nature of the CPTu results provide valuable 
information about soil variability that is difficult to 
match with sampling and laboratory testing.

There are a large number of potential geotech-
nical parameters and properties necessary for the 
analyses of safety in these projects, but some have 
major importance: in-situ state, strength, stiff-
ness, compressibility and conductivity. In-situ 
state represents quantification of the density and 
compactness of the soil, as well as factors such as 
cementation. For most soils, in-situ state is cap-
tured in terms of either relative density (Dr) or 
state parameter (ψ) for coarse-grained soils and 
over-consolidation ratio (OCR) for fine-grained 
soils. These ‘state’ parameters essentially identify 
if  soils will be either dilative or contractive in shear 
(Robertson 2012). CPT has been pointed as very 
sensitive to the determination of soil stratigraphy 
and the identification of soil type. This has been 
accomplished using charts that link cone param-
eters to soil type. Robertson (2010b) suggested an 
update on the soil behavior type (SBT) charts, as 
shown in Figure 3. The updated charts, that are 
dimensionless and color coded for improved pres-
entation, define 9 consistent SBT zones.

As described in this conference (Robertson 
2012), Jefferies & Davies (1993) identified that a 
soil behavior type index, Ic,JD, could represent the 
SBTn zones in the Qt–Fr chart where, Ic,JD is essen-
tially the radius of concentric circles that define 
the boundaries of soil type. Robertson and Wride, 
(1998) modified the definition of Ic to apply to the 
Robertson (1990) Qt–Fr chart, as defined by:

Ic = [(3.47 – log Qt)2 + (log Fr + 1.22)2]0.5

Knowing that the state parameter (ψ) is defined 
as the difference between the current void ratio, e, 
and the void ratio at critical state, ecs, at the same 
mean effective stress for coarse-grained (sandy) soils, 
Jefferies & Been (2006), based on critical state con-
cepts, provided a detailed description of the evalu-
ation of soil state using the CPT. They describe in 
detail that the problem of evaluating state from CPT 
response is complex and depends on several soil 
parameters, being this resumed in this conference 
(Robertson 2012). Robertson (2009a) developed 
contours of state parameter (ψ) on the updated 
SBTn Qtn–F chart for uncemented Holocene age 
soils. The contours, that are shown on Figure 4, are 
approximate since stress state and plastic hardening 
will also influence the estimate of in-situ soil state in 
the coarse-grained region of the chart (i.e. when Ic < 
2.60) and soil sensitivity for fine-grained soils.

An area of uncertainty in the approach used by 
Jefferies and Been (2006) is the use of Qt1 rather 

than Qtn. Figure 4 uses Qtn since it is believed that 
this form of normalized parameter has wider 
application, although this issue may not be fully 
resolved for some time. The contours of ψ shown 
in Figure 4 were developed primarily on laboratory 
test results and validated with well documented sites 
where undisturbed frozen samples were obtained 
(Wride et al. 2000). Jefferies and Been (2006) sug-
gested that soils with a state parameter less than 
−0.05 (i.e. ψ < −0.05) are dilative at large strains.

Robertson and Wride (1998), based on a large 
database of liquefaction case histories, suggested a 
CPT-based correction factor to correct normalized 
cone resistance in silty sands to an equivalent clean 
sand value (Qtn,cs) using the following:

Qtn,cs = KcQtn

Where Kc is a correction factor that is a func-
tion of grain characteristics (combined influence 

Figure 3. Updated Soil Behaviour Type (SBT) charts 
based on either normalized CPT (Robertson 2010b).
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of fines content, mineralogy and plasticity) of the 
soil that can be estimated using Ic as follows:

if  Ic ≤ 1.64: Kc = 1.0
if  Ic > 1.64:
  Kc = 5.581Ic

3 − 0.403 Ic
4 − 21.63 Ic

2 + 33.75Ic − 17.88

Robertson (2010c) suggested a simplified and 
approximate relationship between ψ and Qtn,cs, as 
follows:

ψ  = 0.56 − 0.33 log Qtn,cs

2.2 Seismic dilatometer (SDMT) in tailing dams

The seismic dilatometer (SDMT) is a combination 
of the standard flat dilatometer (DMT) equipment 
(Marchetti 1980; Marchetti et al. 2001) with a seis-
mic module for the down-hole measurement of the 
shear wave velocity VS. First introduced by Hep-
ton (1988), the SDMT was subsequently improved 
at Georgia Tech, Atlanta, USA (Martin & Mayne 
1997, 1998; Mayne et al. 1999) and is now in its matu-
rity, being accepted as a very consistent and effective 
tool for evaluation of liquefaction potential, taking 
into account ageing and (or) stress history of soils, 
as reported by Monaco & Marchetti (2007).

A new SDMT system incorporating two 
waves’ receivers, therefore with a clear (“true”) 
length which gives rise to a more reliable velocity 
( Figure 4) has been recently developed in Italy. 
The seismic module (Figure 4a) is a cylindrical ele-
ment placed above the DMT blade, equipped with 
two receivers located at 0.5 m distance. The signal 

is amplified and digitized at depth (Monaco & 
Marchetti 2007). The shear wave source at the sur-
face (Figure 1b) is a pendulum hammer which hits 
horizontally a steel rectangular base pressed verti-
cally against the soil and oriented with its long axis 
parallel to the axis of the receivers, so that they can 
offer the highest sensitivity to the generated shear 
wave. This configuration avoids possible inaccu-
racy in the determination of the “zero time” at the 
hammer impact and the coupling of seismograms 
recorded by the two receivers at a given test depth 
(Figure 4b) corresponds to the same hammer blow 
and not to different blows in sequence, not neces-
sarily identical, improving the repeatability of VS 
measurements. With VS measurements obtained 
every 0.5 m of depth, the determination of the 
delay from the seismograms obtained by SDMT is 
generally well-conditioned (Figure 5c). 

The possibility of using VS as an index of lique-
faction resistance is widely recognized, being the 
most popular CRR-VS correlation (Figure 6) the 
one proposed by Andrus and Stokoe (2000). CRR 
is obtained as a function of an overburden-stress 
corrected shear wave velocity VS1 = VS(pa/σ′v0)0.25, 
where VS = measured shear wave velocity, pa = 
atmospheric pressure (100 kPa), σ′v0 = initial effec-
tive vertical stress (same units as pa). Andrus et al. 
(2004) introduced age correction factors to extend 
the original correlation by Andrus and Stokoe 
(2000) to soils older than Holocene. Their CRR-
VS1 relationship (curves in Figure 6) is approxi-
mated by the equation:

CRR 1
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where V*S1 = limiting upper value of VS1 for lique-
faction occurrence (V*S1 = 200 m/s for the curve for 
fines content ≥35%, V*S1 = 215 m/s for the curve 
for fines content ≤5%, V*S1 varies linearly from 200 
to 215 m/s for fines content between 35 and 5%), 

Figure 4. Contours of estimated state parameter, ψ  
(thick lines), on normalized SBTn Qtn–Fr chart for unce-
mented Holocene-age sandy soils (After Robertson 2009).

Figure 5. (a) DMT blade and seismic module. (b) Sche-
matic layout of SDMT. (c) Example of seismograms 
obtained by SDMT at various test depths (Monaco & 
Marchetti 2007).

(a) (b) (c)
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Ka1 = factor to correct for high VS1 values caused 
by aging, Ka2 = factor to correct for influence of 
age on CRR. As stressed by Monaco & Mar-
chetti (2007), magnitude scaling factors should be 
used to scale—see equation (for magnitude Mw = 
7.5 earthquakes) to different magnitudes. Both Ka1 
and Ka2 are 1 for uncemented soils of Holocene 
age. For older soils, suggested Ka1 values (mostly 
in the range 0.6 to 0.8) are derived from SPT-VS1 
relationships (e.g. Ohta and Goto 1978, Rollins et 
al. 1998, or site specific). Lower-bound values of 
Ka2 (1.1 to 1.5) are based on the study by Arango 
et al. (2000). Andrus et al. (2004) remarked, how-
ever, the high associated uncertainty and the need 
of additional work to quantify the influence of age 
on CRR, as well as on VS.

Before the possibility of using seismic waves’ 
capabilities in SDMT, the original dilatometer 
(DMT) has been explored for CRR evaluation. 
Marchetti (1982), Robertson and Campanella 
(1986), Reyna and Chameau (1991), suggested 
that the horizontal stress index KD from DMT 
(KD = (p0 − u0)/σ ′v0) is a suitable index parameter of 
liquefaction resistance. Comparative studies have 
indicated that KD is highly sensitive to factors that 
increase liquefaction resistance like stress history, 
ageing, cementation, structure (to which CPT is 
not by itself  so sensitive (Huang and Ma (1994), 
except if  combined with Vs measurements. G0/qc is 
influenced by relative density and effective stress as 
well as age and cementation (e.g. Eslaamizaad & 
Robertson 1996; Fahey et al. 2003; Schnaid et al. 
2004), but should not be used by itself  to reduce 
uncertainty in liquefaction-triggering correlations. 
The empirical parameter KG, as defined in the fol-
lowing equation (after Rix & Stokoe 1992), can be 
used to account for sand relative density and effec-

tive stress level on the correlation between G0 and 
qc (Schneider & Moss 2011):
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where σ  ′v0 is the initial in situ vertical effective 
stress, pref is a reference stress equal to 100 kPa, 
m is an empirical exponent typically taken as 0.75 
(Rix & Stokoe 1991; Schneider et al. 2004) and qc1N 
is the stress normalized cone tip resistance using 
a median sand overburden stress exponent of 
0.5 (Moss et al. 2007). As noted by Robertson & 
Campanella (1986), it is not possible to separate 
the individual contribution of each factor on KD. 
On the other hand, a low KD indicates that none 
of the above factors is high, i.e. the sand is loose, 
uncemented, in a low K0 environment and has lit-
tle stress history. A sand under these conditions 
may liquefy or develop large strains under cyclic 
loading. The most significant findings supporting 
a well-based CRR–KD correlation are the sensi-
tivity of DMT in monitoring soil densification 
(Schmertmann et al. 1986 and Jendeby 1992) and 
to prestraining (Jamiolkowski and Lo Presti 1998), 
and, specifically the sensitivity of KD to ageing 
(Monaco & Schmertmann 2007).

Yu (2004) proved that KD is an index that reflects 
the in situ state parameter ψ (ξ0 in that work) and 
presented a correlation between KD and ξ0 in sands 
(Figure 7) which strongly encourage efforts to 
develop methods to assess liquefiability by DMT. 

Figure 8 shows that data-points obtained at 
sites where liquefaction had occurred (mostly in 

Figure 6. Curves for evaluating CRR from shear wave 
velocity VS for clean, uncemented soils with liquefaction 
data from compiled case histories (Andrus and Stokoe 
2000).

Figure 7. Average correlation for deriving in situ state 
parameter, ξ0 (=ψ) as suggested by Yu (2004).
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hydraulic sandfills) are correctly located in the 
“liquefaction” side. Grasso and Maugeri (2006) 
further updated the CRR model by Monaco et al. 
(2005) into: 
CRR7.5 = 0.0908KD

3 − 1.0174 KD
2 + 3.8466KD − 4.5369

CRR7.5 = 0.0308e0.605KD 
CRR7.5 = 0.0111 KD

2.5307 
Tai et al. (2009) examined these CRR–KD curves, 

the SPT and CPT-based liquefaction case histories 
presented by Idriss & Boulanger (2006) and Rob-
ertson & Wride (1998), respectively, transformed 
SPT- and CPT based in CRR–KD curves along 
with the transformed data points of the SPT- and 
CPT-based liquefaction case histories, getting into 
a new proposal for the DMT-based CRR–KD:
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A long discussion has been developed around 
the arguments on the better applicability of CPT 
(we will ignore SPT-based data for its insensitiv-
ity to characterize soft or loose geomaterials) or 
DMT for liquefaction evaluation. This turns to 
a be question that should be faced in terms of 
complementary approaches and not as concur-
rent. Marchetti (2010) compiled extensive data 
presented by several authors, including an exten-
sive Calibration Chamber comparative program at 
Korea University, showing that KD is considerably 
more sensitive than qt to Stress History (including 
aging). Schnaid (2009) point out that qt is is not 
very sensitive to Stress History. Being this factor 
important for liquefaction, increasing substan-
tially CRR, being difficult for CPT to have, by 
itself, high reliability to assess sand liquefiability, 
requiring a new in situ device, more sensitive to 
effects of  past stress-strain histories” and some 
evidences point to the higher sensitivity of KD to 
Stress History suggesting that this DMT param-
eter has a good link with CRR. 

2.3 Limiting values of VS1 and KD for 
liquefaction occurrence

There are some fruitful discussions (Roberston 2009; 
Marchetti 2010; Marchetti 2011) on which parame-
ter is more sensible to resistance to liquefaction, due 
to the important effects of stress history and aging: 
KD–a direct parameter of DMT test interpretation 
-, or qt (or its normalized values Qt1), or VS (or its 
normalized values Vs1) determined in geophysical 
testing, which now includes the seismic waves’ capa-
bilities (Monaco & Marchetti 2007). One of the key 
points of this discussion, as already been referred, 
above is the eventual higher sensitivity of KD to 
aging, and this is not strange to the fact that this a 
parameter that has correspondence to normalized 
key parameters of CPT and Qt1, as proved by Rob-
ertson (2009), although somewhat influenced by 
the normalization technique. This author proposes 
correlations between the values of the soil-type 
(Ic, from CPT, and ID, from DMT) and mechani-
cal behavior indices (Qt1, from CPT, and KD, from 
DMT), expressed in the contours of Figure 9.

This may be, however, still in arguing since 
Marchetti (2011) defends that (sic) the big differ-
ence between CPT and DMT is that DMT pro-
vides the parameter KD related to the stress history 
(a fundamental piece of information and a pro-
tagonist in the DMT interpretation), whereas qc is 
unaccompanied by a similar parameter containing 
information about stress history.

In the light of  this discussion the author states 
that’s the engineering application for which 
translation formulas (current or future) for 

Figure 8. (a) CRR-KD curves for evaluating liquefaction 
resistance from DMT (Monaco et al. 2005). (b) Compari-
son of CRR-KD curve by Monaco et al. (2005) and Loma 
Prieta 1989 earthquake liquefaction datapoints (after 
Mitchell et al. 1994).
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estimating KD from CPT data are believed to be 
too inaccurate (sic), is the estimation of  the sand 
liquefaction resistance [cyclic resistance ratio 
(CRR)] on the basis of  KD. Reporting to the 
paper by Marchetti (2010), where a compilation 
of  data showing that KD is considerably (“sic”) 
more sensitive than qt (or Qt1) to stress history 
and aging, the author defends that no transla-
tion formula could reconstruct KD values incor-
porating such sensitivity if  the reconstruction is 
on the basis of  qt, which is “almost independent 
of  past straining along the K0-line” (Baldi et al. 
1985) and “is not very sensitive to stress history” 
(Schnaid 2009), so important for liquefaction 
evaluation.

Comparisons based on parallel measurements of 
KD and VS obtained by SDMT at several sandy sites 
have shown that VS (VS1) and KD would provide, in 
general, substantially different estimates of CRR, 
leaving open the question “which CRR should be 
given greater weight” when parallel analyses by KD 
and VS produce contradictory predictions (Monaco 
et al. 2005; Monaco & Marchetti 2007; Monaco & 
Schmertmann 2007; Marchetti et al. 2008).

Another difference in the correlations 
CRR-VS and CRR-KD may be noted in the 
limiting values of  VS1 and KD for which lique-
faction occurrence can be definitely excluded. 
The measured VS1  values, normalized with 
respect to the vertical effective stress, gener-
ally result in values greater than the value 
of  160 m/s which is regarded by Robertson 
et al. (1992) as the upper bound shear velocity 
above which the tailings dilate in shear. 

2.4 Geophysical tests for risk analysis 
in tailing dams

Non-destructive geophysical investigation methods 
of parameter evaluation and measurement are also 
being developed for the detection, assessment and 
improvement of the safety state of tailings dams 
and ponds. Geoelectrical (SIP), seismic and radar 
methods will be used to get information on the tail-
ings dam structure and water content.

Most of the tailing dams are not structured, 
with transition zones between the tailings and the 
dam. Height and thickness of the several parts of 
the dam vary in the horizontal and vertical direc-
tion, being necessary to develop probabilistic 
methods for geotechnical stability analysis. As it is 
not possible to take more than just a few samples, 
the highly inhomogeneous structure of the tailings 
dams cannot be estimated with these methods only. 
Spectral Induced Polarization (SIP) and other geo-
electrical methods have been reported to be valuable 
tools for investigating tailing dumps (Campbell & 
Fitterman 2000). In theses cases the method was 
used to give a raw overview of the structure or the 
content of the dumps. GPR is another method for 
near surface investigations that may be used to 
this purpose. A short electromagnetic pulse is sent 
in the earth by an antenna, the reflected signals 
are received by another one. This is to be scribed 
used for evaluating the near surface structure of 
the dams and determine the position of the depth 
of the groundwater level. Finally, seismic methods 
should be considered, at least in specific points, as 
they rely on the generation, propagation and detec-
tion of mechanical waves. Common sources are 
hammers, weight drops and others. The interpreta-
tion of the arrival times of reflected and refracted 
waves from subsurface strata will give additional 
information on structure and water table.

3 ASSESSMENT OF TAILINGS DAMS 
LIQUEFACTION USING CRITICAL 
STATE SOIL MECHANICS CONCEPTS

3.1 How the binary void ratio-stress state may be 
key factor for liquefaction risk assessment

State parameter approaches have been applied 
with some success to the analysis of soil liquefac-
tion both under cyclic and static loads, although 
the precise relationship between the two is perhaps 
less well understood (Viana da Fonseca et al. 2011). 
Compressibility is a key factor for the develop-
ment of instability in both cases. This will be in 
direct accordance with the relative position of the 
state and the CSL so that the behaviour associ-
ated with the susceptibility to liquefaction can be 

Figure 9. Proposed contours of DMT KD and ID on the 
CPT normalized SBT Qt1–Fr chart (Robertson 2009).
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analysed within a Critical State framework, provid-
ing a simple explanation for the patterns of behav-
iour typical of static liquefaction. Different classes 
of behaviour related to the current void ratio and 
stress state of the soil have been identified. Soils that 
have their in-situ states above the Critical State Line 
(Steady State Line) in the e:lnp′ plane, with positive 
state parameters (Wroth & Bassett 1965; Been & 
Jefferies 1985) are more susceptible to liquefaction 
as illustrated in Figure 10. However, as highlighted 
by Carrera et al. (2011), Critical State Lines for 
sands are only linear in the e:ln(p′) plane at high 
stress levels, and are typically curved lines that 
tend to a horizontal asymptote as p′ reduces 
(e.g. Verdugo & Ishihara, 1996), often modelled 
as bilinear (e.g. Been et al. 1991). There are then 
some doubts about how state parameter should be 
applied to a curved CSL and whether the current 
location of the soil state relative to the curved line is 
important, i.e. whether the state parameter is meas-
ured from the straight CSL at high pressures or the 
flatter part at low pressures (Carrera et al. 2011). 

There is also some ambiguity about the definition 
of liquefaction, although fundamentally it should 
be defined when the soil has genuinely reached a liq-
uefied state, with zero effective stress and strength 
(Yamamuro et al. 2001). Within a Critical State 
framework it may seem that the phenomenon of 
static liquefaction is easily explained, as shown in 
the two examples of Figures 11 and 13. The data 
in Figure 11, by Carrera et al. (2011), are from a 
detailed investigation of the static liquefaction of 
Stava dam tailings (Figure 12). They tested a range 
of initial gradings and the data shown are for recon-
stituted samples of the clean poorly graded sand 
extracted from the tailings recovered from the Stava 
tailings dam disaster (Chandler & Tosatti 1995).

Figure 13 shows similar behaviour in an exhaus-
tive study of the liquefaction risk of cycloning 
products from the disposal of gold tailings from 
Brazil, separated between coarser (underflow) and 
finer (overflow) fractions. Data for the overflow 
fraction are shown here, taken from an extensive 
programme of monotonic triaxial tests again on 

reconstituted samples (Bedin et al. 2011; Schnaid 
et al. 2012). 

It is often assumed that the change in gradi-
ent of the Critical State Line in the e:lnp′ plane 
at higher pressures is associated with particle 
breakage, as observed for example by Coop & Lee 
(1993), but this is not universally true and for the 
Stava tailings no breakage could be detected. In 
both cases the Critical State Line curves towards 
a horizontal asymptote at lower stress levels. Any 
sample with an initial state above that asymptote 
must therefore undergo instability and true liq-
uefaction under undrained conditions, no mat-
ter what its initial stress level, as its stress path 
reaches p′ = 0. At lower initial void ratios, where 
undrained loading brings the sample state towards 
the curved part of the Critical State Line, the soil 
will undergo a very large reduction in p′ when 
loaded undrained, and give peak strength with 
dramatic strain softening. 

This type of behaviour is often rather unhelp-
fully also referred to as liquefaction in the lit-
erature, but since the soil reaches a stable Critical 

Figure 10. Criterion for flow liquefaction susceptibil-
ity based on state parameter concept (based on Kramer, 
1996; Been & Jefferies 1985; and others).

Figure 11. Variation of liquefaction behaviour with 
initial state for clean sand from Stava tailings (Carrera 
et al. 2011).

Figure 12. Stava tailings dam, before (a) and after the 
collapse (b) (http://www.tailings.info/stava.htm).

(a) (b)
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State, albeit at a low p′ and hence strength, this is 
misleading. After all, there are plenty of soils that 
strain soften, but we do not say that they are liq-
uefying. At high stress levels, where the Critical 
State and Normal Compression Lines tend to be 
parallel, the undrained stress-strain behaviour will 
be strain hardening or sometimes mildly strain-
softening, and there can be no liquefaction of any 
kind. While other authors have seen slightly differ-
ent patterns of behaviour for different soils (e.g. 
Yamamuro & Lade 1998), the general approach 
of distinguishing classes of behaviour by the state 
in the v (or e): ln p′ plane remains successful, as 
far as, in principle, the state parameter should be 
applied to the specific curved CSL and not to the 
straight CSL at high pressures or the flatter part at 
low pressures. Figure 14 associates the same data 
of Figure 13 with measured values of shear wave 
velocities. A stable zone is observed at intermediate 
stresses with parallel NCL and CSL lines, while at 
high stresses, particle breakage under monotonic 
loading become dominant, changing the curvature 
of both lines. At the low stress range the onset of 
flow instability significantly changed the slope of 
the CSL relative to NCL reflecting the tendency 
for static liquefaction in undrained shear. Changes 

in slope of the CSL represent a transition of behav-
iour that is also captured in shear wave velocities 
variation. 

Bedin (2010) present the extensive data recoiled 
along axial strain during undrained triaxial tests of 
the shear wave values, Vs, measured using bender 
elements (Viana da Fonseca et al. 2009), used to 
demonstrate that for any given test the initial shear 
velocity (Vs0 ), that is on consolidation state, values 
are greater than the Vs values measured at larger 
strain levels, reaching a minimum value at the very 
large strains at critical state.

These variations of shear wave velocity to mean 
stress, void ratio and state parameter are presented 
in Figure 14, with the purpose of representing 
measured Vs values in the framework of critical 
state.

In addition, Bedin (2010) presented a normali-
zation of these values as a velocity ratio Vscrit/Vso 
that is shown to range typically between 0.5 and 
0.7 for the stable structure range, increasing up to 
0.9 in the event of grain crushing and reducing to 
0.3 to 0.5 when flow instability takes place.

Shear wave velocity (and therefore soil stiffness) 
depends upon interactions of state (void ratio, 
bonding, fabric, stress level) as well as strain level, 
stress history and stress path (e.g. Hardin 1978; Lo 
Presti 1995; Tatsuoka et al. 1997).

Figure 13. Critical State Soil mechanics applied to flow 
liquefaction, with curved Critical State Line (Bedin et al. 
2011).

Figure 14. State parameter and state pressure index 
variation during testing (Bedin et al. 2011).
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To account for these effects, the values of Vs 
have been expressed as a function of void ratio, 
Vs f(e), as well as the void ratio and effective stress, 
Vs f(e,p′ ): 

V f
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These expressions are similar to those derived 
for the small strain shear modulus having the void 
ratio function F(e) defined as (2.17 − e)2/(1 + e), 
(Hardin & Richart 1963; Iwasaki et al. 1978). The 
normalized values of Vs are plotted in Figure 14. 
Both Vs  f(e) and Vs  f(e,p′ ) are valuable means of 
characterising the transitional responses of the 
soil. For example, Vs f(e, p′ ) is of the order of 0.01 
for a stable structure, increasing to up to 3 for liq-
uefaction (300 times).

Based on these evidences, it is suggested that the 
response of the gold tailings can be expressed within 
the framework of critical state soil mechanics by 
assuming the behaviour illustrated in Figure 14.

The CSL is approximated by a three-linear 
model segment in the e-log(p′) associated to dif-
ferent pressure levels leading to four distinct state 
conditions:

a. Flow liquefaction: at low confining stresses 
this tailing exhibit a pronounced contractive 
response generating high excess pore pressures 
that ultimate leads to flow liquefaction instabil-
ity coupled to a complete loss in shear strength 
and the development of excessive strains. 

b. Flow instability: ranging from low to moder-
ate stress range, flow instability is associated 
to large deformations and high pore pressures 
that reduce the deviatory stress at critical state 
relative to the deviatory stress at the initial peak 
(without necessarily leading to liquefaction). 
For the tested tailing the pressure indicating 
the onset of flow liquefaction p′f  l was some-
where around 30 kPa. For stresses lower than 
p′f  l, a sample at its initial state (p′o, eo) located 
above the CSL experience larger reductions of 
its undrained shear resistance inducing a slope 
λf (flow) flatter than λ (stable). This implies that 
flow instability reduces with increasing confin-
ing pressures.

c. Stable conditions: drained and undrained 
critical states coincide, defining a condition 
where the slope of  the critical state line λ 
(stable) being essentially parallel to the slope 
of  the normally consolidated line. This 
idealized behaviour is compatible to that 
conceived in most constitutive models of  flow 

liquefaction based on critical state soil mechan-
ics (e.g. Dubujet & Doanh 2007; Doanh et al. 
1997; Yamamuro and Lade 1997; Borja 2006; 
Andrade 2009).

d. Particle breakage: for stresses greater than the 
stress corresponding to shear induced grain 
crushing p′c the soil is able to reach denser states 
at critical state and as a consequence the slope 
of the CSL λc (crushing) becomes stiffer than λ 
(stable).

Although the described patterns of behavior 
slightly diverges from earlier findings reported by 
Yamamuro and Lade (1998), the characteristic 
behaviour illustrated in Figure14 holds the essen-
tial concepts developed by the authors for silty 
sand materials.

3.2 State (void ratio/porosity) from seismic 
waves for assessment of liquefaction under 
critical state

For what has been referred, the importance of the 
evaluation of voids ratios (e), or porosity (n), by 
other means rather than undisturbed sampling—a 
difficult task in sensitive soils such loose sandy/
silty soils—is a step ahead for a “clean” and reli-
able evaluation of state. With regard to empirical 
methods, an estimate of porosity could in prin-
ciple be obtained from the initial shear modulus, 
Gmax, using correlations that relate this parameter 
to the void ratio and the effective confining pres-
sure, but these methods suffer from an intrinsic 
limitation due to the dependence of these empiri-
cal correlations on soil type, mineralogy and stress 
history. Similarly, the procedures used in coarse-
grained soil deposits based on the estimate (from 
penetration tests) of the relative density have 
certain limitations, since they are affected by an 
uncertainty that is difficult to quantify, and they 
require independent measurements of emin and 
emax. Foti et al. (2002) proposes a novel procedure 
for determining porosity in fluid-saturated porous 
media from measured shear and dilatational (com-
pression) wave velocities. The authors resume the 
method as a development of the theory of linear 
poroelasticity in the low-frequency limit, consider-
ing the fluid-saturated porous medium as a closed 
(undrained) system with the pore fluid moving in 
phase with the soil skeleton. The method presented 
by Foti et al. (2002) determines porosity of the in 
fluid-saturated media from the measured values of 
VS and VP. The method is based on the applica-
tion of Biot’s theory under the assumption that no 
relative movement occurs in the porous medium 
between the solid and the fluid phases. This condi-
tion is considered to be fulfilled at low frequencies: 
that is, if  the saturated porous medium is excited at 
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frequencies less than fc, a characteristic frequency, 
defined by:

f
n g

kcff =
• •2 π

in which k is the coefficient of permeability of the 
medium, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. 
The lowest characteristic frequency is that associ-
ated with gravelly soils (70 Hz). 

The value of porosity can be determined from 
the following relation:
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where, ρs and ρf is the Poisson ratio of the soil 
particles and the pore fluid, respectively, Kf is bulk 
modulus of the pore fluid, νs is the Poisson ratio of 
the soil skeleton and Vp and Vs the compression and 
shear velocities (measured experimentally). The 
values of Kf , ρs and ρf are physical constants that 
assume standard numerical values (Carmichael, 
1989—some typical values in Foti et al. 2002) and 
νs is a priori unknown, but its range of variability 
is limited to 0.10–0.40 (Salem 2000).

The method has been successfully applied to 
estimate porosity at diverse sites (Foti et al. 2002, 
Foti Lancellota 2004; Arroyo et al. 2007) where 
cross-hole seismic data were available, the results 
showing very good agreement between the values 
of porosity predicted by the theory and those meas-
ured in the laboratory from undisturbed samples. 
Recently this has been applied to tailing materials 
(Jamiolkowski 2012) with utmost practical inter-
est. This will be presented below in this text. 

3.3 Evaluation of saturation level from 
P-waves velocities as to define the highest 
sensitive zone

From the two secondary factors that condition 
the uprising of the liquefaction risk, porosity was 
already discussed above, while saturation will be 
hereby analysed, being this factor a decisive condi-
tion for the development of more or less high pore 
pressures increments during a transient loading 
process.

The important factor of guaranteeing complete 
saturation when dealing with remoulded soils for 
laboratory characterisation of cyclic mobility and/
or liquefaction triggering has been emphasised by 
several authors (e.g. Viana da Fonseca et al. 2011). 
This problem of having an underestimation of this 

risk has been addressed by different authors. Sherif  
et al. (1977), Chaney (1978), Yoshimi et al. (1989) 
have revealed that in laboratory tests the liquefac-
tion resistance of sands depends strongly upon the 
degree of saturation, usually verified in terms of 
the pore pressure coefficient, B (Skempton 1954). 
At a specified cyclic stress ratio, the number of 
cycles causing liquefaction was found to increase 
substantially with decreasing values of B (Ishihara 
et al. 2001; Yang & Sato 1998, 2001; Vieira Faria 
et al. 2006). 

The use of the B-value test to determine the in 
situ state of saturation is sometimes difficult, and 
much influenced by compliance errors. However, it 
has been recognised that the velocity of compres-
sion waves (P-waves), Vp, is a clear sign of the iden-
tification of the water level, and the full saturation. 
The effectiveness of the use of Vp and Poisson’s 
ratio ν in identifying in situ partially saturated 
zones has been demonstrated by a borehole array 
site (Yang & Sato 2001) and in zonation of highly 
heterogeneous residual soils masses, above and 
below water, with geophysical techniques (Viana 
da Fonseca et al. 2006). 

There are even proposals that try to index the 
liquefaction resistance of a specific sand and its Vp 
to allow more significant interpretations and appli-
cations. As an example, Yang (2002) proposed 
an empirical function between the liquefaction 
resistance and B-value based on cyclic test data. 
There are theoretical relationships between the 
B-value and Vp, such as that based on Biot’s the-
ory for imperfectly saturated soils, considering the 
decrease in bulk modulus with the inclusion of air 
bubbles, proposed by Kokusho (2000). He presents 
some useful charts correlating B-value with Vp or ν. 
Yang also presents some of these charts, namely 
for Toyoura sand, and more recently Kiyoto 
et al. (2006) on Soma sand Valle-Molina (2006) in 
Ottawa sand (Figure 15a and b). Since VP values 
clearly shows a high variation when the B-value 
varies from B = 1.0 and 0.8, it will be a most 
clear that they can be a very good index to detect 
imperfect or, “almost” full saturation—an ultimate 
condition for the sharp increase of liquefaction 
potential. Indeed, as presented by Kokusho (2000), 
for VP larger than 90% of Vp of  water, a B-value of 
0.95 or greater should be expected.

There are now available explicit relations between 
the liquefaction resistance of sands and other soils 
and its P-wave velocity. These come from theo-
retical relationship between the value of B and the 
P-wave velocity into an empirical function relating 
the liquefaction resistance to B, established based 
on laboratory test data (Yang 2002). This allows 
to evaluate the in situ liquefaction resistance con-
ditioned by saturation measuring P-wave velocity 
(Figure 16).
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4 CASE-HISTORIES

4.1 Failures on tailing dams finally associated to 
static liquefaction dam

Davies et al. (2002) emphasizes that there was at 
this time limited mention of static liquefaction in 
regulatory literature and a good portion of the 
publications that refer to static liquefaction either 
do not explain the phenomenon being referred 
to or use the term as an explanation for any non-
seismically triggered flow failure with no other 
common failure mechanism. This is still true in a 
large number of designers, who do not clearly rec-
ognize this mechanism. Davies et al. (2002) states 
that the fact that many more tailings dams have 
not failed due to this mechanism is in part due to 
the designers taking measures to combat seismic 
loadings and have also unintentionally guarded 
against static liquefaction. However, designs in low 
seismic areas may not have this co-incidental safe-
guard. Unfortunately, a number of tailings dam 
failures have been mislabeled with other failure 
modes only to eventually have static liquefaction 
correctly noted as the contributing mode of dam 
failure (e.g. Fourie et al. 2001).

4.2 The failure of Merriespruit gold tailings dam

Fourie and Papageorgiou (2001) describe how 
this failure in South Africa was unusual in that 
never before had occurred in such a catastrophic 
way in gold tailings dams (Fig. 17). The conven-
tional thinking was that gold tailings would always 
exhibit dilative characteristics upon loading, pri-
marily because of the method of deposition which 
allows significant consolidation to occur due to 
sun-drying, which was not the case, since the re-
analysis of the relative state location of the depos-
ited materials towards its (their) steady state line, 
which separates dilative from contractive behavior 

(a)

Figure 15. Relationship between Vp velocity and 
B–value for: (a) Soma sand (Kiyoto et al. 2006); 
(b) Ottawa sand (Valle-Molina 2006)—(Jamiolkowki, 
2012. courtesy of the author).

(b)

Figure 16. Normalised number of cycles for liquefac-
tion as a function of P-wave velocity—sand with Dr = 
60% (Yang 2002).

Figure 17. The Merriespruit tailings dam failure 
of 1994, with destruction of the village (Fourie & 
Papageorgiou 2001).
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upon undrained loading, proved to be on the con-
tractive zone, therefore unstable. 

The interesting study involved the study of four 
particle-size distributions of Merriespruit tailings 
to determine the influence of the percent finer than 
75 mm on the position of the steady state line. As 
concluded, the tailings with the greater percentage 
of fines gave a steady state line that plotted above 
all the others, requiring a greater relative density 
to produce non-contractive behavior than for the 
low-fines tailings samples (Figure 18). The diffi-
culty of defining a unique steady state line for a 
particular tailing material was illustrated and it 
was recommended that error bands be assigned to 
any steady state line. 

So exploring whether the in situ material can 
be at void ratios above the representative steady 
state line of the tailings (for relevant values of 
mean effective stress) and thus in a metastable or 
potentially liquefiable state, is critical. Therefore, 
the highly prospective possibility to occur static 
liquefaction in such projects, directly resulting in 
the catastrophic flow slide, demands for a thor-

ough methodology of laboratory studies for the 
“good” evaluation of these critical (steady) state 
loci and subsequent continuous control the state 
parameter, which is obviously possible with in situ 
testing techniques.

In another paper, Fourie et al. (2001), describe 
how void ratios obtained from undisturbed sam-
ples taken during the post-failure investigation 
compared with those steady state lines have shown 
that an appreciable percentage of the specimens 
were likely to have been contractile. They con-
cluded that a large volume of tailings was in a 
metastable state in situ and overtopping and ero-
sion of the impoundment wall exposed this mate-
rial, resulting in static liquefaction of the tailings 
and a consequent flow failure.

Five piezocone tests were carried out at various 
locations around the dam as part of the post-failure 
investigation were—Wagener et al. (1998), cited by 
the authors—and two are included in Figure 19.

The piezocone used in South Africa, at that 
time, did not include a friction sleeve, and results 
were only obtained for end resistance and pore-
water pressure. Still, the profiles of end resistance 
qc and pore pressure uc for this latter test, revealed 
that the tailings at this location were very poorly 
consolidated, with dynamic pore pressures in 
excess of 300 kPa and cone resistance values of 
only 500 kPa at depths of as much as 14 m below 
the tailings surface. The graph on the right side in 
Figure 19, which is a profile of end resistance and 
pore pressure for the test conducted to the west 
of the breach and on the middle berm, shows end 
resistance values between depths of about 2 and 
10 m which are significantly lower than those in 
any of the other three piezocone profiles meas-
ured on the middle and upper berms (Fourie et al. 
2001). At a depth of 8.5 m, for example, the cone 

Figure 18. Particle-size distributions of Merriespruit 
tailings, variation of maximum and minimum void ratio 
with fines and distinct steady state lines from undrained 
triaxial compression tests on specimens exhibiting con-
tractive behavior defining confidence zones based on 
state (adapted of Fourie & Papageorgiou 2001).

Figure 19. Results of post-failure piezocone tests con-
ducted in Merriespruit dam adjacent to the decant facil-
ity and west of the breach on the middle berm (after 
Wagener et al. 1998).
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resistance was only approximately 500 kPa. The 
authors deduced the undrained shear strength su, 
using the conventional the following equation:

s q
Nu

c v

ktN
= −σv0

being Nkt an empirical cone factor analogous to the 
bearing capacity factor Nγ  , with a “typical” value 
of 15, for normally consolidated clay deposits 
(Senneset et al. 1989), but since Tailings are likely 
to drain much more rapidly than a normally con-
solidated clay, being thus very difficult to measure 
a truly undrained shear strength, the piezocone is 
likely to overestimate the undrained shear strength 
(since some consolidation and thus increase in effec-
tive stress might occur in the vicinity of the advanc-
ing probe). Still, for mine tailings, which usually 
have nonplastic fines, Fourie et al. (2001) suggest 
that a Nkt value of 15 may be a good approxima-
tion and present some other values for mine tail-
ings reported in the literature are summarized in 
Table 1, that tend to a little bit smaller that that ref-
erence, eventually due to that partial drainage.

Fourie et al. (2001)—citing Wagener et al. 
(1998)—refer that from the post-failure investiga-
tions carried out after Merriespruit tailings dam 
failure of 1994 it was concluded that there was 
indeed poorly consolidated material in the slope 
of the tailings dam and this material could be 
expected to flow in the event of disturbance or a 
removal of support. 

4.3 The successful development of Zelazny Most 
in South-West Poland, with the strict control 
of the evolution of the tailings from in situ 
tests results

Jamiolkowski et al. (2010) describe a reference case-
history of the world largest copper tailings disposal 
at Zelazny Most in South-west Poland, close to the 
borders with the Czech Republic and Germany, 
Figure 20. In this lecture the geological features of 
the area and the geotechnical aspects of the design 
and construction. But, it is the geotechnical char-
acterization of the tailings and of the foundation 
soils that are most interesting to this workshop.

Zelazny Most is the largest tailings dam in 
Europe, and it is among the largest upstream tail-
ings dams in the world. Sensitive subjects such as 
shear strength of the involved materials, in what 
respects the mining-induced seismicity and the 
stability of the ring-dam that confines the tailings, 
are described and some of the most adapted tech-
niques and analyses are discussed. 

The Zelazny Most mining system, for extraction 
of copper since in 1972, involves a 480 Mm3 of 
tailings stored in the disposal area, and the maxi-
mum height of the dam is close to 60 m. An aerial 
view of the Zelazny Most disposal is shown in 
Figure 21.

From the geotechnical issues involved in their 
design and construction, the possibility of flow 
liquefaction of the stored tailings is a phenome-
non which has been responsible for the collapse of 
several tailings dams, and which frequently involve 
casualties. Another issue of concern for the design-
ers of tailings dams is the stability of the dams, 
which depends on the height of the dam and the 
mechanical behaviour of the foundation soils.

The Zelazny Most tailings disposal is situated on 
a high plasticity Pliocene clay with shear surfaces 
ruled by a shear strength close to residual values 
which constitute a challenge stability analysis of 
the dam. Considering the magnitude and extent of 
the Zelazny Most scheme (the ring-dam is almost 

Table 1. Reported values of the empirical cone factor 
Nkt for mine tailings (after Fourie et al. 2001).

Tailings Nkt Reference

Copper 15.5 ± 4.5 Mlynarek et al. 1994
Unknown 9–12 East et al. 1988
Uranium 15–19 Larson & Mitchell 1986
Unknown 10.4 East & Ulrich 1989

Figure 20. Zelazny Most copper tailings disposal loca-
tion in Poland (Jamiolkowski et al. 2010).

Figure 21. Tailings disposal, aerial view.
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15 km in circumference), and its importance for 
the continuing operation of the mining operations, 
the owner (KGHM) appointed a four-member 
International Board of Experts (IBE): Prof.s M. 
Jamiolkowski, W.D. Carrier, R.J. Chandler, K. 
Hoeg, W. Swierczynski and W. Wolski who have 
reported this case-history in the 1st Za Chieh-Moh 
Distinguished Lecture (Jamiolkowski et al. 2010).

The production of this industrial plant gives rise 
to a large portion waste mineral material (tailings). 
The tailings are transported hydraulically from the 
mine beneficiation plant to a disposal area, referred 
to as a tailings pond. These material are deposited, 
the water decanted and re-cycled back to the ben-
eficiation plant. The tailings pond includes a dam 
to retain the tailings, depending on the local topog-
raphy, which is the case of Zelazny Most, as in 
other disposals, similar to the scheme included in 
Figure 22 (Jamiolkowski et al. 2010). It is being 
raised by the upstream method, Figure 2, being 
these tailings completely surrounding the pond. A 
plan view is shown in Figure 23.

Presently, the crest of the dam is at approxi-
mately elevation 170 m above sea level (asl). The 
height of the dam above the downstream natural 
grade varies from approximately 22 to 60 m. There 
are approximately 480 Mm3 of tailings presently 
stored and the end of deposition is projected to 
occur in 2042, with a total volume of approxi-
mately 933 Mm3. The deposition of tailings began 
in 1977, with a rising rate of approximately 1.25 
to 1.5 m/yr, with a downstream slope of approxi-
mately 3.5 horizontal to 1 vertical.

The beach (the distance from the crest to the 
edge of the pond) has been maintained at a mini-
mum distance of 200 m. With this practice that 
have the effect of displacing the softer, weaker 
slimes farther inward and produce a thick, strong, 
dilative shell. Finally, as described in Jamiolkowski 
et al. (2010), draining systems have depressed the 
phreatic surface, with the stability of the dam 
being controlled by the foundation soils, instead of 
being controlled by the tailings (Figure 24).

The observational method has always been a 
major concern in design and operation of tailings 
dam. In order to monitor the deposition of the 
tailings and the performance of the Zelazny Most 
tailings dam, there are approximately 300 surface 
marks for measuring horizontal and vertical move-
ments. In addition, a total station with 23 micro-
mirrors has recently been installed to more closely 
monitor one particular section of the dam. There 
are also approximately 1800 piezometers, of which 
870 piezometers have their tips in the tailings, 830 
in the foundation soils, and 100 in the starter dam. 
Finally, there are 42 deep inclinometers. In the 
future, the dam may also be monitored by means 
of satellite radar interferometry. 

The important factor of stability of the foun-
dation soils included the following aspects of 
geotechnical characterization: (1), to establish the 
foundation geology; (2), to determine strength 
properties for limit equilibrium stability analyses; 
and (3), to estimate the in-situ stress state, stress-
strain behavior, and undrained and effective stress 
strength parameters for finite element analysis. 
According to Jamiolkowski et al. (2010), this has 
been done by sampling from downstream of the 
toe of the dam (the “fore-field”) so as far as pos-
sible to be sure that the soil is unaffected by the 

Figure 22. Schematic cross-section of Zelazny Most 
tailings disposal (Jamiolkowski et al. 2010).

Figure 23. Dams elevations and relevant cross-sections 
(Jamiolkowski et al. 2010).

Figure 24. East Dam, location of the circumferential 
drains.
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construction of the dam. This will not be devel-
oped in the context of this work, since the purpose 
is to described what has been carried out over the 
last twenty years in an attempt to achieve a com-
prehensive and reliable geotechnical characterisa-
tion of the tailings. 

In Jamiolkowski et al. (2010) paper, there is 
an important reference to the works of Lipinski 
(2000; 2005), describing the characterisation of 
the tailings used in this project. Coarse tailing 
from the Rudna and Lubin Mines are used to raise 
the dam, whilst the much finer tailings from the 
Polkowice Mine are deposited hydraulically directly 
in the pond. The range of particle size distribu-
tion of the Rudna and Lubin tailings were inves-
tigated by Lipinski (2000, 2005), and are shown in 
Figure 25 together with their mineralogical com-
position and the range of specific gravity, Gs. The 
values of IP of the more plastic fine tailings do not 
exceed 12; many samples are non-plastic.

Characterisation was made by recurring to 
using in-situ tests, due to the difficulties of having 
good undisturbed samples. A significant number—
hundreds in accordance to Jamiolkowski et al. 
2010—of static cone penetration tests (CPT and 
CPTU), have been carried out. Some of these cone 
resistance (qc) profiles, measured during CPTU 
tests on the beach of the East Dam, at various dis-
tance from the dam crest, are shown in Figure 26. 
The authors comment the variability of the qc val-
ues with depth resulting from spigotting, reflected 
in the cone resistance decreasing with increasing 
distance from the dam crest, is attributed to the 

increase in fine content as the test location gets 
closer to the pond.

Similar comments are made regarding the results 
of two seismic Marchetti’s flat dilatometer [S-DMT] 
tests (Marchetti et al. (2008; 2009) run on the beach 
of the East Dam at distances of 40 and 200 metres 
from the dam crest, as shown in Figure 27.

As revealed above, the use of geophysical meth-
ods for mechanical characterization of the tailings, 
specially in the light of a critical state approach is 
highly recommendable for the evaluation of the 
dam stability. The necessity of having the informa-
tion on the distribution of the void ratio (deduced 
from porosity) in the tailings’ masses will enable 
to mapping risk zones if  a sustained definition of 
patterns of critical state loci can be attained from 
preliminary studies over the tailings used in this 
project (Figure 27).

Several cross-hole (CH) and down-hole (DH) 
tests were carried out to measure seismic compres-
sion (Vp) and the shear wave (Vs) velocities. These 
were complemented with a number of seismic 
static cone penetration tests (S-CPTU) and, still, 
the above mentioned seismic dilatometer tests 
(S-DMT’s), during which Vs was measured. In all 
seismic tests the wave velocity was measured using 
two receivers, allowing the assessment of Vp and Vs 
by the true time interval method. 

The results of seismic wave velocity measure-
ments within the tailings were explored for (i) the 
evaluation of the in-situ void ratio (e0) as func-
tion of Vp and Vs under the formula of Foti et al. 
(2002)—see above; (ii) the assessment of the satu-
ration line and the spatial distribution of fully satu-
rated tailings based on the measured Vp values; and, 
(iii) the quantitative assessment of the susceptibil-
ity of the saturated (or nearly saturated) tailings to 
static liquefaction, based on the value of Vs. Some 
of Ch tests results are presented in Figure 28.

The values of Vs (VH) and Vs (HH) suggest 
(Figure 28) that the tailings have very limited initial 
(i.e. small strain) anisotropy. 

Figure 25. Tailings grain size distribution 
(Jamiolkowski et al. 2010). 

Figure 26. Tailings grain size distribution (from 
Jamiolkowski et al. 2010).
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The Vp values confirm their usefulness as a sen-
sitive indicator of the depth at which the tailings 
become fully saturated; see Valle Molina (2006). 
Assuming that saturation coincides with the depth 
at which the Vp values exceeds 1500 m/s, on the cross-
section considered the saturation line can be iden-
tified as occurring at depths of 28 m (D = 40.6 m), 
20 m (D = 132 m) and 9 m (D = 217 m), D being the 
distance from the dam crest. Once the position of 
the saturation line has been identified, the values 
of e0 can be estimated using the formula of Foti 
et al. (2002).

These calculations were carried out for a series 
of 10 cross-hole tests, which averaged values are 

plotted in Figure 29, together with the standard 
deviation of each of the averaging (Jamiolkowski 
2012). This low error levels reveal the high repro-
ducibility of such wave measurements.

In another analysis, Jamiolkowski presents the 
values of Vs and Vp of  saturated tailings used in the 
calculation of e0 for the six tests performed in 1997, 
and the last values computed from those cross-hole 
test results (Figure 30).

Figure 27. East Dam, results of two S-DMT’s (from 
Jamiolkowski et al. 2010).

Figure 28. West Dam—Section VIII, cross-hole tests 
results (Jamiolkowski 2012—courtesy of the author).

Figure 29. West Dam—200 m from the dam crest, 
cross-hole tests results (average Vs and Vp values and 
standard deviations (Jamiolkowski, 2012—courtesy of 
the author).

Figure 30. East Dam, seismic wave velocity of satu-
rated tailings and void ratio—CH tests (Jamiolkowski 
et al. 2010).
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It can be seen in Figure 29, once the position of 
the saturation line has been identified, the values 
of e0 can be estimated using the formula of Foti et 
al. (2002), using seismic test results, in the present 
cases by recurring to cross-hole.

Jamiolkowski et al. (2010) remind that con-
solidated undrained triaxial, compression and 
extension, on isotropically and anisotropically 
consolidated specimens (TX-CIU; TX-CAU tests), 
were essential to define the critical state loci, being 
this performed on specimens reconstituted using 
the ‘under-compaction’ method (Ladd 1974, 1978) 
with a few further tests using pluvial deposition 
and slurry sedimentation (Lipinski 2000). All the 
reconstituted samples, except for a few prepared by 
slurry sedimentation, exhibited a pronounced sus-
ceptibility to flow failure. A thorough definition 
of the state condition in relation to more or less 
susceptible areas in relation to critical stress, would 
allow for the evaluation of the level of risk towards 
liquefaction triggering (see Figure 13). Still, in the 
light of the importance of this project there was a 
serious concern in relying on the behavior of the 
laboratory tested reconstituted samples. Therefore, 
in 1993, it was decided to attempt “undisturbed” 
sampling (using thin-wall samplers, 70 mm in 
diameter and 140 mm in height), of the tailings 
in hand-dug pits located in the beach at vary-
ing distances from the dam crest (Jamiolkowski 
et al. 2012). Although the adopted sampling 
method does not guarantee entirely undis-
turbed specimens, the tests showed a very dif-
ferent behavior of tailings during undrained 
shearing from that obtained in the earlier series 
of tests. All the undisturbed specimens ini-
tially exhibited contractive behaviour, pass-
ing through the point of phase transformation 
(Ishihara 1993) and then exhibiting continuous dila-
tion as shown in Figure 31. More recent tests have 
been executed with similar results.

It is interesting to note that a comparison 
between the behavior of undisturbed and reconsti-
tuted specimens was made in the light of former 
approaches (Hight 2000; Ferreira et al. 2004, 
2011; Landon et al. 2007) based on comparables 
values of the initial shear modulus, G0, deduced 
from the value of Vs, measured in situ and on tri-
axial tests using bender elements. Table shows the 
results of the series of tests carried out in 1998 
(Jamiolkowski et al. 2010). It is seen that not only is 
the strength of the “undisturbed” samples greater, 
but that the values of G0 are also constantly higher. 
It seems that specimens taken from the trial pits in 
the beach, despite the non-ideal sampling proce-
dure, have preserved, at least partially, the in-situ 
soil fabric of the tailings.

It is interesting to present the parametrical anal-
ysis of Monaco & Marchetti (2007) over results 

Figure 31. Example of undrained triaxial compression 
tests on tailings (adapted from Jamiolkowski et al. 2010).

Table 2. Undrained triaxial tests results on saturated 
tailings (Jamiolkowski et al. 2010).

L 
(m)

FC 
(%)

e0
(−)

Test* 
type B-range (−)

(G0)1 
(bar)

U
R

1

1

( )G0GG

( )G0GG

40 22 0.811 U 0.968 to 0.991 849
1.230.809 R 0.976 to 0.996 691

120 24 0.806 U 0.950 to 0.987 851
1.200.821 0.971 to 0.994 709

200 28 0.810 U 0.967 to 0.995 857
1.27

0.808 R 0.980 to 0.995 674

(*) TX-CAU-CL, σ′rc; 50, 250 and 500 kPa, ′
′ =

σ ′′
σ ′′

rc

ac
0 5.

L = Distance from the dam crest
(G0)1 = G0 at σ′m = 1 bar
FC = Fine content, low plasticity silt
U = Undisturbed specimens
R = Reconstituted specimens

obtained on DMT and Cross-Hole tests (CHT), 
form which some are plotted in Figure 32.

Considering the possibility of occurring seis-
mic actions, Monaco & Marchetti (2007) plotted 
the range of values obtained for such profiles—
Figure 32—and situated them in the liquefaction 
risk assessment charts of Figures 6 and 8a, where 
Cyclic Resistance Ration (CRR) is defined, respec-
tively,  in terms of VS1 and KD. These ranges are sig-
naled in thick lines in the abscissa axis of Figure 33.

They have also plotted the limit values for VS1 
and KD. for a very strong earthquake action Mw = 
7.5 which would be associated to the values of 
VS1 = 215 m/s and KD = 5.5 (Maugeri and Monaco 
2006), for clean sands. In this example (Figure 33) 
the materials of Zelazny Most tailing dam, rep-
resented by the example in Figure 32, would give 
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Figure 32. Profiles of KD and ID (DMT parameters) 
and Vs, shear wave velocities from CHT (Jamiolkowski 
et al. 2010).

Figure 33. Profiles of KD and ID (DMT parameters) 
and Vs, shear wave velocities from CHT (Jamiolkowski 
et al. 2010).

an indication that “no liquefaction” would occur 
if  VS1 values were considered (mostly > 215 m/s), 
while, for the same earthquake, under KD values 
(≈1.5–2), there is an indication that liquefaction 
may occur above a certain seismic stress level (high 
CSR). Looking at this data, even for lower values 
of action (smaller values of CSR) the indications 
of Vs would point to stability, while KD point in the 
opposite direction.

Therefore, preliminary comparisons indicate that 
methods based on Vs and KD would provide, in gen-
eral, different estimates of CRR, for what Monaco 
& Marchetti (2007) propend to give greater weight 
to CRR by KD since it may have higher sensitivity 
to stress history and agying, which greatly increase 
liquefaction resistance.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The fundamentals of the liquefaction phenomena 
were summarized with the purpose of stressing 
the importance of the in situ tests for deriving the 
crucial parameters that reveal the state condition 
and therefore the risk for instability. Liquefaction 
is a term most often associated with seismic events. 
However, mine tailings impoundments have demon-
strated more static liquefaction events than seismic 
induced events. The summary of the fundamentals 
includes particular emphasis on static liquefaction.

Several static liquefaction case histories are 
described to demonstrate various ways in which this 
failure mechanism has manifested itself. From an 
understanding of the fundamentals and the lessons 
learned from the case histories, basic guidelines to 
minimize the concern for tailings impoundments 
were presented focusing the great help on specific 
in situ tests, thoroughly interpreted.
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In situ evaluation of relative density from piezocone penetration tests 
of clean sand from China
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ABSTRACT: The use of the piezocone test (CPTU) in geotechnical site investigation offers direct field 
measurements of stratigraphy and soil behavior. Compared with some traditional investigation methods 
such as drilling, sampling and laboratory test procedures on samples, CPTU can greatly accelerate the soil 
characterization and thereby reducing operation costs. This paper reviews previous interpretation meth-
ods of obtaining relative density of sandy soils from CPTU data, and introduces a new method which 
takes the confining stress into account. Piezocone tests have been performed in a widely explored area of 
the sandy deposit of Suqian City. This study was performed to evaluate the relative density of Suqian sand 
of Jiangsu Province of China and to suggest the relationship between the relative density and piezocone 
resistances of this sand. The relationship between the normalized piezocone resistance and relative den-
sity of Suqian sand significantly differs from that of other materials, and this relationship appears to be 
affected by the stress levels in the soils. Comparison of the test results and analyses reveal the validity of 
CPTU tests to interpret the relative density of Suqian sand.

1 INTRODUCTION

For cohesionless soils, the dry unit weight, or more 
commonly, the relative density or density index, is 
often used as an intermediate soil parameter for 
assessment of engineering properties (Lunne et al. 
1997). Normally, this property can be determined 
by performing laboratory tests on undisturbed soil 
samples. However, its determination is sensitive 
to inevitable sample disturbance. The traditional 
method will become very costly if  high quality soil 
samples of a profile are required. As a result, it is 
often difficult to accurately define a complete pro-
file for an entire soil deposit. In situ tests have been 
increasingly used to estimate the state and strength 
parameters of soils (Lee et al. 2008). 

The piezocone penetration test (CPTU) is one 
of the very popular in situ testing methods and has 
been used frequently due to its simplicity, continu-
ous data acquisition and cost effectiveness (Lunne 
et al. 1997; Mayne 2007). The piezocone, which pro-
vides single point continuous, or multipoint simul-
taneous measurement of tip resistance (qt), sleeve 
friction (fs), and pore pressure (u), appears to be an 
extremely promising tool to interpolate or extrapo-
late soil property parameters for  preliminary design 
(Lunne et al. 1997; Cai et al. 2010; Cai et al. 2011). 
The cone tip resistance of sand is mainly controlled 

by state variables such as relative density and in situ 
effective stress. For example, Jamiolkowski et al. 
(1985) and Baldi et al. (1986) suggested a linear rela-
tionship between the relative density and the loga-
rithm of normalized cone tip resistance for sand. 

In this paper, a few methods were reviewed 
to evaluate in situ relative density of sandy soils 
based on cone penetration test (CPT) results. 
These methods account for the confining stress 
and stress state of the sands. In order to evaluate 
these methods and their applicabilities for deter-
mining the same properties of sands found in 
China, a series of cone penetration test are carried 
out on a 15 m-thick sandy deposit at Suqian-Xinyi 
Expressway liquefiable site in China. A series of 
laboratory test results including triaxial tests were 
performed and analyzed. In order to verify these 
methods, the relative density values derived from 
piezocone penetration tests are compared with 
those obtained from reference calibration chamber 
tests on known sands. 

2 DESCRIPTIONS OF SUQIAN SAND

Most soil deposits in Northern Jiangsu Province 
of China are composed of sand and silt. The soil 
profile at the site consists of a maximum thickness 
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of 25 m Yellow River alluvial silt fill on a natu-
ral deposit of dense sand. The groundwater was 
located about 3.8 m below the ground surface. The 
alluvial fill varies from silt to silty sand with occa-
sional inclusions of clay silt. Fig. 1 and Table 1 are 
the particle size distribution and the basic proper-
ties of Suqian sand. Suqian sand is classified as SM 
in unified soil classification system (USCS) and the 
mean particle size (D50) is 0.083 mm. The specific 
gravity (Gs) of Suqian sand is determined as 2.76. 

The piezocone penetration device used in this 
study is produced by Vertek- Hogentogler & Co. 
of USA. The equipment is a versatile piezocone 
system equipped with advanced digital cone pen-
etrometers fitted with 60° tapered and 10 cm2 tip 
area cones which can provide measurement of 
cone tip resistance qt, sleeve friction fs, and pen-
etration pore-water pressures (u2) with a porous fil-
ter 5 mm thick located at shoulder position u2. In 
this study, the piezocone test sites were chosen in 
Suqian-Xinyi Expressway in the city of Yancheng 
in Northern Jiangsu province. Fig. 2 presents soil 
identification of the soil types, which was analyzed 
from the CPTU results based on the procedure 
developed by Robertson (1990) soil classification 
chart. The CPTU sounding results indicate that 
the fills mainly consist of fine sand and silty sand.

3 EXISTING CPT-RELATIVE
DENSITY RELATIONSHIPS

Several relative density (Dr) and CPT based tip 
resistance parameter expressions have been devel-

oped from test data using large-scale calibration 
chamber tests (Schmertmann 1978; Robertson 
& Campanella 1983; Jamiolkowski et al. 1985; 
Houlsby & Hitchman 1988; Lunne et al. 1997; Lee 
et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2011). The calibration cham-
ber testing has shown that the cone resistance is 
controlled by the relative density, in situ vertical and 
horizontal effective stresses and sand compressibil-
ity. Robertson & Campanella (1983) carried out 
a review of the available calibration chamber test 
results and showed that the correlations between 
cone resistance and effective stress at a given rela-
tive density were similar in shape but were strongly 
influenced by sand compressibility, as illustrated in 
Fig. 3. Sands with a high compressibility (that is, 
a sand with a large feldspar and/or mica content 
and/or angular grains) would have a lower cone 
resistance than a sand at the same relative density 
with a low compressibility (a sand with very little 
feldspar and mica and rounded grains).
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Figure 1. Particle size distribution of Suqian sand.

Table 1. Physical properties of clays studied.

USCS
Unit weight 
(kN/m3)

Specific 
gravity

Water 
content 
(%) Cu Cc

SM 19.7 2.76 29.8 8.5 2.2

Figure 2. Typical result from piezocone tests.

Figure 3. Effect of sand compressibility on qc, σ ′v0, 
Dr relationship in normalized form (Robertson & 
Campanella 1983).
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Fig. 4 illustrates the variation in cone resistance 
for a range of relative densities for different sands. 
The Ticino sand used by Baldi et al. (1986) was 
clean, uniform silica sand with subangular grains 
and appears to have a moderate compressibility. 
Fig. 4 shows the range for five predominantly silica 
sands used under controlled laboratory conditions; 
field cases are likely to exhibit more variability. 
Jamiolkowski et al. (1985) recommended the fol-
lowing formula to estimate Dr (Fig. 4):
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Based on extensive calibration testing on Ticino 
sand, Baldi et al. (1986) recommended the follow-
ing formula to estimate relative density:
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where C0 , C1 and C2 are soil constants; 
σ′ = effective stress in kPa, either mean stress 
σ′mean, or vertical stress σ′vo; qc = cone penetration 
resistance in kPa. 

Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) suggested a simpler 
formula for estimating relative density: 

D
q

Q Q QrD c

c OQ QQ Q CR AQ
2 1

305
=

⋅QOQ CR
 (3)

where qc1 = Dimensionless normalized cone resist-
ance ( ) /( ) .pc a vo a/) /( ppvoσ 0 5. ; pa = Atmospheric pressure 
in same units as qc; Qc = Compressibility factor 
0.91 < Qc < 1.09; QOCR = Overconsolidation fac-
tor = OCR0.18; QA = Ageing factor. 

Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) suggested compress-
ibility factors (Qc) as follows: 
 0.91—Low compressibility predominantly quartz 

sands, rounded grains with little or no fines

 1.00—Medium compressibility quartz sands 
with some feldspar and/or several per cent fines 

 1.09—High compressibility high fines content, 
mica or other compressible minerals. 

Based on experience with the SPT, Kulhawy & 
Mayne (1990) also suggested an ageing factor QA 
as follows: 
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The aforementioned approach provides a rela-
tive density estimate with the precision of ± 20% 
(uncertainty range inherent to the method) and, 
since it is established in calibration chambers, it 
should be corrected for chamber size and bound-
ary conditions (Schnaid & Houlsby 1992, Salgado 
et al. 1998, Schnaid 2009). In general, the corre-
lations are acceptable for NC soils, while for OC 
deposits the value of σ′vo must be replaced by the 
horizontal effective stress σ′ho.

A recent reexamination of a large CPT data set 
by Jamiolkowski et al. (2001), which incorporates 
a correction factor, has found that a mean relation-
ship in terms of normalized cone tip stress can be 
expressed by:
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where qt = piezocone tip resistance and the effects 
of  relative sand compressibility can be consid-
ered by reference to Fig. 5 modified by Mayne 
(2007).

Figure 4. Influence of compressibility on NC, unce-
mented, unaged, predominantly quartz sands (after 
Jamiolkowski et al. 1985).

Figure 5. Relative density relationship with normalized 
tip stress and sand compressibility from corrected cham-
ber test results (modified by Mayne 2007).
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4 ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

4.1 CD triaxial test

Specimens were prepared using air-pluviating 
method to obtain the target density in the soil 
specimens. The initial dimensions of the speci-
men are 76 mm in diameter and 120 mm in height. 
Overall, fifteen consolidated drained triaxial tests 
were performed on specimens of various relative 
densities under different confining pressures. Iso-
tropic consolidation pressure was applied up to the 
initial mean effective pressures (p′i) of 50, 100, 200, 
300, and 400 kPa. 

4.2 Piezocone penetration tests

A series of piezocone penetration tests was per-
formed in site soils that exhibited various relative 
densities determined from the laboratory tests. The 
penetration rate for all the tests in this study was 
20 mm/s, and the readings were recorded every 
50 mm of penetration. There are no significant 
differences between standard CPT and CPTU dur-
ing field operations except the procedure since the 
piezocone test required to be saturated first. The 
cone tip resistance of a given granular soil has been 
known as the function of state variables. 

The piezocone tip resistance of a given granular 
soil has been known to be influenced by the func-
tion of state variables. In Fig. 6, the piezocone 
tip resistance of Suqian sand is presented in the 
form of the qt1−Dr relationship of Jamiolkowski 
et al. (2001).  The qt1 is normalized tip resistance = (
qt vo/ σ′ , qt and σ ′vo are the piezocone tip resist-
ance and effective vertical stress conditions, and Dr 
is the relative density in percentage. It is observed 
that the qt--Dr-σ ′vo relationship of Suqian sand 
almost matches to that of medium compressible 
quartz sand. Since the piezocone tip resistance of 
sand is significantly influenced by the horizontal 
stress as well as the vertical stress, the piezocone 
tip resistance of sand can be expressed as a func-
tion of mean effective stress (σ ′mean) and relative 
density (Jamiolkowski et al. 2003). Based on the 
results of piezocone penetration testing results, 
the qt-Dr-σ ′mean relationship of Suqian sand is pre-
sented as follows:
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where the unit of qt and σ ′mean is kPa, and the that 
of Dr is percentage. It is noted that the stress expo-
nent of Suqian sand is similar to that of Ticino 
sand studied by Baldi et al. (1986), thus indicat-
ing the present sand as a medium compressibility 
sand.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Recent research has repeatedly shown that the 
stress strain and strength behavior of cohesion-
less soils is too complicated to be represented 
only by the relative density of the soil. However, 
for many years, relative density has been used by 
engineers as a parameter to describe sand deposits 
and correlations have been developed relating Dr 
to the angle of internal friction angle, liquefaction 
potential, and so on. Thus, despite recent trends 
to try to bypass the intermediate determination of 
Dr (such as state parameter), relative density is still 
commonly used by many practicing engineers. This 
paper reviews and presents a few interpretation 
methods to obtain relative density based on CPT 
results of sandy soils. In this study, the relative 
density properties of Suqian sand of Jiangsu Prov-
ince are evaluated based on the results of in situ 
piezocone penetration tests and laboratory tests in 
specimen. An analysis on piezocone penetration 
tests shows that the piezocone tip resistance of 
Suqian sand comparable to that of predominantly 
quartz sand with medium compressibility under 
same conditions. The relationship between relative 
densities and the normalized piezocone tip resist-
ance for Suqian sand is compared with the previ-
ously suggested relation for normally consolidated 
unaged uncemented quartz sand. The qt-Dr-σmean′ 
relationship for Suqian sand was established. 
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Cyclic sleeve friction test for the design of piles under cyclic loading
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ABSTRACT: This paper present the results from the first series of tests performed with a cyclic fric-
tion sleeve mounted on a static cone penetrometer. This cyclic friction sleeve was developed to answer a 
present demand to assess the evolution of lateral skin friction of piles under cyclic loading. The CPT is a 
test more and more widely used to assess with great accuracy the stratigraphy of ground masses, identify 
and characterize soil layers and give access to some mechanical properties. This device has been designed 
to be placed at a certain distance above a piezocone cone in order to avoid the influence of the strong 
evolution of pore pressure at the level and behind the cone. In this first version the sinusoidal cycles are 
applied by nitrogen using the control unit developed for the LCPC self  boring pressuremeter. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The French National Project SOLCYP (Behavior 
and calculation of deep foundations under cyclic 
loading) intends to develop and validate methods 
of calculation and design of piles subjected to axial 
or lateral cyclic loading. It responds to a demand 
for the civil engineering professionals who are 
increasingly confronted with problems of pathol-
ogy associated with the repeated application of 
loads on geotechnical structures without help in 
terms of regulation at both national and European 
level. For this, pertinent design methods of foun-
dations for new type of constructions (windmill 
for example) must be delivered. 

The project identified needs for the development 
of a test method to assess changes in the skin fric-
tion of piles under cyclic loading or earthquake. As 
part of this research program, it has been proposed 
to develop an experimental device able to perform 
a cyclic loading with static penetrometer with a 
piezocone (CPTu). The piezocone test is a device 
used by many companies and geotechnical inves-
tigation which has the advantage of being able to 
access the lithology of the soil mass and indirectly 
to a description (using charts) and some mechani-
cal properties.

The realization of a cyclic loading will give in 
situ the evolution of lateral friction on the fric-
tion sleeve, which is directly transposable to design 
methods for deep foundations.

The development plan must address the follow-
ing functions:
• perform a cyclic test (it was privileged to vibratory 

testing as investigated by Mayne et al. (1999)),
• be able to reach a depth objective of a few meters 

to tens of meters, in any case beyond ten meters,
• produce a device capable of applying loads in 

the range of Hz for 1000 cycles with an ampli-
tude of 5 mm under a load of 100 daN.

Having an independent module inserted in the 
CPT rods has several advantages, it:
• reduces the size,
• needs only to design the actuator and not the 

sensor.
The main disadvantages are:
• the test of soil remolded by the cone penetration 

and
• the low diameter available. 

This new tool is intended for use in the geotechni-
cal investigation market.

2 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

There are three possible approaches (Reiffsteck 
et al. 2008):

1. keep effort at rods top, and do cyclic test 
downward,
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2. relaxation of the effort applied to the top of 
rods, but without moving the cone before the 
test and cyclic test downward (but there are still 
effort apply on the cone and therefore around it) 
or up (but it induces local decompression),

3. vertical upward displacement of the cone before 
test to release effort on the cone. In this case it 
overcomes almost any force applied on the cone 
during the test cycle, but it creates a decom-
pressed zone that disturbs the test if  the sleeve 
friction measurement is too close to the cone. 

Following the test approach selected, the system 
features change dramatically because of a case to 
case there is no effort on the cone (approach 3) 
or the full tip resistance mobilized by penetration 
(approach 1 or 2).

These approaches involve also total or partial 
conservation of a parasite cone resistance due to 
negative friction on the rods induced by elastic 
shortening.

Figure 1 shows the variation of the load applied 
to the cone and normalized by the cone resistance 
during a relaxation phase. Approaches 1 and 2 can 
be identified (the sharp drop after about 1 minute 
of dissipation is due to pressure release in the 
hydraulic cylinder of the penetrometer):

– In the first phase approach 1 shows that the ratio 
p/qc decreases with time to a value of 70% clay, 
40% silt and 60% to 40% in the sand,

– In a second phase, approach 2 provides a final 
ratio p/qc after stabilization varies between 10 and 
20% in the sand layer (either dense or moderately 
dense) and between 35 and 55% in loose materi-
als to 3.2, 4.2 and 5.2 m and also at 13.2 m.
This leads us to conclude that in all soils, residual 

stress remaining in the approach 2 is much smaller 
than approach 1.

Approach 3 is more difficult to apply because it 
requires to turn upside down the rods clamps which 
is time consuming and increase the risk of bringing 
the soil under the cone in a state of extension.

Approach 2 is preferred, as our main interest is 
the measure of friction on the sleeve. Cone penetra-
tion causing significant shearing and disturbance 
of the surrounding soil, it is therefore proposed 
to apply the approach 2 but with a tool placed at 
a minimum distance of the cone (conventionally 
taken as 10 diameters) to minimizes the influence 
of the bulb (Figure 2) (Baligh 1985).

3 DESIGN OF CYCLIC SLEEVE

3.1 Conception

The preliminary list of possible technologies to 
locate in the unit is:
• cyclic friction testing (mechanical loading);
• measures;
• signal conditioning

The cyclic friction testing is the essential func-
tion to be implemented for the investigation of 
soil behavior under cyclic loading. The mechanical 
tests will be performed by a specific and supple-
mented by measuring the cone resistance and pore 
pressure by the cone.

The probe will do this by providing an actuator 
that can:

• perform a test cycle,
• be able to reach a depth (depth objective) a few 

meters to tens of meters, in any case beyond ten 
meters,
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• applying the following:
• frequency of 0.1 Hz to 1 Hz;
• 1000 cycles in a test;
• displacement of ±0.1 to 5 mm with an accu-

racy of 1/100 mm;
• apply a vertical force of 100 daN.

The vertical force is likely to raise less if  the 
cyclic loading begins by unloading the sleeve 
but placement requires the sleeve to be in upper 
position.

Measures of  the vertical displacement imposed 
by the actuator are the only impose measure-
ment to be located in the probe. For practical rea-
son, signal conditioning will be done at ground 
surface. 

3.2 Construction of the cyclic friction sleeve 

The cyclic friction sleeve finally designed includes 
a cylinder acting on a spiral compression spring 
(Figure 3).

The use of a spring allows to limit the volume 
occupied by the cylinder. Thus, a conventional sen-
sor technology can be used. This is necessary to 
have a robust equipment. LVDT technology was 
chosen for the quality of measurement and low 
sensitivity to the length of cable. Finally, the inter-
nal annular space of rods, contains two cables: one 
for the electric cone and one for the friction sleeve 
and a pipe for compressed air (Figure 4).

The local measurement of friction sleeve dis-
placements will be used in future developments to 
obtain a computer controlled test.

4 TEST ON SITE

4.1 Testing program

A series of tests aimed at verifying compliance 
of the cyclic friction sleeve with the requirements 
of the technical specifications, has to be made for 

comparison to other cyclic tests such as cyclic 
self-boring pressuremeter. Three types of testing 
program have been used during previous research 
mainly with pressuremeter tests:

• cyclic loading tests between two pressures pM 
and pm (Figure 5a),

• load tests between two pressures PM1 and PM2, 
higher than at rest lateral earth pressure and esti-
mated from the limit pressure (40 and 60% for 
example) (Figure 5c),

• load tests between two variable pressures, the 
mean value being kept constant (these tests are 
known as storm type) (Figure 5d)

To be able to compare our tests to laboratory 
tests made with triaxial performed in the project, 
only the first type of testing program have been 
realized.

Furthermore Dupla (1997) proposed a method 
based on a series of  cyclic cavity expansion tests 
carried out on pressuremeter tests performed in 
a calibration chamber, to establish a reliable cor-
relation between the result of  a “reference” cyclic 
expansion test carried out in a sand, in terms 
of  cavity volume accumulation after a certain 
number of  cycles, and the elementary behav-
iour of  the same sand as observed upon und-
rained cyclic triaxial tests, in terms of  number of 
cycles necessary to reach cyclic mobility or true 
liquefaction. 

Figure 3. Realistic 3D CAD view of cyclic friction 
sleeve.

Figure 4. The cyclic sleeve friction tool.

Figure 5. The testing programs.
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Dupla & Canou (2003) indicate a minimum 
number of 50 cycles to achieve a stabilization of 
the expansion.

4.2 Test site

The testing program has been performed on Cran 
test site located close to a swing bridge crossing 
the Vilaine river downstream of Redon (France). 
The site was the subject of numerous researches 
by Laboratoires des Ponts et Chaussées (Baguelin 
et al. 1976).

The alluvial plain of the Vilaine is a sedimentary 
valley of almost 2 km wide. A deposit of clay to 
a depth of 10–20 m is based on a layer of sand 
and shingle that covers the bedrock. At Cran, the 
right bank consists of a soft marine clay deposit 
17 m thick resting on a bedrock (schist and 
phtanites). Compressible layer of alluvium is of 
relatively recent origin. It is composed of post-
glacial alluvium, deposited from the Boreal period 
(7500 years) and subatlantic period (2500 years). 
Cran clay contains about 40 to 50% of particles 
less than 2 μm, the fine fraction being mainly com-
posed of montmorillonite, illite and kaolinite in 
lower proportion.

In general, Cran clay is gray to blue and con-
tains plant fibers (reeds) almost always vertical. 
A number of glossy surfaces encountered in the 
samples, evidence of ancient landslides that have 
occurred during the change in the river bed. 

Three layers can be defined from previous inves-
tigation campaign:

– The first two meters, overconsolidated by desic-
cation, correspond to the highest values of und-
rained cohesion of the order of 45 kPa;

– Between 2 and 4 m deep, a layer of relatively 
soft consistency, undrained cohesion of about 
15 kPa, with a high liquid limit. It can be identi-
fied according to the USCS/LPC classification, 
a highly plastic clay with low organic content 
(orClH);

– Between 4 and 17 m depth, the clay has a 
medium consistency, moisture content is around 
70% and undrained cohesion is close to 38 kPa. 
We can identify the soil to a very plastic loam 
with low organic content (orSiH).

4.3 Test results

The standard protocol of static cone penetration 
test (CPT) is used to place the sleeve at the level 
to be tested. After a period of time defined by 
operator using the information of the pore pres-
sure measured at the cone level in a dissipation test 
procedure, the test can start.

Figure 6 shows an example of the evolution of 
the force acting on friction sleeve and displacement 
observed according to time.

Results have been corrected with the pressure 
loss due to resistance of the spring, friction of 
o-ring gasket and dilation of tubing.

The first observation is that this tool can meas-
ured a cyclic variation of friction mobilized by the 
movement of the sleeve. These first results can be 
compared to the cyclic self-boring pressuremeter 
tests shown on Figure 7 (CEN/ISO 2010, Reiff-
steck et al. 2008b).

The initial pressure pm used to start cycling is set 
as the lateral at rest earth pressure and the maxi-
mum pressure pM is equal to 1.8 time pm (Dupla 
1995).

At 2 m the test curve presented on Figure 7 
shows a high volume accumulation leading to the 
conclusion that the test has been performed in 
the soft layer and that initial pressure pm has been 
overestimated.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The cyclic friction sleeve is a new in situ testing 
tool which under certain conditions provides a 
continuous qualitative and quantitative profile of 
the cyclic shearing resistance with depth. 

Figure 6. First results of sleeve friction tests.
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By considering that the cone penetrometer is a 
reduced pile model, and that the deformation of 
the soil around a cone indicates effects similar to 
the soil deformation observed around a full-scale 
pile during loading, then, the cyclic sleeve friction 
curves reflect the interaction between a slender pile 
and the surrounding soil. A very useful and inter-
esting application of this statement is the potential 

of the cyclic sleeve friction test to be directly trans-
ferable to the design of deep foundations subjected 
to cyclic axial or lateral loads.
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Centrifuge modelling of CPT in layered soils
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents data of Cone Penetration Tests (CPT) in layered soils obtained from 
180° axisymmetric centrifuge model experiments. The layered soil was comprised of a loose sand above 
a dense sand. Digital images of the sub-surface were taken during the tests so that image analysis could 
be used to measure the displacement of the soil and penetrometer during installation. The paper presents 
data of the response of the penetrometer during installation, including the effect of the transition from 
loose to dense sand, and relates these data to the displacement mechanisms observed within the soil.

1 INTRODUCTION

As one of the most versatile devices for in situ soil 
testing, the cone penetration test (CPT) has been 
widely used in geotechnical engineering practice to 
estimate soil profiles and measure in situ soil prop-
erties. Over the years, many correlations between 
cone resistance and engineering properties of soil 
have been used for the evaluation of CPT results. 
As indicated by Ahmadi (2000), the correlations 
for sands are mostly obtained from experiments in 
calibration chamber tests with specified boundary 
conditions, whereas the correlations for clays are 
mostly obtained from laboratory tests on undis-
turbed samples. However, most of the interpretation 
is based on empirical or semi-empirical correlations 
with inherent limitations. Yu & Mitchell (1998) pre-
sented a review of analytical methods used for the 
analysis of CPT data. There is a need for a better 
understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of 
soil behaviour around a cone penetrometer so that 
these correlations may be validated.

To profile subsurface soil features, CPT data is 
also used to delineate the interfaces between soil 
layers. The problem of interpreting CPT data in 
layered soils, however, is complicated by the fact 
that readings are influenced not only by the soil at 
the location of the cone tip but also by layers of 
soil at some distance beneath and above the cone 
tip (Gui & Bolton 1998). As a result, the influenced 
CPT readings together with the smeared contact 
surfaces makes the delineation of the location of 
interfaces between soil layers difficult to assess. 

This paper aims to improve the understanding 
of the relationship between CPT measurements 
and layered soil response. To achieve this aim, cen-
trifuge experiments were conducted using a 12 mm 
diameter model cone penetrometer and a sample 
of loose over dense sand. A 180° axisymmetric 

container and a half-section penetrometer were 
used so that sub-surface displacements could be 
measured using digital image analysis. The paper 
provides details of the experimental equipment 
developed, data obtained from experimentation, 
and an interpretation of results.

2 CENTRIFUGE MODELLING

Centrifuge testing has proven to be a useful tool 
to investigate CPT modelling, including grain size 
effects (Lee 1990); boundary and stress level effects 
(Gui et al. 1998); and layered soil effects (Silva & 
Bolton 2004). A centrifuge model experiences an 
elevated acceleration field and replicates the ambi-
ent prototype stress gradient which is essential 
for the modelling of boundary value problems 
(White 2002).

The Nottingham Centre for Geomechanics 
(NCG) Geotechnical Centrifuge, with 2.0 m plat-
form radius, was used to carry out the experi-
ments. The beam-type centrifuge, manufactured 
by Broadbent G-max, has one swinging platform, 
an adjustable counterweight, and an automatic ‘in-
flight’ balancing system. The centrifuge can oper-
ate with a maximum payload of 500 kg at up to 
100 g at a nominal radius of 1.70 m (more details 
can be found in Ellis et al. 2006).

3 MODEL TESTING METHODOLOGY

3.1 Model container and penetrometer

Due to the nature of the CPT geometry, an axisym-
metric model was selected to simulate the penetra-
tion process rather than a plane strain model. As 
shown in Figure 1, a half-cylinder axisymmetric 
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model was employed by splitting the container 
(D = 500 mm) in half  to form a plane of symmetry. 
This method allowed for the penetration progress 
to be viewed from behind a transparent window 
(e.g. Hossain et al. 2005; Liu 2010).

A thick Perspex window (50 mm) was mounted 
and braced to retain the soil load in the centrifuge. 
Due to the symmetry of the problem, measure-
ments were only taken from one side of the probe 
(Liu 2010 showed that displacements from both 
sides of the probe were effectively equal for a simi-
lar experimental setup). Two 14.7 megapixel digital 
cameras (Canon PowerShot G10) were mounted 
at two vertical levels behind the Perspex to obtain 
images of the probe and soil during the tests. 
A remote capture software (PSRemote Multi-
 Camera) was used to control the cameras and to 
take pictures every 5 seconds during the tests.

The penetrometer was a half  probe with 12 mm 
diameter (B), 350 mm length and a 60° conical tip, 
and was manufactured from aluminium alloy. In 
consideration of boundary conditions and grain 
size effects, the ratio of the tub diameter to pen-
etrometer diameter (D/B) was 42, which is larger 
than the minimum value of 40 reported by Gui 
et al. (1998), and the ratio of the probe diameter to 
the d50 grain size of the sand (B/d50) was 86, which 
is larger than the minimum value of 20 reported 
by Lee (1990). According to White (2002) and Liu 
(2010), any ingress of sand between the probe and 
the window will cause the probe to deviate from 
the vertical, losing contact with the Perspex win-
dow. This is arguably the greatest challenge for 
using a 180° axisymmetric model for these types 
of tests, and is why many experiments use a plane 
strain setup.

In order to maintain contact between the probe 
and the window, a guiding bar was connected to the 

penetrometer in parallel to the probe and an 8 mm 
wide aluminium channel was fixed into the middle 
of the Perspex window, as shown in Figure 2. As 
the penetrometer slides along the Perspex face, the 
guiding bar slides into the aluminium channel. This 
method prevents soil ingress between the probe and 
the Perspex and ensures that the probe maintains 
contact with the Perspex as it is driven into the soil. 
Using the aluminium channel means that displace-
ment data within a small region directly ahead of 
the penetrometer can not obtained. Due to the 
slenderness of the guiding bar, four BA12 screws 
were used to fix the gap between probe and the 
guiding bar. This meant that the aluminium chan-
nel had to be slotted to accommodate the screws. 
This slot was filled with silicone grease to prevent 
soil particles from entering the aluminium channel 
during tests. The resistance caused by the silicon 
grease was measured during a test with no sand so 
that its effect on the probe installation loads could 
be subtracted. To minimise friction along the back 
of the probe and the guiding bar, these surfaces 
were also coated with grease. 

3.2 Driving mechanism

The actuator used to drive the penetrometer was 
mounted above the container and allowed a maxi-
mum displacement of 300 mm (Liu 2010). The 
actuator uses a motor and gearbox to turn a lead 
screw and can achieve a maximum load of 10 kN. 
During centrifuge spin-up the probe was hung 
from the actuator using two steel wires to prevent 
the probe from pushing into the soil due to its self-
weight. The probe was not rigidly fixed to the actu-
ator. Instead, a half-spherical aluminium ‘bulb’ was 
attached to the end of the actuator. During driving, 
the bulb pushed against a plate fixed to the top of 
the penetrometer. This contact between the actua-
tor and probe (see Figure 3), which was greased 
to reduce friction, ensured that any small mis-
alignment of the actuator did not impose  bending 

Figure 1. Plan view of the half-cylinder axisymmetric 
model.

Figure 2. Schematic of the half  probe with guiding 
bar.
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strains on the probe. The vertical path of the probe 
was controlled by the guiding bar and aluminium 
channel fixed within the Perspex. A load cell was 
located at the top of the probe to measure installa-
tion load and a potentiometer was used to record 
the driving distance of the actuator.

3.3 Soil model preparation

Due to the advantages of grain strength and its 
appropriate particle size, Fraction E sand, supplied 
by David Ball Group Plc, was used for the sand 
sample. This sand has been used extensively for 
research within the UK and its relevant soil proper-
ties are listed in Table 1. The sand sample was made 
by air pluviation using a ‘spot’ type sand pourer. 
The different densities were achieved by controlling 
the height of pluviation and the pouring rate using 
different sized nozzles within the sand hopper.

3.4 Soil deformation measurement

In addition to the total cone resistance recorded 
by the load cell, which had a capacity of 10 kN, 
the deformation of soil was measured using digital 

cameras and image analysis (GeoPIV, see White 
et al. 2003; Take 2003). GeoPIV, which runs within 
MatLab, uses particle image velocimetry (PIV) to 
track the movement of discrete patches of soil and 
close range photogrammetry to convert pixel space 
coordinates to object space (in mm, for example).

Figure 4 presents the PIV patches for the first 
image of the upper camera with test patches of 
64 × 64 pixels. Image distortion resulting from 
non-coplanarity, lens distortion, and refraction 
is corrected using a 14-parameter transformation 
(White et al. 2003).

4 RESULTS

The experimental results presented in this paper 
are from a CPT with two layers of the Fraction E 
sand: a 135 mm deep layer of loose sand with rela-
tive density, Id = 61%, overlaying a 200 mm thick 
layer of dense sand with Id = 88% (Figure 5). The 
centrifuge was spun to achieve an acceleration of 
50 g at one-third the depth of the model. The mini-
ature probe was pushed into the soil at a constant 
speed of 0.5 mm/s. This allowed for the capture 
of an image every 2.5 mm of travel of the probe. 
The total penetration was approximately 210 mm, 
which penetrated 75 mm (or 6.25 probe diameters) 
into the lower dense soil.

4.1 Probe resistance-displacement curve

For layered soils with different thickness and prop-
erties, the load-displacement curves are influenced 
by the soil beneath and above the cone tip as the 
probe penetrates through the interface. The influ-
ence can be observed in Figure 6, which presents 
the probe resistance against penetration depth. The 
probe used for this experiment did not have a load 
cell at the cone tip and therefore the probe  resistance 

Figure 3. Schematic of the actuator driving mechanism. 

Table 1. Properties of the Fraction E silica sand (Silva 
& Bolton 2004).

Property Fraction E sand

Grain size d10 (mm) 0.095
Grain size d50 (mm) 0.14
Grain size d90 (mm) 0.15
Specific gravity (Gs) 2.65
Maximum void ratio (emax) 1.014
Minimum void ratio (emin) 0.613
Friction angle at cons. Volume (φ′cv) 32°
Hydraulic conductivity (m/s) 0.98 × 10−4

Figure 4. PIV patches for first image of upper camera 
(axis units in pixels). 
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is based on the load cell data at the top of the 
probe. This load was normalised against the cross-
sectional area of the probe base and the area of the 
shaft embedded within the soil to obtain the probe 
resistance (q = F/(Abase + Ashaft,emb) ). In this particu-
lar case, the probe appears to sense the interface 
approximately 2.5B (where B is probe diameter) 
ahead of the cone tip. Due to the greater stiffness 
of dense sand and the higher stresses at depth, the 
probe resistance increases to a steady resistance 
after approximately 4B beneath the interface. 

4.2 Displacements

One of the main objectives of this paper is to 
study soil displacements caused by CPT in layered 
soils using image analysis. The distribution of soil 
deformation around the penetrometer can provide 
insight into the mechanisms that are responsible 
for the probe resistance data as the cone passes 
between layers. 

Figure 7 plots the displacement contours on the 
left side of probe, including horizontal, vertical, 
and total displacements, at the final state of testing 
when the probe was pushed a distance of roughly 
210 mm. The distribution shows reasonable simi-
larity to cylindrical cavity expansion around the 
shaft, and spherical expansion around the cone, as 
discussed by Yu (2000). However, a noticeable dis-
turbance to the displacement profile is seen around 
the loose-dense soil interface, which may be attrib-
uted to the different properties of the sand layers. 

To evaluate the layering effect, 4 vertical lines of 
geoPIV patches with different distances to the cen-
tre line of the probe (X/R = 3, 4, 5, 6, where X is 
the offset from the probe centreline and R is probe 
radius) were selected to represent the soil elements 
around the probe in order to examine deformation 
during penetration. Figure 8 shows the normalized 
horizontal displacement (Δx/R) and the normal-
ized vertical displacement (Δy/R) at h = 0, where h 
is the vertical distance from the probe shoulder to 
the particular soil element, as shown in Figure 5. 
Figure 8 therefore represents the cumulative defor-
mation of the soil elements when the probe reaches 
the specified depth. Initially, both horizontal and 
vertical displacements increase steadily with depth 
close to the surface and soil tends to move more 
horizontally than vertically. After roughly 5B 
penetration, the horizontal displacements seem 
to reach a steady value, while the vertical keep 
increasing. Both displacements show signs of the 
influences of the lower dense sand layer at about 
3B above the interface. As the probe approaches 
the interface, the deformations at h = 0 decrease, 
especially for vertical deformation. The horizontal 
displacements begin to increase again when the 
probe shoulder passes the position of interface, 
while vertical displacements tend to increase only 
after the shoulder reaches around 1B beneath the 
interface. Eventually, at the final stage of penetra-
tion for the test, the horizontal displacement in the 
dense sand becomes larger than that in the loose 
sand, while the vertical displacement increases to a 
similar value of that in loose sand. 

The history of soil deformation with penetration 
depth at a distance of X/R = 3 from the probe is 
illustrated in Figure 9. In the loose sand layer, the 
influence zone for vertical deformation is larger than 
that for horizontal. For example, for the stage of 
penetration of 2B, the soil at 60 mm depth starts to 
accumulate horizontal deformation, while the verti-
cal deformation can be observed at 70 mm depth. 
Therefore, the trajectories of soil elements are mov-
ing predominantly downward initially, and then 
moving outward afterwards. The deformations show 
a decrease as the probe passes through the interface 
between the two layers, which can be attributed to 
the effect of the stiffer zone of dense sand. 

Figure 5. Schematic of the CPT in two layers of sand.

Figure 6. Resistance-displacement curve.
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After the probe shoulder passes the soil element, 
further deformation, which is mainly caused by the 
friction effects of probe shaft, is relatively small. 

The results of the post-deformation displace-
ments are shown in Figure 10 (h > 0 implies the 
cumulative deformation that occurs after the probe 
passes the soil element), which also illustrates the 

layered effects between the loose and dense sand. 
Due to the effects of shaft friction, the soil around 
the shaft appears to be dragged downwards. How-
ever, the friction effects are found to be similar 
for the soil both near and far from the probe. The 
amount of horizontal deformation is similar for 
the loose and dense sand (around 0.01R), except 

Figure 7. Displacement contours: (a) Total displacement; (b) Horizontal displacement; (c) Vertical displacement. 

Figure 8. Normalized horizontal and vertical displace-
ment for h = 0 (Δx/R are negative, Δy/R are positive). 

Figure 9. Normalized horizontal and vertical displace-
ment for the soil elements at X/R = 3 during penetration. 

offset from probe centreline (mm)
(a)

offset from probe centreline (mm)
(b)

offset from probe centreline (mm)
(c)
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for the soil near the surface and for the deeper soil 
which shows very little friction effect. The vertical 
movement in the loose sand is shown to be much 
larger than that in the dense sand, a result of the 
greater stiffness of the dense sand compared to the 
loose.

5 DISCUSSION

The results presented demonstrate that layered soils 
have an influence on the resistance-displacement 
profile of CPTs and that the displacement field 
around the probe is also significantly affected. 

As presented by Yang (2006), the influence zone 
around piles in sand is a function of the properties 
of the soil. A more compressible sand has a smaller 
influence zone both beneath and above the pile tip. 
Similarly, for the approaching penetrometer, these 
influence zones for deformation will also change 
with depth and soil profiles. In Figure 7, the cumu-
lative deformations are mainly developed by the 
influence zone beneath the cone shoulder. There-
fore, the influence zone for soil deformation can 
be assumed as a semi-spherical surface, as show 
in Figure 11. Hence, the size of the influence zone 
should increase with depth due to the increase 
in stiffness of the soil that results from increased 
confining stress. This can explain the trend of 
increased displacements with depth observed in 
Figures 7 and 8.

In terms of the reduction of displacements when 
the probe approaches and enters the dense layer, the 
data can be explained in terms of the effect of both 
soil stiffness and strength. As the probe approaches 
the interface, the problem can be regarded as a 
pressure applied on top of a two-layered soil, with 
the top being less stiff  than the bottom. For a given 
stress, it would therefore be expected that the dis-
placement in the upper, less stiff, zone would be 

greater than in the lower, stiffer zone. In addition, 
the strength of the lower dense soil will be greater 
than that of the loose soil. The zone of yielded 
soil around the probe in the loose soil is therefore 
expected to be larger than in the dense soil. The 
dense soil would not be expected to yield until 
the probe was very close or within the dense soil 
layer. Displacements within a yielding soil will be 
greater than in a non-yielding soil. This effect of 
soil strength can therefore help to explain the trend 
in displacement data observed in the tests.

The data presented in this paper were obtained 
from a single test. Further testing and analyses are 
required to substantiate the observations made. 
In addition, a further series of tests with different 
layering conditions, including sand and clay, are 
planned. 

6 CONCLUSIONS

A centrifuge model cone penetration test (CPT) 
was performed in layered soils in a 180° axisym-
metric experiment. Digital image analysis was 
used to investigate the soil behaviour around the 
advancing axisymmetric probe.

The experiment was comprised of loose over 
dense sand and investigated soil deformation pat-
terns and the layered effect. The probe resistance 
was influenced by the soil layers, and the driving 
load appeared to sense the interface approximately 
2.5B ahead of the probe and take about 4B to 
reach the steady resistance in dense sand. For soil 
deformation, the layered effect was also observed 
for both horizontal and vertical displacements. 
Displacements increased with depth but reduced 
near the interface between the loose and dense soil. 
The trends in displacement data were explained 
in terms of the effect of both soil stiffness and 
strength. Further studies on CPT in layered soils 

Figure 10. Normalized horizontal and vertical displace-
ment after probe shoulder enters into the soil element.

Figure 11. Schematic of the influence zone for soil 
deformation. 
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are planned which should provide more details of 
the relationship between probe measurements and 
the resulting deformation field.
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ABSTRACT: Determining the correct consolidation parameters from field and laboratory tests has 
been an issue for geotechnical engineers for a long time. An in situ soil investigation program was carried 
out in Trondheim (Norway) in 2010 in collaboration with NTNU, UCD and UWA in order to improve 
the interpretation of strength and consolidation parameters from in-situ tests in highly sensitive soils. 
In-situ testing including piezocone (CPTU) and piezoball tests were performed and dissipation and cyclic 
tests at different depths of interest were carried out. The present publication focuses on the interpretation 
of the coefficient of consolidation from CPTU data only.

1 INTRODUCTION

An in situ soil investigation program has been car-
ried out near Trondheim (Norway) in 2010 in a col-
laboration between NTNU (Norwegian University 
of Science and Technology), UCD (University 
College Dublin) and UWA (The University of 
Western Australia) in order to improve the charac-
terization of soil sensitive soils from in-situ tests. 
The main focus is to study the consolidation behav-
iour and the sensitivity of the soft soil deposits. This 
paper focuses on the determination of the coeffi-
cient of consolidation from CPTU results only. 

Series of CPTU’s (Cone penetration test) and 
piezoball tests were carried out at two different 
sites. Furthermore dissipation tests were carried 
out at 2 different depths respectively to get infor-
mation about the coefficient of consolidation and 
the results are compared to existing laboratory and 
field data available. Kvennild is the first site and has 
been used for research purposes by NTNU since the 
early 1980’s. The second site is Dragvoll, situated in 
Trondheim and has been used for student projects 
over the last few years. Both sites are indicated by 
rather thick deposits of very soft, sensitive clay.

Current procedures for determination of the 
coefficient of consolidation from CPTU dissipa-
tion tests are in use for more than 20 years, e.g. 
Houlsby & Teh (1988), Senneset et al. (1982), 

Torstensson (1977). The present paper reviews 
some of the methods established over the last dec-
ades and discusses more recent approaches, e.g. 
Burns & Mayne (1998). Some selected methods are 
applied to the field data and compared to existing 
laboratory test results. Difficulties in interpreting 
consolidation parameters and applying the differ-
ent methods in sensitive clays are discussed.

2 EXISTING LABORATORY RESULTS

Kvennild is the first site and has been used for 
research purposes by NTNU since the early 1980’s. 
Soil data from this site is available in several pub-
lications, e.g. Sandven (1990) and indicate a very 
homogenous clay deposit between 2.5 and 13.5 m 
depth. At about 7.5 m laboratory and in situ test 
results show that the clay turns into very sensitive 
quick clay material and has an increased sensitivity 
with depth. 

Dragvoll was chosen as the second test location 
and zones of quick clay were identified between 
6.0 and 16.0 m depth. Laboratory and field data 
exist from student projects at NTNU from several 
years and additional samples have been taken at 
this location to complete the dataset.

Plots of the index tests, oedometer and shear 
strength tests are shown in Figures 1 and 2 
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Figure 1. Laboratory test results Kvennild.
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Figure 2. Laboratory test results Dragvoll.
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 respectively. A summary of the laboratory results 
is presented in Table 1 showing the same aver-
age results for both sites. According to standard 
Norwegian practice (NGF 1982) based on particle 
size distribution the material should be termed clay. 

Figure 1 shows oedometer, triaxial (CIUC), fall 
cone and unconfined compression test results for 
Kvennild site. The tests have been carried out using 
either 54/75 mm steel or block samples. Preconsoli-
dation stress values are above the σv0′ line indicat-
ing slightly overconsolidated material (OC). The 
corresponding OCR values are on average slightly 
greater than 2.0 with no indication of a drop in 
OCR with depth. On average M0 is about 4 MPa. 
Coefficient of consolidation values vary somewhat 
with depth and show an decreasing trend with 
depth to about 10.5 m. Undrained shear strength 
values established from triaxial tests in the quick 
zone are between 35 to 40 kPa. Whereas the fall 
cone tests show slightly lower values. These lower 
values may be an indication for sample disturbance 
effects. Sensitivity results from fall cone tests show 
a distinct increase below 7.5 m in the quick clay 
zone where one gets values between 200 and 400. 

Figure 2 shows same results as mentioned above 
for the Dragvoll site, results are available from sev-
eral years of student work. Usually 54 mm plastic 
samples have been used for these projects. Above 
6 m pc′ values are well in excess of the σv 0′ line indi-
cating overconsolidated conditions. OCR values 
decrease from about 16 near 1 m to 1 below 6 m. 
Modulus values are generally scattered but are on 
average 5 MPa above 6 m and lower below. The 
2010 samples have to be disregarded due to poor 
sample quality. Coefficient of consolidation values 
are generally in excess of the range suggested by 
Janbu (1970) above 6 m suggesting overconsoli-
dated material and fall to values less than 8 m2/yr 
below this depth. Undrained shear strength and 
sensitivty values are presented in the last set of 
graphs. The results need to be treated with caution 
due to partly poor quality but nonetheless confirm 
the findings above. Results from a few shear vane 
tests support the results described. Fall cone results 
show relatively high su values above 6 m being well 
above the 0.3σv 0′ line indicating overconsolidated 
material. A siginificant fall off  in the su values can 
be noticed which is an indication for normally con-
solidated material. The last graph on the figure 
shows the distribution of St over depth.

3 INTERPRETATION METHODS

The coefficient of consolidation can be estimated 
during a CPTU test by measuring the dissipation 
of excess pore pressure over time during a pause 
in penetration. Several theoretical approaches have 
been established over the last decades to determine 
the coefficient of consolidation from CPTU dissi-
pation recordings. 

Torstensson (1977) was one of the first research-
ers to address the topic by using an approach which 
includes spherical and cylindrical cavity expansion 
theory and assuming an elasto-plastic soil model. 
The dissipation of pore pressure was calculated 
by using a linear uncoupled one-dimensional con-
solidation theory. Torstensson (1977) came up with 
the idea of interpretation the c at 50% dissipation 
and established the following equation which is 
still used in a modified way:

c T
t r= •50TT

50
0
2  (1)

where c = coefficient of consolidation; T50 = time 
factor from theoretical solution; t50 = measured time 
at 50% dissipation and r0

2 = radius of the CPTU. 
Depending on the position of the filter element, the 
spherical or cylindrical solution can be used.

Senneset et al. (1982) presented two different 
methods to determine the coefficient of consolida-
tion. The first solution is equivalent to Torstensson 
(1977) defining the initial pore pressure distribu-
tion based on the theory of expanding cylindrical 
cavities. The second solution is based on the rate of 
dissipation which was obtained by Svanø (1981).
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where λc = rate factor obtained numerically; 
Δuc = measured excess pore pressure and T = time 
factor. The results are shown in the following graph 
(Figure 3) in which λc is plotted against the ratio of 
pore pressure dissipation (Δu/Δui = maximum meas-
ured excess pore pressure /current excess pore pres-
sure) and depending on the stiffness of the material.

A detailed study on the pore pressure dissipation 
has been carried out by Baligh & Levadoux (1986) 
using a linear consolidation analysis and an initial 
pore pressure distribution. The approach is based 
on the strain path method (SPM) for undrained 
penetration in Boston blue clay and the same equa-
tion for interpretation of c has been used as pro-
posed by Torstensson (1977). Baligh & Levadoux 

Table 1. Average index test results Kvennild/Dragvoll.

Parameter
w
%

ρ
Mg/m3

PI
%

Clay content 
%

Kvennild 36 1.9 <10 38
Dragvoll 32 1.9 <10 39
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(1986) claim that cavity expansion theories do not 
model the strain path correctly. Whereas the SPM 
models the penetration process as a flow of parti-
cles moving around an obstacle by assuming the 
soil as a viscous fluid.

Houlsby & Teh (1988) introduced a new method 
based on finite difference analysis of the consoli-
dation phase. They concluded that interpretation 
methods based on bearing capacity solutions 
involve errors with depth due to the elastic defor-
mation of the soil since upward movements are not 
likely to occur in deeper depths. Therefore the pen-
etration process of the cone is modeled using the 
material model proposed by von Mises using SPM. 
This approach is similar to the one described above 
from Baligh & Levadoux (1986) however Houlsby 
& Teh (1988) introduced a modified version of the 
time factor, being dependent on the rigidity index 
IR (IR = shear modulus G/shear strength su)  and the 
location of the filter element (Equation 4).

T
c t

r
h*

( )IrII .
=

0 5.
 (4)

Figure 4 shows the non-dimensional dissipation 
curves for excess pore pressure at the u2 position 
against time in a logarithmic scale (Houlsby & Teh 
1988) depending on the rigidity index. Using Equa-
tion 4 one can determine the coefficient of consoli-
dation by picking a value for the time  factor T*and 
the time of dissipation depending on the degree of 
excess pore pressure.

Furthermore studies of the influence of hori-
zontal to vertical coefficient of consolidation on 
the dissipation rate have been carried out showing 
that changes in the vertical coefficient of consoli-
dation have little impact in the rate of dissipation 
monitored (Houlsby & Teh 1988).

Robertson et al. (1992) reviewed existing inter-
pretation methods for the determination of con-
solidation and permeability parameters of soils 
from CPTU results. They studied and compared 
results from different sites all over the world. Abu-
Farsakh & Nazzal (2005) evaluated several meth-
ods for estimating cv and applied them to a clay 
site. The results were compared to laboratory tests 
and they showed the same finding as Robertson 
et al. (1992). They concluded that the solution pro-
posed by Houlsby & Teh (1988) is mostly used and 
gives the best fit with existing laboratory data.

The above described methods apply only for 
standard dissipation curves with a monotonic decay 
of pore pressure with time down to the hydrostatic 
value. Sully & Campanella (1994) and Sully et al. 
(1999) pointed out the difficulty of interpretat-
ing dissipation results from stiff  overconsolidated 
clays (tyically OC > 4) which show a non-standard 
behaviour. Those curves are characterized by an 
increase in pore pressure after a stop in penetra-
tion followed by dissipation of pore pressure back 
to in situ, see Figure 5 as an example.

The dilatoric response of the soil can be 
explained by a redistribution of pore pressure 
which results in an increase of pore pressure before 
dissipating. Thus the interpretation of these curves 
is more complicated due to large pore pressure gra-
dients.  Sully and Campanella (1994) proposed two 
different interpretation methods to account for the 
dilatoric behaviour. They include both a correction 
back to the standard curves so that available theo-
ries for determining the coefficient of  consolidation 
can be applied. One of the methods is based on a 
log-time plot correction whereas the other one uses 
a square-root time presentation.

Figure 3. Rate factor λc (Senneset et al. 1982).

Figure 4. Excess pore water pressure dissipation against 
modified time factor T* (Houlsby & Teh 1988).

Figure 5. Excess pore water pressure dissipation against 
modified time factor T* (Sully & Campanella 1994).
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Burns & Mayne (1998) established a theoreti-
cal interpretation model based on a combination 
of cavity expansion theory and critical-state soil 
mechanics. The method can be applied to both NC 
(normally consolidated) and dilatoric disspation 
curves. Mayne (2001) further developed the model 
to fit not only single points but the whole dissipa-
tion curve taking into account a separate dissipation 
of the octahedrical and shear stress component.

4 RESULTS

CPTU results from the two sites Kvennild and 
Dragvoll are presented in terms of corrected cone 
resistance qt and pore pressure measured behind the 
cone u2 in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Due to a problem 
with the CPTU system, no sleeve friction measure-
ments are available. Several dissipation tests have 
been carried out in various depths of interest. The 
coefficient of consolidation has been determined 
from these data using two different interpretation 
methods. The present paper focuses on the method 
established by Houlsby & Teh (1988) since this is 
the method mostly used. Due to the history of the 
NTNU in establishing correlations for the determi-
nation of soil parameters from CPTU results, the 
method by Senneset et al. (1982) will be used to com-
pare with the results from Houlsby & Teh (1988). 

4.1 Kvennild

Figure 7 shows the CPTU results in terms of qt 
and u2. Four tests are carried out and penetrated 
down to a depth of 14 m. The distance between 
the CPTU’s is about 1.5 m so influences from the 
neighbor borehole can be excluded. The water 
table is assumed to be close to the surface. 

CPTU results show consistent cone resistances 
between 0.5 and 1.2 MPa insignificant variations 

and all tests pick up the different layers present. 
High excess pressures are generated being larger 
than the hydrostatic pore pressure. 

A dry crust layer is present the first 2.5 m with 
qt values up to 1.6 MPa and peak excess pore pres-
sures of 400 kPa. From 2.5 m the soil turns into 
homogenous clay with slightly increasing qt values 
from about 0.4 MPa at the top to 0.8 MPa at 13 m 
and increasing pore pressures up to 700 kPa which 
is consistent with the laboratory findings from 
 Figure 1 in that area.

Dissipation tests are carried out in different 
depths and the results from 4.2, 7.3 and 9.5 m are 
shown in the following Figure 6 by a logarithmic 
plot of the normalized pore pressure U over time t. 
The tests at deeper depths show the same behav-
ior in decay of pore pressure over time whereas the 
test at 4.5 m shows little dissipation of pore pres-
sure the first seconds and then a rapid decay of 
excess pore pressure. All tests are carried out until 
50% of the excess pore pressure is dissipated.

Coefficients of consolidation in the horizontal 
direction ch have been established. The approach 
from Houlsby & Teh (1988) is used by assuming 
a soft soil with a rigidity index of about 30 and 
determining the ch at 50% dissipation. The method 
established by Senneset et al. (1982) has been 
applied using the rate approach with soft rate fac-
tor at 50% dissipation. The results are presented in 
Figure 10 together with the coefficients of consoli-
dation in the NC and OC range established in the 
laboratory (Sandven 1990). Overall the coefficients 
of consolidation determined from CPTU results 
fit better to the laboratory data in the NC range. 
One has to keep in mind the fact that cv from the 
laboratory is compared to ch from the CPTU. Fur-
thermore the two methods compare very well with 
each other and seem to work fine for these types 
of soft to quick clay. Sandven (1990) carried out 
a similar study on different clay sites and achieved 
comparable results.

4.2 Dragvoll

The CPTU results for the Dragvoll site are pre-
sented in Figure 8 showing good agreement 
between the four different tests carried out. Except 
the pore pressure response from CPT 1 is poor 
indicating saturation problems so this test will be 
disregarded. 

The findings from the CPTU tests confirm the 
results from the laboratory investigation  indicating 
a stiff  clay layer above 6 m with pore pressures 
around the hydrostatic line and cone resistance 
values around 1 MPa. Below 6 m the clay turns 
into a very soft and partially quick material with 
high excess pore pressures and low cone resistances 
similar to the results from Kvennild. 
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Figure 6. Dissipation test results Kvennild.
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Figure 8. CPTU results Dragvoll.
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Dissipation tests have been carried out in the 
soft clay zone at 6.5 and 10.89 m. The results are 
presented in Figure 10 showing similar consolida-
tion behaviour and a steady dissipation of pore 
pressure down to the hydrostatic level. Coefficients 
of consolidation have been determined using 
the same assumptions for the methods as for the 
Kvennild site (see Chapter 4.1). 

As one can see from Figure 10 the ch values are 
close to the NC cv from the laboratory investiga-
tions. In general the two different interpretation 
methods used compare well with each other. No 
information about the relation of cv to ch is avail-
able for this site but it can be assumed that a simi-
lar proportion as in Kvennild is present.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The present paper discusses the interpretation of 
consolidation parameters from CPTU results in 
clay. A historical review of existing theories and 
interpretation methods has been carried out. 

The methods established by Houlsby & Teh 
(1988) and Senneset et al. (1982) have been chosen 
and applied to the data from two different soft to 
medium stiff  clay sites near Trondheim, Norway. 
The test results show that the two methods are in 
good agreement with each other for this type of 
soft clay. It might be different for other types of 
soil especially when the penetration process is not 
totally undrained. The CPTU results are compared 
to the coefficient of consolidation established in the 
laboratory. The field results are in general between 
the NC and OC range coefficient of consolida-
tion but mostly tending to be closer to the NC cv 
from the laboratory. Usually one would expect the 
CPTU to give results closer to the OC range of 
cv. Remoulding will take place during penetration 
of the cone in sensitive soils thus reducing the cv 
which may be an explanation to the results.

As already stated by Lunne et al. (1997) the eval-
uation of consolidation parameters from CPTU 
results is a complicated task due different aspects. 
The soil anisotropy is difficult to assess. The pore 
pressure distribution during the penetration of the 
cone and thereby the consolidation process is not 
completely understood (e.g. horizontal dissipa-
tion of pore pressure or partly vertical). Engineers 
have to use the parameters established from CPTU 
results with care and engineering judgment. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

To cope with increasing demand of flights to/from 
the Tokyo Megalopolitan areas, it was decided 
that the fourth runway was constructed at the 
Tokyo International Airport. After completion 
of the construction, the capacity of the flight will 
increase 1.5 times that in the previous airport. The 
construction area is located in about 20 m water 
depth where soft clay is thickly deposited. The run-
way consists of reclamation and pile structure, as 
shown in Fig. 1. The latter structure was employed 
because the existence of the runway should not 
prevent the water flaw in the Tama River. The size 
of the reclaimed area is about 2,000 m long and 
600 m wide. Because of soft clayey deposit, Sand 
Drain (SD) and Sand Compaction Pile (SCP) 
methods were employed under the inside area for 
reduce of the residual settlement and under the 
peripheral areas for gaining the slope stability, 
respectively. Typical cross section of the reclama-
tion area is shown in Fig. 2. 

For employment of these soil improvement meth-
ods, site investigations are inevitably required to con-
firm the increase in the undrained strength as expected 
in the design and predict deformations in the future, 
especially settlement. In Japan, these investigations 
are usually performed in terms of unconfined com-
pression strength (qu) value for soil samples collected 
from the site. However, due to a short construction 
period for this work (Indeed, it was allowed only 2.5 
years), it was decided that Cone Penetration Test 
(CPT) was extensively introduced. This is the first 
case to use CPT in such a large project in Japan. This 
paper will describe how to evaluate strengths during 
the reclamation process, using CPT.

2 SOIL PROPERTIES AND CPT 
INVESTIGATION

The clay layer improved by SD and SCP meth-
ods is located between elevations of AP-20 m and 
AP-35 m, where AP is the local datum of the eleva-
tion (the Arakawa Pale). Their properties present a 
typical Japanese marine clay: i.e., index properties 
such as liquid or plastic limits are relatively high, 
and natural water content is the same or exceeds 
the liquid limit (see Fig. 4). Despite of mechani-
cally normally consolidated clay, yield consolida-
tion pressure (pc) is a little greater than the in situ 
effective overburden pressure (σ′vo), probably due 
to ageing effect or cementation. 

CPT was penetrated at the center of four sand 
piles installed by SD or SCP methods, as shown in 
Fig. 3. The diameter of SD sand pile is 0.4 m and 
distances of each pile are 1.6 m and 2.5 m (the 

Using CPT for management of filling work

H. Tanaka & T. Oka
Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

T. Sakaiya
Toa Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT: A new runway was constructed at the Tokyo International Airport. The construction site 
is located under 20 m water depth and resting on very soft clay layer. For stability and reduction of the 
residual settlement, sand drain and sand compaction pile methods were introduced to this project. Cone 
Penetration Test (CPT) was extensively used to monitor soil behavior. This paper will describe changes of 
geotechnical properties during the process of the filling by CPT. The consolidation process was estimated 
by two approaches: Qt and Bq methods.

Figure 1. Picture of the D runway with locations of 
investigating sites.
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 equivalent drain spacing is 2.0 m), as shown in Fig. 
3. The diameter of SCP is 2.0 m, which is much 
larger than that in SD, with 3.0 m and 3.5 m spacing, 
which corresponds to the improvement ratio (As) of 
30%. Since the investigated points are covered by 
thick filling by sand or gravel, the penetration of 
CPT cannot be carried out and also the precision of 
the CPT point is not accurate because the penetra-
tion is conducted from the sea surface. Therefore, 
after installation of sand piles, the steel casings were 
placed at the investigating points under the guide of 
divers.

3 TEST RESULTS FROM CPT 
INVESTIGATION

3.1 Effects of SCP and filling

The CPT test results are shown in Fig. 5, with 
comparison of before and after the SCP installa-
tion. The figure on the left indicates qnet = qt − σvo, 
where qt and σvo are the point resistance from CPT 
and the in situ total burden pressure, respectively. 
The figure on the right shows the pore water pres-

sure measured by CPT (u). This u involves the 
static water pressure (uo) as well as that generated 
by the CPT penetration. It can be seen that due to 
compaction of sand piles in the SCP method, the 
sea bottom was heaved from AP-20 m to AP -14 
m. This value of the heave is consistent with the 
improvement ratio of 30%: Because the thickness 
of the treated layer is 22 m (see Fig. 4), the ground 
rises up 6.6 m (22 m × 0.3). The sea bottom verti-
cally heaves the same volume as sand compacting 
into the clay layer. It should be noted that the shear 
strength of the ground below the AP – 26 m was 
reduced, probably because of the soil disturbance 
due to the compaction of the sand piles.

Figure 6 shows change in qnet during the process 
of the filling, in (a) for a SCP area and in (b) for a 
SD area. The investigation using CPT was carried 
out at several construction stages after the filling 
work was done (see Fig. 2). It is observed that for 
both of SCP and SD areas, due to the filling, qnet, 
i.e., the undrained shear strength (su) increases. 

Figure 6 is very useful to examine the stability 
of the ground if  the cone factor (Nkt) is reasonably 
assumed or obtained from the laboratory tests. 
However, if  the prediction of the settlement is nec-

Figure 2. A typical cross section of the D runway and the process of the reclamation.

Figure 3. Arrangement of sand piles and the location of CPT: (a) SCP; (b) SD.
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essary, the process of consolidation in the treated 
ground should be properly evaluated. In this paper, 
two approaches are considered to obtain the degree 
of consolidation (U), using Qt and Bq indices.

Robertson (1995) has proposed the normal-
ized strength ratio (Qt), defined by the following 
equation:

Q
q

tQQ
vo vo

=
( )qt vo−

=v

σ′ σ′
net  (1)

where σ′vo is the in situ effective burden pres-
sure. Using the Nkt factor, qt and su can be corre-
lated by eq. (2).

q Nt kNN t us vo+N skN t us σv  (2)

From Eqs. (1) and (2), Qt can be expressed by 
the following equation:
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Generally, the ratio of (su/σ′vo) can be expressed 
by the strength incremental ratio at the normally 
consolidated (NC) state (su/σ′vo)nc and the over con-
solidated ratio (OCR):
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(su/σ′vo)nc and m are the inherent strength param-
eters for soils. 

Finally, Qt can be correlated with the following 
terms:
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 (5)

Nkt can be determined as 13.3, which is the gradi-
ent of relations between qu/2 and qnet, as shown in 
Fig. 7. (su/σ′vo)nc is 0.4 from the relation between pc 
and su (=qu/2) (see Fig. 8), which is somewhat larger 
than usual marine clays. However, it is known that 
(su/σ′vo)nc for Japanese marine clays (for  example, 
Tanaka, 2002) and for the Tokyo Bay clay is 

Figure 4. Geotechnical properties of the clay layer 
treated by SCP and SD methods.

Figure 5. Comparison of CPT results before and after 
SCP operation.

Figure 6. Changing qnet in the reclamation process: (a) 
SCP area; (b) SD area.
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 especially high. Inserting these values to Eq. (5), 
then Qt for the NC state is obtained as 13.3 × 0.4 = 
5.32. Reminding this value, Qt index at several con-
struction stages will be examined.

Figure 9 presents the change in Qt at SCP and 
SD areas. It can be seen that before the improve-
ment of SCP and SD, i.e, for the original ground, 
Qt values are distributed in the range between 6 
and 8. Because OCR of the original ground is not 
high, the power of m on OCR may be assumed to 
be 1.0. Then, Qt of  6 and 8 for the original ground 
may correspond to OCR of 1.3 and 1.5, respec-
tively. These calculated OCR are agreed well with 
laboratory oedometer test as shown in Fig. 4. It 
is seen in Fig. 9 that as the filling proceeded, Qt 
decreased. This reduction in Qt may be attributed 
to the calculation method for Qt. In Eq. (1), the 

value of σ′vo is obtained by the in situ effective bur-
den pressure and the weight of the filling: i.e., it is 
assumed that the excess pore water pressure (Δu) is 
fully dissipated. If  Δu is correctly estimated and Nkt 
is not changed during the filling, then Qt should be 
equal to 5.32. In another word, Δu can be obtained 
from Eq. (1), assuming that Qt at the NC state be 
5.32. However, in this calculation method of Δu, 
there is a controversial issue on whether the Nkt fac-
tor is constant or changes during the construction. 
Hirabayashi et al. (2009) reported that Nkt was not 
changed during construction of an embankment 
resting on a similar marine clay layer to the present 
study. In this paper, Δu is obtained from Eq. (1), 
assuming that Nkt and Qt at NC state be 13.3 and 
5.32, respectively. 

Another way to obtain Δu during the filling is 
using the normalized pore water pressure index (Bq). 
Considering Δu, Bq may be defined by Eq. (6).

BqB =
{ }u ( )u uo +uo

( )qt vo−
 (6)

Figure 7. Correlation between qu/2 and qnet for the origi-
nal ground.
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Figure 11. Comparison of Δu calculated by Qt and Bq 
methods: (a) SCP area; (b) SD area.
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Figure 10. Bq values for the original ground: (a) SCP 
area; (b) SD area.
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where uo is the static pore pressure for the original 
ground.

Figure 10 shows Bq values for the original 
ground: i. e., Δu is zero. The values of Bq are some-
what different for different sites and decrease with 
the increasing depth. In the same way as Tanaka 
and Sakagami (1989)’s method, it is assumed in 
this paper that Bq values do not change during the 
filling. Then, Δu can be calculated from Eq. (6). 

Δu calculated from Qt and Bq methods are com-
pared in Fig. 11, indicating that Δu from both 
methods is fairly well agreed with each other for 
SD area, while Δu for SCP area are considerably 
different according to calculation methods. Δu 
calculated by Bq method is nearly zero at the SCP 
area, i.e., the consolidation is finished, while Δu at 
the SCP area still remained high if  Δu is  calculated 
by the Qt method. Direct comparison of U at 
these values in the figure is difficult, because the 

filling process is different for SCP and SD areas, 
i.e., duration of consolidation. Let, however, try 
to roughly calculate U in the form of Δu/p′. The 
effective overburden pressure (p′), i.e., the effec-
tive pressure after Δu is completely dissipated, is 
300 kPa and 260 kPa at times plotted in Fig. 11 
(a) (SCP) and (b) (SD), respectively. Then, values 
of Δu/p′ for SCP and SD areas are about 60% and 
54%, respectively, if  the Qt method is used, that is, 
Δu/p′ at both areas is nearly same in spite of drain 
spacing for SCP is much smaller than that for SD 
area, (see Fig. 3). 

This fact implies that the weight of the fill mate-
rial for SCP areas is concentrated on the piles 
whose stiffness is much larger than that for treated 
clay layer. Calculation of p′ for Qt method does 
not consider such a concentration effect and it is 
assumed that p′ is equally subjected to the sand 
piles and the clay layer. On the other hand, since 
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Δu estimated by Qt and Bq methods is fairly well 
agreed in the area improved by the sand drain 
method. However, in the area treated by the 
Compaction pile method, Δu estimated by the Qt 
method is considerably greater than that by the Bq 
method. The reason for different Δu may be attrib-
uted to the fact that for SCP, the weight of the 
filling is concentrated on the sand pile because of 
large stiffness. In another word, the pressure sub-
jected on clayey layer is much smaller than the total 
weight of the filling material. 
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the sand pile of SD is flexible and the ratio occu-
pied by the sand pile to the whole area is only 3%, 
the reduction of p′ is not occurred. Therefore, if  Qt 
method is used, the large amount of Δu apparently 
remained at SD areas.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Using CPT, the reclaimed ground was investigated. 
The excess pore water pressure (Δu) is estimated by 
Qt and Bq methods. In Qt method, Qt is assumed to 
be 5.32 from Nkt and (su/σ′vo) at the normally con-
solidated state are 13.3 and 0.4, respectively. 

Q
q

tQQ = ( )uvo −
=net 5 32.  

Otherwise, Δu is estimated using the pore water 
pressure measured by the penetration of CPT. In 
this method, it is assumed that the measured pore 
water pressure consists of the existed u in the soil 
layer and generated due to the cone penetration, 
i.e., Bq index is constant during the filling process. 

BqB =
{ }u ( )u uo +uo

( )qt vo−
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of piezocone (CPTU) and Full Flow Penetrometer (Ball), 
with pore water pressure measurement at the equator, for a silt site in Ireland on which a 2.5 m embank-
ment was constructed. A CPTU preformed prior to construction will be used for comparison with the 
recent 2010 CPTUs. Basic index data from the site will be presented and used to identify layers. The use 
of soil behaviour type (SBT) charts using CPTU data will be investigated and an assessment of the most 
appropriate chart for the soil type will be made. Results from seismic flat plate dilatometer tests (SDMT) 
will be discussed in relation to the SBT chart and results compared to the index layers identified. It is rec-
ognised that correct assessment of intermediate soils is of importance as correlations are used in design 
based on CPTU derived parameters and these must match the design application in terms of drainage 
conditions under which data is obtained. Good agreement between index classification and SBT charts 
is found for classifications using pore water pressure measurements. The SDMT shows the change in 
soil type with depth as indicated with the index properties and the range of soils identified is also in 
agreement.

1 INTRODUCTION

CPTU has huge advantage over traditional soil 
sampling investigations as it is fast, repeatable 
and economical, yielding almost continuous data 
 (Robertson 2010). There is over 40 years’ experi-
ence of using the electric CPTU and a strong theo-
retical basis for analysis of data exists.

CPTUs provide three main functions; soil pro-
filing and identification of soil types, estimation of 
geotechnical engineering parameters and provision 
of data for direct geotechnical design. For esti-
mation of design parameters in clays and sands, 
CPTU provides reliable correlations as these soil 
types have fully undrained and drained responses 
respectively.

One of the most useful and fundamental appli-
cations of the CPTU is to assess soil type and soil 
stratigraphy using measured and interpreted data 
from cone tests and linking them with soil types 
using charts. Identification of soil layers is greatly 
improved when using continuous pore pressure 
measurements. Pore pressure measured during 
penetration is a function of the type of soil pen-
etrated in the area surrounding the pores element 
(Lunne et al. 1997).

This paper will assess the use of SBT charts for 
silty soils using both CPTU and SDMT results. 
Three different CPTU SBT charts will be assessed 

to select the most appropriate chart for the soil type. 
This work will contribute to the knowledge and con-
fidence in using these charts in intermediate soils.

2 CPTU SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

2.1 Review of CPTU in soil classification

The parameters discussed in this paper have been 
calculated according to Lunne et al. (1997).

Measured data from a CPTU is an indication of 
the in situ mechanical behaviour of the soil during 
penetration. Consequently the CPTU-based clas-
sification charts are predictive of SBT (Robertson 
et al. 1986; Robertson 1990) and are not necessar-
ily directly related to the soil classification criteria 
based on particle size distribution (PSD) and soil 
plasticity (Robertson 2010).

Robertson’s (1990) SBT chart is based on nor-
malised CPTU data from a wide range of published 
and unpublished sources and categorises 9 soil 
types, see Figure 1 (a) & (b), the zones are described 
below the Figure. These charts are widely used 
(Long 2008) and provide a reliable analysis due to 
normalisation of parameters (Robertson 2010).

It is recognised that the Robertson (1990) chart 
using Fr is often used onshore due to issues in 
obtaining and maintaining good saturation. It is 
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also shown that different cones do not have the 
same sensitivity in reading friction thus leading to 
greater scatter in results and difficulty in using the 
parameter for correlations (Long et al. 2010).

A review on the reliability of CPTU based 
charts for classification was carried out by Mollé 
(2005). The review showed that there is reasonable 
agreement between Robertson (1990) SBT charts 
and classification based on PSD and soil plasticity 
(USCS) for a wide range of soil types from varying 
geological settings and

Robertson (2010) highlights that the greatest disa-
greement between CPTU-based SBT and traditional 
USCS-based classifications will most often occur 
in mixed soils (sand-mixture and silt-mixtures). 
Robertson (2010) gives examples where differences 
arise between USCS-based soil classifications and 
CPTU-based SBT. For example a very stiff, heav-
ily overconsolidated fine-grained soil may exhibit 
coarse-grained soil behaviour, dilating under shear, 
placing it in zone 4 or 5 of the Qt–Fr chart. Another 
example given discusses soft saturated low plasticity 
silts that they may exhibit clay like behaviour as they 
have low undrained shear strength. These soils may 
have a CPTU-based SBT in Qt–Fr of zone 3.

2.2 Recent developments in SBT 
classification chart

A framework for classification of soils using new 
charts has been developed by Schneider et al., 
(2008). The plots are in the form of Q–Δu2/σ ′vo 
(normalised excess pressure) and Q–Bq (pore pres-
sure parameter) see Figure 9 (b) (grey lines) and 
10. Both charts use different spaces to define the 
SBT and are analogous to each other. The SBT 
charts are derived from a parametric study using 
a large database of CPTU results, variable rate 
of penetration tests, cavity expansion models and 
large strain finite element analysis. Qt and Bq as a 
function of yield stress ratio are compared for clay 
sites representing undrained behaviour and results 
from silt, sand and other clay sites are also used.

An important aspect to soil behaviour is the 
degree of dissipation of pore pressure during 

 loading. Initial yield stress ratio and stress level 
at failure are controlling factors in soil behaviour 
(Schneider et al. 2008). Yield stress ratio and partial 
consolidation influence normalised CPTU param-
eters. Other influencing factors include; stress 
history, in situ stresses, sensitivity, macrofabric, 
mineralogy and void ratio. The study by Schneider 
et al. (2008) looks at separating these two effects 
as they can increase Q and decrease Bq (Hight 
et al. 1994). Schneider et al., (2008) propose that 
Q–Δu2/σ ′vo chart is more effective than Q–Bq chart 
for identifying various soil types and that Q–Bq 
chart provides detail on clay soil behaviour. Addi-
tional information from dissipation tests, variable 
rate of penetration, friction ratio and direct sam-
pling may be required in areas of overlap i.e. silty 
soils and heavily overconsolidated clays (Schneider 
et al. 2008).

Issues associated with partial consolidation, 
negative pore pressures and reductions in radial 
total stress result in SBT overlapping on charts for 
soils with low rigidity index. For this reason use 
of Δu and qcnet are required to identify soil type 
confidently along with measures discussed to aid 
in areas of overlap. It is noted that when soils are 
outside zones 1b or 2 of the Q–Δu2/σ ′vo chart the 
use of standard design correlations will be less reli-
able when applying undrained or drained CPTU 
parameters, Schneider et al. (2008). The outcome 
from using the new framework Q–Δu2/σ ′vo for 
transitional soils like silts, sensitive soils, heavily 
OC clays and mixed soils may impact on design 
decisions for such soils (Schneider et al. 2008).

3 SDMT SOIL CLASSIFICATION

3.1 Classification charts

It is widely accepted that the SDMT has a good 
degree of repeatability (Long 2008). Two meas-
urements are taken every 0.2 m; po is the pressure 
required to balance the pressure acting on the plate 
and begin expansion of the membrane and p1 is 
the pressure required to achieve 1.1 mm displace-
ment of the centre of the membrane. A continu-
ous profile of the soils response is generated; see 
Figure 8 (a). The raw pressure data is then used to 
analyse material properties. This paper will look at 
material index (ID) and dilatometer modulus (ED), 
parameters are calculated in accordance with equa-
tions of Marchetti (1980).

4 SITE DESCRIPTION

4.1 Geology and site description

Foynes is located beside the Shannon Estuary in 
the West of Ireland, see Figure 2. The region is low 
lying and the site is described as ‘Bog Alluvium’ 

Figure 1. Robertson (1990) Fr–Bq and Qt–Bq charts.
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in the Geology of Ireland map (1901) and in the 
Ireland General Soil Map (1969) it is described as 
having a principal soil of regosols (60%) and gleys 
(40%) of alluvium material. The material would 
have been deposited naturally from the estuary 
under quiet and sheltered conditions.

The test site is adjacent to a harbour access road 
that was constructed in 1999. The road crosses a 
large pocket of estuarine material, see Figure 3, 
that is relatively homogeneous in nature with pre-
dominantly grey marine silt overlying a silty clay 
soil. Bedrock is limestone. The deposit is up to 
fourteen meters deep at chainage of 200 meters 
(m). The water table is close to ground level.

4.2 Properties

The basic properties of sampled soil at Foynes are 
shown in Figure 4. The moisture content range 
between 1.5 and 5.5 m is 30% to 40%. There is uni-
form moisture content from 5.5 to 12 m of 37%. 
There is a scatter of bulk density values above 5.5 m 
ranging from 1.8 to 2.15 Mg/m3

 . Bulk density is rea-
sonably uniform from 5.5 to 12.0 m with an average 
value of 1.9 Mg/m3. The organic content of the soil 
is very low with an average value of roughly 2%.

Atterberg limit tests show the material to have 
an average liquid limit (wL) and plasticity index (Ip) 
of 35.7% and 25.3% respectively for depth 3.4 to 
5.5 m. For 6.8 to 10.0 m, wL and Ip are 40.5% and 
23.5% respectively. The results are plotted on the 
A-line chart in Figure 5 with data points falling on 
or below the line for samples from 0 to 6.8 m and 
just above the line for soil deeper the 6.8 m.

The particle size distribution (PSD) curves are 
shown in Figure 6. Two results are shown for a 
depth of 4 m at different chainage. It is notable 
that the upper samples are coarser then the lower 
sample at 8 m. The clay content at 8 m is roughly 
20% while at 4 m it is 15%. Sand content ranges 
between 5–15% for shallow samples and 2% for 
deep samples. Overall the soil is uniformly graded 
from fine sand/coarse silt to clay.

Using all the index properties to identify layers 
it is concluded that 1.5 to 5.5 m is treated as the 
upper layer and 5.5 m to bedrock is treated as the 
lower layer. The British Standard classifies soil in 

Figure 2. Shannon estuary, west coast of Ireland.

Figure 3. Cross section of chainage along harbour 
access road.

Figure 4. Basic index properties for Foynes.

Figure 5. A-Line chart.
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upper layer as SILT as it falls below the A-Line. 
This information is combined with the PSD results 
to further classify it as clayey SILT. The soil in the 
lower layer is classed as clay as it falls above the 
A-Line and using the PSD results it is classed as 
silty CLAY.

5 TESTING AT FOYNES

5.1 Site testing programme

The site investigation programme consisted of 
two CPTU tests and one ball test 5 m apart. Two 
SDMT tests were completed within 1.5 m of each 
other and 5 m of probe tests. A light weight 2 ton 
rig was used on site for the probe testing and a 20 
ton truck was used for the SDMT testing. The ini-
tial 1.5 m of ground was cased as large boulders 
were present.

Data presented for the ball starts at 3.3 m as the 
ground was too stiff  to push the ball through the 
upper zone. The results are shown in Figure 7 are 
discussed later.

Saturation of the cone and ball during the In Situ 
tests was of great importance and this process was 
carried out by the author with great care. The fluid 
used to fill the chamber was glycerine. The filters 
for both the cone and ball were presaturated until 
they were considered to be at saturation point. On 
site the chamber was filled slowly and then the fil-
ter was quickly put in place followed by the cone 
tip. Once assembled the cone was placed into a de-
airing chamber until it was deemed that saturation 
had been achieved. A membrane was then placed on 
the cone to maintain saturation during set up. The 
process for the ball did not include de-airing on site.

The use of a ball probe is recognised as hav-
ing advantages over the cone due to the increased 
accuracy in soft soils as a result of the larger 
penetration area of the ball. The ball requires 
little correction for resistance compared to that 
required for the cone and solutions exist to relate 
the net resistance to the shear strength of the soil 
(Randolph 2004).

Due to the popularity of the SDMT and known 
reliability it was decided to include SDMT test-
ing at Foynes. The results would provide a good 
opportunity to assess soil behaviour type (SBT) 
classification alongside CPTU and index results.

6 DISCUSSION OF CPTU AND BALL 
PROFILE

Two plots showing qt are presented, Figure 7 (a) & 
(b) at different scales for enhanced reading. 
Figure 7 (c) shows u2 and Figure 7 (d) & (e) are 
Bq and Fr respectively. This section will discuss the 
profiles in relation to the upper and lower layers 
identified by the index results discussed earlier.

A number dissipation tests were carried out 
during the In Situ tests and this accounts for drops 
in u2 at depths marked with ‘X’ in Figure 7 (c). It 
is clear that in some cases the ball pore pressure 
takes about 500 mm to recover after the dissipa-
tion tests unlike the recovery time in the CPTU 
profiles. This may be due to the longer channel 
that the pore pressure fluid must travel to reach 
the sensor in the ball.

6.1 Analysis of upper clayey SILT layer 
CPTU and Ball

Large qt peaks between 1.5 and 3 m are evident in 
the upper layer, qt ranges from 0.4 to 8 MPa due 
to a stiff  layer, Figure 7 (a) & (b). Below 3.3 m all 
profiles are in general agreement with an average qt 
of 0.6 MPa, some smaller peaks are still evident in 
the In Situ profile until 5 m.

The Bq profile is largely zero from 1.5 to 4.3 m 
and begins to build up between 4.3 and 5.5 m to 
roughly 0.3. According to Robertson (1986) and 
Schnaid et al. (2004) this Bq profile is indicative 
of a drained penetration moving to a partially 
drained penetration as Bq increases from 0 to 0.3. 
The NUIG Bq profile is very similar in trend and 
values to the In Situ Bq profile in the upper layer.

The Ball shows a completely drained penetra-
tion in the upper layer however the Bball values are 
consistently lower than those in the CPTU.

The In Situ u2 profiles pick up on peaks and 
drops in pore pressure within the upper layer while 
the NUIG u2 profile is smooth with no jagged 
changes in u2. The pore water pressure measurement 

Figure 6. PSD curves for Foynes.
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in the In Situ test appears to be more accurate and 
responds well to changes in pore water pressure. 
There are less data points for the NUIG CPTU 
in comparison to the In Situ tests. Recovery of 
pore pressure to the hydrostatic pressure occurs 
roughly between 3.5 and 4.3 m for all the u2 pres-
sures, however the uball does not reach hydrostatic 
pore pressure until 5.5 m.

There is a noticeable difference between Fr meas-
ured by the In Situ and NUIG. There is almost zero 
Fr measured by the NUIG cone for the complete 
profile. The In Situ tests picks up Fr values ranging 
from 0.5 to 4% between 1.5 and 3 m. This reduces 
to a smaller range of 2.5 to 0.5% between 3 and 
6.5 m until a steady Fr of 1% is shown from 6.5 m 
to bedrock. There is reasonable agreement between 
the In Situ Fr measurements with depth.

6.2 Analysis of lower silty CLAY layer 
CPTU and Ball

The lower silty CLAY has a uniform qt of approxi-
mately 0.5 MPa gradually increasing with depth to 
0.6 MPa. The qt measured by In Situ CPTU and 
Ball is roughly 0.2 and 0.6 MPa, respectively, less 
than that measured by NUIG. There is reasonable 
agreement between the In Situ qball and qt with the 
ball picking up gradual changes in tip resistance 
and showing uniform resistance for the silty Clay 
soil despite the Ball reading a lower qt than the 
cone by up to 0.3 MPa.

It is noted by Robertson (1986) and Schnaid 
et al. (2004) that when Bq ranges between 0.3–0.5 it 
is representative of silty soil and when Bq > 0.5 this 
indicates penetration through a clayey soil. Pen-
etration is described as predominantly undrained 
penetration for these cases.

The Bq profile shows a transition from partially 
drained to fully undrained between 5.5 and 6.5 m 
for the CPTU, while Bball does not become greater 
than 0.3 until 7.3 m. Bq stays constant in the lower 
layer at 0.9 for the In Situ CPTUs in comparison 
to 0.55 for the NUIG CPTU. Bball is lowest with an 
average of 0.4 in the silty CLAY layer, which is half  
that measured by the cone.

The NUIG Bq profile is similar in trend to the 
In Situ Bq profile with depth. At 10.5 m the NUIG 
Bq profile shows a coarser layer with peaks in qc 
and reduction in Bq. This may be due to a local 
change in the soil profile with relative position on 
site. Fr is very uniform in the lower layer with very 
good agreement between the In Situ cone readings. 
Fr values are 1% below 6.5 m for both profiles and 
remains constant until the bedrock. As discussed 
previously Fr in the NUIG profile does not meas-
uring any significant change with depth.

7 DISCUSSION OF SDMT PROFILE

Two distinct layers are evident using the ID, see 
Figure 8 (b). The pressure meter readings for 
two SDMT tests show repeatability for raw data 
measured. SDMT 01 will be discussed for ease of 
analysis.

Using ID alone to assess the change in layers 
from a silt to clay/clayey silt the point of change 
occurs at 3.5 m, see dashed line in Figure 8 (b). It 
is recognised that analysis of SBT is better made 
using a different chart, Figure 11, discussed later.

The SDMT data in Figure 8 (b) shows the upper 
layer from 1.5 to 3.5 m and then a transition in the 
profile with between 3.5 and 5.0 m. A clay layer 
from layer from roughly 5.2 m to bedrock is very 

Figure 7. CPTU and Ball profiles for Foynes.
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clear and consistent. The change to the clay layer 
is in agreement with the index classification. It is 
known from the In Situ CPTU profiles that the soil 
from 1.5 to 3.5 m is a stiff  section.

Measurements of shear wave velocity are pre-
sented in Figure 8 (c). The results show two dif-
ferent Vs values, the first range is roughly 125 m/s 
from 2 to 5 m and the second range is on average 
150 m/s from 5 to 13 m. This is consistent with the 
profile of ID.

8 CLASSIFICATION OF SOIL TYPE

8.1 Classification using CPTU and DMT 
SBT charts

As discussed the soil profile is broken into 2 layers. 
The results discussed in this section will relate to 
In Situ 03+04 CPTU, NUIG CPTU and SDMT 
01 for ease of comparison. Discussion will assess 
the SBT identified by the chart and compare it 
to the initial classification made using the index 
 properties. Similar SBT classification results will 
also be compared to one another for different tests. 
A summary, Table 1, gives the SBT classification 
of each chart for each profile.

8.2 Robertson (1990) charts Fr and Qt

It is evident that the poor friction readings in the 
NUIG test places data points to the extreme left 
and also off  the chart over a small range of friction 
values, Figure 9 (a).

In the NUIG plot, the upper layer falls into zone 
1, zone 5, and off  the chart while the lower layer 
are all in the zone 1. In comparison to this, the In 
Situ plots show a greater scatter of results both 
in terms of Qt and Fr in the upper layer. SBT are 
zones 4, 5 and 6 indicate a coarser less sensitive soil 

in the upper layer ranging from silt to sand mixtures. 
The lower layer shows a more clustered plot with 
points falling mostly in zones 3 and 1 with similar 
Fr and Qt values, some points also fall in zone 4.

The In Situ results are in good agreement with 
the index results showing a distinct change in the 
extreme upper and lower layers from sandy silty 
soil to silty clayey soil. The NUIG results do not 

Table 1. SBT classification for upper and lower layers.

Chart Upper Lower

Robertson (1990)

Qt–Fr
NUIG 1 & 5 1 
In Situ 4, 5 & 6 1, 3 & 4 

Qt–Bq
NUIG 3, 4 & 5 3 
In Situ (1) 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7 1 & 3 

Schneider et al. (2008)

Q–Bq NUIG 1a, 2 & 3 1a & 1b 
In Situ 1a, 1c, 2 & 3 1a, 1b & 1

Q–Δu2/σ ′v
NUIG 1a, 1b & 3 1a & 1b
In Situ (1a, 1b, 1c) 2 & 3 1a & 1b

Marchetti (1980)

ID–ED In Situ Sandy-silty-clayey clay & mud

Figure 9. (a) Top & (b) bottom, SBT classification 
charts Normalised CPTU data (after Robertson (1990)) 
and 9 (b) grey lines after Schneider et al. (2008) for In 
Situ and NUIG profiles.

Figure 8. SDMT results.
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show good measurement of friction and therefore 
do not pick up on the change in layers as clearly.

8.3 Robertson (1990) charts Bq and Qt

The NUIG profile places the upper layer in 
zones 5, 4 and 3 in contrast to the In Situ plot show-
ing a coarser soil in the upper layer and also a wider 
range of SBT from 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, Figure 9 (b). 
This is similar to the Fr classification showing the In 
Situ profile to be coarser in the upper layer but also 
having a scattered classification. In this case the scat-
ter is due to the higher tip resistance in the In Situ 
test and some scatter in Bq values with depth for the 
upper layer giving SBT classification in zone 1, rela-
tive to high peaks at 4.5 m indicating a soft layer.

In the lower layer, the In Situ plot classes the soil 
mostly in zone 3, with a large range across zone 3 
and some points in zone 1 while in the NUIG plot 
data points are more concentrated in zone 3 show-
ing less variation in Bq.

The chart does pick up on the change in soil 
type from the upper layer to the lower layer with 
scattering of results in the In Situ plot.

8.3.1 Schneider et al. (2008) Q–Bq chart
Schneider et al. (2008) has superimposed the 
boundary conditions of Q–Δu2/σ ′v onto the analo-
gous chart Q–Bq, the grey lines in Figure 9 (b), soil 
types are identified in Table 2. This chart is used to 
provide greater analysis of silt, sand and clay soils 
together to avoid overlapping of soil types and to 
overcome the effect of increasing Q due to yield 
stress ratio and partial consolidation. The Q–Bq 
chart is better suited to clays for classification 
(Schneider et al. 2008).

Using the grey lines in Figure 9 (b) the In Situ 
upper layer profile is classed mostly in types 2 and 
3 with a small scatter into 1a and 1c due to higher 
Bq values. The NUIG profile concentrates the SBT 
in types 3 and 1a in the upper layer.

For the lower layer, soil is classed as 1a, 1b and 
1c for the In Situ profile while the NUIG profile 
classes soil as 1a and 1b. There is a greater range 
of results in the In Situ test with points in types 
1c and 3.

Comparing the two plots together, it is evident 
that there is a wide range of cv shown for the In Situ 

tests with some data points in type 2 in compari-
son to a lower cv range in the NUIG plot. Using 
the Schneider et al. (2008) SBT lines on the Q–Bq 
chart gives good agreement for both CPTUs with 
the index classification made initially showing the 
change in soil type from upper to lower layers.

8.3.2 Schneider et al. (2008) Q–Δu2/σ′vo chart
Figure 10 shows Q–Δu2/σ ′vo, a chart proposed by 
Schneider et al. (2008), described as best suited 
to sands and transitional soils where there is little 
excess pore pressure (Schneider et al. 2008).

From Figure 10 it appears to be easier to dis-
tinguish the soil types as data points are grouped 
in fewer spaces which are visually distinctive from 
one another. The upper layer in the NUIG profile 
falls into zones 3, 1a and a few points in 1b. While 
the In Situ profile shows a larger scatter of points 
in zone 3, suggesting a greater cv, with some points 
in the sand zone 2. There are occasional points in 
zones 1a, 1b and 1c.

There is good agreement between the In Situ and 
NUIG profiles in the lower layer with points fall-
ing into 1a and 1b. The SBT classification based on 
the Q–Δu2 /σ ′vo chart is in good agreement with the 
layers identified initially using the index properties. 
The upper and lower layers are shown as transi-
tional and clay soils respectively with a transition 
between the two layers falling into zone 1a.

8.3.3 Classification using SDMT SBT chart
Material Index (ID) is an approximate parameter 
used to identify the soil type, Figure 8 (b). Where 
ID < 0.6 soil is classed as clay, 0.6 < ID < 1.8 classed 
as silt and ID > 1.8 classed as sand. However it is 
recommended to combine ID and ED together as 
in Figure 11 when classifying soil type (Marchetti, 
1980). Marchetti (1980) notes that ID is not based 
on soil classification using PSD or Atterberg Lim-
its but rather a representation of the mechanical 
behaviour of the soil.

Figure 10. SBT classification charts—normalised 
CPTU data (after Schneider et al. (2008)).

Table 2. Soil classification types for SBT charts after 
Schneider et al. (2008).

Zone Soil type

1a SILTS and ‘Low Ir’ CLAYS
1b CLAYS 
1c Sensitive CLAYS
2 Essentially drained SANDS
3 Transitional soils
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The SDMT results pick up on the range of soil 
type, from sandy SILT to silty CLAY to CLAY. 
The data points in the upper layer fitting into the 
sandy silt and silty clay soil type and the lower 
layer showing clay and mud.

The point of change is in approximate agree-
ment with that selected using index properties, a 
small scatter into the clays is evident in the upper 
layer. As with the In Situ CPTU SBT classifica-
tion there is a large range of soil types identified in 
the upper layer and a cluster concentration in the 
lower layer. This again shows an overall agreement 
with the change in soil type with depth at the test 
location according to the CPTU SBT and index 
classification.

9 CONCLUSION

The use of CPTU and SDMT SBT charts for a 
silty site has been discussed in this paper. Two lay-
ers were identified using index properties and these 
layers were used on the SBT charts to assess which 
chart showed good agreement on classification. 
The classification made using the SBT charts does 
show the change in layers from the upper clayey 
SILT layer to the lower silty CLAY layer identified 
using the index properties although points fall into 
a large range of zones in the upper layer.

The two Robertson charts show good agreement 
in classifying the soil using the In Situ test for the 
lower layer. The NUIG profile agrees moderately 
with the In Situ results in the Q–Bq chart while the 
Fr values are considered unreliable in this case. Fr 
in In Situ tests show a more sensitive reading of 
friction and has a better correlation to the Q–Bq 

chart than the NUIG result. Accurate measure-
ment of Fr is very important as it can be used to 
identify undrained penetration through clays and 
sensitive soils when Fr decreases as occurs for In 
Situ in the lower layer.

It is concluded that the Q–Bq chart is the better 
of the two Robertson charts in this case as it is more 
reliable showing agreement for the separate tests.

The aim of the charts by Schneider et al. (2008) 
is to separate penetration into drained, partially 
drained and undrained with good reliability for soil 
tested is below the water table. There would seem to 
be a good advantage to using the Q–Δu2/σ ′v chart 
for this site due to the transitional nature of the 
upper layer. Importantly there is a good agreement 
with index testing results and PSD curves as more 
of the data points are described as a transitional 
soil and silt and low Ir clays. It is noted that the 
shallower PSD curve shows up to 15% fine sand 
while in the lower layer there is <5% fine sand.

The SDMT classification gave similar trends 
with depth to the index change in soil type and 
showed a transition between the upper and lower 
layers. This gives confidence in using the SDMT to 
classify soil types. The SDMT should be used in 
conjunction with borehole sampling and or CPTU 
to provide a cross check on results. Additional data 
using Vs also provided another method to identify 
the change in soil type with depth and showed 
agreement with index results and SBT charts.
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SPT hammer motion and its effect on impact energy

C. Lee, S. An, W. Woo & W. Lee
School of Civil, Environmental, and Architectural Engineering, Korea University, Republic of Korea

ABSTRACT: The Standard Penetration Test (SPT) is widely used as an in-situ investigation method 
in geotechnical engineering in the world although the measured N-value (NF) in the field is affected by 
many factors due to energy losses. This paper investigates the real-time motions of  the SPT hammer-
anvil during SPT and their effects on impact energy. The real-time hammer and anvil motions are moni-
tored using a high-speed Digital Line-Scan Camera (DLSC) and stress waves are measured using a Pile 
Driving Analyzer (PDA) during SPT with a donut hammer and rope-pulley system. It is found that 
two types of  the hammer-anvil motion exist; recontact and restrike of  the hammer-anvil after primary 
impact are observed, depending on the soil resistance. The recontact contributes to the maximum impact 
energy and the sampler penetration while the restrike has no effect on either of  these. Dominance of 
the hammer-anvil motion transits from recontact to restrike as the penetration resistance of  the ground 
increases.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Standard Penetration Test (SPT) is one of the 
most widely used in-situ penetration methods to 
estimate soil profiles and to evaluate geotechnical 
parameters for the design of various geotechnical 
structures in the geotechnical engineering (Bowles 
1988; De Mello 1971; Meyerhof 1956; Robertson 
et al. 1983; Skempton 1986; Youd & Idriss 2001). 
Although NF values obtained from the field give 
various and useful information to understand the 
in-situ soil condition, they inconsistently represent 
the soil properties or parameters even in a small 
area. Because the test standards do not clearly 
specify the SPT equipment and procedures, the 
engineers and technicians have modified the SPT 
hammer and its lift/release system, without realiz-
ing the significance of their actions.

Many theoretical and experimental studies have 
been performed to investigate how to evaluate 
the SPT energy (Schmertmann & Palacios 1979; 
Kovacs & Salomone 1982; Sy & Campanella 
1991), and the outcomes of  these studies have 
now become the outline for the standard meth-
ods (ASTM D4633-10 2010; IRTP/ISSMFE 
1989; Eurocode 7 1996). The measured N-value 
is recommended to correct with respect to 60% 
of  the theoretical energy in these standards, 
because many empirical correlations had been 
developed based on the old standard test equip-
ment and procedure, which provide 50~60% of 

the  theoretical free fall energy (Seed et al. 1985; 
Skempton 1986);

N N
ER

mNN60NN
60

 (1)

where, N60 is the corrected N-value with respect to 
60% of the theoretical hammer energy, Nm is the 
N-value measured in the field, and ER is the energy 
ratio transferred to the drilling rod during SPT.

Recently, several researchers have argued for 
several factors and the secondary impact effect-
ing the SPT energy transferred to the rod with the 
rod length (Sancio & Bray 2005; Daniel et al. 2005; 
Odebrecht et al. 2005).

In this study, field measurements are performed 
to explore the effect of the secondary impacts on 
the rod energy and sampler penetration at the site 
in Korea. SPT stress waves (force and velocity) 
induced by the SPT hammer impact are measured 
to evaluate the energy transferred to the drill rod 
using an instrumented rod and a Pile Driving Ana-
lyzer (PDA). Real time hammer and anvil motions 
are also monitored to observe their behaviors 
before and after the hammer impacts using a digital 
line-scan camera (DLSC). The effects of second-
ary impacts on the transferred energy and sampler 
penetration are studied by analyzing the variations 
in the rod energy ratio and anvil displacement dur-
ing the hammer impacts.
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2 EVALUATION OF SPT ENERGY

The energy ratio is defined as a percentage of the 
measured energy with respect to the theoretical 
potential energy of the SPT hammer (Kovacs 1979; 
Skempton 1986). While the theoretical potential 
energy of the SPT hammer is 475 J, energy loss is 
caused by factors that interfere with the free fall 
of the hammer and by energy dissipation due to 
the impact of the hammer on the anvil. The veloc-
ity energy ratio (ERv) is obtained when the kinetic 
energy of the hammer immediately prior to its 
impact on the anvil is evaluated. The rod energy 
ratio (ERr) is given when the energy transferred to 
the drill rod is measured. The dynamic efficiency 
(ηd), which is the ratio between ERr and ERv, rep-
resents the energy loss induced due to the impact 
of the hammer on the anvil.

Schmertmann and Palacios (1979) explored the 
F2 method based on the one-dimensional wave 
propagation suggested by Fairhurst (1961) and 
Timoshenko & Goodier (1970). The F2 method is 
based on the F-V proportionality during the first 
compression wave, which is appropriate only when 
there is no reflected wave. From the proportional-
ity between the force and particle velocity, the SPT 
hammer energy can be evaluated by the F2 method 
as described by ASTM D4633-86;

F
c

AE
dt

t
2

0

2

= [ ]F∫0
t

Δ
 (2)

where, F 2 is the energy in the first compression 
wave, F(t) is the force wave measured at the instru-
mented rod, Δt is the time duration of the first 
compression wave, E is Young’s modulus of the 
rod, A is the cross-sectional area of the rod, c is the 
wave propagation velocity, and AE/c is the imped-
ance of the rod. The F 2 method is based on the 
assumption of proportionality between the force 
and velocity waves during the first compression 
wave, but this proportionality is only appropri-
ate when there is no reflected wave induced by an 
impedance change or from the sampler. Although 
the duration of the first compression wave is theo-
retically 2 L/c, Equation 2 is integrated from zero 
to the cutoff  time in practice. The F 2 method is no 
longer used due to several limitations.

The energy transferred to the rod due to the 
impact of the SPT hammer is assessed by the FV 
method (Sy & Campanella 1991) when both the 
force and particle velocity waves are available as 
described by ASTM D4633-10;

FV t t dt
t

= ∫max (F∫ ) (V )
0∫∫∫∫  (3)

where FV is the maximum energy transmitted to 
the drill rod, and F(t) and V(t) are the force and 

the particle velocity measured at the instrumented 
rod, respectively.

Sancio & Bray (2005) defined the FV and F 2 
energies integrated from t = 0 to t = 2 L/c as E2E 
and E2F, respectively, and suggested that the E2E 
energy is affected only by the characteristics of  the 
first compression wave, and not by the soil resist-
ance at the bottom of the sampler. However, it 
is not possible to accurately distinguish the first 
compression wave from the measured F and V 
waves and the duration of the first compression 
wave is unlikely to be equal to the time from zero 
to 2 L/c. Sancio & Bray (2005) also showed that 
the FV energy is similar, regardless of  the rod 
length, when the N-value is over 10, but FV energy 
is affected by the rod length when the N-value is 
less than 10.

From the investigation on secondary impacts 
by a laboratory test and computer model analy-
sis, Daniel et al. (2005) observed that the total 
transferred energy to the drill rod is independent 
of  the rod length because the secondary impacts 
induce a significant increase in the energy trans-
ferred to a short rod. Therefore, they suggested 
that no correction factor is required for the rod 
length when using the FV method. Daniel et al. 
(2005) also insisted that secondary impacts can 
cause the penetration of  a sampler into the 
ground, since subsequent impacts are observed 
before 50 ms, which is the time limitation of  sub-
sequent impacts proposed by Schmertmann & Pal-
acios (1979). However, no experimental evidence 
indicating the direct contribution of  secondary 
impacts to a sampler penetration was provided 
by Daniel et al. (2005).

3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

3.1 Field test program and hammer system

A series of field tests are conducted in Korea at 
the highway construction site at Yongin. Figure 1 
shows representative soil profiles of the test sites. 
The subsurface soils are mainly composed of 
approximately 10 m of weathered residual soil 
above weathered rock as shown in Figure 1, and 
are classified as SM according to the USCS. The 
measured N-values (NF) generally increase with 
depth and they are varied within the range from 
6 to 50/11 with depth.

The donut hammer used in this study is the con-
ventional SPT equipment, which lifts and releases 
the donut shape hammer using the manila rope-
pulley system. The NX size boreholes are drilled 
by a rotary boring machine with a 90 mm diam-
eter drill bit, with casings occasionally used to 
prevent caving of the borehole. The length of the 
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split spoon sampler is 810 mm, with an external 
diameter of 51 mm. The SPTs are performed every 
1.5 m to a depth of 15.0 m from ground level with 
1.5 m long AW section rods.

3.2 Instrumentations

The time histories of the stress waves (force and 
velocity) are measured at an instrumented rod, 
which is mounted just below the anvil, using PDA. 
Two sets of strain gages, including independent full 
Wheatstone bridges, and piezoresistive accelerom-
eters are attached at the mid-center of a 600 mm 
long AW drill rod section. The PDA model PAK 
is a modified computer with a data acquisition 
board, which is a 12-bit A/D converter. The PDA 
catches the strain and acceleration signals from the 
sensors, and displays the waveforms and the cal-
culated energy for each blow during the SPT (Pile 
Dynamics Inc. 2000). Stored data of the forces and 
velocities for each blow are retrieved from the PDA 
and the rod energy is recalculated using a commer-
cial spreadsheet program.

The real-time hammer and anvil motion is mon-
itored using a high-speed digital line-scan camera 
(DLSC) as shown in Figure 2. The measurement 
system is composed of two high-speed line-scan 
charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras (DALSA 
CL-P1) and a Pentium IV personal computer 
including a frame grabber (Matrox Meteor-2/
Digital LVDS Interface). The line-scan camera 
takes consecutive photographs of the markers 
attached on the target surfaces, with a 2 kHz fre-
quency during the impact of the hammer. The dis-
placements of the hammer and anvil are evaluated 
by processing the images of the black and white 
strip markers.

The image processing algorithm which is com-
posed of three steps; the threshold of gray-level 
images, edge detection and edge tracking is devel-
oped to digitize hammer and anvil motion from 
the image (Lee et al. 2002). First, the algorithm 
presumes the threshold of gray-level images with 
evaluating binary images from gray level images. 
The edge detection is to detect the white-to-black 
edges and black-to-white edges after complet-
ing the threshold process in the initial stage. And 
then, the edge tracking is to follow each edge point 
when the target begins to move. The average vertical 
movement of five edges is regarded as the motion 
of a target, which is the hammer or anvil. Detailed 
specification of the digital line-scan camera system 
used in this study is given by Lee et al. (2002).

4 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Real-time hammer-anvil motion

Figure 3 shows an example of extracted images of 
hammer-anvil motion. The images are captured 
immediately before and after the hammer impact 
by the digital line-scan camera. The upper and 
lower strips in Figure 3 present typical motions of 
the hammer and anvil. These data provide the use-
ful information such as the kinetic energy, dynamic 
efficiency, time to the secondary impact, and the 
penetration and rebound of the anvil.

The plots in Figures 4 and 5 show the data 
obtained during SPT with the donut hammer at 

Figure 1. Soil profile for test site.
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Figure 2. Setup of DLSC (Digital Line Scan Camera).

Figure 3. Image for hammer-anvil motion taken using 
DLSC.
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The point of dramatic change in the slope of 
the hammer displacement curve is defined as the 
beginning of the primary impact, which is point O 
in Figure 4(a) and Figure 5(a). After the primary 
impact, the anvil moves instantaneously downward; 
and the force transferred in the rod immediately 
increases. It is observed from Figure 4(b) that the 
hammer and anvil maintain contact until t1 + 2 L/c 
(point B), where t1 (point A) is the rising time of 
the force. The hammer and anvil individually move 
downward shortly after the initial contact at the 
beginning of the impact, and then the hammer and 
anvil are recontacted again at point C. Most of the 
sampler penetration is produced by the primary 
impact and the relatively small additional penetra-
tion is caused by the secondary impact. The maxi-
mum FV energy is observed after the secondary 
impact and the secondary impact induces a 6.04% 
increase in the FV energy. The downward anvil 
displacement of 30.4 mm (δ1) occurring between 
points O and C is the sum of the penetration of the 
split spoon sampler, the elastic shortening of the 
drill rod, and the quake of the ground. The second 
impact produces 1.9 mm as additional penetration. 
The secondary impact contributes to both the 
sampler penetration and the maximum FV energy, 
and this secondary impact is defined as “recontact 
type secondary impact”.

It is observed from Figure 5 that, for a large 
NF value, the hammer and anvil reach the lowest 
position together and start to rebound at point B. 
The hammer and anvil maintain their contact until 
point C. After the separation, the hammer contin-
ues to move up, but with decreasing velocity, and 
reaches its top position at point D, while the anvil 
almost stops after a slight elastic bounce. When 
the rebounded hammer reaches its top position, it 
starts to fall again, which induces a second impact 
on the anvil. The hammer restrikes the anvil again 
at point E, which results in the increases of the force 
and velocity waves, as observed in Figure 5(b). The 
slight downward movement of the anvil caused by 
the second impact is completely recovered. Simi-
lar phenomena are repeated for successive impacts 
until the hammer velocity gradually approaches 
zero, where no further rebound of the hammer 
occurs. Large elastic rebound of the rod and soil 
is observed and no additional sampler penetration 
is produced due to the large penetration resistance 
by the secondary impact. It is also observed that 
the maximum FV energy, which is achieved near 
t1 + 2 L/c, is not affected by the slight increase of 
rod energy caused by the secondary impact. The 
secondary impact observed in Figure 5 is defined 
as “restrike type secondary impact”.

The recontact secondary impact declines pro-
gressively and the time to the recontact second-
ary impact decreases with increasing NF values. 

Figure 4. Recontact secondary impact (Depth 7.5 m, 
NF = 12): (a) Hammer–anvil motions; (b) Force and energy.
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Figure 5. Restrike secondary impact (Depth 15.0 m, NF 
= 50/11 cm): (a) Hammer–anvil motions; (b) Force and 
energy.

a depth of 7.5 m and 15.0 m, respectively. The 
black and gray lines in Figure 4(a) and Figure 5(a) 
present the displacement of the hammer and anvil 
re-evaluated from the image data during impacts. 
The force and calculated FV energy are plotted in 
Figure 4(b) and Figure 5(b). The measured ham-
mer velocity immediately before impact evaluated 
from images is found to be about 3.64~3.71 m/s, 
which is slightly smaller than the free fall velocity 
of 3.86 m/s.
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Furthermore, as the NF values increases, the mag-
nitude of additional sampler penetration by the 
recontact secondary impact decreases; the restrike 
secondary impact becomes more distinctive and 
the time to the restrike secondary impact increases. 
For all SPTs performed in this study, the time to 
the secondary impact from the initial hammer-
anvil contact is plotted with respect to N-value, as 
shown in Figure 6. Schmertmann & Palacios (1979) 
suggested from their wave equation studies that 
90% of the sampler penetration occurs in less than 
50 ms and the transferred energy due to impacts 
after 2 L/c would not contribute to the penetration 
of the sampler, because subsequent impacts occur 
too late to significantly increase the penetration. 
From the observations in Figures 5 and 6, it is 
found that the secondary impacts occur sometime 
after t1 + 2 L/c and their contribution to the sam-
pler penetration and maximum FV energy depends 
on the penetration resistance of the ground. It can 
be observed that the recontact secondary impact 
is dominant at N < 25 while the restrike secondary 
impact prevails at N > 25.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A series of field measurements is performed dur-
ing the SPTs to explore the effect of the secondary 
impacts on the rod energy and sampler penetration. 
The stress waves on the rod are measured by the 
PDA with an instrumented rod, and real time ham-
mer and anvil motions are monitored by DLSC.

Two different types of secondary impacts exist 
depending on the penetration resistance of the 
ground: recontact and restrike. It is observed that 
the recontact secondary impact, which is dominant 
for small NF values, is induced by the hammer-anvil 
separation at t1 + 2 L/c and the re-contact of the 
following hammer on the rebounding anvil. The 
recontact type secondary impact occurs within a 

few tens of milliseconds after t1 + 2 L/c and it con-
tributes to increase the maximum impact energy 
and the sampler penetration. On the other hand, 
the restrike secondary impact is governed for large 
NF values and the restrike type secondary impact 
occurs at least 100 milliseconds after t1 + 2 L/c. The 
restrike type secondary impact has no effect on 
either of these.

As the N-value increases, the recontact second-
ary impact declines progressively and the restrike 
secondary impact becomes more distinctive. The 
time to the recontact secondary impact decreases 
while the time to the restrike secondary impact 
increases with increasing NF values. Primary 
impact penetrates the sampler in all cases. Only the 
recontact secondary impact produces additional 
sampler penetration and an increase of FV energy.
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Discrete element modelling of cone penetration tests 
in granular materials

O. Falagush, G. McDowell & H.-S. Yu
Nottingham Center for Geomechanics, The University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK

ABSTRACT: A three-dimensional model based on the discrete element method was implemented in 
this study to simulate cone penetration tests in granular materials in a calibration chamber. The model 
is calibrated using experimental test data. A quarter of the calibration chamber and penetrometer are 
considered to decrease calculation time. Particle gradation and reducing chamber segment are also imple-
mented to simulate small particles near cone penetrometer. Relative density and mean effective stresses 
have an important influence on cone tip resistance. Particle shape has a great effect on the cone tip resist-
ance. Cone tip resistance results obtained from the numerical calibration chamber are promising when 
compared with experimental results. 

Keywords:  cone penetration test, discrete element modelling, calibration chamber

1 INTRODUCTION

Cone penetration testing (CPT) is one of the most 
versatile devices for in situ soil testing. Although, 
interpretation of CPT results in clay has advanced 
considerably from a theoretical viewpoint (e.g. 
Randolph 2004) progress has been extremely slow 
in developing rigorous methods and still relies 
largely on empirical correlations in sand (Mayne 
2007). A major source of such correlations could 
be conducted in calibration chambers (CC), where 
soil state and properties are controlled precisely 
(Huang & Hsu 2004).The discrete element method 
is an alternative tool for studying cone penetration 
problems. Huang & Ma (1994), Calvetti & Nova 
(2005) and Jiang et al. (2006) have all presented 
DEM-based two-dimensional models of cone pen-
etration tests. Qualitative insight was gained, but 
the limitations of disc-based models prevented 
quantitative comparisons with physical tests.

Arroyo et al. (2011) built a virtual calibration 
chamber using a three-dimensional model based 
on the DEM. The discrete elements were always 
spherical in shape. Particle rotation was prevented, 
to mimic roughly the effect of nonspherical par-
ticle shapes. Results from physical tests in Ticino 
sand (Jamiolkowski et al. 2003) were used to exam-
ine the proposed procedure. The DEM models 
were filled with particles having the same granular 
material but scaled 50 times to achieve a manage-
able number of particles. It was shown that under 
isotropic confinement stresses and boundary con-
ditions of the BC1 type (σv = const, σr = const) the 
numerical results were in good quantitative agree-

ment with the predictions of the empirical equa-
tions based on the physical tests. 

In this paper cone penetration tests in granular 
materials are modelled in a calibration chamber 
using a three-dimensional DEM. The numerical 
model is calibrated using experimental test data 
(Schnaid 1990). The chamber model was prepared 
by generating finite frictionless walls then the mate-
rial of spherical particles and clumps of two balls 
were generated to simulate granular materials and 
after that allowed them to settle under 1 g gravity. 
The particle rotation was kept free to simulate real 
granular materials. Different relative densities (Dr) 
of the sample are obtained by changing the parti-
cles friction coefficient during their generation.

This paper will consider the approach of pre-
paring the numerical model. Next, the influence 
of chamber size; relative density; mean effective 
stress; particle shape and particle gradation on 
cone tip resistance are discussed. The effect of par-
ticle crushing is also presented. Finally, the most 
important propositions and the author’s opinions 
of the results obtained are briefly concluded.

2 MODELLING APPROACH

Cone penetration tests in a calibration chamber 
were conducted using the discrete element mod-
elling program PFC3D version 3.00 (Itasca 2003). 
Due to the geometric symmetry of this study, 
only a quarter of the sample and penetrometer 
are considered. This decreases calculation time 
significantly.
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In order to use small particles in the numerical 
model to try to simulate a real granular material 
and to increase the ratio between cone diameter 
and particle diameter (B/d50) to ensure that during 
penetration the cone tip remained in contact with a 
minimum number of particles, the chamber width 
(Dc) and the cone diameter (B) were reduced with 
conserving the same ratio of (Dc/B) as in the exper-
imental chamber. Moreover, the chamber height 
(H) was reduced to 100 mm.  The dimensions and 
the boundary conditions of the experimental and 
optimum numerical calibration chamber are given 
in Table 1.

The numerical chamber was prepared by generat-
ing five finite walls as sample boundaries which were 
used to confine the spherical particles. These walls 
were a side cylindrical wall, two vertical plane walls 
and top and bottom plane walls as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. All the walls were kept frictionless.

After the chamber walls were generated the 
material of spherical particles were generated by 
using the GENERATE command to create irregu-
lar particles assembly and after that allowed them 
to settle under 1 g gravity. The density of the par-
ticles was 2650 kg/m3. The particle friction coef-
ficient was 0.5. The normal stiffness (kn) and shear 
stiffness (ks) for walls and particles were chosen to 
be 5 × 105 N/m. These values are slightly smaller 
than values suggested by Arroyo et al. (2011) and it 
will be used in all the simulation tests.

The loose, medium and dense sample can be 
obtained by changing the particle friction coeffi-
cient during their generation.

After the samples reached an equilibrium state 
the particle frictional coefficient was reset to the 
value of 0.5. 

A constant stress boundary condition (BC1) 
was then applied and maintained during cone pen-
etration. An isotropic compression stress level of 
100 kPa was implemented with a servo control 
wherein there was vertical stress on the bottom 
wall and horizontal stress on the radial wall. 

The cone penetrometer used in this simulation 
has a diameter (B) of 18 mm. The three rigid walls 
are described as: a frictional wall with its inclina-
tion to the X-axis as 60° to simulate penetrometer 
tip; a vertical frictional wall to simulate penetrome-
ter sleeve (the frictional sleeve has selected with the 
same height (h) as the penetrometer tip); a vertical 
frictionless wall to simulate penetrometer sleeve 
(the height of the frictionless sleeve depends upon 
the targeted penetration depth in the simulation). 
Figure 2 illustrates all these walls.

The kn and ks for cone penetrometer are 
5 × 105 N/m, the friction coefficient of the cone tip 
and friction sleeve is 0.5 and it is pushed down-
ward in the sample at 20 mm/sec. 

3 RESULTS

3.1 Chamber size effect

The chamber height and the chamber width need 
to be reduced to simulate small particles.  Therefore, 
to investigate the effect of chamber height on tip 
resistance, three simulation tests were conducted 
using the same chamber width 500 mm and differ-
ent chamber height. The particle size in the three 
samples was 8 mm. They were very dense and have 
the same initial porosity 0.36. Figure 3 shows the 

Table 1. Dimensions and boundary conditions of 
 experimental and numerical calibration chamber.

Setting Units
Experimental 
CC 

Numerical 
CC

Chamber width (Dc) mm 1000 300
Chamber height (H) mm 1500 100
Cone diameter (B) mm 36 18
Particles size (d50) mm 0.8 2
Vertical and horizon-

tal stresses
kPa 100 100

(D/B) ratio – 27.78 16.67
(B/d50) ratio – 45 9

Figure 1. Five walls of DEM sample.

Figure 2. Boundary conditions of cone penetrometer.
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plot of cone tip resistance qc against depth for dif-
ferent chamber height. It can be seen that there is 
not much difference in the qc values for H = 200, 100 
and 70 mm. Therefore, chamber with H = 100 mm 
will be used in the all simulations. 

Identically, to investigate the effect of chamber 
width on tip resistance, three simulation tests were 
conducted using the same chamber height 100 mm 
and different Dc/B ratios. The particle size in the 
three samples was 6 mm. They were very dense and 
have the same initial porosity 0.36. Figure 4 shows 
the plot of cone tip resistance qc against depth for 
different Dc/B ratio. It can be seen that there is not 
much difference in the qc values for Dc/B = 27.78 and 
16.67 whereas it is smaller for Dc/B = 11.11. There-
fore, the chamber with Dc/B = 16.67 is the optimum 
model and will be used in the all simulations whereas 
Dc = 300 mm, B = 18 mm and H = 100 mm.

3.2 Relative density effect

It is well known that relative density can have a 
great influence on the cone tip resistance. To verify 
this three simulation tests were carried out using 

6 mm particles with different relative density loose 
sample (25%), medium sample (48%) and dense 
sample (80%) under the same stress conditions 
( p′ =100 kPa and Ko = 1.0 ). Figure 5 illustrates 
the influence of relative density on qc and it can be 
clearly observed that cone tip resistance is increas-
ing with increasing relative density.   

3.3 Mean effective stress effect

Several researchers have demonstrated that the mean 
effective stress has an important influence on cone 
tip resistance.  To verify this three simulation tests 
were carried out using 6 mm particles with same 
initial porosity 0.36 and different mean effective 
stress ( P′ = 50 kPa, P′ = 100 kPa and P′ = 200 kPa) 
at the same stress ratio ( Ko = 1.0). Figure 6 illus-
trates the influence of mean effective stress on qc 
and it can be clearly observed that cone tip resist-
ance increases with increasing mean effective stress.

Figure 3. Effect of reducing chamber height on tip 
resistance values.

Figure 4. Effect of reducing DC/B ratios on tip resist-
ance values.

Figure 5. Influence of relative density on cone tip 
resistance.

Figure 6. Infeluence of mean effective stress on cone 
tip resistance.
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3.4 Particle shape effect

Particle shape plays a key role in the behavior of 
granular materials. Several researchers (Ting et al. 
1989; Ng & Dobry 1992; Rothenburg & Bathurst 
1992) have shown that particle shape has an impor-
tant effect on the mechanical behavior of granular 
materials and using spheres as in Figure 7(a) to rep-
resent each grain is not enough to mimic granular 
materials comprising angular particles. Therefore, a 
simple shape of two-ball clump which has the same 
volume as one ball, as in Figure 7(b), was used to 
investigate the shape effect on tip resistance. The 
sample used was a very dense sample (100%) and 
has the same properties and same chamber bounda-
ries as that of 6 mm particles.

Figure 8 shows the tip resistance results of 
one ball 6 mm and two-ball clump 6 mm and it 
can be seen that the tip resistance value increased 
from about 1.7 MPa of one ball to about 6 MPa 
of two-ball clump. The difference in the response 
between the sample of spheres and clumps can 
be attributed to the interlocking provided by the 
three- dimensional clumps, which affects the roll-
ing resistance and particles displacement. This 
indicates that the particle shape has an important 
effect on the cone tip resistance.

3.5 Particle gradation effect

In order to obtain a higher number of small par-
ticles being in contact with the cone tip, particle 

gradation can be used to achieve these. Therefore, 
small particles were generated near the cone pen-
etrometer and the big particles were generated far 
from it. These were done to reduce the particle size 
near the cone penetrometer as much as possible.

To examine the effect of particle gradation on 
the tip resistance value, several simulation tests 
with the same initial porosity 0.36 were performed 
using a 6 mm particle size near the cone penetrom-
eter and another particle size far from it.

Firstly, about one third of the chamber width 
(40 mm) near the cone penetrometer was filled 
with 6 mm particles and the remainder was filled 
with 10 mm particles as shown in Figure 9. 

Figure 10 shows tip resistance results of 6, 10 
mm sample comparing with 6 mm sample. From 
the Figure it can be seen that the trend shape of 6, 
10 mm sample is different to 6 mm sample at depth 
range (0 – 0.06) m. This is possibly due to the big 
void between 10 mm particles which allow 6 mm 
particles to pass easily through them under cone 
pushing as can be seen in Figure 9.

Secondly, the half  chamber width (75 mm) near 
the cone penetrometer was filled with 6 mm par-
ticles instead of a third chamber width (40 mm) 
and the remainder was filled with 7 mm particles 
instead of 10 mm particles. Figure 11 shows the tip 
resistance results and it can be seen that the trend 
shape became much better.

To simulate small particles less than 6 mm 
particles, for instance 2 mm particles, a 30° seg-
ment of calibration chamber was used as shown in 
Figure 12. Half chamber width (75  mm) near the 
cone penetrometer was filled with 2 mm particles 

Figure 8. Effect of particle shape on cone tip resistance.

Figure 9. Particle gradation of 6, 10 mm used in the 
calibration chamber.

Figure 7. Particle shape: (a) Single sphere; (b) Two-ball 
clump.

(a) (b)
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followed by a narrow layer of 3 mm particles 
(20 mm) and the remainder was filled with 4 mm 
particles. The number of 2 mm particles contacted 
with the cone tip was 14 whereas was only 7 in the 
case of 6 mm particles. The particle number contact 
with the cone tip was calculated by using a function 
in PFC3D program. In addition, the half chamber 
width (75 mm) near the cone penetrometer was 
replaced by a simple shape of two-ball clump as in 
Figure 7(b) which has the same volume of as 2 mm 
balls to investigate the shape effect on tip resistance. 

Figure 13 shows the tip resistance results for 
6 mm particles; 2, 3, 4 mm particles and 2 mm two-
ball clump. It can be seen that the tip resistance 
value increased from about 1.7MPa for 6 mm par-
ticles to about 6MPa for 2, 3, 4 mm particles, how-
ever, this value increased to about 12 MPa when 
2 mm two-ball clump was used.

3.6 Comparison of results

The numerical tip resistance results compared with 
experimental results are presented in Table 2.

3.7 Particle crushing

Particle crushing is one of the most recent knowl-
edge on granular materials and has recently 

Figure 10. Tip resistance results for 6 mm and 6, 10 mm 
particles.

Figure 11. Tip resistance results for 6 mm and 6, 7 mm 
particles.

Figure 12. Particle gradation of 2, 3, 4 mm used in cali-
bration chamber.

Figure 13. Tip resistance results for 6 mm particles; 2, 
3, 4 mm particles and 2 mm two-ball clump.

Table 2. Experimental and numerical results.

Setting
d50 Dr qc

mm % MPa

Experimental 0.8  89 12
One  ball (DEM) 6 100  1.7
One ball (DEM) 2 100  6
Two-ball clump (DEM) 6 100  6
Two-ball clump (DEM) 2 100 12
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attracted great interest from geotechnical research-
ers. Deviator stress was measured in each particle 
in a sample of 2 mm two-ball clump with initial 
porosity 0.31. Figure 14 shows that the particles 
closer to the cone penetrometer tip have higher 
deviator stress value. The maximum deviator stress 
value is 10 MPa. This indicates that particle crush-
ing should be very significant in the area close to 
the cone penetrometer.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In the numerical model the chamber width (Dc) 
and the cone diameter (B) were reduced with con-
serving the same ratio of (Dc/B) as in the experi-
mental chamber, in addition, the chamber segment 
was decreased to 30° and the chamber height (H) 
was reduced to 100 mm. All these parameters were 
implemented to simulate small particles near the 
cone penetrometer, for instance, 2 mm particles. 
Using small particles increased the ratio between 
cone diameter and particle diameter (B/d50) and 
can ensure that during penetration the cone tip 
remained in contact with a minimum number of 
particles, thus can provide the resistance value in an 
acceptable way. Relative density and mean effective 
stresses have an important influence on cone tip 
resistance. The sample of two-ball clump provided 
a higher tip resistance value than the sample of one 
ball. This means that the particle shape has a great 
effect on the cone tip resistance. Particles gradation 
is a useful technique which can be used to obtain 
a higher amount of small particles in contact with 
the cone penetrometer, whereas small particles 
were generated near the cone penetrometer and big 
particles far from it. Using a 2 mm two-ball clump 
in the numerical calibration chamber provided a 

promising tip resistance value comparing to the 
experimental results. Deviator stress value is very 
high near the cone penetrometer tip. This indicates 
that particle crushing should be very significant in 
the area close to the cone penetrometer.
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ABSTRACT: Design of the axial capacity of displacement piles in soft low plasticity clayey soils is 
complicated by time dependent changes in radial effective stress around a pile, as well as influence of 
sensitivity and plasticity index on the correlation between qcnet (or su) and fully equalized pile shaft fric-
tion. Dissipation of excess pore pressures can be quantified using conventional methods, however, the 
reduction in radial total stress during the consolidation period significantly effects radial effective stresses 
and long term displacement pile shaft friction. Dissipation tests were performed to varying degrees of 
consolidation at a test site in Green Bay, Wisconsin, and sleeve friction was measured at the beginning of 
penetration following the dissipation tests. The increase in CPT sleeve friction with time reflected changes 
in total and effective stress that would also occur surrounding a displacement pile. This testing method 
may be able to reduce uncertainty in evaluation of long term shaft friction for piles in soft, sensitive, low 
plasticity clays.

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of cone penetration test (CPT) results 
to estimate the axial capacity of pile foundations 
in clayey soils has continually evolved with the 
understanding of mechanisms that influence CPT 
parameters as well as pile shaft friction (τf) and 
end bearing (e.g., Schmertmann 1978; Leroueil 
et al. 1995; Almeida et al. 1996; Elsami & Fellenius 
1997; Lehane et al. 2000; Randolph 2003). Cor-
relations to τf have been considered more reliable 
when using CPT net corrected tip resistance, qcnet = 
qt–σv0, as compared to correlations based on CPT 
sleeve friction, fs, measurements. 

Poor correlations that were based on CPT fs 
measurements may be attributed to; (i) lower relia-
bility of CPT fs measurement as compared to CPT 
qcnet;  (ii) the occurrence of time dependent changes 
in shaft friction, or setup; (iii) the reduction in 
radial total stress at a given depth as the pile tip 
is driven to greater depths, or friction fatigue; and 
(iv) the strain softening interface shear bahaviour 
of clays. Some of the scatter in the ratio of pile τf 
to CPT fs is shown Figure 1, with values of τf,avg/
fs,avg varying from 0.4 to more than 3.5.

While there is clearly a trend in the data in Figure 
1, a more important observation may be that there 
are two regimes of behaviour; (i) sites with average 
CPT fs less than approximately 35 kPa, where τf,avg 
is greater than fs,avg; and (ii) sites with fs,avg greater 

than approximately 35 kPa where τf,avg is less than 
fs,avg. For sites with low fs, the clays are typically 
normally consolidated, and setup dominates pile 
shaft friction behaviour. For sites with high CPT 
fs, the clays are typically overconsolidated and fric-
tion fatigue and swelling tend to dominate pile 
shaft friction behaviour.

This paper examines the changes in CPT fs with 
time at a soft low PI sensitive clay test site in Green 
Bay, Wisconsin, USA. There are still high uncer-
tainties in the assessment of pile shaft friction in 
soft sensitive low PI clays (e.g., Karlsrud et al. 
2005; Ridgway & Jardine 2007), and these data are 
analyzed to provide additional insight in long term 
shaft friction in soft clayey soils that exhibit setup.

Figure 1. Comparison of average CPT sleeve friction to 
average pile shaft friction from static load tests.
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Figure 2. Soil profile based on results from soil borings and laboratory testing.

2 SITE GEOLOGY AND SOIL 
CONDITIONS

The test location is near the city of Green Bay, 
Wisconsin, USA and falls within the Fox River 
Lowlands. This area was glaciated by the Green 
Bay lobe of the Laurentide ice sheet during the 
Wisconsinan glaciation, 23,000–13,000 years 
before present (Clark et al. 2009). As the Green 
Bay lobe retreated large proglacial lakes formed in 
the region.

The bedrock underlying the surficial soils is 
composed of Cambrian to Ordivician aged sedi-
mentary rocks the uppermost being dolomite 
of the Sinnipee group (Mudrey et al. 1982). Soil 
thickness maps indicate depth to bedrock ranging 
from 15 to 30 m.

Previous explorations in the area consisted of 
conventional soil borings with Standard Penetra-
tion Testing and nominally undisturbed sampling 
in soft soils. The soil borings encountered medium 
dense sands at the surface to a depth of 3.5 to 
4.5 m, Figure 2. These soils are associated with 
recent stream deposits feeding into Green Bay due 
to the lowering of the bay with glacial regression. 

Underlying the stream deposits are very soft gla-
cial lake silts and clays to an approximate depth of 
20 m below the ground surface. The lake deposits 
are underlain by very stiff  glacial tills to a depth of 
23 m below ground surface. Vane shear tests and 
UU triaxial tests were performed in the soft lake 
deposits. The results of laboratory index and per-
formance testing of Shelby Tube push samples are 
provided in Figure 2.

3 TESTING PROGRAM

Two piezocone penetration tests were performed 
adjacent to previously conducted soil borings, Fig-
ure 3. The cones were separated by approximately 
450 m, and similarities in the readings highlight the 
uniformity of the site. The testing was performed 
using a 35.6 mm diameter subtraction type cone 
with pore-water pressure measurements above 
the cone shoulder at the u2 position. Dissipation 
tests were performed at approximately 1 m depth 
intervals to varying degrees of percent dissipa-
tion within the lake deposits to measure the time 
dependent changes in sleeve friction.
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4 RESULTS

Twenty-six dissipation tests were performed in the 
lake deposits with dissipation times varying from 
1 minute to 4.5 hours. Normalized curves are pro-
vided in Figure 4 and a summary of the tests is 
provided in Table 1. The dissipation of excess pore 
pressures is normalized using the dimensionless 
value U:

U u u
u u

t

i

= 0

0

 (1)

where ut is the pore pressure measured at time t, u0 
is the hydrostatic value, and ui is the initial pore-
water pressure measured at the beginning of the 
dissipation. 

The dissipation curves provide similar responses 
within the glacial lake clay deposits. In addition to 
the dissipation tests, measurements of the sleeve 
resistance at initiation of cone advance after a 
dissipation shows an increase in the measured 
sleeve resistance as is evident in the spikes in fs in 
Figure 3.

A general trend of decreasing dissipation time 
is observed with depth up to 17 m. Stiff  clayey 
till below 17 m required longer dissipation times. 
Coefficient of consolidation from laboratory oed-
ometer testing is shown in Figure 5. The discrep-
ancy between laboratory and dissipation results is 

Figure 3. CPTU profiles at site near Green Bay, WI.

Figure 4. Normalized dissipation curves for: 
(a) CPTU2-01; and (b) CPTU2-02.
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attributed to disturbance during sampling of these 
structured soils, as well as flow anisotropy. Estima-
tion of time rate of consolidation parameters from 
dissipation tests was performed using the solution 
presented by Teh and Houlsby (1991) assuming a 
rigidity index of 100 and fitting to the time to 50% 
dissipation. Test results are summarized in Table 1.

5 DISCUSSION

Advancing the cone into a volume of soil increases 
the radial total stress as soil is displaced outward 
while also increasing the pore-water pressure in 
undrained and partially drained soils. During a 
pause in cone advance, the excess pore-water pres-
sures begin to dissipate causing an increase in the 
radial effective stress until the pore-water pressures 
reach hydrostatic values. 

Figure 6 provides the dissipation curves normal-
ized by the excess pore pressures and dimension-
less time factor, T:

T c t
r
h=

2
 (2)

where ch is the horizontal coefficient of consolida-
tion, t is the time, and r is the radius of the cone. 

The solid line marked T&H in Figure 6a is the fit-
ted solution after Teh and Houlsby (1991) assum-
ing a rigidity index of 100.

Figure 6 also provides two models for the 
radial total stress during dissipation. One model 
assumes no change in the radial total stress with 
time, resulting in changes in radial effective stress 
(and thus shaft friction) equaling changes in pore 
pressures. The second model estimates a reduc-
tion in radial total stress with time, as previously 
discussed by Karlsrud et al. (1993); Lehane & 
Jardine (1994); Randolph et al. (2003), among 
others. 

The final graph in Figure 6 provides a compari-
son of the resulting effect on the sleeve friction of 
these two models of total radial stress. In this case 
the sleeve friction was calculated as a function of 
the radial effective stress with:

fs = σr  •  tan δ CPT (3)
where the interface friction angle between the soil 
and the smooth friction sleeve, δCPT, was assumed 
to be 14°. The data points are the measured CPT 
sleeve friction values at the start of penetration 
after a dissipation test to the corresponding value 
of T. Estimates of pile shaft friction based on CPT 
qcnet (or su) are include in Figure 6c.

Table 1. Results of dissipation testing in the glacial lake soils.

CPTU
Depth ui u0 u50 t50 ch uf tmax

Tmax Umin

fs,0 fs,max

m kPa kPa kPa sec m2/yr kPa sec kPa kPa

CPTU2-01  6.2 400  51 226 1884  13 292   630  0.8 0.69 2.6  3.2
CPTU2-01  7.1 440  60 250 2041  12 330   607  0.7 0.71 4.4  5.7
CPTU2-01  7.5 470  64 267 1750  14 75 48301 67.6 0.03 4 14.1
CPTU2-01  8.1 480  70 275 2722   9 378   600  0.5 0.75 4.7  5.8
CPTU2-01  9.2 570  80 325 1531  16 414   515  0.8 0.68 4.2  4.6
CPTU2-01 10.2 590  90 340 1361  18 292  2130  3.8 0.40 4.9  6.6
CPTU2-01 11.2 650 100 375  980  25 570    85  0.2 0.86 5.2  5.7
CPTU2-01 12.2 645 110 377  533  46 501   135  0.6 0.73 3.3  1.4
CPTU2-01 13.2 680 120 400  680  36 352  1021  3.7 0.41 7.6  5.3
CPTU2-01 14.2 725 129 427  462  53 386   630  3.3 0.43 1.4  3.2
CPTU2-01 15.2 700 139 420  314  78 314   630  4.9 0.31 2.4 14.8
CPTU2-01 16.2 660 149 405 1021  24 388  1110  2.7 0.47 9.5 24.9
CPTU2-01 17.2 730 159 444  108 226 225   385  8.7 0.12 7 15.3
CPTU2-02  4 430  15 223 3266   7.5 382   240  0.2 0.88 8.7  8.1
CPTU2-02  5 430  25 228 2041  12  91 15000 18.0 0.16 5.1 14.8
CPTU2-02  6 475  35 255 2450  10 146  9013  9.0 0.25 4.2 17.6
CPTU2-02  7 460  45 252 2579   9.5 145  9300  8.8 0.24 5.1 12.1
CPTU2-02  8 470  54 262 2579   9.5 146  9004  8.6 0.22 2.9 11.9
CPTU2-02 9.45 480  69 274 2041  12 269  2014  2.4 0.49 2.5  4.9
CPTU2-02 10.4 575  78 326 1884  13 114 16502 21.5 0.07 4.4 18.7
CPTU2-02 11.4 540  88 314 1113  22 142  7208 15.9 0.12 0.9 12.3
CPTU2-02 12.4 600  98 349  875  28 138  9604 26.9 0.08 2.2 18.6
CPTU2-02 13.4 640 107 374 1225  20 237  3902  7.8 0.24 1.7  5.9
CPTU2-02 14 600 113 357  306  80 138  3902 31.2 0.05 1.1 22.4
CPTU2-02 15 670 123 397  700  35 192  3603 12.6 0.13 2.7 22.1
CPTU2-02 16 640 133 386  204 120 134  3613 43.4 0.00 4.2 17.5
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Figure 5. Comparison of time rate of consolidation 
properties determined from dissipation and oedometer 
tests.

The CPTU pore pressure dissipation and fs 
setup data in this study indicate:

– Pore pressure dissipation tests results followed the 
general shape suggested by Teh & Houlsby (1991).

– To match increase in CPT fs with time, a reduc-
tion in radial total stress during radial consolida-
tion is inferred by assuming a constant interface 
friction angle.

– Reductions in radial total stresses of 70% are 
inferred from this study. This value is between 
the 20% to 50% reduction observed in clay tills 
and a soft NC clay by Lehane & Jardine (1994) 
and the 85% reduction observed in a sensitive 
low PI clay by Karlsrud et al. (1993).

– Reductions in radial total stress are initially 
similar to reductions in pore pressure, leading 
to relatively constant values of CPT fs for T val-
ues less than about 3.

– The average amount of ‘setup’, defined as the 
ratio of CPT fs recorded after a dissipation test 
to CPT fs recorded at the end of penetration, 
was 4.75 (=19 kPa/4 kPa). This value is greater 
than typical ratios of pile shaft friction, from 
static load tests, to CPT fs shown in Figure 1.

Figure 6. Normalized dissipation curves and predicted 
radial stress conditions. Frame c provides the results of 
the two different radial stress models with data points 
measured at the friction sleeve after a dissipation test at 
a depth.

– Individual values of setup were often greater 
than 8 for tests performed below 11 m, and 
were as high as 20 for a layer that initially had fs 
equal to 1 kPa at the end of penetration. Below 
11 m, the clay appeared to have a higher sen-
sitivity, with Bq (=Δu2/qcnet) values approaching 
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or exceeding unity. Setup values tended to be 
inversely proportional to CPT friction ratio (Fr), 
however, it is noted that sleeve friction values 
were close to the resolution of the equipment 
and local setup ratios should be viewed with 
caution.

– An observed ratio of qcnet/fs after full consoli-
dation equal to 35 appeared much higher than 
typical ratios for a normally consolidated clay 
based on analysis of pile load test databases 
(qcnet/τf = 15 to 20, e.g., Almeida et al. 1996, 
Lehane et al. 2000). If  undrained strength esti-
mated from CPT qcnet is referenced, an observed 
fully consolidated ratio of fs  /su equal to 0.385 
is lower than those typically observed for nor-
mally consolidated clays (τf  /su = 0.8 to 1.0, 
e.g., Randolph & Murphy 1985). Low ratios 
of τf  /su for pile load test databases have been 
attributed to low plasticity index in normally 
consolidated clays (e.g., Karlsrud et al. 2005) 
as well as sensitivity (e.g., Lehane et al. 2000; 
Ridgway &  Jardine 2007).

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A series of dissipation tests were performed in soft 
low PI glacial lake clays in Green Bay, Wisconsin 
USA. Measurements of CPT sleeve friction at the 
start and end of the tests are used to characterize 
the changes in radial stress with time surrounding 
a piezocone. This testing is considered analogous 
to the changing stresses over time around a dis-
placement pile. Results were consistent with pre-
vious research and indicated a reduction in radial 
total stress of 70% during consolidation. High val-
ues of qcnet/τf and low values of τf  /su were inferred, 
which are consistent with other observations of 
long term shaft friction in sensitive low PI clays. 
CPT sleeve friction setup tests appear promising 
for evaluation of pile setup in soft clays, but effects 
of friction fatigue and strain softening need to be 
accounted for.
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Application of piezocone tests in the determination of non-hydrostatic 
distribution of water pressure in mine tailings profiles

W. Tschuschke, M. Kroll & M. Walczak
Department of Geotechnics, The Poznań University of Life Sciences, Poland

ABSTRACT: One of the basic elements under strict control in case of penetration of silted-up post-
flotation sediments dumps is monitoring of water conditions. An accurate forecast of the course of the 
phreatic surface, a determination of non-hydrostatic distribution of water pressure in the profile as well 
as the identification of unsaturated zones in the tailings structure are critical to the evaluation of this 
type of geomaterial and the analysis of stability in upstream dams. An excellent method to evaluate water 
conditions in the damping site mass is to use a Cone Penetration Test with pore pressure (CPTU). The 
continuous distribution of equilibrium pore pressure and local measurement of static pressure after dis-
sipation maybe performed using filter located in different positions on the piezocone. This paper presents 
an analysis of the effect of filter location on the recorded shape of pore pressure dissipation curves in 
mine tailings with different grain size distributions. A testing method and an interpretation procedure 
were proposed for CPTU data.

1 INTRODUCTION

Rational mine tailings management is usually 
limited to their deposition on organised landfill 
sites. Due to the considerable tailings masses and 
the concentration of  their production sites such 
dumps frequently constitute engineering mega-
structures of  considerable height and area, which 
may cause a real threat to the natural environ-
ment. In the past many construction accidents 
occurred in such hydroengineering structures. 
Many of  them were caused by inadequately rec-
ognised or uncontrollably changing water con-
ditions in the tailings mass or the subsoil, on 
which the dump is founded (Rodriguez-Ortiz 
2003). Identification and continuous monitoring 
of  water conditions in such objects and in their 
surroundings are typically provided thanks to a 
network of  piezometers. A limitation for piezo-
metric observations is connected with their local 
measurement, which in case of  the distribution 
of  pore water pressure different from hydrostatic 
distribution does not make it possible to deter-
mine clearly the location of  the phreatic surface—
one of  the most significant factors in the analysis 
of  object stability. A perfect tool justifying the 
evaluation of  water conditions in the deposited 
mine tailings is cone penetration test with pore 
pressure measurement—CPTU.

2 OBJECT OF STUDY

Copper mine tailings in Poland have been deposited 
for almost 35 years in the Żelazny Most tailings dump, 
which parameters (dam height of over 50 m, area 
of 14 km2, tailings volume of over 450 million m3) 
ranks this object to the group of greatest hydro-
engineering structures in the world. Tailings are 
deposited in the dump by hydrotransport and after 
sedimentation outer dams of the dump are formed 
from the coarsest post-floatation sediments. Silt-
ing and dam formation are continuous processes, 
run in sections in successive segments of the silting 
section. Designing the overstructure of the dump 
dams is performed by the observation method on 
the basis of an analysis of results of previously real-
ised studies and observations of the dump massif  
and the subsoil. The scale of the object as well as 
the amounts and diversity of performed geotechni-
cal in-situ tests at present rank this object as the 
greatest geotechnical proof ground in Poland.

3 CONE PENETRATION TEST 
IN TAILINGS

A routine cone penetration test performed using 
a piezocone in post-floatation sediments gen-
erally does not differ from the standard test 
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(Lunne at al. 1997; Tschuschke 2006). During 
piezocone penetration the measured parameters 
include cone resistance (qc), friction sleeve (fs) and 
pore water pressure (uc). Discontinuation of pen-
etration at a selected depth triggers dissipation 
of excess pore water pressure in time. Total dissi-
pation leads to the determination of in-situ pore 
pressure (u0). Obtaining reliable testing param-
eters during static piezocone penetration in case 
of mine tailings requires consideration of the 
specific character of this medium. Post-floatation 
sediments form a strongly anisotropic medium, in 
which sedimentation processes spatially differenti-
ate tailings in terms of their grain size distribution. 
Alternately found layers and lamination of silty 
and sandy deposits, particularly in periods after 
beach silting, form isolated zones of complete 
and incomplete saturation. Piezocone penetration 
through such deposit zones is always connected 
with unreliability of partial filter airlocking being 
a potential error of pore water pressure measure-
ments. A solution to be applied in such a situa-
tion may be a double measurement, performed by 
independent sensors, of pore water pressures using 
filters located in different piezocone fragments. In 
standard CPTU (Fig. 1) it is recommended to situ-
ate the filter behind the cone (u2), while it is also 
admissible to locate the filter on the cone (u1) and 
behind the friction sleeve (u3). Location of filters 
on the piezocone influences the recorded value of 
pore water pressure, whereas under similar test-
ing conditions a regularity u1 > u2 > u3 is observed 
(Lunne et al. 1997).

In a strongly heterogeneous, anisotropic medium 
of varying layer rigidity the penetration with a 
piezocone through fully saturated and unsaturated 
zones of sediments results in filter suction and 
compression mechanisms being triggered with var-
ying intensity, which may lead to disturbances in 
the recording of pore water pressures. The primary 
aim of this paper was to indicate which of the 
measurements of pore water pressure is most suit-
able for post-floatation sediments, particularly in 
terms of the identification of water pressure distri-
bution with depth, the level of the phreatic surface 
in tailings and the evaluation of filtration capacity 
of tailings. Variation of grain size distribution and 

physical properties of tailings in an example pro-
file, identified on the basis of laboratory tests, is 
presented in Figure 2.

4 ANALYSIS OF TESTING RESULTS

In the vicinity of the location of the profile pre-
sented in Figure 2, control cone penetration tests 
were performed using piezocones with the follow-
ing configuration:

– SCPTU—a seismic piezocone with the filter ele-
ment located behind the cone (u2),

– CPTUU1—a piezocone with two filters located 
on the cone (u1) and behind the cone (u2),

– CPTUU3—a piezocone with two filters located 
behind the cone (u2) and behind the friction 
sleeve (u3).

Penetration parameters from control tests are 
presented in Figure 3. Despite variation in grain 
size distribution and the state parameters of post-
flotation sediments in the profile, the results of 
cone penetration tests are characterized by a very 
high conformity of cone resistance and friction 
ratio, particularly in the unsaturated sediment 
zone. Slightly higher values of friction ratio in 
the saturated zone were obtained from SCPTU in 
comparison to CPTU. Rapid increments in the val-
ues of friction ratio observed on the CPTU profile, 
particularly in the saturated zone, typically  identify Figure 1. Location of measured pore pressures.

Figure 2. Laboratory tests results in mine tailings.
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laminations of cohesive sediments of slight thick-
ness, which significantly reduce natural water 
filtration into the dump. In the zone of partial sat-
uration laminations of cohesive sediments retain 
infiltrating waters, periodically forming suspended 
water tables, which is confirmed by the local meas-
urements of tailings moisture content (Fig. 2).

Distributions of dynamic water pressure in 
the sediment profile are consistent with charts of 
friction ratio. In the laminations of cohesive sedi-
ments, identified by friction ratio, excess pore water 
pressure is generated. Excess pore pressure with 
the highest values is recorded by the filter located 
on the cone (u1), while the lowest values of pore 
water pressure, locally even taking negative values, 
are recorded by the filter located behind the fric-
tion sleeve (u3). Intermediate values of pore water 
pressure are measured by the filter with a standard 
location behind the cone (u2). Conducted dissipa-
tion tests of pore water pressure make it possible 
to determine two significant parameters connected 
with the presence of water in the tailings profile, 
i.e. determination of the real water pressure distri-
bution and the assumed location of the phreatic 
surface on this basis, as well as an estimation of 
the coefficient of permeability at the site of cone 
penetration discontinuation.

The first parameter was determined from the 
dissipation curve as a value of pressure stabilised 

after a complete dissipation of excess pore pres-
sure in relation to depth, at which the dissipation 
test was performed. The plotting of results of suc-
cessive dissipation tests in the function of profile 
depth makes it possible to determine the actual 
shape of the distribution of water pressure in the 
tailings profile. Depth, at which water pressure 
for the assumed model of distribution assumed 
the value of zero, corresponds to the depth of the 
phreatic surface in the profile (Rust et al. 1995). The 
coefficient of permeability in the horizontal direc-
tion may be estimated from the dissipation curve 
of pore water pressure on the basis of an empirical 
relationship (Vidic et al. 1995) based on the time 
required for a 50% reduction of excess pore water 
pressure (t50). In order to identify water conditions 
in mine tailings deposited in the dump on the basis 
of cone penetration parameters, including also dis-
sipation tests, a 4–stage interpretation procedure 
may be recommended, composed of the following 
elements:

– verification of testing results,
– determination of distribution of in-situ water 

pressure in the tailings profile,
– determination of the fully saturated sediment 

zone (adoption of the depth of the phreatic sur-
face location),

– estimation of filtration capacity of sediments in 
sites of dissipation tests.

The first step in the procedure requires verifi-
cation of in-situ water pressure established on the 
basis of the dissipation test. An excellent control 
test in this case is provided by a comparison of dis-
sipation curves recorded by two filters differently 
located on the piezocone, while the basic test is 
provided by the dissipation test corresponding to 
measurement u2, while measurements of u1 or u3 
may be a verifying test. Irrespective of the shape 
of dissipation curves a test is considered reliable, in 
which after complete dissipation the final values of 
water pressure measured by independent filters are 
equal. Figures 4 and 5 present examples of dissipa-
tion curves from CPTUU1 and CPTUU3.

Results of both tests positively verify in-situ 
pore pressure measurements established from the 

Figure 3. CPTU replication test profile in mine 
tailings.
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dissipation curve of pressure u2. A comparison of 
dissipation curves makes it possible to formulate 
the following conclusions:

– values of initial pressures u1 are usually higher 
than values of initial pressures u2,

– maximum dynamic pressures u1 recorded in tail-
ings do not exceed the value of 1.5 MPa admis-
sible for piezocones,

– values of initial pressures u3 are lower than values 
of initial pressures u2, while frequently dynamic 
pressure u3 assumes negative values.

The above conclusions as well as the fact that 
elements of filters on the piezocone for measure-
ments u1 and u2 are located close to one another, 
while the locations of filters u2 and u3 are separated 
by the length of the friction sleeve, guaranteeing 
that in highly-layered post-floatation sediments 
verification dissipation tests will be conducted 
under similar conditions, should result in the pref-
erence of CPTUU1.

In the second step of the procedure a diagram 
is constructed, presenting a dependence of in-situ 
water pressures recorded in dissipation tests on the 
depth of the profile, at which successive tests were 
taken (Fig. 6).

A combination of measurement points on the 
diagram identified an actual distribution of water 
pressure in the tailings profile. Depending on the 
local drainage conditions, determined by changes 
in grain size distribution of silted sediment lay-
ers, varied, non-hydrostatic (linear, non-linear, 
and non-continuous) distributions of water pres-
sure are observed (Gomes et al. 2004; Rust et al. 
1995; Tschuschke 2006; Van den Berg et al. 1998; 
Vidic et al. 1995). Disregarding local discontinu-
ity of the distribution typically connected with the 
occurrence of laminations of cohesive tailings in 
the profile, identified on the chart of friction ratio, 
leads to linearity of the water pressure distribution, 
being a convenient practical solution (Fig. 6).

In the third stage of the procedure the range of 
the continuous zone of fully saturated sediments 
is distinguished in the profile, and its upper level 
corresponds to the depth at which the phreatic 

surface is located in the profile. In case of a single 
piezometric observation and non-hydrostatic dis-
tribution of water pressure the determination of 
the position of the phreatic surface in the profile 
may be burdened with a considerable error. Fig-
ure 7 presents an erroneous interpretation of water 
conditions based on the results of piezometric 
observation and the adoption of the hydrostatic 
distribution of water pressure.

In the former case the analysis of piezometer 
readings at the layer of subsoil water deposition 
at a depth of 10.5 m identifies the level of the 
phreatic surface too shallow at a depth of 10.0 m, 
while the analysis of piezometer filtering at a depth 
of 30.0 m led to an erroneous identification, in this 
case too deep, of the level of the phreatic surface at 
a depth of 19.8 m. The actual depth of the phreatic 
surface determined on the basis of the real distri-
bution of water pressure established from CPTU 
(for condition u0 = 0) identifies the level of the 
phreatic surface at a depth of 13.2 m.

The last, fourth step in the procedure may be 
connected with the estimation of the coefficient 
of permeability of post-flotation sediments in the 
layer, at which the dissipation test was performed. 
Usually for the estimation of the coefficient of 
permeability in the horizontal direction in the 
tailings can be used as a rough guide local corre-
lations based on the time determined from dissipa-
tion tests, which is required for a 50% dissipation 
of excess pore water pressure. A similar empirical 

Figure 5. Typical dissipation curves from CPTUU3.
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correlation was determined for a types of copper 
mine tailings deposited at the Żelazny Most dump, 
which are characterised by the condition of full or 
partial drainage, identified by normalized excess 
pore pressure (equation 1) by values U < 0.6 at 
time—t = 5 min.

U
u u
u u

t

i
= 0

0
 (1)

where ut = the pore pressure at time t in a dissipa-
tion test, ui = the pore pressure at the start of the 
dissipation test, u0 = in-situ, initial pore pressure.

In case of such sediments, which on the CPTU 
profile of friction ratio are limited by the condition 
Rf < 1.8, the value of the coefficient of permeabil-
ity may be estimated on the basis of equation 2.
k thk [c /s] −

50
2 34. ( ) ,  (2)

where t50 = time [sec.] for 50% dissipation of excess 
pore water pressure.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A specific identification of water conditions dur-
ing the operation of dumps, on which mine tail-
ings are deposited, is a priority issue influencing 
the analysis of object stability and its safe working. 
In case of non-hydrostatic distributions of water 
pressures in the profile of highly-layered, spatially 
varied post-flotation sediments in terms of their 

grain size distribution the use of a single piezomet-
ric observation may lead to an erroneous identifi-
cation of water conditions. In order to adequately 
identify water relations it is necessary to replace a 
single piezometer with a string of independent pie-
zometers or perform CPTU with dissipation tests 
on that site. In order to verify results of dissipa-
tion tests it is recommended to conduct tests with a 
piezocone with two embedded independent filters. 
Testing with the use of such a piezocone facilitates 
the application of an interpenetration procedure, 
which successive steps include the verification of 
results of dissipation tests, determination of the 
actual distribution of water pressure in the tailings 
profile, establishment of the range of a continuous 
zone of complete sediment saturation and the esti-
mation of hydraulic conductivity of sediments on 
the site of the conducted dissipation tests.
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Figure 7. Example of identification of water con-
ditions in tailings from CPTU data and piezometers 
observations.
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ABSTRACT: Piezocone Penetration Test (PCPT or CPTu as noted in ASTM D5778-12) has been used 
as a practical tool for geotechnical investigations, site characterization and behavior. PCPT-Based soil 
classification methods use three basic variables, cone tip resistance (qc), sleeve friction, and pore pres-
sure. The qc value is calculated as the applied vertical force divided by the cone base area, however, pore 
water pressures generated behind the cone base may influence the total stress measured. Therefore, qc 
may have to be corrected for certain configurations using an effective area ratio (a). Although laboratory 
calibration is suggested for actual determination of a values, manufacturers are generally suggesting val-
ues between 0.75 to 0.85 for their cones based on size and geometry. This paper discusses the impact of 
a value assumption on PCPT-based soil classification methods. Two sample data sets were classified with 
Robertson (1990) and Zhang & Tumay (1999) methods using a values at 0.55, 0.65, 0.75 and 0.85.

1 INTRODUCTION

Since the 1980s, Piezocone Penetration Test (PCPT 
or CPTu as noted in ASTM D5778-12) has been 
used as a practical and economic tool for geotech-
nical investigations involving site characterization 
and soil behavior. PCPT-Based soil classification 
methods use three basic variables, cone tip resist-
ance (qc), sleeve friction (fs), and pore pressure (u), 
recorded simultaneously during penetration of the 
probe which consist of advancing a cylindrical rod 
with a cone tip down into the ground. The actual 
cone tip resistance (qc) is calculated as the applied 
vertical force divided by the cone base area. The 
pore pressures generated during penetration may 
also be measured, depending on the location of the 
pressure transducer, at the cone face (u1), behind the 
cone base (u2), or behind the friction sleeve (u3). Due 
to the geometric design of the piezocone, pore water 
pressures generated behind the cone base (u2) may 
influence the total stress measured by the cone tip. 
Therefore, the measured cone tip resistance (qc) may 
have to be corrected for certain cone configurations 
to account for the effect of this pore water pressure 
developing behind the cone tip. Theoretically, the 
corrected cone tip resistance (qt) is calculated using 
an effective area ratio (a) in the following form:

qt = qc + u2 (1 − a) (1)

Effective area ratio is suggested to be cali-
brated through laboratory testing in a triaxial 
chamber for each cone penetrometer as it may 
create a significant impact on corrected tip resist-
ance calculations. Studies show that generally the 
effective area ratio value may vary between 0.60 
and 0.80 (Tumay et al. 1981). However, several 
PCPT equipment manufacturers suggest effective 
area ratios between 0.65 to 0.85 for their cones 
calculated based on cone size and geometry. 
These values are typically used for correcting tip 
resistance value calculations without laboratory 
calibration.

This paper discusses the impact of effective area 
ratio assumption on PCPT-based soil classification 
methods. Two well-documented sample PCPT data 
sets were classified with Robertson (1990) method, 
which utilizes corrected cone tip resistance (qt) 
using four different effective area ratio values at 
0.55, 0.65, 0.75 and 0.85. Same data sets were also 
classified using the Zhang & Tumay probabilistic 
method (1999) using the measured and corrected 
cone tip resistance. In addition to the graphical 
illustration of the impact of different effective 
area ratio assumptions, point-by point compari-
sons for the Robertson (1990) method and Root 
Mean Squared Error calculations for the Zhang & 
Tumay probabilistic method (1999) are included as 
a part of this paper.
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2 PCPT-BASED SOIL CLASSIFICATION

The Robertson (1990) and the Zhang & Tumay 
Probabilistic (1999) methods are selected in this 
paper to present impact of effective area ratio 
assumptions.

2.1 Robertson (1990) soil classification method

In 1986, Robertson et al. developed a chart-based 
soil classification method derived from PCPT data 
(qc , fs , u2). They proposed two charts, the first chart 
uses corrected tip resistance (qt) and friction ratio 
(Rf ) as input; while the other uses qt and pore pres-
sure parameter (Bq ) as input. This method identi-
fied twelve different soil behavior types.

In 1990, Robertson proposed the normalization 
of  the PCPT measurements taking the influence 
of  the overburden stress into consideration. Fig-
ure 1 presents the Robertson (1990) classification 
chart which includes nine different soil behavior 
types.

In Figure 1, the normalized cone tip resistance 
(Qt) and friction ratio (Fr) values are defined as:

Q
q

tQQ t v

v

=
−

′
σ v

σ′′
0

0
 (2)

F
f

qrFF sff

t v

=
−

×
σ v0

100%  (3)

In equations 2 and 3, σv0 and σ ′v0 represent over-
burden stress and effective overburden stress val-
ues respectively. These values are calculated using a 
unit weight assumption and in-situ water pressure 
based on the ground water table depth.

2.2 Zhang & Tumay (1999) probabilistic soil 
classification method

In 1999, Zhang & Tumay employed a different 
non-traditional approach to address the probabil-
ity of incorrectly identifying soil type using the 
traditional CPT classification charts, especially in 
transition zones, and developed the probabilistic 
region estimation method. This method takes the 
uncertainty of correlation between the soil compo-
sition and soil mechanical behavior into account.

In this method, conformal mapping was per-
formed on the Douglas and Olsen (1981) chart to 
transfer the chart axis from the CPT data (qc , Rf) 
to the newly defined soil classification index (U). A 
statistical correlation was then established between 
the U index and the compositional soil type given 
by the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). 
A normal distribution of U was established for each 
reference USCS soil type (GP, SP, SM, SC, ML, 
CL, and CH). Each U value corresponds to several 
soil types with different probabilities as shown in 
Figure 2. Soil types were further rearranged into 
three groups: sandy and gravelly soils (GP, SP, and 
SM), silty soils (SC and ML) and clayey soils (CL 
and CH). Figure 2 also gives the probability of 
having each soil group within each region (R).

The original method gives constant probability 
of each soil type (represented by the step lines) 
regardless of the U value within the same region 
(R1 to R7 in Figure 2). This allows for the sudden 
drop in the probabilities as the U value crosses the 
border from one region to another. This method 
was further modified to allow smooth transition of 
probability (curved lines) with U values, and hence 
to provide a continuous profile of the probability 
of soil constituents with depth.

1. Sensitive fine grained, 2. Organic soils  -peats, 3. Clay to silty clay, 4. Clayey 

silt to silty clay, 5. Silty sand to sandy silt, 6. Clean sand to silty sand, 

 sand to sand, 8. Very stiff sand to clayey sand, 12. Very stiff, fine grained 

7. Gravelly

Figure 1. Classification chart for Robertson (1990) 
method.

Figure 2. Regional boundaries and the corresponding 
probabilities of each soil group.
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3 SAMPLE CPT DATA SETS

Data from two sites in Turkey were selected to 
illustrate the visual presentation method. These 
data sets are collected as a part of the Earthquake 

Reconnaissance Studies by the Pacific Earth-
quake Engineering Research Center after the 1999 
Kocaeli Earthquake in Turkey (PEER 2000). Fig-
ures 3 and 4 present the CPT soundings for sites 
I2 and 1-24. Both data sets were recorded at 2 cm 

Figure 4. CPT soundings and corresponding lithology—1-24 data set (PEER 2000).

Figure 3. CPT soundings and corresponding lithology–I2 data set (PEER 2000).
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per second sampling frequency. Water table depths 
were recorded at 0.76 m for I2 and 2.60 m for 1-24 
locations. “Corrected” cone tip resistance (qt) val-
ues are calculated for the data sets using Equation 
1 based on four different effective area ratios and 
measures pore pressure. Figures 5 and 6 show the 
percent difference between qc and qt values. For I2 
data set, the difference reaches 16% at 0.55 effec-
tive ratio. The difference remains under 5% for 
1-24 data set. It is important to note that the differ-
ence is significantly decreased with higher effective 
ratio assumptions.

4 IMPACT OF EFFECTIVE AREA 
ASSUMPTION ON SOIL CLASSIFICATION

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the soil classification using 
measured and corrected cone tip resistance val-
ues using Robertson (1990) classification method. 
Graphical comparison shows very limited differ-
ence between the individual classifications. The 
differences were primarily observed between and 
silt and sand mixtures. For example, in Figure 7, 
between 4.0 and 4.5 m, some of the sand mixture 
layers calculated with the measured resistance (qc) 

Figure 6. Difference between measured and corrected cone tip resistance values—1-24 data set.

Figure 5. Difference between measured and corrected cone tip resistance values—I2 data set.
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Figure 7. Soil classification with different effective area ratios using Robertson 1990—I2 data set.

Figure 8. Soil classification with different effective area ratios using Robertson 1990—1-24 data set.

were classified as silt mixtures with the corrected 
resistance values (qt). In the same figure, between 
4.5 and 5.0 m, some of the silt mixtures with qc were 
classified as sand mixtures when the tip resistance 
is corrected. A similar observation can be made 
in Figure 8 between 6.0 and 7.0 m. In addition, a 
limited number of clay layers were classified as silt 

mixtures. 2.0 to 2.5 m section in Figure 7 and 6.0 to 
6.5 m section in Figure 8 provide examples of this 
misclassification. The graphical illustrations in Fig-
ures 7 and 8 were prepared using the KT Standard 
Color system (HatipKarasulu & Tumay 2011).

Figures 9 and 10 present soil classification using 
the Zhang & Tumay Probabilistic (1999) method. 
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Figure 10. Soil classification with different effective area ratios using Zhang & Tumay Probabilistic 1999—1-24 data set.

Figure 9. Soil classification with different effective area ratios using Zhang & Tumay Probabilistic 1999—I2 data set.
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This method delivers a continuous profile while 
providing an understanding of probable clay, silt 
and sand mixture for each data point. Graphical 
comparison of classifications using qc or qt show 
very little difference in this method supporting the 
previous research observations that showed the 
high performance of the Zhang & Tumay method 
regardless of the tip resistance correction (Tumay 
& HatipKarasulu 2011).

Tables 1 and 2 present point-by-point com-
parisons for the sample data sets using Robertson 
(1990) method.

Table 1. Point analysis using Robertson (90)—I-2 data set.

Data
set Type

Number of data points (% of total data points)

qc

qt
(a = 0.55)

qt
(a = 0.65)

qt
(a = 0.75)

qt
(a = 0.85)

I-2 1 – – – – –

2 – – – – –

3 26
(6%)

29
(7%)

28
(7%)

28
(7%)

26
(6%)

4 134
(31%)

130
(30%)

132
(31%)

132
(31%)

133
(31%)

5 112
(26%)

113
(26%)

112
(26%)

112
(26%)

113
(26%)

6 139
(32%)

139
(32%)

139
(32%)

139
(32%)

139
(32%)

7 19
(4%)

19
(4%)

19
(4%)

19
(4%)

19
(4%)

8 – – – – –
9 – – – – –

Total 430
(100%)

430
(100%)

430
(100%)

430
(100%)

430
(100%)

Table 2. Point analysis using Robertson (90)—1-24 data set.

Data
set Type

Number of data points (% of total data points)

qc

qt
(a = 0.55)

qt
(a = 0.65)

qt
(a = 0.75)

qt
(a = 0.85)

1–24 1 – – – – –
2 – – – – –
3 86

(23%)
86
(23%)

86
(23%)

85
(22%)

85
(22%)

4 91
(24%)

93
(24%)

93
(24%)

94
(25%)

92
(24%)

5 93
(24%)

91
(24%)

91
(24%)

91
(24%)

93
(24%)

6 62
(16%)

62
(16%)

62
(16%)

62
(16%)

62
(16%)

7 37
(10%)

37
(10%)

37
(10%)

37
(10%)

37
(10%)

8 6
(2%)

6
(2%)

6
(2%)

6
(2%)

6
(2%)

9 6
(2%)

6
(2%)

6
(2%)

6
(2%)

6
(2%)

Total 381
(100%)

381
(100%)

381
(100%)

381
(100%)

381
(100%)

Although the number of total data points show 
almost and identical grouping for each soil type, 
there were overlaps between the classification 
values as observed from the graphical compari-
sons. For example, in Table 1, while types 4 and 5 
show only a four point difference between qc and 
qt (a = 0.55), there were sixteen total points that 
were misclassified (5-points in Type 4 were classi-
fied as Type 5 and 6-points in Type 5 were classi-
fied as Type 4). This observation also points out 
the benefits of using graphical comparisons in 
addition to the descriptive statistics.

Tables 3 and 4 show the Root Mean Squared 
Error (RMSE) (Montgomery et al. 2010) analy-
sis for the sample data sets using Zhang & Tumay 
Method.

While the RMSE values reached 0.31 when 
measured and corrected resistance values were 
compared, the differences for the classification 
results did not any value greater than 0.005.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The cone penetration test is a robust, simple, fast, 
reliable, and economical test that provides con-
tinuous sounding of subsurface sediments which, 
in simple terms, simultaneously records cone tip 
resistance and frictional component of penetration 
resistance while advancing a cylindrical rod with a 
cone tip and a friction sleeve into the soil. In the 
last three decades, Piezocone Penetration Testing 

Table 3. Root mean squared error analysis for soil 
classification using Zhang & Tumay Probabilistic—I2 
data set.

Data
set

Effective
area
ratio

Root mean squared error (RMSE)

qc & qt % Clay % Silt % Sand

I2 a = 0.55 0.3095 0.0054 0.0032 0.0039
a = 0.65 0.2407 0.0042 0.0025 0.0031
a = 0.75 0.1719 0.0030 0.0018 0.0022
a = 0.85 0.1032 0.0018 0.0011 0.0013

Table 4. Root mean squared error analysis for soil 
classification using Zhang and Tumay Probabilistic—
1-24 data set.

Data
set

Effective
area
ratio

Root mean squared error (RMSE)

qc & qt % Clay % Silt % Sand

1-24 a = 0.55 0.1593 0.0027 0.0021 0.0013
a = 0.65 0.1239 0.0021 0.0016 0.0010
a = 0.75 0.0885 0.0015 0.0011 0.0007
a = 0.85 0.0531 0.0009 0.0007 0.0004
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equipment has been introduced to record the pore 
water pressure during the penetration.

In the earlier studies, the u1 pore pressure deter-
mination at mid cone base location was simply used 
to specifically identify very thin and permeable lay-
ers which further provide valuable information for 
stability and contamination analyses (Tumay et al. 
1981; Zuidberg et. al. 1982). Over the years, the 
pore pressure value generated behind the cone base 
(u2) was introduced as a correction measure for the 
cone tip resistance through the use of an effective 
area ration in several classification methods (for 
example, Robertson et al. 1986; Robertson 1990; 
Eslami & Fellenius 1997). In practical terms, the 
corrective cone tip resistance calculations include 
several assumption such as equipment calibration, 
accuracy of pore pressure measurement, and effec-
tive area ratio value assumptions. In 1985, Kiousis 
et al. illustrated that the dynamic pore pressure 
measurements behind the cone base (u2) are not 
realistic due to the disturbance generated by the 
cone during penetration. In addition, studies sug-
gest that accurate effective area ratio value assump-
tions require a laboratory environment calibration 
instead of cone size and geometry.

This paper focuses on the impact of effective 
area ratio assumption on PCPT-based soil clas-
sification methods. Two well-documented sample 
PCPT data sets were classified with Robertson 
(1990) and Zhang & Tumay (1999) methods using 
four different effective area ratio values at 0.55, 
0.65, 0.75 and 0.85. The analyses show that there 
are differences in soil classification results when 
lower effective area ratio values are used. As the 
ratio value increases, the classification results 
became very similar to the classification without 
the tip resistance value correction. On the other 
hand, the observed differences for the sample data 
sets were relatively small.

For the analyzed data sets, the “uncorrected” 
classification showed agreement with boring test 
results as well as the higher effective area ratio 
classifications.

Obviously differences were primarily observed 
in silt, silty clay and clayey silt layers where pene-
tration generated pore pressures are predominant, 
while sandy layers show very little change in clas-
sification. Analyses of larger data sets that include 
shallow and deep measurements under different 
site conditions may further detail these results. 
Considering the differences of cost and equip-
ment/measurement dependability between cone 
penetration and piezocone penetration tests, the 
use of pore pressure values at u2 location as cor-
rective measures should require further attention 
and investigation. Perhaps the eventual design of 
a piezocone that needs no area ratio correction 
(a = 1.0) will ascertain the best solution.
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ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the possibility to estimate the stress history of the sand deposits of 
the Venice lagoon by the combined use of DMT and CPTU results. The study is based on an extensive exper-
imental program carried out at the Treporti Test Site, where a cylindrical trial embankment (40 m diameter, 
6.7 m height, applied load 106 kPa) was constructed and monitored from beginning of construction until 
its complete removal, four years later. OCR of the virgin soil (without embankment) was back-figured from   
“1-m field oedometer” curves reconstructed from local vertical strains measured by sliding deformeter under 
the embankment center in 1 m-thick layers. OCR at end of construction (OCR = 1) and after embankment 
removal (OCR > 1) was imparted by mechanical loading-unloading. A tentative correlation between OCR 
and the ratio MDMT /qt in sand was constructed using parallel DMT and CPTU results obtained at end of 
construction and after embankment removal, associated to reliable (imparted) OCR values.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decades comprehensive geotechnical 
investigations have been carried out to characterize 
the Venice soils, in relation to design and construc-
tion of huge movable gates located at the three 
lagoon inlets aimed at reducing the frequency of 
flooding in the city of Venice (see e.g. Ricceri 2007; 
Jamiolkowski et al. 2009).

The Venice lagoon soil deposits are highly heter-
ogeneous and characterized by a predominant silt 
fraction, combined with sand and/or clay, forming 
a chaotic interbedding of different sediments. The 
basic mineralogical components of the lagoon sed-
iments only just vary, as a result of similar geologi-
cal origin and common depositional environment. 
These low-plasticity silty soils are known to be 
extremely sensitive to stress relief  and disturbance 
due to sampling. The difficulty to obtain reliable 
estimates of stress history and stiffness in the labo-
ratory addressed further research towards moni-
toring the field response under full-scale loading.

The results presented in this paper were obtained 
as part of an extensive research program carried 
out at the Treporti Test Site (TTS), typical of the 
highly heterogeneous, predominantly silty deposits 

of the Venice lagoon. This program was based on 
the construction and long-term monitoring of a 
40 m diameter, 6.7 m height vertical-walled cylin-
drical test bank. The site was extensively investigat-
ed—before construction, at the end of construction 
and after removal of the embankment—by means 
of numerous in situ and laboratory tests, performed 
by various research groups. Significant results of 
the experimental program at Treporti have already 
been published (Simonini 2004; Gottardi & Tonni 
2004; Marchetti et al. 2004, 2006; McGillivray & 
Mayne 2004; Simonini & Cola 2006; Ricceri 2007; 
Jamiolkowski et al. 2009; Tonni et al. 2010). This 
paper focuses mainly on the evaluation of over-
consolidation of the TTS soils from the combined 
use of seismic dilatometer (SDMT) and piezo-
cone (CPTU) results, based on the observed test 
embankment response.

2 THE TREPORTI TEST SITE

At the Treporti Test Site (TTS) a full-scale (40 m 
diameter, 6.7 m height, applied load 106 kPa) 
geogrid-reinforced vertical-walled cylindrical sand 
embankment was constructed (September 2002 to 
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March 2003) and continuously monitored towards 
pore water pressures, surface settlements, hori-
zontal and vertical displacements with depth (see 
Simonini 2004 for details).

Monitoring went on for almost four years after 
the construction as well as throughout the grad-
ual removal of the embankment (June 2007 to 
March 2008). A crucial role in monitoring the field 
response under the trial bank was played by the slid-
ing deformeters, which provided accurate measure-
ments of local vertical strains in the soil at 1 m depth 
intervals at four different locations under the bank.

Figure 1 shows a general view of the trial bank 
on completion. Figure 2 shows the construction 
time-history of the test bank and the associated 
surface settlement measured at the center. To note 
that piezometer readings indicated no detectable 
pore pressure increase in any layer under the increas-
ing load, suggesting that primary consolidation 
was quite rapid and contemporary with the bank 
construction.

The TTS was extensively investigated by piezo-
cone tests CPTU (Gottardi & Tonni 2004; Tonni 
et al. 2010), flat dilatometer tests DMT (Marchetti 

et al. 2004, 2006), seismic piezocone tests SCPTU 
and seismic dilatometer tests SDMT (McGillivray & 
Mayne 2004), continuous coring boreholes and 
high quality laboratory tests (Simonini 2004; 
Simonini & Cola 2006). In order to detect changes 
induced by the embankment loading/unloading 
in the soil response, particularly in terms of over-
consolidation and stiffness, DMT-SDMT and 
CPTU-SCPTU soundings were executed at nearby 
locations (see Fig. 2) in three different phases:

– Site Investigation 1 (SI-1): before starting the 
construction of the embankment (2002)

– Site Investigation 2 (SI-2): at the end of construc-
tion of the embankment, from the top (2003)

– Site Investigation 3 (SI-3): after completing the 
gradual removal of the embankment (2008)

The soil profile at the TTS and the basic soil 
properties determined on laboratory samples are 
summarized in Figure 3. The upper portion of the 
deposit consists of a medium-fine silty sand layer 
(≈2–8 m), located below a thin soft silty clay layer, 
and followed by a clayey-sandy silt layer (8–20 m). 
Below 20 m the soil is mostly composed of alter-
nating layers of clayey and sandy silt. Frequent 
laminations of peat are encountered below 25 m. 
Figure 3 also shows the CPTU results (corrected 
cone resistance qt, sleeve friction fs, pore pressure 
u2) obtained at the center of the embankment 
before construction.

Flat dilatometer tests (DMT) were executed at 
the TTS before construction, at the end of construc-
tion and after removal of the embankment. Seismic 
dilatometer tests (SDMT)—a combination of the 
mechanical DMT with an add-on seismic module 
for measuring the shear wave velocity VS—were 
performed before construction, in conjunction with 

Figure 1. General view of the Treporti trial embank-
ment on completion.

Figure 2. Loading program, settlement-time evolution 
at the bank center and schematic location of DMT-
CPTU investigations and sliding deformeters. The 
dashed circles indicate the location of DMT-SDMT 
and CPTU-SCPTU soundings performed on contiguous 
verticals in all the three phases.

Figure 3. Soil composition, basic properties and CPTU 
profiles at the Treporti Test Site.
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3 DISPLACEMENTS AND STRESS-STRAIN 
CURVES FROM FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Figure 6 depicts the evolution of settlements of the 
ground surface at half  bank, on completion, after 
4 years at constant load and after bank removal. 
To note the significant vertical displacement of 
the ground surface under the center of the bank 
(≈50 cm), especially the portion occurred under 
constant load (37% of the total settlement), show-
ing a relevant creeping response of these soils.

Field measurements indicated that the total 
vertical displacement was one order of magnitude 
greater than the maximum horizontal displace-
ment throughout the whole construction period, 
i.e. the deformation process developed prevalently 
in the vertical direction. During unloading the soil 

Figure 4. Superimposed DMT-SDMT profiles at the Treporti Test Site before embankment construction (VS profiles 
after McGillivray & Mayne 2004).

Figure 5. Profiles of soil parameters obtained from DMT-SDMT 19 and corrected cone resistance qt obtained from 
CPTU 19 before construction (SI-1), at the end of construction (SI-2) and after removal of the embankment (SI-3).

SCPTU (McGillivray & Mayne 2004), and after 
removal of the embankment.

Figure 4 shows the superimposed profiles of 
the DMT parameters—material index ID (soil 
type), constrained modulus M, undrained shear 
strength cu and horizontal stress index KD (related 
to OCR)—obtained using common correlations 
(Marchetti 1980, TC16 2001) from ten DMT 
soundings, as well as the profiles of VS obtained 
by three SDMT soundings (McGillivray & 
Mayne 2004), executed before embankment 
construction.

Figure 5 shows the profiles obtained from DMT-
SDMT 19 (see location in Fig. 2) before construc-
tion, at the end of construction and after removal 
of the embankment, as well as the corresponding 
profiles of qt obtained from CPTU 19.
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exhibited a very stiff  response, characterized by a 
small settlement recovery (≤30 mm).

The sliding deformeters provided measurements 
of local vertical strains of 1 m-thick layers through-
out the whole loading-unloading sequence. The 
distribution of vertical displacement with depth 
provided by the sliding deformeter installed close 
to the center is shown in Figure 7, both in differ-
ential (a) and accumulated form (b). The relevant 
contribution of the thin silty clay layer at ≈1–2 m 
depth and, particularly, of the silt layer between 
8 and 20 m is clearly evident. The influence of 
the embankment load reduces with depth, and 
below 30 m the displacements are very small and 
not detectable by the instruments installed at the 
TTS. After bank removal the observed settlement 
recovery was very small (≈6% of the total vertical 
settlement at the center), as highlighted by the 
dashed area in Figure 7b.

The trend of the vertical strain εz measured by 
sliding deformeter under the bank center in each   
1 m-thick layer was interpreted as a function of 
the increasing vertical stress induced by the bank 
construction, with vertical stress increments esti-
mated from the classical textbook linear elastic-
ity solutions for a circular uniform surface load. 

Figure 8 depicts the typical trend of vertical stress 
εz vs. vertical strain σ ′z responses (plotted starting 
from the geostatic vertical effective stress σ ′z0 ) of  
1-m thick silty and sandy layers. Note in Figure 8 
the variation of curvature throughout the loading 
process, characterized by a much stiffer response 
at the beginning of the loading phase and a much 
softer response after overcoming a threshold stress 
(clearly evident in silt, less pronounced in sand), 
beyond which the straining becomes fully elasto-
plastic. At the end of the loading phase the defor-
mation process is characterized by significant 
creep, followed by a very stiff  unloading response 
with a small settlement recovery.

Hypothesizing that no delayed deformation due 
to consolidation occurred along with the loading 
phase, the sharp variation of curvature in Figure 8 
was interpreted in terms of vertical yielding stress 
σ ′zy. Since strains in the ground developed preva-
lently in the vertical direction, it was tentatively 
assumed that the curves in Figure 8 may be viewed 
as a sort of “one-meter field oedometer” curves 
and σ ′zy may be considered as the preconsolidation 
stress.

4 OCR PROFILES

Figure 9 shows the profiles of the overconsolida-
tion ratio (OCR) with depth under the center of 
the embankment, calculated in three different 
phases:

– Before embankment construction (virgin soil): 
OCR was calculated as OCR = σ ′zy/σ ′zo from 
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“one-meter field oedometer” curves recon-
structed under the embankment center as shown 
in Figure 8. Such OCR profile (solid line in 
Fig. 9) indicates a slight overconsolidation in 
the upper ≈ 8 m of the TTS deposit (possibly 
due to erosion occurred during the Pleistocene, 
combined with the effects of  waves/tides and 
aging).

– After embankment construction (loaded soil): 
OCR was considered equal to 1, assuming that 
the maximum load applied by the embankment 
exceeded the preconsolidation load of the virgin 
soil. (The small OCR increase due to develop-
ing creep strain was considered negligible in the 
context of this study).

– After embankment removal (unloaded soil): 
OCR was evaluated assuming the stress dis-
tribution induced by the maximum applied 
load according to the theory of elasticity for a 
homogenous, isotropic, linear elastic half-space 
under a uniformly loaded circular area.

5 EVALUATION OF OCR IN SAND FROM 
DMT-CPTU

5.1 Basis of the tentative correlation OCR-DMT 
in sand

Correlations OCR-DMT in sand have been 
attempted by Schmertmann (1983); Marchetti 
(1985); Mayne et al. (2009). Correlations KD -OCR 
have also been established for some sites, but with 
local applicability. The method currently considered 
more generally applicable, though highly approxi-
mate, is the method described in TC16 (2001), 
making use of the ratio between the constrained 
modulus M from DMT (MDMT) and the cone pen-
etration resistance qc from CPT. Semi-quantitative 
guidelines reported in TC16 (2001) are: MDMT /qc = 
5–10 in NC sands, MDMT /qc = 12–24 in OC sands. 
The above guidelines originated from previous well-
known results of calibration chamber research on 
sands, showing the strong dependency of the ratio 
between the “operative” Young’s modulus E′ and 
qc on OCR (e.g. Bellotti et al. 1989). Additional 
support to the above indications derives from sev-
eral studies demonstrating the higher sensitivity of 
the DMT, compared to CPT, in monitoring densi-
fication. (E.g. Jendeby 1992 measured qc and MDMT 
before and after the compaction of a loose sand 
fill and found that the compaction increased both, 
but MDMT much more). In summary, since moduli 
increase with OCR at a faster rate than penetra-
tion resistance, the ratio between modulus (more 
sensitive to OCR) and penetration resistance (less 
sensitive to OCR) should increase with OCR.

5.2 Reaction of KD and qt to overconsolidation

The comparisons in Figure 10 illustrate the dif-
ferent reaction of KD (DMT) and qt (CPTU) to 
overconsolidation at the TTS. The attention is 
concentrated here on the sand layer between 2 and 
8 m depth.

Figure 9. OCR profiles before construction, at the end 
of construction and after removal of the embankment.

Figure 10. Influence on the various parameters of the overconsolidation caused by the TTS embankment. (All 
profiles are for the sand layer between 2 to 8 m depth).
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Figure 10 compares the original (pre-
construction) profiles of VS, MDMT and qt with 
the post-removal profiles. All the profiles in 
Figure 10 were obtained from “green grass” 
(i.e. without embankment), the only difference 
being the leftover overconsolidation caused by 
the embankment. The comparison of the pre-
construction and post-removal profiles indicates 
that the overconsolidation is reflected almost negli-
gibly by VS (or G0), to a maximum degree by MDMT, 
to a medium degree by qt. It is worth noting the 
“parallelism” between the in situ trend observed at 
the TTS and the trend observed in previous labora-
tory research. (E.g. Yamashita et al. 2000 showed 
that the benefit of overconsolidation on modulus 
is practically negligible at small strains, maximum 
at “operative” strains, modest at high strains). 
These results suggest that the DMT, in particular 
KD, is considerably more sensitive than the CPT 
cone penetration resistance to stress history.

5.3 Correlations OCR-M/qt and OCR-KD in sand

The experimental diagrams in Figure 11 were 
constructed using same-depth values of  MDMT 
or KD from DMT and qt from CPTU obtained 
from soundings 14, 19 and 20 in sand layers 
(having material index ID > 1.8) between 2 and 35 m 
depth, in combination with OCR estimated as 
previously described. The data pairs MDMT − qt and 
KD − qt were carefully selected by inspecting the 
corresponding MDMT, KD and qt profiles to avoid 
any possible mismatching of  data (test depths/
soil layers) from adjacent DMT and CPTU 
soundings, executed at a few meters distance, 
also in view of  the high heterogeneity of  the soil. 
“Isolated” MDMT − qt and KD − qt data pairs, not 
representative of  a soil layer of  significant thick-
ness, were discarded.

Figure 11. (a) Correlation OCR-MDMT /qt; and (b) Correlation OCR-KD constructed using DMT and CPTU data, 
soundings 14, 19 and 20, from end-of-construction (OCR = 1) and post-removal (OCR > 1) site investigations; 
(c) Correlation MDMT /qt -KD constructed using DMT and CPTU data from all site investigations (pre-construction, 
end-of-construction and post-removal). All data points refer to sand layers (having material index ID > 1.8) between 2 
and 35 m depth.

Figure 11 shows the relationships OCR vs. ratio 
MDMT /qt (Fig. 11a) and OCR vs. KD (Fig. 11b) in 
sand, constructed using DMT and CPTU data 
from end-of-construction (OCR = 1) and post-re-
moval (OCR > 1) site investigations. The regression 
curves shown in Figures 11a and 11b respectively 
indicate the trend of the possible correlations 
OCR-MDMT /qt and OCR-KD.

In view of the above results, the writers found 
natural to check if MDMT /qt and KD are correlated, 
considering the intended use of both for predicting 
OCR. Figure 11c shows several MDMT /qt − KD data 
pairs obtained in sand layers (ID > 1.8) between 2 
and 35 m depth from all SDMT soundings carried 
out before construction, at the end of construction 
and after removal of the embankment. The trend in 
Figure 11c suggests that MDMT /qt and KD are basically 
interrelated and largely involve a similar information, 
hence the possible combined use of both for estimat-
ing OCR would not add any substantial benefit.

The dispersion of the correlations OCR-MDMT /qt 
and OCR-KD in Figures 11a and 11b is very simi-
lar. However the correlation OCR-MDMT /qt is 
believed to be more robust and generally applica-
ble than the correlation OCR-KD. In fact previous 
studies (Marchetti 1985; Schmertmann 1983) have 
indicated that, in sands, the correlation between 
the coefficient of earth pressure at rest K0 (hence 
OCR) and KD depends also on the relative density 
Dr or the friction angle ϕ′. Therefore the OCR-KD 
correlation in Figure 11b has probably local valid-
ity for the Treporti sand. To note also that the 
experimental OCR-MDMT /qt data points obtained 
at the TTS (Fig. 11a) are in good agreement with 
the TC16 (2001) guidelines (MDMT /qc = 5–10 in NC 
sands, MDMT /qc = 12–24 in OC sands).

The diagrams shown in Figure 12 were subse-
quently constructed in order to verify the abil-
ity of  the tentative OCR-MDMT /qt correlation in 
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Figure 11a to predict the OCR of the natural soil 
at the TTS—more difficult to evaluate than the 
artificial OCR imparted by loading-unloading. In 
Figure 12a such tentative OCR-MDMT /qt correla-
tion (solid line) is compared to pre-construction 
OCR-MDMT /qt data points in sand, in which OCR 
of the virgin soil was back-figured from “one-
meter field oedometer” curves as shown in Figure 8. 
Figure 12b shows the parallel comparison of pre-
construction profiles of  OCR of the virgin soil 
back-figured from “one-meter field oedometer” 
curves and estimated from MDMT /qt in sand using 
the correlation in Figure 11a. Figure 12 highlights 
some inconsistency between OCR of the virgin 
soil estimated from field measurements (“one-
meter field oedometer curves”) and from MDMT /qt. 
One possible reason for such discrepancy could be 
the following.

The correlation OCR-MDMT /qt in sand in 
Figure 11a was established using DMT and 
CPTU data associated to OCR values considered 
fairly reliable, having been imparted by appropri-
ate mechanical loading-unloading (OCR = 1 at 
end of construction, OCR > 1 after embankment 
removal). On the other hand, OCR of the virgin 
soil inferred from “one-meter field oedometer” 
curves (Fig. 8) likely incorporates some uncertainty, 
involving some subjective judgment in selecting the 
preconsolidation stress in “one-meter field oedom-
eter” curves in sands, where such curves generally 
lack a well defined curvature change (see e.g. curve 
in sand at 6 m depth on the left in Fig. 8). The 
“field oedometer curves” at the TTS were obtained 
in situ on “natural 1-m high samples”. Sands are 
generally less uniform than clays or silts, hence a 
“natural 1-m high sample” may be composed of 
thin layers of sand having variable OCR, then 

the “field oedometer curve” may exhibit overall a 
smooth curvature rather than a well defined break 
point (while in clays or silts, often more uniform, 
even within 1 m the break point is more easily iden-
tifiable). Moreover, OCR in the upper soil layers 
at the TTS may be due only in part to mechani-
cal overconsolidation, possibly reflecting cumula-
tively other effects (e.g. aging). This result suggests 
the likelihood that many sands existing in nature 
exhibit a continuous curvature oedometer curve, 
eluding the possibility of determining OCR based 
on the classic ratio σ ′p /σ ′v0.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The experimental program at the Treporti Test 
Site, among other notable results (published in pre-
vious papers), provided profiles of OCR at differ-
ent times of the bank life. The OCR values at end 
of construction (OCR = 1) and after embankment 
removal (OCR > 1) are considered fairly reliable, 
having been imparted by appropriate mechani-
cal loading-unloading. The OCR of the virgin 
soil, before embankment construction, was back-
figured from “one-meter field oedometer” curves 
reconstructed from local vertical strains measured 
by sliding deformeter under the embankment 
center in 1 m-thick layers. This estimate of OCR, 
though likely incorporating some uncertainty, is 
of particular interest in view of the difficulty to 
obtain reliable values of OCR in the laboratory in 
the low-plasticity silty soils of the Venice lagoon, 
known to be extremely sensitive to stress relief  and 
disturbance due to sampling.

The availability of parallel profiles of DMT and 
CPTU parameters (constrained modulus MDMT 

Figure 12. (a) Comparison of the OCR-MDMT /qt tentative correlation in Figure 11a (solid line) and pre-construction 
OCR-MDMT /qt data points in sand obtained by combining OCR back-figured from “1-m field oedometer” curves and 
MDMT/qt from pre-construction DMT-CPTU 14 (embankment center); (b) Comparison of OCR profiles of the virgin 
soil back-figured from “1-m field oedometer” curves and estimated by the OCR-MDMT/qt correlation in Figure 11a 
using data obtained in sand from all pre-construction DMT and CPTU soundings.
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and horizontal stress index KD from DMT, cone 
resistance qt from CPTU) obtained at the TTS in 
three different phases—before construction, at 
the end of construction and after removal of the 
embankment—permitted to investigate the possible 
relationship between OCR and the ratio MDMT /qt 
in sand. The relationship OCR-KD was also 
investigated.

The dispersion of the tentative correlations 
OCR-MDMT /qt (Fig. 11a) and OCR-KD (Fig. 11b) 
established for the Treporti sand is very similar. 
However the correlation OCR-MDMT /qt is believed 
to be more robust and generally applicable than the 
correlation OCR-KD. In fact previous studies have 
indicated that, in sands, the correlation between K0 
(hence OCR) and KD depends also on the relative 
density Dr or the friction angle ϕ ′. Therefore the 
OCR-KD correlation in Figure 11b has probably 
local validity for the Treporti sand. To note also 
that the experimental OCR-MDMT /qt data points 
obtained at the TTS are in good agreement with 
previous indications (MDMT /qc = 5–10 in NC sands, 
MDMT /qc = 12–24 in OC sands, TC16 2001).

The results presented in this study indicate that, 
for the Venice lagoon sands, the combined use of 
DMT and CPTU results provides a reasonable 
estimate of the overconsolidation ratio OCR based 
on the ratio MDMT /qt. This finding appears of great 
interest, in view of the well known difficulty to 
estimate OCR in sands. Further research is needed 
to assess the general validity of the proposed cor-
relation in different sites.
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CPTU and DMT for estimating soil unit weight of Lake Bonneville clay 
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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the use of piezecone penetration test (CPTU) and flat-plate 
 dilatometer (DMT) for estimating the soil unit weight of the Lake Bonneville clay in Salt Lake City, 
Utah. Soil unit weight is required when calculating net cone resistance, normalized cone resistance, pore 
pressure ratio, and normalized friction ratio from CPTU results, and horizontal stress index from DMT 
results. To improve the predictive performances of existing correlations additional analysis were carried 
out. This is accomplished by correlating CPTU and DMT parameters with results obtained from high 
quality undisturbed sampling using Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) analyses to develop correlations 
for soil unit weight. MLR analyses showed that the both CPTU and DMT can reasonably estimate the 
soil unit weight of the relatively soft, Lake Bonneville clay deposits with CPTU giving slightly higher 
predictive performance. Proposed correlations emerged for estimation of total unit weight in terms of 
net cone resistance and sleeve friction from CPTU results and P1 value of DMT. By obtaining reliable 
estimates of soil unit weight directly from CPTU and DMT results, geotechnical consultants in the Salt 
Lake Valley would gain benefit for efficient post-processing of the both CPTU and DMT data.

1 INTRODUCTION

The piezecone test (CPTU) involves measuring 
the tip resistance, qc, side friction, fs, and excess 
dynamic pore water pressure, u. The use of this 
device was first developed in Sweden in the early 
1970s. Currently, the CPTU is a widespread and 
very convenient test method that allows for rapid, 
continuous soil profiling and provides economi-
cal estimation of key soil properties for design 
proposes. Meigh (1987) stated that the two main 
advantages of CPTU are: (1) providing a continu-
ous, or virtually continuous, record of ground con-
ditions and (2) avoiding sample disturbance that is 
typically associated with drilling and sampling in a 
conventional manner. Details of the CPTU proce-
dure are provided in ASTM D3441.

The flat dilatometer test (DMT) was developed 
in Italy by Marchetti (1980). It was initially intro-
duced in North America and Europe in 1980 and 
is currently used in over 40 countries (Marchetti 
et al. 2006). Test procedures described by Mar-
chetti (1980), Schmertmann (1986), and in ASTM 
D6635.

The Utah Department of Transportation 
(UDOT) funded a study to improve in situ meth-
ods and their ability to estimate the consolidation 
properties for the soft to medium stiff  Lake Bon-
neville clays that are found throughout the Salt 

Lake Valley, Utah (Bartlett & Ozer 2004). The 
objectives of this research were to correlate high 
quality constant rate of strain (CRS) consolidation 
laboratory test results with DMT results (Ozer et 
al. 2006) and CPTU measurements (Ozer et al. 
2010) so that the latter could be used in future 
geotechnical evaluations and primary consolida-
tion settlement calculations. CRS consolidation 
tests were performed on high quality undisturbed 
thin-walled piston samples obtained at research 
sites. In this paper, data obtained from both DMT 
and CPTU in UDOT study was used to estimate 
unit weight of Lake Bonneville clay. Unit weight 
of the Lake Bonneville clay were measured using 
CRS test ring prior to the CRS consolidation tests 
were initiated. Evaluation of the effectiveness of 
the DMT and CPTU in predicting the soil unit 
weight was accomplished by statistical (i.e., regres-
sion) analyses and by comparing the results of the 
soil unit weights. 

Undisturbed samples of Lake Bonneville Clay 
were taken in three locations in the Salt Lake Valley 
near the Interstate I-15 alignment in down town 
Salt Lake City. CRS tests were performed on high 
quality undisturbed thin-walled piston samples 
obtained at these sites. The overlying and under-
lying Holocene and Pleistocene alluvium, respec-
tively, were not sampled at the research sites. These 
units are more granular and not as compressible; 
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hence characterization of these sediments was less 
important from primary consolidation settlement 
standpoint.

Generally, the surficial Holocene alluvium 
at the research sites consists of about 5 m of 
poorly stratified clay, sand and minor gravel. The 
Holocene alluvium is underlain by about 15 m of 
compressible lacustrine deposits originating from 
the late-Pleistocene Lake Bonneville, which is a 
fresh-water predecessor of the Great Salt Lake. 
This upper Pleistocene sequence consists of inter-
bedded clayey silt and silty clay, with thin beds of 
silt and fine sand found near the middle of the Lake 
Bonneville sequence. These interbedded sediments 
divide the major clay units of the Lake Bonneville 
sediments into the “upper Lake Bonneville clay” 
and the “lower Lake Bonneville clay,” respectively. 
The Lake Bonneville sediments are underlain by 
late-Pleistocene alluvium, which is predominately 
dense to very dense sands and gravels. Beneath this 
alluvium are much stiffer clays associated with ear-
lier lakes that predate Lake Bonneville.

A very detailed and continuous classification 
profile of Lake Bonneville sediments is presented in 
Bartlett and Ozer (2004) and Ozer (2005). In gen-
eral, the upper Lake Bonneville clay is more plastic 
than the lower clay and consists of MH, CL, and 
ML soils. The interbeds are sediments deposited 
when the lake levels were very low and therefore 
have more granular soils representing near-shore-
line conditions. The interbeds are predominantly 
silts (ML), with some beds of clay (CL) and thin 
layers of medium dense sand (SC). The lower Lake 
Bonneville clay is mainly CL soils with some silt 
(ML) layers. 

2 REGRESSION MODEL FOR CPTU

Laboratory total unit weights of Lake Bonneville 
clay is determined using CRS test ring had a height 
of 25.4 mm and an inner diameter of 63.5 mm. 
All Shelby tubes collected from the research sites 
were stored in a humidity room to preserve their 
original water content. Prior to extrusion, 76.2 mm 
long sections of the Shelby tube were cut by a band 
saw. This was done to minimize disturbance of the 
sample during extrusion. The samples were then 
extruded using a standard extruder. Trimming of 
the specimen to fit the CRS consolidation ring was 
carefully done using a wire saw to minimize distur-
bance of the sample. Before placing the soil in the 
CRS consolidation ring, the inner circumference 
of the ring was lubricated with a low-friction lubri-
cant to minimize disturbance. After soil specimens 
were placed in the ring, the top and bottom of the 
specimens were trimmed flush with the ring. Any 
small voids were carefully filled with remolded soil 

without disturbing the specimen. The ring and soil 
specimen was weighed to allow determination of 
total unit weight.

The interbeds within the Lake Bonneville clays 
have interbedded fine sand layers, which must be 
filtered out of the CPTU data before performing 
the subsequent regression analysis. (This was done 
so that these more granular units are not included 
in the correlations. Also, no unit weight determi-
nation was done in this zone). The filtering (i.e., 
removal) of  the fine sand layers was done using 
the soil behavior type index, Ic (Jefferies and Dav-
ies, 1993). Data with Ic values less than 2.6 were 
considered to be granular material and were elimi-
nated from the subsequent statistical analyses. 
After this, the remaining CPTU readings were 
paired by elevation with the laboratory total unit 
weight results. 

For the analysis, the pairing of the CPTU data 
with the laboratory test data was conducted using 
a 1-m average of the CPTU readings. This average 
started 0.5 m above the elevation of each respective 
CRS sample location and continued 0.5 m below 
the CRS sample location. These averaged CPTU 
measurements used in the regression analysis 
included qc, fs, and Δuc. 

2.1 Existing models

Estimation of the soil unit weight based on direct 
measurements of CPTU has a practical value for 
post processing the CPTU raw data. Soil unit 
weight is required when calculating net cone resist-
ance (qn), normalized cone resistance (Qtn), pore 
pressure ratio (Bq), and normalized friction ratio 
(F) from CPTU results, so that the engineering 
properties of the soils can effectively estimated 
without further need for undisturbed sampling to 
determine soil unit weight. 

Larson & Mulabdic (1991) developed a chart to 
estimate unit weight based on pore pressure ratio, 
Bq, and qn for Swedish clays. Lunne et al. (1997) 
suggested a method for estimation of soil unit 
weight based on Robertson’s (1986) soil behavior 
type (SBT) chart. Robertson & Cabal (2010) indi-
cated that even though this method provides rea-
sonable estimates, the SBT zones cover wide range 
of soil density; consequently it does not capture 
the change in soil unit weight due to variations in 
soil density. Robertson & Cabal (2010) developed a 
contour chart to estimate soil unit weight based on 
CPT direct measurements, corrected cone resist-
ance, qt (or cone resistance, qc) and sleeve friction, 
fs. Proposed equation governing the contour chart 
has been tested with the database collected around 
the world, and provided reasonable estimates of 
unit weight. Using an extensive geometarial data-
base, Mayne et al. (2010) proposed an equation 
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based on sleeve friction and effective overburden 
stress. Mayne et al. (2010) showed that the pro-
posed equation reasonably estimates the total unit 
weight of variety of materials including clays, silts, 
sands, tills, and mixed soil types, however predictive 
performance did not seem valid for diatomaceous 
clays and limited applicability on highly calcareous 
soils. Using effective overburden pressure as an 
independent variable, which depends on the total 
unit weight, seems one of the inherent disadvan-
tage of this model when the direct interpretation 
is considered. 

Predictive performances of most recent correla-
tions; Robertson & Cabal (2010), and Mayne et al. 
(2010) models were performed for Lake Bonneville 
clays, and a comparison of calculated values ver-
sus measured ones are shown in Figures 1 and 2, 
respectively. 

As shown from Figures 1 and 2, predictive 
performances of published correlations showed 
modest correlation for the soft to medium stiff  
Lake Bonneville clays. To improve the predic-
tive performance of these correlations additional 

regression analyses were carried out to find addi-
tional factors that might improve the predictive 
performance.

2.2 Proposed model

The independent variables chosen for the multiple 
linear regression (MLR) model were: qc, fs, qt, net 
corrected tip resistance, (qt – σ′vo), and friction ratio, 
Rf. These variables were used to predict total unit 
weight by dividing them into nine different mod-
els as presented in Table 1. (From an application 
standpoint, the regression models should not be 
dependent on the stress units, so all independent 
variables were divided by atmospheric pressure, Pa, 
and depended variable was divided by unit weight 
of water, γw, to make the regression variables 
dimensionless.) All regression analyses shown in 

Figure 1. Predictive performance of Robertson & Cabal 
(2010) model.
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Figure 2. Predictive performance of Mayne et al. (2010) 
model.
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Table 1. Data variables sets and linear regression equa-
tions for normalized total unit weight. 

Data
set

Independ-
ent 
variables

R2

(%)

Equation (From the model given in 
Equation 1, and regression output 
by using Microsoft EXCEL, back 
transformed linear regression):

A (qc /Pa) 77

B (qt /Pa) 77

C (fs  /Pa) 52

D (Rf) 20

E
(qt /Pa),
(Rf) 80

F
(fs /Pa),
(Rf) 79

G 74

H
(qc /Pa),
(fs /Pa ) 78

I
(qc /Pa),
(qt /Pa )
and (Rf)

78
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Figure 3. Comparison of unit weight values with model 
E of Table 1.
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Table 2. Summary of DMT results for Bonneville clay.

DMT 
test no. 
and 
location

Average
ID

Average
KD

Average
ED

Upper 
Bonne-
ville

Lower 
Bonne-
ville

Upper 
Bonne-
ville

Lower 
Bonne-
ville

Upper 
Bonne-
ville

Lower 
Bonne-
ville

DMT–1 
N. T. 0.468 0.249 3.04 3.03 44.1 31.8

DMT -2 
S. T. 0.430 0.330 3.67 3.05 43.7 57.5

lines represent the results of Model E and dots 
represent the laboratory test results. Model E pro-
vides reasonably close prediction of the laboratory 
results for the Lake Bonneville clays. 

3 REGRESSION MODEL FOR DMT

3.1 DMT results

The average values of ID, KD and ED for the Lake 
Bonneville clays at the research sites are summa-
rized in Table 2. 

Values of Po and P1 increase approximately lin-
early with depth for the upper Lake Bonneville 
clay, but P1 did not follow the same trend for the 
lower Lake Bonneville clay (Ozer et al. 2006). Also 
in the upper Lake Bonneville clay, the values of Po 
and P1 are very similar. (This might be attributed 
to very small values of ID, which is an index of 
relative spacing between Po and P1). The horizon-
tal stress index, KD, is almost constant both for the 
upper Lake Bonneville clay with an average value 
of 3.67 and for the lower Lake Bonneville clay with 
an average value of 3.05. The dilatometer modulus, 
ED, is almost constant for the upper Lake Bonnev-
ille clay, except for a silty clay layer at the middle of 
this zone. Values of ED increase linearly with depth 
in the lower Lake Bonneville clay. 

3.2 Existing model

Marchetti & Craps (1981) developed a chart for 
determining soil type and unit weight from DMT 
material index, ID, and dilatometer modulus, ED. 
Marchetti et al. (2006) indicated that the main 
scope of this chart is not the accurate estima-
tion of the total unit weight; it generally provides 
an average value. Unit weight of Bonneville clay 
determined based on Marchetti & Craps (1981) 
chart compared with the laboratory measurements 
(Fig. 4). As shown in Figure 4, predictive perform-
ance of Marchetti & Craps (1981) chart showed 
modest correlation for the soft to medium stiff  
Lake Bonneville clays. To improve the  predictive 

Table 1 were performed using Microsoft EXCEL. 
These models have the general form:

y = β0x1
β1x2

β2 (1)

This can be expressed in a linear form for multiple 
regression using: 

log y = log β0 + β1 log x1 + β2 log x2 (2)

A comparison of soil unit weight predicted from 
Model E (since it gave highest R2 value) of Table 1 
and laboratory results can be seen in Figure 3. The 
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performance of the chart additional regression 
analyses were carried out to find additional factors 
that might improve the predictive performance.

3.3 Proposed model

Estimation of the soil unit weight based on direct 
measurements of DMT has a practical value for 
post processing the DMT raw data. Soil unit weight 
is required when calculating horizontal stress index 
(KD), from DMT results (Marchetti 1980). By 
using KD, Marchetti (1980) proposed relations to 
estimate fundamental engineering properties of 
the soil such as: coefficient of earth pressure at rest 
(Ko), overconsolidation ratio (OCR), undrained 
shear strength (su), internal friction angle (φ), and 
vertical drained constrained modulus (M). There-
fore, reliable estimate of unit weight based on 
direct DMT measurements without further need 
for undisturbed sampling can provide reliable post 
processing.

The independent variables chosen for the multi-
ple linear regressions (MLR) model were: corrected 
first dilatometer reading, Po, corrected second 
dilatometer reading, P1, and dilatometer modulus, 
ED. These variables were used to predict total unit 
weight by dividing them into four different mod-
els as presented in Table 3. (From an application 
standpoint, the regression models should not be 
dependent on the stress units, so all independent 
variables were divided by atmospheric pressure, Pa, 
and depended variable was divided by unit weight 
of water, γ w, to make the regression variables 
dimensionless.) All regression analyses shown in 
Table 3 were performed using Microsoft EXCEL. 
These models have the general form as presented in 
Equations 1 and 2. 

As shown in Table 3, predictive performances 
of the first three models were reasonably close. 
A comparison of soil unit weight predicted from 
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Figure 4. Predictive performance of Marchetti & Craps 
(1981) chart.

Table 3. Data variables sets and linear regression equa-
tions for normalized total unit weight. 

Data
Set

Inde-
pendent 
Variables

R2

(%)

Equation (From the model given 
in Equation 1, and  regression 
output by using Microsoft 
EXCEL, back transformed linear 
regression):

A (P1/Pa) 72

B (Po/Pa) 71

C
(P1 /Pa),
(Po / Pa) 72

D (ED /Pa) 16

Model A (since it gave highest R2 value) of Table 2 
and laboratory results can be seen in Figure 4. The 
lines represent the results of Model A and dots 
represent the laboratory test results. Model A pro-
vides reasonably close prediction of the laboratory 
results for the Lake Bonneville clays. 

4 CONCLUSIONS

MLR analyses showed that the both CPTU and 
DMT can adequately predict the soil unit weight 
of the relatively soft, Lake Bonneville clay deposits 
with CPTU giving slightly higher predictive per-
formance. The use of the MLR equations is recom-
mended for geotechnical evaluations for locations 
underlain by the silty clay and clayey silt sediments 
of Lake Bonneville in Utah. These clayey depos-
its constitute the “deep water deposits” of Lake 
Bonneville that are found in the lower elevations 
of many northern Utah valleys in Salt Lake, Utah, 
Davis, Weber and Box Elder Counties. Although 
the recommended correlations were developed spe-
cifically for the Salt Lake Valley Lake Bonneville 
deposits, we expect that the model will have ade-
quate performance for other northern Utah locales 
where the Lake Bonneville clays is found. This 
expectation is based on the premise that because 
these clays have the same geologic origin, they will 
be reasonably similar in their geotechnical proper-
ties, regardless of the specific location.

However, it may be prudent to perform addi-
tional sampling and CPTU and DMT testing to 
verify the performance of our models for other 
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Utah locales outside of Salt Lake Valley. Using 
this approach, and as the statistical basis for the 
MLR models grows with additional data, reliable 
estimate of unit weight based on both CPTU and 
DMT measurements without further need for 
undisturbed sampling can provide reliable post 
processing. The reliability of these models from 
predicting behavior of other clay deposits of vari-
ous origins and locations is unknown and should 
be further researched.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Within the last twenty years on the one hand we 
have observed enormous interest in in-situ tests 
on the part of geotechnical engineers, while on the 
other hand—we have seen considerable advances in 
the technological development of equipment used in 
these tests and in terms of interpretation of results. 
These achievements have been documented in the 
recent years in several monographs, e.g. Lunne et al. 
(1997), Schnaid (2009), proceedings from profes-
sional conferences, e.g. Fonseca, Mayne (2004), 
Huang (2008), Mayne et al. (2008), Failmezegas, 
Anderson (2006), Robertson (2010) as well as stud-
ies of fundamental importance, which provided 
significant contribution to the concept of the theo-
retical description and interpretation of results from 
in-situ testing. In this respect we need to mention 
studies by Jamiołkowski (2001), Robertson (1990, 
2009), Mayne (2001, 2007) and Lunne et al. (1997).

Despite such significant achievements, several 
problems formulated in the 1980’s (Jamiołkowski 
et al. 1988) still continue to intrigue geotechnical 
engineers and are subjects of their investigations.

Studies conducted in the recent years have 
concerned several problems, which have not been 
solved to date and as such have been an impulse 
for further analyses. These problems to a certain 
degree are connected with the concept of a “reli-
able” soil parameter, formulated by Karslud & 
Lunne (2005). 

Obviously the above mentioned term has been 
inspired by the results of studies on the quality 
of samples for laboratory analyses, constituting 
the calibration for results from in-situ tests (Long 
2002; Tanaka 2007; de Groot et al. 2003). In the 
definition of the “reliable soil parameter” particu-
lar importance is attached to the application of 
back analysis and the observational method (Van 
Staveren 2006, 2008; Koda 2011) to verify param-
eters determined on the basis of in-situ tests using 
various types of devices. Values of “reliable soil 
parameters” are also significantly influenced by 
the evaluation of precision and accuracy of the 
parameter determined by individual devices. It 
needs to be stressed here that in contrast to labo-
ratory analyses, where this problem was already 

thoroughly investigated in the 1970’s (e.g. Lee 
1974), this subject in the context of in-situ testing 
has been focused on as late as after the year 2000. 
There is a limited number of publications on this 
problem and they typically concern only CPTU 
(Młynarek 2010). 

The varied precision of determination of soil 
parameters using different in-situ techniques also 
has a significant effect on correlation dependen-
cies. This fact is manifested particularly when the 
so-called interrelationships are used, being a result 
of two different testing techniques, e.g. CPTU and 
DMT.

A much more extensive body of literature con-
cerns a problem similar to the evaluation of test-
ing quality, i.e. identification of factors influencing 
parameters measured in in-situ tests. There are lit-
erature items discussing the above mentioned issue 
in terms of such testing techniques as standard 
penetration test (SPT), dynamic probe testing and 
vane test (VT) as well as pressuremeter test.

Some issues were already presented in the so-
called Regional Reports at the CPT’10 conference 
in Los Angeles (Robertson 2010). These problems 
include interpretation of in-situ testing results of 
the so-called “transition soil” (Kezdi 1959), inter-
mediate soils (Lunne et al. 1999; Robertson 2009) 
or calcareous sands. These soils are found over vast 
areas of land in many countries worldwide, thus 
this subject needs to be considered important in 
terms of research. 

The brief  considerations presented above indi-
cate several problems being of interest for geotech-
nical engineers and connected with the direct use 
of in-situ testing results and related to this confer-
ence session.

These problems include:

a. evaluation of the effect of factors on measured 
parameters during subsoil testing using different 
techniques and the effect of testing quality on 
the forecasted mechanical parameters of soils,

b. verification of mechanical parameters deter-
mined from different testing techniques and 
physical characteristics of soils in the subsoil 
with the use of back analysis and elements of 
the observational method,
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c. design of new devices for subsoil testing under 
complex soil conditions in order to obtain addi-
tional information or parameters to evaluate 
subsoil properties,

d. application of the so-called interrelationships 
from different testing techniques and laboratory 
analyses to evaluate mechanical parameters of 
soils in the subsoil

e.  application of different in-situ techniques to 
examine non-textbook soils and intermedi-
ate soils as well as the interpretation of testing 
results for this group of soils.

Thus we need to examine in more detail which 
papers presented in this session are connected with 
the above mentioned problems and what answers 
they supply to the intriguing questions related with 
this field.

2 A REVIEW OF TOPICS OF 
PRESENTED PAPERS

The Conference Scientific Committee qualified 
14 papers to the direct push-in in-situ tests session. 
These papers may be classified to the 5 groups 
of topics given in the introduction. Group “a” 
comprises 4 papers, group “b”—1, group “c”—2, 
while in group “d” there are 4 papers and in group 
“e”—3 papers.

Papers: Ibáñez et al. Measuring Energy in 
dynamic probing, Restrepo et al. Measurements of 
energy and dynamic force using instrumented SPT 
in a soil profile and wave propagation analysis, 
Yimsiri. Energy ratio of SPT practice performed in 
Thailand. Dung, Chang. Behavior of the standard 
penetration test SPT in sandy deposits perfectly fit 
the subject matter of group “a”, connected with 
the analysis of factors influencing values in the 
adopted in-situ testing technique. These papers 
focus on two techniques: SPT and DPSH. 

It is worthwhile preceding the SPT test by the 
brief  commentary. The starting point for the 
analysis of factors in SPT is the functional, which 
describes the penetration process. The form of the 
functional may be determined on the basis of iden-
tification of factors influencing measured blow 
count number NSPT (eg. de Mello 1971; Schnaid 
2008). These factors make it possible to function-
ally describe the penetration process in SPT. This 
functional takes the form:

NSPT = f (θ1, θ2)  (1)

θ1—is a set of independent variables, connected 
with testing devices and technique, e.g. rod length, 
distribution of energy and dissipation of kinetic 
energy onto rods, the sampler and the anvil.

θ2—is a set of independent variables, defin-
ing the soil medium e.g. uniformity index of soil, 
porosity, soil structure and state of consistency, 
OCR, hydrological regime and state of stress at the 
level of measured blow count.

It needs to be stressed that the general solution 
of equation (1) is not known. An extensive body of 
information has been provided in the course of the 
last decade from an analysis of partial functions 
resulting from equation (1). Generally to obtain 
these solutions empirical equations were used 
together with the mechanical analysis of dynamic 
penetration tests, by the application of wave prop-
agation theory, (e.g. Schnaid 2009; Odebrecht et al. 
2005). Detailed studies were conducted to assess 
the distribution of energy onto rods and the sam-
pler. Apart from analytical formulas concerning 
this issue, presented in the discussed papers, the 
method of standardization is applied for the meas-
ured N-value to a reference value of 60% of the 
potential energy of the SPT hammer, as suggested 
by Seed et al. (1985) or Skempton (1986). 

Ibáñez et al. based the interpretation of results 
on the application of an equation proposed by 
Dahlberg, Bergdahl (1975) to assess sleeve friction 
on the rods, while for the determination of maxi-
mum energy transmitted to the rod skin—applying 
the modification by Oderbrecht, Schnaid (2005) 
to the ENTHRU formula (equations 1 and 2 in 
this paper). A definite achievement of this study 
was the construction of the ENTHRU cone for-
mula for DPSH testing. This formula is based on 
equilibrium condition (equation no. 12 after the 
paper):

ENTHRUcone = Esampler − Ef  (2) 

Where Ef —frictional energy, Esampler—noted 
according to the formula proposed by Oderbrecht, 
Schnaid (2005).

The ENTHRUcone formula defined by the 
authors is noted as equation 14 after the paper:

ENTHRU h p g p

m g p T p
r m

coneU h ah p m

r
h

= hh + ⋅mm ⋅ +p

+ ⋅m ⋅ ⋅p − ⋅p
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1 3 4
[ (m gh g⋅ m ⋅η4η )
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⋅⋅

⎡
⎣⎢
⎡⎡
⎣⎣

⎤
⎦⎥
⎤⎤
⎦⎦g h⋅ (3)

The formula contains several coefficients. 
Indexes of the equation are given in this paper. In 
order to verify and analyze the concept the authors 
conducted 200 tests in sands, while in order to 
assess the distribution of energy they applied an 
original measurement system based on four gain 
gauges and two accelerometers mounted below 
the point of contact between the hammer and the 
anvil and the opposite site. An achievement of this 
study was showing that energy efficiency factors nn 
and n1 are not same and values of coefficient nkt, 
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amounting to 0.765 for SPT, may not be directly 
adapted to the DPSH test.

Dung and Chung defined the aim of their pub-
lication as finding a relationship between blow 
count and cumulative depth of penetration in SPT. 
The principle of  the energy balance approach was 
applied in this analysis. The concept of  solving the 
presented problem was based on the model of  a 
miniature open-ended steel pipe pile, simulating 
the tip of  the SPT probe, and the verification of 
the solution provided by the model thanks to the 
performance of the in-situ test. These tests were 
conducted in a subsoil composed of a strongly 
compacted sand. On the one hand, this element 
made it possible to limit the number of variables 
θ2 (equation 1), which influenced on the measured 
blow count, while on the other hand they were sup-
posed to provide answers to an interesting question 
to what extent penetration resistance is underesti-
mated if  the number of blows reached NSPT = 50 
(maximum number of blows), while thickness is 
less than 30 cm, and what is the “true” value of 
blows at that depth. The answer was to solve the 
problem of evaluation of geotechnical parameters 
in strongly compacted sands. An interesting and 
significant element for the verification and for the 
theoretical solution was provided by the measure-
ment of the length of the soil plug in the sampler 
(Fig. 10 in the paper). The model adopted for the 
theoretical solution is shown by the authors in Fig. 
1 at the paper:

However, significant limitations were introduced 
to this model. The principal limitations include the 
assumption that soil is homogeneous, the local shaft 
resistance acting on the inner walls of the sampler 
is not accounted for in the total shaft resistance; 
soil parameters e.g. Φ, K0 are constant at each test 
point. An advantage of this study is connected 
with its methodological character and—as it was 
reported by the authors—the paper may provide 
background for further analyses. The authors also 
showed that a simulation of relationship between 
SPT blow counts and cumulative penetration wave 
may be well described by the quadratic equation 
of penetration increment related from each blow. 
This relationship showed high consistency with the 
dependence obtained in in-situ calibration tests. 
On the other hand, the geometrical form of this 
relationship may be influenced by the mechanism 
of the formation of the soil plug in the SPT sam-
pler. Moreover, the information on the number of 
blows is also significant, i.e. N-value = 50 blows 
for penetration <30 cm. The authors showed that 
a simple linear relationship may be reliably used to 
extrapolate the “true” N-value from the pre-mature 
N-value = 50 blows < 30 cm. It will be of interest 
to know the opinion of the authors on the effect 
of the incorporation of local shaft resistance act-
ing on the inner walls of the sampler and the sand 
grain : cylinder diameter ratio in the model, which 
would be exerted on the predicted evaluation of 
the “true” N-value. 

A paper by Yimsiri, entitled “Energy ratio of 
SPT practice performed in Thailand”, well sup-
plements the study by Ibáñez et al. Analysis of the 
energy ratio coefficient for three different types of 
hammers in SPT is the subject of this study. The 
energy ratio is defined as a coefficient determining 
maximum energy transmitted to the drill rod dur-
ing an impact event. The author determined this 
coefficient using two methods, i.e. the F2 method, 
which is based on the force measurement concept 
using an original formula by Palacioss (1977); 
and the force velocity integration method (FV), 
presented in ASTMD 4633. The distribution of 
kinetic energy onto the anvil and the rods was 
measured by that author with the application of 
sensors and an accelerometer (Figs. 4 and 5 after 
the report). The author applied standard devia-
tion to evaluate the precision of tests performed 
with the use of different hammers. These analyses 
led to the formulation of several important conclu-
sions, which are significant for the tested subsoil 
in Bangkok. These conclusions include the find-
ing that testing precision for individual hammers 
is considerably varied (Fig. 1 in the report), while 
the index assessing the energy ratio from the two 
methods, FV and F2, is not constant. This index 
changes within a range from 0.8 to 1.4. However, 
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it is difficult to state whether these differences are 
statistically significant, since a low number of rep-
lication was performed, which was also stressed 
by the author. For individual hammers the energy 
ratio was recorded at 49% for the donut hammer, 
68% for the safety hammer and 95% for the trip 
hammer, respectively. Tested subsoils were com-
posed of stiff  clay and a dense sand layer. It is of 
interest whether the author considered the energy 
ratio separately in the layer of clay and sand.

The paper by Restrepo et al. may to a certain 
extent constitute a comparison of results reported 
by Yimsiri. Those authors in the assessment of the 
energy ratio (defined by the authors as the efficiency 
ratio) used the F2 and FV methods. Measurements 
under in situ conditions were performed using the 
same technique by mounting strain gauges and 
piezoelectric accelerometers in the module (Fig. 3 
in the paper). 

The authors formulated the partial function of 
equation (1), which they wrote after Seed (2001)—
equation 1 at the paper. An original achievement 
of the paper is connected with the simulation of 
one-dimensional wave propagation according to 
Smith’s law. The physical model of a rigid pile was 
adopted in the theoretical solution. The solution 
was obtained using the finite difference method. 
The comparison of the results with the paper pre-
sented by Yimisiri is based on the fact that the tested 
subsoil was composed of a clay layer of medium 
hard consistency and very dense sand. Values of 
energy ratio coefficients, which were obtained from 
the F2 and FV methods, are given in Fig. 6 in that 
paper. The range of variation for this coefficient 
is smaller for the F2 method, amounting to 51.1%, 
while for the FV method it is 54.39%.

The mean value of the coefficient coincides well 
with the mean value reported by Yimsiri for the 
donut hammer. We need also to stress here the com-
ment by the authors on the potential application of 
high frequency wave propagation in the assessment 
of soil strength parameters along the sampler.

The problem group “b” is represented by a paper 
by Abu-Farsakh, Yu. A comparison of predicted 
embankment settlement from piezocone penetra-
tion test with field measurement and laboratory 
estimated. The paper by Abu-Farsakh and Yu con-
cerns prediction and measurement of settlement of 
two embankments founded on soft clayey silt. The 
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geometry of embankment is described as follows: 
the eastern embankment height app. 2.5 m, width 
app. 37.0 m, the western embankment height app. 
1.8 m, width app. 34.0 m. CPTU (PCPT) static pen-
etration and edometric test performed on selected 
samples with the use of a Shelby sampler were con-
ducted to predict settlements. Moreover, control 
shear strength tests were also performed. The con-
strained modulus from CPTU, calculated accord-
ing to the formula proposed by Sanglerat (1972) 
and Abu-Farsakh, was used to forecast settlements 
and the course of subsoil consolidation. Calcula-
tions were made according to dependence (1) given 
in the paper as for the linear-elastic medium. The 
method proposed by Teh and Houlsby, determin-
ing the horizontal coefficient of consolidation, was 
applied in order to calculate the course of subsoil 
consolidation in time. 

Predicted settlements and their course in time 
were verified in situ with the use of installed hori-
zontal inclinometers (Figs. 4 and 5 in the paper). 
Such a testing program and performed analysis 
need to be highly praised. Generally this program 
could facilitate the application of a back analysis 
in the verification of the dependence, which the 
authors used in the determination of moduli Mav 
(M) from CPTU test (PCPT). The authors pro-
posed several interesting conclusions, such as the 
fact that vertical coefficients of consolidation gen-
erally agree well with laboratory measured values 
and the proposal of a formula for the determina-
tion of the modulus from CPTU according to the 
formula M = 3.15qt. (Fig. 6 at the paper).

Due to the shown significant differences between 
the measured and predicted settlements (Figs. 7, 8 
in the paper) and the rate of consolidation settle-
ment (Fig. 9) several questions and doubts may be 
voiced here:

− was vertical settlement measured or was it only 
horizontal displacement with the use of an 
inclinometer. Plastic silty clays are found in the 
subsoil, as shown by the low values of qc and 

Su (Fig. 1 in the paper), thus we need to expect 
also considerable vertical settlements. What set-
tlements are plotted in Figs. 7, 8?

− How was shear modulus G determined, was it 
only from a laboratory sample testing, or was 
this value verified in an in-situ test, e.g. SCPTU 
or SDMT? It is important, since subsoil shows a 
stabilization zone at a depth range of 20 ft–27 ft 
(Fig. 2 in the paper).

− The authors stated that the proposed method 
to predict the total consolidation based on the 
modulus from dependence M0 = 3.15qt provides 
a better assessment of predicted settlements 
than the calculated settlements based on moduli 
established from the Sanglerat method and edo-
metric analyses. Are these differences statisti-
cally significant? 

− Why is the settlement least consistent with 
measured values obtained when the modulus 
from edometric tests is introduced to the cal-
culations? It would also be of interest to calcu-
late moduli from back analysis on the basis of 
measured settlements and to compare their val-
ues with the results from CPTU and edometric 
analyses.

− Did the authors consider the possibility of cal-
culating settlements assuming an isotropic lin-
ear elastic model of the subsoil, which provides 
a good model for behavior under load in case 
of a subsoil composed of plastic clays. Such 
calculations may be conducted by construct-
ing a model of rigidity using the IDW method 
(Młynarek 2007) on the basis of moduli from 
CPTU or edometric tests. In such a case calcula-
tions could be made using the MES method. 

Problem group “c” contains a very interesting 
paper by Sacchetto and Trevisan “CPTs executed 
in difficult conditions using CPTWD (cone pen-
etration test while drilling) and future develop-
ments”. This paper presents a new and advanced 
technology of CPTU testing combined with drill-
ing in a geotechnically difficult situation. Tests 
were performed in a very rigid subsoil, where soils 
should formally be classified as non-penetrable 
soils for CPT. An additional difficulty was con-
nected with the fact that the tests were performed 
on water region. A particular achievement of this 
study results from the fact that the paper meets 
expectations of numerous research and invest-
ment programs, related e.g. with wind farms and 
other objects located on water regions and the fact 
that the next technological step for the designed 
device will be to install a wireline flat dilatometer 
(WL-MeduSA), a wireline sampler. Technological 
specification and examples of testing results are 
very well illustrated in the paper (Figs. 3, 6, 8, 9, 10 
and 11 in the paper). The starting point for the 

Figure 5. Comparison of constrained modulus and 
coefficient of consolidation.
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design of the device was to specify conditions, 
which the device should meet for the performance 
of CPT combined with drilling, i.e.:

a) the point of application of the thrust on the 
rods needs to be somehow joined to the soil to be 
tested (the point of application of the thrust cannot 
be floating), b) the reaction to the thrust must be 
proportional to the resistance of the soil, in terms 
of the sum of resistance of the tip and total friction 
resistance along the whole drillstring (this is one of 
the reasons for so-called “refusal”); if  the reaction 
is poor it is not possible for the rods to be pushed, 
since the penetrometer cannot fully develop its 
thrust; c) the rods and the whole structure should 
be strong enough to bear the thrust applied by the 
penetrometer (commonly the standard Ø 35.6 mm 
rods cannot bear more than 17 ÷ 18 tonnes).

In order to meet the above mentioned condi-
tions the authors changed rod diameters and con-
structed an integrated system between standard 
CPTU and a wireline coring system. This system 
made it possible to record CPTU parameters and 
the MWD data (Flow, Torque, thrust, ROP). When 
commenting on this paper it needs to be added that 
in onshore testing such structures were realized 
which facilitate testing in case of non-penetrable 
soils. In this context we may mention the design 
of a static-dynamic probe Andina (Sanglerat 1972) 
(Fig. 1) or a static dynamic probe combined with 
drilling (Ampasol by ap van den Berg, Nillson— 
see the paper in the group “e”) 

A very good supplementation of a paper by 
Sacchetto and Trevisan is provided by an article 
by Cavallaro et al. “Site characterization by in-situ 

and laboratory tests of the sea bed in the Genova 
Harbour (Italy)”. The subject of the paper is also 
connected with the problems discussed in papers 
from group “a”. The aim of this paper is to present 
results from subsoil tests for the construction of a 
new container quay Calata Bettolo near the Genova 
Harbour. Apart from the determined empirical 
dependencies for the forecasted shear modulus G0, 
G and damping ratio DCJ a very interesting aspect 
is connected with the application of SDMT in the 
assessment of these parameters and their changes 
with shear strain “γ ”. The merit of this paper is 
emphasized by the fact that—similarly as in the 
paper by Sacchetto and Trevisan—SDMT tests 
were performed from a floating barge.

The technique of these tests and the adapta-
tion of the barge for testing are described in detail 
in the paper and will definitely be considered of 
interest by geotechnical engineers conducting tests 
on water regions. In-situ testing comprised SDMT 
and exploratory drillings, while determinations 
in resonant columns (RCT) were performed in a 
laboratory to determine shear modulus G and 
values of the damping ratio. Samples for analy-
ses were isotropically reconsolidated in order to 
obtain the best estimation of the in-situ mean 
effective stress. Two verification criteria concern-
ing quality of conducted tests need to be stressed 
here. In order to verify in-situ tests subsoil analy-
ses were performed both on the existing jelly and 
offshore, while the verification of the determined 
G0 values from SDMT was performed in the above 
mentioned RCT. Such a verification made it pos-
sible for the authors to formulate comprehensible 
conclusions in the context of precision in in-situ 
testing, as well as the quality of obtained empirical 
relationships. The replication test made it possible 
for the authors to assess precision of wave veloc-
ity measurements in in-situ tests at Vs = 1–2%. We 
need to stress here the generally high assessment of 
SDMT precision, which even in an unconventional 
material, such as postflotation tailings, is very sim-
ilar (Gogolik S. 2006).

Subsoils in the analyzed area were composed 
of fine sand, weakly gray silty and silty clay, lit-
tle overconsolidated. The merits of this paper 
include:

– A description of complete subsoil stratigraphy 
along with parameters Cu, M, Kd (Fig. 5 in the 
paper)

– Showing high consistency between shear modu-
lus obtained by the shear wave velocity profiles 
by SDMT and RCM at small strain.

– Determination of coefficients for the for-
mula proposed by Yokata et al. (1981), which 
describes decay of shear modulus with shear 
strain level

Figure 6. Drill rig used for the CPTWD from a float-
ing barge.

Figure 7. Andina static-dynamic probe.
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  in which:
  G(γ ) = strain dependent shear modulus:
  γ  [%] = shear strain:
  α β = soil constants

We need to consider the following fact to be inter-
esting and important that the change in coefficient 
G/G0 = f (γ ) (FIG. 8 after the paper) differs from 
the one that we may find in the literature eg. Mayne 
(2001). The value of this coefficient determined by 
the authors at γ = 0.001% is 0,6, while according 
to Mayne it is approx. 0, 35. This fact shows that 
the normalized shear modulus is influenced by sev-
eral factors, one of which is also the type of soil (eg. 
Hardin et al. 1978; Jamiolkowski et al. 1995). We 
need to mention here that information on this coef-
ficient is a starting point for the assessment of static 
and dynamic Young’s moduli of elasticity.

Problem group “d” is represented by 3 papers, 
which provide a considerable body of interesting 
information for the construction of interrelation-
ships from different subsoil testing techniques. A 
good example of a thoroughly performed analysis 
and tests, as well as the application of reverse analy-
sis is provided by a paper by Singh, Chang; Evalua-
tion of deep sand unit weight estimated from CPT. 
The scope of actually performed testing is much 
wider than suggested by the title. The aim of the 
study was to determine the relationship between 
cone resistance from CPT, or verification of sig-
nificant rekationships and unit weight of sand γt 
deposited at a considerable depth (20–25 m). This 
fact means that significant factors influencing this 
relationship include the overburden pressure e.g. 
σv0 and probably OCR. Assessment of “reliable” 
values of unit weight of sand is particularly com-
plicated, since the method to verify the obtained 
value “γ ” should be a volumetric method (labora-
tory analysis). Problems with obtaining high quality 
samples for these analyses are commonly known. 
In the verification of the relationship between γt 
and cone resistance qt (CPTU test) the authors 
applied the SDMT test and analyses of samples 
collected with a conventional SPT  sampler. There 

may be some doubts whether high-quality samples 
were obtained from such considerable depths and 
what method was used to evaluate this quality (see 
Tanaka 2007; Long 2002).

Tests were conducted in the Nokdong River 
Delta, where the layer of sand is covered by a uni-
form clay layer (Fig. 1 in the paper). The paper con-
tains a good review of currently applied empirical 
relationships for the determination of γt from CPTU 
and SDMT. A definite merit of this paper, being the 
effect of verification using back analysis, is connected 
with the proposed new formula for the assessment 
of γt from CPTU. The paper presents in detail com-
ments on measurement uncertainties and obtained 
differences in the estimation of γt values. This is very 
well illustrated by Fig. 5 from the paper.

Back analysis made it possible for the authors to 
determine the relationship between cone resistance 
and unit weight of investigated sand in the form: 

γ r
c

t

Ic

q= − ⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

20 159 0 1632
4

1
0 01. .159 0 .  (5)

where, qn = (qt /pa)/(σ′v0 • pa)0.5

Denotations for indexes in the formula are 
explained in detail in the paper. The new depend-
ence matches reasonably well those from the labo-
ratory tests and the Vs method. Moreover, for this 
relationship a satisfactory statistical evaluation 
was also obtained at the regression coefficient R2 = 
0.877 (Fig. 6 in the paper).

Pedrini and Giacheti presented in their paper 
entitled “The seismic SPT to determine the maxi-
mum shear modules” interesting remarks and a 
calibration test for the hybrid test, which is based 
on the standard SPT and recording of a seismic 
wave. The concept for this test is well illustrated by 
Figs. 1 and 3 (in the paper).

The authors used a manually operated sledge 
hammer to generate a seismic wave. Such a sys-
tem provided effective control of sampler penetra-
tion. For each sampler depth a seismic wave was 
generated and recorded on the ground surface 
using boxes with geophones. Wave velocity was 

Figure 9. Comparison between the estimated γ t values 
from various methods.

Figure 8. G/G0 γ  curves from RCT tests. 
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calculated dividing space over time. Due to the fact 
that wave propagation in this testing technique 
takes place inside a stratified medium (subsoil) 
Snell’s law was applied to determine two variables: 
space and time. This law describes the equilibrium 
condition (equation 2 after the paper) between 
the reflected ray and the refracted ray (Fig. 3 in 
the paper). The authors performed calculations 
and simulations using the DTS method (delay 
time between serial sources). The paper contains 
a detailed description of the performance of tests 
on an experimental plot at Bauru near São Paolo. 
Subsoil in the roof part was composed of clayey-
silty mud, while in the deeper layers from silty 
sand (Fig. 6 in the paper). The authors adopted 
a routine SCTPU and the down-hole tests as the 
calibration test for the performed hybrid SPT test. 
Calibration consisted of two stages. The first stage 
consisted the calculation of the refracted ray path 
using Snell’s law (Tab. 1 in the paper), while the 
following stage comprised a direct comparison of 
the course of wave Vs at various depths from both 
methods (Fig. 8 after the paper). The success of 
the applied concept to perform the measurements 
constitutes a tangible achievement of this study. 

The average relative errors between Vs measured 
by the S-SPT test and by the two other tests, i.e. 
down-hole and SCPTU, amounted to 10%. It may 
be observed in Fig. 8 that the greater error zone 
is located at a depth from approx. 5.0 m to 8.0 m, 
where clayey silty sand is found, the subsoil is prob-
ably a zone of silty sand of low homogeneity.

The problem which continues to attract much 
attention is connected with forecasting and record-
ing of the course of consolidation in case of weak 
subsoil under the load of a building structure. 
Despite many advanced theories describing the 
process of consolidation, a simple and popular 
method is the approach applying a 1-D model by 
Terzaghi. Advantages and disadvantages of this 
model are commonly known. A great achievement 
of the 1980’s was connected with the introduc-
tion of the CPTU technique and the possibility 
to perform the dissipation test within this tech-
nique. Numerous proposals and theoretical con-
siderations made it possible to determine from 
this method the compression index Cc and con-
duct a forecast for the course of the consolida-
tion process directly under in-situ conditions. The 
authors of the paper entitled “In situ evaluation 
of compressibility for normally consolidated clays 
using PCPT”—Lee, Park and Kyung focused on 
one assumption for the 1-D model according to 
Terzaghi, which diverges from the physical model 
of the consolidation process, i.e. the condition of a 
constant value of hydraulic conductivity and small 
volumetric changes. The authors made an attempt 
to include volumetric changes in the consolidation 
process, modifying the equation of the dissipation 
process in the CPTU test (PCPTU) to the form 
written as equation 3 in that paper. A key element 
in the incorporation of changes in the porosity 
index “e”, which defines volumetric changes, was 
to determine these changes in an indirect manner, 
through the performance of edometric analyses on 
samples of soft clay from the subsoil from experi-
mental plots located at Busan and Kuangang, 
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a seismic refracted path (adapted from Bang & Kim 2007).
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2009).
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Korea. A definite merit of that paper is provided 
by equation (5), which defines the relationship 
between compression index CC and recorded excess 
pore pressures at each stage of pore pressure dissi-
pation U2 in PCPT (CPTU) testing.

C c U
u

c cC o PCPT rc C⋅c
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎡⎡

⎣⎣

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦
∂
∂c ( )u uo PCPT u′ −uo PCPTσ

log(( )′ +σ u′′ + / )′σ ′′
,

,
0

0PCPT0 o )o PCPTσσ uo PCPT+ /σ 2

tt  (6)

Approximation of function 5 was performed by 
the selection of the method of regression analysis 
with the best fit of the function to experimental 
data. Calibration of index Ce determined from 
equation (5) with index Cc, i.e. measured val-
ues, indicates high statistical significance of this 
dependence (Fig. 3 in the paper)

Moreover, the authors supplied an algorithm for 
the procedure to calculate index Cc, comprising 5 
following steps:

a. Characterize PCPT measurements: qt, ue PCPT and 
u-t curve;

b. Evaluate cr using the procedure by Levadous 
and Baligh (1968);

c. Calculate ∂u/∂t using measured PCPT dissipa-
tion curve;

d. Estimate in situ effective vertical stress;
e.  Calculate Cc from Eq. (5).

It may be assumed that the proposed method will 
be considered of interest by many researchers and 
will be verified for different soils in the subsoil.

Classification charts continue to be important 
elements in the utilization of testing results from 
the CPTU test. It may be said that they are start-
ing points for the preliminary evaluation of subsoil 
stratigraphy, drainage conditions and the determi-
nation of the direction of interpretation of results 
in CPTU testing. Effectiveness of classification 
systems presented by Robertson (1990) and Sch-
neider (2008) is discussed in a paper written by 
Bello and Coutinho. It needs to be stressed that the 
paper supplies an extensive body of information for 
problem group “e”, since analyses were conducted 
on soils from the class of intermmediate soils, i.e. 
very soft organic clays, layers of sand and silt. The 
area of analysis was located in the city of Inojuca, 
State of Pernambuco in Brazil. This paper may in 
a sense be considered the state-of-the-art report 
concerning the application and transformation of 
different classification charts for CPTU test. Inter-
est in this paper will definitely be connected with 
the fact that the effectiveness of the CPTU classifi-
cation systems in terms of the use in the evaluation 
of stratigraphy of subsoil composed of intermedi-
ate soils is a topical problem.

Interpretation problems for the characteristics 
of penetration from the analyses conducted on 
organic soils are reflected in the position of these 
soils in the classification system. Among all the 
wide variety of systems discussed in the paper 
the authors focused on two systems, which are 
described in a different system of Cartesian coor-
dinates, i.e.:

(a) Robertson (1990)
(a.1.) Coordinates log Q − B0
(a.2.) Coordinates log Q − FR
(b) Schneider et al. (2008)
(b.1.) Case 1: Coordinates log Q − log Δu2 /σ ′v 0
(b.2.) Case 3: Coordinates semi log Q − Δu2 /σ ′v 0

The analysis included also the evaluation of 
the coefficient of consolidation ratio. The calibra-
tion test for the evaluation of position of points 
in the analyzed systems consisted in the laboratory 
analyses of samples in terms of their grain size 
distribution; moreover, the edometric test was also 
performed. Calibration for the identification of 
stratigraphy in the bore-hole was provided by SPT. 
An in-depth comment concerning the influence of 
the overconsolidation effect of sediments on their 
position in the classification system was stressed 
in this paper. The highly original conclusions and 
merit of the paper include:
– an indication that intermediate soils with the 

genesis of normally consolidated glacilacus-
trine soils may exhibit a fluctuation of position 

Figure 13. Comparion of measured and calculated 
compressior dices.
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in both the Robertson and Schneider classifica-
tion systems. This fluctuation is connected with 
a change in OCR (Fig. 8 after the paper). Such 
a conclusion seems to be fully justified, since the 
same effect has been observed in many countries 
(e.g. Młynarek 2007; Locat 2003). This phe-
nomenon is caused by seasonal, cyclic changes 
in ground water levels, which result in changes 
in the state of stress in the subsoil (flow pres-
sure). Most frequently this effect is found in the 
subsurface zone, which may also be observed 
in Fig. 8. In such deposits, as it was stated by 
the authors, the Robertson classification charts 
are not predictive of soil behavior, and are not 
directly related to soil. Classification criteria 
using geological description based on grain size 
distribution.

– indication of known discrepancies in the evalu-
ation of the horizontal coefficient of consolida-
tion and those from the edometer test and in-situ 
tests. This conclusion also seems to be justified. 
Macrostructure of such sediments as transi-
tional soil is characterized by numerous lami-
nations and interbeddings. This sandwich-type 
structure enforces privileged filtration direc-
tions. Analyses concerning water permeability 
index in such deposits showed that the coef-
ficient of variation determined in situ is CV = 
200%, while in a laboratory test it may reach 
CV = 20% (Młynarek 2010). This result may be 
referred directly to the performed dissipation 
tests in CPTU and the coefficient of consolida-
tion determined under such conditions, as well 
as this index determined in laboratory analyses.

Three interesting papers may be classified to 
problem group “e”. An inspiration for the prepa-
ration of the paper entitled “Experiences in the 
case of DMT—SDMT in Costa Rica, Central 
America” by Vargas, Coto was connected with the 
limitation in the application of SPT to obtain reli-
able geotechnical parameters of subsoil, first of all 
numerous building disasters in Costa Rica. The 
authors stressed that they represent a small coun-
try in Central America, but on the other hand the 
subsoil and geotechnical problems of this subsoil 
present a research problem which could be inves-
tigated by the biggest research centers worldwide. 

The highly diverse geological structure of subsoil 
comprises classical deposits from the group of 
non-textbook soils, intermediate soils, etc., such 
as residual soils, calcium soils and artificial fills. 
The authors adopted, as an alternative for SPT in 
Costa Rica, the identification or rather the collec-
tion of characteristic geotechnical parameters for 
such diverse subsoil using DMT and SDMT. In 
order to conduct this analysis the authors prepared 
a massive documentation material, dating back to 
2006. This material comprises 800 documentary 
DMT tests ranging from 4 m to 28 m in depth 
and 40 SDMT tests ranging from 6 m to 28 m in 
depth. Figures 3 and 4 in the paper present the dis-
tribution of performed SDMT/DMT across Costa 
Rica and assigns the numbers of tests to 4 main 
groups of soils. This very interesting information 
constituted a starting point for the assignment of 
characteristic parameters from DMT/SDMT to 
individual groups of soils. The great variation of 
the geological structure of subsoil in Costa Rica is 
very well illustrated by the broad range of changes 
in parameters obtained from DMT/SDMT:

– Id (Material Index): From 0.1 to more than 10.
– Kd (Horizontal Stress Index): From less than 

2 to more than 40.
– M (Constrained Modulus): From less than 1 MPa 

to more than 400 Mpa.
– Vs (Shear Wave Velocity): From less than 70 m/s 

to more than 350 m/s.

Among the above mentioned parameters we 
need to focus on the very high values of con-
strained modulus amounting to 400 MPa. It may 
be assumed that they concern preconsolidated vol-
canic soils. The authors of the paper emphasize 
this fact that at the same time the interpretation 
of testing in these deposits is particularly difficult, 
since the structure of these soils is destroyed dur-
ing penetration.

In the second part of the paper the authors pre-
sented three “key problems solved by DMT” and 
“key case studies for DMT”. It seems that the most 
spectacular case is that concerning the post analy-
sis of existing coffer dams built for the Marina Pez 
Vela Project (Quepas, Cost Rica). Liquefaction 
analysis was carried out by means of the meth-
odology proposed by Monoco and Marchetti on 
the data base obtained from SDMT. The subsoil, 
apart from the clay layer, contained a zone of silty 
sands and sands. An analysis of results showed 
that the soil deposit presents a high likelihood of 
liquefaction factor under the Design Earthquake 
(M. Richter = 7 and PGA = 0.25 g).

In Figure 11 we may observe a characteristic 
point of inflection of the curve at velocity wave 
VS1 ~200 m/s. The opinion of the authors on the 
potential loss of cofferdam stability was confirmed 

Figure 14. Geotechnical profile and depth of sample—
E106(SUB-AREA A). Suape (Bello 2011).
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by an event which occurred 4 weeks after SDMT 
execution. The cycle wave action due to a strain 
inducted liquefaction of the soil deposits and caused 
unacceptable settlements that exceeded 20 cm. 

The paper contains an extremely rich material 
for the extensive reverse analysis from SDMT/
DMT conducted by the authors.

A highly interesting paper providing an exten-
sive body of information for the other problem 
groups is the article written by Bersan, Cola, 
Simonini, Gottardi and Tonni on “Secondary com-
pression of Venice lagoon on sands and silts from 
CPTU”. Although the title of the paper suggests 
the use of a CPTU test to evaluate secondary com-
pression of the subsoil within the Venice Lagoon. 
The paper presents an interesting method to meas-
ure displacement of the test bank. The paper also 
contains elements of back analysis and discusses 
the determination of the compression index from 
laboratory analyses. 

For a historical location such as Venice, the fre-
quency of flooding in this city poses a significant 
problem. This fact on the one hand attracted the 
research interest of many geotechnical engineers, 
while on the other hand it requires design work 
aiming at the preservation of this monument of 
history. The authors presented results of com-
prehensive tests conducted on a cylindrical test 
bank which geometry was 6.5 m in height, 40 m in 
diameter, and which had been progressively built 
and continuously monitored over approximately 
4 years in terms of pore pressures, induced total 
stresses, horizontal displacement with depth, sur-
face settlements and soil vertical strains. Details 
concerning taken measurements are presented in 
Figs. 1, 2 and 3 in the paper. Subsoil under the test 
bank is highly stratified in nature. The principal 
zones of the subsoil are composed of a layer of fine 
clean sands (6–7 m thick) and the silt zone. In-situ 
tests were supplemented by the authors with the 
performed CPTU and DMT (Fig. 1). The original 
element of this study is the use of sliding deform-
eters to measure soil axial strains along a vertical 

or inclined direction. The primary aim of the study 
was to examine the potential use of CPTU in the 
estimation of the soil parameters describing the 
time dependent mechanical response. The start-
ing point for this evaluation was to investigate the 
relationship between cone resistance (CPTU test) 
and the secondary compression coefficient. In this 
evaluation back analysis with measurement of set-
tlements and their course in time was used together 
with the formula from edometric analyses (equa-
tion 1 after the paper), which was adopted in the 
description of Cαε after Ladd (1977). A definite 
merit of the paper is connected with the determi-
nation of the relationship between primary com-
pression coefficient Cαε and modified secondary 
compression coefficient C*αε, which were referred 
to 3-D deformation conditions (Fig. 6)

The final achievement is also connected with the 
determination of the relationship between normal-
ized cone resistance Qtn and coefficient Cαε in the 
form:

Cαε = 0.03 • (Qm)−0.89  (7)

This formula received a good statistical evalua-
tion at R2 = 0.83.

Foundation for the object on the subsoil ana-
lyzed by the authors is accompanied by vertical 
settlements and horizontal displacement. It would 
be interesting to know the proportions between 
these deformations and the manner in which this 
index changed in time.

Nilsson, Löfroth in their paper “A comparative 
study of soil-rock total sounding and CPTU-u in 
glacial deposits” presented results of testing for a 
typical subsoil for Sweden, i.e. glacial deposits. This 
element classified this paper to problem group “e”. 
However, an extensive body of interesting infor-
mation may be found in the paper on testing preci-
sion, the construction of correlation relationships 

Figure 16. In situ Cαε related to the compression ratio Ccε.

Figure 15. Liquefaction analysis based upon Vs-SDMT 
(Cell-4).
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from two testing techniques and an original design 
of a soil rock total sounding device. The primary 
aim of the study was to calibrate two in-situ test-
ing techniques under complex soil conditions. The 
objective of the calibration test for the recorded 
cone resistance values for the standard CPTU 
probe and the soil-rock total sounding probe with 
the static system was to determine testing precision 
and to establish the dependence for the correlation 
value of cone resistance from both tests. Detailed 
information for both unconventional probes (Figs. 
1+2) was provided by the authors in their paper. 

Calibration tests were performed at two loca-
tions, Kolbyttemon and Masmo. In Kolbyttemon 
subsoil was composed of sands and silts with 
layers of gravelly sand containing cobbles. More 
homogeneous subsoil was found in Masmo. Below 
the ground surface there is a 2–3 m thick layer of 
silty sand, which reaches the depth of 20.0 m. The 
quality of the calibration test was evaluated by the 
authors based on the assessment of the coefficient 
of variation CV, determined for 3 replications of 
CPTU and soil-rock total sounding tests. The coef-
ficient of variation was calculated at every 0.5 m 
depth. From this calculation procedure highly 
advantageous values of CV were obtained, for 
Kolbyttemon amounting to 20% for both tests, 
while for Masmo—10% for CPTU and 20% for the 
soil-rock total sounding test. It seems that due to 
the low number of replications and a lack of analy-
sis on the site coefficient of variation CVsite (Lee 
1974), as well as the fact that the effect of trend 

was not included in the calculation of CV, it would 
be advisable to treat the evaluation of testing qual-
ity with some caution. 

A valuable element is the indication that the 
evaluation of testing precision depends on the 
structure of subsoil. This fact is documented by 
the varied values of CV for both objects. The merit 
of these analyses needs to be stressed here, as they 
showed the effectiveness of tests performed using 
the soil-rock total sounding technique and the 
development of the testing methodology as well as 
the establishment of a simple calibration formula 
for both test types. This formula was derived on the 
basis of linearization of the dependence between 
cone resistance from both tests (Figs. 8, 9 after the 
paper, formula 1 after the paper). Calibration coef-
ficients for the determination of normalized cone 
resistance qtCPTU based on cone resistance from the 
analysis of qtstot for the subsoil at Kolbyttemon 
amounted to 1.98, while for Masmo—1,93.

3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The attractive subject matter of the papers found 
in this session provides the basis for the statement 
that every geotechnical engineer interested in these 
problems will find a lot of fascinating and origi-
nal information. It may be stated with absolute 
certainty that many of the issues which have been 
formulated as material for discussion in individual 
problem groups will be provided with complete or 
partial answers. Based on the papers we may also 
stress several general achievements. The merits of 
these include:

– proposals for novel subsoil testing techniques 
under difficult soil conditions, particularly for 
tests on water regions. These are more often 
methods combining different testing tech-
niques. A valuable element of these proposals 
results from the fact that these devices have been 
calibrated.

Figure 17. Soil-rock total sounding equipment. Georod 
Ø44 mm and 57 mm drill bit with reversed valve.

Figure 19. Coefficient of variation (CV) for Kolbyttemon 
(left) and Masmo (right).

Figure 18. Soil-rock total sounding at the site Masmo.
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– several papers stressed the necessity to evaluate 
testing precision, as well as proposed a novel 
approach to the interpretation of results.

– it was stressed in the papers presenting testing 
results for intermediate soils from areas with 
highly complex genesis that commonly applied 
formulas for the determination of geotechnical 
parameters from such tests as CPTU, SPT and 
DMT may be modified. The problem of the 
establishment of the so-called local correlation 
dependences proved to be a characteristic prob-
lem for present-day geotechnics

– several papers created an excellent foundation 
for further, global analyses of results from dif-
ferent countries in areas, where CPTU and 
SDMT/DMT are becoming basic methods for 
the evaluation of subsoil properties under in 
situ conditions.
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ABSTRACT: Soil-rock total sounding is a further development of soil rock sounding, a MWD sound-
ing method widely used in Sweden, where a static/rotary procedure has been added. 

As a part of the development of soil-rock total sounding, a study has been carried out to investigate 
whether a correlation can be found between the static/rotary procedure of soil-rock total sounding and 
the tip resistance of CPTu. Systematic tests were performed in two geologically different and well defined 
glacial deposits of sandy soils in Sweden.

The result indicated that, at the tested geological formations, an empirical relation can be found 
between the measured tip resistance of the CPTu and the calculated tip resistance from the static/rotary 
part of soil-rock total sounding. The results also indicated a general relation between the normalized net 
tip resistance of the CPTu and the normalized net tip resistance of the static/rotary part of soil-rock total 
sounding in sand.

with SGF and the Swedish geotechnical institute 
(Nilsson & Löfroth 2009).

2 SOIL-ROCK TOTAL SOUNDING

2.1 General

Soil-rock total sounding method has its origin 
from Norway (Norwegian total sounding) and is 
a further development of soil-rock sounding, a 
MWD sounding method widely used in Scandi-
navia, where a static/rotary procedure has been 
added. 

2.2 Equipment

The sounding is performed by a geotechnical mul-
tipurpose drilling rig equipped with percussion 
hammer. The drilling system consists of Φ44 mm 
drilling rods (so called Geo-rods) with a 57 mm 
drill bit. The drill bit is equipped with a reversed 
valve. Water is mainly used as a flushing medium 
and is essential for blowing out the soil plug from 
the bit. 

1 INTRODUCTION

The most accurate and informative sounding 
method today is CPTu. The penetration capabil-
ity is however limited, which more or less restricts 
its use in Scandinavian geology. This is especially 
significant for instance, when investigation is made 
in glacial deposits where layers of coarse material 
frequently occur. In cases when CPTu only gives 
partly relevant information of the soil strata, soil-
rock total sounding could be a complement.

Soil-rock total sounding was developed to 
satisfy the need for a more effective and accu-
rate alternative to the more traditional sounding 
methods such as Swedish weight sounding and 
dynamic probing (Nilsson 2004). The method has 
proven valuable for example when investigating 
glacial deposits. 

During recent years, one of the ambitions of 
the Swedish geotechnical society’s field commit-
tee (SGF) has been to implement soil-rock total 
sounding in Sweden and in 2006, a Swedish recom-
mended guideline (SGF 2006) was published. As a 
continuation of this aim a comparative study with 
CPTu was made. The study was in cooperation 
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During the sounding, the following registered 
parameters are compulsory: penetration speed, 
thrust force, rotary speed, hammer pressure and 
rotary pressure (alternative torque).

2.3 Principal sounding procedure

Soil-rock total sounding is divided into a static 
(static/rotary) and a dynamic (percussion drilling) 
part. The start of the sounding procedure is some-
what dependent on the soil type, but it is essential 
that the drill bit gets a good and vertical guiding 
from the start. 

When the static/rotary procedure is performed 
the drill rod is pressed down with a constant pen-
etration speed, 20 mm/s, and a constant rotary 
speed 25 rpm. The soil resistance during the pen-
etration is registered. As the soil resistance gets to 
hard or an obstacle is encountered, the soil plug 
(which is formed during the static part) is flushed 
out from the drill bit and the percussion drilling 
starts (the dynamic part). When the hard soil layer 
or obstacle has been penetrated the static/rotary 
procedure can be resumed. When the rock level is 
reached, percussion drilling is performed at least 
3–5 m to confirm the bedrock surface and to give 
an indication of the rock quality. 

3 THE STUDY

3.1 Purpose

The purpose of the study was to compare the static/
rotary part of soil-rock total sounding with CPTu 
sounding in two geologically different and well 
defined glacial deposits of sandy soils in Sweden. 
The sites were Kolbyttemon close to Linköping 
and Masmo south of the city center of Stockholm. 
The distance between the sites is about 200 km. 
Both test sites were well known and had formerly 
been used by SGI for research projects.     

3.2 The sites

3.2.1 Kolbyttemon, Linköping
The geological formation consists of glacial depos-
its of sand and silt with layers of gravelly sand con-
taining cobbles. The depth of the glacial deposits 

is about 12 meter. Just below the ground surface 
(level + 100 m) there is a layer of cobbles with a 
thickness of about one meter. The glacial depos-
its overlay moraine which cover the bedrock. The 
ground water table was about 8–9 m below the 
ground surface (Bergdahl et al. 1984). 

3.2.2 Masmo, Stockholm
The site is situated at the shore of the lake Mälaren. 
The bedrock level is about 70-80 m below the 
ground surface (level +1.0 m). The bedrock is over-
laid by glacial deposits. Below the ground surface 
there is a 2−3 m thick layer of silty sand and here-
under the soil consists of sand to a depth of 20 m 
below the ground surface (Bergdahl et al. 1986)

The ground water table (+0.3) were just below 
the ground level. 

3.3 Test procedure

A multipurpose geotechnical drilling rig, Geotech 
705DD, was used for the soundings. Before the 
tests were performed, control and calibration was 
done on the rigs gadgets. 

At each site three CPTu soundings and three 
soil-rock total soundings were performed. One 
dynamic probing was done as well. The boreholes 
were placed at two rows with three meters spacing. 
The ground level was measured. At Kolbyttemon 
the rig was anchored to the ground by two augers.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Sounding registrations

4.1.1 Kolbyttemon, Linköping  
The soil condition was rather difficult for CPTu 
sounding. Only one CPTu sounding could pen-
etrate the glacial deposits. The other two stopped 
at a layer about 8 m below the ground surface. The 
rod friction of the CPTu rods was fairly high and 

Figure 1. Soil-rock total sounding equipment. Georod 
Φ44 mm and 57 mm drill bit with reversed valve.

Figure 2. Soil-rock total sounding at the site Masmo.
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the use of friction reducer was necessary. Even 
though the soundings were close to each other, the 
scatter of the results was fairly high. The soil-rock 
total soundings reached down to the moraine layer 
at the depth of 13 meter below the ground surface. 
The percussion drilling was not necessary so only 
the static/rotary procedure was used. 

4.1.2 Masmo, Stockholm
The soil condition was ideally for CPTu sounding. 
All three CPTu reached the predetermined depth 
of about 20 m. For the soil-rock total sounding 
only the static/rotary procedure was used.

4.2 Coefficient of Variation, (CV)

The spreading of the result has been studied by 
calculating the coefficient of variation (CV). The 
CV was about 20% for both the CPTu sounding 
and the soil-rock total sounding in Kolbyttemon. 
At Masmo the CPTu sounding had a CV of 10% 
and soil-rock total sounding had a CV of 20%.

4.3 Comparing and matching the tip resistance

To obtain a comparative relationship, the tip resist-
ance was calculated for soil-rock total sounding. 
Thus, the thrust force was divided with the drill 
bit area during the assumption that the vertical 
rod friction was small during the sounding. This 
was tried to be confirmed at the sites by pulling 
the rod up and down 0.5 m frequently and meas-
ure the vertical force acting on the rods when it 
rotated. However, some difficulties were encoun-
tered. In Kolbyttemon, when the rods were pulled 
up, the thrust force was much higher than when 
pulling the rods down. This was considered to be 
caused by sand falling into the hole. When pulling 

the rods down the hole probably stood on its own. 
In Masmo, the minimum thrust force was obtained 
the first 0.25 m when pulling the rods up or down.

The calculated tip resistance of the soil-rock 
total sounding and the measured tip resistance of 
the CPTu is shown in Figure 4 and 5.

The median value was calculated for each 
method and matched to each other. It could be 
seen that if the calculated tip resistance of soil-
rock total sounding was multiplied with a factor 
of 2, the match was rather good at Kolbyttemon, 
Figure 6 and very good at the Masmo site, Figure 7.

4.4 Relationship for both sites

To determine whether there exist a general rela-
tionship between calculated tip resistance from 
soil-rock total sounding and measured tip resist-
ance from the CPTu, the two test sites have been 
analysed together. First a mean value of the three 
CPTu-soundings and the three soil-rock total 
soundings for each of the test sites was calculated. 
Irrelevant peaks were removed before calculation of 
the mean value. Thereafter, the mean value for each 
half meter was calculated for each sounding type 
and test site. The mean values for the CPTu-sound-
ings each half meter were then plotted against the 
corresponding mean values for the soil-rock total 
sounding. Also in this way the results indicate that 
the tip resistance from CPTu-sounding is about the 

Figure 3. Coefficient of Variation (CV) for Kolbytte-
mon (left) and Masmo (right).
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Figure 4. Kolbyttemon, calculated tip resistance from 
soil-rock total sounding and measured from CPTu.
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double of the tip resistance from the soil-rock total 
sounding. However, the scatter is relatively large 
and the significance low, Figure 8. 

To compare the firmness of the soil independ-
ently of the overburden pressure, the net tip resist-
ance i.e. the tip resistance minus the total overburden 
pressure, was normalised against the effective stress 
for both sounding types, see Figure 9. 

The scatter is considerably less and the signifi-
cance thereby higher. The results from Kolbyt-
temon show a normalised net tip resistance from 
CPTu-sounding which is 1.98 times the net tip 
resistance from soil-rock total sounding. The cor-
responding correlation for Masmo is 1.93. The 
results from the two test sites together show a nor-
malised net tip resistance from CPTu-sounding 
which is 1.96 times the net tip resistance from soil-
rock total sounding, see Equation 1 below.

q qT CPTCC v

v

Jbtot v

v′
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
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−
′

⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
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σ
σ ′′

σ
σ ′′

0

0

0

0
1 96.  (1)

where qT-CPT  = tip resistance corrected for water 
pressure, qJbtot = calculated tip resistance from soil-
rock total sounding, σv0 = vertical total overburden 
pressure, σ′v0 = vertical effective stress.

The correspondence between the two sites is 
good and the significance in the results is relatively 
high, which indicates a relation between the nor-
malised net tip resistance for the two sounding 
methods in the investigated soil type; sand.
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Figure 5. Masmo, calculated tip resistance from soil-
rock total sounding and measured from CPTu.
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Figure 6. Kolbyttemon, matching the median value from 
the both sounding methods. Soil-rock total sounding cal-
culated tip resistance is multiplied with the factor 2.0.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The result indicated that, at the tested geological 
formations, an empirical relation can be found 
between the measured tip resistance of the CPTu 
and the calculated tip resistance from the static/
rotary part of soil-rock total sounding. This indi-
cates that a comparison of the tip resistance from 
the two sounding methods can be done at a spe-

cific site. However, the significance is low, indicat-
ing that a generalisation between different sites can 
not be made. On the contrary, the results indicated 
a general relation between the normalized net tip 
resistance of the CPTu and the normalized net 
tip resistance of the static/rotary part of soil-rock 
total sounding in sand. This indicates that the nor-
malised tip resistance can be used for comparisons 
between different sites with sand. On the basis of 
these two sites, the normalised net tip resistance 
from the CPTu is 1.96 times the normalised net tip 
resistance from the soil rock total sounding.

The comparison showed a relatively good match 
between the calculated tip resistance of soil-rock 
total sounding, multiplied with the factor 2, and 
the measured tip resistance of CPT(u) for each of 
the sites. This relationship has also been observed 
by (Wister 2010). However, there should be more 
studies before confident conclusion can be made. 
It should be observed that the relationship is only 
valid if  the rod friction of soil-rock total sound-
ing is low. The comparative studies have only been 
made in sandy soils.

The results are promising. It is often essential 
to characterize the whole soil strata including rock 
level and quality when tender documents are pro-
duced. Here is soil-rock total sounding a rational 
tool in combination with CPTu and soil sam-
pling. The soil-rock total sounding will act as the 
extended arm to the CPTu sounding.
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Measurements of energy and dynamic force using instrumented SPT in 
a soil profile and wave propagation analysis

V.H. Restrepo, J.A. Rodriguez & E.P. Nicolas
Jeoprobe SAS, Bogotá, Colombia

ABSTRACT: This article applies methodologies for direct computation of energy in the SPT test using 
accelerometer and strain data measurements by the force squared (EF2), the force-velocity integration 
method (EFV) and the calculation of the soil dynamic force (Fd). The measurements were done in a sandy 
clay deposit using an instrumented bar with strain gauges and piezoelectric accelerometers. Test energy 
efficiency and soil dynamic force (Fd) calculations were made along the profile. A numerical model for the 
instrumented SPT test was also implemented using the finite difference scheme proposed by Smith (1960) 
to simulate the wave propagation along the rods during the test. The possibilities and limitations of this 
application are discussed.

pioneering work carried out by Schmertmann & 
Palacios (1979) who applied the one-dimensional 
wave propagation theory and proposed the square 
force integration method  to the test which was 
adopted by the ASTMD4633 standard later.

The EF2 method is calculated as shown in 
Equation 3.

EF c
AE

F dt2
2

= ⎡⎣⎡⎡ ⎤
22

⎦⎤⎤∫ ( )t  (3)

Where,
EF 2 = Transmitted Energy during impact to the rods. 
A = Rods Cross section above and below force gauge.
c = wave propagation velocity in the rods.
E = Rods elasticity modulus.
F(t) = Dynamic force in the rods as a function of 
time.
t = Length of the first compression pulse starting at 
t = 0 and ending when the force becomes negative 
after the initial impact.

ASTM D-4633 on its 2005 version incorporates 
the force-velocity method (EFV) in equation 4 as 
the most appropriate method for measuring the 
energy during the SPT through the implementa-
tion of a bar with strain gauges and accelerometers 
as shown in Figure 1.

E F V dt( )t ( )t ( )t= ∫  (4)

Recent studies on the rods measurement of 
energy transfer, are efforts that have allowed a bet-
ter test understanding and contribute to theoretical 
and practical interpretation. Among them is worth 

1 INTRODUCTION

The standard penetration test (Standard Penetra-
tion Test—SPT), has been the most widespread 
in-situ geotechnical test since its inception in 1902 
(Rogers, 2006), among other reasons because of 
its low cost and ease of implementation in field. 
At present, different authors have revived research 
in understanding the test so that it is possible to 
obtain better results by using electronic accelerom-
eters and strain gauges. Traditionally, the value of 
N corrections field have followed guidelines sug-
gested by Skempton in 1986. Seed et.al (2001), 
summarizes considerations of equation 1.

( ) N) C C C C Cm NNN C E BC C S RC C1 6)) 0  
(1)

Where,
Nm = is the field recorded blows per feet 
CN = effective overburden stress correction
CE = correction for hammer energy efficiency.
CB = correction for borehole diameter
CR = correction for “short” rod length.
CS = correction for non-standardized sampler 
configuration.

In particular, the CE value is determined by the 
equation 2 relation.

C EREEEC /60%  (2)

Where, the efficiency ratio is defined as ER and 
the best way to get this value is by direct energy 
measurement transmitted during hammer impact. 
This measurement was only possible until the 
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mentioning the efforts of Cavalcante (2002) and 
Odebrecht (2003). In Colombia, the application 
of these methods are limited and it is worth men-
tioning the efforts of Villafane et al. (1998) and 
Echeverri N. (2008) where EF2 and EFV methods 
were applied respectively.

The following paper has an analysis the energy 
measurements during the instrumented SPT exe-
cution along a soil profile located near Facatativá 
town, applying EF 2, EFV and new considera-
tions proposed by Odebrecht (2003) and Schneid 
(2005) methodologies with emphasis on dynamic 
force (Fd) determination applied to the soil which 
can be regarded as a fundamental SPT measure to 
estimate geotechnical characterization parameters. 
It also explains a numerical model for the instru-
mented SPT test using the finite difference scheme 
proposed by Smith (1960) to simulate the wave 
propagation along the rods during the test.

2 SITE SOIL PROFILE ANALYSIS

The area where the survey took place is has soil 
from quaternary geological context, particularly 
matrix block slope deposits (Q2c) wrapped in 
sandy silt and the Subachoque formation (Q1su) 
which has deposits of clay and sand layers. 
Figure 2 shows the NSPT value along the soil pro-
file which is predominantly clay with varying pro-
portions of sand, plasticity high to low plasticity, 
low humidity and firm to medium hard consist-
ency. The sand lens located between 18 and 19 m is 
very dense as the NSPT values   showed.

3 ENERGY MEASUREMENTS—EFV & 
EF2 METHODS

During the execution of different blows, direct 
measurement of force (F), velocity (V) and setting 
(Δρ) records were taken as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows typical force and velocity times 
impedance signals during SPT blow No. 151 where 
both records are displayed according to the number 
of times (n) that the wave travels along the length 
of the rods in each stroke.

Table 1 summarizes the number of strokes made 
during the boring and the total measurements 
that could be obtained from the force and veloc-
ity instrumentation. One can identify the difficulty 
of obtaining velocity records using piezoelectric 
accelerometers during the test.

Figure 1. Instrumented bar with accelerometers and 
strain gauges.

Figure 2. Soil profile and field number of blows/ft 
measured.

Figure 3. Measurement of force, velocity and setting 
per blow.
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Is thus noted that for this particular blow the 
transmitted energy was between 58% and 63% of 
theoretical maximum energy of 475 J.

4 EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENTS

According to calculations, it was obtained a profile 
of the transmitted energy efficiency during differ-
ent blows in SPT as shown in Figure 6. The effi-
ciency, also called Energy Ratio (ER) is the energy 
measured respect the theoretical maximum.

With results in Figure 6 an average efficiency of 
51.1% could be calculated using EF 2 method and 
a calculated average of 54.3% using EFV method.

5 DYNAMIC FORCE MEASUREMENTS

Using the methodology proposed by Brazilian 
authors, especially Odebrecht’s doctoral thesis (2003) 
who proposed the calculation of dynamic force (Fd) 
parameter which Schneid (2005) suggested can be 
regarded as a fundamental measure of SPT to esti-
mate geotechnical characterization parameters along 
a soil profile.

The dynamic force (Fd) is determined by Equa-
tion 5.

F
E

dF = sampE ler

Δρ
 (5)

Where,
Esampler = Energy transmitted to the sampler 
(Joules). Equation 6.
Δρ = Penetration of the sampler (m).

Figure 4. Force and Velocity times Impedance (Z = 
EA/c) measurements.

Figure 5. Measurement of trasnmited energy. EF2 & 
EFV methods compared with the maximum potential 
energy.

Figure 6. Transmitted energy efficiency per blow in 
depth.

Table 1. Measurements of force, velocity and setting 
for blow.

Quantity Percentage

Total Blowcount 554
Total blows of F-V Measurement 176  34.1%
Total blows of F Measurement 516 100.0%
Signals with F-V measurements  60  34.1%
Signals with F measurements only 344  66.7%
Records with EFV energy calculations  31  17.6%
Records with EF2 energy calculations 151  29.3%

For each record of force and velocity that was 
possible to measure, energy transmitted calculation 
was made during the test using the EF 2 and EFV 
methods described above. With these methods it 
was possible to determine graphically the increase 
of energy transmitted and thus calculate the effi-
ciency of the system to be compared with the test 
theoretical maximum energy of 475 J as shown in 
Figure 5.
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E M gh rMsampE ler ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎤⎤η ρ hg MM3 1⎣η η⎡⎣⎡⎡ 76( .0 ) ΔM gM ghgΔ )  (6)

Where,

η ρ1
0

76=
⋅

+

∞∫ F V dt

M gh

( )t ( )t
( .0 )Δ

 = Correction for ham-
mer efficiency.

η β α2 2η βη 2 1+β2β l ≈

η3 1 0 0042= 1 . l  = Correction for system 
efficiency where “l” is 
the lenght of the rods.

According to this methodology it was possible 
to obtain the dynamic force profile shown in Fig-
ure 7 compared with the NSPT profile.

Since the determination of the number of blows 
per feet depends directly on the penetration (Δρ), 
it is possible to relate these measurements with the 
dynamic force as shown in Figure 8 and Equation 7.

mdFF ( )kN . ( ) .−0 0 872ρ  (7)

This relationship would be valid for the average 
efficiency of 51.6% obtained during drilling. 

6 WAVE EQUATION SOLUTION E.A.L 
SMITH (1960)

Because the Wave equation is applied directly to 
the SPT test, a numerical approach was evaluated 
to understand better the test, trying to simulate it 
for further analysis.

The basic equation of one-dimensional wave 
pcsistance of the surrounding soil is described by 
equation 8.

   

∂
∂

= ∂
∂

±
2

2

2

2
D
t

E D∂2

x
R

ρ
  

(8)

Where,
D is the longitudinal displacement.
E is the modulus of elasticity of the material
ρ is the density of the material
t is time.
x is the longitudinal axis direction
R is the soil resistance.

The solution of the equation by the finite dif-
ference method proposed by Smith (1960), allowed 
to take into account the fact that the blow of the 
hammer on a pile produces a stress wave that 
propagates in depth at the sound speed so that the 
entire pile is not loaded simultaneously.

Equation 8 for being a second degree partial dif-
ferential equation does not have a simple analytical 
solution. Restrepo V. (2005) explores various alter-
native solutions to this equation. Smith (1960) was 
able to describe a simple method in which idealizes 
a pile as shown in Figure 9 and allows to deter-
mine the settlement of the pile for some ultimate 
strength of the soil by equations 9 to 13.

The system consists of a hammer that transmits 
the initial velocity, some coupling attachments 
with a certain stiffness, the pile and soil. As shown 
in Figure 9, the soil resistance is represented as a 
spring and damper system.

D t m t V t( ,m ) (D , )t ( ,m( )m(D t 1tt V) ( −tt V (m+  (9)

C t m D t( ,m ) (D , )t)t ( ,m )−m(D )t  (10)

F t m K( ,m ) (C , )t ( )m•  (11)

Figure 7. Average Dynamic force (Fd) in each SPT test 
in depth.

Figure 8. Potential relation between the dynamic force 
(Fd) and Δr settlement per blow.
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R t m( ,m ) (K )[ ]m D t(D , )t ( ,m )−m(D )t ′DD KK

[ ]J V t( )m( ) ( ,m( )• [ tJ V( ) ( −tV+ J+ J )m)m ,m+ J )m  (12)

V t m t( ,m ) (V , )t ( ,m )m(V t ⎡⎣⎡⎡F) (F m+ ⎡⎡⎡

 m m R t
g t

W
(W ) (F , )t ( ,m ) ( )m
m(W − ⎤⎦⎤⎤ •

Δ  
(13)

Where,
m is the number of the element.
t is the time
Δt is the time increment.
C(m, t) is the lateral compression of the spring m 
at time t. time
D(m, t) is the displacement of element m at time t.
D′ (m, t) is the plastic displacement of the external 
spring m at time t.
F(m, t) is the internal force of the spring m at time t.
g is the acceleration of gravity.
J(m) is the damping constant of the element m.
K(m) is the spring stiffness m.
K′(m) is the stiffness of external spring m
R(m, t) is the total strength of the external spring m 
in element m at time t.
V(m, t) is the velocity of the m at time t.
W(m) is the weight of the element m.

In particular, the elastoplastic load-deformation 
model represents loading and unloading by lateral 
friction between soil and pile. The variables that 
define the static behavior are called Q and Ru.

Where:
Q, is the “quake” which is defined as the maximum 
deformation in the elastic range of the soil.
Ru is the ultimate static strength of the soil.

Equations 9 to 13 are solved for each of the dis-
crete elements from m = 1 to m = p (pile tip) for a 
sequence of time intervals starting when the ham-
mer is traveling with a known velocity and hits 
the first spring. The solution of these equations 

 continues until the permanent deformation or plas-
tic soil displacement at point D′(p, t) is maximum.

To start the calculations, it is necessary to calcu-
late the initial velocity of the hammer for the first 
impact as shown in Equation 14.

v E
g

Wr hE
hWW

2

 

(14)

Where,
Eh, is the hammer efficiency.
Wh, is the hammer weight.

Similarly, it is necessary to determine the values   
of the rigidities of the elements m of  the pile as 
shown in Equation 15.

K AE
L

( )m = ΔLL
 

(15)

Where,
A is the cross sectional area of the element m.
E is the Young’s modulus of the element m.
ΔL is the length of the element m.

To determine the values of soil stiffness K′(m) is 
required to assume a static resistance value Ru final 
total for the pile in the soil that is in such a man-
ner that is only a percentage to be used as lateral 
resistance in each element. One way to estimate the 
static strength of the shaft and tip is by measuring 
or estimating soil mechanical properties as done in 
traditional procedures for the design of piles.

On the other hand, using the finite difference 
numerical procedure, the accuracy of the solution 
depends on the values of ΔtΔL chosen. As stated 
Poulos & Davis (1991), has shown that for a con-
tinuous elastic rod solving the partial differential 
equation of the discrete elements is accurate when it 
maintains the relationship shown in Equation 16.

Δ Δt LΔΔ
E

=
ρ  (16)

The values of maximum elastic deformations or 
“Quake” both lateral soil Q(m), and the point Q(p) 
and lateral damping factors J(m) and the point J(p) 
are some suggested values according to the type of 
soil profile as described by Poulos & Davis (1991).

7 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MODEL

In analyzing the SPT, one can see that the rods go 
down during the hammer impact without lateral 
resistance because the rods have a smaller diameter 
than the drill hole. Only at the end of the sampler 
the pipe has resistance to penetration by the soil in 
the bottom of the borehole.

During impact, incident compression waves are 
generated and then they are reflected according to 

Figure 9. Idealization of a pile on the model of Smith 
(1960). Stress-strain curve static and dynamic. (Homantin 
K. et al. 2006).
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the existing boundary conditions. When the sam-
pler is driven, the impact induces a force to the 
head of the rods which is then measured by sensors 
located there. The rods could then be considered as 
free with a resisting force on the tip which results in 
a measurement of reflected force sensors equal to 
the force descended after time 2L/c plus the resist-
ance of the tip in time L/c.

According to this assumption, it takes the input 
parameters shown in Figure 10 as examples for 
other conditions to be simulated. According to the 
figure, one must define the values   of the variables 
that represent the conditions of the hammer, the 
rods, the soil-sampler interaction and the basic 
parameters for the finite difference discretization.

Note how the resistance is considered as zero 
friction to be taken completely by the end of the 
sampler.

Similarly, as shown in Figure 11, it is neces-
sary to define discretized values   for each segment 
weight (Wm), stiffness of the material (Km), stiffness 
of the surrounding soil (Ksoil), quake (Qm) and 
damping constant (Jm) to fully define the system 
conditions.

Notice how no stiffness is considered for sur-
rounding soil and only last segment that represents 
the tip has a localized stiffness.

Additionally, the input pulse that excites the 
system and generates the wave propagation in the 
head of the rods should be incorporated in the 
numerical solution. According Fellenius. B (2006), 
when a hammer strikes, the generated force slows 
down the movement of the hammer and a stress 
wave is generated to be propagated through the 
rods. After the peak velocity is reached, the head 
of the rods begins to move and the force falls expo-
nentially according to equation 17.

F FeiFF
Z

M
t

pZ

H  (17)

Where,
F = Force on the head of the pipe.
Fi = force at the time of impact.
e = Base of natural logarithms (= 2.718).
Zp = impedance of the pipe cross section.
Mh = mass of the hammer.
t = time.

According to this expression one would give a 
typical input pulse velocity for SPT hammer free 
fall of 76 cm considering a theoretical efficiency of 
up to 100% as shown in Figure 12.

8 MODEL RESULTS

Below there are the results of the simulations 
obtained for the input conditions described above 
at different positions in depth of the discrete ele-
ments m. We present the results of force (F) and 
velocity (V) by the impedance (Z) on the number 
of times (n) waves travel at the tip of the sampler.

9 MODEL RESULT ANALYSIS

The signals obtained by Smith for modeling 
parameters included in Figures 10 and 11, which 
represents a rod length of 10 m with segments of 

Figure 10. Typical input parameters to simulate the 
SPT test using the Smith (1960) model.

Figure 11. Input parameters for each of the segments 
of the rods.
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ΔL = 1.0 m with concentrated tip resistance, have 
the following results:

It is noted in the element corresponding to the 
hammer m = 1 there is a exponential decay of 
velocity (blue) and force. Also shows the subse-
quent response of the velocity in which for each 
distance or time (2L/c) that waves travel, the veloc-
ity increases being duplicated from the first return 
of the wave. This would indicate that the value 
of resistance in the tip is considered very low or 
almost zero.

Considering an efficiency of 100% input, the 
model represents a transmission of energy of 
475 Joules which is reached after the second return 
of the wave (4L/c).

With Quake conditions (p) = 0.003 m (0.1 inches) 
and damping J(p) of 5% at the tip it is able to keep 

Figure 12. Input pulse velocity of the hammer to the 
segment. m = 1.

Figure 13. Strength and speed results in the segment 
m = 1 (Hammer).

Figure 14. Results of energy transmitted in the segment 
m = 1 (Hammer).

Figure 15. Permanent displacement results in the seg-
ment m = 1 (Hammer).

Figure 16. Force and velocity results in the segment 
m = 2 (Instrumentation).

Figure 17. Results of transmitted energy in the segment 
m = 2 (Instrumentation).

Figure 18. Results of permanent displacement. Segment 
m = 2 (Instrumentation).
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the system in balance for ultimate strength of about 
10 kN and a permanent settlement of 1 cm.

In making the modeling of standard penetra-
tion test by solving the wave equation proposed by 
Smith it was found the following limitations:

The size of the elements necessary to achieve 
a good approximation to the numerical solution 
makes that the sampler cannot be discretized to 
fully incorporate lateral resistance into the analysis 
during driving because numerical instability that 
occurs in the solution. The recommended values 
of ΔtΔL by different authors are still a limitation 
for the model.

The assumption of concentrated resistance at 
the tip of the sampler is considered as representa-
tive for the finite difference model especially for the 
difference between the length of the rods and the 
sampler in contact with the ground. However, such 
simplification cannot represent in detail what hap-
pens during the SPT.

One can get different values   of  ultimate strength 
at the tip for different assumed values   of  damp-
ing (Jp) and deformation in the elastic range 
(Qp). These variables are much better studied and 
experienced for the simulation of HSDPT, but in 
the case of instrumented SPT few related studies 
have been conducted and even less with validation 
experience.

10 CONCLUSIONS

In the last decade there has been renewed interest 
in investigating SPT test using electronic instru-
mentation having accurately measure of the energy 
actually transmitted to the rod-sampler system. In 
Colombia there have been few related investiga-
tions, and the present work aims to contribute in 
the conceptualization and implementation of the 
latest trends in test interpretation.

Using the energies calculations and respective 
efficiencies through EF 2 and EFV methods, it was 
possible to estimate an average efficiency of 51.6% 
during the instrumented SPT along the soil profile 
described. However, individual stroke efficiency 
is to be considered when averaging each trial SPT 
blows and to apply particularly the energy trans-
mitted to the sampler.

The different calculated dynamic force (Fd) val-
ues have the potential to serve as a key to estimate 
geotechnical characterization parameters due to its 
proportionality with the number of blows per feet  
traditionally used in practice. Without a doubt has 
the advantage of being a direct physical measure-
ment in engineering units allowing a quantification 
of the ground work done to balance the impact of 
the rods with the hammer during the SPT.

The standard penetration test has limitations 
that affect the direct application of the basic model 
of Smith (1960) used a higher level of sophistica-
tion in high strain dynamic pile tests.

Limitations in time discretization (Δt) and dis-
tance (ΔL) since there is limited increase in the time 
range that can be used in the model for finite dif-
ference scheme proposed by Smith. Another type 
of numerical models has been developed and they 
have done better approaches to the solution of 
propagation of waves with similar applications.

Given the high velocity of wave propagation, 
the little contact between the rods and the soil 
along the borehole and high frequencies recorded 
on each blow is very difficult to obtain reflections 
in the instrumented bar during the propagation of 
the wave along the sampler for frictional resistance 
values as obtained clearly in a HSDPT test. 

High frequency values (from 1000 to 10000 Hz) 
and acceleration (up to 10,000 g) during the met-
al-metal impact between the hammer and rods 
cause spoilage of  valuable information from the 
reflection of  waves and their respective values   of 
force and acceleration to estimate soil strength 
parameters along the sampler in contact with the 
ground.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The most popular way to perform Cone Penetration 
Testing is using standard cones (mostly piezocone, ∅ 
35.6 mm) pushed by a static penetrometer at a stand-
ard Rate of Penetration of 2 cm/second; the pene-
trometers push several tonnes and therefore they need 
reaction, which is given by “dead weight” (ballasted 
penetrometers) or augers driven into the soil as deep 
as is required for developing the reaction. Therefore 
the standard CPT to be performed needs to fulfill at 
least three basic conditions: a) the point of applica-
tion of the thrust on the rods needs to be somehow 
joined to the soil to be tested (the point of application 
of the thrust cannot be floating) b) the reaction to the 
thrust must be proportional to the resistance of the 
soil, in terms of sum of resistance of the tip and total 
friction resistance along the whole drillstring (this is 
one of the reasons for so-called “refusal”); if the reac-
tion is poor it is not possible for the rods to be pushed 
since the penetrometer cannot fully develop its thrust 
c) the rods and the whole structure should be strong 
enough to bear the thrust applied by the penetro-
meter (commonly the standard ∅ 35.6 mm rods can-
not bear more than 17 ÷ 18 tonnes). To overcome 
problems (b) and (c) we developed the CPTWD (cone 
penetration test while drilling); actually the reaction 
needed is fairly low compared to the one needed by a 
standard cone, the lateral friction being dramatically 
lower since the lateral area to be pushed into the soil 
is just 737 cm2 (50 cm of standard rods instead of 
several meters). Besides the rods are the drillstring 

used for conventional drilling, it means a Ø 127 mm 
rods 10 mm thick, therefore the limitation related 
to the strength of the CPT-rods is not determinant. 
CPTWD can also be used in “floating” conditions 
(with some problems), nevertheless it would be better 
to develop a dedicated device for heave compensation 
so as to have a system which would be perfectly suit-
able for carrying out CPTu in almost any conditions. 
One more advantage of using CPTWD would be to 
carry out CPTu in soils where penetrable and not-
penetrable layers are alternated.

Furthermore CPTWD is just one of the tools 
which can be used for sampling and testing the soil 
using the same drillstring (any tool can be consid-
ered as a “plug-in”)

2 CPTWD (CONE PENETRATION TEST 
WHILE DRILLING) AND INFLUENCE 
OF THE RATE OF PENETRATION 
IN CPTU 

The “CPTWD” system (Cone Penetration Test 
While Drilling) is an integration between a stand-
ard CPTU and a wireline coring system; sometimes 
the MWD (monitoring while drilling) recording 
is also added, so as to have a matrix with all the 
CPTU parameters and the MWD ones (Flow, 
Torque, thrust, Rop, etc) all together versus depth 
every 2 cm. The CPTWD also allows to alter-
nate CPTU strokes when/with sampling, coring, 
down-the-hole testing; at the end of the test, since 

CPTs executed in difficult conditions using CPTWD (Cone Penetration 
Test While Drilling) and its future developments 

M. Sacchetto & A. Trevisan
S.P.G. s.r.l., Adria (Ro), Italy 

ABSTRACT: During the last few years we have faced difficult challenges several times, among them: 
-execution of deep and very deep in situ tests (CPTU, permeability, etc) in “non-penetrable” soils, in 
which penetration with standard methods was not possible i.e.:- tests in soils where penetrable layers are 
alternated to non-penetrable ones-, execution of CPTU tests down hole, alternated with undisturbed 
sampling and different kinds of testing in the same hole, execution of deep CPTU tests from jack-up and 
simply “floating” barges. The results of the above experiences are shown and commented upon. Moreo-
ver, looking to the offshore market, where it is not possible to use jackup barges, due to the high level 
of water, we purposely designed new equipment for pushing using the barge as a reaction, and allowing 
compensation of the heave.

Keywords: CPTWD, offshore, heave compensation
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the hole is always cased with rods whose inner 
diameter is 107 mm, there is the possibility to 
install almost any geotechnical instrumentation 
(piezometers, extensometers, inclinometers, etc).

Sometimes it is not possible with CPTWD to 
push at a constant rate of Penetration of 20 mm/s, 
due to the way the CPTWD works and due to the 
soil conditions.

Actually the CPTWD needs a combination of 
thrust, rotation, water flow and moving the cut-
tings up which could be difficult to get in some 
cases; therefore in those cases the correct RoP 
(20 mm/s) is somehow “sacrified” for performing 
the test and for getting some continuous data. This 
means that the CPTu parameters should be some-
how corrected in order to have the correct soil pro-
file and interpretation.

For this reason we have performed several com-
parative tests at different rates of penetration and 
we compared the results, also using different meth-
ods (standard CPTu wìth penetrometers and deep 
tests with CPTWD). In both cases (deep and shal-
low) the results confirm expectations: Qc decreases 
proportionally to the decreasing of RoP, Fs does not 
seem to be significantly affected by RoP, nor is U. 
The variations of U seem to depend more on other 
factors, like saturation and/or the natural variation 
of the soil. It has been found that the evaluation of 
geotechnical parameters (such as Cu, ∅, etc) made 
with the usual correlations and the usual software 
is normally more affected by several other factors 
than the slight variation of Qc, Fs, U with a slower 
RoP than standard. Therefore it could be useful for 
Geotechnicians to also know the RoP in order to 
correct if  necessary the parameters according to 
different Rates of Penetration Following is a figure 
showing a tentative correlation between Qc and 
Rate of Penetration, distinguishing between differ-
ent types of soil. The ordinate is the ratio between 
a certain Qc and the Qc 20 (with standard RoP) 
and the x-axis is the Rate of Penetration. Upper 
graph (Fig. 1) is for Clay, lower graph is for sand, 
the medium is in average.

3 CPTU PERFORMED IN DIFFICULT 
SOILS AND FROM FLOATING BARGE 

3.1 CPTu in very stiff silt and clay

A CPTu test was performed in a site (using 
CPTWD) where stratigraphy is extremely peculiar: 
from 0 to 10 ÷ 12 m sandy gravel, and from 
10 ÷ 12 m to 160 m very dense silt, sometimes more 
or less sandy or clayey, but apparently uniform 
looking at the cores. In that site, after a pre-hole 
13.4 m deep, we tried hard to push with both the 
CPTU cone and the Marchetti dilatometer stand-
ard methods without any result, no penetration at 
all also after having anchored the drillrig to the soil 
(like a penetrometer). Then we tried with CPTWD 
with extremely low RoP, and we were able to get 
continuous data from 17 to up to 30.5 m and we 
could have tested deeper.

The results (Fig. 2) show that the Qc is signifi-
cantly very high (constantly over 25 Mpa, as well as 
the Fs); the U seems to detect the percentage of clay/
sand in the silt; this CPTWD test was carried out 
close (10 m) to a continuous core BH with samples 
and in situ (SPT, pressiometer, permeameter) testing; 
the CPTWD results are in very good accordance with 
the stratigraphy and results of other tests.

3.2 CPTu and SPT in the same hole (from 
floating pontoon) with alternate layers of 
penetrable soils and gravel

In a Northern Italian harbour some tests were 
done in a site where the stratigraphy is very vari-
able and above the bedrock there are alternate 
layers of  sand/silt/clay and gravel. Only a float-
ing pontoon was available, anchored with piles in 

Figure 1. Tentative parametric correlation between 
RoP and Qc.

Figure 2. CPTWD carried out at very low rate of pen-
etration in very stiff  silt and clay.
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locations where the water depth on average was 
12 m. In order to have some geotechnical parame-
ters of  the gravel it was preliminarily asked to run 
standard CPTu tests down to the top of  the gravel, 
then DPSH tests down to the bottom of  the gravel 
and then CPTu until the deeper layer of  gravel, 
then DPSH again, etc down to the top of  the bed-
rock. Since the Jack-Up barges were not available 
we decided to perform the tests with CPTWD, 
replacing DPSH with “continuous” SPT tests. 
It has to be noted that in this case the harbour 
was well-protected and the pontoon (although 
simply floating) was well-fixed on four piles: we 
tried to run CPTu tests with a standard 20-ton 
penetrometer and the rods broke once the cone 
touched the top of  the gravel, although the pen-
etrometric rods were prevented from bending by 
a heavy-duty casing pipe for the first 14 m. Mod-
ern rigs have a hydraulic circuit called “buoyancy” 
which allow a manual, limited adjustment of  the 
upward/downward movement of  the rotary head; 
this arrangement makes pushing down the drill-
string while mantaining a relatively constant rate 
of  penetration easier. The buoyancy circuit is 
commonly manually-operated, so the Driller has 
to take care of  the fine adjustments of  height of 
rotary head according to heave (a sort of  manual 
heave compensation). This adds one more diffi-
culty to the already-difficult task of  pushing down 
the cone while drilling, and therefore in these 
cases the results depend much on the skill of  the 
operator. Following (fig. 3 and 4) are the graphs 
of  the CPTU test, there are blank intervals, cor-
responding to the SPT performed in gravel.

3.3 Deep CPTu tests using CPTWD and a drill rig 
mounted on a floating barge, simply anchored

In front of the location of the Northern inlet of the 
Venice Mobile Dams, some CPTu tests were carried 
out down to a depth of 50 ÷ 60 m from the seabed, 
water depth in open sea being on average 11 m.

No jackup barges were available at that time, and 
due to time constraints we placed an Atlas Mustang 
A66 drill-rig mounted on a truck (fig. 6) on a big 
barge, (fig. 5) to be anchored at any location by 
means of four dead weights moved by a crane.

Since the barge did not have any moon-pool 
we had to install a cantilever for the drilling 
operations.

The following graph shows one of the tests run on 
a water depth of around 11 m and a depth of 60 m; 
it can be noted that the graphs show slight value 
oscillations, with a frequency which is the same as 

Figure 3. CPTWD executed from floating pontoon 
alternating CPTu and SPT—CPTU results.

Figure 4. CPTWD executed from floating pontoon 
alternating CPTu and SPT—SPT results.

Figure 5. CPTWD from a barge—Adriatic sea, Venice.
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the wave. It means that the Driller could not avoid 
or dampen the small waves by using the buoyancy 
circuit of the rig and therefore the heave slightly 
affected the values (both resistances and U).

It was necessary to filter the graphs to take away 
(as much as possible) the oscillations transmitted 
to the cone by the vertical movement of the barge 
and drillrig.

4 IMPROVEMENTS AND 
DEVELOPMENTS OF TESTING 
FOR OFFSHORE DRILLING

4.1 Heave compensation

Focusing on the execution of CPTu tests in very 
difficult conditions from the above-outlined exam-

ples, it can be understood that CPTWD can easily 
overcome some heavy limitations of the standard 
way of carrying out CPTu (by pushing with a static 
penetrometer), mostly regarding the depth of exe-
cution, drilling through hard layers, sampling and 
testing in the same hole of CPTu, executing CPTu 
in almost non-penetrable soils (sometimes altering 
the Rate of Penetration compared to the stand-
ard), executing deep CPTu with a very low reac-
tion (the friction on the rods actually is extremely 
low if  compared to that of the standard CPT tests) 
and executing CPTu without problems of bending 
of the CPT-rods.

On the other hand the CPTWD can help in the 
execution of tests from floating barges (offshore, 
nearshore) but it doesn’t solve the problem of “fix-
ing” the pushing device to the soil to be tested, 
meaning that the measurement of the Rate of 
Penetration should be related to the soil which is 
penetrated (briefly any test performed from a float-
ing barge should have heave compensation)

Moreover the CPTWD needs a combination of 
several parameters in addition to “simple” push-
ing as with the standard penetrometers: water flow, 
thrust, rotation, flowing the cuttings away from the 
bottom of the hole and (in case of operations from 
a barge) calibration of the buoyancy if  possible, 
and the drillrig has to be perfectly equipped for 
wireline operations. 

The above-listed operations need an uncon-
ventional level of skill of the drilling Team and a 
perfectly-equipped drillrig.

In offshore operations where the height of the 
waves can be in meters, the only way of perform-
ing CPT testing at the present is to use a heave-
compensated vessel with down-hole system, latch-
ing internally of drillstring and pushing out the 
cone by a piston (therefore using the drillstring as 
reaction); the majority of heave-compensated rigs 
do not have an efficient system for pushing or do 
not have any at all, giving the weight of the rods 
the task of applying thrust.

Not to have thrust or not to have a reliable way 
to push the rods is a problem both for the execu-
tion of  good quality coring and sampling and 
for eventual execution of  “continuous” tests as 
CPTWD.

For this reason we have designed a heave-
compensation system (fig. 8) which can be adapted 
to a standard drill-rig. The system is made up of 
two or four hydraulic pistons connected in such a 
way that once the rotary head is pushed or pulled 
the force is transmitted to the barge in the opposite 
direction (hence the barge giving reaction) and the 
rotary head is allowed to move only related to the 
soil, the upward and downward oscillations cre-
ated by the waves don’t matter and nor do their 
amplitude/frequency. The system is not active but 

Figure 6. Drill rig used for the CPTWD from a float-
ing barge.

Figure 7. Results of one of CPTu tests executed from 
a floating barge.
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reactive, it works only if  a push/pull force to the 
rotary head is applied.

4.2 Improvements-developments

Further improvement of the system is possible by 
adding several wireline tools. We have aldready 
designed and in some case already tested the fol-
lowing wireline tools (they work mostly at the 
bottom of the hole and not in a continous way as 
CPTWD does):

– wireline flat dilatometer (WL-MEDUSA): 
instead of CPTwd is placed inside the drillstring 
a wireline latching system which holds a barrel 
in which is placed an electronic flat dilatometer, 
developed together with Mr. Marchetti. 

– wireline Permeameter and Sampler: the per-
meameter (Fig. 11) is a sort of slotted pipe (like 
a filter of a water-well) put inside a pre-hole 
(made with wireline small diameter core barrel); 
in the slotted pipe is run the permeability test 
inside the drillstring as it was a small piezometer. 
The wireline sampler (Figs. 9, 10) works with a 
vial in which the vacuum is created before the 
test but the small filter of the sampler is screwed 
into the soil instead than pushed and there is 
no needle creating communication between the 
vial and the filter; connecting a pressostat with 
a datalogger to the top of the vial is possible to 
run a small-scale permeability test at the same 
time of the sampling; this method has been suc-
cessfully tested down to −180 m.

– wireline samplers Thin-wall tube type: have been 
developed and tested several types of samplers 
with and without front-piston for withdrawing 
undisturbed samples.

– wireline Vane Test: the whole device is con-
tained into a wireline core-barrel and there are 
no rods conneting the vane apparatus to the sur-
face; the rotation is given by an electrical pow-
erpack contained inside the barrel; the shear 
value are stored inside a RAM managed by a 
microcomputer.

– wireline drilling of pre-holes for pressiometric 
and rock-dilatometer testing: many tests have 
been done using this arrangement; in theory could 
also be possible to make a wireline arrangement 
of standard Menard pressiometer and/or rock-
dilatometer but not with the standard wireline.

With the same principle of CPTWD and the 
other mentioned applications could be adapted 
almost any tool to the wireline system.

In such a way could be made an integrated sys-
tem which would be capable to run almost any 
in-situ test down the hole using the same drill-
string, in a continous way (as with CPTWD or 
WL-Medusa) or simply at the bottom of the hole 
(such as Vane-test, permeability test); alterna-
tively to in-situ test could be done continous core 
drilling, no coring drilling (placing a wireline no-
coring device such as a tricone) eventually with 
MWD (monitoring while drilling), undisturbed 
sampling of  the soil.

Figure 8. Sketch of heave compensation system.

Figure 9. Wireline sampler.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

In CPT’ practise some problems occur when there 
are “non-standard” conditions, for example when 
reaction/anchoring of the penetrometer is poor, 
when there are not penetrable layers, when fric-
tion on the whole length of the CPT-rods becomes 
high, when CPT tests have to be carried out from a 
floating barge/platforms, etc.

These problems can be overcome by using 
CPTWD, but only accepting a noticeable increase 
of difficulty with the execution of the tests.

Actually performing CPTWD is not just a mat-
ter of anchoring the penetrometer and pushing, 

but it’s a combination of calibrating thrust, rota-
tion and torque, water flow in the drillbit, flush-
ing cuttings away in order to avoid the stuck of 
drillstring.

Besides that, the drillrig must be suitable for 
wireline operations and the preparation of the 
borehole is much more difficult than preparation 
of the penetrometer for a standard CPTU test.

On the other hand CPTWD can be easily used 
on jackup barges (nearshore) and also on floating 
barges/platforms but only when the wave height is 
very low, the barge is properly anchored and the 
frequency of the waves “manageable” by the cali-
bration of the pushing circuit by the Driller.

In some cases the rate of penetration of CPTWD 
is not standard, therefore it would be advisable to 
perform comparative tests in order to assess and 
better understand how and how much the rate of 
penetration affects the results of CPT tests; after 
that it would be advisable to also consider the rate 
of Penetration in the data elaboration.

In order to improve the use of CPT rigs and 
CPTWD equipment offshore we designed a rela-
tively simple reactive system which allows us to 
compensate for heave and it could be applicable 
(as a matter of principle) with some adaptations 
to standard rigs.

Figure 11. Wireline permeameter.

Figure 10. Wireline sampler.
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The possibility of having manageable thrust on 
offshore drill Rigs would allow not only to perform 
CPT in a continuous way, but also to increase the 
quality of boreholes (coring, sampling, testing).

In addiction, almost any method of drilling 
and sampling could in theory be arranged with 
wireline; we already designed and/or already devel-
oped and tested a wide range of tools, among them: 
corebarrels for any kind of soil, samplers, deep 
groundwater sampler, permeameter, Vane Test, 
Flat dilatometer, etc. This developments could 
bring to an integrated “all-purpose” system where 
any tool (for testing, sampling, coring) can be con-
sidered as a “plug-in”, in order to get the widest 
range of data with the best cost/effect ratio. 

The development of such integrated system 
eventually with the possibility to work with a heave 
compensation would be a breakthrough expecially 
in offshore geotechnical deep surveys.
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The seismic SPT to determine the maximum shear modulus 

R.A.A. Pedrini & H.L. Giacheti
São Paulo State University, Bauru, SP, Brazil

ABSTRACT: This paper presents the first results of a system to carry out seismic SPT, which associates 
the up-hole seismic technique to the currently used SPT test. This hybrid test allows determining the maxi-
mum shear modulus (G0) together with the SPT test. G0 is the most important dynamic soil parameter and 
it is calculated based on the shear wave velocity (VS) measurements. The equipment and the method of 
analysis will be briefly described. The Vs values measured using the S-SPT in one experimental research 
site located inland of São Paulo State—Brazil are presented and compared with down-hole and Seismic 
CPT test data. These preliminary results indicate that the S-SPT was satisfactory and can be used for 
dynamic site characterization.

Keywords: SPT test, up-hole, Vs, G0

1 INTRODUCTION

The first step in the site investigation in areas sub-
jected to dynamic loading is defining the strati-
graphical logging and estimating geotechnical 
soil parameters. In this case, it is also necessary to 
determine the dynamic soil parameters, mainly the 
maximum shear modulus (G0). The seismic SPT 
(S-SPT) is a hybrid in situ test which combines 
stratigraphic logging, estimative of geotechnical 
parameters and determination of G0 values in one 
unique test.

Some authors, such as Bang & Kim (2007), have 
shown that it is possible to incorporate the meas-
urement of shear wave velocity using the SPT blow 
with the up-hole technique. This approach has been 
used in the past, as presented by Ohata et al. (1978), 
however there is no reference of using it in Brazil.

Traditionally, the down-hole seismic technique 
associated with the cone test (SCPT) has been widely 
used for the same applications as that of the S-SPT 
test. The SCPT test has greater acceptance and expe-
rience, even though it is more expensive for those 
countries where its use is still scarce. So, the S-SPT 
test could be another possibility for soil dynamic site 
characterization, mainly in countries such as Brazil, 
where the SPT is the most used in situ testing. 

The possibility of measuring the SPT N value 
together with the shear wave velocity (VS) at the 
same time and in the same borehole allows calcu-
lating the maximum shear modulus (G0). It also 
opens up new possibilities for geotechnical site 
investigations, for example, in collapsible tropical 
soils, based on the relationship G0/N, which is simi-
lar to the relationship between G0/qc.

2 S-SPT AND G0 DETERMINATION 

2.1 Maximum shearing modulus

According to Campanella & Stewart (1992), the 
two most important dynamic soil parameters are 
the maximum shear modulus (G0) and the internal 
damping ratio (D); both of which can be deter-
mined from analyzing the shear wave propagation. 
The Theory of Elasticity demonstrates that it is 
possible to determine G0 values based on the veloc-
ity of the shear wave propagation (equation 1). 
The shear distortion caused by the seismic waves is 
very small, in the order of 10−4 (Hardin &  Drnevich 
1972). The shear modulus degradation curves pre-
sented by several authors, such as Seed & Idriss 
(1970), indicate that the relationship G/G0 is equal 
to one for deformability of the same order.

G
g

Vs0GG 2=
⎛

⎝⎜
⎛⎛

⎝⎝

⎞

⎠⎟
⎞⎞

⎠⎠
•

γ
 (1)

2.2 The S-SPT

The basic concept of this hybrid test is to incorpo-
rate the up-hole seismic technique for determining 
Vs values during the traditional SPT test. However, 
for each sampler depth (usually at every meter) a 
seismic wave is generated and it can be recorded 
on the ground surface. A scheme for performing 
S-SPT test is represented in Figure 1.

The equipment to carry out this test is the same 
as that one currently used for the conventional 
SPT tests. It also includes an arrangement of 
transducers (usually geophones) placed inside of 
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appropriate boxes on the ground surface, a trigger-
ing system (digital or analogical) and the seismic 
source, which is the SPT sampler itself.

2.3 Determining VS  from the S-SPT 

Velocity is calculated dividing space over time. How-
ever the determination of these two variables is not 
so simple. When the path of the wave propagation 
and the time necessary for its propagation inside a 
stratified medium, where wave refraction occurs, it 
is necessary to considered the Snell’s Law. It can be 
done employing specialized softwares, in order that 
these variables can be determined. Bang & Kim 
(2007) described two methods for this calculation: 
DTR (delay time between serial receivers) and DTS 
(delay time between serial sources). In this study the 
DTS method was used. In this method, the first 
step is to determine the shear wave velocity S, and 
to determine the time interval of the arrival of the 
S waves for each sample depth in which the test was 
carried out (in other words, the time from when the 
wave was generated at the SPT sampler up to arrival 
at the geophones on the surface). Identifying the 
exact moment of the first arrival time can be made 
plotting the wave receptions generated at different 
depths, as the SPT test is carried out. Figure 2 dem-
onstrates a typical profile of these wave recordings 
as well as the identified point in the traces, which 
indicates the arrival point the first S wave.

The second important point concerns the geom-
etry. Bang & Kim (2007) recommend that Snell’s 
Law should be taken into consideration when 

determining the refracted wave path. Snell’s Law 
deals with refraction and reflection during the 
propagation of waves in stratified layers of differ-
ent densities. The Law in question, illustrated in 
Figure 3, is expressed by the equation 2. 

sin iθ θsin1θ

1

2

2V V1 2

=  (2)

It can be seen that the determination of the 
refracted ray path based on Snell’s Law depends on 
various wave velocities which are propagated. The 
refracted ray path can be determined by considering 
two conditions; the first is Snell’s law and the second 
is the geometrical criteria (Bang & Kim 2007), there-
fore some assumptions are made. Considering that 
each sample layer is equal in depth where the SPT test 
was carried out in the same borehole. Considering 
also that each layer is homogeneous, the propagated 
wave velocity will be  constant—for example, layer h1 
has a velocity of v1 and so on, respectively (Figure 1). 
In order to  calculate the refracted ray path, it is also 
necessary to know the velocity of the wave in the pre-
vious layer in which the test was performed, which is 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of an S-SPT test 
and a seismic refracted path (adapted from Bang & Kim 
2007).
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2009).
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precisely what it is expected to be determined. For the 
initial run it is necessary to assume a Vs value, which 
can, for example, be the Vs value of the previous layer 
just calculated. With this, it is possible to solve the 
equation system and determine the length (L) that 
the wave propagates in each soil layer. By applying 
equation 3 on the DTS method prepared by Bang & 
Kim (2007), where: I is the layer for which the Vs is 
to be determined; L is the length of the sample layer 
in which the wave will be propagated; T is the total 
time that the wave takes to be propagated from the 
sampler up to the surface transceiver and V is the 
velocity of the propagation of the shearing wave, 
comparing the velocity adopted for the calculation 
in equation 3 and therefore determining the veloc-
ity of the wave propagation in the layer i through an 
iterative method.

V L

T
L
V

iVV iL

iTT jL

jVVj

i

=
−

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎛⎛
⎜⎝⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎞⎞
⎟⎠⎠
⎟⎟=

−∑ 1

1

 (3)

Further details for the above mentioned cal-
culations for determining the refracted trajectory 
according to Snell’s Law can be found in Bang & 
Kim (2007). 

3 EQUIPMENT AND METHODOLOGY

The system for carrying out S-SPT tests and the 
method of analysis were implemented and described 
in detail by Pedrini (2012). The main characteristics 
of this system are briefly presented in this paper.

3.1 Source and trigger

In this study the source to generate the waves is dif-
ferent to that used by Bang & Kim (2007). These 
authors used the proper drop of the SPT weight for 
generating the seismic waves. In the current study a 
2 kg sledgehammer was used to generate the waves. 
One of the advantages of using it is the negligible 
additional energy applied to the sampler and con-
sequently a better control of the depth at which the 
blow is generated, contributing to minimize the errors 
in VS measurements. Another advantage is that as 
the tests were conducted using a manual SPT there 
are no wires to disrupt the operators, as the trigger 
device wires are only fitted after complete the SPT 
blow count determination. The triggering device was 
digital, having one of its terminals (positive or nega-
tive) fitted into the anvil head and the other attached 
to the sledgehammer. When the trigger circuit is 
closed, the read out system commences to register 
and records the received signals (Figure 4).

Actually, the used trigger is a pre-trigger, as the 
wave signal generated on the anvil propagates down 

through the shaft to the sampler, which in turn will 
transmit the signal through the soil, the generated 
wave. One software was developed for analysis that 
takes into account this time delay, depending on the 
length of the rods and of a theoretical velocity of 
5.123 m/s. According to Sancio & Bray (2010), this 
velocity is “c” (velocity of the wave propagation), 
which is equal to the root of the relationship between 
the Modulus elasticity of the shaft “E” (206.840 MPa) 
and the density of the shaft “p” (7.880 kg/m3).

3.2 Geophones

An arrangement of 6 geophones was utilized, all 
made by Geospace Technologies, model 20 DH, 
600 ohms, with a sensibility of 35.4 V/m/s, a spuri-
ous frequency of 400 Hz and a natural frequency 
of 28 Hz. Bang & Kim (2007) recommend using 
geophones with a lower natural frequency than the 
chosen model, however, Campanella & Stewart 
(1992) used similar models to ones used here, get-
ting very good results. 

3.3 Data acquisition and software

The data acquisition system used was from National 
Instruments, model NI-USB-6353. It has a resolu-
tion of 16 bits, 32 single ended channels and 16 
differential channels, a digital and analogue trig-
ger and a receiving rate of 1.25 ms/s. The  software 
for recording the registered data was developed in 
Labview platform.

Software using the Labview and Matlab plat-
forms was used to trigger, capture the waves, sig-
nal processing, represent the traces, analyzing the 
recorded data and calculating the velocities. The 
velocity calculation module considers the refracted 
wave pathway through an interactive method, 
with very little associated errors, which was briefly 
explained in item 2.3.

3.4 S-SPT test 

An S-SPT test was carried out using this system in 
the experimental research site located in the city of 
Bauru, inland of the State of São Paulo.

Figure 4. Triggering device and seismic source.
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An arrangement of six geophones installed 
inside of three appropriate boxes was placed on 
the ground. Each receiver arrangement, which con-
tained two geophones (one vertical and other hori-
zontal oriented in a radial pattern), was placed on 
the ground surface after removing the top soil which 
contains organic material to enable better insertion 
of the spikes. The distance between one arrangement 
and another was 1.50 m and these were all placed 
between 4.5 m to 12.0 m away from the borehole.

Seismic data were recorded from waves gener-
ated at depths of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12 and 16 m, 
right after the N SPT measurement, according to 
the methodology described in item 3.1.

4 THE S-SPT TEST IN THE 
RESEARCH SITE 

In an experimental research site where the S-SPT 
tests were carried out down-hole and SCPT tests 
were also conducted. The location of these tests 
is shown in Figure 5, which contains S-SPT, SPT, 
SCPT and CPTU tests.

The results assumed as reference profiles for VS 
are those obtained by Vitali (2011) using the down-
hole technique with the seismic probe which had 
been developed as well as a commercial SCPT testing 
unit. These profiles are presented in Figure 6 together 
with that one obtained with the S-SPT tests.

The stratigraphic logging tests indicate that the 
site has a sandy soil, classified on the Robertson et 
al. (1986) chart mainly as soil behavior type 8. It 
was also possible to observe that qc varied nearly 
proportionally to N SPT values for the first ten 
meters followed a near enough linear tendency.

5 TEST DATA AND INTERPRETATION

As preliminary results of this ongoing research on 
the developing and using S-SPT tests the following 
aspects will be presented: Assessments of the anal-

ysis software for using the refracted path based on 
Snell’s Law; a comparison of the S-SPT test results 
with those of the seismic probe and SCPT tests.

5.1 The refracted ray path

It is important to demonstrate the influence of the 
refracted ray path for the final S-SPT test results. 
Unlike the down-hole tests, where the seismic 
source is placed on the ground surface, near to 
the borehole and generating mostly shear waves, 
the up-hole S-SPT test does not allow this facil-
ity. Because of this, there is a need to distribute 
the geophones away from the borehole, because, 
as demonstrated by Bang & Kim (2007), the qual-
ity of the recorded traces at a certain point on the 
ground surface depends on the depth at which the 
wave was generated. Figure 7 shows a comparison 
between the pathway travelled by the waves assum-
ing Snell’s law calculation method (continuous line) 
and without considering it (dotted line). In this 
case the geophone was placed 9.0 m apart from the 
SPT borehole and it demonstrate the importance 
of the consideration of Snell’s Law for the velocity 
calculations. 

Table 1 shows numerically how the calculation 
is done by the software for the various velocities 
of all the layers and the associated errors to these 
velocities. In accordance with equation 2, which 
corresponds to the last column of the table for each 
layer in which the velocity is to be determined, the 
values should be constant, and thus using equation 
3, the error between the velocity for this equation 
and that of equation 2 is verified for layer i. An 
error of |0.1| m/s was assumed for calculating the 
velocities by the iterative method utilized.

Figure 5. Location map for the tests carried out at the 
experimental research site. 
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5.2 SCPT x S-SPT

The major result of this paper is summarized in 
Figure 8, in which the velocity profiles were plot-
ted from each position where the geophones were 
placed (Figure 8b). It is possible to observe that 
only for the position at 4.5 m distance from the 
borehole presented significant differences from the 
reference velocity profile due to the signal record-
ing traces was with lower quality to the other posi-
tions, enabling a better interpretation for others. 
A new profile was established (Figure 8c), using 
the velocities from the remaining 5 positions and 
the average (AVR VS) of them, which was adopted 
as being the VS profile obtained with the S-SPT 
test. In the graphic presented in Figure 8d Vs val-
ues from the S-SPT test were superposed over the 
results from the seismic probe (Vitali 2011) and 
SCPT test. The relative errors between Vs measured 
with the S-SPT test and with the two others down-
hole testing methods (seismic probe and SCPT) are 
presented in Figure 8e. The average relative error 
found is in the range of 10%.

6 CONCLUSION

The preliminary results from this ongoing research 
confirm that the S-SPT technique is adequate for 
Vs measurement. The assertion of Bang & Kim 
(2007) on the refracted ray path according to 
Snell’s Law is fundamental for achieving adequate 
and reliable results. The comparison between Vs 

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the refracted ray 
path based on Snell’s law and the straight ray path.
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Table 1. Calculating the refracted ray path using Snell´s 
law.

i Depth Hi αi Li VSi (sinαi/Vsi)
− (m) (m) (rad) (m) (m/s) −

+ Determination of VS1
1 2,62 2,62 1,288 9,37 217,99 0,004405

+ Determination of VS2
1 2,62 2,62 1,086 5,62 217,99 0,004059
2 4,62 2,00 1,108 4,48 220,03 0,004068
 + Determination of VS3
1 2,62 2,62 0,777 3,67 217,99 0,003217
2 4,62 2,00 0,786 2,83 220,03 0,003217
3 6,62 2,00 1,147 4,86 283,30 0,003217
 + Determination of VS4
1 2,62 2,62 0,618 3,21 217,99 0,002658
2 4,62 2,00 0,625 2,47 220,03 0,002658
3 6,62 2,00 0,852 3,04 283,30 0,002658
4 8,59 1,97 1,048 3,95 325,97 0,002658
 + Determination of VS5
1 2,62 2,62 0,561 3,09 217,99 0,002440
2 4,62 2,00 0,567 2,37 220,03 0,002440
3 6,62 2,00 0,763 2,77 283,30 0,002440
4 8,59 1,97 0,920 3,25 325,97 0,002440
5 9,42 0,83 1,091 1,80 363,50 0,002440
 + Determination of VS6
1 2,62 2,62 0,514 3,01 217,99 0,002254
2 4,62 2,00 0,519 2,30 220,03 0,002254
3 6,62 2,00 0,692 2,60 283,30 0,002254
4 8,59 1,97 0,825 2,90 325,97 0,002254
5 9,42 0,83 0,960 1,45 363,50 0,002254
6 10,58 1,16 0,885 1,82 342,79 0,002259
 + Determination of VS7
1 2,62 2,62 0,488 2,97 217,99 0,002150
2 4,62 2,00 0,493 2,27 220,03 0,002150
3 6,62 2,00 0,655 2,52 283,30 0,002150
4 8,59 1,97 0,777 2,76 325,97 0,002150
5 9,42 0,83 0,897 1,33 363,50 0,002150
6 10,58 1,16 0,829 1,71 342,79 0,002150
7 11,46 0,89 0,720 1,18 304,96 0,002162
 + Determination of VS8
1 2,62 2,62 0,440 2,90 217,99 0,001954
2 4,62 2,00 0,444 2,22 220,03 0,001954
3 6,62 2,00 0,587 2,40 283,30 0,001954
4 8,59 1,97 0,691 2,56 325,97 0,001954
5 9,42 0,83 0,790 1,18 363,50 0,001954
6 10,58 1,16 0,734 1,56 342,79 0,001954
7 11,46 0,89 0,638 1,10 304,96 0,001954
8 12,53 1,07 0,896 1,71 399,55 0,001954
 + Determination of VS9
1 2,62 2,62 0,309 2,75 217,99 0,001395
2 4,62 2,00 0,312 2,10 220,03 0,001395
3 6,62 2,00 0,406 2,18 283,30 0,001395
4 8,59 1,97 0,472 2,21 325,97 0,001395
5 9,42 0,83 0,532 0,96 363,50 0,001395
6 10,58 1,16 0,498 1,32 342,79 0,001395
7 11,46 0,89 0,439 0,98 304,96 0,001395
8 12,53 1,07 0,591 1,28 399,55 0,001395
9 16,46 3,94 0,715 5,21 467,68 0,001402
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results obtained with the S-SPT and with down-
hole and SCPT tests validated the equipment and 
method of analysis used since relative errors on Vs 
are in the range of 10%.
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In-situ evaluation of compressibility for normally consolidated 
clays using PCPT

Junhwan Lee, Donggyu Park & Doohyun Kyung
School of Civil & Environmental Engineerig, YONSEI University, Seoul, Korea

ABSTRACT: There have been various methods for characterizing consolidation behavior of clays with 
application of dissipation results from piezocone penetration tests (PCPT). Little attention however has 
been given to the evaluation of long-term compressibility that is represented by the compression index. 
It is primarily because no measurement of volume change is made during PCPT dissipation tests. In this 
study, a methodology for the estimation of long-term compressibility using PCPT dissipation results is 
presented. The coupled relationship of time-stress-volume change during consolidation is introduced into 
the investigation. Several case examples are selected and adopted to compare measured and predicted 
compression indices.

1 INTRODUCTION

Dissipation of the excess pore pressure and the 
volume change occur simultaneously during con-
solidation. However, the common approach in 
practice has treated them in different procedures 
assuming Terzaghi’s 1-D consolidation condition. 
The compression index Cc is used to character-
ize the compressibility of clays. The compression 
index is obtained from laboratory consolidation 
test using undisturbed soil samples. In this proce-
dure, the test results are largely affected by sample 
disturbance. In-situ tests are also often adopted to 
estimate consolidation properties of clays. 

The piezocone penetration test (PCPT) has 
been regarded particularly effective for clayey 
soils. While various PCPT-based methods have 
been proposed, most of them have focused on the 
mobilization and dissipation of excess pore pres-
sure induced by cone penetration (Levadoux & 
Baligh 1986; Teh & Houlsby 1991; Burns & Mayne 
2002). No specific attention has been given to the 
evaluation of compressibility-related parameters 
such as the compression index. This is mainly 
because no volume change is measured during the 
dissipation test.

In the present study, a PCPT-based methodol-
ogy for the estimation of the compression index, 
based on the report by Lee (2011), is presented. 
For this purpose, a coupled time-stress-volume 
change relationship during consolidation is ana-
lyzed and introduced into this investigation. Test 
results obtained from offshore clay deposits are 
adopted to examine the validity of the PCPT-based 
compression index model. Several case examples 

are also collected and used to compare measured 
and predicted compression indices.

2 TIME-STRESS-VOLUME CHANGE 
RELATIONSHIP DURING 
CONSOLIDATION

Key assumptions for Terzaghi’s 1-D consolidation 
theory are that the induced strains during consoli-
dation are small; the change of permeability dur-
ing consolidation is not taken into account; and 
the stress-volume change relationship is linear. 
While all of these assumptions are not realistic 
and modifications with more realistic assumptions 
have been proposed, Terzaghi’s 1-D consolidation 
theory has been widely accepted in practice and 
successfully implemented for many consolidation 
problems. 

Time-dependent settlements following Terza-
ghi’s 1-D consolidation theory can be calculated 
using the degree of consolidation and final pri-
mary consolidation settlement sc. For the calcula-
tion of sc in NC clays, the compression index (Cc) 
is necessary, which can be determined on the com-
pression curve from laboratory consolidation tests. 
According to the concept of consolidation, the 
compression curve (i.e., e-log σ  ′v curve) and Cc are 
defined under fully drained conditions after the 
completion of primary consolidation process. It is 
noted that the volume change is governed by the 
effective stress, and the changes of effective stress 
and volume occur simultaneously during consoli-
dation. This in turn indicates that the e-log σ  ′v 
relationship also holds during consolidation and 
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the volume change characteristics represented by 
Cc are involved during consolidation. Such cou-
pled correlation of time-stress-volume change 
is illustrated in Fig. 1 As indicated in Fig. 1, the 
time-dependent compressibility can be represented 
by the coefficient of consolidation and the stress-
volume change can be defined by the compression 
index, respectively. 

3 CORRELATION MODEL

3.1 Description

The dissipation of the excess pore pressure for 
PCPT is directly related to time-dependent vari-
ation of effective stress (σ′ ). On the other hand, 
the time-volume change (t-ΔV) relationship is not 
known since no volume change is measured dur-
ing PCPT dissipation. Following the assumption 
of the nonlinear σ′-ΔV relationship, as given by 
e-log σ′v curve, and no creep effect during consoli-
dation, the time-dependent volume change is given 
as the following relationship:

∂
∂

∂
∂

e
t

C
t

cC
= −

•2 3. σ′
σ′  (1)

where e = void ratio, t = time, Cc = compression 
index, σ′ = effective stress.

The compression index Cc from Eq. (1) can then 
be obtained as:

CcC = ( )e
t ( )u

t
•2 3. σ′  (2)

In Eq. (2), ∂e/∂t and ∂u/∂t represent time-
dependent variations of volume change and 
excess pore pressure, respectively. In conventional 
approach, these two have been regarded equiva-
lently, as consolidation settlement is obtained as 
sc times U (%) assuming small strain condition. 

In the case of PCPT dissipation tests, ∂u/∂t can 
be directly obtained whereas ∂e/∂t is not known as 
explained previously.

The term σ ′ in Eq. (1) represents a current 
effective stress, which is equal to the summation 
of the initial effective stress and additional effec-
tive stress due to the dissipation of the excess pore 
pressure upon consolidation. Since the change of 
σ ′ is related to the dissipation of the excess pore 
pressure, Eq. (2) can be modified using ue,PCPT as 
follows: 
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where αc = correlation parameter; σ′0 = initial 
effective stress; ue,PCPT and u = initial and current 
excess pore pressure from PCPT dissipation test. 
In principle, ue,PCPT – u is equivalent to increase in 
the effective stress at a certain degree of consolida-
tion caused by the dissipation process. The evalua-
tion of ue,PCPT – u and ∂u/∂t is quite straightforward 
since the magnitude and time-dependent varia-
tion of ue,PCPT are directly measured from PCPT 
dissipation tests. However, ∂e/∂t cannot be meas-
ured from PCPT results, since no volume change is 
measured during PCPT dissipation.

3.2 Dissipation-compressibility model

For a given consolidation process, ∂e/∂t would be 
affected by three significant components: time rate 
of consolidation; magnitude of applied stress (Δσ); 
and dissipation time or degree of consolidation. 
If clays had the same Cc and were subjected to the 
same magnitude of applied load, the clay that has 
a higher coefficient of consolidation would show 
faster volume change and thus higher ∂e/∂t values. 
Such a proportional relationship between ∂e/∂t 
and coefficient of consolidation can be found in 
Samarasinghe et al. (1982) and Abbasi et al. (2006). 

For the effect of applied stress (Δσ) on ∂e/∂t, 
as consolidation-related volume change increases 
with Δσ, ∂e/∂t will also increase with Δσ for a given 
soil condition. Note that this relationship would be 
given by the log-scaled relationship, as indicated by 
the e-log σ ′ curve. The effect of dissipation time is 
quite obvious because the rate of volume change 
would decrease with time and degree of consolida-
tion. If  all these components described herein are 
considered, ∂e/∂t can be given as the following con-
ceptual and functional expression:
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e
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where c = coefficient of consolidation; σ ′0 and 
Δσ = initial effective and applied stresses; and 
U = degree of consolidation. As discussed  previously, 

Volume (V) 

Stress (σ′)Time (t)

Time rate of  
consolidation 
(cv or cr)

Time rate of  
consolidation 
(cv or cr)

Compressibility 
(mv or Cc)

Figure 1. Time-stress-volume change relationship dur-
ing consolidation.
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the variation of the effective stress during PCPT 
penetration is related to the mobilization of the 
excess pore pressure, and thus ue,PCPT can be intro-
duced into Eq. (4).

From the regression analysis using different 
types of correlation functions, it was found that 
the best correlation can be achieved with the 
expression of ∂e/∂t in terms of square logarithmic 
stress and degree of consolidation. The equation 
of PCPT-based Cc is then given as:

C c
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where αc = correlation parameter; cr = coefficient 
of consolidation from PCPT dissipation curve; 
and ue,PCPT = PCPT excess pore pressure.

4 COMPARISON

The evaluation of the correlation parameter αc 
requires the regression analysis using test results. 
For this purpose, eight different test sites at two 
soft clay deposits near Busan (BS) and Kwanyang 
(KY) along the south coastal areas in Korean were 
adopted (SEC 2004, HEC 2006). For each test site, 
results of PCPT dissipation and laboratory oed-
ometer tests were obtained and adopted. Soils at 
both sites were classified into inorganic clays with 
high plasticity (CH) according to the unified soil 
classification system. 

Detailed properties at the test sites are given in 
Table 1. Values of the liquid limit (LL) were in 56 
to 78 and 71 to 88 ranges for T1 to T4 sites located 
near Busan and T5 to T8 sites near Kwangyang. 
The plasticity index (PI) varied in 32 to 45 and 
41 to 63 ranges, respectively. Note that the values of 
cr from PCPT dissipation curves shown in Table 1 
were obtained using the procedure presented by 
Levadoux & Baligh (1986). If  other methods were 
adopted, different values of cr would be produced. 
Therefore, the compression index model of this 

study should be based on cr from the Levadoux 
& Baligh’s method. The strength increase ratios 
at all sites were found to be around 0.3 based on 
measured strength profiles. Values of ∂u/∂t were 
obtained from measured PCPT dissipation curves.

Regression analysis was performed for the 
parameters in Eq. (5) using various correlation 
functions. The result of the correlation analysis is 
shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that the correlation of 
the two variable groups shown in Fig. 2 was fairly 
tight with the coefficient of correlation (R2) equal 
to around 0.98. The slope of the correlation shown 
in Fig. 2 corresponds to 1/αc, which was found to 
be equal to 87.0. 

Using the value of the correlation parameter αc 
equal to 87.0, values of Cc were back-calculated 
using Eq. (5) and compared with measured Cc val-
ues for each test case. These are shown in Fig. 3 for 
different degrees of consolidation of U = 20 and 
30%. It was observed that measured and calculated 
results were considerably different for U = 40 and 
50%. In particular, for U = 50%, significantly over-
estimated Cc values were produced. This is mainly 
due to lower degree of correlation and differences in 
the correlation parameters. It is therefore suggested 
that the compression index model presented in this 
study is applied for degrees of consolidation lower 
than U = 50%, while unreliable prediction may result 
in for degrees of consolidation higher than 50%.

5 VERIFICATION

For the PCPT-based methodology for the 
estimation of compression index, the calculation 
procedure can be summarized as follows:

a. Characterize PCPT measurements: qt, ue,PCPT, 
and u-t curve;

Figure 2. Correlation of PCPT dissipation parameters.

Table 1. Properties at test sites.

Site cr (m2/sec) ue, PCPT (kPa) Cc PI

C1 1.67 × 10−7 466.0 0.48 37.5
C2 2.02 × 10−7 514.0 0.55 42.1
C3 3.48 × 10−7 663.0 0.73 40.9
C4 1.06 × 10−6 784.0 0.68 45.5
C5 2.94 × 10−7 107.9 0.84 56.5
C6 1.41 × 10−7  91.4 0.72 57.2
C7 1.40 × 10−7  97.7 0.62 41.5
C8 6.23 × 10−7 110.0 0.81 63.0
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soils near surface showed OC condition with OCR 
in 2–8 range, below which soils were in slightly 
overconsolidated states with OCR around 1.5.  
For SP site, upper and lower marine clay layers 
were observed. Upper and lower marine clay lay-
ers extended down to depths of 15 and 30 m, and 
showed quite compressible conditions with LL and 
PI in ranges of 60–95 and 20–35, respectively. For 
BK site, soils were inorganic clays of high plastic-
ity with LL and PI in 65–80 and 25–55 ranges, 
respectively. More details for these example sites 
are shown in Table 2. 

Following the same procedure given in Fig. 2, 
the correlations for Cc of  Eq. (5) were plotted in 
Fig. 4. While the example cases show reasonably 
close and unique correlations, the values of the 
correlation parameter αc were different, which 
are equal to 109.9, 192.3 and 129.9 for SA, SP 
and BK sites, respectively. The highest value of 
αc = 192.3 observed from SP site is approximately 
2.2 times greater than 87.0 obtained from Busan 
and Kwangyang sites presented previously.

In order to further investigate, each of 8 and 7 
individual cases for the test (BS and KY) and exam-
ple (SA, SP, and BK) sites, respectively, was used to 
evaluate αc. Based on the values of αc obtained for 
each case, Cc values were back-calculated and com-
pared with measured values as plotted in Fig. 5(a). 
It is seen that measured and back-calculated Cc val-
ues are overall in close agreement. 

The 15 values of αc obtained for each case were 
then plotted in Fig. 5(b) as a function of (cr • u2)/qt. 
(cr • u2)/qt was adopted because cr, u2, and qt repre-
sent local soil conditions, including compressibility 
and strength, and all can be estimated from PCPT 
results. As shown in Fig. 5(b), relatively narrow 
range of αc vales, with a trend of slightly increas-
ing αc with (cr • u2)/qt, is observed for most of test 
and example sites. The three cases of SP site, how-
ever, show markedly higher range of αc values of 
around 178–208. The noticeably higher value of αc 
for SP site is somewhat uncertain in comparison 
with other values of αc. This indicates that αc may 
vary depending on local soil condition. 

b. Evaluate cr using the procedure by Levadoux 
and Baligh (1986);

c. Calculate ∂u/∂t using measured PCPT 
dissipation curve;

d. Estimate in-situ effective vertical stress;
 e. Calculate Cc from Eq. (5).

Several case examples at different sites were 
selected from the literature, and were adopted 
for additional comparison using the PCPT-based 
methodology. The example sites are Suvarnabhumi 
Airport site (SA) near Bangkok city in Thailand 
(Chin et al. 2008), Singapore site (SP) (Arulrajah 
et al. 2007), and Bothkennar test bed site (BK) in 
UK (Jacobs & Coutts 1992). Soils at SA site were 
highly compressible inorganic clays with LL and 
PI in 70–125 and 30–60 ranges, respectively. Top 
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Figure 3. Comparion of measured and calculated com-
pression indices.

Table 2. Properties at example sites.

Site cr (m2/sec) ue,PCPT (kPa) Cc PI

SA 1 1.23 × 10−6  87 0.75 72
SA 2 1.10 × 10−6 185 0.90 46
SA 3 1.39 × 10−6 330 0.90 45
SP 1 7.10 × 10−7  96 0.90 50
SP 2 1.01 × 10−6 126 1.30 50
SP 3 1.11 × 10−6 162 0.80 50
BK 1.69 × 10−6 202 1.03 45
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While further investigation using additional field 
data appears necessary, the unique correlations 
observed from different soil conditions indicate 
that the PCPT-based Cc model has a merit for in-
situ characterization of compressibility in clays.

6 CONCLUSION

In this study, a methodology to estimate the com-
pression index using PCPT dissipation test results 
was explored. The coupled time-stress-volume 
change relationship was introduced into the inves-
tigation. A PCPT-based Cc correlation model, 
which is based on the concept of coupled time-
stress-volume relationship, was presented. The 

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Correlations for PCPT-based Cc equation for 
example sites: (a) SA; (b) SP; and (c) BK sites.

(c)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Measured versus calculated Cc values and 
variation of correlation parameter αc.
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PCPT-based correlation includes several PCPT 
dissipation parameters, such as PCPT excess pore 
pressure, coefficient of radial consolidation cr, and 
time-dependent variation of the excess pore pres-
sure. The correlation parameter was introduced to 
reflect uncertainties contained in the derivation of 
the correlation.

Test results from marine clay deposits near off-
shore areas in Korea were adopted to examine the 
proposed Cc equation. It was found that the cor-
relation between the parameters adopted for the 
proposed PCPT-based Cc equation shows close 
match. Additional example sites at three different 
locations were selected from the literature for fur-
ther examination of the PCPT-based methodology 
and correlation parameter. Overall, reasonably 
close agreement was observed between measured 
and predicted results.
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penetration test with field measurement and laboratory estimated
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ABSTRACT: The in-situ piezocone penetration test (PCPT or CPTu) has been widely used by geotech-
nical engineers for soil classification and evaluation of many engineering soil properties including the 
consolidation parameters. The PCPT-derived consolidation properties, such as constrained modulus (M) 
and coefficient of consolidation (c), can be used to estimate the magnitude and time rate of consolidation 
settlement of soils subjected to loading. The accurate estimation of embankment settlement is crucial 
to the proper design of approach slabs for bridges and to the mitigation of the bump problem. This 
paper presents a case study on estimating the embankment settlement at Courtableau Bridge site. The 
soil underneath each embankment site of the bridge was instrumented with a horizontal inclinometer. In 
each embankment site, PCPT tests were performed and the soundings of cone tip resistance (qt) were used 
to estimate the profiles of constrained modulus (M) using Sanglerat and Abu-Farsakh et al. interpreta-
tion methods. Dissipation tests were also conducted at specified penetration depths and used to estimate 
the coefficients of consolidation (c) using the Teh and Houlsby interpretation method. Shelby tube soil 
samples were collected and used to carry out a laboratory testing program to evaluate the consolida-
tion properties. The embankments’ consolidation settlements were monitored with time and the field-
measured values were compared with the magnitude and rate of settlements estimated using parameters 
derived from PCPT data and laboratory consolidation tests. The results of this study demonstrated that 
the piezocone penetration and dissipation tests reasonably estimated the magnitude and rate of consolida-
tion settlement of both embankment sites.

1 INTRODUCTION

A reasonable estimate of the consolidation set-
tlement of embankments on soft soil deposits 
requires better and more accurate evaluation of the 
consolidation parameters of the subsurface soils. 
In situ tests, such as the piezocone penetration test 
(PCPT or CPTu), can provide more accurate and 
reliable results than laboratory tests in evaluating 
the actual strength and consolidation properties 
of the soil under in-situ stress and drainage condi-
tions. The PCPT has gained wide popularity and 
acceptance for subsurface investigation and soil 
characterization. The piezocone penetrometer is 
capable of measuring the profile of cone tip resist-
ance, qc, sleeve friction, fs, and porewater pressure, 
u, at different locations. These measurements can 
be effectively used for soil identification and evalu-
ation of different soil properties such as the con-
solidation characteristics of soils.

Continuous efforts have been made in Loui-
siana to improve the accuracy of prediction the 
embankment settlement using PCPT measurements 

 (Abu-Farsakh 2004; Abu-Faraskh et al. 2007). New 
empirical calibration equations of constrained mod-
ulus and coefficient of consolidation were proposed 
in these studies. The research team at Louisiana 
Transportation Research Center (LTRC) has selected 
the Courtableau Bridge site to verify the proposed 
PCPT based method for predicting the embank-
ment settlement. In this paper, the subsurface soil 
properties were evaluated using both laboratory 
testing and in situ PCPT penetration and dissipa-
tion tests. Horizontal inclinometers were installed 
on both embankment sides of the bridge; and set-
tlement measurements were taken at specified time 
intervals during and after construction. Predicted 
settlements by both the laboratory and PCPT meth-
ods were compared with the measured settlement to 
evaluate the performance of each method.

2 BACKGROUND

The magnitude of total consolidation settlement 
(Sc) of fine-grained soil can be estimated utilizing 
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the constrained modulus (M) predicted from PCPT 
measured data using the following equation:

S H Mc iS HH i

avM i
∑ Δσ

 (1)

where Hi is the thickness of the soil layer i, Δσi is 
the induced stress in the mid of layer i, Mavi is the 
average constrained modulus for a stress range 
from initial effective vertical stress (σ ′voi) to final 
effective vertical stress (σ ′voi + Δσi) estimated using 
the following equation (Senneset et al. 1988; Sen-
neset et al. 1989).

M MavM i iM voi i

voi

+σ σvoi +
σ

′
′
Δ / 2

 (2)

2.1 Constrained modulus, M

Several correlations have been proposed to estimate 
the constrained modulus from either the cone tip 
resistance (qc) or the corrected cone tip resistance 
(qt) (Abu-Farsakh 2004). The general relationship 
for M can be expressed as follows:

M q M qc tM qq Mc Mq MMq MMq  (3)

Some of the popular correlation equations of 
constrained modulus are summarized in Table 1. 
Sanglerat (1972) presented a comprehensive array 
of α values for different soil types with different 
cone tip resistance values. Senneset (1988) presented 
a correlation based on corrected tip resistance (qt) 
for silty soils. Senneset et al. (1989) presented a cor-
relation based the tip resistance corrected by in situ 
soil vertical stress (σvo) for clayey soils. Abu-Farsakh 
(2004) and Abu-Farsakh et al. (2007) evaluated the 
aforementioned correlation equations based on 
test data on Louisiana soils and proposed two cor-
relation equations as shown in Table 1.

2.2 Coefficients of consolidation

The piezocone dissipation tests can provide the 
estimation of in situ coefficient of consolidation 

of subsurface soils. Dissipation test consists of 
stopping the cone penetration at certain depth and 
recording the dissipation of excess pore pressure 
(Δu) with time. The excess pore pressure is defined 
as the difference between the penetration pore 
pressure (u) and the static equilibrium pore pres-
sure (uo).

In this study, the Teh & Houlsby (1991) method 
was used to estimate the horizontal coefficient of 
consolidation of the soil (ch) near the cone tip as 
shown in Eq. (4).

c T r tIoT rh rII( )piezopiezo *= ( )TT 2
50  (4)

where, T*50 is a modified time factor at 50% dissipa-
tion (T*50 = 0.118 for the u1 piezocone and 0.245 for 
the u2 piezocone), Ir = G/su is the rigidity index, G is 
the shear modulus, and su is the undrained shear 
strength. The shear modulus at 50% of yield stress 
(G50) is usually used, which represents an average 
value of stress levels. UU tests and ko-CU tests on 
retrieved soil samples were performed to determine 
unstrained shear strength su and shear modulus G 
at 50% yield stress respectively. The determined su 
and G were used to determine the rigidity index 
Ir. In this study, the ch (piezo) was converted to 
the ch of  normal soil following the procedure by 
 Levadoux & Baligh (1986). Then, a ratio of kh to kv 
of  1.2 was used to calculate the vertical coefficient 
of consolidation of normal soil.

3 COURTABLEAU BRIDGE SITE

LADOTD decided to replace the old Bayou 
Courtableau Bridge located in St. Landry parish 
on LA route 103 about 8 miles north of Port Barre. 
The new bridge was built with precast prestressed 
concrete girders supported by pile bents sitting on 
square reinforced concrete driven piles.

A comprehensive field and laboratory test-
ing program was conducted to investigate the 
soil properties of the study site, which included 

Table 1. Correlation equations of constrained modulus

Model Equation

Sanglerat (1972) α • qc, table of α provided in the reference

Senneset et al. (1988) 2qt for qt ≤ 2.5 MPa

4qt for 2.5 < qt < 5 MPa silty soil

Senneset et al.(1989) αp • qn = αp • (qt − σvo) Pre-consolidation clay

αn • qn = αn • (qt − σvo) Normal consolidation clay
Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) 8.25 (qt − σvo)
Abu-Farsakh (2004) and 3.15 qt

Abu-Farsakh et al. (2007) 3.58 (qt – σvo)
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 moisture content, density, Atterberg limits, parti-
cle size analysis, 1-D consolidation tests, UU tests, 
ko-CU tests, and piezocone penetration and dissipa-
tion tests. The 1-D consolidation test results along 
with soil strata from soil boring log are presented 
in Figure 1. The first column of the plots shows 
the soil strata obtained from the boring log of the 
bridge site; the second column presents the mois-
ture content, liquid limit, and plastic limit results 
of Shelby tube samples obtained from the site; the 
undrained shear strength from UU test is shown 
in the next column; the constrained modulus and 
coefficient of consolidation at the in-situ stress 
level determined from laboratory 1-D consolida-
tion tests are shown in the following two columns, 
respectively; the last column plots the profile of 
OCR. These parameters were used in the calcula-
tion of embankment settlement in the later section. 
One CPT test was conducted on each embankment 
site of the bridge to profile the subgrade soils for 

settlement estimation. The profiles of CPT test 
results (qt, fs, and Rf) and the corresponding CPT 
soil classification using Zhang & Tumay (1999) 
CPT classification method are presented in Fig-
ure 2. As shown by the CPT soil classification, the 
subgrade soil mainly consists of clayey silt in the 
upper 60 ft. below ground surface. Compared to 
the west embankment site, the east site is a little 
sandier. Several dissipation tests were conducted 
at each side of the bridge as shown in Figure 3 to 
obtain the consolidation parameters used for set-
tlement estimation. The depths for the PCPT dissi-
pation tests at the west side embankment are 1.96, 
2.64, 3.83, 7.56, 9.55, 13.88, 16.15, and 18.15 m 
below the old pavement surface.

3.1 Installation of horizontal inclinometer

The newly constructed east embankment has a 
height of 8 ft. above the existing pavement and a 
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Figure 2. PCPT profiles and soil classification for Courtableau Bridge east site.
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width of 120 ft.; while the newly constructed west 
embankment has a height of 6 ft. above the exist-
ing pavement and a width of 110 ft. One horizon-
tal inclinometer was installed at each embankment 
side underneath the middle of the approach slab to 
monitor the profile of consolidation settlement of 
subgrade soil along the embankment cross section. 
The installation plan of the inclinometers is shown 
in Figure 4. A 2 ft.-wide and 2 ft.-deep trench as 
shown in Figure 5 was dug after the completion 
of the first lift of embankment fill. The return 
pipe with a diameter of 3.34 in. (85 mm) and cas-
ing were also aligned on the bottom of the trench. 
The trench was then backfilled and manually com-
pacted with a hand compactor. In this study, a dig-
ital horizontal inclinometer system manufactured 
by RST instruments Ltd. was used, which consists 
of inclinometer casing, a horizontal probe, control 
cable, and a readout unit. Each end of the incli-
nometer casing extended about 10 ft. beyond the 
embankment and was fastened to two wooden 
posts inserted deep into the natural ground to pro-
vide stable reference points for future survey. A first 
survey was conducted immediately after the trench 
was compacted to obtain the baseline survey plus 
to check the function of the casing. The inclinome-
ter probe was pulled through the casing twice with 
the probe in forward and backward position at 2 ft. 
interval, i.e. the length of probe. The two readings 
can eliminate possible errors of the instrument 
and provide accurate measurement of settlement 

profile. The inclinometer readings were taken at 
specified time intervals until 6 months after the 
complete of the construction.

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSES

4.1 Constrained modulus and coefficient 
of consolidation

The PCPT data obtained on each embankment site 
were used to estimate the constrained modulus, M, 
using the Sanglerat method and Abu-Farsakh (2004) 
correlation (M = 3.15qt), with qt representing the aver-
age qt value of the soil layer. The PCPT estimated con-
strained modulus along with those obtained from 1-D 
consolidation tests are depicted in Figure 6a. The fig-
ure shows that both Sanglerat and Abu-Farsakh meth-
ods have close estimation of the in situ constrained 
moduli, which are generally larger than the laboratory 
measured values, especially in the upper 15 ft.

The vertical coefficients of consolidation, cv, 
were obtained using the Teh & Houlsby (1991) 
interpretation method from dissipation test results 
as described by Equations 4–6. The Rigidity indi-
ces were determined using laboratory UU and 
ko-CU test results. Coefficient of consolidation 
is difficult to determine accurately in nature. The 
PCPT estimated vertical coefficients of consolida-
tion generally agree well with laboratory measured 
values (Figure 6b).

4.2 Settlement and settlement rate prediction

The settlement calculation of Courtableau Bridge 
embankments was performed based on results of 
laboratory tests on retrieved in-situ samples and 
the PCPT field tests. The embankment additional 

Figure 3. Dissipation test for Courtableau Bridge east 
site.
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Figure 5. Installation of horizontal inclinometer casing 
and return pipe.
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surcharge was obtained as the height difference 
between the new embankment and the exist-
ing embankment as indicated in Figure 4. Stress 
induced by the applied embankment surcharge 
(Δσ) is calculated using a MatLAB coded based 
on the concept of vertical stress distribution due 
to embankment loading (Poulos & Davis 1974). 
The 1-D consolidation test results conducted in 
the laboratory were used for settlement calcula-
tion as indicated by “-Lab” shown in Figures 7 
and 8. The subgrade soil properties and the PCPT 
and the dissipation test results were presented 
earlier. The constrained modulus and vertical 
coefficient of consolidation shown in Figure 6 
were also used for settlement calculations. The 
PCPT-predicted settlements (using Sanglerat and 
Abu-Farsakh correlations of M) were compared 
with the  laboratory-calculated settlement and the 
field-measured settlement from the horizontal 
inclinometers as shown in Figures 7 and 8. The fig-
ures show that the proposed PCPT interpretation 
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Figure 9. Rate of consolidation settlement.
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method predicted the total consolidation settle-
ment better than the Sanglerat PCPT method and 
the laboratory method. The settlement predicted 
from laboratory tests results in the largest settle-
ment. The Sanglerat method resulted settlements 
are slightly larger than the settlement obtained by 
Abu-Farsakh method.

The accurate prediction of the rate of embank-
ment settlement is very important to geotechni-
cal engineers for better planning the extent of 
preloading period needed to overcome majority of 
settlement. The rates of consolidation settlement 
underneath the center of embankments predicted 
from the laboratory parameters and the PCPT dis-
sipation tests using Teh & Houlsby (1988) interpre-
tation method are presented in Figures 9a and 9b 
for the east and west embankments, respectively. 
The figures indicated that although the predicted 
magnitudes of settlement from laboratory and 
PCPT methods vary from the actual field measure-
ments, the PCPT estimated rate of consolidation 
settlement from dissipation tests matches fairly 
well with the field monitoring.

4.3 Reliability of settlement prediction

The reliability of  settlement prediction using 
PCPT is determined by the calibration equa-
tions for constrained modulus and coefficient 
of  consolidation. These calibration equations 
are empirical and greatly depend on calibration 
database. The empirical equations used in this 
paper were developed from 7 embankment sites 
and verified with 3 embankment sites all located 
in Louisiana (Abu-Farsakh 2004). LADOTD 
decided to continue the verification process until 
enough reliability is achieved for LADOTD 

engineers to use this method confidently. The 
work presented in this paper is part of  continue 
verification effort. When applying the recom-
mended calibration equations in locations other 
than Louisiana, engineers should take cautions 
to check the accuracy.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper evaluated the capability of the PCPT 
method for predicting the embankment settlement 
due to the consolidation of underlying saturated 
fine-grained soils. The embankment construc-
tion site at the Courtableau Bridge was selected to 
verify the PCPT-based settlement prediction meth-
ods developed in a previous study (Abu-Farsakh 
2004). A comprehensive laboratory and field test-
ing program was conducted to calculate and verify 
the magnitude and rate of embankment settlement. 
Field measurements from horizontal inclinometers 
were compared with consolidation settlements 
estimated using the PCPT and laboratory derived 
parameters.

The results showed that the PCPT and dissi-
pation data were able to reasonably estimate the 
magnitude and rate of  consolidation settlement. 
The PCPT settlement prediction method using 
Abu-Farsakh correlations of  constrained modu-
lus (M = 3.15qt) has better performance than 
Sanglerat PCPT method and the laboratory cal-
culation in estimating the magnitude of  consoli-
dation settlement of  Courtableau embankments. 
The estimation of  rate of  settlement from PCPT 
dissipation tests using Teh and Houlsby inter-
pretation method agrees fairly well with field 
measurements.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The unit weight is the fundamental property of the 
soil that is usually determined either in the labora-
tory from undisturbed samples or in the field using 
sand cone test, rubber balloon or geophysical meth-
ods such as electric resistivity probes, radioactive 
isotope modules, gamma ray penetrometers etc. 
However undisturbed sampling, especially cohe-
sionless soil at higher depth, is considered imprac-
tical technically as well as economically. Field 
methods like sand cone test are limited to shallow 
depths, while geophysical methods require special 
techniques and devices which make the procedure 
costly and time consuming for general applications. 
As a result, like most of the sand properties, deter-
mination of unit weight of the sand depends on 
in-situ tests such as piezocone (CPTu) and related 
empirical relations.

Number of empirical equations had been devel-
oped. Most of them are either based on CPTu 
parameters (qc, fs and u2) or shear wave velocity 
(Vs) measured directly from the field using the in-
situ seismic tests. The unit weight estimated from 
Vs-based methods is considered more reliable as Vs 
is capable to reflect the in-situ inherent character-
istics of soils (Mayne 2010). However, piezocone 
test is performed commonly for geotechnical site 
characterization; unit weight is also usually esti-
mated from CPT-based methods. The unit weight 

values estimated from those empirical equations 
usually varies considerably. Thus it is desirable to 
evaluate the existing equations to confirm which 
equation is suitable for the local use. For this pur-
pose, disturbed sand samples were retrieved from 
deep sand layer (33–43 m depths) at an interval of 
1 m using conventional SPT sampler in the Nak-
dong River deltaic area, west of Busan city. A pair 
of piezocone test (CPTu) and seismic dilatometer 
test (SDMT) were also performed close to the sam-
pling borehole. The disturbed sand samples were 
used in the laboratory to determine the physical 
properties including limit densities, i.e. maximum 
and minimum densities. From those limit densi-
ties, unit weight values were back-calculated for 
samples from corresponding depths using the rela-
tive density equation suggested by Jamiolkowski 
(2001). The unit weight values were also estimated 
using CPT-based and Vs-based equations as listed 
in Table 1. The back-calculated “Lab” values were 
compared with those estimated from the CPT-
based and Vs-based methods.

The comparison showed that, the unit weight 
values estimated from the CPT-based methods 
vary considerably, while the back-calculated unit 
weight values were closer to those estimated from 
the Vs-based methods. An alternative empiri-
cal equation was developed based on the back-
 calculated unit weights and the CPT parameters 
to satisfy local sands which vary from fine grained 

Evaluation of deep sand unit weight estimated from CPT
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burden stress, which is calculated from unit weight (γ) of each soil layers. γ  is usually determined indirectly 
using empirical equations. The equations based on shear wave velocity (Vs) are considered more reliable 
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sand to gravelly sand. The empirical equation 
using normalized tip stress (qt1) incorporating soil 
behaviour type index (Ic) appears to provide rea-
sonable estimation of  unit weight. 

2 EXISTING CORRELATIONS

2.1 Unit weight

2.1.1 CPT-based relations
Numbers of  CPT based empirical relations, suit-
able for both cohesive and cohesionless soils 
are existing which were developed using various 
types of  test methods and soil types. Numbers 
of  equations were also developed based on mul-
tiple regression analysis on existing database (for 
example Mayne 2010). The unit weight table sug-
gested by Lunne et al. (1997) is one of  the com-
monly used method (Mayne 2007a) in which unit 
weight values are assigned to 12 zones of  soils that 
were classified based on the soil behaviour type 
 suggested by Robertson et al. (1986). Although 
the Lunne et al. (1997) method provides reason-
able values for soil unit weight, the SBT zones 
cover a wide range of  soil density and therefore 
do not fully capture the change in soil unit weight 
due to variations in soil density (Robertson and 
Cabal, 2010). Table 1 listed recently developed 
equations which can be used to estimate the 
unit weight using CPT parameters. The Equa-
tions 2 & 4 were developed based on the multiple 
regression analysis. The Equation 4 can be used 
with different CPT parameters as given by Equa-
tions 4a to 4c. Equation 3 was developed based 
on links between shear wave velocity, CPT results 
and DMT results; however, the proposed relation 
is based directly on the CPT results only. It can 
be used either with or without specific gravity of 
soils as given by Equations 3a and 3b.

2.1.2 Vs-based relations 
Mayne (2010) reported that a global and funda-
mental relationship exists between total unit weight 
and shear wave velocity in soils because shear wave 
velocity strongly depends upon void ratio and 
effective stress state, as well as other factors includ-
ing fabric, structure, cementation, and ageing. 
Numbers of empirical equations have been pub-
lished based on an in-situ Vs and total unit weight 
(γ). Table 1 also includes two Vs-based equations 
(Equations 4 and 5) which were developed based 
on 727 data including soft to stiff  clays and silts; 
loose to dense sands and gravels; and other mixed 
geo-materials (Mayne 2010).

2.2 Relative density (Dr)

Relative density (Dr) represents the in-situ dense-
ness or looseness of granular sands. Despite many 
criticisms, Dr is still commonly used as an interme-
diate soil parameter in the interpretation of in-situ 
tests such as CPTu. The criticisms are particularly 
associated with the uncertainty in obtaining reli-
able limit densities in the laboratory. However, a 
careful execution of specific procedures can lead to 
reasonably reproducible (up to ±5%) relative densi-
ties from the laboratory (Salgado et al. 2000). 

The relative density is usually expressed in terms 
of void ratios of the soil. In terms of dry unit 
weights, it can be expressed as:

DRD d d

d d
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where γd = the in-situ dry unit weight, γd(min) = the dry 
unit weight in the loosest condition, and γd(max) = the 
dry unit weight in the densest condition. 

A number of methods are available to determine 
Dr using CPT data (e.g., Jamiolkowski et al. 2001, 
Robertson & Robertson 2006), however they yield 

Table 1. CPT based empirical equations.

Eq. no. Empirical relationships Authors

(1) γt = function of SBT classification system Lunne et al. (1997)
(2) γdry = 1.89 log(qt1) + 11.8 Mayne (2007a)

qt1 = (qt/Pa)/(σvo′ . Pa)0.5 Pa = atmospheric pressure
(3a) γt/γw = [0.27 log(Rf) + 0.36 log(qt/Pa) + 1.236] Gs/2.65 Robertson & 

Cabal (2010)(3b) γt/γw = 0.27 log(Rf) + 0.36 log(qt/Pa) + 1.236
where Rf = (fs /qt) 100% (friction ratio), Gs = specific gravity

(4a) γt  = 11.46 + 0.33 log(z) + 3.10 log(fs) + 0.70 log(qt) where, z = depth Mayne (2010)
(4b) γt  = 1.81 γw  • (σvo′/Pa)0.05 [(qt − σvo)/Pa]0.017 (fs/Pa)0.073 (Bq + 1)0.16

where, Bq = (u2 − uo)/(qt − σvo), γw = unit weight of water,
(4c) γt  = 1.95 γw = (σvo′/Pa)0.06 (fs/Pa)0.06   fs = Sleeve friction
(5) γsat  = 8.32 log(Vs) − 1.61 log(z) Mayne (2001)

where, Vs = shear wave velocity (m/s) and z = depth (m)
(6) γsat  = 4.17 ln(Vs1) − 4.03 where, Vs1  = Vs /(σvo′/Pa)0.25 Mayne (2007b)
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similar results i.e. within ±5% maximum variations. 
The empirical equation proposed by Jamiolkowski 
et al. (2001) is shown as Equation 8, which allows 
the estimation of Dr in the deposits of unaged, 
uncemented silica sands with low to moderate 
compressibility.

DrD =
( )q Pt aPP
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where qt = the corrected cone resistance,
 Pa = the atmospheric pressure, and
 σvo′ = the effective overburden stress.

2.3 The soil behavior type index, Ic

The Soil Behavior Type index (Ic) was proposed by 
Robertson and Wride (1998) which is able to char-
acterize the grains directly from the CPT results. 
The Soil Behavior Type index, Ic is defined as:

IcII r( )tQQ⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦
⎤⎤1Fr)QtQQ + +FrFF2 2

0 5
(log . )22

.
 (3)

where, n = 0.5 for sandy soil and 1 for clay,
Qt = [(qt − σvo)/pa] (Pa/σvo′)n,
Fr = [fs/(qt − σvo)] × 100%, and fs = sleeve friction.

3 INVESTIGATION PROGRAM

3.1 Field tests and sampling

Samples were retrieved using a conventional SPT 
sampler from borehole MD1P-2 in the Nakdong 
River deltaic area, west of Busan city. The sam-
ples were collected from 33.5 to 42.5 m depths at 
an interval of 100 cm. The sample numbers were 
assigned based on the borehole number and the 
sampling depth.

The piezocone test (CPTu) and the seismic flat 
dilatometer test (SDMT) were conducted close to 
the sampling borehole. The piezocone, manufac-
tured by Geomil Co., Ltd., consists of a 60° apex 
angle cone with a 15 cm2 base area, and a porous 
element located immediately behind the cone 
(u2). The shear wave velocity was measured at an 
interval of 50 cm. using the Marchetti seismic flat 
dilatometer. The data was acquired and analyzed 
by using the SDMT Elab software. 

3.2 Laboratory tests

The physical properties were determined using the 
ASTM standard test methods. The limit densi-
ties, however, were determined using the Japanese 
Industrial Standards test method (JIS A1224, 2000) 
due to limited amount of sand samples retrieved 

from the SPT sampler. Singh et al. (2009) reported 
that the JIS A1224 (2000) yields both highest and 
lowest values of the limit densities and requires a 
smaller volume of sample (about 170 cm3) com-
pared to 2,830 cm3 volume of sample required by 
ASTM (D4253/D4254) method. A scanning elec-
tron microscope was also adopted to investigate 
the sand particle properties.

4 SITE DESCRIPTION 

The in-situ tests and sampling were conducted at 
the Myeongji (MJ) site, which is located in the 
southernmost part of the Nakdong River delta. 
Figure 1 shows a typical cross-section of the Late 
Quaternary deposit constructed based on several 
CPT profiles across the test site. The upper clay 
layer is uniform, soft, and normally consolidated; 
however, the lower sand varies significantly in local-
ity. The lower sand layer is about 20∼25 m thick 
and non-uniform which is deposited under the flu-
vial channel environment (Chung et al. 2006).

5 TEST RESULTS

5.1 Soil classification and physical properties

Based on the grain size distribution properties 
tested in the laboratory (Fig. 2) and the Soil Behav-
iour Type index Ic, the sands were largely divided 
into three groups: fine to medium sand (type I, 
closed symbols), medium sand with more than 
10% coarse sand and a little gravel (type II, open 
symbols), and gravelly sand with more than 10% 
gravels (type III, line-crossed symbols).

Figure 3 shows the summarized physical proper-
ties of each sub-layer. The specific gravity varies 

Figure 1. Typical soil profile at MJ site based on CPT 
profiles (Singh et al. 2011).
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between 2.58 and 2.64. The uniformity coefficient 
(Cu) and the coefficient of gradation (Cc) vary from 
1.87 to 8.52 and 0.64 to 1.19, respectively. All the 
samples had fines below 4%. Based on the Unified 
Soil Classification System, the sands were classified 
as moderately to poorly graded sands (SP) except 
MD2-40.5 which was classified as well graded sand 
(SW). The maximum and minimum dry densities 
were in the range of 1.45 to 1.77 Mg/m3 and 1.13 
to 1.39 Mg/m3, respectively.

5.2 Field test results

The corrected cone resistance (qt), field density (ρt), 
Dr, Ic and Vs profiles are shown in Figure 4, where Figure 2. Grain size distribution curves from MD1P-2.
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Figure 3. Physical properties from borehole MD1P-2.

Figure 4. Various CPT and Vs profiles from borehole MD1P-2.
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ρt and Dr were estimated using the Equations 1 & 
8, respectively. Both ρt and Dr increased with the 
increase in grain size. Equation 1 gave relatively less 
variation in density. However, sand types II and III 
showed higher density (>2.0 Mg/m3)  compared to 
sand type I. A similar trend was also seen in Dr. Sim-
ilar to CPT parameters, the in-situ seismic velocity 
was also increased with increasing grain size.

6 CORRELATION OF RESULTS

In an analysis, the unit weight for upper silty sand 
layer was estimated using Equation 1, and for the 
upper silty clay layer, unit weight was determined 
from the laboratory tests. The lower sand layer 
(33 m to 43 m) was divided into several sub-layers 
based on the CPT parameters such as qt and Ic. The 
maximum and minimum dry unit weights, deter-
mined from the laboratory test, were then assigned 
to equivalent sand sub-layers. The maximum and 
minimum dry unit weights measured in the labora-
tory were applied to back-calculate the in-situ unit 
weight using Equation 7. The relative density val-
ues corresponding to sample depth in Equation 7 
were estimated using Equation 8. Since both Equa-
tions 7 and 8 were based on the unit weight, the 
iteration was required until a matching value of 
unit weight was obtained.

Figure 5 shows comparison between the back-
calculated unit weight profile and the estimated 
unit weight profiles from the CPT-based methods 
and the Vs-based methods as listed in Table 1. 

 Figures 5a and 5b show the comparison with 
CPT-based methods (equations 1 to 4), while Fig-
ure 5c shows the comparison with Vs-based meth-
ods (Equations 5 and 6). In the figure, the “Lab” 
values refer to the back-calculated values. The 
unit weight estimated from Equation 1 (Lunne 
et al. 1997) is shown in all figures for comparison 
purpose. As can be seen, the values obtained from 
the CPT-based methods either underestimated or 
overestimated the lab values. The unit weight val-
ues estimated from Equation 3 were very close to 
Equation 1; however, both of  them slightly over-
estimated the lab values. The unit weight values 
estimated from Equation 2 largely underestimated 
and Equations 4a to 4c largely overestimated the 
lab values. Meanwhile the unit weight values esti-
mated from the Vs-based equations were much 
closer to the lab values. The values estimated from 
Equation 6 showed slightly higher values com-
pared to Equation 5 and more closer to the lab 
values. The Equation 5 was based on both Vs and 
depth (z) while Equation 6 was based only on the 
stress-normalized shear wave velocity (VS1).

7 DEVELOPMENT OF NEW EQUATION

Based on these results, a new empirical equation 
was developed using the lab values and the CPT 
parameters. The multiple regression analysis 
showed close relationship between unit weight and 
soil behaviour type index normalized with cone 
tip resistance (Ic

4/qt1
0.01) as shown in Figure 6 and 

Figure 5. Comparison between the estimated γt values from various methods.
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expressed by Equation 10. Figure 7 shows that the 
estimated unit weight values from the newly devel-
oped Equation 10 matched reasonably with those 
from the lab test and the Vs-based methods. 

γ t
c

t

Ic

q
= −

⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

20 159 0 1632
4

1
0 01

. .159 0
.

 (4)

where, qt1 = (qt/Pa)/(σvo′/Pa)0.5

8 CONCLUSION

The unit weight is the fundamental property of soils 
which is needed to access the overburden stress. Unit 
weight is usually determined indirectly using the 
empirical equations. Although the equations based 
on shear wave velocity (Vs) are considered more reli-
able, it is usually estimated from the CPTu param-
eters because CPTu is performed more commonly. 
However, unit weight values estimated from various 
empirical equations vary in a wide range. Thus, it is 
required to evaluate the existing equations in order 
to obtain the correct unit weight which is needed for 
the reliable interpretation of various soil parameters 
using CPTu results. In the present study, the disturbed 
sand samples were retrieved from the deep sand layer 
and limit densities were determined in the labora-
tory. The unit weight was then back-calculated using 
limit densities and relative density obtained from the 
CPTu. The back-calculated values were compared 
with those estimated from the CPT-based and the 
Vs-based methods. The comparison showed that the 
values from Vs-based methods were close to the lab 
values; while the values obtained from the CPT-based 
methods either overestimated or underestimated the 
lab values. A new empirical equation was developed 
based on the lab values and the CPT parameters 
which gave reasonably good matching with those 
from the lab test and the Vs-based methods. How-
ever, the results were based on the limited experimen-
tal data. Thus, its applicability to different types of 
sands at other locations needs to be validated.
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Behavior of the Standard Penetration Test (SPT) in sandy deposits

N.T. Dung & S.G. Chung
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ABSTRACT: Standard Penetration Test (SPT) is one of the most popular and economical field tests 
and its derived parameters are still extensively used for practical applications. Although the test is very 
popular in practice, its entire behavior during driving has rarely been depicted to date. This paper presents 
a proposed approach to depict the relationship between blow counts and cumulative penetrations of the 
SPT using energy balance approach. The driving mechanism of the SPT sampler is conceptually modeled 
as that of a miniature open-ended steel pipe pile, and it requires only basic in-situ parameters of sand 
as input parameters. Simulated curves of blow counts versus cumulative penetrations agree very well 
with measured ones obtained from two experimental sites. The behavior of the relationship was found to 
depend significantly on the soil plug mechanism in the SPT sampler. Simulated soil plug lengths in the 
SPT sampler are found slightly less than the measured values.

Keywords: SPT, simulation, sandy deposits, energy balance approach

1 INTRODUCTION

Standard penetration test (SPT) is one of the most 
simple and economical field tests used for ground 
investigation. Even though the test is known to 
include some uncertainties and its penetration 
resistance (SPT-N value) has been suggested for 
appropriate use in preliminary designs (Kulhawy & 
Mayne 1990; Clayton 1993), the SPT is still popu-
larly used in many countries, especially practical 
site investigation in Korea.

Despite the test has been standardized for a long 
time and its N-value has been extensively used for 
interpreting soil properties, a general relationship 
between SPT blow counts and cumulative penetra-
tions has rarely been investigated. Generally, field 
engineers just focus on cumulative blow counts at 
the penetrations of 15, 30, and 45 cm and deter-
mine the N-value as the total blow counts from 
the last two penetration segments. In addition, in 
dense sand the SPT is often completed whenever 
the blow number in the last two segments reaches 
50 (even at a penetration of less than 30 cm) and 
N-value of 50 is taken as conservative penetration 
resistance of soil.

Many engineers might wonder that how much 
the penetration resistance of dense sand is under-
estimated with the use of N-value = 50 blows per 
less than 30 cm as maximum penetration resist-
ance and there is a simple extrapolation method to 
get the true N-value from the pre-mature result of 

50 blows/<30 cm. A general relationship between 
SPT blow counts and cumulative penetrations is 
needed to elucidate the above concern.

Dung & Chung (2011) carried out a simulation 
of behavior of the SPT in sandy deposits using 
energy-based approach and proposed a general 
relationship between SPT blow counts and cumula-
tive penetrations. The SPT sampler was simulated 
as a miniature steel pipe (open-ended) pile driven 
to sandy deposits. It was found from the simula-
tion that the relationship can well be depicted by 
a quadratic equation of penetration increment 
(Δd) resulted from each blow. The behavior of the 
relationship was found to depend significantly on 
the soil plug mechanism in the SPT sampler. The 
verification of the proposed relationship showed 
that simulated curves of blow counts versus cumu-
lative penetrations agree very well with experi-
mental ones at two investigation sites. However, 
more analyses are still needed to strengthen the 
proposed relationship and realize the proposal in 
practical applications

This paper first briefly describes the proposed 
relationship and verification result presented in 
Dung & Chung (2011) to serve as the background 
for further analyses. It then presents two further 
analyses: (i) comparison of simulated and measured 
soil plug length in the SPT sampler; (ii) sensitivity 
study on the modified exponent of the incremental 
filling ratio (IFR) function, which plays a vital role 
in the reliability of the proposed relationship.
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2 ENERGY BALANCE EQUATION

2.1 Basic considerations and assumptions

The plugging mechanism of the SPT sampler 
is rather complex because the plug formation 
depends largely on the relative density and grad-
ing of the deposits. Especially, the plug formation 
is likely unpredictable in coarse and poorly graded 
deposits, and in such a case the SPT N-value 
becomes very less reliable. To simplify the analysis, 
the following assumptions were taken into account: 
(i) soil is homogeneous and the high penetration 
resistance (N > 50) reflects the true stiffness of the 
deposits; that is, the sampler is not locally resisted 
by large particles such as gravels or pebbles; (ii) the 
local shaft resistances acting on the inner walls of 
the sampler are not accounted for the total shaft 
resistance (Rs), while the resistances are considered 
to have contribution to the base resistance; (iii) soil 
parameters (e.g., φ′, K0) are approximately con-
stant at each test point; (iv) for simplicity, energy 
spent to overcome dynamic resistance of soil is not 
considered in the analysis. Figure 1 shows a sche-
matic diagram for representing the process of the 
SPT at the nth blow.

2.2 Shaft resistance

The total shaft resistance up to the nth blow can 
generally be given as:

AsnR
i

n

ij v
i

n

siA( )⎡⎣⎡⎡ ⎤AA⎦⎤⎤AAAA
=i=

∑ ∑r Asirr ji siAr A
1

0
1

β σKij ′v (0  (1)

where rsij = unit shaft resistance (kPa) in the 
range of an increment Δdi subjected to j blows; 

Asi = 0.05πΔdi (m2) = outer circumferential area of 
the sampler at the increment Δdi; K = coefficient 
of lateral earth pressure [K = ηK0 = η(1 − sinφ′)
OCRsinφ′], where η = factor taking into account 
the effect of increment of lateral earth pressure 
due to soil displacement. As the hollow sampler 
is rather small in diameter, the soil displacement 
during driving is insignificant, implying that the 
horizontal stress incremental factor (η) should be 
close to unity. Thus, η = 1.1 to 1.2 is properly rec-
ommended for practical applications;σ ′v0 = in-situ 
effective overburden pressure; and δ ′ = effective 
friction angle between sand and steel sampler sur-
face and can averagely be taken as 2φ′/3.

During pile driving (cyclic loading), the friction 
fatigue of soil elements surrounding the pile shaft 
has been well recognized (Randolph 2003; Jardine 
et al. 2005; White & Lehane 2004) and this phe-
nomenon leads to a reduction of shaft friction after 
each blow. The reduction of the shaft resistance at 
the increment Δdi is quantitatively represented by 
the factor βij which is a function of subjected blow 
number and the distance from the considering 
point to the pile base (White 2005):

βij = ( )i sh Di si
− ( )j⎡⎣⎡⎡ ⎤⎦⎤⎤Log0 125.  (2)

where Ds = sampler diameter (0.05 m), hi = distance 
from the center of the increment Δdi to the base; 
and j = number of blows at which the increment 
Δdi is experienced (j = n − i + 1). It is noted that 
the maximum resistance is assumed to fully act one 
pile diameter behind the pile base. Thus, the reduc-
tion factor βij = 1 if  hi ≤ Ds.

2.3 Base resistance

The base resistance (Rtn) is probably the most dif-
ficult parameter in estimating pile bearing capacity, 
especially for open-ended piles. There are a number 
of proposals for estimating the base resistance of 
driven open-ended piles (Jardine et al. 2005, Lehane 
et al. 2007); however, most of the proposals relate 
the base resistance with CPT-qc value. To use basic 
in-situ soil parameters (e.g., φ′, K0, σ ′v0) and an 
independent solution of qc, the equation proposed 
by Paik & Salgado (2003) is adopted herein:

R r A AtnRR tnrr t hA tAr AA ′ ( )IFRII nR⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎤⎤0  (3)

where rtn = unit base resistance (kPa) at the nth blow, 
and rtn theoretically increases with decreasing of the 
incremental filling ratio (IFRn); At = cross-sectional 
area of the sampler’s base (approximately taken as 
π0.052/4 m2); σ ′h0 = in situ effective horizontal pres-
sure; α = coefficient that depends on the relative 
density at each test point. Paik &  Salgado (1993) 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram for representing the 
 process of SPT at the nth blow.
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suggested that α  = 1 for dense sands, 0.6 for medium 
sands, and 0.25 for loose sands.

The most important parameter in Equation (3) 
is the incremental filling ratio (IFRn) at the blow 
nth which is not measured in routine performance 
of pile driving as well as the SPT. Dung & Chung 
(2011) derived and proposed a simple hyperbolic 
function as:

IFRFF
nnR

m
=

+
1

1 λn
 (4)

where λ = coefficient, varies according to density 
of the deposits (λ ≥ 0); m = modified exponent and 
0 ≤ m ≤ 1.

2.4 Energy balance equation

The energy (Eh) delivered from hammer to the 
anvil at the nth blow (essentially the same for every 
blow) can be expressed as:

E ETRhE = ( )WH  (5)

where ETR = energy transfer ratio; W = hammer’s 
weight (kN); H = hammer’s drop height (m). Note 
that this energy is just measured value right below 
the anvil.

The work (Es) done by the sampler to overcome 
the shaft resistance (Rsn) and toe resistance (Rtn) at 
the nth blow can be expressed as:

E R ds sE n tn ndd(R Rsn tRR n+RsR n  (6)

where Δdn = penetration corresponding to the nth 
blow. The Rsn and Rtn values essentially increase 
with increasing the number of blows, as the pen-
etration becomes deeper and soil plug gets denser.

Based on the energy conservation law, the equal-
ization of the energies (Es = Eh) gives:

( ) ( )d ETR Csi ti i R( )dd ETR C=) didΔ  (7)

where CR = correction factor for energy loss due to 
rod length (Skempton 1986). By substituting Equa-
tions 1 and 3 into Equation 7, a quadratic equation 
of unknown Δdn can be expressed as:
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The equation can be rearranged in a clearer form:
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2.5 Applications of the balance equation

The proposed equation can promisingly be applied 
in practice to: (i) predict the SPT N-value with 
proper input parameters; (ii) back analyze friction 
angle (φ′) of sandy soils from routinely measured 
data since taking sand samples for laboratory tests 
is a difficult and costly job; (iii) extrapolate the true 
N-value from the test completed at N-value = 50 
blows/<30 cm. For each application, a number of 
input parameters should reliably be determined or 
verified first. Due to limited space, the following sec-
tions briefly discuss on verification of the proposed 
approach and optimization of hyperbolic param-
eters which are the most uncertain input ones.

2.6 Solving the balance equation

The incremental penetration from any ith blow 
(Δdi) can be obtained as the positive root of Equa-
tion 9. To solve the equation, the following input 
parameters are required: in-situ soil parameters 
of σ ′v0, φ′, OCR, and α; hyperbolic parameters of 
m and λ; hammer parameters of Ds, W, H, and 
ETR. Having determined proper input parameters, 
Equation 9 is solved for the first blow, followed 
by updating values βij, rsij, and hi. This process is 
repeated for the next blows until the cumulative 
penetration Σ(Δdi) reaches 45 cm. Finally, a com-
plete curve of blow counts versus cumulative pen-
etration can be depicted.

3 VERIFICATION OF THE APPROACH

Among the required input parameters, the hyper-
bolic parameters (λ and m) are the most difficult 
ones to be determined. Thus, to verify a simulated 
curve, optimization of m and λ is first carried, fol-
lowing by comparison between simulated curve 
determined by the optimized m and λ and the 
measured curve.

3.1 Optimization of m and λ.

From any SPT test data, one would be able to 
have three data points of blows/penetration, say: 
(n1,mea, d1), (n2,mea, d2), (n3,mea, d3), where n1,mea = meas-
ured number of blows for the first penetration seg-
ment, i.e., d1 = 15 cm; n2,mea = total measured number 
of blows for the first two penetration segments, 
i.e., d2 = 30 cm; and n3,mea = total measured number 
of blows when the test is completed at d3 = 45 cm. 
The optimized m and λ values are obtained from 
an iterative procedure, which can briefly be sum-
marized as follows:

Step 1: The first trial value m1 = 1.0 (the maximum 
value can be) and the first trial value λ1 = 0.0 are 
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assigned to Equation 4. Using the first assigned 
values, Equation 9 can be solved and updated 
continuously to get the first complete blow counts 
—cumulative penetrations curve. From the curve, 
the first root mean squared error (RMSEm1,λ1) is 
obtained as follows:

n nm iE n i
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1 1
2

1

3 0 5

, ,i ,

.

λ1 nn= (( )⎡

⎣
⎢
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⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦=
∑∑ mea sni, im  (10)

where ni,sim (i = 1, 2, 3) are simulated blow counts 
corresponding to d1, d2, and d3.

By using the constant value of m1, an iteration 
process is now started by increasing λk = λk−1  +  Δλ 
(k = 2, 3, 4 . . .). The iteration process is stopped 
when the minimum root mean squared error 
(RMSEm1,min) is obtained at λ = λm1,opt:

RMSE MIN RI MSE RS MSESm mE 1RMSESSMINII1 mMIN RII MSESS 2, i , , ...= ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎤⎤λ λRMSES1 1RMSESS mE 2,m1 1m
 11)

Figure 2 schematically shows the general rela-
tionship between the RMSEm1 and λ. Figure 3 
schematically shows the mechanism of the optimi-
zation with illustration of blow errors (Δni).

Step 2: Once the RMSEm1,min and λm1,opt are 
obtained, the second iteration process can be 
started with m2 = m1 − Δm. Note that in order 
to have the same magnitude of penetration, the 
decrease in the m value would lead to the increase 
in the λ value . Thus, the iteration in this step can 
be started from λ1 = λm1,opt. The mechanism shown 
in Figures 2 & 3 is again applied until the minimum 
root mean squared error (RMSEm2,min) is obtained.

Step 2 is repeated with mi = mi−1 − Δm (i = 3 
to p = 1/Δm + 1) and thus the correspond-
ing root mean square errors RMSEm3,min, 
RMSEm4,min . . .RMSEmp,min can be obtained.

Final step: The optimal root mean square error, 
termed as RMSEopt, is determined as the minimum 
values from RMSEmi,min (i = 1 to p):
RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSEm m mpoptE MIN= ⎡R⎣⎡⎡R ⎤⎦⎤⎤1 2m, i ,min ,min, ,RMSE 2RMSEm min ...,  (12)

Once the RMSEopt is determined, the corre-
sponding optimal values of m and λ are also deter-
mined and termed as mopt and λopt, respectively. The 
values of mopt and λopt are then assigned to Equa-
tion (4) to get the best fit curve to the measured 
data points. A Fortran code was made to simulate 
the iteration procedure.

3.2 Experimental site 1: Myeongji, Busan,
S. Korea

The test site (MJ) is located at the coastline of 
the Nakdong River delta, Busan City, Korea. The 
ground conditions are briefly described as follows: 
the fill layer is followed by loose silty sand (upper 
sand), soft to medium silty clay (upper clay), loose 

to dense sand (lower sand), and sandy gravel on 
bed rock. The lower sand layer is encountered from 
the depths of 33 m to 56 m. Groundwater level at 
the site was approximately located 2.5 m below 
the ground surface. More detailed information on 
geological conditions at the site can be found from 
Dung et al. (2011).

The SPT was experimentally performed in the 
lower sand layer at two locations, namely, MD1P-1 
and MD1P-5 where CPTU soundings were previ-
ously performed nearby. An automatic hammer sys-
tem (hammer mass = 63.5 kg, fall height = 76 cm) 
was used together with the drill rods of Type A 
connected to the standard sampler. CR was taken 
as 1 since the rod length is >10 m. The penetration 
of the drill rod was continuously measured for each 
blow until 45 cm penetration was achieved. Totals 
of 10 and 8 test points were carried out at MD1P-1 
and MD1P-5 locations, respectively. For each loca-
tion, PDA tests were performed to measure the 
effective energy of the SPT system. Figure 4 shows 
soil profiles at the two locations. Figure 5 shows a 
step during the experiment.

Figure 2. Relationship between the RMSEm1 and λ.
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Table 1. Soil input parameters and output results at the sites from the simulation.

Location
Depth
(m)

σ ′v0
(kPa)

φ′
(o) OCR

Dr
(%) α λopt mopt RMSEopt

n3,mea
(blow)

n3,sim
(blow)

MD1P-2 33.5 295.3 40.7 2.00 72.3 1.0 0.061 0.827 0.761 71 72
34.5 305.2 38.0 1.50 68.8 1.0 0.089 0.480 2.031 45 46
35.5 315.3 37.3 1.80 55.5 0.6 0.069 1.000 1.589 61 61
36.5 324.5 35.0 1.70 55.0 0.6 0.079 1.000 2.024 26 26
37.5 333.4 35.2 1.70 50.7 0.6 0.039 0.755 0.535 31 32
38.5 343.2 35.0 1.80 59.6 0.6 0.043 0.709 0.994 34 34
39.5 352.5 39.6 1.90 69.0 1.0 0.011 0.977 2.201 42 42
40.5 362.8 41.0 1.93 77.7 1.0 0.137 0.297 1.730 59 59
41.5 372.5 39.6 1.86 68.5 1.0 0.015 0.939 1.451 50 50
42.5 382.7 39.0 1.83 66.8 1.0 0.049 0.577 0.473 57 57

MD1P-5 34.0 301.2 37.70 1.92 64.6 1.0 0.048 0.730 0.119 58 58
35.0 310.8 35.60 1.76 46.0 0.6 0.021 1.000 1.092 28 28
36.0 320.4 38.00 1.83 56.9 0.6 0.133 0.590 0.260 46 47
37.0 330.2 36.60 1.77 54.4 0.6 0.156 0.387 1.115 40 40
38.0 339.7 36.4 1.75 49.6 0.6 0.069 0.523 1.076 32 32
39.0 349.2 36.3 1.74 48.6 0.6 0.067 0.555 0.124 34 34
39.5 354.0 38.0 1.82 64.2 1.0 0.009 1.000 1.528 40 40
40.5 363.3 36.8 1.74 57.4 0.6 0.017 0.773 0.407 41 41

Kidd2 4.88   59.9 35.59 2.39 25.6 0.3 0.156 0.370 0.198  8  8
7.92   86.7 40.62 2.53 53.6 0.6 0.302 0.604 0.053 17 17
9.45 101.0 42.55 2.57 65.4 1.3 0.248 0.618 0.540 43 43

10.97 115.3 39.20 2.32 50.6 0.8 0.310 0.476 0.622 29 30
18.53 186.3 37.59 2.04 49.6 0.6 0.215 0.726 0.629 39 39
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Figure 4. Soil profile at MJ site.
Figure 5. PDA and penetration measurement.

The proposed approach was applied to simu-
late the target curve with Δm and Δλ of 0.001 were 
both selected. The energy transfer ratio (ETR) of 
0.70 was averagely taken as resulted from the PDA 
test. Table 1 shows the soil input parameters for the 
simulation and output results. Figures 6 & 7 show 
the simulated results plotted against the measured 
results at the two locations, respectively.

Note that due to similar profiles obtained from 
each location, only first five and four data points at 
MD1P-2 and MD1P-5, respectively, were selected 

to show clearly. The simulated curves appeared to 
match very well with the measured ones, except 
one test point at 36.5 m (MD1P-2) due to very 
loose sand disturbed during pre-boring. The simu-
lated total number of blows (n3) for each test point 
is almost identical to the measured number.

3.3 Experimental site 2: Kidd2, Vancouver, Canada

The second test site is referred to Daniel’s (2000) 
experimental data on correlation between large 
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penetration test (LPT) and SPT at a site called 
‘Kidd2’, located on the Fraser River delta, south 
Vancouver, BC, Canada. The site consists mostly of 
loose to medium silty sand and sand. The ground-
water level was around 2.0 m below the ground 
surface. More detailed information on geological 
conditions at the site can be found from Daniel 
et al. (2003). Figure 8 shows qt profile and the cor-
responding profiles of φ′, OCR and Dr interpreted 
from the CPTU data.

The SPT was experimentally performed at two 
locations (named as SPT9901 and SPT9904) by 
using a safety hammer of 640 N (144lb) with a drop 
height of 76 cm. A 0.61 m AW transducer rod was 
attached below the NW anvil rod of the safety ham-
mer and the rest of the rod string consisted of 1.52 m 
AWJ rods. The split spoon dimensions were within 
ASTM standard. The number of blows required for 
each 2.54 cm (1 inch) of penetration was recorded. 
The effective energy transferred to the drill rods was 
monitored by using an HPA system.

Similar to the MJ site, the increments Δm and 
Δλ were selected as 0.001 for the simulation. The 
energy transfer ratio (ETR) of 0.68 was averagely 
taken as the result obtained from the energy meas-
urement test. CR varied from 0.8 to 1 depending on 
test depth. Soil input parameters and outputs are 
given in Table 1. Figure 9 shows five typical curves 
of measured results plotted against the simulated 
ones for the SPT9901 location. The proposed 
approach is again proven to provide very good 
results compared with the measured ones.

3.4 Comparison of simulated and measured soil 
plug lengths in the SPT sampler

Using optimized mopt and λopt values, the IFR value 
from each blow can be evaluated and consequently 
the final soil plug length in the sampler can be 
calculated. The soil plug length at all test points 
in the MJ site was carefully measured. Figure 10 
shows a typical measurement of soil plug length at 
one test point. Figure 11 shows ratios of simulated 
soil plug length (Lp,sim) to measured one (Lp,mea) at 
the two locations in the MJ site. It is shown in the 

Figure 6. Simulated vs. measured results at MD1P-2 
location.
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figure that the simulated plug lengths, in general, 
slightly underestimate the measured values. It is 
also recognized that, the ratio becomes smaller in 
dense sand sub-layers (Dr = 60 to 80). Statistical 
analysis shows that the average ratio of Lp,sim/Lp,mea 
from 18 test points at the locations was 0.906 with 
a standard deviation of 0.135. The numbers indi-
cate that the proposed approach can generally esti-
mate around 90% of the measured soil plug length 
with a possible derivation of 13.5%.

4 VARIATION OF λopt AND mopt

4.1 Variation of λopt and mopt

As shown in Table 1, the values of λopt and mopt 
vary widely from 0.01 to 0.31 and 0.3 to 1.0, respec-
tively, for a range of Dr from 25 % to 78 %. Dung & 
Chung (2011) attempted to correlate between λopt 
and mopt and the relative density (Dr), however no 
evident trends were found from the correlations. 

It was then attempted to correlate the optimized 
values with the ratio of relative density to effec-
tive overburden pressure (Dr/σ ′v0). As shown in 
Figure 12, the values of λopt exhibit a well-defined 
trend with the normalized ratios; however more 
test points are needed to figure out a reliable cor-
relation equation. It is not shown herein, however 
the values of mopt do not exhibit any good correla-
tions with the normalized ratios.

4.2 Sensitivity of m value

An analysis on sensitivity of the modified 
exponent m value to the simulated N-value 
(Nsim = n3,sim − n1,sim) was carried out using the set 
of 23 test points given in Table 1. The m value was 
varied from 0.0 to 1.0 with intervals of 0.05. Each 
assigned m value was used to evaluate sets of corre-
sponding 23 λopt and then Nsim values. Figure 13 typ-
ically shows a comparison between the simulated 
and measured curves of blow counts vs. cumulative 
penetrations at 36.0 m of MD1P-5  location, where 

Figure 10. A typical measurement of soil plug length 
at MJ site.
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mopt = 0.590. The curved plot (m = 1.0 in this example 
and also similar to other cases of mopt < 1.0) appears 
to change into an approximately straight line when 
m = 0 (i.e., IFR = constant and therefore Rt). Gen-
erally, a decrease in m, which means a decrease in 
soil stiffness, leads to a slight reduction of the total 
blow counts as typically shown in Figure 13.

Figure 14 shows a correlation between the 
measured Nmea values and simulated ones Nsim in 
cases of  mopt, m = 1.0, and m = 0.0. As shown, 
the simulated N-values using the optimal val-
ues (i.e., mopt, λopt) are approximately identical 
to the measured ones (Nsim ≈ Nmea, R2 = 0.99), 
indicating that the maximum difference was only 
one blow. The correlation showed that the Nsim 
values with m = 1.0 were averagely 6.6% more 
than the measured ones and those with m = 0.0 
were 18.5% less than the measured, with high 
R-squared values.

Figure 15 shows average values of Nsim/Nmea and 
corresponding standard deviations obtained from 
different m values at 0.05 intervals. The minimum 
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and maximum ratios are 0.84 and 1.09, respec-
tively, and the average ratio increases with increas-
ing m. The figure indicates that the optimal ratio 
(i.e. Nsim/Nmea = 1.0) at m of  approximately 0.6 
with a standard deviation of 0.078. Based on this 
statistical analysis, it might be recommended that 
m = 0.6 be used for practical applications with a 
negligible effect on the SPT N-value.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a proposal to simulate the 
behavior of SPT blow counts versus cumulative 
penetrations curve in sandy deposits using the 
energy balance approach. An iteration procedure 
was also proposed to solve the balance equation 
to get the target curve. Well-documented data 
obtained from two experimental sites were used 
to verify the proposal. Some key conclusions from 
the study can be drawn as follows: (i) the behav-
ior of the blow counts vs. cumulative penetrations 
curve is mainly controlled by soil plug mechanism 
in the SPT sampler; (ii) the incremental filling ratio 
(IFR) of the soil plug was assumed to be a hyper-
bolic function of blow count (n) with two hyper-
bolic coefficients (λ and m), and consequently the 
simulated curves of hyperbolic trend agree very 
well with the measured ones; (iii) simulated soil 
plug lengths were found to equal to around 90% 
of the measured values; (ii) while more test points 
are needed to figure out a reliable correlation of λ 
with basic soil parameters, the modified exponent 
(m) can practically be taken as 0.6 with an insig-
nificant effect on the N-value; (iv) As indicated in 
Figures 6, 7 & 9, after passing the seating drive 
zone, the curve is almost linear. Thus, a simple 
linear relationship can conservatively be used to 
extrapolate the true N-value from the pre-mature 
of N-value = 50 blows/<30 cm.
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Experiences in the use of DMT—SDMT in Costa Rica, Central America

L.A. Vargas & M. Coto
MYV Soluciones Geotécnicas S.A., Costa Rica

ABSTRACT: Costa Rica is a country with highly diverse geological settings: residual soils, volcanic 
soils, alluvial soils, lacustrine soils, coluvium soils, and artificial fills, are among the more common soil 
deposits that can be found. The latter consequently induces diversity in geotechnical problems to deal 
with such like: landslides, unstable fills, expansive soils, collapsible soils, liquefiable soils, and soft/highly 
compressible soils. Due to this complexity, SPT is not enough to deal with each of the problems in a bal-
anced manner (cost vs. safety). A lack of proper geotechnical information often pushes the Geotechnical 
Engineer to overly conservative recommendations in order to overcome uncertainty. Upon recognition of 
this problem, the authors started to look for more efficient in situ exploration tools, being the DMT and 
SDMT the first to be selected. Since then, the authors have performed more than 800 DMT soundings and 
more than 30 SDMT soundings. The present paper presents a summary of the experience in this regard.

51000 square kilometers, it is the third smallest 
country of the region, only slightly bigger than 
Belize and El Salvador. Despite its small size, the 
country is composed of highly diverse geological 
settings. Given its proximity to the Equator paral-
lel, predominant climate is tropical, with two well-
defined seasons: dry season and, rainy season.

The country is divided into seven provinces: 
San José (capital city, SJO), Alajuela (ALJ), 
Heredia (HER), Cartago (CTG), Puntarenas 
(PUN), Limón (LIM), and Guanacaste (GUA). 
The first four correspond to the Metropolitan Area 
(Central Region). The last three correspond to the 
Rural Coastal Area (Periphery). Metropolitan Area 
is mainly composed of volcanic soils. In the periph-
ery region, coastal and alluvial soils predominate.

Figure 1 shows the location of Costa Rica 
within the Central American region. 

3 STATISTICS OF COSTA RICAN
DMT SOUNDINGS

3.1 Geographical distribution of performed DMTs

From December 2006 to August 2011, MYV has 
performed more than 800 dilatometer soundings 
ranging from 4 meters to 28 meters deep. Also, 
40 SDMT soundings have been carried out, rang-
ing from 6 meters to 28 meters deep. By using the 
map of Costa Rica, the distribution of soundings 
across Costa Rica is shown.

Every circle represents a DMT exploration, and 
the diameter of the circle is related to the quantity 
of soundings per project, as explained in the figure.

As can be pinpointed from Figure 2, most sound-
ings are distributed in the Metropolitan Area. 

1 INTRODUCTION

Back in 2002, the occurrence of an enormous 
landslide along a main highway, that was inter-
rupting one of its lanes, was being analyzed. Bore-
holes and SPT tests were carried out as part of 
the geotechnical exploration. Unfortunately at the 
time, SPT N-values were highly dispersed and a 
conclusion based upon those values was difficult 
to draw. The solution to bring into operation the 
effected lane had to be overly conservative given 
the uncertainty. 

This case study prompted the authors to search 
for more accurate exploration tools, as an alterna-
tive to the SPT. In this search, some interesting 
papers and documents about Prof. Marchetti’s 
DMT emerged and this was the beginning of a 
deep analysis about the theory, practical examples, 
advantages, and the like.

Thanks to the worth of documents and available 
information, the authors decided on the newly-born 
SDMT (Seismic Dilatometer) which, according to 
Mayne et al. (2009), represents the future of the 
Geotechnical profession, along with the SCPTu.

In this manner, the aim of the present paper 
is to describe the evolution of the use of both 
DMT /SDMT in Costa Rica, from the beginning 
years (2006) to five years later (2011) and how 
these tools have positively impacted some projects 
in which the authors have been involved.

2 COSTA RICAN CONTEXT

Costa Rica is a small country, located in the 
southern portion of Central America. With only 
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Figure 1. Costa Rica in the Central American Region.

Figure 2. Distribution of performed DMT/SDMTs soundings across Costa Rica.
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Nevertheless, an important percentage is concen-
trated in the peripheral provinces of the country.

3.2 Frequency distributions of DMT soundings

The performed DMT/SDMT soundings can be 
grouped either by province or by type of geological 
setting. In this way, a frequency analysis is carried 
out in order to understand how the experience in 
Costa Rica has been developing.

Figure 3. shows the frequency distribution by 
province and Figure 4, by geological setting. 

Regarding the first graph (Fig. 3), the distribu-
tion can be explained as follows:

The province in which more DMT soundings 
have been performed is the Capital City (San 
José) where more investment in building devel-
opment is concentrated. Second place is Puntar-
enas (Pacific Coast) where a leap in touristic 
development occurred between 2007 and 2009, 

just before the international crisis. In this prov-
ince, soft soils and liquefiable deposits can be 
found. Last place is Guanacaste (Pacific Coast) 
where a high investment in Touristic Projects 
occurred, but the predominant geological setting 
is soft to hard rock (little incidence of  geotechni-
cal problems). The remaining provinces (Limón, 
Cartago, Alajuela, and Heredia) have similar 
percentage of  DMT soundings performed. Of 
these, Limón is where more geotechnical prob-
lems can be found but less development in 
infrastructure. 

As a comment to the latter, DMT is preferred 
in the local engineering community where critical 
geotechnical problems are found, requiring bal-
anced solutions (cost vs. safety). DMT/SDMT are 
tools that allow looking after this balance, without 
being unnecessarily conservative. 

In Figure 4, the geological settings are summa-
rized in four main groups for the sake of simplic-
ity and therefore, this list does not include all the 
existing soil profiles across Costa Rica. Indeed, the 
group corresponding to man-made fills was not 
identified as such in the subdivision.

Regarding soil profile (Fig. 4), most soundings 
are evenly distributed between volcanic soils and 
residual soils (approximately 76%). The remaining 
soundings were located in usually liquefiable-prone 
soils: Alluvial (20%), and Coastal (4%).

Some examples of the type of Costa Rican 
projects in which DMT/SDMT have been engaged 
so far are as follows:

Family dwellings, housing projects, roads, high-
ways, cell phone towers networks, warehouses, 
Marina Pez Vela (offshore), Marina Carara (off-
shore), Juan Santamaria Intl. Airport, landslides 
repair, from 2-story to 12-story buildings, large cir-
cular tanks, and the like.

3.3 Different ranges of DMT parameters

In this section, the range of each DMT parameter 
is discussed for all DMT/SDMTs performed. The 
range was considered a more appropriate statisti-
cal parameter to show the whole spectrum of soil 
conditions analyzed with these exploration tools in 
Costa Rica.

Taking into account the most relevant param-
eters, the different ranges are as follows:

• Id (Material Index): From 0,1 to more than 10.
• Kd (Horizontal Stress Index): From less than 2 

to more than 40.
• M (Constrained Modulus): From less than 1 

MPa to more than 400 MPa.
• Vs (Shear Wave Velocity): From less than 70 m/s 

to more than 350 m/s.

Figure 3. Distribution of performed DMT/SDMTs 
soundings across Costa Rica.

Figure 4. Distribution of performed DMT/SDMTs 
soundings across Costa Rica.
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4 EVOLUTION OF DMT USE IN
COSTA RICA

4.1 Evolution of pushing capabilities

One of the primary reasons why DMT was selected 
instead of the CPT to be brought first to Costa 
Rica was the machine required for pushing the 
tool. According to Prof. Marchetti, DMT can be 
inserted in a variety of ways: from the traditional 
CPT truck, to penetrometers and even, from SPT 
tripods, being the latter the one that called MYV’s 
attention at the beginning. The SPT tripod mode 
of insertion was considered a natural and smooth 
transition from SPT to DMT. 

Nevertheless SPT tripods were used for DMT 
testing in few project sites. The main reasons 
being the disturbance induced to the soils (less 
significant in firm to hard soils) and, the impos-
sibility to use the seismic tube due to the high 
risk of  damaging the geophones while driving 
the tool. However, some advantages that the SPT 
tripod offers are as follows: can be used in very 
difficult access conditions, can be used for off-
shore applications, and can advance the DMT 
blade at those sites where the static push alone 
is insufficient.

As a second step, a Pagani Penetrometer 
(TG63-100) was brought to Costa Rica. Most 
DMT/SDMTs performed in Costa Rica (at 
least 90%) have been carried out by means of 
the penetrometer mode-of-insertion. Either a 
flatbed truck or a Minivan can easily trans-
port this machine. However, the main problem 
faced by the penetrometer is the fixation of  the 
anchorages in certain soil conditions. Some soils 
required longer anchorage or a different type 
of  anchor to fix the machine into position. The 
pushing capacity is 10 tons. AP Van den Berg 
recently adapted MYV’s penetrometer to be used 
for CPTu testing as well.

As a third step, a Hogentogler CPT Truck was 
brought with double purpose: CPT testing and 
DMT/SDMT testing. The pushing capacity is 20 
tons, being this one its main advantage to reach 
deeper grounds. In 2011, the CPT truck started to 
make its way in Costa Rica.

4.2 Change from analog to digital control unit

Thanks to the close relationship between MYV 
and Studio Marchetti, MYV has been always up-
to-date with the most recent advances of DMT 
technology. Starting with the traditional analog 
control unit, MYV is now making a transition 
from this unit to the digital control unit. The addi-
tion of a pressure transducer to the SDMT allows 

the A and B-pressures to be retrieved directly to a 
computer. MYV still uses the analog control unit 
but the plan is to be fully digital by 2012.

4.3 Evolution of the seismic source

In 2006, the first used seismic source was the tradi-
tional Campanella type pendulum hammer. MYV 
machined a similar hammer based upon the draw-
ings sent by Prof. Marchetti. 

In 2010, an AUTOSEIS hammer developed 
by Georgia Tech was brought to Costa Rica. The 
main advantage being the following: portability, 
automation, and speed of execution. 

5 KEY PROBLEMS SOLVED WITH DMT

5.1 Problem 1: Foundation selection as a 
second opinion

Strength (Su) and compressibility (M) are key 
parameters in the evaluation of shallow founda-
tions as per two key issues: allowable bearing pres-
sure, and settlement. Very often, the N-spt values 
rapidly discourage the use of simple foundations. 
Almost automatically, low N-values (less than 6) 
seem to be sufficient criterion to decide on deep 
foundations. Nevertheless, the core issue is the 
response of the ground under the footings pressure 
in terms of settlements and factor of safety against 
bearing failure. DMT allows a careful/complete 
analysis of a shallow foundation alternative, and in 
many cases where traditionally deep foundations 
were recommended; the DMT analysis encourages 
the use of common footings.

One task in which the DMT has been extremely 
useful is for second opinion studies. These stud-
ies became popular after the 2008 financial crisis, 
when the investors became extremely concerned 
about the technical decisions and their economic 
implications for a given project. MYV’s experi-
ence has been that the analysis by DMT almost 
always comes up with less expensive solutions 
than the traditional analysis with SPT.

5.2 Problem 2: Non-engineered man made fills

In many case studies, poor fills made up of loose 
unconsolidated soils have been easily identified by 
means of the DMT. The key parameters for this 
task have been: Kd (In situ horizontal stress) and 
M (Tangential Modulus). Loose fills usually show 
two distinct features simultaneously: Kd around 2 
and, M less than 10 MPa. 

As an example of this approach, following 
the result of two DMT soundings is presented. 
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They were located at a known man-made fill site 
(Rohrmoser, San José). As can be seen in the 
figure, both DMTs identified the loose unconsoli-
dated material: DMT1 at 5 meters and, DMT2 at 6 
meters. Coincidently, the fill has variable thickness 
being a wedge to form a building pad.

The latter methodology was based upon Cruz 
et al. 2008.

5.3 Problem 3: Overconsolidated volcanic soils

Other authors have noticed (Laporte & Ramírez 
2005) that certain Costa rican volcanic soils are 
usually highly preconsolidated due to fluctuations 
of the groundwater level. This high OCR is barely 
noticed by the SPT given the destructive driving 
action while inserting the split spoon. Typical 
N-spt values in this type of soil are usually between 
2 and 5. 

When recommending a foundation alterna-
tive for this geotechnical condition, Engineers 
usually decide on piling (deep foundations) to 
support varied buildings, based upon N-spt val-
ues alone. In this manner, the cost of  a project 
unnecessarily increases.

When MYV started to perform DMT sound-
ings in this geotechnical setting, a paramount 
finding was the corroboration of  the high 
OCR of  these deposits (from 4 to even 10, in 
some cases). As it is well known, high OCR 
automatically implies high undrained shear 
strength (Su) and low compressibility (M), 
which favors the use of  shallow foundations 
instead of  piles.

On the other hand, measurement of shear wave 
velocities (Vs) in these soil deposits allows obtain-
ing G0/ED ratios which are usually higher than 15. 
This is also an indicative of sensitive soils, which 
can explain the low Nspt values.

As an example, the results of a typical SDMT 
sounding in OV soils is shown in Figure 6. 

6 KEY CASE STUDIES FOR THE DMT

6.1 Case study 1: Ramada Jacó bay

Ramada Jacó Bay is a development composed of six 
(6) ten-story buildings for condominiums, located 
at the Central Pacific Coast of Costa Rica. 

The predominant conditions of the project site 
are as follows: 6 meters of soft clay overlying a 
very dense sands that extent to 15–20 meters deep. 
The groundwater level is found typically at 1 meter 
below ground surface.

A mat foundation alone to support each build-
ing was deemed inappropriate due to excessive 
settlement. A foundation based on piles alone 
was deemed excessively expensive. That is why an 
intermediate foundation alternative was brought 
into consideration: mat foundation over reinforced 
ground with stiff  inclusions. The idea was to rein-
force the soft clay (first 6 meters of  the profile) 
with short piles made of  low strength concrete.

Given the interaction among the mat, the soft 
clay, and the stiff  inclusions, the key for a success-
ful foundation analysis was to properly determine 
the compressibility and strength of the soft clay. 
Therefore, an exploration program was executed 
that consisted in 40 DMT soundings distributed 
across the property in question, whose aim was to 
understand the mechanical behavior of both the 
soft clay and the dense underlying sand.

With this valuable information, a model was devel-
oped so that to design all the component of the foun-
dation (stiff inclusions, geogrids, cushion, and mat).

The project was finished in late 2007 and the 
buildings were subjected to settlement monitor-
ing for a period of time. The highest settlement 
recorded for the mats through a period of 1 year was 

Figure 5. Example identification of a non-engineered 
fill by means of the DMT.

Figure 6. Example identification of an Overconsoli-
dated Volcanic (OV) soil by means of the SDMT.
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3 cm. The expected settlement was 4–5 cm. Figure 7 
shows a view of the project during construction.

To date (year 2011), the foundation performance 
for the 6 buildings has been deemed satisfactory on 
the side of the client.

6.2 Case study 2: Landslide at Blue Whale 
Resort, Southern Costa Rica

In 2007, a steep property in Southern Costa Rica 
was being prepared to develop a resort. As part of 
the required input for design, a geotechnical explo-
ration was carried out that consisted in 4 DMT 
soundings, 10–12 meters deep. At this site, the 
geology consists of weathered rock and residual 
soils.

When reviewing the collected data, the 
observed pattern for the Kd profiles was point-
ing out something unusual at the very same depth 
for all the soundings performed (See figure 7). 
DMT1 and DMT4, located downslope, detected 
a low Kd zone between 6 and 8 meters. DMT2 
and DMT3, located upslope, detected the same 
low Kd zone between 6,5 and 8,5 meters. These 
four points defined a likely slip plane, between 
6 meters and 8,5 meters (2 meters in thickness), 
dipping downslope.

Afterwards, a walk-through of the project site 
corroborated the hypothesis of the project being 
developed on an active landslide. Physical evidence 
was observed that exposed developing slope insta-
bility (See Figure 9).

In this manner, the DMT allowed to identify the 
slip surface of an ancient landslide, by following 
the methodology proposed by Totani et al. (1997), 
thus prompting the client to size up the situation 
and to make important changes to the original 
project. 

6.3 Case study 3: Marina Pez Vela

In middle 2008, MYV was engaged in the post-
analysis of existing cofferdams built for Marina 
Pez Vela project (Quepos, Costa Rica). At that 
time, the project was still under construction but 
some concerns raised regarding the geotechnical 
condition of the sand deposit below the cofferdams 
foundation. DMTs and SDMTs were advanced 
through the cofferdams and below their founda-
tion, reaching depths between 20 and 28 meters. 
Following, the findings for the SDMT carried out 
in Cell 4 are discussed.

With the collected information, a liquefaction 
analysis was carried out by means of  the method-
ology proposed by Monaco and Marchetti (2007). 

Figure 7. Panoramic of two buildings from Ramada 
Jacó Bay project taken during construction.

Figure 8. Kd-profiles for DMT soundings at the project 
site.

Figure 9. Physical evidence of the landslide movement 
at the project site.
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SDMT permits to obtain two parallel independ-
ent estimates of  CRR (Cyclic Resistance Ratio) 
from Kd (Horizontal Stress Index) and from Vs 
(Shear Wave Velocity). Except for the presence 
of  a clayey layer between 16,6 and 18,6 meters 
deep, the deposit mainly consists of  silty sands 
to sands. Predominant Material Index (ID) in this 
deposit is between 2,69 (Percentile 20%) and 5,48 
(Percentile 80%).

The results of these analyses are summarized 
in Figure 10 and Figure 11, as shown below. As 
can be seen, both Kd method and Vs method coin-
cide in the fact that the soil deposit presents a high 
likelihood of liquefaction under the Design Earth-
quake (M richter = 7,5 and PGA = 0,25g). In order 
to summarize the liquefaction hazard, the Iwasaky 
Index was calculatd for both cases. With Kd, this 
Index is 30 and with Vs, the Iwasaki Index is 15, 
both being very high (over 15, which is the range 
for Severe). 

Just a few weeks after the SDMT execution, the 
cyclic wave action due to a storm induced liquefac-
tion of the soil deposit and caused unacceptable 
settlements of the cofferdam that exceeded more 
than 20 cm. This event prompted a foundation 
improvement by vibroflotation, which was exe-
cuted at the end of 2008.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of both DMT and SDMT allow the 
Geotechnical Engineer to come up with a better 
characterization of the geomaterials, and this is a 
key issue in achieving a balance between cost and 
safety for a given geotechnical project. These tech-
nologies have now reached Central America, spe-
cifically Costa Rica, being this one a region where 
traditional methods of geotechnical exploration 
(SPT and laboratory testing) are currently the sta-
tus quo.

Due to the complex nature of problems that a 
Geotechnical Engineer may face in Costa Rica, 
SPT is not enough to deal with each of them in 
a balanced manner (cost vs. Safety). A lack of 
proper geotechnical information often pushes the 
Geotechnical Engineer to overly conservative rec-
ommendations in order to overcome uncertainty.

By and large, the experience has been overly 
positive, prompting the Costa Rican Engineering 
community to start relying on newer and more 
accurate exploration technologies.
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ABSTRACT: A consistent database of research-quality piezocone penetration tests (CPTU) and sub-
soil deformation measurements, assembled within an extensive research programme carried out at the 
Treporti Test Site (Venice, Italy), is analyzed in order to study the secondary compression behaviour of 
the heterogeneous, highly stratified Venetian Lagoon silty sediments and to examine the potential use 
of CPTU for estimating the soil parameters describing the time-dependent mechanical response. The 
relationship between the cone tip resistance and the secondary compression coefficient is examined and a 
couple of empirical correlations are derived from field data.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last 50 years, the historical city of Venice 
(Italy) has been affected by a significant increase 
in the frequency of flooding, as a consequence of 
the eustatic sea level rise coupled with natural and 
man-induced subsidence phenomena, these latter 
representing a major contribution to the lower-
ing of the area occurred between 1946 and 1970 
(e.g. Ricceri & Butterfield 1974).

A number of engineering solutions have been 
proposed over the years in order to protect both 
human activities and the invaluable historical-
artistic heritage of the city; the construction of 
movable gates located at the three lagoon inlets has 
been eventually evaluated as the more effective. 

A key issue in the performance prediction of 
such structures is the settlement estimate of their 
foundation system, hence extensive geotechnical 
investigation campaigns were successively launched 
in order to gain a detailed characterization of the 
sediments forming the Venetian lagoon basin. 

From the analysis of the large amount of data 
collected over more than two decades, it turned out 
that the upper 100 m of the Venetian lagoon sub-
soil consist of a chaotic assortment of interbedded 
normally consolidated or slightly overconsolidated 
silts, medium-fine silty sands and silty clays. Despite 
grain size heterogeneity, research has shown that 
such sediments have the same mineralogical com-
position and that their mechanical behaviour, 
mostly controlled by intergranular friction, can be 
interpreted within a unified approach, based on a 
grain size index accounting for the different soil 
grading characteristics (Cola & Simonini 2002).

This paper focuses on the secondary compres-
sion of Venetian silts and sands and provides an 
attempt to evaluate the secondary compression 
index Cαε from the interpretation of piezocone 
(CPTU) measurements. The study is based on 
the field data collected over the last years at the 
Treporti Test Site (Venice), within an ambitious 
research project aimed at thoroughly analyzing the 
stress-strain-time response of the complex and het-
erogeneous sediments forming the Venetian lagoon 
subsoil.

2 THE TREPORTI TEST SITE

2.1 The research project 

The research site of Treporti, located in the North 
Eastern lagoon, can be undoubtedly considered 
truly representative of the typical stratigraphic 
conditions of the Venetian lagoon basin. Indeed, as 
discussed later on, the Treporti soil profile shows all 
the distinctive features of the Venetian subsoil, i.e. 
a predominance of the silty fraction always com-
bined with sand or clay in an endless and chaotic 
alternation resulting in a complex macrofabric.

In this area, a full-scale 6.5 m high, 40 m diam-
eter, vertical-walled cylindrical test bank was pro-
gressively built and continuously monitored over 
approximately 4 years in terms of pore water pres-
sures, induced soil total stresses, horizontal dis-
placements with depth, surface settlements and 
soil vertical strains. Details on the monitoring 
instrumentation, including piezometers, inclinom-
eters, GPS, sliding deformeters, can be found in 
Simonini (2004). 
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Furthermore, a very accurate geotechnical char-
acterization of the whole area, based on a large 
number of piezocone (CPTU) and dilatometer 
(DMT) tests, boreholes and high-quality labora-
tory tests, was carried out. In particular, the exten-
sive in situ testing campaign was divided into three 
main different phases, by first performing a large 
number of CPTU and DMT tests prior to the 
loading bank construction, followed by a few tests 
carried out from the top of the bank, just at the 
end of its construction, and by some additional 
tests carried out at the end of its gradual removal 
(Tonni & Gottardi 2009, 2011). 

A scheme of the whole construction history of 
the test bank (including its removal), together with 
the associated settlements measured both in the 
centre and at the edge of the bank by four multiple 
micrometers, is shown in Figure 1. A plan with the 
location of the solely CPTUs performed in the first 
testing phase within the loading bank area is also 
provided in Figure 1. In particular, test CPTU 14, 
CPTU 15, CPTU 16 and CPTU 17 have been high-
lighted, since they are relevant to the study described 
in this paper. Apart from the central test CPTU 14, 
these tests are located on an imaginary 30 m diam-
eter circumference, concentric with respect to the 
loading bank area, as clearly shown in the figure. 

2.2 The piezocone data 

Typical CPTU profiles of Venetian subsoil are 
reported in Figure 2, showing the corrected cone 
resistance qt, the sleeve friction fs and the pore pres-
sure u of  CPTU 15, in conjunction with the grad-
ing characteristics obtained from the soil samples 
of a borehole located close to this test.

Such profiles fully confirm the highly stratified 
nature of the Venetian lagoon subsoil and provide 
immediate evidence of a well-defined top layer of 
fine clean sands, 6–7 m thick, followed by a silty 
unit from 8 m to 20 m in depth. However, the thick-
ness of this unit is not constant beneath the loaded 
area, being often interbedded with a clean sand 
layer that progressively reduces its thickness mov-
ing eastwards. This is evident from comparison 
of the qt profiles depicted side by side in  Figure 3. 
Indeed, it can be easily observed that the sandy 
lens, particularly evident in the CPTU 15 profile, 
totally disappears in tests CPTU 14, CPTU 16 
and CPTU 17. 

Another significant sandy layer is located from 
20 to 23 m depth, while a complex alternation of 
silty sand, sandy silt and clayey silt, with occa-
sional presence of peat, can be identified down to 
a depth of 40 m.

2.3 Vertical deformations beneath the test bank

A crucial role in the analysis of the compressibility 
characteristics of Treporti subsoil was played by 
four sliding deformeters installed beneath the bank, 
one in the centre and three symmetrically located 
along a 30 m diameter concentric circumference. 
As shown in Figure 1, they were located very close 
to the piezocone verticals CPTU 14, CPTU 15, 
CPTU 16, CPTU 17, the distance between each 
pair of sliding deformeter and CPTU being not 
more than 4 m.

The sliding deformeter is a device for the meas-
urement of soil axial strains along a vertical or 
inclined direction. Such a rather sophisticated 
piece of equipment was able to monitor, every 
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meter and down to 57 m in depth, distance varia-
tions with a probe precision of ± 30 μm (Kovary & 
Amstad 1982). 

Plots of the local vertical displacements meas-
ured by the sliding deformeters S1, S2, S3 and S4 
are shown in Figure 3. Curves have been obtained 
by plotting the subsoil displacements measured 
just after the end of the bank construction (March 
2003) as well as just before starting the gradual 
removal of the bank itself  (April 2007). Further-
more, the corrected cone resistance profiles of the 
adjacent piezocone tests have been superimposed 
to the displacements plots.

Field data show that larger vertical strains have 
occurred in the shallow silty clay layer and within the 
silty unit, from 8 to 20 m depth. On the other hand, 
contribution of soil layers deeper than 25–30 m 
appears negligible, also in relation to the rapid 
reduction of the induced stress increment with 
depth. As expected, the largest vertical displace-
ments were measured by the sliding deformeter S3, 
located very close to centerline. Here, the integral 
displacement at the end of the bank construc-
tion turned out to be 389 mm, being 250 mm the 
amount of vertical displacement occurred in the 
only silty unit, from 8 to 20 m depth. Four years 

later, just prior to the gradual removal of the bank, 
the sliding deformeter measurements provided 
a total displacement of approximately 506 mm, 
mainly due to the silty unit (≈311 mm) and, to 
a lesser extent, to both the shallow clayey layer 
(≈ 69 mm) and upper sandy layer (42 mm).

Furthermore, as a consequence of the horizon-
tal spatial variability of the Treporti subsoil, the 
deformation process didn’t develop symmetrically 
with respect to the bank centerline. Indeed, a com-
parison of the sliding deformeter profiles depicted 
in Figure 3 makes it clear that sandy laminations, 
present at times within the silty unit, may have had 
some effect on the amount of deformation meas-
ured from 8 to 20 m depth. 

On the other hand, it is worth remarking that 
the maximum horizontal displacements provided 
by the inclinometers located just outside the 
bank, close to S1, S2 and S4, turned out to be one 
order of magnitude smaller than the total verti-
cal displacement recorded by the adjacent sliding 
deformeters, thus confirming that the deformation 
process beneath the test bank prevalently devel-
oped in the vertical direction.

Furthermore, the pore pressure monitoring 
revealed that the rate of consolidation was quite 

Figure 3. Local vertical displacements recorded at different times by the sliding deformeters S1, S2, S3 and S4, 
together with cone resistance profiles obtained from adjacent piezocone tests.
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high, hence it can be reasonably assumed that settle-
ment due to primary compression developed simul-
taneously with the loading bank construction.

An effective description of  the subsoil defor-
mation throughout the loading process can be 
obtained by plotting the field differential dis-
placements in terms of  the effective vertical stress 
σ′v. As an example, Figure 4 shows a selection of 
the εv–logσ′v curves derived from strain meas-
urements occurred along the centreline (sliding 
deformeter S3), between 6 and 23 m depth. Both 
sandy and silty layer responses are thus depicted 
in the plot.

All curves, independently of the soil classes, 
exhibit a similar shape which basically recalls the 
typical trend of εv–logσ′v plots obtained from oed-
ometer tests. As evident from figure, the first cycle 
of loading has generally produced, on the semilog 
plane, a somewhat straight and flat curve, followed 
by a smooth but rather pronounced transition into 
a steep and relatively straight line. A similar trend 
could be observed also in the curves derived from 
measurements at S1, S2 and S4, although it must 
be emphasized that only for the central sliding 
deformeter, S3, the assumption of 1D conditions 
can be reasonably accepted.

Simonini (2004) remarked that the slope change 
observed in the curves of Figure 4 can be inter-
preted in terms of yielding stress σ′Y, which can 
be in turn assumed as an approximation of the 
preconsolidation pressure σ′p. Such interpretation 
of the Treporti field data confirmed that Venetian 
sediments are basically normally consolidated or 
slightly overconsolidated, with OCR values rang-
ing in the interval 1.1–2.

The latter part of the εv–logσ′v curve is due to 
the strains occurred at constant vertical stress, i.e. 
from the completion of the bank construction until 
its removal (March 2003–April 2007).

Alternatively, field differential displacements 
recorded by the sliding deformeter S3 during both 
loading and stationary stages, have been plotted as 
curves of vertical strain εv against log  t (Figure 5). 
As evident from figure, the resulting curves have 
very similar shapes to those obtained by plot-
ting deformation dial readings versus real time 
for a given load increment in an oedometer test. 
The graphs clearly show that the latter part of the 
curves, derived from deformations occurred after 
the bank construction, is usually found to be slop-
ing and approximately linear.

3 VERTICAL STRAIN ANALYSIS

3.1 Primary compression

As already remarked, a proper interpretation of the 
Treporti field data must take into account that the 
time rate of consolidation turned out to be quite 
high and that primary consolidation essentially 
took place during the bank construction stage. 
Therefore, deformations occurred after the bank 
completion are most likely to be ascribed to second-
ary compression. Furthermore, although secondary 
compression might have certainly occurred as part 
of the primary consolidation phase, the widely-
accepted assumption of treating such components 
of deformation separately has been adopted in this 
study.
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Figure 5. Vertical displacements beneath the centreline 
of the loaded area vs. time.
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Accordingly, a compression ratio Ccε ( =  cc/1 + e0) 
has been obtained from curves of the type depicted 
in Figure 4, by calculating the slope of the straight 
line describing soil compressibility in the normal-
ly-consolidated domain. The analysis has mainly 
focused on the εv–logσ′v curves provided by the 
central sliding deformeter (S3) measurements, from 
5 to 25 m depth, hence a total of approximately 20 
different values of Ccε have been determined.

Despite a certain scatter of results, most likely 
due to high heterogeneity and chaotic alternation 
of different grain-sized sediments within the 1-m 
interval, it was found that typical values of Ccε for 
sands generally fall in the interval 0.04–0.05. In 
very few cases such parameter turned out to be one 
order of magnitude smaller, around 0.005.

Higher values of Ccε have been provided by field 
data for the silty layers from 8 to 20 m depth, and  
a mean value equal to  0.18 was calculated within 
this soil unit. However, the computed compres-
sion ratio in silts seems to vary quite significantly, 
ranging from 0.09 to 0.34. The highest values 
(0.23–0.34) have been computed below 15 m depth, 
where the clay content of silty sediments become 
significant.

The procedure has been also applied to the 
εv–logσ′v curves associated to S1, S2 and S4, and a 
compression ratio Ccε*, though not referable to 1D 
conditions, has been obtained. 

3.2 Secondary compression

Secondary compression of the Treporti sediments 
has been described in terms of the coefficient Cαε, 
which was determined from the slope of the approx-
imately straight line portion of the εv–log  t curves 
depicted in Figure 5. In this way, a set of Cαε has 
been computed at 1-m intervals, from 5 to 25 m 
depth.

This definition is analogous to the well-known 
secondary compression parameters Cα (Mesri and 
Godlewski 1977) and Cαε (Ladd, 1977) obtained 
from oedometer testing:

C
e

e
C

e
v

p pt eαε
αε

= =v =
+

Δ
Δ

Δ
log (t ) l 1tt1 e+ ) lΔ  (1)

where ep is the void ratio at the start of the linear 
portion of the experimental e- log t curve. 

It must be observed here that, on the basis of 
field evidence, Cα seems to slightly change with 
time, as shown by the straight to concave-upward 
shape of the εv–logt curves associated to the central 
sliding deformeter S3. Such behaviour essentially 
confirms results obtained by other researchers, 
both in the laboratory and in the field. Indeed, 
Leroueil et al. (1985) reported a general non lin-
ear response based on long-term creep tests and 
observed that overconsolidated specimens show a 

continuously increasing slope with the logarithm 
of time after primary consolidation, while nor-
mally consolidated specimens show a continuously 
decreasing slope, similarly to Treporti field results.

In this study, Cαε values have been eventually 
derived from data associated to the early stages of 
the secondary compression process. In this way, Cαε 
in silts turned out to generally vary between 0.0025 
and 0.0052, with a mean value of approximately 
0.0046. Secondary compression in sands is typically 
described by Cαε in the range 0.00058–0.00093.

A modified coefficient of secondary compres-
sion Cαε*, though referable to 3-D deformation 
conditions, has been also calculated from the slope 
of the εv–log t curves associated to the sliding 
deformeters S1, S2 and S4.

Figure 6 provides the computed values of both 
Cαε and Cαε*, plotted as function of the corre-
sponding values of Ccε and Ccε* obtained from 
primary compression data. In this way, the rela-
tionship between Cαε and Ccε, expressed in terms of 
Cαε/Ccε (Mesri & Godlewski 1977) could be ana-
lyzed, also in relation to the different classes of 
sediments forming the Venetian lagoon basin.  

As evident from Figure 6, points generally fall 
in the interval Cαε/Ccε = 0.02 ÷ 0.04, even when the 
ratio Cαε*/Ccε* is considered. Only the coarse sedi-
ments from 20 to 22 m depth significantly exceed 
such upper limit. In all the other cases, the ratio 
Cαε/Ccε seems to be independent of the soil type.   

Finally, it’s worth remarking that the in situ sec-
ondary compression parameters Cαε, as obtained 
from the sliding deformeters measurements, gener-
ally turned out to be higher than values obtained 
from laboratory testing.
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4 CPTU-BASED INTERPRETATION 
OF SECONDARY COMPRESSION

In this section we provide an attempt to relate the 
secondary compression parameter Cαε, as obtained 
from in situ measurements, to the CPTU data col-
lected in Treporti.

Empirical correlations between Cαε and penetra-
tion test results, expressed in terms of the solely 
corrected cone resistance qt, have been investigated 
previously. The observed trend between the Cαε 
values measured along the centerline and the qt 
data from the adjacent piezocone test CPTU 14, 
is presented in Figure 7. Again, different symbols 
have been used in relation to the different grain size 
characteristics of sediments.   

The graph also includes about fifty paired 
observations of Cαε* and qt, obtained from side-
by-side sliding deformeters and piezocone tests, 
i.e. S1-CPTU15, S2-CPTU16 and S4-CPTU17, 
although log regression analysis was based on the 
solely data recorded along the centerline of the 
loaded area.

Despite a certain scatter, the equation of the 
best-fit regression line from an assumed log-log 
relationship turned out to be:
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with a correlation coefficient, R2, equal to 0.74. Pa 
in eq. (2) is the atmospheric pressure, expressed in 
the same units ad qt.

Furthermore, attempts have been made to 
develop a power function expression for Cαε in 

terms of the dimensionless normalized cone resist-
ance Qtn, as recently defined by Robertson (2009). 
In this approach, an iterative, nonlinear stress 
normalization procedure is applied to the cor-
rected cone resistance qt, leading to the following 
expression:
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where pa is the atmospheric pressure and n is a 
stress exponent that depends in turn on both 
stress level and the well-known soil behaviour type 
index Ic:

Ic tII r +r+( l )tQQ ) ( g . )4 1+FrFF+l g )QtQ 2 2(l )1F +F+ (l  (4)

According to experimental observation, Robertson 
(2009) suggested the following expression for n:

n cc ( )pv a′ −•0 38 0I +I 05 0 15.c 0+IcI .pp  (5)

where the soil behaviour type index Ic should be 
defined using Qtn, hence the iterative nature of the 
scheme. 

In this way, a variable exponent n (≤1) is adopted 
for  stress normalization, depending on the soil 
class to be considered. Such exponent turned out to 
typically vary between 0.5 ÷ 0.6 in the upper sandy 
layer, whilst in the silty unit it tends toward 1.0. 

Figure 8 illustrates the trend between Cαε and 
the normalized cone resistance Qtn. Again, data 
from the centerline are separated according to soil 
type. Furthermore, values of Cαε* obtained from 
the sliding deformeters S1, S2 and S3 have been 
superimposed on the plot.
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The regression relating Cαε to Qtn gives a slightly 
better fit. Indeed, the analysis indicated

CαεCC ( )QtnQQ −0 03 0 89.  (6)

with R2 = 0.83. It’s worth observing here that the 
use of a variable exponent, accounting for the soil 
state under a given stress condition, was proved to 
provide better estimates of Cαε also in comparison 
to the well-known dimensionless cone resistance 
Qt, based on a linear stress normalization scheme 
(Wroth 1984; Robertson 1990). On the other hand, 
no significant improvement seems to be attained 
if  the soil behaviour type index Ic is included as 
an independent variable in the multiple regression 
analysis.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A consistent database of research-quality pie-
zocone penetration tests (CPTU) and subsoil 
deformation measurements, assembled within an 
extensive research programme carried out at the 
Treporti Test Site (Venice, Italy), has been ana-
lyzed in order to study the secondary compression 
behaviour of the predominantly silty sediments 
forming the Venetian Lagoon basin. 

In particular, the possibility of correlating the 
secondary compression parameter Cαε to piezo-
cone measurements has been investigated.

Despite soil heterogeneity, which is a typical 
feature of Venetian subsoil, makes sometimes dif-
ficult the analysis of field data, the study seems 
to indicate a general trend between the secondary 
compression index of both silts and sands and the 
cone tip resistance. In particular, a rather satisfy-
ing result has been obtained by correlating Cαε 
to the normalized cone resistance Qtn, based on a 
nonlinear stress normalization procedure. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Standard Penetration Test (SPT) was devel-
oped in the United States in 1927 and has become 
the most common in-situ test employed for foun-
dation and stability analyses worldwide. Up to 
80–90% of the conventional foundation design 
is accomplished by using SPT results (Kovacs & 
Salomone 1982). The SPT has several significant 
advantages as follow: (i) the equipment is rela-
tively simple and robust, (ii) the procedure is easy 
to carry out and permits frequent tests, (iii) soil 
samples can be obtained, (iv) tests can be carried 
out in most soil types, and (v) many useful cor-
relations are available. However, SPT possess an 
appreciable amount of variability and frequent 
lack of repeatability. Considerable differences in 
SPT results from different hammer-drill rig sys-
tems at expected uniform sites have been reported 
(e.g. Youd & Bennett 1981). The Engineering Insti-
tute of Thailand (EIT) gathered the SPT data in 
Bangkok area, which is of relatively uniform condi-
tion, from various testing agencies and also found 
large variability as shown in Fig. 1. This large vari-
ability is because the actual energy delivered to the 
drill rods in performing this test for different ham-
mer-drill rig systems may vary considerably.

Various studies have been performed to meas-
ure the factors that control the energy delivered 
by the SPT systems. The earlier studies consisted 
of measuring the velocity of the SPT hammer just 
before impact (e.g. Kovacs et al. 1978) and measur-
ing the dynamic force-time relationships in the drill 
rod obtained just below the anvil and immediately 
above the sampler (e.g. Schmertmann 1978). At 
the same time, theoretical studies were also being 
undertaken (e.g. McLean et al. 1975). A primary 
reason for the variability of SPT results is due to 

the use of different methods for raising and drop-
ping the hammer. Therefore, before the SPT result 
can be used in any correlations, its energy should 
be normalized to a standard energy so that its use 
is consistent everywhere. Unfortunately, there is no 
study about the energy ratio of the SPT practice 
performed in Thailand.

2 STANDARD PENETRATION TEST

Fig. 2 shows a sketch of the basic Standard Pene-
tration Test set-up using a cathead and rope system 
along with a donut hammer. The SPT is performed 
by driving a split-spoon sampler into the soil by 

Energy ratio of SPT practice performed in Thailand

S. Yimsiri
Department of Civil Engineering, Burapha University, Chonburi, Thailand

ABSTRACT: This study aims to measure the energy ratio of the Standard Penetration Test (SPT) by the 
practice performed in Thailand. The study consists of 2 main parts: (i) development of SPT energy meas-
urement system and (ii) measurement of energy ratio of SPT practice performed in Thailand with different 
types of hammer. The energy ratios are determined by both FV and F 2 methods and the comparison is 
made. The energy ratios obtained from this study are also compared with other published data. The results 
from this study are useful for energy correction of the SPT results obtained by practice performed in Thai-
land to the standard energy ratio for subsequent correlations to other engineering properties of soils.

Figure 1. SPT results in Bangkok area (EIT 2005).
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hammer blows to the top of the drill rod. The 
standard weight of the hammer is 62.3 kg (140 lb) 
and for each blow the hammer drops a distance of 
76.2 cm (30 in.). The numbers of blow required for 
sampler penetration of three 15.2 cm (6 in.) inter-
vals are recorded. The numbers of blow required 
for the last two intervals are added to give the 
standard penetration number at that depth. This 
number is generally referred to as the SPT N-value. 
The SPT testing procedure has been specified in 
several standards (e.g. ASTM D1586, BS 1377-9, 
ENV1997, and ISO 22476-3).

Although, this test is supposed to have a stand-
ardized test procedure, there is a wide variability 
in equipment and test procedures encountered in 
practice throughout the world. It has been shown 
that, in different parts of the world, the standard 
penetration resistance is conventionally meas-
ured using different kinds of hammers, different 
energy delivery systems with different degrees of 
efficiency, different borehole fluids, and different 
kinds of sampling tubes. The researches on energy 
measurements have shown that the energy delivered 
to the rods during SPT test can vary from about 
30–90% of the theoretical free-fall energy intended 
to be delivered by the falling hammer (Kovacs & 
Salomone 1982; Robertson et al. 1983). The energy 
delivered to the drill rod varies with the releasing 
system, hammer, anvil, and operator character-
istics. The types of hammer and anvil appear to 
most influence the energy-transfer mechanism. In 
Thailand, the typically used hammers are donut, 
safety, and trip with donut hammer being the most 
popular (see Fig. 3).

Kovacs et al. (1984), Seed et al. (1985) and 
Robertson et al. (1983) suggested that an energy 
level of  60% appears to represent a reasonable 
historical average for most SPT-based empirical 
correlations. Seed et al. (1985) also suggested that, 
for liquefaction analysis, the SPT N-value must be 
corrected to an energy level of  60%. SPT N-value 
measured with a known energy ratio (ERi) can be 
normalized to an energy level of  60% by the con-
version in Eq. (1)

N N
ERiRR

60NN
60

(%)  (1)

Based on the data summarized by Skempton 
(1986) and Seed et al. (1985), the recommended 
generalized energy ratios for various SPT practices 
are shown in Table 1. Further adjustments are also 
needed for the effects of rod length, sampler type, 
and borehole diameter.

3 MEASUREMENT OF SPT ENERGY

The measurement of SPT energy has started since 
1970s and based on the force-measurement con-
cept (F 2 method) developed by Palacios (1977). 
The energy is obtained by integration of square 
of force in the drill rod. The method consists of 
attaching a load cell near the top of the drill rod 
and below an anvil and measuring the force-time 
history of the stress wave during hammer impact. 
The stress-wave force integration method to deter-
mine the energy uses the formula in Eq. (2). This 
expression holds where the wave is propagating in 
the positive direction only (downward). Since the 

Figure 2. Typical SPT set-up (Kovacs & Salomone 
1982).

Figure 3. Typical hammers used in Thailand (after 
Bowles 1996; Serota & Lowther 1973).
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end of the rod causes a large reflection, Eq. (2) 
is integrated to the time of the arrival of the rod 
tip reflection (2L/c). If  the drill rod is of sufficient 
length, then the energy in the rod will have been 
transferred in the initial wave cycle. However, for 
shorter rod lengths, energy transmission is not 
complete at the 2L/c time.

E
c

AE
t dtiE

L
c

= ∫ [ (F )]2
0

2

 (2)

where 
      A =   cross-sectional area of drill rod (above and 

below force transducer)
        c =   velocity of compression wave in drill rod 

(≈5120 m/sec for steel)
      E =  Young’s modulus of drill rod
      Ei =   maximum energy transmitted to drill rod 

during impact event
   F(t) =   dynamic force in drill rod as function of 

time
       t =  time
       L =  drill rod length

In 1990s, due to the advent of accurate accel-
erometer, the force-velocity integration method 
(FV method) is suggested to analyze for the SPT 
energy. The energy is defined as shown in Eq. (3). 
This method avoids the need to determine the 
integration time (2L/c) and select the appropriate 
cross-sectional area of the drill rod. This method 
is currently a sole method for SPT energy measure-
ment specified in ASTM D4633.

E F v t dtiE ∫ ( )t ( )t
max

0

 (3)

where 
max = time of maximum energy transmitted to 
              drill rod during impact event
   v(t) = particle velocity measured in instrumented 
             drill rod as a function of time

Once the SPT energy is obtained, the energy 
ratio ERi is defined as the ratio of Ei over E* as 
shown in Eq. (4), where E* is the theoretical energy 
of SPT test (475 J).

ER
E
EiRR iE(%)

*
%= ×i 100  (4)

4 DEVELOPMENT OF SPT ENERGY 
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The SPT energy measurement system was developed 
in this study using similar approach as Robertson 
et al. (1992). The system was designed according 
to the available standards and specifications of 
commercially available systems (see Table 2). The 
system consists of 3 parts: (i) signal measurement, 
(ii) signal amplification and conditioning, and (iii) 
data acquisition, as shown in Fig. 4.

The signal measurement part is an AW drill 
rod (830 mm length) equipped with strain-gauged 
load cells and accelerometers (two sets each) to 
measure axial force and acceleration. The load cell 
is made of 350 Ω biaxial strain gages connected in 
full bridge. Accelerometers of  10000 g capacity are 
used. The photo of the signal measurement system 
is shown in Fig. 5. Signal amplification and con-
ditioning part has 2 functions: (i) supplies input 
voltages to both the load cells and accelerometers 
and (ii) amplifies the output signal from load cell. 
The data acquisition part uses NI USB—6009 
(14 bits) with 4 input channels (2 for load cells 
and 2 for accelerometers). The input voltages for 
load cells and accelerometers are ±2.5 V and ±1 V, 
respectively. All data are recorded to the lap-
top at a frequency of 10,000 Hz (controlled by 
LabVIEW).

The load cells (strain-gauged drill rod) were 
statically calibrated by using Universal Testing 
Machine (UTM). The compressive and tensile 
loads were applied in 3 cycles and the output volt-
age was measured. The maximum tensile force was 
−150 kN and maximum compressive force was 
+100 kN. The calibration relationship between load 
and output voltage is shown in Fig. 6. The calibra-
tion factor can be calculated as 122.198294 kN/V.

The system is installed just below the anvil and 
above the first drill rod to measure the energy 
transferred from hammer to the drill rod during 
the SPT test as shown in Fig. 7.

Table 1. SPT correction (Bowles 1996).
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5 SPT ENERGY MEASUREMENT 
RESULTS

The SPT energy measurement was carried out at 
the site in Huay Kwang area of Bangkok. The typi-
cal SPT machine with 3 typical hammers were used 
which are donut, safety, and trip (see Fig. 3). The 

tests were undertaken at 3 depths which are in stiff  
clay and dense sand layers. The data of force and 
acceleration are recorded at frequency of 10,000 Hz 
for 5 sec duration. The integration for velocity (v) 
uses Simpson’s rule as shown in Eq. (5) which gives 
more weight to the acceleration at middle time 
data. The constants obtained from the integration 
were corrected to yield the force and velocity of 
equal to 0 at time of 2L/c. The examples of force-
time and velocity-time data from donut, safety, 
and trip hammers are shown in Figs. 8a, 9a, and 
10a, respectively. These data were used to analyze 
the energy according to Eq. (2) (F2 method) and 
Eq. (3) (FV method). The examples of energy-time 

Figure 6. Calibration of load cell.

y = 122.198294x - 43.022168
R2 = 0.999330
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Figure 4. SPT energy measurement system.

Signal amplifier and 
conditioning box

Vin = 5 V and 
Vout amplified by 

200 times

Vin = 6.5 V and 
no amplification 

of Vout

Battery 12 V

AW rod  
83 cm length

Load cell 2 sets 
@ strain gauge 

350 Ω full bridge

Accelerometer 2 sets 
@ 10000 g

Signal measurement

Data acquisition

Data acquisition card
NI USB-6009

Laptop
(LabVIEW)

Figure 5. Developed instrumented drill rod.

Table 2. Comparison of design of SPT measurement system.

Characteristics

Commercial Standard

This study
Test consult 
(2010)

Pile dynamic 
(2008) ASTM D 4633

ISO 22476 
– 3

Instrumented Rod
Length 1000 mm 600 mm Not less than 

600 mm
N.A. 830 mm

Size 54 mm. (OD) AW, NW Same as drill rod N.A. AW, 44.3 mm (OD)
Stain gauge
Number 2 sets 2 sets (350 Ω) 2 sets N.A. 2 sets (350 Ω) @ 4 

strain gauges
Circuit Full bridge Full bridge Full bridge N.A. Full bridge
Installation location N.A. N.A. Not less than 

300 mm
10 da 300 mm from tip

Accelerometer
Number 2 sets 2 sets (10000 g) Not less than 

10000 g
more than 

5000 g
2 sets (10000 g)

Installation location N.A. N.A. Away from strain 
gage 100 mm

N.A. 400 mm from tip

Sampling rate N.A. N.A. 10,000 Hz N.A. 10,000 Hz

Sampling duration N.A. N.A. 50 msec N.A. 5 sec
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analysis from donut, safety, and trip hammers are 
shown in Figs. 8b, 9b, and 10b, respectively. All 
results are summarized in Table 3.

Δv
a a a

t( )t
( )t ( )t ( )t [ (t )]=

+ a t⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

−t
4) +)

6
1  (5)

Figure 7. Location of SPT energy measurement system.

Figure 8. Results from donut hammer (depth 26.0 m).
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Figure 9. Results from safety hammer (depth 32.0 m).
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Figure 10. Results from trip hammer (depth 50.0 m).
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Fig. 12 shows the comparison of SPT energy 
obtained by FV and F 2 methods. The results of 
donut hammer give large difference because of low 
precision of the obtained energy of donut hammer 
analyzed by F 2 method (as discussed earlier). Safety 
and trip hammers give the ratio of energy (FV/F2) 
of 0.8-1.4. This reasonably agrees with the range 
reported by Sy & Campanella (1991) who showed 
that the energy determined from FV method was 
generally 5–15% larger than that determined from 
F 2 method.

Figure 11. % standard deviation of various hammers 
and analyses.
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Table 4. Average energy ratios.

Energy ratio (%) Donut Safety Trip

This research 49 68 95
US/North America 45 70–80 80–100
Japan 67  – –
UK – 50 60
China 50 – –

Figure 12. Comparison of analysis by FV and F2.
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Table 3. SPT energy measurement results.

Hammer
Depth 
(m)

2L/c 
(m sec)

Energy 
type

Ei 
(J)

ERi 
(%)

Donut

23.0  9.2 FV 258  54
F2 912 192

24.5  9.6 FV 206  43
F2 643 136

26.0 10.3
FV 229  48
F2 331  70

Safety

29.0 11.6
FV 342  72
F2 401  84

30.5 12.2
FV 304  64
F2 397  84

32.0 12.8
FV 320  67
F2 336  71

Trip

50.0 19.8
FV 481 101
F2 341  72

51.5 20.4
FV 400  84
F2 400  84

53.0 21.0 FV 467  98
F2 407  86

6 ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS

The average values of resulting SPT energy ratios 
(by FV method) from various hammers are sum-
marized in Table 4. The results are compared with 
other reported data (from Table 1). It is shown 
that the energy ratios of SPT practice in Thailand 
are relatively similar to the results of US/North 
America.

Fig. 11 compares % standard deviation of 
energy ratios from various hammers analyzed with 
FV and F2 methods. The % standard deviation is 
defined according to ASTM E691 as shown in 
Eq. (6). ASTM E456 defines precision as the close-
ness of agreement between independent test results 
obtained under stipulated condition. Therefore, 
large % standard deviation means less precision. 
The results show that energy ratio of donut ham-
mer analyzed by F2 method gives lowest precision, 
whereas energy ratios from donut hammer ana-
lyzed by FV method and of other hammers give 
better precision.

% standard deviation=
−

∑ ( )−
/

n
x

n
2

1

1
 (6)

where x = average = x nn /1∑
 x = individual test result
 n = number of test results
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7 CONCLUSIONS

This study measures the SPT energy ratio by the 
practice preformed in Thailand which has never 
been carried out before. The SPT energy measure-
ment system has been developed. The energy ratios 
have been measured for three typical hammer types. 
The study reveals that the energy ratios are 49%, 
68%, and 95% for donut, safety, and trip hammers, 
respectively. The energy ratios found for Thailand’s 
practice are similar to those of US/North America. 
The results from this study are useful for the cor-
rection of SPT test results performed by practice 
in Thailand to the standard energy ratio for fur-
ther correlations to other engineering properties of 
soils. It is noted, however, that this study only gives 
preliminary results because of limited number of 
tests (only 9 tests for each hammer type). There-
fore, the results should be used with caution and 
more tests should be done to yield more confident 
conclusions.
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Measuring energy in dynamic probing
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ABSTRACT: The penetration in these tests is intimately related to the potential energy of the hammer 
(nominal energy). So, it is necessary to understand correctly and deeply how this energy is transferred to 
the drive rods and how it is transmitted through the rods to the cone, to realize how the real behavior in 
these tests is. The penetration length really depends on the energy, not on that nominal energy, but on a 
portion of that energy that is effectively transferred to the rods (ENTHRU) and, in order to be more pre-
cise, the energy that reaches the cone (ENTHRUcone). The ENTHRU is measured by means of monitoring 
the upper part of the drive rods (close to the anvil). To calculate the ENTHRUcone it is necessary to correct 
the ENTHRU in three ways. First it is needed to take into account the energy loss in the energy transmis-
sion through the rods, and the energy loss due to the skin friction of the drive rods with the soil around 
them. It is also necessary to add the energy due to the rod weight that is penetrating into the soil.

Keywords: dynamic, penetration, energy, DPSH

1 INTRODUCTION

There are different kinds of penetration tests. First 
of all, we have the Standard Penetration Test (SPT), 
maybe the most widespread penetration test. There 
is lot of literature about measuring energy in these 
kind of tests. However, there are many other pen-
etration tests that differ a lot from SPT. They are 
called dynamic probing (DPH, DPSH . . .).

The SPT tests are performed into a borehole 
with a sampler, meanwhile dynamic probing tests 
are performed from the surface with a cone. So the 
main difference is quite clear: the friction between 
the drive rods and the soil around them.

2 ENERGY EFFICIENCY FOR SPT

Several authors have studied and measured the SPT 
energy. In this paper we will use one of the latest 
investigations by Odebrecht & Schnaid, et al (2005).

Housel (1965) was the first who used the word 
ENTHRU, that is the maximum energy transmit-
ted to the rod stem. The ENTHRU was measured 
by means of integrating signals from some acceler-
ometer and some strain gauges located below the 
anvil, as usual for these kinds of tests. 

Odebrecht & Schnaid, et al (2005) found that 
this ENTHRU could be fitted to this equation:

ENTHRU m gh= m g ( )h phmη1  (1)

where η1 = hammer efficiency factor; mh = hammer 
mass; g = gravity acceleration; h = height of fall 
(free fall of the hammer after being released); and 
p = penetration for one blow.

After analyzing the data from the tests, the value 
of η1 was calculated as 0.765.

Odebrecht & Schnaid, et al (2005) also inferred 
the value of the computed sampler energy  (Esampler). 
The sampler energy is the value of the actual energy 
that reaches the sampler.

E m g m g psaE mpler hm rm ghm ( )h p+h +⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎤⎤g •mη2  (2)

where η3 = energy efficiency factor; η2 = rod effi-
ciency factor; and mr = rod mass.

The experimental data were adjusted and the 
proposed values for the efficiency factors were:

η3 1 0 0042= 1 •. l  (3)

where l = rod length.
The value of η2 equals 1.
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3 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SPT 
AND DYNAMIC PROBING

Both kinds of tests are quite similar but there are 
some differences that will have to yield to different 
ways of measuring the energy.

The SPT tests are carried out with a sampler 
that is driven into the soil so, after the tests there is 
a recovered disturbed sample. The dynamic prob-
ing tests use a cone, instead of a sampler. This cone 
may be either retained (fixed) for recovery or dis-
posable (lost).

Even though both tests are quite similar, in terms 
of analyzing the energy, there is a major difference. 
As the SPT tests are undertaken inside a borehole 
there is no friction between the drive rods and the 
soil around them, whereas in dynamic probing, as 
the cone is not much wider than the rods, such fric-
tion exists.

4 MEASURING THE LATERAL FRICTION

The drive rods and the cone will be driven verti-
cally in order to avoid such lateral friction. 

The rods will be rotated 1.5 turns or until maxi-
mum torque is reached at least every 1 m penetra-
tion. The aim of this rotation is to tighten the rod 
conections and to reduce the skin friction.

Every dynamic probing equipment has a torque 
measuring device. It is usually a torque wrench or 
similar measuring device. The rods will be rotated 
by means of this device so, at the same time, we get 
the value of the maximum torque.

The frictional force Ff, necessary to rotate the 
drive rods, is calculated with the skin resistance, 
and the lateral area of the drive rods.
F r lfF •rτ π2  (4)

where τ = skin friction resistance; r = rod radius; 
and l = rod length.

The maximum torque necessary to rotate the 
drive rods will be the frictional force multiplied by 
the force arm.

r r lfFF rfF r •τ π2 2  (5)

where T = maximum torque.
This way, the value of the skin friction is calcu-

lated in Equation 6 below:

τ
π

=
• •π

T
r l•2 2  (6)

The energy used to overcome the friction 
between the drive rods and the soil around them, 
during the penetration, (frictional energy Ef) could 
be calculated with the Equation 7 below:
E F pf fE FF •  (7)

Substituting the value of Ff from Equation 4 in 
Equation 7:
E r l pfE •rτ π2  (8)

And using the value of the skin friction from 
Equation 6, we get the final Equation 9 below:

E
T p

rfE =  (9)

This Equation 9 was obtained by Dahlberg & 
Bergdahl (1975).

The aforementioned equation only works assum-
ing that the semi static skin friction during rotation 
of the drive rods is the same as the dynamic skin 
friction during penetration.

Due to this difference between skin friction in 
static and dynamic process, Bergdahl (1979) cal-
culated the part of the total number of blows in 
a SPT test, that was “used” to overcome that lat-
eral friction. When he calculated that N, he did 
not divide it by the energy efficiency, so he was 
really multiplying that N by the energy efficiency.  
This way, he realized that the energy due to lateral 
friction was the same energy as the calculated in 
 Equation 9, but with a factor of 3.4 and multiply-
ing by the energy efficiency. This means that the 
dynamic lateral friction resistance in the vertical 
direction during driving is much greater than the 
semi static resistance in the horizontal direction 
during turning of the rods.

This way, we can consider the next equation to 
get that frictional energy:

E
T p

rfE = • •3 4. η (10)

where η = energy efficiency.
This efficiency means the percentage out of the 

nominal energy that really reaches down to the cone.
The nominal energy is defined as the hammer 

weight multiplied by the height of fall.
From now on, it is defined ENTHRUcone as the 

real amount of energy that effectively reaches the 
cone. It is the equivalent to what Odebrecht & 
Schnaid, et al (2005) called Esampler in a SPT test.

E
T p

r
E
m g hfE saE mpler

h
= • •

•g
3 4.  (11)

5 ENTHRUCONE IN DYNAMIC PROBING

Using the Esampler in a SPT (Equation 2) as part 
of the new ENTHRUcone, we only need to sub-
stract that part of the ENTHRU that is used to 
overcome that skin friction (Ef). Thus, we get the 
Equation 12:

ENTHRU E EconeU saE mpler fE= E  (12)
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By substituting the value of Esampler (Equation 2) 
and the value of Ef (Equation 11) in Equation 12:

ENTHRU m m g p

T p
r m g h

coneU rmh g

h

= m gg ( )h ph phh +⎡⎣⎡⎡ ⎤⎦⎤⎤

−
⎡

⎣

gg •g

•
•p
•mh

η 13 ⎣ηη ⎡⎣⎡⎡

1 3 4.
⎢⎢
⎡⎡⎡⎡

⎣⎣⎣⎣

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦
(13)

The value of mr is the mass of the rods that includes 
the anvil mass. We can write the Equation 13:
ENTHRU m m g p

m g p
T p

r m

coneU amh g

r
h

= m gg ( )h ph phh +⎡⎣⎡⎡

+ ] −

gg •g

•g •
•p

η 43 ⎣ηη ⎡⎣⎡⎡

1 3 4.
•••

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎡⎡

⎣⎣

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦g h•

(14)
where ma = mass of the anvil where the hammer 
strikes when falling down; and η4 = energy effi-
ciency factor.

The ENTHRU measured just below the anvil is:

m m g ph ag m= m gg ( )h ph( )h ph +m mm)pphh + •η4  (15)

Equation 14 could be rewritten as:

ENTHRU
T p

r m g h

coneU

h

= [ ]ENTHRU m g pr+ENTHRU

−
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎡⎡

⎣⎣

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦

m+ENTHRU

•
•p
•mh

η3

1 3 4.  (16)

This different way of measuring the ENTHRU 
makes different η1 from η4. Therefore, in dynamic 
probing we can not assume the value of η4 as 0.765 
as in Odebrecht & Schnaid, et al (2005). This fact 
will be treated further.

The value of η3, obtained from Equation 3 is 
going to be changed. It would be better if  this fac-
tor had no units, so this factor is changed to a non 
dimensional factor.

If  the last part of this factor is multiplied and 
divided by the rod diameter:

η3 1 0 0042= 1 • •. l
d
d

 (17)

where d = rod diameter.
The rod diameter used by Odebrecht & Schnaid, 

et al (2005) was the normal diameter for SPT drive 
rods whose value is 2.28 × 10−2 m.

η3

2
51 0 0042 2 28 10

2
1 4 8 10= 1 = 1• •

•
•

−
−. . .l

r
l
r

 (18)

6 FIELD WORK

Several tests were conducted using an instrumented 
rod in dynamic probing, in order to calculate the 
value of η4 and to find out if  this value is about 
0.765, as Odebrecht & Schnaid, et al (2005) calcu-
lated for SPT.

6.1 Instrumentation

The top part of the rods was instrumented by 
means of four strain gauges and two accelerom-
eters as it can be observed in Figure 1.

The instruments were located 32.6 × 10−2 m 
below the point of contact between the hammer 
and the anvil. This length was chosen in compli-
ance with EN ISO 22476-2:2005. It is necessary 
that the instrumented section of rod is positioned 
at a distance greater than 10 times the rod diameter 
below the point of hammer impact on the anvil.

Each of the four strain gauges was fixed and 
attached to the rod, and was independent from the 
rest of the strain gauges. They were assembled as 4 
different quarter Wheatstone bridges.

The two ICP piezoelectric accelerometers were 
mounted diametrically opposite on little steel 
pieces that were bolted to the rod. The accelerom-
eters were suitable up to 10,000 g accelerations. 

The signal conditioner/amplifier used in this 
research was the SCADAS III signal acquisition 
equipment, model SC 316 front-end system (LMS 
Difa Instruments Company).

The digital conversion of the data was design 
oversampling at a rate of 25,600 Hz. This way, the 
final representation of the data was at a rate of 
10,000 Hz.

6.2 Site

The field work was conducted at Arija, at the 
northern part of Burgos, Spain.

The soil consists of a thick layer of sand, being 
classified as SP in compliance with the USCS 
classification.

Figure 1. Instrumented portion of the rod string with 
the strain gauges and the accelerometers.
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This place was chosen because it consisted of a 
very homogeneous thick sandy layer. The soil sur-
face was very horizontal and it was easy to access 
with all the equipment (penetrometer on wheels, 
bars and vehicle).

In the Figure 2 above it is shown the location of 
this site. In this figure it is shown the location in 
Spain and an orthophoto.

6.3 Experimental results

More than 200 tests were performed at the site 
explained above. 

The value of ENTHRU was measured by inte-
grating the signals from the instrumented rod.

Then, the value of η4 was calculated by using 
the Equation 15. This efficiency factor can be 
expressed in the following form:

η4 =
−
( )

•

•

ENTHRU m g• p
m g• +

a

h
 (19)

The values obtained from the field work are 
shown in Table 1.

As it is revealed in this table, the values show 
large scattering.

We can conclude that this value (η4) is not the 
same as the value of η1. As the value of η4 shows 
such dispersion, it is assumed the need of measur-
ing the ENTHRU instead of calculating it from the 
Equation 15.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The way of measuring energy in SPT is different 
from dynamic probing. The main difference is the 
skin friction between the drive rods and the soil 
around them.

It is necessary to use the ENTHRUcone instead of 
using the ENTHRU. The reason is that the energy 
that really produces penetration is the part of the 
total energy that effectively reaches the tip of the 
cone below the rod string.

In order to calculate this ENTHRUcone it is pro-
posed a new equation (Equation 16). For being 
able to calculate ENTHRUcone in a right way, it is 
necessary to measure the ENTHRU by means of 
an instrumented rod. It is not enough accurate to 
calculate ENTHRU with Equation 15, because of 
the wide range or possible values of the energy effi-
ciency factor.
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Piezocone testing for use in the classification of soil behavior and flow 
characteristics: An experience carried out in Suape, Pernambuco

Maria Isabela M.C.V. Bello & Roberto Quental Coutinho
Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil

ABSTRACT: Parameters obtained from measurements taken during piezocone penetration tests 
(CPTU) are commonly used for soil profiling and geostratigraphy, along with the parameters used for 
assessment of geotechnical design. Comprehensive research has been carried out by the Geotechnical 
Group of the Federal University of Pernambuco in the soft clay deposits in Northeastern Brazil near 
the City of Recife. The Group participated in important geotechnical investigations employing CPTU 
in the Suape Industrial and Port Complex in Pernambuco, Brazil. This study paper presents an experi-
ence centered on the use of piezocone tests in two areas within the Suape Industrial and Port Complex, 
in order to determine classifications concerning soil behavior, along with flow characteristics. The results 
are compared with the results from reference tests, and discussed within the literature produced from the 
experience. This study confirmed the potential for use of piezocone tests to obtain valid predictions for 
geotechnical classification/parameters for soft clay deposits.

Keywords: piezocone test, soil behavior, classification

1 INTRODUCTION

Continuous monitoring of pore-pressure during 
cone penetration can improve soil stratigraphy 
identification. The rate of consolidation param-
eters may be assessed from piezocone tests by 
measuring the dissipation or decay of pore pres-
sure with a period of time after the penetration 
has ended (Lunne et al. 1997). Fellenius & Eslami 
(2000) comment that CPTU is an excellent tool for 
use by geotechnical engineers in developing site 
profiles. When CPTU tests are used to determine 
the appropriate depths for recovering soil samples 
for detailed laboratory study, fewer sampling lev-
els are needed, reducing the costs involved in site 
investigation, while simultaneously increasing the 
quality of the data because important information 
regarding the layers and their boundaries is not 
overlooked. 

Coutinho & Schnaid (2010) present a summary of 
CPT activities and applications in South America, 
particularly in Brazil.

This paper presents the experience carried out by 
the Geotechnical Research Group of the Federal 
University of Pernambuco in Brazil—GEGEP/
UFPE (coordinated by the second author) con-
cerning the use of piezocone tests to obtain soil 
behavior classification, along with flow character-
istics, in two areas within the Suape Industrial and 
Port Complex. 

Two proposals for soil classification were 
utilized: Robertson (1990) charts (log Q–Bq and 
Q–FR coordinates), and Schneider et al. (2008) 
charts (Cases 1 and 3). In the flow study, the 
Houlsby & Teh (1988) proposal was used to obtain 
the coefficient of consolidation by use of CPTU 
tests. The results of soil classification and the coef-
ficient of consolidation were compared with results 
of standard penetration tests/distribution of grain-
size particles and oedometer tests.

2 CLASSIFICATION OF SOIL BEHAVIOR

Mayne (2007) shows 25 different CPT methods 
for soil classification have been developed, includ-
ing well-known methods from Begemann (1965), 
Schmertmann (1978) and Robertson (1990). 

Begemann (1965) pioneered CPT soil profiling, 
demonstrating that while coarse-grain soils gener-
ally demonstrate greater values of cone resistance, 
qc, and sleeve friction, fs, than fine-grain soils, soil 
type is not a strict function of either cone resist-
ance or sleeve friction, but rather the combination 
of these two values (Fig. 1). 

Schmertmann (1978) proposed soil profiling 
charts based on results from mechanical cone data 
that incorporates Begemann’s CPT data, and indi-
cates zones for common soil types (Fig. 2). Bound-
aries are also presented for loose and dense sand, 
along with consistency of clay and silt layers. 
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Robertson & Campanella (1983), Robertson et al. 
(1986) and Campanella & Robertson (1988) were 
the first to present charts based on piezocone tests 
that include measurements for cone resistance (qt) 
corrected for pore pressure (Eq. 1).

Robertson & Campanella (1983) charted meth-
ods (log qt versus FR) that classify five major soil 
types: sands, silty sands, sandy silts, clayey silts, 
and clays (Fig. 3). Robertson et al. (1986) profiled 
a chart introducing pore pressure ratio, Bq (Eq. 2). 
This chart indicates 12 possible zones, or soil cat-
egories, obtained by plotting log qt vs. FR paired 
with sets of log qt vs. Bq (Fig. 4). 
qt = qc + u2 (1 − a)  (1)
Where: u2 = pore pressure measured at the cone 
shoulder; a = the ratio between the shoulder area 
unaffected by the pore water pressure, and the total 
shoulder area.

B
u u

qqB
v

i=
−

2 0u
i

1 σ  (2)

Where Bq = pore pressure ratio; u0 = in-situ pore 
pressure; σv = total vertical overburden stress at the 
depth z corresponding to the readings.

Robertson (1990) proposed refinement of the 
Robertson et al. (1986) profiling chart,  plotting 
“normalized cone resistance”, Q, against “nor-
malized friction ratio”, F in a cone resistance test 
presenting a nine-zone chart (Eqs. 3 and 4 respec-
tively). Normalization was proposed to compensate 
for qc dependency on the overburden stress, and 
when analyzing deep CPTU soundings (deeper than 
about 30 m). Profiling charts developed for shal-
lower soundings do not apply well to deeper sites. 

Q
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0

0
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q
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t v
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−
•

σ 0
100  (4) 

Where fs = sleeve friction.
Recently, Robertson (2010) suggested an update 

for the charts supplied by Robertson et al. (1986), 
and Robertson (1990). The updated charts that are 
dimensionless and color coded for improved pres-
entation, define 9 SBT zones that are consistent. 

Schneider et al. (2008) developed general soil 
classification charts using parametric studies 
(Fig. 5). The “zones” in the three charts are exactly 
the same, but the plots are shown in different formats: 
(1) coordinates log Q–log Δu2/σ ′v0; (2) coordinates 
Q–Δu2/σ ′v0; (3) coordinates semi-log Q–Δu2/σ ′v0. 
These formats are best used in cases of: (1) clays, 
clayey silts, silts, sandy silts, and sands without neg-
ative penetration pore pressures; (2) sands and tran-
sitional soils with small negative excess penetration 
pore pressures; and (3) clay soils with large negative 
excess penetration pore pressure.

Mollé (2005) used data from the literature 
to compare chart predictions from CPT/CPTU 

Figure 2. Schmertmann chart (Schmertmann 1978).

Figure 3. Chart method (Robertson & Campanella 1983).
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Figure 1. Original Begemann chart (Begemann 1965).
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Figure 4. Type of soil behavior (from Robertson et al. 1986).

Figure 5. New proposals for classification of soils using piezocone testing for several forms of plotting (Schneider et al. 
2008).

Table 1. Success rate for CPT (Mollé 2005).

Classification chart

Success rate (%)
Pipers 
(2002)

Berry et al. 
(1998)

Bennert 
et al.(2002)

Chenghou 
et al.(1990)

Powell 
et al. (2000)

Fellenius & 
Eslami (2000)

Ramsey 
(2002)

Schmertmann (1978) 63
Robertson et al. (1986): qt—Rf  55 80  83 41
Robertson et al. (1986): qt—Bq  78 80
Robertson (1990): Qt—FR  72 77  61 100
Robertson (1990): Qt—Bq

Eslami & Fellenius (1997)  58 100
Olsen & Mitchell (1995) 68
Senneset et al. (1989)  2  30
Jones & Rust (1983) 30  58
Ramsey (2002) 75–80
Jefferies & Davies (1991)  78
Nº points 107 51 200 40 12  18

tests, to the actual soil type as determined from 
laboratory classification tests (Table 1). The data 
used was from a wide range of geological set-
tings. Some  useful findings can be made from 
this summary: (a) the Robertson et al. (1986) and 

Robertson (1990) charts yield reasonable to very 
good results; (b) the Jefferies & Davies (1991), and 
Ramsey (2002) charts also yield good results, but 
both of these charts are closely based on those 
from Robertson (1990); (c) there appears to be 
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no advantage in using the normalized version of 
these charts instead of the non-normalized ones. 
The study performed by Mollé (2005) contributed 
significantly to the confidence within the geotech-
nical community in using Robertson charts. 

Long (2008) presented recent developments in 
obtaining design parameters for soft soils using in 
situ tests, including piezocone (see also Coutinho 
2008). The author concludes that the Robertson et 
al. (1986) and Robertson (1990) charts for soil clas-
sification using CPTU data seem to work well in 
clays, clayey silts, silty sands and sands. There are 
difficulties with using these charts in organic soils 
and peat, and in cases where the stratigraphy is 
complex.

3 COEFFICIENT OF CONSOLIDATION

The coefficient of consolidation measurement is 
one of the soil properties that presents more of a 
challenge for geotechnical engineering. Parameters 
for the rate of consolidation may be assessed from 
piezocone tests by measuring the dissipation, or 
decay of pore pressure through time, after penetra-
tion ceases (Lunne et al. 1997).

Field stress and pore-pressures around the 
piezocone can be evaluated using the strain path 
method, according to formulas provided by Baligh 
& Lavadoux (1986), and Houlsby & Teh (1988).

Baligh & Lavadoux (1986) concluded that dis-
sipation is predominantly oriented in a horizontal 
direction. The dissipation process can be express by 
a one-dimensional factor of time, as Equation 5. 

T c
R I

c
T R I

t
h

rI h
rI

* ;c ;h
*

=ch;h
2

2

 (5)

where: R = radius of piezocone; T = dissipation 
time; Ir = rigidity index (= G/Su); G = strength mod-
ulus of soil.

Houlsby & Teh (1988) presented the follow-
ing procedure: (a) calculate the distance between 
pore pressure at the beginning of dissipation, ui, 
and the hydrostatic pore pressure, uo; (b) calculate 
the percentage of dissipation u50% = (ui − uo)/2, and 
through use of the experimental curve, determine 
the actual time for 50% of the dissipation to occur, 
t50%; (c) obtain the T* value in Table 3, and calcu-
late ch by using Equation 5. 

Figure 6 presents a teaching example of test 
results involving dissipation of pore pressure, and 
the procedure for calculating ch—to arrive at t50% 
(Mayne 2007). 

Robertson et al. (1992) proposes a direct esti-
mate of ch from the t50 value using an abacus. This 
calculation is valid for Ir values with variations 
from 50 to 500, and for cone areas measuring from 
10 to 15 cm2.

Values for ch obtained via these procedures cor-
respond to soil properties in the pre-consolidation 
band, due to the fact that during penetration, mate-
rial surrounding the cone is submitted to increased 
levels of deformation, and in this state, behaves 
as soil in recompression (Baligh 1986; Baligh & 
Levadoux 1986). Jamiolkowski et al. (1985) pro-
posed estimating ch in the normal compression 
band (N.C) using Equation 6. The authors pre-
sented experimental values for Cc /Cs that varied in 
the range from 0.13 to 0.15. 

Lunne et al. (1997) comments that an estimate 
for the coefficient of consolidation in the vertical 
direction can be obtained using permeability in 
both the horizontal and vertical planes (Eq. 7).

(6)c C
C

ch
cC

sC h( )N C ( )CPTUCC=

(7)c k
k

cv
vkk

hk h( )N C ( )N Ccv)C N=

Where: kh and kv represent horizontal and vertical 
permeability respectively.

4 CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE STUDY AREA

The AE-1 and AE-2 study areas a re situated within 
the Suape Industrial and Port Complex, located in 
the City of Ipojuca, State of Pernambuco, Brazil 

Table 2. Time factor in function of percentage of pore 
pressure dissipation (Houlsby & Teh 1988).

U (%)

Time factor (T*) in relation to the position of 
the pore pressure transducer
Face of the cone (u1) Base of the cone (u2)

20 0.014 0.038
30 0.032 0.078
40 0.063 0.142
50 0.118 0.245
60 0.226 0.439
70 0.463 0.804
80 1.040 1.600

Figure 6. Measured dissipation, and definition of t50 at 
50% consolidation (Mayne 2007).
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(Fig. 7). The coastal location is characterized by 
expanses of low lying plains, with soils featuring 
reduced load capacities, very soft organic clays, 
with presence of peat, roots, shells, and fine layers 
of sand and silt. This soft soil presents high water 
and organic content with penetration test values 
(NSPT) equal to P/100. The project plan includes 
construction of embankments with varying heights 
(some exceeding 17 m), on the subsoil consisting 
of clays and peat materials.

The AE-1 study area is part of an access via 
where a provisionary geo-synthetic embankment 
less than 2.0 m high was built. The AE-2 study 
area, where an important project was done, was 
divided into 5 subdivisions, where 20 boreholes 
and 34 undisturbed Shelby type samples were used. 
Figures 8 and 9 present the typical profile for SUB-
AREA A and B, respectivelly (AE-2 study area).

Geotechnical site characterization included 
laboratory (characterization, oedometer and tri-
axial) and field tests (vane and CPTU). More 
information about the geological and geotechni-
cal characterization, along with parameters of the 
Suape study areas, can be seen in Bello (2011) and 
Coutinho & Bello (2012a and b). 

5 SOIL CLASSIFICATION 
CHARTS—RESULTS

This item presents the classification results from 
CPTU tests in the AE-2 study area using two charts:

a. Robertson (1990)
(a.1) Coordinates log Q–Bq
(a.2) Coordinates log Q–FR   

b. Schneider et al. (2008):
(b.1) Case 1:  Coordinates log Q–log Δu2/σ ′v0

  (b.2) Case 3: Coordinates semi log Q–Δu2/σ ′voFigure 7. Location of study areas: Suape, Ipojuca 
(Bello 2011).

Figure 8. Geotechnical profile and depth of sample—E106 (SUB-AREA A), Suape (Bello 2011).

Figure 9. Geotechnical profile and depth of sample—E121 (SUB-AREA C), Suape (Bello 2011).
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A total of 11 verticals were analyzed (6 verticals in 
SUB-AREA A, and 5 verticals in SUB-AREA B). 

Figures 10 and 11 show results of CPTU classi-
fication from boreholes E104 (SUB-AREA A) and 
E121 (SUB-AREA C), respectively. For each of 
the boreholes, classification of grain-size distribu-
tion, and NSPT values, were determined for the four 
charts, the purpose being to be able to compare the 
classification for CPTU.

5.1 Robertson (1990) charts

In the Robertson (1990) chart (log Q–Bq), it was 
observed that the points trend to rise when the over 
consolidation ratio (OCR) value increases (Figs. 10 
and 11). These points are relative to the superficial 
layer, and the layer below the clayed layer, where the 
presence of silty and sandy material (bands 5, 6 and 
7) can be verified. These results were concordant with 
OCR and sensibility (St) values obtained from oed-
ometer and vane field tests, respectively. The points 
indicating clayed soils are situated in bands 3 and 4.

In the Robertson (1990) chart (log Q–Fr), the 
points are situated in bands 3 and 4 (clay and silty 
clay). The FR values were greater than 1.0.

The Robertson (1990) charts are predictive of 
soil behavior, and not directly related to soil classi-
fication criteria, using geologic descriptions based 
on grain-size distribution. It has been verified that 

the greatest difference between the results of clas-
sification from grain-size distribution, and CPTU 
tests, occurs in the mixed soil regions, and in the 
transition zones between layers of the profile.

5.2 Schneider et al. (2008) charts

The Schneider et al. (2008) chart—Case 1 (Coordi-
nates log Q–log Δu2/σ ′vo) features coordinates iden-
tical to the Robertson (1990) chart, allowing one to 
directly compare results. (Figs. 10 and 11). In gen-
eral, soil classification of the study area by the Sch-
neider et al. (2008) chart—Case 1 was in agreement 
with classification from Robertson (1990).

In the Schneider et al. (2008) chart—Case 3 
(Coordinates semi log Q–Δu2/σ ′vo), the results plot-
ted only took into consideration material with 
positive pore pressure values, since the horizon-
tal coordinate is a semi-log scale. In this manner, 
materials that present negative value of pore-
pressure during CPTU test, the results cannot be 
plotted in this chart.

It is important to emphasize the care needed 
when identifying the points relating to SPT tests. 
Classification of layers indicating grain-size distri-
bution can demonstrate differences in the values 
for NSPT and water content, making it necessary to 
divide classification into sub-layers to be plotted 
into separate charts.

Figure 11. Comparison between soil classification from grain-size, and piezocone tests—E121 (SUB-AREA C) 
(Bello 2011).

Figure 10. Comparison between soil classification from grain-size, and piezocone tests—E104 (SUB-AREA A) 
(Bello 2011).
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Another important concern is the presence of 
transitional soils. These soils are characterized as 
mixtures of different materials. In the Schneider et 
al. (2008) charts, these soils can be clearly observed 
inside the determined boundaries (Figs. 10 and 11). 
In general, results from the Schneider et al. (2008) 
charts were also satisfactory for the Suape soft 
soils, consistent with classification using grain-size 
distribution and NSPT values.

6 COEFFICIENT OF 
CONSOLIDATION—RESULTS

In the study area, ch calculations were carried out 
according to a formula proposed by Houlsby & 
Teh (1988). In each CPTU vertical, ch values were 
calculated in relation to the depths of the dissipa-
tion tests in both studied areas. Figure 12 present a 
example of the measured dissipation of study area 
AE-2, for definition of t50).

Figure 13a shows ch value variation relative to 
the depths of the radial oedometer and piezocone 
tests for the AE-1 study area. In this figure, ch val-
ues are also presented for piezocone tests in the 
N.C band estimated from the Jamiolkowski et al. 
(1985) proposal. The average ch values from piezo-
cone tests in the O.C band was 4.40 × 10−6 m2/s. In 
general, the average ch values varied in the same 
order of magnitude in the oedometer tests (1.15 × 
10−7 m2/s) and in the piezocone tests (6.16 × 
10−7 m2/s), considering ch results in the N.C band. 
The overall average ch value was 3.65 × 10−7 m2/s. 

The variation of ch values relative to the depths 
of the oedometer and piezocone tests, for the 
AE-2 study area is presented in Figure 13b. The 
average ch value from piezocone tests in the O.C 
band was 4.03 × 10−7 m2/s. The cv values obtained 
in vertical oedometer tests were converted into ch 
values according to Equation 7 (cv = 1.5.ch). The 
average ch values varied from 4.94 × 10−8 m2/s in the 
oedometer tests, to 4.03 × 10−7 m2/s in the piezo-
cone tests (considering ch results in the N.C band). 
The overall average ch value was 1.34 × 10−7 m2/s. In 

this study, a wide band of ch values obtained from 
oedometer and piezocone tests was noted. 

Leroueil & Hight (2003), evaluated the coef-
ficient of consolidation determined by piezocone 
testing, along with other methods (Fig. 14). The 
in situ ch values within the normal consolidation 
range are typically 10 times larger than the values 
deduced from oedometer test results (using Casa-
grande method).

Figure 12. Measured dissipation, and definition of t50   
study area AE-2 (Bello 2011).

Figure 13. Coefficients of consolidation values from 
oedometer and piezocone tests: (a) AE-1; (b) AE-2 (Bello 
2011).

Figure 14. Coefficients of consolidation (from 
Leroueil & High 2003).
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Figure 14 also show the range determinate for 
the average piezocone ch values for the two stud-
ied areas of Suape clays. The range is around the 
results presented by Leroueil & Hight (2003).

The in situ ch values in the normal consolidation 
range are also around two orders of magnitude less 
than values in the over-consolidated range, deduced 
from in situ observations. The ch values deduced

Coutinho & Bello (2008) showed results for ch and 
cv values obtained from laboratory and ch values (OC 
range) were much higher (on the order of three times) 
than the laboratory test results piezocone tests from 
the Recife research site, and the AE-1 study area at 
Suape (Fig. 15). The piezocone from piezocone dis-
sipation tests appear to be somewhere in between the 
field values obtained for the over-consolidated and 
normally consolidated ranges (ch and cv). Recife soft 
clays presenting slightly higher values.

The coefficient of consolidation values obtained 
from oedometer and piezocone tests are comple-
mentary. The oedometer tests are indispensable for 
obtaining appropriate compressibility parameters 
(Almeida et al. 2010). 

Results concerning the coefficients of consoli-
dation obtained in the study areas are satisfactory 
and consistent with results obtained in Brazilian 
soft soils, together with experiences reported in 
international literature.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Soil classification results from the Robertson (1991) 
and Schneider et al. (2008) charts agreed with the 
grain-size distribution and NSPT values. Considering 
the Brazilian experience and the results obtained 
from the study areas, the Robertson (1990) pro-

posal confirmed its efficiency for classification of 
soils from piezocone tests. The Schneider et al. 
(2008) proposal was adequate for use in Suape soils, 
however, it would seem appropriate to carry out 
additional studies in other locations in Brazil. 

The horizontal coefficient of consolidation values 
with depths from the oedometer and piezocone tests 
for the study areas, revealed a wide range of varia-
tions considering the O.C. and N.C. ranges. The ch 
values in the N.C. range obtained from piezocone 
tests were higher (around 10 times greater) than 
the ch values obtained from oedometer tests. These 
results are in agreement with results from Recife soft 
clays, along with others reported in the literature. 

This study confirmed the potential of piezocone 
tests for use in obtaining adequate predictions for 
geotechnical classification/consolidation param-
eters in soft soil deposits. 
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Site characterisation by in situ and laboratory tests of the sea bed 
in the Genova Harbour, Italy
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ABSTRACT: A new container quay namely “Calata Bettolo”, will be built inside the Genova harbour. 
Detailed in situ and laboratory tests have been made for site characterisation, to face all geotechnical design 
aspects of the quay, including the evaluation of the seismic behaviour of the Calata Bettolo. Among the 
in situ tests performed for the design, before of the construction, Seismic Dilatometer Marchetti Tests 
(SDMTs) have been carried out with the aim of general site characterisation of soil properties and the evalu-
ation of the soil profile of shear waves velocity (Vs) and horizontal stress index Kd. The Seismic Dilatometer 
Marchetti Tests were performed up to a depth of 42 meters. The results show a very detailed and stable 
shear waves profile. The shear waves profiles obtained by SDMT compare well with other laboratory tests.

Keywords: floating barge, SDMT, shear modulus, damping ratio

INTRODUCTION

Soil stiffness is a key parameter to solve many 
geotechnical problems, such as the design of the 
container quay namely “Calata Bettolo”, for the 
evaluation of consolidation settlements and for 
the seismic behavior. In the first case soil stiffness 
is relevant at large strain such as for the odometer 
modulus, while in the second case soil stiffness is 
relevant at small strain. Both these parameters can 
be evaluated by traditional in-situ and laboratory 
tests, as well as the SDMT tests. By the way it has 
been pointed out by many researchers that the strain 
level which often occurs in geotechnical problems 
is quite small even under the static loading condi-
tion and in the case of conventional foundations 
(Jardine et al. 1986; Battaglio & Jamiolkowski 1987; 
Burland 1989; Berardi & Lancellotta 1991; Maugeri 
et al. 1998). On the other hand, the hypotheses of 
homogeneity, elasticity and isotropy are unrealis-
tic for soils. In reality soil behaviour is non-linear 
(non-linear elasticity or plasticity) and anisotropic. 
In particular, some researchers (Hardin 1978; 
Jardine et al. 1984, 1986) have postulated that an 
elastic or apparently elastic soil response occurs 
only at small strains (i.e. less than 0.001 %).

This paper is related mainly to describe the 
results obtained by the seismic flat dilatometer tests 
(SDMTs) for the soil properties characterisation. 
The SDMT provides also the shear wave velocity 
(Vs) measurements to supplement conventional 

inflation readings (po and p1). Soil stratigraphy 
and soil parameters are evaluated from the pres-
sure readings while the small strain stiffness (Go) is 
obtained from in situ Vs profile. A comprehensive 
in situ and laboratory investigation has been car-
ried out to study the new container quay namely 
“Calata Bettolo”, inside the Genova harbour. The 
length of the quay is of about 750 m and the area is 
of about 22,000 m2. The depth of water will reach 
17 m along the quay.

The material to fill the area will be dragged by 
the sea to increase the depth of water inside the 
harbour.

The SDMT test program includes tests inland 
and offshore. The latter have been made by an 
innovative technique by means of floating barge.

This technique allowed to perform the SDMT 
tests at considerably reduced cost in comparison 
with tests executed from a self  elevating platform. 
The results obtained by SDMT were compared 
with those evaluated by in situ and laboratory 
tests during the seismic microzonation studies per-
formed in the city of Catania (Italy).

2 GEOTECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE TEST SITES

For the geotechnical characterisation of the test 
sites a survey of supplementary geotechnical tests 
was carried out during the design of the quay. This 
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survey consists of a borehole and of some tests with 
the Seismic Dilatometer Marchetti (SDMT), inland 
and offshore. The location of the surveys is shown in 
Figure 1. The borehole S1 was performed in corre-
spondence of the existing jetty, consisting of filling 
material of varying size, gravel and stone blocks.

Below, as highlighted in the stratigraphy of the 
borehole S1, the soil consists of a fine sand weakly 
gray silty, which extends from the depth of 24 m up 
to the bottom of the hole.

The survey was carried out up to 24 m depth 
in destruction of core and from 24 to 42 m coring 
continued. As a result of the survey were collected 
No. 6 undisturbed samples, starting from the depth 
of 30 m, to execute laboratory tests.

The geotechnical characterisation of the soil was 
also deduced from the results of SDMTs, carried 
out inland (SDMTT1) and offshore (SDMT1-4, 
SDMT6). As regards the inland test SDMTT1, 
since the land was performed with coarse material, 
the test was carried out inside the borehole after 
passing this material.

The tests carried out offshore were carried out 
by a floating barge, on which the SDMT equip-
ment was placed by a crane. The floating barge was 
towed to be positioned in test sites (Figs. 2 and 3). 
The results of the tests are given in full in the report 
concerning the execution of the tests, in the follow-
ing paragraph.

In the interpretation of the test results of the 
tests must be taken into account that the soil below 
the quays is subjected to a load corresponding to 
the weight of the quays.

Figure 1. Layout of investigation area with locations of the SDMTs.

Figure 2. Sketch of SDMT offshore on floating barge.
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As regards the SDMTs performed offshore, they 
were carried out at a distance from existing docks 
to not be affected by the presence of the quays.

As regards the values of the angle of shear 
resistance, it is variable from 30° to 35°, with mini-
mum value equal to 25° at a greater depth, where is 
the presence of the silt component (Figure 4). As 
regards the values of the remaining parameters, a 

synthetic vision is shown in Figure 5, concerning the 
comparison between all the SDMTs performed.

The value of the material index (Id) shows the 
presence of a soil consisting of a sand that at a 
greater depth becomes a silty clay sand.

As regards the values of the shear wave velocity, 
the velocity profile shows a growing trend with the 
depth of 150–250 m/s, with an average higher than 

Figure 3. Seismic dilatometer equipment positioned offshore on the floating barge.

Figure 4. Values of the angle of shear resistance φ obtained from the SDMTs.
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180 m/s value in the first 30 m, which allows to 
classify the soil type C, for the purposes of evalu-
ation of amplification factor Ss, which is between 
1 and 1.2. As regards the values of the horizontal 
stress index Kd, it varies from about 4 in the sandy 
type soil, up to a value of about 2 more in depth 
where increases the content of silt.

It was not possible to make tests to determine 
the characteristics of the filler from dredging.

3 SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY FROM SDMT

The small strain (γ  ≤ 0.001%) shear modulus, Go, 
was determined from SDMT. Moreover it was 
attempted to assess Go by means of laboratory test 
results.

The Seismic Dilatometer Marchetti (SDMT) is 
an instrument resulting from the combination of 
the DMT blade (Marchetti 1980) with a seismic 
modulus measuring the shear wave velocity VS.

Initially conceived for research, the SDMT is 
gradually entering into use in current site investi-
gation practice.

The test is conceptually similar to the seismic 
cone (SCPT). First introduced by Hepton (1988), 
the SDMT was subsequently improved at Georgia 
Tech, Atlanta, USA (Martin & Mayne 1997, 1998; 
Mayne et al. 1999).

A new SDMT system has been recently devel-
oped in Italy. The seismic modulus is a  cylindrical 

instrumented tube, located above the DMT blade 
(see Figure 2), housing two receivers at a dis-
tance of 0.50 m. The test configuration “two 
receivers”/“true interval” avoids the problem con-
nected with the possible inaccurate determination 
of the “first arrival” time sometimes met with the 
“pseudo interval” configuration (just one receiver).

Moreover the pair of seismograms recorded 
by the two receivers at a given test depth corre-
sponds to the same hammer blow and not to dif-
ferent blows in sequence, which are not necessarily 
identical.

The adoption of the “true interval” configu-
ration considerably enhances the repeatability 
in the VS measurement (observed repeatability 
VS ≈ 1–2%).

VS is obtained (Figs. 5–6) as the ratio between 
the difference in distance between the source and 
the two receivers (S2−S1) and the delay of the 
arrival of the impulse from the first to the second 
receiver (Δt). VS measurements are obtained every 
0.5 m of depth.

The shear wave source at the surface is a pen-
dulum hammer (≈10 kg) which hits horizontally a 
steel rectangular base pressed vertically against the 
soil (by the weight of the truck) and oriented with 
its long axis parallel to the axis of the receivers, 
so that they can offer the highest sensitivity to the 
generated shear wave.

In “Calata Bettolo” site the SDMT tests have 
been made by means a floating barge (Figure 2).

Figure 5. Results of the SDMTs performed inland and offshore in terms of geotechnical parameters.
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The determination of the delay from SDMT 
seismograms, normally carried out using the cross-
correlation algorithm, is generally well conditioned, 
being based on the two seismograms—in particu-
lar the initial waves—rather than being based on 
the first arrival time or specific marker points in 
the seismogram.

Figure 7 shows an example of seismograms 
obtained by SDMT at various test depths at the 

site of Calata Bettolo − GE (it is a good practice to 
plot side by-side the seismograms as recorded and 
re-phased according to the calculated delay).

Figure 5 (Calata Bettolo – GE) is an example of 
the typical graphical format of the SDMT output.

Such output displays the profile of VS as well 
as the profiles of four basic DMT parameters–the 
material index Id that gives information on soil type 
(sand, silt, clay), the vertical drained constrained 

Figure 6. Shear wave velocity profiles obtained from SDMTs performed inland and offshore.

Figure 7. Example of seismograms obtained from SDMTs at the site of Calata Bettolo, Italy.
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Modulus M, the undrained shear strength cu and 
the horizontal stress index Kd (related to OCR)—
obtained using current DMT correlations.

The profile of Kd is similar in shape to the pro-
file of the overconsolidation ratio OCR. Kd = 2 
indicates in clays OCR = 1, Kd > 2 indicates 
overconsolidation.

A first glance at the Kd profile is helpful to 
“understand” the deposit. (Information on the 
mechanical DMT, not described in this paper, 
can be found in the comprehensive report by the 
 ISSMGE Technical Committee TC16 2001).

It may be noticed in Figures 5–6 that the repeat-
ability of the VS profile is very high, similar to the 
repeatability of the other DMT parameters.

4 SHEAR MODULUS AND DAMPING 
RATIO FROM LABORATORY TESTS

Shear modulus G and damping ratio D of Calata 
Bettolo (GE) marly clay formation were obtained 
in the laboratory from Resonant Column tests 
(RCT).

The laboratory test conditions and the obtained 
small strain shear modulus Go are listed in the fol-
lowing Table 1.

The undisturbed specimens were isotropically 
reconsolidated to the best estimation of the in situ 
mean effective stress.

The size of solid cylindrical specimens are 
Radius = 25 mm and Height = 100 mm.

The experimental results of specimens from 
Calata Bettolo sandy formation were used to deter-
mine the empirical parameters of the eq. proposed 

by Yokota et al. (1981) to describe the shear modu-
lus decay with shear strain level:

G( )
G

1
1o

γ
αγ β

=
+

 (1)

in which:
G(γ ) = strain dependent shear modulus;
γ [%] = shear strain;
α, β = soil constants.
The expression (1) allows the complete shear 
modulus degradation to be considered with strain 
level.

The values of α  = 1100 and β  = 1.1 were obtained 
for Calata Bettolo sandy formation.

Figure 8 shows the results of RCTs normalized 
by dividing the shear modulus G(γ ) for the initial 
value Go at very low strain.

As suggested by Yokota et al. (1981), the inverse 
variation of damping ratio with respect to the nor-
malized shear modulus has an exponential form 
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Figure 8. G/Go-γ curves from RCT tests.

Table 1. Test condition for Calata Bettolo marly clay 
formation specimens.

Borehole
no.

H
[m]

σ ′vc
[kPa] e RCT

Go
[MPa]

S1C1 27.30 450 0.411 U 27
S3C2 30.30 450 0.382 U 31
S1C4 36.30 450 0.410 U 23
S1C6 42.30 450 0.398 U 22

where: U = undrained.
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as that reported in Figure 9 for the Calata Bettolo 
sandy formation:

D( ) exp
G
Go

γ η) λ−exp ( )γ⎡

⎣
⎢
⎡⎡

⎣⎣

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦
iλ−exp  (2)

in which:

D(γ) [%] = strain dependent damping ratio;
γ = shear strain;
η, λ = soil constants.

The values of η = 8 and λ = 2.21 were obtained for 
Calata Bettolo sandy formation.

The equation (2) assume maximum value 
Dmax = 8% for G(γ)/Go = 0 and minimum value 
Dmin = 0.87% for G(γ)/Go = 1.

Therefore, eq. (2) can be re-written in the follow-
ing normalized form:

D( )
D( )

G
Gmax oG

γ
γ

λ= − ( )γ⎡

⎣
⎢
⎡⎡

⎣⎣

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦
exp i (3)

5 CONCLUSIONS

A site characterization for the design and the execu-
tion of the container quay namely Calata Bettolo 
has been presented in this paper, with particular 
reference to SDMTs.

On the basis of the data shown it is possible to 
draw the following conclusions:

– SDMTs were performed up to a depth of 
42 meters, inland (SDMTT1) and offshore 
(SDMT1-4, SDMT6). As regards the inland 
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Figure 9. D-G/Go curves from RCT tests.

test SDMTT1, since the land was performed 
with coarse material, the test was carried out by 
a borehole that passed this material. The tests 
carried out offshore were carried out by a float-
ing barge, on which the SDMT equipment was 
placed by a crane;

– the results show a very detailed soil characterisa-
tion profiles of the more relevant soil properties, 
such as the material index (Id), the dilatometric 
modulus M from which the oedometer modulus 
can be evaluated, the angle of shear resistance φ, 
the undrained cohesion Cu for clayey and silty 
soil, shear wave velocity Vs, the horizontal stress 
index KD.

– the shear modulus obtained by the shear wave 
velocity profiles by SDMT compare well with 
resonant column test results at small strain;

– for the evaluation of shear modulus at large 
strain, resonant column tests have been 
performed;

– the results interpreted by the equations sug-
gested by Yokota et al. (1981) describe the shear 
modulus decay with shear strain level and the 
inverse variation of damping ratio with respect 
to the normalized shear modulus.
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Session report: Geotechnical profiling and “in situ” measurement of soil 
stiffness
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ABSTRACT: The papers submitted to this session are varied in their methods, scope and in the charac-
terization techniques described or applied. However, two major themes are perhaps visible amongst them. 
One is that of geotechnical profiling i.e. the process by which a spatial distribution of coherent geotech-
nical units is established. Many contributed papers are directly or indirectly (for instance by proposing 
enhanced CPT-based techniques) concerned with this issue. The other major theme is that of “in situ” 
measurement of soil stiffness be that by means of seismic-range methods or by means of the DMT. In 
particular, the integration of these two types of measurements into a single stiffness-decay curve is also 
treated in detail. Other highlights of the contributed papers to the session include the interpretation of 
drilling records and the estimation of hydraulic conductivity from field tests.

1 INTRODUCTION

A total of 14 papers were contributed to this ses-
sion. While all of them are of high technical quality 
they lack an obviously unifying subject. Therefore 
this report will first describe in parallel some the 
most relevant traits of the different contributions 
and would then highlight the results that have 
seemed more relevant from the point of view of 
the equipment used or the geotechnical property 
discussed. A final section is dedicated to the issue 
of geotechnical profiling which is, perhaps, the one 
that is relevant to most papers in the session.

2 OVERVIEW

2.1 Geographical origin

The majority of the contributors were based in 
Europe. As might be expected there was also a 
large contribution from the Americas. Two were 
(mostly) contributed from Australia and only one 
paper was contributed from Asia (Figure 1).

2.2 Characterization techniques

A fair variety of site investigation techniques are 
discussed in the contributions to the session (Table 
1). Despite that variety the preeminence of the cone 
penetration test (CPT) and its derived techniques 
(CPTu, Seismic CPT…) is clear with 9 out of 14 
contributions making reference to this test. The 
other “in situ” tests that receives ample considera-
tion in the contributions is the (seismic) Marchetti 
dilatometer, (S)DMT. A variety of  geophysical 

techniques is also employed—apart that is from 
the seismic measurements that are associated with 
SCPT and SDMT. Laboratory testing of recov-
ered soil samples does also feature in six different 
contributions, although the range of such testing 
is highly variable, from mere identification tests 
(grain size distribution, plasticity) to advanced 
mechanical tests (triaxial). The presence of other 
tests like SPT, field vane (FVT) is marginal. It is 
remarkable that only one paper deals with pres-
suremeter results, and that of the relatively infre-
quent self-boring type.

2.3 Problem related traits

By problem related traits (Table 2) we make refer-
ence to those aspects of  the session contributions 
that were dictated by the nature of  the problem 
discussed by the authors. One first such trait is 
given by the specificity/generality of  the driv-
ing application. Thus the work of  most authors 
is focused on a specific geotechnical applica-
tion (slope stability, embankment or foundation 
design . . .) but at least six contributions are more 
general in scope, focusing on the potential or char-
acteristics of  a technique that might be applied in 
very different contexts.

Another problem-related trait is the nature 
of the geotechnical materials that are dealt with. 
Again here there is a healthy variety in coverage, 
with some contributions dealing mostly with gran-
ular soils, some mostly with clay and several with 
both types of materials. Generally, however, these 
are transported saturated mostly siliceous soils and 
therefore falling within the more classical contours 
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issue is that of stratigraphic profiling. The other 
major area is soil stiffness, with 5 contributions 
dealing either with its small strain limit value or 
with the degradation of this property with strain.

2.4 Method related traits

Several traits of the scientific methodologies 
employed by the different authors are collected in 
Table 3. The most frequently employed method 
(9 ocassions) is that of cross-comparison of differ-
ent in situ test that either measure the same property 
by different means (e.g. small strain shear stiffness 
by SASW and SDMT, Amoroso et al. 2012c) or, 
while measuring different properties (e.g. CPT and 
cross-hole, Niederleithinger et al. 2012) are applied 
with the same purpose (identification of strati-
graphic features). Comparisons between labora-
tory and field determinations of the same property 
are less frequent (3), two papers present compara-
tive results illustrating the effects of technological 
details on the outcomes of what (nominally) is the 
same test and two more advocate/exemplify an 
integrated approach to characterization.

It is interesting that the majority of  the contri-
butions (7) describe experimentation performed 
within dedicated test sites. It is also interesting that 
in the large majority of  the contributions there is 
no explicit acknowledgment of  the variability that 
is all too pervasive in geotechnical measurements.

Tab le 1. Characterization techniques employed by the 
session contributors. CPT(+): CPT and derived tech-
niques. LAB: laboratory tests on recovered soil samples. 
GPHY: geophysical techniques. SBPMT: self-boring 
pressuremeter. FVT: field vane test.

Tabl e 2. Problem-related traits of the different session 
contributions. NA: not applicable.

Europe
58%

Americas
24%

Asia
7%

Oceania
11%

Fi gure 1. Geographic origin of the session contributions.

of soil mechanics. The materials that are perhaps 
relatively more uncommon are the calcareous brec-
cias dealt with by Amoroso et al. (2012c); but cal-
careous soils also appear in the contributions of 
Tutton et al. (2012) and Laudanski et al. (2012).

Most contributions describe several properties 
of the soils under study. However, in many cases it 
is easy to identify one geotechnical property where 
the characterization emphasis lies. As can be seen in 
a relative majority of the contributions (6) the main 
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3 EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURES

Several papers illustrate developments on equipment 
or field test procedures. They can be grouped accord-
ing with the equipment type being discussed.

3.1 CPT-based equipment

Two papers submitted to the session have in common 
their focus on equipment-oriented improvements to 
CPT-based techniques. Another common trait of 
these contributions is the fact that no field applica-
tion is presented of the techniques described. These 
contributions differ notably in that Martins et al. 
(2012) focus is on hardware improvements whereas 
Baziw & Verbeek (2012) own focus is on software. 

Martins et al. (2012) review the application of 
wireless communications to geotechnics in general 
and to the CPTu in particular. Then they describe 
a new prototype of wireless CPTu unit that they 
have recently developed based on RF transmission 
and remote powering. 

Baziw & Verbeek (2012) build on previous 
work by the first author to describe an algorithm 
designed to extract clear signals from within a very 

noisy input. The motivation for this work is the 
development of the continuous seismic CPT, where 
the test environment is rather noisier (truck noise, 
clamped rods . . .) than in the usual procedure. The 
algorithm outlined appears to work very well on the 
artificial test signals that it’s fed with (Figure 2).

3.2 SDMT and other seismic tests

Amoroso et al. (2012c) present results from 
an extensive site characterization campaign in 
L’Aquila with the purpose of seismic microzona-
tion. They focus on results obtained using SDMT 
and they manage to convey several important mes-
sages. First, there is a good agreement between the 
shear wave velocity profiles obtained using SDMT 
and other techniques like cross-hole or SASW. Sec-
ond, SDMT can be performed in non-penetrable 
soils using a backfilled borehole, with apparent 
good results obtained at depths of up to 130 m. 
In such cases the savings from an alternative CH 
configuration would be very significant.

Good agreement between SDMT shear wave 
measurements and surface-based geophysical 
methods (SASW/CASW) is also illustrated by 
Godlewski & Szczepanski (2012). These authors 
also contribute an interesting comparison illus-
trating the effects of  source intensity (hammer 
height fall) on SDMT results. At lower depths a 
larger impact is counterproductive, because the 
output signal saturates the acquisition range. At 
higher depths smaller impacts are overwhelmed by 
ambient noise. 

Figure  2. Signal arrival extraction from within artifi-
cial noisy input using the C-SCPT SEEDTM algorithm 
(Baziw Vnd verbeek 2012).

Table  3. Method-related traits of the different ses-
sion contributions. N: no. Y: yes. NE: not explicit. EA: 
explicitly acknowledged. F: formal treatment. NA: not 
applicable.
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Godlewski & Szczepanski (2012) present also a 
similar exercise on source-related effects but this 
time for a SASW analysis. They show that using 
an unconventional source (a car wheel) results in a 
deeper reach for the test and less dispersion in the 
estimated shear modulus (Figure 3). 

3.3 Measuring while drilling

Measuring while drilling (MWD) is a technique 
on the rise. The requisite sensing and data process-
ing tools are now frequently incorporated to geo-
technical drilling equipment (e.g. Devincenzi et al. 
2012). On the other hand, the quantitative use of 
such drilling records is still incipient. The contri-
bution by Laudanski et al. (2012) to this session 
represents a step forward in that directions.

They describe a systematic investigation on the 
effect of the drilling bit and the material being 
perfored on the drilling records. Although the 
technique can also be employed when samples are 
recovered, all the drilling bits explored in this work 
(Figure 4) are employed in destructive drilling, 
which, clearly, is the type of drilling that usually 
results in less information about the soil. 

4 GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES

The papers contributed to the session discuss the 
three engineering properties that classically con-
cern geotechnical engineers: permeability, shear 
strength and stiffness.

4.1  Hydraulic conductivity

The paper by Wang et al. (2012) focus in the 
values of  this property obtained using different 
evaluation methods. For one site they explore 
(1) estimations based on soil identification classes 
established with CPTu data (2) estimations based 
on CPTu dissipation measurements and soil rigid-
ity estimates (3) direct laboratory (falling head) 
permeability measurements. The results presented 
(Figure 5) illustrate (a) a very good coincidence 
between the estimates obtained through methods 
(1) and (2); of  course method (1) is far more rapid 
than method (2); (b) that the field estimates were 
one or two orders of  magnitude above the labora-
tory measurements. 

Such differences are not uncommon (Schnaid, 
2005) and might be even larger in anisotropic 
deposits. Indeed, one nice example is even avail-
able within this session, in the varved clay deposit 
described by Steiner (2012) where laboratory con-
solidation coefficients that were 1000 smaller than 
those derived from CPTu dissipation.

4.2 Undrained shear strength

Careful undrained shear strength assesment was 
critical for the stability problem described in the 
contribution of Steiner (2012). The varved nature 
of the clay layer made the CPTu based estimates 
of undrained strength somewhat unconservative, 
because affected by partial drainage. DMT-based 
estimates seemed less affected by that problem, 
although the author had to contend with other 
interpretative difficulties (Figure 6). On the one 
hand the test were performed from the bottom of 
a borehole in 2 m-long pushes. These caused some 
stress relief  which (perhaps through a reduced p0 
value?) would result in a lowered undrained shear 
strength estimate. On the other hand there was the 
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Figure 4. Drilling bits investigated by Laudanski et al. 
(2012).
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effect of a non-uniform surcharge in plan, result-
ing in a non-uniform amount of consolidation that 
again resulted in variable undrained shear strength. 
The author carefully explains this difficulties and 
the final coherent picture that, with some help 
from laboratory testing, was finally obtained.

The work of Januzzi et al. (2012) is closely related, 
since they explore the ability of different tests to 
detect embankment-induced consolidation in a soft 
clay deposit. Although the embakment was relatively 
low (1 m) it was placed on top of a very soft clay and 
the consolidation induced was clearly noticeable in 
the water content profile (Figure 7; note that the 
sampler is pushed and not driven). There was some 
visible effect of this consolidation on the undrained 
sear strength of the clay, but the variation observed 
was test-dependent and neither the field vane, nor 
the CPTu or the T-bar seemed able to identify the 
whole extent of the consolidating layer.

4.3 Stiffness decay

The fundamental nonlinearity of soil behaviour is 
frequently expressed by means of stiffness degrada-
tion or stiffness decay curves. These curves represent 
the decay of a measure of stiffness (secant or tan-
gent modulus, usually) as a function of a relevant 
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Figure 5. Field and laboratory measurments of hydrau-
lic conductivity at the Hui Xing Shu River bridge site 
(Wang et al. 2012).

Figure 6. C onsolidation effects as revealed by undrained 
shear strength estimates from DMT (Steiner, 2012).

Figure 7. Co nsolidation effects as revealed by the water 
content of samples recovered with a pushed SPT sampler 
(Jannuzzi et al. 2012).
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measure of strain. Frequently the stiffness measure 
is normalised by it maximum value (i.e. the relevant 
value at the small-strain limit) to at least partially 
account for the more obvious effects of other fac-
tors with bearing on stiffness (stress, density…). In 
one way or another, stiffness decay curves appear 
essential for the accurate prediction of founda-
tion settlements (Lehane et al. 2009) or excavation 
induced displacements (Jardine et al. 1986).

Traditionally, stiffness decay curves had been estab-
lished in the laboratory, most frequently by means of 
advanced triaxial testing or resonant column tests. 
On the other hand, the self-boring pressuremeter 
(SBPM) was the only “in situ” test that was clearly 
useful for the purpose. However both advanced labo-
ratory testing and SBPM are frequently unpractical 
or unavailable. Therefore it is interesting to find alter-
native procedures to evaluate stiffness decay.

Lehane & Fahey (2004) first suggested that a 
suitable alternative procedure could be based on 
a seismic range shear stiffness measurement and a 
medium strain range stiffness measure, such as that 
which can be obtained using the DMT. Obviously 
a very convenient version of this procedure would 
be that using the seismic DMT. Arroyo et al. (2008) 
applied this procedure using SDMT to set-up the 
numerical analysis of an excavation site. One dif-
ficulty that was then observed was the large range 
(0.01% to 2%) of available estimates for the shear 
strain representative of the DMT stiffness value.

Amoroso and coworkers present two contribu-
tions to this session that focus, precisely, on this 
problem. The main contribution can be found in 
Amoroso et al. (2012b) where a variety of data 
(extensometer measurements, resonant column, 
SBPM, laboratory tests) from different sites where 
both DMT and seismic shear stiffness are available 
is employed to locate the normalised DMT-derived 
stiffness within the stiffness decay curves. The syn-
thesis of all these results is the diagram reproduced 
here as Figure 8. The relevant strain range is now 
segmented according to the nature of the soil, with 
larger strains being representative for more imper-
meable materials.

Diagrams such as the previous one would surely 
prove useful to designers. However this is a result 
that also opens new questions. For instance, it 
remains to be explained how a displacement con-
trolled test, such as the DMT, results in different 
representative strain values in different soils. There 
is also a non-negligible scatter amongst the differ-
ent results gathered to build up the diagram. This is 
an issue that is clearly identified by Amoroso et al. 
(2012a) when they examine in detail the data from 
several Australian sand sites. The authors highlight 
the difficulties in establishing a coherent picture of 
stiffness decay amongst different tests, for instance, 
SBPM and triaxial tests in Figure 9.

5 PROFILING

A number of contributions are clearly focused 
in the basic geotechnical problem of delineat-
ing a profile for the site, establishing meaningful 
geotechnical units and identifying stratigraphic 
features of geotechnical relevance. This is a diffi-
cult exercise that requires integration of different 
sources of information while maintaining some 
awareness of the different discriminating abilities 
of such sources.

Figure 8. Dia gram summarizing the use of SDMT to 
establish stiffness decay curves (Amoroso et al. 2012b).

Figure 9. Exam ple comparison between in situ and 
laboratory G-ˇ decay curve (a) and between normalized 
in situ and laboratory G/G0-ˇ decay curve (b). (Amoroso 
et al. 2012a).
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5.1 Integration

Good profiling would result from an adequate 
integration of  the geological and geotechnical 
engineering inputs within a project. The ideal 
shape of  such integration is nicely illustrated 
(Figure 10) by Tutton et al. (2012) who also dem-
onstrate the benefits that can be derived from the 
more continuous integration of  both aspects in 
their account of  a large industrial development 
in the Australian coast.

The contribution from Locat et al. (2012) might 
provide an even more compelling example of the 
benefits forthcoming from a good integration 
of geotechnical and geological knowledge. They 
present the different tools (topographic measure-
ments, piezometric observations, in situ testing, 
laboratory testing) that were employed in the post-
mortem study of a major landslide of the spread 
type in eastern Canada sensitive clays. The system-
atic study performed was able to identify not only 
the major features of the landslide (e.g. the shape 
and location of the slide basal surface) but also the 
intrincate detail of the final arrangement of the 
displaced mass. This was the product of integrat-
ing observations performed at very different scales, 
from CAT sections of recovered cores to cone tip 
resistance profiles that evidence the strength loss 
that the landslide motion induced in these materi-
als (Figure 11).

5.2 Discrimination

It is commonly appreciated that not all the tests 
employed in geotechnical site investigations have 
the same ability to discriminate stratigraphic 
features. One major controlling factor in such 
ability is the spatial sampling rate or density of 
testing. This can be seen clearly, for instance, in 

the parallel CPT and seismic results presented 
by Niederleithinger (2012) for the BAM test site 
in Germany (Figure 12). It is apparent that the 
CPT profile (with measurements taken every cm) 
is more rich in features that the meter spaced 
downhole profiles. It is also apparent that the 
horizontally averaged tomographic measure-
ments represented in the figure are even more 
uniform. This, as the author is careful to point, 
is not the same result that the full tomographic 
reconstruction of  the soil section reveals. It is 
thus made clear how either by too coarse sam-
pling or by averaging the spatial variability of  a 
site can be masked.

Of course, test spatial density is not everything 
that there is to stratigraphic delineation. The sen-
sitivity of  the measurement system employed is 
also crucial. If  the intrinsic measurement uncer-
tainty is large there would be many missing fea-
tures. On the other hand accurate measurements 
are advantageous for geotechnical profiling. This 
issue is well ilusttrated by Figure 13, where paral-
lel profiles of  S and P wave arrival times obtained 
by cross-hole testing are depicted. The P-wave 
arrival variation between different layers is of  5% 
of their average value. To detect that difference a 
very precise measurement system is needed. Note 
that in the S-wave profile a much larger varia-
tion (20% of the average value) seems required to 
delineate a layer limit, and that such variation is 
unclear at the lower limit. In this respect, a more 
quantitative approach where measurement error is 

Figure 10. Alte rnative timelines for the integration 
of geological and geotechnical inputs during project 
development.

Figure 11. Use o f  CPTu to detect the extent of the 
remoulded zone in a spread-type landslide (Locat et al. 
2012).
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 systematically accounted for or displayed might be 
an interesting development. 

Every test interacts differently with the soil and 
thus probes different properties. Moreover, there is 
an intrinsic scale to every test that impacts in the 
variability of the test result. This can be illustrated 

by reference to another result by Amoroso et al. 
(2012c). In their contribution they also illustrate 
how it is possible to obtain an estimate of VS from 
DMT data following the general relations proposed 
by Monaco et al. (2009). Figure 14 illustrates this 
result. It is apparent in the figure that the DMT 
based estimate is noisier than the reference SDMT 
values. Here again an underlying issue might be 
the difference in the soil volume that is involved in 
both measurements (≈10 –3 m3 for DMT vs ≈1 m3 
for SDMT). 

Even apparently minor details are important in 
this respect. This is made clear by the very differ-
ent discriminating abilities shown by the different 
drilling bits employed by Laudanski et al. (2012). 
For instance it appears that using a button bit the 
Somerton index is very well suited to discriminate 
between granular siliceous soils and fine or calcar-
eous soils. However changing the bit to a bicone 
roller would make the distinction less evident (Fig-
ure 15). Finding a mechanical justification for these 
differences is a challenge because several processes 
involved in drilling (soil conminution, fluid-driven 
erosion, fatigue . . .) are themselves still poorly 
understood.

6 FINAL COMMENTS

A large deal of ingenuity is shown in the papers 
contributed to this session to illustrate, advance 
and extend the techniques of geotechnical char-
acterisation. Despite that, it should be perhaps 
questioned if  the measurement variability that is 

Figure 13. Strati graphic delineation using cross-hole 
(CH) results (Niederleithinger et al. 2012).

Figure 14. Compariso n of shear wave velocity profiles: 
Directly measured with SDMT and inferred from DMT 
(Amoroso et al. 2012c).
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results at the BAM test site (Niederleithinger 2012).
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all apparent in many cases would not benefit from 
a more formal treatment. The discrimination of 
signal and noise in time series (see the example 
of Baziw and Verbeek in this session) illustrates 
the advantages of a proper underlying statistical 
framework. That approach seems still more the 
exception than the rule when dealing with spatially 
sampled series. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper will present the results from a detailed experimental study of drilling param-
eters using a specially constructed test embankment. The drilling measurements were evaluated individu-
ally as well as combined into compound parameters to further enhance the ability of MWD to identify 
material types, mechanical properties and stratigraphy as well as detect anomalies such as cavities. Results 
from this study demonstrated that MWD as single measurements or as compound parameters can clearly 
provide qualitative evaluation of soil types, density and permeability using both rotary and percussion 
drilling methods. Statistical analyses of the results allowed for the development of empirical relationships 
using the test results from Standard Penetration Testing (SPT), Cone Penetration Testing (CPT) and pres-
suremeter testing. The current state of this method suggests that specific test protocols need to be devel-
oped such that MWD can be considered as a test on its own. When appropriately adapted to the purpose 
of a site investigation, MWD can be highly cost effective considering that costs of destructive drilling are 
often less than one third of coring or sampling methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

Drilling parameters or measurements while 
drilling (MWD) allow for continuous and auto-
matic recording of all drilling operations while 
advancing a borehole for geotechnical site inves-
tigations or characterization of geostructures 
such as dams, levees and retaining walls (Cailleux 
1986;  Duchamps 1988; Diehl 1978; Fortunati & 
 Pellegrino 1998; Girard et al. 1986; Gui et al. 1999; 
Hamelin et al. 1983). Parameters that are typically 
monitored and recorded include advance rate (VA), 
downthrust (PO) and holdback (PR) pressures, 
torque (CR), rotation rate (VR), percussion energy 
and, drilling fluid injection pressure (PI) and flow 
(QI). To date, measurements while drilling have 
been mostly used qualitatively to help delineate 
geological profiles. In an effort to develop more 
quantitative methods, a field study was designed 
to investigate the influence of in place materi-
als, drilling techniques and drilling tools on the 
recorded drilling parameters and compare those 

results to those from conventional geotechnical 
test methods. 

2 COMPOUND PARAMETERS

For each recorded parameter a qualitative mean-
ing can be allocated in terms of drilled soil charac-
teristics. During drilling, each transitions between 
soil layers usually results in a change in one or 
more parameters (Cailleux 1986; Christie 2002; 
Girard et al. 1986). However, to limit the influence 
of the modification of one of the parameters over 
the other and facilitate interpretation, it is neces-
sary to use combinations of measured parameters 
known as compound parameters. These are almost 
independent of the drilling procedures. 

The most commonly used compound parame-
ters are listed in Table 1 (Benoît et al. 2002; Bourget 
& Rat 1995). They come from different practices in 
Europe, Japan, England and Scandinavia and are 
the result of years of practice and research on their 
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national territory. They are based on combinations 
of 2 to 6 drilling parameters and seek to represent 
a physical reality of the ground. In the develop-
ment of these combinations, these authors selected 
two main approaches:

− develop empirical parameters similar to those 
derived from laboratory tests and field mechani-
cal tests such as the pressuremeter and the cone 
penetrometer. This is the case of the first two 
combinations;

− constructing theoretical combinations based on 
the energy to disaggregate the ground with the 
tool (normalized energy) or the erratic nature of 
signal (entropy).

These relationships tend to smooth the profiles 
and increase their physical meaning thus improv-
ing interpretation by practitioners. 

For example, determining the time to drill a 20 cm 
length in the ground gives a parameter that can be 
easily compared to the more conventional penetra-
tion resistance given by the cone penetrometer. Using 
these compound parameters allowed engineers in 
Scandinavia to detect depth to bedrock which was 
previously done by examining the contrast of pen-
etrating resistance using dynamic probing.

However, it is important to identify the influ-
ence of certain parameters that are not necessarily 
recorded. For example, we currently have no way to 
reliably measure the energy of the hydraulic ham-
mer (PM) which is required to calculate the nor-
malized energy. The normalized energy parameter 
includes the drilling specific energy as shown in 
Table 1. Similarly, the type of tool and their wear 

are not recorded. To help address some of these 
issues, an experimental test embankment with mul-
tiple zones and layers was constructed and used 
in the evaluation of measurements while drilling 
(Laudansky 2010).

3 TEST EMBANKMENT

3.1 Objectives of the study

To study the correlations between drilling param-
eters and the intrinsic soil characteristics, two test 
campaigns were conducted on a specially con-
structed embankment designed to study various 
in situ test methods. For each zone within this 
embankment, rotary drilling and percussion drill-
ing were used to advance the boreholes. For each 
method, various drilling bits were also used includ-
ing bicone, button, cross and bladed bits. Boreholes 
were drilled while keeping constant some of the 
drilling parameters such as advance rate and drill-
ing flow while observing how other parameters vary 
for each material type, drilling method and drilling 
tool. The program allowed for a better understand-
ing of drilling parameters interdependency.

Changes in drilling parameters were observed as 
a function of soil types and in response to vari-
ations in operating characteristics and procedures 
of the drilling machine (penetration speed, tools, 
thrust pressure, use of hammer, etc.).

For practical reasons, the research was limited 
to studying the variation in soil type, the tool type 
and the use of hydraulic hammers to advance a 
borehole.

In addition to the boreholes drilled with the 
MWD system, dynamic penetrometer (PDG1000) 
and pressuremeter tests were performed. The con-
nection between the test methods and conventional 
analysis of drilling parameters is presented in this 
paper.

3.2 Equipment used

The drill rig used for this project has been designed 
specifically for the study of drilling parameters. It 
is equipped with a drilling parameter recording 
system manufactured by JEAN LUTZ S.A. and 
includes a rotating encoder, a proximity sensor, 
4 pressure transducers and a flow meter. The sys-
tem can record penetration depth, rotation speed, 
down-thrust, holdback, torque, fluid medium pres-
sure, and injection rate.

The drill rig is also equipped with a hydraulic 
hammer which allows working either in rotary 
or rotary-percussive modes. The boreholes were 
advanced using several different types of tools, all 
63 mm in diameter (Figure 1.).

These tools were selected because they represent 
the panel of tools used by standard drilling rigs 
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Table 1. Compound parameters.
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and are particularly well-suited for rotation and 
percussive drilling. All boreholes were drilled with 
water as the flushing medium, the addition of mud 
or polymer was not necessary for the type of soils 
encountered.

3.3 Description of study areas

The test fill built by the Rouen experimental station, 
is divided into eight different zones. The test zones 
were constructed within a 3 meters high embank-
ment; each zone consisting of materials of  differ-
ent type, drilling resistance, and permeability. 

Six of these areas are composed of a single layer of 
soil, different for each zone. Materials included clay, 
sandy clay, silt, sand, chalk and gravel. Two of the 
zones have multiple layers of varying thicknesses. In 
one of the zones, two special layers were introduced: 
a 30 cm layer of concrete to increase the contrast 
between some of the soil layers and, a 40 cm layer of 
hollow polymer blocks to simulate void space. 

Figure 2 shows the arrangement of this 
embankment:

–  GEO No. 1 (divided into two zones),
–  GEO No. 2,
–  silt,
–  sand B2 (Origin: Stref quarry—screened allu-

vium from the Seine river),
–  sand B5,

–  gravel (Origin: Criqueboeuf sur Seine),
–  chalk (Origin: Normandy).

These areas have a height of 3 m and are covered 
with a 20 cm thick wearing course. All soil layers 
were compacted at their optimum standard Proctor.

3.4 Test program

This paper presents the results of tests made on the 
single layer zones. During the test campaigns, the 
primary objective was to observe the influence of 
specific changes or variations. In this case for those 
particular zones:

–  tool type,
–  drilling method; rotary or rotary-percussive for 

its impact on energy.
–  soil texture to see if  calibration of parameters 

based on the type of soil is possible,

3.5 Variations due to drilling tools

Figure 3 illustrates the influence of the tool change 
on the drilling parameters for silt and for chalk. 
There are significant differences, all things being 
equal, between a drilling tool with buttons, a cross 
bit and continuous flight auger (CFA). Note that 
Figure 3 compares three boreholes advanced with 
rotation drilling.

In both cases, it appears that the energy sup-
plied during the drilling with a cross bit is greater 
than that for the button bit. This is attributed to 
the mode of disintegration of the soil for each tool. 
Both destructive tools punch and shear the soil. 
However, the shearing performed by the buttons 
requires less torque than the blades of the cross bit 
due to the smaller area solicited.

Figures 4 and 5 compare the parameters obtained 
for five different drill bits in the different materials. 
The general trend is that the roller bit and the drag 
bit give the highest values while the button bit gives 

Figure 1. Drilling bits used: 1: Button bit; 2: Cross type 
bit; 3: Drag bit; 4: Bicone roller bit; 5: Continuous flight 
auger.
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the lowest. The profile obtained with the continu-
ous flight auger gives high values for the penetration 
resistance and low values for the Somerton index, as 
it is screwed in the soil mass by the helicoids. 

The observed trends depend on the type of soil 
encountered. It appears that in the softer ground the 
difference is less evident. The signal obtained with 
the auger is smoother which can be explained by the 
friction generated on the outside of the auger flight 
rather than just at the tip. Those results seem to indi-
cate that measurements from the continuous flight 
auger are not usable in the interpretation of MWD.

The type of drilling tool is obviously important 
and plays an important role in the study of drilling 
parameters but at present a relationship that would 
standardized the energies as a function of the type 
of tool is not available (Figure 6). Such relation-
ship will require further studies at numerous sites 
under varying soil and rock conditions. 

3.6 Hammer influence

To evaluate the hydraulic hammer influence on the 
drilling energy, separate profiles for each soils were 
performed in both rotation and rotary percussion. 

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the compound 
parameters derived from two of these profiles. For 
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to have been somewhat eroded by the flushing 
medium allowing a higher penetration rate for the 
button bit resulting in a lower Somerton index.

Figure 9 shows results from the dynamic pen-
etrometer alongside those using the penetration 
resistance from the drilling parameters. The graphs 
illustrate similar results and appropriate soil 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the parameters for rotation 
and percussive drilling.

the normalized energy, the energy computed for 
drilling using the hydraulic hammer is less than for 
the case of rotation only. The difference is often 
more significant through harder layers because the 
hammer requires additional energy to pulverize the 
rock. In addition, the percussion drilling profiles 
are overall smoother indicating less sensitivity to 
slight variations in materials. This is also explained 
by the fact that less energy in rotation and thrust is 
required when using the percussion hammer.

Unfortunately, the actual hammer energy 
was not recorded during this drilling campaign. 
Recording of the hammer energy is difficult but 
has been previously accomplished by Nishi et al. 
(1998). They fitted accelerometers on the drill rods 
to quantify the energy, a technology difficult to 
apply in practice. It is however possible to measure 
the hydraulic pressure in the hammer and calibrate 
the energy for a specific system.

3.7 Influence of soil resistance

Comparison of tests performed in different soils 
using the same tool and with rotation drilling as 
the advance method can help evaluate the sen-
sitivity of drilling parameters to grain size, soil 
structure or clay content. Figure 8 shows that the 
resulting Somerton index is sensitive to the type 
of drill bit for one particular drilling method. The 
button bit gives higher values while the continuous 
flight auger gives essentially the same index for all 
three soils drilled with little fluctuations. Clearly, 
the results for each tool type are dependent on the 
density and the type of soil.

The profile obtained in gravel is more scattered 
with most of the tools. The sand and silt seem 
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Figure 8. Comparison of drilling parameters as a func-
tion of drilling tool and soil type. 

Figure 9. Comparison of dynamic penetrometers 
obtained for the different materials with penetration 
resistance from borehole advanced with roller bit.
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 classifications. Silt and clay have similar profiles in 
both cases while sand and gravel have higher resist-
ances but similar profiles. 

3.8 Reliability of compound parameters to 
represent mechanical resistance of soils

Figures 3 to 6 present the evolution of the three main 
compound parameters: Somerton index, penetration 
resistance, and normalized energy. From these figures 
it can be observed that they all give similar trends. 
More precisely, we can conclude that the parameters 
most likely to represent variations in lithology are the 
penetration resistance and the Somerton index. 

4 CONCLUSION

This paper has shown the potential of drilling 
parameters in helping practitioners improve their 
geotechnical models by locating transition layers 
and material types to be used in combination with 
conventional site investigation and sampling. This 
study highlights the need for standardization and 
guidance suitable for MWD. An important job has 
been done recently under the auspice of TC341 
(Reiffsteck 2010; Svenska Geotekniska Föreningen 
1999) that lead to a proposed European standard 
(TC341WG1 2010) for MWD answering the need 
expressed by Eurocode 7 part 2.

Preliminary results seem to indicate that the influ-
ence of tool type and the use of a hydraulic hammer 
is not negligible although it appears that normaliza-
tion procedures can help in the interpretation. 

Although a small sampling of the test program 
was presented in this paper, it should be noted that 
correlations between the MWD and field tests such 
as SPT, CPT and PMT undoubtedly suggest that 
compound parameters have a physical significance 
and that it is possible to obtain reliable quantitative 
results to be used in soil studies (Reiffsteck 2011).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Determination of  soil-construction interaction 
demands properly determined parameters of 
interaction for particular calculation method. 
In case of  deformation modulus determination, 
it is essential to take actual construction activity 
into consideration. It means that these modulus 
should correspond with stress-strain range of 
particular construction together with possible 
dynamic loads (Matthews et al. 2000, Młynarek 
2007).

The discovery that the deformation modu-
lus is non-linear in small deformations range 
(10−5 ÷ 10−3) was a large step forward in soil 
mechanics. Research methods, that allow to 
determine the values of  modulus in small defor-
mations range are classified as advanced meth-
ods, where the measurements of  seismic waves are 
used among other methods. The fact that these 
methods of  stiffness parameters determination 
are useful is confirmed by back analysis on con-
structed object (for example: deep excavations), 
where modulus from geophysical methods taken 
to calculations is higher than the values given in 
Standards, or determined by classical methods. 
The results taken from geophysical methods are 
consistent with results obtained from monitoring 
and give consistency with the results from numer-
ical calculations (Barański et al. 2007).

2 METHODS OF STIFFNESS 
PARAMETERS DETERMINATION 
IN SOIL

In the first stage of research, two kinds of surface 
seismic methods, using Rayleigh wave (CSWS and 
SAWS) and seismic dilatometer SDMT have been 
used. The details on the equipment, methodology 
and measurements techniques may be found in 
publications: (Matthews et al. 2000; Menzies 2000; 
Barański & Szczepański 2007) for surface geophys-
ics and (Marchetti et al. 2008) for SDMT.

In CSWS method the vibrator was the source of 
the waves and for SASW—car wheel (Barański & 
Szczepański 2007). In presented research in SDMT 
test, the hammer and perpendicular beam were 
used as vibrations source. The device was con-
structed according to the design of SDMT manu-
facturers. This device was checked on many test 
sites by previous researchers (Marchetti et al. 2008; 
Barański et al. 2010). The quality of the signal was 
satisfactory, sometimes even model what has been 
confirmed in recorded seismographs.

2.1 Some experience from Polish test sites

Results analyzed in current article is the output of the 
second phase of research on this topic. The first com-
parison and validation of methods were carried out 
on chosen test sites in Warsaw (Barański et al. 2010). 

Determination of soil stiffness parameters using in-situ seismic 
methods-insight in repeatability and methodological aspects

T. Godlewski
Building Research Institute, Warsaw, Poland

T. Szczepański
Hydrogeology and Engineering Geology Institute, University of Warsaw, Poland

ABSTRACT: In this article the results of research on stiffness parameters (shear modulus G) derived 
from seismic waves velocity measurements (CSWS/SAWS (Continuous Surface Wave System/Spectral 
Analysis of Surface Waves) and SDMT (seismic flat dilatometer) methods) on a experimental test site have 
been presented. The test site—geologically uniform fluvial sand formation area, was carefully chosen and 
checked in terms of uniformity with drillings and soundings. The research has been aimed at testing the 
repeatability of the data and checking how results from indirect, non-invasive surface geophysical tests 
(SASW and CSWS) will correspond with the ones from penetration test SDMT. Aspects of the influence 
of different wave sources, geophones relative position, and interpretation methods were examined. The 
last issue is of particular importance while using “factored wavelength” method of interpretation, where 
inevitably subjective approach is crucial to results obtained. Discussion about influence of other exam-
ined factors is undertaken.
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Apart from seismic methods also CPTU soundings 
were carried out and available laboratory tests results 
were used. 4 localities were chosen, where the geologi-
cal profile was well documented and was character-
ized by uniform (without interbeds), 3 types of soils. 
The chosen profiles consisted of layers of various 
properties, lithology and origin and were classified 
according to Robertson (2009) classification rule SBT 
(Soil Behavior Type). These were Miocene—Pliocene 
clays of Poznań formation (OC), Pleistocene tills of 
Warta and Odra glacial period (OC) and Holocene 
and upper Pleistocene alluvial sands (NC).

The analyzed profiles were more than 10 m depth 
and were characterized by low geological variabil-
ity what was confirmed by static soundings. For 
each test site, seismic waves propagation velocity 
was measured. The comparison analysis have been 
based on the graphs of directly measured values, in 
this case measurements of S wave velocity Vs. The 
results for chosen soil types obtained by means 
of two methods (CSWS/SAWS and SDMT) have 
been presented in Fig. 1.

Obtained graphs of Vs for particular soil type 
have the same shape for both methods used in 
the research. The differences are not higher than 
assumed variability of the soil on each test site. The 
values obtained from SDMT method are a little bit 
higher than the values from CSWS/SAWS. The 
experience of authors (Barański et al. 2010) con-
firms that the values of shear modulus estimated 
on the basis of static soundings or laboratory tests 
are lower than from non-invasive geophysical pro-
filing method. In this case higher SDMT values 
may be explained as a local change of stress caused 
by dilatometer blade introduction, that precedes 
the geophones.

All recorded differences may be minimised by 
the proper assumption of Poisson’s coefficient for 
particular soil type, verified in advanced laboratory 
method (with use of a Bender Element System). 

The aim of further research will be to check if  the 
usage of arbitral value of division of wave coeffi-
cient during results interpretation (3) as it is sug-
gested by a manufacturer or other used in the world 
(in the range of 2 ÷ 4 (Matthews et al. 2000; Men-
zies 2000), will allow to obtain higher conformity.

3 CHARACTERIZATION OF CHOSEN 
TEST SITE

The test site of a size 30 × 30 m—geologically 
uniform Holocene (NC) alluvial sand formation 
area, was carefully chosen and checked in terms 
of uniformity with drillings and soundings (every 
7.5 ÷ 3.75 m).

Inside this site chosen area (white line on Fig. 2) 
have been divided into net of 3.75 m squares where 
both seismic tests were performed (Figure 3).

Figure 1. The results of  direct measurements of  S 
wave velocity Vs in dependence on depth for analyzed 
types of  soils: Pliocene Clays (1), alluvial sands (2) and 
glacial tills (3).
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Figure 3. Plan view of tests setup.
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Test site arrangement is depicted on Figure 3. 
Apart from typical SDMT tests (locations A, B, 
C, D) non-standard, experimental test were also 
performed. Those were carried out with use of dif-
ferent energy source (height from which hammer 
has been dropped)—location C. Other non stand-
ard SDMT test aim was to obtain anisotropy of 
the soil base by placing energy source at three dif-
ferent distances from B location (1.2 m, 5 m i 8 m 
in the direction of C location).

In case of CSWS tests, profiling in two direc-
tions perpendicular to each other was performed 
from every location, and three different geophone 
spacing were utilized.

In case of SASW also two different energy 
source were used—hammer and car wheel. Details 
and results of those experiments are described in 
the next chapter.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Source of energy influence—SDMT

Measured shear wave velocity speed depends 
mainly on type of soil, its density (porosity coef-
ficient e), state of effective stress—p′, geological 
history (overconsolidation). During tests different 
spectrum of frequencies and amplitudes are gener-
ated when using different kind of energy sources. 
Consequently quality and repeatability of the data 
can be affected, as well as effective test depth.

In case of SDMT tests the best results (Marchetti 
et al. 2008) in terms of above mentioned factors is 
achieved with use of the hammer connected with a 
handle to the perpendicular beam is such way, that 
when dropped it moves in pendulum-like movements, 
hitting at the lowest point steel beam. To explore how 
amount of energy is affecting the quality of the signal 
in SDMT, two tests performed at the site was made in 
double manners. At each test depth 3 measurements 
with drop of a hammer from a horizontal position 
(90°, “full energy”), and 3 measurements with drop 
of a hammer from a position 45° (for simplicity 
called “half energy”). Output of the experiment is 
depicted on Fig. 4.

It can be seen that differentiating of  input 
energy can have influence on the results. Differ-
ences on particular test depths reach up to 40%. 
These discrepancies are mainly connected with 
recorded seismograms interpretation. At shal-
low depths signals registered from geophones 
when “half  energy” method was used were nice 
and tidy, while with use of  a “full energy” were in 
many cases exceeding geophone amplitude range, 
or were full of  interferences and noise. Even when 
filtered with available software tools, such signal 
is often difficult for interpretation. On the other 

hand, when the depth of  the test goes below 8 m 
“half  energy” method gives signals far too week 
and not enough distinct from the background 
noise thus burdened with big error. In that case 
only “full energy” method gives sufficient signal 
quality for unambiguous interpretation. In the 
middle of  the profile tested (4 ÷ 8 m) both method 
give similar looking seismographs and shear wave 
velocity results.

Quite obvious but important conclusion stem-
ming from above is that planning tests based on 
down hole principle (as is SMDT test), it is good to 
start with lower energy input into vibration source, 
and to increase it with depth. In that way signals 
acquired will be of a higher quality and easier for 
interpretation. 

4.2 Source of energy influence—SASW

Surface seismic methods are based on interpreta-
tion of Rayleigh wave propagation. Those wave are 
traveling at depths related to wavelength, so the depth 
of the test depends on frequency generated. Using 
CSWS sub-method frequency controlled vibrator 
allows as to decide on the signal content. On the other 
hand with SASW sub-method choice of a vibration 
source can have big influence on the results.

Authors have been experimenting for a couple of 
years with generally two kinds of energy sources—
traditional sledge hammer and car wheel. As it is 
clear dependency between wavelength (thus fre-
quency) and test penetration depth, it is why the 

Figure 4. Results of SDMT tests with input energy 
differentiated.
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latter solution is proving its advantage in most 
cases. Giving “softer” impact, generated frequency 
spectrum content include much more lower range 
frequencies, covering effectively depths of test up 
to 15 m or even more. Example comparison of 
results with use of those two described sources is 
shown on Figure 5.

As it can be seen from this graph results obtained 
with use of a car wheel as a vibration source reach 
deeper and are much more consistent with each 
other and with CSWS results at this location. Sin-
gle example is presented, but authors experience 
shows that generally speaking it confirms the rule.

Nevertheless practice also shows, that the best way 
to utilize full potential of the surface seismic sub-
methods (CSWS, SASW) is to use both (if available) 
complementary. Advantage of controlled frequency 
is not to be overestimated while using CSWS sys-
tem (allows to reduce influence of an interferences 
to minimum), whereas quick test and possibility to 
use of a sources of different kind matching current 
requirements and abilities, is the main benefit of 
working with spectral analysis method.

4.3 Geophone spacing influence—CSWS

Other methodological factor influence examined 
during research was geophone spacing during 
CSWS tests. Spacing using 6 geophones were:

• “short”—first geophone 1 m from source, each 
next 0.5 m away;

• “long”—first geophone 1.5 m from source, each 
next 1m away;

• “mixed”—first 3 geophones as in “short”, last 3 
as in “long”

Results from all CSWS tests (from locations 
A, B, C, D—8 tests altogether) with geophones 
placed as described, are compared (Fig. 6) with 
filtered all SDMT test output (all locations 4 
tests altogether). Filtering SDMT data consisted 
in rejecting the data extremely differing from the 
others obtained at the same depth, and data where 
seismographs included a lot of noise, so uncertain 
in interpretation.

Diagrams analysis indicate that CSWS results 
most consistent with each other are for “short” 
spacing. For this spacing the most even and 
most detailed coverage of the depth profile was 
achieved, as well as the deepest data. Figure 7 
shows test results for each location separately for 
“short” spacing only.

4.4 Soil anisotropy assessment with use 
of a SDMT method

One of the experimental test performed on the test 
site was soil base anisotropy analysis, in accord-
ance with approach proposed by Foti et al. (2006). 
In this experimental test we assume that the meas-
ured velocity of wave propagation depends on 
both shear modulus in the vertical plane (GVH) and 
horizontal plane (GHH). To determine the two shear 
modulus, at least two independent measurements 
of shear wave velocity are needed from different 
angles towards to the receivers.

The data have been collected using the typical 
SDMT configuration, repeating the test with two 
additional source locations: 5 m and 8 m from the 
rod. The source have been placed along a straight 
line starting from the position of the SDMT probe 
and are orientated perpendicular to the line itself  
in order to detect primarily horizontally polarized 

Figure 5. SASW test results comparison, two differ-
ent vibration source used (location A, geophone spacing 
“short”).
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(Marchetti et al. 2008), that for non-consolidated 
soils (alluvial sands) distribution of Go/MDMT ver-
sus KD values are small and do not exceed 2 ÷ 3, 
for over-consolidated soils (OC) these value is high 
and ranges from 0.50 to 20 for glacial tills and from 
0.5 to 5 for Pliocene clays.

4.5 Factored wavelength method of
inversion discussion

In the article the simplest method of surface wave 
data inversion is used, i.e. factored wavelength 
method. This approach is based on assumption that 
measured G value is relevant for the depth equal to 

1
3 rd of a wavelength. As this 1

3 rd is an empirical 
factor, it should be treated carefully. Data available 
in the literature shows this factor to be interpreted 
in the range of 2 to 4. The best way to verify this, 

Figure 7. CSWS test results with “short” geophone 
spacing versus SDMT test results (data for each location 
separately).
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Figure 8. Shear modulus obtained from measured Vs 
and anisotropy ratio.

Figure 9. Ratio G0 /MDMT vs. Kd for various soil types 
from analyzed test sites.

shear waves. The shear wave velocity obtained in 
each testing configuration has been related to the 
angle of the hammer position. The shear wave 
velocity profile (for B location) obtained using a 
true interval interpretation of experimental data is 
reported in Fig. 8

Assuming homogenity of the medium in between 
the receivers position, in case of izotropic medium, 
the three velocities should coincide. Any detected 
differences can be interpreted in the framework of 
anisotropic linear elasticity. The values of shear 
modulus is reported in Fig. 8. In this case it can be 
seen that below 6.5 m depth values of horizontal 
and vertical shear modulus are very similar. Some 
differencees for depth from 3.5 m to 6.5 m are 
caused presumably by ground water level changes. 
This experimental test show that subsoil on the test 
site is very homogenous, with ratio value of two 
modulus close to 1. This result well corresponds 
with distribution of Go/MDMT versus KD (Fig. 9). 
The graph present results from other tests site (see 
Fig. 1) and the results confirm the fact given in 
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seem to be validating the data through comparison 
with those obtained by means of other methods 
based on more direct relation between measure-
ment and depth. Results obtained in this article 
does not allow to say anything more specific than 
a factor of three is workable with this particular 
surface seismic equipment set. Data on Figure 7 
shows similar trends of values changes from both 
methods, thus generally good conformity.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The comparison of two methods of stiffness 
parameters determination showed that both meth-
ods give reasonably similar results, despite differ-
ent character of measurements (invasive SDMT 
and non-invasive CSWS/SASW).

Some methodological aspects of those tests 
were examined.

SDMT and SASW tests results can be influenced 
by energy amount and way of application while 
vibration spectrum is generated. Factor important 
in seismic dilatometer is to have signal amplitude 
not exaggerated, and of proper quality, so adjust-
ing impact energy with depth is advised solution. 
Surface spectral analysis is highly influenced by 
frequency spectrum of a generated signal. CSWS 
has fully controlled vibration source in terms 
of frequency, but limitation is in relatively small 
vibrating mass, often not able to generate waves 
“strong” enough at low frequencies (6–10 Hz) to 
achieve deep propagation.

Other methodological issue in surface seismic 
tests is geophone spacing. Using three different 
patterns authors came to conclusion that the one 
most commonly used (first geophone 1 m from 
source, each next 0.5 m away) seems to be most 
suitable giving as a result good stiffness profile 
coverage with reliable data and the biggest depth.

The experimental SDMT tests performed by 
placing the source at three different distances from 
the test place, show that the obtained measurements 

allow, on the basic of wave propagation theory for 
anisotropy media, to evaluate anisotropy, in par-
ticular to obtain values GVH and GHH. In analyzed 
case the global value of shear ratio was close to 1. 
That confirm the geological history (∼NC) and 
genesis (alluvial sedimentation) for analyzed soil. 
Some influence on this homogenous river sands 
have been caused by water level changes. This 
measurements confirm also that seismic dilatom-
eter have high repeatability.
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ABSTRACT: This paper investigates the use of the Seismic Dilatometer Test (SDMT) for the determi-
nation of in situ decay curves of sand stiffness with strain level (G-γ curves or similar). In situ, laboratory 
and field data (including footing and self-boring pressuremeter tests) obtained at a silica sand site and a 
calcareous sand site in Western Australia are used for this investigation. The approach adopted relies on 
the ability of SDMT to provide a small strain modulus (G0 from Vs), a “working strain” modulus (GDMT 
from MDMT) and an “operational strain” modulus (GDV from MDV). Thus, in situ G-γ decay curves are 
tentatively constructed by fitting curves through these three points. The approach is based on the premise 
that MDMT is a reasonable estimate of the working strain modulus (e.g. Monaco et al. 2006 and Marchetti 
et al. 2008), while MDV is a modulus operating at the settlement ratio s/B of  1.8%, applied by the flat 
dilatometer, derived using Lehane & Fahey (2004). The paper illustrates the potential of using the SDMT 
to obtain in situ G-γ decay curves, but also indicates that additional research is required to improve the 
reliability of the proposed approach.

1 INTRODUCTION

The non-linear stress-strain behaviour of soil can 
be estimated from in-situ and laboratory tests. As 
described by Ishihara (2001), several in-situ test 
methods are employed to determine the maximum 
shear modulus G0 (from the shear wave velocity, Vs): 
Down-Hole (DH) and Cross-Hole (CH) seis-
mic methods, Seismic Dilatometer Test (SDMT) 
and Seismic Cone Penetration Tests (SCPT), 
Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW) and 
Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW). 
The Dilatometer test (DMT), Pressuremeter test 
and Plate Loading test are also performed to allow 
assessment of the stiffness of soils at moderate and 
large strains. The Cone Penetration Test (CPT) end 
resistance (qc) and the Standard Penetration Test 
(SPT) blow count (N) reflect the strength of the in-
situ soil and therefore correlations between these 
parameters and stiffness are approximate, at best. 

The maximum shear modulus G0 and the shear 
stiffness-shear strain (G-γ ) degradation curve can 
be determined using a variety of laboratory test-
ing procedures. However such tests are sophisti-
cated and expensive, and also rely on the retrieval 
of good quality samples. It is therefore of interest 
to investigate if  in-situ tests can be used to meas-

ure G-γ curves. This paper considers the seismic 
dilatometer test (SDMT) as a possibility where 
the G-γ curve is derived from (i) the “initial elas-
tic modulus” G0 from the shear wave velocity VS, 
(ii) a “working strain modulus” (GDMT) correspond-
ing to the Marchetti (1980) constrained modulus 
MDMT, and (iii) an “operational strain modulus” 
(GDV) related to the in-situ stiffness at a settlement 
ratio (s/B) of 1.8%. This hypothesis will be exam-
ined considering the Shenton Park (silica sand) 
and Ledge Point (calcareous sand) sites in West 
Australia, where in-situ, laboratory and field tests 
were performed.

2 THE SEISMIC DILATOMETER (SDMT)

The seismic dilatometer (SDMT) is the combination 
of the mechanical flat dilatometer (DMT), intro-
duced by Marchetti (1980), with a seismic module 
for measuring the shear wave velocity VS. From VS 
the small strain shear modulus G0 may be deter-
mined using the theory of elasticity. The test is con-
ceptually similar to the seismic cone (SCPT). First 
introduced by Hepton (1988), the SDMT was sub-
sequently improved at Georgia Tech, Atlanta, USA 
(Martin & Mayne 1997, 1998; Mayne et al. 1999). 
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A new SDMT system has been recently devel-
oped in Italy. The seismic module (Fig. 1a) is a 
 cylindrical element placed above the DMT blade, 
provided with two receivers spaced 0.5 m apart. 
The signal is amplified and digitized at depth. The 
true-interval test configuration with two receivers 
avoids possible inaccuracy in the determination 
of the “zero time” at the hammer impact, some-
times observed in the pseudo-interval one-receiver 
configuration. Moreover, the couple of seismo-
grams recorded by the two receivers at a given test 
depth corresponds to the same hammer blow and 
not to different blows in sequence, which are not 
necessarily identical. Hence the repeatability of VS 
measurements is considerably improved.

VS is obtained (Fig. 1b) as the ratio between the 
delay of the arrival of the impulse from the first 
to the second receiver (Δt) and the difference in 
distance between the source and the two receivers 
(S2 − S1). VS measurements are obtained every 
0.5 m of depth (while the mechanical DMT read-
ings are taken every 0.20 m). The shear wave source 
at the surface is an automatic hammer or a pen-
dulum hammer (≈ 10 kg) which hits horizontally 
a steel rectangular beam pressed vertically against 
the soil (by the weight of the truck) and oriented 
with its long axis parallel to the axis of the receiv-
ers, so that they can offer the highest sensitivity to 
the generated shear wave.

The determination of the delay from SDMT 
seismograms, normally obtained using a cross-
correlation algorithm rather than relying on the 
first arrival time or specific single points in the 
seismogram, is generally well conditioned. It may 
be noted the repeatability of the VS profile is very 
high, similar to the repeatability of the other DMT 
parameters, if  not better. The coefficient of varia-
tion of VS is in the range 1–2%.

Validations of VS measurements by SDMT via 
comparison with VS measurements obtained by 
other in situ seismic tests at various research sites 
are reported by Marchetti et al. (2008).

3 IN SITU G-γ  DECAY CURVES IN SAND

3.1 Seismic Dilatometer (SDMT)

The approach adopted relies on the ability of 
SDMT to provide routinely in sand at each depth 
both a small strain modulus (G0 from VS), a “work-
ing strain” modulus (GDMT from MDMT) and an 
“operational strain” modulus (GDV from MDV). 
These three points could be tentatively used to fit 
in situ decay curves.

3.1.1 GDMT (“working strain modulus”)
As a first approximation, the working strain mod-
ulus GDMT can be derived from the constrained 
modulus MDMT, obtained from the flat dilatometer 
DMT (TC16, 2001) using the linear elastic formula 
(Eqn. 1):

G
M

DMG T
DMM T= ( )− ( )2( ) ( −

 (1)

where ν = Poisson’s ratio (taken equal to 0.2 in 
sand). 

The assumption that MDMT can provide a rea-
sonable estimate of the operative working strain 
modulus is supported, for example, by research 
of Monaco et al. (2006), who reviewed numer-
ous well documented case histories. Monaco et al. 
found that the average ratio of settlements pre-
dicted using MDMT was ≈ 1.3 the observed settle-
ment, with most predictions lying within 50% of 
the actual settlements. Marchetti et al. (2008) also 
show how the use of MDMT predicted reasonable 
settlements at the test site of Treporti, Venice, 
Italy.

It is necessary to know the elemental shear 
strain that the value of  GDMT corresponds to 
(referred to here as γDMT). Mayne (2001) indicates 
a range γDMT ≈ 0.05–0.1%, while Ishihara (2001) 
suggests that the range can be much higher, vary-
ing from 0.01% to 1%. 

Marchetti et al. (2006) re-constructed soil stiff-
ness decay curves for the Treporti case history from 
local vertical strains measured at the center of the 
embankment under each load increment. The inter-
section of the DMT data points with the observed 
in-situ decay curves indicated that γDMT was in the 
range 0.01–0.1% in sand and between 0.1% and 1% 
in silt. More recently, Amoroso (2011) examined 
data from many tests sites and concluded that γDMT 
varied from 0.01% to 0.15% in sand, 0.1% to 0.2% 
in silt/clay and to in excess of 2% in soft clay.

3.1.2 GDV (“operational strain modulus”)
Lehane & Fahey (2004) investigated the influence 
of installation disturbance on the DMT modulus 
and subsequently employed a database of SCPTs 
and DMTs at a range of sand sites to propose the 

Figure 1. Seismic dilatometer test (Marchetti et al. 
2008): DMT blade and seismic module (a); schematic test 
layout (b); seismic dilatometer equipment (c).

(a) (b) (c)
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following approximate expression (Eq. 2) for the 
operational modulus MDV of  a rigid footing at a 
settlement s to width B ratio s/B of  1.8% (note that 
s = 1.1 mm is the movement at the DMT mem-
brane centre; B = 60 mm is the diameter of the 
DMT membrane):

M K sDVM D DK1. /EDE3 ; /B = 1.8%  (2)

where ED = dilatometer modulus; KD = horizontal 
stress index; ED , KD are DMT parameters derived 
directly from the lift-off  pressure and pressure at a 
membrane expansion of 1.1 mm (TC16, 2001). 

Eq. 2 ignores differences between creep rates 
operational in a DMT and beneath a footing as 
well as the potential presence of inherent anisot-
ropy in the in situ deposit. Corrections for creep 
factor fcreep and for anisotropy factor faniso lead to 
the revised relationship (Eq. 3):

M f f E BDVM D DEcreepff anisff o / ;KDK  /s = 1.8%  (3)

The results, illustrated in the following paragraphs, 
take the creep factor fcreep equal to 1, assuming creep 
differences between the DMT and footing tests can 
be ignored, and the anisotropy factor faniso equal 
to 1, considering that Equation. 2 has been obtained 
from 15 sand sites in Perth region.

The corresponding shear modulus, GDV, can be 
derived from MDV using linear elasticity as:

G
M

DVG DVM
= ( )− ( )2( ) ( −

 (4)

where ν = Poisson’s ratio (taken equal to 0.2 in 
sand). 

This “operational modulus” was included in the 
formulation proposed by Lehane & Fahey (2004) 
to predict the load-displacement response of 4 test 
footings at a sand site in Perth (Western Australia). 
Good agreement was observed, although Lehane 
& Fahey (2004) also show that the same approach 
over-predicted the load-displacement response in 
another series of footing tests conducted in Texas. 
This over-prediction was attributed to effects of 
over-consolidation at the Texas site which had not 
been allowed for in the initial set of predictions.

3.2 Self-Boring Pressuremeter Test (SBPT)

The self-boring pressuremeter test (SBPT) is well 
conditioned for determining soil parameters. How-
ever, the mode of deformation is such that the strain 
imparted to soil elements reduce from a maximum 
at the cavity (εc) to zero at a large distance from the 
device i.e. it is not an element test. In place of con-
ducting a Finite Element back-analysis of a SBPT 
to derive elemental parameters, Jardine (1992) pro-
posed a ‘transformed strain approach’ to estimate 

an elemental Gs–εs curve from a Gp–εc curve, where 
Gs is the secant shear stiffness at a (triaxial) shear 
strain of εs; Gp = pressuremeter shear stiffness, 
εc = cavity strain. Jardine (1992) suggested that 
Gp–εc curves may be transformed into Gs–εs char-
acteristics by simply dividing each εc data point by 
the right-hand side of the following expression:

ε
ε

εc

s
P sLog G

εc
P Gs= + =1 2 0 8 10 5. .+ 0 f  (5)

The engineering shear strain (γ ) is 3/2 times the tri-
axial shear strain (ε s). 

4 WEST AUSTRALIA SAND TEST SITES

The following paragraphs present the results of 
tests carried out at two different test sites in Western 
Australia (Shenton Park, a silica sand site, and 
Ledge Point, a calcareous sand site). A range is 
proposed for the shear strains γDMT (corresponding 
to the working strain modulus GDMT) and γDV (cor-
responding to the operational strain modulus GDV), 
by the comparison of results of seismic dilatometer 
tests (SDMTs) and flat dilatometer tests (DMTs), 
seismic cone penetration tests (SCPTs), self-boring 
pressumeter tests (SBPTs) and laboratory tests. 
Full details are available in Amoroso (2011).

4.1 Shenton Park

The Shenton Park test site is located in the western 
suburbs of Perth. The site comprises up to 5–10 m 
of the Spearwood Dune Sand overlying the 
Tamala Limestone caprock (Fahey et al. 2007). 
Strength and stiffness parameters have been evalu-
ated using CPTs, SCPTs, DMTs, SDMTs, SBPs, 
boreholes (BH), laboratory tests and footing tests (F), 
carried out between 2003–2007 (Lehane et al. 2004, 
2009, Schneider et al. 2008) and 2008–2010 (Amo-
roso 2011). Laboratory tests consisted of triaxial 
tests with local strain measurements and bender ele-
ment tests a performed on reconstituted specimens.

The research presented here focuses on the 
data obtained during geotechnical campaign of 
2006–2007, as shown in Figure 2. The sand is quite 
homogeneous within the upper 4.5 m, as shown by 
DMTs (Fig. 3) and SCPTs (Fig. 4). 

The SBPs have been carried out in the boreholes 
in the upper 5 m and for each test three unload-
reload (U-R) loops were typically performed. Table 1 
summarizes SBP data: 

– z = depth;
– s = slope of the expansion curve;
– φ′ = friction angle;
– ψ = dilatancy angle;
– Gur = unload-reload shear modulus;
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– p0 = the liftoff  pressure (σh0 for ‘perfect’ 
installation); 

– K0 = lateral earth pressure ratio;
– p5% = the expansion pressure at a cavity strain of 

5% after removal of creep stages; 
– p100% = extrapolation of p5% to a cavity strain of 

100% assuming a linear slope, s;
– qc, avg = average tip cone resistance.

As explained by Jardine (1992), SBP data have 
been used to estimate the non-linear G-γ decay 
curves at medium and large shear strain (γ > 
0.01%), while the small strain stiffness G0 has been 
evaluated from shear wave velocity Vs by SCPTs. 
The intersection of the in-situ G-γ  decay curves (as 
interpreted from SBPTs) and GDMT gives a range 
of γDMT values of 0.03–0.15% (Fig. 5a). The inter-
section of the G-γ curves and GDV gives a range of 
shear strains γDV ≈ 0.95–2.20% (Fig. 5b). 

The laboratory G-γ decay curves for reconsti-
tuted Shenton Park sand were measured in triax-
ial tests with local strain measurement and bender 
elements (Schneider et al. 2008, Amoroso 2011). 

Figure 2. Shenton Park test site in 2006–2007  (Schneider 
et al. 2008).

Figure 4. SCPT results at Shenton Park: Shear wave 
velocity Vs, shear modulus G0.

Figure 3. DMT results at Shenton Park: Material index 
ID, constrained modulus MDMT, friction angle φ′, horizon-
tal stress index KD.

Table 1. Summary of SBP test result at Shenton Park 
site (Schneider 2007).

z φ′ ψ Gur p0 p5% p100% qc, avg

BH (m) s (°) (°) (MPa) (kPa) K0 (kPa) (kPa) (kPa)

1 1.3 0.299 28.4 −4.2 23 20 0.89 0.210 0.514 3.5
2 1.3 0.372 33.9 2.2 26 15 0.67 0.260 0.793 3.5
2 2.3 0.420 37.3 6.5 26 15 0.38 0.252 0.886 3.7
3 2.3 0.420 37.3 6.5 21 20 0.51 0.261 0.920 3.7
1 3.3 0.324 30.3 −2.0 32 80 1.41 0.463 1.22 4.8
2 3.3 0.413 36.8 5.9 30 20 0.35 0.332 1.15 4.8
3 3.3 0.420 37.3 6.5 23 5 0.09 0.273 0.962 4.8
2 3.9 0.377 34.2 2.7 30 35 0.52 0.382 1.18 5.4
1 4.3 0.422 37.5 6.6 34 15 0.20 0.378 1.34 6.6
3 4.6 0.517 44.0 15.1 41 37 0.47 0.669 3.15 7.1

Figure 5. G–γ decay curves from SBP and SCPT tests 
and GDMT: (a) and GDV ; (b) Values from DMT tests.
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These curves are compared on Figure 6a with the 
in-situ curve derived from SBPTs and Vs data at a 
depth of 3.9 m. It is seen that the in-situ stiffness 
varies between 1.8 and 3.8 times the stiffness of 
reconstituted samples—with (somewhat surpris-
ingly) largest differences observed at higher strain 
levels. Differences between the normalised stiffness 
degradation curves of the in-situ and reconstituted 
sand are much lower, as seen on Figure 6b. 

4.2 Ledge Point

4.2.1 Geotechnical tests
Ledge Point is a site located about 100 km North 
of Perth, Western Australia, along the coast of the 
Indian Ocean. It is an example of a coastal aeolian 
calcareous deposit.

Strength and stiffness parameters have been eval-
uated using CPTs, SCPTs, DMTs, SBPs,  boreholes 
(BH), laboratory, pile and footing tests, carried out 
in 2008 (Schneider & Lehane 2010; Lehane 2010), 
as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8 presents friction ratios F, CPT net tip 
resistance qcnet, SBPT parameters and SCPT shear 
moduli, while Figure 9 shows the DMT parame-
ters: material index ID, constrained modulus MDMT, 
friction angle φ′, horizontal stress index KD.

These results indicate two main sand layers that 
repeat throughout the vertical profile; one layer 

“dense” with a high tip resistance and one layer 
“loose” with a lower tip resistance. The loose and 
dense layers are interbedded due to the shifting nature 
of the sand dunes (Schneider & Lehane 2010).

4.2.2 G-γ decay curves
As before, the Jardine (1992) transformation has 
been used to transform the SBPT data to elemen-
tal G-γ decay curves, while the small strain stiffness 
G0 has been evaluated from shear wave velocity Vs 
(obtained at this site using SCPTs). 

The intersection of the in-situ G–γ decay curves 
and GDMT gives a range of γDMT values of 0.06-0.09% 
(Fig. 10a) while intersection of the G-γ curves and 
GDV gives a range of shear strains γDV of  2 to 2.25% 
(Fig. 10b). 

Figure 6. Shenton Park: Comparison (depth 3.9 m) 
between in situ and laboratory G-γ decay curve (a) and 
between normalized in situ and laboratory G/G0–γ decay 
curve (b).

Figure 7. Ledge Point test site (Schneider & Lehane 
2010).
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Figure 9. DMT results at Ledge Point: Material index 
ID, constrained modulus MDMT, friction angle φ′, horizon-
tal stress index KD.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The paper illustrates the potential of using the SDMT 
to obtain in situ G-γ decay curves. It has been shown, 
at two sand sites, that the shear modulus equivalent 
to the standard DMT modulus (GDMT) corresponds 
to an average elemental stiffness at a shear strain of 
about 0.1%, while the DMT shear stiffness proposed 
by Lehane & Fahey (2004), GDV, corresponds to an 
average elemental stiffness at a shear strain of about 
2%. Therefore these two G values combined with the 
G0 value determined from Vs can provide a means 
to construct an approximate element G-γ  variation 
from SDMT data. However, given the variability in 
the operational strains observed (γDMT and γDV), it is 
clear that further research is further to verify the ten-
tative proposals provided here.
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Figure 10. Gs–γ  decay curves from SBP and SCPT tests 
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Two in one: Parallel seismic for foundation length determination 
and downhole seismic for soil properties using a single borehole 

E. Niederleithinger
BAM Federal Institute for Materials Research & Testing, Berlin, Germany

ABSTRACT: Parallel Seismic was introduced about four decades ago for foundation length estimation. 
As the borehole required by this test is in most cases more expensive than the test itself, the usage is limited 
so far. In addition the graphical interpretation technique which is still state of the art tends to overestimate 
the length and neglects several geometrical parameters. New interpretation algorithms have been recently 
introduced rely on model based travel time curve fitting. They improve the accuracy and extend the maxi-
mum range (distance pile to borehole) of the method. Borehole or pile inclination as well as soil layering 
can be considered. If  the location is properly chosen, several piles can be tested using a single borehole.
The capabilities and limitations of the methods have been tested using simulations and measurements 
at the BAM-TTS test site in Horstwalde south of Berlin and several commercial projects involving piles, 
pile secant walls and sheet piles. To improve the accuracy of the method as well as to provide additional 
parameters to the geotechnical engineer it is recommended to use the borehole for Downhole Seismic 
measurements. Determination of compressional and shear wave velocities can be used to determine the 
dynamic elastic properties of the subsoil. The approach is evaluated again on the BAM-TTS test site. The 
affectivity of this kind of combination can be further enhanced by using a seismic cone.

1 INTRODUCTION

Deep foundations of existing buildings are consid-
ered to be re-used in the frame of rehabilitation or 
replacement projects in more and more cases, espe-
cially in an urban context (Butcheret et al. 2006). 
Before re-use constructions plan have to be veri-
fied, the current state and the durability have to 
be evaluated as well. Soil conditions may have 
changed due to compaction or changed ground-
water level, requiring additional investigations. 
Nevertheless the extra budget required may pay in 
terms of reduced size or number of new founda-
tions or reduction of construction time. 

The toe of existing foundation isn’t accessible 
for visual examination in most cases, thus one has 
to rely on indirect methods similar to those used in 
quality assurance. But some of those methods as the 
simple pile integrity testing technique sometimes 
fail or are inaccurate depending on foundation 
type and existing superstructure (Niederleithinger 
et al. 2010). The parallel seismic method has shown 
to be accurate and applicable in a large variety of 
constructions and foundation types, e.g. piles, pile 
walls, diaphragm walls. 

But as this method requires a borehole close to 
the foundation, it is often considered to be less cost 

effective. Using the very same borehole for other 
purposes in the project may be a way to overcome 
this problem. 

2 METHODS

2.1 Parallel seismic

Parallel Seismic (PS) is an established but rather 
not commonly used geophysical technique, which 
has been developed in France several decades ago. 
The method is standardized in France and included 
in the method catalog of the US Federal Highway 
Administration.

The principle behind Parallel Seismics is quite 
simple. An impulse is generated on top of the 
pile by a hammer stroke, generating elastic waves 
(mainly compressional) traveling downward 
through the pile (Figure 1). Due to the high imped-
ance contrast between pile and soil, the main part 
of the energy remains in the pile, but some is trans-
mitted as guided waves into the surrounding soil. 
After reaching the pile toe, transmitted/diffracted 
waves with nearly semispherical wave fronts are 
generated. These waves are recorded by sensors 
(hydrophones or geophones) in a nearby borehole 
(Figure 2). 
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Picking the first arrivals from the borehole seis-
mograms, the time-depth curves show a change 
of slope near the pile toe relating to the velocity 
difference between pile and soil. The inflection 
point is traditionally taken to be the depth of the 
foundation (Turner 1997). This methods neglects 
the pile-borehole distance and leads to an overes-
timation of pile length, which is unsafe. Methods 
introduced in recent years (Niederleithinger et al. 
2005; Liao et al. 2006) are more accurate, but still 
contain several approximations (e.g. neglecting pile 
diameter and material changes). A more accurate 
method, which includes the influence of soil layers 
and borehole inclination, was published recently 
(Niederleithinger 2011 and 2012).

2.2 Downhole seismic

Downhole seismic is one of the most used seis-
mic methods for soil characterization (ASTM 
7400_2008). Surface source (sledge hammer or 
drop weights) are used to generate compressional 
and shear waves. The first arrival of these waves 
is recorded by one or several geophones at depth 
intervals between 0.3 and 1 m (Figure 3). Interval 
velocities can be calculated easily by simple ray 
geometry, but should be corrected in case of large 
velocity contrasts, as waves may be refracted at 
layer boundaries. 

2.3 Other methods

If  more than one borehole is available in a reason-
able distance (3–20 m) and without any subsoil 
obstructions in the line of sight, other seismic site 
characterization methods can be used. Most popu-
lar and standardized since several decades (ASTM 
4228M_2007) is the crosshole seismic method 
(Figure 4). These methods relies on time of flight 
measurements for compressional and shear waves 
with transmitter and receiver at the same depth in 
separate boreholes. 

In laterally structured soils it is recommended to 
perform seismic tomography (Figure 5) which uses 
also a large set of diagonal wave paths. Sophis-
ticated algorithms are used to reconstruct the 
velocity distribution (and this way soil structure) 
between boreholes.

Figure 1. Principle of parallel seismic measurements.

Figure 2. Parallel seismic measurements at the NDT 
test and validation center, BAM-TTS.

Figure 3. Principle of the downhole seismic method.
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3 EVALUATION AT THE NDT-CE TEST 
AND VALIDATION CENTER, BAM-TTS

3.1 Location

BAM maintains a test site for technical safety 
issues north of the village Horstwalde about 60 km 
south of Berlin, German. Explosives  certification, 
safety containments drop test up to 200 t as well as 
large fire experiments are performed here (BAM 
2011). Since 2003 BAM’s division 8.2, which is 
focused on non-destructive testing in civil engi-
neering has started to set up a test and validation 
facility for various investigation purposes and 
techniques (Niederleithinger et al. 2009), mainly 
dedicated to non-destructive testing in civil engi-
neeruing (NDT-CE). Details can also be found in 
the same volume (Niederleithinger et al. 2012a). 
Experimental models resembling parts of founda-
tions, bridges, walls or concrete railway tracks are 
available as well as real objects, e.g. bored piles or 
parts of deconstructed bridges (Figure 6). 

The near surface geology is dominated by post 
glacial sediments. The main part of the site (includ-
ing the test site discussed here) consists mainly of 
sandy layers of varying grain size and admixtures 
of silt and organic material. Peat lenses are known 
to exist locally. The groundwater table is about 
3 ± 1 m below the surface, varies seasonally and is 
influenced by a nearby water works. 

3.2 Setup

The NDT-CE test and validation center features 
ten bored piles (9–12 m length, 60 cm diameter, 
some with flaws and or access tubes, Figure 7) 
which have been used as reference for various low 
strain NDT methods for pile testing (E. Nieder-
leithinger, Wiggenhauser, und Taffe 2009) Nieder-
leithinger 2012a). The boreholes are 17–22 m deep, 
80 mm diameter with a PVC casing. The University 

Figure 4. Principle of the crosshole seismic method. 
The first geophone borehole may be omitted if  the source 
can be triggered precisely.

Figure 5. Principle of seismic tomography. Additional 
sources/receivers may be placed on the surface. 

Figure 6. The NDT-CE test and validation center (view 
direction southeast, aerial photograph 2010 by Univer-
sity of Potsdam). Pile A3 marked by red arrow.
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of Potsdam is using the site for various geophysi-
cal activities. Several boreholes have been used for 
seismic and radar (GPR) tomography experiments 
(Linder et al. 2010). Several direct push soundings 
(DP) as well as cone penetration tests (CPT) have 
been performed.

Borehole BH3 and pile A3, which has a nominal 
length of 10 m, were used for the case study dis-
cussed in this paper.

3.3 Parallel seismic measurements

Parallel seismic measurements have been performed 
at most pile-borehole combinations to assess the 
accuracy and applicability of a new interpreta-
tion scheme developed recently (Niederleithinger 
2012b). The data set presented here was acquired 
using a hydrophone chain in borehole BH3 and 
hammer impact on pile A3 (Figure 7). Pile to bore-
hole distance is 1.0 m.

Figure 8 shows the seismogram (signal traces 
plotted at corresponding sensor depth). First 

arrivals are clearly visible and can be picked eas-
ily by manual or automated methods. For con-
ventional interpretation straight line are fitted to 
the upper and lower sections, resulting in p-wave 
velocities of 4715 m/s (pile, red in Figure 8) and 
1723 m/s (soil, blue), respectively. The intersection 
point of both lines is considered to be at depth of 
the pile toe (11.3 m) thus seriously overestimating 
pile length (nominal 10.0 m). 

The new interpretation scheme consist of fit-
ting a set of functions to the first arrival, which 
consider additional parameters as pile-borehole 
distance, borehole inclination as well as soil layers. 
In the case presented here (vertical pile and bore-
hole, almost constant p-wave velocity in soil below 
water table) just the pile-borehole distance had to 
be taken into account. The algorithm needs start-
ing parameters (chosen to be 12 m for pile length 
L, velocities 5000 m/s and 3000 m/s for pile and 
soil, respectively), which are adopted to measured 
data by a Levenberg-Marquardt inversion scheme.

The fitting results are shown in Figure 9. Data 
and model curve fit quite nicely with an rms error 
of less than 0.13 ms. The velocities are similar to 
those determined by straight line fitting. Pile length 
L is determined to be 9.4 ± 0.1 m . This is somewhat 
shorter than the nominal pile length of 10 m, but as 
about 0.3 m of weak concrete have been removed 
before measurement this is reasonably close to real-
ity and at the same time on the safe side underesti-
mating pile length (and thus capacity) slightly.

Figure 9. Interpretation of first arrival data by model 
based fit to data. 

Figure 7. Test site setup.

Figure 8. Seismogram from borehole A3, impact on 
pile A3. Linear fits to first arrivals (red: Pile, 4715 m/s, 
blue: Soil 1723 m/s).
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3.4 Downhole seismic measurements

The same borehole was used for downhole seis-
mic measurements using a three component bore-
hole geophone and a 1 kg instrumented hammer 
impacting on horizontal (for p-wave measure-
ments) and vertical steel plates (for shear wave 
measurements).

Figure 10 shows one of the seismograms 
acquired at BH3. Impact was a hammer strike par-
allel to the surface on a vertical steel plate 1.5 m 
away from the borehole, mainly generating shear 
waves. As data from a horizontal sensor are shown 
here, the p-wave arrivals are barely visible. Shear 
wave arrivals are clear and can easily be picked. The 
resulting travel time have been corrected following 
the procedures defined in ASTM 7400_2008.

The results are shown in Figure 11 as average 
surface to depth velocities (red) and geometrically 
corrected interval velocities (blue). Data are com-
pared to seismic tomography results (next section) 
and CPT data from a sounding close by. All data 
may not fit exactly especially near surface and at 
depth due to lateral inhomogeneities, which reflect 
differently, but all show three main units: high 
velocities/CPT values at the surface up to a depth 
of about 6 m corresponding to well compacted 
medium sands. Below a softer low velocity layer 
(better: sequence of layer) is less compacted and 
contains a larger amount of organics and silt. At 
14.5 m velocities and CPT values increase due to 
the presence of gravel. 

3.5 Other measurements

The borehole used in the experiments described 
above was also used for a set of tomographic 

 measurements using seismic and GPR methods. 
Details of the experiment are described in (Linder 
et al. 2010). Background of the technology can be 
found in Paasche & Tronicke 2007.

The tomographic section in Figure 12 starts at 
borehole BH2 (see Figure 7) and ends at BH5. BH3 
is approximately in the middle. The seismic and 
radar datasets have been processed jointly driven 
by fuzzy cluster analysis. This results in a region 
(cluster) model resembling geological units. In our 
case the combination of cluster 1 and 6 (blue/grey) 
at the top reflect the well compacted sands, the 
lower part (cluster 1 and 3, blue/red) correspond 

Figure 10. Downhole seismogram from BH3 (horizon-
tal component) with arrivals of compressional (p-) waves 
and shear (s-) waves.

Figure 11. Results of downhole seismic results (shear 
wave velocities) to tomographic results and CPT data.

Figure 12. Result of combined seismic and GPR tom-
ography, compared to DP logging data (black: Tip resist-
ance, purple: Dielectric permittivity). From Linder et al. 
2010.
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to the gravel layers. The units in between represent 
the softer, silty layers. The lateral structure is—as 
expected for glacial soils—quite inhomogeneous, 
with several small lenses and varying thicknesses. 

4 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Parallel seismic has shown to be a valuable and 
accurate method to determine the length of bored 
piles. The same method can be applied on pile wall, 
diaphragm wall, sheet piles and similar foundations. 
The efficiency of the method can be enhanced by 
using the borehole, which is required for sensor 
deployment and which is at the same time the most 
costly part of the investigation, for other additional 
purposes. In this paper we have used the borehole 
for downhole seismic measurements, other groups 
for seismic and radar tomography. An additional 
use for groundwater or geotechnical monitoring 
would be of extra benefit.

The efficiency of the approach presented can be 
extended by using a CPT including a seismic cone. 
This instrument is currently used for performing 
downhole seismic measurements as described e.g. 
in (Butcher et al. 2005). The same instrument can 
as well be used as a receiver for parallel seismic 
measurements (Sack & Olson 2010). In both cases 
the standard CPT parameters (cone resistance and 
skin friction) are recorded. This opens the possibil-
ity of a “three in one” combination, which—to the 
authors’ knowledge—has not been tested so far.
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M. Rumpf & J. Tronicke
University of Potsdam, Germany

ABSTRACT: Two research institutes are currently evaluating dynamic pile load testing methods on 
bored piles in a sandy environment. A test site has been prepared, which ensures comparable conditions 
at all pile locations and provides detailed knowledge on soil and other boundary conditions. A detailed 
site investigation program was performed at a dedicated area on the BAM test site south of  Berlin, 
Germany. Undisturbed soil samples have been collected from boreholes. In addition several CPTs and 
geophysical surveys have been performed. The site consists mainly of  well graded, partly well compacted 
medium sands. But at depth an inhomogeneous gravel layer was detected in some parts of  the site. This 
has led to a redesign of the test piles. They are now shorter than originally intended to avoid gravel layers 
at depth and to ensure that the drop weight available for dynamic test is capable to mobilize the required 
load.

1 INTRODUCTION

Bored piles are used in many construction projects 
of the German waterways authorities, e. g. bridges, 
piers or locks. Their load carrying capacity varies 
with pile type and geometry as well as soil type, 
parameters and structure and is thus not easy to 
calculate in advance. Dynamic pile testing as a cost 
effective addition or replacement for expensive load 
tests is accepted in many places (Beim & Likins 2008) 
but still doubted in others. Inspired by the interna-
tional prediction event for piles in residual soil car-
ried out in the frame of ISC’2 (Viana de Fonseca 
& Santos 2008), governmental research institutes 
have designed an experiment in a geological setting 
typical for glacial and post-glacial areas in northern 
Germany. It was intended to build 8 bored piles with 
90 cm diameter and a length of 15 m.

For this purpose a proper site had to be selected 
and characterized in a manner that comparable 
boundary conditions are guaranteed for all tests. 
Limitations in terms of testing equipment, time 
and budget had to be met. Thus an intensive geo-
technical and geophysical investigation program 
had to be carried out. 

2 THE NDT-CE TEST AND VALIDATION 
CENTER AT BAM-TTS

2.1 Location, purpose and history

BAM maintains a test site for technical safety issues 
north of the village Horstwalde about 60 km south 
of Berlin, Germany (Figure 1). Explosives certifi-
cation, safety containments drop test up to 200 t 
as well as large fire experiments are performed here 
(BAM 2011). The site has been a military experi-
ment and training facility since 1928 and served 
as a military vehicle test site and driving training 
center of the East German army until 1989. BAM-
TTS covers almost 12 km2, but large parts are used 
for forestry only. 

In 2003 the BAM’s division 8.2, which is focused 
on non-destructive testing in civil engineering has 
started to set up a test and validation facility for 
various investigation purposes and techniques 
(Niederleithinger et al. 2009). Experimental model 
resembling parts of foundations, bridges, walls or 
concrete railway tracks are available as well as real 
objects, e. g. bored piles or parts of deconstructed 
bridges (Figure 2). 
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2.2 Geological setting

The site is part of the northern German Basin, 
which consists of various sediments with a thick-
ness of several thousand meters, affected by salt 
tectonics. Local geology is affected by a glacial 
valley (“Baruther Urstromtal”). The near surface 
geology is dominated by post glacial sediments 
of the Nuthe-Nieplitz lowland. The main part 
of the site (including the test site discussed here) 
consists mainly of sandy layers of varying grain 
size and admixtures of silt and organic material. 
Peat lenses are known to exist locally. The ground-
water table is about 3 ± 1 m below the surface, var-
ies seasonally and is influenced by a nearby water 
works. The southern part of the area is covered by 
 palaeodunes with a height up to 15 m, whilst the 
northeast encloses some swampy areas. 

2.3 Previous and ongoing geotechnical/geophysical 
activities

The NDT-CE test and validation center features 
ten bored piles (9–12 m length, 60 cm diameter, 
some with flaws and or access tubes) which have 
been used as reference for various low strain NDT 
methods for pile testing (Niederleithinger et al. 
2009; Niederleithinger 2012) as well as train-
ing activities. Recently a pile raft has been added 
as well as a sheet pile wall and a model of a pile 
secant wall with joint flaws to develop and validate 
new methods for quality assurance. Diaphragm 
wall models (joint inspection) and steel tube piles 
(dynamic load effects) are scheduled for 2012.

The University of Potsdam is using the site for 
various geophysical activities. Three seismometers 
have been buried in 10 to 40 m depth. Several bore-
holes are used for seismic and GPR tomography 
experiments ((Linder et al. 2010). Surface surveys 
have been performed mainly using magnetic, elec-
tromagnetic, GPR and resistivity techniques. 

In addition, the Helmholtz centre of environ-
mental research (UfZ) has tested various newly 
developed direct push techniques including meth-
ods for permeability measurement.

3 THE TEST SITE

3.1 Requirements

The test site should not just provide space and 
technical environment to conduct the planned 
experiment. In a first place favorable and compa-
rable subsoil conditions for all tests at all pile had 
to be ensured. Subsoil conditions are also govern-
ing pile load capacities. It had to be assured that 
the selected pile type, diameter and length reflects 
the constructions typically used at German water-
ways but also does not provide too much resistance 
to dynamic load test (mobilization of skin fric-
tion). Current regulations emphasize that the drop 
weight used for dynamic tests should not be less 
that 1–2% of the estimated load capacity. Taking 
into account that the maximum drop weight cur-
rently used is 8 t, this puts some restriction on the 
favorable soil conditions. 

3.2 Location and layout

The location preliminary chosen is located in the 
southwest of the NDT test and validation cen-
ter. An area of about 30 by 20 m, which can be 
expanded northwards if  required, was prepared 
for use (Figure 3: Test site). After removing small 
trees, shrubbery and an old wooden building it was 
recognized, that a cable for electricity supply of the 
entire area is crossing the site. The final layout of 
piles, boreholes and CPTs is shown in Figure 4. 

Fig ure 1. Aerial photograph of parts of the BAM test 
site technical safety at Horstwalde (BAM 2006, view 
direction northwest). A: New pile test site. B: NDT-CE 
test and validation center.

Figu re 2. Parts of the NDT-CE test and validation 
center (view direction southeast, aerial photograph 2010 
by University of Potsdam).
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4 GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION

4.1 Boreholes

Two boreholes (dry boring, fully cored, 10 cm 
diameter) have been drilled up to a depth of 25 m at 
the designated locations of the two piles intended 
for static load tests (Figure 4). The geologic pro-
files (Figure 5) are quite similar. Almost the entire 
column below top soil consists of medium sands 
with some fine sand at the top and coarser mate-
rial at the bottom. In addition a varying content 
of silt, coal and gravel has been detected. Borehole 
B7240-1 features some minor lenses of silt or coal. 
B7240-2 shows increased gravel content in a depth 
of about 15 m. 

4.2 Cone penetration tests

CPTs have been performed near the borehole loca-
tions as well as on the corners of the designated 
area (Figure 4). Figure 6 displays the CPT results 
for the locations near the boreholes. Despite the 
fact that the soil profiles have been similar, there 
some significant differences here. The topmost 
8 to 9 m show quite high cone resistance values 

(qc = 20 – 30 MN/m2) which refers to consolidated 
medium sands.

DS7240-2 features a thin intermediate softer layer 
in this section. Below much weaker sediments are 
encountered with qc values around 10 MN/m2 and 
some more variability in DS7240-2. Most impor-
tant are much higher resistances in DS7240-2 below 
16 m depth, which might reflect the higher gravel 
content. The same situation has been discovered in 
older CPTs in the eastern part of the area. qc is 2 
to3 times higher than in DS7240-1. All other CPT 
results are similar either to DS7240-1 (DS7240-3, 
northwest) or to DS7240-2 (DS7240-4, -5, -6, south 
and east).

4.3 Laboratory investigations

Figure 7 shows the compiled results of grain size 
analysis of 53 samples from borehole DS7240-1 
and -2. The data have been grouped in three depth 
intervals, reflecting the soil profiles as well as the 
CPT results. Both the consolidated upper sands 
(depth up to 8–9 m) as well as the weaker middle 
sands (depth up to 15–16 m) are narrow banded 
and similar in both boreholes. The lower sands 

Figure  3. Test site in early spring 2012, after prepara-
tion of test piles (view direction west).

Figure  4 . Map of the new test site with designated pile 
positions, boreholes (BH7240-X) and CPTs (DS7240-X).

Figure 5 . Soil profile of boreholes B7240-1 and B7240-2. 
Main material is ms-fs, mixed with varying content of silt, 
coal, and gravel.
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are in general coarser and show larger variation. 
Especially the samples from DS7240-2 have a 
wider bandwidth and much higher gravel content, 
which probably causes the higher cone resistance 
measured here. All other parameters do not differ 
significantly between both boreholes. Mean values 
are compiled in Table 1.

5 GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION

To support the geotechnical investigation and to 
obtain information in between and around bore-
holes several geophysical tests have been  performed, 

including surface and borehole seismic and GPR 
measurements. Details of the results have been 
presented by Rumpf 2012. 

Figure 8 shows the borehole tubes (B7240-2 in 
the front, B7240-1 in the rear with borehole geo-
phones) and surface three component geophones. 
The soil profiles from the two boreholes showed 
relatively weak material between about 9 and 16 m 
depth. To ensure that this layer is continuous, 
crosshole and tomographic seismic measurements 
have been performed between the boreholes. 

Figure 9 displays an example seismogram. A 
sparker source was placed in borehole B7240-2 
(depth 20 m in the case displayed), a string with 
three component geophones (half  meter spacing) 

Figure 6. Sel ected CPT results. qc: Cone resistance, fs: 
Skin friction, Rf = qs/fc friction ratio.

Figure 7. Resu lts of sieve analysis (range of samples in 
upper, middle and lower part of boreholes). Red: Upper 
sands (1 to 8–9 m), blue middle sands (8–9 to 15–16 m), 
green: Lower sands (15–16 to 25 m). Dashed: Borehole 
B7240-1. Solid: B7240-2.

Figure 8. Seismic investigations at the test site. B7240-1 
in the front, B7240-2 in the rear with borehole geophones, 
additional geophones on the surface.

Unit
Upper 
sand

Middle 
sand

Lower 
sand

Description ms, fs
ms, low 
fs ms, gs

Soil mechanics

Bulk density 
wet

γ [kN/m3] 18.0 16.5 17.5

Bulk density 
under water

γ ′ 
[kN/m3]

10.5 9.0 10.0

Permeability k [10−4 m/s] 0.9…3 2…6) 3…20

Classification

DIN 18196 SE 
(SU/ST)

SE SW (SE)

DIN 18300 3 (4) 3 3
DIN 18301 BN1 

(BN2)
BN1 BN1 

(BS1)

Depth

Top [m] 0.5 …1 8 … 9 15 … 16
Bottom [m] 8 …9 15 … 16 –

Table 1. Comp iled soil mechanical parameters.
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in B7240-1. Data were taken on weekends to avoid 
noise from construction sites nearby. The arrival 
times of p- and s-waves are clearly visible. 

Cross-hole data (meaning measurements with 
source and receiver at the same depth) were com-
piled from the dataset. Arrival times were picked 
manually for both p- and s-waves, the correspond-
ing velocities were calculated. The results are 
shown in Figure 10. 

The velocities in the topmost part are quite 
varying. The reason might be, that the upper layer, 
mostly well compacted medium sands, has some 
weaker inclusions at some places, but not con-
tinuous between the boreholes. CPT 7240-2 shows 
such an inclusion in a depth from 5 to 7 m (Fig-
ure 6). Below 7 m the velocities are smooth. The 
weak middle layer (less compacted, more organic 
content) shows up by very low, but constant veloc-
ity values between 9 and 15 m. This would prob-
ably mean that this layer is continuous between the 
boreholes. Below that velocities increase (slowly for 
s-waves, fast for p-wave) due to the harder mate-
rial at depth. The variability, which can be seen 
especially in the s-wave velocities, might reflect the 
inhomogeneities detected by the CPT soundings 
(gravel layers not present everywhere).  

As cross-hole investigations are showing aver-
age values between boreholes only, a tomographic 
survey (additional measurements with transmitter/
receiver at different depths) was performed. 

These data have been processed using an inno-
vative approach combining seimic and ground 
penetrating radar measurements (Rumpf et al. 
2012). The results for the seismic data are shown in 
Figure 11. The upper part (near and above ground-
water table) has been cut off. The general structure 

Figure 9. S eismogram of crosshole/tomographic inves-
tigations. 

Figure 10. C r oss hole seismic results. Dots: p-waves, 
crosses: s-waves. The weak layer shows by low velocities. 

Figure 11. Sei smic p-wave tomogram between bore-
holes B7240-1 and -2. Result of combined seismic and 
GPR inversion (Rumpf et al. 2012).
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is the same as in the crosshole results. The low 
velocity zone (blue in Figure 11) corresponding to 
weak sediments is clearly visible as well as the high 
velocity layers above and below. Additionally it can 
be seen that the lower boundary of the low velocity 
zone is far from beeing horizontal.

6 CONSEQUENCES FOR PILE 
AND TEST DESIGN

The investigation has shown that ore test site is less 
homogeneous than expected. This had to be taken 
into account for pile and test design. In a first step 
is has been decided to reduce pile length signifi-
cantly to avoid the lower, harder gravels, which are 
present in some parts of the site. This had to be 
done to ensure comparability for all piles. As the 
base of the piles will now be into a less competent 
layer mantle friction will contribute largely to the 
load capacity which is a desired effect in our case.

Before site characterization it was planned to 
build piles with about 16 m length. Calculations 
using German standard DIN 15366 indicated a 
load capacity of about 8 MN for these param-
eters. The German regulations for pile testing (EA 
Pfähle) recommend using a drop weight of 1–2 % 
of the designed load capacity for dynamic testing. 
This means, that a drop weight with a mass of 8 
to 16 tons would be required, which is not avail-
able for our tests. Thus we had to reduce pile length 
to 10 m, resulting in a designed load capacity of 
about 5 MN.  

7 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The characterization of our new test site at the 
BAM TTS at Horstwalde has shown to be feasible 
for the evaluation of static and dynamic load tests. 
However, we had to change the pile design signifi-
cantly to account for near surface soil properties 
and a gravel layer at depth, which is present in 
some parts of our site, but not everywhere. 

 The combination of conventional boreholes, 
sampling and lab analysis with several CPT sound-
ings and a complementary geophysical survey has 
given a complete and reliable overview on subsur-
face structures and parameters.

At the time of writing in spring 2012, the piles 
have been constructed and prepared for testing. 
Static and dynamic pile load tests will be performed 
in April and May 2012.
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ABSTRACT: A three dimensional geological model was developed for a proposed extensive greenfield 
plant site in Australia. The process of building the geological model, using data from a field investigation 
program including boreholes, in situ and laboratory testing is described. Important inputs to the geologi-
cal model included geomorphic and geological field mapping, geophysical surveys and the influence of 
contemporary episodic events such as cyclones and Pleistocene/Holocene sea level variations. 

Importance was placed on planning and structuring the model specifically to support and complement 
geotechnical analyses that are relevant to the proposed development. A geotechnical model was derived 
from the geological model to provide ordered information for the analysis and design. The process enabled 
the generation of maps that display spatial variability in the time and magnitude of primary consolidation 
settlement and the spatial variability of secondary compression settlement. Maps of liquefaction poten-
tial were also prepared, thereby minimizing geotechnical risk.

1 INTRODUCTION 

In this paper a case study is presented to explain 
how a robust geological model was built to sup-
port geotechnical analysis for a large plant site in 
Australia. The paper illustrates the importance 
and usefulness of a geological model in graphi-
cally illustrating ground conditions and handling 
large volumes of spatial geological and geotechni-
cal data. It demonstrates how observational data, 
derived from desk study and geomorphological/
geological mapping can be integrated with subsur-
face data such as boreholes and cone penetrometer 
tests (CPTs) and non-ground breaking techniques 
such as geophysics. Through this integration com-
bined with a sound engineering geological knowl-
edge and appreciation of the requirements of the 
geotechnical engineers undertaking the design of 
the facilities the model can be used to anticipate 
numerous permutations of ground conditions 
affecting the site and relate geological processes to 
the geotechnical engineering.

The term Robust is used in the title to sum up 
a number of desired requirements in a geological 
model. It must be useful to a number of users. It 
must be reliable; it must be sufficiently grounded 

on factual data to withstand testing and scrutiny. 
It is a model to predict and anticipate ground con-
ditions that cannot be represented by simply the 
factual representation of subsurface data. A geo-
logical model can be developed that is factually 
correct and in this respect cannot be faulted, yet 
it is possible for such a model to still fail to meet 
a number of the above criteria, in particular being 
useful to the end users, often geotechnical engi-
neers. A poorly grounded model may also fail to 
be useful as a tool to anticipate and predict ground 
conditions that might otherwise not be readily 
apparent from for instance cross-sectional repre-
sentation of the sub-surface data.

2 THE SITE

The proposed plant site is located adjacent to 
the coast. It includes a port facility and dredged 
channel in addition to heavy industrial develop-
ment across several square kilometres of land. It 
is a green field site, comprising low-lying intertidal 
mudflats, supratidal claypans, sand plains and sand 
dunes. Previously the non-tidal land was grazed by 
cattle. 
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It should be noted that geotechincal data in this 
paper is given solely to illustrate the techniques, 
processes and methods used in developing the geo-
logical model and how it can support geotechni-
cal analyses. As such the data represented does not 
necessarily represent the actual geotechnical condi-
tions prevailing at the site.

3 WHAT IS A GEOLOGICAL MODEL?

Fookes (1997) summed up the geological model as 
follows:

“The strength of  the geological model is in provid-
ing an understanding of  the geological processes 
which make the site. This enables predictions to 
be made or situations anticipated for which explo-
rations need to be sought in the geological materi-
als, geological structure and the ancient or active 
processes in the area. It provides a rationale basis 
for interpretation of  the geology from an under-
standing and correlations of  geological features 
and exposures. It can also provide an indication 
of  the potential variations in the properties of 
the soil or rock mass and hence possible errors in 
the calcula-tions or assumptions, especially those 
assuming homogeneity.” 

The geological model is thus a tool to repre-
sent, illustrate, anticipate and predict. It is also 
a tool for planning investigation and explaining 
geotechnical complexity. The process of  develop-
ing a geological model must therefore start at the 
beginning of  a project before the ground investi-
gation has been designed and planned and must 
continue throughout the whole project gradually 
developing as data becomes available. It is a two 
way process. Understanding the geology is essen-
tial to help understand the geotechnical issues, but 
geotechnical data, for instance spatial variations 
in the properties of  a unit can be fed back into 
the model to help further develop the geological 
model. 

Figure 1, illustrates the relationship between 
geological input and geotechnical engineering 
throughout the investigation and geotechnical 
analysis stages of a project.

The first illustration illustrates a very poor 
integration between an early geological stage of 
the project and a later geotechnical investigation 
and analysis stage. This scenario is surprisingly 
common.

The second illustration demonstrates a better 
level of integration but this is only occurring dur-
ing a relatively short period.

The final illustration displays integration 
between geology and geotechnical engineering 

throughout the entire project and illustrates how 
periods of effort in developing early geological 
models can input into the geotechnical investiga-
tions, and how geotechnical data is feed back into 
the geological model increasing the overall level 
of geological effort at various stages during the 
project life.

The geological model developed for this Aus-
tralian plant site incorporated a three dimen-
sion block model (Figure 2). It would however 
be incorrect to refer to this three dimensional 
representation of  the geology as the “Geological 
Model”. Instead the Geological Model is a con-
tinuum of  models, developed over time, with each 
model stage helping towards the building of  the 
next stage. The first stages in the process resulted 
in a conceptual model. The conceptual model for 
the plant site will be explained in more detailed 
later. 

However based upon these an observational 
model could be developed from drawing cross 
sections, maps and finally through 3 dimensional 
visualization software. The block model illustrated 
in Figure 2 is the product of the conceptual and 
observational models. Finally an analytical model 
was developed whereby geotechnical analyses 
could be undertaken using a number of spatial 
variables. Such spatial variables include geologi-
cal unit thickness and distribution and a number 
of geotechnical characterisitics (unit weight, coef-
ficient of compressibility etc). The products of 
using the geological model to undertake geotechni-
cal analyses in this case were maps that show the 
magnitude of settlement due to primary consolida-
tion and secondary compression and the variance 
in the time for 90% primary consolidation (refer 
Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 1. Relationship between geological and geotech-
nical engineering input at each phase of a geotechnical 
investigation.
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4 GEOMORPHOLOGY AND SURFACE 
GEOLOGY

At the plant site and along the coast on either side 
of the site for many kilometres, the land is low 
lying and is characterized by intertidal mudflats, 
supratidal claypans, sand plains and dunes, coastal 
cheniers and beach ridges. A series of creeks inun-
dates the mudflats during spring high waters but 
during neap tides, the water is contained within 
the channel of the creeks. The supratidal areas 
inundates only during storm surges or when flood-
waters become impounded behind the coastal dunes 
and beach ridges. Such occurrences are restricted to 
extreme weather events such as cyclones. Cyclones 
affect this part of Australia with regularity. Several 
cyclonic events have affected the site in the last 
100 years.

The mudflats are fine-grained, have high in situ 
moisture contents and soft to very soft consisten-
cies. The material forming the clay pans are also 
fine-grained but for much of the year these are dry 
and they tend to have a stiffer consistency through 
dessication. The dunes and beach ridges are sandy 
and contain calcareous material evidenced by sand 
and gravel size fragments of coral and shells, and 
zones of cementation.

Regional marine charts show the adjacent 
coastal waters to be shallow and shelving very 
gently. The 10 m isobath is approximately 10 kil-
ometres offshore. Reefs and low sand islands are 
present and form linear features at distances of 
approximately 5, 10 and 20 kilometres subparal-
lel to the coastline. More detailed project acquired 
bathymetry shows subtle ridges in the seabed also 
subparallel to the coastline. It was apparent that 
these seabed landforms, together with the offshore 
reefs and islands represent a drowned landscape 
of dunes and beach ridges very similar to the cur-
rent landform at the plant site. Sea level changes 
are known to have occurred in the Pleistocene and 
Holocene associated with the glaciations (Gordon 
2003). It is likely that the offshore features formed 
during the late Pleistocene and were inundated in 
the last 10,000 years based on the sea level curve 
shown in Figure 3.

The concept that the nearshore landform rep-
resents a drowned landscape similar to the current 
onshore landform thus becomes part of the con-
ceptual geological model.

There is a major river draining an extensive 
area of the sub-arid interior which enters the sea 
via a delta close to the plant site. For much of the 
year the river ceases to flow and a bar can develop 

Figure 2. Three dimensional block model of the site.
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across the river mouth. The large bodies of stand-
ing water remaining in the riverbed are subject to 
weeks and months of evaporation in the hot dry 
tropical climate of northern Australia. Inspection 
of the riverbed close to the plant site reveals large 
sheets of calcrete, an evaporative form of calcium 
carbonate.

These observations form part of an observational 
geological model for the onshore geology, but they 
also form part of the conceptual geological model for 
the nearshore area where the associated port facili-
ties are to be located. The reason for this is that with 
past sea levels having been several hundred metres 
lower, there is an expectation that a palaeochannel 
associated with an earlier course of the current river 
must exist in the vicinity. Careful study of the seabed 
landform reveals a gap between two low ridges which 
are only about 1 m in height above the adjacent sea-
bed. The form of these ridges almost exactly mirrors 
the current river mouth where it passes between two 
flanking spits and crosses an ebb delta bars. Thus 
the seabed geomorphology appeared to indicate the 
position of a palaeo-delta and therefore a palaeo-
channel can be expected upstream of this feature. 

Marine geophysics comprising sub-bottom pro-
filing was undertaken as part of the project and 
indicated a feature that was likely to be a palaeo-
channel extending upstream of the delta feature 
noted in the seabed landform. Subsequent drill-
ing confirmed a sequence of loose and potentially 
liquefiable sediments below which, within the 
confines of the channel, a zone of calcrete was 
encountered. Similar to that observed is the bed of 
the contemporary river.

Geomorphological observations at the site 
reveal extensive strandlines comprising wood, 
pieces of coral and clumps of oyster shells which 

are boulder sized and occur at various elevations 
up to about 3 metres above the level of the high-
est astronomical tide (HAT). The lower and less 
prominent strandlines are likely the result of equi-
nox high tides combined with strong winds, but 
those above HAT and containing gravel, cobble 
and boulder sized particles likely formed during 
cyclones. These observations are testament to the 
power of cyclones to change the landscape even 
over a relatively short time-frame. It was therefore 
anticipated that during cyclonic events sand grains 
could be carried by stormwater sheeting off  the 
higher land (dunes and sandplains) out onto the 
surface of the mudflats. This conceptual element 
of the geological model becomes important when 
anticipating the rate of consolidation of the mud-
flat deposits, which underlie the plant site. This is 
particularly relevant as these compressible depos-
its underlie important structures within the plant 
site and will consolidate under several metres of 
fill that must be placed to raise the development 
level above the highest predicted levels of the 
cyclonic storm surges. The rate of consolidation 
would dictate whether ground improvement will 
be required.

5 FABRIC STUDY

The conceptual element of the model was devel-
oped further into an observational model by 
undertaking a detailed fabric study of the mudflat 
materials. Undisturbed tubes of the soft clays taken 
from this unit were taken and carefully extruded. 
They were split by prizing the core into two halves 
so not to smear the split surface. Detailed exami-
nation under magnification revealed, as expected, 

Figure 3. Sea level fluctuations during last 250,000 years (Gordon 2003).
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regular sand partings, just a few grains thick (See 
Figure 4). However there did not appear to be 
sufficient stratigraghic regularity in these sandy 
horizons from location to location to deduce that 
they were spatially extensive and as such they were 
unlikely to offer drainage paths that might contrib-
ute to more rapid consolidation. The fabric study 
was also used to evaluate the ratio of vertical to 
horizontal permeability and therefore the ratio of 
vertical to horizontal coefficient of consolidation 
for subsequent comparison with CV derived from 
laboratory test results and CH derived from CPT 
dissipation testing

The elements of geomorphology and surface 
geology described above are just a selection of 
many features that contributed initially to both the 
conceptual and observational geological models. 
Understanding the Pleistocene and Holocene geo-
logical processes through studying maps and charts 
and geomorphological observations was the biggest 
single contribution to understanding the geology 
and geotechnical engineering of the site. All too 
often, the main emphasis is given to the physical 
investigations, and insufficient effort given to the 
broader understanding of the regional and local 
landform and the geological environment, which 
can anticipate features such as palaeochannels that 
might not necessarily be revealed by subsurface 
investigations or subtleties in the sedimentation 
history that can effect geotechnical behavior such a 
drainage paths within a fine drained sediment.

6 RECOGNISING INTER-RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN GEOLOGICAL UNITS

The assignment of geological units is an important 
part of any geological model. It is important when 
planning the model to understand the likely end 

usage. For instance a model that breaks down the 
stratigraphy entirely based on age is not necessar-
ily going to be useful in delineating units of similar 
geotechnical properties. Likewise in many cases it 
would not necessarily be helpful to define geologi-
cal units based entirely on geotechnical character-
istics. For instance in the case of a sequences of 
interbedded sands and clay it would be very dif-
ficult to delineate each sand and clay layer and it 
would be best to treat the sequence as a single unit 
for the purposes of a geological model, at least ini-
tially. If  required at a later stage for geotechnical 
purposes, for instance consolidation purposes, the 
percentage of clay versus sand can be assessed to 
yield a thickness of compressible material for set-
tlement calculation purposes and an average layer 
thickness for the purpose of assessing the time for 
consolidation to occur.

In the case of the plant site; sand dunes and sand 
plains were defined as Unit 1. Although principally 
aeolian in origin, a number of the dunes originated 
as beach ridges and contained fragments of shells, 
often weakly cemented as a beachrock. Thus a sin-
gle unit was chosen to represent a formation that 
was principally uncemented sand, but did contain 
some cemented material, and coarser grained mate-
rial. Although the ultimate three dimensional model 
did not delineate these additional lithologies the 
geological model did anticipate their presence. For 
example beachrock was anticipated to outcrop on 
the seaward face of the coastal dune and underlie 
the main longitudinal dunes, whilst cemented sand 
(aeolianite) was anticipated within the body of the 
dunes.

The main dunes created an impoundment for 
the accumulation of fine-grained soils introduced 
into a low energy estuarine environment by tidal 
creeks. These mudflat units were defined as Unit 
2a. These soft clayey deposits were underlain 

Figure 4. Typical fabric study results.
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by a complex of eroded dunes (in many cases 
cemented), stiff  clay soils, sand and gravel. These 
variable lithologies were too complex to separately 
delineate and represented the same set of geologi-
cal processes as currently occurring; only occuring 
during an earlier epoch. Namely dunes and beach 
ridges (now eroded) had created an impoundment 
for fine grained deposition (since desiccated and 
consolidated therefore now stiff) with sand and 
gravel deposition associated with changes in the 
course of the river system. In the geological model 
this unit was denoted Unit 2b.

Underlying these relatively recent units 
(Holocene & Late Pleistocene) is a series of older 
units that do not outcrop and have been observed 
and delineated from borehole records. These include 
the Red Beds (Units 3) a sequence of hard clays 
and ‘weak’ claystones, approximately 20 m thick 
depositing in a similar geological environment to 
the contemporary mudflat deposit. A deeper car-
bonate deposit (Unit 4) and a Glauconitic siltstone 
encounter only at depth greater than about 60 m.

To illustrate the lithological complexity of some 
of the units and there inter-relationship with each 
other a series of relationship diagrams were pro-
duced. These formed part of the conceptual geo-
logical model and assisted field staff  in assigning 
unit names which was a precursor to developing 
a three dimensional block model. Figure 9 shows 
one of the relationship diagrams developed for the 
project and illustrates how geological units were 
assigned and simplified for the purpose of creating 
a 3 dimensional model.

7 BUILDING A THREE DIMENSIONAL 
MODEL

It is important in building a geological model to 
constantly use geological skills to interpret the 
data. With a large data set as was available for 
the plant site, there is a temptation to rely on 
spatial visualization software to interpret and 
contour the data. However this is no substitute 
for the knowledge and skill set that an experi-
enced engineering geologist can bring into the 
model. The three dimensional model was thus 
built by hand drawing cross sections, trying to 
understand the reasons for apparent anomalies 
and by hand contouring  geological surfaces and 
from interpreting the results of  surface geologi-
cal mapping. Only when the engineering geolo-
gist was happy with the model, was it digitized 
and brought into three-dimensional visualization 
software. The software EVS® was utilized. Within 
the software it is possible to compare the inter-
preted geological boundaries with the borehole 
and CPT records and any mismatch between the 

geologists interpretation and the data becomes 
apparent. Through a process of  iteration the 
geological boundaries are gradually smoothed 
until the interpretation exactly fits the data. This 
process is also a good way of  detecting potential 
errors in the dataset.

8 INTEGRATION OF SUBSURFACE 
TEST DATA

The elevation of the unit boundaries was deter-
mined at each of the borehole, testpit and CPT 
locations. This enabled all of the data points within 
the extensive geotechnical data set collected for the 
site to be classified in terms of the geological unit 
to which it belonged. It also enabled a 3 dimen-
sional block model to be developed.

9 INTEGRATION OF GEOPHYSICS

Airborne geophysical surveys were carried out 
over the site, independent of the study. The surveys 
measured airborne conductivity at two different 
frequencies, magnetic anomaly and microgravity. 
Once the simplified geological model was created, 
results from the geophysical surveys were used as 
a check of the geological model and to possibly 
highlight anomalous geological features that may 
not have been revealed during development of the 
model. This was carried out in two ways: Firstly, 
by comparing a grid of cross-sections across the 
site produced from each relevant geophysical prop-
erty to the same cross-sections produced from the 
three-dimensional geological model; Secondly, by 
comparing plans of each geophysical property to 
the elevation and isopach maps for each geologi-
cal unit. 

Some geophysical properties are better for cor-
relating certain geological features than others, for 
instance lower frequency airborne conductivity 
results generally reveal the deeper geology better 
than the higher frequency airborne conductivity, 
which was the case with this study. 

The comparison helped to validate the geologi-
cal model in many locations, such as the spatial dis-
tribution of Unit 2a and Unit 1 being indicated by 
the strong response or lack thereof, respectively, in 
the higher frequency airborne conductivity results. 

The comparison of the geological model to the 
geophysics results also highlighted a number of 
features that were not readily distinguishable in the 
geological model. An example is the presence of 
iron-rich gravel-filled palaeochannels within Unit 
3 which was initially inferred from the same strong 
linear feature indicated by the low frequency air-
borne conductivity and magnetic susceptibility. An 
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analysis of the boreholes along the alignment of the 
feature showed a gravel-infilled channel at depth. 
A plan showing low frequency airborne conductiv-
ity across the site, with the inferred palaeochannel 
feature indicated, is shown in Figure 5. 

10 HANDLING GEOTECHNICAL DATA

Since all of the geotechnical data collected at the 
site was classified in terms of a geological unit, 
descriptive statistics were readily calculated for 
key geotechnical parameters for each Unit. These 
parameters included index properties as well as 
strength and compressibility parameters. These 
statistics not only provided an appreciation of the 
range of values measured for a particular param-
eter from a particular Unit, but also enabled char-
acteristic values for limit state design to be readily 
determined for use in foundation design. 

11 SPATIAL GEOTECHNICAL ANALYSES

An important outcome of the geological model 
is the ability to trace the change in geotechnical 
parameters spatially. Contours of Unit thickness 
(isopach contours) are easily determined as they 
are a direct output of the model. Other useful 
information such as contours of predicted primary 
consolidation times for Unit 2a soils under fills was 
similarly plotted (Figure 6). This was achieved by 
determining the spatial variation of the co-efficient 

of consolidation (cv) within the applicable stress 
range. Areas of the site with similar average cv val-
ues were identified. The theoretical time required 
to complete primary consolidation under fill load-
ing was then determined for each area where the 
thickness of Unit 2a soils was the primary variable. 
A similar approach was used to plot contours of 
predicted primary and secondary consolidation 
settlement for Unit 2a soils (Figure 7). 

Contoured data of this type was plotted using 
the EVS® software that enabled a clear picture of 

Figure 6. Plot showing time for 90% of primary con-
solidation to occur under fill loads (subsection of site).

Figure 5. Illustration of use of geophysics to confirm and enhance the geological model.
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with prolonged settlement times compared to other 
site areas. Liquefaction risk maps were developed 
using the in situ test data to map the variability of 
liquefaction risk for various seismic design PGA 
levels (corresponding to importance levels 1,2, 
or 3). Based on the depositional characteristics 
inferred from the geologic model and structure of 
the grains, cementation and carbonate content of 
Unit 2b and Unit 3a soils, it was determined that 
siliceous correlations would underestimate the rel-
ative density of the calcareous materials and there-
fore underestimate the factors of safety against 
liquefaction at the site (Morioka et.al 2000). This 

Figure 7. Plots of primary consolidation settlement 
plots (subsection of site). Figure 8. Liquefaction risk map (IL—3; PGA: 0.172 g).

how particular parameters varied across the site. 
In particular, ‘hot spots’ could readily be identified 
that indicated a rapid change spatially in the plot-
ted parameter or quantity. For example, contours 
of the predicted periods of primary consolidation 
for Unit 2a soils under fill showed isolated areas 

Figure 9. Relationship diagrams developed during conceptual geological model stage.
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approach was considered conservative and ade-
quate for initial assessment with proposed further 
cyclic testing in areas with critical structures that 
were likely to liquefy. Depending upon the loca-
tion of the structure, and associated design seismic 
level, an appropriate risk map can be developed to 
identify the risk for liquefaction so that appropri-
ate mitigation options and/or foundation concepts 
could be engineered (See Figure 8).

12 CONCLUSIONS 

Geotechnical investigations for large developments 
typically involve gathering of extensive geotechni-
cal databases. It is argued that only when such data 
is incorporated into a robust geological model can 
the ground conditions across the site be properly 
illustrated, anticipated and predicted. By defini-
tion, a robust geological model must be useful to a 
number of users, it must be reliable; and it must be 
sufficiently grounded on factual data to withstand 
testing and critical scrutiny. However, it is impor-
tant in building a geological model to constantly 
use geological skills and knowledge to interpret the 
data. It is this skill and knowledge that enhances 
the predictive power of the model far beyond 
that which could be achieved by the factual 
representation of the subsurface data alone. The 
process of developing a geological model must start 
at the beginning of a project before the ground 

investigation has been designed and planned 
and must continue throughout the whole project 
gradually developing as data becomes available. It 
is a two way process: understanding the geology 
is essential to help understand the geotechnical 
issues and hence appropriately target the investiga-
tion; while data once collected can be fed back into 
the model to help further develop the geological 
model. The rewards for the time spent in properly 
establishing a robust geological model are exten-
sive but principally include highlighting to project 
developers and contractors the nature and scope 
of geotechnical risks and opportunities that they 
face. This can be achieved through the visual pres-
entation of data in the form of colored contoured 
plots of important geotechnical information such 
as predicated primary consolidation times under 
fill loads. Such plots can be readily understood by 
expert and laymen alike. 
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ABSTRACT: Characterization of the hydraulic conductivity (k) of soil deposits is one of the most 
critical aspects in the geotechnical engineering. It is significant for geotechnical projects involving ground-
water inflow into excavation and basement. The current in-situ quantification of k values using the pump-
ing tests can be time-consuming and expensive, therefore, during the initial stages of site characterization 
it is helpful to estimate soil permeability based on CPT or CPTu. This paper firstly summarized common 
methods using CPTs or CPTu, and compared the results obtained from CPTu dissipation tests and soil 
type index method, as well as laboratory tests performed on the same soil deposits. The test results indi-
cate that the method of soil type index can reasonably determine the k values of soil profile.

Keywords: piezocone test (CPTu), hydraulic conductivity, dissipation

1 INTRODUCTION

For construction practices in geotechnical engi-
neering such as groundwater control in excavation 
works and quality control of embankment works, 
it is important to evaluate the in-situ hydraulic 
conductivity. Moreover, due to increasing concerns 
of the environmental protect, handy devices for 
determining accurate hydraulic conductivity are 
requested to predict phenomena of contaminant 
transport and dispersion in the ground.

To investigate the in-situ hydraulic conductivity, 
pumping tests with observation wells are commonly 
used in the practice. These methods are useful 
for obtaining an average value of a wide area but 
they require large-scale equipment and are time-
 consuming. In the field of agricultural and rural 
engineering, a variety of devices for estimating 
hydraulic conductivity have been developed for the 
purpose of irrigation design of farmlands. As for the 
saturated hydraulic conductivity, several methods 
including in filtrate (e.g., Elrivk & Reynolds 1992b) 
and Borehole permeameter (e.g., Reynolds & Elrick 
1985) are used in the practice. However, those meth-
ods are only applicable to the ground surface. 

Groundwater flows from areas with higher 
hydraulic head to ones with lower hydraulic head. 
Due to the fact that water velocity (or flow rate) 
is dependent on the head and the coefficient of 
 permeability, therefore, the coefficient of perme-

ability can be derived via a combination of the 
flow rate and the head difference, indicating that 
it is able to deduce the coefficient of permeability 
by measuring the flow rate and the head difference 
in the flow field. This principle is also evident in 
Darcy’s law.

The piezocone test (CPTu) involves measuring 
the tip resistance, qc, side friction, fs, and excess 
dynamic pore water pressure, u2. The associated 
device was first developed in Sweden in the early 
1970s. Currently, the CPTu is a widespread and 
very convenient test method that allows for rapid, 
continuous soil profiling and provides economi-
cal estimation of key soil properties for design 
proposes. Meigh (1987) stated that the two main 
advantages of CPTu are: (1) providing a continu-
ous, or virtually continuous, record of ground con-
ditions, and (2) avoiding sample disturbance that 
is typically associated with drilling and sampling 
in a conventional manner. This paper first reviews 
the research results of determining the permeabil-
ity coefficient based on CPTu, and then according 
to CPTu result of the test site, permeability coef-
ficient analysis can be compared by different meth-
ods, it is feasible based on piezocone test.

The objective of this paper is to evaluate existing 
CPT-based methods to estimate soil permeability 
and to suggest updated correlations. The proposed 
new correlations are briefly evaluated using exist-
ing published records. 
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2 METHODS REVIEW

Since the advent of piezocone, several methods 
have been proposed to estimate the coefficient of 
permeability (k) using CPT results. These methods 
are generally based on two approaches: (1) esti-
mated soil type, and (2) rate of dissipation during 
a CPTu dissipation test.

2.1 Permeability estimates based on the soil type

Lunne et al. (1997) suggested that soil permeability 
(k) could be estimated using the Soil Behaviors Type 
(SBT) charts that was proposed by either Robert-
son et al. (1986) or Robertson (1990) or Robertson 
(2009). A range of k values was suggested for each 
SBTn. Table 1 shows the updated recommended 
range based on the Robertson (1990) normalized 
SBTn chart.

Robertson & Wride (1998), and updated by Rob-
ertson (2009), modified the definition of Ic defined 
by Jefferies & Davies (1993), and Ic can be used to 
Robertson classification picture (1990).

IC tII n r( l tQQ n ) .r ) ] .3 +lg )QtQ n r +FrFF 222 2(l )1F +F+ (l +F 22 0 5.  (1)

where, Q qtnQQ t v
n−q( ) / ]( / )′σv σ) / σ /0 0v) ]( / vσ) / σ /at a](σ t  (2)

F f qr sF fF f t v−f q ×/( )]σ 0 100  (3)

qt = CPT corrected total cone resistance,
fs = CPT sleeve friction, 
σv0 = total vertical stress in-situ, 
σ′ v0 = effective vertical stress in-situ,

( ) /t v σ) /0 a) σ) / tm  = dimensionless net cone resist-
ance, and, 

(σatm/σ′ v0) = stress normalization factor, 
n = stress exponent that varies with SBTn,
σatm = atmospheric pressure in same units as qt, 

σ′ v0 and σv0.

All the above methods agree that in the clean 
sand region of the SBTn chart, the stress exponent 
is typically close to 0.5 and in the clay region, the 
stress exponent is close to 1.0.

Robertson (2009) showed that the following is 
recommended to allow for a variation of the stress 
exponent with SBTn Ic and effective overburden 
stress using 

n I pC vII aICII0 05 pa 150. (381 ) + 0 ( /v′v′0 ) .0−  (4)

where n < 1.0.
Cetin & Ozan (2009) have also shown that as Ic 

increases when the soils become more fine-grained. 
Hence, the soil permeability (k) generally decreases 
when Ic increases. Robertson (2009) proposed a 
relationship between soil permeability (k) and SBT 
Ic that can be represented by:

k II
CI ≤ 3 27952 3 04(0 . .ICI ≤ 3) /s  (5)

k IC 4ICI ≤ 052 1( 4 )I37 . .C 4ICI ≤/s   (6)

2.2 Permeability estimates based on CPTu 
dissipation test

To improve the estimation, pore pressure dissipa-
tion tests should be performed in soil layers defined 
by the CPTu:

k c Eh hk c w sEγh /   (7)
where ch = coefficient of consolidation in the hori-
zontal direction, kh = coefficient of permeability 
in the horizontal direction, Es = modulus of com-
pressibility, γw = unit weight of water.

Modulus of compressibility is proposed by 
 Robertson (2009) as follows:

Es DEE t v( )qt vσqt v−q 0  (8)

When Ic > 2.2:

αD tα n tntn tQ Q ≤t= nQ Qtn t 14  (9)

αD tα ntQ >tn= Qt14 14  (10)

When Ic < 2.2:

αDα = 0 03 1• 0 55 1Ic+. ( .0 . )68  (11)

Torstensson (1975, 1977) developed an interpre-
tation model based on the cavity expansion theory. 
Initial pore pressures were computed assuming an 
elastic-plastic soil model and spherical or  cylindrical 

Table 1. Estimated soil permeability (k) based on nor-
malized CPT soil behavior type (SBTn) by Robertson 
(1990) (Modified from Lunne et al. 1997).

SBTn 
Zone SBTn

Range of k
(m/s) Ic

1 Sensitive fine-
grained

3 × 10−10 to 
3 × 10−8

NA

2 Organic soils –
clay

1 × 10−10 to 1 × 10−8 Ic > 3.60

3 Clay 1 × 10−9 to 1 × 10−9 2.95 < Ic < 3.60
4 Silt mixture 3 × 10−9 to 1 × 10−7 2.60 < Ic < 2.95
5 Sand mixture 1 × 10−7 to 1 × 10−5 2.05 < Ic < 2.60
6 Sand 1 × 10−5 to 1 × 10−3 1.31 < Ic < 2.05
7 Dense sand–

gravelly sand
1 × 10−3 to 1 Ic < 1.31

8 *Very dense/
stiff  soil

1 × 10−8 to 3 × 10−5 NA

9 *Very stiff  
fine-grained 
soil

1 × 10−9 to 3 × 10−7 NA

*Overconsolidated and/or cemented
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cavity expansion theory. Torstensson suggested that 
the coefficient of consolidation should be interpreted 
at 50% dissipation from the following formula:

c
T
t

rh = 50TT

50
0rr 2  (12)

where the time factor T50 is calculated from the 
theoretical solutions, t50 is the measured time for 
50% dissipation and r0 is the penetrometer radius 
(cylindrical model) or equivalent penetrometer 
radius for spherical model.

Robertson et al. (1992) reviewed dissipation 
data of piezocone tests to predict the coefficient of 
consolidation using solutions of Houlsby and Teh 
(1988) with reference values from laboratory tests 
and field observations. The review showed that 
their solution provided reasonable estimates of ch.

Houlsby & Teh (1988) proposed an interpreta-
tion based on the results of large strain finite ele-
ment analyses of the penetration pore pressures, 
and a finite difference analysis of the dissipation 
pore pressure. They used an approach similar to 
the Levadoux Baligh theory but included the effect 
of varying the rigidity index, Ir (= G/su). Houlsby 
and Teh suggested the use of a modified dimen-
sionless time factor T * that is defined as follows

c
r I T

th
rI

=
×0rr 2 *  (13)

where T* = modified dimensionless time factor, at 
above cone base (u2), T * = 0.245, r0 = 17.85 mm.

An empirical approach among Ir, OCR, and IP 
has been published on the basis of CAUC triaxial 
test data (Keaveny & Mitchell 1986). The empirical 
curves that show Ir, decreasing with OCR and IP 
may approximately be expressed by:
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Alternatively, a Cam-clay derivation has been sug-
gested that depends on routine soil parameters for 
input (Kulhawy & Mayne 1990).
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where Λ = 0.8, and cc = compression index.
The third and final method is a reformulation of 

the SCE-CSSM method for piezocone penetration 
(Mayne 2001). They are given as
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M = ′6sin /′′ (3 i )φ φ′/′ ( s−3 in  (18)

For clean sand, the expression for peak friction 
angle of clean sand is given by the approximation 
(Robertson & Campanella 1983), in the following 
form:

′ ′φ σ′ = +[ l ( )]0 1 0 t vσ o/  (19)

An approximate form for a deterministic line-
by-line evaluation of φ′ for the NTNU method is 
given by Mayne & Campanella (2005):

φ ′° =φ ′ +29 0 256 0 3360 121. (5° 0 121 lgB+ 0 336.+ 0 Qq q0 336( . .256 0 B336.+ 0  (20)

That is applicable for 0.1 < Bq < 1.0 and range: 20° < φ′ 
< 45°. For Bq < 0.1 corresponding to granular soils, 
the previous expression for clean sands would apply:

′ =φ′ 17 1. l° + °6 g( )qt   (21)

qt t
0( )qtq )/′) /(atm ov) ( v atm) /() /() /( σ   (22)

Parez & Fauriel (1988) recommended that the hori-
zontal coefficient of permeability can be estimated 
from the expression:

k t( ) ( )t .−
50

1 2. 5  (23)

Baligh & Levadoux (1980) recommended that the 
horizontal coefficient of permeability can be esti-
mated from the expression:

k RRcw

v
h=

′
γ
σ2 3 0.

 (24)

where RR is the compression ratio in the over 
 consolidated range. 0.5 × 10−2 < RR < 2 × 10−2 was rec-
ommended by Baligh and Levadoux. RR of the soft 
clay proposed by Meng (1997) was shown in Table 2.

3 LABORATORY TEST

3.1 Site description

This work is performed at Hui Xing Shu River Bridge 
pier site in Qidong Jiangsu province. The Stratum sit-
uation is shown in Figure 1, and the physical mechan-
ical parameters are shown in table 2 respectively.

Table 2. RR value of clay 
(Meng Gaotou 1997).

Ip (%) RR

14–20 0.031
33 0.032
33–50 0.025
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3.2 Sampling

Boreholes are drilled in each site in order to obtain 
high-quality soil samples. The soil samples are col-
lected by means of a stationary piston sampler 
with a diameter of 76 mm before embankment con-
struction at 1 m interval between 2.0 and 20.0 m. 
Once the Shelby tube sampler is withdrawn from 
the bore-hole, the soil sample at the end of the tube 
is excavated for waxing sealing at both ends. The 
collected samples are stored at the site temporar-
ily before transporting them back to the laboratory 
for testing. A special sample box is used to reduce 
the disturbance due to transportation.

3.3 Falling head test

The falling head test involves determining the 
amount of head loss through a given sample over 
a given time. The type of test is suitable for less 
permeable materials. For the falling head test, the 
coefficient of permeability is calculated as follows:

k aL
At

h
hTkk =

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎛⎛

⎝⎝

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎞⎞

⎠⎠
2 1hh

2hh
. laL3 g  (25)

where kT = coefficient of Permeability at T °, 
a = area of stand pipe, L = length of sample, 
A = cross-sectional area of the sample, t = time 

over which head is allowed to fall, h1 = water head 
at the beginning of the test, h2 = water head at the 
end of the test.

Coefficient of permeability at standard temper-
ature is given as:

k kTkk T
20kk

20

η
η

 (26)

Where ηT = coefficient of dynamic viscosity at T °, 
and η20 = coefficient of dynamic viscosity at 20°.

4 PIEZOCONE TESTS 

4.1 Instrument and equipment

Seismic piezocone (SCPTu) field studies are per-
formed using a lightweight truck with a 20 ton 
capacity hydraulic system. The cone has a 10 cm2 
base area with an apex angle of 60º. A friction 
sleeve, located behind the conical tip, has a stand-
ard area of 150 cm2. A pore pressure transducer is 
located inside the cone and can measure the pore 
pressure just behind the cone shoulder in the u2 
position. A temperature sensor is also embedded 
in the cones, which is primarily used to correct data 
for thermal offset. A slope sensor is also included 
in the cone design to monitor the verticality of the 
cone during penetration into sub soils. The rate of 
penetration for all cone tests was 20 mm/s as per 
the ASTM D 5778-2002 method.

4.2 Comparisons between test results

Hui Xing Shu River Bridge CPTu of test results 
is shown in Figure 2. From the multi-function 
CPTu material can be seen that the site of the soil 
is very complex, and have a lot of interlining, and 
is extremely uneven, the layer of the permeability 
coefficient sure up is very complex, and it is dif-
ficult to accurately determine by using the conven-
tional laboratory test. It is a good method by using 
multi-function CPTu to determine the permeabil-
ity coefficient of soils. However, CPTu dissipation 
test was only used in the cohesive soil test. It is dif-
ficult to determine the permeability character for 

Figure 1. Geological cubes figure of bridge sitting. 

silty sand

silty clay 

silty clay

silty clay and  silty sand

silty clay and  silty sand

silty clay and  silty sand

silt

silty clay and  silty sand
f

f

f

f

22

3
3

3

3

4
5

6

1

3

2
1 1

2 f

0.37
1.35

0.71

1
2

Table 3. Main physic-mechanical indexes of Hui Xing Shu He bridge. 

Soil 
name

Thick-
ness

Unit weight
kN/m3

w
% e Ip IL

c
kPa

ϕ
(o)

a1–2

MPa−1

Es

MPa
ch

10−3 cm2/s
kh

10−8 cm/s

1 2
 1.4 18.1 34.3 1.030 17.5 0.76 24  7.2 0.60 3.29 1.9  5.7

2 2
17.2 18.6 27.8 0.847  9.2 1.34 10 28.5 0.24 7.77 4.2  5.3

3 1
 4.9 17.6 38.4 1.132 16.4 1.10 16  5.8 0.66 3.28 4.8 14.4

3 2
 7.0 17.8 32.8 1.026 10.8 1.00 21 12.4 0.42 4.76 4.7  9.6
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numerous clip of sand layer and many of the clips 
of sand layer of engineering the permeability char-
acter's influence are fatal.

The comparison chart based on the CPTu pore 
pressure dissipation test and soil classification 
index IC and Laboratory penetration test results 
was shown in Figure 3. The pore pressure dissipa-
tion test can only be performed in the larger pore 
pressure soil, and the pore pressure is very small for 
sand, and the pore pressure dissipation time is very 

short, so the dissipation test cannot be performed 
generally; it affected the development of permeabil-
ity coefficient of the clean sand. In order to deter-
mine accurately the permeability coefficient of sand 
of the site, the pumping test was a good method, 
but the pumping test is time consuming, and higher 
cost.

As can be seen from the chart 3, the permeabil-
ity coefficient of soil by using soil behavior type 
IC to determine than laboratory penetration test 
results to the one order of magnitude or so, but it 
was close to the permeability coefficient obtained 
by pore pressure dissipate test. It shows that soil 
behavior type IC index in the determination per-
meability coefficient was feasible. This is mainly 
because different degrees of disturbance of sand in 
the process of laboratory test.

5  CONCLUSION

This paper adopts laboratory permeability test, 
CPTu dissipation test and SBTn Ic based on local 
comprehensive evaluation in the Yangtze River 
flood. The conclusions of permeability coefficient 
using CPTu test are drawn as follows:

1. Updated correlations are presented to estimate 
the coefficient of permeability (k) from either 
CPT or CPTu results. Estimations based on soil 
behavior type (SBT) can be used to provide an 
approximate solution to soil permeability (k) 
and to show the likely variation of soil perme-
ability with depth from a CPT sounding.

2. For the Yangtze River flood silty clay, the method 
of Teh & Houlsby and SBTn Ic is recommended 
to determine the permeability coefficient of 
sand layer. The permeability coefficient of silty 
clay is commonly 1.0 × 10−9 to 1.0  × 10−7 m/s.

3. The permeability coefficient of the sand can 
be determined by using SBTn Ic. This method 
is simple and suitable for evaluating the strati-
graphic profiles.
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ABSTRACT: This paper comments on the results obtained by a large number of Seismic Dilatometer 
Tests (SDMT) executed in the area of L’Aquila (Italy) following the April 6, 2009 earthquake. SDMT 
soundings were executed by the normal penetration procedure only in a limited number of sites, mostly 
in silt. At the majority of the sites, in coarse-grained non-penetrable soils, VS measurements by SDMT—
but not the other DMT parameters—were obtained in backfilled boreholes, using the technique briefly 
described in the paper. The test results illustrated in the paper include: (a) SDMT results obtained by the 
normal penetration procedure, (b) VS -only profiles obtained by the backfilling procedure, (c) comparisons 
of VS profiles obtained by SDMT and by other techniques (Down-Hole, Cross-Hole, surface waves tests), 
and (d) comparisons of profiles of VS measured by SDMT and estimated from mechanical DMT data.

1 INTRODUCTION

The April 6, 2009 L’Aquila (Italy) earthquake (MW = 
6.3) caused 309 victims, about 1,600 injured, 
40,000 homeless and huge economic losses. The 
earthquake caused heavy damages in the city 
of L’Aquila (MCS Intensity I = VIII-IX) and in 
several nearby villages (maximum MCS Intensity 
I = IX-X at Onna and Castelnuovo).

Subsequently the area of L’Aquila was exten-
sively investigated by a variety of geotechnical and 
geophysical testing techniques, involving several 
working groups (see e.g. Monaco et al. 2012).

This paper presents a review of results obtained 
by seismic dilatometer tests executed in the area of 
L’Aquila in the period 2009–2011. Some of these 
tests were carried out in the first months following 
the April 6, 2009 earthquake, as part of investiga-
tions planned for the geotechnical characterization 
of sites selected for the construction of new tem-
porary houses for the homeless people (C.A.S.E. 
Project). SDMT results were also used, among 
other soil data, in the seismic microzonation 
project of the area of L’Aquila promoted by the 
Italian Department of Civil Protection (MS–AQ 
Working Group 2010). In addition, several seismic 
dilatometer tests were executed, both in the historic 
city center and in the suburban area of L’Aquila, 
as part of investigations planned to obtain input 
data for site seismic response analyses for design of 
restoration / retrofitting of important public build-
ings, severely damaged by the earthquake.

2 SEISMIC DILATOMETER TEST (SDMT)

2.1 SDMT by the standard penetration procedure

The seismic dilatometer (SDMT) is the combination 
of the mechanical flat dilatometer (DMT), intro-
duced by Marchetti (1980), with an add-on seismic 
module for measuring the shear wave velocity VS. 
First introduced by Hepton (1988), the SDMT was 
subsequently improved at Georgia Tech, Atlanta, 
USA (Martin & Mayne 1997, 1998; Mayne et al. 
1999). A new SDMT system (Fig. 1) has been 
recently developed in Italy (Marchetti et al. 2008).

The seismic module (Fig. 1a) is a cylindrical 
element placed above the DMT blade, equipped 
with two receivers spaced 0.50 m. The shear wave 
source, located at ground surface, is a pendulum 
hammer (≈ 10 kg) which hits horizontally a steel 
rectangular plate pressed vertically against the 
soil (by the weight of  the truck) and oriented with 
its long axis parallel to the axis of  the receivers, 
so that they can offer the highest sensitivity to 
the generated shear wave. When a shear wave is 
generated at the surface (Fig. 1b) it reaches first 
the upper receiver, then, after a delay, the lower 
receiver. The seismograms acquired by the two 
receivers, amplified and digitized at depth, are 
transmitted to a PC at the surface, which deter-
mines the delay. VS is obtained as the ratio between 
the difference in distance between the source and 
the two receivers (S2 − S1) and the delay of  the 
arrival of  the impulse from the first to the second 
receiver (Δt).
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VS measurements are typically taken every 0.50 m 
of depth (while the mechanical DMT readings are 
taken every 0.20 m).

The true-interval test configuration with two 
receivers avoids possible inaccuracy in the deter-
mination of the “zero time” at the hammer impact, 
sometimes observed in the pseudo-interval one-
receiver configuration. Moreover, the couple of 
seismograms recorded by the two receivers at a 
given test depth corresponds to the same hammer 
blow and not to different blows in sequence, which 
are not necessarily identical. Hence the repeatabil-
ity of VS measurements is considerably improved 
(observed VS repeatability ≈1%, i.e. a few m/s).

The determination of the delay from SDMT 
seismograms, normally obtained using a cross-
correlation algorithm, is generally well condi-
tioned, being based on the waveform analysis of 
the two seismograms rather than relying on the 
first arrival time or specific single points in the seis-
mogram. An example of seismograms obtained by 
SDMT—as recorded and re-phased according to 
the calculated delay—is shown in Figure 2.

Validations of VS measurements by SDMT com-
pared to VS measured by other in situ techniques at 
various research sites are reported by Marchetti et al. 
(2008). Besides VS, the seismic dilatometer provides 
the parameters obtained from the usual flat dilatom-
eter interpretation (Marchetti 1980, TC16 2001).

2.2 SDMT by the backfilling procedure in non-
penetrable soils

The SDMT test procedure proves to be an effec-
tive, quick and cost-saving alternative to conven-
tional Down-Hole tests in soft to firm soils (no 
need of holes with pipes to be grouted, operations 
requiring a few days pause for the cement to set 
up before testing). A disadvantage of the SDMT 

is the impossibility of penetrating very hard soils. 
However a procedure for obtaining SDMT VS 
profiles—but not the other DMT parameters—in 
non-penetrable soils (e.g. in gravel, or even in rock) 
has been devised by Totani et al. (2009). The pro-
cedure is the following:

1. A borehole is drilled to the required test depth.
2. The borehole is backfilled with sand.
3. The SDMT is inserted and advanced into the 

backfilled borehole in the usual way (e.g. by use 
of a penetrometer rig) and VS measurements 
are taken every 0.50 m of depth. No DMT 
measurements—meaningless in the backfill 
soil—are taken in this case.

The possibility of such measurement descends 
from the fact that the path of the shear wave from 
the surface to the upper and lower receiver includes 
a short path in the backfill of very similar length 
for both receivers. Comparative tests at various 
sites where both the usual penetration procedure 
and the backfilling procedure were adoptable, 
reported by Totani et al. (2009), indicate that the 
values of VS obtained in a backfilled borehole are 
essentially coincident with the VS obtained by pen-
etrating the “virgin” soil.

3 SDMT RESULTS IN THE AREA 
OF L’AQUILA

3.1 SDMT test sites in the area of L’Aquila

Figure 3 shows the location of the sites investi-
gated by SDMT in the area of L’Aquila after the 
April 6, 2009 earthquake. A brief  description of 
the basic geological setting of the L’Aquila basin 
can be found e.g. in Monaco et al. (2012).

Whenever possible, in soils ranging from clay 
to silty sand (silt in the majority of the cases), the 
seismic dilatometer tests were executed by the nor-
mal penetration procedure. However, due to the 

Figure 1. Seismic dilatometer test: (a) DMT blade and 
seismic module; (b) Schematic test layout.

Figure 2. Example of seismograms obtained by SDMT 
(test site of Fucino, Marchetti et al. 2008).
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 characteristics of the soils commonly encountered 
in this area (mostly coarse-grained, non-penetra-
ble), SDMT measurements (VS -only) were gener-
ally executed in backfilled boreholes, according 
to the Totani et al. (2009) procedure previously 
described.

3.2 SDMT results by the penetration procedure

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the SDMT results obtained 
at three C.A.S.E. Project sites (Cese di Preturo, 
Pianola, Roio Piano), in fine- to medium-grained 
soils, investigated by the standard penetration 
procedure.

The soils at the above sites, mostly composed 
of silts or silty sands, belong to the Pleistocene 
lacustrine deposits which fill the bottom of the 
L’Aquila basin.

The typical graphical SDMT output in Figures 4 
to 6 displays the profile of VS as well as the profiles 
of four basic DMT parameters: the material index 
ID (indicating soil type), the constrained modulus 

M, the undrained shear strength cu (in clay) and 
the horizontal stress index KD (related to OCR), 
calculated with usual DMT interpretation formu-
lae (Marchetti 1980, TC16 2001).

The diagrams on the right in Figures 4, 5 and 
6 show the comparison between the VS profiles 
obtained by SDMT and the VS profiles obtained 
by parallel Down-Hole tests executed by Polo 
Geologico (Figs. 4, 5, 6) and by surface waves 
tests (MASW) executed by Politecnico di Torino 
(Figs. 5, 6). The results of Down-Hole and surface 
waves tests, entrusted by the Italian Department of 
Civil Protection, are included in MS–AQ Working 
Group (2010). It can be noted that the VS profiles 
obtained by SDMT are generally in satisfactory 
agreement with the VS profiles obtained by Down-
Hole and MASW.

Additional SDMT results obtained by the pen-
etration procedure in the area of L’Aquila can be 
found in Amoroso et al. (2011). A case of liquefac-
tion triggered by the April 6, 2009 main shock at Vit-
torito (≈45 km far from the epicenter), analyzed by 

Figure 3. Location of the sites investigated by SDMT in the area of L’Aquila. On the right: Detail of location of the 
test sites in L’Aquila city center.
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use of SDMT results, was presented by Monaco et 
al. (2011a). In general, at all sites investigated by the 
penetration procedure in this area, the maximum test 
depth (limited by the push capacity of the penetrom-
eter rig) was ≈ 17 to 23 m. The measured VS values 
seldom trespass 400 m/s within ≈ 20 m depth.

3.3 SDMT results by the backfilling procedure 
in non-penetrable soils

Figures 7 to 14 show the SDMT results (in terms 
of VS profile only—no DMT parameters) obtained 
by the backfilling procedure in non-penetrable soils 
at various sites in the area of L’Aquila.

In particular, Figures 7 to 11 show the VS profiles 
obtained by SDMT in backfilled boreholes and the 
schematic soil profiles at various sites in the city center 
of L’Aquila (see detail on the right in Fig. 3), which 
includes most of the historical heritage and several old 
masonry buildings, heavily damaged by the April 6, 
2009 earthquake. At all the above sites the upper por-
tion of the subsoil, investigated by SDMT, belongs 
to the deposit known as “Brecce dell’Aquila” (typical 
of L’Aquila city center), composed of fine to coarse 
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Figure 5. SDMT results at the site of Roio Piano (C.A.S.E. Project), L’Aquila. On the right: Comparison of profiles 
of VS from SDMT, Down-Hole (Polo Geologico) and MASW (Politecnico di Torino, MS–AQ Working Group 2010).
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Figure 6. SDMT results at the site of Pianola (C.A.S.E. Project), L’Aquila. On the right: Comparison of profiles of 
VS from SDMT, Down-Hole (Polo Geologico) and MASW (Politecnico di Torino, MS–AQ Working Group 2010).

calcareous fragments of variable size (mostly of some 
centimeters) embedded in sandy or silty matrix. In 
the city center the breccias, about 80–100 m thick, are 
superimposed to the fine- to medium-grained, mostly 
silty lacustrine deposits, which are placed on the cal-
careous bedrock located below 300 m depth.

It can be noted in Figures 7 to 10 that the val-
ues of VS measured in the breccias (down to 74 m 
depth at Palazzo Camponeschi, Fig. 7) are mostly ≈ 
600–1000 m/s or higher, generally increasing with 
depth. Lower values (VS ≈ 200–300 m/s) have been 
locally measured in shallow fill materials. The 
observed dispersion of the VS values measured 
in the breccias possibly reflects some variabil-
ity in grain size distribution, cementation and/or 
mechanical properties typical of this material.

The underlying lacustrine silty deposit was inves-
tigated by SDMT at the site of Fontana 99 Can-
nelle, located at ≈ 100 m lower elevation near the 
south-western border of the city center (see detail 
on the right in Fig. 3). Here the thickness of the bre-
ccias is reduced to the first 15–20 m or less. At Fon-
tana 99 Cannelle (Fig. 11) the backfilling procedure 
permitted to obtain VS measurements by SDMT 
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filled boreholes and schematic soil profile at the site of 
Palazzo Carli, L’Aquila.
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down to 133 m. Below ≈ 100 m depth the ratio sig-
nal/noise of the SDMT seismograms was found too 
low to determine VS by the usual interpretation. 
In this case VS was obtained using the “stacking” 
technique, consisting of summing up the signals 
recorded by the receivers at the same depth and in 
the same conditions. (In this way the energy of the 
signal is summed, while the energy of the noise, hav-
ing a zero mean value, remains the same).

Also shown in Figure 11, superimposed to the VS 
profile obtained by SDMT at Fontana 99 Cannelle, 
is the profile of VS obtained by a Cross-Hole test to 
78 m depth executed by Cardarelli & Cercato (2010) 

at the site of Madonna del Ponte, located at ≈500 m 
distance and ≈ 15 m lower elevation, in which the 
same lacustrine deposit is outcropping. Accounting 
for the different elevation of the ground surface at the 
two sites, the VS values measured by SDMT, mostly 
comprised between 400 m/s to 600–700 m/s, are in 
reasonable agreement with the trend of VS obtained 
by Cross-Hole at Madonna del Ponte.

Figures 12 to 14 show the profiles of VS obtained 
by SDMT in backfilled boreholes at various sites 
located in the western suburban area of L’Aquila 
(see Fig. 3), in the densely populated districts of 
Coppito (San Salvatore Hospital, Fig. 12), Cansa-
tessa (Via Solaria, Fig. 13) and Pettino (Via Sila 
Persichelli, Fig. 14). These recently developed resi-
dential districts, generally composed of 3–6 sto-
rey reinforced concrete frame buildings, were also 
considerably damaged by the earthquake. The sites 
investigated in these area are mostly characterized 
by the presence of coarse-grained soils (calcareous 
gravel in sandy-silty matrix or sand). The VS meas-
ured at the above sites are generally ≈ 400–600 m/s 
to 1000 m/s or higher, increasing with depth.
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In Figure 13 the profile of VS obtained by 
SDMT is compared to the VS profile obtained by 
surface waves tests (MASW) executed at the same 
site by IAMC-CNR for the seismic microzonation 
study (MS–AQ Working Group 2010). At this site 
the VS profiles by SDMT and MASW were found 
in acceptable agreement.

At some sites in the area of Pettino (Via Sila 
Persichelli, Fig. 14), characterized by the presence 
of an upper layer of soft silty-clayey sediments 
of maximum thickness ≈10–15 m overlying stiff  
gravel, the profiles of VS obtained by SDMT clearly 
identified a contrast of shear wave velocity—
potential source of local amplification of the 
ground motion—between the upper soft clay layer 
(VS ≈ 300 m/s) and the lower gravel layer (VS ≈ 
600–900 m/s).

Additional SDMT results obtained by the back-
filling procedure in the area of L’Aquila are pre-
sented by Amoroso et al. (2011).

The VS profiles obtained by SDMT illustrated in 
this section have been used to define the input data 
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file at the site of Fontana 99 Cannelle, L’Aquila.
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for site seismic response analyses. Monaco et al. 
(2011b) presented the results of numerical analyses 
carried out to assess the different seismic response 
of two sites, one located in L’Aquila city center 
(Palazzo Camponeschi, Fig. 7) and one in the Pet-
tino district (Via Sila Persichelli, Fig. 14). These two 
areas—both severely damaged by the April 6, 2009 
earthquake—are characterized by substantially 
different subsoil conditions. Basically, in the city 
center the subsoil is characterized by an inversion 
of the shear wave velocity with depth, at the transi-
tion from the breccias to the lacustrine silts, and 
the bedrock (geological and seismic) is over 300 m 
deep. In contrast in the area of Pettino the shear 
wave velocity increases with depth and the seismic 
bedrock (VS > 800 m/s) is frequently encountered 
at ≈20 m depth or less, often in combination with 
significant contrasts of VS at the shallow contact 
silty clay/gravel. The results presented by Monaco 
et al. (2011b) confirm that site effects, related to 
different subsoil conditions, played an important 
role in the observed non-uniform damage distri-
bution due to the April 6, 2009 earthquake—in 
agreement with comparisons of strong motion 
recordings of the main shock at different stations 
and with the results of the seismic microzonation 
study (MS–AQ Working Group 2010).

4 ESTIMATES OF VS FROM MECHANICAL 
DMT DATA

The SDMT (by the standard penetration proce-
dure) provides routinely, at each test depth, both 
the small strain shear modulus G0 (obtained as G0 = 
ρVS

 2) and the working strain constrained modulus 
MDMT (obtained from the usual DMT interpreta-
tion—as supported by the good agreement observed 
in a large number of well documented comparisons 
between measured and DMT-predicted settlements 
or moduli, see Marchetti et al. 2008).

The experimental interrelationship between G0 
and MDMT is illustrated in the diagram in Figure 
15—where the ratio G0 /MDMT is plotted vs. the DMT 
horizontal stress index KD (related to OCR)—con-
structed by Monaco et al. (2009) using the SDMT 
results at 34 different sites, in a variety of soil types.

As a general rule it is obviously advisable to 
measure VS directly. However Figure 15 might turn 
out helpful to obtain rough estimates of VS (via G0) 
at sites where VS has not been measured and only 
mechanical DMT results are available. Examples of 
application of Figure 15 for obtaining rough esti-
mates of VS at various sites in the area of L’Aquila 
where VS was not measured directly, but data files 
from past mechanical DMT investigations were 
available, are presented by Monaco et al. (2012).

The comparisons shown in Figure 16 indicate a 
good agreement between the profiles of VS meas-
ured directly by SDMT (black solid line) and 
VS estimated from mechanical DMT data (blue 
dashed line) obtained in the same SDMT sound-
ing, using the correlations in Figure 15, at six sites 
in the area of L’Aquila investigated by the penetra-
tion procedure.

Figure 15. Ratio G0/MDMT vs. KD (OCR) for various soil 
types (Monaco et al. 2009).
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Figure 16. Comparison of profiles of VS measured by SDMT and estimated from mechanical DMT data, by use of 
the correlations in Figure 15, at six sites in the area of L’Aquila.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

A large number of seismic dilatometer tests were 
executed in the area of L’Aquila following the 
April 6, 2009 earthquake. The SDMT results pro-
vided useful data for the geotechnical characteriza-
tion of new temporary residential sites (C.A.S.E. 
Project), for the seismic microzonation of the 
area and for site seismic response analyses aimed 
at design of restoration/retrofitting of important 
public buildings, particularly in the historic center 
of L’Aquila.

Due to the characteristics of the soils generally 
encountered in the area of L’Aquila, mostly coarse-
grained, the seismic dilatometer tests were executed 
by the normal penetration procedure only in a lim-
ited number of sites. However the backfilling proce-
dure permitted to obtain VS profiles by SDMT also 
in non-penetrable soils at several sites, both in the 
city center and in the suburban area of L’Aquila. 
In some cases the backfilling procedure permitted 
to obtain VS measurements by SDMT down to very 
large depths (≈70 to 130 m), by use of the “stack-
ing” technique for interpreting the SDMT seismo-
grams in case of low signal/noise ratio.

If  only mechanical DMT results are available, 
e.g. from past investigations, rough estimates of VS 
(from G0) can be obtained using the correlations in 
Figure 15 (Monaco et al. 2009). Comparisons of 
profiles of VS measured by SDMT and estimated 
from mechanical DMT data at different sites in the 
area of L’Aquila, showing a good agreement, are 
presented in the paper.
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Use of the Seismic Dilatometer (SDMT) to estimate in situ G-γ 
decay curves in various soil types

S. Amoroso & P. Monaco
University of L’Aquila, Italy

D. Marchetti
Marchetti, Rome, Italy

ABSTRACT: This paper illustrates the use of the Seismic Dilatometer (SDMT) to assess the in situ 
decay of stiffness with strain level (G-γ curves or similar) in different soil types. The approach adopted 
in this study relies on the ability of the SDMT to provide routinely at each test depth both a small strain 
stiffness (G0 from VS) and a working strain stiffness (constrained modulus MDMT from usual DMT inter-
pretation). At various test sites working strain DMT moduli (GDMT or EDMT, derived from MDMT by elastic-
ity theory) have been compared with same-depth reference stiffness decay curves back-figured from the 
observed behavior under a full-scale test embankment (Treporti) or footings (Texas), obtained by labora-
tory tests (L’Aquila) or reconstructed by combining different in situ/laboratory techniques (Western Aus-
tralia). Typical ranges of the shear strain γDMT associated to GDMT in different soil types have been inferred 
from the intersection of the DMT data points with the reference stiffness decay curves.

1 INTRODUCTION

The seismic dilatometer (SDMT) is the combina-
tion of the flat dilatometer (DMT) with an add-on 
seismic module for the measurement of the shear 
wave velocity VS.

This paper is aimed at investigating the possible 
use of the SDMT to estimate in situ decay curves 
of soil stiffness with strain level (G-γ  curves or sim-
ilar), suitable to describe with reasonable accuracy 
the non-linear pre-failure soil behavior.

Methods for deriving G-γ curves from in situ 
tests have been proposed by various Authors (e.g. 
Robertson & Ferrera 1993 and Fahey 1998, from 
U/R cycles of the self-boring pressuremeter; Mayne 
et al. 1999 and Marchetti et al. 2008, from SDMT; 
Elhakim & Mayne 2003 and Mayne 2003, from the 
seismic cone SCPT; Lehane & Fahey 2004, from 
SCPT and DMT).

The approach adopted in this study relies on 
the ability of the SDMT to provide routinely, at 
each test depth, both the stiffness at small strains 
(the small strain shear modulus G0 obtained from 
the shear wave velocity VS as G0 = ρ VS

 2) and the 
stiffness at operative strains (as represented by the 
constrained modulus MDMT obtained by the usual 
DMT interpretation). Such two stiffness values 
may offer guidance when selecting the G-γ curves, 
i.e. the decay of the shear modulus G with the 
shear strain γ.

2 SEISMIC DILATOMETER TEST (SDMT)

The seismic dilatometer (SDMT) is the combina-
tion of the mechanical flat dilatometer (DMT), 
introduced by Marchetti (1980), with an add-on 
seismic module for measuring the shear wave 
velocity VS. First introduced by Hepton (1988), 
the SDMT was subsequently improved at Georgia 
Tech, Atlanta, USA (Martin & Mayne 1997, 1998; 
Mayne et al. 1999). A new SDMT system (Fig. 1) 
has been recently developed in Italy (Marchetti 
et al. 2008).

The seismic module (Fig. 1a) is a cylindrical 
element placed above the DMT blade, equipped 
with two receivers spaced 0.50 m. The shear wave 
source, located at ground surface, is an automatic 
hammer or a pendulum hammer (≈10 kg) which 
hits horizontally a steel rectangular plate pressed 
vertically against the soil (by the weight of the 
truck) and oriented with its long axis parallel to the 
axis of the receivers, so that they can offer the high-
est sensitivity to the generated shear wave. When a 
shear wave is generated at the surface (Fig. 1b), it 
reaches first the upper receiver, then, after a delay, 
the lower receiver. The seismograms acquired by 
the two receivers, amplified and digitized at depth, 
are transmitted to a PC at the surface, which deter-
mines the delay. VS is obtained as the ratio between 
the difference in distance between the source and 
the two receivers (S2–S1) and the delay of the 
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arrival of the impulse from the first to the second 
receiver (Δt).

The determination of the delay from SDMT 
seismograms, normally obtained using a cross-
correlation algorithm rather than relying on the 
first arrival time or specific single points in the 
seismogram, is generally well conditioned. The 
true-interval test configuration with two receivers 
avoids possible inaccuracy in the determination 
of the “zero time” at the hammer impact, some-
times observed in the pseudo-interval one-receiver 
configuration. Moreover, the couple of seismo-
grams recorded by the two receivers at a given test 
depth corresponds to the same hammer blow and 
not to different blows in sequence, which are not 
necessarily identical. Hence the repeatability of VS 
measurements is considerably improved (observed 
VS repeatability ≈1 %, i.e. a few m/s). VS measure-
ments are taken every 0.50 m of depth (while the 
mechanical DMT readings are taken every 0.20 
m). Validations of VS measurements by SDMT 
by comparison with VS measured by other in situ 
seismic tests at various research sites are reported 
by Marchetti et al. (2008). Besides the shear wave 
velocity VS, the SDMT provides the parameters 
obtained from the usual DMT interpretation, e.g. 
the constrained modulus MDMT (Marchetti 1980, 
TC16 2001).

3 TENTATIVE METHOD FOR DERIVING 
IN SITU G-γ DECAY CURVES FROM 
SDMT

Research in progress, outlined by Marchetti et al. 
(2008), investigates the possible use of the SDMT 
for deriving “in situ” decay curves of soil stiffness 
with strain level (G-γ  curves or similar). Such curves 
could be tentatively constructed by fitting “refer-

ence typical-shape” laboratory G-γ curves (see e.g. 
Fig. 2, where G is normalized to G0) through two 
points, both obtained by SDMT: (1) the initial 
small strain modulus G0 (obtained as G0 = ρ VS

 2), 
and (2) a working strain modulus GDMT.

To locate the second point on the G-γ curve it 
is necessary to know, at least approximately, the 
shear strain corresponding to GDMT. Indications by 
Mayne (2001) locate the DMT moduli at an inter-
mediate level of strain (γ  ≈ 0.05–0.1 %) along the 
G-γ curve. Similarly Ishihara (2001) classified the 
DMT within the group of methods of measure-
ment of soil deformation characteristics involv-
ing an intermediate level of strain (0.01–1 %). The 
above qualitative indications need to be confirmed 
by further investigations.

As suggested by Marchetti et al. (2008), a work-
ing strain shear modulus GDMT can be derived from 
the constrained modulus MDMT provided by the 
usual DMT interpretation (Marchetti 1980, TC16 
2001). As a first approximation, by referring to lin-
ear elasticity:

G v M=
1 2− 2
2( )v−1

 (1)

where ν = Poisson’s ratio. E.g. assuming ν = 0.2 (as fre-
quently used), the working strain shear modulus may 
be obtained from Eq. (1) as GDMT = 0.375 MDMT.

The potentiality of the above tentative method is 
heavily founded on the basic premise that MDMT is 
a reasonable estimate of the “operative” or working 
strain modulus (i.e. the modulus that, introduced 
into the linear elasticity formulae, provides realistic 
estimates of the settlement of a shallow founda-
tion under working loads). This assumption is sup-
ported by the good agreement observed in a large 
number of well documented comparisons between 
measured and DMT-predicted settlements or mod-
uli (see Monaco et al. 2006; Marchetti et al. 2008).

The next section illustrates the use of the SDMT 
to assess the in situ decay of stiffness at various test 
sites, in different soil types, where both SDMT data 

Figure 1. Seismic dilatometer test: (a) SDMT equip-
ment (blade and seismic module); (b) Schematic test 
layout.

Figure 2. Tentative method for deriving G-γ curves 
from SDMT (Marchetti et al. 2008).
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and “reference” stiffness decay curves were avail-
able. Such stiffness decay curves were: (a) back-fig-
ured from the observed behavior under a full-scale 
test embankment (Treporti) or footings (Texas), 
(b) obtained by laboratory tests (L’Aquila), or (c) 
reconstructed by the combined use of different in 
situ/laboratory techniques (Western Australia). The 
procedure adopted in all cases is the following:

1. Using SDMT data obtained at the same depth 
of each available reference stiffness decay curve, 
a working strain modulus GDMT (or EDMT) is 
derived from MDMT by elasticity theory and 
normalized to its small strain value G0 (or E0) 
derived from VS.

2. The GDMT /G0 (or EDMT /E0) data point is super-
imposed to the same-depth reference stiffness 
decay curve, in such a way that the data point 
ordinate matches the curve.

3. The “intersection” of the GDMT /G0 (or EDMT /E0) 
data point with the stiffness decay curve pro-
vides a value of the associated abscissa, i.e. the 
shear strain γ (or other strain).

4 STIFFNESS DECAY BY SDMT AT 
VARIOUS TEST SITES

4.1 Treporti, Venice (Italy)

At the site of Treporti, Venice (Italy)—typical of 
the highly heterogeneous, predominantly silty 
deposits of the Venice lagoon—a full-scale verti-
cally-walled cylindrical test embankment (40 m 
diameter, 6.7 m height, applied load 106 kPa) was 
constructed and continuously monitored towards 
pore water pressures, surface settlements, hori-
zontal and vertical displacements with depth (see 
Simonini 2004 for details). The Treporti test site 
was extensively investigated by means of piezo-
cone tests (Gottardi & Tonni 2004), flat dilatom-
eter tests (Marchetti et al. 2004), seismic piezocone 
tests and seismic dilatometer tests (McGillivray & 
Mayne 2004), continuous coring boreholes and 
high quality laboratory tests (Simonini et al. 2006). 
Significant results of the experimental program at 
Treporti have already been published by various 
research groups.

The Treporti embankment research has pro-
vided a unique opportunity to investigate the decay 
of soil stiffness in situ by use of accurate measure-
ments of local vertical strains in the soil under the 
embankment, at 1 m depth intervals, provided by 
sliding deformeters. Young’s moduli E (secant) 
were back-calculated by Marchetti et al. (2006) 
at the mid-height of each 1 m soil layer, assum-
ing vertical and radial stress distributions provided 
by current linear elasticity solutions, from local εv 
measured by the sliding deformeter at the center of 

the embankment under each load increment dur-
ing construction (from small to working strains). 
Figure 3a shows the progressive reduction of the 
back-calculated moduli E under increasing load, 
starting from the initial values E0 derived by elas-
ticity theory from VS (G0) measured by SDMT, 
assuming ν = 0.15. Such variation should reflect 
the combined effects—of opposite sign—of the 
increase in stress and strain level (stiffness should 
increase with stress and decrease with strain). In 
order to separate the two effects, the dependence 
of E on current stress level was taken into account, 
as a first approximation, by use of the classic Jan-
bu’s relation:

E = KE pa (σ ′ v /pa ) n (2)

where KE = modulus number, pa = reference atmos-
pheric pressure (100 kPa), σ ′ v = current vertical 
effective stress, and n = exponent generally varying 
between 0.5 to 1, assumed = 0.8 (from back-fitting 
of the observed moduli profiles). The variation of 
the modulus number KE corresponding to E back-
calculated under each load increment is shown in 
Figure 3b, which clearly shows the decay of stiff-
ness with increasing strain, even purged of the 
effects of stress increase.

In situ curves of decay of soil stiffness with 
strain level were reconstructed by Marchetti et al. 
(2006), from the back-calculated moduli E shown 
in Figure 3, at the mid-height of each 1 m soil 
layer. To account for the effect of varying stress 
level, such in situ curves (Figure 4) are expressed in 
terms of variation of the ratio KE / KE0—where KE 
is the modulus number corresponding to E back-
calculated for each load increment (Fig. 3b) and 
KE0 is the modulus number corresponding to the 

Figure 3. Variation of (a) secant Young’s modulus E, 
and (b) corresponding modulus number KE , back-calcu-
lated from local vertical strains εv measured at the center 
of the Treporti test embankment under various loads 
throughout construction (after Marchetti et al. 2006).
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initial modulus E0, obtained by Janbu’s expression 
for E = E0 and σ ′ v = σ ′ v0. The two sets of curves in 
Figure 4 are representative of distinct soil layers: 
(a) a sand layer between 2 to 8 m depth, and (b) 
a silt layer between 8 to 20 m depth (which origi-
nated most of the observed settlement, maximum 
measured εv ≈ 1%). (The initial part of the curves in 
Figure 4 at small strains is missing, since the slid-
ing deformeters did not provide measurements of 
εv less than ≈ 0.5–1⋅10−2 %).

In Figure 4 the data points corresponding to the 
DMT moduli EDMT (average values over each 1 m 
measurement depth interval) are superimposed to 
the same-depth observed in situ decay curves.

The moduli EDMT were derived from the con-
strained moduli MDMT using the theory of elastic-
ity (Eq. 3):

E
M

DME T
DMM T=

( )+ ( )
( )−

)+ (( −) (  (3)

where ν = Poisson's ratio (assumed equal to 0.15).
The rectangular shaded areas in Figure 4 denote, 

for each soil layer, the range of values of the ratio 
KE /KE0 corresponding to EDMT /E0. The “intersec-

tion” of the DMT data points with the observed 
in situ decay curves indicates that the DMT work-
ing strain moduli are located in a range of vertical 
strains εv ≈ 0.01 to 0.1 % in sand, ≈ 0.1 to 1 % in silt.

4.2 Texas A&M University national geotechnical 
experimentation site

In 1994 a Spread Footing Prediction Symposium 
was conducted at the Texas A&M University 
National Geotechnical Experimentation Site, as 
part of the ASCE Geotechnical Specialty Confer-
ence Settlement ‘94. Five square footings, ranging 
in size from 1 to 3 m, were constructed and tested 
to obtain the complete load-settlement curves 
(Gibbens & Briaud 1994a). The test site, composed 
of medium dense silty fine sand, was extensively 
investigated by in several situ tests (SPT, CPTU, 
DMT, borehole pressuremeter, Cross-Hole, bore-
hole shear test and step blade test). Laboratory tri-
axial and resonant column tests were executed on 
reconstituted samples (Gibbens & Briaud 1994b).

Figure 5 shows the in situ stiffness decay curve 
reconstructed by Berardi (1999) based on the 
observed performance of the footings. The Young’s 
modulus E’ was back-figured from the observed 
load-settlement curves by use of a non linear itera-
tive approach. The influence of current stress level 
was considered “implicit” in the E′ values deter-
mined over a limited influence depth, assumed as 
≈1÷2 B (B = footing width). In Figure 5 the decay 
of E′, normalized to its initial value E0, is plotted 
as a function of the relative displacement w/B % 
(footing settlement w / width B).

From the results of two DMTs executed at the 
Texas A&M University test site, Young’s moduli 
EDMT (average values over an influence depth ≈1 ÷ 2 B) 

Figure 5. Stiffness decay curve at Texas A&M Univer-
sity National Geotechnical Experimentation Site (Berardi 
1999) and superimposed EDMT /E0 data points.
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Figure 4. Treporti test embankment—Curves of decay 
of soil stiffness with vertical strain back-calculated from 
local εv measurements (curves labeled “In situ curves”) 
and their intersection with data points corresponding 
to same-depth DMT moduli EDMT : (a) in the sand layer 
2–8 m depth, and (b) in the silt layer 8–20 m depth (after 
Marchetti et al. 2006).
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were derived from MDMT by Eq. (3), assuming ν = 0.2. 
The initial values of E0 over the same depth interval 
were derived from VS measured by Cross-Hole via 
elasticity theory (for ν = 0.2). In Figure 5 the data 
points corresponding to EDMT /E0 for each footing 
size (3 m, 2 m, 1.5 m and 1 m) are superimposed 
to the E′/E0–w/B curve reconstructed by Berardi 
(1999). The “intersection” of the DMT data points 
with the observ ed in situ decay curve indicates that 
the moduli estimated from DMT are located in a 
range of relative displacement w/B ≈ 0.25 to 0.45 %.

4.3 L’Aquila (Italy)

Following the destructive April 6, 2009 Mw = 6.3 
earthquake, the area of L’Aquila was extensively 
investigated by a variety of geotechnical and 
geophysical testing techniques, involving several 
working groups. Soon after the earthquake site 
investigations, including Down-Hole, surface wave 
tests and SDMT, were concentrated at a number of 
sites selected for the construction of new temporary 
houses for the homeless people (C.A.S.E. Project).

Advanced cyclic/dynamic laboratory tests, 
including resonant column/torsional shear tests 
(RC–CTS) and double sample direct simple shear 
tests (DSDSS), were carried out on undisturbed 
samples from several C.A.S.E. sites, in medium- 
to fine-grained soils, by a network of Italian 
soil dynamics laboratories. Details and data are 
reported in Monaco et al. (2012) and MS-AQ 
Working Group (2010). The availability of both 
SDMT and laboratory test results at three C.A.S.E. 
sites (Cese di Preturo, Pianola, Roio Piano) permit-
ted some calibration of empirical estimates of non-
linear parameters from SDMT (Amoroso 2011).

Table 1 reports the values of the shear wave 
velocity VS measured by SDMT, the small strain 
shear modulus G0 “in situ” obtained from VS, the 
constrained modulus MDMT obtained by SDMT at 
the depth of the samples tested in the laboratory 
and the working strain shear modulus GDMT calcu-
lated by Eq. (1), assuming ν = 0.2. The values of 
the normalized working strain shear modulus GDMT 
/G0, also reported in Table 1, result 0.10 to 0.23 in 
silt and clay, 0.37 in silty sand. In Figure 6 each 
GDMT /G0 data point (red symbols) is superimposed 

on the corresponding same-depth laboratory G/G0 
curve (RC tests by University of Napoli Federico II, 
DSDSS tests by University of Roma La Sapienza). 
The range of values of the shear strain γDMT result-
ing from the “intersection” of the GDMT /G0 data 
points with the laboratory curves (rectangular areas 
in Fig. 6), also reported in Table 1, are γDMT = 0.24 to 
0.48 % in silt and clay, γDMT = 0.16 in silty sand.

4.4 Western Australia

The G/G0 -γ decay curves presented in this section 
were obtained at five different test sites in Western 
Australia (Shenton Park, Ledge Point, Perth CBD, 
East Perth, Margaret River). Such curves were con-
structed based on the results of several in situ tests, 
including flat/seismic dilatometer tests (DMT/ 
SDMT), seismic cone penetration tests (SCPT) and 
self-boring pressuremeter tests (SBP), and labora-
tory triaxial tests. Details can be found in Amo-
roso (2011), Fahey et al. (2003, 2007), Lehane et al. 
(2007), Lehane (2010), Lehane & Fahey (2004), Sch-
neider et al. (2008), Schneider & Lehane (2010).

The in situ normalized G/G0-γ decay curves 
shown in Figure 7 (Shenton Park, silica sand, and 
Ledge Point, calcareous sand) and in Figure 8 
(Perth CBD, alluvial silty clay) were reconstructed 

Figure 6. Laboratory GDMT /G0 -γ curves and superim-
posed GDMT /G0 data points at three C.A.S.E. project sites, 
L’Aquila (Amoroso 2011).

Table 1. L’Aquila—Values of GDMT /G0 obtained from SDMT and corresponding shear strain γDMT determined from 
the intersection with the G/G0 -γ  laboratory curves at three test sites (Amoroso 2011).

Test site Sample
Depth

Soil type
VS G0 MDMT

ν
GDMT

GDMT /G0

γDMT

(m) (m/s) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (%)

Cese di Preturo S3-C1 4.0–4.8 Silty clay 261 133  67 0.20 25 0.19 0.24
Cese di Preturo S3-C3 17.5–18.0 Clayey silt 274 149  39 0.20 15 0.10 0.48
Pianola S1-C1 6.0–6.5 Silty sand 303 195 193 0.20 72 0.37 0.16
Roio Piano S3-C2 7.0–7.5 Clayey silt 233 105  64 0.20 24 0.23 0.46
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by combining the information resulting from SCPT 
and SBP. In particular:

– the initial part of the curves (γ  ≤  0.001 %) was 
characterized by the small strain shear modulus 
G0 obtained from VS measured by SCPT (no 
SDMT data were available at these sites);

– the non-linear G/G0 -γ decay at medium to large 
shear strains (γ  ≥  0.01 %) was estimated based 
on SBP data, according to the procedure pro-
posed by Jardine (1992);

Table 2. Western Australia—Values of GDMT /G0 obtained from SDMT (or DMT + SCPT) and corresponding shear 
strain γDMT determined from the intersection with the G/G0 -γ  reference curves at five test sites (Amoroso 2011).

Test site
Borehole or Depth

Soil type
VS G0 MDMT

ν
GDMT

GDMT /G0

γDMT

sounding (m) (m/s) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (%)

Shenton Park BH1A 1.30 Silica sand 252 105 42 0.20 16 0.15 0.09
Shenton Park BH2A 1.30 Silica sand 252 105 40 0.20 15 0.14 0.07
Shenton Park BH2B 2.30 Silica sand 267 118 35 0.20 13 0.11 0.06
Shenton Park BH3A 2.30 Silica sand 267 118 33 0.20 12 0.11 0.04
Shenton Park BH2C 3.30 Silica sand 280 129 36 0.20 14 0.11 0.15
Shenton Park BH3B 3.30 Silica sand 280 129 36 0.20 13 0.10 0.09
Shenton Park BH1B 3.30 Silica sand 280 129 35 0.20 13 0.10 0.05
Shenton Park BH2D 3.90 Silica sand 282 132 42 0.20 16 0.12 0.07
Shenton Park BH1C 4.30 Silica sand 283 132 63 0.20 23 0.17 0.04
Shenton Park BH3C 4.60 Silica sand 283 132 72 0.20 27 0.20 0.05
Ledge Point BHB 1.30 Calcareous sand 217 78 16 0.20 6 0.08 0.09
Ledge Point BHB 3.30 Calcareous sand 361 215 176 0.20 76 0.31 0.06
Perth CBD NML4 9.45 Silty clay 334 212 52 0.30 15 0.07 0.50
Perth CBD NML4 10.65 Silty clay 373 264 67 0.30 19 0.07 1.80
Perth CBD NML4 12.05 Silty clay 388 286 130 0.30 37 0.13 0.63
Perth CBD NML4 13.35 Silty clay 319 193 86 0.30 25 0.13 1.40
Perth CBD NML4 15.20 Silty clay 324 199 56 0.30 16 0.08 1.90
Perth CBD NML4 16.70 Silty clay 260 128 101 0.30 29 0.23 0.43
East Perth BH6 16.00 Soft clay 87 12 1.8 0.20 0.5 0.04 5.50
Margaret River BH3 6.00 Soft clay 174 55 13 0.20 4 0.07 1.75
Margaret River BH5 9.00 Silty clay 362 256 68 0.20 20 0.07 0.36

Figure 7. In situ G/G0-γ decay curves and superim-
posed GDMT /G0 data points at Shenton Park and Ledge 
Point (sand), Western Australia (Amoroso 2011).
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– the central part of the curves (0.001% > γ   >  0.01%) 
was defined by simply connecting the initial 
part obtained from SCPT (G0) and the final part 
obtained from SBP.

The working strain shear modulus GDMT was calcu-
lated from MDMT obtained by DMT at the same 
depths of the SCPT and SBP data used to define the 
G/G0-γ curve, by use of Eq. (1), assuming ν = 0.2 in 
sand and ν = 0.3 in silty clay. The values of GDMT /G0, 
also reported in Table 2, result 0.08 to 0.31 in 

Figure 8. In situ G/G0-γ decay curves and superimposed 
GDMT /G0 data points at Perth CBD (silty clay), Western 
Australia (Amoroso 2011).
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calcareous sand, 0.10 to 0.20 in silica sand, 0.07 to 
0.23 in silty clay. The dot symbols in Figures 7 and 
8 represent the position of the GDMT /G0 data points 
on the corresponding in situ reference G/G0-γ decay 
curves. The range of values of the shear strain γDMT 
resulting from the “intersection” with the in situ 
G/G0-γ curves (shaded areas in Figs 7 and 8), also 
reported in Table 2, are γDMT = 0.04–0.15 % in sand 
and γDMT = 0.43–1.9 % in silty clay.

The G/G0 -γ decay curves shown in Figure 9 
(East Perth, soft clay) and Figure 10 (Margaret 
River, silty clay) were reconstructed by combining 
the information resulting from in situ SDMT and 
laboratory triaxial tests. In this case:

– the initial part of the curves (γ  ≤ 0.001 %) was 
characterized by G0 derived from VS measured 
by SDMT;

– the non-linear G/G0 -γ decay at medium to 
large shear strains (γ ≥ 0.1 % at Margaret River, 
γ   ≥ 0.5 % at East Perth) was estimated from tri-
axial tests according to Atkinson (2000);

– the central part of the curves (0.001% > γ  > 
0.5 % at East Perth, 0.001% > γ   > 0.1% at 
Margaret River) was defined by simply connect-
ing the initial part obtained from SDMT (G0) 
and the final part obtained from triaxial tests.

The working strain shear modulus GDMT was calcu-
lated from MDMT obtained by SDMT at the same 
depths of the samples tested in the laboratory by 
use of Eq. (1), assuming ν = 0.2 at both sites. The 
values of GDMT /G0, reported in Table 2, result 0.04 
in soft clay and 0.07 in silty clay. The values of the 
shear strain γDMT resulting from the “intersection” 
of the GDMT /G0 data points with the reconstructed 
reference G/G0 -γ decay curves (dot symbols in Figs 9 
and 10), also reported in Table 2, are γDMT  = 5.5 % 
in soft clay and γDMT = 0.36 to 1.75 % in silty clay.

4.5 Summary of results at various test sites

The results obtained at all the test sites previ-
ously described are schematically summarized in 
Figure 11. The shaded areas in Figure 11, super-
imposed to “typical shape” G/G0 -γ curves, repre-
sent the range of values of the normalized working 
strain shear modulus GDMT /G0 determined in dif-
ferent soil types (sand, silt and clay, soft clay) and 
the corresponding shear strain γDMT determined by 
the “intersection” procedure. Based on the availa-
ble information, the “typical range” of shear strain 
associated to the working strain moduli GDMT can 
be approximately assumed as: γDMT ≈ 0.01-0.45% in 
sand, γDMT ≈ 0.1–1.9% in silt and clay, γDMT > 2% in 
soft clay.

The above results are in agreement with prelimi-
nary literature indications (Mayne 2001, Ishihara 
2001). Moreover, the calculated values of the ratio 
GDMT /G0—which could be regarded as the shear 
modulus decay factor at working strains—are in 
line with the trends observed by Marchetti et al. 
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Figure 10. In situ G/G0-γ decay curves and superim-
posed GDMT /G0 data points at Margaret River (silty clay), 
Western Australia (Amoroso 2011).

Figure 11. Possible use of the SDMT for calibrating the 
selection of in situ G/G0 -γ decay curves in various soil 
types.
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(2008), who investigated the experimental interre-
lationship between small strain and working strain 
stiffness using SDMT in sand, silt and clay. In par-
ticular, the diagrams of the ratio GDMT /G0 vs. the 
DMT horizontal stress index KD (related to OCR) 
constructed by Marchetti et al. (2008) using the 
SDMT results at 34 different sites, in a variety of 
soil types, indicated that the G decay in sands is 
much less than in silts and clays, and that the decay 
curves in silts and clays are very similar. Also, for 
all soils the decay is maximum in the NC or lightly 
OC region (low KD).

Figure 11 depicts the possible use of the SDMT 
for calibrating the selection of in situ G/G0 -γ  decay 
curves in various soil types.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in this paper support the pos-
sible use of the SDMT to assess in situ the decay of 
stiffness with strain level and to address the selec-
tion of the G -γ curves in various soil types. This 
potential descends from the ability of the SDMT 
to provide routinely, at each test depth, both a 
small strain stiffness (G0 from VS) and a working 
strain stiffness GDMT (derived via elasticity theory 
from the constrained modulus MDMT provided by 
the usual DMT interpretation). “Reference typical-
shape” laboratory G-γ curves may be tentatively 
fitted through these two stiffness values. A signifi-
cant premise of this approach is that, to locate the 
second point on the G-γ curve, it is necessary to 
know (at least approximately) the shear strain γDMT 
corresponding to working strain modulus GDMT.

Typical ranges of γDMT in different soil types 
have been inferred from the “intersection” of the 
SDMT data points with same-depth reference stiff-
ness decay curves—back-figured from the observed 
field behavior under full-scale loading, obtained by 
cyclic/dynamic laboratory tests or reconstructed 
by the combined use of different in situ/laboratory 
techniques—at various test sites.

Based on the available information, typical 
ranges of γDMT can be approximately assumed as: 
γDMT ≈ 0.01–0.45 % in sand, γDMT ≈ 0.1–1.9 % in silt 
and clay, γDMT > 2 % in soft clay.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The site is located in a rather narrow valley in 
the Alps of  southern Switzerland, generally a 
few hundred meters wide, which widens in some 
zones to about one kilometre. The sides of  the 
valley are formed by 30 to 45° dipping rock 
slopes. The area of  interest was the largest free 
area to locate the intermediate access tunnel to 

the construct the Ceneri base tunnel. The con-
struction site (Figure 1) and the base of the deposit 
have to share the restricted area on the poor foun-
dation soil.

The muck deposit will rest on elevation 390 m asl 
on a footprint of approximately 100 by 100 m on the 
postglacial soil deposits in a 40 m deep depression in 
bedrock and will extend along the rock slope up to 
160 m above the base to elevation 550 m.

Characterization of soft glacial soils: A tricky business 

Walter Steiner
B+S AG, Bern, Switzerland

ABSTRACT: Glacial soils are very heterogeneous; with alternating layers of widely varying soil types 
and having complex stress histories; thus pose severe challenges for proper characterization. Fine grained 
soils, silts and clays may often be covered by gravel, where testing methods used in fine-grained soils may 
not be used and predrilling through these coarser deposits is necessary. Many of these soils show partly 
drained behavior for interpretation often drained or undrained soil mechanics behavior is assumed; thus 
the determination of the characteristics becomes difficult. The combined use of different in-situ test, such 
as flat dilatometer tests DMT, cone penetration tests CPTU with pore pressure measurements, together 
with soil mechanics laboratory tests (consolidation, triaxial compression and extension tests and direct 
simple shear tests) may lead to a satisfactory characterization of the underground by applying engineering 
judgment to the sometimes contradictory results.

Figure 1. Section through valley with ground conditions and construction.
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2 GENERAL SITE CONDITIONS

2.1 Geologic setting

The soils had been deposited after glaciation, 
when the glacier retreated several thousand years 
ago. A 1 to 6 m thick layer of moraine, left by the 
retreating glacier (Figure 1) overlies gneissic bed-
rock. Later the glacial river deposited a 1 to 15 m 
thick layer of silty sand. This was covered by 9 to 
17 m of varved clay deposited in glacial lake. A 6 
to 7 m thick layer of sand and 5 to 7 m of gravel 
cover these lacustrine deposits and are topped by a 
man-made 2 m thick layer that forms the working 
platform.

2.2 Construction activities 

From 1998 until 2000 an exploratory tunnel, called 
CPS, was driven in the mountains and the muck 
was deposited as a 14 m high fill, indicated as ear-
lier fill on Figure 1. More tunnel muck was added 
from the excavation of a working cavern (CAOP) 
for the main tunnel. This total fill remained in place 
until 2006, when it was removed and transported 
to another site near the north portal of the tunnel 
to carry out a preloading there. The displacements 
were monitored during the loading and 700 mm 
settlement was accumulated. Inclinometer meas-
urements indicated horizontal movements in the 
order of several decimetres.

During the progress of the project it became evi-
dent that the excavated unusable material from the 
tunnel had to be deposited in this area. The deposit 
will be placed against the rock slope, reaching an 
ultimate height of 160 m above the base and stand 
with its foot on the soil deposits (Figure 1). During 
the construction phase of the tunnel, a 20 to 25 m 
high, temporary geo-grid reinforced wall will sup-
port the deposit. After completion of the tunnel 
and removal of site installation, a final sloped fill 
will be constructed in front of the temporary wall. 

3 SITE INVESTIGATIONS

3.1 Previous investigations

The observed settlements of 700 mm and the hori-
zontal displacements below the foot of the earlier 
fill led to the conclusion that the clay had not fully 
consolidated during this preloading and had also 
undergone substantial undrained deformations. 
The results from the site investigations carried out 
more than a decade earlier did not provide con-
sistent answers and were considered insufficient in 
density given the dimensions of the fill and pos-
sible consequence with the major north-south rail-
way being only 150 m away to the west. There were 

a few borings with flat dilatometers DMT carried 
out and a few cone penetration tests over the entire 
area of the site. Additional site investigations were 
planned and carried out. The varved clay was 
considered the key geotechnical element for the 
foundation, as this layer will form part of a criti-
cal sliding surface and site investigation focused on 
this layer.

3.2 Supplemental investigations

The characterization for this case history has been 
extremely demanding and has provided new and 
additional insight, compared to previous expe-
rience in Switzerland reported by Steiner et al. 
(1992); Steiner (1994); Steiner (2010); Steiner 
(2008); Steiner & Togliani (1998) and Togliani & 
Beatrizotti (2004). We chose to explore the ground 
with a combination of in-situ tests and laboratory 
tests on special (undisturbed) samples taken from 
the ground, focusing on the anisotropic properties 
of the layer of varved clay. Five additional core 
borings, three of them in the east-west cross sec-
tion of Figure 1 and two on the northern edge of 
the fill were carried out down to bedrock. The bor-
ings crossed the gravel layer where SPT were car-
ried out. In the deeper layers of fine-grained soil, 
i.e. sand, varved clay and silty sand, Marchetti 
dilatometer tests, DMT were carried out. 

Eight cone penetration tests CPTU were car-
ried out through predrilled holes in the gravel. The 
CPT tests were arranged at a distance of about 
10 m horizontally from the DMT tests, such that 
these tests would not have a negative influence on 
each other. 

3.3 Marchetti flat dilatometer test DMT

3.3.1 Some particularities of testing procedure
The flat dilatometer DMT tests were executed out 
in accordance with EN-ISO TS 22476-11. There 
are some practical issues important to the test in 
these soil conditions, not explicitly prescribed in 
standards that may have an important influence 
on the results.

The DMT were carried out from the bottom of 
the cased section of the boring where groundwater 
pressure was equilibrated by filling the casing to 
the top. The DMT was advanced in steps of 0.2 m 
and readings were taken, until refusal or at least 2 m 
ahead of the casing. Experience has shown that the 
first few readings below the bottom of the boring 
are disturbed due to relaxation of the ground even 
when the hydraulic gradient had been equilibrated.

3.3.2 Undrained shear strength from DMT
The results of the undrained shear strength Su eval-
uated from DMT in all five borings with all values 
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are presented on Figure 2. At first the scatter of 
the data was overwhelming and the interpretation 
appeared impossible. Actually, the soil in the dif-
ferent zones had undergone different preloading. 
Boring DMT 09 was under the full preload of 14 
m during several years and no vertical drains had 
been installed in this area. In contrast DMT13 
is located outside the preloaded area, whereas 
the other three tests experienced an intermediate 
preloading. By separating the data (Figure 3) it 
became evident that DMT13 represents normally 
consolidated behaviour with the relation Su = 0.24 

σ′v and for DMT 09 the same holds considering the 
14 m preloading.

The theoretical relation is tangent to the maximum 
measured values; this confirms earlier experience 
that the measurements immediately below the base 
of the boring may be often disturbed. For DMT 13 
carried out as first series, only tests over one meter 
were carried out. The graphs (Figure 3) show that the 
last measurements approach the theoretical relation. 
At 22 m depths the measured values exceed the theo-
retical line; one may argue that the spreading of the 
stresses from the preloading had led to a slight over-
consolidation in this deeper zone.

The measurements for DMT09 show a larger 
scatter of the measured values that cannot com-
pletely explained by disturbance as the values first 
increase then decrease again below the base of the 
boring. The measurements at 15 m depths in the 
centre of the layer are substantially below the the-
oretical values. We interpreted this deviation that 
the centre part (Figure 4) had not been completely 
consolidated during the preloading. This observa-
tion is in agreement with an estimate of vertical 
consolidation time. 

The interpreted values from the DMT, in partic-
ular DMT 09, showed also decreasing values that 
cannot be explained by variation of soil mechanics 
properties. The clay is varved with a substantially 
higher horizontal permeability and a dissipation 
time of 10 to 20 seconds. We suspect that a water 
cushion might have formed near the membrane for 
some of the tests, falsifying the measurements. 

3.3.3 Conclusions on experience with DMT tests
The DMT test is a reliable field test, which may be 
influenced by external factors not inherent to the 

Figure 2. Undrained shear strength measured with 
DMT for all profiles along borings.

Figure 3. Comparison of shear strength, normally con-
solidated DMT 13 and pre-consolidated DMT 09.

Figure 4. Interpretation of shear strength in layer 
with largest pre-consolidation pressure and incomplete 
 consolidation in centre of clay layer.
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test per se but to disturbance in the soil. In order 
to be able to identify such problems a sufficient 
number of tests should be carried out and inter-
preted with engineering and geologic judgement. 
In contrast to more homogeneous deposits, varved 
clays prove to be particularly demanding for an 
adequate characterisation of geotechnical proper-
ties that are highly anisotropic.

3.4 Geotechnical parameters from CPTU tests

Cone penetrations tests were carried out in 
accordance with international standards (EN-
ISO22476-1) and recommendations (Lunne et al. 
1997). The gravel layer was crossed by pre-drilling 
cased bore holes, which were back filled with sand 
and the casing pulled back. Measurements were 
carried out with a standard 10 cm2 cone with tip 
resistance, side friction and pore pressure meas-
urements behind the cone u2, a penetration rate of 
2 cm/s, and electronic registration of the data every 
2 cm. For each sounding several pore pressure dis-
sipation test were carried out approximately every 
two meters in the layer of the varved clay. 

The contractor delivered the raw with data with 
depth, qc, fs, us and inclination. The design engineer 
interpreted the data using the program CePTiT 
(Geologsmiki, 2009). 

Typical raw data from CPT02, located to the 
east of DMT 09 below the preloaded area are 
shown on Figures 5 to 7. From 7.5 m to 12.5 m 
depth sand was encountered and from 12.5 m to 
17 m varved clay was crossed. In this layer all three 
measured parameters by CPTU show fluctuations 
with depth in the range of several centimetres to 
one decimetre. 

The normalized penetration rate P is defined by:

P
v d

ch

=

v = penetration rate of cone = 2 cm/s
d = diameter of cone = 31.6 mm for 10 cm2 cone
ch =  horizontal coefficient of consolidation m2/s 

(see Table 1)

The normalized penetration rate determined from 
dissipation tests varies from 2.6 to 19, thus the soil 
tested is partly draining. In Figure 8 the computed 
undrained shear strength is shown which shows 
amplified variations compared to the remoulded 
shear strength that corresponds to the skin fric-
tion fs. Partial drainage has a two-fold effect in the 
ground: the mechanical resistance will increase and 
the pore pressures decrease, this parallel effect on 
both will amplify each other in the estimation of 
derived parameters. The lower bound of the esti-
mated undrained shear strength su from CPT (Fig-
ure 8) corresponds to the upper limit of undrained 
shear strength obtained from measurements with 
the Marchetti flat dilatometer DMT (Figure 3). 

When comparing CPTU2 (Figure 8) and CPTU3 
(Figure 9) that were both located under the preloaded 
zone, one still notes a difference in undrained shear 
strength, this may be probably explained by local 
variation of sand content in the layers. Partial drain-
age has an important effect on the determination of 
the undrained shear strength, which was recogniz-
able by comparing measurements from CPTU with 
DMT. In CPTU 07 (Figure 10) with essentially no 
preloading the fluctuation of “measured” undrained 
shear strength is larger than for CPTU 02 (Figure 8) 
and CPTU 02 (Figure 9) in the preloaded zones.

Figure 5. CPT 02 Qc. Figure 6. CPT 02 fs. Figure 7. CPT 02 u2. Figure 8. CPTU 02 Su.
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3.5 Dissipation tests with CPTU

Dissipation tests were carried out in the varved clay 
every two meters giving in total 28 values (Table 1).

Laboratory tests indicated vertical consolida-
tion coefficient nearly a thousand times lower than 
horizontal ones determined from CPTU dissipa-
tion tests. 

4 LABORATORY TESTS

Classification tests and soil mechanics laboratory 
tests were carried out on undisturbed and disturbed 
samples. Classification tests were carried out, as 
they are standard practice for soil investigation, but 
showed their limitations for heterogeneous soils. 
Soil mechanics tests focused on strength test with 
test direction adapted to the loading conditions 
(Ladd 1991; Ladd & Foott 1977).

4.1 Classification tests

The Casagrande chart with the Atterberg limits of 
the samples is presented in Figure 11. The squares 
are for tests carried out in a Swiss laboratory to 
Swiss standard and the diamonds are test carried out 
in American laboratory according to ASTM 4318 
standards. The liquid limits show a substantial differ-
ence. Those from American tests show liquid limits 
with water contents that are about 10% higher than 
the Swiss tests.

Since the samples were taken from the same area, 
but the tests were carried out on different samples 

Figure 9. Undrained shear strength obtained from data 
of CPTU 03, in vicinity of DMT09 with preloading.

Table 1. Comparison of consolidation coefficients and 
permeability.

Value Units Minimum Maximum Median

Ch m2/s 3.79E-05 2.76E-04 1.11E-04
cv (Lab) m2/s 5.00E-08 5.00E-07
kh m/s 9.79E-09 3.78E-07 5.50E-08

Figure 10. Undrained shear strength obtained from 
CPTU07 in vicinity of DMT13, outside zone of 
preloading.

Figure 11. Atterberg limits of varved clay:  Swiss tests 
♦ American tests (ASTM).
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one cannot positively determine if  this results from 
a variation of soil composition or from differences 
in the testing procedures. 

4.2 Laboratory strength tests 

Laboratory tests focused on strength tests with 
loading conditions applied corresponding to the 
field loading conditions and the geologic structure 
(Ladd 2008, 1991; Ladd & Foott 1977) as shown 
schematically in Figure 12 for an embankment on 
varved clay.

Initially mainly isotropic or Ko consolidated tri-
axial compression tests were carried out, later direct 
shear tests and triaxial extension tests were added.

4.2.1 Triaxial compression tests

The triaxial compression tests and a single exten-
sion test, carried out in Switzerland are summa-
rized in Figure 13. The samples classified as silty 
(•) indicate a friction angle Φ′ = 38° with c′ = 0 and 
clay ( ) a friction angle Φ′ = 32° with c′ = 0.

4.2.2 Results of direct shear test with 
measurement of pore pressures

Several samples were taken where direct simple 
shear tests consolidated to Ko conditions (ASTM 
D6528) were carried out at different normal stress 
levels, namely σv = 250, 500, 800 and 1000 kPa, 
corresponding to heights of  surcharge equivalent 
to 10, 20, and 40 or 50 m. The result of  the nine 
tests from three samples at three different stresses 
and measurement of  the pore pressures was 
rather homogeneous and consistent. The friction 
angle determined for each test varied from 17 to 
22° and this variation was in one sample only, the 
other two samples show a variation of  the friction 
angle from 19 to 20°. In contrast some direct sim-
ple shear tests carried out under so-called drained 
conditions, according to the recommendations 
of  ISSMGE, showed large scatter and a large 

 cohesion intercept that was considered not realis-
tic. One interpretation may be that some negative 
pore pressures may have formed resulting in an 
apparent cohesion.

4.2.3 Triaxial K0 compression and extension tests
In addition triaxial compression and extension 
tests were carried out and are presented in Table 2. 
The shear surfaces in the triaxial test will cross the 
silt, sand and clay layers, thus a composite resist-
ance had been determined. In contrast in the hor-
izontal direct simple shear test the weakest layer; 
usually a clay layer will determine the strength 
in the sample. The shear strength obtained cor-
responds to clay.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The characterisation of a clay layer below a gravel 
and sand layer and a major fill posed particular 
challenges. The combination of different types of 

Figure 12. Soil mechanics strength tests as applied 
in accordance with loading conditions and geologic 
structure.

Figure 13 Envelope obtained by triaxial compression 
tests, silty (•) and clayey samples ( ).

Table 2. Summary of strength data for different orien-
tations of loading.

Effective strength
Und-
rained 
ratio 
shear 
strength
Su/σv′Test Type

Cohesion 
c′ (kPa)

Friction 
angle
Φ′ (°)

CKo (TC) Vertical 
compres-
sion

40 (70) 24 0.58

CKo(DSS) Horizontal 
shear

 0 20 ± 1 0.18

CK0 (TE) Vertical 
extension

30 27 0.46
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in-situ tests: flat dilatometer DMT and cone pen-
etration tests CPTU, combined with laboratory 
tests with critical appraisal and comparison of the 
raw results led to a reliable characterisation of the 
underground conditions. 

With the in-situ tests DMT and CPTU a 
composite (average) undrained shear strength is 
estimated, compared to the directional strength 
obtained from laboratory tests. The development 
to partial drainage in CPTU tests leads to an over-
estimation of undrained shear strength. 

Dissipation test furnished data on horizontal 
permeability in the varved clay that allowed the 
planning of the vertical drains. 

The execution of in-situ tests require that some 
procedures are applied that are and cannot be 
described in standards, like reaching sufficient depth 
below the borehole bottom for DMT or other tests. 

Laboratory strength tests with loading condi-
tions applied corresponding to the in-situ condi-
tions provided reliable strength data. The evaluation 
had to use geologic and engineering judgement.

Based on the present experience it is considered 
necessary that interpretation procedures are devel-
oped that consider partial drainage in the ground. 
The development may require more research and 
developing new measuring techniques. For the 
execution of CPTU tests, a possible approach may 
be the simultaneous measurement of u2 behind the 
cone and u3 behind the friction sleeve.

The fill is under construction and has reached 
30 m height, the performance observed so far cor-
responds to the predictions, and in particular the 
vertical drains work as desired. The pore pressures 
dissipate with the added fill. 
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ABSTRACT: On May 10th 2010, a landslide occurred in the municipality of Saint-Jude (Québec, 
 Canada). The displaced mass was constituted of several blocks having horst and graben shapes. This 
morphology is characteristic of spreads in sensitive clays. The investigation of the landslide, conducted by 
the Ministry of Transportation of Quebec, began the day after the event. It included aerial photographs 
as well as aerial and terrestrial Light detector and ranging surveys. In addition, 4 boreholes, 35 piezocone 
tests, 2 vane tests profiles were carried out and 3 piezometers nests were installed on the site and its imme-
diate surroundings. 4 trenches were also excavated into the crater of the landslide. This work enabled to 
get information on the morphology, the stratigraphy and the geotechnical properties of the site, to locate 
the failure surface of the landslide, to acquire knowledge about its failure kinematic and to specify the 
probable triggering and failure mechanisms.

Keywords: landslide, geotechnical investigation, piezocone tests, vane tests, piezometers, CAT scan

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the evening of May 10th 2010, at 20 h 25, a 
landslide occurred along the Salvail River, in the 
municipality of Saint-Jude, about 50 km east of 
Montréal, Québec, Canada. Four people were 
killed as their house was destroyed in the landslide. 
A driver was also wounded when his truck fell in 
the landslide that had reached the Route du rang 
Salvail Nord.

The landslide occurred in a slope having an 
angle varying between 12 and 20° and a height of 
22 m. The slope was generally constituted of East-
ern Canadian sensitive clay (Leroueil et al. 1983).  
Figure 1 presents an aerial photograph of the land-
slide and its final boundary (black full line). The 
landslide involved a soil mass having a width of 
275 m parallel to the river and a length of 150 m 
away from the river. The area of the slope that has 
moved is 42 000 m2. The maximum retrogression 
distance, taken from the crest of the initial slope to 
the back scarp of the landslide is 80 m. The debris 
have moved over the opposite side of the river over 
a distance of about 60 m with very little flowing, 
and blocked the Salvail River. The total volume of 
the displaced material is about 520 000 m3.

The soil mass dislocated in blocks of more or 
less disturbed soil having horst and graben shapes 

(see section 3.1 for definition). These structures are 
typical of spreads occurring in sensitive clays (Locat 
et al. 2011a). Cases of this type of ground move-
ment in sensitive clays have also been described by 
Odenstad (1951); Carson (1979); Tavenas (1984); 
Grondin & Demers (1996); Demers et al. (2000) 
and Locat et al. (2008). Spreads are a great threat 
to populations and infrastructures located on sen-
sitive clays as they occur very suddenly, without 
any warning and cover larger areas than rotational 
slides. Furthermore, conventional stability analyses 
give factors of safety well above unity for this type 
of failure and cannot mechanically explain the 
resulting extent of this ground movement. They 
represent 42% of the large landslides occurring in 
Eastern Canada (Ministry of Transportations of 
Quebec geotechnical database described by Fortin 
et al. 2008).

The Ministry of Transportation of Quebec 
(MTQ) carried out the investigation of this land-
slide in order to characterize it and specify its trig-
gering mechanism. This paper describes the in situ 
geotechnical investigation carried out by the MTQ 
in the landslide debris and its immediate surround-
ings. The readers are referred to Locat et al. (2011b) 
for the results of the entire investigation.

This paper presents the field investigation meth-
ods, the results (morphology, stratigraphy, location 
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of the failure surface, characteristics of features 
found in the debris and the ground water regime), 
and discusses the initiation and formation of the 
landslide as well as its failure mechanism.

2 INVESTIGATION METHODS

The detailed investigation of the site included 
detailed field observations, aerial photographs, 
Light detector and ranging (LIDAR) surveys, 
4 boreholes, 35 piezocone tests (CPTU), 2 vane 
tests profiles, the installation of 3 piezometers 
nests and the excavation of 4 trenches located in 
the debris of the landslide and its surroundings.

Aerial photographs were taken on May 11th 
2010, a few hours after the event (Figure 1). Com-
paring these aerial photographs to previous ones, it 
was possible to found several targets and to meas-
ure their displacement after the ground movement. 
This gives valuable information on the movement 
kinematic.

Detailed topographic data was obtained from 
LIDAR surveys. Two types of surveys were per-
formed: aerial LIDAR survey, performed on May 
13th 2010, and terrestrial LIDAR survey taken on 
May 19th and 20th 2010. The first survey covered 
the entire landslide and its surroundings. The sec-
ond survey covered only the east part of the debris, 

near the back scarp of the landslide (about zone 4 
on Figure 1).

The intact soil was characterized by 9 CPTUs, 
2 boreholes and 2 vane tests profiles near the bore-
hole locations. The location of 6 of these CPTUs is 
shown on Figure 1. One of them, on site 32060, was 
done in 2004 by the MTQ and is located in the cra-
ter of the 2010 landslide. It gives information on the 
soil conditions before the event. These CPTUs give 
detailed and continuous strength profiles (corrected 
tip resistance, qt, and water pressure, u), which give 
information on the stratigraphy of the deposit. This 
information, combined with samplings from the 
boreholes and shear strength profiles from the vane 
tests (su vane), enable to define the geotechnical prop-
erties of the material involved in the landslide.

The debris were studied with 26 CPTUs and 
2 boreholes. Their location is shown on Figure 1. 
These CPTUs enabled to locate precisely the fail-
ure surface and to observe the stratigraphy of the 
disturbed debris. Samples were taken in the debris 
in order to get information and to validate the 
stratigraphy of the debris.

Samples of soft clayey materials were taken with 
thin wall tubes of ~70 mm in diameter by a piston 
sampler. In stiff and coarse materials, split-spoon 
sampler was used. Several of the thin wall tubes were 
examined with a computer tomogram (CAT scan) 
to obtain images of the stratigraphy of the samples. 

Figure 1. Aerial view of the landslide at Saint-Jude, location of part of the soundings from the MTQ investigation 
and delimitations of the landslide and its morphological zones.
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The geotechnical properties of the soil was stud-
ied in the laboratory with the following tests: parti-
cle size distribution, water content (w), consistency 
limits (plastic limit, wP , and liquid limit, wL), intact 
(su cone) and remoulded shear strengths with the 
Swedish fall cone.

Four trenches were dug in the debris to observe 
the stratigraphy of intriguing morphological struc-
tures and to get a better understanding of the dislo-
cation mechanism of the soil mass. Their location 
is shown on Figure 1 by open squares.

Piezometers were installed at different locations 
in the site south of the landslide. Their location 
is shown on Figure 1 by open triangles. On each 
site, several piezometers were installed at different 
elevations in order to determine vertical hydraulic 
gradients. The water regime throughout the slope 
was therefore studied.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Morphology

Careful observations on site of the debris, few 
hours after the event, combined with topographic 
data from aerial photographs and LIDAR sur-
veys allowed to capture details of morphological 
features in the debris. A cross-section A-A′ is pre-
sented on Figure 2 and located on Figure 1 (full 
white line). It illustrates the topography of the 
debris, as well as the inclination of the soil strata 
were it was possible to measure it, and displace-
ment vector of selected targets (red arrows).

As can be seen on Figures 1 and 2, the debris 
have been divided in four different zones regard-
ing their morphology (black dashed lines). The 
description of each zone is as follow:

ZONE 1: Highly fissured zone with open cracks 
and traces of the initial river bed. During the land-
slide, this area has moved over the opposite river 
bank. This zone constituted the previous river bed 
and toe of the slope before the landslide.

ZONE 2: Zone having an almost horizontal 
ground surface and open cracks. Trees are still 
standing almost straight after the movement. 
Examination of the displacement vectors shows 
that this zone has been formed by the upper two-
third of the slope moving in almost one monolithic 
block over the initial river.

ZONE 3: Zone where the soil has moved hori-
zontally, subsided and dislocated into blocks of 
more or less disturbed material having horst and 
graben shapes (see Figure 3). Horsts are blocks 
of essentially intact material having sharp tips 
pointing upward; grabens are blocks having a flat 
top, generally still covered with grass and slightly 
inclined trees after the movement. These particu-
lar morphological structures were observed in the 
debris of other spreads (Odenstad 1951; Carson 
1979; Tavenas 1984; Grondin & Demers 1996; 
Demers et al. 2000 and Locat et al. 2008). Displace-
ment vectors show that this zone is constituted of 
the upper part of the initial slope, near the crest.

ZONE 4: This zone is constituted of horsts and 
grabens, similarly to zone 3. In addition, slices of 

Figure 2. Cross-section A-A′, view toward the north-east, showing the morphology before and after the landslide and 
its failure surface (see Figure 1 for location of the cross-section).
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soil inclined between 25 to 50° to the horizontal 
are present. These slices have rarely been observed 
in spread. The 1978 spread at Sainte-Madelaine-
de-Rigaud seems to have similar inclined slices as 
well (Carson 1979). Displacement vectors show 
that the soil forming this area was originally in the 
upper and horizontal part of the deposit. Detailed 
description of horsts, grabens and inclined slices 
are given in Section 3.4.

3.2 Stratigraphy and geotechnical properties 
of the deposit

The investigation carried out at location 32092 and 
32100 in intact material, made it possible to obtain 
information on the stratigraphy and geotechnical 
properties of the intact soil deposit. The 2 boreholes 
and 9 CPTUs carried out in the intact deposit, gave 
similar results, indicating uniformity of the soil prop-
erties in the area of the landslide. The 2004 CPTU 
carried out on site 32060 (Figure 1) shows similar 
results when compared to the ones located  in intact 
soil around the landslide. No sign was observed that 
could have predicted the 2010 landslide.

Figure 4 presents the geotechnical data obtained 
at site 32100 near the crest of the slope, south of 
the landslide (open star on Figure 1). It can be seen 
that the intact deposit is constituted of five units 
above the substratum:

Unit A: 3.8 m (elevation between 28 and 24.2 m) 
of very stiff  grey brownish sandy crust.

Unit B: 22.2 m (elevations between 24.2 and 
2 m) of firm and sensitive grey clay with some 

Figure 4. Geotechnical profile at location 32100 (see Figure 1); (qt – σv)/Nkt is the CPTU shear strength and σv the 
vertical stress.

Figure 3. Photograph of a horst and a graben.
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silt. The Clay fraction is between 50 and 80%. The 
water content is about 65% over the entire unit. 
The plastic limit is constant with depth and is 
around 26%. The liquid limit increases with depth 
from 40 to 63%. The liquidity index decreases with 
depth from almost 2 to 1. The intact shear strength 
increases linearly from 25 to 65 kPa. This layer cor-
responds to the Champlain Sea episode.

Unit C: 5 m (elevations between 2 and –3 m) of 
stiff  silty grey, rose and black clay of lower sen-
sitivity. Clay fraction is around 54%. The water 
content decreases with depth from 70 to 40%. The 
plastic limit decreases with depth from 30 to 19% 
and the liquid limit from 64 to 46%. The liquidity 
index decreases from 1 to 0.7. The shear strength 
varies between 50 and 107 kPa.

Unit D: 6 m (elevations between –3 and –9 m) 
of stiff  to very stiff  and stratified grey-brown clay 
and silt. Clay fraction is around 33%. The water 
content is around 16%. The plastic and liquid lim-
its are around 19 and 29%, respectively. The liquid-
ity index is about 0.5. The shear strength varies 
between 50 and 150 kPa.

Unit E: 5.6 m (elevations between –9 and 
–14.6 m) of very stiff  grey-brown sandy silt with 
gravel and silty sand. Clay fraction varies between 
4 to 20%. Water content is about 11%. This layer is 
the till laying above the substratum.

Unit R: Gray sandstone and red shale (elevation 
<–14.6).

3.3 Location of the failure surface

The difference in shear strength of the intact soil 
and the above remoulded debris enables to pre-
cisely locate the failure surface with the 26 CPTUs 
performed in the debris of the landslide. Figure 5 

shows an example of the failure surface location, 
comparing the CPTU corrected tip resistance 
minus the total vertical stress profiles from sites 
32060, made before the landslide in 2004, and 
32103, in the debris. The debris show lower resist-
ance than the intact material.

Figure 2 shows the location of the failure sur-
face for 9 CPTUs close to the cross-section A-A′. 
It is essentially horizontal at an elevation of 3–4 m, 
i.e. about 2.5 m under the river bed, over a dis-
tance of about 120 m. It then comes up between 
elevations 13 and 15 m before reaching the main 
scarp of the landslide. The CPTUs located north 
of cross-section A-A′ shows that the part of the 
failure surface at 13–15 m of elevation extends up 
to 40 m before reaching the back scarp of the land-
slide. The failure surface generally a few meters 
above the top of unit C.

3.4 Characteristics of horsts, grabens 
and inclined slices

As shown on Figures 2 and 3 and described in Sec-
tion 3.1, the soil mass in zone 3 and 4 dislocated 
in horsts and grabens during the movement. Sides 
of horsts had angles close to 60° with the horizon-
tal (varying between 45 and 80°). Stratification 
inside the horsts was inclined between 0 and 15° 
with the horizontal indicating that the movement 
of these blocks was essentially horizontal. It was 
also observed that the leading, downstream side 
of some horsts was covered with brown soil, con-
trasting with the grey clay (unit B) forming them. 
This was probably caused when a graben slid and 
subsided at the front of the horst, leaving particles 
of its sandy crust (unit A), forming the upper part 
of the graben.

Inclined slices have been observed in zone 4 on 
the upstream side of several horsts (see Figure 2). 
These slices had a thickness of about 60 cm each 
with several of them outcropping side by side imme-
diately behind horsts. Figure 6 shows such slices.

Trenches were made at different locations in the 
debris in order to learn more about these morpho-
logical features. One trench was made into a horst 
and inclined slices at location 32152, close to cross-
section A-A′ (see Figures 1 and 2). It was possible 
to observe these structures in the direction perpen-
dicular to the general ground movement over a 
depth of about 3 m. A photograph of this trench is 
presented on Figure 6. The trench shows the horst 
and parts of five slices. The two types of structure 
were easily differentiated by the inclination of 
their stratification. The stratification of the horst 
is inclined about 10° to the horizontal whereas the 
stratification of the slices is inclined close to 50° to 
the horizontal. The different slices were separated 
by shear zones following the stratification, and Figure 5. Failure surface detected by CPTU.
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made up of silty soil having a thickness close to 
2 mm. The contact between the horst and the slices 
had an angle of 70° to the horizontal.

CPTUs were also made inside the inclined slices 
(at location 32140 and 32141) and inside the horst 
(32120) shown on Figure 6 (see Figure 1 for loca-
tion). They present very variable strength profiles 
showing the complex stratigraphy of the debris. 

Samples coming from boreholes at the same loca-
tions (32140 and 32141, located on Figure 1) were 
collected and CAT scan images were obtained 
from all samples.

Figure 7 shows an example of the data obtained 
from location 32140 (CPTU and CAT scan images). 
CAT scan images show that the stratification is 
inclined down to a depth of 5.1 m. A sandy crust 

Figure 6. View toward the south-west of the trench 32152 (see Figure 1 for location).

Figure 7. (a) Approximate interpretation of the stratigraphy near trench 32152 (Figure 6), view toward the south-
west, including localisation of soundings (C: CPTU and F: borehole); and (b) Example of CPTU and CAT scan results 
for site 32140 (see Figures 1 and 2 for location).
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was then found from 5.1 to 8.6 m depth. Below, this 
depth, the soil became more clayey and stratifica-
tion more disturbed down to 12.8 m depth. Below 
12.8 m the stratification of the clay is horizontal. 
At location 32141, about 2 m apart, the stratigra-
phy was inclined down to a depth of 9 m. Below 
this depth, the stratigraphy was horizontal. At loca-
tion 32120, a CPTU was done on the horst. A stiff  
layer, corresponding to sandy crust, was observed 
between 3.5 and 8 m depth. No sample was taken.

Analysis of the morphological data, the CPTUs 
and the samples enabled to obtain information on 
the stratigraphy of the debris at the location of the 
trench 32152, as shown on Figure 7. The data sug-
gests that the inclined slices may have swept away the 
tip of the horst (shown on Figures 6 and 7) over the 
leading, downstream graben (graben A on Figure 7). 
The inclined slices therefore lay on graben A and on 
what seems to be the base of an underlying horst.

3.5 Ground water regime

Piezometers were installed at locations 32146, 
32100, on the horizontal top of the slope, and at 
location 32145, near the toe of the slope (open 
triangles on Figure 1). Figure 8 presents the dif-
ferent piezometers installed at these locations (cir-
cles) and the measured water levels (open triangles) 
on cross-section B-B′ (located on Figure 1 by the 
dashed white line).

It can be observed that the water levels meas-
ured at location 32146, indicate a slight downward 
flow with a groundwater table close to the surface. 
Similar observations are made for piezometers at 
location 32100.

Close to the toe of the slope, at location 32145, 
the measured water elevations increase with depth. 
The piezometers in unit D and unit E are above 
the ground level elevation (Figure 8). Therefore, an 
upward seepage is present at the toe of the slope 
with artesian water pressure conditions.

4 DISCUSSION

Considering the results presented above, the fol-
lowing points can be stated:

– At the level of the river, the artesian water pres-
sure conditions give vertical effective stresses 
close to zero. In addition, active river erosion 
near the toe of the initial slope was observed on 
aerial photographs taken in 2009.

– Instability was probably initiated by high water 
pressures under the river combined with river 
erosion at the toe of the slope. Such condi-
tions develop with time during river valley 
formation.

– The failure surface started under the river and 
propagated almost horizontally inside the intact 
deposit (Figure 2).

– The initial slope moved over the other side of 
the river with only little disturbance, forming 
zones 1 and 2 (Figures 1 and 2). Behind, the soil 
mass dislocated in several blocks, some of them 
having horst and graben shapes (zones 3 and 4 
on Figure 1).

– The movement might have happen in two suc-
cessive parts, along two failure surfaces at dif-
ferent elevations.

Figure 8. Cross-section B-B′, view toward the north, piezometers located at site 32145, 32100 and 32146 (see Figure 1 
for location).
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– According to the stratification in the horsts, the 
propagation of the failure surface induced a 
movement that was mostly horizontal along the 
identified failure surface.

– Inclined slices were observed only in the upper 
part of the debris (around 5 and 9 m depth at 
locations 32140 and 32141).

– The translational movement of horsts, grabens 
and debris is generally in the direction of the 
river, with no important rotation. This indicates 
that the landslide does not result from a suc-
cession of rotational slides, which would have 
induced larger rotation of the debris and would 
not have led to the formation of a continuous 
basal failure surface.

– The inclinations of the sides of the horsts are 
close to 60° which is similar to failure surface 
angles observed in undrained active triax-
ial tests on intact natural clays. This confirms 
that horsts are resulting from active failure as 
explained by Locat et al. (2011a).

– Careful examination of inclined slices at the 
location of the trench TE32152, CPTUs and 
CAT scan images of samples taken near this 
location (shown on Figure 7), enabled to inter-
pret the formation of these slices. When the soil 
mass dislocated and moved forward, graben B 
might have become unstable. It might have slid, 
forming the inclined slices and pushing the tip 
of the horst above graben A, located up front.

– This ground movement can be explained by a pro-
gressive failure mechanism as described by Locat 
et al. (2011a). This failure mechanism explains 
how the failure can propagate almost horizon-
tally and generate active failure of the slope.

5 CONCLUSION

The 2010 landslide at Saint-Jude has been very well 
documented. The stratigraphy and the geotechni-
cal properties were found to be uniform around the 
landslide and mainly consist of sensitive grey clay. 
An aggravating factor contributing to instability 
is the presence of high artesian pressure near the 
toe of the slope. Combined with river erosion, it 
could have triggered a local instability generating 
the resulting spread. Two failure surface levels were 
precisely located, the main one starting under-
neath the river and propagating horizontally into 
the deposit. The debris were divided in four zones 
distinguishable by their different morphologies. 
Different morphological structures in the debris 
(horsts, grabens and inclined slices) were studied in 
detail. The failure surface propagated horizontally 
in the intact deposit, resulting in the dislocation of 
the above soil mass in horsts and grabens. These 
blocks have moved toward the opposite side of 
the river in an essentially translational movement. 

 During this movement, the upper part of some 
grabens slid, forming inclined slices in the debris.

The investigation of this landslide gives valuable 
information on the mechanism and kinematic of 
spreads occurring in sensitive clays, which are very 
different from other types of retrogressive land-
slide such as earth flows.
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The ability of in situ tests to detect the soil region affected by an 
embankment on soft clay
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ABSTRACT: The ability of in situ tests to detect the soil region most affected by an embankment on 
soft clay was investigated. CPTU tests, vane tests, T-bar tests and SPTs have been performed in Sarapuí II 
soft clay deposit, both in a natural condition and under an embankment 7 m in width and 1 m high. 
Water content was measured from samples taken from the SPT sampler every meter. Based on the water 
content, the region affected by the embankment was sharply identified to a depth of about 2.0 m, consist-
ently with the results obtained by the T-bar tests and the vane tests. However, the vane tests—which were 
performed at intervals of 0.5 m—also presented different results with respect to the tests performed in the 
natural soil at 3.5 m and 5.5 m depth. The quantities measured in CPTU tests showed different trends. 
Cone resistance detected the region affected by the embankment to a depth of 5.2 m, friction sleeve to 
3.0 m depth, pore pressure at the cone face u1 to 3.7 m depth and at the cone shoulder u2 to 2.0 m depth. 
Thus, the different tests detected the region most affected by the embankment at different depths. In the 
case of CPTU tests, the different quantities measured provided different depths related to the region most 
affected by the embankment.

1 INTRODUCTION

The change in soil conditions before and after a 
geotechnical event is regularly verified through in 
situ tests, e.g. CPT is used to verify the efficiency 
to densify loose sands (e.g., Lunne et al. 1997) and 
vane test is used to evaluate the increase in strength 
of a soft clay due to the placement of embank-
ments (e.g., Almeida et al. 2001).

CPTU tests, vane tests, T-bar tests and SPT’s 
have been performed in Sarapuí II soft clay deposit, 
both in a natural condition and under an embank-
ment road 7 m in width and 1 m high, allowing a 
comparison among those tests to detect the soil 
region most affected by the embankment. The 
embankment was built roughly 70 years ago, thus 
the pore pressures generated have dissipated and the 
corresponding settlements have been stabilized.

2 THE SARAPUÍ II TEST SITE

The Sarapuí soft clay test site has been used since 
the 70’s as a research site, and a number of in situ 
and laboratory tests have already been performed 
(e.g., Lacerda et al. 1977; Werneck et al. 1977; 
Ortigão et al. 1983). A general report about the 
deposit has been provided by Almeida & Marques 
(2003). Geotechnical characteristics of the soil are 
included in Figures 1–2, based on investigations 
carried out near the trial embankments sites. The 

very soft organic clay layer is about 11 m thick, 
and overlyes sand layers. The plasticity index (IP) 
of the Sarapuí clay decreases with depth, from 
around 100 % to 50 %. Stress history and com-
pressibility characteristics of the deposit are shown 
in Figure 2.

In the last fifteen years, however, security rea-
sons have prevented the use of the test site. A 
new area (named Sarapuí II) in the same deposit, 
1.5 km from the previous area and inside of a 
Navy Facility, has been used since then (Fig. 3). 
Two researches on pile behaviour have been  carried 
out at Sarapuí II site (Alves 2004; Francisco 2004; 
Alves et al. 2009). The initial tests with the torpedo-
piezocone (Porto et al. 2010; Jannuzzi et al. 2010; 
Henriques Jr. et al. 2010) have also been performed 
at Sarapuí II test site.

Although the whole deposit can be considered 
fairly homogeneous in horizontal directions, a 
number of in situ tests have been performed in this 
new area. In fact, 6 boreholes for SPTs (performed 
each meter in Brazil), 7 CPTU´s, 51 vane tests (in 
5 deployments) and 4 T-bar tests have been per-
formed (Jannuzzi 2009). One deployment of each 
test was performed under the embankment road. 
The very soft clay layer in this particular area var-
ies from 6.5 m to 10 m. This new area is been used 
by PETROBRAS/CENPES and Federal Univer-
sity of Rio de Janeiro as a state-of-the-art test site 
on very soft organic clay. Further details of the in 
situ tests can be obtained in Jannuzzi (2009).
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3 TESTS PERFORMED

Figure 4 illustrates the location of the tests per-
formed with respect to the embankment road.

3.1 SPTs

SPTs are performed in Brazil each 1 m. In the par-
ticular case of very soft clays, however, the test 
doesn’t have enough resolution, since the penetra-
tion of the sampler is much more than the standard 
penetration of 0.15 m (in each interval) per blow. 
In fact, the penetration of the sampler without any 
blow (just setting the hammer on the top of the rod 
stem) is in many cases higher than 1 m. 

On the other hand, the determination of the 
water content, w, even from a highly disturbed sam-
ple from the SPT has been considered a valuable 
information (e.g., Coutinho et al. 1998; Sandroni 
2001). Therefore it has been proposed a change in 
the regular SPT procedure in the case of very soft 
clays (Danziger et al. 2008), which consists of not 
performing the test itself  and just take a sample in 
the regular depth interval, by holding the rod stem 
when the 0.45 m have been penetrated. The sample 
is then used to determine the water content of the 
soil. This has been the procedure followed in the 
research, and the corresponding results are shown 
in Figure 5.

It can be shown that the water content values 
from SPT-B3 (SPTs from borehole 3), which was 
performed from the embankment, are smaller than 
those from SPT-B2 and SPT-B4, performed in 
the natural material. The difference is more pro-
nounced in the upper part of the clay layer. It can 
be concluded that the water content from the SPT 
samples have been able to detect the influence of 
the embankment to a depth of 5.5 m and more evi-
dently to a depth of 2 m.

Figure 2. Stresses and compressibility parameter pro-
files (Almeida & Marques 2003).

Figure 3. Sarapuí II test site with respect to the early 
Sarapuí I test site.

Figure 4. Location of the tests performed at Sarapuí II 
test site.

Figure 1. Characteristics of Sarapuí soft clay deposit 
(Almeida & Marques 2003).
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3.2 Vane tests

Fifty-one vane tests in 5 deployments have been 
performed, in each deployment the tests were 
performed every 0.5 m. The blade is 65 mm in 
diameter (D), 130 mm in height (H) and 2 mm 
in thickness. The equipment is able to measure 
the torque close to the blade and has been jointly 
developed by COPPE—Federal University of Rio 
de Janeiro, Federal University of Pernambuco and 
Grom Eng. (Nascimento, 1998; Oliveira 2000; 
Crespo Neto 2004). The undrained shear strength, 
su, was obtained from the maximum torque, Tmax, 
from equation (1)

s
T

Du =
6
7 3

maTT x

π  (1) 

The remoulded undrained shear strength, sur, 
has also been obtained from equation (1) where 
the maximum torque is replaced by the torque 
obtained in the remoulded condition.

The obtained results are shown in Figure 6. Tests 
performed in the first deployment (VT 01) have been 
disregarded due to mal functioning of the equip-
ment, and tests performed in deployment 05 (VT 05) 
have been carried out from the  embankment. It can 
be observed that the there is a significant difference 

in su between tests performed in the natural soil and 
under the embankment to a depth of 2 m. How-
ever, su values for tests performed at 3.5 m and 5.5 m 
depth under the embankment are also greater than 
su for tests in the natural soil. Therefore it can be 
said that the detection of the soil region affected by 
the embankment was evident to a depth of 2.0 m 
and less evident to a depth of 5.5 m.

As far as the remoulded undrained shear strength 
is concerned, the values in both conditions—natural 
and under the embankment—have the same trend, 
as expected, except for tests at 1 m depth, where sur 
under the embankment was greater than the sur val-
ues in the natural condition, without any explana-
tion except any local non-homogeneity due to the 
presence of roots in this region. The sur value under 
the embankment is also greater than the other val-
ues at 5.5 m depth, and a possible explanation is the 
presence of shells in this region, which might have 
also affected the undisturbed su value.

3.3 Piezocone tests 

Seven CPTU tests have been performed, one of 
them under the embankment. The standard rate 
of 20 mm/s has been used in all tests. The equip-
ment used has been developed by COPPE—
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) and 
Grom Eng., and is able to measure cone resist-
ance, qc, sleeve friction, fs and pore pressure at 
cone face, u1, and cone shoulder, u2. The advan-
tages of measuring pore pressure at 2 positions 

Figure 5. Water content versus depth, samples taken 
from SPT sampler.
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have been  recognized troughout the last 15 years 
at COPPE—Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, 
and have been reported by e.g. Danziger (2007).

The corrected cone resistance was obtained 
from equation (2), Campanella et al. (1982). 

qT = qc + u2 (1 – a) (2)

where:
a = area ratio, obtained from calibration
It must be pointed out that the regular procedure 
to saturate the filters at COPPE is to use water as 
the saturation fluid, and never allow the penetrom-
eter to pass in the air. Therefore, in the case of the 
natural soil a small hole is used to start the test, 
which is thus initiated roughly at 0.1 m depth. In 
the case of the embankment, a hole was executed 
throughout the whole thickness, which was filled 
with water, and the penetrometer was inserted on 
it to start the test.

Since the aim of the research was to evaluate 
the ability of each quantity to detect the region 
affected by the embankment, each quantity is pre-
sented separately (Figs. 7–10). A first observation 
is the excellent repeatability of all quantities, espe-
cially considering the magnified scale in which all 
quantities have been presented and the fact that 
2 penetrometers have been used. All quantities 
in CPTU 05 identified the bottom of the 
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A hole was executed in the  embankment, as in the 
case of the piezocone tests, and the T-bar test started 
at the level of the surface of the embankment. 

Comparing the tests in the natural soil, it can 
be seen that the values of qm corresponding to 
T-bar 03 are greater than the other tests, which 
was attributed to the shape of the T-bar allowing 
the existing roots of the vegetation to be pushed 
together with the penetrometer, increasing the cor-
responding resistance. Similar phenomenon was 
verified by Macedo (2004), see also Almeida et al. 
(2006) and Danziger (2007).

As in the case of the piezocone test, it can be 
observed that T-bar 04 has detected the bottom of 
the embankment roughly at 0.75 m depth.

It can also be observed that T-bar 04 test has 
recorded qm values greater than the other tests until 
2.0 m depth. Even if  T-bar 03 test is not consid-
ered, qm values of T-bar 04 test get into the general 
trend of the other tests roughly at 2.5 m depth.

4 COMPARISON AMONG THE TESTS

The limit depths where the influence of the 
embankment was detected by the different tests are 
presented in Table 1.
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ground surface.

As far as cone resistance is concerned, it can be 
observed (Fig. 7) that the values of qT in the test 
performed under the embankment were greater 
than all other values to a depth of around 5.2 m, 
although in the last 1.5 m the difference was small. 
The trend of the sleeve friction was different than 
that of cone resistance. In fact, fs values from the 
test performed under the embankment were greater 
than the values in the natural soil to a depth of 
about 3 m (Fig. 8).

A quite interesting feature is that the pore pres-
sures u1 and u2 showed different trends. In fact, u1 
values have shown the influence of the embank-
ment to a depth of 3.7 m (Fig. 9) and u2 to a depth 
of 2.0 m (Fig. 10). 

3.4 T-bar tests

Four T-bar tests have been performed, one of them 
under the embankment. The T-bar used comprised 
a 40 mm in diameter and 250 mm long bar, which 
was a result of a modification of a COPPE/UFRJ-
Grom piezocone. All tests were performed with the 
rate of 20 mm/s. Values of the measured penetra-
tion resistance, qm, obtained from the load meas-
ured at the load cell divided by the projected area 
of the T-bar, i.e. 100 cm2 are presented in Figure 11. 
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A significant difference between the depths of 
the soil region most affected by the embankment, 
from 2.0 m to 5.5 m, has been observed. Even the 
different quantities measured by the piezocone test 
revealed different influence depths. 

More tests under the embankment are neces-
sary in order to consider the variability of the dif-
ferent quantities provided by the different tests, 
as in the case of the natural soil. However, many 
comparisons established in the literature are based 
on a single test at each condition. Besides, very sel-
dom in engineering practice a number of tests in 
the same condition are available.

5 CONCLUSIONS

CPTU tests, vane tests, T-bar tests and SPTs have 
been performed in Sarapuí II soft clay deposit, 
both in a natural condition and under an embank-
ment 7 m in width and 1 m high. Water content 
was measured from samples taken from the SPT 
sampler every meter. Based on the water content, 
the region affected by the embankment was sharply 
identified to a depth of about 2.0 m, consistently 
with the results obtained by the T-bar tests and the 
vane tests. However, the vane tests—which were 
performed at intervals of 0.5 m—also presented 
different results with respect to the tests performed 
in the natural soil at 3.5 m and 5.5 m depth. The 
quantities measured in CPTU tests showed dif-
ferent trends. Cone resistance detected the region 
affected by the embankment to a depth of 5.2 m, 
friction sleeve to 3.0 m depth, pore pressure at 
the cone face u1 to 3.7 m depth and at the cone 
shoulder u2 to 2.0 m depth. Thus, the different tests 
detected the region most affected by the embank-
ment at different depths. In the case of CPTU 
tests, the different quantities measured provided 
different depths related to the region most affected 
by the embankment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There is considerable interest in methods of geo-
technical in-situ engineering that provide accu-
rate estimates of the low strain (<10−4 %) in-situ 
shear and compression wave velocities (VS and VP 
respectively) and the associated absorption values 
(αS and αP respectively) in the ground, since these 
parameters form the core of mathematical theo-
rems to describe the elasticity/plasticity of soils 
and they are used to predict the soil response (set-
tlement, liquefaction or failure) to imposed loads 
(whether from foundations, heavy equipment, 
earthquakes or explosions (Andrus et. al. (1999) 
and Finn (1984)). Moreover, accuracy in the esti-
mation of shear and compression waves velocities 
is of paramount importance, because these values 
are squared during the calculation of various geo-
technical parameters such as the Shear Modulus 
(G), Poisson’s Ratio (μ) and Young’s Modulus (E). 

Applied seismology techniques such as the seis-
mic cone penetration test (SCPT) have gained 
extensive popularity in recent years since they allow 
for the in-situ estimation of the low strain shear 
and compression wave velocities and the associated 
absorption values. The SCPT is a downhole seismic 
testing technique which was devised to measure 
seismic velocities directly through data obtained by 
installed seismic sensors in the cone penetrometer, 

in addition to the standard bearing pressure, sleeve 
friction and pore pressure sensors (Campanella 
et al. 1986). The seismic cone (SC) has proven to be 
a very accurate and reliable tool in the determina-
tion of Vs and Vp profiles. The advantages of the 
seismic cone consist of excellent soil probe coupling, 
a controllable source and cost effectiveness because 
it is a retrievable probe. Details of the seismic cone, 
the downhole test procedures, and comparisons 
with the crosshole results at several sites have been 
described by Campanella et al. (1986). 

In general terms, the cone is advanced to the 
depth of interest, but halted at one meter (or other 
such increment) intervals. When the cone is at rest, 
a seismic event is caused at the surface using a 
hammer blow or explosive charge, causing seismic 
waves to propagate from the surface through the 
soil to be detected by seismic sensors installed in 
the cone penetrometer. This event is recorded and 
the penetrometer is advanced another increment 
and the process is repeated. Interval velocities are 
calculated over the depth increment under study 
(Campanella et al. (1989); Baziw (1993 and 2002)) 
from the estimated seismic wave arrival and\or rel-
ative arrival times.

In the standard SCPT techniques imple-
mented, the in-situ Vs and Vp interval velocities 
are determined by first obtaining the correspond-
ing time series relative arrival times as the probe 
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background noise
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is advanced into the soil profile. The relative 
arrival times can be obtained by utilizing the 
reverse polarity or cross-correlation techniques 
(Campanella et al. (1986) and Baziw (1993 and 
2002a)). The SCPT is a relatively time consuming 
process compared to the CPT in that pauses in the 
CPT cone penetration are required and the string 
is to be unclamped so that waves generated by the 
shear wave source do not travel through the CPT 
rods to the receivers. In addition, data stacking is 
required so that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
is increased. Data stacking in SCPT involves 
generating multiple sources and averaging the 
recorded seismic data so that random noises are 
minimized.

The development of a continuous SCPT 
(C-SCPT) has been gaining considerable interest 
among in-situ engineers so that the issue of SCPT 
latency can be addressed. In the C-SCPT configu-
ration seismic source waves are generated as the 
penetrometer is pushed into the ground without 
stopping to unclamp the string, turning the rig/
truck engine off, data stacking, and generating 
sources on both the left and the right side of the 
probe for the case of SH wave interval velocity 
investigations. This of course offers a real challenge 
in terms of seismic signal processing as the SNR 
of the recorded C-SCPT seismic data will be con-
siderably lower compared to standard SCPT data. 
Furthermore, an event detection and arrival time 
estimation capability in C-SCPT is desired where 
first approximation interval velocities are calcu-
lated as the probe is pushed into the ground. BCE 
has been developing new techniques to address the 
challenges presented by C-SCPT. A particularly 
promising algorithm is the so called the so-called 
C-SCPT SEED™ (Signal Enhancement and Event 
Detection) algorithm. 

2 C-SCPT SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT 
AND EVENT DETECTION

Standard SCPT signal processing algorithms typi-
cally rely upon off-line analysis techniques such as 
applying zero phase digital frequency filters to the 
raw time series data to separate the measurement 
noise from the desired source waves (Baziw (1993 
and 2002a)). This is generally feasible due to the 
fact that there is typically significant frequency 
spectra separation between the source waves and 
measurement noise (when source wave reflections 
are not present). Subsequent to the application of 
the zero phase digital frequency filters, polarization 
analysis is applied so that the filtered responses on 
the x, y, and z components (for a triaxial configura-
tion) are rotated onto a single full waveform (Baziw 
(2004a and 2004b)).

The C-SCPT signal processing requirements are 
considerably more challenging due to the fact that 
seismic data is recorded in a significantly higher 
noise environment, there is not a distinct separa-
tion between the frequency and associated phase 
components of the source waves and measure-
ments noise, data stacking cannot be carried out 
and the real-time nature of the C-SCPT.

Due to the real-time nature of the C-SCPT 
and the overlap of the source wave and measure-
ment noise frequency spectra, sophisticated real-
time recursive Bayesian estimation techniques are 
applied to address the signal enhancement of the 
C-SCPT acquired time series. As previously stated, 
the algorithm utilized for C-SCPT signal process-
ing and event detection is referred to as C-SCPT 
SEED™. A fundamental component of the 
C-SCPT SEED™ is modeling of the source wave 
as an amplitude modulated sinusoid (AMS).

2.1 Amplitude Modulated Sinusoid (AMS)

The AMS has been demonstrated to be a highly 
robust and accurate approximation for many ana-
lytical representations of seismic source waves such 
as the exponentially decaying cyclic waveform, the 
mixed-phase Berlage wave, the zero-phase Ricker 
wave, and the zero-phase Klauder wave (Baziw 
(2002b, 2004b, 2005, 2006, 2007, and 2011)). In 
addition, the AMS wave has proven very accurate 
in modeling seismic data acquired during down-
hole seismic testing (Baziw (2011) and Amini and 
Howie (2005)) and passive seismic monitoring 
(Baziw (2002b, 2004b, 2005)).

The mathematical representation of the AMS 
source wave is given as

x1 (t) = x2 (t) sin[ωt + ϕ] (1)

where x1(t) is an approximation to the seismic 
source wave, x2(t) is the seismic wave’s amplitude 
modulating term (AMT), ω is the dominant fre-
quency of the wave, and ϕ is the corresponding 
phase.

AMS real data examples are provided from 
downhole seismic data captured during a SCPT 
with high precision and high bandwidth (1 Hz to 
10 KHz) piezoelectric accelerometers which have 
an operational amplifier integrated within the sen-
sor. The piezoelectric accelerometers have highly 
desirable rise and decay times of approximately 
5 μs. These fast rise and decay times result in 
recorded traces where the input of acoustic waves 
and ambient noise are recorded with minimal or 
no sensor distortion.

Figure 1 illustrates noisy SCPT data recorded 
at a depth of 15 m. The high noise energy is due to 
high frequency rod noise traveling down the steel 
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extension rods and due to the close radial proxim-
ity of the source (Baziw (1993)). Figure 2 illustrates 
the seismic data shown in Fig. 1 superimposed 
upon the same seismic trace filtered with a zero 
phase shift 8th order Butterworth 10 Hz to 150 Hz 
bandpass filter applied. Also superimposed upon 
the filtered seismic trace is a 73 Hz sinusoid. As is 
evident from Fig. 2, the real SCPT source wave can 
be modeled as amplitude modulated sinusoid.

2.2 Gauss-Markov measurement noise model

To facilitate greater source wave and measurement 
noise characterization the measurement noise is 
modeled as a Gauss-Markov process as opposed to 
simply being defined by a band of frequencies. By 
analyzing the autocorrelation and power spectrum 
of a large number of SCPT measurement noise 
time series it was possible to identify a mathemati-
cal model which sufficiently fits the SCPT meas-
urement noise process. A Gauss-Markov process 
can be used to describe many physical phenomena 
(Gelb (1974) and Baziw (2002)) and is a good can-
didate to model the SCPT background noise.

The Gauss-Markov process has a relatively 
simple mathematical description. As in the case 
of all stationary Gaussian processes, specification 
of the process autocorrelation completely defines 
the process. The variance, σ2, and time constant, Tc 
(ie., β = 1/Tc ), define the first-order Gauss-Markov 
process. These parameters are derived from the 
seismic time series by windowing on the noise 
portion of the trace and calculating the autocor-
relation of the ambient noises (Baziw (2002b and 

2005)). The discreet mathematical equation for a 
Gauss-Markov process is given as

n n b w
a e b e

k wa k wbb k

w we bb−
= a nwa

be βebβ βb 2 Δβ ββ b eb −b 2and
 (2)

In eq. (2), Δ is the sampling rate and wk is a 
zero-mean, timewise-uncorrelated, unit-variance 
sequence with a Gaussian probability distribution 
function. nk is therefore a zero-mean, exponentially-
correlated random variable whose standard devia-
tion is σ. The constant aw can have a range of values 
from −1 to +1. For a stable variable, aw is restricted 
to values between 0 and +1. For aw → 0, nk changes 
rapidly and tends to be uncorrelated from sample 
to sample. For aw → 1, the behavior of nk becomes 
more sluggish and it tends to change little from 
sample to sample.

2.3 C-SCPT SEED™ formulation

The C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm uses real-time 
Bayesian Recursive Estimation (BRE) digital fil-
tering techniques to analyze the raw SCPT data. 
Baziw (2002b, 2004b, 2005, 2006, and 2011)) out-
lines in detail the different mathematical tools 
such as Kalman filtering (KF), particle filter, and 
Hidden Markov Model filtering (HMM) which 
are offered in BRE. In general terms, AMS source 
waves defined as frequency anomalies are identi-
fied and extracted within statistically describable 
(Gauss-Markov) background noise.

As a first step the C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm 
applies a bank of  finite sinusoids (i = 1 to N) 
with dominant frequencies varying from low to 
high (e.g., 30 Hz to 430 Hz). The seismic event is 
approximated as an AMS, whereby the sinusoid 
is modulated by an amplitude modulating term 
(AMT) as previously described. As illustrated in 
Figure 3, a fixed set of  possible sinusoids with 
corresponding dominant frequencies is speci-
fied at the outset. A bank of  Kalman Filters are 
then utilized, whereby the possible seismic event 
is approximated as a sinusoid multiplied by an 
AMT. The KF system equations include the AMT 
components which are modeled as a two state first 
order Taylor series with the velocity component 
represented by a Gauss-Markov process. The KF 
measurement equations incorporate the sinusoi-
dal components sin(ωit) where ωi = 2πfi and fi is 
the dominant frequency. The frequency compo-
nents are incorporated as states within a HMM 
filter formulation. The background noise is also 
included within the KF system equations through 
the Gauss-Markov process.

The background noise parameters of variance, 
σ2, and time constant, Tc, are automatically derived 
from the recorded seismic data by windowing on 

Figure 1. AMS real data example recorded during a 
SCPT.

Figure 2. Seismic trace in Fig. 2 filtered with a 10 Hz to 
150 Hz frequency filtered applied and a 73 Hz sinusoid 
superimposed.
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the noise portion and calculating the auto-correla-
tion. For example, on the initiation of the C-SCPT 
the data acquisition commences acquiring data at 
the user specified sampling rate Δ. A ring buffer 
of approximately 9000 points is populated with 
seismic data and divided into three time windows 
(e.g., 3000 points). The variance of each time win-
dow is calculated and the window with the lowest 
variance value is defined to be ambient noise. An 
auto-correlation is automatically calculated on the 
ambient noise where the parameters σ 2 and Tc are 
readily obtained.

The ring buffer of data with parameters σ 2 and Tc 
is then fed into the C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm for 
signal processing and event detection. The C-SCPT 
SEED™ algorithm calculates the AMT component 
and the dominant frequency of the AMS source 
if present. The C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm must 
complete filtering and event detection within Δ × 
ring buffer size (e.g. 9000 point ring buffer and sam-
pling rate of 5 Khz results in a maximum processing 
time of 1.8 seconds) prior to extracting the next set 
of data from the ring buffer.

When a trigger is initiated (e.g., SH hammer 
striking steel beam (Campanella et al. (1986) 
and Baziw (1993)) the filtered AMT and raw 
seismic data is stored to file at the user specified 
sampling rate, sample time and pre-trigger when 
source impact is made. The real-time arrival time 
of  the source wave (required for relative arrival 
time estimation and subsequent interval velocity 
calculation (Baziw (1993 and 2002a))) is defined 

by applying a second event detection algorithm 
utilizing a short term average – long term average 
ratio (STA/LTA) (Baziw (2002b, 2004b and 2005)) 
technique. The STA/LTA portion of  the C-SCPT 
SEED™ algorithm is applied to the derived AMT 
to determine the reference arrival time of  the 
source wave. If  the user specified threshold was 
exceeded (“event”) and the estimated frequency 
resided within a user specified bandwidth (e.g., 
P-wave and S-wave bandwidth) then the time 
location of  the event is defined to be the arrival 
time of  the source wave.

3 C-SCPT SEED™ PERFORMANCE 

The performance of the C-SCPT SEED™ algo-
rithm is assessed by considering challenging syn-
thetic data. Figure 4 illustrates a Berlage source 
wave (Baziw (2005, 2006, and 2011)) with a domi-
nant frequency of 100 Hz, arrival time of 40 ms and 
maximum absolute amplitude of 7.2.

Figure 3. C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm configuration.
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Figure 4. Berlage source wave with dominant frequency 
of 100 Hz.
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3.1 Example 1

The SC source wave shown in Fig. 4 is embed-
ded within measurement noise with vari-
ance σ2 of  6 units2 and time constant TC 
of 1 ms as illustrated in Fig. 5(A). The C-SCPT 
SEED™ algorithm is then applied on this noisy 
seismogram with a HMM frequency bandwith and 
resolution of 30–430 Hz and 2 Hz, respectively. A 
STA/LTA threshold of 1.2 was specified.

The resulting AMT and STA/LTA is illustrated 
in Figs. 5(B) and 5(C), respectively. The C-SCPT 
SEED™ algorithm also provides the dominant 
frequencies when the STA/LTA ratio exceeds the 
threshold of 1.2 as shown in Fig. 5(D).

The results using the using the C-SCPT SEED™ 
algorithm can be compared with the outcome when 
using a standard frequency filtering algorithm 
(applying an eight order digital bandpass (30 Hz 
to 150 HZ filter) as illustrated in Fig. 6. It is clear 
that the C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm provides a 
considerable SNR improvement compared to the 
standard frequency filtering.

3.2 Example 2 (σ2 = 9 units2, TC = 3 ms)

The source wave shown in Figure 4 is embed-
ded within measurement noise with variance of 
9 units2 and time constant of 3 ms as illustrated 
in Figure 7(A). The C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm is 
then applied on the noisy seismogram of Fig. 7(A) 
where a HMM frequency bandwith and resolution 

of 30 Hz to 430 Hz and 2 Hz is applied, respec-
tively. A STA/LTA threshold of 1.2 was specified.

The C-SCPT SEED™ estimated AMT and 
STA/LTA is illustrated in Figs. 7(B) and 7(C), 
respectively. Dominant frequencies are estimated 
when the STA/LTA ratio exceeds the threshold 
of 1.2 as shown in Fig. 7(D). Figure 7(A) shows 
the C-SCPT SEED™ estimated noise statistics 
(variance = 6.9 and time constant = 2 ms), the 

Figure 5. (A) Seismogram with source wave of Figure 4 
embedded in measurement noise; (B) Derived AMT using 
the C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm; (C) Derived STA/LTA 
using the C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm; (D) Estimated fre-
quencies when STA/LTA threshold of 1.2 exceeded using 
the C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm.

Figure 6. (A) Seismogram with source wave of Figure 4 
embedded in measurement noise; (B) Derived AMT after 
applying an eight-order zero phase bandpass (30 Hz to 
150 Hz) filter; (C) Derived STA/LTA of filtered trace.

Figure 7. (A) Seismogram with source wave of Figure 4 
embedded in measurement noise with C-SCPT SEED™ 
estimated arrival time, dominant frequency and ambi-
ent noise statistics illustrated; (B) C-SCPT SEED™ esti-
mated AMT; (C) C-SCPT SEED™ estimated STA/LTA; 
(D) C-SCPT SEED™ estimated frequencies when STA/
LTA threshold of 1.2 exceeded.
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averaged dominant frequency estimate (108.8 Hz 
(true value = 100 HZ)—averaged over time win-
dow where STA/LTA ratio exceeds the threshold 
of 1.2 as is illustrated in Fig. 9(D)) and arrival time 
estimate (denoted by vertical red bar).

The impressive C-SCPT SEED™ results out-
lined in Fig. 7 are compared with a standard fre-
quency filtering algorithm as illustrated in Fig. 8. 
Figure 8(B) shows the seismogram of Figs. 7(A) 
and 8(A) with an eight order digital bandpass 
(30 Hz to 150 HZ) filter applied. The STA/LTA of 
Fig. 10(B) is shown in Fig. 8(C). It is clear from 
comparing Figs. 8(B) and 8(C) with Figs. 7(B) 
and 7(C) that the C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm 
provided considerable S/N improvement and 
allowed for dominant frequency and noise statis-
tics estimation.

4 CONCLUSIONS

There is considerable interest among in-situ engineers 
to develop continuous seismic cone penetration test 
(C-SCPT) instrumentation, data acquisition hard-
ware and software and signal processing algorithms. 
This endeavour arises from the fact that there is sig-
nificant latency when carrying out a standard SCPT 
investigation due to the requirement of establishing 
a low noise environment. The pauses and delays in 
SCPT are namely threefold: 1) the string is unclamped 
to avoid waves generated by the shear wave source 
traveling through the CPT rods to the receivers; 2) 
the engine of the in-situ vehicle is turned off to reduce 
measurements noise; 3) data stacking is carried by 

averaging the recorded seismic data from multiple 
source generations at each depth increment. The 
most important consideration in C-SCPT is obviously 
the real-time signal enhancement and event detection.

This paper has outlined a new algorithm 
referred to as the C-SCPT SEED™ which allows 
for real-time signal processing and enhancement 
of C-SCPT data and the ability to estimate arrival 
times. This would facilitate real-time interval veloc-
ity estimation as the probe is advanced within the 
ground. The C-SCPT SEED™ algorithm uses 
real-time Bayesian recursive estimation digital fil-
tering techniques (e.g., Kalman filtering, particle 
filter, and Hidden Markov Model filtering) to ana-
lyze the C-SCPT data in real-time. The C-SCPT 
SEED™ algorithm models measurement noise in a 
statistical manner (Gauss-Markov process) where 
the parameters of variance and time constant are 
estimated directly from the raw data in real-time. 
This is in contrast to standard SCPT digital fre-
quency filters where it is assumed that the source 
wave and measurement noise frequency spectra 
have distinct separation and the measurement 
noise is simply described by a set bandwidth of fre-
quency components.

In general terms, in the C-SCPT SEED™ algo-
rithm source waves defined as frequency anoma-
lies are identified and extracted within statistically 
describable (Gauss-Markov) background noise. It 
is shown in this paper that the C-SCPT SEED™ 
algorithm provides considerable signal enhance-
ment and event detection advantages when 
processing C-SCPT seismic data, such as: • abil-
ity to identify source wave “events” embedded in 
high variance and correlated noise environments; • 
significant S/N improvement; • source wave arrival 
time estimation; • ability to derive noise statistics; 
and • dominant frequency estimation.
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ABSTRACT: Wireless technology has huge developments that can be implemented in many of the soil 
mechanics test equipment. However, nowadays it is still far from being of full use in geotechnical engineer-
ing all over the world. This paper reports a brief state of art of the wireless use in geotechnical engineering 
and presents in detail a wireless CPTU prototype (CPTUwl) developed in University of Minho. In this 
prototype a new solution was developed leading to significant improvements in relation to the existing 
wireless CPTU. The new proposed solution provides simultaneous remote data acquisition and system 
power supply, allowing for long term data acquisition, without the need of cables or batteries. The CPTUwl 
prototype allows the data acquisition in a laptop of the continuous measurements. Moreover, since this 
solution also delivers the required power supply for the down-hole sensing and communication devices, this 
prototype has the potential to support more complex and bandwidth demanding monitoring devices.

1 INTRODUCTION

Today there are a large number of wireless applica-
tions in many engineering areas, such as commu-
nications and informatics. Wireless technology (or 
communication) dates back to the nineteen cen-
tury and since then they have developed and suc-
cessfully been applied to a wide range of devices 
and equipment used in daily life. 

For this reason, this technology should be con-
sidered in other areas, since many times the use of 
cables for testing or monitoring can bring various 
issues (Severino et al. 2010). The main disadvan-
tages of using a cable-based system are:

– not all the structures can accommodate cables, 
– limited physical space causes limitations on the 

amount of data transmitted,
– the cables may be damaged during the assembly, 

tests and/or transportation, and when damaged 
they are much more difficult to inspect to detect 
the problem, and possibly needing full replace-
ment, resulting in delays.

Therefore a cable-based system requires a 
higher maintenance and human intervention. On 
the other hand, the wireless systems:

– allow an optimal placement of the sensors that 
normally have a small size, and diversity in usage,

– when using wireless systems we have fewer 
components to relocate as the construction 
proceeds,

– wireless technology need low power con-
sumption and has a limited need for surge 
protection,

– plus, digital data (via wireless) has a higher reli-
ability, and a lower likelihood of data loss when 
compared to analog transmissions (via cable).

Based on all this, it is clear that only benefits 
can come from the use of wireless technology. The 
use of wireless can become an important tool of 
current use in many areas, including civil engineer-
ing and geotechnical engineering. Therefore they 
should become a routine tool in structures and 
infrastructures health monitoring, between others. 

Nowadays there is a fair number of wireless 
applications to geotechnics. However, such appli-
cations refers to surface transmission of geo-
data, such as monitoring and acquisition systems 
(Jackson 2008; Li et al. 2011), and not to subsur-
face transmission of signal collected from sensor in 
underground testing.

Therefore, in the framework of the use of wire-
less in geotechnical engineering testing, this work 
aims to present a CPTU prototype (CPTUwl), 
because this “in situ” test is an easy and quick 
to perform and it is now in way to substitute 
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other geotechnical field tests (Robertson & Cabal 
(Robertson) 2010). 

This prototype, developed at the Department of 
Industrial Electronics of the University of Minho, 
supervised by the Department of Civil Engineer-
ing (Geotechnical group), measures depth, tip 
force, sleeve force and pore water pressure.

2 WIRELESS DEVELOPMENTS

2.1 Wireless sensor networks

Wireless sensor networks are a sub-class of wire-
less networks, which were developed to overcome 
specific problems related with wireless sensing 
(Baronti et al. 2007; Healy et al. 2008). Wireless 
sensor networks may be used for many applica-
tions, but most of them share the same main requi-
rement: to reliably measure the required variables, 
without interfering with the sensing environment, 
and requiring as low maintenance as possible. 

With this in mind, many solutions have been 
proposed along the way (Baronti et al. 2007; Healy 
et al. 2008), and others are still under development, 
without no consensus about which solution fits 
best for all sensing applications. 

One of the most well-known technologies is 
 Zigbee, which was specifically developed to satisfy 
the particular requirements of wireless sensor net-
works. It uses an electromagnetic carrier operating 
in the 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical 
(ISM) bands, where the wireless communication 
channel must be shared with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, 
also sometimes used for data communication. Such 
wireless sensor networks may be of great help for 
geotechnical applications, when the data is gath-
ered at the surface, or even in underground, when 
the transmission is done in free space. However, a 
few considerations must be made when attempt-
ing to use such technology for underground data 
collection.

The development of wireless sensors technology 
presents a great opportunity for developing low-
cost monitoring or data acquisition systems for 
civil structures and infrastructures.

2.2 Applications in geotechnical engineering, 
monitoring and field tests

There are different types of sensors available for 
monitoring tests and for data acquisition intended 
for almost any kind of structure or infrastructure, 
onshore or offshore (Saftner et al. 2008; Stajano 
et al. 2010), mainly in urban excavations (Gu et al. 
2012), slopes and compaction of highways, railways 
or earth dams (Taohidul Islam et al. 2012) and brid-
ges (Whelan et al. 2009; Chae et al. 2012). Many of 
the monitoring systems involve measurements of 
different types of sensors such as: pore water pres-

sure cells, inclinometers, earth pressure cells and 
settlement meters. 

For example, the work of Garich (2007) presents 
commercially available soil moisture probes and 
soil tilt sensors combined with low-power, wireless 
data transmitters to form a self-configuring net-
work of soil monitoring sensors (solar-powered). 
This research has shown that commercially avail-
able wireless instrumentation can be modified for 
use in geotechnical applications (Garich 2007).

This type of monitoring is specially installed 
when instability can have lost of human lives or 
if  the construction site has high seismic hazard 
(Wong et al. 2005; Suzuki et al. 2007). 

Wireless sensors has brought many advantages 
for monitoring, such as a perfect cut-off  of water, 
no weak point avoiding data loss due to a cable 
damage, no influence of lightning, lower costs with 
placement and no cables.

Furthermore, wireless ethernet data acquisition 
systems were also implemented in physical tests, like 
centrifuge tests (Zornberg et al. 2005). This type of 
tests require transmitting data collected in a mov-
ing, increased-acceleration environment, and the 
traditional methods (slip rings) have limited accu-
racy as well as limited number of instruments that 
can be used to data acquisition. This study obtained 
good results with the wireless technology although 
it concluded that it depends on the g-level, trans-
mission direction, and type of wireless card used.

Nevertheless, wireless technology is still scarce 
in nearly all kinds of “in situ” tests, like cone pene-
trometers, pressuremeters, vane tests, seismic waves 
based tests or dynamic load plate tests, among oth-
ers, use the transmission of signals by a cable with 
wires from the sensors installed on the probe. This 
implies, in the case of transmission of signals from 
down-hole to surface via cables, that before the 
test all the necessary rods and cables are gathered 
in the surface, assembled and the cables inserted 
inside the rods.

This may cause some inconvenients during the 
test, but still these are the current tools available and 
the only that engineers use for soil testing. The use 
of a wireless system for the soil test itself is some-
thing that some have mentioned but few have tried.

3 BRIEF HISTORY OF CPT

3.1 Background

The Cone Penetration Test (CPT) is one of the 
most performed field tests for soil characterization. 
Used for various purposes in geotechnical design, 
this test was introduced in 1932 by P. Barentsen, 
a Dutch engineer, and its satisfactory results, such 
as continuous measurements, led to an increased 
importance of this test and research interests for 
improvement.
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This test helps in the evaluation of the stratig-
raphy of the soil, identification of the type of 
materials and allows the determination various 
geotechnical parameters. 

Initially this test was mechanical procedure, 
only measuring the tip resistance. Later, a sleeve 
was added to provide a secondary measure 
(Begemann 1965). The current version, electrical 
CPT type, was developed around 1948 by the Delft 
Soil Mechanics Laboratory, and commercialized 
in 1960s with tip and friction readings (for more 
detailed information about the history of CPT 
please refer to Mayne 2007 and Robertson & Cabal 
(Robertson) 2010).

3.2 Developments

New versions of CPT brought a faster and more 
reliable soil test, with possibility of introducing 
new measurement sensors. In 1970s the piezocone 
(CPTU) was introduced with pore water rings for 
measurement of water pore pressure. 

Along with the years new sensors have been 
developed and installed in the penetrometer in 
order to improve the information obtained with 
this test. These sensors include measurement of tilt, 
temperature, pH, soil contaminants (called environ-
mental cones), also with introduction of geophones 
to measure the velocity of shear waves (SCPT), 
or measurement of the conductivity or resistiv-
ity (RCPT) and even inclusion of microphones 
(ACPT) and cameras (VisCPT) for help in identifi-
cation of the soil type, among many other purposes 
aiming a more appealing, quick and easy CPT test 
(Houlsby & Ruck 1998; Ghalib et al. 2000; Mayne 
2007; Robertson & Cabal (Robertson) 2010).

Over the years these innovative proposals for 
CPT/CPTU tests have been increasing. Point-
ing to different systems of push/boring (static or 
dynamic) and measurements, coupled or not with 
adapted vehicles, with automatic and autonomous 
action. But the latest innovations comprise the use 
of wireless technology, where data transmission is 
performed wirelessly improving the test procedure 
and decreasing the difficulty when introducing the 
rods and cables.

3.3 Wireless CPT

Wireless technology is being used and commer-
cialized by three different companies around the 
world: 
– Geotech (Sweden), offering Acoustic NOVA, 

Cable NOVA, RW (radio waves) NOVA. The 
Geotech NOVA CPT system is unique in the 
geotechnical industry for its cordless data trans-
mission system: a constant stream of data is 
sent to the surface through the sounding rods, 
internal memory can be provided and no cable 
through the rods is needed (Geotech 2012).

– Envi AB (Sweden), offers MEMOCONE III, 
without cable the probe stores data in its internal 
memory during the penetration and also send 
all measured data to the surface in real time by 
means of sound waves in the rods (Maybe 2007; 
Envi AB 2012).

– A.P. van der Berg (Netherlands) proposes the 
Optocone that converts the electrical signal to an 
optical one that is transmitted to the surface and 
received by a camera which is mounted above the 
CPT rod string and which is connected to data 
acquisition system (A.P. van der Berg 2012).

As one can see, these offers include wireless 
cones using radio, acoustic or optical waves. The 
acoustic systems have a lower capacity when com-
pared to radio waves. While acoustic and optical 
waves require a special receiver (microphone and 
camera respectively) for acquisition of the data. 
Geotech supports their solution as being cost sav-
ing over the more traditional boring and sampling 
methods. All of the systems normally include a 
memory card or slot for the event of data loss dur-
ing transmission.

4 WIRELESS CPTU PROTOTYPE 
AT UNIVERSITY OF MINHO

4.1 Discussion about underground wireless link

Since CPTU are tests that requires data acqui-
sition under the soil surface (usually up to three 
tens of meters), it becomes more challenging to 
provide a wireless solution for this particular 
geotechnical application. Figure 1 shows possible 
configurations.

To wirelessly communicate with a buried device, 
using radio waves, is challenging because electro-
magnetic waves suffers from high attenuation, 
unlike to what happens in free space. To use such a 
solution, proper design must be considered to deal 
with this propagation problem.

To try to overcome the losses problem, instead of 
using radio waves, a wireless link may be established 

Figure 1. Possible options to implement a data link 
between a buried CPT device and the surface.
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using sound waves (or other mechanical waves). 
This can be achieved using the soil as the wave 
medium or using the CPTU metallic rods as the 
wave medium. The main drawback will be to design 
a proper emitter and receiver for such mechanical 
waves, and to deal with multiple reflections between 
different soil materials. Moreover, since such com-
munications are made at low frequencies, there is a 
small bandwidth available, which limits the amount 
of data that can be transmitted.

The other option is to use light waves, which are 
a particular set of radio waves. They are transmit-
ted as a beam that can travel inside the metallic 
rod going up to the CPTU tip. The main problem 
with this solution is that, for deep penetrations, 
a straight light path may not be available, due to 
some rod bending along the way. If  that happens, 
the light will not be able to reach the surface, and 
the wireless link is lost. Another problem may be 
the required light source power consumption.

On the other way, the wireless community is 
mostly dedicated to wireless communications using 
electromagnetic or radio waves. This means that 
devices using radio waves are more developed, and 
it will be cheaper and easier to find components to 
develop a solution using radio waves. Also, since 
a great attention has been paid to wireless sensor 
networks based on radio links, there are many 
available devices suitable for sensing applications. 
Whereas, regarding optical and acoustic waves, 
there wasn’t yet such large development.

4.2 Discussion about underground system power

One main constraint when designing wireless sen-
sor networks is the required power for system ope-
ration. Since such wireless devices are, many times, 
deployed where no power supplies are available or 
with difficult access for battery replacement, they 
should be power efficient. This is the same cons-
train with wireless CPTU devices. When removing 
the cables to the surface, powering is also removed 
and a solution must be found. 

The first solution is to use a battery with enough 
capacity to drive the system along all the required 
tests. The capacity of such battery will depend on 
power consumption from sensors in the CPTU 
head, and power consumption from the acquisition 
and communication module. Moreover, more data 
and faster collection will require also more power. 
Such battery must be placed somewhere close to 
the CPTU head, and replaced or recharged when 
required.

The second solution is to use a harvesting solu-
tion. The power required for system operation may 
be obtained from the surrounding environment 
and used to drive the system (Yeatman et al. 2008). 
Sometimes, this solution also requires a battery, 

but no external recharge is required since the only 
power it needs is harvested.

The third solution is to find a way to remotely 
deliver the power to the CPTU wireless system. 
This can be done using the sets of rods that are 
going from the surface to the CPTU, however, 
without using any cable inside.

4.3 The solution: Wireless CPTU prototype

The prototype developed at University of Minho 
was applied for provisional patent, in collaboration 
with TecMinho (individual division for Techno-
logy Transfer and Entrepreneurship of University 
of Minho). Therefore the disclosable information 
is depicted in Figure 2. 

The adopted solution, CPTUwl, is supported by 
the previous discussion concerning the underground 
wireless link and system power. It is based on the 
modified waveguide option shown in Figure 1, 
enabling two main characteristics: RF (Radio Fre-
quency) data communication and RF remote pow-
ering. Such characteristics allow a real time and 24/7 
continuous data acquisition during penetration.

Such system relies on the use of a set of special 
metallic rods that, when placed together, one by 
one, will provide a path for communications and 
power (Figure 2).

Figure 2. General overview of the developed CPTUwl 
system.
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Furthermore, since “a priori” the depth of 
the “bed rock” where the CPTU point stops is 
unknown, there is need, with the traditional cable-
based CPTU, of a starting quick test to locate the 
“bed rock”. These processes are time consuming and 
in method developed by the University of Minho  
there is no need for this time consuming operations, 
since a micro emission-receptor is installed inside 
the electrical CPTU probe and the collected signals 
are continuously transmitted to the surface.

Figure 3 shows a software application devel-
oped to record the values measured from CPTUwl 
sensors.

5 FINAL REMARKS

Since the mid 90’s researchers have realized the 
need to reduce the cost of testing and monito-
ring civil engineering structures and infrastructu-
res, and therefore increase the capabilities of the 
existing systems. The use of wireless technologies 
technologies, with a more limited human inter-
vention, can make geotechnical engineering and 
management operations more efficient, therefore, 
less expensive. 

In this context a wireless CPTU prototype 
(CPTUwl) was developed at the University of Minho. 
To the best of the author’s knowledge, this develop-
ment leads to significant improvements in relation to 
the existing methods, particularly for working in het-
erogeneous and stratified soils, and also because the 
traditional cable based solutions present some inher-
ent limitations such as installation and maintenance 
cost, scalability and visual impact.

Moreover the developed system allows a real 
time and 24/7 continuous data acquisition during 
penetration.

With this equipment there is no need for the 
time consuming operations to locate “bed rock”, 

since a micro emission-receptor is installed inside 
the electrical CPTU probe. This technology (wire-
less process) here presented is newly developed but 
has the capability to be applied to other tests such 
as pressuremeter or other cone penetrometers such 
as gamma cone or seismic cone.
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Session report: Development of new equipment and methods 

J.A. Howie
Department of Civil Engineering, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

ABSTRACT: The sixteen papers assigned to the session are reviewed and common themes discussed. 
Ten of the papers involve some variation on penetration testing, two deal with instrumentation used to 
monitor ground movements in unstable ground, two describe new developments in drilling and sampling 
and one presents a new method of geophysics survey. One paper makes a plea for development of an 
international database of site characterization data.

1 INTRODUCTION

Sixteen papers have been assigned to this session 
on Development of New Equipment and Methods. 
The objective of this report is to review the papers 
and attempt to identify any important develop-
ments or common themes.

Table 1 groups the papers according to com-
mon themes and identifies the main topic of each 
paper. Ten of the papers involve some variation on 
penetration testing, two deal with instrumentation 
used to monitor ground movements in unstable 
ground, two describe new developments in drilling 
and sampling and one presents a new method of 
geophysical characterization. The remaining paper 
does not describe a new development but instead is 
a response to the State of the Art paper by Mayne 
et al. (2009) on Geomaterial Behaviour and Testing 
presented at the most recent ISSMGE conference 
in Alexandria. Relevant aspects of each paper are 
discussed below within the categories presented in 
Table 1.

2 WATER INJECTION 

Two papers deal with in situ tests involving injec-
tion of water into the soil. Monnet describes the 
Geomechameter, originally presented at ISC2 
(Monnet & Senouci 2004). It consists of a mono-
cell pressuremeter with the addition of an injection 
cell above it and a pumping cell below it. Mon-
net contends that the apparatus allows control 
of the 3D level of stress in the soil by applying a 
downward seepage gradient to the soil around the 
expansion section. He also suggests that this proc-
ess will allow detection of suffusion by observation 
of the turbidity of the extracted water. The paper 
presents a numerical study of the concept but no 
field data are provided.

Larrabee et al. present the results of preliminary 
laboratory and field testing of a scaled down ver-
sion of the Permeafor, a tool for profiling hydraulic 
conductivity in situ originally developed in France 
in the early 1990’s. The test involves measuring the 
flow of water from a short perforated cylindrical 
section into the ground during penetration by per-
cussion. Every 20 cm, penetration is stopped and 
the flow is allowed to stabilize during a 10 second 
pause before penetration recommences. The objec-
tive of the test is to measure variations in lateral 
hydraulic conductivity. The test is only applicable 
to highly permeable soils. The authors conclude 
that with further evaluation, the tool should prove 
useful for design of shallow drainage systems.

3 TORQUE MEASUREMENTS 

Heydarzadeh et al. present the results of the first 
data gathered in Iran using the SPT-T test. The 
SPT-T is a standard SPT with an additional meas-
urement of the torque required to rotate the rods 
after the SPT has been conducted. For the 74 
SPT-T tests at 34 depths presented, the authors 
automated the measurement of torque by using 
a torque cell integrated with a data acquisition 
system. The paper contains many practical recom-
mendations for successful implementation of the 
test.

An interesting aspect is the time dependent 
increase in torque observed after completion of 
the SPT. Unfortunately, no description is provided 
of the soil in which the testing was carried out and 
there is no mention of the energy of the hammer, 
an essential consideration in the interpretation of 
any SPT.

Wainaina et al. describe a new apparatus called 
the Torque Penetration Test (TPT) designed to 
provide values of friction resistance for application 
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Table 1. Summary of papers.

Category Authors Topic New aspect

Water injection Monnet The geomechameter Combination of water injection 
and removal with pressuremeter 
testing

Larrabee, Benoît 
and Reiffsteck

Profiling hydraulic conductivity 
in situ

Scaled down version of Permeafor 
designed for use in shallow field 
applications

Applications 
of torque 
measurements

Heydarzadeh, 
Fakher, and 
Moradi

A feasibility study of Standard 
Penetration Test with Torque 
measurement (SPT-T) in Iran

First application in Iran, auto-
mated data acquisition of 
torque measurements

Wainaina, Li, 
Wang, Boyette 
and Bodenheimer

Torque Penetrometer Test 
(TPT) for pile design

Attempt to measure unit shaft 
resistance appropriate for 
design of piles 

Modifications 
of DMT

Lutenegger Push-in earth pressure cell Passive measurement of stress 
compared to ‘active” measure-
ment in DMT

Colcott and Lehane A modified DMT Rigid piston inflated by oil 
pressure instead of flexible 
membrane. Greater range of 
expansion than DMT.

Cavallaro, Grasso, 
Maugeri and 
Motta

SDMT in a marine investiga-
tion for evaluation of lique-
faction potential

SDMT instead of traditional in-
situ testing and lab tests

Cone modules Yoon, Kim, Byun 
and Lee

Resistivity Cone Penetrometer Unique configuration of 
electrodes.

Frost, Martínez and 
Hebeler

Cyclic multi-piezo-friction 
sleeve penetrometer testing

Added 5 pore pressure elements 
to previously developed multi-
friction sleeve module 

Full flow 
penetration 
testing

Colreavy, 
O’Loughlin and 
Ward

Piezoball testing in soft lake 
sediments

More data in very soft sediments 
illustrating advantages over 
CPTU.

Coring and 
sampling

Magagnoli Offshore soil sampling by drop 
corer

New method of deployment to 
improve sample recovery 

Devincenzi, Pérez 
García, Samoili 
and Arroyo

New submersible drill rig Mini drill for economical use in 
shallow water.

Interpretation 
of ground 
movements

Schwager, Ober-
ender and Puzrin

Interpretation of inclinodefor-
mometer data

Measured deformations of incli-
nometer casing analyzed to 
derive soil pressures

Hauswirth, Iten and 
Puzrin

Fiber optic sensors Details of installation required for 
successful use

Geophysics Guerrero, Lataste 
and Marache

Kinematics electrical resistivity 
tomography (K.E.R.T.)

Increased efficiency and quality 
in gathering and processing of 
E.R.T data.

Other topics Togliani Response to Mayne et al. (2009)

in pile design. It comprises a 60 mm diameter steel 
tube rotated into the ground. The torque required 
to install the pipe to the desired depth is recorded. 
The pipe is left in the ground sufficiently long to 
allow all pore pressures to dissipate and then is 
rotated out of the ground, again with a measure-

ment of the torque required. No information is 
provided as to how it is to be determined that all 
pore pressures have dissipated as there is no indica-
tion of the presence of any piezometer in the TPT.

The authors state that their primary objective 
was to “measure side resistance with the same 
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accuracy as a static load test” so that the reliability 
of pile design can be greatly increased. However, 
they then proceed to estimate soil properties such 
as effective stress friction angle, Φ ′, and undrained 
strength from the measured torque. They even use 
a correlation between Φ ′ and (N1)60 to derive N60 
which is then used to calculate unit base resistance 
using the empirical formula:

qp = (1.2 N60).

While a shaft resistance can be gathered very easily 
from this test, the value of the test is diminished 
by resorting to indirect methods to complete the 
pile design. Some of the analysis contained in the 
paper appears of questionable validity.

4 PENETRATION TESTING

4.1 DMT related papers

Cavallero et al. describe an application of  the 
Seismic DMT (SDMT) for liquefaction assess-
ment as part of  an offshore site investigation 
for a new container quay. The SDMT is the 
Marchetti flat dilatometer test with the addition 
of  a shear wave velocity (Vs) measurement using a 
true interval seismic module mounted just above 
the DMT. The paper discusses the implementa-
tion of  liquefaction assessment methods based 
on Vs and on the DMT Horizontal Stress Index, 
KD, defined as:

KD = (Po – uo)/σv′

where:
Po = initial total stress
uo = equilibrium pore pressure
σv′ = in situ vertical effective stress

Both methods of liquefaction assessment indicate 
the probability of liquefaction at the site to be 
low.

The use of a Push-In Spade Cell (PISC) as a 
site investigation tool is proposed by Lutenegger. 
The PISC is a fluid-filled earth pressure cell that 
responds to the total pressure acting against a 
72 mm diameter fluid filled pressure cell as the 
spade cell is pushed into the ground. The dimen-
sions of the PISC are close to but not identi-
cal to those of the DMT. The PISC measures 
102 × 250 × 12.5 mm with a 72 mm diameter 
load cell diaphragm whereas the DMT measures 
95 × 220 × 15 mm with a 60 mm diameter mem-
brane. The cell is pushed at 20 mm/sec and push-
ing is stopped at 30 cm intervals to allow recording 
of the pressures at 0, 15, 30 and 60 seconds after 

stopping. The pressure measurement is a “passive” 
one as there is no expansion phase possible with 
the earth pressure cell whereas some movement of 
the membrane must occur in the DMT test in order 
for the lift-off  pressure to be measured. Luteneg-
ger compares the DMT KD parameter to a similar 
PISC parameter, KS, derived using P15, the pressure 
at 15 seconds. KS is defined as: 

KS = (P15 − uo)/σv′

where:
P15 = total stress at 15 seconds after penetration 

stops,
uo = equilibrium pore pressure
σv′ = in situ vertical effective stress

Good agreement is shown between KD and KS at 
one site but the agreement is not as good at two 
other sites. The same general trends are displayed 
by both parameters. Lutenegger suggests that the 
PISC has the potential to evaluate soil properties in 
a similar manner to the DMT and is an economic 
alternative to it. However, the PISC does not allow 
an estimate of soil stiffness based on a second 
measurement at a membrane expansion of 1.1 mm 
as is possible with the DMT. 

In contrast to Lutenegger, Colcott and Lehane 
propose an amendment to the DMT specifically 
to improve the assessment of stiffness. In place of 
the flexible membrane of the standard DMT with 
a maximum expansion of 1.1 mm, they have devel-
oped a rigid piston that is expanded into the soil 
by hydraulic pressure. In the version presented, the 
tool allows the operator to obtain a plot of pres-
sure vs. expansion for deflections up to about 5% 
of the piston diameter from which non-linear stiff-
ness values are derived. On the basis of numerical 
analysis and comparison tests conducted at shallow 
depth in sand, they conclude that their new appa-
ratus gives similar po and p1 values to the Marchetti 
DMT and offers the potential to derive non-linear 
soil stiffness. 

4.2 Cone modules

Two papers describe additions to the standard 
cone to extend its capability. Yoon et al. describe 
a new configuration of resistivity cone. Designs 
currently in commercial use consist of  a resistiv-
ity module mounted behind a standard cone. In 
this version, the electrodes are incorporated into 
the cone itself. While the tool appeared to perform 
well in the field trials, it is not clear what advan-
tage the new design has over existing resistivity 
modules. 

Frost et al. have added a module behind a 
standard cone comprising four friction sleeves of 
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varying surface roughness and five pore pressure 
elements. They term it the Multi-Piezo Friction 
Attachment or MPFA. The module allows the 
study of the soil response to unidirectional and 
cyclic shearing of  the soil adjacent to the shaft 
by sleeves with a range of  surface roughness. 
Pore pressure measurements above and below the 
sleeves permit consideration of the changes in 
effective stress caused by the shearing. The paper 
presents results of  testing at sand and clay sites 
obtained during conventional cone penetration 
at 2 cm/sec and then during long and short cyclic 
tests carried out during pauses in penetration. The 
implications of  the results for further development 
of  this tool are discussed. 

4.3 Full-flow penetration testing

Colreavy et al. present the results of in situ test-
ing carried out from a floating pontoon over a very 
soft lakebed sediment with classification properties 
similar to those of Mexico City clay. Of particu-
lar note is the very low unit weight of 10.5 kN/m3. 
Tests were carried out using a standard piezocone, 
a T-bar and a piezoball. The T-bar and piezoball 
are full-flow probes and have the advantage of a 
much lower correction for unequal end-area pore 
pressure effects than the standard piezocone. The 
results presented confirm the superior perform-
ance of full flow probes in these extremely soft 
materials. The negative net cone tip resistances are 
impossible and point to cone sensitivity and cali-
bration issues. 

5 CORING AND SAMPLING

Two papers deal with tools for offshore site inves-
tigations. The paper by Magagnoli describes a pro-
cedure for obtaining samples from the seabed in 
shallow water using a new configuration of drop 
corer deployed in a very specific manner. The 
method described in the paper has been patented. 
The proposed method was successful in obtaining 
over 90% recovery for approximately 8.0 m long 
samples.

The second paper describes a new remotely-
operated submersible drill rig for deployment in 
water depths of up to 2000 m. The authors note 
that most such rigs are currently designed for much 
deeper water and are too expensive or unavailable 
for shallower water depths. The MiniDrill has been 
instrumented to allow accurate positioning and 
to record details of all aspects of the drilling and 
sampling process. Preliminary offshore deploy-
ment has been undertaken in Barcelona Harbour 
as development of the rig continues. 

6 INTERPRETATION OF GROUND 
MOVEMENTS

Two papers deal with the response of instru-
mentation to the effects of slope displacements. 
Schwager et al. describe the use of an Inclinode-
formometer (IDM) to gain insight into changes 
in soil stresses acting on inclinometer casing. The 
tool detects changes in the shape of inclinometer 
casing experiencing variations in pressure due to 
ground displacements. The authors propose to use 
the measured displacements and a four parameter 
viscoelastic model to determine the pressure incre-
ment acting on the casing by solving a boundary 
value problem. They describe laboratory and phys-
ical modeling tests on PVC inclinometer casing 
designed to determine input parameters for the vis-
coelastic model. The authors hope to develop the 
method to allow field applications of the IDM. 

The second paper, by Hauswirth et al., presents 
results of a large scale laboratory test carried out 
to investigate the use of fibre-optic strain sensors 
in moving ground. Lessons learned in the labora-
tory test were used in the design of a field instal-
lation of 80 m of fibre optic cable in a moving 
landslide. The authors conclude that the proposed 
sensor has promise for use in the detection of land-
slide displacements.

7 GEOPHYSICS

Guerrero et al. present a new approach to the 
acquisition and interpretation of electrical resistiv-
ity geophysical data to obtain a tomographic image 
of the ground. The method, Kinematic Electrical 
Resistivity Tomography (K.E.R.T.) takes advan-
tage of improved capabilities in geophysical data 
gathering and processing. The paper focuses on an 
assessment of the quality of the data and how well 
the solution represents the actual stratigraphy. 

8 “SOME CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT 
SOA-1 SUMMARY (ALEXANDRIA 2009)”

The final paper in the session is a response by 
Togliani to the State of the Art paper:Geomaterial 
Behaviour and Testing from the 2009 ISSMGE 
Conference in Alexandria (Mayne et al. 2009). In it, 
Togliani appears to argue against the  development 
of new equipment and methods. Instead, he urges 
the profession to focus on improving the use of 
existing methods and approaches to obtain data of 
the best possible quality. 

He proposes that a minimum practice for site 
investigation should include continuous core sam-
ple drilling with frequent in situ testing and basic 
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classification testing on the samples obtained. He 
takes issue with one of the major conclusions of 
the SOA paper, namely that hybrid geotechnical—
geophysical devices such as seismic piezocone 
(SCPTu) and seismic flat dilatometer (SDMT) 
should be used for routine investigations on the 
grounds that such equipment may not be available 
or appropriate for the ground conditions.

He is especially concerned about the unques-
tioning use by engineers of commercial software 
for the interpretation of the in situ test data. His 
proposed solution to this problem is to establish 
a free database which will contain examples of in 
situ test interpretations for as wide a variety of site 
conditions as possible. He intends that users will be 
able to find examples of sites and data with similar 
characteristics to the one they are investigating. He 
suggests that users will be able to use such data to 
assess the capabilities of software and other cor-
relations that they propose to use. 

9 DISCUSSION

Mayne (2012) notes that “there are well over 150 
different types of in-situ probes, field methods 
and innovative gadgets for purposes of geotechni-
cal site investigation”. In order to obtain reliable 
information about site conditions from the use of 
any one of these probes, methods and gadgets, a 
great deal of care and attention must be paid to 
the calibration, maintenance and operation of the 
equipment used and to the testing procedure fol-
lowed. This ensures that the data are of high qual-
ity and that results obtained will be consistent with 
tests carried out elsewhere with similar equipment 
in similar soil conditions. High quality test data 
can then be interpreted using models of soil behav-
iour appropriate to the soil conditions at the site 
and to the mode of deformation and stress con-
ditions imposed by the testing method. Only then 
can the results be used with confidence in engineer-
ing analysis and design. To assist in this process, 
equipment and test procedures should conform 
to Standards, and it should be possible to check 
the quality of the data relative to some reference 
value(s). 

Any new probe or method that is introduced or 
any adaptation of one already in existence has to 
offer significant advantages over what is already in 
existence to justify its adoption by the geotechni-
cal community. The reluctance of the profession to 
discard the use of the SPT, despite its very well-
documented deficiencies, is indicative of the task 
ahead of those who would propose something 
new. 

The SPT-T test allows engineers to continue 
using the SPT while adding an additional simple 

measurement to enhance its usefulness. The paper 
to this session by Heydarzadeh et al. contains 
much useful information about the implementa-
tion of the torque measurement for potential users. 
However, the paper is typical of most on the SPT 
in that the hammer energy is not reported. 

A knowledge of hammer energy is essential for 
SPT interpretation. Field measurements reveal 
large variations in energy during SPT testing. In 
a survey of modern automatic hammers in the 
U.S., Biringen and Davie (2008) recorded an aver-
age energy of 82.8% with a standard deviation of 
4.4%. Assuming a normal distribution and the sta-
tistical 3σ rule, this means that the energy ranged 
from 69.6% to 98% over the 220 measurements car-
ried out. The correction factor to bring the meas-
ured N to N60 would have varied from 1.16 to 1.63 
and, without measurement of energy, the engineer 
would not have known which factor to apply. Is 
this an acceptable level of accuracy for our mod-
ern profession? This uncertainty is a strong argu-
ment in support of the recommendation by Mayne 
et al. (2009) that, where ground conditions suit, 
the SCPTu or SDMT should be used instead of the 
SPT for routine investigations.

Full-flow penetrometers appear to offer suffi-
cient advantages over what is already in existence 
to be gathering increased use. There are moves 
towards standardization (De Jong et al. 2010, 
Lunne et al. 2011). The principal application is 
in very soft soils where instrument sensitivity and 
the effect of corrections for pore pressure effects 
become critical as illustrated in the paper by Col-
reavy et al. 

The Permeafor discussed by Larrabee et al. and 
the Monnet’s Geomechameter, are examples of 
tools for which the case has not yet been persuasive 
as they were introduced in the early 1990’s but have 
yet to gain adherents.

Advances in instrumentation and materials have 
made it possible to put many additional sensors 
into the ground and have spurred new approaches 
to field testing and monitoring. Several of the 
papers to this session represent the first publica-
tion of such new ideas and approaches. Increased 
numbers of sensors lead to much greater amounts 
of information and the range of possible interpre-
tations but also require greater vigilance to ensure 
data quality and add to the complexity of the 
interpretation process. 

The two papers that suggest modifications to 
the DMT illustrate this dilemma. Lutenegger’s 
proposed PISC simplifies the field procedures but 
reduces the amount of soil information obtained 
from each sounding compared to the DMT. The 
rigid piston proposed by Colcott and Lehane 
increases the information about soil stiffness 
that can be obtained from a DMT sounding but 
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increases the complexity of the instrument and of 
the interpretation. The validity of the non-linear 
stiffness derived from the results would require cal-
ibration by comparison to physical model testing.

The Inclinodeformometer described by Schwa-
ger et al. is an example of a new tool where the 
input parameters and analysis required for inter-
pretation are so complex that it seems unlikely 
that the tool will find widespread use. Similarly, 
the multi-piezo friction sleeve module is likely to 
remain as a research tool until its capabilities can 
be further developed.

10 CONCLUSION

The papers in the session include proposed new 
instruments and procedures but also data from exist-
ing tools, some with modifications to equipment or 
procedure. In order for existing tools to be used 
with more confidence and for experience to be more 
transferrable, it is critically important that in situ 
tests are carried out with standardized equipment 
using standard procedures and that any variations 
from standard practice are noted in any reporting of 
results. The recommendation of Mayne et al. (2009) 
for the use of SCPTu or SDMT in routine investiga-
tions is a good one. If the SPT is used, the energy 
should always be reported and the addition of 
torque measurements appears to offer advantages. 

Interpretation of test data should be based on a 
model of soil behaviour appropriate to the  testing 
conditions and any correlations used should be 
appropriate to the soil conditions being investi-
gated. In too many cases, in situ data interpretation 

is carried out by “black box” use of software. There 
is considerable merit to Togliani’s suggestion of a 
free widely-available database containing examples 
of in situ test interpretations for as wide a variety 
of site conditions as possible.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Hydraulic conductivity is a characteristic that 
describes the flow of water or other liquids through 
geologic materials. In soils, due to the presence of 
interconnected voids, fluids are allowed to flow 
from points of high energy to low energy. Measure-
ment of such permeability is necessary in a variety 
of engineering problems including dam design, 
septic system leachfield design, drainage applica-
tions, landfills and retention ponds. However, it is 
typically difficult to evaluate with accuracy.

1.1 Current practices to determine hydraulic 
conductivity

Current practices for evaluating hydraulic conduc-
tivity rely on laboratory and field testing. Labora-
tory testing involves using discrete samples that 
may not necessarily be representative of the field 
conditions. These small samples represent a frac-
tion of the volume of soil for any specific site. 
Conventional laboratory testing includes both 
the falling head and constant head permeability 
tests. To address the shortcomings associated with 
laboratory testing, field test methods have gained 
increased popularity in spite of their cost and the 
time required for each test. Common in situ tests 
include field pumping tests, dissipation tests using 
penetration tools such as the piezocone (CPTU), 
piezometers tests and the Lefranc borehole test. 

1.2 Empirical correlations

In an attempt to evaluate the hydraulic conductiv-
ity of soils without performing costly and timely 
consuming laboratory or field tests, several empiri-
cal relationships have been developed based on 
index properties. For the purpose of this research 
the Hazen formula, the Alyamani and Sen formula 
and the Rawls & Brakensiek formula (graphical) 
were evaluated. Table 1 outlines the empirical cor-
relations used in this research. 

In general, empirical relationships are not ideal 
for the estimation of hydraulic conductivity since 
most of them were designed for specific soil types 
and/or test conditions.  For design considerations, 
a true value of hydraulic conductivity needs to be 
established both rapidly and economically. Every 
site is different, which creates a need for a tool that 
can be used in a variety of conditions.

2 THE PERMÉAFOR 

In response to the shortcomings of the current 
in situ and laboratory tests in providing rapid 
and accurate measurements, a device known as 
the  Perméafor has been developed in Strasbourg, 
France. The Perméafor is designed to aid in the 
evaluation of field hydraulic conductivity. The 
tool is approximately 80 centimeters in length and 
5 centimeters in diameter with a perforated  section 
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logic materials due to the presence of interconnected voids. This property is difficult to accurately and 
rapidly evaluate in the laboratory and in the field. A device known as the Perméafor has been developed 
in Strasbourg, France aimed at evaluating hydraulic conductivity in situ. The tool is approximately 80 cen-
timeters in length, and is specifically designed to test lateral hydraulic conductivity. A half-scale of the Per-
méafor was constructed at the University of New Hampshire in order to test soils at shallow depths using 
a portable penetration system. The half-scale model was used in laboratory simulations and field testing 
of a fine-grained sand for the determination of hydraulic conductivity. Preliminary results seem to indi-
cate the reduced size tool has the potential to evaluate permeability in situ, rapidly and with accuracy.
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at the center of the probe. The tapered design 
forces the flow of water out of the perforated sec-
tion in the radial direction. The conical tip allows 
the probe to be inserted in the ground using a per-
cussion drill rig. The French Perméafor probe is 
shown in Figure 1. 

2.1 Testing with the Perméafor

Water is supplied to the Perméafor through small 
flexible tubing that runs inside the drive rods. Dur-
ing penetration, water continuously flows through 
the center and out laterally into the surrounding 
soil through the perforated section as shown in 
Figure 2. At testing intervals of 20 centimeters, 
the advance is stopped and the flow is monitored 
for ten seconds before proceeding to the next 
test depth. A full profile can be carried out in a 
few hours. Variations of flow rate normalized by 
the applied pressure head are good indicators of 
hydraulic conductivity. For instance, in a gravelly 
sand layer, the flow will tend to increase compared 
to similar test conditions in a fine sand layer. These 
normalized flow readings can be used to identify 
soil types and estimate density and hydraulic 
conductivity. 

The Perméafor can provide a continuous quali-
tative and quantitative profile of the subsurface 
showing the variation of hydraulic conductivity 
with depth. The test method is quick, efficient and 
cost effective, providing instant results.

2.2 Testing theory

The overall objective of the probe is to measure 
lateral hydraulic conductivity. Measurement of the 
volume of water flowing into the subsurface is corre-
lated to the permeability of the soil. Flexible tubing 
runs from the surface water source to the top of the 
probe. Due to the elevation and pressure head pro-
duced by the water column above the probe, water is 
propelled laterally into the surrounding soil.

The flow of water, Q (m3/s), is measured at the 
surface. As water flows through the tubing to the 
probe, head losses (dH ) occur due to friction. 
Head losses are also present in the flow meter and 
the tubing connections. The effective head, H′ (m), 
is then reported which is a function of the pressure 
head and the pressure losses. The water then flows 
into the subsurface though the screen section in the 
center of the probe.

Results from testing with the probe are reported 
for each test depth as a ratio of the flow to the 
effective head, Q/H′ (m2/s) along with the penetra-
tion effort to advance the probe. Every 20 centi-
meters the probe advancement is stopped and the 
flow is recorded after it is allowed to stabilize for 
10 seconds. The vertical load is maintained on the 
probe while flow measurements are recorded.

By plotting Q/H′ with the penetration effort, 
trends correlating the soil stiffness and  permeability 
are evident. When a soil is stiff  or dense the void 
ratio is small leading to a lower value of  hydraulic 
conductivity. This trend is also seen in reverse, 
as the penetration effort is less, the void ratio is 
greater, and flow is higher. Although in silty clays 

Figure 1. Full scale Perméafor probe.

Figure 2. Lateral flowing water from perforated mid-
section of the Perméafor.

Table 1. Empirical formulas for hydraulic conductivity.

Empirical 
method 

Empirical formula
(centimeters/second)

Hazen (1911) k = c × D2
10

Alyamani & 
Sen (1993) k = 1.505 × [Ι0 + 0.025 (D50 − D10)]2

Rawls & 
Brakensiek 
(1989) 

Graphical Method

where k = hydraulic conductivity in cm/s, c = Hazen 
empirical coefficient (=100 for these units), D 210

 = square 
of the effective grain size for which 10% of the soil is finer 
in cm, Io = the intercept in mm of the line formed by the 
D50 and D10 with the grain size axis, D50 = effective grain 
size for which 50% of the soil is finer in mm, D10 = effec-
tive grain size for which 10% of the soil is finer in mm.
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penetration is small and the hydraulic conductivity 
too is small. The Perméafor has the ability to esti-
mate soil profiles based on soil behavior.

The values of Q/H′ are bounded at 10−3 and 
10−6 square meters per second. Values within this 
region are considered acceptable for measurements 
with the probe. These provisional bounds are a 
function of several parameters surrounding the 
probe. The upper bound is established for high flow 
situations. When soils are highly permeable and 
flows are great, the accuracy is reduced. Sources of 
error during high flows include the measurement 
of the height of the water source, the depth to the 
water table and the calibration of head losses. These 
potential errors are cumulative. The upper bound is 
also relevant as the ratio of Q/H′ can be negative. 
When the ratio becomes negative it is a function of 
the calculated head losses as they are larger than 
the head provided above the Perméafor screen. This 
anomaly is typically seen near the ground where the 
flow is not restricted by the surrounding soil.

The lower bound is a function of the type of 
soil where the probe is not effective. When soils are 
not highly permeable, flow will be minimal. Flow is 
recorded after a ten second time period when a steady 
state is achieved. In low permeable soils the time to 
achieve a steady state is significantly greater than 
10 seconds. For this reason, the values of Q/H′ have 
a lower bound of 10−6 square meters per second. 

2.3 Determination of head losses

Important pressure losses occur in the Perméafor 
system as a function of the friction imposed on the 
water from the small diameter tubing and the fric-
tion caused by the flow meter. The friction reduces 
the water pressure that is seen at the screen section 
of the probe compared to the theoretical pressure. 
These losses are summed together and used to find 
the effective pressure during testing. The pressure 
losses are obtained during the calibration of the 
probe at various flow values. These pressure losses 
are primarily dependent on: composition of the 
injected water (salinity of water), ambient air and 
groundwater temperatures, length of flexible tub-
ing supplying water to the system and, from flow 
meters used to measure flow throughout testing.

Perméafor head loss calibration is typically car-
ried out using various lengths of tubing. The effects 
of water temperature and salinity are minimal. A 
quadratic relationship can be established to explain 
the relationship of the head losses in the system, 
ΔHHT, and the flow, Q, through the tubing. The 
quadratic relationship is shown in Equation 1.

ΔHHT = aQ2 + bQ ± c (1)
where ΔΗHT = theoretical head losses within the sys-
tem, a, b, c = coefficients, Q = flow in liters/minute.

Calibration is conducted in two separate steps 
performed with and without the Perméafor probe. 
Before calibration the Perméafor and the flexible 
tubing is purged of air. If  any air bubbles remain 
in the tubing or flow meter, flow will be minimized 
or even stopped. 

The first step in calibration is performed by plac-
ing the Perméafor into a large bucked filled with 
water. The water supply is connected to the probe 
with a length of flexible tubing. The flow is measured 
by setting the bucket at a minimum of four different 
elevations. The height from the top of the water col-
umn to the top of the bucket is noted as Ηe.

The second step in the calibration process does 
not include the Perméafor. The probe is detached 
from the flexible tubing. At the same testing eleva-
tions previously tested with the bucket (Ηe), the 
value of Ηc is measured. Ηc is the height of the water 
that is ejected out of the tubing caused by the head 
of water above the test location. For this measure-
ment, the tubing is placed at the top of the same 
bucket that was used during the Ηe calibration.

For each of the four test heights the experi-
mental head losses are determined as a function 
of flow, Q and head, Ηe. The additional head that 
is added from any hydraulic pumping system, Ηp, 
is also involved in the determination of the head 
losses. Using the measurements from testing, the 
head losses within the system can then be defined 
using Equation 2.

ΔHexp = He − Hc + Hp (2)

where Ηexp = experimental head losses within the 
system in meters, Ηe = height of water above the 
top of the bucket in meters, Hc = height of water 
that is ejected out of the tubing in meters, Ηp = the 
head of water produced by an additional pumping 
system in meters.

Finally, to determine the coefficients a, b, c as 
defined by Equation 1, a Gauss matrix is solved 
as shown in Equation 3. The unknown parameters 
a, b, c are determined by taking the inverse of the 
matrix. The input parameters are the values of 
flow, values of experimental head loss calculated in 
Equation 2, and the number of test heights.
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where Q = flow in liters per minute, N = number 
of test elevations used, a, b, c = coefficients, 
ΔΗexp = experimental head losses within the system 
in meters.
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Using the results from the calibration, the head 
losses can be plotted against flow. The result is the 
quadratic function known as the calibration curve. 
The calibration curve allows the operator to know 
the head losses at any given flow. The head losses 
are then easily incorporated to report the results in 
the form of Q/H′. An example calibration curve is 
shown in Figure 3.

The effective head, H′, acting on the probe is 
determined by taking into account the losses that 
occur through the system. The head of water pro-
duced by the system includes He and the head sup-
plied by a hydraulic system (if  in use). The effective 
head is then calculated using Equation 4.

H′ = H − ΔΗTH (4)

where H = total head of water in the field in meters, 
ΔΗHT = theoretical head losses within the system.

In field testing the head of water acting on the 
Perméafor system is also influenced by the ground 
water table. The head level in field testing is a com-
bination of the height of the water column above 
the test zone, the depth of the water table, and the 
head added from the hydraulic pumping system 
(if  in use). The total head in the field is shown in 
Equation 5.

H = He + Dw + Ηp (5)

where H = total head of water in field testing 
in meters, He, head of water column above the 
ground surface in meters, Dw = depth of water table 
in meters, Hp = head produced by hydraulic pump 
in meters.

Using field measurements of the depth of the 
probe and water flow, Perméafor parameters can 
be calculated to evaluate the Q/H′ for each test in 
a sounding.

2.4 Perméafor correlation to hydraulic 
conductivity

The measurements obtained during testing with 
the Perméafor can be correlated to hydraulic con-
ductivity. A common expression of flow is shown 
in Equation 6.
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where Q = flow, l = length of probe screen, D = 
diameter of probe screen, k = hydraulic conductiv-
ity in meters per second, H = head above test zone 
in meters.

The first term on the right hand side of Equa-
tion 6 is the constant m, which is a shape factor 
based on the cavity (screen) dimensions of the 
probe. The Perméafor has an l/D ratio of one 
therefore, m is defined by Equation 7, which is 
applicable for 0.3 ≤ l/D < 1.2.

m l
D= 2 1l +l
D 4π /  (7)

By rearranging Equation 6 to solve for hydrau-
lic conductivity the result is Equation 8. The values 
of m and D are constant for the probe therefore, 
the coefficient c is substituted for the product of 
the two values resulting in the right side of Equa-
tion 8. The coefficient c is known as the pocket 
coefficient.
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For the case of the Perméafor, Equation 
7 is used for the value of m which is equal to 
7.02. The diameter of the probe is 5 centimeters 
(0.05 meters) resulting in a value of 2.8 for the 
pocket coefficient c. The hydraulic conductivity for 
the probe is then defined by Equation 9. 
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The value of hydraulic conductivity produced 
in Equation 9 is a function of the results of 
 Perméafor testing. The pocket coefficient remains 
constant. Hydraulic conductivity measured with 
the Perméafor can then be compared to other 
laboratory testing methods. Figure 4 illustrates 
different laboratory measurements of  hydraulic 
conductivity compared to testing results with the 
Perméafor.

Preliminary results indicate that the Perméafor 
holds a close correlation to traditional hydraulic 
conductivity testing methods. 
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Figure 3. Example calibration curve.
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3 SCALE MODEL PERMÉAFOR TESTING

Over the summer of 2009, a scale model of the 
Perméafor was created at the University of New 
Hampshire (USA) for use in shallow field applica-
tions for the design of drainage systems, leachfields 
and contaminant transport assessment. The scale 
model works on the same principles as the full scale 
French Perméafor. In order to optimize the tool, 
the probe was fabricated in several interchange-
able sections. The scale probe is approximately 
39 centimeters in length, an approximate diameter 
of 3 centimeters and has a test zone of 2.8 centi-
meters. The taper in the probe produces the small-
est diameter of 2.5 centimeters at the tip and the 
largest diameter at the rear of 3.9 centimeters. In 
the rear of the probe a Swagelok connection allows 
for the attachment of ½ inch flexible tubing which 
supplies water from the surface. 

Similarly to the French Perméafor, the diameter 
above the screen section in the scale model expands 
the surrounding soil to a pressure approximately 
corresponding to what is required to reach the 
limit pressure of the soil. In other words, the diam-
eter of the upper section of the probe is such that 
the volume is doubled that of the lower probe sec-
tion. The l/D ratio of the screen section is one, and 
the tip has an apex of 60 degrees.

3.1 Testing material

An abandoned sand borrow, located three miles 
from the University of New Hampshire in the 
town of Lee, NH, USA, allowed for ample sand 
supply and provided an ideal location for field test-
ing. Several preliminary laboratory soil tests were 
completed on the Lee sand prior to testing with the 
Perméafor probe. Using these results the Lee sand 

was classified as SP, a poorly-graded sand with 
trace gravel, using the Unified Soil Classification 
System. Under the American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
Classification System the Lee sand is classified as 
group A-3. 

3.2 Perméafor laboratory testing

Preliminary laboratory tests were conducted to 
optimize testing procedures with the Perméafor 
prior to full scale field testing. Procedures includ-
ing the determination of head losses, probe 
advancement, test duration and the determination 
of measured parameters were optimized in the 
laboratory setting.

Laboratory samples were created at varying den-
sities in a 55 gallon test tank. Dry soil was placed 
in the test tank in lifts of 5, 7 and 10. Each lift 
was compacted using a light weight falling deflec-
tometer (LWFD). The LWFD consist of a 10 Kg 
hammer on a sliding rod falling at a height of 
72 centimeters on a plate measuring 300 centimeters 
in diameter. The energy of compaction for the three 
soil samples were 1,875, 2,225 and 3,750 kJ/m3, 
respectively. Index properties in each test were eval-
uated at increasing depths. Index properties meas-
ured included moisture content, relative density, 
degree of saturation and void ratio. The relative 
density of the samples were 69%, 73% and 67%, 
respectively. 

The number of testing intervals in the labora-
tory was controlled by sample size. Typical hydrau-
lic profiles in the lab consisted of two to five test 
depths after vertical flow stopped. Vertical flow 
occurs as the less dense surface soils allow water 
from the probe to run up the outer sides of the 
penetration rods. Hydraulic conductivity measure-
ments are only applicable when full lateral flow is 
established.

Preliminary laboratory testing with the probe 
was time consuming and restrictive producing a 
limited amount of results. However, these tests 
allowed for the optimization of the testing proce-
dure which was implemented in the field setting.

3.3 Perméafor field testing

The field testing setup was created based on the 
same principles as in the laboratory. A water 
source is elevated to produce hydraulic head above 
the probe. The water source was constructed in a 
manner which allows for multiple levels of  con-
stant head. Flexible tubing supplies water from 
the water source to a flow meter. From the flow 
meter the flexible tubing is pre-strung through 
penetration rods which are then attached to the 
Perméafor. 

Figure 4. Correlation between measurements of hydrau-
lic conductivity and Q/H′ (Reiffsteck et al. 2011).
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Penetration of the probe was conducted using 
a rod with a sliding weight and also by using a 
portable hydraulic rig. The relative density of the 
soil can be estimated when using the manual pen-
etration system, but do to ease of penetration, the 
portable hydraulic rig became more practical for 
field testing profiles.

4 RESULTS

Two field test profiles were conducted using a man-
ual penetration system at two levels of hydraulic 
head. The first field profile was conducted at an He, 
height of water above ground surface, of 1.90 meters 
and the second was conducted at 3.60 meters. 
Vertical flow up the drill rods was present in 
each profile to depths of 70 and 80 centimeters, 
respectively.

Three profiles with the Perméafor were com-
pleted using a portable hydraulic rig. Through 
each test, vertical flow was present for the entire 

profile. Additional testing was completed with the 
portable hydraulic rig in attempts to optimize the 
probe geometry.

4.1 Perméafor field testing results

To advance the probe throughout the soil strata 
a similar number of blows of the hammer system 
were needed. The ratio of Q/H′ is expected to be 
the same as the soil is the same material as the pro-
files were conducted within 3 meters of each other. 
Closer to the surface prior to complete horizontal 
flow the ratio of Q/H′ are similar. Once the probe 
creates a seal in the ground and flow is lateral the 
flow begins to decrease. 

Figure 5 summarizes the results from prelimi-
nary field testing. After lateral flow is established it 
is assumed that the ratio of Q/H′ would be the same 
for both profiles. The two profiles were conducted 
using different pressure heads. The flow was signif-
icantly higher for the second profile (DCH2) as the 
head was increased by approximately 1.7 meters. 

Figure 5. Field testing results. 
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The head above the test zone affected the results 
as it increased the flow. As flow increases the head 
losses in the system also increase. The increasing 
head losses will decrease the corrected head, H′. 
For this reason, the decrease corrected head will 
produce an increase ratio of Q/H′. In this case, the 
external head on the system played a major role in 
the resulting Q/H′. 

Similar to the laboratory testing, the parameter 
of Q/H′ decreases as the density increases. The 
density of the soil become greater as the probe is 
advanced deeper into the subsurface. Overall, the 
results follow the same trend where the relative 
hydraulic conductivity decreases with depth.

At depths greater than 150 centimeters a total 
of 45 or more blows of the dynamic cone penetro-
meter hammer were needed to advance the tool a 
distance of five centimeters. This method is both 
time consuming and physically exhausting. With 
that many blows within a short distance, water is 
likely to erode the test zone. 

Additional tests with the Perméafor were con-
ducted using the hydraulic rig to advance to tool. 
Three profiles were conducted with the hydraulic 
system which all had vertical flow present through-
out the entire push of the probe. Several variations 
of this layout were evaluated, but proved unsuc-
cessful such that lateral flow was never fully estab-
lished. The results of the tests conducted with the 
dynamic cone penetrometer hammer (DCH) and 
the hydraulic rig (HC) are shown in Figure 5. Also 
represented in Figure 5 are the number of blows 
needed to penetrate the probe to each test depth.

The variation of Q/H′ is similar for all three 
tests conducted with the hydraulic rig. The trend 
of the curve follows the same path as both tests 
conducted with the DCH. The hydraulic rig would 
be ideal for testing as it provides easy and signifi-
cantly faster testing. Due to lateral flow never being 
established, the results can only provide a basis for 
partial lateral flow.

4.2 Hydraulic conductivity based on grain size

Empirical correlations for hydraulic conductivity 
can be assessed based on the grain size analysis of 
the samples collected in the field. For the purpose 
of this research the Hazen formula, the Alyamani & 
Sen formula and the Rawls & Brakensiek formula 
were evaluated, as outlined in Section 1.2. Perméafor 
test results are corrected to represent values of 
hydraulic conductivity using the pocket coefficient. 
The results of the Perméafor field testing, empiri-
cal correlations and measured laboratory testing 
are shown in Figure 6.

The laboratory testing results shown are the 
range of  applicable values of  hydraulic conduc-
tivity measured using both the standard and 

modified Proctor tests. After horizontal flow is 
established with the Perméafor the results prove 
to be approximately an order of  magnitude higher 
than the measured values of  hydraulic conductiv-
ity based on laboratory Proctor testing. On the 
other hand, the empirical correlations are similar 
to the results with the probe after vertical flow 
has stopped. 

Of the empirical correlations the Hazen formula 
proves to be the median value. It should be noted 
that laboratory testing result are a function of ver-
tical flow, where as the Perméafor measures lateral 
flow. Perméafor testing results within the zone 
where lateral flow is not established are an order of 
magnitude greater than any empirical correlation.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Perméafor is a new in situ testing tool which 
under certain conditions provides a continuous 
qualitative and quantitative profile of the chang-
ing hydraulic conductivity with depth. The testing 
results can be presented in terms of the ratio of 
flow and corrected hydraulic head versus depth. 
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The ratio of flow and corrected hydraulic head 
can be adjusted to illustrate hydraulic conductivity 
using the pocket coefficient. 

Preliminary field work indicates that alterna-
tive methods of the interpretation for flow in the 
unsaturated zone need to be evaluated further. 

Hydraulic conductivity can easily be evaluated 
by measuring the flow of water laterally through 
soil under hydraulic pressures. The Perméafor 
allows for ease of soil penetration while the tool 
directs water laterally to measure changing perme-
ability with depth. 

With further evaluation, the Perméafor should 
show its applicability to shallow depth testing to 
report the changing hydraulic conductivity with 
depth. The results gained with the probe will aid 
in the design of septic systems, drainage, retention 
ponds and many more.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The SPT (Standard Penetration Test) is one of the 
common local investigation tests in many countries, 
due to its easy performance, low cost, no require-
ment for sophisticated apparatuses, and relevance 
to geotechnical variables. It determines the bearing 
capacity of soil at the bottom of a borehole, by 
measuring the penetration in the soil of a standard 
steel cylindrical sampler, used to take out an intact 
sample of the soil.

Decourt & Ranzine (1989) suggested a simple 
modification of SPT for the first time. They pro-
posed to make a useful complementary part to the 
test by appending it with another test. According to 
their proposal, a torque is applied to the top of the 
boring rod after it penetrates the soil for 300 mm 
and the NSPT value is determined. The moment 
required to turn the rod is then measured. This 
modified test is referred to as ‘SPT-T’. The SPT-T 
determines the strength of the soil at the bottom of 
the sampler to the turning applied to the sampler.

The results of this test were first released by 
Decourt & Filho (1994). They introduced the ratio 
(T/NSPT)—where T is the applied torque and NSPT 
is the number of blows—as a characteristic value for 
a given soil and a given SPT equipment to check the 
quality control. Any considerable deviation from 
this value shows the undesirable effect(s) of the 
equipment deficiency or the operator’s error.

Luttenegger & Kelly (1998) used a large number 
of tests and different methods to determine the 
Unit Skin Friction (USF) values in driven piles, 

and concluded that the results obtained covered 
an extensive range of unit skin friction values, and 
therefore, their correctness could not always be 
asserted. In order to compare the results obtained 
in different methods with actual values, they car-
ried out a series of full-scale tests. They came to the 
final conclusion that the unit skin friction values 
obtained directly of the SPT-T tests had the best 
consistency with the actual measured values.

2 SPT-T METHOD

In general, the test method is that a torque is 
applied at the top of the boring rod in the end of 
the SPT, and the moment required to turn the sam-
pler is measured.

Once the sampler is driven and the NSPT value is 
determined, the Hammer Drop System is removed 
and a manual or mechanical means of turning is 
set up on top of the boring rod. The rod is then 
turned under control and slowly at a rate of 
about 3 degrees per second so that the soil stick-
ing around the sampler is segregated. The applied 
torque can be measured in different ways such 
as using pointer or electronic gauges or a Strain 
Gauge Torque Cell installed on a section with 
known properties. The segregation takes place at 
a maximum turning angle of 180 degrees, but the 
highest bending moment is usually exerted within 
the first 5–10 degrees of turning. The maximum 
moment is taken as the soil strength to failure. Fig-
ure 1 shows a general setup of a SPT-T.

A feasibility study of Standard Penetration Test with Torque 
measurement (SPT-T) in Iran

Ali Heydarzadeh
Moshanir Power Engineering Consultants, Tehran, Iran

Ali Fakher & Majid Moradi
Faculty of Civil Engineering, University of Tehran, Tehran, Iran

ABSTRACT: Over the past decade a useful simple complementary test has been recommended for 
SPT and it is the measurement of torque required to rotate the SPT sampler. This modified test is named 
SPT-T. To present the feasibility of SPT-T in Iran, the paper includes the results of the first trial tests 
performed in Iran. To perform SPT-T, a special setup was built and it is described in the paper. According 
to the local experiences gained from performing SPT-T at the site, the following findings are presented: 
(1) a local experience to run the test, (2) the limitation of equipment and the possibility of performing this 
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estimation of the change in unit skin friction over time.
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3 THE APPARATUS MANUFACTURED

The apparatus for SPT-T test is any device by 
which a torque can be applied to the boring rod 
and the moment applied measured. Efforts have 
been made to simplify the process of the test, given 
that the widespread acceptance of a test is based 
on its low cost, easy performance, and no require-
ment for sophisticated devices.

In general, two options are considered as 
methods of turning and measuring the moment 
applied:

1. Torque Wrench
2. T-Handle Torque Cell

The main deficiency of the Torque Wrench 
(even its digital type) is the discontinuity of record-
ing data in short time spans. The data reading is 
taken visually in the pointer type, and by press-
ing a button in the digital type. Taking account of 
this deficiency, it was decided to use a Torque Cell 
which is capable of measuring and recording data, 
through a system consisting of a force gauge and 
a data recorder. This means is named T-Handle 
Torque Cell.

The T-Handle Torque Cell is composed of three 
main parts: load cell, the torque arm, and data 
acquisition system.

A force gauge transfers the measured moment to 
a data logger capable of analyzing and/or display-
ing data. The design of a data logger is based on 
measuring the changes in electrical resistivity caused 
by created strains, which are shown on the strain 
gauges installed on the torque gauge. This data log-
ger will be connected to a computer through a USB 
port, and some computer software will be used to 
display the variation of the current.

The advantages of the T-Handle Torque Cell are:

1. Simple, cheap and quick test carried out in the 
field;

2. Low cost of the apparatus;
3. Very easy transportation;
4. Recording the frequency of applying torque by 

a software;
5. Continuous and automatic recording of the 

data, and the possibility of recording the peak 
and residual stresses;

6. The possibility of applying high moments on 
dense soils

7. The possibility of plotting the graph of the 
applied moment immediately after performing 
the test.

The schematic mechanism for applying torque is 
shown in Figure 2, and Figure 3 shows the appara-
tus set up for making the final turning.

4 FIELD WORKS

4.1 Field investigations

The field investigation for the purpose of this 
research was carried out in a period of about 
18 days (21st May–7th June 2008), at a site in 
the town of Mahshahr, a harbor in south of 
Iran. The total boring made during that period 
was 165 m—with an average of 9 m per day. The 

Figure 1. General setup of a SPT-T (Kelly & Luttenegger 
2004).

Figure 2. The schematic of a manual torque gauge with 
T-arm.
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 boreholes were made at two points by two diggers 
working simultaneously.

In total, 74 SPT-T tests were made at 34 depths 
for the two boreholes (BH1 and BH2) in the site. 
The tests were carried out for depths of down to 
31 m and 49 m in boreholes BH1 and BH2 respec-
tively, at 1.5 m runs. All tests were made 5 or 
20 minutes after the end of driving.

Whenever possible in any case, more than two 
tests were made in different times, in order to study 
the effect of the elapsed time. For example, some 
tests were performed 5, 20, 60, 120, and 900 min-
utes after the end of driving of the sampler. Also, 
the duration of applying the torque varied from 
15 to 60 seconds, and the turning angle was 90 to 
270 degrees in different tests.

Figure 4 shows the performance of a test in this 
research.

4.2 Field experiences

The SPT-T seems to be easy at first; however, the 
experiences gained in this research show that it is 
necessary to know certain tips in order to increase 
the efficiency of the tests and make them even eas-
ier, before starting the work at the site. The most 
important points are:

1. Supervision to make sure the rods are com-
pletely tied together when extra rods are added;

2. Measuring the penetration of the SPT sampler 
in soil.

In an SPT-T test, it should be made sure that the 
rods are completely tied together, bearing in mind 
that the boreholes should be dug by turning the 
rods only in the same direction as they have been 
turned for tying together. If  turned in the opposite 
direction, the rods fixing will be loosened, and they 
may even be untied from each other. If  the rods are 
untied, it will be a tedious job to pull them out of 
the hole, which is one of the most adverse results 
in a boring process.

In the case of rods not being tied together firmly, 
the torque applied for turning the sampler will be 

used for tying the rods together, and the value 
recorded shows the magnitude of the moment used 
for tying. Moreover, the maximum turning angle 
of 180 degrees is sufficient for reaching the maxi-
mum and residual moments; but if  the rods are not 
tied together firmly enough, the sufficient turning 
required for tying them together can hardly be 
determined. At the same time, the sampler itself  
may also turn slightly as a separate part when the 
torque is applied, which also will adversely affect 
the results of the test. However, the site laborers 
do not often pay much attention to these problems 
when fitting the rods together. For this reason, its 
importance and severe effects on the SPT-T test 
results should be emphasized, noting that it can 
lead to confusing and undesirable results.

Figure 5a shows the results of a test made after 
three rounds of turning, in which the rods have 

Figure 3. Close up view of used apparatus setup in the 
site. Figure 4. SPT-T being performed in the site for the pre-

sented research.

Figure 5. Comparison of two sets of test results:
(a) Infirmly tied rods; (b) Firmly tied rods.
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graph T5 and T20 indicate torque measured 5 and 
20 minutes after EOD and R2 is correlation coef-
ficient between T and N.

As seen in Figure 7, there are logical relations 
between the applied torque and Depth with cor-
relation coefficient around 0.8 which show the 
consistency of the test results. In this graph D indi-
cates depth of test and R2 is correlation coefficient 
between T and D.

Figure 6. Graph of T versus NSPT; logical relations 
between the applied torque and NSPT: (a) In BH1; (b) In 
BH2.

not been tied together firmly. Graph 5b shows the 
results of a successful test carried out at the same 
depth. The rods were turned to a certain degree at 
that depth, and the test was carried out success-
fully 20 minutes after ensuring the rods were firmly 
tied together.

The peak and residual unit skin friction are the 
main parameters to be calculated once the test 
is finished and the results are analyzed. The unit 
skin friction is calculated as the magnitude of the 
applied moment divided by the external surface 
area of the sampler in contact with soil. It is there-
fore, highly important to determine the length of 
penetration of the sampler into the soil.

The rod is taken out of the hole after the bore-
hole with the required depth is made, and then, the 
sampler is connected to it and pushed into the bore-
hole. Sometimes, the sampler seems to reach the 
bottom of the hole before going through its entire 
length and is stopped from moving farther down. 
This is due to the soil fall into the hole or the dis-
integration and collapse of muddy soil close to the 
bottom of the borehole. In such cases, the sampler 
and its accessories should be taken out of the hole 
and the operation repeated after the bottom of the 
hole is cleaned. However, the operators sometimes 
do not tackle this problem properly and exert force 
to the bottom of the rod by means of a jack or get-
ting help from other laborers, in order to push the 
rod further down to the required depth. This will 
result in obtaining a value for ‘N’ which is higher 
than its actual value. Thus, taking into account the 
hard working conditions at site, which makes the 
laborers very tired and reluctant to consider such 
technical points, it is necessary to adopt appropriate 
rules and regulations for supervising and inspecting 
the work by competent resident technicians.

It is worth knowing that another means of apply-
ing torque is the mechanical turning which is used 
for boring holes. In this method, the manually oper-
ated T-shaped handle is removed and the torque is 
created by the digging apparatus itself. The system 
is similar to the manual one, but it has the advan-
tage of fully controlling and recording the torque 
and exerting very high torques in dense soils.

5 RESULTS

The consistency of results obtained from a test 
carried out repeatedly at the same condition is one 
of the factors governing the efficiency of the test. 
If  the results can be obtained repeatedly, a large 
number of tests can be performed, and the results 
can be generated. As seen in Figure 6, there are 
logical relations between the applied torque and 
NSPT with correlation coefficient around 0.7 which 
show the consistency of the test results. In this 

Figure 7. Graph of T versus depth; logical relations 
between the applied torque and depth; also increase in 
torque in depth with time: (a) In BH1; (b) In BH2.
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6 UNIT SKIN FRICTION

One of the common applications of the SPT-T test 
is to estimate the unit skin friction. The unit skin 
friction is calculated using Equation (1), below:

f F
A

T
R

DL
T

D
T

D Lsff = =F =
× ( )DL

=π DD DD π DD
2

2
2  (1)

Where T = Maximum torque; D = Diameter of 
sampler; and L = Length of sampler.

The unit skin friction, (USF), at different depths 
is shown in Figure 8.

The graph shows the average strength at vari-
ous depths, (down to 31.5 m in BH1 and 48.5 m in 
BH2), at 5 and 20 minutes after finishing driving 
the sampler.

The average strength can be calculated by multiply-
ing the unit skin friction by the lateral surface area.

7 EFFECT OF ELAPSED TIME ON UNIT 
SKIN FRICTION

Figure 9 shows that the unit skin friction increases 
as time elapses. The variations of applied torque at 
different depths, 5 and 20 minutes after the test, are 
shown in Figure 7. Both graphs, drawn by fitting 
lines through the plotted points, show the increase 
in unit skin friction in the course of time.

Equation (2) can be used to calculate the Load 
Bearing Increase Factor (A). In this equation, τ and 
τ0 are the unit skin friction obtained from SPT-T test 
results after the elapsed times t and t0, respectively.

Figure 9. Increase in unit skin friction in the course of 
time: (a) In BH1; (b) In BH2.

Figure 8. Estimation of unit skin friction (USF): (a) In BH1, 5 and 20 minutes after EOD; (b) In BH, 5 and 20 min-
utes after EOD.

(a) (b)
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Balack and Schmertmann stipulate t0 as 5 minutes. 
According to the definition, the factor (A) is calcu-
lated–using Equation (2), below—for the elapsed 
time of 20 minutes after driving the sampler.

A
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−
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The calculation results that the average value of 
(A) is found to be 0.27 and 0.25 for boreholes BH1 
and BH2 respectively.

The resulted unit skin friction values, obtained 
20 minutes after finishing sampler driving, are 
increased by 13.6% for borehole BH1 (figure 8a), 
and 15.3% for borehole BH2 (figure 8b); i.e., 
A = 13.6/log(4) = 22.6% (for BH1), and A = 15.3/
log(4) = 25.4% (for BH2), which are consistent with 
the values obtained from the formula 2.

Using the relation between shear stress and loga-
rithm of time is another method of calculating the 
Load Bearing Increase Factor, for cases where there 
are more than two points. In this method, the graph 
of τ vs. log (t) is plotted and the best semi-logarithmic 
line is fitted through the plotted points, from which a 
relation of type: T = alog(t) + b is achieved.

Hence, equation (3) can be described as below:
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In this method, it is required to fit a line in the 
semi-logarithmic graph of ‘unit skin friction’ vs. 
‘time’; and because of that, more than two data at 
a certain depth are needed. Because of it the accu-
racy of the method is enhanced.

Figure 10 shows that this method has been used 
to calculate the Load Bearing Increase Factor for 
depths with more than two data. As the graphs 
show that the factor (A) has been calculated for 
long elapsed times, it is therefore, a reliable method 
for obtaining results at longer elapsed times.

8 CONCLUSIONS

A SPT-T equipment using a new setup was manu-
factured and successfully used in Iran. Some find-
ings of the presented research are as follows:

1. A torque meter was used to apply and measure 
peak and residual torques in this research.

2. The impossibility of applying very high tor-
ques (more than 400 N.m) is a limiting factor 
to the performance of the test. In other words, 
the high density of soil and high surrounding 
stresses at deep layers make it difficult to apply 
high torques manually.

3. The most important points in the field are:
(i) supervision to make sure the rods are com-
pletely tied together when extra rods are added 
and (ii) measuring the penetration of the SPT 
sampler in soil.

4. There are specific and rational relations with 
appropriate correlation coefficient between 
measured torque vs. time and depth that prove 
the consistency of the tests.

5. The unit skin friction has been calculated for 
each borehole. The graphs of the torque meas-
ured at various depths, 5 and 20 minutes after 
driving the sampler have been drawn. The 
results show that the unit skin friction of the 
borehole increases with time.

6. The Load Bearing Increase Factor, showing the 
average percentage of increase in unit skin friction 
at elapsed times, expressed as logarithmic cycles 
of time, has been calculated for the sampler.

7. The results of the SPT-T test can be used to 
check the results of the SPT test and calculate 
the unit skin friction of a soil.
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A push-in earth pressure cell for estimating soil properties

Alan J. Lutenegger
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ABSTRACT: The use of a rigid flat-plate Push-In Spade Cell (PISC) for estimating soil properties 
in situ is described. The cell is similar in geometry to the Marchetti Flat Dilatometer, except that the 
PISC is used as a “passive” in situ test; i.e., unlike the Dilatometer, there is no “active” operation, such 
as membrane expansion, performed. The PISC consists of a stainless steel blade with dimensions of 
102 mm × 250 mm with a thickness of 12.5 mm and, like the Dilatometer, is pushed in from the ground 
surface without a borehole. The blade is equipped with a 72 mm diameter flush mounted circular vibrat-
ing wire total earth pressure cell. The pressure cell measures the response of the soil as the blade is pushed 
into the soil as total horizontal stress. Test results from two sites are presented and a comparison between 
the results obtained with the PISC and the Dilatometer is presented.

1 INTRODUCTION 

Push-in earth pressure cells have been used previ-
ously by geotechnical engineers to evaluate in situ 
lateral earth pressures in soils (e.g., Massarch 1975; 
Tavenas et al. 1975; Tedd & Charles 1981; Chan & 
Morgenstern 1988; Lutenegger 2006). There is no 
standard geometry for push-in earth pressure cells, 
but most have been on the order of 90 to 100 mm 
in width and 4 to 7 mm in thickness and have typi-
cally been fluid filled. All have been total earth 
pressure cells and have generally been designed 
using different types of pressure sensors.

Previous use of  push-in earth pressure cells 
has primarily been as a form of  field instrumen-
tation, to estimate existing lateral earth pressure 
or changes in lateral earth pressure at a specific 
point in the subsurface. The pressure cell has 
typically been pushed from the bottom of  a bore-
hole and then left in place to monitor changes in 
total stress over time or in response to some other 
construction activity, such as excavation or pile 
driving.

The Push-In Spade Cell (PISC) described in this 
paper is a departure from this previous approach 
and is more in line with an in situ test used to esti-
mate soil properties throughout a subsurface pro-
file, much like the Marchetti Flat Plate Dilatometer 
(DMT). This paper presents results obtained using 
the PISC at two test sites to evaluate proof of con-
cept. No correlations with other soil properties at 
either of the sites are given at this time. Results 
from the PISC are compared with results from the 
DMT at both sites.

2 EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURES

The spade consists of a stainless steel blade with 
dimensions of 102 mm × 250 mm × 12.5 mm and 
has an leading apex angle of 60 degrees at the front 
as shown in Figure 1. This geometry was intention-
ally selected to be similar in design to the Flat Plate 
Dilatometer. The PISC is equipped with a 72 mm 
diameter flat pressure cell mounted flush with the 
face of the blade. The earth pressure cell is fluid 
filled and connected to a vibrating wire pressure 
transducer that senses changes in total stress. The 
transducer has a working stress range of 350 kPa 
and a sensitivity of 0.7 kPa. Pressure readings are 
obtained using a Geokon Model GK403 portable 
digital readout. 

A temperature reading is also obtained at each 
test depth using the internal thermister built into 
the vibrating wire transducer. Tests were per-
formed by advancing the spade from the ground 
surface to the desired test depth at a rate of 2 cm/
sec. Pressure readings were obtained immediately 
after stopping penetration (t = 0 sec.) and at inter-
vals of 15, 30 and 60 sec. after stopping penetra-
tion. After obtaining the 60 sec. reading, the PISC 
was advanced to the next test depth by quasi-static 
penetration. Tests were performed at depth inter-
vals of 0.3 m. 

Unlike the DMT, the PISC only has the ini-
tial “passive” phase of testing, i.e., there is no 
“active” membrane expansion phase. This means 
that the PISC cannot be used to give a direct esti-
mate of soil stiffness or modulus. In contrast to 
the Dilatometer, which has a central diaphragm 
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that must be  activated using air pressure from the 
ground surface, the PISC only responds to the 
horizontal stress and does not involve any active 
expansion phase. 

In addition to obtaining readings during profil-
ing, at one of the sites total stress dissipation tests 
were performed at selected depths to determine the 
change in total stress over time to obtain equilib-
rium total stress conditions. These tests typically 
lasted several days.

3 INTERPRETATION OF 
RESULTS—PROFILING

The PISC, like the DMT, provides a measurement 
of total lateral earth pressure. One of the primary 
indices derived from the DMT is KD, the Horizontal 
Stress Index, defined as:

KD = (PO – UO)/σ′VO

where:
PO = Initial Total Stress
UO = In Situ Pore Water Pressure
σ′VO = In Situ Vertical Effective Stress

The value of PO is obtained about 15 sec. after 
penetration by obtaining the DMT A-Reading. In 
a similar fashion, we may define the Horizontal 
Stress Index, KS, from the PISC as:

KS = (P15 – UO)/σ′VO

where:
P15 = 15 Sec. Total Stress
UO = In Situ Pore Water Pressure
σ′VO = In Situ Vertical Effective Stress

A comparison can then be made between KS 
and KD to evaluate the feasibility of the approach. 
In fine-grained soils the value of KD is used to esti-
mate a number of soil properties, including und-
rained shear strength, stress history and at-rest 
earth pressure coefficient, KO.

4 TEST SITES

Tests were performed at two sites in predominantly 
fine-grained soils. At one of the sites a surficial 
deposit of alluvium consisting of layers of silty 
sand and sand was also tested. 

UMass-DOE

Initial tests were performed at the UMass DOE 
site located on the campus of the University of 
Massachusetts in Amherst. The stratigraphy at 
the site consists of about 1.5 m of fine-grained fill 
overlying natural Connecticut Valley Varved Clay 
(CVVC) which in turn overlies a thin layer of sand 
and gravel over bedrock, The CVVC is overcon-
solidated through a depth of about 6 m and then 
transitions into a lightly overconsolidated to near 
normally consolidated and very soft throughout 
the remainder of the profile. The water table at the 
site was located at a depth of about 1.4 m.

UMass-AgFarm

A second set of tests were performed at the UMass 
AgFarm site located about 10 km away from the 
first site in South Deerfield, Ma. The profile at the 
site consists of about 1.5 m of silty sand overlying 
medium to coarse sand to a depth of 4 m overlying 
medium stiff  Connecticut Valley Varved Clay. The 
water table at this site is located at a depth of about 
5 m, at the top of the clay.

5 RESULTS

Figures 2 and 3 show the test results obtained with 
the PISC at both test sites. The 0, 15 and 60 sec. 
pressure readings are shown throughout the profile. 
At the UMass-DOE clay site, the upper fill and stiff  
overconsolidated crust are clearly indicated with 
the slow transition to the underlying softer clay also 
indicated. There is a consistent decay (reduction) is 
total stress with time and a gradual increase in total 
stress through the soft clay with depth as expected.

At the UMass-AgFarm site, the transition from 
the surficial silty sand to the underlying sand and 
then to the underlying clay can also clearly be seen 
at depths of about 2 m and 5 m. At this site, where 
the clay is stiffer than the UMass-DOE site, there 

Figure 1. Photo of push-in spade cell.
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both test sites. As can be seen, the two tests give 
similar general trends of results and similar numer-
ical values although there is clearly not an exact 
match of the data. This may be related in part to 
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is much less decay in total stress with time over the 
first 60 sec.

Figures 4 and 5 give a comparison between KS 
from the PISC and KD from the DMT obtained at 
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the manner in which the actual field measurements 
are obtained; in one case (PISC) no active move-
ment of the pressure sensor while in the other case 
(DMT) the membrane is actually inflated slightly to 
obtain the “lift-off” pressure. However, it appears 
that these preliminary data strongly suggest that 
the PISC has potential to evaluate soil properties 
in a similar manner as the DMT.

6 DISSIPATION TESTS

The PISC may also be used to evaluate the change 
is total stress with time (time rate of total stress 
dissipation) by leaving the spade in place at any 
specific test depth and recording the total stress 
at given time intervals after penetration. As previ-
ously noted, this has been the primary use of other 
push-in spade cells in the past. Typical results of 
a dissipation test obtained from the UMass DOE 
site are shown in Figure 6. These results may be 
interpreted as has previously been done for DMT 
total stress dissipation tests (e.g., Marchetti & 
Totani 1989; Lutenegger 2006).

7 SUMMARY

A new push-in spade cell device for profiling 
soil properties has been presented. The feasibil-
ity of the devices was evaluated at two test sites. 
A comparison between the results obtained with 
the device and with parallel results obtained with 
the Flat Plate Dilatometer at both sites shows 
that the two tests give similar results. Additional 
testing is underway at other sites and correlations 

between the test results and soil properties are 
being developed.

Advantages of the new device over the DMT 
are that the equipment is simple and robust and 
contains no moving parts which makes it very eco-
nomical. The equipment uses standard vibrating 
wire technology which has a long record of reliable 
performance. The electronic readout eliminates 
operator error. The device is certainly applicable in 
fine-grained soils as demonstrated herein but has 
not been tried in any significant deposits of coarse-
grained soils. Limitations of the device are that it 
is limited to soils into which it can be statically 
pushed. It also cannot be used to directly meas-
ure stiffness. It does appear that the device is an 
economic alternative to the DMT in fine-grained 
soils and, like the DMT, should be able to reliably 
estimate a number of soil properties. 
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ABSTRACT: The Marchetti flat plate dilatometer has now been in use for over 30 years. The dilatom-
eter provides a measure of soil stiffness, after the instrument is inserted into the ground, by recording the 
lift off  stress and the stress required to move a membrane a distance of 1.1 mm. This paper describes the 
development of a new flat plate dilatometer, which allows the full pressure-displacement response to be 
recorded after the instrument installation. The flat plate section of the device has identical dimensions to 
that of the Marchetti dilatometer but the membrane is replaced by a solid piston. Expansion of this piston 
is achieved using an oil filled hydraulic system and the piston displacement is inferred from the calibrated 
variation with the displacement of the plunger into the hydraulic cylinder at ground level. A pressure 
transducer, also at ground level, records the applied pressure to the dilatometer piston. Details associated 
with the design and calibration of the device are presented in the paper. Measurements obtained with the 
new device are compared with those obtained using the standard DMT and also with the results from 
simplified Finite Element analyses.

1 INTRODUCTION 

The flat plate dilatometer, DMT, (Marchetti 1980) 
is a well established in-situ testing device, which 
has been reported by Marchetti et al. (2006), and 
others, to lead to reasonable predictions of founda-
tion settlements. However, aside from the need to 
apply an empirical correction factor to the DMT 
modulus (ED) to obtain an operational modulus, 
the stiffness non-linearity of soils is such that pre-
dictions employing a single operational modulus 
can only be accurate if  the strain and stress levels 
in the ground are relevant to the operational mod-
ulus selected.

The DMT essentially involves jacking of a 
stainless steel blade into the ground and subsequent 
(pneumatic) measurement of (a) the lateral stress 
required to cause lift-off of a 60 mm diameter, 
flexible steel membrane located on one side the 
blade (po) and (b) the stress required to cause 
movement at the membrane centre of 1.1 mm (p1). 
The increase in pressure (p1 – po) required to induce 
this membrane movement in the adjacent soil is 
used, together with the theory of elasticity, to derive 
an equivalent DMT Youngs modulus, referred 
to as ED. Essentially, this ED value represents the 
horizontal stiffness of the ground after the insertion 
of the DMT blade at a membrane maximum 
displacement (s) to membrane diameter (D) ratio 
of 1.8%. 

This paper describes the development of a new 
DMT device which, rather than only measuring p0 
and p1, is capable of measuring the full pressure-
displacement response as a membrane (or equiva-
lent) is pushed into the ground. The development 
was undertaken to assist interpretation of DMT 
data and to investigate if  the recorded pressure-
displacement response could be usefully applied to 
settlement prediction.

2 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

The following criteria were considered important 
when examining various options for the new DMT 
device:

• The device would need to be sufficiently dura-
ble and robust as it is required to be repeatedly 
forced through harsh and abrasive soils;

• The readings must be accurate over a wide range 
of pressures to cope with a variety of ground 
conditions, soil types and depths;

• An expansion of at least 5% of the membrane 
diameter should be possible;

• The results must be repeatable;
• The device should be easy (and cheap) to fabri-

cate and repair as well as simple to operate;
• The plate dimensions should be the same as the 

original dilatometer to allow comparison of 
results with the standard DMT.
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It was decided to use a solid 60 mm diameter 
piston as the penetrating element rather than the 
flexible steel membrane of the same diameter 
employed in the standard DMT. This simplifies 
the design and reduces the number of parts and 
expendables. Such an idea has already been investi-
gated by Akbar (2001) with a device referred to as 
the ‘Newcastle dilatometer’.  The Newcastle device 
is reported to give similar results to the Marchetti 
dilatometer but did not allow expansions larger 
than s/B = 1.8%. 

The first design idea was a completely mechani-
cal system in which an angled driven wedge would 
force a solid disc/piston into the soil. Although 
complete detailed drawings for the wedge design 
were produced and most of the major difficulties 
accounted for with simple solutions, a prototype 
of the wedge design was not produced primarily 
because of the high cost of fabrication (due to sig-
nificant ‘machining time’) and the complexity of 
the electronics. 

The new device employed a less costly and more 
expedient solution in which the piston was pushed 
into the soil hydraulically. This device comprised 
only two parts (the body and the piston), each made 
from stainless steel. The piston could be displaced 
by pumping oil down a hose from the surface. In 
theory, measurements of the force and displace-
ment were quite simple. By accurately knowing the 
volume of oil pumped to the device, the displace-
ment of the piston could be determined. The force 
required to move the piston could be derived from 
the hydraulic pressure inside the closed system.

When designing the device, the main area of 
concern was the interface between the piston and 
the body. As the piston is the only moving part, any 
friction affecting the measurements will be gener-
ated where the two are in contact. The design of 
this area is also difficult because the piston is short 
compared to its diameter, meaning that any move-
ment other than that perpendicular to the body 
could easily cause it to jam. It was also important 
to prevent soil from coming into contact with the 
hydraulic seals, as grains of sands could easily dam-
age the soft rubber or plastic seal causing it to leak. 
Any loss of pressure results in the inability to meas-
ure the force on the piston. Many different forms of 
seal were trialed and, a little surprisingly, the most 
effective seal was the least advanced, the O-ring.

After completion of the ‘in-ground’ part (see 
Figure 1), the next challenge was the design of the 
pump, which operates the sub-surface device and 
records the measurements. This required:

• Accurate measurement of the volume of fluid 
displaced to the device through the tests;

• Precise and continuous measurement of 
pressure;

• Ability to generate the high pressures required 
for testing in very stiff  soils while maintaining 
the accurate measurements;

• Capability for the piston to be retracted after 
each test.

The pump would not be subjected to the same 
environmental conditions or large forces as the 
‘in-ground’ device and therefore a somewhat less 
robust (but cheaper) design of DMT pump was 
fabricated; see Figure 2. 

The pump must record two parameters simulta-
neously, namely the system pressure and the volume 
of oil displaced. The pressure was recorded using a 
standard pressure transducer, which was connected 
to a signal amplifier which, in turn, was plugged 
into a laptop to record the data continuously. The 
volume of oil pumped could be measured simul-
taneously on the same laptop with a displacement 
transducer. This transducer measured the move-
ment of the piston in the hydraulic cylinder ena-
bling the total volume displaced to be calculated by 
multiplying the cylinder’s cross- sectional area by 
the length it moved (see Figure 2).

3 INITIAL TESTING AND CALIBRATION

With the first prototype completed (as shown 
in Figures 1 and 2), the next step was to test the 
device under controlled laboratory conditions. In 
addition to deriving calibration coefficients, this 

Figure 1. The prototype DMT device.

Figure 2. The prototype DMT pump.
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phase investigated the performance of the instru-
ment in a hydraulic press and in a sand chamber, 
thereby enabling various problems to be resolved 
before testing in the field. After initial filling and 
priming of the hydraulic lines with oil, a vacuum 
pump was connected to ensure the system was fully 
de-aired.

The first stage of the calibration involved load-
ing the piston with steel weights on a hydraulic 
press (Figure 3) and recording the system pressure 
and displacements. The piston displacement was 
measured using a laser while the displacement of 
the hydraulic cylinder, which was controlled by a 
rotating handle, was measured using a displace-
ment transducer. The compliance in the system 
(due largely to the oil compressibility) was of the 
order of 0.65 mm/MPa with the result that the 
piston displacement was typically approximately 
10% of the hydraulic cylinder displacement. As 
a consequence, each handle turn controlling the 
hydraulic cylinder equated to a movement of 
0.15 ± 0.01 mm. As shown on Figure 4, this cali-
bration exercise also revealed peaks in the observed 

pressures. These were attributed to pressure surges 
at the control unit that arose at high pumping 
speed. It is also noteworthy that peaks were only 
observed when piston movement was detected.

The second stage of calibration involved the 
operation of the device inside a pressurized cham-
ber filled with a dry fine to medium sand (Fig-
ure 5). The device was located close to the edge 
of the chamber before being covered in the sand. 
The DMT was performed after a vertical stress had 
been applied to the sand via a loading plate. It was 
encouraging to note that the lift-off  pressures (po) 
were typically about 0.5 times the applied vertical 
stress (i.e. K0~0.5, as may be expected for undis-
turbed normally consolidated sand). The DMT 
stiffness values (ED) were found to vary in approxi-
mate proportion to the applied vertical stress.

4 FIELD TESTING

The new DMT was installed using a CPT truck at 
the University of Western Australia’s Shenton Park 
Facility; this site has been employed on many pre-
vious geotechnical research projects (e.g. Lehane 
et al. 2004, 2009), involving a wide range of in-situ 
and laboratory tests as well as foundation and wall 
experiments. A 6–10 m deposit of uniformly graded 
siliceous dune sand overlies weakly cemented lime-
stone at the site. The sand has a mean effective par-
ticle size, D50, of 0.42 mm and a relative density 
of about 50 ± 10%. The water table is located at a 
depth of approximately 5.5 m. 

The lift off  pressures (p0) and pressures at 1.1 mm 
membrane/piston displacement (p1) recorded using 
a standard DMT and using the new DMT are 
plotted on Figure 6. It is evident that both sets of 
measurements are in relatively good agreement 
despite the difference in rigidity of the membrane 
and piston. Although the standard DMT is well 
designed for the measurement of lift-off pressures, 
the p0  values interpreted using the new device were 

Figure 3. Calibration of the device.

Figure 4. Typical data recorded during calibration.

Figure 5. Calibration in a pressure chamber.
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assisted by the trend for a short term peak in pres-
sure to be observed when the piston moves. 

The variations of pressure with displacement 
recorded with the new device at 4 separate depths 
are plotted on Figure 7. It is seen that after lift-off  
occurs at a pressure of about 200 kPa, the pressure 
increases in a non-linear fashion with the displace-
ment. It would appear that a limiting pressure is 
being approached at a piston displacement of 
3 mm for the tests conducted at 1.6 m and 2.0 m, 
but clearly limiting pressures are not attained for 
tests at 0.8 m and 1.2 m depths. It is of interest 
to note that the limit pressure measured using a 
self-boring pressuremeter at a depth of 1.3 m was 
about 0.5 MPa, which is significantly lower than 

the limit pressures of between 1 and 2 MPa that 
can be inferred from the curves on Figure 7. This 
difference reflects the influence of sand displace-
ment imparted during installation of a DMT.

The dilatometer stiffness values (ED) inferred 
from the data on Figure 7 are presented on Fig-
ure 8. These were derived from the following equa-
tion for a rigid punch:

E
s DDE ( )new device ( )p p( )p p ( )

=
π ( )p p ()p (
4

0
2

/
 (1)

where Poissons ratio (ν) was assumed equal to 
0.2, s = piston displacement and D is the piston 
diameter.

Figure 8 shows an expected reduction in stiffness 
with s/D. Relatively low ED values were recorded at 
s/D < 0.005, indicating that the current design of 
the device is not sufficient to provide reliable stiff-
ness values at s/D < 0.005.

5 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Some insights into the behavior observed with 
the new DMT were obtained in approximate 2D 
Finite Element (FE) analyses. These analyses were 
conducted using Plaxis 2D (version 9) and the 
Hardening Soil constitutive model (with small 
strain overlay) for the Shenton Park sand. This 
model, which is described in detail by Schanz et al. 
(1999), and others, has a non-linear elastic plastic 
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formulation which adopts multiple yield loci as a 
function of plastic shear strain and a cap to allow 
volumetric hardening. The model parameters for 
the Shenton Park sand are discussed in detail and 
presented in Lehane et al. (2009). 

The insertion of the dilatometer was modeled in 
a very approximate way by, as illustrated on Fig-
ure 9, displacing a rigid plate laterally a distance 
equal to half  the thickness of the dilatometer blade 
(=10 mm). The blade was located at a depth of 
1.5 m on one vertical boundary of a plane strain 
mesh. This caused the lateral stress on the surface 
of the blade to increase to about 200 kPa which, 
perhaps fortuitously, is very similar to the meas-

ured p0 values (see Figure 6). Following this stage, 
the piston expansion was modeled as the lateral 
displacement of a 60 mm high (plane strain) slot 
in increments of 0.5 mm to a final displacement 
of 3 mm. The pressure-displacement relationship 
predicted using this approach is plotted on Figure 
10 where it is seen to fall below the measured rela-
tionships by about 25%.

A second Plaxis 2D modeling approach involved 
performing an axisymmetric analysis where the 
axis of symmetry was along the centre of the pis-
ton. For this case, the insertion of the dilatometer 
blade was essentially modeled as a 10 mm penetra-
tion of a rigid circular disk (with a radius equal 
to half  of the equivalent radius of a dilatometer). 
Subsequently, piston expansion occurred over the 
central portion of this disk. The results of this 
axisymmetric approximation are also shown on 
Figure 10, and are seen to overestimate the field 
curves by about 25%. 

It is encouraging to note that the plane strain and 
axisymmetric approximations bound the actual data 
and also predict a similar level of soil stiffness non- 
linearity (see Figure 11). The effect of the dilatometer 
blade insertion on the in-situ stiffness properties was 
also highlighted by the results from the plane strain 
FE analyses. These analyses included a stage involv-
ing piston expansion into the in-situ sand without 
prior blade induced displacement. The resulting 
predicted pressure-displacement curve is shown on 
Figure 10, where it seen to be typically 2.5 times less 
stiff than the plane strain expansion when the blade 
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insertion was modeled. Such a factor is indicative of 
the disturbance that the dilatometer blade imposes 
to the in-situ ground and confirms the need for cor-
rections to be applied to DMT data to derive the 
operational stiffness for the in-situ soil. 

Values of ED calculated using equation (1) and 
normalized by the ED value at s/D = 1.8% (i.e. the 
ED value of the standard DMT) are plotted on 
Figure 11 for measured and predicted data. This 
figure shows that the stiffness non-linearity, as 
measured by the new device and predicted using 
Plaxis, are comparable and similar to the stiffness 
non-linearity predicted using Plaxis for the soil that 
had not been disturbed by blade insertion. Such 
similarities suggest that a single correction factor 

applied to the new DMT’s pressure-displacement 
response device can be applied to determine the 
non-linear pressure-displacement response of the 
in-situ (undisturbed) soil. 

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the development of a new 
DMT that can measure the pressure-displacement 
response as a 60 mm diameter piston is pushed 
into the ground after insertion of the DMT blade. 
The results are shown to be consistent with those 
of the standard DMT p0 and p1 values. Numerical 
analyses illustrate the potential of the new device 
for assessment of the non-linear soil stiffness of 
the in-situ soil. 
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ABSTRACT: The inclinodeformometer (IDM) is a novel device for measuring changes in earth pres-
sures in a sliding layer of a creeping landslide. The change of earth pressures in the sliding layer leads to 
the changes in the inclinometer pipe shape and dimensions. If  these changes are carefully measured, the 
pressure increment can be back-calculated from the solution of a boundary value problem with prop-
erly described constitutive behavior of all the involved materials: i.e. the pipe, the grout and the soil.
The paper is focusing on time dependent mechanical properties of the inclinometer pipe and their effect 
on the measured pipe diameter changes. Viscoelastic parameters of the pipe material have been obtained 
from creep tests and loading tests at a constant stress rate. For validation, full scale laboratory creep tests 
were performed in a 2 m high calibration chamber. A numerical model allows for a reasonably accurate 
back-calculation of the applied pressures at any time of the creep test.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Inclinodeformometer

The inclinodeformometer (IDM) is a novel device 
for measuring changes in earth pressure in a slid-
ing layer of a creeping landslide (Schwager et al. 
2010). The device makes use of the existing and 
widely used technology of the inclinometer meas-
urements. The change of lateral earth pressures in 
the sliding layer leads to the changes in the shape 
and dimensions of the inclinometer pipe. If  these 
changes are measured, the pressure increment can 
be back-calculated from the solution of a bound-
ary value problem with properly described consti-
tutive behaviors of all the involved materials: i.e. 
the pipe, the grout and the soil.

The deformation characteristics of the pipe are a 
crucial component of the boundary value problem. 
Thanks to its industrial production, the behavior 
of the pipe is less variable than the behavior of the 
grout and the soil. The paper is focusing on time 
dependent mechanical properties of a plastic pipe, 
which is the most often used type of inclinometer 
pipe in Switzerland.

The pipe is made of unplasticized PVC, which is 
an amorphous thermoplastic polymer. For an ideal 
thermoplastic material, deformations at constant 
stress will continuously increase with time (e.g. 
Brinson & Brinson 2008). Therefore, in order to be 
able to back-calculate changes in earth pressures 
at the time scale of creeping landslides, it is impor-
tant to describe the long-term stiffness of the pipe 

in an appropriate way. Unplasticized PVC follows 
a linear viscoelastic behavior below the yield point 
and below the glass transition temperature Tg (Pov-
olo et al. 1996), which was determined within the 
range of 347 K to 353 K by Becker (1955), Povolo 
et al. (1996) and Domininghaus et al. (2008), i.e. 
considerably higher than temperature in soil.

Normally viscous properties of the plastic pipes 
are derived from axial tests, because these are 
elementary tests with easy interpretation. In this 
study, viscoelastic parameters of the pipe material 
have been obtained in longitudinal and transver-
sal direction of the pipe by calibrating the linear 
four-parameter model (Burgers’ model) against 
the results of creep tests and element tests at con-
stant rate. The influence of stiffness anisotropy of 
the pipe material was found to be significant. The 
viscoelastic model was then implemented into the 
finite element analysis of the boundary value prob-
lem for the back-calculation of earth pressures and 
successfully validated against full-scale laboratory 
tests.

2 PIPE BEHAVIOUR IN THE 
LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION

2.1 Element test setup

To obtain time dependent mechanical properties 
of the pipe compression tests were performed on 
samples in axial direction. Three different type of 
compression tests were conducted:  Displacement 
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controlled loading tests at high stress level to 
obtain strength (see section 2.2), creep tests at 
low stress level (see section 2.4) and loading tests 
at constant stress rate at low stress level (see sec-
tion 2.5). The different tests were performed with 
different loading machines: Fast loading tests at 
high stresses were conducted with a hydraulic press 
(Fig. 1a). Short-term creep tests and loading tests 
at constant stress rate were controlled by a step 
motor (Fig. 1b). The samples for long-term creep 
tests were loaded by weight (Fig. 1c).

The samples have a diameter of 84 mm and a 
wall thickness of 6.2 mm. The height of the sam-
ples in the displacement controlled loading test at 
high stress level was 55 mm (section 2.2). All the 
experiments performed at low stress level were 
conducted on samples with a height of 120 mm 
(section 2.4 and 2.5). Numerical calculations with 
finite elements showed that these experiments can 
be considered as element tests.

Different pipes were used in the two full scale 
experiments which are shown in section 4.1. 
Although they are of the same type of pipe, these 
two pipes do not have completely the same proper-
ties. Therefore the element tests were performed on 
samples of both pipes, which are denoted as pipe 
samples A and B respectively. The difference in 
properties may be due to different aging or due to 
different conditions in production.

2.2 Stress-strain behavior

In order to get an indication of the stress level 
below which viscoelastic behavior can be assumed, 
the pipe was brought to failure. Figure 2 shows 
the stress-strain behavior of samples which were 
loaded in axial compression at constant strain 
rates. Uniaxial compressive strength is dependent 
on the strain rate. The compressive strength for 
fast loading is about 56 MPa, which is very close 
to the strength obtained by Pink (1976) and Povolo 
et al. (1996).

For the slow test the uniaxial compression 
strength is around 39 MPa. In both tests, the stress-
strain behavior could be observed to be completely 
reversible up to at least 15 MPa. Further considera-
tions are focusing on long-term pipe  deformations 

caused at stresses below 15 MPa, because this 
stress level seems to be sufficient for most of the 
applications of IDM. Within this range, according 
to Povolo et al. (1996), viscoelastic behavior was 
assumed.

2.3 The four-parameter model

The mechanical analog of the viscoelastic four-
 parameter model introduced by Burgers (1935) 
consists of a Maxwell and a Kelvin element 
 connected in series (Fig. 3).

Its differential stress-strain relation is shown in 
Equation 1.
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The strain response for the case of creep with con-
stant stress σ0 results in (e.g. Brinson & Brinson 
2008):
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Figure 1. Element compression test: (a) In a hydraulic 
press; (b) Controlled by a step motor; (c) By weight.
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Figure 2. Element compression tests at constant strain 
rates and 296 K.
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The strain due to loading at constant stress rate �σ 0σ
can be derived in a similar way:
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 (3)

For the IDM device both cases of  constant stress 
and of  constant stress rate are of  special interest: 
e.g., in Switzerland in some constrained creeping 
landslides the lateral earth pressure stays constant 
over the fall and winter and increases linearly 
with time over the spring and summer (Puzrin & 
Schmid 2011). Even if  there is supposed to be 
no change in the stress field, pipe deformations 
at constant stress should be predictable in order 
to check the hypothesis of  no change in earth 
pressure.

2.4 Element creep test

The four-parameter model is assumed to describe 
the stiffness in uniaxial loading with time. In order 
to calibrate the four-parameter model uniaxial 
element creep tests were performed on samples 
of both pipes at several stress levels between 4.7 
MPa and 8.7 MPa. Figure 4 shows the measured 
strains with time normalized by the constant creep 
stress σ0. Initial deformations when applying σ0 are 
included. The parameters (Table 1) of the four-
parameter model were obtained by adjusting the 
analytical solution in Equation 2 to the measured 
data in Figure 4.

The sample of pipe A shows a considerably 
softer behavior. The main difference occurs in the 
very first day after loading. Therefore initial modu-
lus E0 is the most affected parameter of the model. 
To obtain viscoelastic properties for another pipe 
of the same type it would sufficient to perform 
an element creep test of one day by losing minor 
precision.

2.5 Element test at constant stress rate

Element tests at constant stress rate were performed 
as well because of its relevance for the application of 

IDM in creeping landslides. Samples of both pipes 
were loaded in axial direction with 0.57 MPa/min 
up to 14 MPa. Figure 5 shows the comparison 
between the measured strain and the strain derived 
from the analytical function provided by Equation 
3 and parameters derived from the creep tests and 
listed in Table 1.

The relatively high stress rate and the short dura-
tion of the element tests are not representative for 
creeping landslides. Nevertheless these results may 
be meaningful in respect to long-term behavior, 
because the strain is supposed to develop almost 
linearly with time according to the viscoelastic 
model. The term in Equation 3, which depends lin-
early on time is dominant for the derived param-
eters (Table 1). According to the model strains are 
supposed to grow for about one year almost uni-
formly with time for any stress rate.
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Figure 4. Element creep tests on pipe A and B and ana-
lytical creep functions of the four-parameter model. Creep 
tests at 293.2 K, σ0, pipe A = 4.7 MPa, σ0, pipe B = 8.7 MPa.

Table 1. Parameters of the four-parameter model deter-
mined by longitudinal loading of the pipe.

Parameters Pipe A Pipe B

E0 axial [MPa] 2500 2830
η0 axial [MPa × day] 3.0 × 106 3.4 × 106

E1 axial [MPa] 24000 26000
η1 axial [MPa × day] 5.0 × 104 5.5 × 104
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Figure 5. Element tests at constant stress rate on pipe A 
and B and analytical creep functions of the four-parame-
ter model. Element tests at 293.2 K, �σ 0σ  = 0.57 MPa/min.
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2.6 Influence of the water

Inclinometer pipes often go down below the ground 
water table. Therefore it is essential to check the influ-
ence of the water on the stiffness of the material. Pre-
liminary stress relaxation element tests showed that 
the viscoelastic properties of the pipe material are 
not affected by the presence of water. Even under 
water pressure of 500 kPa the stress relaxation of the 
sample was identical to that in the test with air sur-
rounding the sample at the atmospheric pressure.

3 PIPE BEHAVIOUR IN TRANSVERSAL 
DIRECTION

3.1 Stiffness anisotropy

The anisotropy of the pipe stiffness is a result of 
its production process, when during the extru-
sion the polymer melt is strained in flow direction. 
Therefore the polymer molecules are orientated 
which brings a stiffer behavior in axial direction. 
After the extrusion the melt is cooled from outside. 
Internal stresses are forming because some parts 
of the cross-section of the pipe become solid when 
other parts still are melted. These so-called thermal 
stresses can also produce anisotropy.

In order to detect this anisotropy, samples of the 
pipe material (Fig. 6a) were heated within glycerin 
above the glass transition temperature Tg. In the 
rubber elastic state in between Tg = 353 K and the 
melting temperature Tm = 453 K (Domininghaus 
et al. 2008) internal stresses are released producing 
deformations (Fig. 6b).

The samples expand in transversal direction, but 
shrink in axial direction of the pipe (Fig. 6c). The 
observed deformations are indications of the ther-
mal stresses resulting in the stiffness anisotropy.

3.2 Creep loading tests in transversal direction

In order to quantify the influence of the observed 
anisotropy, creep loading tests were performed on 
the pipe in transversal direction. A piece of pipe 
having a length of 55 mm was subjected to a con-
stant load of 200 N applied along a line (Fig. 7a). 
The load was controlled by a step motor; radial 
deformations were measured by an LVDT. On the 
inside of the pipe there are two pairs of channels, 
which are used to guide the IDM probe. Creep tests 
were conducted with the channels rotated by 0° and 
by 45° in respect to the direction of the force.

3.3 Numerical model of transversal loading tests

The boundary value problem of the transver-
sal loading test is solved numerically using finite 
elements (ABAQUS) to be able to compare the 

observed transversal and axial stiffness on material 
level. Due to symmetry, only half  of the real length 
of the pipe has to be taken into account for the 
finite element model. The piece of pipe loaded on 
one side by a linear distributed load and supported 
on the other side along a line is considered as a 
three-dimensional boundary value problem. The 
finite element mesh with boundary conditions is 

Figure 6. Heating experiment on pipe samples: 
(a) Sample be-fore heating; (b) Deformed sample after 
heating up to 433 K; (c) Measured strains due to released 
internal stresses.
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Figure 7. Creep test in transversal direction in case of 
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element model.
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shown in Figure 7b. Three-dimensional elements 
(C3D8) with linear shape function and full inte-
gration scheme were chosen. Implementation of 
the viscoelastic constitutive model is described in 
section 4.3.

Transversal loading tests indicate considerably 
softer material behavior in transversal direction 
than in longitudinal direction. Anisotropy is intro-
duced via the elastic components of the four-pa-
rameter model in Figure 3:

f
E

E

E

EAff transversal

axial

transversal

axial
= =0E

0E
1EE

1EE
 (4)

The viscous components of the four-parame-
ter model are assumed not to be affected by the 
anisotropy:

η η η η0 0η 1t0η
ransversal axial tη1η ransversalη η0η ,  (5)

A good agreement between the measured and the 
calculated creep deformations (Fig. 8) could be 
achieved with the parameters (Table 2) of the four-
parameter model based on a rather reasonable 
value of fA = 0.88.

Poisson’s ratio of the pipe is assumed to be time 
independent. It is specified by the producer as 0.34.

4 VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

4.1 Full scale laboratory creep test

For validation of the viscoelastic model, full scale 
laboratory creep tests were performed in a 2 m 
high chamber (IDM box). The pipe embedded into 
the boundary value problem was subjected to an 
immediate change in earth pressure. Once the earth 
pressure reached 125 kPa it was kept constant for 
more than 300 days.

The calibration chamber has a cross-section of 
40 cm by 40 cm. The pipe is standing in the mid-
dle of the IDM box. In the first test setup pipe A 
is surrounded by sand representing the soil; in the 
second test setup pipe B is surrounded by a grouted 
annulus embedded in sand (Fig. 9).

The earth pressure σ1 in principal direction is 
applied with pressure membranes. The boundary 
conditions in minor principal direction are con-
strained. Deformation measurements of inner 
diameters are taken by the inclinodeformometer.

4.2 Numerical model

A horizontal, two dimensional cross section of the 
IDM box can be considered as the boundary value 
problem to be solved using finite elements. The 
complex visco-elasto-plastic behavior of the grout 
and the sand is simplified in the numerical analysis 
in order to focus on effects due to viscoelasticity 
of the pipe. The stiffness of the grout and the sand 
was measured in element tests (Schwager et al. 
2011). The derived elastic parameters are adjusted 
to the actual stress level of the performed creep test 
and listed in Table 3.

Figure 8. Creep loading tests in transversal direction on 
pipe A and B and calculated creep deformations using 
the four-parameter model considering anisotropy with 
fA = 0.88. Creep tests at 293.2 K.
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Table 2. Parameters of the four-parameter model deter-
mined by transversal loading of the pipe.

Parameters Pipe A Pipe B

E0 transversal [MPa] 2200 2490
η0 transversal [MPa × day] 3.0 × 106 3.4 × 106

E1 transversal [MPa] 21120 22880
η1 transversal [MPa × day] 5.0 × 104 5.5 × 104

Table 3. Elastic parameters of the sand and 
of the grout.

Parameters Sand Grout

E [MPa] 6.7 4.5
ν [–] 0.24 0.2

Figure 9. Boundary conditions in IDM box creep tests: 
(a) Test setup without grout; (b) Test setup with grout sur-
rounding the pipe, σ1 = 125 kPa, after Schwager et al. (2011).
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4.3 Implementation of the viscoelastic model

The four-parameter model of Figure 3 is equiva-
lent to a generalized Maxwell model consisting of 
two Maxwell elements connected in parallel (e.g. 
Bland & Lee 1956), subject to the proper map-
ping between the corresponding sets of model 
parameters.

The four parameters of the generalized Max-
well model (Fig. 10) are related to the original 
four parameters of the model in Fig. 3 by a set 
of algebraic expressions. A generalized Maxwell 
model can be easily implemented into common 
finite element codes using Prony series. Therefore 
parameters in the Tables 1 and 2 were transferred 
into parameters of a generalized Maxwell model 
(Table 4) for implementation.

4.4 Comparison

The comparison of the measured and the calcu-
lated changes in pipe diameters during the creep 
tests in the IDM box are shown in Figure 11. The 
linear (viscous) term in the model (see Equation 2) 
seems to reproduce very well the observed behav-
ior after 10 days. A rather good agreement has 
also been achieved in the period between 1 and 10 
days, which is mainly controlled by the exponential 

(delayed elastic) term. The deformations occurring 
in the very first day of the creep tests are underesti-
mated by about 11% by the numerical model based 
on the parameters derived from element tests in 
longitudinal direction of the pipe.

A significantly better agreement can be achieved 
by considering stiffness anisotropy with parameters 
of the four-parameter model obtained in transver-
sal direction of the pipe (Fig. 11).

4.5 Discussion

Even after taking anisotropy into account, the 
calculated initial deformations are still about 6% 
smaller than the measured deformations. One pos-
sible explanation is that the stiffness of the sand in 
the box is likely to be lower at low pressures than 
that obtained from the element tests due to the bet-
ter controlled preparation of the sample in the ele-
ment tests.

In order to quantify this effect, the stiffness of 
the sand has been adjusted to provide the best fit to 

Figure 10. Generalized Maxwell model with two 
elements.

E

σ

η1,M

η2,M

1,M

E2,M

Table 4. Parameters of the generalized Maxwell model 
in axial and transversal direction of the pipe.

Parameters Pipe A Pipe A

E1,M axial [MPa] 2263 2551
η1,M axial [MPa × day] 3.0 × 106 3.4 × 106

E2,M axial [MPa] 237 279
η2,M axial [MPa × day] 446 531

E1,M transversal [MPa] 1992 2245
η1,M transversal [MPa × day] 3.0 × 106 3.4 × 106

E2,M transversal [MPa] 208 245
η2,M transversal [MPa × day] 446 531

Figure 11. The comparison between the measured and 
the calculated changes in diameter: (a) Experiment with 
only sand surrounding the pipe A; (b) Experiment with 
grout surrounding the pipe B.
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the data in Fig. 11. The resulting value of Young’s 
modulus of the sand of 5.8 MPa, taken appeared 
to be consistent with the stiffness values back-
calculated from the previous box experiments with 
fast loading. This confirms that the lower stiffness 
of the sand can be identified as the likely reason 
for the remaining deviation (Fig. 11).

5 BACKCALCULATING PRESSURES

The pressure changes can be back-calculated from 
the measured diameter changes using the solution 
of the inverse boundary value problem, provided 
the stiffness of the involved materials is known (see 
Schwager et al. 2010).

For a time dependent inverse analysis the pres-
sure history has to be known or assumed. The 
applied pressure in the IDM box test could be 
back-calculated because both the time when the 
pressure was applied and the fact that it stayed 
constant are known. Based solely on the parame-
ters derived from element tests, the back- calculated 
pressures for both tests are about 11% higher than 
the applied pressure. While for the majority of the 
field applications this accuracy is reasonable, the 
effort to account for the pipe anisotropy can pro-
vide additional improvement to the accuracy of 
back-calculation of pressures. The error in the 
back-calculated pressures could be demonstrated 
to be as low as 6%, when the pipe anisotropy is 
taken into account.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Time dependent deformations of an inclinometer 
pipe can be described by the viscoelastic four-pa-
rameter model. Normally viscous properties of the 
plastic pipes are derived from axial tests, because 
these are elementary tests with easy interpreta-
tion. In this study stiffness anisotropy between 
axial and transversal pipe directions was found 
to have a significant influence and could be effec-
tively introduced to the model in a rather simple 
way. The model and its independently determined 
parameters could be successfully validated in full 
scale laboratory experiments.

The viscoelastic model with parameters defined 
from the transversal direction tests is essential for 
field applications of IDM. It can provide reliable 
back-calculation of pressures both for instantane-
ous and continuously applied loads.
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Detection of ground movements using soil-embedded distributed fiber 
optic sensors
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ABSTRACT: This paper shows an application of soil-embedded fiber optic strain sensors in a landslide 
susceptible area for the purpose of geotechnical monitoring and site investigation by applying Brillouin 
Optical Time Domain Analysis (BOTDA). In a field test, two different sensor integration concepts were 
used and the strain measurements are compared to inclinometer readings in a neighboring borehole. In 
addition to that, an experimental setup is presented, where fiber optic strain sensors can be subjected to 
soil displacements from various directions and the ability of the sensors to indicate ground movements 
can be investigated.

1 INTRODUCTION

Detection of soil displacements caused either by 
natural hazards or construction activity in urban 
areas is an important issue in geotechnical engi-
neering, as differential soil displacements can 
affect and damage infrastructure or buildings. 
This paper is an attempt to prove the ability of a 
distributed fiber optic sensor, embedded directly in 
soil, to detect differential soil displacements. The 
assessment was carried out in a large scale labora-
tory test setup and in a field experiment in a slope 
prone to ground movements.

1.1 Distributed fiber optic sensors

Distributed fiber optic sensors allow for a con-
tinuous measurement of  strain or temperature 
along a fiber optic cable using the intrinsic 
properties of  the silica fiber. Several different 
distributed measurement technologies exist; in 
this study a commercially available Brillouin 
optical time domain analysis measurement unit 
(BOTDA) was used. This technique uses the 
Brillouin scattering effect, which is the interac-
tion of  a light pulse sent through the fiber with 
thermally excited acoustic waves. The backscat-
tered light undergoes a frequency shift which is 
proportional to temperature and strain in the 
fiber (Horiguchi et al. 1989; Kurashima et al. 
1990, Niklès et al. 1996). Conventional BOTDA 
enables to measure strains with minimal spatial 
resolution in the range of  1 m and sensor lengths 
of  up to tens of  kilometers, which makes it in 
particular attractive for the monitoring of  large 
perimeters.

1.2 Geotechnical applications

In order to monitor the structural health or measure 
the structural behaviour during loading, fiber optic 
cables can be attached to geotechnical facilities as 
e.g. pipelines (Vorster et al. 2006), piles (Klar et al. 
2006) or roads (Iten et al. 2009a). In many cases, 
not only the structural response but also a direct 
measurement of soil displacements is of interest. In 
the recent past, several authors proposed solutions 
for monitoring or measuring soil displacements 
by means of fiber optic cables. Villard & Briancon 
(2008), Artières et al. (2010) or Belli et al. (2009) 
presented applications of fiber optic sensors woven 
into geo-textiles for the purpose of dam monitor-
ing and sinkhole detection, Dewynter et al. (2009) 
showed a fiber optic sensor integrated in a tube in 
order to measure settlements induced by tunneling. 
In this study a method is shown, were the cable is 
embedded directly in soil without using any further 
structure for attaching (Iten et al. 2009b).

1.3 Soil-embedded sensor

A direct integration of the fiber optic cable in soil 
requires in general additional outer fiber protection 
sheaths; otherwise rodents or local pressures from 
soil grains during compaction process can destroy 
it. Furthermore, the cable may lose locally contact 
to the surrounding soil as the shear strength at the 
cable-soil interface is limited, as well as the lateral 
bearing capacity of the cable in soil. Consequently, 
the cable strain may not be equal to the strain 
present in soil. In order to test the serviceability 
of such a soil-embedded fiber optic sensor, a large 
scale testing procedure was developed.
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2 TESTING PROCEDURE

2.1 Test setup

The test setup consists of two rigid boxes, one of which 
is fixed while the other one can be shifted (Fig. 1). A 
transition zone in between these two boxes allows for 
applying displacements to soil in longitudinal as well 
as transversal direction simultaneously. The whole 
setup is 9.1 m long and has an adaptable width. For 
the purpose of the present study, it was used for test-
ing the specific fiber optic cables in the same configu-
ration as they were embedded in the field application 
presented in the later sections of this study.

2.2 Sensor layout

A soft, tight buffered fiber optic cable with a dia-
meter of 2.8 mm, an initial elastic longitudinal 
stiffness of 2.5 kN and without metallic protection 
was used in these tests (cable version V1a). Three 
cables were slightly prestrained and embedded at 
shallow depths in moderately compacted moist, 
poor graded sand (dmax = 5.6 mm, w = 3.5–4.5%).

The first cable was embedded at 0.1 m depth 
and the second one at 0.3 m. The third cable was 
embedded again at 0.1 m depth, this time with small 
block anchors (edge length 40 mm) attached to it. 
The purpose of the anchors is to connect the cable 
at several discrete points to surrounding soil, in 
order to prevent slippage between cable and sand. 
In order to choose an appropriate anchor size for a 
given type of cable, the anchor’s bearing capacity 
for a given soil condition and cable stiffness should 
be known in advance. In the present case, the bear-
ing capacity was defined by pullout tests performed 
in the laboratory (Hauswirth et al. 2010), and 
anchors of 40 mm edge length were chosen.

2.3 Measurement results

Lateral box displacements from 2 mm up to 400 mm 
were applied in steps and for each step a strain 

measurement was taken with spatial resolution 
of 1 m and a sampling interval of 0.1 m. Figure 2 
shows the measured strain distribution within the 
three cables for two subsequent displacement steps. 
Possible further data interpretation techniques are 
summarized e.g. by Iten (2011). By considering the 
case of cables without anchors, the problem of lim-
ited connection between sensor and soil becomes 
apparent: Due to the limited shear stress on the 
interface between cable jacket and soil, slippage 
occurs and cable strain expands from the shear 
zone (s1; s2) step by step deeper into the box. On the 
other hand, the cable with block anchors attached 
stays (up to anchor failure) locally connected to 
surrounding soil and localizes the strain within the 
central pair of anchors. The strain distribution of 
this improved sensor configuration confirms that 
almost no soil displacements occurred outside of 
the shear zone. In contrast, strain distribution of 
the bare cable simply indicates the length neces-
sary to transfer the longitudinal cable force in the 
shear zone into surrounding soil, but not the strain 
present in soil. This effect is important to consider 
for cables longitudinally stiffer than the cable ver-
sion used in this study. By means of deeper cable 
integration in soil, this effect can be reduced, as 
confirmed by the cable behaviour at the 0.3 m 
depth. However, the length of the strain event 
should not be shorter than the spatial resolution 
of the applied measurement technology.

Figure 1. Test setup in a plan view.

Figure 2. Strain measurements.
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2.4 Comparison to the applied displacement

The measurement quality can be quantified by 
means of  a comparison between cable elongation 
applied by shifting the box and the elongation 
obtained by integration of  measured strains. In 
case of  displacements applied only in x-direction, 
this comparison can be made directly with the 
applied displacements. In case of  displacements 
applied in y-direction, the cable elongation is not 
known, as the cable might cut laterally through 
soil and does not necessarily follow the shape of 
the displacements applied by the box sidewall 
(Fig. 3). For this reason, the cable elongation 
obtained by integration of  the measured strains 
is compared to the elongation of  the shear zone 
Δs, which corresponds to a theoretical displace-
ment mode (a), where the cable receives the full 
applied lateral displacement and experiences the 
largest elongation.

Figure 4 shows the cable elongation compared 
to the elongation of the shear zone Δs for all three 
cables. All of them match the applied shear zone 
elongation, which leads to the conclusion that the 
deviation of the real cable position from displace-
ment mode (a) has to be small and this specific sen-
sor configuration does not suffer significantly from 
losing contact to surrounding soil in lateral direc-
tion. In case of block anchors attached, another 
theoretical displacement mode (b) can be defined 

Figure 3. Calculation of cable elongation.

Figure 4. Cable elongation compared to shear zone 
elongation.

Figure 5. Sensor concepts.

Figure 6. Strain measurements.

(Fig. 3), where the cable remains straight and finds 
the shortest path between the two block anchors. 
The cable elongation for this mode is also shown 
in Figure 4 as a function of the applied shear 
zone elongation Δs and it is clearly smaller than 
the measured cable elongation. Thus, the larger 
longitudinal force obtained by attaching anchors 
does not significantly influence the measurement 
quality.

2.5 Further sensor concepts

The installation of the fiber optic sensor in the field 
(showed in the later sections) took place in 2008. In 
the meantime, more robust and less sensitive tight 
buffered fiber optic cables including a metal pro-
tection sheath and in particular foreseen for soil-
embedment became available and were also tested 
in this setup (Hauswirth et al. 2011). In addition to 
that, another concept which improves the connec-
tion between the sensor and soil was tested. In this 
test, a V1a cable was embedded in a soft tube with 
rough outer surface and connected to this tube in 
several fixation points (Fig. 5). Thus, the fiber optic 
cable is not in direct contact with surrounding soil 
and therefore better protected. Figure 6 shows the 
strains measured with this sensor concept at a 0.2 m 
depth for several displacement steps, in a test 
where the box was moved in longitudinal and lat-
eral direction. Due to isolation of the cable from 
soil, local soil displacements are measured as aver-
age strain between the fixation points, which leads 
to more uniform measured strains.
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3 FIELD APPLICATION

3.1 Motivation

In the previous sections, the ability of soil-
embedded fiber optic sensors to detect local soil dis-
placements occurring on a relatively sharp boundary 
between a stable and a moving ground was demon-
strated in a large scale test. The question is, whether 
this type of sensor could also serve as a qualitative 
sensor tool to indicate smaller differential soil dis-
placements within a moving soil mass. In order to 
investigate this possible site investigation applica-
tion, a fiber optic sensor was integrated in a test site 
susceptible to ground movements (Iten 2011).

3.2 Field test site

The site for the field application is located on a steep 
slope in a Swiss mountain resort. In the vicinity of 
the sensor location, the slope inclination is 30–33° 
to south east (Fig. 7). During the construction of 
a building on this slope, a neighboring building 
located sideways downhill, was heavily damaged. 
A comparison between old and current geodetical 
coordinates of this slope indicated a possible exist-
ence of ground movements in this area. However, 
the existing data was arguable and therefore, a mon-
itoring campaign with inclinometers and geodetical 
measurements was initiated by the local authority, 

in order to figure out, whether this area is located 
on a slowly creeping landslide or not. This monitor-
ing campaign offered the possibility of having inde-
pendent measurement data for comparison and 
therefore, an 80 m long fiber optic sensor for testing 
purpose was embedded in July 2008 into this slope.

3.2.1 Site conditions
The site is located approximately 1900 m a.s.l. and the 
climatic conditions are rather harsh. During the win-
ter season, the precipitation is mainly accumulated 
as snow, and soil around the fiber optic cable can be 
expected to be frozen. Furthermore, the access to the 
site is limited during this time. In spring, snowmelt 
causes an additional amount of water in this slope.

Samples from the core drilling for the inclinom-
eter D08 (Fig. 7) consisted of gravelly and sandy 
silts (hillside waste) up to a depth of 16 m. Beyond 
that depth, a heavily weathered rock was found.

3.2.2 Sensor integration into ground
In order to embed the fiber optic sensor into the 
slope, an approximately 0.4 m deep and 0.3 m wide 
trench was excavated in a hiking path crossing this 
slope (Fig. 8). A V1a cable version was placed in 
the center of the trench with additional 40 mm 
block anchors attached (spacing of 2 m). Beside 
of it, a V1b cable (similar mechanical properties) 
and a cable in loose tube design, in order to meas-
ure the temperature distribution, were placed. The 
cable versions V1a and V1b are not protected by a 
metallic sheath. In order to prevent the fiber from 
damage by larger grains of the excavation material, 
and to reduce the effects of freezing and thawing, 
the cables were integrated in a 0.2 m thick manu-
ally compacted sand cushion and excavation mate-
rial was filled on top of it (Fig. 9). The access to the 
fiber ends for measurement purpose was managed 
by means of two small shafts at the beginning and 
the end the 80 m long sensor section.

3.3 Fiber optic sensor measurements

Between July 2008 and October 2011, nine meas-
urements were carried out. In February 2011, Figure 7. Site map.

Figure 8. Cross section of the trench.
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damage in the V1a cable was detected at the 
entrance to shaft No. 3. For this reason no further 
measurements could be taken until October 2011. 
In October 2011 the broken cable was repaired, 
making further measurements possible again.

The measurements were carried out with a spa-
tial resolution of 1 m and a sampling interval of 
0.41 m. The seasonal temperature variations in 
ground were measured by the cable in a loose tube 
design and Brillouin frequency shift due to tem-
perature was compensated in the measurements 
of both tight buffered cables. It was shown that 
the influence of temperature variation in this field 
project was negligible compared to the measured 
strain quantities. A possible influence of the cable 
jacket swelling due to changes in water saturation 
in soil was neglected. The measured Brillouin fre-
quency shift was then converted to the longitudi-
nal strain using coefficients from laboratory tensile 
tests for these specific types of cables.

Figures 10 and 11 show the obtained strains 
along both tight buffered cable sections, start-
ing from shaft No. 4. Between the zero measure-
ment in July 2008 and the first measurement in 
October 2008, almost no variations were obtained 
(Fig. 10). In a further measurement in July 2009, 
large variations along the whole sensor were 
observed and again almost no changes were 
measured in the two following measurements in 
autumn. The same observation could be made in 
2010. In general, the same pattern can be observed 
for the measurements of both cable sections. The 
section equipped with additional anchors seems 
to be simply more sensitive, as anchors allow for a 
better localization of strains.

The further development of strains along the 
cables is shown in Figure 11 by means of meas-
urements with a time interval of approximately 
one year. In the last measurement from October 
2011 the section without anchors started to level 
the strain distribution in some areas and its strain 
deviates for the first time slightly from the pattern 
of the other cable.

Variations in strains were measured along the 
whole cable compared to the status in July 2008. 
There is no location, where the strains stayed con-
stant. On the other hand, there are time intervals 
(summer & autumn), where the distribution did 
not change. From this it may be concluded, that no 
large single displacement discontinuity is present in 
this slope. The measurements indicate rather small 
differential soil displacements along the whole sen-
sor. The question, whether these displacements were 
caused by a non-uniform velocity field of a creeping 
landslide or simply result from freezing and thawing 
effects in the ground, cannot be answered definitively 
on the basis of the fiber optic measurements alone, Figure 9. Trench with fiber optic cables installed.

Figure 10. Measurement results for both type of cables from July 2008 until December 2009 (starting from shaft No. 4).
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as there is no section without a change in strain. In 
order to bring more clarity into this issue, compari-
son with conventional monitoring techniques, e.g., 
inclinometer measurements, is necessary.

3.4 Inclinometer measurements

The zero measurement in the inclinometer D08 
was taken in July 2008. Afterwards thirteen meas-
urements were carried out until September 2011. 
Figure 12 shows the displacements in A0–direction 
for selected measurements (positive displacement 
downhill), with no significant displacement in the 
perpendicular B0–direction being observed. Meas-
urements were taken up to a depth of 61.5 m in 
this inclinometer, but no further displacements 
were registered beyond a depth of 15 m. The meas-
urements confirm the presumed presence of small 
ground movements in this area. A slip surface can 
be identified in the sandy silt layer above the heavily 
weathered rock. Furthermore, increasing displace-
ments were measured in the top 5 m of the incli-
nometer pipe. The development of displacements is 
strongly dependent on the season and mainly takes 
place during spring. The seasonal dependence of 
displacements becomes even more apparent, if  
the inclinometer head displacements and displace-
ments on the sliding surface are plotted in time 
(solid and empty circles in Fig. 13, respectively).

3.5 Comparison

Both of the sensors, the inclinometer as well as the 
fiber optic cable showed a seasonal dependence of 
the measured ground movements. In order to com-
pare these trends, the fiber optic measurements 
were also related to time. For that purpose, the 
cable elongation in the V1a section was calculated 
in four characteristic zones (Fig. 11, A–D). The 

Figure 11. Yearly measurement results for both cable types 2008 until 2011.

Figure 12. Inclinometer measurements D08, A0–direction.

Figure 13. Inclinometer head and sliding surface dis-
placements and cable elongation in zones A–D in time.
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zones were chosen in areas, where the fiber optic 
sensor reacted most sensitively and manifested the 
highest local absolute strain values. Such a com-
parison implies of course, that the directions of the 
displacements in soil stay constant within the time 
since the slope was started to be monitored. The 
results of the strain integration over the marked 
sections A to D as a function of time are shown in 
Figure 13 and compared to the results for the incli-
nometer head and sliding surface displacements. It 
is evident, that the magnitude of the cable elonga-
tion cannot be related directly to the inclinometer 
head and sliding surface displacements, but their 
developments in time seem remarkably consistent. 
Both, the inclinometer as well as the fiber optic 
cable show a stepwise absolute increase of the 
measured quantities. Furthermore, this increase 
seems to take place in spring (snowmelt months 
March until May marked by darker bands).

3.6 Monitoring campaign

The monitoring campaign initiated in this slope is 
still ongoing and takes a larger area into account 
than shown in Figure 7. The measurements pre-
sented in this study have therefore to be set in a 
context with other measurements nearby, which is 
the object of further studies. Preliminary results 
obtained by geodetical measurements seem to 
confirm that indeed the whole area including 
the fiber optic sensor location, is slowly moving 
downwards.

4 DISCUSSION

The large scale test in the laboratory was conducted 
within relatively short time, under controlled condi-
tions with constant soil temperature and water con-
tent. Thus, the strain measured in these conditions 
is purely the result of the applied soil displacements. 
In the field experiment, temperature and the degree 
of water saturation are changing both in time (sea-
sonal dependence) and along the cable (due to the 
non-uniformities in soil properties and in exposure 
to environmental factors). The cable jacket mate-
rial will therefore in general also induce additional 
strains due to thermal expansion and swelling due 
to water absorption (as e.g. reported by Kurashima 
et al. 1990, Facchini 2002), which are not caused by 
soil displacements. However, in case of a soil-embed-
ded fiber optic sensor, these effects are at least par-
tially restricted by the friction between cable and soil. 
A deeper assessment of this effect for the specific 
cables applied in this study with results from labo-
ratory swelling and temperature tests is currently in 
progress, but the preliminary results show that they 
could not have caused the strains of the magnitude 

measured in zones A–D. In general, this issue and 
also possible problems in long-term cable behavior 
could be resolved by applying further developed 
fiber optic cables for applications in soil with an 
optimized jacket layout less sensitive to swelling, 
temperature expansion and environmental factors.

The second important issue is the possible 
presence of local irreversible differential soil dis-
placements not induced by the moving soil mass, 
but by freezing and thawing of the soil surround-
ing the fiber optic sensor. Such surface displace-
ments are not directly related to the movement in 
the slip surface detected by the inclinometer D08 
in 15 m depth. Both types of displacements occur 
in the same time interval (winter and spring) and 
are therefore difficult to separate. The correlation 
of inclinometer measurements and measured cable 
elongation (Fig. 13) is therefore not necessarily a 
proof of the serviceability of the fiber optic sensor 
to detect differential soil displacements in a moving 
soil mass. While the probability of the freezing and 
thawing displacements causing the strains of the 
measured magnitude is not high, further measure-
ments in the winter in frozen ground are planned to 
allow for effects of freezing to be assessed. Placing 
the cable in deeper soil layers, which are not frozen 
in winter, can in general resolve the problem. In 
the present case this was not an option, as a safe 
depth necessary for this purpose would not allow 
for a cost-efficient solution in this particular sensor 
location.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Three soft, tight buffered fiber optic cables have been 
soil-embedded in a test setup, which allows for apply-
ing displacements from various directions. From the 
test results, the ability of the soil-embedded sensor to 
measure local soil displacements was demonstrated. 
The advantageous effect of attaching small block 
anchors to the cable, in order to prevent large longi-
tudinal slippage between cable and soil and to local-
ize strains, has been clearly pointed out. Numerical 
integration of strains along cable sections reason-
ably matched the applied shear zone elongation, 
which implies that the lateral cable position does not 
strongly deviate from the applied soil displacement.

In a field experiment, an 80 m long fiber optic sen-
sor was embedded in an area susceptible to ground 
movements in order (a) to detect a possible displace-
ment discontinuity and (b) as a feasibility study of 
using the sensor as a site investigation tool for an early 
detection of unstable ground surface. The results of 
this field test can be summarized as follows.

First, no single large displacement discontinu-
ity could be detected along the sensor. Instead, 
the sensor indicates existence of a non-uniform 
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transient velocity field with displacements taking 
place practically only during spring.

Second, the inclinometer and geodetical meas-
urements indicate that the area under study is 
indeed slowly moving and the measured cable 
strains show a very good temporal correlation with 
the inclinometer measurements. The question to 
what extent the differential displacements of soil 
causing these strains are influenced by the cumula-
tive effects of freezing and thawing requires further 
investigation.

Third, the strains measured in both tight buff-
ered sections show the same pattern along the 
cable, with the sensor with block anchors being 
more sensitive, as slippage between cable and soil 
is prevented in the anchor points. This behaviour 
was also observed in the test setup.

Based on the results of this study, the proposed 
fiber optic sensor seems to be promising as a site 
investigation tool allowing for detecting small 
differential soil displacements caused by the non-
uniform velocity field and cumulative freezing and 
thawing effects.
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ABSTRACT: The current development of geophysical prospecting tends to adapt existing methods to 
acquire more data in less time. Pushing the use of these materials within their limit state service tends to 
integrate a large quantity of noise to the measurements obtained. This study aims to present a special case 
of application of prospecting electrical resistivity tomography in high yield. Actually, the implementation 
of all equipment includes one hour of installation. The question is to quantify and qualify the level of 
noise integrated to the measures when these can be acquired in a few minutes with an experimental mate-
rial adapted to the high yield kinematic exploration. The integration of new sources of noise measure-
ments in electrical resistivity tomography needs to develop new processes for processing such data in order 
to make them usable. The exploitation of these new data should take into account the different levels of 
high yield prospection and therefore the different results which can be derived from these data.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the imperatives of demand for soil 
description, sharpening of studied structures 
and especially the time allowed in prospection 
leads researchers to lean over the development of 
prospection methods said in high yield prospec-
tion. The high yield prospection (H.Y.P.) can 
be considered in with two ways in relation to 
the present state of the art. In one way the time 
allowed in measurements and in another way the 
number of measuring points. Thus the different 
aspects, (i) to acquire a more important quan-
tity of data at the same time allowed nowadays 
for measurements (Blais 2004), (ii) to acquire the 
same quantity of data at reduced time (Lund et al. 
1999), (iii) to acquire at reduced time a quantity 
of data more important than nowadays applied 
surveys (Christensen et al. 2001). Another element 
that can quantify that a prospection is a high yield 
prospection (H.Y.P.) is the spatial distribution of 
point of measure, in comparison with an actual 
prospection. High yield prospection allowing opti-
mizing the distribution of point measurements or 
increasing the data point number within a studied 
surface (Van Groenigen 2000).

High yield prospection can be geophysical or 
geotechnical. Geophysical surveys are oriented 
principally on the surface that can be surveyed 
within a fixed time and geotechnical surveys are 
focused on the number of data points envisaged 
within a fixed time. This request of high yield 
prospection is particularly felt in the geophysics 
surveys domain. The development of geophysical 

technology has to satisfy the requirements of differ-
ent survey domains. Thus in the actual prospection 
of soil for geological phenomena over a large area 
(Meric 2006; Friedel et al. 2006), or the location of 
underground structures to secure a site (Lew 1997), 
or the archeological survey (Tabbagh 1992). In 
front of this geophysical survey requests, the idea 
of applying the Electrical Resistivity Tomography 
(E.R.T) in a Kinematics survey was born. This new 
application of E.R.T. will avoid the long set up of 
equipment on the land (time-consuming).

The aim of this paper is to present a set of treat-
ments on measures carried out with a new method 
of geophysics survey; Kinematics Electrical Resis-
tivity Tomography (K.E.R.T.). These results allow 
the development of K.E.R.T. in ensuring the correct 
representation of the results compared to the ground 
investigated. The presentation relates to the study of 
the quality and representativeness of the measure-
ments. Well as an approach for the treatment of the 
noise inherent in the measurements. Noise measure-
ments are mainly caused by the integration of the 
kinematic dimension in the basis of this method, 
the electrical prospecting E.R.T. Because the devel-
opment of a method of prospecting requires a new 
approach on data acquired with the developed pro-
cedure. The E.R.T. is the method presented here 
as a reference to which is applied an experimental 
process to apply it in the high yield prospection, in 
accordance with the point of view (i) of H.Y.P.

The main approach adopted in this paper is 
to quantify how far the different treatments lead 
K.E.R.T. data to be similar to those obtained with 
the method E.R.T. The aim of these developments 
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is to achieve a general description of the soil stud-
ied in order to have a zoning description. A zone 
is a part of the soil modeled as a combination of 
several meshes with homogeneous characteristics. 
The fineness of the mesh and thus the description 
of the soil depends on the quality of K.E.R.T. sur-
vey, so of the noise level measurements.

2 SITE AND EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

Experiments and acquisition of data take place on 
an experimental site of Pessac (44° 47' 52.81" N; 0° 
36' 34.35" O), near Bordeaux, in south-west France. 
The subsurface geology is mainly composed of col-
luviums of mixed origin (fluvial and wind) com-
posed of sand, gravel and pebbles with clay matrix. 
Particular heterogeneities compose the site such as 
a horizontal layer of landfill distributed unevenly 
in the soil in place; and heterogeneity associated 
with root system of a single tree. These heteroge-
neities allow study impacts and recognitions of 
vertical and horizontal variations in soil proprie-
ties. These heterogeneities are caused in part by the 
presence of an area of low resistivity to be linked 
to the presence of a preferential infiltration area.

The origin of the developed K.E.R.T. system 
is E.R.T. survey. Therefore the development of 
the device aims to extrapolate the use of a E.R.T. 
device adapted for high yield prospection by incor-
porating the cinematic dimension (basis of the 
device: SyscalPro). The K.E.R.T. system is used 
with a dipole-dipole array which consists of two 
current injection electrodes (AB) and 11 electrodes 
for measuring potential difference (Pn). Conversely 
to electrodes of E.R.T., the electrodes of K.E.R.T. 
are not planted in the ground, but laid on the sur-
face. A set of pins can improve the contact with 
the ground. The entire device K.E.R.T. is pulled 
by a quad which supports by the same occasion 
all the material necessary for the data acquisition, 
gathered in logistics base. Logistics base allows, at 
a position x, to simultaneously measure the elec-
trical potential on the 11 electrodes Pn. Figure 1 
illustrates the organization and the composition of 
the device used and the location of points within 
the different layers investigated.

With Pi, the position of the 11 electrodes to 
measure potential difference, i ∋ [1; 11]. And the 
electrodes AB are for current injection. At the 
position x, this device allows the measurement of 
a diagonal composed by 10 measures of electrical 
resistivity ρj, j 

∋ [1 ; 10]. Assuming a step of meas-
uring α, a new diagonal can be measured at posi-
tion x + α. The juxtaposition of several diagonal 
allows to built a complete pseudo section.

For K.E.R.T. survey, device shown in Figure 
1, the measurement of potential difference by the 
10 PnPn+1 electrodes couple provides, for a position 
x, the measure of the apparent resistivity (ρapp) for 
10 levels of investigation. These 10 levels constitute 
a diagonal. The use of electrodes which penetrate 
the ground by their own weight allows avoiding 
the implant phase for electrodes, characteristic of 
the E.R.T. survey. The programming of the meas-
uring step α (0.5 m, 1 m …) is used to trigger the 
measurement of the next diagonal at the position 
x + α. The pulling vehicle allows a constant move-
ment of the entire device at up to 3.6 km/h. This 
allows a continuous survey over larger distances. 
A computer integrated into the device creates the 
K.E.R.T. by consecutives juxtapositions of differ-
ent measured diagonals. Works in progress study 
the possibility to do a measure step (diagonal spac-
ing) of 0.1–0.2 m, in order to obtain a H.Y.P with 
more representative results.

3 DEVELOPMENT OF DATA NOISELESS 
PROCESS

3.1 Raw data description

Like the works of Panissod et al. (1997) on a new 
system of survey, the first K.E.R.T. data are clearly 
subject to noise measurement. Figure 2 illustrates 
this concept of noise and the descriptive param-
eters of data are summarized in Table 1. These 
noises should be associated with different causes:

 i. the quality of electrode contact with the ground 
is affected by the continuous displacement of 
the device (low penetration of the pins).

 ii. the characteristics of the soil surface (outcrop), 
greatly influence the electrical contact quality 
between electrodes and ground.

 iii. the penetration of the pins is also subject to 
the type of soil explored. A small penetration 
will cause a high contact resistance, affect-
ing the quality of measurements of potential 
difference.

 iv. the less the pins penetrate, the smaller the con-
tact area is, and thus the higher the contact 
resistance is.

Noise, like the works of Webster (2000, 2005), 
can be described as the consequence of soil and 

Figure 1. Diagonal builds with 10 measurements of 
resistivity at the position x.
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environment random. The K.E.R.T. data survey 
is defined as usable if  all the measures of appar-
ent resistivity (consisting K.E.R.T.) are similar to 
measures of a reference ρapp E.R.T. made on the 
same coordinates (x, y, z).

The comparison between the results obtained, 
according to the different treatments on K.E.R.T. 
data and E.R.T. reference data can be done by 
studying five levels of compared topographies. 
Due to K.E.R.T. device is a dipole-dipole array 
for which the interelectrode spacing is a = 0.5 m 
and the device E.R.T. is a dipole-dipole array with 
a = 1 m interelectrode spacing. Only one K.E.R.T. 
level out of two (consists of 10 levels in total) can be 
compared with those of an E.R.T. A parallel study 
shows that the determination of the correlation 
between the different levels of E.R.T. and K.E.R.T. 
follows a geometric correspondence (Table 2) and 
is not dependent upon a mathematical equation 
determining the depth of investigation. 

The depth of investigation is a function of the 
spacing between the electrodes (a) and is calculated 
with the equations of Roy et al. (1971) or Barker 

(1989). Table 2 summarized the geometrical con-
cordance between the E.R.T. and K.E.R.T. levels. 

3.2 Weight Mobile Average (W.M.A.)

According to Gavin (1993), using a weighted mov-
ing average (W.M.A.) is possible to process noisy 
data. In order to reduce the chaotic aspect of the 
data by restoring a link between a set of neighbor-
ing data, the application of a W.M.A. in a TREC 
data is conceivable. The W.M.A. process is per-
formed separately for each level of TREC (10 in 
total). This process of WMA aims to get results 
comparable to the smoothing process (Kafadar 
et al. 2002; Dujardin et al. 1997). The smoothing 
process cannot be applied to this type of data.

Admit for a K.E.R.T. profile, a particular level 
of survey (interelectrode spacing PnPn+1 fixed). 
Each point forming the profile is placed in a known 
x coordinate. And all the measurement points are 
spaced by the same interval, corresponding to the 
step by step measurement interval (α). All relations 
between the measures points, within W.M.A. proc-
ess iterations, are illustrated in Figure 3.

Suppose a point (ρapp) at a position i. At the first 
iteration, the point i ′ is the result of an arithmetic 
average of its two neighboring points (i−1 and i+1). 
The coefficients which determine the weight of 
each point on the result are presented in Table 3. 

Table 1. Descriptive parameters of the raw data.

log K.E.R.T./log E.R.T.

Correlation 
coefficientAverage

Standard 
deviation

Coefficient of 
variation (%)

2.12 0.82 38.84 −0.1159

Table 2. Correspondence between levels.

TREC level 2 level 4 level 6 level 8 level 10
TRE level 1 level 2 level 3 level 4 level 5

Figure 2. ERT apparent resistivity vs. raw KERT appar-
ent resistivity corresponding to the same location (x, y, z).

Figure 3. Relations between different points within the 
first two iterations of the process WMA.

Table 3. Weight coefficients for the first WMA iteration.

Points Left (i−1) Center (i0) Right (i+1)

Weight (%) 25 50 25

Figure 4. Correspondence between the points and their 
weighting coefficients based on WMA iterations.
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And the equation of the weight average in Equa-
tion 1, presents the calculation of the first itera-
tion. The set of weight coefficient used depending 
on the iteration is shown in Figure 4.

′ − +i′ = i× +×0 25 0+i× 5 0× i ++ 250+ ×× ii 1. i× ++  (1)

At the second iteration, the same weight coef-
ficients are applied to the points i′−1, i′0 and i′+1, 
in order to get the point i′′. Note that the i′′ point 
is directly linked with i′−1, i′0 and i′+1, but they are 
linked on i−2, i−1, i0, i+1 and i+2 within the weights 
coefficients shown in Figure 4. Therefore, the 
number of points include in the calculation of a 
weight average is directly related to the iteration 
number. A study about the iteration number shows 
that 10 iterations give conclusive results. Thereby, 
21 points are taken into account (i−10 to i+10) in the 
W.M.A. process. The set of coefficient applied to 
these 21 points is present in Table 4, completed by 
the Equation 2.

weight i h
weight
i iweight

i
n n

nin

− +i iweightn we g t iweight

= −
=∑ 1

10

10  (2)

Where weight in is the weighting coefficient (%) of 
point i at position n, n ∋ [0, 10]. And the sum of the 
weights applied to the 21 points is equal to 1.

This process of weighted average content in a 
window of 21 points is shifted from point to point 
across a level constituting a K.E.R.T. This mobili-
zation of the window on the set of points leads to 
a Weighted Moving Average (W.M.A.). A bias of 
this method concerns the first and last 10 points 
of a profile. These points do not have the points 
i−10 or i+10 within the window of data processing, 
the W.M.A. is made without taking into account 
all the points. This impact on the quality of the 
process is minimized in terms of the coefficients 
applied to these points (weights <1%). Because of 
the existence of this bias, it is legitimate to have 
a critical view about results obtained for first and 
last points of the profile treated WMA. But read-
ing the weighting coefficients (weight <1%), it 
appears that this bias does not impact significantly 
the results of the W.M.A. A W.M.A. performed on 
all levels of K.E.R.T. leads to results illustrated in 
Figure 5 and summarized in Table 5.

The process W.M.A. being carried out level 
by level, the data processing does not impact on 

the correlation of all data from K.E.R.T. Table 5 
presents the evolution of various statistical param-
eters that can reflect changes in the organization 
of the data after applying a W.M.A. on each 
level studied. Therefore, the consequences of this 
 process on data organization cannot be illustrated 
by statistical data. The representation of impacts 
on measures can be done by reading the pseudo-
section obtained with this process. Figure 9 allows 
us to study the new organization on the data lines 
and the resulting resistivity against existing ones 
for raw data.

3.3 Treatment with fast Fourier transform

A K.E.R.T. data approach is to consider each 
level of K.E.R.T. (Fig. 1) as a series of data that 
can be represented by a frequency range. Apply-
ing a Fast Fourier Transform (F.F.T.) treatment 
on a KE.R.T. profile provides a frequency range. 
Thus the unit of frequency is not in Hertz (Hz), 
but m−1 because the points are not separated by a 
constant sampling time, but by a constant distance 
(step measurement (α)). Therefore, all the points 
composing a profile are separated by step measure 
(α), it is possible to correlate α to a constant Δt, 
so the characteristic frequencies are not obtained 
in Hertz but m−1. K.E.R.T. is a tomography 
(now developed) consisting of 10 levels each can 

Table 4. Weight coefficients for the tenth (last) iteration.

Points 0 1 2 3 4 5
Weight(%) 17.62 16.02 12.01 7.39 3.70 1.48
Points 6 7 8 9 10
Weight(%) 0.46 0.11 0.02 2E-03 1E-04

Table 5. Evolution of the organization of data due to 
a W.M.A.

log TREC/log TRE

Correlation 
coefficientAverage

Standard 
deviation

Coefficient of 
variation (%)

2.22 0.82 36.85 –0.1963

Figure 5. ERT apparent resistivity vs WMA KERT 
apparent resistivity corresponding to the same location 
(x, y, z).
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be described by a function representing a signal 
amplitude at any point of measurement. The FFT 
allows to decompose a signal into different char-
acteristics frequency (m−1). The use of an F.F.T. in 
the treatment of TREC concerns the identification 
of the noise level in the signal. As shown in Figure 
6 and detailed in Figure 7 the frequencies repre-
sented in the frequency range (for a level of TREC) 
are described by:

 i. the upper and lower lines corresponding to the 
signal according to the TREC scales studied.

 ii. the intermediate range, the measurement noise.

The use of these different ranges of the fre-
quency range in the reverse process of an FFT is 
shown in Figure 6, and nomenclature of ranges 
and the scales of anomalies to which they corre-
spond are shown in Figure 7.

The determinations of filtered frequencies 
depend on step measure adopted for the K.E.R.T. 
measures, but also the size of searched heterogenei-
ties. High frequencies are linked to noise measure; a 
low-pass filter allows obtaining noiseless data. With 
this approach any level composing a K.E.R.T. can 
be represented by a single frequency range (with 
symmetry of the range around the frequency 0.5). 
From raw data, depending on the choice of the 

low-pass frequency chosen, the reading of results 
focuses on different sizes of anomalies, so a descrip-
tion of the lithology at different scales, Regional, 
Ambient, Local, Accidental and the Noise. All of 
these frequencies are summarized in Figure 7.

Compared to a W.M.A. which creates links 
between the values of ρapp within a level, a F.F.T. 
could be considered in the context of a description 
of soil in different mesh with homogeneous char-
acteristics and the mesh sizes depend on low-pass 
frequency selected. In addition, the F.F.T. process-
ing is only really conceivable for profiles with more 
than 300–400 step measure (α), in the opposite 
case; an F.F.T. applied to K.E.R.T. with few results 
does not give consistent results.

Apply a F.F.T. to K.E.R.T. exploration should 
be considered as a first approach to the descrip-
tion of a soil. It is a study, level by level, of dif-
ferent scales of heterogeneity which can be met. 
The ρapp obtained with the F.F.T. process include a 
new source of noise in the data (noise quantified in 
Table 7). This new source of noise is mainly due to 
the fact that obtaining a profile from a frequency 
range (reverse process of a F.F.T.) integrates the 
functions cosinus and sinus in the profile. This par-
ticular source of noise distorts the results of itera-
tions of the inversion process data performed with 
the software Res2dInv (Loke et al. 1996).

3.4 Data normalization

The W.M.A. process significantly reduces the coeffi-
cient of variation data on each level, confirming that 
data processing is to strengthen the link between the 
neighboring data. To emphasize the correlations 
between E.R.T. and K.E.R.T. data a process to nor-
malize the K.E.R.T. data is required. This process 
is also possible following an FFT, but the results 
of this treatment combination can lead to a precise 
and detailed description of the soil in the study. This 
combination treatment is therefore repeated. Nor-
malizing data is based on the study of a coefficient 
Xc, its calculation is described in Equation 3.

For one level:

X NcX
i

N= ( )KERTiTT
( )ERTiTT=∑1

1

log
log

 (3)

With N, the number of points consisting in a 
level of electrical tomography, respectively KERTi 
and ERTi, the apparent electrical resistivity meas-
ured at the point (x, y, z) for K.E.R.T. and E.R.T. 
prospection. Thus, one average Xc can be calcu-
lated for each level studied.

The ratio Xc is calculated for each K.E.R.T. level 
comparable (Table 2). And each level is described 
by a unique ratio average Xc. By its calculation, 
the ratio Xc reflects the average ratios between 
K.E.R.T. data logs and E.R.T. data reference. 

Figure 6. Fast Fourier transform process.

Figure 7. Description of the environment based on 
low-pass frequency.
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This difference can be particularly attached to 
electrodes bias contact, the contact resistances or 
the cinematic of K.E.R.T. The bias of this process 
is that it can be made only if  the K.E.R.T. data 
and E.R.T. data are made at the same coordinates. 
Due to the fact that all of these processes cannot 
completely eliminate the chaotic aspect of data, 
therefore, in the same frame work of McDonough 
(1995), it is necessary to make measurements to 
calibrate the K.E.R.T. data. This calibration can 
be linked to a quantification of the disposition of 
K.E.R.T. data to be subject to chaotic data.

In all following calculations, the Xc ratio used 
are reduced to only two significant digits. Thus on 
a considered level, the apparent resistivity meas-
ured (ρapp) (after a W.M.A.) is treated according to 
Equation 4 to obtain a normalized W.M.A. appar-
ent resistivity (N-W.M.A.) (ρ′app):

′ ( )ρ ρ′ =apρρ p aρ pp  (4)

The value of apparent resistivity ρ′app so cal-
culated is called normalized. This treatment is 
then performed on the set of points consisting a 
K.E.R.T. prospection, using the Xc ratio corre-
sponding to the level considered for the normaliza-
tion of data. Figure 9 illustrates the impact of this 
treatment on the data set. Reading the correlation 
coefficient over the entire N-W.M.A. data (Table 6) 
it appears that the K.E.R.T. device allows results 
comparable to the E.R.T. static method. Table 7 
summarizes a complementary approach to the 
impact of different treatments on the organization 
of data, and reducing the noise inherent to data in 
front of the reference E.R.T. data noise also present 
in the data. Figure 9 also illustrates the impact of 
this process within the obtained pseudo sections.

To study the impact on measures of surface 
lithology, a new measurement campaign is carried 
out. The study of data retrieved in this field shows 
that the quality of measurements is linked to the 
soil type surface. The type of soil mainly impact 
on the quality of the coupling between the elec-
trodes and the ground prospected. The quality of 
the coupling is underscored by calculating Xc ratio, 
they are all equal to 1 (±0.01). For this special case, 
only the treatment W.M.A. is necessary to make 
the K.E.R.T. data usable. The results of this survey 
in terms of comparison of results with an E.R.T. 
(always necessary to calibrate the K.E.R.T. device) 
are illustrated in Figure 8.

4 IMPACTS OF PROCESSS 
ON THE NOISY DATA

The study of the evolution of the correlation 
between the E.R.T. and K.E.R.T. data, accord-
ing to the different noiseless process made, could 
be supplemented by analysis of the Root Mean 
Square Error indicator (R.M.S.E.) of the data set 
(Equ. 5). The comparison of the relative R.M.S.E. 
allows qualifying the proportion of difference 
between the data obtained from different process. 
This comparison allows to quantify the potential 
of the noiseless process studied, compared with 
a limen of noise present in the reference data 
(Table 7). The choice of this indicator is based on 
the fact that its calculation method, the RMSE 
highlights the major differences between the data 
and minimizes the small differences.

RMSE N i

N
= ( )ERT KERK Ti iT KT ERKK TTERT

=∑1 2

1
 (5)

With N, the number of points with the same 
coordinates (x, y, z) in the tomography compared. 
ERTi, reference resistivity and KERTi resistiv-
ity compared to the reference, measured with the 

Figure 8. ERT apparent resistivity vs N-WMA KERT 
apparent resistivity corresponding to the same location 
(x, y, z).

Table 6. Evolution of the organization of data due to 
a N-W.M.A.

log TREC/log TRE

Correlation 
coefficientAverage

Standard 
deviation

Coefficient of 
variation (%)

1.00 0.15 14.85 0.8978

Table 7. Quantification with RMSE factor, of noise 
within KERT process and ERT data.

Data 
type

Raw 
data FFT WMA

WMA & 
normed

Reference 
(ERT)

RMSE 2.3.106 1.8.106 1.2.106 412 171
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Figure 9. Impacts of the different process developed upon the organization of data and the ranges of apparent 
resistivity.

K.E.R.T. device. The results of the calculation of 
this factor on the different treatments performed 
on the TREC data are presented in Table 7.

At this point in the progress of work it is pos-
sible to determine different levels of noise corre-
sponding to different sources:

 i. random soil properties.
 ii. high contact resistance.
 iii. the problem of electrode contact (pin not 

planted) create high contact resistance or no 
current injection.

 iv. measurement errors (combined error).
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By observation, the differences between E.R.T. 
and K.E.R.T. noisy measurements, because of the 
last points outlined above, have extremely large 
variations compared with those observed by ambi-
ent noise (Tab. 7, Reference ERT). Therefore the 
value of RMSE calculation is to verify that the 
impact of these extreme data is actually minimized 
by the different processes studied and applied to 
the data. The various processes developed are not 
intended to treat the noise linked to background 
noise, but to make the K.E.R.T. data usable (sub-
ject to multiple noise sources). 

The reading of these results allows to under-
score the evolution of the noise inherent to the 
data, according to the treatment performed. Treat-
ments performed on the data can be listed in two 
categories. One category impact only on creating 
a link between the data of the same level (F.F.T. & 
W.M.A.) and does not significantly influence the 
homogenization of results. The other category 
(Normed) impact on the homogenization of resis-
tivity measured, allowing comparisons of K.E.R.T. 
ρapp with real values, lithological data comparable 
and interpretable with E.R.T. reference. Reading 
the last column of Table 7 shows that the noise is 
also present in the E.R.T. data. This noise limen 
can quantify to what extent the various processes 
discussed in this paper impact on noise measure-
ments in raw K.E.R.T. data. In addition to the 
comparison of results by different ratio, the Fig-
ure 9 shows all developments recorded by the raw 
data, resulting of different treatments applied to 
the K.E.R.T. data. 

5 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The use of different treatments is presented 
according to the intended result and the type of 
data reading expected. This interpretation focused 
on the determination of heterogeneities in differ-
ent areas with homogeneous characteristics (mesh) 
or a general vision of all the surveys.

WMA is used to create a link between the data 
from one level prospected. In contrast, the smooth-
ing process that impacts only on the consequences 
of background noise, a WMA can consider and 
treat different sources of noise (contact resistance, 
penetration of the pins, lithology outcrops . . .). 
The application of a WMA prepares the data for 
the normalization.

Treatment with F.F.T. is used to describe each 
K.E.R.T. level with a frequency range. The specific 
choice of ranges in the process of inverse F.F.T. 
allows to have a K.E.R.T. that brings out the het-
erogeneities whose size corresponds to the ranges 
used for the reverse process of an F.F.T. The inverse 
F.F.T. process cannot lead, thereafter to normalize 

the data, but can quickly locate the different areas 
composing a K.E.R.T. prospection (resistant and 
conductive compared to background value). This 
process aims to have a direct reading of the dif-
ferent scales of heterogeneities in the soil without 
using data inversion software, Res2Dinv (Loke 
et al. 1996).

The phase of data processing to the normali-
zation can be made only after treatment W.M.A. 
and cannot be made after a F.F.T. This phase is 
highly dependent on the noise caused by the con-
tact resistance (part among the various sources of 
noise). In this, a soil with a good quality of contact 
with the electrodes will lead to obtain an Xc = 1 for 
the 10 levels of K.E.R.T. This particular case where 
the factor Xc = 1 makes data normalization redun-
dant. But an E.R.T. calibration is always required 
to quantify the quality of electrode contact (con-
tact resistance). Normalizing the K.E.R.T. data 
is designed to make the data usable for software 
Res2Dinv (Loke et al. 1996), and thus obtain tom-
ography with true inverted resistivity and depths 
describing the different lithology encountered.

The problem of measurement noise inherent 
in high yield prospection data was also raised and 
throughout this paper has been met in large part to 
solve these problems through the coupling of dif-
ferent data processing. Following the development 
of methodologies for data processing, usable results 
and lithological interpretation can be obtained.

Depending on the treatment chosen, it is pos-
sible to have two approaches to tomography raw 
(raw) and the interpretation that you want to be. 
The first approach (with WMA) allows obtaining 
ρapp closest to the lithology surveyed in order to 
describe the ground surveyed in a comparable way 
with a TRE survey. The second approach (with 
FFT) allows for an approach to the description 
of the environment on the basis of geostatistics to 
determine the mesh in homogeneous characteris-
tics to describe the ground in the study.

This description by homogeneous mesh can also 
complete the prospection of the ground by cross-
ing, for the same mesh, a set of surveys with other 
methods, such as geophysical surveys (EM-31, 
seismic, . . .) or geotechnical survey (CPT ).
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1 INTRODUCTION

A soft soil research site has been established in Lower 
Lough Erne Lake, in the north west of Ireland. The 
site is currently being used for a number of projects 
investigating offshore anchoring systems. Site inves-
tigations have been carried out at the site in order to 
classify and characterize the lakebed sediments. 

Recently full-flow penetrometers (a cylindrical 
T-bar or spherical ball) have emerged as an alter-
native to the conventional cone penetration test 
(CPT). The T-bar was originally developed for 
strength determination in the centrifuge (Stewart 
& Randolph 1991) and its success in the lab led to 
its use in the field (Stewart & Randolph 1994). The 
potential of the T-bar for use offshore was shown 
by Randolph et al. (1998). The ball penetrom-
eter was later developed to reduce the likelihood 
of non-symmetrical loading on the T-bar which 
would result in bending of the penetrometer shaft 
(Watson et al. 1998). 

The T-bar and ball have a number of advantages 
over the CPT (Randolph 2004):

1. The measured resistance requires minimal cor-
rection to provide net resistance compared to 
the cone.

2. Improved accuracy is obtained in soft soils due to 
the larger projected area of the full-flow devices. 

3. Accurate plasticity solutions exist relating the 
net penetration resistance to the undrained 
shear strength.

More recently, pore pressure elements have 
been added to the ball penetrometer (Low et al. 
2007; DeJong et al. 2008; Colreavy et al. 2010) 
to allow pore pressure measurements in a similar 
manner to the CPTU (CPT with pore pressure 
measurements). 

This paper presents the results of the first round 
of investigations carried out at the Lough Erne 
site. The testing includes both piezocone and full-
flow (T-bar and piezoball, a ball with pore pres-
sure measurement) penetration tests. The results 
for each penetrometer are compared and the mer-
its of full-flow devices over the conventional cone 
are assessed. 

2 SITE DETAILS

The Lough Erne system is located in Co. Fermanagh, 
Northern Ireland and comprises two major lakes. 
Tests were carried out on the western side of Lower 
Lough Erne, the larger of the two lakes (Figure 1) in 
water depths of 3–4 m. 

Lower Lough Erne lies in a deep glacial trough 
and is underlain principally by Carboniferous 
limestone although there are areas of Devonian 
and Carboniferous sandstone (Gibson 1998). 

A number of bulk excavated samples have been 
obtained from depths up to 2.5 m and some pre-
liminarily classification testing has been conducted; 
more extensive sampling and testing is scheduled for 
a later date. Moisture contents are high throughout 

Piezoball testing in soft lake sediments

C. Colreavy & C.D. O’Loughlin
Centre for Offshore Foundation Systems, The University of Western Australia, Australia

D. Ward
In Situ SI Ltd., UK

ABSTRACT: This paper presents results from of a series cone, T-bar and piezoball penetration tests 
carried out at a lakebed test site in Lough Erne, County Fermanagh, Northern Ireland. Penetration tests 
were conducted from a floating pontoon in water depths up to 4 m. Preliminary laboratory analysis shows 
the lakebed sediment to have very unusual geotechnical properties. The penetration test results are dis-
cussed with a view towards assessing the relative merit of the piezoball in soft lacustrine soils. The piezo-
ball used in this study is capable of measuring pore pressure at the tip, mid-face and equator positions. Tip 
resistance and pore pressure profiles are compared. Tip resistances measured in the lakebed sediment are 
found to be extremely low. While the T-bar and ball resistances are very consistent, the net cone resistance 
is negative. Correction to the measured T-bar and ball resistances were found to be significant. The ratio 
of extraction to penetration resistance is higher for the T-bar than the ball.
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with values in the range of 270–520%. The Atterberg 
limits are also high with plastic limits of 130–180% 
and liquid limits of 250–315%. Plasticity index values 
are in the range 120–175%. In all cases, the moisture 
content was approximately 1.5 times the liquid limit. 

The unit weight is constant with depth and 
only marginally higher than that of  water at 
10.5 kN/m3.

Obviously the geotechnical properties of the 
Lough Erne sediment are beyond the range nor-
mally encountered for soft clay sediments. This has 
prompted further investigations which are ongo-
ing. For example, scanning electron microscope 
analysis is being carried out and typical images of 
the sediment are shown in Figure 2. Significant 
amounts of diatom and other microfossils can be 
seen. The presence of these microfossils can have a 
major effect on the behavior of soil including high 
liquid limit, high porosity, and unusual compress-
ibility (Mitchell & Soga 2005). 

Interestingly, the Lough Erne sediment proper-
ties are similar to that reported by Diaz-Rodriguez 
(2003) and Diaz-Rodriguez et al. (1998) on Mexico 
City clay, a soil also known for its unusual geotech-
nical properties, such as high moisture contents, 
high Atterberg limits and high effective stress fric-
tion angle.

3 TESTING EQUIPMENT

3.1 Piezocone

Piezocone tests were carried out using a cone with 
a standard diameter of 35.7 mm and a projected 
area of 1,000 mm2 (Figure 3a). The piezocone has 
a calibrated net area ratio, α, of  0.793. The cone 
measures pore pressure at the u2 position. Tests 
were carried out at the standard testing rate of 
20 mm/s (Lunne et al. 1997).

3.2 T-bar

The T-bar in this study (Figure 3b) has a diameter 
of 40 mm and length of 250 mm. This gives a pro-
jected area of 10,000 mm2 (i.e. 10 times that of the 
standard cone). The T-bar was constructed from 
hardened steel with a lightly roughened surface.

To use the T-bar, the cone tip is removed and 
replaced with the T-bar tip. Tip resistance is meas-
ured using the cone load cell. 

3.3 Piezoball

The piezoball used in this study is that used by 
Colreavy et al. (2010) and similar to that used by 
DeJong et al. (2008). It comprises several modular 
components that can be interchanged to facilitate 
pore pressure measurements at either the tip, mid- Figure 1. Site location.

Lower Lough Erne

Test area

Lough Erne

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope images of Lough Erne sediment.
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face or equator (see Figure 3c). The piezoball was 
also constructed from hardened steel, with a diame-
ter of 113 mm and a projected area of 10,000 mm2.

Like the T-bar, the piezoball was designed so 
as to screw on to the piezocone cone shaft. Tip 
resistance and pore pressure are measured by the 
piezocone load cell and pore pressure transducer. 
As with the piezocone, tests were carried out at the 
standard rate of 20 mm/s. 

3.4 Testing rig

The rig used in this study was a standard 3.5 tonne 
tracked rig which was mounted on a floating pon-
toon (Figure 4). The pontoon, which measures 6 m 
by 8 m. The rig is located in the centre of the pon-
toon and testing is carried out from water surface. 

4 TEST RESULTS

4.1 General

A total of 10 piezocone, T-bar and piezoball pen-
etration tests were carried out in the same gen-
eral vicinity. All penetration test data have been 

 corrected for the unequal overburden stress and 
pore water pressure above and below the probes. 
These corrections can be significant, especially 
offshore where overburden stresses and pore water 
pressure can be high. Previous studies have shown 
that the adjustment to the cone is much higher 
than that for full-flow devices. Chung & Randolph 
(2002) demonstrated that in Burswood clay the 
required adjustment to the measured cone resist-
ance was 19% while for the T-bar it was only 4%. 
The relatively high correction for the cone is due to 
overburden and pore water pressure acting only on 
the front face of the cone whereas for the ball and 
T-bar there is near equal pressure above and below 
the probe. 

The measured piezocone resistance (qc) is cor-
rected for pore pressure using Equation 1.

 qt = qc + (1 − α)u2 (1)

where qt is the total tip resistance, u2 is the pore 
pressure measured immediately behind the cone 
and α is the unequal area ratio. The net tip resist-
ance is then corrected for overburden vertical stress 
using Equation 2.

qc net = qt − σv (2)

where qc net is the cone net tip resistance and σv 
is the overburden vertical stress. For the T-bar and 
ball, the measured tip resistance (qm) is corrected 
using Equation 3 (Chung & Randolph 2004).

qball or qT-bar = qm − [σv − u0(1 − α)]As/Ap (3)

where qball and qT-bar is the net ball and T-bar 
resistances respectively, u0 is the hydrostatic pore 
water pressure and As /Ap is the ratio of the cross 
sectional area of the shaft to the projected area of 
the penetrometer. Often, this correction is so small 
that there is little need to apply it (Randolph 2004; 
Kelleher & Randolph 2005; Colreavy et al. 2010). 
However in cases where the pore pressure and over-
burden effects are large, such as in offshore cases, it 
is necessary to apply the correction. 

4.2 Penetration results

Figure 5 shows the measured tip resistance. The 
measured T-bar and ball resistance profiles are in 
very close agreement and increase with depth. This 
is in keeping with previous observations of  Boylan 
et al. (2007) and Colreavy et al. (2010) that the 
resistance measurements are broadly similar. The 
cone tip resistance varies between −10 kPa and 
20 kPa. Note that the resistance resolution for the 
cone is 10 kPa, whereas the larger projected area of 
the T-bar and ball probes improves the resistance 

Figure 3. (a) Piezocone; (b) T-bar; (c) Piezoball probes 
with pore pressure measurement at equator, mid-face 
and tip.

(a)

(c)

Equator

Mid-face
Tip

(b)

Figure 4. CPT rig mounted on fixed pontoon.
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resolution (with the same load cell) to 1 kPa. The 
higher resolution of the T-bar and ball is useful, 
particularly in the very soft soil encountered here.

Each penetration result has been corrected for 
overburden and pore pressure. The correction 
applied to the cone resulted in negative net tip 
resistance values as low as −80 kPa. The ratio of 
net tip resistance to measured tip resistance for the 
T-bar and ball is shown in Figure 5b. Correction 
to the two probes is as high as 20% but in typically 
10% throughout. This correction is more signifi-
cant than that previously reported; e.g. Chung & 
Randolph (2002) and Long & Gudjonsson (2004) 
both found the correction in Equation 3 resulted in 
a reduction to the measured tip resistance of 4%. 
The high correction in this case is primarily due to 
the extremely low tip resistance. 

Figure 6 show the corrected tip resistances for 
all of the penetration tests. Again the T-bar and 
ball profiles are very close, while the cone profile is 
negative throughout. 

Excess pore pressure profiles for a number of 
piezocone (with pore pressure measured at the u2 
position) and piezoball (with pore pressure meas-
ured at the equator, ueq) are shown in Figure 6b. 
Interestingly, there is very good agreement between 
the piezocone and piezoball profiles. In contrast, 
previous studies (Boylan et al. 2007; Low et al. 2007 
and Colreavy et al. 2010) showed the measured 
pore pressure at the ball equator was consistently 
lower than the pore pressure measured by the cone 
at the u2 position. A number of tests were carried 
out with the piezoball with pore pressure measured 
at the tip and mid-face. However the results from 

Figure 5. (a) Measured penetration tip resistance; (b) Ratio of net tip resistance to measured tip resistance.
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Figure 6. (a) Net tip resistance; (b) Measured excess pore pressure; (c) Ball pore pressure parameter, BBall.
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these tests are inconsistent, which may be due to 
saturation problems in a number of the tests. 

Boylan & Long (2007) and Kelleher & Randolph 
(2005) both showed that the ball pore pressure 
parameter, BBall, is useful for assessing soil stratigra-
phy. BBall is determined from Equation 4. 

B u
q

u u
qBall

net

Ball

net
= = −Δ 0  (4)

where uBall is the pore pressure measured during 
ball penetration tests (where pore pressure is meas-
ured at either the equator, mid-face or tip). 

Figure 6c shows the BBall profile from two pie-
zoball tests with pore pressure measured at the 
equator. In general BBall is constant with depth at 
approximately 0.4. This is in line with the findings 
of DeJong et al. (2008) who found BBall = 0.4 in 
Burswood clay, but in contrast to Low et al. (2007) 
who report BBall = 0.2 for the same site. 

The extraction ratio for a full-flow penetration 
test is defined as the ratio of the extraction resist-
ance to the penetration resistance. In uniform clays, 
this value should be relatively constant (Randolph 
2004). Figure 7 shows the T-bar and ball extrac-
tion ratios for Lough Erne. There is considerable 
scatter in the ball profiles. However the majority of 
profiles indicate an extraction ratio of 0.6. Interest-
ingly the T-bar ratio is higher and is approximately 
1 between 2 and 7 m. Boylan et al. (2007) and Low 
et al. (2007) both found that the T-bar and ball 
extraction ratios were similar. However, Boylan & 
Long (2007) found the T-bar extraction ratio to be 
lower than that for the ball with T-bar extraction 
ratios approximately 0.5 and ball ratios of 0.8.

The T-bar and ball penetration resistances have 
been normalized by the effective stress (σ ′v) in 
Figure 8. For clarity, only the most representative 
T-bar and ball resistance profiles are shown. The 
normalized tip resistances for both the ball and 
T-bar decrease from close to 20 at about 1 m to 
between 12 and 13 over the depth interval 2 to 3 m. 
At greater depths qnet/σ′v is in the range 8 to 12, 
with the T-bar being slightly lower than the ball. 

qnet/σ′v is equal to the undrained shear strength 
ratio times the penetration resistance factor, N, that 
relates penetration resistance to shear strength. 
Low et al. (2010) compiled a database of resist-
ance factors for a number of sites worldwide. They 
found that in general NT-bar = NBall ranges from 10.0 
to 14.0 (where the N factor is calibrated against su 
from triaxial compression, triaxial extension and 
simple shear tests). 

This range of  N factors have been applied to 
the values of  qnet/σ′v in Figure 8 to give an aver-
age undrained shear strength ratio, su/σ ′v, of  
0.72−1 for the T-bar and 0.82–1.15 for the ball. 
This is much higher than the su/σ ′v = 0.2 to 0.3 
typically encountered in normally consolidated 
soils (Jamiolkowski et al. 1985), and has been 
attributed in this case to the extremely low effec-
tive unit weight of  10.5 kN/m3.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A series of piezocone, T-bar and piezoball penetra-
tion tests have been carried out in a very soft lake-
bed sediment which has been shown to have unusual 
geotechnical properties. The results are used to 
evaluate the merits of full-flow penetrometers. 

Figure 7. Ratio of measured extraction resistance to 
penetration resistance.
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Tip resistance results for the three penetrom-
eters highlight the advantage of full-flow probes in 
very soft soil. The T-bar and piezoball tip resist-
ance were shown to be in very good agreement 
whereas the piezocone resistance was zero or nega-
tive throughout. The very low measured tip resist-
ances resulted in corrections for overburden and 
pore pressure effects of approximately 10% for 
both the T-bar and ball, which is higher than the 
typical value of 4%. The ratio of extraction resist-
ance to penetration resistance was found to be 0.5 
for the ball and close to 1.0 for the T-bar. The high 
T-bar ratio is due to higher than expected T-bar 
extraction resistances. 

The tip resistance has been normalized by the 
vertical effective stress. Applying the normal range 
of T-bar and ball N factors to the normalized tip 
resistance resulted in an undrained shear strength 
ratio which is much higher than expected for nor-
mally consolidated clays. The high undrained shear 
strength ratios are attributed to the extremely low 
unit weights. 
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The Geomechameter, an in-situ apparatus adapted to the suffusion 
measurement

J. Monnet
UJF-Grenoble 1, CNRS UMR, 3SR Lab, Grenoble, France

ABSTRACT: A new in situ testing apparatus, the Geomechameter, has been designed and built. It is 
an evolution of the pressuremeter, using the forces generated by water flow around the measurement 
probe. The hydraulic flow allows controlling the level of the vertical stress at the test level. The influence 
of this stress is taken into account in the interpretation of the test results. Originally designed for the soil 
mechanical characteristics characterization, the apparatus was modified for the erosion detection through 
a measurement of the turbidity of the extracted water flow. This new version of the 2004 apparatus is 
equipped with numerical gauge for pressure and radial displacement and video camera for turbidity meas-
urement. One of its interests is the measurement of suffusion sensitivity into the dikes and embankments, 
where the Jet Erosion Test measures only at the surface. Hostun thin sand was chosen as a material to 
undergo the experimental study in laboratory. Isère loam is chosen to experiment the second model of this 
in situ apparatus. Results show the influence of the hydraulic stream flow on the expansion curves and the 
possibility of erosion detection.

Keywords: internal erosion, in-situ test, numerical calculation

1 INTRODUCTION

The pressuremeter test (Ménard 1957) can be con-
sidered as a shear test between the radial and cir-
cumferential stresses in plane strain condition, thus 
the vertical stress is the normal stress applied on the 
plane where shearing takes place (Baguelin et al. 
1978). The theoretical limitation of the pressurem-
eter test is linked to the fact that the vertical stress 
is given by the unit weight of the soil. This test can 
be considered as a single shearing test, and it can be 
used to determine either the internal angle of fric-
tion (Hughes et al. 1977;  Monnet 1990;  Monnet & 
Khlif  1994; Monnet 2012) or the cohesion of soil, 
so that the design of civil engineering construction 
is possible (Monnet &  Allagnat, 2002). When the 
cohesion and the internal angle need to be deter-
mined both, they are linked together in the pres-
suremeter interpretation, so that the cohesion value 
depends on the internal angle of friction value. 

The Geomecameter test has several advantages: 

− it controls 3D the level stress around the probe. 
The principle of the Geomechameter test is to 
create an hydraulic gradient to control the verti-
cal stress, and to set its value to an appropriate 
range. This new apparatus allows the control of 
the three-dimensional state of stress around the 
probe, at the borehole wall.

− it allows the measurement of cohesion and fric-
tion. A series of three tests made with three dif-
ferent values of the vertical stress associated with 
the radial shearing stress, yields the cohesion 
and the internal angle of friction. This problem 
of local determination of the cohesion and the 
internal angle of friction is of great interest in 
Civil Engineering. 

− it allows the measurement of consolidation 
coefficient. The pressuremeter can also meas-
ure the pore dissipation at the borehole when 
consolidation is reached, with a delay of one 
hour or more (Clarke et al. 1979). The Geo-
mechameter improves this delay by a simulta-
neous measurement of permeability and shear 
modulus and does not require waiting until final 
consolidation.

− it allows the measurement of the suffusion of 
the soil into dams and embankments. The inter-
nal erosion of soil results from seepage flow. It 
appears to be the main cause of severe hydraulic 
failure for dams and dikes. All around the world, 
46% of dams present a risk of internal erosion 
(Foster & Fell 2000). In France, 70 critical cases 
have already been detected. When internal ero-
sion is suspected, the delay to failure is hardly 
predictable. Then, authorities should be able 
to develop effective emergency action plans to 
prevent casualties. Previously, it is necessary 
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to understand phenomena of internal erosion. 
Suffusion is an internal erosion process where 
fine soil particles are displaced by seepage flow 
through the soil matrix. A state of the art can 
be found in the literature (Fell & Fry 2007) and 
several laboratory studies have been carried out 
on the subject (Wan & Fell 2004) but mainly 
with the development of the Hole Erosion Tests 
(HET). In this paper, we present the new version 
of the Geomechameter test ( Monnet & Senouci 
2004), which was adapted for the measurement 
of soil suffusion into the embankments. 

To validate the theoretical principles on which 
the Geomechameter operates, it is necessary to use 
a standard soil which is well known and homogene-
ous, to control its relative density and its initial state 
of stress. All these parameters can be measured in a 
calibration chamber. On the other hand, during in 
situ experiments, the heterogeneity of the natural 
soil, its initial state of stress, and its density cannot 
be controlled. The testing of this new apparatus is 
realised in a quality procedure where each step is 
carefully controlled. The calibration chamber test 
is the first control operation that is needed for the 
validation of this apparatus. The last step will be 
the use of the Geomechameter in real conditions.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE 
GEOMECHAMETER 

2.1 Geomechameter model probe

The prototype of the Geomechameter probe 
(Fig.  1) is made of six different part:

• module 0 (Fig. 2) interconnects the borehole rod 
and the probe,

• module 1 (Fig. 3): the head packer isolates the 
hydraulic circulation around the probe to the 
top borehole, 

• module 2 (Fig. 4): it has two different functions; 
the first one is the injection on the water into the 
soil; the second one is the measurement of the 
turbidity of the water so that the suffusion of 
the soil should me measured and detected,

Figure 1. The solid work model of the geomechameter 
probe.

Figure 2. The module 0—interconnection between 
probe and borehole rod.

Figure 3. The Module 1—head packer.

Figure 4. The module 2—inner part of injection cell.

• module 3 (Fig. 5): it is the central part of the 
probe. Its functions are to measure the radial 
displacement at the probe level, and to meas-
ure the pressure of the water extracted from the 
soil,

• module 4 (Fig. 6): it is the pumping cell which is 
used to extract the water from the soil,

• module 5 (Fig. 7): the toe packer isolates the 
hydraulic circulation around the probe to the 
bottom of the borehole, 

The in-situ probe is made so that:

• It is possible to disassemble the various parts for 
needs of maintenance

• The independence of the four circulation of 
fluid in the probe is insured (pumping, injection, 
air pressure, water pressure)

2.2 Evolution of the Geomechameter probe

This new version of the Geomechameter probe 
allows the measurement of the suffusion of the 
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soil, by the measurement of the turbidity of the 
extracted water, through a video camera which is 
placed in module 2.

3 NUMERICAL STUDY 

3.1 Theoretical study: Hydraulic water flow 
around the probe

The Geomecameter is an apparatus, which uses the 
hydraulic flow around an inflatable probe to locally 
increase the effective vertical stress at the level of 
the probe. The hydraulic head decreases along the 
trajectory when water runs into the soil from the 
head to the toe of the probe. A force is applied to 
the particles of soil in the direction of the water 
flow. In the Geomechameter test, these forces are 
similar to the action of the forces of gravity in 
application and size. The action of the water into 
the soil around the Geomecameter probe can be 
considered to be the reverse action of the water 
flow in the Terzaghi relation (1) for preventing soil 
boiling.

icriti sat w

w
=

γ γsat −
γ

 (1)

When permeability coefficient is higher than 
10−8m/s, the expansion of probe has no influence 
on the pore water pressure (Cambou & Bahar 1993; 
Frank & Nahra 1986) and the effective pressure can 
be used, but when the permeability coefficient is 
lower than 10 –10m/s, the test cannot be carried out 
because the soil behaves under undrained condi-
tions. A numerical modeling of the test (Senouci & 
Monnet 1999) shows that in a unit volume of soil, 
(Fig. 8) the force applied by the hydraulic flow can be 
estimated by relation (2). In the Geomecameter test, 
the water is injected into the soil by the injection cell 
at an injection pressure (pi). After flowing into the 
soil, the water is pumped by the pumping cell with a 

Figure 5. The module 3—inner part of measurement 
cell.

Figure 6. The module 4—inner part of pumping cell.

Figure 7. The module 5—toe packer.

Figure 8. Comparison between numerical pressureme-
ter expansion curves at the simulated depth Zsim = 2.74 m 
and the experimental expansion curve for i = 5.25 
(γ   = 14.2 kN/m3, σ′ = 50 kPa).
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pressure (pp). The hydraulic gradient (3) is obtained 
by the difference between the hydraulic head at the 
injection and pumping. The increase in vertical 
effective stress (4) related to the hydraulic flow in the 
soil, at the level of the probe, is obtained:
� �
F i Vw• •γ Δ  (2)

i
lel

=
( )H Hi pH H  (3)

δσ′ =v wγ ele( )γ wγiγγ
2

 (4)

The vertical stress and the simulated depth are 
found (5–6):

′ ′ ( )′ + ′• •σ γ′ = ( σv sγ im
e

viZ = ( ′ += ( ′ ++sim
le
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The numerical modeling (Senouci & Mon-
net 1999) by Plaxis finite element program shows 
(Fig. 9) that the variation of the hydraulic gradi-
ent gives a variation of the vertical stress (5) which 
allows to define a simulated depth of the probe 
(6). The differences between the numerical curve 
found by Plaxis at the simulated depth of 2.74m (6) 
and the experimental curve for the corresponding 
hydraulic gradient (i = 5.25) are very small. 

The calculated hydraulic head variation into the 
soil mass (Fig. 9) shows the increase of hydraulic 
head imposed by the injection cell (on the left in 

red, at middle height) and the hydraulic head dis-
charge imposed by the pumping cell (on the left in 
blue and bottom). It can be seen in the middle plane 
that the hydraulic water head remains constant.

The evolution of the effective stresses along the 
radius is presented (Fig. 10) to the level of the cell 
of injection, pumping and on the average level 
of the probe. It shows that the vertical stress is 
increased by the effect of the hydraulic flow close 
to the probe, in accordance with the theory.

The evolution of the pore water pressure along 
the radius is presented (Figure 11) at the level of 
the injection cell, pumping cell and at the middle 
level of the probe. It can be seen at the middle of 
the probe, a constant pore water pressure.

4 IN SITU TESTS 

4.1  Determination of mechanical parameters

The version 1 of the geomechameter in-situ probe 
(with hydraulic measurements) was tested in the 
Isère river sandy loamy deposit at a depth of 2.2 m 
with a water table at 1.8 m depth. Only a few tests 
were achieved but the preliminary results are in the 

Figure 9. Numerical hydraulic head variation around 
the Geomecameter probe—Plaxis calculation.

Figure 10. Variation of the effective stresses along the 
radius—Plaxis calculation.

Figure 11. Evolution of the pore pressures into the soil, 
at different levels—Plaxis calculations.
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range of the excepted ones. It can be seen (Fig.  12) 
that the theoretical results fit the experimental 
curve so that the control of mechanical parameters 
is valided with:

• Elastic modulus 5 MPa, 
• cohesion 5 kPa,
• friction angle 30.5°

The volumetric flow is about 40 l/mn with 5 h of 
test duration. This time is needed to reach a satu-
rated stabilised flow, so that the vertical stress is 
modified by the geomechameter probe. The simu-
lated vertical stress is 119 kPa for an at rest verti-
cal stress of 55 kPa so that the increase of stress 
is 64 kPa. Some triaxial tests were carried out on 
remoulded recompacted samples in drained condi-
tion of shearing. The results are shown (Table 1). 
It can be seen:

• for the same level of stress (100 kPa) than the geo-
mechameter’s ones, the Young modulus is closed 
to the in situ one with a difference of 10%,

• the cohesion 5 kPa is not found in laboratory test
• the friction angle is 3° larger than the in situ one.

These results can be explained by the way the 
sample is placed on the triaxial test, after remould-
ing and recompaction, whereas the geomecham-
eter test does not disturb the soil around the probe. 
Anyway the cohesion value is small and a defini-
tive conclusion is not reached. Some tests in more 
cohesive soil are needed.

4.2 Determination of permeability

The Geomechameter allows to measure the perme-
ability by the Menard formula (7), and the coef-
ficient of consolidation by (8):

k
Q

l
l
r

w= ( )p p−
+

⎡

⎣
⎢
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⎣⎣

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦

γ
π2

1
20rr) ⎣

ln  (7)

C E k
vCC

w
= ( )−

( )( )γ w )( −)+ ()(  (8)

The Geomechameter test was used in the Isère 
river sandy loamy deposit and gives the following 
results:

• permeability coefficient 1.4 10 –6 m/s,
• consolidation coefficient 9.10 –4  m2/s

These results can be compared with the Lefranc 
tests (Table 2) which was carried out by IMSRN 
company along the Isère river embankments for 
the Symbhi. If  we except the P250 borehole, the 
mean permeability measured by Lefranc test is 
1,1 10 –5 m/s and the minimum permeability is 
1,07 10 –6 m/s. Is appears that the permeability 
measured by the Geomechameter test is in the 
scale of  values of  the Lefranc test, but close to 
the minimum value measured. Further experi-
ments must be achieved to confirm and explain 
such a difference.

4.3 Determination of suffusion

The micro camera used on the Geomechameter was 
calibrated with different concentration of eroded 
soil (Figure 13). The mean value of the image was 
not representative of the erosion, and it was decided 
to use the red component of the image to measure 
the suffusion. The system was used in a tank filled 
with a mix of sand and gravel, and the turbidity of 
the effluent water was measured by this system. It 
appears that a suffusion appears for an hydraulic 
gradient close to 3. After a value of an hydraulic 
gradient of 6, the analyse of the image show that 
the water is clear, but that sometimes some particles 
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Figure 12. An example of in-situ Geomechameter test 
at 2.2 m depth.

Table 1. Results of triaxial tests on remoulded samples 
of Isère river loam.

σ′3 E ν c′ φ
kPa MPa kPa degree

 60 2,7 0,47
100 4,5 0,42 0 33.5°
200 10 0,3
300 18,9 0,28

 Depth k 
Profils m m/s

P 252 2 2,81 × 10–5

P 252 4 6.63 × 10–6

P 250 3 1,07 × 10–6

P 248 2 > 10–3

P 248 5,8 6,62 × 10–6

P 248 7,5 1,09 × 10–5

Table 2. Results of Lefranc test carried out along Isère 
river embankments.
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pass in front of the camera and change the value of 
the density of red color (Fig. 14).

5 CONCLUSIONS

A new in-situ test was though out to test the soil 
into condition of three dimensional stress. The 
Geomechameter numerical model probe shows 
its ability to increase the vertical stress around the 
probe so that the pressuremeter expansion should 
be under vertical and horizontal stress control. 
Such conditions allow measuring the mechanical 
characteristics of the soil as friction angle, perme-
ability with a good accuracy.

The in-situ Geomechameter probe is design in 
6 modules, which have each one a precise function. 
The addition of a video micro camera allows the 
Geomechameter to measure the turbidity of the 
extracted water, and to detect the suffusion of 
the soil into the earth dams and embankments 
under temporary hydraulic loads.

Figure 13. Calibration of the micro camera.

Figure 14. Measurement of a suffusion between an 
injection point and a pumping point.
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Determination of axial resistance of deep foundations using 
torque penetrometer test

Njoroge W. Wainaina, Dennis G. Li, Michael A. Wang, Norwood R. Boyette & 
Greg C. Bodenheimer
North Carolina Department of Transportation, Raleigh, North Carolina, US

ABSTRACT: Static analysis methods for determining axial resistance of deep foundations have poor reli-
ability as evidenced by the low resistance factors assigned to them. The primary cause of the poor reliability 
is the methods used to generate design parameters used in them. North Carolina Department of Transpor-
tation (NCDOT) has developed the Torque Penetrometer Test (TPT) to improve reliability of static analy-
sis. TPT has a penetration phase and an extraction phase representing undrained and drained conditions, 
respectively. Methods were developed for computing effective friction angle, undrained shear strength, and 
geostatic horizontal stress coefficient using extraction phase data. This study also identified an objective 
method for distinguishing between drained and undrained soils. Axial static resistances obtained by TPT 
and NCDOT’s current method were compared in two cases and TPT resistances were 250% greater in both. 
Thus, better testing methods, such as TPT, can improve the reliability of static analysis methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Early background

In the early 2000’s, the US Federal Highway Admin-
istration (FHWA) mandated adoption of the Load 
and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) method by 
each state Department of Transportation (DOT) 
on or before October 1st, 2008. In preparation for 
LRFD implementation, several research projects 
were sponsored by the American Association 
of State Highway and Transportation Officials 
(AASHTO) to develop resistance factors for differ-
ent methods of analysis and design of foundation 
systems. The resistance factors from these research 
projects were adopted and incorporated into 
AASHTO LRFD bridge design specifications.

1.2 General practice

In general, AASHTO resistance factors increase 
as reliability of each method increases. Typically, 
static analysis methods have the lowest reliability 
and therefore, the lowest resistance factors. On the 
contrary, static load tests have the highest reliabil-
ity and resistance factors. In the US, static analysis 
methods are used for estimating pile length quan-
tities for bid purposes and either static load tests, 
dynamic tests, wave equation or dynamic equations 
are used for post-construction acceptance. Prior 
to LRFD implementation, the North  Carolina 
Department of Transportation (NCDOT) assumed 
all methods had the same reliability and used the 

same factor of safety. Therefore, estimated pile 
length quantities generally matched pay quantities. 
This practice discouraged innovation because there 
was no economic advantage of using better meth-
ods. However, this changed with the implementa-
tion of LRFD, because the resistance factors for 
static analysis methods are much lower than those 
of the methods used for pay purposes. Conse-
quently, pile length estimates from static analysis 
methods can be much greater than pay quantities 
thus increasing potential for claims. Therefore, 
there is an economic incentive to develop a design 
process that will result in pile length estimates 
approximately equal to what would be estimated 
based on dynamic or static load tests.

1.3 Reliability of static analysis methods

The poor reliability of static analysis methods 
can be attributed to four critical factors: inability 
to account for resistance change over time (set 
up or relaxation), use of Standard Penetration 
Test (SPT) to generate soil parameters for design, 
inability to predict when HP steel and open-end 
steel pipe piles will plug up, and dependency on 
grain size plus index properties based soil classi-
fication system that may not reflect soil behavior 
under load. Over the last two years, NCDOT has 
been exploring ways to address these four issues 
in order to improve reliability of static analysis 
methods. This effort has led to the development 
of the Torque Penetrometer Test (TPT) method. 
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The concept of using torque in subsurface explo-
ration came from work that was done by Kelley & 
Lutenegger (2004).

2 TORQUE PENETROMETER TEST (TPT)

2.1 Method

The primary objective of TPT is to measure side 
resistance with the same accuracy as a static load 
test. Therefore, TPT was designed to model a small 
diameter closed-end pipe pile installed into the 
ground using rotary torque energy from a drill rig. 
The test consists of two phases, a penetration and 
an extraction phase. The penetration phase repre-
sents the pile installation process or end of drive 
stress state. The extraction phase is conducted after 
all pore pressures have dissipated and therefore 
represents a time when static load tests are run or 
pile re-strikes are done in the case of dynamic tests. 
Therefore, TPT accounts for resistance change 
over time (set up or relaxation). TPT also isolates 
static side resistance from all other resistances 
because it measures torque. Therefore, side resist-
ance obtained during extraction should be equal to 
what would be obtained from a pull out static load 
test on a pile of similar size as TPT rods.

2.2 Equipment

TPT must achieve the same depths as driven piles. 
Therefore, equipment must be sufficiently robust 
to penetrate through seams of weak limestone or 
weathered rock. The list of equipment outlined 
below achieves this objective: 

– 0.060 m diameter Hex-COR tubes;
– 0.060 m mining drill bits, prongs are equipped 

with tungsten carbide inserts;
– Flange style reaction torque transducer;
– Digital transmitter: powers the torque transducer, 

detects and digitizes the signal from the torque 
transducer and transmits it to the antenna;

– Antenna: receives the digital signal from the dig-
ital transmitter and transmits it to the receiver;

– Receiver: captures the digital signal from the 
antenna, converts it to analog and transmits it 
to the data acquisition system;

– Laser: measures the depth of penetration or 
extraction;

– Data acquisition system: controls the test, 
receives analog signals from the receiver and 
laser, digitizes signals and transmits them to the 
computer;

– Drill rig: provides torque energy required to 
in-stall Hex-COR tubes into the ground and to 
extract them. It is also a power source.

2.3 Data analysis

Figure 1 is a graphic representation of raw data 
from TPT. The results show that relaxation 
occurred in the top 7 m and set up occurred below 
this depth. Net set up for this example was 250% 
at pile tip. Penetration phase data has zones of 
decreasing resistance with depth indicating occur-
rence of negative skin friction.

The extraction phase graph (Fig. 1) shows 
increasing resistance with depth except at a depth 
of 11 m where the data acquisition system skipped 
some readings. Extraction phase data also shows 
distinct slope changes as soil type changes. In this 
example soil type changed at elevations 5.2 m and 
12.8 m. This is more evident when the graph is on 
a larger scale and it makes it ideal for determining 
stratigraphy.

2.3.1 Determination of unit side resistance
In engineering mechanics text books, torque is 
defined as a moment. Therefore, force is computed 
from torque measurements by simply dividing the 
measured torque by the moment arm as shown in 
Equation 1. The moment arm for TPT is half  the 
diameter or radius of Hex-COR tubes:

F =  (ΔT)/(0.5 d)  =  (2 ΔT)/d (1)

where: 
F    = force (kN); 
ΔT = change in torque (kN • m); 
d    = diameter of Hex-COR tubes (m).

Figure 1. TPT—Measured Torque vs. Depth.
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Force is divided by surface area (A) to obtain 
unit side resistance (Fs) as shown in Equations 2–4:

Fs = (2 ΔT)/(d A)  (2)

where:

A = (π d L) (3)

Therefore: 

Fs = (2 ΔT)/ (π d2 L) (4)

where:
Fs = unit side resistance (kPa);
L    = thickness of soil layer (m);
π    = Pi.

Unit side resistance (Fs) for the penetration 
phase is designated as Fs-pen and for the extrac-
tion phase as Fs-ext. Fs-pen was not used to develop 
methods for obtaining design parameters because 
it represents the end of  drive stress state and the 
design of  deep foundations is based on long-
term strengths as provided by Fs-ext. In geotech-
nical practice, unit side resistance is referred to 
as either unit skin friction (Fs) or unit adhesion 
(Ca) for drained or undrained soils respectively. 
Unit skin friction is dependent on pile properties 
such as size and geometry, therefore, a process 
for adjusting Fs-ext values was needed. NCDOT 
uses Norlund’s method for drained soils (Nor-
lund 1963), therefore it was deemed prudent to 
explore the possibility of  using Norlund’s method 
to adjust Fs-ext values. It is worth noting that the 
name Norlund is spelt in this paper as it was in 
his 1963 paper, most literature citations have this 
name spelt as Nordlund.

Norlund’s method (Norlund 1963) was devel-
oped and verified using 48 static load tests com-
pleted to failure. However, the published paper had 
data for only 28 tests as summarized in Table 1. The 
locations of the test sites were scattered throughout 
the US and Canada, therefore, the data represent a 
large variety of geologic conditions. 

As a part of  this research, the data in Table 1 
was analyzed to evaluate the accuracy of  Nor-
lund’s method. Our analysis consisted of  com-
puting ratios of  computed vs. measured ultimate 
resistances and obtaining mean, standard devia-
tion, and coefficient of  variation (COV). The 
results of  our work are shown in the last column 
of Table 1. As shown in Table 1, the mean is 0.99, 
which is a perfect match. Standard deviation and 
COV are both 0.19. A COV of 0.19 is considered 
to be very good in geotechnical practice. There-
fore, evaluation of Norlund’s method showed that 
it is sufficiently accurate to use for adjusting Fs-ext 
values.

2.4 Fs-ext adjustment process

Since TPT is similar to a closed-end pipe pile, it 
was deemed reasonable to use Norlund’s data 
base for closed-end pipe piles. Unit skin friction 
(Fs) for 0.325 m and 0.406 m closed-end pipe piles 
were computed for effective friction angles rang-
ing from 25° to 40° using an effective overburden 
pressure of 14.4 kPa. The computed Fs values for 
each friction angle were then plotted versus pile 
volumes expressed in terms of volume per unit 
length as shown in Figure 2. The lines for each 
friction angle were then extrapolated backwards 
to intercept the volume of TPT Hex-COR tubes 
as shown if  in Figure 2. Fs values corresponding 
to TPT volume were then obtained from Figure 2 
for each friction angle. These values should corre-
spond to Fs-ext since Norlund’s method is also based 
on static load tests. These Fs  =  Fs-ext values were 
then normalized by effective overburden pressure 

Table 1. Comparison of measured and computed pile 
ultimate resistances from Norlund (1963).

Pile type

Pile 
diameter 
m

Computed
Qu-C 
kN

Measured
Qu-M
kN

Ratio
of 
Qu-C 
vs. 
Qu-M

Timber 0.410   667   623 1.07
HP-pile 0.254   756   872 0.87
Closed-end pipe pile 0.325   907 1,068 0.85
Step taper 0.415 1,424 1,317 1.08
Mono tube 0.305   801 1,263 0.63
HP-pile 0.254   810   712 1.14
Closed-end pipe pile 0.325   952   934 1.02
Step taper 0.415 1,735 1,753 0.99
Mono tube 0.305 1,166 1,424 0.82
Mono tube 0.406   854   827 1.03
Closed-end pipe pile 0.406   463   472 0.98
Standard taper 0.490 1,210 1,219 0.99
Standard taper 0.550 2,571 2,402 1.07
Closed-end pipe pile 0.325 1,326 1,112 1.19
Closed-end pipe pile 0.325   756   534 1.42
Step taper 0.415 1,468 1,468 1.00
Standard taper 0.520 1,290 1,370 0.94
Mono tube 0.305 1,183   738 1.60
Closed-end pipe pile 0.325   792   925 0.86
Step taper 0.390 1,601 1,637 0.98
Step taper 0.415 1,450 1,886 0.77
Step taper 0.390   925 1,228 0.75
Step taper 0.390 1,121 1,335 0.84
Step taper 0.390 1,121 1,352 0.83
Closed-end pipe pile 0.325 1,646 1,557 1.06
Step taper 0.315 1,708 1,859 0.92
Standard taper 0.580 2,687 2,464 1.09
Standard taper 0.480 1,201 1,548 0.97

Mean: 0.99
Standard deviation: 0.19

 COV:   0.19
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(σ ′vo) to obtain a dimensionless ratio (Fs-ext)/(σ ′vo). 
This ratio  represents the normalized TPT unit side 
resistance and is referred to as Fns in the remain-
der of the paper. By normalizing Fs-ext, it makes the 
actual value of effective overburden pressure used 
in the analysis irrelevant. A graph of effective fric-
tion angle versus Fns was plotted as shown in Fig-
ure 3. The data in Figure 3 was then analyzed using 
multilinear regression to obtain Equation 5:

Φ ′ =  (−148.33) (Fns)2 + (132.89) (Fns) + 10.001 (5)

R2 = 0.9956

where: 
Fns = (Fs-ext)/(σ ′vo );
R2 = Coefficient of determination.

Therefore, in TPT practice, Fs-ext values are used 
to back calculate effective friction angle (Φ ′) using 
Equation 5, and then Φ ′ is used in Equation 6 
(Norlund 1963) to compute Fs for different pile 
types, shape and size:

Fs = (Kδ Cf σ′vo sin δ)  (Norlund equation) (6)

where:
Fs    = unit side resistance; 
Kδ  =  dimensionless factor relating normal stress to 

effective overburden pressure; 
δ     = friction angle on surface of sliding;

Cf     = correction factor for Kδ when δ ≠ 0;
σ ′vo = effective overburden stress at mid-depth.

Further analysis of data in Figure 3 shows that 
normalized unit resistance or Fns increases as fric-
tion angle increase up to a Fns value of 0.31. Beyond 
this value, further increase in Fns occurs without 
much increase in friction angle. This indicates that 
the increase is due to adhesion rather than fric-
tion. Therefore, an Fns value of 0.31 may be a good 
indicator of the point where a soil transitions from 
frictional to cohesive behavior.

2.5 Undrained shear strength

As previously stated, unit side resistance in und-
rained soils is referred to as unit adhesion (Ca). 
Ca is computed from undrained shear strength. 
Therefore, a method for obtaining undrained shear 
strength from TPT Fs-ext values was needed. NCDOT 
uses Tomlinson’s (Tomlinson 1980) method which 
obtains Ca by multiplying undrained shear strength 
with adhesion factors (α). There is no unique value 
for undrained shear strength because it depends on 
the in situ stress state. The type of undrained shear 
strength applicable to unit side resistance of deep 
foundations is the direct simple shear (SuDSS). For-
tunately, TPT Fs-ext values are a measure of direct 
simple shear strength between soil and smooth 
steel. Therefore, the only thing that was required 
was a process of adjusting Fs-ext values to account 
for soil to soil shearing action. The method for 
computing shear strength adjustment factors is 
based on Norlund’s work and is outlined below:

Unit side resistance for non-tapered piles like 
TPT Hex-COR tubes can also be expressed using 
Equation 7 (Norlund 1963):

Fs = (K σ ′vo tan δ) (7)

where:
K = horizontal stress coefficient; all the other vari-
ables are as defined in Equation 6. 

Therefore for non-tapered piles, Equation 7 is 
equal to Equation 6 and can be expressed as shown 
in Equation 8:

(Kδ Cf σ ′vo sin δ)  =  K σ ′vo tan δ (8)

Equation 8 can also be written as shown in 
Equation 9:

K = (Kδ Cf sin δ)/(tan δ) (9)

All variables on the right side of Equation 9 
depend only on effective friction angle which is 
determined using Equation 5.

Therefore, K values were computed using Equa-
tion 9 for 0.325 m and 0.406 m closed-end pipe 
piles for effective friction angles ranging from 

Figure 2. Unit Side Resistance (Fs) vs. Pile Volume.

Figure 3. Effective Friction Angle (Φ′) vs. Fns.
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25° to 40°. The K values were then plotted versus 
pile volume for each friction angle. The lines for 
each friction angle were extrapolated backwards 
to intercept the volume of TPT Hex-COR tubes as 
shown in Figure 4. K values corresponding to TPT 
volume are designated as KTPT. KTPT for each fric-
tion angle were obtained from Figure 4 and used 
in Equation 7 to compute tan δ using Fs-ext values 
corresponding to TPT volume in Figure 2, in place 
of  Fs. Tan δ is the coefficient of  friction between 
soil and TPT Hex-COR tubes. The coefficient of 
friction between soil and soil is tan Φ ′, therefore, 
the shear strength adjustment factor is obtained 
by dividing tan δ by tan Φ ′. Adjustment factors 
were computed for each friction angle and then 
plotted versus Fns as shown in Figure 5. The data 
in Figure 5 shows that adjustment factors decrease 
as Fns increases up to Fns value of  0.31 and then 
it becomes constant at a value of  0.31 beyond 
this point. This signifies a change in soil behav-
ior from frictional to cohesive. This phenomenon 
was noted in Section 2.4 above at exactly the same 
value of  Fns.

It is worth noting that work done by Tomlin-
son (1980) shows adhesion factors decreasing with 

increasing undrained shear strength up to a shear 
strength value of around 200 kPa. Beyond 200 kPa 
adhesion factor becomes constant at a value of 
0.3 in stiff  clays. This is almost equal to the TPT 
value of 0.31. Work done by Coyle & Reese (1966) 
showed the same results. A constant value of 
adhesion factor equal to 0.3 was achieved at an 
undrained shear strength value of about 150 kPa 
as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, there are three 
independent studies agreeing that adhesion factor 
reaches a constant value of approximately 0.3 at 
some value of undrained shear strength. Therefore, 
in TPT practice undrained shear strength for the 
direct simple shear case (SuDSS) for Fns values equal 
to or greater than 0.31 are computed by divid-
ing Fs-ext values by the adhesion factor of 0.31. It 
is interesting to note that normalized undrained 
shear strength (SuDSS)/(σ ′vo) for Fns equal to 0.31 is 
equal to 1.0, which is the result of dividing 0.31 by 
the adhesion factor of 0.31. This makes theoreti-
cal sense because for values greater than 1.0 und-
rained shear strength exceeds effective overburden 
pressure and therefore, any additional increase in 
undrained shear strength cannot be due to external 
confining pressure, it has to be due to cohesion. It 
should be noted that Fns value of 0.31 is applicable 
to TPT rods only, this number depend on pile size, 
for example, for 0.325 m and 0.406 m closed-end 
pipe piles, this value is 0.66 and 0.86 respectively. 
The important point to make is at these values a 
constant value of adhesion equal to approximately 
0.3 is achieved.

Undrained shear strength for soils with Fns less 
than 0.31 is computed using Equation 10, which is 
the direct shear test equation since these soils are 
frictional:

SuDSS = Ko σ ′vo tan Φ′  (10)

Figure 4. Horizontal Stress Coefficient (K) vs. Pile 
Volume.

Figure 5. TPT Adjustment Factors vs. Normalized 
Unit Side Resistance (Fns).

Figure 6. Adhesion factors for driven piles in clay 
(α method) (Coyle & Reese 1966).
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where:
Ko is the geostatic horizontal stress coefficient; all 
other variables are as previously defined.

Ko is the only unknown in Equation 10 and is 
computed using Figure 4. At the point where the 
lines for each friction angle in Figure 4 intercepts 
the zero volume line, the value of K is equal to Ko. 
This approach follows the procedure for determin-
ing Ko as the Iowa Stepped Blade test (Handy et al. 
1982). Iowa Stepped Blade test consists of a series 
of blades of decreasing thicknesses. Horizontal 
stress is measured at midpoint of each blade and 
the horizontal stress values are plotted vs. blade 
thicknesses. The value of horizontal stress at zero 
blade thickness is taken as the geostatic horizontal 
stress (σho) which is then divided by effective over-
burden stress to obtain Ko. In case of TPT a series 
of decreasing pile sizes is being used instead of 
decreasing blade sizes.

The values of Ko for each friction angle were 
plotted vs. Fns as shown in Figure 7. The data in 
Figure 7 was then analyzed using multilinear 
regression analysis to obtain Equation 11:

Ko =  (−0.7538)(Fns)2 + (3.8083)(Fns) + 0.2004  (11)

R2  =  0.996

Ko is also required for computing unit side resist-
ance of bored piles in frictional soils.

Table 2 shows data for two case studies where 
shear strength was computed using the TPT 
method and the Tomlinson (1980) method was used 
to obtain unit adhesion. Tomlinson’s unit adhesion 
values were then compared to Fs-ext values. There 
was a perfect agreement for shear strength values 
greater than 200 kPa. For shear strength values 
less than 200 kPa Tomlinson’s values were greater 
than Fs-ext as would be expected, because these soils 
are mixed soils and derive their strength from both 
friction and adhesion. Therefore, pile properties 

such as size become a factor due to the frictional 
component of these soils.

2.6 Soil classification using TPT

The TPT soil classification system is based on 
the finding of Sections 2.4–2.5 that soil behavior 
changes from frictional to cohesive at a value of 
Fns equal to 0.31 for TPT rods. Therefore, soils with 
Fns value less than or equal to 0.31 are classified as 
frictional or drained and soils with a value greater 
than 0.31 as cohesive or undrained. This approach 
is an objective way of classifying soil behavior and 
should eliminate the variability in static analysis 
created by different designers classifying soils dif-
ferently especially mixed soils.

In summary, parameters required to compute 
axial resistance of deep foundations are effec-
tive friction angle (Φ ′), undrained shear strength 
(SuDSS), geostatic horizontal stress coefficient 
(Ko), and soil classification in terms of either fric-
tional (drained) or cohesive (undrained). Table 3 
is an example of TPT output for a site in Martin 
County, North Carolina.

2.7 Static axial resistances

In TPT practice, the following design parameters 
are determined using TPT: effective friction angle 
(Φ ′), undrained shear strength (SuDSS), geostatic 
horizontal stress coefficient (Ko) and soil type. 
These parameters are then used to compute static 
axial resistance of deep foundations using meth-
ods contained in the AASHTO LRFD Bridge 
Design Specifications book (AASHTO 2010). The 
only exception is tip resistance for bored piles in 

Figure 7. Horizontal Geostatic Stress Coefficient (Ko) 
vs. Fns.

Table 2. Comparison of Tomlinson’s (Tomlinson 1980) 
and TPT unit adhesion.

 
Mid-
depth
m

Martin 
Co.
SuDSS
kPa

Martin 
Co.
Ca
Tom-
linson
kPa

Martin 
Co.
Ca
TPT
kPa

Wake 
Co.
SuDSS
kPa

Wake 
Co.
Ca
Tom-
linson
kPa

Wake 
Co.
Ca
TPT
kPa

  0.76  30  30   8.1 108  92  36
  2.28   5.8   5.8   2.3  33
  3.80  49 103
  5.32 114  77  52  27
  6.84 139  70  42 179 107  55
  8.36 145  72  45 212  64  67
  9.88  92 694 194 174
11.38 297  83  77 501 140 133
12.89 497 139 133
14.40 458 128 122
15.31 250  70  75    
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 frictional soils, which requires Standard Penetra-
tion Test (SPT) N60 as shown in Equation 12:

qp = (1.2 N60)  (12)

where: 
N60 = average SPT blow count (corrected only 
for hammer efficiency) in the design zone under 
consideration.

N60 is back calculated using Equation 13 which 
was developed by Hatanaka & Uchida (1996) using 
friction angle obtained from TPT test:

Φ′ = {15.4 (N1)60}0.5 + 20° (13)

where:
(N1)60  =  SPT blow count corrected for both ham-
mer energy and overburden stress.

(N1)60 is then uncorrected for overburden pressure 
to obtain N60 which is then used in Equation 12.

2.8 Comparison of static axial resistances obtained 
from TPT and current NCDOT method

Static axial resistances were computed for 
HP 310 × 79 steel piles using TPT and the current 
NCDOT method for two sites as shown in Table 4. 
One of these sites was in Martin County, NC, 
USA, which is in the Coastal Plain geologic region. 
The soils consist of sedimentary marine deposits. 
The second site was in Wake County, NC, USA, 
which is in the Piedmont geologic region. The soils 
consist of residual soils derived from weathering of 
the parent rock.

Results for the site in Martin County show 
that axial resistance computed using the cur-
rent NCDOT method matched exactly with TPT 
penetration phase (end of drive) resistance. How-
ever, TPT extraction phase (beginning of restrike) 
resistance was 250% higher. The NCDOT current 

method is based on SPT which is an undrained test. 
Therefore, design parameters based on it, represent 
the undrained stress state and there is no adjust-
ment made to account for resistance change over 
time. The set up in this case was exactly 250% which 
was the difference between the two methods.

Results for the site in Wake County show 
that axial resistance computed using the current 
NCDOT method was significantly lower than 
TPT resistances for both penetration and extrac-
tion phases. This seems to indicate that SPT 
derived parameters significantly underestimates 
the strength of residual soils. This should not be 
surprising, because most empirical relationships 
used to compute design parameters from SPT are 
based on the behavior of Coastal Plain soils and 
may not apply to residual soils.

2.9 Future work

Planned future work includes calibrating TPT 
method using Norlund’s static load test data base. 
This makes sense because the method is primarily 
based on that data. Plans are also under way to con-
duct six static load tests on concrete piles and run-
ning TPT test on a site where an Osterberg load test 
was run on a drilled shaft. These load tests will help 
validate the test as well as complement Norlund’s 
data base because it contains no concrete piles.

3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this work was to develop a static 
analysis process that results in axial resistances 
approximately equal to what would be estimated 
by static load tests. This objective was met by 
development of the Torque Penetrometer Test 
(TPT) which has the following advantages:

– TPT has the ability to accurately account for 
resistance change over time (relaxation or set up);

– TPT isolates static resistance from all other 
resistances therefore, it is equivalent to a pull out 
static load test;

– The extraction phase test is a direct simple 
shear test because it is conducted after all excess 
pore pressure has dissipated. Therefore, it is an 

Table 3. Example of processed TPT data, Martin 
County.

Mid-depth
m

Φ ′
degrees

SuDSS
kPa Ko Fns Soil type

 0.76 –  30 2.25 0.54 Undrained
 2.28 18   5.8 0.46 0.06 Drained
 3.80 36  49 1.25 0.32 Undrained
 5.32 41 114 1.90 0.50 Undrained
 6.84 41 139 1.90 0.50 Undrained
 8.36 40 145 1.75 0.45 Undrained
 9.88 35  92 1.15 0.27 Drained
11.38 – 297 2.47 0.60 Undrained
12.89 – 497 2.89 0.92 Undrained
14.40 – 458 2.69 0.77 Undrained
15.31 – 250 1.75 0.44 Undrained

Table 4. Comparison of static axial resistances obtained 
from TPT and NCDOT method.

County
NCDOT
kPa

TPT
penetration
kPa

TPT
extraction
kPa

Set up (+)
relax. (−)
%

Martin 572   571 1,427 + 250
Wake 523 1,383 1,316 −5
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accurate measure of shear strength between soil 
and steel. Also, the value of the adhesion fac-
tor used to convert unit side resistance to shear 
strength has been validated by three independ-
ent studies, Coyle & Reese (1966), Tomlinson 
(1980), and this study, therefore, computed 
shear strength of the soil should be very accu-
rate as well;

– The test has the ability to obtain horizontal coef-
ficient of consolidation, therefore, time required 
for set up or relaxation to occur can be deter-
mined during design. This can help in schedul-
ing pile restrike tests.

The test is designed to penetrate through interme-
diate geo-materials so it can be used to test them:

– Analysis of Norlund’s static load test data base 
showed that it was sufficiently accurate for use 
in developing methods for computing effective 
friction angle, undrained shear strength and 
geostatic horizontal stress coefficient, from TPT 
extraction phase data.

A soil classification system based on the finding 
that at Fns value of 0.31 soil behavior changes from 
frictional to cohesive was developed.

Tomlinson’s adhesion factor for soils with shear 
strength greater than 200 kPa was equal to TPT 
Fs-ext values, for soils with shear strength less than 
200 kPa. Tomlinson’s adhesion factors were greater 
than TPT Fs-ext values. This is because these are 
mixed soils and pile properties become a factor:

– Comparison of static axial resistances between 
the NCDOT current method and TPT for two 
projects showed that TPT was greater by 250% 
in both cases.

TPT addresses all the major factors that contrib-
ute to low reliability of static analysis methods except 
the plugging of open-end pipe and HP steel piles.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The soil behaviors are dependent on the spatial 
variability (Ferreira & Negrao 2006). The spatial 
variability is related with thin-layered sand or 
silt seam layers in uniform soft soils. The thin-
layered soils are created due to the various soil 
formation processes, which include erosion, weath-
ering, transportation, and sedimentation. The thin-
layered soils may affect the hydraulic conductivities 
of soil in both vertical and horizontal directions 
(Hird & Springman 2006). Thus, the characteris-
tics of spatial variability should be investigated for 
obtaining the reasonable design parameters during 
site characterization.

The Cone Penetration Test (CPT), which meas-
ures the cone tip resistance, sleeve friction and pore 
pressure, has been widely used for investigating the 
subsurface characterization (Titi et al. 2000). Thus, 
the CPT produces various information including 
geological formation, spatial variability and geo-
technical parameters. In particular, information 
can be obtained without boring and sampling by 
CPT (Lunne et al. 1997; Tumay & Kurup 2001). 
The typical dimensions of the standard cone pen-
etrometer are 10 cm2 in a projected cross-sectional 
area with a diameter of 35.7 mm and 150 cm2 in a 
friction sleeve area.

The standard cone, whose diameter is 35.7 mm, 
may deteriorate the resolution for detecting the 
thin-layered soils due to its probe size, which 
affects on disturbed area. Thus, the small diam-
eter cones have been developed for obtaining the 

higher resolution with reducing the disturbed area. 
The miniature cone, whose diameter is 12.7 mm 
(projected area = 1.26 cm2), was developed by 
Tumay et al. (1998). The miniature piezocones 
with a diameter of  11.3 mm (projected area = 
1 cm2) and 25.2 mm (projected area = 5 cm2) were 
also developed by Hird et al. (2003). Hird et al. 
(2003) results showed that the smaller cone pro-
duced higher resolution for the thin layer detec-
tion. Lee et al. (2009) introduced the micro cone 
penetrometer with a diameter of  5.0 mm (pro-
jected area = 0.196 cm2). These micro cone pen-
etrometers used strain gauges for obtaining the 
cone tip resistance. Recently, the ultra small cone 
penetrometers with a diameter of  1.0 mm and 
3.0 mm were developed by Kim et al. (2010). Kim 
et al. (2010) used the fiber Bragg grating (FBG) 
optic sensors for detecting the cone tip resistance 
and the sleeve friction.

The electrical conductivity, which measures the 
charge mobility in response to an electrical field, can be 
converted into the electrical resistivity (Santamarina 
et al. 2001). The electrical resistivity has been applied 
to obtain the soil characteristics including porosity 
and degree of contamination. Thus, the electrical 
resistivity is widely applied in laboratory and field 
tests. Horsnell (1988) estimated the degree of the 
groundwater pollutant by using the electrical con-
ductivity through the two electrode systems on the 
surface. Zuidberg et al. (1988) carried out the pen-
etration test by using the cone penetrometer with a 
single electrode to obtain the electrical resistivity. 
The measured electrical resistivity was converted 
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ABSTRACT: The evaluation of soil properties in the local area has become important for understand-
ing the subsurface spatial variability. The objective of this study is the development and application of 
new apparatus, Cone Resistivity Penetrometer (CRP), which measures the cone tip resistance, sleeve fric-
tion and electrical resistivity to evaluate the soil behaviors. The CRP developed is 15 mm in diameter with 
a projected area of 1.76 cm2. The strain gauges are used to measure the cone tip resistance and sleeve 
friction. The cone tip resistance is effectively separated by using a friction sleeve. The electrical resistivity 
module, which consists of two electrodes and insulator, is installed at the cone tip to increase its resolu-
tion with minimum disturbance during penetration. The application test in the field is conducted and the 
measured results are compared with those by the standard piezocone test. The results show that the CRP, 
which measures cone tip resistance, sleeve friction and electrical resistivity, clearly evaluates the subsurface 
profile. This study suggests that the CRP may be a useful tool for the evaluation of the subsurface spatial 
variability during in-situ penetration tests.
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into in-situ porosity and density. Campanella & 
Weemees (1990) developed the resistivity piezocone 
penetrometer (RCPTu), which can measure the elec-
trical properties, the mechanical strength and pore 
water pressure. However, the RCPTu reflected the 
disturbed areas during capturing the electrical prop-
erties because the electrical resistivity module was 
installed behind the CPT. Kim et al. (2011a) devel-
oped the electrical resistivity cone probe (ERCP), 
whose the module is installed at the tip of, for reduc-
ing the disturbance effect during penetration. Kim 
et al. (2011b) developed the four electrode resistivity 
probe to minimize the electrical polarization

The objective of this study is the development 
and application of the Cone Resistivity Penetrom-
eter (CRP), which can measure both the electrical 
resistance and the mechanical resistance at the cone 
tip during penetration. This paper concerns the 
design consideration including the size, the shape, 
the electrical circuits for the cone tip resistance, the 
cable connections for the electrical resistivity, and 
the measurements of the mechanical resistance and 
the electrical resistance at the cone tip. The penetra-
tion tests carried out in the field are also presented.

2 CONE RESISTIVITY PENETROMETER

The subsurface characteristics including the den-
sity and effective stress can be obtained by meas-
ured mechanical strength. The water content, fluid 
characteristics and porosity can be estimated from 
electrical resistivity. Thus, the mechanical strength 
and the electrical resistivity were essential to clearly 
understand the soil parameters. The Cone Resis-
tivity Penetrometer (CRP) was developed for the 
characterization of the subsurface spatial vari-
ability with high resolution. The CRP can measure 
both the mechanical strength and electrical resistiv-
ity at the cone tip.

2.1 Shape

The diameter and projected cross-sectional area of 
the CRP were 15 mm and 1.76 cm2, respectively. The 
sleeve length of the CRP was determined to 56 mm 
with consideration of ratio between the cone diam-
eter and the sleeve friction length of the standard 
cone penetrometer as shown in Figure 1. Note the 
apex angle was designed to 60°. The CRP consisted 
of the inner electrode, electrical insulator, outer 
electrode, and outer tube as shown in Figure 1. The 
coaxial conductor system was applied to measure 
the electrical resistivity by using the inner and outer 
electrodes at the tip. To avoid an electrical short cir-
cuit, the polyethylene insulator installed between 
two electrodes. The inner and outer electrodes were 
made of a stainless steel to increase mechanical 
strength during penetration test.

2.2 Cone tip resistance and sleeve friction

The mechanical strengths including cone tip resist-
ance and sleeve friction were measured by strain 
gauges diametrically attached on the outer surface 
of the outer electrode in order to eliminate eccentric 
loading as shown in Figure 1. In this study, the half-
active Wheatstone bridge, which is known to the 
voltage amplifier of the electrical circuit, was applied 
for measuring the cone tip resistance and sleeve fric-
tion. The sensing length of used strain gauges was 
1 mm because the attached area was limited. For 
operating the circuit of the CRP, the power supply 
for generating the input voltage and multimeter for 
measuring output voltage changes were used.

The CRP was calibrated for converting the meas-
ured voltage into mechanical strength including cone 
tip resistance and sleeve friction. The preliminary 
experiments were carried out for determining the 
input voltage and temperature condition before per-
forming the calibration. The experiments were car-
ried out under different temperature condition with 
a constant applied input voltage (2.0 V) at the zero 
loading on the cone. When the temperature of the 
water was about 20°C, the output voltage with time 
remained almost constant. Thus, the calibration per-
formed under the temperature of 20°C with a fixed 
input voltage of 2.0 V. The cone tip resistance and 
sleeve friction change, which corresponded to the 
applied load, were calibrated with the output volt-
age. The Figure 2 shows the calibration results, which 
demonstrate that both mechanical strength and out-
put voltages change linearly with the applied load.

2.3 Electrical resistivity

The four-terminal pair configuration (see details 
in Kim et al. 2011a and 2011b) was applied for 

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a CRP.
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measuring the electrical resistance with the con-
nection of  the electrical cables to the CRP. The 
four coaxial cables were extended from the LCR 
meter to the electrical resistance module which 
consists of  inner and outer electrodes. The inner 
electrode of  the CRP was welded with the high 
voltage (Hp) and high current (Hc) parts. And the 
outer electrode of  the CRP was also connected 
with the low voltage (Lp) and low current (Lc) 
circuits. The all ground cables of  four coaxial 
cables were connected to obtain the high resolu-
tion value without the electrical interference. The 
LCR meter was used to measure the electrical 
resistance of  soils.

The operating frequency and the input volt-
age are input parameters to measure the accurate 
electrical resistivity without resonance effect. For 
the selecting the input parameters, the frequency 

sweeping tests were carried out using salt water with 
different salt concentration of the electrical conduc-
tivities (ζ) of 8.1, 16.1, and 32.3 mS/cm by the low 
frequency impedance analyzer. The Figure 3 shows 
the frequency sweeping test result at the frequency 
of 1 kHz∼300 kHz. The results demonstrate that 
the CRP produces a stable electrical resistance at the 
frequency of 10 kHz∼100 kHz with input voltage of 
1.0 V. Thus, input parameters were selected 100 kHz 
and 1.0 V as the operating frequency and input volt-
age, respectively.

The electrode including the length, shape and 
material affected on the electrical resistance. Thus, 
the measured electrical resistance R [Ω] should be 
converted into the electrical resistivity, called as 
specific resistance, ρ [Ω • m]. The Figure 4 shows 
the relationship between the electrical resistance 
and the electrical resistivity of the developed CRP.
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3 PENETRATION RATE

The soils are easily disturbed when the penetrom-
eter is penetrated into the soil. The disturbance 
generates the excess pore water pressure in the 
saturated clayey soils. The degree of generated 
excess pore water pressure is commonly affected 
by the penetration rate. Thus, the penetration rate 
of the probe may affect on the cone tip resist-
ance, mechanical strength and electrical resistivity, 
which are sensitivity to underground condition. 
The studies about the penetration rate effects have 
been performed by many researchers (Bemben & 
Myers 1974; De Lima & Tumay 1991; Randolph 
& Hope 2004).

According to the study performed by Randolph 
& Hope (2004), the drainage condition of the pen-
etrometer can be estimated based on pore water 
pressure dissipation time and penetration time. 
The drainage concept of Randolph & Hope (2004) 
is the same with that of Cho et al. (2004). In addi-
tion, the drainage condition can be represented by 
the dimensionless velocity V, which consists of the 
penetration velocity Vin, the penetrometer diameter 
D, and the coefficient of consolidation of clay Cv.

V V D
CD iV VV V n

vCC  (1)

The drained and undrained conditions are distin-
guished by calculated dimensionless velocity. If the 
dimensionless velocity is less than 0.05 (V ≤ 0.05), 
the penetration produces the drained condition. 
If the dimensionless velocity is greater than 10, it 
reflects the undrained condition. The penetration 
rate Vin was fixed to 10 mm/sec and the diameter of 
the CRP D was 15 mm, and the coefficient of con-
solidation of clay was cv = 1 × 10−3 cm2/sec. Thus, the 
dimensionless velocity is calculated to 1500, which 
denotes the undrained condition.

4 FIELD APPLICATION TEST

The field application test was carried out on the 
southern coast of the Korean peninsula. The stand-
ard penetration test (SPT) test was also performed for 
obtaining the subsurface soil profiles. The measured 
N value is plotted in Figure 5. The Figure 5 shows 
that the subsurface soils consisted of surcharge with 
fine gravels at a depth of 0∼6 m, silty sand at 6∼13 m, 
sand at 13∼15 m, and silty clay at 15∼25 m. The 
standard cone penetration testing (CPT) was also 
carried out for comparing the measured cone tip 
resistances and sleeve frictions between the CPT and 
the CRP.

To protect the instruments including the CRP 
and the CPT, the surcharge layer was pre-drilled 

and the stiff  casing was installed. The hydraulic 
drilling rig was used for the penetration of the 
CRP and the CPT. The CRP and the CPT were 
penetrated at the depth of 7∼16 m and 6∼20 m, 
respectively. The penetration rates were 10 mm/sec 
for the CRP and 20 mm/sec for the CPT for the 
consideration of undrained condition. The 1.0 V 
of input voltage was applied to measure the cone 
tip resistance and sleeve friction of the CRP. And 
the input voltage and frequency for measuring 
the electrical resistance were selected to 1.0 V and 
100 kHz, respectively.

4.1 CRP results

The CRP results were plotted in Figures 6. In par-
ticular, the CPT results were also denoted by the 
dotted lines for comparison with the CRP results. 
The Figure 6 shows that the measured cone tip 
resistance and sleeve friction profiles by CRP 
were matched well with mechanical resistance pro-
files obtained by the CPT. The thin-layered soils 
were captured at the depth of 12, 13.5 and 14.5 m 
through the mechanical strength of the CRP and 
the CPT. The mean values of cone tip resistance 
and sleeve friction are 1.26 MPa and 34 kPa for 
the CRP, and 0.88 MPa and 42 kPa for the CPT 
at a depth of 7∼16m. While the cone tip resist-
ance measured by the CRP show higher value that 
obtained by the CPT, the sleeve friction measured 
by the CRP was less than that obtained by the 
CPT. The opposite trend may result from the pen-
etration rate and scale effects.

Figure 5. Subsurface soil profiles: (a) Schematic soil 
profile; (b) SPT profile.
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The electrical resistance was only measured by 
the CRP. The electrical resistance was converted 
into the electrical resistivity through the calibra-
tion factor and the converted values ranged from 
2.3 Ω • m to 5.6 Ω • m. The electrical resistivity 
profile shows the similar trend with measured 
mechanical strength profile including the cone 
tip resistance and sleeve friction. The thin-layered 
soil profiles were detected at the similar depth. 
The pore water pressure detected by CPT was also 
plotted. The measured pore water pressure shows 
the thin-layer soils are detected at the depth of 
12, 13.5 and 14.5 m. Note that the spatial varia-
tion detected by the electrical resistivity of  CRP 
is clearer than that measured by the pore water 
pressure.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The cone resistivity penetrometer (CRP) was devel-
oped to evaluate the subsurface spatial variability 
by using both the mechanical resistances and elec-
trical resistivity at the cone tip. The projected area 
of the CRP was 1.76 cm2 (D = 15 mm) and the apex 
angle of the tip was 60°. The length of sleeve fric-
tion was designed to be 56 mm.

 The strain gauges were applied to measure the 
mechanical resistances through the Wheatstone 
bridge for amplifying the output voltage. The 
input voltage for the mechanical strength was 
fixed to 2.0 V for obtaining the reasonable value. 
The four-terminal pair configuration method was 
used to measure the electrical resistivity for the 
CRP with minimizing the electrical interference. 
The operating frequency and the input voltage 
for the electrical resistance measurement were 
selected by 100 kHz and 1.0 V, respectively. The 
field application test was carried out to detect the 
spatial variability including the thin-layered soils. 
The measured values by the CRP were compared 
with those obtained by the CPT. Furthermore, the 
electrical resistivity profile shows clearer profile 
than the pore water pressure profile. The field test 
results showed that the CRP may clearly character-
ize the spatial variability in the field. The measured 
mechanical profiles by the CRP matched well with 
those by the CPT.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the seabed can be read as an 
archive of human activity (Blomqvist, S. 1985). 
In particular, the twentieth century left the largest 
contribution of trash from various anthropogenic 
activities connected to the current technological 
and demographic development (Benn, A.R. et al. 
2010) and from nuclear experiments. Furthermore, 
the study of marine geohazards (landslides, tsu-
namis, earthquakes) can be applied not only to 
science but also to technical fields for designing 
works at sea, such as ports or offshore structures, 
for laying hydrocarbon pipelines, electric cables or 
telephone lines. Along with these sectors, there is 
also the study of coastal evolution, and environ-
mental and pollution studies.

Given all this demand, it has become necessary 
to develop new instruments and appropriate meth-
ods capable of retrieving high quality sediment 
samples and which minimize further disturbances 
in sedimentary layers and eventual contamination.

Furthermore, geotechnical trials carried out 
using corers, known as the direct method, can offer 
much insight when correlated to data obtained 
using the indirect method of geophysics, such as 
those taken from the Sub Bottom Profiler.

Gravity or Free-fall methods are used in geolog-
ical and geotechnical surveys which require obtain-
ing samples seabed. Both techniques can be used 
for traditional coring, with the gravity samplers, or 
generally, free-fall from a limited height by a trigger 
with the piston corer (Kullenberg B. 1947; Busatti 
et al. 1980; Lunne, T. & Long, M. 2006). Because 
of the need to recover longer and less disturbed 
samples, piston corers were originally introduced 

by Kullenberg (1947). These were considered as an 
improvement on simple gravity type devices. The 
piston is usually either directly connected to the 
main cable or there is an independent piston cable 
(Lunne, T. & Long, M. 2006).

Recently, the use of piston corers has been 
studied in-depth by several institutes and private 
companies, analyzing the results based on the 
length of the free fall, the slack, the elasticity of 
the cable, and the variable weight of the core head 
with the purpose of achieving better penetration. 
Deeper penetration, however, does not always cor-
respond to higher recovery rates. The laboratory 
tests on these samples will give results that are 
not representative of in situ conditions and will 
give incorrect parameters (Lunne, T. & Long, M. 
2006). For scientific and geotechnical studies, the 
most important objective is a very high recovery/
penetration rate.

A new method of coring will be discussed in this 
paper, which further reduces possible disturbances 
in the column of sediment samples, especially at 
the top, by varying the speed of penetration.

2 METHODOLOGY—CONTROLLED 
PENETRATION SPEED

The idea for this new method came out of the 
study of samples taken in the past by various pri-
vate companies and institutes of scientific research, 
where the top of the cores -the most recent from 
a geological point of view and therefore the least 
solid- was often disturbed (Bourillet et al. 2007), 
due to the extra suction that corresponds to 
an over-distortion or even the total loss of the 

A new coring method: Controlled penetration speed

M. Magagnoli
Carmacoring Srl, Bologna, Italy

ABSTRACT: During geologic and geotechnical surveys which require obtaining samples of seabeds 
using a corer, usually one of the standard methods for coring is used: gravity or free fall using a trigger. 
For scientific and geotechnical studies the most important objective is to obtain a very high recovery/
penetration rate. A new method of coring will be discussed, which further reduces possible disturbances 
in the column of sediment samples, especially at the top, by varying the speed of penetration. This theory 
has been verified in an Italian port where core samples were taken using a Piston Corer in 6 meters of 
water with 8 meter long barrels; the piston was attached with a kevlar rope to a stationary point and the 
corer was dropped using a winch so that the speed can be changed and controlled, thus allowing the speed 
to be increased during penetration, in order to obtain a high quality sample.
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material. This contamination, caused by the action 
of the traditional coring methods, was at times exces-
sive. In order to improve this traditional method, 
penetration of the instrument must begin at a low 
speed and as the depth of penetration increases, 
so must the speed of the descent, in order to over-
come the friction which grows as the thickness of 
each sedimentary layer increases. It would there-
fore be necessary to have a low initial penetrating 
force, which slowly grows as the coring continues. 
To increase the push (given that it is not possible to 
increase the mass of the instrument once it is in the 
water coring) it is necessary to increase the speed. 
Based on the water depth, this methodology can 
be applied in different ways: in shallow water the 
corer is connected to a winch or a crane with vari-
able speed control, while the piston is tied off to a 
fixed point on board with a very resistant rope; this 
rope runs down the length of the corer and attaches 
to the top of the piston. The entire operation is 
described in detail in the next paragraph.

In very deep waters, this technique is not pos-
sible as it would not be easy to manage two cables 
or ropes in the water during the coring operation. 
Therefore, a special instrument has been created 
to resolve the problem. In this paper, however, this 
issue is not discussed, as here the focus is on the 
method used in shallow waters with a case history 
presented in the following paragraphs.

2.1 Controlled penetration speed in shallow water

To use this method, also called “Angel Descent”, 
one must connect the cable of the winch or crane 
(1) to the eye-bolt (2) of the corer head, while the 
piston (3) must be connected to a high resistance 
kevlar rope attached to a fixed point on board 
(5) which must be high enough above the water line. 
If the exact depth of the water is known as well 
as the dimensions of the piston, it is very easy to 
calculate how long the rope should be. The char-
acteristics of the rope make it easy to change the 
amount of slack based on water depth, just by mak-
ing a knot in the rope itself at the correct length and 
attaching said knot to the fixed point, which can be, 
for example, an eye-bolt on the crane or A-Frame.

When the corer is vertical and ready for the drop, 
the winch begins lowering the corer at a slow speed; 
in this moment the kevlar rope is slack (Fig. 1).

This operation can happen also out of water. In 
fact, the rope in question will become taught in the 
exact moment when the piston touches the seabed 
(Fig. 2).

The piston is mobile but stationary at this height, 
while the coring tube penetrates (Fig. 3). In this phase, 
the winch begins to increase the speed of descent.

The corer continues to penetrate until it hits 
more substantial sedimentary layers. If  it does 

Figure 1. Set-up of corer.

Figure 2. Initial coring phase.

not encounter said layers, the corer stops when 
the piston meets the base of the head of the corer 
(Fig.  4). At this point, the rope is taut, while the 
winch cable is slack.
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2.2 Results and discussion

This new methodology was used in Italy in 2011 
for sampling of a small area where a new port will 
be constructed. The aim of the job was to recover a 

representative sample of the first 6 meters of sedi-
ment in less than 30 meters of water depth. This 
result had never been achieved in the past by other 
companies using traditional methods.

In the mobilization phase it was decided that the 
piston corer should be configured with 8 meters of 
tube length—instead of the 10 meters requested—
in order to obtain the goal of a 6 meter sample. 
Certain of its yield, the Carma® Piston Corer 
was chosen as the instrument for the job, with a 
5 meter tube connected to a 3 meter one. Given 
the geotechnical data obtained with CPT and the 
geophysical data taken by the client at an earlier 
time, the corer head was outfitted with 4 weights 
for a total weight of 1850 Kg, in order to over-
come the friction of the sand layer present at 0.5 m 
into the seafloor. Standard configuration was used 
for the mobile piston: 4 active pins and 4 fixed 
pins, attached to a Dyneema SK75 rope 14 mm in 
diameter, made up of high tenacity polyester and 
kevlar, with a breaking point at 10800 Kg.

Two samples were requested: one in 7.0 m water 
depth and the second at 5.6 m water depth. The 
corer was positioned vertically off  the side of 
the boat, while the difference in height between the 
fixed point to which the rope would be tied, and 
the water line was measured. Once adding this to 
the depth, the necessary length of the rope was cal-
culated and tied off. The winch of the crane was 
connected to the eyebolt of the corer (Fig. 5).

The “Angel Descent” began with the nose of the 
corer 4 meters above the seabed. The speed of the 

Figure 4. Final coring phase.

Figure 3. Corer’s penetration.

Figure 5. Start Corer’s deployment.
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winch was very low initially and then progressively 
increased during penetration.

The first core perforated 7.30 m below the 7.00 m 
water depth, with a final coring sample of 6.74 m, 
equal to a recovery index of 92.3% (Hvorslev 1949).

In the second sample, in 5.60 m of water basis, 
the total penetration of the corer was 8.00 m with 
a recovery of 7.13 m equal to a recovery index of 
92.6%. This result was also obtained on the first 
try. In this case, the kevlar rope prevented the corer 
from penetrating too deeply into the sediment, 
thus avoiding any eventual disturbance of the 
sample (Table 1).

Measurement of the velocity of penetration of 
the corer was possible deduce thanks to the video 
done with a ROV (Fig. 6).

In screening the film, it was possible to see that 
the penetration speed of the first 3 meters of the 
tube was at 4.17 m/s, while that of the next 5 meters 
was at 3.27 m/s (less due to friction). The average 
speed of penetration was 3.56 m/s, lesser than speeds 
recorded in the past when using traditional free fall 
techniques, which reached more than 8 m/s.

A more detailed analysis revealed that the veloc-
ity at the moment of impact of the corer with 
the seabed was only 1.9 m/s, and then it steadily 

climbed up to 2.5 m/s when the first 3 meters of 
the tube had penetrated (average velocity consid-
ering 0 seconds at zero speed when the nose was 
4 meters from the seabed). In the next 2 meters of 
penetration, the speed increased slowly, -due to 
friction- until it reached an instantaneous velocity 
of 2.70 m/s. The last 3 meters of penetration regis-
tered a practically constant instantaneous velocity 
as compared to the last speed measured: 2.72 m/s. 
This data confirms all that has been asserted thus 
far in this paper.

The samples taken were made up mostly of 
sandy silt; near the top and at 6 meters silty sand. 
Plant fragments were, however, present throughout 
the sample column.

In conclusion, it should be known that the 
method described in this paper is patented.

Using the methodology described above, the 
corer can be modified based on the seafloor sedi-
ment characteristics.

2.3 Configuration variables of the Piston Corer

The configuration of the Carma Piston Corer (reg-
istered patent as utility model; Holder: Research 
National Council–Rome, Italy) has three variable 
components. These components are: the weight of 
the corer head, the length of the corer tube and the 
configuration of the active piston (Registered pat-
ent as design patent; Holder: Research National 
Council–Rome, Italy). In shallow water, other vari-
ables do not need to be considered; the elasticity of 
the cable is insignificant and the height of the free 
fall -along with the slack- do not come into play 
when using this new methodology.

The head has a minimum weight of 650 Kg and 
can be increased by adding up to 5 weights each 
one weighing 300 Kg, for a total maximum weight 
of 2150 Kg.

The tubes have various lengths running from 
1–6 meters, and can be combined to make up a 
maximum length of 30 meters thanks to the par-
ticular connecting joints.

The piston can be configured differently for each 
coring project due to the fact that the suction levels 
applied to the core sample may be varied. Inside 
the piston, there are 8 perforated holes which are 
then closed by the same number of mobile pins, 
-thus allowing or not allowing as the case may be- 
a definite amount of water to pass from the upper 
chamber to the lower one (Magagnoli, A. 2003). It 
is possible to change the ratio of these mobile pins 
(which can move out of their sockets to allow the 
water to flow freely through the piston) in relation 
to the fixed pins (which keep the holes closed and 
do not allow the water to pass).

Thanks to all of these features, this new Angel 
Descent methodology permits accurate recovery of 

Table 1. Sampling results.

Water depth
m

Penetration
m

Recovery
m

Recovery
%

1° core 7.0 7.3 6.74 92.3
2° core 5.6 8.0 7.13 92.6

Figure 6. Corer’s head at end of penetration.
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fine sediments even in extreme shallow water con-
ditions. Up to date, taking coring samples under 
these prior conditions was difficult due to techni-
cal and safety limitations this endeavor implied; 
both in regards to personnel safety as well as to the 
instrument security.

3 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

This new methodology is being developed for deep 
water sampling to.

A special winch, connected to the main cable, 
located just above the trigger, will allow the pen-
etration speed to be controlled. The configuration 
variations of the corer would remain more or less 
unchanged, given that the height of the free fall will 
be set to zero, as will the slack. The elasticity of the 
cable will not, however, be insignificant, but this 
problem can finally be solved using Angel Descent. 
Usually, the cable snaps back once released, after it 
stretches out due to the weight it sustains, depend-
ing on the depth of the job at hand.

For coring, this problem results in a loss of effi-
cacy, given that the cable connected to the piston 
creates vertical tension in the opposite direction of 
penetration. Thus, the piston accelerates upwards, 
creating a very low pressure inside the core bar-
rel moving downwards through the sediment 
(Skinner, L.C. & McCave 2003), instead of working 
at the level of the seabed. With this new method, 
this problem is solved because the mass of the cor-
er—which weighs on the main cable—gradually 
declines: the speed of the cable recoil will be less 
than the speed of penetration of the coring tube 
in the seabed, thus allowing a much better result 
to be obtained. 

Furthermore, electronic instruments will aid in 
an in-depth study of the dynamic of coring; for 
example, an accelerometer connected to the corer 
will record acceleration (and deceleration) data 
during the penetration phase. A careful analysis of 
the data will allow the user to compare different 
coring methods and to mathematically understand 
which method works best.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Today, offshore activity is part of many business 
sectors: from research, to the oil industry, to min-
ing, laying cables, building infrastructure and 
studying the environment. The need for accurate 
and undisturbed core samples has led to the devel-
opment of this new coring method with control-
led penetration speed (Angel Descent), in order 
to obtain sediment samples with more accurate 
outcomes.

The results of the project carried out in Italy are 
listed in Table 1.

The data show a high value of core sample 
recovery, especially considering the shallowness of 
the water, and the difficulty of coring with instru-
ments that measure more than 7 meters long. 
The instantaneous velocity of the Angel Descent 
reached 2.72 m/s at the end of the coring proce-
dure, with a constant increase of speed that went 
from 1.9 m/s to 2.5 m/s during the first 3 meters 
of penetration, then reaching 2.7 m/s after 2 more 
meters. In Figures 7 and 8, the data taken from the 
second core sample are shown.

The parameters which should be set up during 
preparation of the corer are the following: weight 
of the head, length of the corer tube and configu-
ration of the active piston. In shallow water, no 
other variable needs to be considered: the elastic-
ity of the cable is insignificant and the height of 
the free fall and the slack do not come into play 
with this new method, which makes the setup of 
the instrument easier.

Figure 7. Space-time graph, where zero represents the 
level of the seafloor.
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Figure 8. Instantaneous speed-time graph, where on 
the axis, zero represents the start of the angel descent.
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The method of controlled penetration speed 
can also be used in environmental studies, for 
example in the dating of undisturbed samples 
for determining the time-line of human affected 
events when dealing with environmental issues 
such as contamination and pollution.

This method also makes it possible to take deep 
core samples in shallow water, where up until now 
it was technically impossible. In the near future, 
this same technique will be applied to any depth 
of water, thanks to the aid of a special winch.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The cone penetration test (CPTU) has become one 
of the most widely used in-situ assessment tools in 
practice. The investigation of soil characteristics 
such as soil type and shear strength are some of the 
most common applications for the CPTU. However, 
other applications, including liquefaction assess-
ment, are still dominated by other in-situ tools such 
as the Standard Penetration Test (SPT) that rely 
on a considerable amount of empiricism. Recent 
studies have led to the development of a series of 
new devices that are capable of investigating the 
response simultaneously at different elevations 
within a sounding, and to characterize the interface 
strength of different geologic strata in contact with 
man-made materials of different surface roughness 
commonly used in geotechnical engineering prac-
tice (DeJong 2001; Hebeler 2005). The most recent 
generation of the devices that has been developed 
is the Multi Piezo Friction Attachment (MPFA). It 
is hypothesized that by exploring a variety of non-
standard test configurations, wherein pore pressures 
induced by different surface roughness modules can 
be sequentially assessed in the same sounding, that 
a new approach to liquefaction assessment can be 
achieved with a higher level of certainty and reli-
ability than current practice. 

The two primary objectives when measuring 
penetration pore pressure are to define the basic 
hydrogeologic conditions of the area, and to use 
the observed magnitudes of generated excess pore 
water pressure to predict the likely behavior of 
the soil under various boundary loading condi-
tions such as the earthquake induced liquefac-
tion potential (Hebeler 2005). It is believed that 
the CPT-MPFA can provide a more accurate and 
detailed insight into the soil conditions and lique-
faction potential because it offers the advantage of 
providing a more robust set of results than most 
conventional in-situ tools, consisting of one tip 
bearing, five friction sleeve and six pore pressure 
measurement profiles, from one sounding.

1.2 Multi-piezo friction attachment

In response to the need in CPT practice to evaluate 
and account for excess pore pressure at interfaces 
with non-smooth surfaces, a family of devices 
has been developed to provide tools capable of 
achieving a more detailed evaluation of these soil 
characteristics. The MPFA device is the second 
generation of multi friction devices developed at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology. The precursor 
is the multi-friction sleeve attachment (MFA) and 
is comprised of four independent friction mandrels 
capable of accepting replaceable sleeves of varying 

Cyclic multi-piezo-friction sleeve penetrometer testing for liquefaction 
assessment

J.D. Frost & A. Martínez
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, US

G.L. Hebeler
Golder Associates Inc., Atlanta, GA, US

ABSTRACT: The Multi Piezo Friction Attachment (MPFA) allows for characterization of interface 
behavior in situ within the context of an effective stress framework by providing, in addition to conven-
tional piezocone penetrometer measurements, four independent measures of interface shear response and 
five independent measures of induced pore pressure with textured sleeves serially located along an attach-
ment shaft. This paper summarizes aspects of the development of the device to directly characterize inter-
face strength in situ while accounting for the influence of penetration and shear induced pore pressures as 
a function of varying counterface roughness. Selected results from tests demonstrating the capabilities of 
the MPFA device where quasi-static and cyclic pore pressure generation and dissipation was monitored are 
presented. The results highlight the potential of the MPFA to be used as the basis for a new approach to 
assessing liquefaction potential in a wide range of soil types in-situ, including clays, silts, and sand strata.
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texture (DeJong & Frost 2002). The MPFA is able 
to simultaneously measure the excess pore pressure 
generated at five different locations along the cone 
penetrometer attachment shaft, as well as directly 
measure interface response over a range of coun-
terface profiles in addition to the conventional 
CPT tip, sleeve and pore pressure measurements 
(Figure 1). The MPFA is suitable for either simul-
taneous use behind a conventional 15 cm2 CPTU 
unit or as a stand alone device behind an uninstru-
mented steel tip. The coupling of devices allows 
for the continued utilization of the large range of 
design and classification methods currently based 
on CPTU measurements, while additionally pro-
viding the ability to directly measure pore water 
pressure generation due to shearing along surfaces 
of different roughness, as well as determining in 
situ interface strength.

The MPFA has been developed and utilized to 
provide robust assessments of excess pore water 
pressure generation in several different geologies. 
This is possible through four independent meas-
ures of interface response (fa1, fa2, fa3, and fa4) and 
five independent measures of dynamic pore pres-
sure along the shaft (ua0, ua1, ua2, ua3, and ua4) of 
a penetrated probe. As a result, independent pore 
pressure measurements can be recorded before and 
after each sleeve location and the magnitude of 

pore pressure related to the texture characteristics 
including surface roughness.

The friction sleeves are located 810, 1070, 1330 
and 1590 mm behind the CPT tip, with fa1 being 
the sensor closest to the tip and fa4 being the one 
farthest away. They are equipped with textured 
sleeves typically with increasing roughness as a 
function of distance from the smooth CPT sleeve. 
The u2 (cone tip) pore pressure is determined using 
a porous annularring pressure transducer while the 
ua0, ua1, ua2, ua3, and ua4 measures are determined 
using button-type pressure transducers along 
the shaft of the penetrometer attachment. For 
the device configuration presented in this manu-
script, the piezo sensors of the MPFA are located 
at distances of 680, 890, 1150, 1410 and 1670 mm 
behind the CPTU tip (Hebeler 2005). A detailed 
description of the MPFA design and dimensions is 
provided in Hebeler (2005).

Among the benefits that the MPFA offers in 
evaluating different soil characterization param-
eters is the fact that the addition of the five extra 
pressure transducers provides it with the ability to 
consider the measurement of the friction sleeve data 
within an effective stress framework. This yields an 
additional tool for the assessment of liquefaction 
and strength degradation potential. Additionally, 
the MPFA can provide insight into the magnitude 
of the induced pore pressures due to the introduc-
tion of textured friction sleeves of various rough-
nesses. Finally, other aspects such as flow and 
consolidation characteristics along the shaft of the 
attachment, a better assessment of the hydrostatic 
ground water conditions, the availability of more 
detailed data for improved stratigraphy profiling, 
direct measurement of pore pressure distribution 
surrounding the penetrometer shaft, and the abil-
ity to distinguish between drained, undrained and 
partially drained conditions at the various MPFA 
sensor locations are among the advantages of the 
MPFA. Several previous devices have included 
multiple piezo sensors as detailed by Campanella 
& Robertson (1988), with more details presented 
by Bayne & Tjelta 1987; Sully et al. 1988; Sills 
et al. 1988; and Campanella et al. 1990. All these 
pore pressure sensors were predominantly located 
within the highly stressed zone immediately sur-
rounding the tip of the CPT.

1.3 Device performance

The MPFA device has been tested using a range 
of configurations and test procedures in various 
geologies to date. An example of a CPTU-MPFA 
sounding results is shown in Figure 2, displaying the 
response of conventional CPTU sensors (qt, fs, u2) 
and additional MPFA sensors. The results shown 
are from a site near Charleston, South Carolina, 

Figure 1. Multisleeve friction penetrometer attachment 
configured with conventional CPT Module: (a) Schematic; 
(b) Design detail; (c) Friction sleeve mandrel design detail 
(after Hebeler 2005).
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where the geologic stratigraphy consists of surficial 
layers of sand and sandy silt in the upper 13 meters, 
overlying a calcareous clay formation, known locally 
as the Cooper Marl, to a depth of 20 meters, which 
in turn is underlain by a cemented coarse grained 
strata. The texture height for the sleeves used in this 
sounding are 0.0 mm (smooth) for the standard 
CPTU sleeve followed by 0.125, 0.250, 0.5 and 1 mm 
for sensor positions fa1, fa2, fa3, to fa4, respectively.

As seen in Figure 2, the sleeve response increases 
as the sleeve texture increases. This reflects the fact 
that smooth sleeves induce mainly sliding against 
the soil; however, as the sleeve texture increases, it 
induces increased shearing within the soil adjacent 
to the sleeve (DeJong & Frost 2002; Hebeler 2005). 
As expected, the sleeve response of sensor fa4 is 
the largest, reaching a maximum value of approxi-
mately 1050 kPa at a depth of 0.6 m, as compared 
to the CPT fs value which is reflective of a smooth 
sleeve, and reaches a value of 160 kPa at approxi-
mately the same depth.

The response behavior of selected pore pres-
sure sensors can also be observed in Figure 2. The 
conventional CPTU u2 sensor recorded an average 
reading of 2300 kPa in the Cooper Marl, whereas 
sensors ua0, and ua2 recorded average responses of 
1140 and 1000 kPa, respectively.

2 EXCESS PORE PRESSURE TESTS

MPFA induced pore pressure results for four dif-
ferent sites are discussed in this paper. Two of them 
correspond to predominantly sand geologies while 
two other sites contain clay strata. Conventional 
CPT test procedures were used in each sounding, 
including a constant penetration rate of 20 mm/sec 
with stops at each 1 meter interval to add additional 
push rods.

There are three major phases of interest with 
respect to excess pore pressure generation in the 
course of any CPT sounding or during the instal-
lation of other systems such as pile foundations. 
These phases are installation, equalization, and 
subsequent loading after equalization. These 
changes in the pore pressure regime surrounding 
the penetrometer are due to the almost exclusive 
lateral deformations in the soil caused by the CPT 
penetration (Houlsby & Teh 1988). Typically, 
the magnitude of excess pore pressure measured 
results from one of two mechanisms: one due to 
the penetration, also called the octahedral com-
ponent, and the second caused by shearing, also 
called the shear component.

Three different types of excess pore pressure 
generation tests were performed by Hebeler (2005) 
in order to investigate the ability of the MPFA to 
study the behavior of soils in the various phases of 
excess pore pressure generation.

The standard installation phase of a CPT 
sounding is represented by the first tests presented 
in this manuscript and are referred to as “quasi-
static piezo-response tests”. These tests measure 
the pore pressure generation during a standard 
CPT sounding at all the sensor locations along 
the penetrometer attachment shaft and at the cone 
shoulder. The results from the cone shoulder tests 

Figure 2. MPFA sounding result: (a) qt, fs and u2;
(b) Multi friction sleeve and pore pressure positions 
(after Hebeler 2005).
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are relevant because they allow the results from 
other attachment sensors to be directly compared 
to the results of standard CPTU sounding.

The loading phase of excess pore pressure gen-
eration was investigated by performing a series 
of small and large cyclic displacement tests. This 
study represents an investigation into the use of 
the MPFA sensors to evaluate the rate and mag-
nitude of cyclic interface friction degradation and 
excess pore pressure generation. These tests were 
designed to simulate different levels of cylic load-
ing that are typically applied to foundation ele-
ments by phenomena such as earthquakes, wind 
gusts, industrial equipment, construction activities 
and even large crowds. Also, the MPFA can lead to 
the assessment of issues in soils such as sensitivity 
and post installation pile shaft friction, which may 
lead to generation of pore pressures, degradation 
of strength and settlement. The results from large 
displacement tests, consisting of ten 2-way full 
length cycles of 1 m, and small displacement tests 
(also referred to as “twitch” tests), consisting with 
200 full length 2-way cycles of 5 mm displacement 
are presented. 

2.1 Quasi-static piezo-response tests

At the sites with predominantely sand geologies, 
the pore pressure response generally followed the 
hydrostatic pore pressure conditions. Figure 3 
shows a test performed at a site located in Shenton 
Park in Western Australia. The site geology con-
sists of surficial aeolian silicaceous sands of loose 
to medium density overlying variably cemented 
limestone. This sand is part of the Spearwood 
Dune system, and consists of well graded fine to 
medium quartz grains with traces of feldspar, with 
a critical state friction angle of ϕ = 34°. The sound-
ing presented indicates that the ground water table 
is located at approximately 5.7 m. The observed 
trends with current MPFA filter elements seem to 
provide an accurate estimate of the ground water 
conditions in sand geologies.

In fine grained soils, a total of 10 MPFA sound-
ings were performed. Two in the Cooper Marl, 
previously described above, and eight in a marine 
clay located in Western Australia called Burswood 
clay. The Cooper Marl which is a very stiff  sandy 
clay to sandy silt is a calcareous formation known 
to generate large excess pore pressures caused 
by the combination of displacement due to pen-
etration and its low hydraulic conductivity. This 
fine grained geology is comprised of the skeletal 
remains of microscopic sea organisms, quartz 
sand, phosphate and clay minerals. Typical proper-
ties of the Cooper Marl consist of an undrained 
shear strength ranging from 100 to 200 kPa, OCR 
ranging from 4 to 6, moisture content between 40 

and 60%, and a peak friction angle on the order 
of ϕ’p = 44° (Camp 2004). Comparing the meas-
ured excess pore pressures at the shoulder of the 
cone, as presented in Figure 2 of this paper, with 
those predicted using cavity expansion (Vesić 1972; 
 Massarsch 1976) requires values for su, Ir and αr 
for the stratigraphy. Camp (2004) provides typical 
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Figure 3. MPFA pore pressure results for a quasi-static 
test in loose to medium dense sand in Western Australia: 
(a) u2, ua0 and ua1; (b) ua2, ua3 and ua4 (after Hebeler 2005).
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values of the Cooper Marl of su ≈ 200 kPa, and 
G0 ≈ 425 MPa. Furthermore, G0 can be degraded to 
the approximate strain level corresponding to CPT 
penetration (Fahey & Carter 1993), providing a 
Gpen ≈ 80 MPa; leading to an Ir ≈ 400 representative 
of the conditions during penetration. Using these 
values, it was found that cavity expansion under-
estimates the magnitude of the observed excess 
pore pressures, for both spherical and cylindrical 
models (Vesić 1972; Massarsch 1976). One reason 
is that cavity expansion theory does not account 
for induced shear pore pressures. However, pre-
dicted excess pore pressures from cylindrical cavity 
expansion corresponds well with excess pore preas-
ures measured by the MPFA piezo sensors along 
the shaft. Shaft response is typically indicative of 
destructed soil behavior (Leroueil et al. 1979), and 
as such it follows that observed excess pore pres-
sures along the shaft would be closer to the esti-
mated Δuoct. The trend in measured Δua values is 
observed to decrease with increasing offset from 
the tip during penetration, indicating the absence 
of fully undrained conditions for shaft positions 
located more than h/r ≈ 30 behind the tip for the 
Cooper Marl stratigraphy.

2.2 Long cyclic tests

A total of three large amplitude cyclic tests were 
performed at a site with a stratigraphy predomi-
nantly composed of a soft marine clay located 
along the Swan River in Western Australia, locally 
referred as Burswood clay, and two tests at a site 
with predominantly calcareous uniform fine sand 
geology referred as Ledge Point, located on a beach 
in Western Australia. This sand is mainly com-
prised of bioclastic grains with discernible marine 
organisms, and its critical state friction angle that 
was reported to be ϕ′cs = 39.3° by Sharma (2004).

Results from the tests performed in Ledge Point 
are presented herein. Figure 4 shows the average 
downward tip response increasing slightly from the 
4th cycle onward. This response is not indicative of 
an increase in soil strength, but rather denotes an 
increase in soil density caused by collapse of the 
soil during extraction and the subsequent com-
pression of the infilling soil at the bottom of each 
cycle stroke. This effect is quantified by the qt stress 
at the bottom of the penetration increasing from 
virgin values in the order of 10 MPa to values of 
approximating 23 MPa after 10 full cycles.

The u2 pressure shows slight divergence between 
upward and downward cycling, with slightly posi-
tive excess pore pressures during downward pen-
etration and slightly negative excess pore pressures 
during upward penetration, as seen in Figure 4. 
The pore pressures along the MPFA shaft also 
show minimal change with large scale cycling, as 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. MPFA sounding average results per cycle for 
a long cyclic test in a beach sand site in Western Australia: 
(a) Average qt; (b) u2; (c) fa4; (d) ua4 (after Hebeler 2005).
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seen on Figure 4. The friction response of both 
textured sleeve types show large degradation due 
to cycling. The average reduction in shaft friction 
after the first full cycle was 80% for the heavily 
textured sleeve (texture height = 1.0 mm). Further 
degradation to only 6% of the initial resistance 
after three 2-way cycles is observed for the heavily 
textured sleeve.

2.3 Short cyclic tests

Two short cyclic tests were performed in the 
Burswood Clay. At the time of the investigation, 
the water table was located approximately 0.5 m 
below the ground surface. The Burswood Clay 
is classified as a soft high plasticity clay with 
shell fragments and silt lenses. The liquid limit is 
between 60 and 80%, and its plasticity index is 
between 40 and 50%. Its OCR is between 1.5 and 
2 and, based on field vane data, its sensitivity is 
between 2 and 4.

The small amplitude cyclic qt response for the 
two tests showed a large decrease from the monot-
onic penetration response as expected, with slower 
cyclic degradation continuing with increased 
cyclic straining. The degradation of qt with small 
amplitude straining, as presented in Figure 5, was 
observed to be on the order of 30% of the initial 
response after a cumulative strain of +/− 1 m. The 
large amplitude cyclic response showed degrada-
tion of approximately 35% after an equivalent 
cumulative strain (i.e. one full 2-way 1 m cycle), 
as seen on Figure 5. The shaft friction response 
does not experience any significant degradation 
due to cycling, with the insertion and extraction 
responses showing almost equivalent but oppo-
site signed magnitudes in most cases. The pore 
pressures along the shaft friction exhibit similar 
trends to the u2 pore pressure response, with the 
divergence between the insertion and extraction 
responses decreasing to a unique response with 
increased distance behind the tip.

Figure 6 shows the normalized response from 
test LT4. The normalized u2 response exhibits an 
increased dilatory response before cycling, and this 
trend does not seem to be largely influenced by the 
small scale cycling, with cyclic variations on the 
order of 5% of the initial pore pressure. The ua1 
and ua2 shaft responses also seem to be relatively 
unaffected by the small amplitude cycling, with the 
trends before and after cycling loading matching 
well with the response during cycling.

The ua3 and ua4 responses initially exhibit mod-
erate cyclic induced excess pore pressure over the 
first 5 to 10 cycles, with further cycling resulting 
in a delay of normal dissipation response, but not 
resulting in further variations in Δu with  continued 
cycling. This behavior seems to indicate that the 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. MPFA sounding average results per cycle 
for a short cyclic test in a high plasticity clay in Western 
Australia: (a) Average qt; (b) u2; (c) fa4; (d) ua4 (after 
 Hebeler 2005).
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soil at this position has reached a condition near 
the critical state after 5 to 10 small amplitude 
cycles. The ua0 sensor exhibits significant cyclic 
induced pore pressure over the first 5 to 15 cycles, 
indicating a more sensitive material than the other 
tested locations. The response again stabilizes after 
the initial several cycles with a slight delay to equi-
librium dissipation behavior apparent over the 
reminder cycling.

3 CONCLUSIONS

The MPFA has been shown to offer additional 
advantages over the CPTU, such as the ability 
to investigate additional soil parameters such as 
interface friction strength and pore water gen-
eration along the penetrometer attachment shaft 
(Hebeler 2005), the prediction of a more accurate 
soil type behavior for selected strata (Hebeler & 
Frost 2008), the ability to determine the Annular 
Penetration Force (APF) exerted by the penetrom-
eter textured sleeves (Frost & DeJong 2005), and 
the ability to predict qt and fs values when the 
MPFA is equipped with an uninstrumented steel 
tip  (Hebeler et al. 2004).

The MPFA also offers the opportunity to per-
form measurements as presented in this paper to 
induce pore pressures under a variety of test and 
device configurations. Cyclic strength degradation 
and excess pore water pressure generation during 
both installation as well as subsequent cyclic load-
ing of foundation elements can be investigated. 
Additionally, the MPFA can provide a better 
insight into the groundwater conditions in differ-
ent geologies. The ability to present the measured 
tip resistance and sleeve friction measurements in 
an effective stress framework and to study the rela-
tionship between interface surface roughness and 

excess pore pressure generation represents signifi-
cant new opportunities in research and practice.

The different cyclic tests presented herein can 
give an insight into liquefaction analysis, and 
provide the ability to study the performance of a 
model pile under different kinds of loadings.

The MPFA and the non-standard tests per-
formed herein were designed to simulate the types 
of realistic conditions present during installa-
tion, equalization and subsequent cyclic loading 
of foundation elements such as piles subjected 
to earthquake and wave loadings. CPTU-MPFA 
soundings and cyclic tests of the type presented 
herein may provide a cost effective alternative to 
expensive sampling and subsequent laboratory 
investigations, especially for conditions particu-
larly prone to excess pore pressure generation 
under cyclic loadings.
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An innovative low-cost SDMT marine investigation for the evaluation 
of  the liquefaction potential in the Genova Harbour, Italy
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ABSTRACT: A new container quay namely “Calata Bettolo”, will be built inside the Genova harbour. 
The length of the quay is of about 750 m and the area is of about 22,000 m2. The depth of water will reach 
17 m along the quay. The material to fill the area of the quay derives from the dragging of the bottom of 
the harbour to increase in some areas the depth of water. Detailed in situ and laboratory tests have been 
made for site characterisation, to face all geotechnical design aspects of the quay. In this paper will be 
discussed the in-situ tests for the evaluation of the seismic behaviour of the Calata Bettolo. Among the in 
situ tests, Seismic Dilatometer Marchetti Tests (SDMTs) have been carried out with the aim of general site 
characterisation, with particular reference to the evaluation of the soil profile of shear waves velocity (Vs) 
and horizontal stress index Kd for liquefaction potential analysis. The SDMT test program includes tests 
on the land and on the sea. The latter have been made by an innovative technique by means of floating 
barge. This technique allowed to perform the SDMT tests at considerably reduced cost in comparison with 
tests executed from a self  elevating platform. The Seismic Dilatometer Marchetti Tests were performed up 
to a depth of 42 meters. The results show a very detailed and stable shear waves profile. The SDMT test 
results enable to evaluate the potential liquefaction hazard by two independent measurements, Kd and VS. 
The results obtained for potential liquefaction by Kd and VS are compared and discussed.

Keywords: Marine harbour, SDMT, shear waves, liquefaction potential, horizontal stress index

1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper the seismic flat dilatometer test 
(SDMT) was used to provide shear wave velocity 
(Vs) measurements to supplement conventional 
inflation readings (po and p1).

Soil stratigraphy and soil parameters are evalu-
ated from the pressure readings while the small 
strain stiffness (Go) is obtained from in situ Vs 
profiles. A comprehensive in situ and laboratory 
investigation has been carried out to study the new 
container quay namely “Calata Bettolo”, inside 
the Genova harbour. 

The length of the quay is of about 750 m and 
the area is of about 22,000 m2. The depth of water 
reaches 17 m along the quay. The material to fill 
the area of the quay is dragged by the sea bottom 
of the harbour to increase the depth of water in 
some areas of the harbour. 

The SDMT test program for soil liquefaction 
hazard evaluation includes tests on the land and on 
the sea. The latter have been made by an innovative 
technique by means of floating barge. 

This technique allowed to perform the SDMT 
tests at considerably reduced cost in comparison 
with tests executed from a self  elevating platform. 
Moreover the use of SDMT instead of the tradi-
tional in-situ and lab tests for soil characterisation 
allows to reduce consistently the time needed for 
site characterisation.

2 GEOTECHNICAL CHARACTERISATION 
FOR SOIL LIQUEFACTION HAZARD 
EVALUATION

For the geotechnical characterisation of the test 
sites a survey of supplementary geotechnical tests 
was carried out during the design of the quay. 

This survey consists of a borehole and of some 
tests with the Seismic Dilatometer Marchetti 
(SDMT), inland and offshore. The borehole S1 
was performed in correspondence of the existing 
jetty, consisting of filling material of varying size, 
gravel and stone blocks. 
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Below, as highlighted in the stratigraphy of the 
borehole S1, the soil consists of a fine sand weakly 
gray silty, which extends from the depth of 24 m up 
to the bottom of the hole. 

The survey was carried out up to 24 m in 
destruction of core and from 24 to 42 m coring 
continued. As a result of the survey were collected 
No. 6 undisturbed samples, starting from the depth 
of 30 m, to execute laboratory tests. 

The geotechnical characterisation of the soil was 
also deduced from the results of SDMTs, carried 
out inland (SDMTT1) and offshore (SDMT1-4, 
SDMT6). As regards the inland test SDMTT1, 
since the land was performed with coarse material, 
the test was carried out by a drill-hole that passed 
this material. 

The tests carried out offshore were carried out 
by a floating pontoon, on which the SDMT equip-
ment was placed by a crane. The floating pontoon 
was towed to be positioned in test sites (Figure 1).  

In the interpretation of the test results of the 
must be taken into account that the soil below the 
quays is subjected to a load corresponding to the 
weight of the quays.

As regards the SDMTs performed offshore, they 
were carried out at a distance from existing docks 
to not be affected by the presence of the quays.

As regards the values of the friction angle, it is 
variable from 30° to 35°, with minimum value equal 

to 25° at a greater depth, where is the presence of 
the silt component. The value of the material index 
(Id) shows the presence of a soil consisting of a sand 
that at a greater depth becomes a silty clay sand.

As regards the values of the shear wave veloc-
ity, the velocity profile shows a growing trend with 
the depth of 150–250 m/s, with an average value in 
the first 30 m higher than 180 m/s, which allows to 
classify the soil type C, for the purposes of evalu-
ation of amplification factor Ss, which is between 
1 and 1.2 (Figure 2). As regards the values of the 
horizontal stress index Kd, it varies from about 4 in 
the sandy type soil, up to a value of about 2 more in 
depth where increases the content of silt (Figure 3). 
It was not possible to make tests to determine the 
characteristics of the filler from dredging.

3 CURRENT METHODS FOR 
EVALUATING LIQUEFACTION 
POTENTIAL

The traditional procedure, introduced by Seed & 
Idriss (1971), has been applied for evaluating the 
liquefaction resistance of Calata Bettolo sandy 
soils in the Genova harbour.  This method requires 
the calculation of the cyclic stress ratio CSR, and 
cyclic resistance ratio CRR. If  CSR is greater than 
CRR, liquefaction can occur. The cyclic stress 

Figure 1. Seismic dilatometer equipment positioned offshore on the floating pontoon.
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Figure 2. Shear wave velocity profiles obtained from SDMTs performed inland and offshore.

Figure 3. Horizontal stress index Kd profiles obtained from SDMTs performed inland and offshore.

ratio CSR is calculated by the following equation 
(Seed and Idriss 1971):

CSR = τav/σ′vo = 0.65 (amax/ g) (σvo/σ′vo)rd (1)

where τav = average cyclic shear stress, amax = peak 
horizontal acceleration at the ground surface 

generated by the earthquake, g = acceleration of 
gravity, σvo and σ ′vo = total and effective overbur-
den stresses and rd = stress reduction coefficient 
depending on depth. The rd has been evaluated 
according to Liao and Whitman (1986). As regards 
the value of amax = peak horizontal acceleration at 
the ground surface generated by the earthquake, 
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it has been fixed the value of amax = 0.075 g from 
the Interactive Maps of Seismic Hazard of Italy 
(WebGis) (http://esse1-gis.mi.ingv.it/), as reported 
in Figure 4.

4 SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY FROM SDMT 
FOR EVALUATION OF CRR

The small strain (γ ≤ 0.001%) shear modulus, Go, 
was determined from SDMT. Moreover it was 
attempted to assess Go by means of laboratory 
test results. The Seismic Dilatometer Marchetti 
(SDMT) is an instrument resulting from the com-
bination of the DMT blade (Marchetti 1980) with 
a seismic modulus measuring the shear wave veloc-
ity VS.

Initially conceived for research, the SDMT is 
gradually entering into use in current site investi-
gation practice.

The test is conceptually similar to the seismic 
cone (SCPT). First introduced by Hepton (1988), 
the SDMT was subsequently improved at Geor-
gia Tech, Atlanta, USA (Martin & Mayne 1997, 
1998; Mayne et al. 1999). A new SDMT system 
has been recently developed in Italy. The seismic 
modulus is a cylindrical instrumented tube, located 
above the DMT blade, housing two receivers at a 
distance of 0.50 m. The test configuration “two 
receivers”/“true interval” avoids the problem 
connected with the possible inaccurate determi-
nation of the “first arrival” time sometimes met 
with the “pseudo interval” configuration (just one 
receiver).

Moreover the pair of seismograms recorded 
by the two receivers at a given test depth corre-
sponds to the same hammer blow and not to dif-
ferent blows in sequence, which are not necessarily 
identical. 

The adoption of the “true interval” configu-
ration considerably enhances the repeatability 
in the VS measurement (observed repeatability 
VS ≈ 1−2%). VS is obtained (Figure 2) as the ratio 
between the difference in distance between the 
source and the two receivers (S2 − S1) and the 
delay of the arrival of the impulse from the first 
to the second receiver (Δt). VS measurements are 
obtained every 0.5 m of depth.

The shear wave source at the surface is a pen-
dulum hammer (≈10 kg) which hits horizontally a 
steel rectangular base pressed vertically against the 
soil (by the weight of the truck) and oriented with 
its long axis parallel to the axis of the receivers, 
so that they can offer the highest sensitivity to the 
generated shear wave. In “Calata Bettolo” site the 
SDMT tests have been made by means a floating 
barge (Figure 1). The determination of the delay 
from SDMT seismograms, normally carried out 
using the cross-correlation algorithm, is generally 
well conditioned, being based on the two seismo-
grams—in particular the initial waves—rather 
than being based on the first arrival time or spe-
cific marker points in the seismogram. 

The profile of Kd (Figure 3) is similar in shape 
to the profile of the overconsolidation ratio OCR. 
Kd = 2 indicates in clays OCR = 1, Kd > 2 indicates 
overconsolidation.

It may be noticed that the repeatability of the VS 
profile is very high, similar to the repeatability of 
the other DMT parameters.

The use of the shear wave velocity, VS, as an index 
of liquefaction resistance has been illustrated by 
several authors (Tokimatsu & Uchida 1990; Kayen 
et al. 1992; Robertson et al. 1992; Lodge 1994; 
Andrus & Stokoe 1997, 2000; Robertson & Wride 
1997; Andrus et al. 1999). The VS based procedure 
for evaluating CRR has advanced significantly in 
recent years, and is included by the ’96 and ’98 
NCEER workshops (Youd & Idriss 2001) in the 
list of the recommended methods for routine eval-
uation of liquefaction resistance. A comparison of 
some relationships between  liquefaction resistance 
and overburden stress-corrected shear wave veloc-
ity for granular soils is reported in Figure 5.

The correlation between VS and CRR given by 
Andrus and Stokoe (1997, 2000) is:

CRR = ⎛
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where: V*s1 = limiting upper value of Vs1 for lique-
faction occurrence; VS1 = VS (pa /σ′vo) 

0.25 is corrected 
shear wave velocity for overburden-stress; a and b 
are curve fitting parameters. 

This correlation has been improved by And-
rus et al. (2004). CRR is plotted as a function 
of an overburden-stress corrected shear wave 

Figure 4. Interactive map of seismic hazard of Genova, 
Italy.
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 velocity VS1 = VS (pa /σ′vo)0.25, where VS = measured 
shear wave velocity, pa = atmospheric pressure 
(≈100 kPa), σ′vo = initial effective vertical stress in 
the same units as pa.

The relationship CRR-VS1 is approximated by 
the equation for Mw = 7.5:
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where V*S1 = limiting upper value of VS1 for lique-
faction occurrence, assumed to vary linearly from 
200 m/s for soils with fines content of 35% to 215 
m/s for soils with fines content of 5% or less. Ka1 
is a factor to correct for high VS1 values caused by 
aging, Ka2 is a factor to correct for influence of age 
on CRR. Both Ka1 and Ka2 are 1.0 for uncemented 
soils of Holocene age. 

For older soils the SPT-VS1 equations by Ohta 
& Goto (1978) and Rollins et al. (1998) suggest 
average Ka1 values of 0.76 and 0.61, respectively, 
for Pleistocene soils (10,000 years to 1.8 million 
years). Lower-bound values of Ka2 are based on the 
study by Arango et al. (2000).

The evaluation of CRR according to equation 2 
(Andrus & Stokoe 2000) and equation 3 (Andrus 
et al. 2004), at “Calata Bettolo” site for Vs profile 
obtained by SDMT1 (Figure 2) is reported in Fig-
ure 6. From Figure 6 the CRR values given by equa-
tion 3 are lower than those given by equation 2, so 
therefore the evaluation given by equation 3 accord-
ing to Andrus et al. 2004 is more conservative.

Figure 7 shows the evaluation of liquefaction 
potential index, PL,  according to Iwasaki et al. 
1978, which shows that the liquefaction potential 
index, PL, is low for Vs data using equation 3.

5 EVALUATION OF CRR FROM THE DMT 
HORIZONTAL STRESS INDEX Kd

Marchetti (1982) and later studies (Robertson & 
Campanella 1986; Reyna & Chameau 1991) sug-
gested that the horizontal stress index Kd from 
DMT (Kd = (po – uo) / σ ′vo) is a suitable parameter to 
evaluate the liquefaction resistance of sands. 

Monaco et al. (2005) summarized the various 
correlations developed to estimate CRR from Kd, 
expressed in form of CRR-Kd boundary curves 
separating possible “liquefaction” and “no lique-
faction” regions. Previous CRR-Kd curves were 
formulated by Marchetti (1982), Robertson & Cam-
panella (1986) and Reyna & Chameau (1991).

A new tentative correlation for evaluating CRR 
from Kd, to be used according to the Seed & Idriss 
(1971) “simplified procedure”, was formulated 
by Monaco et al. (2005) by combining previous 
CRR-Kd correlations with the vast experience 

Figure 5. Comparison of some relationships between 
liquefaction resistance and overburden stress-corrected 
shear wave velocity for granular soils (Youd & Idriss 
2001).
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Figure 6. Evaluation of CRR at calata bettolo site using 
equation (2) and equation (3) and Vs profile obtained 
from SDMT1.
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incorporated in current methods based on CPT 
and SPT (supported by extensive field perform-
ance databases), translated using the relative den-
sity DR as intermediate parameter. 

Additional CRR-Kd curves were derived by 
translating current CRR-CPT and CRR-SPT 
curves (namely the “Clean Sand Base Curves” rec-
ommended by the ’96 and ’98 NCEER workshops, 
Youd & Idriss 2001) into “equivalent” CRR-Kd 
curves via relative density. DR values correspond-
ing to the normalized penetration resistance in the 
CRR-CPT and CRR-SPT curves, evaluated using 
current correlations (DR -qc by Baldi et al. 1986 
and Jamiolkowski et al. 1985, DR -NSPT by Gibbs & 
Holtz 1957), were converted into Kd values using 
the Kd -DR correlation by Reyna & Chameau 
(1991).

The “equivalent” CRR-Kd curves derived in this 
way from CPT and SPT plot in a relatively narrow 
range, very close to the Reyna & Chameau (1991) 
curve.

The new tentative CRR-Kd curve is approxi-
mated by the equation:
CRR = + −0 0107 0 2169 0 13063 20 0741.0107 . .2169 0K K− 0 07413 0 0741 Kd d0741.0K K0 0741.0 d  (4)

was proposed by Monaco et al. (2005) as “conserv-
ative average” interpolation of the curves derived 
from CPT and SPT.

Additional CRR-Kd curves for San Giuseppe 
La Rena (Sicily) coastal plain area were derived 
by translating current CRR-CPT and CRR-SPT 
curves into “equivalent” CRR-Kd curves via relative 
density. DR values, corresponding to the normalized 
penetration resistance in the CRR-CPT and CRR-
SPT curves, evaluated using current correlations 
(DR -qc by Baldi et al. 1986 and Jamiolkowski et al. 
1985, DR -NSPT by Gibbs & Holtz 1957), were con-
verted into Kd values using the Kd -DR correlation 
by Reyna and Chameau (1991). Some new tentative 
CRR-Kd curves approximated by the equations:

CRR = 0.0308 e(0.6054Kd) (5)

CRR = 0.0111 Kd
2.5307 (6)

have been proposed by the authors (Grasso & 
Maugeri, 2006) as interpolation of the Kd curves 
derived from SPT and CPT.

The evaluation of CRR according to equa-
tions 4, 5 and 6 at “Calata Bettolo” site for Kd pro-
file obtained by SDMT1 (Figure 3) is reported in 
Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the evaluation of liquefaction 
potential index, PL,  according to Iwasaki et al. 
1978, which shows that the liquefaction potential 
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Figure 7. Evaluation of liquefaction potential index PL 

from Vs data at calata bettolo site.
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The technique of performing SDMTs from a 
floating barge, allows to reduce considerably the 
cost at a fraction of about 15–20% of performing 
the tests from a self  elevating platform.

The SDMT was operating from the floating barge 
continuously because inside the harbour the sea 
waves are very limited. Only when the waves exceed 
8 centimetres the operability has to be stopped.
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index, PL, is low for Kd SDMT1 data using equa-
tions 4, 5 and 6.

Similar results have been obtained for the other 
SDMT tests, so the liquefaction potential index of 
Calata Bettolo quay is low.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The use of SDMT allows to obtain the soil charac-
terisation in three weeks and so in much less time 
than that needed with the traditional in-situ and 
lab tests.

For liquefaction potential index the SDMT 
gives the possibility to use two independent meas-
urements Vs and Kd for evaluating it.

The liquefaction potential index evaluated by Vs 
shows low values of PL = 1.6 which means low val-
ues of liquefaction hazard. 

For the liquefaction potential index evaluated by 
Kd, three different equations have been used. The 
results show results comparable for all the equa-
tions. The maximum value of liquefaction poten-
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of liquefaction hazard. 

The values of liquefaction potential index by Vs 
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Some considerations about SOA-1 summary (Alexandria 2009)

Gianni Togliani
Gradinata Forghee, Massagno, Switzerland

ABSTRACT: In the SOA-1 Summary (Alexandria 2009) Mayne et al. suggest, about Geomaterials 
Behaviour and Testing, some initiatives that are theoretically sharable but often inapplicable at least in 
Switzerland and Italy. The Author, active in this working area, explains his opinion on the matter with 
examples and proposals.

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the SOA-1 Summary (Alexandria 2009) P.W. 
Mayne, M. Coop, S. Springmann, A.B. Huang & 
J. Zornberg, among other things, write about Geo-
materials Behaviour and Testing that:

a. only multiple measurements are truly represent-
ative of an in situ test;

b. the seismic piezocone (SCPTu) must be the ref-
erence instrument for routine testing;

c. the number of experimental sites must be 
increased.

2 FIRST POSTULATE

In Switzerland and Italy the more popular in situ 
tests are the SPT moreover in the modified form (a 
conical point often replaces the standard sampler), 
the mechanical static penetration test (MCPT) and 
the DPL and DPSH dynamic soundings. 

All these in situ tests give indeed only “one 
number”: The point resistance.

The value of the local lateral friction (fs) which is 
measured during the MCPT has, in fact, variations 
which are too random to be considered reliable 
(Togliani & Beatrizotti 2004), while in the DPL and 
the DPSH a casing is only rarely used (to employ 
the casings render the point resistance values more 
reliable, especially in cohesive soils in which the 
results relative to the unit penetration of the cas-
ing could also be used for a preliminary evaluation 
of set up and drivability in the case of subsequent 
foundations on  piles as shown in Figure 1).

In all the cases where plausible reasons make these 
tests necessary (problematic accessibility to inves-
tigation area, thick gravelly layers, strongly OCR 
soils, insufficient available budget, etc.) or when 
the site investigations were planned by others and 
it is impossible to obtain additional information, 

it becomes imperative to elaborate to the best the 
available data even based on “one number” only.

It is important to note that in the above men-
tioned countries the SPT are executed during cased 
borings with continuous sampling, using the fol-
lowing methods (Figure 2):

It therefore completely ignores the Sanglerat sug-
gestion to deepen the hole using bentonite slurries, 
at least for 2.5 m (d = 95 mm) to avoid the bottom 
hole disturbances (decompression, piping, etc.).

These phenomena can create, as in the case 
shown in Figure 3, a disturbed zone of a thickness 
that is much more than a meter  (Agno, Togliani 
Personal Report).

As things stand, it makes no sense to run a 
standard SPT (only 0.45 m) all the more when soil 
samples are already present.

On this occasion it would be better to use the 
modified SPT (Figure 2, 2a method) and  to con-
tinue it for a much greater length (2 m or more) 
and transform the obtained reliable N15 values at 
first in dynamic resistance and then in equivalent 
static resistance (as in Figure 3) using the simple 
procedure already described by the Author (ISC’2 
Proceedings), together with an application exam-
ple [capacity prediction of a CFA pile (ISC’3 
Presentation)].

The used conversion method is:

• SPT qc = α {(M2H)/[Ae(m+M1)]} (1)

• DPSH qc = α (MH/Ae) (2)

where: 
M  = hammer weight; m = rod weight;
M1 = hammer + anvil weight; 
A   = cone area; e = set set per blow
H     =  fall height; α = 0.3 → 1.2 (from peat to coarse 

or dense gravel)

In conclusion it is certainly right to highlight 
the limits of the “one number” tests but it would 
be still better to teach their correct use and, above 
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all, that the Academicians were activated in the 
specific Committees to impose an executive stand-
ard for DPL and DPSH dynamic soundings that 
obliges the use of casings stating therefore this test 
as the only certifiable.

3 SECOND POSTULATE

The use of the seismic piezocone as minimum prac-
tice for a site investigation is not universally appli-
cable, not only because sometimes this instrument 
either does not really exist (e.g. Switzerland) or is 
not sufficiently available (e.g. Italy) but because the 
soils for which it works best, often are below coarse 
layers which could compromise the integrity of the 
point or even impede penetration. 

On this subject, it should also not be forgotten 
that the SCPTU by itself  guarantees only a trend 
of  the behaviour type and the derived geotechni-
cal parameters for the soils encountered, since any 
anomaly in the fs values (for example in residual 
soils which retain the imprint of the original 
 structure), or of u2 (due to the often encountered 
saturation deficit), or the improper choice of Nkt 
values (which can vary from 10 to 30), and/or mul-
tiplication factors of qt to obtain the preconsolida-
tion pressure (σ′p) and the confined deformation 
modulus (M), lead to errors which are often of 
major importance. 

According to the Author, the minimum practice 
for a site investigation should therefore include, 
budget permitting: 

• a continuous core sample drilling with frequent 
punctual in situ tests [SPT with a conical point 
in soils which are gravelly or of high consistency 
and DMT (which serves as a reference for the 

Figure 2. SPT methods.

Figure 3. Agno (CH 2009): By drilling disturbed zone .
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OCR, su and M values) in all others], in order to 
obtain an unambiguous interpretation key espe-
cially from the lithostratigraphic point of view 
(Figure 3);

• a SCPTU or alternatively a CPTU (the presence 
of a drilling rig would permit the carrying out 
of predrilling to pass through surface strata with 
unfavourable characteristics), integrated in this 
case with tomographic seismic profiles to obtain 
a continuous characterization of the same soils;

• identification laboratory analyses carried out 
on the extracted cores (volumetric weight, nat-
ural water content, Atterberg limits, grain size 
distribution, pocket penetrometer) for cohesive 
soils, which are in general those least favourable, 
to have fundamental information on aspects 
scarcely covered or lacking from the instruments 
mentioned above. 

An example of what mentioned above is shown 
in the Figure 4 where the confined modulus depth 
variation  demonstrates both the usefulness to derive 
this parameter with different in situ test and the len-
tiform structure of the alluvial-lacustrine deposit 
(the borehole S.1 and CPTU1 are 5 m away).

The Shear Wave Velocity section (Figure 5) 
instead shows the trend of the bedrock (not present  
at 38 m depth in S.1) and a shear waves velocity 
higher than expected for the organic soils perhaps 
because their slightly  OC (Rivera, Togliani Per-
sonal Report).

4 THIRD POSTULATE

The Author thinks that the greatest achievable 
increase in the development of the number of 
experimental sites is necessary to contrast the 
“daredevil” use of commercial software for CPT 
interpretation due to many practitioners (this 
obviously concerns only the geotechnical commu-
nity where he works).

In fact, they too rarely verify if the equations 
from which the geotechnical parameters are derived 
are also appropriate for the local geological situation 
and therefore this approach is somewhat dangerous.

As a consequence, in the Author’s opinion, the 
right solution is to create a free database, that con-
tains in situ tests interpretation examples for the 
greatest possible number of site in the world to 
allow the users to choose the one with most similar 
characteristic to those of their own project area.

On this subject the Author has set, as proto-
types, a couple of examples referred to the experi-
mental sites of Merville (France) for OC Clays 
and Stabio (Switzerland) for Mixed Soils, in which 

Figure 5. Shear waves section [Rivera  (CH) 2009].
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all the  information (geology, litostratigraphies, 
 interpretation of different in situ tests, compari-
sons among correlations, lab. analysis, disclosure 
graphs, etc.) were joined on Excel spreadsheets that 
can be provided to anyone who needs them (§6).

In both case the reference software was CPTe-IT, 
certainly one of the best on the specific matter.

The analysis of these examples allows the next 
considerations some of which are illustrated by 
graphs:

• the site’s lithology is correctly detected by the 
Robertson Soil Charts (1986, 1990), with prefer-
ence for the last one in the OC Clays. However 
also the Zhang & Tumay and Eslami-Fellenius 
methods give significant results as, after all, the 
ID Chart (DMT) for the Mixed Soils;

• the undrained cohesion “su” should be calculated 
for soils classifiable as Ic > 2.58 ( Jefferies & Been 
2006), at one with Ku et al. (2010). Additionally 
“su” should be calculated only when the number 
of the Ic values larger than 2.70 overcomes 70%. 
Otherwise the deposit is not sufficiently homo-
geneous and “su” shows often values and oscil-
lations excessive to be realistic as it happens for 
the Mixed Soils where “su” has been therefore 
determined only for  SBT < 3 and ID (DMT) < 
0.7 (Figure 6);

• the CPTeT-IT equation to calculate “su” is proper 
for the OC clay soils as that of Ladd (1991) but 
the last one is better and therefore recommended 
for the Mixed soils (Figure 6);

• the preconsolidation pressure of the OC Clays 
is better detected by the Robertson equation as 
illustrated in Figure 7, while for the Mixed Soils 
the recommended equation is: σ ′p = 0.33 (qt−σv)
mp(pa/100)1–mp (3) [SOA-1 Summary, 2009]; 

•  OCR derived by oedometer (OC clays, Figure 7) 
is absolutely unreliable (sample disturb?);

• in OC Clays the shear waves velocities predicted 
by Robertson (2009) and by Andrus et al. (2003) 
are well correlated with that measured and con-
sequently also the G0 values are correctly approx-
imated [G0 = ρVs

2 (4), Figure 9]. On the matter is 
interesting to notice that the chosen ASF value 
(Andrus et al.) is that proposed for the Holocene 
soils (ASF = 1) despite the Flanders Clay are of 
the Ypresian Age (Eocene). The smectite preva-
lence among the clays with their “sheets” joined 
by weak bonds and easily separated by water, 
could explain a measured velocity lesser than 
expected in view of the high OCR and Age. This 
would be consistent with the low values of qc 
and γ. On the other end the soil consistency is 
practically semisolid and this justifies the high fs 
values and then the “Vs” overstatement using the 
fs based equations (e.g. Mayne, NHCRP 2007) 
as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 6. Undrained cohesion  correlations [Stabio 
(CH)].

Figure 7. OCR  correlations [Merville (F)].
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• G0 predicted by PMT in OC clays is instead 
absolutely insufficient (usual disturbs tied to 
the execution of the hole?) as highlighted in the  
Figure 9;

• the CPTeT-IT equation to reach the confined 
modulus (M or D′) is reliable for the OC Clays 
as those proposed by Togliani (2011) quoted 
in Figure 4, but the latter are more secure and 
therefore recommended for the Mixed soils;

• the equation M = 0.5 G0 (5) allows to obtain rep-
resentative values in OC Clays [the suggested 
equations are nevertheless: 0.05 < M/G0 < 0.1 
(NCHRP, 2007)]; 

• the CPT-DMT proposed correlations 
(Robertson 2009) seem promising at least for the 
Mixed Soils without gravel

• the pore pressure predicted by Robertson  equa-
tion shows as that measured is altered by the 
dilatant behavior of the OC Clays while is well 
approximated in the Mixed Soils (Figure 10)

5 CONCLUSIONS

For the first two postulates the Author has tried 
to demonstrate that among the good proposals 
(SOA-1 Summary suggestions) and the daily real-
ity, the last one must prevail because otherwise it 
would be lacking not only the minimum require-
ments for the geotechnical characterization of soils 
by in situ tests (at least in Switzerland and Italy) 
but also gradually lost the memory of what up to 
now has been done.

Figure 8. Measured and derived “Vs” [Merville (F)]. Figure 10. Measured and derived “u2” [Stabio (CH)].

Figure 9. Measured and derived “G0” [Merville (F)].
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Referring to the third postulate the consid-
erations and the explicatory graphs proposed 
have unequivocally shown that, to say the least, 
it is hasty to rely solely on commercial software, 
although they are highly professional, for the in 
situ test data processing.

On the matter the use of Excel spreadsheets to 
implement and to compare, also graphically, the 
results of the different equations offered by the lit-
erature and the possibility, at any moment, to eas-
ily modify the same to obtain a rapid convergence 
between their results and the reference values, thus 
respecting the local geological and geotechnical 
situation, provides an invaluable working tool.

However the user of this processing method is 
the only one that gradually acquires the sensibil-
ity to judge about the reliability of the obtained 
results and for this reason everyone, including 
AC (Academicians Community), should get their 
hands dirty with this exercise if  they really wants 
to operate properly.

Only a lack of daily practice in the construction 
sites (starting from the checks in site investigation, 
continuing with the in situ tests interpretation and 
concluding with the inspections during the foun-
dation works), may explain in fact that the pile 
capacity predictions made by AC, altogether are 
no different for quality from those of CC (Con-
sultants Community).

This is indeed the surprising result of the events 
in which the Author has been able to participate 
in recent years (Orlando 2002; Merville 2003; 
Porto 2004).

In particular about the Porto Event, Viana de 
Fonseca et al. (2008) wrote a very interesting book 
that collects the predictions of 31 participants 
(mainly AC) and confirm the above stated provid-
ing that for all, on the loading-movement curve, 
the ultimate resistance (Qu) is the one correspond-
ing to 10% of the pile diameter.

The comparison between the AC and CC pre-
dictions, with the further assumption that the best 
score is 1 (predicted equal to measured capacity), is 
synthesized in Figure 11.

On the matter an important benefit could be 
given by the on line availability of Case Histories, 
even including digital data, as is done by Mayne 
et al. (e.g. Grimsby, Houston University, Euripides) 
that, for example, they have allowed the Author the 
updating of his own method for pile capacity pre-
diction (Togliani 2008). 

Two in this paper concern bored piles both 
realized in OC soils where the overconsolidation 
is mechanical (Grimsby) and the second due to 
dessication (University of  Houston) phenom-
ena while the third (Euripides) relates to an open 
ended pipe pile.

The updating to the Author’s method is done by 
adding a corrective coefficient, function of OCR, 
for Grimsby and increasing the β coefficient in 
the shaft resistance equation for the University of 
Houston Site.

The reason for these adjustments is based on the 
assumption, that the boring disturbance is lower 
for the OC soils with respect to NC soils which 
were considered in the original equation.

In the case of the Euripides site, the corrective 
coefficient is due to the presence, beginning from 
25 m depth, of Pleistocene sand with qt values 
>>30 MPa and to a pile length >30 m, never exper-
imented before by the Author.

The above described adjustments, as well as the 
Porto pile capacity predictions, are also available 
on Excel spreadsheets that can be provided to any-
one who would like them (§6).

These are additional demonstrations that the 
free availability online of similar papers permit 
everyone to remain always updated so that each 
person can carry out their own professional prac-
tice in the most conscious way.

The preceding considerations induce the Author 
to hope that the proposed Merville and Stabio 
Excel spreadsheets can be a first practical example 
for a free database realized together by AC and CC 
that, following the same way, it is able to facilitate 
the resolution of the in situ tests interpretation 
problems.

About this statement he thinks in fact that 
hundreds of sites in the world characterized with 
enough approximated geotechnical information 
give more benefits to all than a few dozen of per-
fectly known sites fully accessible only by AC.
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The cited Excel spreadsheets are joined together 
with some other related documents on My Drive, 
a swiss online storage, accessible at this address: 
www.mydrive.ch/en/login (User Name: Gtogliani; 
Password: grgansi4)
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A submersible drill rig for coring soils and rocks
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ABSTRACT: The paper describes the design and initial field-testing of a remotely operated submersible 
drill rig able to obtain continuous cores of soil and/or rock up to 6 m long. The rig mast angle is hydrau-
lically actuated covering 90 degrees of altitude. This enables both a fully horizontal position used for 
deployment onto and recovery of the rig from the seabed, as well as a fully vertical position during coring. 
The frame is equipped with positioning and inclination sensors for accurate register of core orientation. 
Coring equipment with diameter of up to 133 mm can be mounted in the rig, thus enabling the recov-
ery of relatively large-diameter cores. The coring operation is fully instrumented and all the drill opera-
tion parameters like torque, thrust, advance, injection rate and pressure are recorded. The equipment is 
adapted for geotechnical investigation of the renewable energy industry, as well as pipelines, cables and 
dredging requiring platform or near shore site investigation. The equipment is deployable from a variety 
of platforms and does not require a fully-fledged drill ship.

1 INTRODUCTION

The need for marine geotechnical site investiga-
tions is clearly increasing. Apart from the already 
seasoned drivers of this industry, like harbour and 
coastal developments, or the unrelenting trend 
towards underwater resource exploitation by 
the extractive industries, development of marine 
renewable energy resources, particularly for wind, 
is quickly approaching maturity.

Marine or not, a geotechnical site investigation 
(SI) is still composed by a sequence of sampling 
and in situ testing operations. What is specific of 
marine SI is the requirement for specialist ves-
sels or platforms from which to launch and con-
trol those operations. The costs associated with 
the deployment and mobilisation of those ves-
sels or platforms are usually the main item in any 
marine SI (Gourvenec & Randolph 2011), and 
the choice of one or another requires very careful 
consideration.

Amongst the factors that need to be considered 
are obviously important the required investigation 
depth, the water depth at the site or the expected 
nature of the soils under investigation. How-
ever perhaps even more decisive are the quality 
requested from the data and the ability of the ves-
sel to deploy the necessary equipment and, there-
fore, the nature of that equipment.

This is particularly true for sampling purposes, 
where there are currently a number of very different 

equipment alternatives, with very different implica-
tions as for the deployment means required.

Following a recent proposal (ISO TC 67/WG7 
2010), marine sampling equipment can be catego-
rized by its deployment mode into non-drilling 
systems, seabed drilling systems and vessel drill-
ing systems. Although, strictly speaking, all of 
them require a vessel or platform from which to 
be launched only the last category does require –to 
ensure appropriate sample quality- a specialist drill 
ship with rare and highly prized features (heave 
compensation; accurate positioning).

To facilitate marine SI it is therefore highly 
desirable to expand the range of tools that allow 
seabed drilling. Some systems are already available, 
but they are designed for operation into very deep 
waters and, as a result, are relatively uneconomical 
in shallower areas. There is still room for improve-
ment in this area and here we describe one such 
improvement, the Mini Drill, a remotely oper-
ated seabed drilling system, recently developed by 
Igeotest. 

After giving an overview of the next section of  
the different categories of sampling equipment 
that is available for marine SI, the technical charac-
teristics of the MiniDrill equipment are described. 
Afterwards the results of an underwater field trial 
at Barcelona harbor are reported. The article con-
cludes with some considerations about the likely 
field of application of the current equipment and 
its planned development. 
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2 MARINE SAMPLING EQUIPMENT

The different types of marine sampling equipment 
available are briefly described in what follows.

2.1 Non drilling mode type samplers

The non-drilling mode as described by ISO TC 67/
WG7 includes all the instruments that are pene-
trated to terminal depth in a single stroke. The most 
complex subcategory of these instruments includes 
piston corers deposited on the seabed within a self-
sustaining frame, like the NGI deepwater seabed 
piston sampler (Lunne et al. 2008). But the number 
and use of such instruments remains still very lim-
ited and the large majority of instruments within 
this category are simply lowered stand-alone until 
they intercept the seabed. 

Several devices within this category are illus-
trated in Figure 1. They include spoons or grabs, of 
a clamshell design, launched to recover surface sam-
ples from the seabed. These samples are clearly dis-
turbed. Better quality of surface samples (<50 cm) 
is attained using box-type sampler (“boxcorer”), 
which, through the operation of a cutter mechanism 
are able to take samples of soft soils largely intact.

Open end gravity samplers, with lengths from 3 
to 8 m, penetrate the seabed by their own weight. 
To allow increased kinetic energy on impact (and 
therefore penetration) they were quickly provided 
with release mechanisms (Hvorslev, 1949). Further 
penetration might be attained by incorporating a 
piston mechanism within the sampling tube, so 
that underpressure on top of the sample can help 
penetration. The Kullemberg design is the most 
popular of this category of samplers, in which sam-
ples of up to 30 m have been recovered in soft soils 
(ISSMFE, 2005). The quality and amount of the 
sample obtained is however very sensitive to opera-
tion details (cable recoil, piston shape, etc). Neither 
simple gravity nor piston samplers are able to pen-
etrate stiff soils or rocks and penetration can fail 
when surface crusts or hardpans appear on the site.

A more energetic subsea sampling system is 
that using vibration. Such samplers (“vibrocorer”) 
are penetrated by rotational vibration imposed on 
them by an eccentrically tied mass. The sampler 
and driving equipment are lowered to the sea-
bed in a frame and remotely actuated there. The 
soil changes induced by this vibration procedure 
allows the sampler to enter into dense sands, grav-
els or stiff  clays, with sample lengths of up to 8 m. 
However, those very same changes induced by 
the system on the soil result on recovered samples 
whose state is not representative of the soils in situ. 
It is therefore commonly accepted that vibrocore 
samples are of medium to low quality and, in most 
cases, only good for identification purposes.

2.2 Vessel based drilling

Vessel drilling is used here as a generic name for 
geotechnical SI drilling operations undertaken 
from the sea surface. A variety of platforms are 
in use for the purpose and a first distinction can 
be established between seabed mounted structures 
like jack-ups or floating platforms. 

Geotechnical drilling from a jack-up platform is 
in most respects similar to land operations, some-
thing that is a plus for this alternative. However, 
the jack-up construction and operation costs grow 
very quickly with sea depth and, for water depths 
above 30–40 m there are no platforms aimed solely 
for SI purposes. While there are indeed many larger 
jack-ups in the market, competition of other uses 
(hydrocarbon exploration, renewable construction, 
etc) makes them quickly prohibitive for SI.

Barges are a good solution in calm waters, but for 
open waters ships are the only practicable floating 
alternative (the use of semisubmersible platforms 
remains marginal, for the same reasons of the 
larger jackups). The operation of a geotechnical 
drill from the surface of a ship imposes stringent 
requirements for station-keeping and heave com-
pensation. Good station-keeping is necessary to 
ensure the integrity of the drill string. Heave com-
pensation to maintain depth accuracy and control 
drillbit load. The design of complexity of those 
systems would be clearly dependent on the water 
depth in which the ship would operate. Because, 
until very recently, the priorities and needs of 
the extractive industries have been dominant for 
marine SI it is a fact that many geotechnical drill 
ships are geared for deep water SI (several hundred 
to several thousand m) and, therefore, they become 
somewhat excessive for more near shore work.  

In vessel-based drilling sampling might take 
place using similar procedures and equipment 
than on land. Piston based samplers, push sam-
plers, rotary coring and percussion sampling have 
all been used, and generally deployed on a wireline. 
A detailed description of the capabilities and sam-
ple quality attainable with these systems is given by 
ISO TC 67/WG7 (2010).

Figure 1. Non drilling mode type samplers.
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2.3 Seabed based drilling

This systems are landed on the seabed and hoisted 
from the support vessel, typically using an A frame. 
An umbilical connects the system to the vessel 
to provide remote control and power. Tensioned 
winches are employed to isolate the seabed system 
from the vessel motion.

While the use of seabed based CPT systems has 
been established since long, the borehole sampler 
with remote control is a relatively new concept, but 
its implementation has produced great enthusi-
asm. The most notable development in this respect 
is the PROD (Portable Remotely Operated Drill; 
Carter et al. 1999) a sophisticated robotic system 
for subsea geotechnical investigation, capable of 
drilling up to a hundred meters from a fixed loca-
tion on the seabed in water depths of up to 2000 m. 
A disadvantage of PROD is that is both scarce and 
relatively expensive, particularly for relatively shal-
low depths, (below 200), where it might become 
even more expensive than vessel-based drilling 
(Yetginer & Tjelta, 2011).

Within this category it might perhaps also be 
included the practice of using divers to operate 
underwater, hydraulically actuated, electrically 
powered drill rigs, similar to those described by 
Bogossian et al (2005). Of course, both the speed 
of operation and the water depth limit in these sys-
tems are severely constrained by the safety of the 
divers. On the other hand, the quality assurance 
may be difficult or nonexistent. Another potential 
disadvantage of such rigs lies in the divers’ skill for 
geotechnical drilling, if  any. 

3 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
MINIDRILL

3.1 Layout

The equipment is assembled within a self-support-
ing rectangular frame, on top of which the drill 
mast is allowed an altitude rotation from 0 to 120° 
with respect to the base. The tower support struc-
ture occupies 8.4 m2, the length of the whole sys-
tem with the tower folded in horizontal direction 
is 7.51 m (Figure 2). These dimensions allow for 
easy storage of the system and ancillary equipment 
within a 40′ container that is well suited for trans-
portation purposes. 

The height of the system when the tower is 
placed at vertical position is 7.5 m. The equipment 
weight is 56 kN in air. These characteristics allow 
deployment from most conventional ship-mounted 
frames.

Three sealed vessels able to withstand 3 MPa 
of external pressure house the hydraulic central 
plant, the distribution unit (Figure 4) and the 

Figure 2. Mini Drill with tower plied in horizontal posi-
tion and relevant dimensions.

Figure 3. MiniDrill with tower standing and dimensions.

Figure 4. Hydraulic distribution unit.
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 instrumentation and control electronics. The sam-
pler head driver can provide up to 300 daN.m of 
drilling torque at a speed of 200 rpm. The pump 
for the flushing medium can deliver up to 60 l / m 
of mud at 50 bar pressure.

The equipment is powered from the surface 
trough an electric umbilical wire. The electrical 
power required is up to 15 kw/400 V. A control-
led winch with rated speed up to 20 m/s is used to 
deploy and recover the umbilical.

3.2 Sampling

For sampling the Mini Drill now mounts the 
“TRIPLEX system” or triple tube core barrel 
system for soft and hard soils. This comprises a 
6 meter core barrel consisted by three concentric 
tubes and a bearing arrangement in the core bar-
relhead (Figure 5).

The sampler is advanced into the soil by push-
ing and/or rotation. Flushing of the drill bit takes 
place between the outer and inner metallic tubes. 
Except for hard rocks a transparent PVC lining is 
used to recover the sample when unloading the rig 
on the surface. This inner core has 6 m total length 
but might be easily cut into smaller pieces. The 
core(s) are then capped, sealed and then stored in 
vibration proof core boxes.

According to ISO 22475-1 (2006) the category 
of this sampling procedure is A, which means that 
samples of the highest quality (quality class 1) 
are attainable when sampling clay, “clayey and 
cemented composite soils” (presumably meaning 
marls, claystones, shales . . .) or boulder clay. On 
the other hand, the method is unsuitable for sam-
pling non-cohesive soil.

3.3 Monitoring and control

The MiniDrill has been instrumented with sensing 
elements for three different purposes. The first one is 
positioning: a GPS receptor, a pressure transducer, 
two tiltmeters and a compass mounted on the exter-
nal frame enable its accurate positioning. The rela-
tive angle of mast and frame is also recorded with a 
tiltmeter. Other instruments are employed to obtain 
a detailed recording of all the aspects relevant to the 
drilling operation: applied torque, rotational speed, 
thrust, mast-parallel displacement of the sampler, 
flow rate and pressure of the flushing medium. 
Finally, a digital camera (Figure 6) is mounted on 
the frame within a sealed compartment to enable 
visual inspection of the positioning, drilling, etc. 
All the data is recorded but can also be examined in 
real time by the system operator (Figure 7). 

It is worth mentioning that the accuracy of the 
transducing system is such that the sampler depth 
below the seafloor can be estimated with less than 
the 5 cm uncertainty that ISO TC 67/WG7 (2010) 
suggests as the limit for the Z1 accuracy class, 
which is the highest possible.

Figure 5. Triple-core system (Tecso).

Figure 6. Rig-mounted sealed camera and spotlight.

Figure 7. Snapshot of the instrumentation monitoring 
screen.
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All the datastream is transferred through the 
umbilical cable to the surface. The system opera-
tor is then able to control the mast-frame relative 
elevation, the sampler advance rate (or the vertical 
thrust), the rotation rate or torque applied by the 
drill as well as the flow rate (or pressure) of the 
flushing circuit. For robustness, the control system 
is coded into a PLC and then this is interfaced with 
a PC to enable network access and follow up of the 
operator actions. A snapshot of the main touch-
pad operation screen is shown in Figure 8.

4 FIELD TESTING

After several successful on-shore trials of the 
equipment, the first underwater test of the Min-
iDrill took place within Barcelona harbor. The 
selected site was within the new southwards exten-
sion of the harbor and 15 m depths were attain-
able from a newly built dock using ordinary lifting 
equipment. The convenience of this arrangement 
was countered by the fact that the soils present at 
the site were, for the most part, highly unsuitable 
for the sampling equipment now mounted on the 
MiniDrill.

Indeed, CPTu data in the area indicated that the 
soil column included a loose sand layer of around 
3–4 m thickness, sandwiched between soft clay lay-
ers (su ≈ 20 kPa). Worse still, because of the close-
ness to the dock wall, there was a fair chance to 
find some rockfill boulders from the dock base in 
erratic locations.

A total of four soundings were performed. 
Deployment of the equipment went on very 
smoothly, (Figure 9) despite the fact that the hoist-
ing necessary to accommodate the land-based 
lifting equipment is more cumbersome than what 
will be necessary on a ship. All the sensors and 
actuators operated without trouble and the unit 

mounted camera proved its worth by retrieving 
detailed images of the drilling process (Figure 10).   

As feared, rockfill boulders were found in the 
first sounding location. They were drilled without 
major inconvenience or delays, and left their trace 
in the perforation drill record (Figure 11).  

The other three perforations took place on the 
profile of loose sands and soft clays. The loose 
sands were not recovered, but up to 2 m of a soft 
clay core (Figure 12) was. 

It was observed that the recovery of the soft clay 
core was best when the MiniDrill was lifted from the 

Figure 8. Snapshot of the equipment control board.

Figure 9. MiniDrill deployment at Barcelona harbor.

Figure 10. Drillbit descent into the sea and subsea cor-
ing operation as seen from the unit own camera.

Figure 11. Log of drilling parameters.

Figure 12. Core head after recovery and sample tubes.
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bottom with the tower in a horizontal position. The 
presence of the core catcher was also helpful for the 
purpose, but, with this soft material, not enough to 
compensate the unfavorable effect of gravity when 
lifting with the tower on a vertical position. It was 
thus confirmed that the ability to rotate the tower 
is not just an advantage for transport, but also to 
increase the potential sample recovery.

5 CONCLUSION

MiniDrill is a remotely operated submarine drill rig 
that has been designed to operate in water depths 
of up to 2000 m. In those depths it can recover high 
quality samples of up to 6 m length in cohesive 
soils and rocks. In granular soils sample recovery 
will be limited but, if  properly calibrated, the sys-
tematic recording of drilling operation parameters 
might be used for quantitative inference about soil 
properties (e.g. ISO/TC 182/WG1; 2010).

The characteristics of the MiniDrill system 
make it particularly suitable for SI of the renew-
able energy industry, as well for as pipelines, cables 
and dredging projects, particularly when using log 
drilling parameters.
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ABSTRACT: The shear wave velocity (Vs), which is directly related to the small strain shear modulus, 
Gmax, has a great potential in the applications of various geotechnical problems. In this paper, the 
advantages of using Vs in geotechnical applications are illustrated and the main features of various 
intrusive and non-intrusive Vs measuring techniques in the field are summarized. The Vs has been applied 
to the various geotechnical problems including not only traditional earthquake related problems but static 
deformation analysis. The procedure to evaluate the degree of consolidation using Vs during the ground 
improvement of soft clay is discussed in detail and applied in the Busan Newport construction site. The 
degree of consolidation evaluated using the Vs matched well with that obtained from field settlement 
record, showing the potential of using Vs in the evaluation of degree of consolidation. Finally, the papers 
submitted to the session TS6 are briefly discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

The design paradigm of civil structures is currently 
shifting to the performance based design (PBD) 
from the traditional safety factor based design. 
In the PBD, the great emphasis is placed on the 
control of structural deformation rather than on 
a safety factor in order to assure the serviceability 
and durability. The crucial factor controlling the 
deformation of ground supported structure is a 
stiffness not a strength. Therefore, the evaluation 
of deformation characteristics of geomaterials 
from site investigation results is very important in 
PBD (Kim et. al. 2009).

In the current practice of site investigation, the 
N value in standard penetration test (SPT) and tip 
resistance in cone penetration test (CPT) are usu-
ally correlated to the modulus values or directly 
used for the deformation analysis of geotechnical 
structures. However, SPT N-value and cone tip 
resistance are intrinsically relevant to the penetra-
tion resistances and therefore is closely related to 
the strength characteristics of soils, not to the 
deformation parameters. Pressuremeter test has 
been applied widely to evaluate the in situ defor-
mation parameters, but it requires a premade 
borehole and can be performed for only one test 

location; i.e. it is very difficult to identify spatial 
variation within a site.

On the other hand, shear wave velocity, which is 
directly related to the small strain shear modulus, 
Gmax, can be measured by both field and laboratory 
tests, and has a great potential in the evaluation of 
deformation characteristics. In this study, advan-
tages of shear wave velocity in the geotechnical 
applications are discussed and in situ measuring 
techniques of shear wave velocity on the ground 
surface as well as in the borehole are summarized. 
The applications of shear wave velocity in the anal-
ysis of various geotechnical problems are also dis-
cussed and the typical example of using shear wave 
velocity in the evaluation of degree of consolidation 
during ground improvement is introduced. Finally, 
the papers submitted in the session, TS6 “Develop-
ment of new equipment and method”, are briefly 
discussed.

2 SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY

The shear wave velocity (Vs) can be related with the 
elastic shear modulus (G) and mass density (ρ):

V GsVV / ρ  (1)
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The shear wave velocity has several advantages 
in the geotechnical applications as follows:

a. The Vs is directly related to the engineering 
deformation properties, i.e. soil stiffness, as 
shown in Eq. (1).

b. The Vs can be obtained by both field and 
laboratory tests and the in situ nonlinear 
stiffness variation can be reliably estimated by 
combining them.

c. The Vs represents a large volume of soil, 
and assess average properties, not a point 
information.

d. The Vs can be measured non-intrusively on the 
gravel and cobble layers which are hard to be 
characterized.

e. The Vs on particulate materials is dependent 
on the effective stresses in the direction of wave 
propagation and particle motion (Roesler 1979; 
Knox et al. 1982). The field stress conditions 
and degree of consolidation can be evaluated 
by measuring Vs.

f. The Vs is an essentially required parameter in the 
geotechnical earthquake engineering because 
the propagation characteristics are similar to 
seismic wave.

g. The perceived difference between the static 
and dynamic moduli is decreasing as the 
accuracy in static measurement is improving, 
and the Vs can be applied in static deformation 
analysis as well as in traditional dynamic 
problems.

Soils exhibit non-linear stress-strain behav-
ior from very small strains (Burland 1989; Kim 
1991). The maximum shear modulus (Gmax) below 
the elastic threshold strain, which is a fundamen-
tal stiffness in design, can be reliably evaluated 
from the shear wave velocity obtained by various 
field seismic tests. Strain dependent behavior (i.e. 
the variation in shear modulus at small to inter-
mediated strains) is usually evaluated by perform-
ing the laboratory test, such as resonant column, 
torsional shear, and small strain triaxial test, on 
the sample which is taken from each layer. As a 
result, the normalized modulus reduction curve 
(G/Gmax vs. log γ) can be obtained (Tatsuoka & 
Shibuya 1992; Kim & Stokoe 1994). Because 
the modulus value obtained by laboratory test is 
affected by sampling disturbance and therefore 
is not representative of  the site, the reliable non-
linear stiffness variation is usually determined by 
combining Gmax obtained from field seismic test 
(i.e. Gmax converted from the shear wave velocity) 
and G/Gmax curves from laboratory test (see Fig-
ure 1). Therefore, the Vs can be used as a key soil 
property for the deformation analysis (Kim et al. 
2009).

3 THE MEASUREMENT OF SHEAR WAVE 
VELOCITY USING FIELD TEST

An elastic half-space is appropriate as a model 
of the earth as a first approximation. By hitting 
the ground, the energy coupled into the ground is 
transmitted away by a combination of P-, S-, and 
R-waves. Body waves (P and S waves) propagate 
outward from the source along the hemispherical 
wave front whereas the surface (R) wave propagates 
along a cylindrical wave front. S waves often divide 
into two types, as SH and SV waves, depending on 
the plane of particle motion. Surface wave energy 
is existed mostly within a depth of one wave length 
and the dispersive characteristic in which waves of 
different wavelength propagate at different veloc-
ity, is shown in layered media. Wave propagation 
theory and observed phenomena should be fur-
ther refined by considering a layered half-space 
model where the waves are reflected and refracted 
at the layer boundary. In the site investigation of 
soil layers, S and R waves are mostly used because 
the stiffness of the soil structure cannot be distin-
guished using P wave below the ground water table 
and the shearing mechanism during earthquake is 
similar to shear wave propagation. Compared to 
other geophysical methods, seismic method has 
a certain advantage of obtaining wave velocity 
profiles which are engineering properties directly 
related with soil stiffness (Richart et al. 1970; 
Kramer 1996).

The Vs that is determined on the field is meas-
ured below the elastic threshold strain, which gen-
erally means the strain is at or lower than 10−3 %. 
The shear wave velocity measurement techniques in 
the field can be classified into surface investigation 
(non-intrusive method) and borehole investigation 
(intrusive method). Various field investigation tech-
niques have been researched and developed so as to 

Figure 1. Evaluation of deformation characteristic of 
soil.
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determine the distribution of the Vs of  the ground. 
The test techniques can be classified in accordance 
with the sensor arrangement or the propagation 
characteristics of the seismic wave that is used. It 
is important to select and apply a reasonable test 
method by considering various things including 
the ground characteristics of the site, test expenses 
and time, and the accessibility.

The testing borehole is utilized in the intrusive 
method whereas the source and receivers are on 
the ground surface in the non-intrusive methods. 
Typical intrusive methods include crosshole, down-
hole, SPT based uphole and suspension PS-logging 
methods. The special features of each intrusive 
method are summarized in Table 1 (Stokoe et al. 
2004; Kim et al. 2009).

There are reflection method, refraction method, 
and surface wave method for the surface investiga-
tion. While the surface investigation can be applied 
even when there is no borehole, the vertical resolu-
tion is weaker than in the borehole investigation. 
The surface investigation that is mostly utilized in 
measuring the Vs of the ground is inspection by sur-
face wave (Rayleigh wave mostly used). For the sur-
face wave tests, the spectral analysis of surface waves 
(SASW), multichannel analysis of surface waves 
(MASW), frequency-wavenumber (f-k) spectrum, 
continuous surface wave (CSW), harmonic wavelet 
analysis of waves (HWAW), and refraction micro-
tremor (ReMi) methods are frequently utilized.

At present, the inspection by surface wave is 
mainly used for the measurement of Vs of  the 

ground from the earth surface. Lately, diverse tech-
niques are developed and evolved to overcome the 
limitations of the conventional surface wave meth-
ods. The special features of surface wave methods 
in each step are summarized in Table 2 (Stokoe et 
al. 2004; Kim et al. 2009). Most of the methods use 
the active ground sources, but some methods use 
the passive ambient vibrations. The surface wave 
method which uses the dispersion characteristics in 
the layered media consists of three steps: field test-
ing, evaluation of dispersion curve, and determina-
tion of Vs profile using inversion. The schematic 
diagram for field seismic tests and the regions 
of site sampled during each testing are shown in 
 Figure 2 and the round robin testing program was 
carried to assess the reliability and limitation of 
various intrusive and non-intrusive methods (Kim 
et al. 2012).

4 APPLICATIONS OF SHEAR 
WAVE VELOCITY ON VARIOUS 
GEOTECHNICAL PROBLEMS

The Vs has been used to be an essential input 
parameter for dynamic studies, such as geotechni-
cal earthquake engineering or vibration problems, 
but recently its application is being widened to a 
material property to solve static deformational 
problems. The Vs has been applied for various 
geotechnical problems, which are ground response 
analysis for seismic load, evaluation of potential 

Table 1. Intrusive methods for site investigation.

Intrusive 
methods

Key features

Borehole Source Receivers Waves Data reduction
Regions of site 
sampled

Crosshole 
(Mok et 
al. 1988)

2 or more Piezoelectric 
or mechani-
cal impact 
source in the 
borehole

2 or 3 com-
ponent 
geophones

S and P waves Direct travel 
times

1D or 2D 
tomography

Downhole 
(Mok et 
al. 1989, 
Kim et al. 
2004)

1 Hammer and 
plate, on the 
surface

3 component 
geophones, 
coupled with 
borehole

S and P waves Direct method, 
Interval 
method, 
Refracted ray 
path method

1D

SPT based 
uphole 
(Bang & 
Kim 2007)

1 SPT sampler 
impact source

2 component 
geophones, on 
the surface

S and P waves Refracted ray 
path method

1D or 2D 
tomography

Suspension 
PS-logging 
(Ohya 
et al. 1984)

1
Fluid-

filled 
borehole

Mechanical 
source or 
solenoid 
hammer, in 
the borehole

2 geophones, 
within the 
fluid-filled 
borehole

Various propa-
gation mode 
(S, P and 
interface 
waves)

Interval travel 
time between 
2 receivers

1D
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram for field seismic tests.

Table 2. Surface wave methods for site investigation.

Non-intrusive methods

Key features

Field testing
Evaluation of experi-
mental dispersion 
curve

Determination of Vs profile

Source Receivers
Forward 
model Mode Inversion

Surface 
wave 
methods

SASW 
(Stokoe 
et al. 
1994)

Active impul-
sive or 
random 
vibration 
source

2 receiv-
ers are 
generally 
used

Apparent phase 
velocity from 
phase differ-
ences between 2 
receivers

Dynamic 
stiffness 
matrix 
method

Superposed 
mode

Inversion 
analysis

MASW 
(Park et 
al. 1999)

Active impul-
sive source 
or Passive 
ambient 
vibrations

12 or 24 
channel 
is usually 
used

Swept-frequency 
record or 
frequency-wave 
number spectrum 
approach

Transfer 
matrix 
method

Fundamental 
and higher 
mode (mode 
separation)

Inversion 
analysis

F-k method 
(Gabriels 
et al. 
1987)

Active impul-
sive source 
or Passive 
ambient 
vibrations

Multiple 
receivers 
(128, 256 
receivers)

Phase velocities from 
frequency-wave 
number spectrum 
using 2D FFT or 
slant stacking, 
Frequency domain 
beamforming

Transfer 
matrix 
method

Fundamental 
and higher 
mode (mode 
separation)

CSW (Mat-
thews et 
al. 1996)

Steady-state 
harmonic 
source

4 to 6 
receivers

Apparent phase 
velocity from aver-
age phase-angle 
slope over receiv-
er-spread area

Superposed 
mode

HWAW 
(Park 
& Kim 
2004)

Active impul-
sive source

2 receiv-
ers are 
generally 
used

Based on the har-
monic wavelet 
transform to 
evaluate dispersive 
phase and group 
velocities.

Dynamic 
stiffness 
matrix 
method

Superposed 
mode

Iterative 
forward 
modeling

ReMi 
(Louie 
2001)

 Passive 
ambient 
vibrations

12 to 48 
receivers

Two-dimensional 
slowness-
frequency (p-f) 
transform

Compound 
matrix 
method

Fundamental 
mode

Iterative 
forward 
modeling
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for site  amplification, seismic design of geotech-
nical structures, static deformational problems 
of ground and earth structures, geotechnics in 
pavement engineering, ground improvement 
assessment, and so on (Figure 3). Some of the 
applications studied in KAIST are introduced in 
this session.

Traditionally, Vs profile has been a main 
input variable in soil dynamics and geotechnical 
earthquake engineering. Much of the concern 
has been focused on the behavior of soils during 
earthquake loading. In recent years, much interest 
has been developed in the area of low amplitude 
problems associated with human-made vibrations. 
For the characterization of ground vibrations 
and for the study of propagation and attenuation 
of ground vibrations, the Vs of  the site was used 
by Kim & Lee (2000). Nondestructive evaluation 
of integrity of drilled shaft using stress wave 
propagation has been performed by Kim & Kim 
(2004). More than 124 Vs profiles have been 
measured by various testing methods around 
Korea and have been used for site classification, 
site-specific ground response analysis, evaluation 
of spatial earthquake ground motion and GIS 
based seismic microzonation (Kim et at. 2002; Sun 
et al. 2005; Kim & Youn 2006).

It has been well known that the perceived 
difference between static and dynamic moduli is 
decreasing as the accuracy of static measurements 
is improving at small strains, and an understanding 
is growing that strain amplitude is a key variable in 
predicting soil behavior whether the strain comes 
from static or dynamic phenomena (Burland 1989; 
Tatsuoka & Shibuya 1992; Kim 1991). Therefore, 
the reliable nonlinear stiffness variations can be 
determined by combining Gmax converted from Vs 
in the field and G/Gmax measured by laboratory 
resonant column/torsional shear tests. Static defor-
mational analysis for ground and earth structure 
during excavation was performed using Vs and 
nonlinear deformational characteristics of ground 

(Lee and Kim 2003). In the pavement geotechnical 
engineering, the alternative methods for developing 
resilient modulus of subgrade and subbase soils 
were developed using free-free resonant column 
test and static triaxial test (Kim & Stokoe 1992; 
Kim et al. 1997; Kim et al. 2001).

To assess the quality and depth of ground 
densification due to compaction, SPT and CPT 
are often performed before and after compaction. 
Both methods are intrusive and one location 
tests and require a substantial amount of time 
to evaluate a large area. The quality and extent 
of ground densification can be evaluated by 
effectively combining the Vs profile obtained by 
in situ SASW tests with the correlation between 
the normalized shear wave velocity and density 
determined by laboratory resonant column tests. 
(Kim & Park 1999; Kim et al. 2001). To under-
stand the spatial variation of Vs profile of  the site 
is important in this assessment and soil strata and 
spatial variation of subsurface can be evaluated 
through 2-dimensional imaging of Vs distribution 
(Kim et al. 2006).

5 EVALUATION OF GROUND 
IMPROVEMENT ON SOFT CLAY 
DEPOSIT USING SHEAR WAVE 
VELOCITY

5.1 Introduction

In the project involving soft ground improvement, 
the evaluation of field degree of consolidation 
on soft clays is very important for determining 
construction schedule, and stability evaluation 
for the next construction process. Monitoring 
either settlements or pore water pressures has 
been widely adopted to evaluate the degree of 
consolidation in the field, but occasionally they 
have some problems such as difficulty in manage-
ment and maintenance during consolidation and 
significant error in measuring pore water pressure. 
It will therefore be helpful if  the degree of con-
solidation can be evaluated additionally by using 
an alternative and simple nondestructive method, 
such as seismic test.

With progressing consolidation, the excess pore 
water pressure will gradually decrease and both 
effective stress and Vs will increase because Vs of  
particulate materials is dependent on the effective 
stress. Therefore, the increment of  effective stress 
(i.e. degree of  consolidation) can be evaluated by 
measuring the increment of  in situ Vs and apply-
ing the relation between Vs and effective stress. Vs 
also has advantage that it can be evaluated using 
both laboratory tests and field seismic techniques 
with minimal permanent disturbance of  soil. The 

Figure 3. Applications of shear wave velocity.
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idea using Vs for evaluation of  the consolidation 
state on soft clays has been investigated by some 
previous researchers. Shirely & Hampton (1978) 
observed the increase in shear wave velocity during 
the primary consolidation. Fam &  Santamarina 
(1997) monitored the consolidation of  soft clays 
using Vs in laboratory and showed the possibility 
for development of  wave-based monitoring tech-
niques for field applications. Chang & Cho (2007) 
estimated the in-situ consolidation state by com-
paring Vs obtained from laboratory tests with that 
measured in-situ. However, the evaluation proce-
dure ever developed has not been actively applied 
to the field ground improvement site.

This chapter addresses the suggestion and appli-
cation of shear wave velocity for evaluating the 
degree of consolidation. The evaluation method 
of the degree of consolidation on soft clay during 
ground improvement was studied using Vs consid-
ering the relation between Vs and effective stress. 
The evaluation procedure using Vs obtained by 
both field and laboratory test results was applied 
to the field case study to evaluate the feasibility of 
the proposed method.

5.2 Procedure of evaluating degree
of consolidation using Vs

5.2.1 Vs–σ ′ relationship
The shear wave velocity of clayey soils is depend-
ent on the effective stresses in the directions of 
wave propagation and particle motion, and is also 
affected by overconsolidation ratio as follows:

V OCRsVV n′⎛
⎝⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎠⎠

α σ ′′
β

1 kPa
 (2)

where σ ′av = average effective stress in the polar-
ization plane, σ ′av = (σ ′x + σ ′y)/2; σ ′x and σ ′y = 
effective stress in the direction of wave propaga-
tion and particle motion; α, β, and n = experi-
mentally determined parameter; and OCR = 
overconsolidation ratio.

In most improvement sites of  soft clay, the 
behavior of  the clayey soils at a certain time when 
the degree of  consolidation is evaluated can be 
considered as normally consolidated behavior 
because the major aim of  ground improvement 
is the reduction of  large settlements induced by 
normally consolidatied behavior of  the clayey 
soils. Therefore, Eq. (3), which is simple without 
the terms OCR and n, can be used reasonably 
as the relation between Vs and effective stress for 
the improving clays soils. This feature has also 
advantage that the sampling disturbance effect 
can be minimized or cured when the relationship 

between Vs and σ ′ is obtained by performing the 
laboratory test on the undisturbed sample because 
the ratio of  laboratory-to-field shear wave veloci-
ties is around one, in case of  soft soils (Stokoe & 
Santamarina, 2000). 
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In the proposed method, the relation between 
Vs and σ ′ is evaluated by performing laboratory 
test on a sample obtained from target site. The 
increased in-situ Vs is evaluated by performing 
field seismic tests during the progress of consolida-
tion and compared to the Vs evaluated from the 
relation obtained by laboratory test. When the 
laboratory and field seismic test results are com-
pared, the directions of propagation and particle 
motion of wave at each test should be considered 
as shown in Eq. (3). If  the direction of propaga-
tion and particle motion is vertical and horizontal, 
respectively, as performed in this study, Eq. (3) can 
be written as:
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where σ ′v = vertical effective stress; σ ′h = horizontal 
effective stress; K0 = coefficient of earth pressure at 
rest, K0 = σ ′h/σ ′v.

When the effective stress of clays is increased by 
Δσ′v, Vs can be expressed as follows:

Vs =
( )K+ ( )v v′ + ′⎛
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2
K
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It is possible to evaluate the increment of effec-
tive stress at a given time by measuring Vs from 
field seismic tests with Eq. (5). Then, the degree of 
consolidation can be evaluated using Eq. (6): 

U u
u

v

v f
= − = ′

′
1

0

Δ Δ
Δ

σ ′′
σ ′′  (6)

where U = degree of consolidation; σ ′v,f = final 
effective stress increment by the surcharge.

If K0 values of laboratory and field state are 
assumed to be same, the increased shear wave veloc-
ity can be obtained using Eq. (7) and the degree of 
consolidation can be evaluated using Eq. (6).

VsVV v v= ′ + ′⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

α σ σv′′ + ′′
β

1αα 1

1ββΔ
kPa

 (7)
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5.2.2 Evaluation procedure
Procedure for evaluation of soft clay improvement 
on the basis of shear wave velocity measurement is 
explained as follows. It is assumed that K0 values 
at a laboratory and at a field condition are same 
for a particular increase of vertical stress during 
the virgin compression and the consolidation takes 
place one dimensionally.

The subsurface condition of inspection site is 
divided into several layers based on the subsoil 
exploration data. Undisturbed sample (UD) is then 
taken from each layer before the site improvement.

By using the consolidometer integrated with the 
bender elements, Vs is measured simultaneously 
while performing consolidation test. The incre-
ment and range of stress applied to the sample 
are determined based on the field loading condi-
tions in which soils are experiencing during the 
surcharging at the site. For each stress increment, 
the relation between Vs and σ ′ is obtained at the 
end of primary consolidation and the relation is 
displayed in the log-log scale. Because even a UD 
sample experiences the stress release during the 
sampling process, the relation is generally divided 
into two regions, normally consolidated and over-
consolidated regions, as shown in Figure 4.

The coefficients α and β, which determine the 
relation between Vs and effective stress for nor-
mally consolidated region can be estimated from 
the result obtained by laboratory test.

After estimating the values of α and β for each 
soil layer where samples were taken, the increase 
of Vs owing to the increase of vertical stress(Δσv) 
in the field can be calculated for each individual 
layer by using Eq. (7). Figure 4 displays an exam-
ple for the evaluation of soil improvement when 
the surcharging load is completely transferred to 
effective stress (end of primary consolidation). If  
the surcharging stress is yet to be completely trans-
ferred to effective stress—i.e., the consolidation is 
on going, the increase of effective stress (Δσ ′ ) is 
in relation to the average degree of consolidation 
(U); Equations (6) and (7) describe the relation. 
The degree of consolidation of improved clays can 
be evaluated by applying the Vs profiles obtained 
from the field to these relations.

5.3 Feasibility study in the field

In order to assess the applicability of the proposed 
method using Vs in the evaluation of degree of 
consolidation on soft clays, a site was selected at 
Busan Newport construction area in Korea.

5.3.1 Site condition and ground improvement 
program

The soil profile of  the test site is shown in  Figure 5. 
It consists of  highly plastic clay (CH) of  about 
21 m thickness overlying a layer of  clay with low 
plasticity (CL) of  about 20 m thickness and stiff  

Figure 4. Evaluation procedure of the degree of consolidation using Vs.
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soils that consist of  silt, sandy or gravel soils. The 
upper soft clay layers of  about 40 m thickness 
will be improved with plastic board drain (PBD) 
installation and surcharging.

The schematic ground improvement program of 
the site is as follows. After spraying a sand mat of 
5 m thickness, PBDs were installed to the depth 
of 40 m which is corresponding to the bottom of 
soft clay. Then, sand with total height of 12 m was 
surcharged with 3 steps for about 9 months and 
was removed. Prior to the 1st surcharging, multi-
depth extensometer was installed to evaluate the 
settlement. The size of the test section is about 
400 m × 400 m. Therefore, one dimensional stress 
increase can be assumed at the center of the site.

After a layer of sand mat has been sprayed, a 
borehole was drilled to the depth of 23 m and two 
undisturbed samples were obtained from upper 
highly plastic clay layer at DL-7.4 m(H1-1) and 
DL-18.4 m(H1-2) using thin-walled tubes as shown 
in Figure 5.

5.3.2 Laboratory tests
In order to obtain the relation between Vs and σ′ 
in the laboratory, low amplitude resonant column 
or oedometer test (sample diameter of 74 mm, 
initial height of about 40 mm) was performed on 
two undisturbed samples. In both testing appara-
tus, bender elements were placed in slots of a top 
cap and a bottom pedestal and bender element 
(BE) tests were performed together. Tests were 
performed in stages adding stresses which cover 
ranges of effective stress during surcharging in the 
field. The Vs at each loading stage was evaluated as 
that at the end of primary consolidation and val-
ues of α and β are evaluated by fitting the relation 
between Vs and σ ′.

Figure 6 shows the variations of Vs with vertical 
effective stress at the end of primary consolidation 
of each stress stage. The relation between Vs and 
σ ′v shows significant nonlinearity. The initial 
stress stages show low slope. It can be inferred 
that this trend appears because the sample is 
overconsolidated at these stresses by stress release 
during the sampling. The test results in normally 
consolidated state are fitted by Eq. (7) and values 
of α and β are evaluated as α = 5.7 and β = 0.59. 
More details can be found in Youn et al. (2008).

5.3.3 Field seismic tests
To evaluate the variation of Vs during ground 
improvement, the downhole seismic tests were 
performed 5 times as consolidation progresses. 
To achieve the good coupling between clay and 
receiver, a cone shaped 3 component receivers sys-
tem were manufactured and used with cone pen-
etrating equipment. With this testing system, the 
discernible shear wave signals can be acquired up 
to 40 m in depth.

Figure 7 shows the history of surcharge loading 
and downhole tests, and the settlements measured 
using the multi-depth extensometer near the bore-
hole H1 were also included.

The first downhole test was performed at borehole 
H1 after the sand mat sprayed. Because the clay lay-
ers were not consolidated yet before PBD installation, 
it could be considered as an original stress state.

All shear wave velocity profiles obtained from 
downhole test are shown in Figure 8. The bound-
ary between sand mat and original clays is clearly 
shown at all test results and they matched well with 
those obtained from settlement records. Figure 8 
shows that Vs of clays increases significantly with 
time as consolidation progresses by surcharging 
loads and Vs decrease slightly after the removal of 
surcharge. From the shear wave velocity trend and 
cone penetration test results, it can be inferred that 
the upper 20 m clay layer is divided to 3 sub-layers.

Figure 5. The subsurface condition of the test site.
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Figure 6. Variations of Vs at the end of primary con-
solidation with vertical effective stress (H1-2 sample).
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5.3.4 Comparison of estimated and measured 
shear wave velocity profiles

In order to effectively compare the field measure-
ment with the estimation based on laboratory test 
results, Vs profiles of clays are marked except those 
of sands in Figure 9.

The shear wave velocity at two surcharging con-
ditions are derived using the Equation (5) or (6) 
with the value α and β obtained from laboratory 
tests and incremental effective stress, Δσv. The α and 
β values obtained from H1-1 sample (initial evalua-
tion: DL-7.4 m) are applied to the upper layer with 
the thickness of about 10 m and the  evaluated Vs 
profile is shown in Fig. 9 as a upper dotted line. 
The K0 value of H1-1 sample was assumed as 0.52 
(Ting et al. 1994). The results of H1-2 sample 
 (initial elevation: DL-18.4 m) is applied to the low-
est layer with the thickness of about 5 m and the 
shear wave velocity profile is shown in Fig. 9 as a 
lower dotted line.

In case using the results of  H1-1 sample, Vs pro-
files obtained by the downhole tests are similar to 
those predicted using the laboratory results at two 
surcharging conditions. It can be judged that the 
primary consolidations were almost ended at the 
times when the downhole tests were performed. 
In case of H1-2 sample, it can be judged that the 
 primary consolidation was ended from the results 
of  downhole tests conducting after surcharging DL 
+8 m and the consolidation was still progressing at 
the time when the Test No. 2 were performed.

For the more accurate evaluation, it is desirable 
to construct the database of the relation between 
the shear wave velocity and effective stress by per-
forming laboratory tests with significant number 
of specimens.

5.3.5 Evaluation of degree of consolidation
The degree of consolidation was estimated from 
shear wave velocity using Eq. (6), and compared 
with that estimated from settlement records. 
Figure 10 shows the comparison between two 
results. The degrees of consolidation by two 
methods show good agreements although the 
results from the shear wave velocity methods are 
a bit larger than those from the settlements. It is 
inferred that this trend appears because the relation 
between the shear wave velocity and effective stress 
was obtained using the shear wave velocity at the 
end of primary consolidation, but the  settlements 
during the second consolidation can be included 
when the final settlements were evaluated by settle-
ment prediction methods.

Figure 7. Surcharge and downhole test history with 
embankment settlements.

Figure 8. Comparison of Vs profiles obtained from a 
series of downhole tests.
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Figure 9. Comparison of laboratory and field seismic 
test results.
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suggested and the applicability of the method was 
investigated from a case study. The field shear wave 
velocity profiles obtained from a series of down-
hole tests during consolidation of clays increased 
significantly. The increased shear wave velocity 
profiles by field surcharging loads were determined 
using Vs-σ ′ relation obtained by laboratory tests 
and the degree of consolidation of clay layers were 
evaluated by comparing the shear wave velocities 
from the laboratory and field seismic tests. The 
degree of consolidation evaluated using shear wave 
velocity matched well with that obtained from field 
settlement records.

6 SESSION REPORT—DEVELOPMENT 
OF NEW EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

Total 17 papers have been submitted for session 
‘Development of new equipment and methods’. 
The title, author(s), and summary of each paper 
are tabulated in Table 3. The papers in this session 
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Figure 10. Comparison between the U from the Vs and 
U from the settlements.

Table 3. Summary for submitted papers in session ‘Development of new equipment and methods’.

Title Author(s) Test site Testing method Objectives Results

A local Geological-
Geotechnical 
classification 
for preliminary 
characterization 
of Coarse Grain 
Alluviums

A. Cheshomi 
& A. Fakher 
(Iran)

Coarse Grain 
Alluviums, 
Tehran, Iran

In-situ test In-situ direct 
shear tests, test 
pit and trench, 
various D/B

Site charac-
terization

Local 
Geological-
Geo-
technical 
classifica-
tion

A new Swedish 
large-diameter 
sampler for soft 
and sensitive clays

R. Larsson
et al. 
(Sweden)

Quick Clay, 
Gota river, 
Sweden

In-situ test New large-
 diameter sam-
pler (200 mm 
diameter and 
1 m high)

Applications 
of new 
sampler 
equipment

Sample 
quality

A probabilistic 
method to assess 
the subsurface 
erosion of non-
cohesive soils

B. Zakizadeh 
et al. (Iran)

Analytical 
approach

New developed 
program for 
predicting 
potential of 
erosion

Evaluate the 
potential of 
subsurface 
erosion

Probability of 
subsurface 
erosion

An experimental 
study to under-
stand the creep-
ing displacement 
behavior of 
landslides soils in 
residual-state of 
shear

A. Deepak Raj 
Bhat et al. 
(Japan)

Landslide soil, 
Japan, Nepal

Laboratory 
test

Modified tor-
sional ring 
shear machine

Effect of 
creep on 
landslide

Residual 
strength, 
RCSR 
(Residual 
state Creep 
Stress 
Ratio)

Behaviour of 
reinforced beach 
sand under the 
effect of rapid 
impact loading

Daliri & 
 Khaniki 
(Canada)

Beach sand 
and rein-
forcement 
(aluminium 
foil disks)

Laboratory 
test

Triaxial test Effect of 
rapid 
impact 
loading

Stress-strain 
relation-
ship, failure 
mode and 
strength 
parameters

Characterization of 
the susceptibil-
ity of the soils to 
internal erosion

J. Monnet et al.
(France)

Sand and 
gravel, made 
in lab.

Numerical 
analysis & 
Labora-
tory test

Cross Erosion 
Test

Introduction 
of new test 
method for 
erosion

Potential of 
internal 
erosion

(Continued)

5.4 Summary

The evaluation method of the degree of consoli-
dation of soft clays using shear wave velocity was 
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Title Author(s) Test site Testing method Objectives Results

Comparative analy-
sis of methodics 
of testing pile by 
ASTM and GOST 
standards

A.Zh. Zhussup-
bekov et al. 
(Kazakhstan)

Astana, 
Kazakhstan

In-situ test Dynamic and 
static field pil-
ing tests

Comparative 
analysis 
of two 
standards

Bearing 
capac-
ity and 
settlement

Effects of curing 
time on the tensile 
characteristics of 
lightly stabilized 
granular base 
materials

Paul & 
Gnanendran 
(Australia)

Granular mate-
rial with 
cement, 
Queensland, 
Australia

Laboratory 
test

Indirect dia-
metrical tensile 
(IDT) test

Ground 
Improve-
ment 
(Effect 
of  curing 
time)

Strength and 
modulus

Geotechnical site 
characterisation 
for future Super-
porto Do Açu, 
Brazil

Ramiro Gómez 
Escoubès et 
al. (Brazil)

Near shore, 
Paraiba do 
Sul river, 
Brazil

In-situ test 
& Labora-
tory test

Core-barrel 
rotary drill-
ings, sampling, 
CPTUs

Site charac-
terization 
& suggest 
caisson 
construction

Soil stratig-
raphy, SPT 
and CPT 
results

On the use of pen-
etration tests 
and geophysical 
methods for map-
ping of quick clay 
deposits

R. Lars-
son & K. 
Lundström 
(Sweden)

Quick clay, 
Western 
Sweden

In-situ test CPTs, surface 
resistivity

Adaptable 
methods 
for map-
ping of 
quick clay

Sensitiv-
ity, CPTs 
results, 
resistivity 
profile

Profiling hydraulic 
conductivity in 
situ

Amy C. Lar-
rabee et al.

(USA)

SP, New 
Hampshire, 
USA

In-situ test 
& Labora-
tory test

Perméafor (for 
evaluation of 
field hydraulic 
conductivity)

Soil charac-
terization

Hydraulic 
conduc-
tivity

Profiling subsurface 
stratigraphy using 
torque measure-
ments from instal-
lation of a helical 
plate

Lutenegger & 
Seider (USA)

Several sites 
representing 
a wide range 
of geologic 
conditions, 
USA

In-situ test Helical Profiling 
Test

Site charac-
terization

Soil stratig-
raphy and 
site char-
acteristics 
through 
torque 
profiling

Quality assessment 
of soil-cement 
column using elec-
trical resistivity

M.J. Arai et al. 
(Japan)

Soil-cement 
column, 
Kameoka 
city and 
Chikusei 
city, Japan

In-situ test Penetration of 
electrical resis-
tivity measure-
ment device

Evaluation the 
quality of 
soil-cement 
for ground 
improve-
ment

Electrical 
resistivity 
profile, 
check 
uniformity

Settlement calcula-
tion and back-
analysis of soil 
properties for a 
test embankment 
on a soft clay 
ground improved 
by PVD and 
Vacuumassisted 
preloading at a 
site in Vung Tau, 
VietNam

Nguyen Duy 
Quang & Su 
Minh Dang 
(Japan)

A test embank-
ment on a 
soft clay 
ground, 
Vung Tau, 
VietNam

In-situ test PVD and Vac-
uum assisted 
preloading

Ground 
improve-
ment

Back analysis, 
Com-
parison of 
settlement 
and soil 
properties

Shear wave velocity 
via inversion of 
full waveforms

K.T. Tran 
& D.R. 
Hiltunen 
(USA)

Three synthetic 
models

Numerical 
analysis

Surface wave 
tests with 2-D 
full waveforms 
inversion 
using genetic 
algorithm 
and simulated 
annealing

The capa-
bility of 
inversion 
technique

Shear wave 
velocity 
distribution

(Continued)

Table 3. Continued
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present various topics in geotechnical engineering 
and include numerical analysis, laboratory test as 
well as field tests.

7 CONCLUSION

The shear wave velocity (Vs), which is directly 
related to the small strain shear modulus, Gmax, has 
a great potential in the applications of various geo-
technical problems. This paper summarizes the in 
situ intrusive and non-intrusive Vs measuring tech-
niques and presents the advantages of using Vs in 
the various geotechnical applications.

The procedure for evaluation of ground improve-
ment of soft clay deposit using Vs measurements 
was introduced in detail and a field case study was 
performed at Busan Newport construction site. 
The degree of consolidation evaluated using the Vs 
matched well with that obtained from field settle-
ment record, showing the potential of using Vs in 
the evaluation of degree of consolidation.

Finally, the papers submitted to the session TS6 
are briefly discussed.
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Settlement calculation and back-analysis of soil properties for a test 
embankment on a soft clay ground improved by PVD and vacuum-
assisted preloading at a site in Vung Tau, Vietnam
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ABSTRACT: Application of vacuum assisted preloading is helpful when a considerable load is required 
to meet the desired rate of settlement and an increase in the undrained shear strength in a relative short 
time. To facilitate the vacuum propagation, vertical drains are usually employed in conjunction. The instal-
lation of vertical drains using a steel mandrel creates significant remoulding of the subsoil surrounding 
the drains thereby, reducing soil permeability and adversely affecting the soil consolidation process. In this 
research study, performance of a test embankment on a soft clay ground improved by vacuum combined 
with PVD and surcharge preloading at the site of Saigon International Terminals Vietnam (SITV) in Ba 
Ria-Vung Tau Province is presented and analyzed. The calculated settlement results are compared with 
the available observation data. Besides, soil parameters were back– calculated and compared with those 
obtained from soil investigation. 

Keywords: soil improvement, vacuum-assisted preloading, negative pore pressure, surcharge load, SITV 
project

1 INTRODUCTION

The prefabricated vertical drain preloading with 
embankment was modified by combining with vac-
uum pressure to decrease the associated instability. 
Vacuum consolidation preloads the soil by reduc-
ing the pore pressure while maintaining constant 
total stress instead of increasing the total stress. 
The effective stress is increased due to the reduced 
pore pressure in the soil mass. The net effect is an 
additional surcharge ensuring early attainment 
of the required settlement and an increased shear 
strength resulting in increased embankment stabil-
ity. Hence, the vacuum preloading technique can 
diminish large quantity of fill material as well as 
minimize instability problem.

The SITV Terminal occupies an area of 33.7 
hectares, which consists of a container terminal 
with three berths along 730 metres of quay at Thi 
Vai-Cai Mep area in Ba Ria-Vung Tau Province in 
Southern Vietnam. The Saigon International Ter-
minals Vietnam (SITV) is located approximately 
75 km from the Ho Chi Minh City.

The full-scale field test confirmed the effective-
ness of the prediction and monitoring methods, 
such as the comparison of the settlement and 
pore water pressure between predicted values and 
measured values, comparison of the degree of 
consolidation using pore-pressure measurement 
versus settlement measurement, comparison of 
the actual water content reduction with computed 
values, and comparison of the actual increase in 
shear strength with predicted values. The full-scale 
test embankments was constructed in stages on a 
subsoil improved by PVDs combined with vacuum 
surcharge preloading at the SITV project site, 
Southern of Vietnam (Fig. 1). PVDs were installed 
to a depth of 16 ∼ 20 m, at spacing of 1.2 m, in a 
triangular pattern.

2 SOIL CONDITIONS AND PROPERTIES

Plasticity chart of the soil profile is shown in 
Fig. 2. Most of Atterberg limit values lie above the 
“A” line in the plasticity chart, confirming the high 
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plasticity of the marine soft clay. The groundwater 
table is at the ground surface.

The generalized soil profile and soil properties 
are shown in Fig. 3. The soil profile is relatively 
uniform, consisting of a 2 m thick weathered crust 
overlying very soft to soft clay approximately 10 m 
thick. Underlying the soft clay is a medium clay 
layer about 7 m thick followed by a sand layer which 

is in turn underlain by a layer of hard clay. The 
natural water contents are uniform across the test 
site and lie close to the liquid limit between depths 
of 0 m and −17 m. The profiles of soil strength and 
compressibility parameters determined by labora-
tory and field tests are also shown in Fig. 4.

3 TEST EMBANKMENT CONSTRUCTION 
AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The test embankment of trapezoidal shape has the 
size of 85 × 73 × 251 m in plan dimensions and a 
final height of 4.1 m (Fig. 5a). In the area of the 
test embankment, the original ground was cleared 
of grass roots and excavated to 0.5 m below mean 
sea level. Organic soil was removed at +2.5 m Chart 
Datum, then backfilled sand at +3.5 m CD and 
drainage fill at +4.1 m CD, where the PVDs were 
installed. The final platform elevation was +5.7 m 
CD. The design load on sand cushion consist of a 
vacuum pressure of 80 kPa, and a height of sur-
charge of 2.5 m. The duration of vacuum preloading 
was about 4 months. 

At the location of shared clay sealing wall, the 
clay bags were backfilled into the wall and two 
layer of geomembrane were placed. Geomem-
brane extends to two adjacent treatment zones not 
less than 2.0 m, and it is bonded with the geomem-
brane of the adjacent treatment zones by glue to 
ensure the seal effect in treatment area and make 
sure that the soil in clay sealing wall is improved by 
vacuum pressure simultaneously.

After the vacuum pressure of  80 kPa under 
geomembrane is achieved in the treatment area, 
cofferdam were constructed along the borderline 
of  every vacuum preloading zone. Cofferdam is 
made by woven geotextile bags filled with sand. 
Cofferdam section is rectangular and its con-
struction is divided into two stages. The coffer-
dam is heightened with the increase of  surcharge 
height.

Figure 1. Location map.

Figure 2. Plasticity chart.
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Table 1. Summary of soil parameter used in calculation of settlements.

Physical & mechanical properties Units

Layer

Weathered crust Very soft clay Soft clay Medium clay

W % 67.8 79.7 70.2 60.9
e − 1.73 2.02 1.84 1.57
CR − 0.179 0.31 0.23 0.28
RR − 0.023 0.034 0.034 0.032
OCR − 5.2 2.2 1.3 1.3

Cv90 OC m2/yr 5.5 5.9 5.7 5.7
NC m2/yr 2.3 1.1 1.1 1.2

Ch 

OC m2/yr 25.6 11.3 8.9 8.2
NC m2/yr 10.6 2.1 1.7 1.8
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Figure 3. Physical properties.

Figure 4. Summary of consolidation test results and strength profile.

Figure 5. (a) Locations of boreholes; (b) Layout of installation of field instrumentations.

(a) (b)
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A field monitoring program was established to 
monitor surface and subsurface settlements, lateral 
movements, and excess pore pressures. Several settle-
ment plates, one inclinometer, and piezometers were 
installed. The extensometers were installed in the 
center of the test embankment. The extensometers 
and the piezometers were installed at every 3-m verti-
cal interval. The piezometers were installed between 
the PVDs. Inclinometers are placed along the 
boundary of the soft ground treatment project, the 
bottom of which was embedded 3.0 m bellow the top 
of firm ground during consolidation of  foundation. 

The groundwater level is measured by observation 
well, which is placed in the center of each vacuum 
and surcharge combined preloading zone. The plan 
showing the embankment instrumentation is plotted 
in Fig. 5b.

A slope indicator, labeled I15 was installed 
in the boundary of  test embankment. Views of 
 section of  instrumentation are shown in Fig. 6 
and Fig. 7. The PVDs were installed to a depth of 
16 ∼ 20 m on a triangular pattern with 1.2 m spac-
ing. The size of  PVD is 100 mm length and 5 mm 
width. The mandrel was retangular in cross  section 

Figure 6. Section views of instrumentation (Section B-B).

Figure 7. Section views of instrumentation (Section C-C).
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with a thickness of  6 mm and outside dimen-
sions of  150 mm by 45 mm. Rectangular-shaped 
anchoring shoes with dimensions of  150 mm 
by 45 mm were utilized. Construction co 
mmenced in October 2008 and was completed 
6 months later. 

4 ESTIMATION OF SETTLEMENTS

4.1 Asaoka′s method (Asaoka 1978)

The Asaoka′s method (Asaoka, 1978) is based 
on settlement observation, in which earlier obser-
vations are used to predict the ultimate primary 
settlement. Asaoka showed that one-dimensional 
consolidation settlements at certain time inter-
vals (Δt) could be described as a first order 
approximation:

S Sn nS S −β β 1  (1)

Where: S1, S2, . . . , Sn are settlements observations, 
Sn denotes the settlement at time tn, Δt = (tn − tn−1) 
is time interval. The first order approximation 
should represent a straight line on a (Sn vs. Sn−1)-
co-ordinate. From Eq. 1 one can see that β0 and 
β1 are given by the intercept of the fitted straight 
line with the Sn—axis and the slope of the graph, 
respectively. The ultimate primary settlement is 
considered to be reached when Sn = Sn−1 and can be 
calculated by the following:

SulS t =
−
β

β
0ββ

1ββ1
 (2)

Sult is the very intersection between the Sn – Sn−1 
graph and the 45°-line (because Sn = Sn−1) as shown 
in Fig. 8.

In case of staged construction and when a large 
increment of surcharge load is applied, there is 
normally an obvious increase in the gradient of the 
settlement-time curve. In order to determine the 
ultimate settlement under these conditions, data 
obtained from the final stage of loading should be 
used. The ultimate settlement calculated based on 
the field records at the settlement plate SP04 using 
Asaoka′s method are shown in Fig. 9.

4.2 Pore pressure-based method 
(Chu & Yan 2005)

Another possibility of assessing the degree of con-
solidation is based on pore water pressure measure-
ments (Chu & Yan 2005). To estimate an average 
degree of consolidation, the pore water distribu-
tion over the entire soil depth needs to be estab-
lished. As a schematic illustration serves Fig. 10, 
where a combined fill surcharge and vacuum load 

Figure 8. Graphical illustration of Asaoka′s method.
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Figure 9. Field settlements, Asaoka′s method plots for 
settlement plate SP04.

Figure 10. Pore water pressure distribution under com-
bined surcharge and vacuum preloading.
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is considered. The field pore-pressure dissipation 
with depth is presented in Fig. 11. The average 
degree of consolidation can be calculated as

U
u u dzdd

u u dzddavU g
sut

s

= −
( )zz −⎡⎣⎡⎡ ⎤⎦⎤⎤

( )z + −⎡⎣⎡⎡ ⎤⎦⎤⎤
∫

∫
1

0 Δσ
 (3)

u z ss w( )zz z= γγ  (4)

u0 (z) is initial pore water pressure at depth z; Δσ 
is the stress increment due to surcharge at a given 
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Figure 11. Pore water pressure versus depths.

Figure 12. Comparison of settlement between analytical results and monitoring data.

depth; ut (z) is pore water pressure at depth z and 
at time t; us (z) is suction line; γw is unit weight of 
water; s is suction applied.

The primary settlement and the time-dependent 
settlement are calculated using the following 
equation:

S H RRcS
vo

vo v

vm

′ ′ +
′

⎡
⎣⎢
⎡⎡
⎣⎣

⎤
⎦⎥
⎤⎤
⎦⎦

•RR• ⎢ log lCRvm

′ + • ogσ ′′
σ ′′

σ σvo′′ +
σ ′′

Δ
 (5a)

S U St cS US S•  (5b)

with

U ( )UhU ( )UvUU−1 (  (6)

and

U
T

hU hTT
= −

−⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

1 8exp
μ

 (7)

Where St is the settlement versus time, CR is com-
pression ratio, RR is recompression ratio, σ ′vo is 
effective overburden stress, σ ′vm is precompression 
stress, Δσv is increment loading, Sc is the primary 
settlement, Uh and Uv is the horizontal and vertical 
degree of consolidation.

The calculated settlements versus time are plot-
ted in comparison with the measured values as 
shown in Fig. 12. The data used in the settlement 
calculation are tabulated in Table 2
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The degree of consolidation of the clay layers 
below the test embankments was calculated both 
from pore-pressure dissipation based on Eq. 3 
and from the settlements of the test embank-
ments based on Eq. 7. If  the compression ratio is 
assumed to be constant, then the degree of con-
solidation can be obtained from the measured pore 
pressures. The corresponding values of the degree 
of consolidation can also be obtained from the 
measured settlements. Table 3 compares the calcu-
lated degrees of consolidation. The degrees of con-
solidation obtained from settlement measurements 
were confirmed by the corresponding values from 
excess pore pressure measurements.

The degree of consolidation obtained from 
pore pressures (UP) is consistently less than that 
from settlements (US). A similar observation was 
reported earlier by Holtz & Broms (1972). These 
problems have also been observed by Hansbo 
(1997); Bo (1999) and Bergado (2002). The possi-
ble reasons for these differences may be as follows:

• Measurements were conducted at specific points 
only. Thus, the data may not be representative of 
the average values for the whole layer.

• Involved uncertainties in the prediction of ulti-
mate settlement, such as measurements of initial 
settlements or effect of measurements by sec-
ondary compression.

• Piezometers were installed between two vertical 
drains in soil layers. Pore water pressure at this 
location will be the maximum and will gradually 
decrease towards vertical drain. Any misalign-
ment in the piezometer vertically will lead to dif-
ferent measurements.

Table 2. Analysis of primary consolidation settlement.

Depth σ ′vo σ ′vm Δσv Settlement
(m) CR RR kPa kPa kPa m

0–2 0.31 0.034 5 12 138 0.70
2–4.5 0.23 0.034 18 40 133 0.36
4.5–7 0.23 0.034 33 43 128 0.34
7–9.5 0.23 0.034 48 63 123 0.26
9.5–12 0.28 0.034 63 83 118 0.25
12–15.4 0.28 0.034 81 106 113 0.26

    Sum(m) 2.17

Table 3. Comparison of degree of consolidation from 
settlement and pore pressure data.

Degree of 
consolidation

Field measurements

From settle-
ment) (Asaoka′s 
method)

From pore pres-
sure) (Chu & Yan′s 
method)

86.5% 74.6%

5 BACK-ANALYSIS OF SOIL PARAMETER

5.1 Reduction of water content

Changes in water content can also be estimated 
from the equation based on field settlement data 
(Stamatopoulos & Kotzias 1985) as follows:

Δw w G hn nw +( )1 δ  (8)

where wn, Δwn are the original and change of natu-
ral water content; G is the special gravity of soil 
grains, Cc is the coefficient of compressibility, δ is 
the settlement under preloading, and h is the thick-
ness of compressible soils

Figure 13 illustrates the reduction of water con-
tent with depth for test embankment after 160 days 
of preloading compared with the mean values of the 
initial water contents. The back-calculated values of 
water content from settlements after treatment are 
also plotted in Fig. 13 for test embankment and are 
in agreement with the measured water content data.

5.2 Increase undrained shear strength

The increase in undrained shear strength, Su, was 
predicted by the SHANSEP technique (Ladd 1991) 
as follows:

 
S S

OCRCCuS
vo OC

uS
vo NC

m

′
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

= ′
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠σ σvo′′ ⎠⎠⎠ ′′⎝⎝⎝  (9)

where OCR is the overconsolidation ratio; σvo is 
the effective overburden pressure; and NC and OC 
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Figure 13. Back-calculated water contents from 
settlements.
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denote normally consolidated and overconsoli-
dated, respectively.

Changes in undrained shear strength can 
also be estimated from the following equations 
based on field settlement data (Stamatopoulos & 
Kotzias 1985):

ΔS
w G

C S huS n

cC uS=
+⎛

⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

1
0 434.

δ  (10)

where Su, ΔSu are the original and change of und-
rained shear strength; wn, Δwn are the original and 
change of natural water content; G is the special 
gravity of soil grains, Cc is the coefficient of com-
pressibility, δ is the settlement under preloading, 
and h is the thickness of compressible soils.

The increase in undrained shear strength, Su, 
was also obtained from piezocone penetration tests 
as follows:

S
q

NuS t vo

ktN
=

− σ v  (11)

where qt, is the corrected cone resistance; σvo is the 
total overburden stress, Nkt is the cone factor (Nkt = 
12 for soft clay in this area).

The increase of shear strength can be estimated 
from the SHANSEP technique (Eq. 9). In this 
project, the SHANSEP equation can be obtained 
from field vane shear tests, oedometer tests and 
Constant Rate of Strain (CRS) tests as follows:

S
OCRCCuS

vo′
= •

σ ′′
0 215 0 805. .  (12)

The predicted increases in undrained shear 
strengths are indicated by “solid lines” in Fig. 14. 
The corrected undrained shear strengths measured 
by field vane shear tests before and after treat-
ment are also plotted by “dotted lines”. As seen in 
Fig. 14, there is an excellent agreement between the 
measured and predicted data with regards to the 
increase in undrained shear strength due to precon-
solidation and drainage. At depths of 0 ∼ −2 m, the 
predicted shear strength from field settlement data 
(Stamatopoulos & Kotzias 1985) (Eq. 10) does not 
agree well with direct measurements. Besides, cone 
resistance, qc measured by piezocone tests in before 
and after treatment are also plotted for compari-
son (Fig. 15). The results indicates that the shear 
strength and the cone resistance increase with 75% 
and from 34% (0 ∼ −2 m) to 72% (−2 ∼ −12 m), 
respectively.

5.3 Back-calculation of ch values from pore water 
pressure measurements

In case of radial drainage consolidation, Barron′s 
solution (1948) in perfect drain condition (without 
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Figure 14. Undrained shear strength before and after 
treatment.
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considering the effect of smear and well resistance) 
which is given by:

U
T

hU hTT
= −

−⎡

⎣
⎢
⎡⎡

⎣⎣

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦
1 8exp

μ
 (13)

where Uh is average horizontal coefficient of con-
solidation, Th is time factor, μ is factor for the effect 
of drain spacing

Aboshi & Monden (1963) presented a curve fit-
ting method using logU and linear t. This method 
is developed by taking “log” of both sides of 
Barron′s solution (Eq. 13), which results in the fol-
lowing expression:

ThTT h=
− μ ln( )UhU−

8
 (14)

where Th is time factor:

T
C t
DhTT hC

eD
=

2  (15)

By combining Eqs. 15 and 16, the coefficient of 
radial consolidation Ch can be calculated as follows:

C
D

thC e hD
=

−D2

8
l ( )UhU1  (16)

5.4 Back-calculation of ch values from settlement 
measurements

For estimating the in situ coefficient of consolida-
tion, Magnan and Deroy (1980) determined that 
for radial drainage only, in situ Ch can be estimated 
by:

ln β
μ

1ββ
2

8
Δt

c
Dμ

h

eD
=  (17)

where, De is diameter of an equivalent soil cylinder, 
S is drain spacing, μ is factor for the effect of drain 
spacing

μ = − −n
n n

2

2

2

21
3 1−n2

4ln( )n  (18)

where, n is drain spacing ratio n = De /d, d is equiva-
lent diameter of prefabricated drain, Δt is time 
increment.

Back-calculation of Ch value based on field set-
tlements and pore pressure measurements were 
shown in Table 4.

6 CONCLUSIONS

1. The ultimate settlement was predicted using 
Asaoka′s method, while the time-depdent set-
tlement was estimated based on Barron′s solu-
tion. The predicted and measured settlement are 
within an error of 3∼6%, which are considered 
to be exceptional. 

2. The average degree of consolidation was 
assessed based on both settlement and pore 
pressure data. The results indicated that the 
average degree of consolidation estimated from 
the settlement data was higher than that esti-
mated from the pore water pressure data due to 
non-linearity of the soil.

3. There is a good agreement between the meas-
ured and predicted undrained shear strength 
profiles after preloading based on SHANSEP 
technique and results from the piezocone pene-
tration tests. The results indicates that the shear 
strength increase with 75%.

4. The measured water contents of the treated soil 
after preloading agreed well with values com-
puted from the consolidation settlements. The 
results indicated that the reduction of water 
content is about 13%.

5. There is a good agreement between the hori-
zontal coefficient of  consolidation back-cal-
culated from field measurements and from 
soil investigation before treatment (refer 
Table 1&4).
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1 INTRODUCTION

The city of Tehran is located at the foot of the 
southern slopes of the Alborz Mountains Range 
and sits on an alluvial plain formed over time by 
flood erosion of the mountains. Due to flood, 
large and small particles have settled on high and 
low elevations respectively resulting in varying geo-
logical conditions. The source rocks, slope of the 
mountains and climate conditions are important 
factors in determining the properties of the soils 
deposited at the foot of mountains. If  the source 
rock is soft and the slope is gentle, uniform fine 
grained soils are created in seismically non-active 
areas. The Alborz Mountains Range is steep and 
mainly consists of, Tuff, Limestone and Dolomite. 
The area experiences heavy rains in some seasons 
and is seismically active. Therefore, non-uniform 
soil layers have been formed. 

Tehran is expanding rapidly and many build-
ings are being constructed have the nature of  the 
foundation conditions posed by the underlying 
alluvia is a major consideration. In order to deter-
mine the geotechnical parameters of  the Tehran 

alluvia, it is necessary to carrying out geotechnical 
investigations. For small and light structures, con-
ventional geotechnical investigations can exceed 
the available budget but shallow investigations 
can be undertaken by simple low cost methods. In 
sand and fine grained soils, simple equipment such 
as the Mackintosh probe (Fakher et al. 2006), can 
be used. However, low cost methods are not widely 
available for coarse grained soils and it is neces-
sary to undertake large laboratory and in-situ tests. 
Such large scale tests are inappropriate for small 
structures and for the preliminary assessment of 
soils. Therefore, a local geological or geotechnical 
classification is required. The Rieben (1966) geo-
logical classification system is frequently used by 
local engineers to provide a qualitative geological 
description of the foundation soils, but the clas-
sification is based on the age of  the alluvia and 
does not provide useful information about engi-
neering properties of  the soils. A combination of 
geological information and in-situ test data could 
provide the possibility of  being able to make a 
quick assessment of  the geotechnical properties of 
the alluvia. 

A local geological-geotechnical classification for preliminary 
characterization of coarse grain alluviums

A. Cheshomi
Tehran University, Science Faculty, Iran

A. Fakher
Tehran University, Civil Engineering Faculty, Iran

ABSTRACT: In most coarse grain alluviums, it is impossible to take small undisturbed samples from 
boreholes due to the large and variable grains. The execution of large scale in-situ tests are also difficult 
and can not be undertaken in small projects due to expenses. This is a general challenging problem with 
the site characterization of coarse grain alluvium. The city of Tehran is founded on Quaternary coarse 
grain alluvium, which has been geologically classified in the past. In geological classifications, age and 
general characteristics of alluviums are considered rather than geotechnical properties. In the paper, based 
on filed and laboratory observation, geological factors that affect geotechnical characterization of Tehran 
alluvium are discussed. Then in order to determine geotechnical properties of the Tehran alluvia, a number 
of in-situ tests have been undertaken. The test results have been compared with published research results. 
Accordingly a geological–geotechnical classification system is proposed to assess the engineering proper-
ties of coarse grain soils to be use in small-medium construction projects. A well locally established clas-
sification system extended to cover geotechnical properties. A similar framework could be used to create 
local geotechnical-geological classification systems of other coarse alluvia in other locations. 

Keywords: coarse grain alluvium; in-situ direct shear test, Tehran alluvium, geological classification, 
geotechnical properties, geological–geotechnical classification
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2 GEOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION

Rieben (1966) was a European geologist who 
worked for the Geological Survey of Iran (GSI) in 
the mid 20th century. His classification for Tehran 
alluvia is still being widely used by local geologist 
and engineers. Rieben (1966) divided the Tehran 
coarse grained alluvia into four categories, iden-
tified as “A”, “B”, “C” and “D” where “A” is the 
oldest and “D” the youngest. In Figure 1 show 
geological map of Tehran alluvia formation. Speci-
fications of these alluvia are presented in Table 1 
using conventional terminology.

Figure 2 shows some photos of outcrops of the 
Tehran alluvia. To date all research into the Tehran 
geology have used the Rieben (1966) geological clas-
sification and until now this classification has not 
changed fundamentally (Berberiyan et al. 1986). 
The advantages of the Rieben classification are:

a. It gives a first qualitative assessment of the 
characterization of alluvium.

b. It recognizes the sedimentary environments of 
the alluvia.

c . It gives useful information about age and his-
tory of basin sediment. 

However, a geological classification does not 
present information about engineering properties. 
This is the major disadvantage of the above men-
tioned classification for Tehran alluvium in respect 
of engineering practice. When alluvia are classified 
based on their age, alluvium in the same category 
(same age) may have different geotechnical proper-
ties. For example, the “B” and “D” alluvia in the 
north of Tehran have coarse grains with very large 
size but these same alluvia in the south of Tehran 
have fine grains. Consequently, the “B” and “D” 
alluviums in the north and south of Tehran have 
different geotechnical properties, but they are in 
one geological category.

Rieben’s (1966) classification is widely recognized 
by geologist working in civil engineering projects in 
Tehran. Therefore, it would be convenient to assess 
the engineering properties using a modified form 
of the Rieben geological classification, rather than 

Figure 1. Tehran geological map. “A” ,“B”, “C” and 
“D” alluvium presented in this Figure.

Figure 2. Coarse grained alluviua of Tehran: (a) “A” 
alluvium: Showing dip in this layers; (b) “B” alluvium: 
Showing grain size variability; (c) “C” alluvium: Showing 
horizontally and red layers; (d) “D” alluvium: Showing 
very large grains without cementation.

Table 1. Comparison of Tehran alluviums based on Rieben classification (Rieben 1966).
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proposing a new  independent geotechnical classifi-
cation. An adapted geological classification able to 
address geotechnical characterizations would have 
the following advantages: 

− Ease communication between geologists and 
engineers.

− Provide a qualitative assessment of geological 
factors on geotechnical properties.

− Increase of the accuracy of investigations.
− Reduce costs.
− Ease comparison with previous data.

Geological factors affecting the geotechnical 
specification of Tehran alluvia

For this research a large number of pits, trenches 
and outcrops were visited by the authors. In addi-
tion, the data of previous investigations were used 
to address geological factors which affect the geo-
technical properties of Tehran alluvia.

2.1 Grain size and grain shape

Particles size and shape reflect material composi-
tion, grain formation and release from the mineral 
matrix, transportation, and deposition environ-
ments. Mechanical and chemical processes deter-
mine the grain shape once it is released from the 
matrix. Particle shape is characterized by three 
dimensionless ratios (Barret 1980) identified as: 
sphericity S (cf eccentricity of platiness); roundness 
R (cf angularity) and smoothness (cf roughness). 
An increase in particle irregularity (angularity and / 
or eccentricity) results in a decrease in stiffness and 
an increase friction angle (Dodds 2003). The grain 
shapes of Tehran alluvia can be classified as round, 
semiround and angular according to the classifica-
tion of Powers (1953). Grain sizes are variable from 
clay to boulders. 

2.2 Sedimentary age

During 100 of  thousands years, a structure is cre-
ated in coarse grained soil. Factors which influ-
ence structure creation are hydroxide, carbonate 
and organic material sedimentation, grain weld-
ing caused by high pressure, and mineral recrys-
tallizations (Leroueil & Vaughan 1990). For 
illustration, it has been reported that the shear 
behavior of  natural sands is defined not only by 
the type of  the material constituents but also by 
the processes experienced in the ground during 
its geological history (Cuccovillo & Coop 1999). 
With creation of  a structure, the strength of  soils 
is increased. This phenomenon can be observed 
in five millions years old Tehran alluvia accord-
ingly the strength of  Tehran alluvium increases 
with age. 

2.3 Cementation

Cementation is an important factor in the creation 
of cohesion in coarse grain soils. Other factors which 
create cohesion are grain interlocking, over grow-
ing and welding (Barton 1993). Cementation is the 
most important factor to create cohesion in Tehran 
alluvia (Asghari 2002). The degree of cementation 
depends on the alluvium fabric, grain shape, age, 
ground water level, tectonic conditions, depth and 
weathering. The cementation of Tehran alluvium 
is secondary and created by carbonate, especially 
calcite (Asghari 2002). Calcite crystals are compo-
nents of the source rock of Tehran alluvia. Solution 
of calcite crystals and then recrystallisation between 
grains created cementation. Figure 3, shows samples 
of calcite cementation in microscopic thin sections 
of “A” alluvium. Figure  3a shows rhombohedra cal-
cite crystals, Figure 3a shows calcite crystals which 
are completely over grown, but in Figure 3b the 
crystallization of calcites is not completed. It is clear 
that the strength of complete crystallized calcites is 
higher than an un-completed crystallized calcite.

Based on observations during the research, sat-
uration and water flow into pits can leach cement 
between grains and reduce cohesion. Ismael and 
Mollah (1998) presented the same conclusion for 
naturally cemented sand. “A” alluvium is the oldest 
alluvium of Tehran so it is the most cohesive and 
cemented alluvium. “D” alluvium is the youngest 
alluvium and presents no cohesion. “C” alluvium 
is moderately cemented and “B” alluvium presents 
weak and variable cohesion.

2.4 Grain contact type

Grain contact mechanisms have been classified as: 
Point and Long; Interlocking and Floating (Sittar 
1983). 

In Figure 4 four kinds of contact between grains 
are presented. The Tehran alluvia do not have uni-
form grain size distribution and usually grain shapes 
are angular and sometimes round. During the 

Figure 3. Showing calcite crystals in microscopic thin 
sections of “A” alluvium: (a) Complete crystallization and 
rhombohedra. shape, (depth: 7 m); (b) Partly crystallized, 
(depth: 13 m).
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research it was concluded that, the contact mecha-
nism between grains are interlocking and floating.

There are some other factors such as faults and 
weathering which affect the engineering properties 
of soils. Fault and fractures reduce the strength of 
alluvium. Water flows in faults and fractures this 
could leach cement and then reduce the strength 
of alluvium. Several researchers have studied the 
effect of weathering on the engineering properties 
of different types of rocks and hard soils (Lumb 
1983; Cole & Sandy 1980; Kelsall et al. 1986; 
Haskins & Bell 1995). Weathering processes could 
also cause important changes in rock porosity 
(Tugrul 2004). With weathering progress, poros-
ity increases and the strength of alluvium reduces. 
Weathering has more effect on young alluvium 
and its effect decreases with depth. In the north 
of Tehran, there are a number of faults which can 
reduce the strength of soils. The effects of weather-
ing are more severe at faults.

To summarize, grain size and shape, sedimen-
tary age, cementation, grain contact type, faults, 
fracture and weathering are major factors which 
influence the geotechnical properties of Tehran 
coarse grain alluvia. These factors are presented in 
Table 2 to summarize the visual observation of the 
alluvia described below. 

3 DESCRIPTION OF SOILS OBSERVED IN 
TRIAL PITS AND EXPOSED TRENCHES

A number of exposed trenches and excavations were 
visited by the authors during the research. Figure 5 
shows the locations of the trial pits and excavations 
that were used in the research. In addition, three 
special pits with horizontal galleries were excavated 
for direct observation of the alluvia and to permit 
a study of grain shape, grain size, contacts, cemen-
tation, ground water and also to carry out in-situ 
tests, Figure 6. The diameters of the pits were about 
1 metre with depths of 15.9, 20 and 23 metres. Sev-
eral observation galleries were excavated horizon-
tally. The cross section of galleries was triangular 
(high = 1.8 m and base width = 1.6 m). The horizon-
tal galleries were excavated by hand tools which are 
typically used by special skilled workers. In addi-
tion, 45 trial pits excavated in previous studies were 
used to augment the research findings.

Figure 4. Grain contact arrangements (Sittar 1983).

Tehran
2.5 km

Line 3 & Line 7 surveyed area
Previous drilled boreholes and test pits
Drilled test pits in this study
Excavations

1

2

3

Figure 5. Location of trial pits and 3rd and 7th metro 
lines.

Table 2. Major geological factors which affect the geotechnical properties of Tehran alluvia.
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penetration test (CPT) was not possible. Most pre-
vious investigations on gravelly soils have focused 
on the testing of sands because of the problems 
of testing coarse grain soils (Crova et al. 1993; Lin 
et al. 2000; Asghari 2002). The presented research 
was mainly based upon in-situ tests undertaken by 
the authors in engineering geology surveys relating 
to lines 3 and 7 of the Tehran metro. In addition, 
in-situ tests were carried out in three trial pits at 
different levels and a number of published data 
used for comparison and discussion.

The in-situ direct shear tests were undertaken 
based upon the procedures of BS 5930 (1999). 
Three frames were used having a 600 mm width and 
length and 150 mm height. In order to prepare cubic 
soil samples, each frame was placed on the ground, 
and the soil was excavated around it so that the soil 
inside the frames should be undisturbed. Every test 
was carried out with three samples and three dif-
ferent constant vertical forces. The horizontal force 
increased continuously up to failure of the samples. 
The cohesion and internal friction of the undis-
turbed soils were determined and a total of 11 tests 
were done in five galleries. The test results showed:

a. Vertical and horizontal displacements occurred 
immediately (about 60 second) after the vertical 
and horizontal forces were applied;

b. The average internal friction angles of “A” and 
“C” alluvia were 45 and 38 degree and the aver-
age cohesion of “A” and “C” alluvia were 93 and 
90 kPa respectively.

Plate load tests are commonly recognized as a 
reliable source for the evaluation of allowable pres-
sure under foundations (Reznik 1995). The plate 
load tests were done based on ASTM D 1194-94. A 
circular plate with 300 mm diameter was used in the 
tests. The deformation modulus (E), modulus of 
sub grade reaction (Ks) and reloading modulus (Kr) 
were determined based on these test results. A total 
of 11 plate load tests were undertaken in 5 galleries 
on “A” and “C” alluvia. The test results show:

a. In “A” alluvium following the application of a 
vertical force, the change of vertical settlement 
versus time was very fast and no long term set-
tlement could be expected. In the case of “C” 
alluvium the soil behavior was affected by the 
coarse and fine grains together and there could 
be long term settlement;

b. In one tests, a failure occurred around the plate 
once a load of 6.3 MPa had been applied. This 
shows that the soil could support a load of up 
to 6.3 MPa vertical stress under a plate;

c. In 7 tests undertaken on the “A” alluvium and 4 
tests on the “C” alluvium, the elastic deforma-
tion modulus (E) for “A” and “C” alluvia were 
shown to be 164.3 and 45.9 MPa respectively.

Figure 6. Material observed in pit 3, excavated in “A” 
alluvia.

The visual observations of the authors are sum-
marized in Table 2. In addition to Table 2 the fol-
lowing observations are of interest:

−  In pit 1, “D” alluvium was observed up to a 
depth of 7 m after which “A” alluvium was 
encountered. Figure 6 presents a typical bound-
ary between “A” and “D” alluvium, similar 
boundary was observed in pit 2 at the depth of 
10m between “D” alluvium and “C” alluvium.

−  Although the ground water level is very low, 
seepage of water could be sometimes seen in 
some layers.

For example, water seepage was observed at 
a depth of 15 m in pit 2 so a pump was used for 
drainage during observation and in-situ tests.

−  Sometime a thin layer of fine soil could be seen 
between coarse soils. For example, in pit 3 at 
depth 6 to 9 metres there was a red layer. In this 
layer the percentage of clay was greater than else-
where. In Figure 7 shows the boundary between 
red and other layers. It is not a typical feature of 
the alluvia. Figure 8 shows a typical drawing pro-
duced to present the observations made by the 
authors in trial pits and horizontal galleries.

4 IN SITU TESTS

Due to the large grain size of some of the soils 
studied, it was impossible to take small samples 
from boreholes for laboratory testing. In addition, 
the use of standard penetration test (SPT) or cone 
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In order to determine deformation parameters 
at small strain, down hole tests were conducted 
in 3 trial pits according to ASTM WK 7042 
using a “24-channel seismograph”. To find a low 
cost soil investigation test, the Swedish Weight 
Sounding test was tried in Tehran alluvium. This 
procedure was first introduced and recommen-
dation in Sweden in 1917 and has been used for 
field surveys on subsurface profiles under railway 
tracks (De Ruiter 1988). The effects of  overbur-
den stress, relative density and grain composition 
in test results have been examined by Tsukamoto 
et al. (2004). Empirical correlation Tables, pro-
posed in Euro Code 7 (1997) were used to deter-
mine the internal friction angle and deformation 
modulus. 

5 COMPARISON

The in-situ test results of the presented research 
and other research are compared in Table 3. 
Table 3, shows that the engineering properties of 
“A” and “C” alluvia are different and are related to 
different grains size, cementation, and fine grains 
percentages. To extend these results to other sites, 
more tests are required. The locations of previ-
ous research studies are shown in Figure 5, which 
presents the engineering properties of Tehran 
alluviums in some areas. The cohesion, angle of 
friction and deformation modulus, presented in 
Table 3 are based on the results of the in-situ direct 
shear tests and plate load tests. 

In the “A” and “C” alluvia average ratio of 
Edown hole/Eplate load was found to be equal to 14 and 
25 respectively. Differences between deformation 
modulus derived from down hole and plate load-
ing are due to the different range of strains applied 
in the two tests.

In the “A” and “C” alluvia the friction angle 
determined by in-situ direct shear test are about 5 
to 10 degree more than Swedish Weight Sounding 
tests results. The differences between the internal 
friction angle and deformation modulus derived 
from the Swedish Weight Sounding and direct 
shear suggest that the empirical relationship pre-
sented in Euro Code 7 to derive internal friction 
angle from the Swedish Weight Sounding test 
should be modified for Tehran alluvia.

Comparison of the results suggest that there 
is usually agreement between the different tests. 
However, the depth of the test, water content 
and location of a test can cause some differences. 
The geotechnical parameters proposed by other 
researchers are for maximum depths of 4 metres, 
due to the difficulties in doing the tests. In the cur-
rent research test at depths greater than 4 metre 
were successfully undertaken.

6 NEW CLASSIFICATION 
AND DISCUSSION

A geological classification of Tehran alluvia was 
firstly proposed by Rieben (1966) but this system 
does not consider the engineering properties. How-
ever, Rieben’s classification has a long history of 
usage by local geologist and engineers. Therefore, it 
could be more acceptable to add engineering prop-
erties to Rieben’s classification to provide a primary 
assessment of engineering properties of soils in civil 
engineering projects. Geological factors which affect 
engineering properties have been widely addressed 
in the literature and briefly mentioned in this paper. 
The observations of previous researchers and also 
direct studies of the authors of the geological fac-
tors which relate specifically to the Tehran alluvia 
are summarized in Table 2. The results of in-situ 
measurements of engineering properties of alluvium 
“A” and “C” can be combined, Table 4. Table 4, is 
formed by combining Tables 2 and 3. The results 
are shown in three major columns. In the first major 
column, the properties of Tehran alluvia including 
photos are presented based on Rieben’s classifica-
tion. In the second major column, geology features 
(including grain shape, contact shape, cementa-
tion and grain size) which influence geotechnical 
properties are presented. In addition, the elevations 
from sea level for outcrops of these alluvia are pre-
sented. Based on this column information, grain 
sizes fine grained alluviums are seen to occur at low 
level elevations and coarse grained alluvium occurs 
at high level elevations. In the third major column, 
the geotechnical parameters for distinct geological 
features are presented. The cohesions and angles of 
friction presented in Table 4 are based on results 
of in-situ direct shear tests and deformation modu-
lus, which is for large strain, are based on results of 
plate load tests. 

Table 4 could be considered as a framework for 
the quick assessment of engineering properties of 
alluvia using the following procedure:

Step 1: Determine the type of alluvium accord-
ing to Rieben’s classification from Table 1 and then 
refer to Table 4.

Step 2: Determine grain and contact shape 
based upon visual inspection.

Step 3: Confirm the type of cement specified for 
the desired alluvium in Table 4.

Step 4: Based upon grain size and elevation of 
the alluvium, select the range of engineering prop-
erties for the desired soil in Table 4.

The effect of water and faults should be consid-
ered by engineering judgment to reduce the value 
of engineering properties.

Table 4 could be used to determine geotechnical 
properties for “A” and “C” alluvia but there are not 
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enough data available to include “B” and “D” in 
the system. In most cases “B” and “D” alluvia have 
very coarse and fine particles. Geotechnical inves-
tigations of fine grained particles is possible by 
conventional geotechnical investigation methods, 
but investigation of coarse grain soils are difficult 

because of the very coarse grain non-cemented 
structure, and heterogeneous nature. In this case 
it is possible to determine engineering proper-
ties based upon the monitoring of new construc-
tions. These soils should be the subject of further 
research.

Table 4. Determination of geotechnical properties based on geological features.
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7 CONCLUSION

Coarse soils are challenging materials in ground 
investigations because undisturbed sampling and 
most in-situ tests are inapplicable. It is also very 
expensive to take large samples or to undertake 
large in-situ tests for small to medium size con-
struction projects. Combing available geotechnical 
data and geological factors, which affect engineer-
ing properties, could produce a framework for the 
quick engineering assessment of any geological 
formation. A new engineering-geological classifi-
cation has been presented for Tehran alluvia. Most 
cities and areas which are located on the foot of 
mountains rages could have similar  geological for-
mations and the alluvia could be similarly classi-
fied. A methodology similar to that presented in 
the paper could be used to add engineering prop-
erties to the geological classification of alluvia 
formed at the foot of mountain rages.

The alluvia of Tehran is heterogeneous and 
strongly cemented; cementation between grains is 
usually calcite. Water flow leaches cement between 
grains and reduces cohesion. In the case of both 
“A” and “C” alluviums, contact between grains 
are usually interlocking and some times floating. 
Heterogeneity in “C” alluvium is less than “A” allu-
vium. The percentage of fine grains in “C” allu-
vium is more than “A” alluvium. In “C” alluvium, 
the cementitious materials are calcite and clay.
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Comparative analysis of methodics of testing pile by ASTM 
and GOST standards

A.Zh. Zhussupbekov, A.S. Tulebekova, R. Lukpanov & T. Muzdybayeva
Eurasian National University, Astana, Casaquistao, Kazakhstan

ABSTRACT: This paper presented methodic of testing pile by ASTM D1143/D1143M-07 (USA) stand-
ard and GOST 5686-94 (Kazakhstan) standard. The methodic of testing piles by these standards have 
some differences as long as Kazakhstan Standard is out of date and has not changed science 1994 whereas 
ASTM is updating and will update taking latest technology developments, technical methods and provides 
for the use of more modern equipment. Discussion of using control equipments, technological features, 
advantages and disadvantages of aforementioned standards might be important for understanding and 
elimination of existing differences, because harmonization with international standards seems to be quietly 
actual today question. The papers include the results of static tests of piles by using two standards. This 
full field scale piling tests were performed in problematical soil ground of construction sites of new capital 
Astana (Kazakhstan). Present Kazakhstan Standard are confined application of modern pile technol-
ogy and big difference between experimental bearing capacity obtained by static loading test and design 
(vary from 1.5 to 3 times) is still exist. The analysis are presented in the paper shows that ASTM methodic 
gives detailed information about the process testing and makes more reliable results. And so researcher of 
advanced pile technologies is very important for the feature Kazakhstan geotechnic development.

1 INTRODUCTION

Development of high-rise buildings and construc-
tions in complex hydro-geological condition of 
some regions of Kazakhstan requires reliable design 
of foundation, this leads to improvement of the geo-
technical Standards. Nowadays many international 
projects are realized in Kazakhstan, this demands 
to using international Standard, moreover, for 
realization unique project is required using leading 
foreign high-tech, economic, ecological and energy-
efficient technology, including technology for pile 
installation, equipment for geological investigation.

Unfortunately, present Standards are confined 
application of modern technology of pile foun-
dation installation, indicating incomplete usage 
of advanced technology. The results of research 
will directed to modernization of the Kazakhstan 
Standards and oriented to advanced geotechnolo-
gies adaptation. 

Pile foundations commonly used in Kazakhstan, 
especially in regions Astana, Karaganda, Atyrau, 
Aktau, Pavlodar, Kostanay and Kokshetau. Field 
test are carry out in accordance with requirements 
GOST 5686-94 “Soils. Methods of the field tests 
with piles”[1].

Definitions of bearing capacity of the piles in 
accordance with requirements SNIP RK 5.01-03-
2002 “Pile foundations”.

2 METHODOLOGIES OF THE FIELD 
TESTS

2.1 Dynamic load test regarding GOST 5686-94 
(Kazakhstan)

In Kazakhstan dynamic test is carry out by using 
many types of pile driving machine. Before pile 
driving special marks through 1 m are painted on 
its surface along the whole length of the pile, but 
on last meter through each 0.1 m (see Figure 1).

In process of the pile driving the numbers of 
blows is recording for every each meter of pile pen-
etration and last one meter through each 0.1 m. At 
the same time it is necessary to fix height of the fall 
of the blowing part of hammer. Test pile driving 
terminated till designing refusals (cm/blows) (see 
Figure 2).

For definition of the bearing capacities of piles it 
is required to use average refusal which are obtained 
during redriving of the piles after their “rest”. The 
rest time depend on soil condition of site: for clayey 
soil 6–10 days, for sandy and gravel soil up to 3 days.

Redriving of test piles carry out two step-by-step 
guarantees at three and five blows of the hammer. 

Before beginning redriving on test piles attached 
measured tape, with lengths of 10 cm, divided by 
1 mm. The control of the test pile penetration con-
ducted through theodolit. 
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2.2 Static load test regarding GOST 5686-94 
(Kazakhstan)

Static load test should be carry out for driving piles 
after the “rest” and for bored piles after achieve-
ments of the concrete strength more than 80%. For 
static load tests the following equipment is used:

• hydraulic jack SMJ-158A–200 ton;
• caving in-measurers of the type 6ΠAO.

The pressure in the jack was created by the help 
of manual oil pump station MNSR-400 with power 
up to 800 kg/cm2, the moving of steel piles was 
fixed by caving in-measurers of the type 6-PAO, 
which were installed on the both sides of unmov-
able bearings with the benchmark system.

The first record was performed just after putting 
the loading, then consequently 4 records with an 
interval of 15 minutes, 2 records with an interval 
of 30 minutes and further for every hour until the 
conditional stabilization of pile settlement. For the 
criterion of conditional stabilization of pie settle-
ment was taken when the speed of settlement of 
piles on the given stage of loading did not exceed 
0.1 mm during the last 1–2 hours of observations  
(see Figure 3). Reloading (unloading) conducted 

half  stages of the loading. Carrying out of static 
test is shown in Figure 4. Data of static field tests 
drawing load – settlement diagrams are shown in 
Figure 5.

Figure 1. Painted test pile.

Figure 2. Dynamic test of pie driving by machine 
Junttan PM-25.

Figure 3. Criteria of  conditional stabilization of  pile.
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Figure 4. Static load test of bored pile performance.

Figure 5. Diagrams of settlements S—loading P.
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3 DEFINITIONS OF BEARING CAPACITY 
R ACCORDING TO GOST 5686-94

Bearing capacity of the piles, Fu, by dynamic load 
test is defined as:
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where η = factor, dependent on concrete strength  of 
the piles; A = area of the pile section; M = 1 – factor, 
dependent on pile driving hammer’s impact; 
Ed = effective energy of blows of the hammer, kNM, 
calculated 

E G HdE •  (2)

where G = weight of blowing part of the ham-
mer, kN; H = drop height of blowing part of the 
hammer.

Static load involving settlement of the tested 
pile, which equals S and determined according to 
the below equation shall be taken as the particular 
value of the pile ultimate resistance to the pressing 
load defined as:

S Su mS tζ SS ,  (3)

where ζ = coefficient for conversion factor of the 
limit value of mean settlement of foundation of 
the building or structure Su,mt into pile settlement 
obtained while static tests at conventional settle-
ment stabilization; according to the requirements 
ζ = 0.2 shall be taken as the coefficient value;

Su,mt = s maximum permissible value of mean 
foundation settlement of the designed building or 

structure as stated either in the project statement 
or requirements SNIP RK 5.01-01-2002. “Soil 
grounds of the buildings”.

4 DYNAMIC AND STATIC LOAD TEST 
ON CONSTRUCTION SITE IN ASTANA 
BY ASTM

Now we analyzed dynamic and static load tests of 
driven steel H-pile on construction site of apart-
ment “Embassy of the USA in Astana”, which 
shown in Figure 7.

Geology of construction site Embassy of the 
USA in Astana showed in Table 1 and Figures 8, 9.

Figure 6. Diagram of dependences of settlements S 
from the loading P for definition of bearing capacity of 
the piles.

Figure 7. Embassy of the USA in Astana.

Table 1. Geology of construction site Embassy of the 
USA in Astana.

Element 
E,
κg/cm2 ν

γ, 
kg/cm3

c,
kg/cm2 ϕ 

Density 
clay 
loam 

210 0.35 0.00198 0.59 23

Semi-solid 
clay 

51 0.35 0.00189 0.27 19

Figure 8. Geology of construction site Embassy of the 
USA in Astana.
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Dynamic test:
Steel H—piles were driven according to design 
load, preliminary criteria of refusal:

• on 600 kN working loading, refusal of a pile 
should be equal 1.25 cm (25 cm/20 blows);

• on 400 kN working loading, refusal of a pile 
should be equal 1.67 cm (25 cm/15 blows).

Results of dynamic tests showed in Table 2 and 
Figure 10.

Static load test:
The ultimate testing load for steel H-piles doubly 
exceed the allowable design load (according to the 
Standard ASTM D 1143-81): for 600 kN design 
allowable loading – 1200 kN ultimate tasting load, 
and for 400 kN accordingly 800 kN. Results of 
dynamic tests showed in Table 3 and Figure 11.

After extension lengths of a steel H—piles by 
electric welding, were driven according to design 
load and preliminary criteria of refusal:

Figure 9. Construction site Embassy of the USA in 
Astana.

Table 2. Results of the dynamic test.

Number of 
stee H-piles 

Embedded 
depth in 
soil, m 

Design load, 
kN 

Refusal of 
pile at driv-
ing, cm 

LT-1   7.00 600 1.00 
LT-2   9.00 600 1.09 
LT-3 10.00 600 1.14 
LT-7   8.25 600 1.00 
LT-8 10.25 600 1.25 
LT-9   9.25 600 1.25 
LT-4   8.00 400 1.56 
LT-5   8.25 400 1.47 
LT-6   7.75 400 1.67 
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Figure 10. Results of dynamic load test.

Table 3. Results of static load test.

Number 
of pile

Embedded 
depth, m 

Design 
load, 
kN 

Design 
load, 
kN 

Settlement, 
mm 

Applied 
load, 
kN 

LT-1 7.00 600 1.00 43.03 900 
LT-9 9.25 600 1.25 52.55 900 
LT-4 8.00 400 1.56 39.88 600 
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Figure 11. Results of static  load test.
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• for 600 kN, refusal of 0.33 cm (25 cm/75 blows);
• for 400 kN, refusal of 0.83 cm (25 cm/30 blows).
• and carried out static load tests again.  

Results of dynamic and static tests showed in 
Table 4.

5 COMPARATIVE ANALYSES

Technical specificity of ASTM D1143/D1143M-07 
[2] has some differences with national Kazakhstan 
standard GOST 5686-94. Some devices and con-
trol equipment didn’t use by requirement of GOST 
5686-94 “Soils. Field test”. Principal differences 
between American Standard and Kazakhstan 
norms showed in Table 5.

In practice requirements by American Standard 
showed that results of  test more safety [3]. Because 
use many control equipment and devices for deter-
mination, measurement reverberated.

Also GOST regulated only two out of six meas-
urements with reducers provided by ASTM. By 
requirement of both standards loading on pile 
transferred by jack. But GOST does not consider 
that each jack need to provide by manometer if  we 
used more than one jack. It’s important for control 
of work of jack and to do correct test.

In other case sometimes reducers of axial dis-
placement of pile showed undirected displacement 
and regarding requirement of GOST isn’t instruc-
tions. In this case regarding ASTM need to fix 
reducers of sway. 

Transducer of measurement of axial displace-
ment serve for measure the movement of the bot-
tom of the pile on its top. This measurement more 
exactly determined settlement of soil.

For the purposes, ASTM proposes to use a 
system of measurement of the indicator displace-
ment, installed on top of the pile.

Force transducer to measure the lateral resist-
ance pile used to measure the friction force on his 
side the entire length of the pile.

Thus, we can determine the distribution of the 
lateral resistance of piles.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Since 1994 year Kazakhstan Standard has not 
changed, ASTM standard was updated in 2007, 
and therefore takes latest developments in technol-
ogy and technical terms and provides for the use of 
more modern equipment.

The analysis in the article shows that the tests 
with ASTM makes them more reliable and gives 
detailed information about the process of testing 
and the results.

Actual question today is to update the national 
standards, harmonization with international 
standards.

The introduction of innovations described will 
avoid making wrong results of test. 

Along with TC 55 work Design Academy 
“Kazgor” conducts research on the existing interna-
tional experience of technical regulations to ensure 
the safe construction processes and products.

And members of these Committees registered 
that in practice tester sometimes has situations 

Table 4. 

Number 
of pile 

Embedded 
depth in 
soil, m 

Design 
load, 
kN 

Refusal 
of pile at 
driving, 
cm 

Settlement, 
mm

Applied 
load, kN

LT-1   9.75 600 0.31 4.66 1200
LT-2 15.00 600 0.31 7.34 1200
LT-3 13.00 600 0.32 7.00 1200
LT-7 11.00 600 0.28 4.41 1200
LT-8 16.00 600 0.30 6.27 1200
LT-9 12.75 600 0.27 4.96 1200
LT-4 11.25 400 0.78 3.38   800
LT-5 11.25 400 0.74 2.17   800
LT-6   9.75 400 0.63 3.17   800

Table 5. Principal differences between American Stand-
ard and Kazakhstan norms.

GOST ASTM

Parameter of experimental stand for test

Distance between 
testing pile till 
anchoring pile

5 d < L1 > 2.5 m 3 d < L1 > 1.5 m

Distance between 
testing pile till 

5 d < L2 > 2.5 m L2 < 2 m

Devices and equipment

For loading Jack Jack with Spheri-
cal prop

Measurement of  
load  on top 
pile

Manometer Manometer

–

Dynamometer 
(more 100 tc) 
fixed for each 
jack

Measurement 
of  load  on all 
length pile

–
Tensometer

Measurement of 
axial displace-
ment of top 
pile

Transducer of 
axial displace-
ment of cap

Transducer of 
axial displace-
ment of cap

– Visual control

– Optical instru-
mental control

Measurement of 
sway top pile – Transducer of 

sway top pile
– Optical control
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when make wrong design because in normative 
isn’t detailed information. 

ASTM showed new improvement in pile tests. 
Method of pile testing regarding Kazakhstan 
Standard comparison with American Standard it 
is becomes obvious disadvantage. 

Unfortunately, present Kazakhstan Standard 
are confined application of modern pile tech-
nology and big difference between experimental 
bearing capacity obtained by static loading test 
(SLT) and design value obtained by Kazakhstan 
Standard indicated incomplete usage of modern 
pile technology technology. And so research of 

advanced pile technologies w is very important for 
the feature Kazakhstan geotechnic development.
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Behaviour of reinforced beach sand under the effect 
of rapid impact loading

Farzad Daliri
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ABSTRACT: A reinforced earth structures are usually in contact with water, especially if  these struc-
tures are designed as waterfront structures such as a riverbank protection structure, an earth dam or a 
marine wall. In these cases, the effects of saturation must be considered in the design and analysis stages. 
For reinforced earth seawalls, which are located in a tidal environment and subjected to the dynamic 
loading of sea waves, the effects of saturation are of particular concern. This paper aims to examine 
the behaviour of a saturated reinforced sand element (e.g. a reinforced sample in triaxial test) in an und-
rained fully saturated condition. The results of this study will be used later to describe the behaviour of 
a fully saturated reinforced earth seawall under the effect of rapid impact loading due to sea wave or ship 
impact. Initially, triaxial tests were performed on fully saturated reinforced and unreinforced beach sands. 
Aluminium foil disks were used as reinforcments. The results of saturated reinforced and unreinforced 
samples were compared under different monotonic loading. In this comparison, different features such as 
the stress-strain relationship, failure mode and strength parameters Ø and c were considered.

1 INTRODUCTION

The frictional interaction between the soil and 
reinforcement is responsible for the greater 
strength of reinforced soil relative to unreinforced 
soil. This is also clearly supported by Hausmann 
(1976 & 1990), Chapuis (1977), Schlosser (1990), 
and Fukushima, Mochizuki & Kagawa (1988). 
This frictional interaction depends on three main 
groups of parameters such as reinforcement char-
acteristics, soil properties and overburden pres-
sure (vertical stress). Saturating the soil changes 
the soil properties and effective vertical stress on 
the reinforcement, as a consequence it can affect 
the frictional interaction between the soil and rein-
forcement, and finally the pullout resistance of the 
reinforcement.

According to Bowels (1979), the changes of 
soil properties due to saturation are considerable 
for cohesive soils, but are negligible for cohesion-
less materials, which are usually used for reinforced 
earth. Therefore, for reinforced earth seawalls of 
cohesionless soil (usually beach sand), it is not nec-
essary to evaluate the saturation effects through 
changing the soil properties. For these structures 
the only way that saturation can affect the strength 
of the structure, is by changing the effective  vertical 

stress on the reinforcement layers. The change of 
effective vertical stress due to saturation must be 
observed in the pore water pressure generated in 
the soil mass. The value of pore water pressure 
generated in the sand during shearing is critically 
dependent on the void ratio (or density) of the sand 
(Bowels 1979) and the degree of saturation. The 
generation of pore pressure in dense sand (with low 
void ratio) is different from that in loose sand (with 
high void ratio). Dense sand generates negative pore 
pressure induced in it because of the dilation phe-
nomenon, while loose sand will have positive pore 
pressure induced due to volumetric compaction. 
The value of pore water pressure is also depend-
ent on the degree of saturation. A decrease in the 
degree of saturation is associated with a decrease 
in the generated pore pressure. For the purpose of 
this study the degree of saturation is considered to 
be close to 100% (fully saturated), which is critical. 
Regarding the above discussion, pore water pres-
sure is expected to be the main factor in evaluating 
the effect of saturation on the behaviour of rein-
forced sand. This contribution can be observed in 
the different parameters of reinforced earth such 
as: shape of failure surface, shape of stress-strain 
curves, ultimate strength, and apparent shear 
strength parameters c and Ø. In continuation of 
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this paper the effect of saturation on these param-
eters will be investigated with respect to changing 
pore water pressure in the soil.

The effect of saturation on reinforced earth has 
already been studied by Ashaari (1990), Ahmad 
(1990), and Elias et.al (1983). In 1990, Ashaari per-
formed direct shear tests on dry and fully saturated 
reinforced sand using a large scale shear box, to eval-
uate the effect of reinforcement in submerged sand. 
The tests were carried out in an unconsolidated-
undrained condition, while applied normal stress 
varied from 6.75 to 14.44 kPa. In these tests, pore 
water pressure was not directly measured. The 
conclusion from these tests was that the total shear 
strength parameters (Ø and c) of submerged rein-
forced sand in an undrained condition are higher 
than those of dry reinforced sand, but the effec-
tive strength parameters (Ø′ and c′) are the same 
for both of them. In another investigation in 1990, 
Ahmad studied the effect of saturation and the 
water table location on the behaviour of a rein-
forced soil wall, using a small scale model box. 
The fill material was beach sand, and aluminium 
strips were used for reinforcement. In this study 
four series of model walls were constructed with 
different water levels. From this investigation, it 
was concluded that raising the water level in the 
wall is associated with a reduction in the failure 
height or overall strength of the wall. In 1983, Elias 
et. al. investigated the effect of saturation and 
moisture content on the strength of a reinforced 
earth wall made from cohesive soil. In this study, he 
used fine-grained residual soils as reinforced earth 
backfill. He employed extensive laboratory test-
ing on reinforced earth model walls with different 
fine and moisture content. The tests results dem-
onstrated the reduction in strength with increasing 
fines and water content. According to this report, 
fines and moisture content caused reduction of 
strength, which resulted in wall deformations. It 
should be mentioned that this paper continues the 
line of study performed by Daliri et al. (2011).

2 MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

Different experimental methods such as a triaxial 
test or direct shear test can be used to investigate 
the effect of saturation on shear strength of rein-
forced soil. For cohesionless soils, the direct shear 
test is easier. In comparison with the direct shear 
test, the triaxial test is more complicated and time 
consuming, but it presents more reliable values 
of soil parameters and stress-strain data (Bowels 
1979). The main problem in using both direct shear 
test and triaxial test is in the preparation of rein-
forced soil samples for the test. Preparing samples, 
especially for triaxial tests, is difficult and time 

 consuming. Triaxial test was selected for this inves-
tigation because of its accuracy. The actual tests 
were performed on a computerised triaxial testing 
system which provided accurate results. 

Different types of triaxial test such as UU, CD, 
and CU can be performed. Since the permeability 
of cohesionless soils is too high, in normal con-
ditions (under normal loading) it tends to drain 
in situ. In this condition there is no advantage 
in using the undrained test. However, for special 
abrupt loadings occurring as a consequence of 
earthquake, blast and sea wave loading, it is neces-
sary to use an undrained test (Bowels 1978). In 
these cases, the loading process is so rapid that the 
soil actually remains undraind during the impact 
loading.

2.1 Apparatus and instruments

To obtain good quality data, a computerised tri-
axial system (GDS Triaxial Testing System (John 
1986) was used in this investigation. The GDS 
Triaxial System consists of three main parts: a 
hydraulic triaxial cell, digital controllers, and a PC 
computer. Two different sizes of sample (38 mm 
and 50 mm in diameter) can be tested in the triaxial 
cell. The larger one was used for this investigation. 
In the GDS system the sample is loaded within a 
triaxial cell with the water pressure being applied 
by hydraulic jacks. Each hydraulic jack was con-
trolled by a digital controller connected to a PC 
computer. All data were taken automatically and 
stored on the computer’s hard disk. GDS Triaxial 
system is able to carry out various types of triaxial 
tests such as UU, CU, CD, K0 consolidation, con-
tinues linear stress paths, and cyclic loading. 

2.2 Soil properties

The soil used for the tests was medium-to-fine 
beach sand with rounded particles. The dry unit 
weight of the soil was 16.2 kN/m3 at e = 0.8 and 
14.7 kN/m3 at e = 0.65. The saturated unit weight 
at 98 percent of saturation degree was 20.2 kN/m3. 
The grain size varied from 0.1 mm to 1.8 mm with 
a median size of 0.4 mm. The medium dense con-
dition with the same void ratio is considered for 
the tests to compare the stress-strain responses.

2.3 Reinforcement

Aluminium foil disks were used as reinforcement. 
These aluminium disks were 45 mm in diameter with 
a 6 mm diameter hole in the centre, and 0.018 mm 
thick. This hole was used to ease the saturation 
of the sample. Figure 1 shows a reinforced earth 
element in triaxial test. The friction coefficient, f, 
between the sand and aluminium foil was found to 
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depend on the level of normal stress applied to the 
reinforcement. Table 1 shows a variation of “ f  ” 
with normal stress. The ultimate tensile strength of 
aluminium foil was 96000 kPa.

2.4 Testing program and procedure

To compare the behaviour of reinforced sand with 
unreinforced sand in both dry and saturated condi-
tions, the following four cases were considered:

• Unreinforced Dry Samples
• Unreinforced Saturated Samples
• Reinforced Dry Samples
• Reinforced Saturated Samples

For each of the above cases, nine samples were 
considered and tested at different nominal cell pres-
sures: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 125 and 150 kPa. 
Each sample was 112 mm in height and 50 mm in 
diameter. The spacing between the reinforcement 
layers was 16 mm. The samples were built on the 
triaxial machine. For this purpose, at first the rub-
ber membrane was placed on the machine cap and 
then the layers of sand (7 layers, each layer 16 mm 
thick) and aluminium foil (6 layers) were sequen-
tially placed in the rubber membrane. For the satu-
rated samples, the soil was saturated by injecting 
the water into the bottom of the sample. The air in 
the saturated samples was evacuated using a vac-
uum pump connected to the top of the sample. For 
unreinforced saturated samples, a vacuum pump 
with a maximum negative pressure of 55 kPa was 
used. For reinforced saturated samples evacuat-
ing the air from the sample was more difficult, so 
a more powerful vacuum pump with a maximum 
negative pressure of 95 kPa was used for these 

samples. Each sample was vacuumed for an hour. 
After evacuating the air from the saturated sample, 
it was consolidated at zero back pressure. This was 
done by opening the back pressure valve which was 
connected to a de-aired water container. 

In the loading stage, the back pressure valve was 
closed and the tests were carried out in undrained 
condition. Each test continued until an axial strain 
of 20 percent was reached with a loading speed 
50 mm per hour. 

3 RESULTS

For each test, 27 different parameters were computed 
and stored such as: axial strain, axial stress, radial 
stress, effective axial stress, effective radial stress, 
deviator stress, stress ratio, pore water pressure. 

Typical stress-strain curves (deviator stress ver-
sus axial strain) for 10, 30, 50 and 100 kPa of lateral 
pressure are presented in Figure 2. In order to ana-
lyse the effects of saturation on the behaviour of 
reinforced sand, the shape of the failure surface, the 
stress-strain curves, the ultimate strength line and 
the failure envelope of reinforced saturated samples 
have been compared with those of reinforced dry 
samples. 

Figure 3 shows the shape of failure surface 
of reinforced samples under different saturation 
conditions. for different The shape of the failure 
surface for the unreinforced dry samples under 
different cell pressures was an inclined plane with 
an angle of about 32.8 degree to the vertical. For 
the reinforced dry samples, the shape of the failure 
surface was a function of the cell pressure. Under 
high cell pressure (40 kPa and more), the failure 
surface was a plane exactly like that for the unre-
inforced sample (see Figure 3a), but under low 
cell pressure (10 kPa and smaller) the shape of the 
failure surface was completely different (See Fig-
ure 3b). Under high cell pressures some layers of 
reinforcement (2 layers) were torn when the sample 
failed. In this case failure of the sample was asso-
ciated with rupture of the reinforcement. Under 
low pressure the reinforcement layers were not 
damaged but the sand layers expanded laterally 
(Figure 3b), so in this case the failure of the sample 
was associated with failure of the bond between the 
soil and reinforcement (pull-out failure). Although 
the shape of the failure surfaces of dry reinforced 
samples is different under high and low cell pres-
sure, the saturated reinforced samples exhibit 
the same shape of failure surface under all cell 
pressures. The shape of the failure surface for a sat-
urated reinforced sample is an inclined plane under 
all cell pressures (Figure 3c and Figure 3d).

The type of failure mode can be better under-
stood by inspecting the shape of the stress-strain 

Figure 1. Reinforced earth element in triaxial test.

Table 1. Variation of “f” with normal stress.

Normal stress (kPa) Friction coefficient

 28 0.31
 56 0.327
 70 0.355
155 0.404
436 0.49

16mm

50mm

45mm
6mm
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curve. From Figure 2c, it can be seen that the 
stress-strain curve for the reinforced dry sample 
tested with 10 kPa of cell pressure (low pressure) 
has more than one peak.

Figure 2c shows that the sample actually failed 
more than one time. At the first time one layer 
of soil (i.e. the layer between the two layers of 
reinforcement) expanded laterally. Further pres-
sure resulted in the second layer starting to Expand 
laterally and hence the second peak was generated 
on the stress-strain curve. Figure 2 shows that the 
stress strain curves for saturated reinforced sam-
ples under different cell pressures are very similar, 
even under low pressure. Although dry reinforced 
samples under low cell pressure (e.g. 10 kPa) had 
a multi-peak stress-strain curve, this was not the 
same multi-peak as for the saturated reinforced 
sample under the same cell pressure. This clearly 
indicates that saturated reinforced samples failed 
by rupture of the reinforcement, even under low 
pressure. This fact was also confirmed by the shape 
of failure, which explained already.

The strain at failure for reinforced saturated 
samples was about 4.5%, approximately the same 
as for reinforced dry samples. Therefore, it can be 
said that saturation has no significant effect on the 
position of the peak point (or strain at failure). 

The maximum axial stress of  each sample 
versus the related lateral pressure is plotted for 

Figure 3. Effect of saturation on the shape of failure 
surface: (a) Reinforced-Dry sample at 50 kPa of lateral 
pressure (high pressure); (b) Reinforced-Dry sample 
tested at 10 kPa of lateral pressure (low pressure); and 
(c) Reinforced-Saturated sample tested at 40 kPa of lat-
eral pressure; (d) Reinforced-Saturated sample tested at 
10 kPa of lateral pressure.

Figure 2. Typical stress-strain curve for reinforced/
unreinforced dry/sat. samples.

(a) Unreinforced dry samples

(d) Unreinforced saturated samples

(b) Unreinforced saturated samples

(c) Reinforced dry samples
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reinforced and unreinforced sand in Figure 4, 
respectively. As this figure shows, for unreinforced 
sand the total strength line is parallel to that for 
dry sand and its effective strength line coincides 
with that for dry sand. The same is not true for 
reinforced sand. In Figure 4c, the total strength 
line of  saturated reinforced sand is parallel to 
that for dry reinforced sand only under high lat-
eral pressures. This is because the failure mode 
of  saturated reinforced samples under low cell 
pressure differs from the failure mode of  the dry 
reinforced sample under the same cell pressure. 
From Figure 4d it can be seen that the effective 
ultimate strength line of  saturated reinforced sam-
ples does not completely coincide with that of  the 
dry reinforced samples, and saturated samples 
exhibit higher effective strength than dry samples 
under the same cell pressures. Under low cell pres-
sure this difference is due to the different failure 
modes, but under high cell pressure it is caused 
by the increase in sand density. A saturated dense 
sample produces a large negative pore pressure 
which actually increases both the lateral and axial 
stresses and finally causes a higher density of  the 
soil. The strength parameters Ø and c, of  rein-
forced and unreinforced saturated and dry sam-
ples had been tabulated in Table 2. Table 2a shows 
a small value of  cohesion for unreinforced sand 
(c = 5.45 kPa) and also for reinforced sand in low 
pressure (c = 17.91 kPa). These values of  cohe-
sion are related to the effect of  the rubber mem-
brane used in the triaxial test. Table 2 also shows 
a relatively high value of  cohesion (c = 57.37 kPa) 
for reinforced dry sand under high cell pressure. 

Figure 4. Effect of saturation on ultimate strength of 
reinforced/unreinforced sand.

(a) Unreinforced

(b) Unreinforced

 (c) Reinforced

(d) Reinforced

Table 2. Effect of saturation on strength parameters of 
unreinforced and reinforced sand.

Unreinforced 
samples Reinforced samples

All 
pressures

Low 
pressures

High 
pressures

c (kPa)  5.45 17.91 57.37
φ (degree)  3.80 47.98 32.78
c′ (kPa)  9.5 16.27 61.76
φ′ (degree) 31.41 48.3 30.93

(a) Dry

Unreinforced 
samples

Reinforced 
samples

All pressures All pressures

c (kPa) 46.41 121.36
φ (degree) 32.76 33.63
c′ (kPa) 10.11 65.57
φ′ (degree) 31.29 33.74

(b) Saturated
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Figure 6. Effect of saturation on behaviour of rein-
forced sand in undrained triaxial test.

Figure 5. Effect of saturation on failure envelope of 
reinforced/unreinforced sand.

(a) Unreinforced, Total values

(b) Unreinforced, Effective values

(c) Reinforced, Total values

(d) Reinforced, Effective values

A small part of  this value (5.45 kPa) is due to the 
effect of  the rubber membrane, but most of  it (i.e. 
about 52 kPa) was related to the existence of  the 
reinforcement layers in the sand samples. This 
apparent cohesion was caused by the additional 
lateral pressure generated by frictional interaction 
between the soil and reinforcement.

In Figure 5, the failure envelope of unreinforced 
and reinforced saturated sand are compared with 
those for dry sand. Based on Table 2 and Figure 5, 
it is demonstrated that saturation has a consider-
able effect on the failure envelope of reinforced 
sand under low pressure, but under high pressure 
it has no significant effect. As a summary of this 
discussion, Figure 6 compares the behaviour of 
reinforced saturated sand with that of reinforced 
dry sand.

4 CONCLUSION

The saturation effect on the strength of a rein-
forced earth element depends on three main factors 
comprising: backfill type (cohesionless, cohesive); 
saturation state (fully saturated, partially satu-
rated); and draining condition during shearing 
(drained, undrained). Since the reinforced earth 
marine wall is mostly made from cohesionless soil, 
this type of soil was used exclusively in this inves-
tigation. For cohesionless materials, if  the soil can 
drain in site during shearing, saturation has no 
considerable effect on the strength, but this effect is 
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considerable if  the soil mass is fully saturated and 
draining prevented. The last case is like the condi-
tion of a fully saturated reinforced earth seawall 
under the rapid impact loading of sea wave or ship 
collision. To model this condition on a reinforced 
earth seawall, some triaxial tests were conducted 
on dry and fully saturated reinforced and unrein-
forced sand. A comparison between the behaviour 
of saturated reinforced sand in undrained triax-
ial test with that of dry reinforced sand gives the 
following results: (Figure 6)

• The saturation has no considerable effect on the 
value of strain at failure.

• Under high pressures, the shape of the failure 
surface is the same as for both dry and saturated 
reinforced sand.

• Under low pressures, the shape of failure surface 
for saturated reinforced sand is completely dif-
ferent from that of dry one.

•  The ultimate strength of  fully saturated rein-
forced sand in undrained condition is consid-
erably higher than that of  dry sand. This is 
because of  negative pore pressure generated in 
the sand due to dilation of  dense sand during 
shearing.

•  While the dry reinforced sand shows a bilinear 
failure envelope, the failure envelope of satu-
rated reinforced sand is a straight line for both 
the total and the effective values of stress.

It must be noted that the improvement of 
ultimate strength of  reinforced sand due to sat-
uration is only for an undrained condition (e.g. 
when the structure to be subjected to rapid shock 
loading). For the cases where the structure is sub-
jected to normal loading when the loading time is 
too long, this improvement cannot be obtained. 
It can be said that a saturated reinforced earth 
element built from cohesionless material gener-
ally exhibits an ultimate strength not less than 
that of  a dry one. However in some cases, due 

to being subjected to a rapid shock loading, it 
exhibits higher strength than a dry reinforced 
earth element.
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Shear wave velocity via inversion of full waveforms
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ABSTRACT: A technique is presented to invert two-dimensional (2-D) full waveforms using two global 
optimization methods, a genetic algorithm and simulated annealing. The inversion scheme is based on a 
finite-difference solution of the 2-D elastic wave equation in the time-distance domain. The strength of 
this approach is the ability to generate all possible wave types (body waves and surface waves, etc.) and 
thus to simulate complex seismic wavefields that are then compared with observed data to infer subsur-
face properties. The capability of this inversion technique is tested herein with synthetic data sets. The 
inversion results show the ability of characterizing both low- and high-velocity layers in laterally inhomo-
geneous profiles. Based upon the cases presented, coupling of global optimization with full waveforms 
is computationally practical, as the results presented herein were all achieved in a few hours of computer 
time on a standard laptop computer.

1  INTRODUCTION

Near surface soil conditions control the responses 
of foundations and structures to earthquake and 
other dynamic motions. To obtain an optimum 
engineering design, the modulus of underlying 
layers must be determined correctly. A popular 
method to obtain modulus is nondestructive in 
situ testing. Measured elastic wavefields carry sub-
stantial information about characteristics of media 
they propagate in, and wave evaluation techniques 
use this information to infer important properties. 
There are many techniques that are routinely used 
for shallow subsurface investigation, such as tech-
niques using wave velocity dispersion, including 
spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW) (Nazarian 
1984), multi-channel analysis of surface waves 
(MASW) (Park et al. 1999), refraction microtremor 
(ReMi) (Louie 2001), and passive-source frequency-
wavenumber (f-k), and techniques using travel 
times, including conventional seismic refraction 
and seismic refraction tomography (SRT). How-
ever, these standard techniques utilized in current 
engineering evaluations have limitations in dealing 
with challenging profiles, which include anomalies 
such as low-velocity layers.

Herein, an initial feasibility study of full wave-
form inversion techniques is presented that uses 
the full information of elastic wavefields (body 
waves and surface waves) to potentially increase 
the resolution of inversion results. The wavefield 
is generated by a vertical impact on the ground 
surface and recorded via receivers deployed along 

the surface in a linear array. The technique also 
employs a global inversion technique to invert the 
full wavefields for near-surface velocity profiles 
by matching the observed and computed wave-
forms in the time domain. Typically, the inversion 
is specified to invert for both shear wave velocities 
and layer thicknesses, while the Poisson’s ratio and 
mass density of each layer remain constant. The 
goals of this first study were to assess whether full 
waveforms can provide sensitivity to both low- and 
high-velocity layers in laterally inhomogeneous 
materials, and whether full waveforms coupled 
with a global optimization technique is computa-
tionally practical, e.g., can a good model be found 
within a few hours of computing time.

2 FORWARD MODELING

Virieux (1986) presented an explicit finite-
difference scheme to solve the first-order linear 
partial differential equation of motion describing 
elastic wave propagation on a staggered grid. The 
numerical scheme is implemented in Matlab where 
all stresses and particle velocities are calculated in 
matrix form at each time step and then advanced 
along the time direction. The accuracy of this finite-
difference method (FDM) is illustrated by com-
paring its wavefield solution to that generated by 
a finite element method (FEM) solution provided 
by the commercial software Plaxis2D. The results 
from the two methods were almost identical for the 
case examined. By using FDM,  computer time can 
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be saved significantly. On the same standard com-
puter, the FDM required less than 1 second, while 
the FEM required a few minutes to generate the 
waveforms. While this one example certainly does 
not represent an exhaustive comparison, the faster 
finite difference solution suggested by this one 
illustration makes it more computationally practi-
cal to implement a full waveform solution within 
the global optimization inversion presented in the 
next section.

3 OPTIMIZATION METHODS

Two global optimization methods have been inves-
tigated herein for the inversion of full waveforms, 
a genetic algorithm and simulated annealing. The 
genetic algorithm was utilized for inverting full 
waveforms for 1-D profiles, while simulated anneal-
ing was used for the more challenging inversion of 
full waveforms for 2-D (laterally inhomogeneous) 
profiles.

3.1 Genetic algorithm

The fundamental principles of genetic algorithms, 
including the analogy to biological reproduction, 
are well described by many authors, including Gold-
berg (1989). Genetic algorithms have been applied 
in evaluation of various geophysical data sets, and 
an extensive listing of applications and appropriate 
references are provided by Sambridge & Mosegaard 
(2002). Sen & Stoffa (1991, 1995) provide detailed 
descriptions and evaluations of genetic algorithms 
for various applications in geophysics.

The aim of global optimization methods such 
as genetic algorithms is to provide mechanisms 
to help prevent the search from being trapped in 
a local minimum. However, the methods are not 
completely independent of the user. The user 
must specify at the start of the process appropri-
ate constraints for the model parameters. Regard-
less of the capabilities of the algorithm, parameter 
constraints that are too narrow may not produce 
a solution with the global minimum error. On the 
other hand, wide constraints can produce the glo-
bal minimum solution, but a large parameter space 
will require more computation time.

For the genetic algorithm, the selection of a 
population size and the total number of genera-
tions require careful consideration by the user. 
Like the parameter constraints, selecting large val-
ues can lead to unnecessary computations, whereas 
using a small value can lead to a local solution. 
Unfortunately, there is no direct analytical means 
to determine the correct sizes and trial-and-error 
means are usually adopted. In this study, for prob-
lems of about 10 parameters, population sizes of 

20, 50, 100, and 200 have been investigated with 
synthetic models, and the population size of 100 
has been found to provide good recovery of the 
true models. Using a population size of 100, the 
model parameters were observed to localize after 
about 25 generations, and they converged to the 
true values after 100 generations. Thus, the number 
of generations of 100 was specified for all inver-
sion runs. While an exhaustive testing of these sizes 
has not been conducted, the recommendations are 
based on results from several trials. Results from 
the synthetic model studies suggest that the sizes 
presented find a good solution with practical com-
putational efficiency, i.e., within a few hours on a 
typical laptop computer.

Finally, the probabilities of crossover px, muta-
tion pm, and update pu are the remaining important 
parameters in using a genetic algorithm. This study 
follows the suggested values by Sen & Stoffa (1991): 
a low value of mutation probability (pm = 0.01), a 
moderate value of crossover probability (px = 0.6), 
and a high value of update  probability (pu = 0.9).

3.2 Simulated annealing

By analogy with annealing in metallurgy, each 
step of a simulated algorithm replaces the current 
solution by a random “nearby” solution, chosen 
with a probability that depends both on the dif-
ference between the corresponding function values 
and also on a global parameter T (called the tem-
perature), that is gradually decreased during the 
process. The dependency is such that the current 
solution changes almost randomly when T is large, 
but increasingly “downhill” as T goes to zero. The 
allowance for “uphill” moves saves the method 
from becoming stuck at local minima. The anal-
ogy of simulated annealing has been well described 
by Sen & Stoffa (1995) for problems in geophys-
ics, and an algorithm known as very fast simulated 
annealing (Ingber 1989, 1993; Sen & Stoffa 1995) 
was utilized herein.

As described above for genetic algorithms, simu-
lated annealing also provides mechanisms to help 
prevent the search from being trapped in a local 
minimum. Again, the user must specify at the start 
of the process an initial model and appropriate 
constraints for the model parameters. Regarding 
an initial model, the authors’ limited experience to 
date indicates that the search for the global solu-
tion is independent of the initial model, although 
a systematic and exhaustive demonstration has not 
been attempted.

Further, the simulated annealing parameter 
T, referred to as “temperature,” requires care-
ful consideration by the user. First, selection of 
an initial temperature is important. Selecting a 
value too high leads to unnecessary computations, 
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whereas starting from a value too low can lead 
to a local solution. Based on the idea of Sharma 
& Kaikkonen (1998), in this study the initial 
temperature is taken as the nearest lower power 
of ten to the least-squared error; for example, 
if  the least-squared error is 0.35 then the initial 
value is 0.1.

The cooling schedule is a second important tem-
perature consideration in using simulated anneal-
ing. The cooling schedule defines the sequence 
of lowering temperatures that are followed in the 
algorithm after starting at the initial temperature, 
and the number of models that are accepted at 
each temperature. Unfortunately, there is no direct 
analytical means to determine the correct sched-
ule and trial-and-error means are usually adopted. 
Herein, a schedule was followed in which the tem-
perature parameter was simply reduced by a factor 
of two between successive iterations. This cooling 
schedule was determined by testing with many 
synthetic models for inversion problems with the 
number of model parameters from 10 to 40, and it 
was found that the number of accepted models at 
each temperature level should be at least 200 times 
the number of model parameters. In addition, it 
has been observed that the temperature needs to 
be lowered to a very low value to obtain the global 
solution. In this study, the final temperature was 
typically 10−4 to 10−5 when the initial temperature 
was 0.1. While a complete and exhaustive testing 
of cooling schedules has not been conducted, the 
schedule is based on results from several trials, 
some faster and some slower. The results from the 
synthetic model studies suggest that the schedule 
finds the global solution with practical computa-
tional efficiency, i.e., within a few hours on a typi-
cal laptop computer.

4 APPLICATIONS

The technique is first tested on one 1-D synthetic 
model that includes a low-velocity layer. The syn-
thetic model is from Tokimatsu et al. (1992) and 
was previously used for studies of inversion using 
surface wave velocity dispersion by O’Neill  (2003). 
The technique is next tested on synthetic models 
with high lateral variation. The first model consists 
of only linear interfaces, and can be inverted by 
data from a few receivers on the surface. The syn-
thetic data set from this simple configuration was 
generated by Plaxis2D. The last model consists of 
multi-linear interfaces that require data from many 
receivers along the surface to accurately invert for 
the true profile. For convenience, the synthetic data 
set from this more complicated configuration was 
generated by the finite-difference forward model. 
While the examples presented may be overly 

simplistic, they serve to illustrate our first experi-
ences with the full waveform technique.

4.1 Synthetic model 1

Model 1 consists of a buried low-velocity layer 
(second layer) between two high-velocity layers, 
followed by a half  space (Figure 1). The observed 
waveforms were generated in Plaxis2D using 10 
receivers at 4-m spacing on the surface, and a tri-
angular impulsive load placed 4 m away from the 
first receiver. Based upon a computed power spec-
trum of the wavefield, most of the dominant com-
ponents are less than 30 Hz, with wave velocities 
varying from 100 m/s to 500 m/s. In addition, in 
order to increase the contribution of the far-field 
signals, the receivers were treated equally by nor-
malizing the maximum magnitude of the measured 
signals at each receiver to unity before being used 
for inversion.

Before running the inversion, constraints, 
parameter coding, model and grid sizes need to be 
specified. For velocity constraints, S-wave veloci-
ties were allowed to vary between 50 and 300 m/s 
for the 3 layers, and between 50 and 500 m/s for the 
half  space. For thickness constraints, thicknesses 
were allowed to vary between 1 m and 5 m for lay-
ers 1 and 2, and between 5 m and 10 m for layer 3. 
With the selected constraints, all parameters were 
coded in the genetic algorithm by 7 bits (0 or 1) 
that provided velocity resolution of less than 4 m/s, 
and thickness resolution of less than 0.04 m for all 
layers. 

For the model and grid sizes, the model was 
selected as 20 m deep and 60 m wide. The width was 
extended 20 m horizontally from the last receiver 
to help limit the boundary affect during forward 

Figure 1. Synthetic model 1: Comparison of the true 
and inverted models.
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modeling. Based on the receiver spacing and the 
minimum true S-wave velocity, the grid size was 
specified as 0.5 m, which can accurately model the 
maximum frequency of about 30 Hz at which a crite-
rion of 10 mesh points per wavelength is satisfied.

The inversion began with the first generation 
of 100 random models. One hundred generations 
were generated and the run took about 2 hours on 
a laptop computer (Dell Inspiron 8600 with 2 GHz 
Pentium processor and 1 GB of memory). Figure 2 
illustrates how the process converges. The velocity 
and thickness of 3 layers and the half  space (layer 4) 
from all models of generations 1, 25, 50, 75, and 
100 are presented. The true model parameters are 
indicated by large square dots in each subplot. As 
desired, the first generation models are randomly 
distributed over the parameter space. By genera-
tion 25, models start localizing, and by generation 
100, most model parameters cluster around the 
true values. It is also noted that dots representing 
models are vertically aligned, indicating velocity is 
easier to invert than thickness.

Figure 3 presents the maximum and mean corre-
lations (normalized least-squared error) of all mod-
els at each generation. The maximum correlation 
reached by the inversion is 0.845. This is less than 
1 mostly because of incomparability between the 
numerical methods used to generate the observed 
data (FEM of Plaxis2D) and the estimated data 
in forward modeling (FDM). It is noted that a run 

using the same numerical method (FDM) for both 
observed and estimated data was conducted, and a 
maximum correlation of 0.975 was achieved. 

The inversion result is taken as the model of 
the final generation having the highest correlation. 
Figure 4 indicates that a good match between the 
observed data and estimated data is achieved with 
the inverted model, and a comparison of the inverted 
model against the true model presented in Figure 1 
demonstrates that a good match was found.

Figure 2. Synthetic model 1: Distribution of 100 models at end of generations 1, 25, 50, 75, and 100. The square dot 
in each plot presents true thickness and velocity values of layer.
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Figure 3. Synthetic model 1: Correlation coefficient 
versus generation.
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4.2 Synthetic model 2

Model 2 consists of a buried high-velocity layer 
(second layer) between two low-velocity layers, fol-
lowed by a half  space, and all of the layer bounda-
ries are inclined (Figure 5a). The model is 30 m 
deep and 80 m wide, and it is extended 20 m from 
the last receiver to limit the boundary affect. 

The observed wave field was generated in 
Plaxis2D using 6 receivers at 10-m spacing on the 
surface, and an active load placed 10 m away from 
the first receiver. The active source was modeled 
as a triangular wavelet, which produced waveforms 
with dominant components between 10 Hz and 
30 Hz. In addition, the receivers were treated 
equally by normalizing the maximum magnitude 
of the measured signals at each receiver to unity.

To run the inversion, the model size was kept 
the same as that used in Plaxis2D. Poisson’s ratio 
and mass density were also kept the same as val-
ues used to generate the observed waveforms, thus 
the number of model parameters was 10 (4 shear 
wave velocities, 3 left thicknesses, and 3 right 
thicknesses). The velocity was allowed to vary 
between 200 m/s and 1000 m/s, and the thickness 
was allowed to vary between 2 m and 10 m. The 
model was discretized with a grid size of 1 m, and 
the material property at each node was assigned 
based on its tributary area, i.e., the material prop-
erty was interpolated when interfaces lied between 
grid lines. Based on the grid size and the minimum 

true velocity, the maximum frequency that can be 
modeled accurately in forward modeling is 30 Hz, 
thus both observed and predicted wavefields were 
low-pass filtered to remove all signals above 30 Hz 
before comparing.

The simulated annealing inversion began with an 
initial model having a constant shear wave velocity 
of 500 m/s, and left and right thicknesses of 7.5 m. 
The initial least–squared error was 0.1480, thus the 
initial temperature was taken as 0.1 following the 
procedure previously described. During inversion, 
velocities and thicknesses were perturbed, models 
were updated, and the temperature was reduced 
after every 2000 (200 times the number of model 
parameters) accepted models until the criterion of 
convergence was satisfied, at which the final small-
est least-squared error was 0.0048. The run tested 
more than 120,000 trial models in about half  a 
day on a standard laptop computer. As shown in 
Figure 6, the difference between the observed and 
final predicted wavefields is small.

Figure 7 presents histograms of velocities from 
all accepted models for all temperature levels. The 
histograms demonstrate that the inversion tested 
many models over a wide range of the parameter 
space, and that the accepted models cluster near the 
true model. Thus, the inversion does not produce a 
single, unique model, and the inversion result should 
be inferred from a suite of models that have simi-
lar least-squared error near the  global minimum. 

Figure 4. Synthetic model 1: Comparison between estimated and observed waveforms.
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Figure 5. Synthetic model 2: (a) True model; (b) Inverted model.
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Figure 6. Synthetic model 2: Comparison between observed and estimated waveforms.
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Therefore, the last 2000 accepted models at the 
final temperature were arithmetically averaged to 
produce the inversion result shown in Figure 5b, 
and it is observed that the inversion result is very 
close to the true model. By definition, these last 
2000 accepted models all produce least-squared 
errors within the convergence criterion specified 
by the user.

4.3 Synthetic model 3

Model 3 consists of three low- and high-velocity 
layers followed by a half  space, with six horizontal 
linear segments in each interface (Figure 8a). The 
observed waveforms were generated by the finite-
difference forward model using 51 receivers at 1-m 
spacing on the surface, and an active source placed 
10 m away from the first receiver. The active source 
was modeled as a Ricker wavelet having a central 
frequency of 15 Hz.

To run the simulated annealing inversion, 
the source, Poisson’s ratio, mass density, and 
the number of linear segments in each interface 
were kept the same as values used to generate the 
observed waveforms, thus the number of model 
parameters was 25 (7 thicknesses in each layer of 
the 3 layers, and 4 velocities). The velocity was 
allowed to vary between 200 m/s and 900 m/s, and 
the thickness was allowed to vary between 2 m and 
10 m. The inversion began with the initial model 
of a constant velocity of 400 m/s, parameters were 
perturbed, and the temperature was reduced after 
5000 accepted models until convergence. The run 

tested more than 150,000 trial models in about half  
a day on a standard laptop computer.

Figure 8b represents the inverted model, which 
was determined as the arithmetic average of the 
last 5000 accepted models at the final temperature. 
Again, good recovery of the true model is found: 
both layer velocities and interfaces are inverted 
with differences of less than 10% compared to 
those of the true model. The observed waveforms, 
the estimated waveforms associated with the last 
accepted model, and the residuals are set alongside 
in Figure 9. It is observed that the data has been 
well fit across the whole range of spatial offsets, 
and the two wavefields are almost identical. Again, 
the accepted models were observed to cluster near 
to those of the true model.

Of course, this good recovery of the true model 
is aided by several assumptions: the finite differ-
ence solution was used to generate the observed 
wavefield and as the forward model during inver-
sion, and the model for both the generation of 
observations and for inversion used the same Pois-
son’s ratio, mass density, and horizontal interface 
segments. However, the inversion result does dem-
onstrate that it is possible using full waveforms 
from only one shot to characterize 2-D profiles 
with interfaces of linear segments of a few meters.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Results from an initial feasibility study of global 
optimization schemes based on a genetic  algorithm 

Figure 8. Synthetic model 3: (a) True model; (b) Inverted model.
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and simulated annealing for inverting full elas-
tic waveforms are presented. The results from a 
1-D synthetic model suggest that it is possible to 
characterize low-velocity layers with the proposed 
genetic algorithm. Both the thickness and shear 
wave velocity of the LVL, and the thickness and 
shear wave velocities of the underlying layers are 
all well recovered. The results from two 2-D syn-
thetic models suggest that it is possible to charac-
terize both low- and high-velocity layers in laterally 
inhomogeneous profiles with simulated annealing. 
Like many inversion algorithms, the proposed 
techniques do require careful selection of model 
constraints and algorithm control parameters. 
Based upon the cases presented, coupling of global 
optimization with full waveforms is computation-
ally practical, as the results presented herein were 
all achieved in a few hours of computer time on a 
standard laptop computer.
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ABSTRACT: While the deep-mixing soil stabilization method can create an improved soil-cement col-
umn by mixing cement binders and ground soil, the quality of the improved ground must be evaluated 
constantly. Conventional methods such as rotary sounding test, integrity test and unconfined compres-
sion test of core samples, can be used to directly evaluate the soundness of the improved columns. These 
methods are normally applied long after the column is complete and, depending on the results of the tests, 
rework may be necessary. The authors have developed and studied the applicability of a resistivity method 
that can be used to evaluate variations in the quality of improved ground immediately after construction. 
In this method, the changes in the axial resistivity of a cone sensor pressed in the hardening body are 
measured, and this has been proven to be very effective for evaluating soil-cement columns.

1 INTRODUCTION

The deep-mixing soil stabilization method creates 
improved soil columns by mixing cement binders 
and ground soil. Columns made by the deep-mixing 
soil stabilization method are generally called soil-
cement columns. Many factors, including the prop-
erties of the soil, the pH and the rotary speed and 
shape of the blade wing, can influence the strength 
of soil-cement columns. Therefore it is important 
to be able to evaluate the quality of soil-cement 
columns. In this study, the electric resistivity was 
used to evaluate column quality, since the resistiv-
ity of soil is known to be affected by the size of soil 
particles (Fujii M 1981).

Previous studies on the resistivity of soil-cement 
have involved finding faults in a soil-cement body 
(Chiaki H. et al. 1996; Mizoguchi E. et al. 1998; 
Tamura M. et al. 1988, 2000a, 2000b). The pur-
pose of this study was to clarify the ability of this 
approach to evaluate the quality soil-cement.

Two different experiments were conducted. First, 
about 19 soil-cement columns were constructed in 
11 locations to clarify the relationship between the 
variation in the coefficient of  compressive strength 
and the variation in the coefficient of  resistivity 
for each stratum. Second, the ratio of the variation 

in the coefficient of  resistivity for the full length of 
a column and the variation in the coefficient of  the 
resistivity of  the ground were examinated. While 
varying the parameters of  construction (penetra-
tion speed, slurry injection, soil-cement mixing 
time), 11 columns were produced and the homo-
geneity of  each column was evaluated.

2 INFLUENCES OF BINDER CONTENT 
AND TYPE OF SOIL ON RESISTIVITY 

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the resis-
tivity of soil-cement and the quantity of added 
cement (ISOPE). When cement was not added, the 
resistivity was 62 Ωm for Kuroboku soil and 75 Ωm 
for sand. The resistivity decreased with an increase 
in the cement content and became constant when 
the cement content reached 100 kg/m3. 

The quantity of cement that is usually used for 
the construction of soil-cement columns is more 
than 250 kg/m3.

Therefore, the resistivity of a homogeneous 
soil-cement column should be constant, and thus 
a column is not homogeneous if  there is a large 
variation in resistivity.
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2.1 Work process and resistivity measurement

The mixing apparatus used in the experiment con-
sisted of a mixing blade, construction machine, 
excavation rod, auger equipment, slurry plant, earth 
removal equipment, electricity equipment, water 
works and construction control equipment (Fig. 
2). Construction was performed at a constant pen-
etration speed and dosage. When the blade reached 
the depth shown in the specification, the operator 
stop the discharge of slurry. The of the column was 
then mixed by the auger, which was back-spun. The 
auger was then withdrawn at a constant speed. This 
process comprised 1 cycle. The soil-cement columns 
were constructed with 1 cycle and 2 cycles.

Figure 3 shows the 1-cycle process. Core speci-
mens were taken from the entire length of the soil-
cement column and subjected to an unconfined 
compression strength test at 28 days.

Electrical resistivity was measured using an 
electrode that was inserted into the column body 
immediately after preparation. Electrical resistiv-
ity was measured with a resistivity probe (Fig. 4), 
current dispatch voltage measuring equipment 
(Fig. 5(a)), and a penetration device (Fig. 5(b)).

The ring-shaped electrodes stainless steel, 5 mm 
wide of the resistivity probe are located at a constant 
spacing (17.5 mm), since Fukue and co-workers 
(Fukue N. et al. 1998) have suggested that resistiv-
ity could be measured from the voltage under such 
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Figure 1. Relationship between the resistivity of soil-
cement and the amount of cement used.

Figure 2. Construction conditions: (a) View of the field 
work; (b) Soil-cement column; (c) Mixing blade.

Figure 3. Schematic of the construction process.

Figure 4. Resistivity probe.

Figure 5. Resistivity measurement device: (a) Current 
dispatch voltage measuring equipment; (b) Penetration 
equipment.
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an electrode placement. In this study, the resistivity 
was determined from the equation (1).
ρ = (π 2 • ΔV)/(C • I) (1)
ρ : Resistivity (Ωm)
Δ : Potential difference between electrodes 

M • N(mV)
I : Electric current between electrodes A • B (mA)
C:  Constant coefficient to be determined based on 

the outer diameter of the electrode at the distance 
between the electrodes. Here, C = 1.78 m−1.

The current dispatch voltage measurement 
device consists of a constant current dispatch 
component and a voltage measurement compo-
nent. The constant current dispatch component 
can produce a square pulse of constant current of 
0.1 mA~20 mA at a frequency of 60 Hz. In this 
experiment, the standard current value was fixed at 
5 mA. The voltage measurement component can 
measure the maximum voltage of the square pulse.

Swedish-weight sounding equipment was used as 
the penetration device and the electrode is attached 
to the tip of the rod. The probe was inserted into 
the fresh soil-cement column soon after it was pre-
pared. Resistivity was measured every 250 mm in 
depth. After consolidation of the column, the core 
samples were extracted and subjected to the uncon-
fined compression test.

3 EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS

3.1 Experiment 1

In this experiment, the resistivity of non-consolidated 
soil-cement columns was measured and the coeffi-
cients of variation of the core sample strength and 
resistivity were calculated.

The resistivity and core strength of 19 soil-cement 
columns were measured in 11 different locations: 
diameter 500~1300 mm, length 2~10 m, amount of 
cement 300 kg/m3, and water: cement ratio 60~80%.

The speed of penetration was 0.7~1.0 m/min, and 
the blade frequency was 420~733 revolutions/m. 

The grain-size distribution for soil at each loca-
tion is shown in Fig. 6.

Figures 7(a) & (b) show an example of the 
measurement of resistivity. In (a), the resistivity is 
uniform to a depth of around 5 m. It reflects the 
value of qu at a depth of around 4.5 m. In (b), the 
resistivity shows a large variation at depths of 2 m, 
3.5 m, 5 m and more than 5 m. These results sug-
gest that the column was not homogeneous.

The coefficient of variation of the core strength 
(Vqu) is the ratio of the standard deviation to the 
average of strength of the stratum in a soil-cement 
column.

The coefficient of variation of resistivity (Vpr) is 
the ratio of the standard deviation to the average 
resistivity of the stratum in the soil-cement body.

Based on our experimental results, the relation-
ship between the coefficients can be expressed by 
equation (2) and is shown in Fig. 8:

Vqu  = Vpr + 5.0 (2)

Vqu: Coefficient of variation of the core strength
Vpr: Coefficient of variation of resistivity

Equation (2) can be used to predict the quality 
of soil-cement by considering the coefficient of 
variation of resistivity.Figure 6. Distribution grain size of soil.

Figure 7. Results of resistivity measurement: (a) Good 
mixing; (b) Poor mixing.

(a)

(b)
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3.2 Experiment 2

Experiment 1 demonstrated the relationship 
between the variation of strength and the vari-
ation of resistivity of soil-cement. However, the 
resistivity of the column was only measured for 
weak stratum, and did not include an analysis of 
other strata. In this experiment, resistivity was 
measured throughout the entire length of columns 
to determine homogeneity from the coefficient of 
variation in different soil strata. The experiment 
was conducted for columns constructed under 11 
different construction conditions in two locations: 
Kameoka city and Chikusei city. The construction 
conditions are shown in Table 1. The ground con-
ditions are shown in Figs. 9 (a) & (b). 

The resistivity of columns was measured using 
a Swedish-weight sounding test machine. The elec-
trode probe was inserted into the improved column 

and measured at a pitch of 25 cm. Figure 10 shows 
the results of resistivity measurements for soil-ce-
ment columns in Kameoka.

Figure 11 shows the results of resistivity meas-
urements for columns in Chikusei.

In addition, the 11 columns constructed in 
Chikusei did not solidify. Investigations of the soil 
verified the presence of 54% allophene in loam 

Vqu = Vpr+ 5
R2 = 0.73
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Figure 8. Relationship between the coefficient of vari-
ation of core strength and the coefficient of variation of 
resistivity.

Table 1. Construction conditions for the columns.

Parameter Column no.
Preparation
condition

Penetration velocity 1 2.5 m/min
2 0.5 m/min

Withdrawal velocity 3 0.5 m/min
4 1 m/min
5 2 m/min

Mixing at the 
bottom of the column

6 1 time
7 None

Mixing 
revolutions per meter

8 100
9 200
10 450

Mixing blade 11 None

Figure 9. (a) Ground condition at Kameoka; (b) Ground 
condition at Chikusei.

(a)

(b)
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 stratum, which characteristically does not react 
with cement.

The variation of column resistivity in  Chikusei 
was generally greater than that in Kameoka 
(Figs. 10 & 11), and this may be due to the fact 
that the columns in Chikusei did not fully solidify. 
Therefore, the ratio of the coefficient of variation 
of resistivity of the ground was expressed to that 
for the column as R, and present the value of R for 
each construction condition in Figs. 12 & 13.

Figure 12 shows the homogeneity of the col-
umn between local strata, and Fig. 13 shows the 
homogeneity for the full length of the column. In 
Fig. 12, almost all of the values of R for columns 
in  Chikusei are greater than 1.0. A column with an 
R value of 1.0 or more cannot be expected to be 
homogeneous. On the other hand, an R value of 
less than 0.5 indicates that the column is homoge-
neous, as shown in the results for Kameoka.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The present resistivity method can be used to eval-
uate variations in the quality of improved ground 
immediately after preparation by measuring the 
changes in axial resistivity through the use of core 
sensors pressed in the unhardened column. The 
major findings were as follows:

There is a relationship between the coefficient 
of variation of the core strength and the coeffi-
cient of variation of resistivity.

With this method, it is possible to evaluate the 
uniformity of a soil-cement column.

It is possible to determine the homogeneity over 
the full length of a column by using the ratio of the 
coefficient of variation of resistivity for the ground 
to that for the column (R). For R values below 1.0, 
the column quality can be considered to be good. 
For R values under 0.5, the column can be consid-
ered to be homogeneous.
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1 GENERAL 

Diaphragm walls are constructed using the slurry 
trench technique. The technique involves excavating a 
narrow trench that is kept full of an engineered fluid 
or slurry. The slurry exerts hydraulic pressure against 
the trench walls and acts as shoring to prevent col-
lapse. Slurry trench excavations can be constructed in 
all types of soil, even below the ground water table.

2 PROCESS

2.1 Working sequence 

The working sequence for the construction of a 
diaphragm wall comprises the following key steps:

• Site preparation, 
• Guide wall construction 
• Trench pre-excavation
• Panel excavation
• Panel cleaning (desanding)
• Reinforcement installation (for retaining walls)
• Concreting

2.2 Guide wall

For the cutter to operate properly the circulation 
Guide Walls need to be constructed prior to the 
diaphragm wall to provide:

• Guidance to ensure the correct alignment of the 
pre-excavation.

• Stability of the upper trench that could be 
affected by the vertical surcharge induced by the 
Cutter and other heavy jobsite traffic adjacent 
to the trench.

• Protection against instability of the uppermost 
layers of soil caused by washing and fluctuating 
levels of bentonite slurry during excavation.

• Prevent collapse of the top of the trench due to 
equipment loads close to the trench.

• Support for the vertical loads imposed by the 
reinforcement cages that are suspended off  the 
top of the guide wall. Abstract frame.

2.3 Pre-excavation

For the cutter to operate properly the circulation of 
bentonite must be established before the machine 
starts to excavate the trench.

The cutter’s mud pump is located above the 
cutting wheels and in order to prime this pump it 
should be fully submersed in the bentonite fluid. 
Some pre-excavation of the trench must be carried 
out therefore, using other tools, to facilitate prim-
ing of the mud pump.

2.4 Excavation

Following preparation of the site and construction 
of the guide walls, excavation of the diaphragm wall 
can begin using BC trench cutter. In order to ensure 

The use of trench cutter for diaphragm walls in urban applications 
and cut off  walls in challenging ground conditions

F.-W. Gerressen
BAUER Maschinen GmbH, Schrobenhausen, Germany

ABSTRACT: Diaphragm walls are known as underground structural elements commonly used for reten-
tion systems and permanent foundation walls or elements. It can be anticipated that, with the increasing 
trend of utilizing more and more underground space to accommodate environmental considerations and 
urban/suburban development, there will be an increasing requirement for diaphragm walling in even more 
difficult conditions. Of course they can also be used as deep groundwater barriers. Here it can be seen 
that the demand for these walls reaches more and more difficult soil conditions or required depth which 
are not standard anymore. Therefore the paper will describe the construction method and the sequence 
of activities required for the construction of diaphragm walls using a trench cutter system. It will describe 
also the main equipment which will be needed to execute these works. In addition to the general descrip-
tion of the system and the required equipment the paper will show some site examples for urban projects 
as well as for some cut off  walls for big depth and challenging ground conditions.
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trouble-free excavation and that the required align-
ment of the trench is maintained, the excavation 
tool should always work within similar boundaries. 

The following sketches illustrate typical 
applications.

Diaphragm wall construction begins with the 
trench being excavated in discontinuous sections or 
“panels”. Typically primary single or multiple bite 
panels are constructed first, followed by the construc-
tion of intermediate secondary or closing panels.

Panel excavation is carried out in a predefined 
sequence to enable the construction of clear joints. 
This is achieved by constructing alternate “pri-
mary” panels first, followed by the excavation of 
the intermediate “secondary” or “closing” panels.

2.5 Verticality control

The verticality of the trench will be measured in 
the panel axis and perpendicular to the panel axis 
by means of two independent inclinometer sys-
tems that are mounted on both the trench cutter 
and hydraulic grabs.

The B-Tronic system records the inclination of the 
tool in the excavation and correlates it with depth.

The on-board computer then processes this 
information. A graphical representation of the 
tool and its position within the trench can then be 
displayed on a monitor inside the operator’s cabin. 
A view of the screens as seen by the operator is 
shown below. The information as displayed in real 
time on the screen assists the operator in maintain-
ing the verticality of the trench excavation.

2.6 Installation of reinforcement 
(for retaining walls)

Once the excavation of a panel is complete, a pre-
fabricated reinforcement cage is lowered into the 
trench to the depth required by the specifications. 

The system of overcutting adjacent panels with 
the trench cutter to form good joint, requires spe-
cial caution for the dimensioning and placing of 
the cages.

A sufficient cover must be provided to prevent 
the machine from accidental cutting into the rein-
forcement of an adjacent primary panel. 

In the design of the reinforcement cage, free 
slots must be provided for passage of the tremie 
pipes (app. 50 × 50 cm) and the cages must be well 
cross-braced on all faces for rigidity.

2.7 Desanding

Prior to concreting, bentonite in the trench is cir-
culated through the desanding plant; alternatively 
it may be partly or completely replaced by fresh 
bentonite so that its characteristics satisfy the con-
tract requirements. 

2.8 Concreting

Concreting a fluid filled trench is carried out 
using a “Tremie pipe” that introduces fresh con-
crete to the bottom of the trench and allows it to 
rise upwards displacing the fluid in the trench. 
Concrete will be supplied to the trench locations 

Figure 1. Excavation in soil—soil boundaries.

SoilSoil

Figure 2. Excavation in concrete—concrete boundaries.

Concrete Concrete

Figure 3. Screen display of cutter unit.
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by concrete trucks at a rate sufficient to ensure a 
pouring rate of about 45 m3 per hour, using the 
tremie pipe method.

The number of tremie pipes will be determined 
primarily based on the length of the individual 
panel to be concreted. For panels up to 4 m length 
one tremie, for 4 to 7 m two tremie should be used.

3 EQUIPMENT

3.1 General

The trench cutter itself  is a reverse circulation 
excavation tool. It consists of a heavy steel frame 
(1) with two drive gears (2) attached to its bottom 
end, which rotates in opposite direction round hor-
izontal axes. Cutter wheels (3) are mounted onto 
the drive gears. As they rotate, the soil beneath the 
cutter is continuously removed, broken up, mixed 
with the bentonite slurry in the trench and moved 
towards the opening of the suction box (4). The 
slurry charged with soil or rock particles is pumped 
by a centrifugal pump (5) which is located right 
above the cutter wheels through a ring main of 
hose pipes to a desanding plant where it is cleaned 
and returned into the trench. The torque of the 
cutter wheels in combination with the weight of 
the cutter is strong enough to cut in hard soil and 
even to crush stones and to overcut the concrete of 
adjacent panels. Depending on the soil type, differ-
ent types of teeth can be deployed, ranging from 
aggressive teeth for cutting fine-grained soil to per-
cussive teeth for crushing boulders. Changing the 
wheels itself  the system can be used for rock appli-
cations as well. Experiences exist for rock strength 
up to 250 MPa.

The verticality of the trench cutter and thus the 
trench alignment are generally measured on two 
axis by means of two independent inclinometers (6): 
the “X”-axis, normal to the trench alignment and 
the perpendicular “Y”-axis. Data provided by 
these in-clinometers is processed by the computer 
on-board the base carrier and displayed on-line. 
In this way the operator can monitor continuously 
and, if  necessary, correct the verticality of the cut-
ter. Adjustment of verticality in the two directions 
is carried out by a system of steering plates (7). 
Throughout the excavation process the rig’s opera-
tor is prompted by the machine’s software that cal-
culates its status and indicates the most appropriate 
action take. All information can be downloaded on 
a “Panel report” that can be printed after comple-
tion of each panel and used for QA/QM purposes.

The Cutter’s progress can be controlled selectively, 
in relation to either the rate of penetration (in soft 
soils) or the cutter weight (crowd force in hard soils), 
by using the push buttons on the control panel. These 

activate the highly sensitive main winch mounted on 
the base carrier.

3.2 Circulation and desanding equipment 

Bentonite slurry is required to stabilise the trench. 
In addition, when working with the trench cut-
ter, the slurry is used to convey excavated material 
out of the trench. Charged slurry is pumped to a 
desanding plant, where the solid content of the 
charged slurry is separated from the liquid fraction 
that is pumped back to the trench.

The treatment plant is made up of four essential 
components:

• The mixing unit,

An efficient mixing unit mixes bentonite powder 
with water and pumps it to a holding and hydration 
tank where the slurry is kept in motion and aerated 
for 12 hours before being put to use. This process 
is necessary for the bentonite to fully develop its 
properties of viscosity and thixotropy. Hydrated 
bentonite slurry is then transferred by a pump to 
the main reservoir.

• The desanding unit

The desanding unit is made up of three items: a 
central Coarse Screen Separator (Scalping unit) that 
removes all particles larger than 8 mm through a 

Figure 4. BAUER trench cutter.
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vibrating screen; two desanding units that comprise 
hydrocyclones, desilter units, distribution boxes 
and pumps that separate from the slurry all parti-
cles down to 20 microns. Desanded slurry is then 
pumped back to the storage reservoir for reuse. 

• The storage unit

The storage unit can be made up of a series of 
ponds excavated in the ground, steel tanks stacked 
parallel or on top of one other or, if  space is at a 
premium, a series of silos. The layout can have dif-
ferent configurations to best suit the geometry of 
the site but it is important, in order to guarantee 
continuity in the work that the total capacity of 
the storage be unit be at least 3x the volume of one 
panel trench. 

In the design of storage capacity, considera-
tion should be given to the local geology. If  there 
are indications of the presence of formations that 
could lead to a sudden loss of bentonite during 
excavation and that could thereby compromise 
the stability of the trench. The size of the stor-
age basins should take into account a surplus 
supply that needs to be used in these emergency 
situations. 

• The conveying unit

The conveying unit is made up of a series of 
pumps, pipes, valves and controls designed to facil-
itate conveying bentonite to and from the trench. 
In the design of the conveying unit account must 
be taken of the high volumes of flow of Bentonite 
to and from the trench:

They can be as high as 500 m3/hr. On return 
lines, charged slurry can have a solids content 
higher than 8%. Particles flowing through the lines 
can be as large as 80 mm.

Account must also be taken of the distance from 
the furthest panel position to the treatment plant.
The diameter of all pipelines is normally 150 mm 
(6″). The bentonite return line however, used dur-
ing concreting, can be of 100 mm (4″) diameter.

In the design of the conveying unit it is always 
good practice to include a fresh water supply line 
to the trench. This is used principally for cleaning.

4 SAMPLE PROJECTS

4.1 Cosmopolitan Resort & Casino, 
Las Vegas, US

The Cosmopolitan Resort & Casino site is 
located at the northwest corner of  Las Vegas 
Boulevard and Harmon Avenue, next door to the 
Bellagio Resort.

The site is a 32.000 m2 parcel on which the 
Owner/Developer is building a mega-resort from 
property line to property line, with two towers 
of approximately 180 m in height. Additionally, 
the project will include a complete excavation for 
underground parking which extends to 22.5 m 
below grade for the bottom mat foundation.

This is the largest diaphragm wall for a subter-
ranean parking garage in North America. 

The site development wraps around the exist-
ing two 10-story Jockey Club towers and extends 
to the property line along the west, south and east 
sides. The Jockey Club structures are a few feet off  
the property line and rest on minimal spread foot-
ings constructed over 30 years ago. It was initially 
believed that these towers would have to be under-
pinned. The South perimeter boundary is Harmon 
Street which contains all of the new utilities for the 
Harmon Avenue Corridor redevelopment (City 
Center/Cosmopolitan). The east boundary is Las 
Vegas Boulevard “The Strip” which itself  is full of 
existing utilities as well as people and traffic!

Therefore, it was quite evident from the design 
engineers and the Owner’s standpoint that the 
design and construction of the retention system 
was crucial for the project’s success. Moreover, the 
retention system would have to address extreme 
lateral earth pressures, hydrostatic pressure from 
groundwater, and a myriad of underground utili-
ties as well as multiple adjacent property Owners. 

Bencor Corporation of America Foundation 
Specialist from Dallas, Texas and Case Founda-
tion Company from Roselle, Illinois in joint ven-
ture were awarded from Perini Building Company 
the design and construction of this very difficult 
reinforced slurry wall project in a very short time 
frame. Within twelve weeks from award, Bencor-
Case JV had a complete submitted design and 
was mobilized on site with trench cutter and mud-
treatment plants.

4.1.1 Geology
The site is located in the central portion of the Las 
Vegas Valley. The Valley is a representative alluvium 
filled basin in which Limestone Rock predominates. 

The natural soils beneath the site generally 
consist of clayey sand and layers of non-cohesive 
silty-sand, and silty gravel. Some of the interbed-
ded layers of sand and clay deposits have hardened 
over the years to form a strongly cemented rock 
know as “caliche”. 

Caliche is predominately composed of calcium 
carbonate (limestone) with some magnesium car-
bonate (dolomite). This caliche rock is encountered 
under the site in various strata in the upper 22.5 m 
of soil profile. The layers were typically encoun-
tered approximately 3 to 6 m, 10 to 12 m, and 20 to 
22 m below grade. These layers of caliche vary in 
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compressive strength but generally speaking are in 
the range of 70 to 120 MPa. 

The extremely hard layers of Caliche rock 
beginning 3 m below grade coupled with the high 
water table of approximately 6 m below grade, as 
well as the neighboring property lateral pressure 
constraints to the site, and an extremely aggres-
sive schedule made the Cosmopolitan a perfect site 
for diaphragm wall installation by using the latest 
trench cutter technology.

4.2 City Tunnel Malmö, Malmö, Sweden

The initial subcontract required the construction 
of some 11,700 m2 of concrete diaphragm walls 

together with some 700 temporary rock anchors 
with capacities from 700 kN to 1100 kN.

With respect to the title of the paper the focus is 
given on the diaphragm wall. These were designed 
with 0.8 m thickness and depths increasing from 
14 m to max. 24 m as founding levels of 4 m below 
top of rail had to be realized along the sloping tun-
nel gradient.

The major challenge of the project was the 
development of appropriate procedures dealing 
with soft and loose overburden ground, with rub-
ble and boulder layers in the transition zone and 
with rock of varying strength and extreme hard 
inclusions of silicified limestone and flint (about 
35% of the rock volume). 

The adopted method foresaw excavation in two 
stages, starting with pre-excavation by grabbing 
down to bedrock followed by cutting excavation of 
the limestone. Two different excavation rigs were 
used for simultaneous operation on two differ-
ent trenches. The necessary supply of suspension 
was from two major processing plants established 
at the ends of the site area, where suspension was 
prepared, stored, maintained and reprocessed. 
Because of long distances up to 750 m to the pan-
els in operation, specific attention had to be paid 
to the pumping and distribution system of the 
suspension.

4.2.1 Geology
The geotechnical and hydraulic conditions at the site 
starts with overburden ground to approx. 8 m depth 
is consisting mainly fill, postglacial sediments and 
glacial clay till. It is overlying a transition zone of 
moraine clay, rubble and boulders above the lime-
stone bedrock. These layers constituted no major 
difficulties for pre-excavation with grabs.

The bedrock consists of tertiary limestone. It is 
layered with banks of varying thickness and hard-
ness containing major zones of silicified limestone 
and nodules and bands of flint. It’s being generally 
of hardness class H5 with maximum compressive 
strengths of 400 MPa and above. The excavation 
of the limestone was carried out with a trench cut-
ter. Nevertheless, extreme hardness of flint and of 

Figure 5. Excavation along Jockey club.

Figure 6. Cosmopolitan Resort & Casino aerial view.

Figure 7. Citytunnel Malmö, Central Station construc-
tion site.
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silicified zones constituted major challenges for the 
operations. As general rule, the cutting and grind-
ing action by a trench cuter excavating in rock is 
efficient up to strengths of approx. 100 to 120 MPa. 
Higher strength material has to be ripped off  the 
rock matrix and has to be split by dynamic action, 
which is reducing the performance and is causing 
increasing wear to all rotating and conveying parts 
of the plant and equipment.

The limestone banks were fractured in verti-
cal directions with mostly large distances between 
fractures. In areas the apertures of fractures were 
large, resulting in high rock permeability’s and, 
consequently, major over-consumptions of ben-
tonite suspension.

4.2.2 Construction challenges
The hydro-mill was equipped with cutting wheels 
with hard metal round shaft chisels to loosen and 
cut the rock material.

Anyhow, the contract required some 5,100 m2 of 
diaphragm walling construction in rock of varying 
and partly of extreme strength. All rotating, con-
veying and stationary parts of the machinery suf-
fered substantial wear. Continuous maintenance 
and repair, particularly of the cutting wheels, the 
inlet for the suspension, the pumps and all other 
components in contact with the split rock was 
decisive for the performance. Specific new types of 

hard metal round-shaft chisels were developed for 
the cutting wheels in order to cope with the high 
abrasive and dynamic resistances.

The fracturing of the rock and sometimes wide 
apertures of fractures were causing major leakages 
and losses of suspension from the trenches into 
the ground which sometimes could not be com-
pensated by additional supply. In order to main-
tain open trench stability and safety of adjacent 
structures, several trenches had to be temporarily 
backfilled with fine sand or lean concrete to seal 
the fractures. As precaution against the losses, 
rock grouting was carried out in respective areas. 
Suspension losses in pre-grouted areas remained 
within expectations.

Rubble and boulders contained in the transition 
zone and major flint nodules embedded in a softer 
rock matrix were causing additional difficulties. A 
suspension is capable only to support the wall of a 
trench in rock or cohesive or granular ground up 
to certain particle sizes. Consequently, risks existed 
that major blocks might fall from the wall, causing 
overbreak and caving-in of walls.

As precaution against potential damages 
caused to the plant by falling blocks, the frame of 
the mill was reinforced and openings of  the frame 
were narrowed.

The risk that blocks and boulders might fall into 
the trench did, however, persist and a majority of 
panels showed substantial bulging in the respec-
tive zone. The supervision and quality control 
measures were specifically adapted to this feature 
including verifications of the walls of the trenches 
during excavation and additional controls during 
concrete placement.

The diaphragm walling works for the Central Sta-
tion Contract of the City Tunnel Malmö had to deal 
with fractured limestone rock formations of vary-
ing strengths to above 400 MPa and and transition 
zones with major layers of rubble and boulders. 

The construction method and procedure was spe-
cially adapted to the high technical requirements. 

The project is one of the first in Scandinavia 
requiring the diaphragm walls which, however, are 
designed for temporary use only. It is expected that 

Figure 8. Longitudinal section and ground profile 
excavation.

Figure 9. Trench cutter with full face cutting wheels.

Figure 10. View of excavation pit during excavation.
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this method has now been proved and that, for 
future projects, diaphragm walls may be accepted 
to become part of the permanent structure.

4.3 Peribonka

This cut-off  wall project required the use of several 
techniques in extreme conditions. 

The Péribonka dam is located in the heart of the 
province of Québec, Canada. The project involves 
the construction of a main earth dam across a 
main and secondary valley, two main dikes and 
a hydroelectric generating Run-Of-River station 
with an estimated capacity of 385 megawatts.

Key to the construction of the dam is exception-
ally complex geotechnical works. Shortly before 
procurement, the actual condition of the subsoil 
was discovered to be so much more difficult than 
anticipated, that the feasibility of the dam could 
put into question. The bedrock was discovered to 
form an exceptionally deep depression. In effect the 
bedrock, made of granite and anorthosite, forms 
a glacial gully about 115 m deep under the fluvial 
deposits, which themselves constitutes a highly 
permeable formation. This would necessitate seal-
ing of the alluvia underneath the future dam by 
a deep cut-off  wall. Such a wall would have to be 
excavated in extreme conditions: depths of 115 m, 
and rock sockets in quasi vertical rock faces.

4.3.1 Geology
Under the dam, in the main valley in the area of 
the deep glacial gully, the riverbed alluvia present 
highly variable fine particles content, ranging from 
silty soils to coarse gravel and cobbles, with perme-
ability ranging up to 1 m/sec in those areas.

These could jeopardise the construction of the 
cut-off  wall with open slurry filled trenches down 
to such depths: high losses of bentonite fluid were 
feared in the coarse alluvia areas.

In addition large and small boulders could be 
expected. This could further reduce the stability of 
excavated trenches.

Beside the extreme depth of the bed rock, the 
design was further complicated by the presence of 
hard rock including granite, with strength some-
times in excess of 200 MPa, quasi vertical rock 
cliffs, rock overhangs, and gullies filled with coarse 
alluvia, including the above mentioned boulders.

4.3.2 Construction challenges
The construction of such a cut-off wall is a challenge 
for the most advanced techniques available in the 
geotechnical construction field today. Considering 
this, the original design has foreseen a plastic con-
crete cut-off wall partially embedded in rock, leav-
ing open windows at the wall/rock interface. These 
windows would be later cement grouted to complete 
the sealing of alluvia underneath the dam.

Bauer Spezialtiefbau GmbH was awarded the 
contract on the basis of an alternative design: 
the plastic concrete cut-off  wall to be completely 
embedded in the bedrock, a design which avoided 
any potentially hazardous area to be sealed by 
cement grouting.

To mitigate the risk of trench stability and exces-
sive slurry losses, pressure grouting of the alluvia 
was decided within the geotechnical works scope. 
Along the cut-wall axis, on about 10 m width, the 
alluvia were to be cement grouted through thimbles 
on their full depth, down to the bedrock at approxi-
mately 120 m depth in the deepest area. This solu-
tion was intended to reduce the permeability of the 
alluvia, and stabilize the boulders. It would also 
improve the safety of the plastic cut-off wall.

The highly variable nature of the alluvia pre-
sented specific difficulties, forcing Bauer to change 
and adapt the drilling and grouting techniques sev-
eral times to meet the actual conditions.

As for the bedrock, during the drilling and grout-
ing campaign it was realized that the gully presented 
an extremely chaotic geometry: beside high cliffs of 
quasi vertical rock faces, rock overhangs were also 
discovered, together with variations of the bedrock 
surface slope in practically all directions.

The presence of  boulders in much higher fre-
quency than originally expected was also discov-
ered. In particular boulders were encountered 
near the bedrock, resulting in increased difficulty 
in recognizing the actual location of  the bedrock.

Both these observations necessitated a large 
number of additional investigation drillings, both 
vertical and inclined, to better identify the geom-
etry of the gully before the start of the cut-off  wall 
construction.

4.3.3 Execution and quality control
The deep cut-off  wall was constructed progres-
sively from the deepest areas towards the shallower 
areas, by successive panels, leaning each on the 
previously constructed panel.

Figure 11. Plan view of the project.
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Bauer has implemented this method on other 
projects. It allowed the safe construction of the wall 
in the adverse circumstances created by the chaotic 
geometry of the bedrock as well as the highly fre-
quent presence of boulders. The method allowed 
Bauer to keep the verticality of the wall well within 
the specified tolerance of 0.5%.

The high accuracy of the cut-off  wall construc-
tion was assisted by continuous measurement of 
the cutters position, through continuous moni-
toring by inclinometers and gyroscopes installed 
on-board the cutters. The stringent quality control 
organization on site included real time monitoring 
of cut-off  wall joints and immediate implementa-
tion of mitigation measures. 

Through redundant monitoring systems the ver-
ticality could be kept within very strict tolerances.

4.3.4 Equipment
A hydraulic cutter was commissioned, the CBS 
CBC 135, at that time the biggest ever manufac-
tured, which included new features, able to reach 

135 m depth, a prototype which was designed and 
manufactured specifically for the construction of 
the Péribonka cut-off  wall project.

Beside this, a number of other equipment as a BC 
40 cutter and a spare cutter has been mobilized.

The plastic concrete cut-off  wall has been com-
pleted in October 2006.

The construction of the project was completed 
in October 2007, and to the satisfaction of the 
owners, the first generator was put into service in 
December 2007. 

5 SUMMARY 

Diaphragm walls are known as underground struc-
tural elements commonly used for retention sys-
tems and permanent foundation walls or elements 
as well as for cut-off  walls. The paper focused on 
the one hand site on the construction works in 
urban areas as well as for deep cut-off  walls. It 
could be shown with some site examples, that the 
method fulfilled the requirements even in difficult 
condition, geology, time and space wise. It can be 
anticipated that, with the increasing trend of utiliz-
ing more and more underground space to accom-
modate environmental considerations and urban/
suburban development, there will be an increasing 
demand for diaphragm walling in even more dif-
ficult conditions. 

The plastic cut-off  wall in Peribonka demon-
strates that this technique has reached a degree 
of development which allows the implementation 
of barriers of high quality against water seepage, 
built cost effectively in extremely difficult ground 
conditions. 
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Figure 12. Main valley—cut-off  wall as built.

Figure 13. Cutter CBS CBC 135.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Not all geotechnical site investigations are able 
to be performed using the traditional approach 
of test borings and sampling or with common in 
situ tests such as Standard Penetration Test, Cone 
Penetrometer, Field Vane Test, etc. In some cases, 
simpler, less expensive, and less conventional tools 
may be used to provide useful site characterization 
in soils, especially for small projects or for prelimi-
nary evaluation of site conditions. Geotechnical 
engineers use a variety of tools to perform site 
investigations for a wide range of projects. Most 
of the tools, such as the Standard Penetration Test, 
Cone Penetrometer, Field Vane Test, and others 
are standardized throughout the world. The choice 
of which test to perform at a particular site for a 
particular project depends on a number of factors, 
including anticipated site conditions, soil property 
requirements, availability of equipment, previous 
experience with equipment and costs. A potentially 
useful tool that may have applications for evaluat-
ing ground conditions is described in this paper.

The device uses a steel helical plate attached to 
steel square shaft central rods. The plate is advanced 
into the ground using an hydraulic torque motor and 
the installation torque is recorded at selected depth 
intervals. Provided that an engineer or contactor has 
access to a means to install the device, it is relatively 
easy and fast to perform a profile at a project site 
and record the installation torque throughout the 
profile. In some respects, the geometry of the plate 

resembles that of a Screw-Plate Test, however in the 
current use, the pitch of the helical plate is greater 
than a Screw-Plate and the plate is not used for a 
vertical load test at discrete depths, but simply used 
as a profiling tool to identify changes in subsurface 
conditions.

2 HELICAL PROFILING TEST

The main equipment of the tool comprises a single-
helix lead section consisting of a steel helical plate 
with a diameter of 203 mm, a pitch of 76 mm and 
a thickness of 9.5 mm attached to a square steel 
rod 38 mm × 38 mm, as shown in Figure 1. Exten-
sion rods with lengths of about 1 to 1.5 m are 
added as needed and are used to reach the desired 
depth of investigation. A small diameter helical 
plate was selected for the test as a compromise 
between a plate that would provide sufficient sensi-
tivity to changes in torque resulting from changes 
in stratigraphy and yet still be portable, light-duty 
and easy to install. Installation torque is measured 
at the ground surface every 0.3 m of advance of 
the plate to give a profile of subsurface conditions. 
In addition to torque, the number of revolutions 
for each 0.3 m of advance and the installation time 
may also be recorded as additional installation 
parameters. Typical rotation speed is on the order 
of 8 to 10 revolutions per minute.

The Helical Profiler can be installed using light-
duty portable hydraulic equipment that is operated 

Profiling subsurface stratigraphy using torque measurements 
from installation of a helical plate

Alan J. Lutenegger
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA, US

Gary L. Seider
Chance Civil Construction, Hubbell Power Systems, Centralia, MO, US

ABSTRACT: The use of  installation torque required to advance a single-helix helical plate to deter-
mine soil stratigraphy and site characteristics is described. The steel plate has a diameter of  203 mm 
and a pitch of  76 mm and is advanced with a hydraulic drive head positioned at the ground surface. 
Square steel rods 38 mm × 38 mm are used to transmit the torque from the hydraulic head to the helical 
plate. Torque is measured at the ground surface every 0.3 m of  advance of  the plate to give a profile 
of  subsurface conditions. Results obtained at several sites representing a wide range of  geologic condi-
tions are presented to illustrate the concept. The technique provides a rapid and economic alternative 
to conventional site investigation methods for situations in which test borings or other in situ tests are 
not available or are cost prohibitive.
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by hand, as shown in Figure 2, or it may be inserted 
using a small hydraulic torque head mounted on 
light conventional construction equipment, such 
as a mini-excavator or small skid steer as shown in 
Figure 3. Typically, a 12 m profile can be completed 
by two technicians in about 1 hr. After reaching the 

desired depth, the tool is rotated backwards and 
withdrawn. The torque may be measured using 
the hydraulic pressure developed by the hydrau-
lic motor by careful calibration or may be meas-
ured using an external in-line calibrated electronic 
torque indicator.

3 CONCEPT OF TEST

For a number of years, the suggestion has been 
made by manufacturers of Helical Anchors 
and Screw-Piles that a general correlation exists 
between the installation torque, T, and the ultimate 
capacity, Qult, i.e.,

Qult = kT

where:
k = an empirical coefficient

The value of k may depend on a number of vari-
ables, including shaft geometry (square vs. round), 
the definition of Qult, the method of measuring 
torque, installation practices, such as rotation speed 
and down force and for coarse-grained soils may 
depend on scaling effects. However, under carefully 
controlled conditions with helical anchors/piles of 
the same size and shape of central shaft and for 
high quality load tests, the value of k actually var-
ies only slightly.

From a soil mechanics point of view, the value 
of Qult of  a helical anchor/pile depends on soil 
properties controlling the bearing capacity in both 
tension and compression for deep failure condi-
tions, e.g., strength, compressibility and overbur-
den stress, i.e.,

Qult = f (Soil Properties)

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the 
Installation Torque is similarly related to soil prop-
erties, i.e.,

T = f (Soil Properties)

For a fixed geometry and size of central shaft, 
i.e., square, the Installation Torque for single-helix 
anchors/piles is dominated by the rotational resist-
ance provided by the helical plate, since the square 
shaft contributes a very small component to the 
total Installation Torque. This means that the sur-
face area on the top and bottom of the helical plate 
or diameter of the plate should give different meas-
urements of Torque. This is illustrated in Figure 4 
which shows the Installation Torque profiles for six 
single-helix screw anchors of differing diameter in 
stiff  clay in Centralia, Missouri. Note that as the 
plate diameter (and surface area) increase, there is 

Figure 2. Installation of helical profiler using portable 
equipment.

Figure 3. Installation of helical profiler using mini 
excavator.

Figure 1. Lead helical section of helical profiling test.
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a general tendency for the Installation Torque to 
increase. Assuming that the Installation Torque is 
related to the soils through which the helical plate 
penetrates, a profile of Installation Torque at a 
given site should give an indication of changes in 
soil conditions.

4 RESULTS

Results from five test sites are used to illustrate 
typical results obtained from the Helical Profil-
ing Test. Table 1 gives a summary of  the site con-
ditions at each of  the six sites investigated. The 

sites represent a range of  soil conditions and 
composition and consistency, from very soft to 
very stiff.

4.1 CCC-Centralia

Test results obtained in a stiff  silty clay (weathered 
till) in Centralia, Mo. are shown in Figure 5.

4.2 CCC-Leadwood

Results obtained in a relatively uniform loose to 
medium dense sand with SPT blowcounts N60 from 
about 4 to 12 are shown in Figure 6. The Installa-
tion Torque is relatively low and generally constant 
throughout the profile, suggesting uniform condi-
tions. The fact that the Installation Torque gener-
ally is constant throughout the profile even though 
the effective stress is increasing with depth suggests 
that the sand is becoming less dense with depth, 
i.e., Relative Density is decreasing.

4.3 CCC-Azdell

Results obtained in very stiff  to hard high plastic-
ity clay are shown in Figure 7. Note that the Instal-
lation Torque starts off  relatively high and remains 

Figure 4. Influence of plate diameter on installation 
torque in stiff  clay.
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Table 1. Summary of site conditions.

Site Soil conditions & stratigraphy

CCC-Centralia Stiff  to Very Stiff  Silty Clay-Clay 
(0–16 m)

CCC-Leadwood Loose-Medium Dense Sand 
(0–12 m)

CCC-Azdell Very Stiff  to Hard Clay (0–5 m)
UMass-DOE Stiff  Clay Fill (0–2.4 m)

Stiff  Clay (2.4–6 m)
Soft Clay (6–18 m)

UMass-AF GT Silty Sand and Sand (0–4.5 m)
Medium Stiff  Silty Clay 

(4.5–12 m)

Figure 5. Installation torque in stiff  silty clay.
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high. Two very high torque values at the lower end 
of the profile indicate an obstruction or in this case 
weathered bedrock and are near the limiting value 
of the equipment.

4.4 UMass-DOE

This site consists of a layer of stiff  clay fill placed 
about 30 years ago over a natural deposit of lacus-
trine varved clay. The natural clay deposit devel-
oped a stiff  overconsolidated crust but grades 
quickly into very soft near normally consolidated 
clay. The results obtained with the Helical Profiler 
are shown in Figure 8. The upper fill and overcon-
solidated crust are noted with higher Installation 
Torque. In the lower softer clay the Installation 
Torque is nearly constant which is expected in the 
zone. Filed vane tests in the soft clay give nearly 
constant undrained shear strength. Overall, as 
compared to Figure 5 or 7, the Installation Torque 
values at this site are low.

4.5 UMass-AF-GT

This site consists of a thin layer of silt and silty sand 
over about 4 m of medium to coarse sand. The sand 
overlies medium stiff silty clay. The Installation 
Torque is shown in Figure 9. The highest torque 
values represent the middle of the sand layer. The 
transition to the underlying silty clay can be seen 
very clearly. The torque values in the silty clay are 
similar in magnitude to those previously shown for 
similar materials in Figure 7 which is to be expected 
since these are the same geologic deposit.

Figure 6. Installation torque in uniform loose sand.
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Figure 7. Installation torque in very stiff  to hard plastic 
clay.
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Figure 8. Installation torque in overconsolidated and 
normally consolidated clay.
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Figure 10 shows a comparison of Installation 
Torque obtained at two fine-grained test sites 
(CCC-Centralia and UMass-DOE). The two sites 
have very different consistencies which clearly 
shows in the Installation Torque profiles.

A summary of the range in measured Instal-
lation Torque and the corresponding range of 
SPT N60 values for different soils investigated sp 
far is given in Table 2. Additional detailed tests at 
a few well documented sites are planned so that a 
more complete comparison may be made between 
Installation Torque and soil properties. In addi-
tion, further analysis in some soils, such as coarse-
grained soils, may include the use of Normalized 
Torque, taking into account the influence of effec-
tive vertical stress, as with other in situ tests.

5 SUMMARY

A simple in situ test consisting of a round steel 
helical plate attached to a square central steel shaft 
has been described. The test procedure consists 
of measuring the installation torque required to 
advance the helical plate vertically into the ground, 
with the torque being measured at each 0.3 m of 
penetration. The test equipment is simple and 
robust and the test procedure is easy to perform. 
A 12 m site profile of installation torque may be 
obtained in about 1 hour, giving the engineer a 
means to evaluate subsurface stratigraphy when 
a drill rig or other investigation methods are not 
available or are cost prohibitive. The test does 
not require a large reaction for down force like a 
Cone Pentrometer but does require a reaction for 
the torque motor at the ground surface. Typically 
a small aluminum arm is used with the hand held 
equipment and reacts against a solid object or 
fence post or even a small spade pushed into the 
ground. High quality torque measurements and 
constant installation speed are important for high 
quality results. Future interpretation of the results 
to estimate basic soil properties of strength and or 
stiffness appear to be reasonable.

Figure 9. Installation torque in a layered soil profile.
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Figure 10. Comparison of installation at two sites.
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Table 2. Summary of results in different soils.

Range in SPT N60

Range in measured 
torque (ft.-lbs.)

Fine-grained 
soils

Coarse-
grained soils

<500 1–5 4–8
500–1500 5–15 5–10
1000–6000 12–30 8–20
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1 INTRODUCTION

The quality of “unsdisturbed” samples of fine-
grained soils is a major concern in geotechnical 
engineering. High quality samples are a prerequi-
site for results in the laboratory to be applicable 
to the conditions in the field. The development of 
new and better sampling equipment has therefore 
been a continuing task in many countries. Some 
test equipments demand relatively large samples 
and in some investigations several tests are to be 
carried out on as “identical” natural specimens 
as possible. There is then a demand for large high 
quality samples from which a number of test speci-
mens can be trimmed out.

In Sweden, the development of equipment for 
taking of “undisturbed samples in fine grained soils 
started at investigations of the geotechnical condi-
tions in western Sweden in the beginning of the 20th 
century (Statens Järnvägar 1922). A succession of 
piston samplers were constructed and used until the 
end of the 1950’s. During this decade, comprehen-
sive research was carried out at the Swedish Geo-
technical Institute, SGI, on the optimum design of 
such samplers. This involved mechanical solutions, 
geometrical considerations and the shape of the cut-
ting edge as well as the practical handling of equip-
ment and samples (Kallstenius 1958). No less than 
six different samplers were constructed and tested 

until arriving at the type that was adopted as the 
standard piston sampler by the Swedish Geotechni-
cal Society (Kallstenius 1963, SGF 2009).

Since then, new types of piston samplers have 
been brought forward in other countries and it has 
sometimes been questioned whether the relatively 
small sample diameter in the standard piston sam-
pler is sufficient to obtain high quality samples. A 
large study at SGI in the 1970’s showed that the 
Swedish standard piston sampler provided as good 
samples as any of the tested international piston 
samplers of which many had considerably larger 
diameters, (Holm & Holtz 1977). This result was 
valid for a typical Swedish soil condition and 
may not be applicable elsewhere. It should also be 
observed that the sample quality is a result of sam-
pling, storage and handling. The equipment for 
these purposes and for testing in the laboratory in 
Sweden are designed with special consideration to 
samples taken with the standard piston sampler.

A general weakness with all piston samplers, as 
well as most open tube samplers, is that suction is 
created below the sampler at its retraction. This 
results in changes in the stress conditions within 
the samples, which in turn may result in signifi-
cant deformations and a certain disturbance. The 
effects of this varies with sampler, procedure and 
soil type, but it generally involves that relevant val-
ues of the natural stiffness of the soil at small and 

A new Swedish large-diameter sampler for soft and sensitive clays

R. Larsson, H. Åhnberg & H. Löfroth
Swedish Geotechnical Institute, Linköping, Sweden

ABSTRACT: A new large-diameter sampler for sensitive soils has been constructed and tested at the 
Swedish Geotechnical Institute. The construction was initiated by two current projects. The first is a 
research project requiring large, high quality samples from which a number of “identical” specimens can 
be cut out and tested under various conditions. The project includes studies of the behaviour of the soil in 
the “elastic” range of deformations up to failure in undrained conditions, which puts extra high demands 
on the sample quality. The second project is a large investigation on slope stability along the Göta river 
including large areas with quick clays, in which it has been found difficult to obtain high quality samples 
with ordinary samplers. The new sampler provides 1 metre high samples with a diameter of 200 mm, 
which are divided into 6 parts with heights of about 150 mm before being sealed and transported to the 
laboratory. The design of the equipment is based on previous experience from Swedish, Norwegian and 
Canadian samplers. Considerations have also been made regarding robustness, easy operation and com-
patibility with auxiliary equipment and drill rigs normally used in Sweden. The equipment has now been 
tried out in a wide variety of Swedish clays and the results from tests on the obtained samples have been 
compared to the results from Swedish standard piston samples and internationally proposed criteria for 
classification of sample quality. The samples have been found to be uniform and to fulfil the proposed 
criteria for high quality samples
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mainly elastic deformations cannot be measured 
on this type of samples in the laboratory. 

An attempt to reduce this suction and its effect 
was made at the construction of a 200 mm diam-
eter piston sampler at the Norwegian Geotechni-
cal Institute, NGI, (Andresen 1981). This sampler 
was provided with a wire cutter. After the sample 
had been punched into the sampler, it could be 
cut off  at the bottom to reduce the disturbance at 
the following retraction. Around 1980, the equip-
ment was on loan to SGI for research that required 
large samples (Larsson 1981a). SGI was allowed to 
introduce some modifications, among which was 
attachment of compressed air to the pipe for the 
cutting cord. In the SGI operation, an open sta-
bilised hole was predrilled to the sampling depth. 
The sampler was pushed down from the bottom 
of the hole while the piston remained fixed at that 
level. The only function of the piston was to pre-
vent the stabilising bentonite slurry from entering 
the sampler during its lowering in the predrilled 
hole and to seal at the top at its retraction. Before 
the sample was cut off  by the cord, an air pressure 
corresponding to the total overburden pressure at 
the level of the cutting edge was applied in its lead-
ing pipe. This pressure was retained during retrac-
tion of the sampler until the edge had passed the 
predrilling level The experiences from the samples 
were good, but the equipment, operation and han-
dling was cumbersome and provisory.

At about the same time, two new types of samplers 
were presented in Canada; the Sherbrooke sampler 
and the Laval sampler (Lefebvre & Poulin 1979; 
LaRochelle et al. 1981). Both equipments require 
predrilled stabilised holes down to the sampling 
depth. With the Laval equipment, an open sampling 
tube with 208 mm inner diameter is pushed down 
from the bottom of the predrilled hole, whereupon 
the top of the sampling tube is sealed. A larger tube 
with a circular cutting edge is then drilled down out-
side and below the sampling tube creating a circular 
slot filled with drilling mud. When the sampler is 
retracted, the pressure in the drill mud helps to cut 
off and lift the sample and in this way the changes 
in the stress conditions in the sample are reduced. 
The Laval sampler has been tested in Sweden (Lars-
son 1981b; Tavenas et al. 1983). In a high plastic 
clay, the test results in terms of evaluated undrained 
shear strength and preconsolidation pressure were 
similar to those from standard piston sampling but 
the initial stiffness was higher. It also proved to be 
possible to obtain samples with relatively high qual-
ity in a low plastic highly sensitive soil where sam-
pling with the standard piston sampler had failed 
completely in spite of the use of shutters. 

The Sherbrooke sampler has been used in neigh-
bouring Norway with good results, (e.g. Andersen 
et al. 2008). However, all comparative tests have 

there been made with samplers from which there 
is no experience in Sweden. An investigation in 
mottled and laminated clayey silt/silty clay in the 
U.K. indicated somewhat better samples from the 
Sherbrooke sampler compared to the Laval sam-
pler, (Hight et al. 1992).

A large investigation was started at SGI in 2009 
regarding the stability conditions along the river 
Götaälv, partly in areas with quick clay where it 
previously had been difficult to obtain high quality 
samples with the standard piston sampler. At the 
same time another project started concerning the 
degradation of undrained shear strength in clay 
subjected to various actions (Åhnberg 2009). This 
project required series of “identical” specimens 
for the tests. It was therefore decided to construct 
a new sampler with the aim of obtaining large 
high quality samples in all types of mainly soft 
to medium strength fine-grained soil, and a new 
project comparing the new samples with standard 
piston samples was also started (Löfroth 2009).

2 CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW 
SAMPLER

At the construction of the new SGI 200 mm diam-
eter sampler, the experiences from the previous 
Swedish investigations have been considered in the 
design of the cutting edge and the omission of an 
inner clearance. The wire cutter and application of 
pressure by compressed air has been incorporated 
in accordance with the experiences from the modi-
fied NGI 200 mm sampler and the sealing mecha-
nism at the top of the sampler is similar to that in 
the Laval sampler. The tool for creating a flat and 
clean bottom in the predrilled hole has been cop-
ied from the NGI tool for the same purpose when 
using the Sherbrooke sampler (Otter 1996). The 
aim has also been to use already existing drill rigs 
and equipment as far as possible, (SGI 2011).

The sampling tube is about 1 m long with an 
inner diameter of 200 mm. It is manufactured from 
a prefabricated seamless “stainless” steel tube with 
a smooth inner surface and narrow tolerances for 
the diameter. The outside of the tube is threaded at 
both ends, Fig. 1.

The cutting edge is manufactured from the 
same prefabricated tube and has the same inner 
diameter as the sampling tube. The edge has a cut-
ting angle of 5° except for the very edge where it 
is blunted to 45° over maximum 0.3 mm. It has 
thus in principle the same shape as the edge in the 
standard piston sampler, where the small blunting 
of the edge has been found necessary for reasons 
of wear and safety. The cutting edge is hardened. 
It is threaded internally in its upper part and can 
be screwed onto the sampling tube. At the inside 
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of the edge, there is a just below 3 mm wide and 
deep groove which runs around the inner surface. 
The cutting cord, which is of high strength, low 
friction, plaited and prestretched polyethene with 
3 mm diameter, is pressed into this groove, Fig. 2. 
One end of the cord is led through a hole in the wall 
of the tube and fixed by a knot. The other end is 
led through a nearby connector in the wall. A plas-
tic tube for compressed air, in which the cord runs, 
is attached to the connector. At the other end of 
this tube there is a T-shaped three-way connector 
in which the cutting cord runs straight out through 
an adjustable seal and a lead for compressed air 
can be attached in the angled connector.

The top part is a round steel plate which can be 
screwed onto the upper end of the sampling tube. 
At the centre of the plate, there is a large circular 
hole through which bentonite slurry and possible 
soft lumps of soil can flow out when the sampler 
is pushed down. On the upper surface, four sturdy 
bow-shaped legs are welded and joined above the 
centre of the plate. In their joint, there is a threaded 
vertical hole through which the lower part of an 
inner rod system runs. The threaded hole acts as a 
nut when the inner rod system is rotated, and the 
sealing plate attached to the lower end of the rod 
system is then pressed down towards the top plate. 
When tightened, the sealing plate seals the hole in 
the top plate. At the joint, there is also a connector 
with larger diameter to which the outer hollow rod 
system can be attached, Fig. 3.

3 OPERATION

The operation is started by predrilling a hole down 
to the sampling level. This is done by a 250 mm 
diameter hollow stem auger down to 50–100 mm 
above the intended bottom of the hole. The auger 
is rotated down in about 1 m long intervals and 
then retracted to the surface to remove the soil 
between the flanges. The retraction is made slowly 
and at the same time drill mud is pumped down at 
a rate adjusted to fill the void that is created below 
the auger. The tool for preparing and cleaning the 
bottom of the hole is then used. It has the shape of 
a straight bucket with a plane bottom. In the bot-
tom there are two radial slots below which cutting 
edges protrude. The tool is advanced to the full 
predrilling depth during rotation. It cuts the soil 
at the bottom into thin slices that enter the bucket 

Figure 1. Layout of the sampler. (The length of the 
pneumatic tube is not to scale).

Figure 2. Cutting edge with cutting cord.

Figure 3. Top plate.
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through the slots and are kept there by shutters. 
The bucket is taken up and emptied and the opera-
tion is repeated until no further shavings or lumps 
of firm soil are found in the bucket.

The sampler is prepared by screwing the parts 
together and assembling the cutting device. A 
plastic pneumatic tube of  a length adapted to 
the sampling depth is selected. The tube with an 
inserted cutting cord is connected to the connec-
tor at the cutting edge, and the lower end of  the 
cord is carefully inserted into its groove and fixed. 
The cord is then locked by the adjustable seal in 
the T-shaped connector. The sealing plate at the 
top of  the sampler is screwed out to leave the hole 
fully open.

The sampler is lowered in the predrilled hole 
until the edge reaches its bottom. From this level 
the sampler is pushed further 1.08 m at a constant 
rate of  10 mm/s. This length corresponds to the 
total length of  the edge and sampling tube minus 
10–20 mm. The latter margin is intended to elimi-
nate the risk of  overdriving the sampler. During 
the lowering of  the sampler in the predrilled hole 
and pushing it into the soil, the hole at the top is 
open allowing drill mud and possible remoulded 
soil to flow through. Directly after this is finished, 
the hole at the top is sealed and the sampler is left 
to rest for at least 10 minutes. The waiting time 
may vary depending on the sensitivity of  the soil.

After the due waiting time has elapsed, a lead 
for compressed air is attached to the T-shaped con-
nector. The pressure in the system is adjusted to 
correspond to the total overburden pressure at the 
current level of the cutting edge and the sample is 
cut off  by pulling out the cord. 

The retraction of the sampler is started directly 
thereafter. It is done slowly and without sudden 
accelerations. During the first phase, the rate is 
kept at about 10 mm/s and the pressure in the cut-
ting system is maintained. When the edge of the 
sampler has reached above the bottom of the pre-
drilled hole, air bubbles start to come up through 
the drill mud. The air pressure can then be lowered 
whereby it is replaced by the hydrostatic pressure 
from the drill mud. The lowering of the air pres-
sure is normally made slowly to maintain a back 
pressure in the cutting system and prevent drill 
mud from entering it. The rate of retraction of 
the sampler can now be increased somewhat, but 
should still be slow and careful.

After the sampler has reached the ground sur-
face, it is laid on a stand and the outside is cleaned, 
Fig. 4. The seal in the top is opened and the top 
and the cutting edge are screwed off. The sam-
pling tube is placed upside down in an extrusion 
rig where it is jacked out and cut in six about 
150 mm high pieces. Each piece is placed on a flat 

laminated plate, which is non-water absorbent. It 
is then coated with a mixture of wax and paraf-
fin reinforced by non-elastic gauze bandage before 
being carefully transported to the laboratory.

4 EXPERIENCES

The experiences of the equipment are good. Except 
for a few initial errors before the crew was familiar 
with the equipment and the proper cutting cord 
was found, there has not been any problems in tak-
ing the samples even in quick clay. Standard piston 
samples have been taken in parallel and it has been 
possible to obtain samples in all places also with 
this equipment, However, in some places prolonged 
waiting times and shutters then had to be used.

The operation is relatively cumbersome and 
requires a considerable amount of  auxiliary 
equipment and a field crew of  three. Otherwise it 
is fairly straightforward and considered relatively 
easy to learn. 

The homogeneity of the samples has been inves-
tigated in the laboratory by fall-cone tests. These 
have been performed in various horizontal planes 
and at varying distances from the centre. The 
read-off intrusions in a certain plane usually vary 
within a few tenths of a millimetre, which results 
in a spread in evaluated shear strength of about 
±10% of the mean value in the plane. However, no 
pattern that indicates a variation across the sample 
can be observed, Fig. 5.

In a few samples, the fall-cone testing has been 
performed in several of the part-samples from a 
sampling level. A similar variation can be observed 
together with a trend of increasing strength in the 
part-samples from lower levels, Fig. 6. However, 

Figure 4. Cleaned sampler on a stand with the cut off  
surface exposed.
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this increase coincides with the normal increase in 
shear strength of 1–2 kPa per metre depth in these 
soils and is no indication of a varying sample qual-
ity. However, the uppermost sample is normally 
treated with caution since it was located closest to 
the bottom of the predrilled hole and has travelled 
the longest distance through the sampler during 
both taking and extraction.

A method of evaluating sample quality (or dis-
turbance) was proposed by Lunne et al. (1997). In 
this method, the change in void ratio, Δe, during 
reconsolidation to in-situ stresses in the triaxial cell 
or in the oedometer is compared to the initial void 
ratio, e0, Table 1.

For simplicity, this can be recalculated for the 
water-saturated Swedish clays with a density of 

the solid particles of 2.65 Mg/m3 to a diagram with 
water content versus volume change. When using 
the same diagram for overconsolidated soils, the 
measured volume change should be multiplied 
by 1.33 for OCR = 2–4, 1.6 for OCR = 4–10 and 
2.0 for OCR = 10–20. The extension of the origi-
nal proposal has been made according to Swedish 
experience of normal variation in recompression 
moduli (Larsson 1981a). In Swedish practise for 
triaxial tests, the specimens are first reconsolidated 
for stresses of about 80% of the preconsolidation 
stresses, and the volume change is read off  at this 
condition before the consolidation stresses are 
adjusted to the actual in situ stresses. The correc-
tion for OCR is then not applied.

Reconsolidation in the triaxial cell is the pre-
ferred method. However, in Sweden the CRS-
oedometer is more or less a routine test, whereas 
triaxial tests are special tests. The results from 
the oedometer tests are therefore more frequently 
used. In this case, the oedometer curve is corrected 
in such way that the volume change is calculated 
from the maximum modulus measured before the 
preconsolidation pressure. Any extra measured 
compressions due to seating errors at the start and/
or creep effects close to the preconsolidation pres-
sure are thereby excluded.

The results obtained from triaxial tests on sam-
ples taken with the new sampler are shown in 
Fig. 7a together with the corresponding results 
from samples taken with the standard piston 
sampler (Åhnberg 2009; Löfroth 2009). As can 
be seen, practically all the samples taken with the 
new sampler fall into the category “Very good to 
excellent”.

As was observed in Sweden when the used cri-
teria for sample quality were introduced, most of 
the samples taken with the standard piston sam-
pler also fall into this category. However, the vol-
ume changes are as a rule larger than for the new 
sampler. It should also be observed that many of 
the soils in the studies are highly sensitive or quick 
clays that from experience are relatively difficult to 
sample. The results from the CRS-tests are fewer 
due to the purposes of the investigations. However, 
they show a similar picture, Fig. 7b.

Figure 5. Radial variation in shear strength value.
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Figure 6. Vertical variation in shear strength value.
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Table 1. Criterion for evaluation of sample quality (or 
disturbance) proposed by Lunne et al. (1997).

OCR

Δe/e0 at in situ stresses for sample quality 1–4

1. Very good 
to excellent

2. Good 
to fair 3. Poor

4. Very 
poor

1–2 <0.04 0.04–0.07 0.07–0.14 >0.14
2–4 <0.03 0.03–0.05 0.05–0.10 >0.10
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5 CONCLUSIONS

A new sampler with large diameter for taking of 
undisturbed samples in soft to medium strength 
fine-grained soils has been constructed. It has 
been tried out in a number of soils, of which many 
have previously been considered difficult to sam-
ple with high quality. The sampling operation has 
been elaborated and the equipment has been found 
to be robust and fairly easy to operate, although 
somewhat cumbersome. The sampling has been 
successful in all cases and the samples have been 
found to meet the most common criterion for high 
quality samples.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Quick clays occur frequently in large areas in Sweden 
and have a large influence on the estimation of risks 
involved with slope stability assessments and con-
struction works. It is therefore important to localise 
where such deposits exist and their extent both with 
depth and laterally. In Sweden the designation quick 
clay is applied to clays which have both a sensitiv-
ity ≥50 and a remoulded shear strength lower than 
0.4 kPa. The second criteria is probably the most 
important and indicates whether the soil will retain 
a significant strength also after remoulding or if, for 
example, the debris after a slope failure may behave 
almost like a heavy liquid.

Real determinations of sensitivity and remoulded 
shear strength are made on undisturbed samples 
brought into the laboratory or by field vane tests. 
However, mapping of the extent of a quick clay 

deposit would require extensive sampling and/or 
field vane testing and additional information is 
therefore sought from more depth and area cov-
ering methods. This has traditionally been made 
from the results of common penetration tests 
which measure the total penetration force, and the 
soil sensitivity has been estimated from the slope of 
the depth—resistance curve. Different critera have 
then been applied depending on the actual penetra-
tion test (e.g. Rygg 1978; Möller & Bergdahl 1982; 
Hagberg 2003). These estimations have been fairly 
rough and although they cover the penetrated 
depth, they are limited to the test points.

The formation of quick clays is a complex proc-
ess involving the depositional history and envi-
ronment, the mineral composition of the soil and 
chemical changes in both clay minerals and pore 
water occurring thereafter (e.g. Rosenquist 1978; 
Torrance 1983). The dominating cause for quick 

On the use of penetration tests and geophysical methods for mapping 
of quick clay deposits

R. Larsson & K. Lundström
Swedish Geotechnical Institute, Linköping, Sweden

ABSTRACT: The occurrence of quick clay has a large impact on the risks associated with slope stability 
and construction works. Even relatively small and superficial slides can then, for example, often develop 
into major landslides involving large areas. The existence of quick clay is confirmed by tests on samples 
brought into the laboratory or by field vane tests. However, these determinations are normally limited 
to a number of depths at certain points in an area. Additional information is therefore sought from 
penetration tests with continuous registration with depth and from area covering methods. Traditionally, 
occurrence of quick clay has been estimated from studies of the steepness of the curves for total penetra-
tion force versus depth obtained by different penetration tests. However, the total penetration force is the 
sum of tip resistance and friction against the sounding rods, where in clays the tip resistance is related 
to the undrained shear strength and the friction against the rods is related to the residual or remoulded 
shear strength. In Cone Penetration Tests, (CPTs) the tip resistance is measured and it is thereby possible 
to separate the two components if  the total penetration force is measured as an additional parameter. A 
study of different penetration tests to estimate occurrence of quick clay has been performed, and CPTs 
with measurement of the total penetration force were found to be superior to the traditionally used pen-
etration tests to establish occurrence and depth intervals of quick clay in the test points. The friction is 
also measured against the friction sleeve just above the tip, but the accuracy is generally too poor to yield 
relevant measures of the friction in highly sensitive clays. This resulted in a recommendation to use CPTs 
with additional continuous measurement of the total penetration force versus depth for this purpose, and 
the method is now used in large scale in practise. In western Sweden, the main cause for quick clay forma-
tion is leaching of salts in the marine clays, which also affects the resistivity of the soil. As a method to 
obtain more area covering information, the use of surface resistivity measurements was therefore tried in 
areas where quick clays had been found in geotechnical investigation points. The results in terms of indi-
cations of how far the leaching process had progressed in different parts were found to be consistent with 
the occurrence of quick clay and the method was proposed to be used as a supplement to the geotechnical 
investigation methods.
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clay formation in western Sweden is leaching of 
salts from clays deposited in marine environments. 
The leaching of salts is associated with an increase 
in electrical resistivity and the distribution of resis-
tivity in a soil mass can be mapped by surface resis-
tivity measurements. Such measurements can thus 
be used as an aid to estimate the extent of a quick 
clay formation due to leaching of salts.

These methods and the use of CPTs to estimate 
occurrence of quick clay were evaluated in large 
project concerning quick clays in Sweden (Rankka 
et al. 2004). The recommendations have been 
implemented in Swedish practise and tried out 
further in a large investigation of slope stability in 
western Sweden (Löfroth et al. 2012).

2 TEST METHODS

2.1 Direct methods to measure sensitivity and 
remoulded shear strength.

The common method of measuring undrained 
shear strength and sensitivity in Swedish laborato-
ries is the fall cone test. By this method, remoulded 
shear strength values down to 0.07 kPa can be 
measured. The corresponding test in situ is the 
field vane test. The evaluated undrained shear 
strengths are normally compatible for the two 
methods but the possibility to measure very low 
strength values after remoulding is more limited in 
the field vane test. The shear strength value after 
remoulding is also often somewhat higher in the 
field vane test, which indicates that the remould-
ing may not be complete and/or that a thixotropic 
hardening between remoulding and testing plays a 
role in this test.

2.2 Indirect methods to detect quick clay from 
results of sounding tests with measurement 
of total pushing force

The traditional penetration tests in fine-grained 
soil in Sweden are the weight sounding test and the 
static penetration test (Möller & Bergdahl 1982). 
In the weight sounding test, weights required to 
advance the penetrometer are applied to the top 
of the rod system until maximum force of 1 kN 
is reached, whereupon the equipment is rotated 
and the number of half  turns for 0.2 m penetra-
tion is measured. In the static penetration test, the 
equipment is advanced at a constant rate and the 
required pushing force is measured. The original 
static penetration equipment had a slip coupling to 
enable separation of tip resistance and rod friction. 
However, this proved to be too vulnerable and the 
measurement of rod friction too unreliable and a 
simplified version without this devise is normally 

used. Attempts to detect quick clays have been 
made from results from both methods (Möller & 
Bergdahl 1982).

The corresponding methods used in Norway are 
rotary pressure sounding and total sounding, both 
of which also measure the penetration force at the 
top of the rod systems (Rygg 1978; Hagberg 2003).

2.3 Stress distribution along sounding equipments

The total penetration resistance along sounding 
equipments consists of tip resistance and side fric-
tion along the rod system. The tip resistance in 
clay is a function of the undrained shear strength. 
The rod friction is a more complex function of the 
undrained shear strength, the remoulded shear 
strength, the degree of remoulding of the clay 
by the tip (and a possible friction reducer), the 
relation between the diameters of the tip and the 
rods and other factors. For a normal CPT equip-
ment without friction reducer and with rods of 
about the same diameter as the tip, the side fric-
tion in sensitive clay can from Swedish investiga-
tions be deduced to be roughly about 2.5 times the 
remoulded shear strength over the metre closest to 
the tip (Rankka et al. 2004). Whether it increases 
further up due to some reconsolidation, remains 
fairly constant or decreases due to additional 
remoulding is more difficult to estimate. The rela-
tion between force on the conical tip and total rod 
friction during penetration is shown schematically 
in Fig. 1. The values in the figure have been esti-
mated for a typical normally consolidated Swedish 
clay with normal sensitivity, St, of  about 25, typi-
cal quick clay with St = 100 and ultra quick clay 

Figure 1. Schematic relation between total force on the 
conical tip and total rod friction in normally consolidated 
clay depending on soil sensitivity.
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with St = 600. The rod friction has been assumed as 
2.5 times the remoulded shear strength. 

From the figure it can be observed that also in 
sensitive soils, the rod friction rapidly becomes the 
dominating factor with depth. The tip resistance 
remains the major resistance until great depths 
only in ultra quick clays. The figure also explains 
why total penetration force cannot be used to eval-
uate undisturbed soil properties at the tip level but 
could be used for a rough estimate of sensitivity.

In the Swedish soft and sensitive clays, the self-
weight of the equipment is often larger than the 
total resistance against penetration for a large depth 
interval below the dry crust. The equipment then 
sinks for its own weight and the operator has to be 
vigilant and hold it in a firm grip for a large depth 
interval unless there shall be risk to lose it. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. with the same assumptions as in 
Fig. 1 and the typical weight for a CPT equipment.

2.4 Cone penetration tests

2.4.1 Friction sleeve
As illustrated above, the rod friction can be 
assumed to be related to the remoulded shear 
strength of the soil. In CPTs, the friction along 
a sleeve is measured just above the tip and theo-
retically this could be used (Lunne et al. 1997). 
However, the measured sleeve friction is affected 
by considerable sources of errors, (Mulabdic’ et al. 
1990; Lunne 2010), and the measuring accuracy is 
normally insufficient in sensitive clays. The main 
source of error in the measurements is the effect of 
pore water pressures on the end areas of the fric-
tion sleeve. This effect can be decreased by using 
equal and small end areas. Equal end areas are now 
required in the ASTM (D 5778-2007) standard but 
so far only a recommendation in other standards. 

The total pore water pressures acting on the ends 
of the friction sleeve consist of in situ pore pres-
sures and excess pore pressures generated during 
the penetration. Equal end areas can compensate 
for hydrostatic pore pressures but not for generated 
excess pore pressures that are unequal at the two 
ends. There are practical limits to how small the 
end areas can be made and the relative importance 
of this error increases the higher the generated 
pore pressures are and the lower the real friction 
is. The highest influence is thereby found in soft 
and highly sensitive clays where the generated pore 
pressures are about as high as the net cone resist-
ance, i.e. pore pressure ratio Bq approaching or even 
exceeding 1.0, and the remoulded shear strength is 
very low. Swedish investigations have shown that in 
this type of soil, the measured sleeve friction has to 
be corrected for pore pressure effects if  the values 
from different types of equipment shall be compat-
ible and of an order that reflects the soil properties 
(Mulabdic’ et al. 1990; Larsson & Mulabdic’1992). 
Unless this is done, the friction values from equip-
ment with, in this respect, unfavourable design can 
often be higher than the undisturbed undrained 
shear strength.

An accurate correction for unequal pore pres-
sures at the ends would require both pressures 
to be measured simultaneously with the uncor-
rected friction. Such equipment exists but is not in 
everyday use. Investigations in 9 Swedish clay 
sites showed that the relation between the gener-
ated excess pore pressures at the top of the friction 
sleeve, Δu3, and at its bottom, Δu2, where the pore 
pressure is normally measured, was around 0.7 in 
homogeneous clay profiles with a tendency for 
slightly lower values in low-sensitive organic soils 
and slightly higher values in quick clays (Larsson 
& Mulabdic’1992). Similar results have also been 
reported in the literature, Fig. 3. (Roy et al. 1982; 
Konrad 1987; Sandvén 1989; Jamiolkowski et al. 
1988; Sills et al. 1988).

Figure 2. Schematic relation between self-weight of 
CPT- equipment and total penetration resistance depend-
ing on soil sensitivity.
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Figure 3. Schematic distribution of excess pore pres-
sures along a CPT probe behind the normal filter posi-
tion, u2. (Larsson & Mulabdic’ 1992).
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A correction assuming Δu3/Δu2 = 0.7 is routinely 
applied to the measured friction values in Sweden. 
Its usefulness is limited to homogeneous clay lay-
ers where both ends of the friction sleeve are in the 
same soil layer. It may be erroneous in other cir-
cumstances, but has then considerably less effect. 
However, even after correction and even if  the 
pore pressures are measured at both ends of the 
friction sleeve, the accuracy of the measurement 
of sleeve friction is not good enough to evaluate 
the existence of quick clays. The highest demands 
for allowable minimum accuracy is e.g. 5 kPa in 
Norway (NGF 2010) and 2 kPa in Sweden (SGF 
1991), which could be compared to the Swedish 
limit of remoulded shear strength of 0.4 kPa for 
quick clays.

The corrected sleeve friction has been com-
pared to the remoulded undrained shear strength 
in a number of  Swedish sensitive clays. Due to the 
limited accuracy, among other things, there is a 
large scatter in the results, but the average trend is 
that the friction against the sleeve is roughly about 
3 times the remoulded shear strength (Rankka 
et al. 2004). 

2.4.2 Separation of tip resistance and rod friction
The resistance against the tip is measured in CPTs. 
The total rod friction can thus be evaluated if  the 
total penetration force is measured simultaneously 
and corrected for self-weight of the equipment. This 
gives considerable advantage over methods where 
only the total penetration force is measured and is 
a simple addition to the ordinary CPT. It was tried 
in the investigation by Rankka et al. (2004) and 

found to be superior to the previously used meth-
ods. The occurrence of quick clay was found to be 
indicated by an increase in total rod friction with 
depth corresponding to a friction along the rods 
≤1 kPa, which is about 2.5 times the corresponding 
limit for remoulded shear strength. This may indi-
cate incomplete remoulding, some reconsolida-
tion along the rods or that it is not the remoulded 
strength but some kind of residual strength that is 
governing the friction. In this method, the measur-
ing accuracy is adequate except for cases when the 
equipment sinks for it own weight. This, however, 
is a clear indication of quick clay in itself.

3 EXAMPLES

Results from three CPTs are shown as examples, 
Fig. 4. The first is from a test in a profile with nor-
mal sensitivity for Swedish conditions, the second 
is from a profile where the clay becomes quick at 
larger depths and the third is from a profile where 
the clay is quick almost throughout the profile.

The figures illustrate that the limits for quick 
clay can be estimated by comparing the slope of 
thecurve for the total rod friction with that cor-
respond ing to a friction of 1 kPa along the rods. 
The uncorrected sleeve friction is very high due to 
the very high excess pore pressures developed dur-
ing the penetration. For this particular design of 
the cone it corresponded to between 40 and 80% 
of the undisturbed shear strength and in all cases 
most of it can be related to pore pressure effects. 
The corrected sleeve friction provides a much 

Figure 4. Examples of CPT test results in terms of side friction in: (a) “Normal” clay profile; (b) Clay profile with 
quick clay below 20 m depth; (c) Clay profile with quick clay below 5 m depth.
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more relevant picture of the soil properties. It is 
normally higher than the remoulded shear strength 
but reflects well the variation in the latter. In quick 
clays, the values may become slightly negative. This 
may be due to an imperfect correction but this 
cannot be elaborated since the values are generally 
within the measuring accuracy. As a consequence 
of the insufficient accuracy, the corrected sleeve 
friction can only be used in a rough soil classifi-
cation and as a supplement in mapping of quick 
clay. For this purpose, as well as in most classifica-
tion methods using sleeve friction as a parameter, 
default values have to be applied when the friction 
values approach zero.

4 SOIL RESISTIVITY IN RELATION 
TO SENSITIVITY

Many quick clays have been formed due to leaching of 
salts from soils that were deposited in a marine envi-
ronment. There is no distinct limit for the remaining 
salt content in the pore water in quick clays since this 
depends on the composition of the salt, the chemi-
cal composition of the pore water in other respects, 
the mineralogy of the soil and the porosity of the 
soil, among other things. Leaching of salts does not 
always lead to formation of quick clay and the effect 
on the sensitivity can be enhanced, retarded, blocked 
or reversed by other chemical changes in the soil 
(Rosenquist 1978, Torrance 1983; Söderblom 1969; 
Larsson 2010) 

At leaching of  salts, the resistivity of  the soil 
increases and it is possible to obtain a picture 
of  how far the leaching process has advanced in 
various parts of  a soil deposit by mapping the 
resistivity. The resistivity of  a soil depends on 
mainly the same factors as affect the sensitivity 
although not necessarily in a proportional way 
(Penner 1965; Larsson 2010). It is thus not pos-
sible to a priori estimate at what, if  any, resis-
tivity the soil may become quick. Quick clays 
in western Sweden normally have a resistivity 
higher than about 7 Ωm (Dahlin et al. 2001) but 
exceptions exist. However, in a deposit with parts 
that have been established to have become quick 
because of  leaching, it is fairly easy to obtain a 
site-specific general picture by comparing meas-
ured resistivity and the sensitivity determined in 
a few geotechnical investigation points. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 5. The figure shows a section 
of  a slope with surface resistivity measurements 
and 3 points with undisturbed sampling (Dahlin 
et al. 2001). An excavation has been made in the 
slope to improve its stability. Measured sensitiv-
ity is shown by dark grey columns for St < 50, 
lighter grey columns for St between 50 and 100 
and white columns with single dots for St > 100. 

The resistivity is shown in a colour scale. When 
studying the figure, it should be observed that the 
weathered crust normally has high resistivity but 
is never quick and that the yellow-red area at the 
left bottom is the bedrock coming up. The results 
show that the soil below the excavation and in the 
slope to the right is not quick and that the leach-
ing process has not advanced far here because of 
the very thick clay layers. Further up to the left, 
quick clay is found in the zones that are unaf-
fected by weathering. The resistivity here is lower 
due to more advanced leaching of  the less thick 
clay layers in this area.

5 USE OF SURFACE RESISTIVITY

The resistivity of a soil deposit can be mapped by 
surface resistivity measurements, and the results can 
be connected to form a 3-dimensional picture. An 
example is shown in Fig 6a. In this case, comprehen-
sive geotechnical investigations were also performed 
in a grid pattern and a corresponding geotechnical 
picture could be created (Rankka et al. 2004), see 
Fig. 6b. The soil in the geotechnical model has been 
divided into four sensitivity classes. The blue repre-
sents sensitivities lower than 30. The green colour 
represents clays with sensitivities between 30 and 
50. The yellow colour represents quick clays and 
the red colour ultra quick clays with sensitivities 
of several hundreds and sometimes unmeasurable 
levels. The bedrock in the area comes up to the right 
in the area and the thinner clay layers there have 
been leached by artesian water pressures. Quick and 
ultra quick clay is here found throughout the pro-
files except for the weathered zone at the dry crust. 
In the thicker soil layers to the left, the process has 
not proceeded so far and the quick clay formation is 
limited to the bottom layers some distance out. The 
two pictures in Fig. 6 match fairly well. However, as 
pointed out above, resistivity measurements can not 
be used alone for sensitivity estimations but only as 
a supplement to geotechnical investigations in areas 
where leaching of salts is the established cause for 
quick clay formation.

Figure 5. Example of a correlation of soil resistivity 
and sensitivity in a section (Dahlin et al. 2001).
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The mapping of quick clay deposits can be greatly 
aided by CPTs, in which also the total penetration 
force is measured. The results of the investigation 
by Rankka et al. (2004) have led to a change in the 
Swedish practise for cone penetration testing in 
quick clay areas, a the previous findings have been 
verified (Löfroth et al. 2012). Surface resistivity 
measurements can also be a useful supplement at 
mapping of quick clay formations in large areas, 
where leaching of salts is the established cause of 
the quick clay formation.
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ABSTRACT: Subsurface erosion of soil is caused by water seeping through a porous medium of a 
non-cohesive soil. The groundwater flow will create critical condition for piping. In this paper, a simple 
probabilistic method has been developed. A game theory that is known as a two person–zero sum ruin 
game, has been applied. The method of modeling consists of the three steps, at the first step, soil grains 
are divided into two groups, called protective part and erodible zone. In the second step, an assembly of 
spherical grains is formed to model the soil structure. In the last step, potential subsurface erosion is calcu-
lated using a game theory. The use of this method requires an iterative calculation so a computer program 
is developed. The input data are particle size distribution and porosity of soil sample and the results are 
the probability of subsurface erosion, which is expressed by eroded grains volume and size.

1 INTRODUCTION

In site characterization practice, it is a challenging 
task to estimate the potential subsurface erosion of 
encountered soils. There are two types of subsur-
face erosion. The first occurs when water seeping 
through a porous medium produces adequate drag 
force soil and causes liquefaction. This process is 
called ‘pining’ in engineering literature. The second 
occurs during a progressive process when an exist-
ing conduit expanded. This may include enlarge-
ment of animal burrows or root channels, which is 
known as ‘tunnel erosion’ [1].

The focus of this paper is on the first type of 
subsurface erosion. The groundwater flow usually 
causes by landscape natural slope and occurs in 
cohesionless soils. However, during a long period 
of time, the groundwater flow decreases the cohe-
siveness of soil. Moreover, during the estimation 
process, soil could be considered as non-cohesive 
soil.

For estimation of soil erosion, many empirical, 
experimental and numerical methods are available. 
Kezdi [12] proposed a method to assess the internal 
stability. In this method, the gradation curve splits 
into two parts: fine fraction and coarse fraction, 
each of which must provide the Terzaghi’s criterion 

with the filters. This gradation would be classified 
as unstable or stable as a result of this examination. 
Kenney & Lau [4] carried out the most recent exten-
sive research. They proposed a graphic method of 
evaluating potential instability of the soil. The con-
clusion of their research could be summarized as fol-
lows: “The surest method for determining whether 
or not a granular material is potentially unstable is 
to perform a hydraulic test” [2].

These empirical methods are the most suitable 
methods for the inspection of potential of subsur-
face erosion. On another note and for the feasibil-
ity of studies and quick tests they are both costly 
and time-consuming. Computational and theoreti-
cal methods are usually preferred to model porous 
media, due to the difficulties associated with 
empirical methods. Therefore, a new rapid and 
reliable method should be designed for the estima-
tion of subsurface erosion. This method could be 
a probabilistic method that estimates the erosion 
within an iterative process that is executed by a 
computer program and represent a model with an 
assembly of spheres.

Porous media systems are often represented 
as assemblies of random spheres. The packed 
arrangements of spheres are generated to imitate 
the simulated porous media systems by matching 
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certain properties such as packing density, distri-
bution of coordination numbers, and spatial cor-
relation of the spheres [5]. The groundwater flow in 
this porous medium of soil moves the grains from 
a region to another one. Thus, subsurface erosion 
extremely depends on the grains arrangement in 
structure of soil.

Wise [8] has studied the problem of dense 
random packing of spheres and presented a log-
normal distribution of their radii. A tetrahedron 
is defined by considering a group of four spheres 
that are touching in pairs and their centers are 
connected by straight lines. Such a tetrahedron 
includes an empty void between the four spheres, 
which touch each other. 

Porosity is another parameter, which should be 
determined within a simulation process. In this 
process, a dense random packing of spheres is cre-
ated, it contains infinite groups of tetrahedrons. 
This assembly of tetrahedrons and void betweens 
provide the suitable conditions for soil grains to 
move by groundwater flow. “The transport proc-
ess of soil grains, which is carried by groundwater 
flow drag force through a soil porous structure, 
looks like a game” [2], a two-person zero-sum clas-
sic ruin game [9]. Obviously, this process depends 
on arrangement of tetrahedrons and soil param-
eters so the terms of the game matched with soil 
parameters.

2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.1 The selection of probabilistic method

There are several methods for modeling the soil 
subsurface erosion, which could be divided in to 
two groups: deterministic and probabilistic meth-
ods. In deterministic methods, soil grains assem-
bled to each other based on sieve analysis and 
govern equations between the grains should be 
solved to find the process of erosion.

The probabilistic methods use statistics and 
probability for assembling the spheres in order to 
generate the closest arrangement of grains to the 
real soil sample. The number of grains in a soil 
volume is very large so it is obvious that the proce-
dure of modeling and the interaction between soil 
grains should be based on probability [2]. Reliabil-
ity and computing time are in challenge in deter-
ministic methods, higher precision leads to more 
computing time. 

2.2 Type of soil studied

Soil grains are in different shape and size and it 
is not possible to generate the actual shape of the 
grains. Therefore, the grains could be considered 

as spherical grains in relation with diameters. Sieve 
analysis of soil is used for creating the spheres in 
the same grain size. It is obvious that selection 
of spherical shape causes unavoidable systematic 
error in calculations. However in order to reach the 
simple calculation by geometric formula this sim-
plification is acceptable.

The cohesiveness of soil is an important factor 
in subsurface erosion. Among poorly graded loose 
non-cohesive soils, silty sands and silts are consid-
ered most susceptible to erosion. Cohesive soils 
are more resistant to erosion [2]. According to the 
findings of the previous researches, there are cohe-
sive parts in the non-cohesive soil. However, the 
groundwater flow washes these parts and decreases 
the soil cohesiveness generally. In this paper, the 
soil considered as a perfect non-cohesive soil.

2.3 Classic ruin game

The migration of grains that is called subsurface 
erosion is the process of transferring the grains 
within the soil body. The groundwater flow is the 
main cause of this transmission and moves the 
grains from the erodible part to the protective part 
of soil. This moving process is similar to a game, 
in this game, one player (eroded zone) loses its par-
ticles and the other player (protective part - filter) 
gains them [2]. In this game, the erodible zone of 
soil plays as a player who looses or wins a grain as 
a good during the game play. This type of game 
is a probabilistic game that is called classic ruin 
game [9]. This game, is classified as a two-person 
zero sum game, because the gain of one player is 
equals to the loss of the second player as a result of 
which, the total amount of goods that exchanges 
between the players is constant.

Lets imagine a gambler who wins or looses a 
dollar with probability of p and q, respectively. Let 
his initial capital is z and let him play against an 
adversary with initial capital a-z, and the combined 
capital is a. the game continues until the gambler 
capital has either decreased to zero or increased 
to a. that is, until one of two players is ruined. We 
are interested in probability of the gamblers ruin. 
This is the classical ruin problem [9].

qz

z

a
=

−
( )q ( )q pp

( )q p

a) (q pq pp
pp 1  (1)

Feller finds Eq. (1) for this type of game. In this 
equation, q is the probability of loosing a dollar.
p is the probability of winning a dollar that equals 
to (1 − q). a is the amount of total dollars and z is 
the amount of dollar of first player. Therefore, the 
second player has a-z dollars. qz is the probability 
of loosing all of z dollars for first player. The game 
should change for simulation of soil subsurface 
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erosion. The players considered as erodible and 
protective part of soil, the total amount of dol-
lars changed to number of grains and the new 
definition of q becomes the probability of loosing 
a grain, and p is so on. The idea for the modeling 
the soil subsurface erosion by the game theory 
came from the modeling in physics of the random 
walk of a molecule in one dimensional Brownian 
motion [9].

2.4 Game parameters matched with subsurface 
erosion parameters

The main idea of this method is to match the game 
parameters with the soil subsurface erosion param-
eters, which is done through the following steps:

1. Generate the structure of soil: The migration of 
soil grains occurred through the porous medium 
of soil, which is formed by the voids between the 
grains. In this paper, an assembly of spheres mod-
els the soil body and it is clear that if a number of 
spheres were in touch, a set of voids will be formed 
between the grains. This set of voids between the 
soil particles is considered as an opportunity for 
the movement of fine aggregates.

2. Definition of loosing/winning: players should 
loose or gain the grains during the process of 
erosion. Loosing the grains defined as the mov-
ing a soil particle from the erodible part to the 
protective part. However, in order to define win-
ing we need to consider that during the erosion 
the event of not loosing the grains can be consid-
ered as the wining. That is, the event of wining is 
changed to saving the grains. This change is not 
adverse the game rules and just change the con-
cept of wining the grains to the real event which 
is occurred during the soil erosion process.

3. Split the soil: The soil body is divided into two 
parts, the first part is the erodible part and the 
second parte is the protective part, which is not 
eroded. This is done by sieve analysis. It is obvi-
ous that in the process of erosion, the finest 
grains began to move at first and erodible part 
and protective part of soil are defined accord-
ing to this fact. The erodible part is defined as 
the set of grains included finest grains that are 
feasible for erosion and the rest of grains belong 
to the protective part. This division is dynamic 
and changes depend on the output results dur-
ing the process. This division splits the soil body 
into two parts as two players that are playing 
the game with specified number of grains.

2.5 Geometrical calculations

According to the Eq. (1) the most impressive 
parameter in calculation of probabilities is q, p 

is related to q directly. with these parameters and 
by counting the number of grains in each part of 
soils, the qz is calculated. There should be a pro-
cedure for the calculation of q and this is done by 
generating an assembly of spheres. The basic sec-
tion of this method is to generate an assembly of 
spheres in order to calculate the void betweens and 
the probability of moving the particles. There are 
two different concepts for assembling the grains; 
the first one is to put some grains into a group and 
set the groups fixed side by side each other ran-
domly. This random arrangement of groups, leads 
to formation of unknown voids between the groups 
and the amount of these unknown voids are out of 
control. Another concept that is more reliable is to 
detect the groups within a set of grains, which are 
in touch, in this way, grains do not belong to a spe-
cific group only and could be belong to any groups. 
Therefore, the set of voids are limited to the voids 
inside the groups.

Four grains, which touch in pairs, called a tet-
rahedron, a tetrahedron contains four spherical 
grains, four openings and one void between. The 
erosion process within this assembly of spheres 
started with moving a grain into the tetrahedron’s 
void. The round openings which are formed in the 
middle of three grains of a tetrahedron which are 
in touch, grant the movement of grains, the open-
ings radius (ro) can be specified by an Eq. (2) as 
the below.

1 1 1
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The void inside a tetrahedron could be con-
sidered as the biggest Tangential sphere that is 
in touch with at least three grains. The radius of 
spherical void (rv), is determined through Eq. (3) 
as below.
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Lets assume that the moving the grains to the 
inside of a tetrahedron may be associated with 
moving out from the inside of tetrahedron. This 
assumption would be acceptable if  we notice that 
the openings radii in a tetrahedron, do not make 
a big difference and moving out from one of 
them can be after they pass through one another. 
Mathematics shows that the void inside is always 
bigger than the openings. This assumption is the 
basis of the theory of erosion. Porosity should be 
 determined as the simplest parameter of soil that 
can be included in the procedure. As we know, the 
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porosity is defined as the division of void volume 
to the total volume.

Considering an assembly of spheres leads to 
finding an accurate number for porosity. This 
assembly of spheres includes a set of tetrahedrons, 
which contains four spheres with specific radii. In 
order to find the total volume of soil body, each 
tetrahedron’s total volume should be added to each 
other. Estimating the total volume of a tetrahe-
dron became possible by definition of a pyramid. 
This pyramid is inscribed in tetrahedron, and their 
vertexes are situated in the center of four spheres. 
In this geometric assumption, any pyramids only 
include just a part of their spheres, however if  
these pyramids generate through the soil body, all 
parts of each spheres are covered.

The void volume of soil body estimated as the 
above by putting together the void volume of 
each tetrahedron. In order to find void volume in 
each tetrahedron, solid volume of each pyramid 
subtracts from the total volume of pyramid that 
their vertexes situated in the center of spheres as 
described in Figure 1. and solid volume of each 
pyramid considered as the summation of included 
parts of each sphere that are in the pyramid and 
some geometric formulas are applied to estimation 
of these volumes.

The porosity and soil gradation are the input 
data, which gained from the soil sample within the 
laboratory tests. The voids between the grains are 
the chances for moving and erosion, these set of 
voids are affecting porosity directly so the porosity 
chosen as a criterion in order to generate the most 
similar assembly of spheres to the real soil sample.

Considering the soil as an assembly of tetrahe-
drons, which detected in the simulated soil is densest 
form of arrangement [8] so the calculated porosity 
is always less than the real porosity, which obtained 
from laboratory tests. Computer program changes 
the distance between the grains in any tetrahedrons 

and within this process, the openings, the voids 
between and the distances of spheres increase in 
order to obtain the specific porosity. However, the 
preferred assembly of spheres is not changed.

2.6 Calculation method used for 
erosion probability

In order to assess the probability of loosing (qz) it 
is necessary to calculate the probability of loosing a 
grain (q) at first. As the previous assumption, loos-
ing a grain is associated with moving the grain into 
the inside void and moving out. In fact, the defini-
tion of q changed to the probability of passing a 
grain through a tetrahedron. The openings of tetra-
hedron are playing an important role in calculation 
of q, these openings checked for passing a grain 
with specific diameter one by one and therefore, the 
probability of passing a preferred diameter is calcu-
lated. However, the question is to find the probabil-
ity of passing a grain apart from its diameter.

The possible sizes of erodible grains should be 
defined at first In order to find the q. It is obvi-
ous that the fine grains are most susceptible for 
erosion and the potential of erosion will decrease 
by increasing the grains size from the finest to a 
specific larger size. However, the choosing erod-
ible grain sizes do not affect the results because the 
probabilities of bigger sizes will calculate during 
the process and tend to zero. The probabilities of 
passing for all the erodible sizes are estimating by 
checking the all erodible grains with all openings 
and after that the Eq. (4) is used in order to com-
bine these probabilities and find q.

q q q qn−q1 (1 )(1 ) (1 )1 2q)(1  (4)

In Eq. (4), the qi is the probability of passing 
for a specific diameter. This formula is acceptable 
if  the all qi would be considered independent from 
each other. The constant size of openings during 
the process is enough for this assumption. As the 
Eq. (1) shows, a and z parameters appear as the 
power in the probability equation and this fact 
leads to a little change in equation, the sensitivity 
of qz would become very high if  the number of a 
and z were big numbers. a and z are the number of 
grains and obviously are big. This sensitivity would 
lead to tending qz to 1.0 if  q were more than 0.5 
and would lead to tending qz to 0.0 if  q were less 
than 0.5. This means that soil sample would loose 
their erodible grains with the probability of 100% 
if  the q became more than 0.5 and if  q became less 
than 0.5, the soil sample would loose their erodible 
grains with the probability of 0% which means no 
erosion happens.

The initial value for erodible grains should be 
considered at first. This initial value is defined as a Figure 1. A pyramid, which inscribed in a tetrahedron.
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combination of grains size with specified diameters 
and volumes. The process started with examining 
the initial value of combination in order to find qz. 
The combination omitted from the soil body and 
the rest, form an assembly of spheres. Openings 
were checked with omitted combination and q can 
be calculated. The computer program increases 
the volume of grains in combination until the qz 
becomes 1.0 for the fist time.

2.7 Computer program developed

A computer program developed to perform cal-
culation desired in presented research. The algo-
rithm is shown within a flowchart, Figure 2. The 
preferred combination is the result of soil internal 
erosion, which presented with specified size and 
volume. 

2.8 Type of presented results

Some empirical methods are available for estimat-
ing the soil internal erosion, Kenney & Lau [4], 
Kezdi [12] and Burenkova [13] are the most preva-
lent methods in this field. However the presented 
probabilistic method gives more details about the 
internal erosion of soils in comparison with those 
empirical methods and could be used to predict 
the stability of soils. The results contain the most 

probable part of soil, which could be eroded and 
the detail of grains size distribution of eroded part, 
which is not specified in the other methods. Most 
of empirical methods for predicting the stability 
of soils only answer a single question and show 
the stability or instability of soils but the present 
methods points at the range of erodible part. In 
other empirical methods, the stability/instability is 
defined as a single parameter that shows the stabil-
ity of soil without pointing to the amount of ero-
sion. However, in presented probabilistic model, 
instability is defined as a parameter for eroded 
part of soil and shows the amount of erosion. This 
method focused on the stability as a quantitative 
parameter according to the amount of erosion so 
the definition of stability related to the amount of 
erosion directly.

3 RESULT AND VERIFICATION

There were some laboratory tests data available 
for verification. Moffat, R. [11] arranged a set 
of laboratory tests to study particle migration in 
cohesionless soils. The soil samples were obtained 
from a borrow pit form the Bennett Dam in British 
Columbia. The test device was a soil specimens that 
was 100 mm long and 100 mm in diameter (ASTM 
D4595). The device was configured to impose a 
constant water head and hence hydraulic gradient, 
across the reconstitute soil specimens with unidi-
rectional flow [11]. During this laboratory tests, 
eight soils sample (Be#1–Be#8) and some glass 
bead samples selected to find the related amount 
of erosion. The verification of the presented model 
was done by comparing the erosion results of eight 
real soil samples (Be#1–Be#8) with the result of 
presented probabilistic method.

Figures 4–11 show the grain size distribution of 
the soil samples (Be#1–Be#8) within two forms, 

Figure 2. Flowchart shows the algorithm of developed 
program.

Total loss (%) 
Soil Lab test 

[11] 
probabilistic 
method

Be#1 13 39.29 

Be#2 28 30.8 

Be#3 34.8 30.95 

Be#4 12.5 30.16 

Be#5 21.4 34.8 

Be#6 23.1 32.6 

Be#7 3.7 0 

Be#8 9.3 12 

Figure 3. Comparison of Laboratory test [11] and pre-
sented probabilistic method.
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Figure 4. Grain size distribution—Be#1.
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Figure 7. Grain size distribution—Be#4.
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Figure 5. Grain size distribution—Be#2.
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Figure 8. Grain size distribution—Be#5.
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Figure 6. Grain size distribution—Be#3.
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Figure 9. Grain size distribution—Be#6.
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the initial grain size distribution and the final grain 
size distribution, which is performed by probabil-
istic method.

According to the Figure 3, there is incoherence 
between the laboratory test results and probabil-
istic method results. These differences are derived 
from a tiny difference between the definitions of 
two methods. The probabilistic method shows the 
maximum potential of erosion in the soils sam-
ples within unlimited time but the laboratory tests 
show the amount of eroded soil during test within 
specific conditions and restrictions. It is expectable 
that the probabilistic method predicts more erosion 
for a specific soil sample compare with laboratory 
test and this fact is obvious in Figure 3. In 6 out 
of 8 soil samples, Be#1–Be#6, there is an obvious 
gap in soil gradation curve which divide soil sam-
ple into two parts, fine fraction and coarse fraction 
and it is obvious that the most probable erodible 
part is fine fraction. In following soil samples the 

fine fractions are about 30% to 40% of soil volume 
and probabilistic method results for erosion are 
very close to these numbers.

According to the Figure 3, the average error 
between two methods is 8.1, which means that 
the presented probabilistic method, predict about 
8.1% more than laboratory test. However, this 
average error is not reliable because there were not 
adequate laboratory test data is this study. All the 
soil samples are concave-upward, so the presented 
probabilistic method verified with concave-upward 
soils.

4 CONCLUSION

A new probabilistic method is defined based on 
a simple probabilistic game that uses the idea of 
the game, in order to estimate the potential of soil 
internal erosion and study the particle migration in 
soil. The output results show the maximum poten-
tial of soil erosion in detail. The process of erosion 
is simulated within an assembly of spherical soil 
grains. No temporal parameters is included so the 
predicted erodible part of soil is always more than 
eroded part of soil in laboratory tests because the 
time as a limited parameter in these laboratory tests 
affects the process of erosion.

In the presented probabilistic method, the grain 
size distribution of soil is the input parameter to 
predict the potential erosion. Therefore, in any 
site characterization project, it suggested that the 
potential of internal erosion of soil is determined 
before any construction and supplementary tests 
are performed. The presented method could be 
used for preliminarily estimation of potential ero-
sion. if  potential is high, then further investiga-
tion could be undertaken in a site characterization 
project.
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ABSTRACT: In the geological context of the delta zone formed by the estuary of the River Paraiba, 
near São João da Barra, Rio de Janeiro State, LLX Açu Operaçoes Portuarias S.A., a member of the EBX 
Group, is planning the construction of a large-scale seaport: Superporto Do Açu. Owing to the generally 
poor subsoil conditions, an intensive near-shore geotechnical Site Investigation (SI) campaign was car-
ried out in order to determine the most appropriate breakwater typology. Core-barrel rotary drillings and 
CPTUs up to 50 m below the seabed were performed from a jack-up platform deployed from Europe to 
the work site specifically for this project. Water depth varies from 13.8 to 18.1 metres. Laboratory tests 
were also carried out on high-quality undisturbed samples. This paper presents the outcomes of the SI 
campaign and sets out the alignment with standard correlations for Quaternary submarine near-shore 
delta soils in Brazil.

1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the campaign summarised in this 
paper was to define the ground of the proposed site 
of the Superporto Do Açu, by LLX Açu Operaçoes 
Portuarias S.A., a member of the EBX group.

ACCIONA INGENIERÍA were contracted 
by LLX to define and supervise the investigation 
campaign, which was carried out by Igeotest dur-
ing 2011.

Given that the poor geotechnical characteristics 
of the subsoil were known in advance, and taking 
into account the typical variability of the sedimen-
tary elements of deltaic deposit areas, a detailed 
investigation campaign was planned, as the prop-
erties of these soils affect not only structure type, 
but also planning and construction method.

The scope of the campaign was as follows:

1. Core-barrel rotary drillings, within which SPT 
tests and Shelby-type high-quality undisturbed 
sampling have been carried out.

2. CPTu tests.
3. Laboratory testing for identification, resistance 

and deformability.

The piezocone (CPTU), is today considered 
to be the foremost investigation tool for all near-
shore and off-shore work, thanks to its versatility, 
reliability and speed, as well as the fine stratigra-

phy obtained. In conjunction with rotary sound-
ings with sampling, and contrast testing in the lab, 
it provides an undoubted additional value to the 
quality of any investigation campaign.

2 GEOLOGICAL & GEOTECHNICAL 
CONTEXT

The area under study lies within the large delta zone 
of the River Paraiba do Sul. A satellite view reveals 
the different deposit areas that, as a result of river 
sediment accretion, have gradually extended the 
land into the sea (Fig. 1).

Given these circumstances, there have been, and 
continue to be, numerous active and inactive river 
branches which have formed natural channels. The 
existence of these paleochannels proved to be one 
of the decisive factors in selecting the optimum 
design solution.

The geological literature consulted suggested 
the clear fluvial influence, dominated by the paleo-
drainage of the Paraiba do Sul river, which can be 
classified as terrigenous, composed of dense sand 
and soft mud elements alternating both horizon-
tally and vertically.

The previous geophysical survey performed had 
already revealed localised zones where the thick-
ness of the “sedimentary material” was greater 
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than that in adjacent zones, resulting in basins (see 
#6 Results).

Many surveys have been carried out in the area 
for oil prospection purposes. From these, it was 
already apparent that “the subsoil of the area is 
composed of alternate granular and cohesive 
layer”, as Claudio Olalla sets out in his doctoral 
thesis (1992), and that the “top layer corresponds 
to granular soils... small layers of cohesive soils 
may be found interleaved”. Fig. 2 shows a piezo-
cone record in which this vertical alternation of 
granular and cohesive layers can be clearly seen.

Throughout the holocenic deltaic complex, 
bathymetric studies show the presence of a sub-
marine bank bounded by the contour levels −10, 
−20 and −25 m.

The approximate average water depth in the 
zone in which the tests were carried out is 14 m. 
Due to the size of the vessels expected to make use 
of the port facilities, the draught needed for the 
sheltered area of the port is around 26 m.

3 PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Percussion borehole campaigns, with SPT tests 
every metre (a common practice in Brazil), had pre-
viously been performed in the area, revealing the 
existence of a layer of dense sandy soil at a shallow 
depth below the seabed. The average length of the 
existing boreholes was less than 20 m.

Fig. 3 presents the frequency histogram, giv-
ing a mean value and standard deviation of 
N = 24.1 ± 19.3. However, between depths of 7.5 m 
and 12.5 m below the seabed, the mean blow rate 
was 32 ± 23.

This suggests a moderately deep zone of medi-
um-high compactness (Fig. 4), which it would be 
necessary to be drilled trough in order to be able 
to study a reasonable depth depending on the solu-
tion adopted (the type of which was being studied). 
The need to achieve a sufficient depth of study was 
also governed by the magnitude of the loads to be 
supported, as well as by the possibility that much 
of the existing soil would need to be dredged due 
to operational requirements.

Prior to the campaign herein described, no lab 
testing had been carried out and the description of 

Figure 1. Satellite view of River Paraiba delta. Google 
Earth.

Figure 2. Record of cone resistance, Friction Ratio and 
pore pressure at one of the locations surveyed in this 
campaign.

Figure 3. Frequency histogram of N blows (SPT).

Figure 4. Graph of N blows (SPT) vs. depth below 
seabed indicating main denomination of each disturbed 
sample.
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the borelogs (all obtained by percussion) did not 
allow accurate characterisation given the difficulty 
of visually defining an area with such vertical alter-
nation of sediments.

The consequences of all the above points 
confirmed:

– The need to reach deeper levels in order to define 
an adequate thickness of the ground to be able to 
compute settlement and stability safety factors.

– The need to deploy equipment that would reli-
ably ensure the blows necessary to traverse the 
more competent soils and reach lower levels.

4 EQUIPMENT USED

A mono-hull IG-IV jack-up platform was towed 
across the Atlantic Ocean from Spain, as this was 
held to be a reliable method to guarantee the neces-
sary thrust and the verticality of the tests. At 24 m 
in length by 18 m in width, and 45 m spuds, she can 
work with draughts of up to 35 m under favour-
able conditions (Fig. 5).

The jack-up platform in question is a complete 
geotechnical investigation unit fitted with all the 
equipment required to carry out rotary drilling 
with full borelog recovery within which different 
types of undisturbed samples can be taken, in addi-
tion to which SPT and other types of geotechnical 
in situ tests can be carried out.

For CPT tests a TOTEMCPT marine research 
rig was used (Fig. 6). The apparatus was designed 
and developed by the Igeotest R&D department to 
perform all types of static-drive marine geotechni-
cal surveys (Pérez & Devincenzi 2010).

The system is independent of, but can be used in 
conjunction with, the drilling machine and permits 
borehole drilling and sampling and CPTu to be per-
formed at a single location without repositioning. 

It is capable of generating thrusts of up to 200 KN 
with firm anchoring to the platform deck.

The existence of very compact ground at shal-
low depths made it necessary to re-drill in the event 
of CPT refusal, which can be easily done with this 
configuration (drill rig + TOTEMCPT).

The fact that the penetration test thrust equip-
ment and the rotation and drilling equipment are 
independent provides greater efficiency in re-drill-
ing operations, as the rods can be extracted in sec-
tions of 3 m to 6 m, the TOTEM being decoupled 
and re-drilling carried out with the same casing by 
rotation with pressurised water injection.

Guidance casing of the piezocone rods not only 
guarantees the verticality of the test, avoiding any 
buckling as a result of the specific design, with a 
guidance cross section tightly fitted to the diameter 
of the piezocone rods, but also has a toothed head 
allowing for non-recoverable drilling.

The CPTU apparatus used was a NOVA 
RW (Geotech AB) 10 cm2 model that uses radio 
waves to transmit the gathered data to the surface 
receiver. It is a wireless system, and this once again 
makes for more efficient manoeuvres while avoid-
ing the interference by noise of uncertain origin 
that would occur with an acoustic system.

5 SUPERVISION AND “AD HOC” 
CRITERIA

Given that the design of the typology and definitive 
solutions had not been fully decided, ACCIONA 
INGENIERÍA took charge of in situ supervision 
of the campaign in the person of a geotechni-
cal manager whose functions included real-time 
decision-making. The implicit difficulty involved 
in surveying relatively heterogeneous ground 
with the expected presence of paleochannels and 
highly localised zones of preferential deposits also 
increased the desirability of in situ supervision.

Figure 5. Diagram of the parts of the CPTU NOVA 
RW and photograph of the rig in place in calm waters.

Figure 6. Photograph and diagram of adaptation of 
the TOTEM device to the drilling equipment.
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The core directive of the campaign was to ensure 
a flexible operation allowing for immediate adjust-
ment in accordance with results. This approach was 
reflected in a number of aspects, such as the dis-
sipation test execution levels (both the decision to 
conduct the tests and their duration), changes in 
the location of boreholes or tests with regard to the 
original layout, and/or modifications to the test and 
borehole termination level. The instantaneous mon-
itoring allowed decisions to be taken in real time.

Examples would for instance include the pro-
longation of  the dissipation tests to a minimum 
of  T80 as a result of  the difference encountered 
between the results obtained for Ch50 and Ch80, in 
order to improve the reliability of  comparison, 
along with the high rate of  dissipation, despite 
the high excess pore water pressure. While it was 
decided at the outset of  the campaign to perform 
a surplus of  dissipation tests with a moderate 
FR% criterion, once it had been ascertained that 
for moderate or low FR% values (as revealed over 
the course of  all tests with only minor exceptions) 
the Ch scarcely varied, a decision was taken to 
be more restrictive in terms of  performing dissi-
pation tests, seeking locations with moderate to 
high FR% values. The location of  the soft soil 
zones likewise enforced a decision to concentrate 
tests there, rather than in other, apparently more 
homogeneous, zones.

The ultimate aim was, in any event, to make 
the best possible use of the time and equipment 
employed, eschewing generic instructions that would 
lengthen execution times, and avoiding redundant 
and unnecessary information, while ensuring no 
necessary information was omitted.

6 RESULTS

One rotary borehole with recovery was performed 
for every 3 CPTU. The average test depth achieved, 
measured from the platform deck level, was approxi-
mately 70 m, reaching a maximum depth of 81 m and 
a maximum length of ground explored from the sea-
bed of the order of 60 m. The borehole results were 
of the same order, reaching depths of up to 78 m 
with lengths of drilled ground of more than 55 m.

An average of 2.4 dissipation tests was per-
formed in each location. The mean dissipation 
times were:

The results revealed a shallow layer of loose 
sandy silts to silty sands, with a high content of 
organic matter. Below the topsoil a layer of com-
pact or very compact and fairly clean sands was 
found, revealing clayey silt laminations measuring 
tens or even hundreds of centimetres.

In some locations paleochannels with maximum 
values of more than 20 m comprising predomi-
nantly soft, silty material (clayey silt) were found.

Waxed or undisturbed samples were taken, 
when the ground allowed, for subsequent labora-
tory testing.

6.1 Profile

For the purpose of ground profiling, it was use-
ful to employ the Soil Behaviour Index (Fig. 7), 
as defined by Robertson & Wride (1998), given its 
visual ease of comprehension, and the fact that it 
relates the parameters the authors felt to be the most 
historically reliable for ground characterisation:

2 2 0 5((3.47 log ) (log 1.22) ) )2 2 0.52
c t(( gI ((3.47 log ) (log2
c ((3.47 log((3.47 log ) (log) (loglog )2((3.47 log  (1)

Although it is viewed as a useful tool, Soil Behav-
iour Index profiling should, of course, be com-
pared with the other information provided by the 
piezocone. In this case, as no zones were found 
with either very low cone of resistance or very high 
Fr values, it proved particularly useful.

In addition to offering reliable calculation 
parameters, the campaign also marked a clear 
advance on the information already available for 
the zone (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8).

Table 1. Mean dissipation test times.

Time (sec)

Mean Standard deviation

T50   481   720
T80 1028 1993
T90   829 1600
T100 1405 1176

Figure 7. Profile trace completed with Ic—depth graphs. 
Red arrows indicate clayey silt laminations referred to 
above.
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for the interpretation of both ground types as clays 
or clayey silts and the second the classification 
ranges mainly from sands or silty sands to sandy or 
clayey silts. The more accurate characterisation is 
that provided by the normalised excess pore pres-
sure, despite the fact that it also reveals differences 
between the two ground types as a result of the 
non-normalisation of the cone resistance.

Figure 10. Representation in normalised (above) (after 
Robertson et al. 1986) and non-normalised (below) Rob-
ertson nomograms (after Robertson et al. 1990).

Figure 8. Paleochannel sedimentary deposits of consid-
erable thickness and high deformability obtained in the 
geophysical profile performed by MICROARS and the 
CPTU campaign.
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The campaign served to locate, characterise 
and guarantee the correct design of the structures. 
Unlike superficial geophysical study or percussion 
boreholes with SPT dynamic penetration tests 
every metre, which provide discrete information, 
and which had been conducted prior to the cam-
paign herein described, the piezocones offered a 
continuous and reliable profile in terms both of 
depth and length.

As discussed earlier, the campaign revealed sev-
eral singular zones at different depths with substan-
tial thicknesses of soft ground (Fig. 9). Drainage 
edges were clearly observed in one of the paleo-
channels, thus giving way to a remarkable speeding 
up of settlements.

Although the soft ground of the riverbeds 
showed higher mean cone resistance values at 
greater depths (1–2 MPa or greater), their repre-
sentation in the Robertson SBT charts revealed 
that they represent ground with the same charac-
teristics (Fig. 10).

The use of these normalised charts is particu-
larly significant in campaigns with soft ground at 
depth, which is more influenced in its strength by 
the effective pressure in situ. The top row of Fig. 
10 sets out the graphical representation of these 
ground types belonging to two different CPTs in 
the Robertson 1986 charts, revealing a difference 
in interpretation in comparison with Robertson 
1990 charts (bottom row), the first one allowing 
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At depth, the mixture of sand and clay is much 
more diffuse and homogeneous, in the sense that 
no predominance of one over the other can be 
established.

6.2 Piezocone and laboratory

Given the centimetre fineness of the data pro-
vided by the piezocones and the surplus informa-
tion they provide, statistical processing of the data 
using weighted values is essential if  they are to be 
understood. The abundance of information allows 
a large number of correlations to be established.

For example, a relationship between the loga-
rithm of the percent fines and the FR% was 
obtained (Fig. 11). It is, however, evident that this 
does not apply for high Friction Ratio values. The 
fact is that the campaign performed did not reveal 
any section with consistently high FRs, with only 
very occasional peak FR values above 3.5–4%, lack-
ing statistical validity outside the zone studied.

The relationship between the compression index 
and natural water content was also established.

C rcC − =0 0 1685 0 787. (ww014 %) . .r1685 0 )(  (2)

C w rcC =w r0 00 9 0 7561 034 .r 0w ) (  (3)

C e rcC w =e rw•0 1061 0 7920 028 .r 0e )(  (4)

The relationship between the compression and 
swelling coefficients, after subsequent elimination 
of those values diverging the farthest from the 
mean to give a variation coefficient of 0.16, was:

C
C

cC

sC
≈ 5  (5)

thus lying within the typical range.
Correlations with the Ic and fine content were 

also sought, giving a reasonable correlation pro-
vided by:

% . . )c3. 0r =r8 IcII .• 2 5. 6 (  (6)

This may be taken as sound confirmation of the 
validity of the Ic for the soil profiling.

6.3 Piezocone and laboratory

Out of the total number of dissipation tests per-
formed, a 100% degree of dissipation was achieved 
(T100) in 38% and T80 in 66%. It was required that 
at least T50 be achieved in all tests in order for them 
to be considered complete.

The horizontal consolidation coefficients were 
calculated by both the Baligh and Levadoux and 
Teh and Houlsby methods, giving similar values 
for a rigidity index of 500.

Determination of Cv was established by means of 
the relationship between the Ch (piezocone) and esti-
mated Cv values at the same level, giving a ratio of:

C
C

h pC iezocono

v oCC edometer_
≈ 21  (7)

Ratios of this order have previously been found 
in the field, as set out in Gómez-Escoubès et al. 
(2004), among others, while the authors’ experi-
ence confirms that Ch(piezocone) > Cv(real) > Cv(oedometer)
Assuming that:

C
k
k

C
C CvCC vkk

hk
sC
cC h pC iezocone≈ ⎛

⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

• •  (8)

One obtains a permeability ratio of:

k
k

hk
vkk

⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

≈ 4  (9)

Which is consistent with the standard 
bibliography.

Taking this ratio as valid, and given, as would be 
expected, the much higher number of dissipation 
tests rather than oedometer tests, the reliability 
of the parameter is estimated on the basis of the 
former. In any event the reliability of the Cv calculation 
estimated will not be affected by the choice of the 
Ir, since the regression coefficient of the linear 
function f(Cv) = Ch will not be affected by varia-
tions in the latter.

Meanwhile, in all the dissipation tests performed 
it was observed that the variation coefficient 
obtained for Ch80 was lower than for Ch50, with the 
Teh and Houlsby method giving a mean variation 
coefficient of:

Variation coefficient Ch50 = 2.475
Variation coefficient Ch80 = 2.052

Nonetheless, the direct correlation with the labora-
tory tests is highly disperse in both cases, giving 
only slightly improved statistical affinity with Ch80.

y = 0.5037Log(x) - 0.5484
r = 0.641
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Figure 11. Variation of FR with percent fines.
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A reasonable correlation was, however, found 
between the inverse of Ch50 and the percentage of 
fines, giving:

1 0 1 18 12 0
50C

r
hC

= − + =. %1018 ⋅ . (401 . )7873finos  (10)

Correlations with the FR% demand that more than 
25% of the population be discarded, providing 
ratios of the type:

1 0 1 3712 0 630
50C r

hC = +0 =. (0196 F0196 Fr %) .0r.3712 ) (  (11)

7 CALCULATION PARAMETERS

The aim was to establish traditional correlations 
between the parameters obtained with the piezo-
cone and the laboratory results.

As the short-term conditions are generally more 
critical, a particular emphasis was placed on estab-
lishing the undrained shear strength of cohesive 
soils, based on both the piezocones and the labo-
ratory tests with unconfined compression strength 
tests and a number of non-consolidated triaxial 
tests with undrained failure (UU).

The three standard formulae were used to esti-
mate Su, the value employed by the overall cone 
resistance being taken as prevalent. The N factors 
employed for each of the formulations were:

s
Nu

c v

kN
=

( )qc v− 0   Nk = 20 (12)

s
Nu
t

keN
=

( )q u2
   Nke = 12 (13)

s
u

Nu
u

=
Δ

ΔN           NΔu= 10 (14)

Similar values were obtained using all three, and 
were in all cases of the same order of magnitude. 
The results obtained by means of the unconfined 
compression tests were clearly lower than those 
deduced using the above formulations, even more 
than would be typical given the absence of confine-
ment in these tests.

A smaller number of triaxial UU tests were per-
formed, giving values higher than those obtained 
in the unconfined compression, but likewise 
lower than the estimates based on the piezocones. 
Although the values obtained in the in situ tests 
were weighted downwards, it is felt that the param-
eters which may be deduced from the piezocone 
offer a more reliable insight into the “real” state of 
the ground. The formula proposed by  Robertson 

and Campanella was employed to estimate the 
angle of friction:

tan . lo .g′ = ⎛
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Of  the various formulae considered for esti-
mation of  the angle of  friction, this was more 
reasonably and prudently aligned with the real-
ity of  the ground, and was adopted at last for 
statistical estimation of  the angle of  friction 
calculation.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND SOLUTION 
ADOPTED

The piezocone and borehole campaign provides 
greater precision and accuracy in terms of strati-
graphic interpretation, proving a highly efficient 
means of geotechnical characterisation.

The results of the campaign reveal ground with 
reasonable strength characteristics with regard to 
overall long-term stability. However, the results 
also confirm the considerable variability of the 
ground, with the intercalation within predominant 
sandy sections of smaller-scale cohesive traces in 
the zones closer to the surface. This confirms the 
presence of soft zones at depth that would seem to 
take the form of paleochannels with an accumula-
tion of sedimentary material.

These features are difficult to define using only 
percussion drilling with SPT tests every metre.

Continuous supervision by specialist personnel 
familiar with the principles of geotechnical port 
engineering serves to increase the efficiency of the 
campaign.

The existence of zones with widely differing 
deformation behaviour in nearby locations means 
that consideration must be given to possible dif-
ferential settlements. However, given the number 
of dissipation tests (corroborated using laboratory 
tests), and the precise location of drainage edges, 
the construction process can be planned with a 
high degree of security with regard to differential 
settlements in operation.

The fine stratigraphy provided by the piezocones 
allows for reliable examination of the possibil-
ity of planar failure in response to the instanta-
neous actions to which the ground is subjected 
when loaded. Thus, special attention was paid to 
the clayey silt laminations, which were repeatedly 
found embedded in shallow layers.

The assumption of the parameter of Ch50 as the 
benchmark in estimating the consolidation coeffi-
cient may in this campaign be considered on the safe 
side, as one typically obtains greater Ch80 values.
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In other correlations satisfactory relationships 
between the horizontal consolidation coefficient 
in the dissipation tests and the percentage of fines 
were found, and also between the percentage of 
fines and the Soil Behaviour Index.

The conditions led to the adoption of a caisson 
solution. In comparison with any other slope solu-
tion it offers:

– A major reduction in construction times.
– A reduction in costs as a result of the reduction 

in construction time and quantity of materials.
– The possibility of having inner moorings without 

other additional earth or concrete structures.
– The possibility of establishing short-term condi-

tions with reasonable precision.
– Smaller sensitivity to settlement as a result of 

the more limited scope of the pressure bulb at 
depth.

– The possibility of access to adequate informa-
tion for calculation of instances of settlement 
and their evolution over time.

– Reduced environmental impact given the sub-
stantial reduction in earthmoving in comparison 
with a traditional revetment solution.

Caisson solution for port infrastructure is not 
currently a common practice in Brazil, although it 
has proved an efficient and cost-effective technique 
in numerous projects throughout the world.

This technique requires a high level of engineer-
ing and, consequently, high-level geotechnical site 
investigations in order to obtain a comprehen-
sive model of the subsurface, a key aspect of this 
solution.
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ABSTRACT: Internal erosion is the displacement of the fine particles of a soil under the action of an 
internal flow. This mechanisms could be the origin of the damage on embankments and earth dams. Risks 
are linked to the nature of the floods but also to the construction of the embankments and the inappropri-
ate monitoring system. It is necessary to detect the weak zones which could be the local site of a failure. It 
is also important to understand the phenomena of internal erosion. A new experimental device has been 
carried out in our laboratory. This experiment named “Cross Erosion Test” has been calibrated with a 
numerical simulation. The test consists of the injection, in a first drilling, of clean water and the recovery, 
in another drilling, of water charged with particles. In function of the soils, the flow and the initial state of 
the soils, it is possible to measure and characterize internal erosion by visualisation of the water flow and 
measurement of the weight of the extracted water. In this paper we present this new experimental device 
and the first analyzed results.

1 INTRODUCTION

The internal erosion of soil results from seepage 
flow. It appears to be the main cause of severe 
hydraulic failure for dams and dikes. All around 
the world, 46% of dams present a risk of internal 
erosion (Foster & Fell 2000). In France, 70 critical 
cases have already been detected. When internal 
erosion is suspected, the delay to failure is hardly 
predictable. Then, authorities should be able to 
develop effective emergency action plans to prevent 
casualties. Previously, it is necessary to understand 
phenomena of internal erosion. Four types of inter-
nal erosion process can be identified: evolution of 
defects in the soil matrix, regressive erosion, inter-
nal suffusion and external suffusion between two 
soils. This study deals with the description of the 
suffusion process. Suffusion is an internal erosion 
process where fine soil particles are displaced by 
seepage flow through the soil matrix. A state of the 
art can be found in the literature (Fell & Fry 2007) 
and several laboratory studies have been carried 
out on the subject (Wan & Fell 2004) but mainly 
with the development of the Hole Erosion Tests 
(HET). In this paper, we present a new experimen-
tal device named Cross Erosion Test (CET), which 
is devoted to the measurement of the initiation of 
the suffusion. The test consists of the injection, in 
a first drilling, of clear water and the recovery, in 
another drilling, of water charged with particles. 
In a first part, this experiment is calibrated with 

a numerical simulation. In a second part some 
preliminary experimental results are analysed. 
Concluding remarks show the possibility to char-
acterize internal erosion into a specific soil. This 
technique can be transposable, in-situ, to consider 
risks of internal erosion on dams and dikes. 

2 DESIGN OF THE CROSS EROSION TEST

The principle of the test is to control the internal 
erosion (Fig. 1) between two boreholes. In the 
first one, clear water is injected with an imposed 
water head (hI) or a chosen volumetric flow (QI). 
In the second one, the water charged with parti-
cles is extracted from the soil and analysed. The 
output water flow (QP) is controlled with an 
electronic pump. QP and hI are measured, which 
allows to control the hydraulic conditions of 
internal erosion. The initiation of internal ero-
sion is determined by a critical hydraulic gradient 
(Arulanandan & Perry 1983; Den Adel et al. 1988; 
Khilar et al. 1985; Terzaghi et al. 1996; Vardoulakis & 
Papamichos 2001)

But internal erosion has been found in precise 
conditions of particle size for granular materials, 
and different granulometric criteria have been pro-
posed (Kenney & Lau 1985; Terzaghi et al. 1996; 
Skempton & Brogan 1994; Monnet 1998). All 
referred authors point out a risk of internal ero-
sion when particles sizes and void opening sizes 
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allow particles movement. This approach involves 
that the amount of eroded material needs to be 
quantified, i.e. the amount of washed-out mate-
rial into the outflow has to be measured. However, 
problems may appear in case of clogging during 
the flow of particles displacement (Faure et al. 
2006; Lafleur 1999). This phenomenon increases 
the risk of instability. 

3 NUMERICAL STUDY OF THE CROSS 
EROSION TEST

For the design of the laboratory test a numeri-
cal model has been built. This simulation allows 
checking the limit conditions and the hydraulic 
gradient. The first numerical model used a Plaxis 
2D finite element mesh. As the soil is composed of 
a mixture of sand and gravel (Table 1), the average 
permeability (k) is chosen to be k = 4.10−5 m/s. The 
length of the model (0.5 m) is equal to dimension 
of the tank used (Fig. 2). The height (0.55 m) is 
equal to the height of the soil into the tank. The 
water head at the injection (hI) is equal to 0.20 m. 
Two conditions have been tested, an unsaturated 
soil and a saturated one. The field rates of the flow 
are presented below. For the unsaturated condi-
tion (Fig. 3) the water table is located between the 
injection and the pumping so that the soil around 
the pumping is unsaturated and then risk of pump-
ing air exists. This phenomenon should affect the 
results of the test. The situation with a saturated 
soil (Fig. 4) is safety and the air cannot reach the 
pumping borehole. This configuration was chosen 
for the experimentation.

The second numerical model used a 3D mesh 
(Fig. 5) with Comsol 3.5 of size (0.55 × 0.50 × 
0.40 m). For the same conditions at the injection 
(0.74 m from the bottom of the tank) and for the 
same soils, the gradient of water flow, for differ-
ent water heads at the pumping borehole (hP), is 
shown on Fig. 6 to Fig. 10. The permeability of 

Figure 1. Diagram of the cross erosion test.

Figure 2. The tank used with the two boreholes and the 
pumping system.

Figure 3. Numerical simulation of the rates of the flow 
for unsaturated soil.

Table 1. Characterisation of the soils tested.

k
m/s

d10
mm

d15
mm

d50
mm

d60
mm

d85
mm Cu

Soil1 6.8.10−5 0.20 0.25 0.89 1.85 7.91 9
Soil2 8.8.10−6 0.17 0.22 0.60 0.81 5.79 4

the soil is chosen equal to the measured value (k = 
1.4.10−5 m/s) and the Darcy law (1, 2) is assumed:

V k h
xiVV

i

∂
∂

•  (1)

Δ2h = 0 (2)
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Figure 4. Numerical simulation of the rates of the flow 
for saturated soil.

Figure 5. The 3D-mesh (15 661 elements).

Figure 6. hP = −0.1 m.

Figure 7. hP  = −0.5 m.

Figure 8. hP = −0.74 m.

Figure 9. hP<  = −2 m.

Figure 10. hP = −7 m.

Figure 11. Rate of flow between injection and 
pumping.

for hP between −2 m and −7 m 5 (Figs. 9–10). This 
study allows us to simulate the pumping effects. 

Moreover, the numerical simulation allows the 
determination of the rate of flow along the shortest 
trajectory of the water flow. If  we study (Fig. 11) 
the shortest trajectory of the water flow between 
the injection and the pumping, it can be seen that 
the speed of the water increases around the two 
boreholes. Consequently, a uniform value of the 

Qualitatively, the maximum gradient of the water 
flow (light blue) is concentrated around the injection 
for hP in the range of −0.1 m to −0.5 m (Figs. 6–7) 
and concentrated around the  pumping borehole 
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water flow cannot be reach. If  the water head for 
the pump (hP = −0.74 m) is symmetrical from the 
injection (hI = 0.74 m) the same speed is obtained 
around the injection and close to the pump.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Experimental conditions

Two mixtures of soil are studied: the first one 
(soil1) with 60% of sand (0/2 mm) and 40% of gravel 
(2/20 mm) and the second one (soil2) with 75% 
of sand (0/2 mm) and 25% of gravel (2/20 mm). 
Results are given in Table 1 where dn represents the 
diameter of the grain for a cumulative sieved of n% 
and Cu the coefficient of uniformity.

Filling the tank with soils requires a special 
attention. Two techniques have been used:

• the tank can be filled by pluviation in air. This 
technique shows some limits as blocked air bub-
bles (Fig. 12), 

• the tank can be filled under a thin layer of water. 
The sample seems to be saturated without air 
bubbles and only small stratification of the soil 
appears (Fig. 13).

Risk of weak compaction around the pipes 
remains for the two methods and the water head 
should be carefully controlled to avoid soil boiling 
(Fig. 14). The second method was chosen with an 
over compaction around the pipes.

4.2 Preliminary results

Only few tests have been carried out. 
For the first experiment (soil1), the volu-

metric flow QI is imposed and chosen equal to 
0.06 l/ mn. For a constant injected hydraulic load 
(hI), the pumped water flow QP can be controlled 
by the power of the pump. Parameters are: injected 
water head hI fixed to 0.1 m above the soil surface, 

the power of the pump which can be changed in 
the range of P (100 W) to 2 × P and the filtration 
opening size (FOS) of the pump equal to 1.5 mm. 
Effects are shown below (Fig. 15). When P is 
maximum (2 × P), the water flow decreases dur-
ing time (Fig. 15). This indicates a possible clog-
ging and a presence of internal erosion. When the 
power of the pump decreases (1.5 × P), the water 

Figure 12. Air bubbles after pluviation process.

Figure 13. Stratification after underwater compaction.

Figure 14. Soil boiling close to injection pipe.

Figure 15. Variation of QP and mass of particles 
extracted from the soil.
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flow (QP) is constant and no internal erosion is 
observed (Fig. 15). 

For the second experiment (soil1) parameters 
are: injected water head hI fixed to 0.53 m above the 
soil surface and the power of the pump P equipped 
with the same filtration opening size (FOS). This 
power is equivalent to a water head increase of 
1,14 m, and the loss of water head between injec-
tion and pumping can be measured equal to 0.61 m. 
This test allows observing conditions of internal 
erosion when QP decreases during time in the range 
of 0.21 l/mn to 7.1.10−5 l/mn (Fig. 16). Preliminary 
results on particles recovery are also found. During 
tests, QP is recovered and particle weight is meas-
ured with the help of a precision balance (±0.01 g). 
The evolution of the particle weight along time is 
shown below (Fig. 16). A total weight of 82 g is 
recovered which correspond to 0.04% of the soil. 
This first experiment shows internal erosion. 

As the length of the shortest trajectory is 
0.155 m, the experimental hydraulic gradient could 
be found in Table 2 (col. 5). In that test, the experi-
mental permeability in Table 2 (col. 2) is larger 
than the theoretical value of the relation (3) from 
Monnet (1998) in Table 2 (col. 3) and the hydraulic 
gradient should be larger than the Terzaghi value 
(4) which is found in Table 2 (col. 6) compared with 
the experimental value:

k > 0.01.d152 (3)

i i s w

w
exii p =i •Terzaghiii i

γ γs w−
γ w

 (4)

A second suffusion criteria could be used with the 
relation (5) from Lafleur (1999). In that formula 
dI is the diameter of the eroded particle, which 
depends on the uniformity coefficient Cu. FOS is 
the diameter of filtration (Table 3, col. 2–3). The 
value of dI is calculated along Lafleur (1999) condi-
tions in Table 3 (col. 4), equal to d50 with Cu > 6, 
equal to d85 for Cu > 6. The ratio Rr between these 
values (5) allows to define the hydraulic risk along 
Lafleur conditions: 

FOS/dI < 1 (5)

For Cu > 6 (soil1) the criterion is not verified and 
the soil is stable (Table 2). Here a stable soil from 
Lafleur condition is found to be unstable from 
experimental and Monnet (1998) conditions.

For Cu < 6 (soil2), the criterion is verified and 
suffusion may appear (Table 2).

5 CONCLUSION

This paper deals with the process of characterisa-
tion of internal erosion with the use of a new labo-
ratory test the Cross Erosion Test. 

These few tests show that a soil which is stable 
from granulometric criteria, may exhibit suffusion 
for an hydraulic gradient larger than the Terzaghi 
critical gradient;

This test should be improved by precise meas-
urements of the water flow and of the soil mass 
extracted and hydraulic conditions. This approach 
should be transposed in-situ for a diagnostic of 
inner erosion into earth dams and embankments 
under temporary hydraulic conditions. This first 
analysis constitutes a preliminary approach to test 
the sensitivity of the soil to internal erosion. The 
analysis of the size and the shape of eroded par-
ticles should be carried out using a digital images 
correlation process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

DC has been usually applied in electro-osmosis in 
the past (Bjerrum et al. 1967; Fetzer 1967; Lo et al. 
1991; Ozkan et al. 1999; Lefebvre & Burnotte 2002; 
Alshawabkeh & Sheahan 2003; Alshawabkeh et al. 
2004; Asavadorndeja & Glawe 2005; Burnotte et al. 
2004; Paczkowska 2005; Otsuki et al. 2007; Ou 
et al. 2009a, b; Chien et al. 2009; Abdullah & 
Al-Abadi 2010). The DC can be obtained from 
an alternating current supply by use of a current-
switching arrangement called a rectifier and a fil-
ter. It uses the rectifier to cut the minus wave of the 
alternating current having the sine wave of alter-
nate plus and minus or to convert the minus wave 
to a plus wave. It uses the filter to become a con-
stant wave from the plus sine wave. In rectifier and 
filter, a bridge rectifier makes use of four diodes 
in a bridge arrangement and RC (Resistance and 
Capacitance) filter or LC (Inductance and Capaci-
tance) filter to achieve constant voltage (Figs. 1a 
and 1b). This is a widely used configuration, both 
with individual diodes wired as shown and with 
single component bridges where the diode bridge 
is wired internally.

A technique of half  wave rectification is where 
either the positive or negative half  of the AC wave 
is passed while the other half  is blocked (Chen 
et al. 2002). Because only one half  of the input 

waveform reaches the output, it is very inefficient 
if  used for power transfer (Fig. 1c). Half  wave 
rectification can be achieved with a single diode 
in a one-phase supply, or with three diodes in a 
three-phase supply. Moreover, a technique of full 
wave rectification converts the whole of the input 
waveform to one of constant polarity (positive or 
negative) at its output (Chen et al. 2002). Full wave 
rectification converts both polarities of the input 
waveform to DC, and is more efficient. However, 
in a circuit with a non-center tapped transformer, 
four diodes are required instead of the one needed 
for half-wave rectification. Four rectifiers arranged 
this way are called a diode bridge or bridge recti-
fier (Fig. 1d). A bridge rectifier makes use of four 
diodes in a bridge arrangement to achieve full wave 
rectification. This is a widely used configuration, 
both with individual diodes wired as shown and 
with single component bridges where the diode 
bridge is wired internally.

Generally, the high capacity of the power supply 
is just enough to apply electro-osmosis in the field 
(Bjerrum et al. 1967; Lo et al. 1991; Burnotte et al. 
2004; Ou et al. 2009b). Hence, the price and vol-
ume of power supply are expensive and large for 
this type of rectification and filter. As previously 
stated, the filter component can use a reduced 
DC power supply for a type of half  wave rectifi-
cation  or full wave rectification. Owing to the 

Soil improvement using electro-osmotic chemical treatment 
with harmonic waves

S.C. Chien
Department of Information Tourism, Aletheia University, Chen-Li, Tamsui, Taiwan, ROC

Chang-Yu Ou & Fu-Chen Teng
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ABSTRACT: Previous studies have shown that the application of Direct Current (DC) during electro-
osmosis with injection is effective in strengthening soft clay. However, the DC can be obtained from an 
alternating current supply by use of a current-switching arrangement called a rectifier and a filter. In this 
study, a novel technique of using harmonic waves (half  wave rectification or full wave rectification) during 
electro-osmosis with injection was developed to expand the different types of power supply and to achieve 
practical goal. Results of this study indicate that an effective improvement was observed by using a half  
wave rectification or full wave rectification on the soil’s mechanical properties such as CPT. In particular, 
the improvement effect by using the full wave rectification is close to that using the rectification and filter 
in terms of region of improvement and average cone resistance. Hence, the technique of the harmonic 
waves may be practically applied in electro-osmotic chemical treatment for soil improvement.
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reduction in the filter component, the price of 
a power supply may be reduced. Hence, differ-
ent types of power supply may be considered for 
application of electro-osmosis. A novel technique 
of harmonic waves (half  wave rectification or full 
wave rectification) was developed to achieve eco-
nomic and practical goals owing to a reduction in 
the filter component for electro-osmosis with injec-
tion. For comparison, the traditional type (recti-
fication and filter) was also studied. Moreover, a 
relay pipe system, which was installed between the 
anode and the cathode, was used to increase the 
region of improvement and increase the strength 
of the treated soil in this study. Chien et al. (2010) 
made good progress in an electro-osmotic appli-
cation by using a relay pipe system. The results 
showed that the region and power of improvement 
could be efficiently enhanced. Hence, a relay pipe 
system was adopted during electro-osmosis in this 
study.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Experimental cell

In the first phase of the investigation method, a 
schematic diagram of the circular experimental 
cell is shown in Fig. 2. Electro-osmosis with the 
injection of chemical solutions was performed by 

using a circular experimental cell made of a Plex-
iglas tube (280 mm diameter and 330 mm height), 
bounded by a top and bottom Plexiglas plate 
(Fig. 2). Plexiglas was used because of its electri-
cal and hydraulic impermeability. The top plate 
was bored with holes for connecting the perforated 
tubular electrodes (anode and cathode), pressure 
probes for pressure consolidation, and draining 
tubes for consolidation. The bottom plate was 
laid out with the relay pipe (perforated tubular 
tube) and draining tubes for consolidation. Both 
the electrodes were connected to a power supply 
device that was 200 mm apart. Drainage could be 
controlled at both the ends of the cell during the 
consolidation stage. Tubular stainless steel pipes 
were used as electrodes and the relay pipe, with the 
holes drilled along the surface of the pipe to inject 
(anode and relay pipe) and drain (cathode) during 
the electro-osmotic stages. Several O-rings were 
fastened onto both the ends of the cell to house 
electrodes.

2.2 Description of soil specimen

The soft silty clay soil used in this study was 
obtained from a site at a depth of 3 to 4 m in Taipei. 
The soil was firstly ground into powder, and then 
thoroughly mixed with a sufficient amount of dis-
tilled deionized water by a mechanical mixer so 
that its water content was 1.5 times greater than 

Figure 2. Schematic configuration of electro-osmotic 
cell.

Figure 1. Three types of direct current i.e.: (a) Recti-
fication and RC filter; (b) Rectification and LC filter; 
(c) Half  wave rectification;  (d) Full wave rectification.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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its liquid limit. The soil or slime was placed in the 
test container in layers. The samples for the electro-
osmotic test were then made by applying 100 kPa of 
vertical pressure to the soil in increments to repro-
duce the normally consolidated condition and the 
state of stress at a depth of about 10 m below the 
ground surface. The water content after consolida-
tion or before treatment was equal to 35%. 

Table 1 lists the physical properties and mineral 
compositions for the soil. As listed in Table 1, the 
liquid limit and plastic limit were 46.6% and 30%, 
respectively. The soil consisted of 12% clay parti-
cles, 86% silt and 2% sand. The main clay miner-
als including kaolinites and illites were identified 
using X-ray diffraction. The dominant clay miner-
als were illites.

2.3 Test procedure

A total of three types of electro-osmosis with the 
injection of chemical solutions were performed 
comprising rectification and filter, half  wave recti-
fication, and full wave rectification (Table 2). The 
soil sample was firstly consolidated at 100 kPa pres-
sure in increments and then it was treated by inject-
ing the chemical solution during electro-osmosis 
under a consolidation pressure of 100 kPa. A volt-
age gradient of 50 V/m was adopted for three types 
of tests. Two chemical solutions, i.e., calcium chlo-
ride and sodium silicate, were used as the injection 
materials. The calcium chloride solution was firstly 
injected through the anode and relay pipe, followed 
by the injection of the sodium silicate solution dur-
ing electro-osmosis. After completion of injection, 
the electro-osmosis was continued until a total of 
7 days of treatment time was reached. Treatment 
time was 7 days according to experience (Ou et al., 
2009a). The injection times for the calcium chlo-
ride solution and sodium silicate solution were 
4 hours and one day, respectively. The test condi-
tions are summarized as listed in Table 2.

The soil’s cone resistance before and after the 
electro-osmosis with injection was measured by 
using a specially designed laboratory cone penetra-
tion apparatus. It was attached to an adjustable 
rod of 9.2 mm in diameter, which was capable of 
measuring the cone resistance at different locations 
and depths. The cone resistance values were meas-
ured at various locations throughout the specimen 
before and after treatment as shown in Fig. 3.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Rectification and filter (TD1)

The initial cone resistance obtained from the 
laboratory cone penetration apparatus was about 
180 kPa, with an average moisture content of 35%. 
For descriptive purposes, the symbol TD1 denotes 
electro-osmosis with the rectification and filter, 
TH1 represents electro-osmosis with half  wave rec-
tification, and TF1 denotes electro-osmosis with 
full wave rectification.

Figure 4 presents the profile of the soil’s cone 
resistance at depth from the anode to the cathode 
after the TD1 treatment. A uniform improvement 

Soil solids (1st phase)

Sand (%)  2
Silt (%) 86
Clay (%) 12
Liquid limit (%) 46.6
Plastic limit (%) 30
Plastic index (%) 16.6
Water content (%) 35
Dry density, γd (t/m3)  1.27
Bulk density, γ (t/m3)  1.72
Specific gravity, Gs  2.71

Table 1. Summary of soil properties. Table 2. Summary of electro-osmotic test.

Test No.
Treatment 
time (day)

Injection time
(day)

CaCl2 Na2SiO3

TH1 7 1/6 1
TF1 7 1/6 1
TD1 7 1/6 1

Figure 3. Plan view of laboratory cone penetration tests.
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at depth was observed at various locations through-
out the specimen. The average increase in cone 
resistance after treatment was about 800% for the 
anode region (C3), 1400% for the relay pipe region 
(C13), and 200% for the cathode region (C23) com-
pared with untreated. The average cone resistance 
from the anode to cathode was raised to nine times 
that of untreated soil. The data clearly show that a 
significant increase of cone resistance was observed 
from the anode to cathode by using TD1. The TD1 
certainly achieved a higher cone resistance after 
treatment compared with untreated as shown in 
Fig. 4.

Figure 5c shows the contour of the soil’s cone 
resistance for the entire specimen of 0.28 m in 
diameter at a depth of 0.12 m after the TD1 treat-
ment. The dense contours surrounding the relay 
pipe clearly show that the cemented region, about 
0.15–0.16 m in diameter surrounding the relay 
pipe can be observed visually and physically. The 
cementing region (very stiff  cemented soil) sur-
rounding the anode and relay pipe can also be 
clearly observed as shown in Fig. 5c. Not only the 
soil between the anode and cathode was improved, 
but the soil outside the alignment of the anode and 
cathode was also improved (Fig. 5c). The improve-
ment nearly covers the entire specimen for the TD1 
treatment (Fig. 5c).

Figure 4. Profiles of cone resistance for tests TH1, 
TF1, and TD1.

Figure 5. Contour of cone resistance at a depth of 0.12 m: 
(a) TH1; (b) TF1; (c) TD1.

(a)
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3.2 Half wave rectification (TH1)

Figure 4 indicates that the profile of  the soil’s cone 
resistance at depth from the anode to the cathode 
after the TH1 treatment. A uniform improve-
ment at depth was observed at various locations 
throughout the specimen. The average increase in 
cone resistance was about 600% near the anode 
region (C3) and 130% near the cathode region 
(C23) compared with the untreated soil. A sig-
nificant increase, about 750%, was observed near 
the relay pipe (C13) compared with untreated soil. 
The average cone resistance from the anode to 
cathode was raised to four times that of  untreated 
soil.

Figure 5a shows the contour of the soil’s cone 
resistance for the entire specimen of 0.28 m in 
diameter at a depth of 0.12 m after the TH1 treat-
ment. The dense and closed contours surround-
ing the relay pipe clearly show that the cemented 
region, about 0.10–0.11 m in diameter surrounding 
the relay pipe can be observed visually and physi-
cally. The soil outside the alignment of the anode 
and cathode was also improved (Fig. 5a). The 
region of improvement was about one-half  of all 
the specimens for the TH1 treatment (Fig. 5a).

Note that the increase in average cone resist-
ance from the anode to cathode of TD1 was 805%, 
whereas that of TH1 was 488%. The region of 
improvement of TD1 was almost all of the speci-
mens whereas that of TH1 was about one-half  
of the specimens. These data show that TD1 was 
more efficient than TH1 and nearly 1.6 times the 
region of improvement and about 2 times the aver-
age cone resistance.

3.3 Full wave rectification (TF1)

Figure 4 presents the profile of the soil’s cone resist-
ance at depth from the anode to the cathode after 
the TF1 treatment. A uniform improvement at 
depth was observed at various locations through-
out the specimen. The average increase in cone 
resistance after treatment was about 750% for the 
anode region (C3), 1000% for the relay pipe region 
(C13), and 300% for the cathode region (C23) 
compared with untreated soil. The average cone 
resistance from the anode to cathode was raised to 
six times that of untreated soil. The data clearly 
show that a significant increase of cone resistance 
was observed from the anode to cathode by using 
TF1. The TF1 also achieved higher cone resistance 
after treatment.

Figure 5b shows the contour of the soil’s cone 
resistance for the entire specimen of 0.28 m in diam-
eter at a depth of 0.12 m after the TF1 treatment. The 
dense contours surrounding the relay pipe clearly 
show that the cemented region, about 0.15–0.16 m 

in diameter surrounding the relay pipe, can be 
observed visually and physically. The cementing 
region (very stiff  cemented soil) surrounding the 
anode and relay pipe can also be clearly observed 
as shown in Fig. 5b. Not only the soil between the 
anode and cathode was improved, but the soil out-
side the alignment of the anode and cathode was 
also improved. The improvement almost covers the 
entire specimen for the TF1 treatment.

The experimental data confirm that the increase 
in average cone resistance from the anode to cath-
ode was 513% and the region of improvement was 
nearly the entire specimen after the TF1 treat-
ment, thus the TF1 was more efficient than TH1 
and nearly 2 times the region of improvement and 
1.04 times the average cone resistance. Moreover, 
the region of improvement of TD1 was almost 
the entire specimen whereas that of TF1 was also 
almost the entire specimen. The TD1 was more 
efficient than TF1 and nearly 1.5 times the average 
cone resistance.

3.4 Discussion

The applied voltage is variable with time for half  
wave rectification (TH1) and full wave rectifica-
tion (TF1) as shown in Fig. 1. The movement of 
cations (Ca2+) from injecting the anode and relay 
pipe also was variable with applied voltage. Hence, 
the movement of  cations (Ca2+) and electro-chem-
ical reactions will be not continual and the move-
ment of  cations (Ca2+) by attraction to the cathode 
especially will not be stable due to variations in 
applied voltage with time; electro-chemical reac-
tions will stop when applied voltage equals zero 
for TH1. Thus, the TF1 was more efficient than 
TH1, with nearly 2 times the region of  improve-
ment and 1.04 times the average cone resistance 
(Figs. 4 and 5).

The frequency of applied voltage is 60 and 
120 Hz for half  wave rectification and full wave 
rectification, respectively. Because the frequency of 
applied voltage is very fast for full wave rectifica-
tion, the wave of applied voltage for full wave recti-
fication is similar to that for rectification and filter. 
Hence, the electro-osmotic effect is similar for the 
types of full wave rectification (TF1) and rectifica-
tion and filter (TD1). The region of improvement 
of TD1 was about the entire specimen whereas 
that of TF1 was also about the entire specimen 
although the TD1 was more efficient than TF1 
with nearly 1.5 times the average cone resistance 
(Figs. 4 and 5). The improvement strength was suf-
ficient for TF1. Hence, the TF1 may be adopted 
as the new method for electro-osmosis with injec-
tion. Moreover, the power supply device for type 
of TF1 and TH1 can be a reduced filter, and this 
may reduce the price and volume.
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The DC has three types i.e., rectification and 
filter, half  wave rectification (harmonic waves), 
and full wave rectification (harmonic waves). The 
rectification and filter type is usually adopted in 
electro-osmosis. However, the filter component 
can be reduced in power supply of  DC for type 
of  half  wave rectification or full wave rectifica-
tion. Owing to reduction in the filter component, 
the price of  the power supply may be reduced. 
The paper evaluated a novel technique of  half  
wave rectification or full wave rectification dur-
ing electro-osmosis with injection on soft soils 
to expand the different types of  power supply 
and then to achieve economic and practical aims 
owing to reduction in components of  the filter. 
The results show that effective improvement was 
observed in a circular experimental cell by using 
the half  wave rectification or full wave rectifica-
tion on the soil’s mechanical properties such as 
CPT. In particular, the improvement effect by 
using the full wave rectification is close to that 
using the rectification and filter for region of 
improvement and average cone resistance. Hence, 
the type of  rectification and filter can be replaced 
by using the technique of  full wave rectification 
according to the test results. The technique of 
the full wave rectification may be economically 
and practically applied in electro-osmotic chemi-
cal treatment for soil improvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Landslide soils exhibit creeping behavior, in which 
the deformation of soil depends on time under any 
applied constant effective pressure or self  weight. 
Landslide soils show all the rheological properties, 
where the creep is the most typical, pronounced 
and readily observed. To understand the creeping 
displacement behavior of landslide soils, the ideal 
creep curve is divided into three sections: 1) pri-
mary creep (damping or unsteady), 2) secondary 
creep (steady, at a constant rate), and 3) tertiary 
creep (undammed or progressive flow). In primary 
creep, rate of strain decrease and after a certain 
period of time, rate of strain becomes constant 
which is known as secondary creep. In tertiary 
creep, the rate of strain is sharply increases leading 
to failure.

Special soil properties such as strength param-
eters, physical parameters, mineralogical compo-
sition, and many others are required to evaluate 
mechanism and prediction of large-scale landslides. 
Field tests for these properties may be time con-
suming, expensive, tedious, and a difficult task, but 
laboratory investigation in most cases is affordable 
and convenient. The application of a ring shear 
apparatus to estimate the strength of a soil is pre-
ferred especially when the soil strength is governed 
by higher shear deformation. Creeping landslides, 

for example, possess very high shear strain at very 
low rate of deformation along the slip surface. 
The strength of slip surface soils in case of a slow-
moving landslide is thus governed by the state of 
extremely slow rate of shear. Such a state of soil, 
when its strength is governed by shear deformation 
resulting in no change in volume is often known 
as residual state, at which the strength of a clayey 
soil is always less than its peak strength. Creeping 
landslides usually move with extremely slow rate 
of displacement, and they often undergo cumula-
tive displacement of several meters. Theoretically, 
under similar conditions the residual strength for 
landslide clay in its field residual state measured in 
the laboratory must be equal to that in the field. 
Skempton (1985) has mentioned that the field 
residual strength value for the slip surface soil of 
landslide should be the same as the strength cal-
culated from the back analysis of the landslide in 
which movement has been reactivated along a pre-
existing slip surface. It means the back analyzed 
and lab-determined strength parameters must be 
the same that the lab tests are carried out under 
precisely similar in-situ conditions. Bromhead 
and Curtis (1983); Stark & Eid (1994); Mesri & 
Shahien (2003); Stark et al. (2005); and Tiwari et 
al. (2005) have concluded that the drained residual 
shear strength measured in a ring shear machine 
is in agreement with the back-calculated drained 
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ABSTRACT: Most large-scale landslides involve creeping displacement behavior due to presence of 
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fined to pre-peak creep study, however; landslide mass is supposed to reach residual-state of shear which 
naturally demands post-peak creep study, especially residual-state creep study. So modified ring shear 
machine is used to study the creeping displacement behavior of representative landslide soil samples hav-
ing higher percentage of Smectite, Chlorite, and Mica. The results thus obtained are interpreted in terms 
of Residual state Creep Stress Ratio (RCSR), at which the soil specimen failed in its residual-state of shear. 
The term RCSR is the ratio of applied constant shear stress with residual strength. The test results show 
that when RCSR ≤ 1, the soil does not show creeping displacement behavior where as the soil undergo 
creeping displacement behavior when RCSR > 1.This paper mainly focus on the residual-state creeping 
displacement behavior of landslide soils and further possibilities for landslide displacement prediction.
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residual shear strength for a landslide slip surface.  
Hence, laboratory investigated shear strength can 
be useful for the study of creep landslide mecha-
nisms and further possibilities toward displace-
ment prediction.

Most large-scale landslides show the creep-
ing displacement behaviour due to the presence 
of greater composition of clayey minerals such 
as Smectites, Chlorites, and Micas and illites. 
The previous studied (for examples Terstepanian 
1963; Yen 1969; Nelson & Thompson 1977;  Patton 
1984; Augustesen et al. 2004 etc.) are focused on 
pre-peak creep study; however, landslide mass is 
supposed to reach residual-state of shear which 
naturally demands post-peak creep study, especially 
residual-state creep study. The residual-state creep 
test set-up is developed in the laboratory using a 
modified torsional ring shear machine, which is 
adequately capable of measuring the displacement 
with respect to time under the application of con-
stant creep load. In this study, three representative 
landslide soils, which have higher percentage of 
Smectite, Chlorite, and Mica are tested using newly 
developed residual-state creep testing procedures. 
To understand the creeping displacement behav-
iour of landslide soils, creep load is varied until the 
specimen fails keeping the effective normal stress 
constant. A series of residual-state creep test (i.e. 
seven tests) for each sample are conducted, and the 
results thus obtained are interpreted in terms of 
Residual-state Creep Stress Ratio (RCSR), at which 
the soil samples fail at their residual-state of shear. 
The term RCSR is the ratio of applied constant 
shear stress to residual strength. The test results 
show that when RCSR ≤ 1, the soil does not show 
creeping displacement behaviour where as the soil 
undergo creeping behaviour when RCSR > 1. This 
paper mainly focuses on method of  residual-state 
creep and its implications for the study of creeping 
displacement behavior of large-scale landslide, and 
the possibilities of predicting the time to complete 
failure and its corresponding displacement.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study, three representative landslide soil 
samples collected from the landslide areas in Japan 
and Nepal are taken. The landslide soil from Kobe 
area in Japan is confirmed to have high amount 
of Smectite, which is named “Smectite-rich sam-
ple” and the landslide soil from Shikoku area in 
Japan is confirmed to have comparatively high 
amount of Chlorite, and is named “Chlorite-
rich sample”. Similarly, the landslide soil from 
Krishnabhir landslide area in Nepal is confirmed 
to have high amount of Mica, and is named 
“Mica-rich sample”. All test samples are prepared 

with over consolidated under the effective normal 
stress 196.20 kN/m2, and effective normal stress 
(98.10 kN/m2) is uniformly applied to the entire 
specimen during shear and creep test.

Bishop et al. (1971) type ring shear machine is 
modified based on transitional change of strain-con-
trolled motor-driven shear into creep load shearing 
without completely releasing the applied shear stress 
which is capable of measuring of the creep displace-
ment with respect to time under the application of 
constant creep stress as shown in Fig. 1. 

In residual-state creep test, there are mainly 
two steps: (1) ring shear test, and (2) residual-state 
creep test. Ring shear test is done to obtained the 
residual shear strength of landslide soils under the 
fully saturated state. This state is confirmed when 
the shearing has reached the residual state indicat-
ing the constant values in load-cell reading and dial 
gauge reading after a large displacement; then, the 
specimen is ready for the residual-state creep test. 
The lower part of ring shear has developed in such 
a way that the overall effect of creep load is directly 
acting on the slip surface of test specimen and the 
displacement or deformation due to the application 
of constant creep load is recorded in displacement 
recorder unit. The deformation of the specimen 
with respect to time and the corresponding changes 
in volume of tested specimen, if  any during creep 
tests; recorded automatically. The controlled shear-
ing of the specimen is done until the specimen 
reaches to the residual-state after the large displace-
ment of shearing; then, shearing process is stopped 
to start the residual-state creep test. At residual-
state creep test, the creep load is applied 85% of its 
residual state initially which is equivalent to RCSR, 
0.8500. Then, it is left for a couple of hours in the 

Figure 1. Modification of torsional ring shear machine.
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same condition to check the significant effect of 
creeping displacement behaviour or not. Similarly, 
creep load is applied accordingly with RCSR val-
ues 0.9000, 0.9500, 1.000, 1.0025, 1.0050, 1.0100, 
1.0125, 1.01500, 1.0200 until the specimen reach to 
fail. Fig. 2 shows the overall experimental flow of 
residual-state creep test.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Typical ring shear test results on Smectite-rich sam-
ple, Chlorite-rich sample, and Mica-rich sample are 
presented in terms of variation of shear stress and 
specimen depth with the shear displacement (as 
shown in Fig. 3). Residual state of the shear have 
obtained after 10.0 cm of shear displacement in the 
case of Chlorite-rich sample and Mica-rich sample 
but after 15.00 of shear displacement in the case 
of Smectite-rich sample. For the being of this con-
firmation, residual-state creep test of Smectite-rich 
soil specimen is preceded up to 20.0 cm of shear 

displacement and up to 15.0 cm for remaining soil 
specimens. Since the sample preparation and test 
procedures are conducted in certain set procedure,  
the residual strength of each samples are found in 
close agreement. Result shows that Mica-rich sam-
ple has higher value of residual shear strength and 
followed respectively by Chlorite-rich sample, and 
Smectite-rich sample (as shown in Fig. 3.)

Figs. 4–6 show the typical residual-state creep 
test on Smectite-rich sample, Chlorite-rich sam-
ple, and Mica-rich sample respectively. Similarly, 
more than six tests for each sample are conducted 
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Figure 2. Overall experimental flow of residual-state 
creep test.

Figure 3. Typical ring shear test of representative land-
slide soil samples.
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Figure 5. Typical residual-state creep test on Chlorite-
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Figure 6. Typical residual-state creep test on Mica-rich 
sample.
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Test 
no. RCSR

T1
sec

D1
mm

T2
sec

D2
mm Remarks

7 1.0200 10 0.90 22 1.50 Failure
6 1.0150 16 1.37 58 1.80 Failure
5 1.0125 32 1.60 100 2.21 Failure
4 1.0100 144 1.96 322 3.04 Failure
3 1.0075 318 2.65 926 3.61 Failure
2 1.0050 1122 2.61 3962 4.08 Failure
1 1.0025 32584 2.98 89948 4.15 Failure
1 1.0000 6054 2.36 207552 2.36 No failure
1 0.9500 5700 2.17 212500 2.17 No failure
1 0.9000 5420 1.86 184520 1.86 No failure

Table 1. Summary of residual-state creep test on 
Smectite-rich sample.

with vary applied constant creep load. The results 
thus obtained are summarised in tabular form as 
shown in Tables 1–3. Tables 1–3 show the sum-
mary of  residual-state creep tests on Smectite-
rich sample, Chlorite-rich sample, and Mica-rich 
sample respectively. Test results show that the 
creeping process is initiated from the residual state 
and there is no significant creeping displacement 
effect on and below the residual state. That means 
when RCSR ≤ 1, the soil does not show creeping 

displacement behaviour, and the soil undergo 
creeping displacement behaviour when RCSR > 1. 
When the application of  constant creep load is 
higher, the landslide soil sample begun to fail 
immediately with small displacement, but with 
lower value of  applied constant stress, it takes 
long time to reach the failure state. For the same 
applied constant creep load, Smectite-rich sam-
ple is failed in short time and Chlorite-rich sam-
ple, and Mica-rich sample are followed it. Test 
results shows that the landslide soils which have 
higher percentage of  Smectite and Chlorite have 
significant creeping displacement.

The nature of  curve in primary stage of  creep 
consists of  logarithmic curves, secondary stage of 
creep shows linear, and in tertiary creep of  parabo-
las. In primary creep, Smectite-rich sample shows 
the smooth curve nature and Chlorite-rich sample 
and Mica-rich sample are followed it. Mica-rich 
sample shows the steep curve nature in the stage 
of  tertiary creep. The nature of  secondary creep 
for all tested samples is almost similar pattern; 
however, Smectite-rich sample and Chlorite-rich 
sample show slightly steep slope than Mica-rich 
sample. In tertiary creep, Smectite-rich sample 
shows the smooth parabolic curve with higher 
radius of  curvature, and Chlorite-rich sample and 
Mica-rich sample are followed it. Smectite-rich 
sample and Chlorite-rich sample show tertiary 
creeping behaviour in long period of  time with 
maximum displacement with compare to Mica-
rich sample before leading to failure, that means 
range of  tertiary creep in Smectite-rich sample 
and Chlorite- rich sample are higher than Mica-
rich sample.

The prediction curves (Time to complete failure 
Vs RCSR) based on the tertiary creep is presented in 
Fig. 7. This curve can predict the time to complete 
failure (sec) with corresponding to RCSR value. 
For example, if  RCSR is 1.0025, Smectite-rich 

Test 
no. RCSR

T1
sec

D1
mm

T2
sec

D2
mm Remarks

7 1.0200 22 1.53 72 0.67 Failure
6 1.0150 36 0.56 190 0.82 Failure
5 1.0125 66 0.60 330 0.94 Failure
4 1.0100 260 1.23 1390 1.50 Failure
3 1.0075 570 1.39 3060 2.22 Failure
2 1.0050 2402 1.95 13174 2.40 Failure
1 1.0025 54840 0.54 300784 2.44 Failure
1 1.0000 8440 0.95 191930 0.95 No failure
1 0.9500 7990 0.65 182208 0.65 No failure
1 0.9000 6840 0.59 163480 0.59 No failure

Table 3. Summary of residual-state creep test on 
Mica-rich sample.

Test 
no. RCSR

T1
sec

D1
mm

T2
sec

D2
mm Remarks

7 1.0200 18 0.70 42 1.20 Failure
6 1.0150 28 1.07 110 1.39 Failure
5 1.0125 58 1.36 190 1.51 Failure
4 1.0100 250 1.76 802 2.07 Failure
3 1.0075 554 2.56 1758 2.79 Failure
2 1.0050 1964 2.59 7528 2.97 Failure
1 1.0025 57020 2.90 170900 2.99 Failure
1 1.0000 7398 1.89 259440 1.89 No failure
1 0.9500 6850 1.81 255050 1.81 No failure
1 0.9000 6950 1.37 230880 1.37 No failure

Table 2. Summary of residual-state creep test on 
Chlorite-rich sample.

Figure 7. Prediction curve (Time to complete failure Vs 
RCSR).
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sample will reach to fail after 89948 sec but in case 
of Chlorite-rich sample, test specimen resist the 
applied constant creep stress up to 170900 sec 
and up to 300784 sec in case of  Mica-rich sample. 
Failure trends show that Smectite-rich sample is 
failed in short time with respect to other tested 
sample. The range of  failure time with varying 
RCSR; 1.0025–1.0200, are 22 sec-89948 sec, 42 
sec-259440 sec, and 72 sec-300784 sec on Smec-
tite-rich sample, Chlorite-rich sample, and Mica-
rich sample respectively. This graph shows that 
a landslide soil which have minimum residual 
strength shows the significant creeping behaviour. 
Hence, Smectite-rich test sample is failed first in 
short time; then, Chlorite-rich sample, and Mica-
rich sample are failed respectively.

Similarly, the prediction curve (Displacement 
until complete failure with respect to RCSR) is 
purposed based on test results as shown in Fig.  8. 
In this prediction curve, Smectite-rich sample has 
maximum displacement before the failure and 
Chlorite-rich sample and Mica-rich sample are 
followed it respectively. The range of displacement 
is 1.5 mm-4.15 mm, 1.20 mm-2.99 mm and 0.67 
mm-2.44 mm with varying RCSR; 1.0025–1.0200, 
on Smectite-rich sample, Chlorite-rich sample, and 
Mica-rich sample respectively. It can be concluded 
that the landslide soils which has higher percent-
age of weak clayey minerals such as Smectite and  
Chlorite shows the significant role in reactiva-
tion and displacement behavior of the large-scale 
landslide.

The prediction curves have a potential to pre-
dict the failure initiated time period and its cor-
responding displacement for any value of  RCSR. 
Although, the prediction curves are obtained 
from the lab test results of  representative land-
slide soils, it certainly gives the possible direction 
toward deformation prediction of  a landslide 
soils mass with respect to time under any applied 

constant effective pressure or self  weight. In this 
residual-state creep test, the increment of  the 
creep load is done by directly increasing the 
applied creep load, but in real field, the effective 
stress is being changed with the fluctuation of 
ground water table by rainfall or seismic event. 
If  some relationships between this experiment 
results and real field scenario can be established, 
displacement prediction is analytically possible.

Chandler (1977) has indicated that the shear 
strength of  the slip-surface zone was recovered in 
a stable period before re-sliding. Gibo et al. (2002) 
has observed the recovery of  the shear strength 
for the clayey soil under the normal stress below 
100 kPa. He has concluded that the soil contain-
ing the large amount of  clay particles and domi-
nated by Smectite, there was a large fall in shear 
strength to the residual state, but the strength 
recovery was negligible for the whole range of 
normal stress. Strength recovery is not considered 
in this study.

4 CONCLUSION

Based on test results, the main findings of this 
study are as: 1) the residual-state creep test set up 
is developed in the laboratory using a modified 
tortional ring shear machine, which is adequately 
capable of evaluating the residual-state creep 
behavior of landslide soils, 2) new concept of  
residual-state creep test and its testing procedures 
are developed, 3) the ideal creep curve for a soil 
material was verified in the test procedure and was 
found to perfectly matching with obtained results, 
4) when a soil material is in residual state, the creep-
ing displacement behavior is exhibited only under 
a shear stress greater than the residual strength., 5) 
prediction curves are purposed for predicting the 
time until complete failure and its corresponding 
displacement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The base layer plays an important role and is 
regarded as the principal structural layer in a flex-
ible pavement system. Mechanical properties of 
the base layer are occasionally improved by add-
ing stabilizing agent such as cement, slag and/or 
flyash. Stabilization using small amount of binder 
(i.e., usually less than 5%), known as light stabiliza-
tion, is a cost-effective and economically sustain-
able technique exercised widely all over Australia.

From mechanistic point of  view, tensile stress is 
developed at the bottom of  a stabilized base layer 
when it is subjected to traffic loading (AASHTO 
2004; Adaska & Luhr 2004; Lav et al. 2006). Thus, 
for successful mechanistic design of  a pavement 
structure involving lightly stabilized material, it is 
important to account the tensile properties of  this 
material.

There are several testing methods for charac-
terizing the tensile properties of cementitiously 
stabilized granular base materials, such as direct 
tension, flexural and indirect diametrical tensile 
(IDT) testing. IDT testing is an economical and 
simple method which is often carried out with suf-
ficiently accurate determinations of the mechanical 
properties. It is suggested as a possible alternative 
to other approaches for determining the tensile 
characteristics of lightly stabilised materials by 
Foley & Group (2001); Gnanendran & Piratheepan 
(2008); and Austroads (2004).

Stabilized materials are usually designed 
based on tensile strength and stiffness modulus 
(AUSTROADS 2010; NCHRP 2004). However, 
these properties are not necessarily a constant 
value, but dependent on the age of the stabilised 
material.

Current practice in the Australian Pavement 
Design Guide (AUSTROADS 2010) assumes a 
constant design modulus for a stabilized base. 
This constant modulus assumption will only be 
justifiable if  the stabilized layer is allowed to fully 
hydrate before traffic loadings are allowed on the 
pavement. This could take a long time and it is not 
common to wait for such a long time for allowing 
traffic on the road. Hence, in the field, behavior of 
these stabilized layers under traffic loading is really 
complex and unknown. 

To address this problem, properties of the 
granular materials stabilized lightly with cement-fly 
ash were evaluated on the basis of stiffness modulus 
with respect to its age. An experimental investigation 
was carried out on a typical granular base material 
lightly stabilized with 1.5% cement-flyash (CF). The 
samples were prepared using gyratory compaction 
machine, cured for various curing periods ranging 
from 7 to 90 days and tested in IDT testing using an 
internal deformation measurement setup. 

2 PREVIOUS STUDIES

Limited research has been conducted to investigate 
the effect of curing period on the tensile properties 
of stabilised materials particularly involving slow-
setting binders. Nunes (1997) performed IDT test-
ing on recycled aggregate stabilised with flyash at 
curing periods of 28, 90 and 360 days and observed 
an increase in tensile strength and stiffness modu-
lus for increasing the curing ages. Chakrabarti & 
Kodikara (2007) also reported an increment in ten-
sile strength with curing time.

Harichane et al. (2011) studied the effect of cur-
ing time on the shear strength parameter of cohesive 

Effects of curing time on the tensile characteristics of lightly stabilized 
granular base materials

Dalim K. Paul & Carthigesu T. Gnanendran
School of Engineering and Information Technology (SEIT), University of New South Wales at ADFA, 
Canberra, Australia

ABSTRACT: A laboratory study was undertaken to evaluate the effect of ageing on the indirect ten-
sile characteristics of a typical granular base material lightly stabilized with cement-flyash. Cylindrical 
samples were prepared using a gyratory compactor and cured for various curing periods in a moist room 
maintained at constant temperature and controlled humidity. After curing, specimens were tested for 
Indirect Diametrical Tensile (IDT) strength and stiffness modulus under indirect tension mode. Results 
indicate increase in IDT strength and stiffness modulus values with increasing curing period. 
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soil stabilized with lime and natural pozzolana. Their 
study indicated an appreciable improvement in shear 
strength, cohesion and frictional angle with increas-
ing curing periods, particularly a significant increase 
in cohesion was observed at later ages in samples sta-
bilized with 8% lime content. Besides, Little (1995) 
observed a dramatic increase in the compressive 
stress at failure and corresponding decrease in the 
strain at failure with the increase in curing time. The 
study reported in this paper is aimed at investigating 
the effects of curing age on lightly stabilised granular 
base materials using an improved IDT testing setup.

3 MATERIALS, SAMPLE PREPARATION 
AND TESTING PROCEDURE

In the experimental program, a typical granular base 
material was stabilized lightly with 1.5% cement- 
flyash. Then, IDT testing with internal deformation 
measurement facility was conducted to obtain indi-
rect tensile characteristics of lightly stabilized mate-
rials at various curing ages. Details of the material 
and binder used, sample preparation and curing 
technique and testing with internal system of defor-
mation measurement are discussed below.

3.1 Parent material

The parent material, hereafter referred as 
Queensland Road Materials, selected for this 
investigation was freshly quarried crushed rock 
aggregate extracted from Wagners Wellcamp 
quarry in Queensland, Australia. According to 
Unified soil classification system, this was clas-
sified as well-graded sandy gravel with some fines. 
A summary of the soil properties determined in 
the laboratory is presented in Table 1.

Obtaining representative samples from such 
a natural aggregate source is difficult because of 
non-uniform proportions of particles in different 
samples which often yield inconsistent results. To 
minimize such inconsistencies, the reconstituted 
material with unchanged or consistent grading, 
which is almost the same grading as the original 
material grading, was adopted throughout this 
investigation to obtain uniform and consistent 

samples. This was achieved by sieving a large batch 
of granular material, separating them into differ-
ent particle size ranges and putting them into dif-
ferent containers and then remixing according to 
the reconstituted grading just before the sample 
was prepared. Therefore the reconstituted mate-
rial, hereafter referred as the parent material, with 
constant and consistent grain size distribution was 
ensured for the entire specimens used in this study. 
The grain size distribution of the parent granular 
base material is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen, 
both the original and reconstituted grading of 
this granular material satisfied the grading ranges 
guideline for type 1 gradation C road base materi-
als according to ASTM D1241-07 (2007).

3.2 Binder

The binder used in this study was GB cement with 
flyash. GB cement is an alternative to general pur-
pose (GP) cement but it sets and cures at slower 
rate, which can be advantageous in warm weather 
and used in most normal construction practices in 
Australia. Both the cement and flyash were sup-
plied by Blue circle Southern Cement Company 
Pty. Ltd. The ratio of cement and flyash used in 
this experimental study was 3:1 by dry-weight and 
the parent material was stabilized by cement-flyash 
(CF) in the proportion 1.5% by dry weight. 

3.3 Preliminary testing

Initially, Standard Proctor Compaction test was 
conducted to determine the dry density (DD) and 
moisture content (MC) relationship using ASTM 
D698 (2007). As can be seen in Figure 2, the MDD 

Table 1. Physical properties of QRM.

Properties Value

Liquid limit (%) 25.2
Plastic limit (%) 20.6
Plasticity index (%) 4.6
Linear shrinkage (%) 3.8
OMC (%) 9.2
MDD (kg/m3) 2270

Figure 1. Particle size distribution of parent material.
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and OMC were obtained as 2285 kg/m3 and 9.2% 
respectively. The MC selected for the lightly stabi-
lized specimens was the OMC (i.e., 9.2%).

3.4 Sample preparation and curing

A total of 12 samples (i.e. 4 batches of three sam-
ples each) were prepared using the gyratory com-
paction method to study the effects of ageing. As 
White & Gnanendran (2005) suggested the combi-
nation of 500 kPa pressure and 250 gyrations as the 
most practical gyratory compaction arrangement 
to achieve 95% or more density to that achieved by 
standard Proctor hammer compaction, the same 
combination was used to prepare IDT specimens 
in a 150 mm diameter split mould. The prepared 
cylindrical samples of compacted thickness of 
around 80–85 mm were then allowed to cure in 
the mould for 24 hours until they gained sufficient 
strength.

3.5 Curing

Curing is an important stage for a material stabi-
lized with cement or cementitious blends. This is 
not necessarily a critical issue for only the bound 
materials as many practitioners believe but also 
influences the mechanical properties of modified 
or lightly stabilized materials (Vorobieff  2006). 
Cementitious binders react with water to produce 
cementitious matters, known as cementing gel 
and hydration takes place in the form of a bond 
between the soil particles. In the presence of suf-
ficient moisture, the rate of hydration is fast at 

the beginning but decreases over time depending 
primarily on the curing conditions and ambient 
temperature.

Curing of cementitiously stabilised materials 
with proper temperature and controlled humid-
ity for obtaining the required design strength and 
maximum durability is crucial. Poor and/or insuffi-
cient curing may result in premature deterioration 
in the form of shrinkage cracking. On the other 
hand, proper curing conditions and curing time 
are key aspects for a successful hydration process.

In order to simulate the field conditions or to 
get the required strength, cementitiously stabilized 
specimens are generally subjected to different cur-
ing conditions in laboratory testing. The most com-
mon curing technique for cementitiously stabilized 
materials is wet curing method. This is believed to 
be the best curing method in a mild weather condi-
tion where a temperature of 23 ± 2°C and relative 
humidity of 95 ± 5% is always maintained gener-
ally in a fog room.

The samples were wrapped with polythene 
and put in the fog room at 23 ± 2°C and 95 ± 5% 
humidity for curing. After designed period of cur-
ing (7, 28, 60 and 90 days), the samples were taken 
away from the fog room and left outside for 6 hours 
at room temperature before testing.

3.6 Testing

A series of monotonic load IDT test, at a verti-
cal deformation rate of 1 mm/min, was carried 
out to characterize the lightly stabilized granular 
materials. In this study, an internal measurement 
of horizontal tensile deformation along the hori-
zontal diameter was used unlike the traditional 
external deformation measurement in a Brazilian 
test apparatus to avoid the effect of external vibra-
tions, shocks, etc (Gnanendran & Piratheepan 
2008). Two Perspex strips with two LVDT holders 
at its end were glued onto the sample at diametri-
cally opposite horizontal positions in a symmetri-
cal fashion and two LVDTs, one on each end, were 
used to measure the diametrical horizontal defor-
mation internally in accordance to the arrange-
ment proposed by (Gnanendran & Piratheepan 
2009). The details of the LVDT setup are shown 
in Figure 3.

4 IDT STRENGTH AND STIFFNESS 
MODULUS

4.1 IDT Strength 

IDT is one of the most important characteristics 
of a cementitously stabilised material. It indicates 
the ability of the material to resist tensile stresses 

Figure 2. Dry density-moisture content relationships.
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developed at the bottom of its base layer and has 
a significant effect on the fatigue cracking poten-
tial of a stabilised material for any level of applied 
tensile stresses. The IDT strength of the stabilized 
material from monotonic loading is calculated 
from the elastic theory solution as below:

σ πtσ P
D t, max = ×

× D
2000  (1)

Where σt,max is the IDT strength in MPa; P is 
applied failure (or peak) load in kN; D is the diam-
eter of the specimen in mm and t is thickness of 
the specimen in mm.

4.2 Stiffness Modulus

The stiffness modulus of the stabilized materials 
is calculated from the following equation based on 
BSI (1993) from the linear part of the load versus 
deformation curve obtained from the monotonic 
load IDT test. 

S P
tmS = × ×1000 27( .v +v 0 )

δ
 (2)

Where Sm is stiffness modulus in MPa; P is the load 
in kN; δ is corresponding horizontal deformation 
in mm; ν is Poisson’s ratio and t is the thickness of 
the specimen in mm. 

5 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 2 illustrates the variation in the tensile prop-
erties of lightly stabilized materials with the curing 

period. It is evident that the IDT strength and stiff-
ness modulus increased with increases in the curing 
period. It should be noted that the average value 
were calculated from three specimens of each batch 
for a specific curing period. Coefficients of varia-
tion (CoV) were also shown in Table 2 which was 
usually less than 15% except for 7-day cured speci-
men that showed 16.6% of CoV. 

5.1 Effect of curing time on IDT strength 

Figure 4 shows the effect of curing time on the 
IDT strength of a lightly stabilized material. As 
can be seen, the IDT strength the lightly stabilized 
material was found to increase with longer curing 
times; for example, the strength gained at 90 days 
was almost 1.5 time that at 7 days of age. Moreo-
ver, the IDT strength increased by about 20% for 
an increase in the curing period from 28 days to 
90 days, which is much lower than the 55% obtained 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of LVDT setup (after 
Gnanendran & Piratheepan (2009)).

          Plan view 

LVDT 

Perspex 
strips 

LVDT 

     Load 

   Front elevation 

     Cylindrical        
sample 

LVDT Thin hard 
rubber 

Table 2. Effect of curing age on indirect ten-
sile properties of lightly stabilized materials.

Curing 
time 
(days)

IDT strength Stiffness modulus

Mean 
(MPa)

CoV 
(%)

Mean 
(MPa)

CoV 
(%)

 7 0.104 14.6 2538 16.6
14 0.111 6.9 2631 5.7
28 0.131 6.2 3065 3.3
60 0.141 12.6 3500 11.6
90 0.154 13.4 3993 7.1

Figure 4. Variations in IDT strength with curing 
period.
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for recycled aggregates by Nunes (1997). This dif-
ference could be attributed primarily to the lower 
binder content used in this study for investigating 
lightly stabilized granular base materials. 

5.2 Effect of curing time on stiffness modulus  

The variation of  stiffness modulus of  the lightly 
stabilized material with curing age is shown in 
Figure 5. The stiffness modulus increased from 
2538 MPa to 3993 MPa, i.e. an increase of  about 
57%, when the curing age increased from 7 days to 
90 days. Moreover, the ratio of  the stiffness modu-
lus at 90 days to that at 28 days was 1.3, which is 
significant for consideration in pavement design 
involving this material. 

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

An experimental study was undertaken to evalu-
ate the effect of curing time on the indirect tensile 
characteristics of a typical granular base material 
stabilised lightly with 1.5% cement-flyash. Cylindri-
cal specimens for the testing program were prepared 
with a gyratory compactor and cured for 7, 28, 60 and 
90 days. Results obtained from the monotonic IDT 
testing indicated that the tensile properties of lightly 
stabilised material increases with increase in the cur-
ing time. The IDT strength and stiffness increased 
by about 50% (from 0.104 MPa to 0.154 MPa) and 
57% (from 2538 MPa to 3993 MPa) respectively. 
However, it is worth noting that the strength and 
stiffness properties of cementitious materials, such 
as lightly stabilised materials, continue to increase 

over time. Therefore, the enhancement in the tensile 
properties with curing period could be incorporated 
in the design procedure of road pavement involving 
lightly stabilised materials.
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Session report: New approaches for interpreting testing data

Fernando Schnaid
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil

ABSTRACT: This Report provides an overview of the themes covered by ISC´4 Session “New 
approaches for interpreting testing data”. The sixteen published papers make reference to three in situ test-
ing techniques: piezocone, SPT and pressuremeter and are here divided in five general categories for easy 
reference. Discussion related to each category is preceded by a brief  prologue to stress the importance and 
potential of the area, followed by a review and summary of published information. Innovative concepts 
are highlighted in order to demonstrate their usefulness for interpreting testing data, whereas new—but 
already proven—approaches are selected for dissemination and adoption in engineering practice. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this report is to review the essential 
information of all sixteen papers submitted to this 
session and to attempt to draw general conclusions 
highlighting the potential application of these new 
approaches to geotechnical design. A summary of 
the distribution of contents is presented in Table 1. 
Papers are divided in five categories: statistical 
analysis form soil variation, advanced analysis of 
CPTU, prediction of soil parameters from CPTU, 
SPT energy based approach and innovative proce-
dure. Although the author recognizes the difficulty 
in sub-dividing individual papers, an attempt is 
made place papers under general categories and to 
cross-reference information when required.

1.1 Statistical analysis for soil variation

Three papers published in this session are related 
to soil variability and probabilistic soil classifi-
cation.  Since available semi-empirical methods 
exhibit significant variability in the estimation of 
soil type, there is a need to develop statistical meth-
ods that can provide a profile of the probability of 
having different soil types (clayey, silty and sand). 
We recall that soil type will impact the prediction 
of soil properties as well as the engineering assess-
ment to problems such as settlements and lique-
faction. Various in situ tests can be treated in this 
manner: recent applications are mainly related to 
piezocone tests given the continuous profile of 
measured data, but some are relate to pressure-
meter and other penetration measurements.

Tumay and Hatipkarasulu discuss the effect 
of data smoothing and reduction on CPT-Based 
probabilistic soil classification systems, using qc 
and Rf as the main statistical variables for  grouping 

data according to the Unified Soil Classification 
System. Soil types are classified in three major 
groups:  sandy and gravelly soils (GP, SP and SM), 
silty soils (SC and ML) and clayey soils (CL and 
CH). Application of the proposed method illus-
trated in Figure 1 requires arithmetic average of 
5 to 10 points data smoothing and average of 5 to 
10 points data reduction, i.e. datapoints and reso-
lution are partially suppressed altering the ability 
in recognizing thin layers and layer thickness and 
location.   

Jamshidi Chenari, Seyedein, Faraji and Eslami 
Knarsari report on the probabilistic distribution of 
qc measurements where the variability is modeled 
by a depth dependent geotechnical property ξ that 
is decomposed into deterministic and fluctuating 
components. The authors attempt to define a trend 
in the qc versus depth profile as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 represented by normal, power and logarithm 
distribution functions. 

In addition, a cluster analysis is presented by 
Monnet, Hughes and Dafni for grouping materials 
having similar pressuremeter mechanical charac-
teristics using the statistical variables pl and E, as 
well as the ratio of the two variables. The analysis 
based on Euclidean and Cosine methods makes 
possible to define similar groups in the soil pro-
file, delineate layer boundaries, identify lenses and 
assess mean mechanical value properties for each 
layer. Application to a 45 m thick marine deposit is 
illustrated in the paper. 

1.2 Prediction of soil parameters from CPTU

One of the basic objectives of site characterization 
is to provide suitable geotechnical data to support 
safe and reliable design, including assessment of 
the initial geostatic stresses and the stress history 
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of the soil prior to any construction activity and 
prediction of the stress-strain-time and strength 
characteristics of the encountered soil layers. 
Interpretation methods are based on a variety 
of approaches ranging from formal analytical or 
numerical solutions to well accepted semi-empirical 
approaches. In this session contributions on the 
prediction of soil parameters are referred to the 
piezocone, adding further experience to well estab-
lished approaches based on the measured cone 
resistance to derive profiles of undrained shear 
strength, overconsolidation ratio, internal friction 
angle and soil stiffness (e.g. Lunne et al. 1997).

In addition to existing approaches, Mayne and 
Peuchen proposed a method for estimating soil unit 

weight from CPTU data based on the compilation 
of 34 reported case studies in normally-consolidated 
to lighty-overconsolidated clays. The method is 
based on the resistance-depth ratio mq (=qt/z) which 
is the slope of the (corrected) cone resistance ver-
sus depth. Since a zero intercept is enforced, the 
method does not apply to any overconsolidated 
or cemented clay. Typical predictions are shown in 
Figure 3 and results are approximated by equation:

tγ = ( )tt ( )qm0 63( )qt ( qm+
0 072.  (1)

where γt and mq are both in kN/m3 and qt is in 
kN/m2. Considerable scatter is observed in pre-
dicted values (r2 ≈ 0.75).

Table 1. Summary of published data.

Topic
No. of 
papers Authors Subject matter

Statistical analysis 
for soil variation 

3 Tumay et al.
Jamshidi Chenari et al.
Monnet et al.

Smoothing and reduction of CPT data
Variability of soil properties from CPT data
Cluster analysis and pressuremeter data

Prediction of soil 
parameters from 
CPTU

4 Mayne & Peuchen
Rios & Viana da 

Fonseca
Topa Gomes & 

Viana da Fonseca 
Marchezini et al.

Assessment of unit weight
Classification system and design parameters
Stiffness in residual soils

SPT in unsaturated soils

Advanced analysis 
of CPTU

4 Butlanska et al.
Suzuki et al.
Bates et al.
Bishop et al.

DEM solutions in sand
Penetration rate in silty deposits
Analysis of rheological CPT records
Analysis of rheological CPT records

SPT energy based 
approach

5 Santana et al.
Lukiantchuki et al.
Lobo et al.
Langone & Schnaid
Souza et al.

Energy reaching sampler
Experimental soil dynamic force reaching sampler
Static and viscous components of soil resistance
Pile bearing capacity from energy measurements
SPT × CPT correlations and pile design

Innovative 
procedure 

2 Akin et al.
Isacv

Shear wave velocity from SPT-based uphole tests
CPT with temperature measurements

Figure 1. Data smoothing and reduction effects on soil 
classification – J4 data set.

Figure 2. Quadratic trend removal, CN1.
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Rios and Viana da Fonseca explore the Uni-
fied Approach for soil classification proposed by 
Robertson (2009) to identify and group soil type 
for, in a later stage, predicting soil parameters. 
Strength and stiffness are assessed from equations 
 (Robertson 2010):

φ φ +φ ( ) −cvφφ tn cnQt14 22 31. l(44 og .,  (2)

and 

G0GG 0 0188( )0 55 1I 6810 ( )qc v0−  (3)

where Qtn,cn is the normalized cone resistance 
obtained from Ic and φcv is the critical state fric-
tion angle. Typical predictions of the variation 
of strength and stiffness with depth are presented 
in Figure 4. The operational Young Modulus 
was obtained by softening the calculated G0 from 
Fahey & Carter (1993). These results are reported 
to lead to the final design of a breakwater.

Topa Gomes & Viana da Fonseca present a dis-
cussion of stiffness parameters in granite residual 
soils from both laboratory and field measurements. 
Stiffness is show to vary significantly depending 
on sample disturbance, imposed stress path and 
degree of saturation (i.e. soil suction). The most 
relevant aspect is related to the importance of soil 
suction on the measured Young Modulus, as dem-
onstrated from the series of triaxial tests shown 
in Figure 5. This case study represents the impor-
tance of unsaturated soil mechanics to engineering 
practice. 

Unsaturated soils were also investigated by 
Marchezini, Cunha and Conciani. The authors 
presented evidence showing that mean and stand-
ard deviation of SPT resistance in rainy season 

is about 60% of values measured during the dry 
season in a tropical soil in Brazil. A set of results 
presented and discussed in the pape is illustrative 
of the difficulties in accounting for this variation 
in geotechnical design. 

1.3 Advanced analysis of CPTU

Butlanska, Arroyo and Gens explore the capability 
of 3D DEM models in reproducing cone penetra-

Figure 3. Statistical trend for unit weight in terms of qt 
and mq with separation of offshore and onshore data.

Figure 4. Design parameters for the CPTU 1 soil 
profile.

Figure 5. Stress strain curves for different suctions and 
the same stress level—Cv − 300 kPa; Ch − 180 kPa.
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tion in sand, in order to overcome the difficulties 
in modeling penetration with continuum-based 
approaches. Discrete variables are directly derived 
from basic modeling units, such as particles and 
contacts. These material properties require calibra-
tion preferably against triaxial test data. By using 
the method the authors describe particle displace-
ment field, contact forces and shear stress isolines 
of CPT penetration tests carried out in Ticino 
sand. From a microscopic level, the simulation of 
cone penetration resistance allows chamber size 
effects to be assessed, as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 6. Mean discrepancies with the empirical pre-
dictions for these tests are less than 7%. Based on 
this reported data, the authors advocate the use of 
DEM to extension, extrapolation and even substi-
tution of physical tests. 

For intermediate soils, the simplest idealized 
approach of a broad distinction between drained 
(gravels and sand) and undrained (clay) condi-
tions for the interpretation of in situ tests cannot 
be applicable since test response can be affected 
by partial consolidation and consequently existing 
analytical, numerical or empirical correlations can 
lead to unrealistic assessment of geotechnical prop-
erties. Recent studies developed for identification of 
drainage during penetration place emphasis on the 
normalisation of penetration results that are rep-
resented by an analytical drainage characterisation 
curve. In this method, normalisation of penetration 
results are represented by a normalized velocity 
parameter V (e.g. Randolph & Hope 2004):

V vd
CvCC=  (4)

where d is the probe diameter, v the penetration 
rate, Cv the coefficient of consolidation. The paper 

presented by Suzuki, Lehane and Fourie use this 
framework and present data from two silty depos-
its evaluating the rate dependency of both cone 
resistance and pore pressure (Figure 7). Results of 
the dissipation tests showing relatively fast dissipa-
tion with only small proportion of excess pressures 
remaining after 2000 seconds. Drained conditions 
occur at normalized velocities less than about 0.05 
and the onset of partial drainage occurs at a V 
value of about 5. The authors state that undrained 
conditions are prevalent for V > 5, to drained con-
ditions, but resistances at given V values are not a 
fixed multiple of the minimum resistance. 

Bates, Bishop, Fityus, Hegedus and Imre sum-
marize a research effort to the identification of soil 
type and soil profile from simple rheological CPT 
records. The aim is to develop methodologies to 
get reliable information from the shortest possible 
rheological-type tests, with optimal measuring 
systems. A series of tests is presented where time 
variation of cone resistance and pore pressures are 
simultaneously measured after the steady penetra-
tion of the cone is stopped. The analysis of recorded 
data is based on a joined model that combines 
consolidation and relaxation. The consolidation 
model can be applied to either monotonic and non-
monotonic time variation, with the only difference 
that the initial condition is identified differently and 
the number of parameters is increased. Since the 
long term resistance variation tendencies are plastic-
ity dependent, the material type can be identified. 

Figure 6. Steady state tip resistance for isotropically 
consolidated VCC CPT performed under BC1 vs. empiri-
cally based prediction.

Figure 7. Comparison of penetration rate effects on: 
(a) qt; (b) u2.
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The approach previously described has been 
used by Bishop, Bates, Fityus, Hegedus and Imre 
to characterize the geological layer boundaries 
in two sites in Australia. Results indicate reliable 
solutions for both monotonic and non-monotonic 
pore pressure dissipation tests, as demonstrated 
the comparison between measured and predicted 
data (Figure 8). 

1.4 SPT energy based approach

Different SPT apparatus (e.g. those employing 
manual and automatic trip hammers) produce var-
iable energy losses (e.g. Schmertmann &  Palacios 
1979), which are accounted for by standardiz-
ing the measured N value to a reference value of 
60% of the potential energy of the SPT hammer 
(N60), following recommendation from Skempton 
(1986). Although this procedure reduces the Nspt 
index inaccuracy, it does not contribute to improve 
the effectiveness in assessing soil parameters from 
empirically based methods of interpreting the test 
results. This requires a method to compute the 
dynamic force Fd, that corresponds to the dynamic 
soil reaction to sampler penetration based on the 
amount of energy delivered to the sampler Es 
(Odebrecht et al. 2004; Schnaid 2005):

F
E M g M g

dF sE h hM g rM
=

( ) + ( ) ( )
Δ

Δ M Δ) + (
ΔρΔ

η η η η ηghM )M gMM ) + ρMM(Δ(
ρΔ

3 1η ηη η 3 2ηη0 75.
 

 (5)

where Mh is the hammer mass, Mr the rod mass, H 
the height of fall, Δρ the permanent penetration 
under one blow, g the gravitational acceleration 
and η1, η2 e η3 the efficiency coefficients, calibrated 
as:  η1 = 0.76; η2 = 1 e η3 = (1 − 0.0042�), where � is 
the total rod length. Equation 5 indicates that the 
potential energy resulting from the penetration of 
the sampler should be considered when computing 
the overall potential energy reaching the sampler, 
an effect that is particularly important in tests car-
ried out in soft clay and loose sand. The dynamic 
force Fd can be considered as a fundamental 

 measurement for the prediction of soil parameters 
from SPT results. 

Five papers report in this session make refer-
ence to energy measurements and dynamic vis-
cous effects, as well as on applications of these 
concepts to derive soil property and assess pile 
performance.

Santana, Danziger and Danziger recognize the 
importance of measuring the energy reaching the 
sample. The authors measured the energy below 
the anvil and just above the sampler by watertight 
accelerometers and force transducers in SPTs per-
formed with 22.7 m rod length. The ratio between 
the energy measured below the anvil and above 
the sampler was 0.89. Results are summarized in 
Table 2 in terms of potential energy Ep, kinetic 
energy Ek, enthru energy Ei and sampler energy Es. 
Information at the last column gives overall energy 
losses during the entire process of energy propa-
gation. Starting from the potential energy, 8% in 
average was lost during the hammer fall, another 
10% below the anvil, and a further 10% above the 
sampler, i.e. the system efficiency of these test was 
72% in average.

Another example of energy measurements 
along the rods are reported in the investigation car-
ried out by Lukiantchuki, Bernardes and Esquivel.  
Direct measurements of normal forces acting in a 
section just above the sampler were used to plot 
the experimental dynamic force Fd. A comparison 
between measured and calculated values obtained 
using equation (5) suggests that the experimental 
dynamic force values were lower than the theoreti-
cal dynamic force values. Additionally, the differ-
ence between these values increases with increasing 
rod length, strengthening the importance of recali-
brating efficiency coefficients η1, η2 and η3 to find 
representative values of local practice.

Measured energy and derived dynamic force can 
offer a feasible alternative to refine the prediction 
of soil parameters from dynamic penetration tests 
provided that compensatory changes in static and 
viscous components of soil resistance (i.e stiffness 
and damping variations) are properly accounted 
for. Lobo, Schnaid, Rocha and Howie describe a 
numerical sensitivity analysis of sampler-soil inter-
action mechanism based on constitutive equa-
tions using energy concepts associated to dynamic 
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Figure 8. Measured–fitted data, method A.

Table 2. SPT measured energy.

Energy
Number 
of blows

Average 
energy 
(J)

Standard 
deviation 
(J) E/E* E/Ep

Ep 26 547 48 1.15 1.00
Ek 18 503 46 e1 = 1.06 e1

* = 0.92
Ei 26 447 35 0.94 0.82
Es 26 392 27 0.83 0.72
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 equilibrium equations and cavity expansion theory 
that enables the variation with time of measured 
force, velocity, and placement and energy to be sim-
ulated. Calibration of the model is obtained from 
both static and dynamic tests. The good agreement 
between measured and predicted average sampler 
penetration per blow shown in Figure 9 encourage 
future use of energy-based solutions to comple-
ment and eventually substitute empirical methods 
of interpreting dynamic test results. From sensi-
tivity analysis and comparison to measured data 
the authors concluded that sampler penetration is 
governed by internal friction angle and soil viscous 
amplifications, whereas the sampler-soil rigidity 
has little influence on the penetration process.

Langone and Schnaid explore the potential 
application of the dynamic energy transfer meas-
urements in predicting the bearing capacity from 
steel piles. The dynamic force (equation 5) allows 
the unit resistance mobilized in the SPT sampler 
(model) to be determined, which is then used to 
predict the unit resistance mobilized in a proto-
type pile. No empirical parameters are required for 
predictions of driven steel piles provided that scale 
effects are properly accounted for. Comparison 
of measured and predicted ultimate load is pre-
sented in Figure 10 to illustrate the feasibility of 
the method. 

Finally, the work by Souza, Danziger and Danziger 
discuss the influence of sand density on SPT × CPT 
correlations. A database from 41 SPT boring logs 
and 41 CPT driving profiles was evaluated and 
results compared using linear and logarithm equa-
tions. Results are represented by the following 
expression:

qc ( )N1 06 NN
0 71.  (6)

where qc is given in MPa. The scatter observed in 
the figure is partially due to the fact that the qc/N60 
ratio is strongly influenced by the soil density. 
Due to high loading velocities, much higher than 
the standard 20 mm/s CPT driving rate, the SPT 
generates positive pore pressures in loose saturated 
sands and negative pore pressures in dense sands. 
In loose sand the generated pore pressure yield 
low N values in relation to the drained qc measure-
ments, whereas in dense sand N values might be 
higher than the corresponding qc drained penetra-
tion. Therefore, different correlations are required 
for different sand densities as demonstrated in 
Table 2. The proposed qc/N60 ratios are based on 
NBR 6484 recommended test configuration and 
correspond to Brazilian test efficiency. 

In conclusion, given the number of papers sub-
mitted by Brazilian researchers to ISC´4, there 
seems to be a clear trend – at least in Brazil—to 
incorporate energy concepts to the interpretation 
of dynamic penetration tests.  The ability of ener-
gy-based approaches to reproduce SPT penetra-
tion is demonstrated and so are their applications 
to geotechnical design. Limitations are also con-
sidered given the complexity of modeling viscous 
effects, pore pressure generation and other related 
effects in dynamic penetration. 

1.5 Innovative procedure 

A variety of in situ tests is commercially available 
to meet the needs of geotechnical engineers. Two 
papers submitted to this session present some inno-
vative solutions to ground investigation.
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Akin, Kramer and Topal discuss the SPT-Based 
uphole method which uses the sampler in the SPT 
as a source for a seismic test designed to measure 
the shear wave velocity Vs (and therefore the small 
strain shear modulus). The schematic representa-
tion of the test and typical results are shown in 
Figure 11. Measured values are reported to be 
similar to those measured from CPT, SCPTU and 
seismic refraction.

While the standard IRTP is mandatory in any 
investigation program, some geological, geotechni-
cal and geomorphological conditions may require 
alternative procedures for proper assessment of the 
mechanical properties of the site. Isaev presents a 
set of results in permafrost using a Cone Penetra-
tion Test with Temperature measurements (TCPT) 
and various penetration rates: standard penetration 
rate, stepwise growing/lowering rates and relaxa-
tion-creep mode. In this last procedure, the oil feed-
ing into the penetration hydro-cylinders is halted 
and the penetration slows down gradually into a 
stabilization mode. Effects of penetration rate on 
cone resistance are shown to fit well into a power 
dependency, as proposed by Ladanyi (1982):

q q v
vcv cv

n( )0
0

1/

 (7)

where qcv
0 and ν 0 are coordinates of a reference 

point and n is a creep index. Field an laboratory 
measurements in permafrost soils tested within the 
range of 10–6 to 2 m/min are shown in Figure 12. 
Whereas the measured soil resistance depends on 
soil temperature, the creep index is relatively inde-
pendent on temperature. The author suggest that 
the TCPT can be successfully used in plastic frozen 
soils to evaluate soil strength and stiffness, as well 
as on the prediction of bearing capacity and set-
tlements, provided that different penetration rates 
are used. 

1.6 Comments

In a general observation from the review of 
the 18 papers submitted to the Session on New 

Approaches for Interpreting Testing Data it is pos-
sible to deduce that current research and practice 
may chance in the near future: 

a. DEM may produce sounding theoretical 
bases for the interpretation of penetration 
tests in sand. We may see improvements in the 
approaches adopted in engineering practice.

b. Penetration rate effects are now recognized and 
better understood. It is likely that cone penetra-
tion rates other than the standard 20 mm/s will 
be used in site investigation programs for evalu-
ating the response of intermediate permeability 
soils such as clayey and sandy silts and man-
made tailings.

c. Energy-Based approaches will offer better means 
of interpreting dynamic penetration tests. 

d. Prediction of small strain properties from large 
strain measurements (qc, Nspt) are routine in 
engineering practice (as well as in case studies 
reported here). Although a critical appraisal 
of this approach has not been covered in this 
session, this practice should be restricted to 
preliminary design and in the absence of direct 
measurements of shear wave velocities, given 
the scatter observed on existing empirical cor-
relations (see Figure 13). 

Figure 11. A schematic diagram of SPT-based uphole 
method (after Bang & Kim 2007).

Figure 12. Results from creep index tests.

Figure 13. Variation of G0 from measured qt derived 
from empirical correlations.
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Unified interpretation approach applied to a CPTU based project
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of CPTU tests performed at the shore of Douro River in 
Portugal, obtained by the application of the Unified Approach proposed by Robertson (2009). The results 
provided a better understanding of the soil profile as well as the evaluation of design parameters. From 
this information, a new solution was conceived for the retaining wall of a new small port that is being 
built in that area.

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Unified Approach (UA) was proposed by 
Robertson (2009) with the aim of enabling geo-
technical engineers to interpret results of static 
cone penetration tests (CPT or CPTU, or even 
SCPT) with a more comprehensive way and over 
a very broad range of soils. This was applied with 
great success in a case study in Porto, Portugal, 
in terms of soil classification and estimation of 
design parameters.

The aim of this geotechnical characterization 
was to understand the predominance of clay or 
silty clay layers within the sand layers, as well as to 
obtain values of angles of shearing resistance and 
stiffness modulus. For this reason, nine CPTU pro-
files were performed whose results were analyzed 
by recurring to the UA methodology which will be 
expressed in detail in this paper.

2 UNIFIED APPROACH 
(ROBERTSON 2009) 

Robertson (2009) presents some interesting updates 
on the interpretation of the cone penetration test 
results comprising a very useful unified approach 
that will be briefly presented herein in terms of the 
expressions used in the present case study.

The way in which the type of  the soil enters 
this unified approach is related to the param-
eter Ic and the classification chart presented in 
Figure 1. The basic CPTU parameters, qc and fs, 
are normalized to obtain Q and F, represented 
in Figure 1 distinguishing several zones related 
to the type of  soil, which are used to calculate Ic 
as follows,

Ic = [(3.47 − log Q)2 + (log F + 1.22)2]0.5 (1)
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F = fs /(qc – σv0) • 100 (3)

Pa represents the atmospheric pressure, and σv 0 and 
σ ′v0 the total and effective vertical stress, respec-
tively. According to Robertson (2009) the stress 
exponent n is typically close to 0.5 in the clean sand 
region, and close to 1.0 in the clay region.

In terms of strength parameters, the angle of shear 
resistance, can be obtained by the following expres-
sion proposed by Robertson (2010) in function of the 
angle of shearing strength at critical state (ϕ ′cv),

ϕ = ϕcv + 14.44 (log Qtn,cs) − 22.31 (4)

where,
Qtn,cs = KC Q (5)
KC = 1.0 if, Ic < 1.64

If, Ic > 1.64 then,

KC = 5.581 IC
3 − 0.403 IC

4 − 21.63 IC
2  + 33.75 IC − 17.88 (6)

In terms of stiffness, in cases where it is not 
possible to measure the shear wave velocities with 
SCPTU, Robertson (2009) suggests the following 
expression for the maximum shear modulus,

G0 = 0.0188 [10(0.55 Ic + 1.68)](qt − σv0) (7)

3 SITE AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This case study is located in Porto, Portugal, at the 
border of Douro River, close to its mouth, where a 
new small port is going to be built (Figure 2).
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Figure 3 shows the map of the work area and 
the CPTU location. The work includes a big 
breakwater perpendicular to the river border and 
another partially submerged breakwater that starts 
from the first and enters more into the river. In 

addition there will also be a floating breakwater 
with the aim of reducing the sea oscillation inside 
the small port. Near the embankment a small 
breakwater will also be built in order to protect it 
from a small stream that arrives to the main river 
Douro in that area. Most CPTU tests were per-
formed in the embankment area in order to evalu-
ate the best solution for the retaining wall.

First, some SPT boreholes were performed 
which were later considered useless when it was 
concluded that their soil classification profiles 
were not representative of the materials collected 
in some complementary holes executed in the 
low tide, before starting the works. In fact, SPT is 
not the ideal test in such soft ground as the water 
pressure destroyed systematically the bottom of 
the pre-bores prior to SPT tests. This was clear, 
when the samples recovered at the surface were 
re-evaluated. 

At this time, the presence of soft soils was 
expected until great depths, namely ZHC elevation 
of −15.0 m in some places. Note that ZHC eleva-
tion means altitude measurements based on the 
hydrographical zero in Cantareira.

In these circumstances, the design solution com-
prised soil treatment by stone columns, followed 
by dredging up to ZHC elevation of −5.0 m which 
would allow the construction of the border plat-
form and placement of blocs and staves. This solu-
tion was very expensive because of soil  treatment, 
movement of such heavy elements, and it required 
heavy equipment and long work periods. The 
results obtained through CPTU tests allowed a 
much better understanding of the in situ ground 
and a new solution was conceived. Initially, a sheet 

Figure 1. Classification chart proposed by Robertson 
(1990).

Figure 2. Geological map of Porto, Portugal—without 
scale—(Geocimenta 2007).

Figure 3. Map of the project.

CPTU3CPTU5 CPTU2

CPTU1CPTU4
CPTU6

CPTU 7

CPTU 9

CPTU 8
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pile wall was considered but later on the final solu-
tion comprised a concrete pile wall whose piles 
were linked by concrete beams to intermediate 
piles placed at 5.6 m of the first and to a concrete 
wall (“L” shape). Figure 4 presents an illustration 
of the works.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Soil profiles

In order to apply the Unified Approach methodol-
ogy described previously, the Ic parameter was cal-
culated (eq. 1) for all the CPTU measurements and 
consequently, the soil profile was classified using 
Figure 1. In the following figures the obtained pro-
files are presented in terms of the ZHC elevation. 
Each zone was coloured according to Table 1. It 
should be noted that zone 1 may be either fine sen-
sitive soils or unreliable measurements due to less 
accuracy in the test instruments.

These profiles give a good idea of the predomi-
nant layers in this area. The ground comprises 
mostly sand layers with silt in variable quantities 
together with some intercalations of clay. It is clear 
that in most profiles clean or silty sands dominates, 
while CPTU 3 and 6 evidence some layers of clay 
within the silt profile.

4.2 Design parameters

Strength and stiffness parameters were calculated 
in these profiles following eq. 4 and 7 for the angle 
of shearing strength and maximum shear modu-
lus respectively. In the calculation of the angle of 
shearing strength it was assumed a critical state 
angle of friction of 30° typical of these sands. On 
the other hand, being the maximum shear modu-
lus for very small strains, there is a need to soften 

Figure 4. Photograph of the works at the retaining wall 
of the border.

Table 1. Colour and zone number associated 
to each type of soil.

Figure 5. CPTU 1 soil profile.
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Figure 6. CPTU 2 soil profile.

Figure 7. CPTU 3 soil profile.

Figure 8. CPTU 4 soil profile.

Figure 9. CPTU 5 soil profile.
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Figure 10. CPTU 6 soil profile.

Figure 11. CPTU 7 soil profile.

Figure 12. CPTU 8 soil profile.

Figure 13. CPTU 9 soil profile.
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G0 to a strain level appropriate for design purposes. 
As expressed in Robertson (2009), for some appli-
cations, engineers require an estimate of the Young 
Modulus E which is linked to the shear modulus 
via equation (8), 

E0 = 2(1 + ν) G0 (8)

where, ν is the Poisson ratio which ranges from 0.1 
to 0.3 for most soils under drained conditions and 
G is the shear modulus. Hence, for most coarse-
grained soils, E ≅ 2.5 G0. Following Fahey and 
Carter (1993) suggestion, a simple approach to 
estimate the amount of softening can be used,

G/G0 = 1 − f(q/qult)g (9)
where q is the applied load, qult is the ultimate or 
failure load, q/qult is the degree of loading, and f 
and g are constants depending on the soil type and 
stress history. Fahey and Carter (1993) and Mayne 
(2005) suggested that values of f = 1 and g = 0.3 
are appropriate for uncemented soils that are not 
highly structured. For low to moderate degrees of 
loading (0.2– 0.3 of q/qult), typical of  well designed 
shallow foundations or diaphragm walls with 
reinforced concrete panels or piles, the ratio G/G0 
ranges from 0.30 to 0.38. Hence, for many design 
applications the appropriate Young’s modulus 

Figure 14. Design parameters for the CPTU 1 soil 
profile.
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Figure 15. Design parameters for the CPTU 2 soil 
profile.
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Figure 16. Design parameters for the CPTU 3 soil 
profile.
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Figure 17. Design parameters for the CPTU 4 soil 
profile.
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Figure 18. Design parameters for the CPTU 5 soil 
profile.
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Figure 19. Design parameters for the CPTU 6 soil 
profile.
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Figure 20. Design parameters for the CPTU 7 soil profile.
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for application in simplified elastic solutions is 
approximately,

E ≅ 0.8 G0  (10)

In the first solution the retaining wall was 
intended to be in a flexible sheet pile wall, so 
the assumption for that relation was more 
conservative,

E ≅ 0.5 G0 (11)

The results obtained in each profile are 
expressed in the following graphs in terms of  the 
angle of  shearing strength and stiffness modulus. 
For each profile, zones with the same type of  soil 
and similar parameters were identified and the 
average parameters in that zone were obtained. 
The results show angles of  shearing strength 
around 35° except in the test 3 and 6 which present 
materials with lower strength between 25° and 30°. 
In terms of  the stiffness modulus, it increases with 
depth, showing that in the shallow zones (up to 
2 or 3 m) the stiffness modulus is not higher than 
10 MPa, while in the deeper zones the stiffness 

modulus highly increases indicating the presence 
of  granular materials probably more compacted 
in some cases.

It should be noted that these stiffness modulus 
can be considered conservative since the final solu-
tion was not conceived in a flexible sheet pile wall 
as initially proposed but in a much stiffer concrete 
pile wall. Hence equation (10) could have been 
used instead of equation (11).

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows the results of  nine CPTU tests 
performed at the shore of  Douro river close to 
its mouth where a new port is being built. These 
tests were very important to design the geotech-
nical solution of  the retaining wall of  the small 
port. Initially, SPT tests lead the engineers to the 
idea that the soil was mainly clay and silt and 
more consistent materials could only be found 
at very deep zones (−15 m ZHC). The analysis 
of  CPTU tests with the Unified Approach pro-
posed by  Robertson (2009) gave very interesting 
results indicating that soil profiles were mainly 

Figure 21. Design parameters for the CPTU 8 soil 
profile.
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Figure 22. Design parameters for the CPTU 9 soil 
profile.
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sand with some intercalations of  clay and silt in 
the worst zones. The angles of  shearing strength 
derived from these results showed values around 
35° in the sand layers and 25° in the clayey mate-
rials. The stiffness moduli were quite low up to 2 
or 3 m (ZHC) but the values increased with depth 
achieving 45 MPa in some cases. These results 
lead to the design of  the final solution, with 
benefits in the total costs since a lighter solu-
tion could be conceived from the obtained design 
parameters.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cone penetration testing with pore pressure meas-
urements (i.e. piezocone tests, CPTU) is now a 
widely used site investigation technique. Three 
primary measurements are obtained, namely the 
end resistance (qc), the friction sleeve stress (fs) and 
the pore pressure (at the cone shoulder, u2). These 
measurements allow classification of the soil type 
and estimation of geotechnical parameters along 
the depth penetrated by the cone. The test proce-
dures and the interpretation of CPTU data are 
well standardized and incorporated into practice 
(e.g. Robertson 1990; Lunne et al. 1997). However, 
while interpretation procedures in sands and clays 
are relatively well established, there is less certainty 
regarding the interpretation of parameters for inter-
mediate soils such as silts and tailings deposits.

Intermediate soils including natural clayey and 
sandy silts and man-made tailings deposits contain 
fine and coarse particles. Their hydraulic proper-
ties, such as permeability and coefficient of consol-
idation, are therefore expected to lie between those 
of clays and sands. With the standard penetration 
rate of 20 mm/s recommended in practice, cone 
penetration in clays is expected to be fully und-
rained while penetration in sands is fully drained. 
The response of intermediate soils at a cone pen-
etration rate of 20 mm/s is likely to be partially 
drained, with the degree of partial drainage likely 
to vary significantly depending on the soil com-
position. The uncertainty regarding the degree 
of drainage presents a significant obstacle to the 
interpretation of geotechnical parameters.

It is well known that penetration resistance varies 
with the penetration velocity. For soils investigated 

to date, it has been found that tip resistance generally 
increases as the velocity decreases below the stand-
ard rate of 20 mm/s due to the higher levels of con-
solidation around the penetrometer tip. At greater 
velocities, viscous effects dominate and cause the 
penetration resistance to increase with velocity. 

To capture effects of the partial consolidation in 
different soils, Finne & Randolph (1994) defined a 
normalized velocity, V, as

V = vd/cv (1)

where v is the penetration velocity, d is the diameter 
of the penetrometer and cv is the coefficient of con-
solidation. Finne & Randolph (1994) indicate that 
conditions are fully undrained when V is in excess 
of 30 and are fully drained when V is less than 0.01 
respectively. Based on studies using kaolin in the 
centrifuge, Randolph & Hope (2004), and others, 
also present “backbone curves” representing the 
relationship with V of  penetration resistance or 
excess pore pressure between these V limits.

Insights into penetrometer rate effects have been 
largely accumulated in centrifuge tests at the Uni-
versity of Western Australia (UWA) (e.g. Finne & 
Randolph 1994, House et al. 2001; Randolph & 
Hope 2004; Schneider et al. 2007; Lehane et al. 
2009; Mahmoodzadeh et al. 2011). However, there 
is has been less research at field scale using full size 
penetrometers. Schneider et al. (2004) conducted in-
situ tests with penetration rates as low as 0.01 mm/s 
in Burswood clay, but only observed relatively 
small effects of rate on the penetration resistance. 
In contrast, Kim et al. (2008) report a doubling 
of the penetration resistance as the rate dropped 
from 20 mm/s to 0.01 mm/s. Schnaid et al. (2010) 

Effect of penetration rate on piezocone parameters in two silty deposits
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of piezocone tests (CPTUs) conducted at various penetra-
tion rates in the two silty soils near Perth, West Australia. One of the soils was found on a tailings beach 
at Gingin while the other was an estuarine deposit located in Bassendean on the banks of the Perth’s Swan 
River. The standard CPTUs were carried out to investigate the site stratigraphy prior to the constant 
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sparse database of variable rate piezocone tests in the field.
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completed in-situ tests with the different rates to 
investigate drainage characteristics in bauxite resi-
due storage; these tests indicated that conditions 
changed from drained to partially drained when 
the normalised velocity (V) was in the range 0.1 
to 1 while the transition from partially drained to 
undrained occurred at V between 10 to 100.

This paper presents the results of variable rate   
piezocone tests performed in two silty soils found 
at sites near Perth, Western Australia. The tests 
varied the penetration rate by five orders of magni-
tude from 0.002 mm/s to 20 mm/s. One of the soils 
was found on a tailings beach at Gingin (80 km 
north of Perth) while the other was an estuarine 
deposit located in Bassendean on the banks of the 
Perth’s Swan River. The primary aim of this inves-
tigation was to extend the currently sparse data-
base of variable rate piezocone tests in the field.

2 FIELD TESTING

The cone penetrometer employed for the field tests 
had a diameter and projected area of 35.7 mm and 
10 cm2 respectively and a pore pressure transducer 
attached at the shoulder of the probe (i.e. the so-
called u2 position). Calibrations for all load cells 
were completed before use and an unequal area 
ratio, α, was obtained as 0.73 during the calibra-
tion of the pore pressure transducer. Data were 
recorded at 20 Hz using an acquisition system 
developed at UWA and then averaged over 20 mm 
intervals for presentation purposes. The CPT appa-
ratus was also fabricated in UWA and full details 
are provided in Schneider et al. (2004). 

At the Gingin site, eight CPTUs were performed 
in February 2011. The penetration velocity was held 
constant between depths of about 0.7 m and 1.7 m 
at rates of 10, 2, 1, 0.4, 0.2 mm/s; the rate was held 
at 0.02 mm/s between depths of 0.96 m and 1.16 m. 
At Bassendean, 11 tests were completed in April 
and May 2011. Velocities were held constant at 2, 
0.2 and 0.02 mm/sec between 3 and 4 m depths and 
at 0.01, 0.004 and 0.002 mm/s between 3.1 and 3.5 m 
depths. The depth intervals selected for the study of 
rate effects were decided after review of the standard 
rate (20 mm/s) tests conducted initially at each site.

3 SITE DETAILS AND SOIL PROPERTIES

3.1 The Gingin site

The Gingin piezocone tests were carried out at 
a closed mine site, which had been used for the 
extraction of heavy minerals such as ilmenite, 
rutile and zircon. The in-situ tests were performed 
on a tailings beach comprising wet clay and sand 
tails to which a flocculent had been added. This 

disposal method, which is referred to as a ‘Modi-
fied Co-disposal process’, encourages fast drainage 
and was used to accelerate the water loss achieved 
using the more traditional solar drying technique 
employed in West Australia. A tailings pond existed 
about 3 m below and 30 m from the test area in 
winter 2010, but this pond had disappeared during 
testing in Summer 2011. Other observations at the 
site suggested that the presence of silty clay layers 
(or ‘slimes’) within the predominantly sandy tail-
ings had led to a serious of seasonal perched water 
tables within the tailings beach.

3.2 The Bassendean site

A site at Bassendean, close to the centre of Perth, 
was selected for in-situ tests in April and May 2011. 
The tests were conducted within 15 m of the water 
front and, as consequence, tidal variations caused 
the water table to fluctuate from between 0.5 m and 
2 m depth. The soil is lightly overconsolidated (partly 
because of water level fluctuations) and, below a sur-
face crust, is relatively uniform to a depth of 10 m.

3.3 Soil properties

Soil properties assessed for the soils at the two 
sites were obtained from disturbed samples and 
are summarized in Table 1. The samples were 
collected using a hand auger at Gingin and using 
a 1m core sampler at Bassendean. The particle 
size distributions determined for the two soils 
are shown on Figure 1. The tailings collected 

Table 1. Soil properties.

Soil property Gingin Bassendean

Sample collected depth  (m) 0.7–1.5 5–7
Liquid limit, wL (%) 28 42
Plastic limit, wp (%) 17.5 21
Natural water content, w (%) 29.9 66

Figure 1. Particle size distribution of the Gingin and 
Bassendean soils.
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from between 0.7 m and 1.5 m at the Gingin site 
contain ∼85% sand sized particles and ∼15% clay 
sized particles; the material may therefore be 
described as a Clayey SAND. The Bassendean 
soil obtained from between 5 m and 7 m is typical 
of  a natural estuarine deposit comprising about 
15% clay, 45% silt and 40% fine sand; it can be 
classified as a sandy and clayey SILT.

4 PENETRATION TEST RESULTS

4.1 The Gingin site

The profiles of corrected tip resistance, qt (=qc + 
u2(1 − α)), and pore pressure, u2, measured in a 
standard CPTU at Gingin are shown in Figure 
2. A relatively soft/loose soil layer can be seen 
between 0.6 m and 1.3 m depth, where the qt value 
lies between 200 kPa and 300 kPa. Beneath this 
layer, qt increases with depth until again reduc-
ing in a 200 mm thick layer at 2.2 m. Pore pres-
sures are zero throughout except in the 0.6–1.3 m 
and the 2.2–2.4 m soft layers where u2 values are 
between 10 and 30 kPa. The seasonal variation of 
the water level in the tailings pond (at a distance 
away of about 30 m) coupled with the presence of 
layers with relatively low permeability provide an 
explanation for the u2 values. It appears that after 
the winter rain has drained from the sandy layers, 
residual pore pressures still exist in the less free 
draining layers. The profiles of u2 pore pressures 
recorded during very slow piezocone penetration 
(see Figure 3) indicate two-way drainage occurs in 
the 0.6–1.3 m layer and that a perched water table 
above this layer is likely to have existed during the 
winter season.

The undrained shear strength, su, of  the layer 
between 0.6 m and 1.3 m is estimated to be approx-
imately 20 kPa, assuming a nominal Nkt value of 
14 and fully undrained conditions during piezo-
cone penetration. The normalized cone resistance, 
Qt (=qcnet/σ′v0), and the pore pressure parameter 
ratio, Bq (=(u2  − u0)/qcnet), are about 20 and 0.1 
respectively, which according to Robertson (1990) 
classify the layer as a sandy silt and not as a clayey 
SAND, as apparent in Figure 1. 

This soft layer was investigated at various cone 
penetration rates and the resulting qt and u2 pro-
files obtained are plotted on Figure 3. Each cone 
test was performed within a radius of 1.5 m. It is 
interesting to note that the qt values are not highly Figure 2. Standard rate CPTU at the Gingin site.
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rate dependent within the 0.02 mm/s and 20 mm/s 
range. Although some local variations at the site 
complicate the inference of the actual rate effect, 
there is an average trend for qt to be roughly inde-
pendent of rate between 0.4 mm/s and 20 mm/s and 
to be 60 ± 20% larger at v = 0.02 mm/s than that at 
the standard rate. The u2 measurements mirror the 
qt data, showing broadly similar u2 values between 
0.4 mm/s and 20 mm/s and much lower u2 values 
at 0.02 mm/s.

4.2 The Bassendean site

Figure 4 shows the results from the three standard 
rate tests conducted at the Bassendean site. Below 
an upper 2.5 m thick crust, the qt profiles generally 
increase linearly with depth and correspond with 
an undrained strength varying from 13 kPa at 3 m 
to 25 kPa at 10 m (assuming a nominal Nkt value 
of 14). The spikes in qt and accompanying drops 
in u2 are indicative of more free draining sandier 
horizons, which are particularly prevalent between 
5.5 and 7 m in one of the CPTUs. Application, to 
the Robertson (1990) chart, of the average nor-
malized cone parameters Qt and Bq of  5 and 0.5 
respectively (obtained excluding the sandy layers) 
maps the material as a clay to silty clay, which is 
somewhat different from the inference of a sandy 
and clayey silt made from the particle size distribu-
tion shown on Figure 1.

The CPTU response of a (uniform) soil layer 
between 3 m and 4 m was investigated for a range 
of cone velocities. Figure 5 shows the profiles of 
qcnet and u2 for rates of 2, 0.2, 0.02, and 0.002 mm/s; 
all tests were conducted in close proximity to 
each other within an area measuring 3 m × 12 m 

(and at a minimum distance apart of 1 m). It can 
be observed that, as expected, qt increases and 
u2 reduces as the cone velocity reduces. qt values 
at 0.002 mm/s (i.e. 10,000 times slower than the 
standard CPT rate) are about twice those recorded 
at 2 mm/s. Cone resistances at 0.002 mm/s and 
at 0.02 mm/s are comparable, which is consistent 
with the similarity between their respective u2 val-
ues. These u2 values are essentially equivalent to the 
ambient pore pressure (u 0) of ∼10 kPa suggesting 
that cone penetration in this material was drained 
at cone velocities at or less than 0.02 mm/s. Con-
ditions tend to become progressively more und-
rained above this velocity, as confirmed by the 

Figure 4. Standard rate CPTUs at the Bassendean site.
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large excess pores pressures developed at a velocity 
of 0.2 mm/s.

An interesting observation from Figure 5 is the 
‘wavy’ nature of the qt and u2 profiles, which is not 
evident in the standard rate test but is particularly 
noticeable at velocities of 0.2 mm/s and 0.02 mm/s. 
The ‘wavelength’ of these waves is typically about 
150 mm, which may be indicative of the amount 
of sediments deposited annually by the Swan River 
in that area. The peaks in qt and trough in u2 indi-
cate slightly more free draining material than the 
soil immediately above and below the peak and the 
local troughs in qt must correspond to the finest 
material present within the stratigraphy. Inspection 
of the standard rate test data shown Figure 4 sug-
gests that most of the material has a very similar 
grading while Figure 5 points to subtle changes in 
these gradings. The detection of these subtleties is 
evidently not possible at this site using the stand-
ard rate CPTU.

5 DISSIPATION TESTS

Dissipation tests were also performed at the two 
sites to investigate in-situ coefficients of  con-
solidation. The extended rods were left clamped 
and the pore pressures recorded for periods of 
between 30 minutes and 3 hours. The theoreti-
cal dissipation curve proposed by Teh & Houlsby 
(1991) was employed to assess the in-situ coeffi-
cient of  consolidation, ch, using the pore pressure 
dissipation data.

Figure 6 shows the results of the dissipation tests 
carried out at a depth of 1.5 m at Gingin and at 
4 m and 6 m at Bassendean. It can be inferred that 
the rate of dissipation is relatively fast at both sites, 
with only a small proportion of excess pressures 
remaining after 2000 seconds. The short delay to 
reach peak pore pressure (∼30 seconds) is likely to 
be related to the response time of the pore pressure 
transducer. 

The excess pore pressures are normalised by 
the assessed initial maximum values and plotted 
against the Teh & Houlsby (1991) time factor (T*) 
on Figure 7. The initial maxima were estimated, as 
indicated on the figure, by assuming a linear reduc-
tion in u2 with the square root of time. Assuming a 
soil rigidity index (Ir) of 150, a ch value of 2 mm2/s 
was derived at 1.5 m depth at the Gingin site while 
ch values of between 3 mm2/s and 8 mm2/s provide 
the best fit to the data at Bassendean. ch in the soil 
horizons examined at both sites is therefore quite 
similar. The slightly higher value inferred at 4 m 
depth at Bassendean is consistent with higher qt 
and lower u2 values (see Figure 5). 

6 COMPARISON OF PENETRATION RATE 
EFFECTS

Figure 8 compares the rate effect on measurements 
of qt and u2 for the soil layers under investigation at 
Gingin and Bassendean. Averaged values of qt and 
u2 are plotted for each cone penetration velocity 
(v), where averaging only included data recorded 
after the cone had travelled a distance of 2 cone 
diameters (71 mm) at a given speed.

It is apparent that the variations of qt with v are 
similar at both sites and that cone resistance dou-
bles as v reduces by 5 orders of magnitude from 
20 mm/s to 0.002 mm/s at Bassendean. The qt val-
ues remain relatively constant between 2 mm/s and 
the standard rate of 20 mm/s and only increase 
by about 20% from this constant value when v is 
reduced to 0.2 mm/s. Greatest changes in qt occur 
between v = 0.2 mm/s and v = 0.02 mm/s with the 
resistance at the latter velocity being 50% greater 
than at the former. Although tests at cone veloci-
ties less than 0.02 mm/s were not conducted at 
Gingin, it can be inferred that qt at both sites is 
effectively independent of velocity when v is less 
than 0.01 mm/s to 0.002 mm/s. Figure 6. Dissipation tests results.
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The variations of u2 with cone velocity at both 
sites are broadly similar, although they show more 
variation than the qt values. The significant drop 
in u2 as v reduces from 0.2 mm/s to 0.02 mm/s is 
consistent with the great increase in qt.

7 DISCUSSION

It is of interest to compare the data measured at 
Bassendean with the results obtained in another 
piezocone rate effects study conducted at Burswood 
by Schneider et al. (2004). The Burswood site is 
located on the opposite bank of the Swan River 
in Perth to the Bassendean site (the distance 
between these two sites is 8 km). The properties 
of the Burswood clay are summarized in detail by 
Low et al. (2011). This clay has an average liquid 
limit of 85%, plastic limit of 32%, clay fraction of 
14% and silt fraction of 82%. Piezocone dissipa-
tion tests indicated ch values ranging from 0.19 and 
1.46 mm2/s, which can be approximately an order 
of magnitude lower than at Bassendean.

The variation with cone velocity of qcnet (= qt − σv0) 
and excess pore pressure (Δu) normalised by ver-
tical effective stress (σ′v0), after modified data 
based on Schneider et al. (2004), is compared on 
Figure 9 with the Bassendean data re-plotted in 

the same format. The scatter of  the Bassendean 
results (as indicated by the small dots) arose due to 
the subtle layering within the deposit as discussed 
previously.

The normalized end resistance for the Burswood 
clay varies by less than 20% between velocities of 
0.01 mm/s and 20 mm/s. However, in contrast, the 
normalized resistance at Bassendean between 
0.1 mm/s and 0.01 mm/s is 1.5 to 2.2 times the 
corresponding Burswood resistances. It is clear 
from the normalised excess pore pressure plot 
that conditions are close to being fully drained 
at Bassendean at v = 0.01 mm/s whereas the nor-
malised excess pore pressures at Burswood are 
still half  of  the maximum (undrained) values 
recorded at 20 mm/s. 

The disparity between the Burswood and 
Bassendean data evident on Figure 9 supports 
the use of  a normalized velocity term that can 
account for differences in consolidation charac-
teristics. Figure 10 presents the data on Figure 9 
using the normalised velocity term given by 
Equation 1, but using ch rather than cv, as ch might 
be expected to control the dissipation process in 
the field. To account for different frictional char-
acteristics and undrained strength ratios of  the 
two soils, this figure also normalises the net cone 
resistances by the minimum value; this minimum 

Figure 8. Comparison of penetration rate effects on: 
(a) qt; (b) u2.
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is likely to occur at the slowest velocity at which 
conditions are effectively undrained.

Figure 10 shows that drained conditions at 
Bassendean occur at normalised velocities (V = 
vd/ch) less than about 0.05 and that the onset of 
partial drainage occurs at a V value of  about 5 
at both sites. However, while V may be suitable 
to mark the transition from undrained to drained 
conditions, it is clear from Figure 10 (and other 
experiments performed by the authors) that the 
normalised plot at lower V values is not unique 
and depends, amongst other factors, on the ratio 
of  the drained to undrained penetration resist-
ance of  a particular soil. 

8 CONCLUSIONS

This paper reports the results of piezocone tests 
performed at field scale at a range of velocities in 
a clayey sand and a clayey/sandy silt. The experi-
ments confirm the importance of cone velocity (v) 
on the qt and u2 values. If  a normalised velocity is 
defined as V = vd/ch, where d is the cone diameter 
and ch is the horizontal coefficient of consolida-
tion inferred from a dissipation test, the rate tests 
show that drained conditions arise at V < 0.05 and 
that undrained conditions are prevalent at V > 5. A 
comparison of the data obtained with field results 
obtained at another plastic clay site indicates that 
undrained conditions also occur at V > 5, but 
that resistances at given V values in the partially 
drained range are not a fixed multiple of the mini-
mum resistance.

The field experiments also showed how conduct-
ing tests at different (slower) rates can assist in the 
detection of subtle changes in soil grading; such 
subtleties were not evident in the qt and u2 data 
recorded at the standard cone rate.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cone penetration tests are one of the basic tools 
of geotechnical soil characterization. They are par-
ticularly valuable for granular soils, where intact 
sample retrieval is very difficult. They are also par-
ticularly preeminent in offshore work, (Lunne 2010) 
because of their relative ease of deployment.

Interpretation of CPT test results in sands still 
relays largely on empirical correlations (Mayne 
2007; Schnaid 2009). A major source of such cor-
relations is work done in calibration chambers 
(CC), where soil state and properties might be 
tightly controlled (Huang & Hsu 2004).

Calibration chambers are relatively large pieces 
of equipment, and calibration chamber testing is 
expensive and time-consuming. The idea of com-
plementing the physical tests with virtual equiva-
lents seems therefore attractive and has been 
around for long (e.g. Been, Horsfield & Jefferies 
1989). These virtual tests would be run on numeri-
cal models of the calibration chamber, therefore 
allowing for the extension, extrapolation and—
eventually—substitution of a physical test series.

There have been several partially successful 
attempts to model CPT tests in sands using finite 
elements (Susila & Hryciw 2003; Huang et al. 2004; 
Ahmadi et al. 2005) However boundary value 
problems involving large strain contact problems 
in dilatant materials remain difficult to model with 
continuum-based approaches (Bienen, Henke & 
Pucker 2011). Of course, one of the difficulties 

might be the need for a relatively advanced soil 
constitutive model which would, in turn, require a 
relatively complex calibration process. It is there-
fore worth exploring the potential of alternative 
approaches such as the discrete element method.

The discrete element method (DEM) is rapidly 
gaining acceptance as a major tool for investigat-
ing the behavior of soils (O’Sullivan 2011). While 
there is much to be learned from DEM models 
about the fundamental nature of soil behavior, it 
is also increasingly recognized that DEM-based 
models should also be applied to solve engineering 
problems (Cundall 2001).

The first attempts to apply DEM to model cone 
penetration tests (Huang & Ma 1994; Calvetti & 
Nova 2005; Jiang et al. 2006) were performed using 
2D elements, or disks. This was imposed on the 
modelers because of the relatively large numerical 
expense of using 3D elements. Many interesting 
results were obtained but, on the main, the com-
parison with tests on real soils remained qualitative 
rather than quantitative. It has been only recently 
(Butlanska et al. 2010b; Arroyo et al. 2011) that 
proper 3D simulations of the CPT problem have 
been achieved. As it will be illustrated in this paper 
those 3D simulations offer macroscopic results in 
good quantitative agreement with those previously 
obtained using physical calibration chambers.

The results of DEM simulations can be described 
using variables that have different origins and pur-
poses. The variables that are employed can be cat-
egorized as either discrete or continuum-inspired. 

3D DEM simulations of CPT in sand

J. Butlanska, M. Arroyo & A. Gens
Department of Geotechnical Engineering, UPC, Barcelona, Spain

ABSTRACT: The paper contains an overview of the results obtained in a research project exploring 
the ability of 3D DEM models to reproduce cone penetration in sands. The sand whose behaviour is 
mimicked by the discrete material is Ticino sand, a well known reference material for cone penetration 
tests. A large series of numerical experiments in a cylindrical virtual calibration chambers was performed 
in materials of medium and high density. Point resistance is shown to fit well with results from previous 
physical tests when the various scaling factors affecting the problem are taken into account. The effect of 
different boundary conditions on the test results is illustrated. The appearance of friction fatigue in the 
shaft resistance is also revealed by the analysis of the numerical results. The micromechanics of cone pene-
tration is also illustrated, showing that a stationary condition is clearly attained for point/soil contacts and 
how particle flow is affected by boundary conditions. From the results presented it can be inferred that 
3D DEM simulations offer a feasible alternative to extend and/or partially substitute the more expensive 
physical calibration tests in the development of CPT based correlations, as well as powerful capabilities to 
explore the micromechanics of the problem.
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Discrete variables are those directly derived from 
the basic modelling units, i.e. particles and contacts 
i.e. contact points, contact forces, particle displace-
ments, etc. Continuum–inspired variables are those 
that can be also employed in continuum mechanics: 
stress and strain tensors are the most common, but 
a fabric tensor might be another relevant example.

Another essential feature of DEM simulation 
results is that they can be examined at various 
levels of resolution. It is convenient to distinguish 
between the microscopic level, the mesoscopic level 
and the macroscopic level. The macroscopic level 
is that of direct interest from the engineering view-
point, because it deals with system responses such 
as cone tip resistance. However the ability to switch 
from one level of resolution to another is what 
gives the method a large part of its attractive. In 
this paper we illustrate that feature examining, in 
succession, results of CPT simulations at the three 
levels of resolution just mentioned. Before doing 
that the basic features of the modeling approach 
are described.

2 NUMERICAL MODEL

2.1 Discretization

The PFC3D code developed by ITASCA was 
used to perform all simulations mentioned in this 
paper. The code follows closely the discrete ele-
ment method introduced by Cundall & Strack 
(1979). The model is composed of  distinct par-
ticles that displace independently of  one another, 
and interact only at the contact or interfaces 
between particles. Particle motion follows New-
ton’s law and all the modeling choices are con-
centrated on the contact law and the particle 
properties. These choices result in different dis-
crete materials and can be aptly described by the 
term “discretization”.

For the models here described the particles are 
assumed rigid with no ability to rotate; this is a 
property that roughly mimics the constraining 
effect on grain rotation of the real angular shape 
of Ticino sand. The contact law employed is lineal 
elasto—plastic. The normal and tangential stiff-
ness at any contact, kn and ks, are described by the 
following scaling rule:

k K
D D

D D
k k

nk

s nk k

1 2D DD

1 2D DDefK fff

k
 (1)

where Keff, α = parameters to be calibrated. The 
plastic part of the contact law is given by the 
interparticle friction angle, Φμ. No cohesion was 

included in the contact model. Our simulations 
also employed non–viscous damping, δ, to achieve 
rapid convergence.

2.2 Model calibration

A numerical model representing small cubical 
sample of  8 mm side was used to calibrate the 
material parameters. The model contained 4700 
particles with a grain size distribution closely 
following that of  Ticino sand (Figure 1 DEM 
curve-fitted). The specimen was built to speci-
fied porosity using the radius expansion method 
(REM, Itasca 2005). 

The material parameters that require calibration 
are only interparticle friction (Φμ), those related to 
stiffness (Keff, α) and damping (δ). These param-
eters were determined by trial and error in order 
to provide a best fit to a single isotropically com-
pressed drained triaxial test (TEST M09) confined 
at 100 kPa and formed with DR  = 75%. The best fit 
(Figure 2) was found for: Keff  = 300 MPa, α = 0.25, 
δ = 0.05 and μ = 0.35 (Φμ = 19.3°). Adequacy of 
the calibration parameters was verified by simulat-
ing a variety of triaxial tests at differing confine-
ments and initial densities.

Figure 1. Grain size distribution of Ticino sand and 
DEM models.

Figure 2. Calibration of DEM material parameters using 
a triaxial test on Ticino sand (DR = 75%, p0 = 100 kPa).
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2.3 VCC CPT

The virtual calibration chamber (VCC) CPT model 
can be seen in Figure 3. The cone is modelled by 
perfectly rigid walls. Some are cylindrical with a 
diameter dc and the tip is conical with apex angle 
of 60°. The tip and the sleeve walls close to it retain 
the friction coefficient of the granular material, the 
rest are frictionless. The geometry of the numerical 
calibration chamber (VCC) is cylindrical, given by 
its height H and diameter Dcc (Table 2). 

Dimensional analysis of  the problem (Arroyo 
et al. 2011) quickly reveals that an unmanage-
ably large number of  particles are needed if  the 
original dimensions of  the problem are main-
tained. The most effective way to reduce the com-
putational size is by scaling up the grain size of 
the discrete material filling the VCC. The mate-
rial filling the virtual chamber was therefore a 
scaled Ticino Sand where the original grain size 
was multiplied by 50 (Figure 1 (DEM VCC (after 
REM)). A somewhat shorter chamber height was 
also helpful. This resulted in 65,000 elements in 
the densest specimens, almost an order of  mag-
nitude more than those employed in previous 2D 
studies (Ma 1994; Calvetti & Nova 2005; Jiang 
et al. 2006). 

3 MICROSCOPIC RESULTS

The microscopic level of resolution describes vari-
ables at the highest possible resolution, that is, at 
the particle or contact level: the variables described 
at this level are usually discrete, but they might be 
also continuum inspired (e.g. particle stress).

3.1 Displacements

In these rotation-inhibited particles the only kin-
ematic variable that is associated with each ele-
ment is a displacement vector. Visualization of the 
displacement vector field in 3D requires projection 

into a plane. Examples of such projections are here 
presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

The displacement field illustrates correspond 
to particles within a diametric vertical slice of the 
VCC. Two cases are represented that are similar in 
the initial condition of the material before penetra-
tion (DR = 97%, σv = 313 kPa, σH = 109 kPa), but dif-
fer only on the radial boundary condition applied 
(fixed stress, BC1, or fixed wall, BC3). The pattern 
of displacements clearly reveals the different nature 
of the lateral boundary condition applied.

3.2 Contact forces

The basic microscopic static variable is contact 
force. System wide contact force plots are useful 
to explore force transmission across the system. 
Again, contact forces are 3D vector fields that are 
usually represented in plane projection. Examples 
of such representations are given here in Figure 6 

Figure 3. View of the DEM model components with 
indication of the main relevant dimensions (left) calibra-
tion chamber (right) cone device.

Figure 4. Particle displacement field in a vertical plane 
during a CPT test at high density, low K0, under BC1 
condition.

Figure 5. Particle displacement field in a horizontal 
plane during a CPT test at high density, low K0, under 
BC3 condition.
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and Figure 7, corresponding to the same tests 
illustrated in the previous section. It is well known 
that, typically, the magnitude of contact force in 
discrete media force networks is very unequally 
distributed; that is, at any given moment there are 
very few force chains that carry most of the load. 
The figures below illustrate clearly that this is the 
case, with very few contacts achieving 10% of the 
maximum and half  of them below 2.5%. 

The contact force network clearly reveals how 
the test performed under BC1 conditions allows a 
substantial relaxation of the forces acting against 
the shaft, with all the strong forces acting against 
the tip. On the other hand the BC3 condition results 
in a denser network of strong forces and much 
stronger forces acting against the cone shaft.

3.3 Cone particle contact

Another area of interest at the microscopic level is 
that related to boundary effects. In our case those 
of higher significance might be the ones related to 
the contact of the cone and the discrete material. 
This is an area directly related with the not well 
understood issue of grain/cone scale effects affect-
ing the measurement (Tufenkjian 2010).

Figure 8 represents the absolute number of con-
tacts against the cone tip for a series of tests (see 
Arroyo et al. 2011) where the cone tip diameter was 
varied. The curves clearly show an initial increasing 
slope that corresponds to the cone tip entering the 
model and, once that has achieved, a steady state 
with some fluctuations around the mean. Analysis 
of the data reveals that the coefficient of variation 
of the fluctuation around the mean is 4% for the 
larger cone and increases to 11% for the smaller one. 
As will be shown later, this microscopic  variability 
has a clear reflection at the macroscopic level.

4 MESOSCOPIC RESULTS

The mesoscopic level of resolution uses a representa-
tive volume element (RVE) to obtain averaged values 
of the relevant variables: both discrete and continu-
um-inspired variables can be represented at this level. 
How the RVE is defined (which size and geometry is 
specified, what averaging procedure is applied) is cru-
cial for the outcome. These criteria have to be speci-
fied bearing in mind the purpose of the exercise.

Sometimes the purpose might be is the proposal 
of a micro basis for a continuum constitutive law 
(Jiang et al. 2007). In this case a coherent definition 

Figure 6. Plot of contact forces between the particles in 
a vertical plane during a CPT test at high density, low K0, 
under BC1 condition. The line thickness indicates abso-
lute force magnitude; the color scale relative magnitude. 
Only the 50% larger forces are represented.

Figure 7. Plot of contact forces between the particles in 
a vertical plane during a CPT test at high density, low K0, 
under BC3 condition. The line thickness indicates abso-
lute force magnitude; the color scale relative magnitude. 
Only the 50% larger forces are represented.

Figure 8. Number of particles in contact with the cone 
tip during CPT tests with variable CPT diameter. The 
dashed lines represent the average value in the stationary 
state. All tests BC1.
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of the RVE with that underlying the continuum 
model is necessary. On the other hand, sometimes 
the purpose of the mesoscopic analysis it is mainly 
that of gaining understanding on an engineering 
system. In that case the RVE choice might be more 
pragmatic. For instance the layered cylindrical shell 
illustrated in Figure 9 is employed below for aver-
aging purposes. Other frequently employed averag-
ing volumes include spheres or horizontal bands.

4.1 Stress

Calculation of stresses in DEM is rather straight-
forward and based on an averaging of contact 
forces acting at the selected volume boundary 
(O’Sullivan 2011). In Figure 10 the radial stress is 
evaluated in a stack of cylindrical shells close to 
the cone, for the two cases of BC1 and BC3 illus-
trated in the previous sections.

For both cases the radial stress profile is fairly 
similar with a large bulb extending below the cone 
tip and decreasing afterwards up around the shaft. 
This stress reduction pattern along the shaft is now 
well established for driven piles and accepted as a 
basis for design (Jardine & Chow 2007). The stress 
decrease, however, is far more dramatic for the BC1 
case than for the BC3 case, for which the previously 
illustrated stronger forces result in much higher 
radial stresses. It is worth noting that the stress 
increases that are predicted by the model would 
likely result in some grain crushing in physical tests. 

4.2 Strain

The post-processing of microscopic displacements 
to obtain strains is trickier. Particle displacements 
are generated in the DEM simulation and strain 

is calculated from the displacement data. However, 
the definition of continuum strain is based upon 
calculation of the partial derivatives of the dis-
placement. The discrete particle displacement data 
requires some treatment to obtain a differentiable 
field that, however, includes some discontinuities 
to reveal localization patterns. Broadly speaking 
most methods use some sort of projection and/or 
averaging of the particle displacements on a reg-
ular network. O’Sullivan et al. (2003) proposed 
a non-linear interpolation procedure for strain 
calculations that showed good ability to capture 
localization patterns in 2D DEM simulations. This 
procedure (see Butlanska et al. 2011) has been 
adapted to obtain strain fields in the 3D case of 
the VCC CPT simulations.

Examples of the strain maps that can be obtained 
are illustrated in Figure 11 and Figure 12 for the 
two boundary conditions BC1 and BC3. The 
strain measure represented is the second  invariant 

Figure 9. Illustration of a volume employed for stress 
averaging purposes. The cylindrical shell indicated above 
is intersected by the horizontal layers below to produce 
the averaging volumes.

Figure 10. Radial stress normalized by initial mean stress 
during CPT at high density low K0 for BC1 and BC3. The 
dashed line indicates the position of the cone tip.

Figure 11. Shear strain isolines in a vertical plane during 
a CPT test at high density, low K0, under BC1 condition.
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εq, computed using the particle displacements from 
the reference initial state. It is quite noticeable how 
the large strain magnitudes in the vicinity of the 
cone are very similar for the two cases, and obscure 
the differences that were visible in the displacement 
pattern shown before.

5 MACROSCOPIC RESULTS

5.1  Steady state cone tip resistance

A typical DEM VCC result showing CPT tip 
resistance, qc, vs. penetration depth, h, is shown 
in Figure 13. The first thing that is noticed is that 
the graphs are quite noisy, with large oscillations. 
Such noise masks the steady state usually observed 
in physical CC CPT tests. This noise, however, can 
be filtered out easily. To do that, a steady state cone 
resistance is extracted from the raw penetration 
curves by fitting them to the following expression: 

q ac
b h

, lim ( )e b ha (•  (2)

where qc,lim = cone tip resistance; h = penetration 
depth and a & b = fitting parameters. 

These parameters convey some useful informa-
tion. Parameter a gives the asymptotic value of 
cone penetration; whereas parameter b is inversely 
related to the limit of shallow penetration. For 
instance, if  we establish that limit at the depth, 
h95, where 95% of the asymptotic limit value is 
reached.

h b95hh 3≅  (3)

The origin of the noise appearing on the graphs 
is revealed by simulation series such as that illus-
trated in Figure 14. In it the cone diameter increase 
is accompanied by a remarkable reduction on the 

noisiness of the penetration curves. Such noisiness 
can be quantified, for instance, by the r2 value asso-
ciated with the exponential fit. For the series illus-
trated that regression coefficient passes from 0.9 to 
0.6 as the cone size decreases. This observation can 
be related with the previous microscopic one about 
the reduction in the number of particles in contact 
with the cone. It is therefore clear that the oscilla-
tions are a necessary evil, induced by the need to 
scale up the discrete material. 

Figure 12. Shear strain isolines in a vertical plane 
during a CPT test at high density, low K0, under BC3 
condition.

Figure 13. Example result of a CPT on the VCC.

Figure 14. Series of VCC CPT tests with cones of 
increasing diameter and a fixed chamber diameter. Initial 
conditions: Isotropic confinement of 100 kPa and 75% 
relative density. BC1.
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5.2 Correction of CC size effect

Figure 14 does also illustrate another trend, this 
time well known from tests in physical chambers: 
at least under BC1 conditions the cone resistance 
measured decreases when Rd, the chamber to cone 
diameter ratio, decreases. This parasitic effect has 
usually been dealt with using empirically based 
corrections. For Ticino sand, Jamiolkowski et al. 
(2003) propose the following correction for CC 
size effects in BC1 tests:

a b= ( )DRD  (4)

In general, the coefficients a & b are functions 
of relative density, DR, and relative chamber size, 
Rd. However, for relative densities above 60%, 
they can be expressed with good approximation 
as functions only of Rd (Butlanska et al. 2010a). 
These functions can be expressed as

a
b R

d

dR
9 10 0R RdR =R RdR 973

59 0R =R
5 2RR 02 2

2
.

. ( ) .+ 2 .986..  (5)

5.3 Comparison with physical database

In principle, using the correction just described, 
the asymptotic VCC cone penetration values can 
be compared with the results derived from the 
physical database. For instance, Jamiolkowski et al. 
(2003) proposed to summarise physical CC results 
on Ticino sand (corrected for CC size effects) using 
the following relation with mean stress and relative 
density.

q p p
p ec ap

a

DRD*
.

.′⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

23 19
0 5. 6

2 9. 7  (6)

In Arroyo et al. (2011) the details of  two VCC 
test series covering a range of  relative density 
from 60% to 90% and of  confining isotropic 
pressure from 40 to 400 kPa are given. The cone 
tip resistance from those VCC test is compared 
with that predicted by (5) in Figure 15. The fig-
ure includes also results from a few more tests, 
performed later at intermediate densities. The 
mean discrepancy with the empirical prediction 
for these tests is 7%. 

6 FINAL COMMENTS

The good adjustment illustrated in Figure 15 is 
more remarkable, if  it is appreciated that all the 
material parameters of the numerical model were 
obtained curve-fitting a single triaxial test. This 
simplicity of calibration is one of the main attrac-
tive of the proposed approach. Another attractive 

feature is, as illustrated in the paper, the ability 
to telescope between macro outcomes and micro 
phenomena. 

The method presented has also some signifi-
cant limitations that should be mentioned. For 
instance, it is difficult to create samples at relative 
densities below 60% without extra features (fluid 
coupling, non-spherical particles) that complicate 
and/or slow the model performance. Non-isotropic 
sample formation and testing has proven also dif-
ficult, because of the complex interaction of rigid 
and servo-controlled boundaries that is required. 
Incorporation of granular conminution and grain 
size evolution is complex, but seems necessary if  
shaft friction is to be investigated.

However, none of the problems just mentioned 
seems fatal and it seems likely that the attractive 
of the VCC method will ensure a steady progress 
in this area.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Dynamic penetration tests such as SPT and LPT 
have been used in several countries as the primary 
index test for site characterization. Although widely 
used, they are traditionally interpreted on the bases 
of empirical approaches producing inaccurate 
responses and unreliable soil properties that are 
dependent on test equipment and adopted proce-
dures. An alternative method of dynamic penetra-
tion tests interpretation was recently proposed by 
Odebrecht et al. (2005) and Schnaid et al. (2008) 
from which the energy delivered to the rod string 
is used to calculate a dynamic force that represents 
the soil reaction to the penetration of the SPT sam-
pler (Fd). Lobo (2007) developed an approach for 
predicting the bearing capacity of piles based on 
this dynamic force and demonstrated its applicabil-
ity by comparing predicted and estimated bearing 
capacity results from full scale load tests of a 272 
cases database. The authors prepared an independ-
ent assessment of the method by interpreting results 
of fully instrumented pile tests on steel piles. These 
results are summarized in the present paper.

2 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Methods used to analyze pile bearing capacity form 
SPT testing data are based on empirical correlations 
from statistical nature. Applicability is therefore 
restricted to the database upon which the method 
has been tested and developed. Moreover, regional 

variations on equipment and test procedures pro-
duce scattered results that may lead to design 
errors. By computing the total energy delivered to 
the soil and its reaction force, a new and rational 
approach in terms of energy has been established, 
eliminating the scatter produced by test variations 
and capturing the influence of soil type on bear-
ing capacity calculations. Odebrecht et al. (2005) 
demonstrated that the theoretical potential energy 
(PEh+r) delivered to the soil should be expressed 
as a function of the nominal potential energy (E*) 
permanent sampler penetration (Δρ) and weight of 
both hammer and rods, as well as three efficiency 
coefficients designed to account for energy losses 
during the energy transference process:

PE M gh rE h rM= η ρ h g ρ3 1ηη 0[ (1η . )+ ρρ76 ]ΔM + ηM gM g +)ρρ  (1)

where Mh is the hammer weight; Mr the rod weight; 
g the gravity acceleration; E* the nominal potential 
energy, η1, η2 and η3  the efficiency coefficients.

Since equation (1) gives the energy effectively 
delivered to the soil, with all losses accounted for 
by means of the efficiency coefficients, it is possible 
to calculate the mean dynamic reaction force (Fd) 
on the soil (Schnaid et al. 2004; Schnaid 2005):

F M g M g
dFF h hM g rM= η η ηghM ρMM

ρ
3 1η ηη η 3 275( ,0 ) (+ η) (3ηη )ΔρρΔ MMM gMM ) (+η+ η3η ηη

Δρρ
 (2)

Equation (2) requires a previous calibration of 
coefficients, η1, η2 e η3. For a SPT that follows 
Brazilian Standards, the preliminary estimation 

Prediction of bearing capacity from steel piles using dynamic 
energy transfer measurements

M.J. Langone & F. Schnaid
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil

ABSTRACT: This paper presents a new method for predicting the bearing capacity of steel piles based 
on the concepts of soil dynamics and principles of energy conservation to interpret results from dynamic 
penetration tests. The energy delivered to the hammer-rod-sampler system to the soil is computed from 
the numbers of blow counts Nspt and is analytically converted in a penetration dynamic force. The dynamic 
force allows the unit resistance mobilized in the SPT sampler (model) to be determined, which is then 
used to predict the unit resistance mobilized in a prototype pile. No empirical parameters are required 
for predictions of driven steel piles given the direct relation between the SPT sampler and steel piles once 
scale factors are properly accounted for. Applicability of the suggested methodology is demonstrated, 
the reduction of standard deviations is showed and advantages over semi-empirical and other theoretical 
approaches are discussed. In the present paper, the accuracy of the method is evaluated by predicting the 
bearing capacity of a number of instrumented static steel pile load tests.
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proposed by Odebrecht et al. (2005) can be adopted: 
η1 = 0.76; η2 = 1 e η3 = (1 – 0.0042 �), where � is the 
total rod length.

As for the pile bearing capacity, shaft resistance 
QL and tip resistance QP can be estimated directly 
from Fd adopting the methodology developed at 
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (the so 
called UFRGS method):

Q Q
U

a F L F
A
a

U LQQ PQ

l
d dFF pA

p
LFFF= U +L

•

•
•+LL •∑

βLQα βQ +QLQ +Q
0 2 0 7Δ

 

 (3)

where U is the perimeter of the pile, al the inner 
plus the outer area of the sampler shaft; ap the area 
of the sampler base, Ap the area of the pile base 
and ΔL the pile length segment. The numerator 0.2 
accounts for scale effects, whereas 0.7 is simply a 
bearing capacity calculation derived to separate 
point and shaft resistances in the SPT sampler. 
Details of this derived expression are given by 
Lobo (2007) and Lobo et al. (2009).

3 DATABASE 

Were collected a database of 24 instrumented steel 
incremental static load tests and the corresponding 
soil investigation data including SPT boring logs. 
The failure criterion of estimating the ultimate load 
of the pile tests is based on the Brazilian Stand-
ard NBR 6122/2010 (ABNT 2010), as illustrated 
in Figure 1. The Vander Veen method was used 
to determine the capacity from the pile load test 
that have not reached the required displacement of 
D/30 plus the elastic deformation of the pile.

Tests were chosen for their high degree of mobi-
lization of pile capacity and the availability of reli-
able load-settlement relationships.

Figure 1. Ultimate load based on the Brazilian Stand-
ard NBR 6122/2010 (modified from ABNT 2010).

Besides the UFRGS method, other semi-
 empirical and theoretical methodologies were 
employed for comparison purposes. The semi-em-
pirical methods reflect the Brazilian  Engineering 
practice of foundation design: Aoki & Velloso 
(1975) and Décourt & Quaresma (1978). Since 
these methods were developed in Brazil, the energy 
efficiency is assumed to be of the order of 75%. 
The theoretical approach uses bearing capacity 
theory associated with cavity expansion (VESIĆ 
1972), when fundamental parameters as ϕ were 
not reported, SPT correlations were used to obtain 
the parameters.

4 PREDICTIONS AND PERFORMANCE

The database of static loads tests was employed to 
assess the predictive performance of the proposed 
UFRGS method. A summary of available informa-
tion is shown in Tables 1 and 2, being the described 
predictions calculated from equations (1), (2) and 
(3). The average SPT at the pile toe is shown on the 
last column in Table 1, but a limiting value of 100 
(blow efficiency equal to 60%) was adopted in all 
predictions. 

A detailed presentation analysis is shown in 
Figure 2 to Figure 4, for shaft, toe and total ulti-
mate loads respectively. Important observations 
can be briefly summarized as follows:

  i. For the database of steel piles, the UFRGS 
method predicts measured capacity values that 
are in general agreement with Brazilian prac-
tice. However, as previously stated, the method 
relies entirely on wave propagation and energy 
conservation, requiring a single empirical fac-
tor to account for scale effects. 

  ii. The method produces the lowest standard 
deviation when compared to the other three 
methodologies, as indicated in Table 3. More 
importantly, scatter could be reduced in the 
future by calibrating the SPT to derive local 
η factors (average values have been used in 
the present analysis). 

 iii. The predictions of shaft resistance are much 
less scattered than predictions of tip resistance 
and appear to give fairly consistent values for 
design purposes.

 iv. The UFRGS method shows no apparent bias 
of measured and predicted data with pile 
length (L), pile diameter (D), pile aspect ratio 
(L/D) and (more importantly) soil type. The 
principle of energy conservation combined to 
wave propagation analysis captures the influ-
ence of soil type.
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UFRGS method
Predicted/measured

Qskin Qtoe Qult

Average 0.64 1.82 0.96
Standard deviation 0.30 1.52 0.47

Décourt & Quaresma method
Predicted/measured

Average 0.85 1.32 1.01
Standard deviation 0.43 0.90 0.46

Aoki-Velloso method
Predicted/measured

Average 0.64 1.75 1.05
Standard deviation 0.35 1.30 0.60

Theoretical approach
Predicted/measured

Average 0.67  3.85 1.54
Standard deviation 0.37 3.25 0.91

Table 3. Accuracy after statistical cuts.
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 estimating pile response without having to rely 
on empirical statistical type of  analysis and 
(b) there appears to be room for reducing scatter 
by local calibration of  dynamic penetration test 
energy efficiency.

It is important to observe that, by incorporat-
ing the concepts of energy and wave propagation, 
the method captures the effects of soil type, pile 
length, pile diameter and pile aspect ratio (L/D).
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ABSTRACT: This variation of soil properties from one location to another is termed spatial variability. 
Cone penetration test is one of the most useful in-situ site investigation methods, which can be used to deter-
mine soil spatial variability. While using cone penetration test to investigate the soil properties, statistical 
analyses of cone tip resistance data become necessary and it is important to know the maximum likelihood 
estimation of the qc measurements representing a random field. In this regard it is required to assume a 
distribution for qc data measurements. Different types of distribution functions for qc data are found in lit-
erature. Some researchers use lognormal distribution while some others prefer to raise qc data to some power 
between 0 and 1 and each of these procedures has their own benefits and drawbacks. In this study, results of 
cone penetration tests from different sites are collected and statistical properties of cone tip resistance data 
are evaluated. Considering different soil types, the relevant Probability Distribution Functions (PDF) for 
cone tip resistance data are evaluated and appropriate distribution for each soil type is suggested.

1 INTRODUCTION

There are different sources of uncertainty embed-
ded in soil properties from one location to another. 
During the last decades, several models have been 
proposed to point out the affecting factors on over-
all variability and importance of each source of 
uncertainty. These models identify that the primary 
sources of geotechnical variability are inherent soil 
variability, measurement error and transformation 
uncertainty (Phoon & Kulhawy 1999). Inherent 
soil variability is due to complex process of geo-
materials formation such as sedimentation, weath-
ering, stress history and time; measurement error 
resulted from equipment, procedural-operator and 
field effects, while transformation errors occur 
when fields or laboratory measurements are trans-
formed to design soil properties with empirical or 
other correlation models. These types of variabil-
ity occur in homogeneous soil layer, but along with 
the inherent variability in natural deposits, there 
is generally another source of variability mani-
fested in the form of soft/stiff  layers embedded in 
a stiffer/softer media or the inclusion of pockets of 
different lithology within a more uniform soil mass 
which is called lithological heterogeneity.

There are different types of in situ tests to inves-
tigate the soil properties. However, cone penetration 
test is one of the most common between in situ tests. 

Providing inexpensive continues data with depth 
and being least operator dependent makes cone 
penetration test widely used nowadays. Since CPT 
retrieves data at short distances or even continues, 
i.e. in an electronic CPT, it reveals valuable informa-
tion about soil inherent variability. There are some 
parameters which represent the spatial variability of 
data including mean value, variance structure, auto-
correlation functions and probabilistic distribution. 

While using cone penetration test to investigate 
the soil properties, it is important to know the 
maximum likelihood estimation of the qc measure-
ments representing a random field. In this regard 
it is required to assume a distribution for qc data 
measurements. Different types of distribution 
functions for qc data are found in literature.

2 PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION 
OF CPT DATA

In order to carry out maximum likelihood esti-
mation of the random field of qc measurements, 
a  distribution for qc must be assumed. Since qc is 
bounded below by zero and has no arbitrarily set 
upper limit, qc may be assumed to be lognormally 
distributed. There is some supporting evidence for 
the lognormal distribution for a number of strictly 
positive soil properties (strength, elastic modu-
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lus, permeability, for example see Lumb 1966, 
 Hoeksema & Kitanidis 1985, and Sudicky 1986), 
so this is often a reasonable assumption. Perhaps 
more importantly, and also a significant motiva-
tion for its use by many researchers, it leads to a 
simple model since the distribution of lnqc is then 
normal. The jointly normal distribution is fully 
specified by only its first two moments (mean and 
covariance). In that this is generally all that can be 
estimated with any degree of confidence in geo-
technical applications, the normal distribution is 
then at least appropriate as a ‘minimal assumption’ 
model. 

Other transformations are also available. In par-
ticular, rising qc to some power between 0 and 1 
is quite common. The disadvantage to these trans-
formations is that they do not nicely lead to a non   
negative distribution on qc. In fact, if  X = qc

r is 
normally distributed, then X ranges over the entire 
real line and for negative values of X, the inverse 

is only defined for certain r and, of these, 
some are imaginary. However, if  the probability of 
X being negative under the normal assumption is 
negligible (having small coefficient of variation), 
these transformations can give reasonable results 
(Fenton 1999). 

Fenton (1999) conducted research to investigate 
the appropriate power on data collected by Nor-
wegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) at the site 

of a new airport just north of Oslo, Norway. He 
concluded that a function with the power of 0.74 
provides the best fit for the investigated data.

3 CPT DATABASE

8 sets of CPT profiles sourced from Urmia Lake 
located in Urmia city, Iran, are investigated and 
subjected to statistical analyses. Table 1 provides 
brief  information about the data profiles. It 
includes the original name, site location, number 
of data points for each sounding, Nd, and sampling 
interval in each case.

Eslami-Fellenius soil classification chart, illus-
trated in Figure 2 was adopted to provide a soil 
description profile for investigated sites (Figure 3).

There are several technical problems embed-
ded in the evaluation of  soil vertical variability 
using CPT data, but cone bearing, qc profiles are 
usually preferred for processing (Kenarsari et al. 
2012).

The sleeve friction, fs is also measured during 
the tests, but this is generally considered to be 
unreliable due to technical drawbacks, e.g., sleeve 
wears (Zuidberg 1982). At what follows, the cone 
tip resistance from CPT data was chosen to evalu-
ate stochastic variation of soil properties and the 
correlation structure identification in other words.

Figure 1. Histogram of qc
0.74 and fitted normal distribution (Fenton 1999).
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Table 1. Summary of CPT soundings.

Case 
name

Original 
case 
name

Original 
case 
number

Site 
location

Sampling 
interval 
(m)

Total 
depth 
(m) Nd*

CN1 ABU 1201 Urmia Lake 0.10 43.2 433
CN2 SPDU-1 1202 Urmia Lake 0.10 92.8 929
CN3 DCU-3 1203 Urmia Lake 0.02 80 4001
CN4 DCU-4 1204 Urmia Lake 0.02 80 4001
CN5 DCU-5 1205 Urmia Lake 0.02 80 4001
CN6 DCU-6 1206 Urmia Lake 0.02 80 4001
CN7 DCU-7 1207 Urmia Lake 0.02 80 4001
CN8 DCU-8 1208 Urmia Lake 0.02 80.02 4001

*Number of data in depth

Figure 2. Eslami-Fellenius soil profiling chart (Eslami 
& Fellenius 1997).

Figure 3. Soil profiles based on CPT data; CN1 to CN8.
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4 TREND REMOVAL

Inherent variability in geotechnical properties can 
be modeled by eq. (1) in which a depth depend-
ent geotechnical property, ξ is decomposed into 
the deterministic component, t and the fluctuating 
component, ω that totally represent the inherent 
soil variability. Figure 4 shows schematically the 
inherent and lithological variability where different 
layers are resulted from lithological heterogeneity. 

 (1)

The geomechanical characterization of a soil 
deposit involves both deterministic and statistical 
approaches. The correct approach for this charac-
terization consists of defining a trend, expressed 
by a regression analysis, and the residual variability 
of the geotechnical properties which is termed sto-
chastic heterogeneity (Fenton 1999).

Prior to the evaluation of probability distri-
bution function, PDF for the investigated CPT 
profiles, deterministic trend should be removed 
to extract the residual component representing a 
so-called non-stationary random field. Quadratic 
trend removal confirmed to govern the determin-
istic detrending scheme. Figure 5 illustrates the 

quadratically removed trend along with the origi-
nal data set for two sample cases. It is efficiently 
highlighting the effective stress dependent compo-
nent superimposed on the original CPT profiles.

5 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

Statistical analyses to identify the best probability 
distribution function are conducted by using MAT-
LAB. Mathworks. First, by the aid of root mean 
square technique the power which fits best to the 
data were determined. In addition, the fitness of 
this power function was compared with the other 
proposed distribution functions including normal 
and lognormal distribution functions (Figure 6).

The root mean square, known as the quadratic 
mean, is a statistical measure of the magnitude of 
a varying quantity. It is especially useful when vari-
ations are positive and negative, e.g., sinusoids. 

It can be calculated for a series of discrete values 
or for a continuously varying function. The name 
comes from the fact that it is the square root of the 
mean of the squares of the values. It is a special 
case of the generalized mean with the exponent 
p = 2. If  p is a non-zero real number, we can define 
the generalized mean with exponent p (or power 

Figure 4. Inherent and lithological soil variability 
(Kenarsari et. al. 2012).

Figure 5. Quadratic trend removal: (a) CN1; (b) CN6.
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mean with exponent p) of the positive real num-
bers x1, x2, . . . xn as:

 (2)

The RMS value of a set of values (or a continu-
ous-time wave form) is the square root of the arith-
metic mean (average) of the squares of the original 
values (or the square of the function that defines 
the continuous waveform).

In the case of a set of n values {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, 
the RMS value is given by:

 (3)

The corresponding formula for a continuous 
function (or waveform) f(t) defined over the inter-
val T1 ≤ t ≤ T2 is

 (4)

And the RMS for a function over all time is

 (5)

The RMS over all time of a periodic function is 
equal to the RMS of one period of the function. 
The RMS value of a continuous function or signal 
can be approximated by taking the RMS of a series 
of equally spaced samples. In the case of the RMS 
statistic of a random process, the expected value is 
used instead of the mean.

It was shown that power distribution function, 
with minimum RMS is the best probability distri-
bution function, although the calculated powers 
are not the same. It is possible; this variation is due 
to soil profile, CPT procedure, lag distance, sam-
pling interval, fractal nature and etc. So it has pro-
posed for future researches. There are some graphs 
of the analysis that was shown below.

6 CONCLUSION

Cone penetration test is one of the most useful 
and versatile in-situ tests employed to determine 
the spatial variability of natural soil strata. Eight 
different CPT data profiles gathered from Urmia 
Lake site in West Iran were selected and investi-
gated in order to study the probability distribution 
properties of them. In this regard, three different 
probability distribution functions were adopted 
and evaluated in order to find the best representa-
tive PDF for investigated CPT profiles. Normal, 
lognormal and power distribution are among all. 
The exponent of power distribution is the key 
parameter to find during the proposed procedure. 
It was proved to be in conformity with the values 
previously announced in literature.

The primary result of this paper lies in the 
observation that the power distribution with the 
exponent averaging at 0.75 represents the best prob-
ability distribution function at least for the selected 
CPT profiles. If  CPT soundings are available at the 
target site for which the stochastic soil model is to 
be applied then all of the stochastic parameters, 

Figure 6. Histogram of data values for CN1 with differ-
ent PDFs: (a) Original qc; (b) Residual of qc.

Table 2. Power distribution adoption for different CPT 
profiles.

Case number

Original profile Residual profile

Power RMS Power RMS

CN1 0.78 0.015 0.99 0.005
CN2 0.72 0.026 0.78 0.036
CN3 0.85 0.050 0.66 0.129
CN4 0.78 0.021 0.61 0.132
CN5 0.52 0.044 0.73 0.037
CN6 0.82 0.044 0.65 0.147
CN7 0.72 0.037 0.52 0.124
CN8 0.88 0.071 0.94 0.030

Average power 0.76 0.74
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including the distribution exponent, variance and 
covariance structure can be estimated at the site. In 
that case, the major use of this study is to provide 
an a-priori assumption for the use of the distribu-
tion model and an indication of the PDF.

Trend removal effect on the type of adopted dis-
tribution function was also investigated and it was 
shown to have minor effect.

Clearly there is much work yet to be done on 
such characterization of soils. For one, this study 
only considers a single site, and so its results are 
still somewhat limited. It is believed, however, that 
the methodologies and reasoning set out in this 
paper lay the groundwork for additional inferential 
studies on stochastic properties of natural alluvial 
deposits according to the real profiles acquired 
from CPT test schemes.
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ABSTRACT: This paper compares the results of two distinct campaigns of Dynamic Standard Penetra-
tion Tests (SPT) performed at different times of the year, where the season and the soil moisture differ in 
this particular studied site. The study was done at a construction site located at Federal District of Brazil, 
in its central flat portion where the Brazilian capital, Brasília, is located. The soil of the Federal District 
is composed of distinct strata of silty clays and clayeys silts, which are generally porous, unsaturated and 
lateritic. To assess the influence of seasonality on the soil characteristics measured in two different sea-
sons, two distinct test campaigns with the use of the standard penetration test (SPT) were carried out. It 
shall be said that the seasonality relates to the dry and wet season of the region, and this directly changes 
the soil moisture in the region studied. The first campaign was performed in March 2006, whereas the 
second campaign was done in October of 2007. These months respectively represent the periods of higher 
and lower moisture content of the local soils. Each of campaign were performed with approximately 
21 boreholes spread over an area of   40,000 m2. For each campaign it was determined the average SPT 
blow count value (NSPT) per depth as well as its standard deviation, so that was able to compare the results 
for both seasons. It is shown that, when comparing the mean and standard deviation at each depth for all 
the gathered borings, that the SPT resistance in the rainy, wet season, is about ≈60% of the equivalent on 
dry season. Therefore, the paper concludes that, in regard to the rate of the penetration resistance meas-
ured in the porous unsaturated clay of Brasilia, that the time of the year in which the tests are carried out 
do interfere somehow on the magnitude of the results on soils located at soil profile down from surface, 
where moisture content vary with rain and evaporation. 

Keywords: standard penetration test, unsaturated porous soil, seasonality

1 INTRODUCTION

The soil properties of  Brasilia-FD are the result 
of  the high degree of  weathering and leaching. 
These soils are called “porous clay” by local geo-
technical engineers (Guimarães e Camapum de 
Carvalho 2003). Its structure is quite porous, 
metastable, with high of  void ratio. They have 
in their constitution micro concretions that are 
interconnected by bridges of  clay or through 
cement links.

This soil characteristic indicates a probably col-
lapsible soil. It means this soil can present an sud-
den volume reduction by increasing water content. 

Thus, the variation of water content should affect 
the soil behavior, as it happens for most unsatu-
rated soils. To this situation it is expected a change 
in soil resistance. Despite, up to now, only a few 
papers discuss this situation (e.g. Schinaid et. al. 
1995) and none of then applied to SPT. 

The SPT is the most used tool for preliminary 
predictions in foundations design. 

This paper aims to start a discussion about the 
effect of soil water content on SPT blown count 
results. In a more specific way, this paper wants 
to discuss the influence of natural water con-
tent, which expected to a given season, on soil 
behavior.
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2 CHARACTERISTICS OF BRASILIA

The city of Brasilia situated in the Federal District, 
is located in the Central Plateau, in the Midwest 
region of Brazil, see Figure 1.

The climate of the region is “tropical of savanna,” 
with the concentration of rainfall in summer (actu-
ally time between October and April). Rainfall in 
the dry season represents only 2% of total annual. 

Total annual average rainfall in the Federal Dis-
trict, varies in range from 1,200 mm to 1,700 mm, 
as it can be estimated from Figure 2. This figure 
shows the month water precipitation. It is also pos-
sible to observe that the months of May, June, July, 
August and September do not present rainfall, or it 
is to small when compared to other months.

The Federal District (FD) is divided into four 
distinct lithological sets that comprise the regional 
geological context of the Federal District, which 
includes groups Paranoá, Canastra, Araxá and 
Bambuí, and their respective coverage of residual 
soils and colluvium.

Cardoso (1995), cited by Oliveira 2003, states 
that the Federal District region is located in the 
eastern sector of the Tocantins Structural Prov-
ince, more specifically in the portion south-central 
folding band of Brasilia. There are rocks assigned 

to the middle Proterozoic to superior, represented 
by Groups Canasta and Paranoá. 

The area of work is located in a region where 
bed rock goes through a transition between the 
slates and metasiltitos.

The Federal District has three basic types of soil 
pedological groups: Rreddish Oxissol (LEd), Yel-
low Red Oxissol (Typic) and Cambissol (Cd). 

The territorial extension of these three soil types 
in the Federal District is 86% (Cardoso, 1995). Due 
to the strong leaching process, the upper horizons 
of these soils are poorly differentiated. These hori-
zons are characterized by the predominance of 
clay minerals like kaolinite and the presence of 
oxides and hydroxides of iron and aluminum. As 
a result of this phenomena there is a material in an 
advanced state of weathering. This soil presents a 
porous structure with particles usually connected 
by bridges of clay (Camapum de Carvalho et al. 
1996). Those clay bridges produce a granular 
structure (peds) formation of size approximate to 
grains of sand (Mendonça et al. 1994). 

From the standpoint of soil classification, it 
indicates that collapsible porous reddish clay is 
predominant, with the second fraction being silt 
or sand, depending on the location within the site. 
The consistency of the material ranges from soft to 
hard or stiff, according to depth of interest. 

Lima Junior and Camapum de Carvalho (2005), 
observed the behavior of the soil, when occurs 
some change in moisture. The moisture increases 
and the clay volume in the soil mass decreases. It 
means the clay is becoming “tougher” i.e. there is 
a void ratio reduction. This behavior is plentiful in 
agreement with early observations of unsaturated 
soil constitutive models. 

The compressive strength of soil decreases 
with increasing moisture content and also with 
increase void ratio. According to Lima Junior and 
Camapum de Carvalho (2005) when these soils 

Figure 2. Precipitation along years 2006 and 2007. 
(source INMET, 2011).

Figure 1. Location map of the Federal District in 
Brazil.

Figure 3. Shows the geological map of the Federal 
 District (source semarh). 
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exhibit difference in voids ratio and same mois-
ture do not happens change on the magnitude of 
suction. This fact place the moisture as the main 
factor defining the suction. Therefore humidity is 
an important element in the behavior of this kind 
of soil.

Marques et al (2003) identified that the lateritic 
soil near the surface presents a very low degree of 
saturation even in the rainy season. This parame-
ter increases to depths of about 4 m and thereafter 
remains stable. It is in accordance with according 
with Ortigão (1994) that states first 3 meters along 
depth are very leached and therefore have a value 
of specific weight (γ ) very low, approximately 
13 kN/m and an void ratio around 1.7.

The hydraulic conductivity of this porous soil is 
around 10−3 m/s what does the water pass trough 
in very fast. During the advance of wetting front 
inside soil mass the water content varies growing 
up to near the saturation ratio. This moment is 
when the soil properties changes and some struc-
ture resting over could fail.

3 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF TEST SITE AND WORK

The study in question occurred in the area where 
the headquarters of the Federal Highway Police 
Department (DPRF), Federal District of Brasilia, 
is being built. The designers and contractors per-
formed two sounding campaigns of soils, using 
Standard Penetration Test (SPT). The tests were 
made  at different times of year. These campaigns 
where carried out during season of drought and 
rain in the region, respectively. Each campaign has 
about 21 holes, spread over an area of 40,000 m2.

For this work we carried out the comparison 
of values of resistance penetration rate (NSPT) 
obtained in those campaigns. 

The first survey happened at the end of the 
rainy season between March and April of 2006, 
while the second was carried out between October 
and November of 2007, drought season. 

3.1. Location of work

The land where they performed field trials and 
the work presented in this paper is located at 
SPO, plot 5—Via EPIA, (formerly SAI/Southwest 
Area 5)—BSB Headquarters/University of the 
Federal Highway Police. Figure 4 shows the loca-
tion of the study area.

Analyzing Figure 5 it was observed that from 
8 m downwards NSPT begins to grow, showing 
strong growth after 15 m deep. Mainly, the results 
are quite homogeneous at four holes. At these holes 
there are just slightly different behaviors.

3.2 Work

The profiles of NSPT values   at the construction site 
are shown in Figure 5, and were obtained  from the 
sounding report. The results of NSPT along depth 
during rainy season are shown at Figure 5. One 
can observe that values of NSPT are homogenous 
down to 6 m of depth. From this depth and down 
to the refuse the NSPT values present the trend of 
increasing, but can vary randomly in each depth. 
The refuse was reached, in most holes, around 
25 m depth down to 35 m.

The water level in these holes varies depending 
on its location within the field. There are two test 
logs where the results are quite discrepant. In one 
of these logs, it was not observed the presence of 
water and to another one the water table was found 
at 1.22 m depth.

However, these two extremes do not represent 
the soil profile of the terrain and may be associ-
ated with soil anomalies or failures of observation. 
In general the water level varies between 12 m and 
19 m depth, and the mean is around 15 m depth 
during rainy season.

It is important to note that the stratigraphy of 
the soil is not homogeneous, with respect thick-
nesses and depth of layers preseting some varia-
tion. Despite there is a well-defined tendency on 

Figure 4. Location of the study area—Google maps 
2012.

Figure 5. Profile of the penetration rate at the construc-
tion site during the rainy season. 
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that there is a significant scatter in the values of 
NSPT from middle down to the base of hole. This 
same situation was observed in the second drilling 
campaign. The Figure 6 shows this fact.

The second campaign of investigation was held 
in a period of the year different of the first cam-
paign. While the first campaign was held at the end 
of the rainy season, the second was held at the end 
of the dry time.

4 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
OF RESULTS

The results presented at last session will be com-
pared between themselves and put together weather 
information. The Figure 7 allows to compare data 
from the two set of logs. These data are presented 
as average values to each depth. 

Looking at the 3 m close to ground surface there 
is no difference between 2 set of data. From the 
depth of 4 m down to 23 m the values of resistance 
to penetration rates from tests performed at rainy 
season are lesser than those obtained at dry sea-
son. The strata that is under this last one presented 
a randomly behavior when comparing NSPT values 
from both campaigns.

In a general way the Figure 7 allows to see that 
values of resistance penetration rates obtained at 
the first job is lesser than those held at the cam-
paign second. It is an indicative that the soil behav-
iour was affected by water content of soil mass.

The difference on rainfall amount along the year 
could be seen at the Figure 2. The Figure 8 presents  
the data from evaporation to years 2006 and 2007. 
As well as water precipitation the evaporation also 
reduces at dry season. Anyway, the water availability 
can be known after observant the hydraulic balance 
to this area. The monthly evaporation rates range 
from less than 10 mm to values close to 100 mm.

The information in Figure 8 does not consider 
the evapotranspiration. Another important obser-
vation is that, different from the others areas of 
Brazil the evaporation in bigger in summer (rainy 
season) than drought time. This phenomena 
reduces the water deficit at dry season on hydrau-
lic balance. 

The Figure 9 presents the hydraulic balance to 
this area to the years 2006 and 2007. This figure 
makes evident the wide variation of water avail-
ability during the year. The balance was obtained 
by difference between rainfall presented at Figure 2 
and evaporation presented at Figure 8. 

Figure 6. Profile of the penetration rate on the second 
campaign of soil sounding.

Figure 7. Comparison of average rates of penetration 
resistance in the field of PRF in two different seasons.

Figure 8. Evaporation (source INMET 2011).

Figure 9. Water balance (source INMET 2011).
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From the Figure 9 it is possible to observe 
that during the first campaign (March–April, 
2006) there was around 200 mm water available 
on balance, while to second campaign (October–
November, 2007) was performed within near to zero 
in the balance. It is worth of mention that the bal-
ance includes just the precipitation and evaporation. 
So the moisture in soil is not considered. Conciani 
et al. (2008) had measured the moisture content 
and suction in a soil profile during a whole year. 
The studied soil was a neossol from amazonia rainy 
forest. Despite the soil difference, these authors 
observed there is a delay between precipitation and 
soil moisture changes. This delay could take up to 
5 or 10 days depending on soil hydraulic conductiv-
ity. On the other hand, those data showed the ear-
lier rains do not saturated soil even when there is 
accumulated water on ground surface. 

Based on the observations of Conciani et al. 
(2008) and the hydraulic balance previously pre-
sented it is possible to inferred the soil of this job 
that was much more wet during the first campaign 
of the second one.

The papers of Gens & Alonso (1992) and Pich-
ler (1948) about unsaturated soil theory and tropi-
cal, porous, unsaturated soil behaviour points that 
bigger the soil moisture, lesser the resistance. In 
this manner it is possible to state that the behav-
iour found herein should be expected once it was 
earlier observed on laboratory soil tests and his-
tory cases. 

The behaviour observed at the first 3 m where 
2 set of data are quite similar can be explained by 
the high porosity of soil. Even on the 4th meter 
the difference is not so pronounced. Camapum de 
Carvalho et al. (1996) showed the void ratio to this 
layer is bigger 1.8 being often bigger than 2. It is 
an important characteristic of Brasília Porous clay. 
Such properties lead to high hydraulic conductiv-
ity and however, to low water retention capacity. 
Thus, the water pass through this strata and accu-
mulates on the second layer. On the other hand the 
evaporation acts intensively on ground surface and 
a high soil porosity help the soil to loose water. 

The last strata, where the comparison showed 
a randomly result do not allowing to inferred 
some trend, is described as a young residual soil 
(litossol). Such strata present a large variation in 
resistance penetration rate (NSPT) due to natural 
variation on weathering degree. Thus, it is not pos-
sible to do any real comparison on these strata, 
once variations can occur in a very short space.

5 CONCLUSION

Field tests are widely used to predict settlements 
and bearing capacity. These tests yield data from the 
actual soil situation that is applied to foundations 

design. It is important to realize that these data 
could be affected by soil moisture conditions. 

This paper compared 2 sets of data obtained 
from Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) held in 
2 distinct seasons (rainy and drought) in a tropical 
area on Central Brazilian High lands.

The results points out that the soil moisture con-
dition should affect the resistance of penetration 
rates (NSPT). This observation is in fully agreement 
with unsaturated soil mechanics theory. 

In spite those results presented herein, Cunha 
et al. (2006) had found a divergent data. To those 
researchers, it was not influence of season on 
sounding results.  This lack of convergence suggest 
a more accurate investigation to be held with soil 
instrumentation, year along, in order to verify the 
discrepancies.
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ABSTRACT: The Cone Penetration Test (CPT) is a commonly accepted approach of assessing stratig-
raphy, lithology, behavior and geotechnical parameters of soil substrata. In the last three decades, 2 and 
5 cm/sec frequencies were commonly used in the CPT data collection. The collection frequency may 
directly affect CPT-based soil classification and characterization efforts. This paper discusses the effect 
of data smoothing and reduction on CPT-Based soil classification. Two sample data sets were included 
in the paper to present the effects of data smoothing with 5 and 10-point moving averages and 5 and 
10-point average data reduction. The analyses showed that the data reduction has a significant effect in 
soil classification by avoiding thin layers and misinterpreting the location and thickness of the layers. 
Data smoothing technique showed much better performance in recognizing the thin layers, however thick-
ness and location of the soils layers were observed different than the original data set. 

1 INTRODUCTION

The cone penetration test (CPT) is a commonly 
accepted approach of assessing stratigraphy, lithol-
ogy, behavior and geotechnical parameters of soil 
substrata. Although there are several different man-
ufacturers of CPT equipment with different techni-
cal properties, in simple terms, the cone penetration 
testing consist of simultaneously measuring cone tip 
resistance and frictional component of penetration 
resistance while advancing a cylindrical rod with a 
cone tip and a friction sleeve into the soil. The tip 
and frictional resistance measurements can be elec-
tronically recorded at several frequencies ranging 
from 1 to 10 cm per second of penetration. In the 
last three decades, 2 and 5 cm per second frequencies 
were commonly used in the CPT data collection. 

The data collection frequency may directly 
affect CPT-based soil classification and characteri-
zation efforts. When lower frequency data sets are 
used for classification purposes in sites with multi-
ple thin layers, it may result in inaccurate interpre-
tation or complete avoidance of some thin layers. 
On the other hand, higher frequency data sets may 
amplify noise and create difficulties in maintain-
ing continuous interpretation of soil layers. Over 
the years, simple data smoothing and reduction 
techniques were employed to address these issues 
while maintaining the integrity of the data. These 
techniques include data smoothing with moving 

averages and data reduction by averaging multiple 
data points into one.  Data smoothing maintains 
the frequency of the original dataset while data 
reduction results in fewer points for analysis. 

This paper discusses the effect of data smooth-
ing and reduction on CPT-Based soil classification. 
Two sample data sets were included in the paper to 
present the effects of data smoothing with 5 and 
10-point moving averages. Same data sets were also 
analyzed with 5 and 10-point average data reduc-
tion. The data sets were analyzed using the Zhang & 
Tumay 1999 probabilistic soil classification method 
for each alternative. 

2 CPT-BASED PROBABILISTIC SOIL 
CLASSIFICATION

Unlike the traditional chart-based two-dimensional 
classification methods, Zhang and Tumay method 
uses a probabilistic region estimation method to 
address the uncertainty in misclassifying the soil 
layers. This statistical based method provides a pro-
file of the probability or the chance of having each 
soil type (clayey, silty, and sandy) with depth. This 
method is similar to the classic soil classification 
methods which are based on soil composition.

The probability of incorrectly identifying soil 
type using the tradition CPT classification charts, 
especially in transition zones, motivated the 
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 development of the probabilistic region estimation 
method. This CPT classification method addresses 
the uncertainty of correlation between the soil 
composition and soil mechanical behavior.

In the Zhang and Tumay probabilistic method, 
conformal mapping was performed on the 
Douglas & Olsen (1981) chart to transfer the chart 
axis from the CPT data (qc, Rf) to the soil classi-
fication index (U) and in-situ behavior index (V). 
The conformal transformation is accomplished 
using the following equations:
x Rf c+RfR ( )c0 1539 0 8870 3 35. RfRRfR log .( )qcq − 3  (1)

y Rf cR + ( )c0 2957 0 4617 0 37RfR log .( )qcq − 0  (2)

The soil classification index (U) and in-situ behav-
ior index (V) are given as:

U = −
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 (4)

The coefficients in equations 3 and 4 are defined 
as: a1 = −11.345, a2 = −3.795, b1 = 15.202, b2 = 5.085, 
c1 = −0.269, c2 = −0.759, d1 = 2.960 and d2 = 2.477.

A statistical correlation was then established 
between the U index and the compositional soil 
type given by the Unified Soil Classification Sys-
tem (USCS). A normal distribution of U was 
established for each reference USCS soil type (GP, 
SP, SM, SC, ML, CL, and CH). Each U value cor-
responds to several soil types with different prob-
abilities. Boundary values were used to divide the 
U axis into seven regions as described in Figure 1. 

Soil types were further rearranged into three 
groups: sandy and gravelly soils (GP, SP, and SM), 
silty soils (SC and ML) and clayey soils (CL and 
CH). Figure 1 also gives the probability of having 
each soil group within each region. The original 
method gives constant probability of each soil type 
(represented by the step lines) regardless of the U 
value within the same region (R1 to R7 in Figure 1). 
This allows for the sudden drop in the probabilities 
as the U value crosses the border from one region to 
another. This method was further modified to allow 
smooth transition of probability (curved lines) with 
U values, and hence to provide a continuous profile 
of the probability of soil constituents with depth. 

In-situ behavior index (V) provides a profile 
of  soil behavior and, in combination with the 

 compositional soil classification index (U), esti-
mates of  soil organic content and of soil rigidity/
stiffness (indirectly OCR) can be determined. Pre-
liminary analyses show that [(V − U) > 3.0] and 
[(V + U) > 3.5] can be indicators of  soil organic 
material content and rigidity/stiffness, respectively. 
Further research work to fine-tune the in-situ 
behavior parameters are currently pursued by the 
authors.

3 SAMPLE CPT DATA SETS

Comprehensive field and laboratory test data from 
two sites in Turkey were selected to illustrate the 
visual presentation method. These data sets are 
collected as a part of the Earthquake Reconnais-
sance Studies by the Pacific Earthquake Engi-
neering Research Center after the 1999 Kocaeli 
Earthquake in Turkey (PEER, 2000). Figures 2 
and 3 present the Piezocone (PCPT) soundings for 
sites J4 and A3. Both data sets were recorded at 
2 cm per second frequency. Figure 4 and 5 shows 
the soil classification results using the Zhang and 
Tumay Probabilistic classification method includ-
ing the in-situ behavior interpretations.

J4 data set includes 503 raw data points with 
10.39 m depth while A3 data set includes 43 raw 
data point with 8.99 m depth. CPT soundings and 
the corresponding lithology (Figures 2 and 3) show 
very good agreement with soil classification using 
Zhang and Tumay probabilistic method (Figures 
4 and 5). The in-situ interpretation values (V − U 
and V + U) are able to identify the dense sand and 
silt layers (for example 5.0 m to 7.0 m in J4 and 
6.5 m to 8.0 m in A3).
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Figure 1. Regional boundaries and the corresponding 
probabilities of each soil group.
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Figure 2. CPT soundings and corresponding lithology—J4 data set (PEER 2000).

Figure 3. CPT soundings and corresponding lithology—A3 data set (PEER 2000)
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4 EFFECT OF DATA SMOOTHING ON 
SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

To illustrate the effect of data smoothing on soil 
classification, 2-cm frequency raw data points were 
adjusted using four different methods. Each data 
set was processed using 5 and 10-point moving 
averages and 5 and 10-point average data reduc-
tion. The moving average method maintains the 
original data frequency however a few data points 
were lost (at the beginning and end of the data set) 
due to the moving window calculation. The aver-
age reduction method reduces the resolution of 
the data sets significantly effecting the continu-
ity of the data set. Figures 6 and 7 illustrated the 
effect of data smoothing for the sample data sets 
graphically. 

Two major effects can be observed from the 
graphical comparison. First effect is the proper 
identification of thin layers which may provide 
very valuable information where stability and con-
tamination can be the main concerns for the anal-
ysis. This can be clearly observed at 7.0 to 8.0 m 
depth in Figure 6  where the original data set iden-
tifies the thin layers of silt and clay embedded in 
the sand. The 10-point moving average reduces the 
level of silt and clay and 10-point average reduc-
tion eliminates the layers completely. Similarly in 
Figure 7, the clayey silt layers identified by the 

raw data at 6.5 m to 7.0 m were eliminated in the 
10-point average data reduction.

The second effect is the misinterpretation of the 
of the layer thicknesses and locations. In  Figure 6, 
the clayey layer identified by the raw data set around 
1.0 m show different thickness and starting points 
in the smoothed data sets, especially for the aver-
age reduction method. A similar observation can be 
noted in Figure 7 between 3.0 and 4.0 m. The clayey 
layers identified by the raw data set change the loca-
tion and thickness in the smoothed data sets.

From the graphical analysis of the different 
smoothing methods, the average reduction seems 
to have the most significant effect on the soil clas-
sification. Although the moving average appears 
to perform much better compared to the reduc-
tion method, the ability to identify the thin layers 
is decreased.

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) calcula-
tions were also performed to measure the effect of 
smoothing on the specific %clay, %silt, and %sand 
values (Montgomery et al., 2010). RMSE values 
were processed in comparison to the soil classifica-
tion values calculated from the raw data set at the 
corresponding depths. It is important to note that 
he RMSE values are based on reduced number of 
data points due to the smoothing methods. Table 1 
presents the RMSE values for both data sets using 
the four smoothing methods.  

Figure 6. Data smoothing and reduction effects on soil classification—J4 data set.
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In Table 1, the RMSE calculations show higher 
values for the 10-point moving average and 10-point 
average reduction methods for clay, silt and sand 
values. Although the 5-point reduction method 
impacts the data resolution drastically, 10-point 
moving average results in higher RMSE values. 

Although this paper focuses on simple smooth-
ing techniques based on arithmetic averages, it 
is possible to find other techniques in practice 

Table 1. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) analysis for soil classification.

Data set Smoothing type

Root mean squared error value (RMSE)

# of data 
points % clay % silt % sand

J4 data set
(503 raw data points)

5-point moving average 499 0.0693 0.0549 0.0374
10-point moving average 494 0.1179 0.0890 0.0876
5-point average reduction 100 0.0711 0.0561 0.0364
10-point average reduction  50 0.0930 0.0829 0.0957

A3 data set 
(433 raw data points)

5-point moving average 429 0.0384 0.0313 0.0304
10-point moving average 424 0.0773 0.0646 0.0613
5-point average reduction  86 0.0267 0.0275 0.0287
10-point average reduction  43 0.0796 0.0640 0.0822

 including several statistical and mathematical fil-
ters. Similar to the examples presented in this paper, 
these techniques are also expected to effect the data 
resolution and identification of layer thicknesses 
and locations. It is possible to argue that utilizing 
“measured” data without any modifications pro-
vides the highest level of information for the site 
while increasing the  overall understanding and feel 
of the site conditions and characteristics.

Figure 7. Data smoothing and reduction effects on soil classification—A3 data set.
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The cone penetration test is a robust, simple, fast, 
reliable, and economical test that provides continu-
ous sounding of subsurface sediments. Although 
there are several different manufacturers of equip-
ment with different technical properties, the data is 
typically 2 and 5 cm per second frequencies. 

The data collection frequency and processing 
may directly affect CPT-based soil classification 
and characterization efforts resulting in inaccurate 
interpretation of soil layers. Over the years, sev-
eral data smoothing techniques were employed for 
CPT data processing to address noise and issues 
related to data continuity.  

This paper discusses the effect of data smooth-
ing and reduction on CPT-Based soil  classification. 
Two sample data sets were included in the paper to 
present the effects of data smoothing with 5 and 
10-point moving averages. Same data sets were 
also analyzed with 5 and 10-point average data 
reduction. The data sets were analyzed using the 
Zhang & Tumay 1999 probabilistic soil classifica-
tion method for each alternative. 

The analyses showed that the data reduction 
has a significant effect in soil classification by 
avoiding thin layers and misinterpreting the loca-
tion and thickness of the layers. The average reduc-
tion methods showed the poorest performance by 
decreasing the resolution of the data. The mov-
ing average data smoothing techniques showed 
 relatively better performance in recognizing the 
thin layers, however thickness and location of the 

soils layers were observed different than the origi-
nal data set. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the construction of Metro do Porto, one 
of the stations, Salgueiros Station, was carefully 
studied from a geotechnical and structural point a 
view. Beyond the common geotechnical characteri-
zation for design purposes, one PhD thesis (Topa 
Gomes 2009) was developed based on the informa-
tion of the site and structure, forcing a significant 
number of additional in situ and laboratory tests. 
In the site were performed boreholes with SPT 
tests, pressuremeters, Ménard and Self-Boring, 
and Cross-Hole tests. In the laboratory, direct 
shear tests and triaxial tests under different stress 
paths were completed. Triaxial testing was carried 
on for saturated conditions and imposing different 
suction levels in order to evaluate the importance 
of the unsaturated condition on both, stiffness and 
strength, of the tested material. In part of the tri-
axial tests the cell was equipped with bender ele-
ments, allowing for the measurement of the shear 
modulus of the soil.

With such amount of tests, a comparison of 
stiffness parameters is an important study as it 
contributes for understanding the relation between 
tests and is particularly useful for design purposes. 
This is the main goal of this paper.

2 SITE AND TESTS PERFORMED

2.1 The site

Salgueiros station was performed through a cut & 
cover excavation, resulting from the intersection 

of two ellipses, and using the Sequential Excava-
tion Method applied to the vertical direction (Topa 
Gomes et al. 2008). The length of the excavation is 
roughly 80 m while its width reaches almost 40 m. 
Figure 1 presents a plan view of the station with 
reference to the location of the boreholes, cross-
hole tests and self-boring pressuremeter tests. 

The in situ tests comprised, apart from 17 differ-
ent boreholes reaching a maximum depth of 35 m 
with SPT almost every 1.5 m, Ménard pressure-
meters (MPT), Self-Boring Pressuremeters (SBPT) 
and Cross-Hole tests. These last tests were per-
formed, roughly in the same location of the SBPT. 
Table 1 summarizes the in situ tests performed.

2.2 Laboratory tests

An extensive laboratory characterization was 
performed at the Geotechnical Laboratory from 

Aspects influencing stiffness on a granite residual soil

A. Topa Gomes & A. Viana da Fonseca
Civil Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering, University of Porto, Portugal 

ABSTRACT: During the construction of Porto Light Rail Metro, for the design of Salgueiros station, 
several in situ and laboratory tests were performed, comprising SPT, Cross-holes and SBPT. The labora-
tory tests included direct shear tests, triaxial tests under non saturated conditions and determination of 
shear wave velocity using bender elements. In all these tests there was a concern to obtain both strength 
and stiffness parameters, in order to cross check the obtained and look for relations between them. This 
paper presents a comparison and discussion of the several results obtained focusing on the differences 
obtained regarding the stiffness parameters. In a first part correlations between in situ and laboratory 
results are foreseen. In a second part causes as the stress path and the unsaturated conditions are discussed 
in order to explain differences in the laboratory results. Regarding the unsaturated condition, a proposal 
to estimate the Young modulus as a function of the suction is presented.

Figure 1. Plan view of Salgueiros Station. Boreholes 
and in situ tests.
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 Faculty of Engineering, University of Porto 
(www.fe.up.pt/labgeo). Apart from the common 
objectives of obtaining good design parameters, 
the second phase of the study had the principal 
goal of characterizing the soil under non saturated 
conditions. Additionally, as a significant number 
of different tests were performed, the idea was to 
create mechanisms to relate different tests, particu-
larly regarding stiffness parameters. This topic is 
of paramount importance as factors like sample 
disturbance, strain level, load speed, storing time 
of the samples, etc… may have vital influence in 
the observed behavior, creating enormous difficul-
ties in relating the tests.

The laboratory program comprised a signifi-
cant number of index tests and direct shear tests 
and a relevant number of triaxial tests. These tests 
comprised three different stress paths and also tests 
under non saturated conditions with different suc-
tion levels. Part of them were performed in triaxial 
cells equipped with bender elements, thus allowing 
to obtain G0 values in the laboratory which could 
be compared with the G0 values obtained in field 
via Cross Hole tests.

Table 2 summarizes the laboratory tests 
performed.

As residual soils present a relevant variations 
depending on the weathering degree of the mate-
rial and having in mind the dimension of the site, 
residual soils with weathering degree W5 were 

selected for the comparison. Particularly, as most 
of the samples were collected at a depth of 6 m and 
close to the local where the SBPT2 was performed, 
this material was adopted for the comparison.

Regarding the intense and sudden variations 
of granite residual soils it is interesting to men-
tion a recent work of Branco (2011) where around 
40 direct shear tests were performed over samples 
collected in an area of roughly 1 m2. The results 
proved that the horizontal fluctuation scale was 
below 0.5 m for most of the studied parameters. 
This value, clearly below than the typical values 
for sedimentary soils, proves once more the intense 
variability of granite residual soils as several times 
referred by Viana da Fonseca (Viana da Fonseca, 
1996; Viana da Fonseca & Coutinho 2008).

3 STIFFNESS COMPARISON BETWEEN 
THE FIELD AND THE LABORATORY

3.1 G0 values measured in the field and
in the laboratory

As already referred, a residual soil collected at a 
depth of 6 m and in the same position in plant where 
one of the Self Boring Pressuremeter tests was per-
formed was chosen. At this local several determina-
tions of the wave velocity were obtained and thus 
G0 values could be derived, as shown in Table 3. 
It must be emphasized that the values presented 
as SES 11 and SC-1 correspond to values derived 
from SPT values and consequently less reliable than 
those derived directly from the Cross-Hole tests. 
The derivation of G0 values from SPT results was 
possible as the amount of tests was very significant 
and Topa Gomes et al. (2008) proposed a correla-
tion based on the correlation of all the data.

Part of the triaxial tests was performed in cells 
equipped with bender elements which allowed 
measuring the shear wave velocity and deriving 
the G0 values of the samples in the laboratory. The 
obtained values for G0 are presented in Table 4 for 
various tests. For each sample shear wave velocity 
was determined in two perpendicular directions.

Table 1. In situ tests at Salgueiros station and serving 
as base for the study.

Test

Number 
plant 
locations

Max. 
depth 
(m)

Total 
individual 
results

Boreholes 17 25 –
SPT 16 23.5 146
PMT  3 24 13
SBPT  2 16 11
Cross-holes  2 25 32
Lefranc permeability  9 24.5 52

Table 2. Laboratory tests performed allowing 
the determination of stiffness parameters.

Test

Total 
individual 
results

Direct shear tests  6
Saturated triaxial tests  9
Unsaturated triaxial tests 13
Shear wave velocity measurement  5

Table 3. G0 values corresponding to the site where 
laboratory samples were collected.

Cross-hole SES 11          SC-1

z 
(m)

G0 

(MPa)
z 
(m) SPT

G0 
(MPa)

z 
(m) SPT

G0 
(MPa)

4.0 285 4.5 36 234
5.5 288 6.0 43 241 6.0 69 260
7.0 298 7.5 39 237
8.5 341
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A first aspect resulting from the observation of 
Table 4 is related with the discrepancy of the G0 
values as the confining stress changes. It is clear 
that the values differ significantly, increasing with 
the growth of the confining stress. In such condi-
tions, the comparison with the values obtained in 
the field is only valid if  the stress level is compara-
ble. Having this goal in mind Janbu’s expression (1) 
was adopted to fit the variation of the shear modu-
lus with the confining stress:

E k p pa
a

n′⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

• •p
σ ′′3σ  (1)

where E represents the Young modulus, pa the 
atmospheric pressure, σ′3 is the confining stress 
while k and n are fitting parameters. If  the Pois-
son’s coefficient is assumed constant the same 
expression may be used for G0 values. Obtaining k 
and n using the minimum least squares method, it 
is possible to obtain the laboratory G0 value for a 
vertical stress of 120 kPa, equivalent to the verti-
cal stress where the samples were collected in situ 
and corresponding, approximately, to the val-
ues presented in Table 3. The obtained value was 
127.9 MPa which compares with the in situ value 
of, approximately, 290 MPa.

The relation between the laboratory and in situ 
values for G0 is 0.44 and represents a parameter 
measuring sampling degradation. It is, in a certain 
extent, a measure evaluating the sampling quality. 
Viana da Fonseca (1997) obtained for a similar 
residual soil a relation of 1/3 and Ferreira et al. 
(2004) referred a maximum relation of 0.7 for very 
good-quality bock sampling. Having in mind the 
need to produce the circular sample from the col-
lected block, as it is represented in Figure 2, and 
the fact that the samples were stored in the labora-
tory for roughly two years, the obtained values can 
be considered very satisfactory. 

3.2 Field and laboratory characterization 
for different strain levels

For the present site numerical modeling of the SBP 
test was produced guarantying that the G0 value 
was equivalent to the one resulting from the Cross-
Hole tests at the same location (Topa Gomes et al. 

2008). This numerical modeling may be considered 
a process to characterize stiffness for different strain 
levels in situ. In the laboratory, namely with triaxial 
testing, it is possible to produce degradation curves 
for G, also depending on the strain level. Topa 
Gomes (2009) performed a series of triaxial tests 
with different stress paths and, particularly some 
extension tests maintaining the vertical stress and 
increasing the horizontal stress. This stress path 
may be considered equivalent to the one created by 
the SBP and thus the difference in stiffness results 
mainly from the sampling disturbance associated 
with the entire sequence until it is mounted in the 
triaxial cell.

Figure 3 presents the comparison of the Young 
Modulus for SBP test and for the triaxial test with an 
extension stress path increasing the confining stress.

Although the difficulty in obtaining stabilized 
values for very small strains in the triaxial test, 
both the curves have a similar evolution seeming 
that one results from the other if  a scale factor 
is applied. If  the relation between Young modu-
lus is calculated for strains ranging from 0.01% to 

Table 4. G0 values measured in the laboratory.

σv (kPa) 50 100 200 50 100
σh (kPa) 30  60 120 30  60
G0 (MPa) Dir. 1 76.4 123.8 135.8 95.7 133.6
G0 (MPa) Dir. 2 74.2 101.2 168.0 89.0 135.0
G0 (MPa) (Average) 75.3 112.5 151.9 92.4 134.3

Figure 2. Samples of the granite residual soil: (a) Block 
samples; (b) Mounting a triaxial sample.

Figure 3. Comparison of the Young Modulus for SBP 
test and for the triaxial test with an extension stress path 
increasing the confining stress.
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0.5% the variation is reduced, ranging from 0.38 
to 0.58. These oscillations are greater in the lim-
its of the interval, appearing to be connected with 
the answering time of the local strain transducers 
and a certain creep of the tested material, more 
than real variations. Fixing a narrower interval, 
i.e., strains between 0.03% and 0.1% the relation 
between the Young modulus in the two different 
tests is much less fluctuant and varying between 
0.38 and 0.40. This ratio is similar to the one pre-
sented previously for the G0 value and apparently 
seems to support the idea that the two curves are 
related by a scale effect. This information is impor-
tant as it could constitute a simple process to relate 
in situ and laboratory results regarding stiffness. It 
may constitute also a good measurement of sam-
ple disturbance due to the entire sampling and 
mounting process.

4 FACTORS AFFECTING STIFFNESS 
IN THE LABORATORY

4.1 Stiffness resulting from different stress paths

Triaxial testing allows implementing different 
stress paths and this has obvious consequences in 
the measured stiffness of the material. This is par-
ticularly important if  the idea is to obtain simple 
parameters for design purposes. Part of the differ-
ences is a direct consequence of the variation of 
the mean stress, naturally produced by the differ-
ent stress paths. In any case, for very small strain 
levels, and if  the confining stresses are equivalent, 
the differences are not a consequence of the pre-
vious aspect but mainly result from the imposed 
stress path. Additionally, as previously mentioned, 
the intense heterogeneity of granite residual soils 
explains part of the local differences. Regardless, 
the observed behavior occurred consistently for 
different samples and thus it may be said that is 
mainly resultant from the imposed stress paths as 
local sampling differences are attenuated averaging 
the results.

With samples collected in the same location 
presented in the previous section triaxial tests with 
classical stress paths, this means, compression 
loading and triaxial tests conducted varying the 
confining stress, both increasing and decreasing 
were performed. Table 5 presents the differences 
in the Young modulus for the different saturated 
triaxial tests with different stress paths. All the tests 
were performed assuming an K0 value of 0.6, value 
obtained in the Self  Boring Pressumeter tests per-
formed in the site and considered representative 
for the residual soil presented in this paper.

As previously mentioned, the idea of choosing 
Young modulus for small strains is associated with 

the intention of having similar stresses. For this rea-
son only the secant modulus corresponding 0.01% 
and 0.1% strain were selected. The secant modulus 
corresponding to 0.01% strain better guarantees 
the similarity of the applied stresses between dif-
ferent stress paths but the difficulty in obtaining 
stabilized measures for such small strains, as it vis-
ible in Figure 3, recommends the consideration of 
an higher strain level. 

The table shows that both, the path correspond-
ing to unloading and vertical compression and 
loading and vertical extension, present higher stiff-
ness than classical vertical compression tests. With 
respect to this stress path, the unloading with verti-
cal compression presents a Young modulus around 
12% higher, while the stress path corresponding to 
loading vertical extension is averagely 48% stiffer. 
The limits of these reasons are even wider, proving 
once more the great importance of the stress path 
for estimating good reliable stiffness parameters. 

For the particular case of residual soils its typi-
cal and natural heterogeneity create an additional 
“noise” in the clear interpretation of the results. 
Nevertheless the trend is quite evident.

4.2 Influence of the unsaturated condition

Most of the triaxial tests performed were part of 
a campaign whose main goal was to characterize 
granite residual soils under non saturated condi-
tions. This task had the main goal to evaluate the 
importance of this condition on an excavation 
where the water table was previously lowered. The 
test program comprised 17 unloading compres-
sion triaxial tests, 13 of which were on unsaturated 
conditions, with suctions ranging from 25 kPa to 
150 kPa.

One of the main goals of the test program was 
to determine the Young modulus of the granite 
residual soil for different suction and strain levels. 
In such conditions, a first aspect to be clarified was 
whether the influence of the unsaturated condition 

Table 5. Values of the Young modulus for triaxial tests 
under different stress paths.

Test
E0,01%
(MPa)

E0,1%
(MPa)

σv−50 kPa Loading vert. comp.  25.3  8.3
Unloading vert. comp.  29.0 15.1
Loading vert. ext.  47.9 13.3

σv−100 kPa Loading vert. comp.  65.1 21.5
Unloading vert. comp.  50.4 16.0
Loading vert. ext. 115 31.3

σv−200 kPa Loading vert. comp.  58.4 27.4
Loading vert. ext.  75.8 22.2
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occurred for all strain levels, this means, if  after 
a certain strain, the relations between the satu-
rated Young modulus and the same parameter on 
unsaturated conditions remained roughly constant 
or suffered significant variations. Figure 4 presents 
the relation between the saturated Young modulus 
and the same parameter in tests with different suc-
tion levels, for different strain levels. In the case 
there was more than one test with the same suction 
the average of the parameters is presented.

The previous picture shows that the influence of 
suction remains roughly constant with the strain, 
with the exception of the initial part of the load-
ing where the relevance of suction seems to assume 
more importance. In any case, as the first point 
represented corresponds to a strain of 0.01%, this 
discrepancy may also be associated with a certain 
delay in the answer of the soil and displacements 
transducers. This should be an aspect to be clari-
fied in future research works.

In face of the results presented in the previous 
paragraph it was assumed an average of the rela-
tions between the saturated and unsaturated Young 
modulus for the various strains. Figure 5 presents 
this relation for the different suctions tested.

As it is clear from the picture the gain in stiffness 
is very relevant, even if  the imposed suctions are 
relatively compact, corresponding to a maximum 
water table position of around 15 m. Due to the 
typical heterogeneity of the residual soils, for each 
suction level there’s an important variation of the 
relation between the unsaturated and saturated 
Young modulus. Nevetheless the growth of the 
relation with the imposed suction is evident. For 
matric suctions above 100 kPa the relation is sys-
tematically bigger than 1.5 with the exception of 
one measurement where the Young modulus was 
determined based on different instrumentation.

Another important aspect is related with the 
apparent reduced influence for low suction levels. 
For the 25 kPa suction, and even for the suction of 
60 kPa, the relation between the two parameters is 
close to 1, seeming to indicate that for low suctions 
the influence is reduced, creating a kind of tran-
sition zone. Being confirmed, this phenomenon 
could be associated with the air entry value of the 
soils. In any case the amount of data collected, 
allied to the typical variability of granite residual 
soils, do not allow withdrawing this conclusion at 
this phase of the research.

With the average of  the relation between the 
unsaturated and saturated Young modulus for 
each suction level it is was plotted a trend of the 
relation with two proposals: the first assuming a 
linear trend for all the suction range; the second, 
bilinear, assuming an initial stretch, for the lower 
suctions, without influence of  the suction level 
over the Young modulus and, a second stretch, 
obtained from the bet fit to the experimental data. 
Figure 6 presents precisely these approaches. In the 
same picture the equations representing the best 
fit approach to the experimental data are shown.

First of all is should be mentioned that linear 
approaches for fitting the data were chosen as the 
range of tested suctions was relatively limited. 
Thus, extrapolation of the proposed equations 
should be avoided as they are not yet validated for 
wider experimental data.

It is clear from any of  the equations the para-
mount importance that the unsaturated condition 
may have in the stiffness of  the soil. Independ-
ently of  the adopted approximation, the gain in 
the Young modulus represents approximately an 
increase of  1% in the value of  the Young modulus 
for each kPa in the suction values. This signifies, 
roughly, that for a suction of  100 kPa the expected 

Figure 4. Relation between the saturated Young modu-
lus and the unsaturated Young modulus for different 
strain levels.
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Figure 5. Relation between the saturated Young mod-
ulus and the Unsaturated Young modulus for different 
suctions.
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deformation could be approximately half  of  the 
deformation expected in saturated conditions. 
Undoubtedly, this is a topic fundamental for 
obtaining reliable predictions of  the movements 
of  a given geotechnical structure as can be seen 
in a recent work of  Oh & Vanapalli (2001). The 
importance of  the phenomenon is clear if  the 
stress-strains curves for a given stress level are 
plotted, as is the case of  Figure 7, corresponding 
to a vertical net stress of  300 kPa and correspond-
ing horizontal net pressure of  180 kPa. 

The analysis of  the initial stretch of  the curves 
shows the relevance of  the unsaturated condition 
over the strength and stiffness of  the tested mate-
rial. In any case the influence over stiffness seems 
to assume more relevance and can be a decisive 

contribution for the design of  geotechnical struc-
tures in which the control of  deformation assumes 
particular importance.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In the sequence of an extensive in situ and labo-
ratory geotechnical characterization performed at 
Porto, in a granite residual soil, several determina-
tions and estimation of stiffness parameters were 
obtained. It varies significantly depending on the 
sample disturbance, the imposed stress path, the 
saturated or unsaturated condition. The paper tries 
to discuss and quantify the importance of each of 
these phenomena in order to create reference val-
ues for future engineering purposes.

The first aspect to retain is related with the rela-
tion between stiffness in the field and in the labo-
ratory. Relations between the Young modulus in 
the laboratory and in the field between 0.38 and 
0.58 were obtained. The reason for G0 values was 
0.44, indicating the good quality of the sampling 
process.

From the triaxial tests the most relevant aspect 
is related with the importance of the unsaturated 
condition over the Young modulus. This signifi-
cance seems to be independent of the strain level 
and reaches gains of around 1% of the saturated 
Young modulus for each kPa of applied suction. 
Although the range of tested suctions was limited 
to 150 kPa this gains seems to assume paramount 
importance for design purposes and represents an 
interesting case of unsaturated soils mechanics 
applied to engineering practice. 
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The influence of sand density on SPT × CPT correlations 
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ABSTRACT: CPT and SPT correlations have several practical applications in many geotechnical areas, 
especially in foundation design. Existing correlations between cone tip resistance, qc, and SPT blow count 
N in sedimentary sands are usually based solely on soil grain size. Souza (2009) presented new correla-
tions for different sand densities. Such proposition has been based on the experience obtained with the 
use of piezocone whose penetration in sands occurs commonly under drained condition. Due to the high 
loading velocities, much higher than that of the CPT, the SPT test can generate positive excess pore pres-
sures in loose sands and negative excess pore pressures in dense sands. This observation results that the 
N value may be higher than if  the test were carried out in a drained condition, for dense sands, and smaller 
for loose sands. It can be observed that the same does not occur for the qc value of CPT. So, the trend 
would be of greater qc/N60 ratio for loose sands than for dense sands with the same grain size distribution. 
The results confirm distinct correlations for different sand densities. Such results have relevant outcome 
on foundation design, as long as the most common methods applied in design make use of correlations 
between the CPT and SPT. The present paper resumes the correlations presented before (Souza 2009) 
focusing mainly the influence of sand density on SPT × CPT correlations and its outcome on predicted 
values of bearing capacity of pile foundations.

1 INTRODUCTION

Correlations between the CPT and the SPT test are 
widely used in various Geotechnical areas, mainly 
in foundation design. Coutinho and Schnaid (2010) 
emphasize that whereas the SPT is the most domi-
nant in situ testing technique in Brazil, there has 
been a steady increase in the use of the CPT in the 
past 15 years. The authors also reported that the 
piezocone represents a fundamental part in almost 
every major infra-structure site investigation pro-
gram located in regions where low bearing capacity 
formations prevail, whereas CPT (and also CPTU) 
is not frequently used for pile design because SPT 
is dominant. However, the most common methods 
adopted in Brazil to predict pile bearing capacity 
are based on SPT × CPT correlations. 

The piezocone test (CPTU) compared to CPT 
has the advantage of measuring the pore pressures 
developed during the cone penetration and the pos-
sibility of monitoring the pore pressure dissipation 

in soil horizons of special interest. The correlation 
between the tip resistance qc of the CPT and the 
number of blows N in sedimentary soils are usually 
based only on soil particle size. In fact, Figure 1 
from Robertson et al. (1983) is widely cited in the 
literature. 

Data obtained from Politano et al. (1998, 2001) 
and Viana da Fonseca & Coutinho (2008) for 
residual soils are also included in Figure 1. The fig-
ure shows that the data obtained in residual soils 
do not follow the trend shown by Robertson et al. 
(1983). 

The use of piezocone, instead of the CPT, 
brings a new dimension to the analysis, since the 
pore pressure is measured. It is generally accepted 
that piezocone tests in sands occur in drained con-
dition, which is possible to be checked with the 
pore pressure measurements. However, the SPT 
test is more influenced by increases in shear stress 
(as long as it is mainly unplugged during sample 
penetration). Due to the high loading velocities, 
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much higher than that of the CPT, the SPT test 
can generate positive excess pore pressures in loose 
sands and negative excess pore pressures in dense 
sands. This results that the N value may be higher 
than if  the test were carried out in a drained condi-
tion, for dense sands, and smaller for loose sands. 
It can be observed that the same does not occur 
for the qc value of CPT. So, the trend would be of 
greater qc/N60 ratio for loose sands than for dense 
sands with the same grain size distribution. The 
results from Souza (2009) confirm distinct correla-
tions for different sand densities. Such results have 
relevant outcome on foundation design, as long as 
the most common methods applied in design make 
use of correlations between the CPT and SPT.

The present paper resumes the correlations pre-
sented before, focusing mainly the influence of 
sand density on SPT × CPT correlations and its 
outcome on predicted values of bearing capacity 
of pile foundations. 

2 SUMMARY OF THE NEW 
CORRELATIONS

2.1 The database

Table 1 lists the location of the sites whose data 
have been included in the database. 

The data from University of Florida were 
obtained in Palacios (1977), those from San 
Francisco Bay from Kasim et al. (1986) and those 
from the sites in Canada from the Canadian 
Liquefaction Experiment, Robertson et al. (2000).

2.2 Data selection

Soil data from sandy layers with finer content 
higher than 12% has been discarded. In fact, 
according to Souza Pinto (2000), the behavior of 
sands with finer content of this order is determined 
by the contact between grains, whereas sands with 
higher percentage of fines are most influenced by 
the clay fraction, presenting a behavior much more 
similar to that of clays.

Data obtained from sand layers of low thickness 
have also been discarded. In such cases the data are 
influenced by adjacent layers, mainly in presence 
of especially soft clays (Mitchell & Brandon 1998 
and also Robertson & Campanella 1983). In many 
sites from Table 1 horizons of small thickness were 
present. In these cases the presence of high fines 
content is evident, indicating an undrained behav-
ior in the piezocone test. Data from layers higher 
than 0.7 m thickness have been selected, excluding 
the remaining. 

In the absence of the characterization tests for 
most data, the pore pressure parameter Bq has 
been adopted as an important tool to discard those 
data from sands which finer content that could not 
be considered as very low.

Souza (2009) presented details concerning the 
data handling and its grouping according to the 
relative density of the sand. The relative density 
was estimated considering the influence of the ver-
tical effective stress, the particle size and the age of 
the deposit.

2.3 The importance of energy correction 

The ISSMFE (1989) has established 60% of the 
theoretical energy as the international reference. 
Once performed the SPT test, the N value must 

Figure 1. The relationship qc/N60 and D50 from Robertson 
et al. (1983) with data from residual soils from Politano 
et al. (1998, 2001) and Viana da Fonseca & Coutinho 
(2008).

Robertson et al. (1983)

RJ. Adrianopolis. Clayey silty sand

RJ. Adrianopolis. Sand silty clay

RJ. PUC. Silty sand

RJ. UFRGS. Sand silty clay

CEFEUP. Porto. Portugal

Matosinhos. Porto. Portugal

Guarda. Portugal

q c
/N

60
(q

c,
M

Pa
)

Table 1. Sites from the database.

Region Site

Brazil Port of Açu—
São João da Barra, Rio de Janeiro
Presidente Dutra highway km 36—
Queimados, Rio de Janeiro
Industrial construction in Rio de Janeiro 
West Zone
 Presidente Dutra highway, km 163 to 165, 
Jacareí, São Paulo

EUA University of Florida
San Francisco bay

Canada Mildred Lake Settling Basin—Syncrude
Massey and Kidd—Fraser river
J-Pit–Syncrude
 LL Dam and Highmont dam—HVC mine
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be converted to N60 by the expression shown in 
 Equation 1:

N N E
E60

60

 (1)

where:
E = measured energy corresponding to the blow  
    count N
E60 = 60% of the theoretical potential energy of
      474 J (ISSMFE, 1989).

Energy correction has been made from the 
efficiency obtained from each N blow included 
in the database before the estimation of the rela-
tive density. For the Brazilian data, the value of 
1.37 in Equation 2 is an average value based on 
energy measurements carried out in equipments 
used routinely in Brazil (eg. Belincanta 1985, 1998; 
Cavalcante 2002; Odebrecht 2003; Odebrecht et al. 
2005).

N NSPT60 1. (37 ) (2)

2.4 The data results 

In establishing the correlations 41 SPT borings and 
41 CPTU have been considered, including 319 data 
points (N60, qT), N60 being the corrected blow count 
for an efficiency of 60% and qT the corrected cone 
resistance. In most cases these data corresponded 
to metric intervals, since this is the usual case in 
Brazil. As the value of qT for sands is almost equal 
to qc, the designation qc is also used in the present 
paper.

A linear correlation passing through the ori-
gin was initially established. According to Bussab 
(1998), Equation 3 that determines the angular 
coefficient Kc of  the linear correlation is given 
by:

K q
c

N c= ∑
∑

60

60
2( )N60

 (3)

The value of the friction ratio, Rf, has also been 
obtained, when local friction fs was available.

The correlations obtained for each site can be 
found in Souza (2009). Excluding the results from 
University of Florida, from Palacios (1977), which 
showed the great influence of the removal of the 
liner in the measured values of N, the remain-
ing data, including 255 data points (N60, qc) were 
grouped for a comprehensive analysis, with results 
summarized in Table 2. In this table, the number 
of data included in each correlation is also shown 
in parentheses. There were fewer data from fs than 
from qc.

For the whole database an analysis was also 
made using a potential correlation, for all the 

 density range. Based on 255 data points, the follow-
ing expression has been obtained:

q Nc 1 06 60
0 71.  (4)

qC given in MPa.
Results are shown graphically in Figures 2 

and 3.

3 INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS

3.1 The sand density

The expectation of the authors was that the SPT test 
is more influenced by the increases in shear stress 
(due to the unplugged behavior in sands in most 
of the length of the sampler) than by increases in 
normal stress. Given the high rate of loading, much 

Table 2. Results from the whole database.

Kc Rf

Sand density (MPa) %

Loose (37) 0.69 0.40 (29)
Medium (179) 0.44 0.42 (117)
Dense (28) 0.36 0.33 (16)
Very dense (11) 0.40 0.30 (1)
Whole database* 0.41 0.40 (163)

* 255 data points.

Figure 2. Linearization of the potential correlation for 
the whole database.
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Figure 3. Potential correlation for the whole database.
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higher than in the CPT test, the SPT test can gen-
erate positive excess pore-pressures in loose sands 
and negative excess pore-pressures in dense sands. 
Thus the N60 must be greater than it would be if  
the test was performed in drained conditions, in the 
case of dense sands, and lower in the case of loose 
sands. The same is not true for the values of qc from 
the CPT (or CPTU). Therefore, the tendency would 
be for higher values of the qc/N60 in loose sands and 
lower values in dense sands for the same grain size. 

In fact, Schmertmann (1976), as cited by Palacios 
(1977), found that the sampler penetration velocity 
could vary in a range [0.45; 4.6] m/s, with an aver-
age of 1.2 m/s, whereas the CPT penetratrion rate 
is 1.2 m/min, a factor of 60 lower. Schmertmann 
(1976) noted that in some soils, the different pore-
pressure effects due to theses different rates of pen-
etration would cause errors, the most serious being 
likely to occur in loose saturated sands, where the 
SPT might liquefy the soil, and yield a very low 
blow count in relation to qc. That is precisely what 
Table 2 shows. The qc/N60 ratio is strongly influ-
enced by the density, and not only by the grain size 
as the existing correlations illustrated. It should be 
emphasized that this behavior has been observed 
in all sites, not only in the whole databse.

From Equation 4 and based on the average N60 of 
each density range suggested by the Brazilian Code, 
NBR 6484 (2001), presenting 5 density ranges, one 
can obtain the values shown in Table 3 below. The 
NSPT corresponds to the Brazilian efficiency.

The advantage of the potential correlation is 
that a single equation can represent the tendency 
of distinct K values for various densities.

The authors suggest the direct use of the poten-
tial equation in future applications of correlations 
between the CPT and SPT in sands.

Considering the correlation between the fs and 
qc, no variation of the friction ratio with sand 
relative density has been observed. In fact, such 
behavior had been expected since both fs and qc 
are obtained from the CPTU (or CPT). The values 
found from the database for the friction ratio are 
also shown in Table 2. The small range observed 
in Table 2 shows the relevant findings from 
Begemann (1965). In fact, Begemann (1965) found 
that the friction ratio depends only on particle 
size. Begemann (1965) results have been obtained 

with the mechanical cone, revealing a higher 
friction ratio for clays compared to sands. It should 
be pointed out that De Ruiter (1971) noted that 
there are significant differences between the fric-
tion values obtained from the electrical and the 
Begemann cone, the results from the electrical cone 
being of the order of half  the values obtained from 
the mechanical cone. The most frequent value of 
0.4% obtained in the present analysis for the fric-
tion ratio with the use of CPT and CPTU, while the 
mechanical cone indicates nearly 1.4% for sands 
with little fines content, illustrates a trend similar 
to the previous results from De Ruiter (1971).

4 THE OUTCOME ON PILE FOUNDATION 

The results of the new correlations obtained by 
Souza (2009) which reveals a dependence also on 
sand density have a great impact in foundation 
design. In fact, some pile bearing capacity methods 
for foundation design use direct correlations between 
the results of SPT and CPT, being a current practice 
in Brazil. While in traditional correlations the values 
of qc/N60 depend solely on grain size, the new results 
show that the sand density is of fundamental impor-
tance and should therefore be also considered. 

In fact, the value of qc/(NSPT)Brazilian Efficiency equal 
to 1 MPa/blows/0.30 m for sands, corresponding 
to qc/N60 = (1/1.37) = 0.73 MPa/blows/0.30 m, as 
commonly used in Brazil in the Aoki & Velloso 
(1975) method for estimating bearing capacity of 
piles, is more characteristic of loose sands. For 
dense and very dense sands Table 3 shows that a 
very smaller qc/N60 value should be adopted.

The estimated bearing capacity of a precast pile, 
0.8 m diameter with a plugged behavior is presented 
in Table 4. The original value of K = qc/(NSPT) = 
1 MPa/blows/0.30 m, corresponding to Brazilian 
efficiency, has been adopted for the estimation by 
the Aoki & Velloso (1975) method. The soil profile 
presents two layers: the superficial one consists of a 
low consistency clay layer, from the soil level to 34 m 
depth. The underlying layer consists of a sandy 
soil from medium to dense. Only the values cor-
responding to the sandy layer are presented since 
the superficial layer does not contribute much to 
bearing capacity.

In Table 4, NSPT is that obtained in Brazil, that 
is, the NSPT value shown in equation (2). PL is the 
friction resistance, from the soil level to the indi-
cated depth, PP is the toe resistance whereas PR is 
the overall resistance. 

For the same plugged precast pile 0.8 m in 
diameter, in the same soil profile, one can obtain 
the results in Table 5, but using now the updated 
correlations which take into account the relevance 
of sand density. 

Table 3. Values of K (qc/N60) obtained from Equation 4.

Density NSPT N60 qc (MPa) qc/N60

Loose 2(≤4) 2.2 0.79
Low density 6 (5 to 8) 4.7 0.58
Medium 13 (9 to 18) 1.37NSPT 8.2 0.46
Dense 30 (19 to 40) 14.9 0.36
Very dense >40 >18 <0.34
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As illustrated in Table 4, Table 5 also shows 
that the contribution of the sandy soil is the most 
relevant one. By the use of the updated correla-
tion, the values estimated for the bearing capac-
ity in Table 5 are much smaller, with a very great 
difference. In fact, the differences on the estimated 
values of PR compared to the values in Table 4 vary 
in the range of 35%, at 34 m depth, to 50% at 48 
m depth. 

The Aoki & Velloso (1975) method considers the 
unitary toe and friction resistance as a function of 
factors F1 and F2 as well, which tentatively account 

for the scale and installation effect. It can also be 
emphasized that F1 and F2 also can be treated as 
correction factors, once they are chosen by compari-
sons with a vast database of static load tests. 

The authors of the present paper suggest that 
it is on due time that those semi empirical meth-
ods are revisited, including the new correlations as 
long as other factors relevant in bearing capacity 
estimation.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The present paper summarizes the main results 
from Souza (2009) who analyzed 319 data points 
(qc, N60) from cone tip resistance (mainly CPTU) 
and dynamic SPT in sands. The main purpose of 
Souza (2009) analysis was to investigate the influ-
ence of the relative density of the sand in the estab-
lishment of the correlations between qc and N60. 

The present analysis tried to focus direct attention 
to the outcome of the new correlations on predicted 
values of bearing capacity of pile foundations.

The main conclusions, including a summary of 
those from Souza (2009) are:

    i. K = qc/N60 decreases with increasing relative 
density of  the sand. An approximate value of 
0.7 was found for loose sands, 0.5 for medium 
sands and 0.4 for dense and very dense sands. 

  ii. The values of the friction ratio of the CPT and 
CPTU stood in a narrow range, with a most fre-
quent value of 0.4%. The same trend previously 
recorded by De Ruiter (1971) has been confirmed 
in the present paper, regarding the significant 
difference of the friction rate obtained with the 
mechanical cone and the electrical cone.

iii. The results in friction ratio did not vary much 
for different sedimentary deposits, although 
small differences have been observed. It should 
be emphasized that sandy soils of residual ori-
gin have not been included in the database.

 iv. The results have great impact on foundation, 
since some design methods of bearing capacity 
estimation use qc versus N60 correlations. The 
value of K equal to 0.73 MPa/blows/ 0.30 m for 
sands, as used in Aoki & Velloso (1975) method 
for pile bearing capacity estimation is more 
characteristic of loose sands. For piles in sands 
with higher density, the use of smaller values of 
K is suggested.

   v. For the example shown, the differences on the 
estimated values of PR vary in the range of 35%, 
at 34 m depth, to 50% at 48 m depth. 

vi. It seems to be on due time that those semi 
empirical methods are revisited, including the 
new correlation as long as other relevant factors 
that can influence bearing capacity estimation.

Table 4. Bearing capacity estimation by Aoki & 
Velloso (1975) method adopting original K value for sand. 
Precast pile, 0.8 m diameter.

Depth  PL PP PR
(m) NSPT (kN) (kN) (kN)
34.0 15  512.7*  4308.5  4821.2
35.0 17  673.6  4882.9  5556.5
36.0  3  774.1   861.7  1635.8
37.0 13  854.5  3734.0  4588.5
38.0 12  980.2  3446.8  4427.0
39.0 12 1100.8  3446.8  4547.6
40.0 17 1246.6  4882.9  6129.5
41.0 28 1472.8  8042.5  9515.3
42.0 27 1749.3  7755.2  9504.5
43.0 21 1990.5  6031.8  8022.4
44.0  8 2136.3  2297.8  4434.2
45.0 17 2262.0  4882.9  7144.9
46.0 40 2548.5 11489.2 14037.7
47.0 40 2950.6 11489.2 14439.9
48.0 40 3352.7 11489.2 14842.0
*The friction resistance from surface to 34 m depth 
includes the clay superficial layer.

Table 5. Bearing capacity estimation by Aoki & 
Velloso (1975) method adopting original K value for 
sand. Precast pile, 0.8 m diameter.
Depth  PL PP PR
(m) NSPT (kN) (kN) (kN)

34.0 15 487.4 2622.4 3109.8
35.0 17 583.5 2869.4 3453.0
36.0 3 648.2 824.4 1472.5
37.0 13 704.0 2366.8 3070.8
38.0 12 784.5 2234.7 3019.2
39.0 12 862.2 2234.7 3097.4
40.0 17 952.1 2869.4 3821.5
41.0 28 1074.3 4113.1 5187.4
42.0 27 1216.4 4006.9 5223.3
43.0 21 1345.0 3343.4 4688.4
44.0 8 1432.7 1665.9 3098.6
45.0 17 1512.0 2869.4 4381.5
46.0 40 1655.3 5316.6 6971.9
47.0 40 1841.4 5316.6 7158.0
48.0 40 2027.5 5316.6 7344.1

*The friction resistance from surface to 34 m depth 
includes the clay superficial layer.
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ABSTRACT: The Standard Penetration Test (SPT) is widely used for geotechnical subsurface investiga-
tion. It is intended to provide soil properties and foundation design parameters. Schnaid et al. (2009) pro-
posed a rational method to assess the dynamic force (Fd), corresponding to the dynamic soil reaction to 
the sampler penetration, based on the amount of energy delivered to the sampler. This paper presents the 
results of SPT tests performed with two instrumented subassemblies, one placed at top and the other one 
at the bottom of the string of rods. This instrumentation allowed the assessment of the amount of energy 
transmitted to the string of rods, at sections just below the anvil and just above the sampler. Also, dynamic 
soil reaction forces were estimated through measurements of normal forces at a section just above the 
sampler. These reaction forces were then compared to the dynamic reaction forces estimated using the 
equation proposed by Schnaid et al. (2009). Results showed that experimental dynamic reaction values are 
lower than theoretical ones. However, it is possible to correct theoretical values using a multiplying factor, 
which can be evaluated from the amount of energy at top and bottom of the string of rods.

Keywords: standard penetration test, SPT, energy, soil dynamic reaction force

1 INTRODUCTION

The Standard Penetration Test (SPT) is widely 
used for geotechnical subsurface investigation and 
it is intended to provide soil properties and founda-
tion design parameters. This test consists of driv-
ing a standard sampler into the soil at the bottom 
of a borehole, through repeated blows of a 63.5-kg 
hammer falling from a height of 760 mm. For each 
hammer drop there is a corresponding potential 
energy (Ep) that is theoretically equal to 474.5 J. 
According to NBR 6484 Brazilian Standard, the 
SPT test is performed with a 65-kg hammer falling 
through 750 mm and the corresponding theoretical 
potential energy is equal to 478.2 J.

The NSPT index is the required number of blows to 
cause the sampler to penetrate 300 mm into the soil, 
after an initial seating drive of 150 mm. This index 
is used as an indicator of the shear strength, com-
pressibility and liquefaction (soils and soft rocks), 
as well as for the prediction of the response of shal-
low and deep foundations (Schnaid et al. 2009).

However, the SPT test has been object of criti-
cism (e.g. Clayton 1993; Belincanta 1998) for two 

main reasons: (a) NSPT index inaccuracy due to 
the variability of test procedures; (b) uncertain-
ties brought up from the current empirical meth-
ods used to interpret the test results. Although it 
is possible to reduce the NSPT index inaccuracy by 
observing recommended practice codes and using 
better skilled crew, rational methods for interpreta-
tion of test results still need further investigation 
(Schnaid et al. 2009).

New rational interpretation methods of dynamic 
tests, using the concepts of wave propagation, 
energy conservation and potential work have been 
developed (Aoki & Cintra 2000). Schnaid et al. 
(2009), proposed a method to assess the dynamic 
force (Fd), corresponding to the soil reaction to 
the sampler penetration, based on the amount of 
energy delivered to the sampler.

This paper presents the results of SPT tests per-
formed with two instrumented subassemblies, one 
placed at top and the other one at the bottom of 
the string of rods. This instrumentation allowed 
the assessment of the amount of energy transmit-
ted to the string of rods, at sections just below the 
anvil and just above the sampler. Also, dynamic 
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soil reaction forces were estimated through meas-
urements of normal forces, by the use of a load-
cell placed just above the sampler. These reaction 
forces were then compared to the dynamic reaction 
forces estimated using the equation proposed by 
Schnaid et al. (2009).

2 SOIL DYNAMIC REACTION FORCE

2.1 Energy and work

The amount of energy (E) transmitted to the string 
of rods can be either theoretically or experimen-
tally estimated. Experimentally, the energy can be 
evaluated by integrating the product of normal 
force times particle velocity with respect to time 
(Equation 1). The integration initial instant (ti) cor-
responds to the event start, that is, when the force 
becomes different from zero. The integration final 
instant (tf) is when the force becomes zero and no 
subsequent impacts are observed. The FV method 
provides the correct amount of energy even when 
the proportionality between force and velocity is 
lost (Howie et al. 2003).

E F v t dt
t

t

i

ft

F∫∫ ( )t( )tt ( )t  (1)

According to Schnaid et al. (2009), the energy 
delivered by the hammer impact that reaches the 
sampler (Equation 1) can be expressed as a func-
tion of the following factors:

1. sampler permanent penetration (Δρ)
2. hammer mass (MH) and height of fall (H);
3. rod geometry (length and cross section area), 

which yields the total rod mass (MR).

According to Odebrecht et al. (2004), the theo-
retical potential energy (Ep*), can be expressed as:

E H M gp HE RM* ( )+HH ×Δ ΔM) × M + ρgHM ΔgM) × MM +  (2)

where g is the acceleration of gravity.

However, the amount of energy that is delivered 
to the sampler is lesser than the theoretical poten-
tial energy (Equation 2), due to energy losses that 
arises during the impact event. These losses depend 
on factors, such as type of equipment (hammer 
design, rod size, sampler geometry, automatic and 
hand-controlled hammer, etc) and test procedures. 
These factors affect the amount of energy deliv-
ered to the string of rods and consequently the 
sampler penetration. To take into account these 
energy losses, Odebrecht et al. (2004) suggested 
using hammer, rod and system efficiency coef-
ficients (η1, η2 and η3) in Equation (2). Thus, the 

amount of energy reaching the sampler (Esampler) is 
given by:

E H M gsaE mpler HM
R

+HH × MM
+

ρ
η ρ
3 1

2ηη
[ ( )ρ
( )M gRM×ρ ]

Δ
             (3)

Aoki and Cintra (2000) used the principle of 
energy conservation, known as Hamilton’s Princi-
ple to interpret dynamic tests. This principle can be 
expressed as (Clough and Penzien, 1975):

δ δ[ (δδ ) ( )] [ (δ ) ( )]t( t(t( dts n( )t( c
t

t

t

t

=)]t( dt∫∫
1tt

2

1tt

2

0 (4)

where: δ = variation in the time interval (t2 – t1); 
T(t) = total kinetic energy in the system; V(t) = 
potential energy in the system; Ws(t) = work done 
by non-conservative forces acting on the sampler-
soil system and Wnc(t) = work done by other non-
conservative forces related to energy losses.

Defining t1 as the instant corresponding to the lib-
eration of the hammer in free fall and t2 the instant 
corresponding to the end of the event, that is, when 
the kinetic energy has been completely dissipated, 
and considering that all losses have occurred during 
this time interval, Equation 4 becomes:

δ δ t t dts nt c
t

t

t

t

( ) [ (δ WsWW ) (WnWW c )]δ tt[WWW ) =∫∫∫
1tt

2

1tt

2

0  (5)

The variation of the potential energy of the 
hammer-rod system is equal to the work done by 
all non-conservative forces.

E W WsaE mpler sWW ncWW+WsWW  (6)

Since the energy that is delivered to the sampler 
causes its penetration into the soil, using Equation 
3, the mean dynamic reaction force (Fd) on the soil 
is given by:

E W FsaE mpler sWW dFF=W × ΔρΔ  (7)

or

F
E

dFF saE mpler=
ΔρΔ

 (8)

Replacing Equation 3 into Equation 8 leads to:

F
M g M g

dFF H HM g RM= η η ηgH ρMM
ρ

3 1η ηη η 3 3 275( .0 ) (+ η) (3ηη )ΔρρΔ MMM gMM ) (+ η+ η3η ηη
Δρρ

 (9)

According to Odebrecht et al. (2004), for Brazil-
ian SPT equipment, the coefficients η1, η2 and η3 
should assume the values 0.76, 1 and (1-0.0042l), 
respectively, where l is the total rod length. However, 
these authors recommend that the  aforementioned 
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coefficient values must be carefully calibrated to 
represent regional conditions.

2.2 Dynamic soil reaction forces

The dynamic soil reaction forces were estimated 
through measurements of normal forces at a section 
just above the sampler. Figures 1 to 4 show typical 
records of forces and displacements. It should be 
noticed that the sampler does not move until the force 
reaches its first peak (Figure 1). After that, the sampler 
continuously penetrates into to the soil until it reaches 
a state equilibrium and stops moving (Figure 2). At 
this instant, it can be noticed that the maximum dis-
placement ( ρmax) is close to 26 mm, that is 92% of the 
total displacement recorded ( ρtotal = 28.3 mm).

After the second impact (t = 32 ms) (Figure 3), 
the sampler penetrates again into the soil, reach-
ing the total displacement. At this stage, the soil 
dynamic resistance (Rd) continues to be mobilized. 
However, it shows lower values than during the 
first impact. The sampler penetration event ends 
when no further penetration is observed.

The soil dynamic resistance (Rd) for each impact 
is the average of all recorded forces during the 
sampler penetration (7.03 kN) (Figure 4). It was 
considered only resistance values corresponding to 
time intervals when soil mobilization takes place, 
or better, when the sampler is moving.

This analysis procedure was repeated for every 
blow corresponding to the last 0.30 m penetration 
range. It was defined as dynamic resistance (RD), 

Figure 1. Force and displacement versus time for a 
typical record corresponding to a section just above the 
sampler (6th blow at the depth of 11 m).
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Figure 2. Force and displacement versus time for a 
typical record corresponding to a section just above the 
sampler (6th blow at the depth of 11 m).
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Figure 3. Force and displacement versus time for a 
typical record corresponding to a section just above the 
sampler (6th blow at the depth of 11 m).
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Figure 4. Force and displacement versus time for a 
typical record corresponding to a section just above the 
sampler (6th blow at the depth of 11 m).
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for a specific depth, the average of dynamic resist-
ance values (Rd) for each blow (Equation 10).

R
R

NDR dR
= ∑  (10)

where N is the total number of blows for 0.3 m 
sampler penetration.

3 INSTRUMENTATION

Each one of the instrumented subassembly consists 
of one rod segment in which two accelerometers and 
one load cell are mounted, similar to the one devel-
oped by Odebrecht et al. (2005). Details of the instru-
mentation, data logger and software used in this 
research are described in Lukiantchuki et al. (2011).

4 FIELD TESTS

4.1 Characterization of experimental site

Field tests were performed at the Experimental 
Research Site of the State University of Sao Paulo 
(UNESP) located in Bauru, Sao Paulo State,  Brazil. 
Figure 5 shows a typical soil profile of this site.

In the aforesaid area, there exists a thick layer 
of lateritic silty fine sand. This unsaturated, very 
porous and collapsible layer shows low bearing 
capacity, with NSPT index ranging from 1 to 11 
blows, for depths varying from 1 m to 16 m. In the 
test site the water level is below 30 meters. Figure 6 
shows a typical CPTU soil profile of this site. 4.2 SPT field test procedures

In conventional methods used for measuring energy, 
an instrumented subassembly is placed next to the 
top of the string of rods, allowing measurements 
of axial forces and accelerations during the ham-
mer impact. However, as one of the aims of this 
work is to evaluate dynamic soil reaction forces, an 
instrumented subassembly was also installed just 
above the sampler (Figure 7).

The SPT field tests were carried out according 
to NBR 6484 Brazilian Standard, ABNT (2001). 
For each blow, normal forces and accelerations 
were recorded at a rate of 96 kHz.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.2 Dynamic force profile

Direct measurements of normal forces, acting in a 
section just above the sampler, were used to plot the 
experimental dynamic force profile. The theoretical Figure 5. Experimental research site typical profile.
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Figure 8. Experimental dynamic forces for a typical 
record corresponding to a section just above the sa pler 
(3rd blow at the depth of 2 m).
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Table 1. Theoretical and experimental dynamic forces 
(RD).

Theoretical Experimental
Depth (m) Blow # ρ (m) Rd (kN) Rd (kN)

2.0 2 0.19 2.46 1.79
2.0 3 0.175 2.62 1.57
RD 2.54 1.68

4.0 2 0.18 2.61 1.34
4.0 3 0.14 3.17 2.64
RD 2.89 1.99

6.0 3 0.087 4.74 4.49
6.0 4 0.07 5.72 3.82
6.0 5 0.08 5.09 4.03
6.0 6 0.082 4.99 4.39
RD 5.14 4.18

8.0 5 0.058 6.77 5.08
8.0 6 0.065 6.12 3.97
8.0 7 0.08 5.11 4.17
8.0 8 0.06 6.57 4.63
8.0 9 0.07 5.74 4.47
RD 6.06 4.46

10.0 6 0.035 10.70 6.52
10.0 8 0.04 9.46 5.65
10.0 9 0.055 7.10 5.31
10.0 10 0.045 8.50 5.70
RD 8.94 5.80

12.0 6 0.027 13.58 7.28
12.0 8 0.038 9.89 7.42
12.0 9 0.027 13.58 7.60
12.0 10 0.038 9.89 8.76
12.0 11 0.03 12.30 7.78
12.0 12 0.035 10.67 7.67
12.0 13 0.037 10.14 7.27
12.0 14 0.033 11.26 8.47
RD 11.41 7.78

dynamic force profile was obtained using Equa-
tion 9. In both cases, for a specific nominal depth, 
the dynamic force (Rd) was obtained for every blow 
corresponding to the last 0.30 m penetration range. 
For that nominal depth, the dynamic resistance 
(RD) is the average of the dynamic resistance val-
ues (Rd) corresponding to all blows (Equation 10). 
For the case of experimental soil dynamic forces, 
for each blow, all impacts, which influenced on the 
sampler penetration, were taken into account. The 
theoretical and experimental dynamic forces for 
the investigated soil profile are shown in Table 1. 
Plots of typical experimental dynamic forces are 
shown in Figures 8 to 13.

Figure 9. Experimental dynamic force results for a typi-
cal record corresponding to a section just above the sam-
pler (2nd blow at the depth of 4 m).
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Figure 10. Experimental dynamic force results for a 
typical record corresponding to a section just above the 
sampler (6th blow at the depth of 6 m).
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5.2 Comparison of theoretical and experimental 
soil dynamic forces

Theoretical and experimental soil dynamic forces 
were compared to verify the suitability of the 
dynamic force equation as proposed by Schnaid 
et al., (2009) (Figure 14). It was noticed that the 
experimental dynamic force values were lower than 
theoretical dynamic force values. Additionally, the 
difference between these values increases with the 
rod length increase (Figure 14). Results indicated 
that coefficients η2 and η3, which are related to rod 
length and sampler displacement, should be re-
evaluated for the investigated soil profile and SPT 
equipment.

Theoretical dynamic force values were com-
puted using the coefficient values (η1, η2 and η3) 
proposed by Odebrecht et al. (2004). These coef-
ficient values were determined based on calibra-
tion chamber test. However, in field tests, due to 
different boundary conditions, a different behavior 
should be expected.

Figure 15 shows that the experimental and theo-
retical dynamic resistance ratio ranges from 0.65 
(10 meters) to 0.81 (6 meters). Experimental results 
indicated that energy computed by Equation 9 was 
overestimated.

Johsen and Jagello (2007) compared their 
experimental results with computed results using 
Equation 9. The tests were performed with the 
instrumentation placed in two positions: top and 
bottom of the rods. These researchers found that 
the computed energy loss was lower than the evalu-
ated experimental energy loss. Their results showed 

Figure 11. Experimental dynamic force results for a 
typical record corresponding to a section just above the 
sampler (8th blow at the depth of 8 m).
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Figure 12. Experimental dynamic force results for a 
typical record corresponding to a section just above the 
sampler (8th blow at the depth of 10 m).
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Figure 13. Experimental dynamic force results for a 
typical record corresponding to a section just above the 
sampler (6th blow at the depth of 12 m).
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Figure 14. Influence of rod length on soil dynamic 
force.
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that the computed energy, which reaches the sam-
pler, is greater than the measured energy. Such 
behavior is very similar to that one observed in the 
research described in this paper.

5.3 Top and bottom energy comparison

Table 2 shows top and bottom energy of the rods 
measured at the same blow for different depths. 
Results indicated that the average bottom energy 
(BE) and top energy (TE) ratio is around 72%.

Average bottom and top energy ratio was used to 
adjust the theoretical equation according to experi-
mental results. Multiplying the theoretical dynamic 
force values by a factor of 0.72, a good agreement 
between theoretical and experimental dynamic 
force values could be observed (Figure 16). Experi-
mental results reinforce the importance of recali-
brating η1, η2 and η3 to find representative values 
of local practice (Odebrecht et al. 2007).

Corrected theoretical dynamic force values are 
show in Figure 17. It can be noticed that consid-
ering the correcting factor of 72%, soil dynamic 
force values are very alike for the studied profile.

6 CONCLUSION

The suitability of the soil dynamic force equation 
proposed by Schnaid et al. (2009) was evaluated by 
comparing experimental and theoretical dynamic 
force values. Test results show that experimental 
dynamic force values are lower than theoretical 
dynamic force values. The theoretical values can be 
corrected using an additional multiplying factor, 
which is the ratio between the energy at the bot-
tom and the energy at the top of the string of rods. 
Also, it is possible to compute the energy loss from 
top to bottom.

Table 2. Top and bottom energy measured for a blow.

Depth (m)
Top energy 
(TE) (Joules)

Bottom energy 
(BE) (Joules) BE /TE

 2.0 425.93 283.05 0.665
 8.0 384.01 280.52 0.730
10.0 365.52 286.96 0.785
12.0 378.00 269.33 0.713
Average BE /TE 0.723

Figure 16. Theoretical and measured dynamic resist-
ance fit equations.
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Dynamic force equation, proposed by Schnaid 
et al. (2009) can be used to estimate the soil 
dynamic force when energy loss is known. It varies 
according to the type of equipment and test proce-
dures, besides other factors. For the specific site in 
Bauru, where standard equipment was used, it was 
found a correcting factor equal to 0.72.

Soil dynamic force theoretical equation is an 
important improvement in the analysis of SPT 
test results, allowing thus a rational interpretation 
instead of an empirical interpretation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Dynamic penetration tests are simple, economic 
and easily performed geotechnical investigation 
tools. Despite the attractive conditions of perform-
ing a simple test, dynamic penetration produces a 
complex soil reaction mechanism that depends on 
the energy delivered to the soil, as well as the capa-
bility of the soil to absorb this energy during pen-
etration. Given this complexity a simple approach 
of interpreting test results using empirical correla-
tions has prevailed in engineering practice.

Schmertmann & Palacius (1979) and Schmert-
mann (1979) monitored the energy delivered to 
the rod-sampler system and established a set of 
principles for normalizing different practices in 
terms of a reference energy (Skempton 1986 & 
Seed et al. 1985). Recent research uses energy con-
cepts and wave propagation to compute the mobi-
lized soil-resistance during sampler penetration 
(e.g. Oderebrecht 2003; Odebrecht et al. 2005 & 
Schnaid 2005). Lobo (2009) incorporate consti-
tutive equations using energy concepts associated 
with dynamic equilibrium equations and cavity 
expansion theory to develop a numerical simula-
tion routine that enables the variation with time of 
measured force, velocity, displacement and energy 
to be simulated. The associated interaction mecha-
nism around split-spoon samplers penetrating the 
ground has been carefully investigated. 

This paper presents a parametric analysis that 
aims at investigating the sensitivity of the model to 
changes in static and viscous components of soil 
resistance from the 1-D wave propagation model 
developed by Lobo (2009). 

The model has been numerically implemented 
to produce a solution to obtain an average penetra-
tion per blow (Δρ) and the associated dynamic soil 
reaction force (Fd). The required input parameters 
can be grouped in two categories, one related to 
test configuration and another to ground condi-
tions. Test configuration is represented by length, 
cross sectional area and hammer blow efficiency. 
The split-spoon sampler requires both internal (Di) 
and external (De) diameters to be defined. Param-
eters related to ground conditions are geostatic 
vertical effective stress (σ ′v), internal peak friction 
angle (φ′) and small strain stiffness modulus (Go).

2 DYNAMIC PENETRATION MODEL

The 1-D soil-sampler interaction model is repre-
sented by a reaction force that is computed in terms 
of three components (e.g. Schmertmann 1979):

Fd = Fd,a + Fd,c + Fd,s (1) 

where Fd,a, Fd,c and Fd,s are the sampler annulus, 
core and shaft dynamic reactions, respectively. 

Analysis of sampler-soil interaction mechanism on dynamic 
penetration tests

B.O. Lobo
Milititsky Consultoria Geotécnica, Florianópolis, Brazil

F. Schnaid & M.M. Rocha
Federeal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil

J.A. Howie
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

ABSTRACT: The processes of soil reaction during dynamic penetration tests in cohesionless materials 
are evaluated in the present paper, exploring the sensitivity of results to compensatory changes in static 
and viscous components of soil resistance (i.e. stiffness and damping variations). From a number of 
numerical simulations for both loose and dense sand, it was possible to access the contribution of soil 
reaction mechanism in terms of external sampler shaft friction, end-bearing and soil plug. Main param-
eters controlling this mechanism were identified and a sensitivity analysis performed. The discussion is a 
step towards a more rational means of interpreting penetration tests and may contribute to future predic-
tive methods of assessing shear strength from penetration measurements. 
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The reaction mechanism is modeled by a visco-
elasto-plastic system (modified from Smith 1960) 
describing both loading and unloading conditions, 
idealized as a friction block to represent the soil 
resistance in the plastic region, a spring element K′ 
that computes the sampler-soil rigidity and, in par-
allel, a dashpot J to account for viscous resistance. 
The diagram OABC in Figure 1(b) represents the 
annulus and core reaction model while diagram 
OABCDEF represents the shaft reaction model. 

The method is based on the propagation of waves 
in a long bar. When the rod top is struck by the fall-
ing hammer, the wave travels down the rods, forcing 
the sampler to penetrate while reflecting upwards. 
Since the sampler is surrounded and restrained by 
soil, the downward forces can be computed and so 
does the dynamic reaction force Fd:

Fd = K′a Qa (1 + Ja v) + K′a Qc 
    × (1 + Jc v) + K′s Qs (1 + Js v) (2)

where v is the sampler penetration velocity; Qa, 
Qc and Qs the annular, core and shaft maximum 
elastic displacements (quake) that, once achieved, 
induce plastic displacements ρ to the soil mass. 
The sampler-soil rigidity components K′a, K′c and 
K′s for the annular, core and shaft interaction are 
computed as the ratio between the static reactions 
Fu,a, Fu,c, Fu,s and the elastic displacement Qa, Qc and 
Qs, respectively. The viscous resistance components 
symbolize sampler-soil reaction amplification due 
to applied dynamic load (e.g. Smith 1960; Coyle & 
Gibson 1968) and are quantified by the calibrated 
constants Ja, Jc and Js for core, annular and shaft 
reactions, respectively.

The next three sections introduce the basic 
equations adopted for computing the static forces 
(Fu,a; Fu,c; Fu,s) and maximum elastic displacements 
(Qa, Qc, Qs) for the reaction mechanism considered 
around a penetrating sampler.

2.1 Soil-sampler annulus reaction

The static annular reaction force (Fu,a) is com-
puted as:

Fu,a = Aa • σ′u (3)

where Aa represents the sampler annular area and 
σ′u the soil normal failure stress evaluated from 
cavity expansion theory (Vésic 1972).

The annular maximum elastic displacement 
(Qa) is computed from pile displacement theory 
(Randolph & Wroth 1978):

Q
F

G DaQQ u aFF

o eG D
=

• G
, ( )v

2
η  (4)

where De represents the sampler external diame-
ter, ν the Poisson’s ratio, η a depth factor taken as 
equal to ½ (Randolph & Wroth 1978; Fox 1948) 
and G0 the small strain stiffness modulus. Implicit 
to the assumption that Qa is expressed as a func-
tion of  G0 is the fact that the elasto-spring com-
ponent of  the model leading to static resistance 
is associated to small strains which implies that 
maximum elastic displacements are reached at 
very early stages of  penetration. 

2.2 Soil-sampler shaft reaction

The static frictional reaction force mobilized along 
the sampler external surface is expressed as:

Fu,s = As • τf (5)

where Fu,s represents the soil static frictional reac-
tion, As the external sampler surface evaluated 
from the accumulated penetration of the sampler 
and τf the ultimate shaft shear stress. Values of τf 
are given by the Coulomb failure criterion:

τf  = σ ′rf  • tan δf (6)

where σ′rf is the radial effective stress and δf the 
friction angle at the soil-sampler interface. The 
radial effective stress is the product of  in situ 
vertical effective stress σ′v and the earth pressure 
coefficient along sampler shaft, Ks. Both Ks and 
δf are assumed as constants during sampler pen-
etration and have been assessed by calibration. 
Values of  δf are assumed as (δf = φ ′ − 20°) which 
yields tan δf in the range 0.17 to 0.46, embrac-
ing the average value of  0.32 suggested by Aas 
(1966). 

The maximum elastic displacement for the shaft 
reaction (Qs) is obtained from the solution pro-
posed by Randolph & Wroth (1978) for the pile 
shaft displacement:

Figure 1. Sampler-soil reaction model.
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where rm represents a radial distance when shear 
stresses become negligible. In accordance to equa-
tion (4) G0 is used as reference stiffness. 

2.3 Soil-sampler core reaction

The core reaction is computed from the core sec-
tional area Ac times the mobilized effective core 
stress σ′c:

Fc = σ′c • Ac (8)

The mobilized core stress σ′c is a function of 
the normal failure stress (σ′u from equation 3), the 
ratio of soil plugging (ρ/ρplug) and a calibration 
 factor n:

′ =
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎡⎡

⎣⎣

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦
′σ ′′ ρ

ρ σ ′′c
plusρ

n

u (9)

where n represents the mobilized effective stress 
increment function due to the sampler penetra-
tion, ρ the actual sampler penetration and ρplug the 
maximum inside soil plug. When penetration is 
fully plugged the core reaction Fc reaches its ulti-
mate value Fu,c.

A careful analysis of the plugging mechanism 
is necessary for assessing the maximum inside soil 
plug (ρplug). Dynamic penetration should be seen 
as a result of fully unplugged to partially plugged 
penetration at early driving stages, when the soil 
penetrates into the sampler at the same sample 
penetration rate. At later stages a high core stress 
is mobilized, the soil penetrates into the sampler at 
a lower rate than the sampler penetrates into the 
soil mass and, on a limiting condition, an inter-
nal soil column formed in the sampler annulus is 
sufficiently strong to not be removed during the 
sampler penetration process. At this condition, the 
sampler internal frictional resistance is related to 
the ultimate core reaction:

ρ
φplusρ q i

s

Nq Di

KsK
=

′φφ

•

• •K

( )KK

tan.12
K

3 5.  (10)

where K0 represents the earth pressure coeffi-
cient at rest. It is interesting to notice that in this 
expression the soil plug length is sensitive to the 
soil friction angle and sampler internal diameter, 
but is not affected by the magnitude of the verti-
cal effective stress. Friction angles in the range of 
30° (loose sand) to 45° (dense sand) produce SPT 
plug lengths of approximately 50 cm and 30 cm 
respectively, which is consistent with recorded val-
ues measured by Lobo (2009). 

In analogy to the solution for the annular reac-
tion mechanism, the maximum core elastic dis-
placement (Qc) is computed as (Randolph & Wroth 
1978):

Q
F

G DcQQ u cFF

o eG D
=

• G
, ( )−

2
η  (11)

3 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

The calibration procedure consists in a numerical 
simulation whereby theoretically generated signals 
are compared to experimental signals for tests car-
ried out under both static and dynamic loads. 

Two independent calibration processes are nec-
essary for a complete assessment of the soil resist-
ance mechanism of dynamic penetration tests. The 
first based on a series of quasi-static load tests aims 
at quantifying the stress changes at the soil mass 
due to large strains induced during sampler pen-
etration. In a second stage, SPT force, velocity and 
displacement traces are used to evaluate the rate of 
loading effects on soil resistance (soil viscous reac-
tion) and energy losses during wave propagation. 

The research test site selected for this study is 
located in Ladner, Municipality of Delta, B.C., 
Canada. A detailed soil characterization of the 
test site is reported by Daniel (2003), showing pre-
dominantly sand, silt and silty sand layers with 
density increasing with depth and no significant 
excess pore pressure being generated during cone 
penetration. The small strain stiffness modulus 
G0 ranges between 60 to 90 MPa and the average 
internal soil peak friction angle is 38°.

3.1 Static calibration procedure

The quasi-static soil response has been evalu-
ated from a series of tests carried out using SPT 
samplers (Daniel 2003). Tests were performed at 
depths of about 5.5, 8.5, 11.5 and 13 m (18′, 28′, 
38′ and 43′). The test configuration was identi-
cal to a dynamic penetration test except that the 
samplers were pushed into the soil at the base of 
a borehole at the standard CPTU rate of 20 mm/s, 
rather than being dynamically driven. 

Typical outputs for SPT configurations are 
presented in Figure 2, in which penetration resist-
ance Fu representing the summation of the sampler 
annulus, core and shaft reactions, excluding vis-
cous effects, is plotted against sampler penetration. 
Calibration response aimed at determining the 
three independent parameters controlling penetra-
tion: the bearing capacity factor, Nq (Vésic 1972) 
the effective stress increment function n, and the 
earth pressure coefficient along sampler shaft Ks.
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Parameters that influence Nq are the initial effec-
tive stress, shear strength and volume change. These 
parameters are expressed by the rigidity index Ir 
and the dimensionless volumetric strain Δ of  the 
soil. In the present analysis, there is a recognition 
that rigidity index and volume change are inter-
related and that both quantities change with the 
friction angle, i.e. higher rigidity index values are 
applied to soils with higher friction angles. It has 
been therefore decided to follow a simple approach 
by not considering Ir and Δ explicitly and express-
ing Irr directly as a function of peak triaxial com-
pression values of friction angle φ′.

Curve fitting analysis yields the following expres-
sion to determine the reduced rigidity index Irr:

Irr = 100  • ln(φ′ − 7°) − 300 (12)

For shaft reaction, the calibrated earth pres-
sure coefficient along sampler shaft is taken as 
Ks = 0,25 Kp and the core reaction n value of 2 
reproduces the best curve fitting. 

3.2 Viscous calibration procedure

The soil viscous resistance mobilized by sampler 
penetration is evaluated by the Smith Damping 
factor J. The idealized viscous reaction is linearly 
dependent on static soil reaction and sampler pen-
etration velocity. 

Force and velocity wave signals have been used 
to establish the set of parameters controlling soil-
sampler interaction. A comparison between meas-
ured and simulated data is presented in Figure 3, 
describing the variation with time of measured 
force, scaled velocity (scaled by rod impedance), 
displacement and energy. In general, numerical 
simulations reproduced the measured data with 
accuracy during initial loading cycles for SPT 
results. At later cycles, numerical simulations are 

no so precise which might be associated with loose 
couplings in the rod stem or due to the acceler-
ometer readings being less reliable later in the 
trace—especially after several cycles, as discussed 
by Howie et al. (2003). 

From the present calibration, representative val-
ues of damping factor (J) and dimensionless param-
eter ζ have been estimated: values of Ja = 0.45 s/m 
for annular reaction and Jc = Js = 0.15 s/m for both 
shaft and core reactions are recommended and are 
in agreement with previous published data in cohe-
sionless soils (e.g Odebrecht 2003; Daniel 2000 & 
Beim 2006). Energy losses have been represented 
by ζ (ratio of critical damping—see Lobo 2009) of 
3 × 10 –5 for hammer and 1 × 10 –5 for rod string and 
sampler. 

The good agreement between measured and 
simulated numerical signals stimulates direct com-
parisons between measured and predicted aver-
age sampler penetration per blow (Δρ = 0.3/N). 

Figure 2. Static calibration—quasi-static SPT sampler 
penetration.
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best fit wave traces.
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Typical results are shown in Figure 3 for SPT tests 
performed at Ladner Site. Despite the scatter gen-
erally observed in SPT data, average penetration 
values are predicted with reasonable confidence for 
different depths. This observation may encourage 
the use of the methodology as an inverse boundary 
value problem so that soil properties controlling 
penetration can be estimated from the measured 
penetration. A sensitive study is therefore required 
before proposing such methodology.

4 PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

A parametric analysis was carried out to evaluate 
the sensitivity of the model to each of the input 
parameters. Results are presented in terms of 
energy delivered to soil, soil sampler reaction force, 
sampler velocity and displacement. 

The analysis considers a 63.5 kg Safety Ham-
mer (hammer length/diameter ≈ 15) with 60% blow 
efficiency, 18 m long AW rod string (6,28 kg/m and 
effective cross section area of 8 cm2) and Raymond 
SPT sampler: 51 mm external diameter and 35 mm 
of internal diameter. The geostatic vertical effective 
stress (σ′v) is taken as 100 kPa for a variable range 
of effective internal peak friction angle (φ ′), small 
strain stiffness modulus (G0) and Smith’s Damping 

(J). Predicted force and velocity signals correspond 
to a load cell installed 2 m below of hammer-rod 
impact plane. 

4.1 Mobilized static bearing capacity 

The static bearing capacity mobilized during a 
dynamic penetration is quantified by 2 constitutive 
ground parameters: φ ′ and G0. Two independent 
analyses were performed to evaluate the influence 
of these parameters:

– Analysis A: G0 values assumed as 40, 60, 100 and 
180 MPa, for a constant effective internal peak 
friction angle of 38°.

– Analysis B: constant stiffness modulus of 60MPa 
and 4 values of φ ′ corresponding to 30°, 35°, 38° 
and 42°.

Analysis A

Results from Analysis A are presented in Figure 
5 in terms of force, energy, soil reaction force, 
sampler penetration velocity and displacement. 
Clearly G0 has little influence on force, energy 
and velocity signals during initials loading cycles. 
After that, small variations are observed between 
measured and predicted values, showing a small 
influence on sampler penetration but not on the 
energy delivered to the soil: the variation in G0 
from 40 MPa to 180 MPa produces 1.8% variation 
in energy (Figure 5c) and 8.6% in sampler penetra-
tion (Figure 5d). 

These variations can be interpreted as a result of 
changes in elastic soil displacement (quake) and its 
sensitivity to G0. The quake reduction produces an 
increment in non conservative forces that is con-
sumed into plastic soil deformation in the ham-
mer-rod-sampler system (i.e. increment of sampler 
permanent penetration). 

In conclusion, the soil rigidity has a small influ-
ence in the model despite the large range of G0 val-
ues adopted in the present study. 

Analysis B

As shown in Section 3, the soil peak internal fric-
tion angle has a direct influence in the magnitude 
of  ultimate soil reaction force (Fu). Results from 
a parametric analysis performed to evaluate the 
influence of  φ ′ is shown in Figure 6, expressed in 
terms of  force, energy, soil reaction force, sampler 
penetration velocity and displacements. Great 
sensitivity to φ ′ is observed in all predicted val-
ues: for example, a reduction of  47.5% in the first 
reflected wave is observed for a variation in φ ′ 
from 30° to 42°. 

The number of loading cycles necessary to 
consume the energy delivered to the hammer-rod 

Figure 4. Measured vs. simulated SPT sampler penetra-
tion (Ladner Site).
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Figure 5. G0 Influence in dynamic measurements.
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Figure 6. Sensitivity analysis—φ′ influence.
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string system is strongly related with soil compac-
ity (i.e. soil friction angle). The denser the soil, 
the lower the number of loading cycles necessary 
to achieve total sampler penetration. A dense soil 
(42°) requires 2 loading cycles to energy transfer, 
whereas for soft soil (30°) several loading cycles are 
necessary (Figure 6c). In addition, soft soils exhibit 
increasing energy due to the contribution of rod 
and hammer potential energy (Odebrecht et al. 
2005 & Schnaid et al. 2007, 2009). 

Figure 6d shows the sensitivity of sampler pen-
etration velocity to friction angle. For soft soils 
sampler penetration velocity remains high for 
long periods of time while for dense soils velocity 
reduces sharply in few loading cycles. 

From the present analysis, it is possible to con-
clude that soil friction angle controls the energy 
that is transmitted to the soil mass. Dense soils 
show small penetration and high energy transfer 
per loading cycle and loose soils are characterized 
by large penetration with energy being transferred 
in several succeeding loading cycles. In this last 
case, subsequent hammer blow may occur which 
effectively contribute to the sampler penetration. 

4.2 Viscous reaction analysis 

Dynamic penetration tests, pile driving and 
dynamic pile testing are situations where the effect 
of the loading rate has to be considered given the 
high impact velocity of the hammer. In the present 
methodology these viscous effects are considered 
by the Smith’s damping constant (J) which have 
been evaluated as follows:

a. Jn = Jp = Js = 0—static sampler-soil interaction;
b. Jp = 0.45 s/m and Jn = Js = 0.15 s/m—after Lobo 

(2009)*;
c. Jp = 0.5 s/m and Jn = Js = 0.6 s/m**.

The viscous soil reaction influence in terms of 
force, energy, soil reaction force, sampler pen-
etration velocity and displacements is presented in 
Figure 7. Signals of force and FV after 2 L/c time 
interval are influenced by viscous soil resistance. 

Although the total energy transferred to the 
soil is not influenced by soil viscous reaction, the 
actual energy absorbed per loading cycle is rather 
sensitive to viscous reaction. For a static penetra-
tion case, 8 loading cycles were necessary to trans-
fer 318 kJ, in contrast with the 4 loading cycles in 
the dynamic Jp = 0.55 and Jn = Js = 0.6 s/m case: 
176 kJ in the first load cycle (55%), 87 kJ in the 
second (27.3%), and 31 kJ in the third (9.75%).

Figure 7. Sensitivity analysis—Viscous soil reaction 
influence.
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*Beim (2006) indicates Jp = 0.5 s/m and Js = 0.16 s/m for 
cohesionless soils.
**Suggested value for Smith’s Damping for cohesion soil 
(Beim, 2006).
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Sampler penetration velocity reduces abruptly 
when high viscous reaction is imposed during ini-
tial sampler loading cycles. As expected, sampler 
penetration is strongly influenced by damping due 
to the variation of soil viscous reaction.

5 CONCLUSIONS 

A sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate 
the influence of model constitutive parameters 
on dynamic penetration tests. From a number of 
simulations for both loose and dense sand, it was 
possible to access the contribution of static and 
dynamic soil reaction mechanisms in terms of 
external sampler shaft friction, end-bearing and 
soil plug. The major conclusions are outline as 
follows:

– The sampler-soil rigidity shows little influence 
on sampler penetration during dynamic loading, 
which reflects the large displacement nature of 
the test;

– Energy transfer is highly dependent on soil 
density.

– Sampler penetration and penetration velocity 
are governed by internal friction angle and soil 
viscous amplifications (damping). Careful cali-
bration of these two quantities is necessary for 
rational interpretation of the test before predic-
tive methods of assessing shear strength from 
penetration measurements are developed. 
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ABSTRACT: The first evaluation results of a raw CPTu (rheological type) data set are presented consist-
ing of about 70 pairs of non-monotonic u2 dissipation test data and the simultaneously measured cone 
resistance data. The statistical evaluation was made using the parameters of three models (a theoretically 
explained empirical model for the rheological cone resistance data, two u3 dissipation test evaluation models 
(with monotonic and non-monotonic time variation). The non-monotonic dissipation test data were double 
evaluated, separately for the whole curve and the monotonic part only. The coefficient of consolidation iden-
tified with these models was used to characterize the soil type, in the lack of plasticity index information.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rheological tests

The cone penetrometer test can be made either in 
continuous or in rheological testing modes. In the 
rheological tests (Table 1) the time variation of some 
stress variables is measured on the surface of the pen-
etrometer, after the steady penetration is stopped. 

In the piezo-lateral stress cell test and in the 
 rheological-type flat dilatometer test, the time vari-
ations of the total radial or normal stresses and the 
pore water pressure are measured. 

The simple rheological test is performed as fol-
lows: the steady penetration of the rod is stopped at 
any depth and the rod is kept clamped in position, 
to maintain an approximately constant distance 
from the ground surface. Local side friction and 
cone resistance are recorded for some minutes. 

In the dissipation test, the pore water pressure 
is recorded which is generally either monotonic 
or non-monotonic, and these are generally associ-
ated with low or high values of OCR, respectively. 
Significant differences in the shape of the dis-
sipation curves are also observed, depending on 
where the pore pressure filter is mounted on the 
penetrometer.

1.2 Goal of the research

The general aim of  this research is to get the 
proper information from the shortest possible 

rheological-type tests, with optimal measuring 
systems, and using suitable evaluation methods. 

For this aim some evaluation methods are devel-
oped and validated for the 3 different rheological 
tests, and the best methods (including optimal filter 
positions) will be identified through discrimination 
studies based on measured data from experimental 
testing of natural soils in homogeneous layers. 

In this paper the existing rheological-type cone 
penetrometer test data in Australian soils are used 
for a preliminary assessment of soil behaviour 
type characterisation from results of short test 
duration. 

2 MODELS FOR THE SIMPLE TEST

2.1 Empirical evaluation of simple tests

Some empirical parameters have been developed 
for the characterization of the simple rheological-
type cone penetration test records (Imre 1995). 
One such factor is the local side friction sounding 
parameter Δfs2 (Fig 2) is given by:

s s sfs = fs fs2 ( )it ( )it +i  t+ ;− 1  (1)

where ti is the time when the immediate after pen-
etration is stopped, t1 is a reference time of 120 s.

An additional sounding parameter ν is 
defined by fitting the relaxation equation of the 
 Poynting-Thomson model to the cone resistance 
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data of the time dependent relaxation period (the 
initial stress drop at termination of penetration is 
ignored) in soils with plasticity index values Ip larger 
than 5%. The equation of the fitted curve was:

σ σ( )σσ ( ) eσ) ( )σ σ
i
vσ σσ∞ (σ(σσ −

0σσσσσσ  (2)

2.2 Use of the empirical parameters 

Two sites, the Szeged and the Debrecen sites were 
selected in Hungary in relation to the simple RCPTs 
(Imre 1995). In Szeged the geological profile con-
sists of topsoil overlying Peistocene infusion loess, 
overlying a relatively homogeneous yellow lacus-
trine clay layer (which was possibly the part of the 
crust before), then a bluish-grey fresh-water clay 
layer which is very slightly OC (see Fig 1(a)). In 
Debrecen Plesitocene fine sand is found.

Seven boreholes and CPT logs with rheological 
tests (two simple tests per meter) were made at the 
western part of the city of Szeged, the statistical 
soil profile of is shown in Figure 1(a) with layers 
1 to 5. Three boreholes with RCPTs were made at 
the western part of Debrecen. 

In the statistical evaluation the 135 simple rheo-
logical tests measured in these two cities were con-
sidered. The 2.5 min long records were related to 10 
soil groups formed within the five layers of Szeged 
being refined on the basis of the plasticity index 
and to the aeolian sand layer in Debrecen on the 
basis of the percentage of the d < 0.1 mm fraction

The average normalized simple test records are 
shown in Figures 1(b) and (c). The results are char-
acterised by an immediate stress drop and a subse-
quent time-dependent stress variation (Imre 1995). 
In the first part of the test the shaft resistance 
decreases or increases, depending on soil plasticity, 
similarly to the findings of Yang (1956) & Baligh 
et al. (1985).

Factor analyses were successfully carried out on 
the identified parameters (shaft parameter Δfs2, cone 
parameter ν) and the soil physical parameters like 
Ip. Strong correlations were observed between Δfs2, 
ν and the plasticity index (Ip) if  the latter was less 
than a certain value between 20% and 30% (Figs. 3 
and 4). The data showed a scatter for more plastic 
soils possibly due to the rheological  features. Devia-
tion from the trend was often observed for points 

Table 1. Measured variables in rheological-type cone 
penetration tests.

Dissipation test

Pore water pressure 
on the shaft or 
on the tip

Piezo-lateral stress cell
Dilatometer test
Total stress and the 

pore/ water pressure 
on the shaft

Simple 

Local side friction 
and the cone 
resistance 

Figure 1. Simple rheological tests with mean data in the 
function of time: (a) Szeged test site, mean soil profile; 
(b) Measured qc-time relations; (c) the local side friction 
fs-time relation (from Imre et al. 2010). Note the qualita-
tively different response for sandy and plastic soils.

in the vicinity of layer boundaries and in the yellow 
lacustrine clay, the possible crust layer (Imre 1995) 
since the permeability was larger than expected. 

Therefore, the simple tests give useful informa-
tion on the layer boundaries or a secondary struc-
ture also.
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2.3 Explaining the empirical parameters: Model 
for the total stress dissipation

In the validation of the correlation between the 
sounding parameters and the plasticity index (Ip, 

Figs. 2 to 4), the radial effective stress response was 
simulated with the following model in the function 
of the consolidation and relaxation model parame-
ters (Imre 1990), the results are shown in Figure 4. 

The model the total stress change at r0 is the sum 
of a coupled consolidation part-model and a relax-
ation part-model as follows: 

σr (t, r0) = σr
c (t, r0) + Δσr

r (t, r0) (3)

where superscript c and r indicate consolidation 
and relaxation, respectively. Due to consolida-
tion, the transient total stress at r0—the mean pore 
water pressure—decreases with time, the effective 

Figure 2. Shaft parameter Δfs2.

Figure 3. Δfs2-Ip relation: (a) Determined from simple 
tests, the outlying points are related to layer boundaries 
and layers with secondary structure; (b) Determined 
from simulation.

Figure 4. ν-Ip relation: (a) Determined from simple 
tests, the ‘off’ points are related to layer boundaries and 
layers with secondary structure; (b) Determined from 
simulation.
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stress at r0—the difference of the mean pore water 
pressure and the pore water pressure—increases 
with time. 

The relaxation term is as follows:

Δσ rσσ r t
t

t t( ,t ) (σσ , )r log ;0 0) (σσ , rr0 i)rσ rrσ
1tt

1tt  (4)

where s is coefficient of relaxation, and t1 is con-
stant. The total stress decreases with time due to 
both consolidation and also relaxation, however, 
the effective stress at r0 increases due to consoli-
dation and decreases due to relaxation, the net 
effect depends on the model parameters (c, s), 
depending on soil type. Comparing Figures 3 and 
4, it follows that the model explains the empirical 
relationships.

3 PORE WATER PRESSURE DISSIPATION 
TEST MODELS

The consolidation model interpreting data meas-
ured in the u3 position is a point-symmetric, linear, 
coupled consolidation model with a new bound-
ary condition. The model can be applied to pore 
water pressure data with either monotonic or non-
monotonic time variation, with the only difference 
is that the initial condition is identified differently 
during the inverse problem solution. 

It can be noted that the consolidation model of 
the oedometric relaxation test is a point-symmetric 
model with embedding space dimension one. The 
consolidation model behavior is basically the same 
for every space dimension. In the case of the same 
boundary conditions, the rheological type CPT tests 
can be studied with the oedometric relaxation test. 

In the case of monotonically decreasing pore pres-
sure data, the coefficient of consolidation c is the 
only non-linearly dependent parameter to be found 
in the inverse solution. In the non- monotonic dis-
sipation case there are three additional non- linearly 
dependent initial parameters: n1 n2 and s. The two 
parts of the initial condition (n1 and n2) can be com-
bined to give 50 different initial conditions, and so 
can be condensed into a single two-digit, integer 
parameter n3 (expressed as l = n1n2, where 0 ≤ n ≤ 49), 
leaving 3 non-linearly dependent parameters.

For the analysis the displacement domain is 
assumed to extend to r1 = 37r0 from the shaft. This is 
valid in filter position E (≈ u3) assuming undrained 
penetration. For other filter positions (leading to 
other r1 values) the identified c value can be modi-
fied using the model law of Imre et al. (2010). 

The relaxation part-model has 3 parameters: the 
radial total stress at the start of the test, the coef-
ficient of relaxation s, and the delay time t1. 

For every tested model, the inverse problem is 
solved by minimising the error between measurement 
and prediction in the subspace of the non- linearly 
dependent parameters, by simple geometrical explo-
ration along a grid of the possible values. The lin-
early dependent parameters are eliminated. 

The grid points can be considered as integer var-
iables but also have values for each determination. 
The initial pore water pressure distribution grid is 
0 ≤ n ≤ 49 (shown in Figure 5) and the relative shear 
thickness grid is shown in Table 2. 

The non-monotonic dissipation test can be dou-
ble evaluated, separately for the whole curve and 
the monotonic part only (Imre et al. 2010, Fig. 6). 

According to the general experience, the evalua-
tion with the monotonic method results in a global 
minimum which is well-defined. If  the evaluation 
is made with the non-monotonic method then the 
global minimum is not necessarily well-defined. 

If  the global minimum is not distinct then gener-
ally the minimal section of the shear zone thickness 
parameter s is used to characterize the solution of 
the inverse problem (Fig. 7). Its c coordinate func-
tion called a c(s) function shows a regular pattern, 
as s increases from 0.05 r0 to 1.92 r0 along the s-grid 

Table 2. Specified thickness values of the interface 
shear zone.

s number [−] ts [cm] rs = ro + ts [cm] s = ts /ro [−]

1 0.1 1.85 0.05
2 0.21 1.96 0.12
3 0.42 2.17 0.24
4 0.84 2.59 0.48
5 1.89 3.64 1.08
6 2.94 4.69 1.68
7 3.36 5.11 1.92

Figure 5. Composite initial condition shape functions, 
positive part serial number k = n2 = 1.2 to 10 on the figure 
corresponds to1.2 to 10. Negative part of initial condi-
tion serial number n = n1 = 1,2 to 5 on the figure cor-
responds to I to V.
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(Table 2), the c value monotonically increases. 
The maximum c value is less than or equal to the 
c value determined with the monotonic method 
from the monotonic part of the non-monotonic 
data records. 

If  shape of this function follows this pattern, 
then this may indicate that the solution can be con-
sidered ‘reliable’. If  the solution is unreliable then 
a specified, arbitrary s value (at 0.4ro) of the c(s) 
function is selected on the basis of the results of 
the strain path modelling (Sheng et al. 1997). 

4 MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1 Data and measurements 

The data set used in the analysis consists of some 
tests undertaken specifically for this research at a 
site near Hexham NSW, adjacent to the Hunter 
river (Bills Farm), and the results of 63 other dissi-
pation tests undertaken at various sites within two 
different estuary environments (Myall river and 
Nambucca river) on the east coast of  Australia. 
The soils tested include a range of soil types from 
organic clays to sandy clayey silts, but do not 
include sands or non-plastic silts.

The tests were undertaken by a 200 kN truck-
mounted “NewSyd” penetrometer facility using a 
“Geomil” compression cone with the filter in the 
u2 position. The Geomil data acquisition system 
allows for the simultaneous recording of pore pres-
sure and cone resistance during the dissipation test.

The CPT rods were pushed using a tapered 
wedge-type clamp. Dissipation tests were com-
menced immediately after stopping advancement 
of the cone, with the operator pushing a start key 
on the data acquisition software. 

The rods are considered to be clamped during 
the test, in that the grip of the rod clamp wedges 
was not intentionally released during the test. In 
principle, the top of the rod string is kept in a 
constant position by the hydraulic pressure in the 
rams. This however ignores any potential displace-
ments due compliance effects in the system etc.

4.2 Software 

The following software formulations (Imre, 
Hegedüs, Fityus, Bates 2011), developed at the 
BME, Geotechnical Department, were used to 
analyse all record pairs (dissipation data, rheologi-
cal qc data):

1. Software for modeling empirically the cone 
resistance dissipation from simple rheological-
type cone penetrometer test data: output; the 
Poynting-Thomson model parameter ν from 
Equation 2, measured-fitted data, fitting error.

2. Software for modeling the monotonic part of 
the dissipation test: output; the coefficient of 
consolidation c and measured-fitted data com-
parison, fitting error. 

3. Software for modeling the non-monotonic data: 
output; the coefficient of consolidation c, initial 
condition parameter n3, shear zone thickness 
parameter s measured-fitted data comparison.

The softwares were compiled by GNU fortran, and 
run in 4 parallel processes with a shell script using 
a Core2 Quad processor with four processing cores 
(Q9550) GNU/Linux (Imre et al. 2011).

Figure 6. Typical measured versus fitted data: (a) Dila-
tory data; (b) Monotonic part of data.
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(b) 
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Figure 7. Typical c(s) functions with the indication of the 
result of the monotonic test, the c of the non-monotonic 
is selected at a specified, arbitrary, small s value (at 0.4ro) if  
the inverse problem is ill-posed. 
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In the lack of direct soil exploration and classifi-
cation test results, the identified c was used instead 
of the empirical equation instead of IP.

5 RESULTS 

5.1 Cone resistance and dissipation test data 

Some preliminary results have been derived from 
the simple rheological-type cone resistance and 
dissipation test results. The initial part of the rheo-
logical type tip resistance vs time function is quali-
tatively related to the pore pressure dissipation 
records in Fig. 8 to 10. The larger initial curvature 
is related to a smaller permeability with slower 
dissipation. 

Although the measured qc data are extremely 
noisy, they could be evaluated, as an initial tangent of 
curvature (parameter ν) of the fitted Equation (2). 

The ν-c results are shown in Figure 11. These can 
be compared with ν-Ip results shown in  Figure 4 
since the identified coefficient of consolidation is 
strongly correlated to the plasticity of the soil. It 

0 40 80 120 160 200
t [s]

0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

qc
 [M
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u2 qc 1.5 m
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(a)  

Figure 8. Some preliminary data on Bills farm: (a) u2 
rheological cone resistance data, 1.5 m, long test; (b) Dis-
sipation tests on the same site.
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Figure 9. Test 36, measured—fitted data for a soil with 
relatively large c: (a) qc function; (b) u function. 

Figure 10. Test 10, measured—fitted data, for a soil 
with relatively small c: (a) qc function; (b) u function.
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is apparent that a similar trend exists in each of 
these figures. There are slight difference if  the iden-
tified non-monotonic c and monotonic c, possibly 
because the inverse problem solution is more reli-
able for the monotonic method. 

The diagram using the c identified with the 
more reliable monotonic method appears to be 
slightly closer to Figure 4 than the diagram using 
the c identified with the less reliable for the non-
monotonic method.

5.2 The dissipation test model parameters 

Figures 12 to 16 and Table 3 show the correlation 
trends between the fitted parameters n1, n2, n and s, 
with the parameter c. The relationship between the 
identified negativity of the initial condition n1 with 
c and the compiled initial condition l = n3 with c 
(Figs. 13, 14) indicates a significant correlation.

The relationship between the identified shear 
zone thickness s and the identified c (Fig. 16) indi-
cates that s is increasing with decreasing plasticity. 

The relationship between the identified positive 
initial condition parameters k = n2 and the  identified c 
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Figure 11. The qc data parameter ν versus c: (a) The c 
is the non-monotonic result; (b) The c is the monotonic 
result.

Figure 12. Shear zone thickness serial number s [−].
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Figure 13. Negative part of initial condition serial number 
n = n1 [−] (I ≤ n1 ≤ V).
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Figure 14. Compiled initial condition serial number 
l = n [−] (0 ≤ n ≤ 49).
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Figure 15. Positive part of initial condition serial number 
k = n2 [−] (0 ≤ n2 ≤ 9), very low correlation.
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(Fig. 15) indicates a relatively poor correlation 
between the mean initial pore pressure and c. 

The correlation between the identified non-
monotonic c and monotonic c is relatively strong 
(r = 0.77). 

6 DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION

The measured data set is relatively homogeneous 
and lacks in containing low plasticity soils and 
plasticity index information. They include 63 basi-
cally non-monotonic dissipation tests undertaken 
at various sites within two different estuary envi-
ronments. Although the inverse problem solution 
entails some reliability information, this was disre-
garded together with the precise geological charac-
terization in this preliminary work.

6.1 Empirical evaluation of simple tests

According to the results, if  only the first minute of 
the measured qc data are considered and compared 
with the dissipation test data, a particular qualitative 
feature is apparent. That is, the curvature of the ini-
tial part of the rheological-type tip  resistance-time 
function is smaller if  the dissipation is faster, and 
the curvature of the initial part of the tip resistance-
time function is larger if dissipation is slower. 

The measured qc data are extremely noisy. The 
measured qc data, as mentioned in the earlier stud-
ies of Imre (1995), show an initial stress drop which 
has to be ignored in this evaluation. 

Despite these issues that might interfere with the 
observed trends, the ν-Ip results shown in Figure 4 
are comparable with the ν-c results shown in Fig-
ure 11 given that the coefficient of consolidation c 
can directly be related to IP. 

The diagram using the c identified with the 
more reliable for the monotonic method seems 
to be slightly closer to Figure 4 than the diagram 
using the c identified with the less reliable for the 
non-monotonic method. The potential is likely to 
be increased using more sensitive load cell and a 
properly clamped rod.

6.2 The dissipation test model parameters 

The data used in this study from the database 
of  Australian estuarine soils is u2 data and not 
u3 data, and so the relaxation constitutive model 
used is not strictly applicable, the solutions are 
approximate. 

The relationship between the identified (smaller) 
non-monotonic c and (larger) monotonic c indi-
cates strong but not very strong correlation. The 
reason for this is possibly the fact that the inverse 
problem solution for the u2 data and u3 model is 
sometimes not reliable (Imre et al. 2010). This 
information can be inferred from the results by 
additional effort. 

An interesting feature of the results is the rela-
tionship between the identified shear zone thick-
ness parameter s and the identified c, indicating 
that s is increasing with decreasing plasticity. This 
variation is disregarded in the case of non-reliable 
solutions, where a specified, arbitrary, small s value 
(at 0.4ro) is selected.

The relationship between the remainder initial 
condition parameters and c is in accordance with 
the expectations: the initial pore water pressure is 
more significant if  the soil is more plastic (i.e. the 
c is the less). It can be noted that the same result 
was found for the the oedometric relaxation test 
(Imre 1998). 

6.3 Conclusion, suggestion for further research

1. The aim of the research is to explore the poten-
tial to use simple rheological-type cone penetra-
tion tests with an extremely short duration to 
infer soil type for soil profiling. This test can be 
performed simultaneously with the dissipation 
test with one more measuring channel. The first 
‘general’ results were presented here for some 
Australian soils. 

Table 3. Coefficients of correlation and constants of 
the regression lines (a + bx) between non−mon log c and 
the various initial cond ition parameters n1, n2, n and s.

n2* n1 n3 s**

A −1.61 −1.14 −1.06 −2.82
B −0.25 −0.55 −0.05   0.23
R −0.26 −0.59 −0.58 0.57

*9 data were left out; **3 data were left out.

Figure 16. The identified non-monotonic and mono-
tonic c.
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2. The results with tip resistance qc confirms the 
potential to use short duration rheological data 
to characterise basic soil type. On the basis of 
the promising results, an additional channel for 
measuring local side friction is suggested with 
possibly using a cone with an enlarged friction 
sleeve (with the size within the recommenda-
tions) in that the shaft measurements may be 
more precise. 

3. The measured tip resistance—u2 dissipation 
test data set is planned to be re-analysed with 
respect to the initial stress drop and its effect 
on the results. Only those data will be taken 
into account which has reliable inverse problem 
solution for c. 

  The dissipation data set is planned to re- 
evaluated in such a way that average data curve 
are prepared for the same geological layers.

4. Concerning the non-monotonic dissipation test 
parameters, the relationship between the identi-
fied shear zone thickness parameter s and the 
identified c, indicate that s is increasing with 
decreasing plasticity. This will be further inves-
tigated by means of the modeling of the pen-
etration process.

5. Based on the foregoing result, concerning fur-
ther the modelling issues, the initial pore water 
pressure distribution grid can be given for the 
monotonic model-version.

6. The results with the non-monotonic model indi-
cate the need of the application of an u3 posi-
tion since in this case the measuring time is very 
short and the inverse problem solution is more 
reliable. 
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CPT and TCPT in permafrost: Constant rate and relaxation-creep 
penetrometer test procedures

O.N. Isaev
NIIOSP, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT: CPT and TCPT can be successfully used in high-temperature permafrost environment. 
Frozen soil cone and friction sleeve resistances largely depend on the chosen test technique. The paper 
describes field and laboratory test data and its analysis of the penetrometer type and test parameters 
influence on soil penetration.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cone Penetration Test (CPT) is widely applied 
for measuring geotechnical properties in unfrozen 
soils in geotechnical engineering. 

CPT has recently been used for testing frozen 
soils (Ladanyi 1982; Isaev et al. 1995; Minkin 2005; 
Ryzhkov & Isaev 2010). It has no disadvantages 
compared to traditional in-situ laboratory methods 
of engineering and geocryological investigations. 
In-situ geotechnical soil tests in permafrost are dif-
ficult, expensive and time-consuming. Laboratory 
tests have extra difficulties, such as: application of 
refrigerators, preserving samples integrity during 
long-distance transportation. 

Frozen soils are mostly tested with tenso-
penetrometer, equipped with an extra temperature 
sensor. The authors believe that such penetrom-
eter tests should be classified as a special type of 
tests i.e., in international classification such tests 
could be called «Cone Penetration Test with Tem-
perature Measurements» (TCPT).

TCPT (or CPT) can successfully be used in 
plastic frozen soils (high-temperature permafrost) 
to evaluate soil strength and deformation charac-
teristics, bearing capacity, settlements, pile design 
option feasibility and soil state evaluation (frozen 
or thawed). But, so far, TCPT has not been applied 
on a broad scale. There have been some reasons for 
this, such as inadequate knowledge of influence of 
the technological factors on CPT data.

Frozen soil static penetration testing techniques, 
currently verified and investigated, include: stand-
ard tests (IRT for CPT 1989, GOST 19912–2001), 
quasistatic tests (Lunne et al. 2004; Sylvie et al. 
2005); relaxation-creep tests (Isaev et al. 1995; 
Ryzhkov & Isaev 2010), static tests (Ladanyi 1982; 
Lunne et al. 2004).

Standard tests are mostly penetrometer constant 
rate of penetration into soil. The tests are included 
in the Russian and international standards for all 
soil types. They are the simplest, feasible and time-
saving, because the test procedure includes just 
cone penetration, cone retrieval, connection and 
disconnection of push rod sections. 

The national and international expertise has 
demonstrated that with rates of about 1 m/min 
and high frozen soil strength the risk of penetra-
tion tip and push rod deformations and damage as 
well as control and maintenance of constant rate 
of penetration gets worse. Therefore, it is advisable 
to maintain lower penetration rate, e.g. 0.5 m/min. 

Quasistatic tests are performed with constant 
well controlled low penetration rates (much lower 
than those of the standard rate), and at one depth 
a series of tests are performed with stepwise grow-
ing/lowering rates. In permafrost the tests of this 
type were firstly performed in 1970s by Canadian 
researcher B. Ladanyi. 

These tests take more time than the standard ones 
and require special equipment that enables perform-
ance and measuring at very low penetration rates. 

Relaxation-Creep mode (penetration “with stabi-
lization”). After oil feeding into penetration hydro-
cylinders stops the penetrometer penetration slows 
down, and the “penetrometer-frozen soil” system 
transfers into relaxation-creep mode or “stabiliza-
tion” as it is often called. Therefore, the pushing 
device is equipped with a special damper. 

In artificially frozen and permafrost soils 
 relaxation-creep mode were firstly used in early 
1980s by Russian specialists. These tests, although 
more time-consuming than standard ones, are fea-
sible and informative. In these tests static penetra-
tion does not loose its main advantage of being an 
express method. 
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In Static Penetration Test the penetrometer is 
tested by stepwise growing static load that stays 
constant at each step. These tests were firstly imple-
mented in permafrost by B. Ladanyi in 1970s. They 
are longer and, hence, less feasible. 

While standard tests are mandatory and have to 
be performed in all cases the application of the three 
latter methods could only be chosen by surveyors 
on site (sometimes by engineers). These tests could 
be an addition to the main standard test. Their 
main advantage is their capacity to determine the 
longest frozen soils penetration resistance. 

The paper reviews the process factors impact on 
frozen soils resistance to penetration for three test 
methods: standard, quasi-static, and relaxation-
creep tests. Also discussed is a method for identi-
fying soil condition (thawed or frozen) if  data on 
in-situ temperature is not available. 

2 ENGINEERING GEOLOGICAL AND 
GEOCRYOLOGICAL DATA OF TEST 
SITES

Field investigations were carried out in the North-
West part of Russia i.e., in the distribution area of 
plastic frozen soil. 

Soils on test sites were clay loams, fewer sand 
loams, clays and sands. The content of pebbles and 
gravel in clay soils was within 3 to 40% range. The 
moisture content was 14 . . . 38%. The frozen soils 
temperature was from −0.3 to −2.1°C. 

Frozen clay soils featured stratified, mesh like 
or massive texture occurrence of 1 . . . 10 mm ice 
crystals with 5 . . . 10% content. Total thickness of 
ice interlayers was 0.6 cm/m. 

Laboratory investigations were conducted in a 
box cooling chamber. The moraine clay loams with 
liquidity index 0.35 and 21% moisture content were 
frozen to −1.1 and −2.2°C. 

3 EQUIPMENT AND METHODOLOGY 
OF FROZEN SOILS TESTS 

Field soil tests were carried out with the help of 
C-832M rig with penetrometer, which consisted of 
the TCPT penetrometer tip and two telescopic push 
rods. The diameter of  the penetrometer tip and 
friction sleeve was 35.8 mm and that of  the main 
push rod 34 mm. The rig could apply maximum 
130 kN force to the penetration penetrometer.

Beside strain gages the penetrometer included a 
temperature sensor, mounted in the penetrometer 
cone (Fig. 1). 

Cone penetration test was mainly performed by 
pushing the penetrometer at constant penetration 
rate with periodical stops at 0.5 . . . 1 m intervals 

to depths, where relaxation-creep tests were made 
(penetrometer “stabilization”) accompanied by 
the penetrometer freezing into soil and soil resist-
ance to penetration versus time measurement. 
Switchover to “stabilization” mode was achieved 
by stopping oil feed to hydro-jacks pushing the 
penetrometer into soil.

During the tests soil resistances under cone qc 
and along friction sleeve fs were registered with a 
recorder. Soil penetration resistance variation pro-
files (Fig. 2) in the main test mode featured four 
separate phases, reflecting frozen soil cone pen-
etration test features: 

«A»—constant rate of penetration test; 
«B»— penetrometer stops at a given depth when 

oil stops feeding into pushing hydro-jacks, 
the “penetrometer-soil” system switches 
into relaxation-creep test mode, accompa-
nied by penetrometer freezing to soil; 

Figure 1. Design of TCPT-penetrometer cone.

Figure 2. Variations of soil cone qc and friction sleeve 
fs resistances versus time in constant rate of penetration 
tests in relaxation-creep mode.
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«C»— extra 0.1 m penetrometer pushing into soil 
up to the maximum hydro-cylinder pistons 
stroke; 

«D»— release of hydraulic clamp that pushes cyl-
inder piston then rod lifting and fixing the 
push rod at the new level.

Three types of  soil resistance to penetra-
tion were identified as most important for data 
acquisition: 

− uniform pushing of penetrometer—qcv, fsv («fast» 
resistances); 

− penetrometer tests in relaxation-creep mode—
qcs, fss («stabilization» resistances);

− i nitial penetrometer extra pushing after test 
completion in relaxation-creep mode and 
penetrometer freezing to soil qci, fsi («peak» 
resistances).

Temperature of the penetrometer was registered 
both in the process of penetration and in relaxation-
creep mode in parallel with soil resistances to pen-
etrometer measurements. 

4 FROZEN SOIL STANDARD AND QUASI-
STATIC TESTS 

4.1 Effect of penetrometer penetration rate on 
frozen soil resistance under cone penetrometer

Penetrometer penetration rate v largely affects soil 
resistance under cone penetrometer qcv. B. Ladanyi, 
Canadian researcher, found that qcv resistance pro-
file dependence on the rate of penetration v fits 
well into power dependence (the dependence lin-
earized well in «ln qcv ~ ln v» coordinates): 

qcv = q0
cv (v/v0)I/n, (1)

with q0
cv and v0 as coordinates of a certain point on 

the graph, n as creep index. 
With v0 = 1 equation (1) has a very simple form:

qcv = q0
c1 (v)1/n, (2)

with q0
c1 as soil resistance under the penetrometer 

cone if  v0 = 1.
Experiments, performed in the USSR and 

 Russia, proved that the power function (1) is real-
istic. Field (Fig. 3a) and laboratory (Fig. 3b) tests 
of permafrost and artificially frozen clay soils, per-
formed with  v = 10−6 . . . 2 m/min, showed that there 
is no inflexion point on «ln qcv ~ ln v» relationship 
curve i.e., the dependence (2) has the unique index 
n determined from tests. 

 Statistical analysis showed that parameter q0
c1 = 

7 . . . 24 MPa depends on soil temperature θs. Also 
creep index n = 8 . . . 11 varies in a rather narrow 
range and weakly depends on soil temperature θs. 
Laboratory tests of frozen clay loam at tempera-
tures −1.1  −2.2°C yielded practically equal creep 
index n = 11.

These results played a great practical role. 
They indirectly proved the appropriateness of use 
of resistances qcv, obtained at rather high rates
v = 0.1 . . . 1 m/min (which fact is very important 
for feasibility of the tests) for evaluating long-term 
values of strength and compressibility of frozen 
soils. 

4.2 Influence of penetrometer penetration rate 
on frozen soil resistance along friction sleeve 

Penetrometer penetration rate influences soil 
resistance along the friction sleeve fsv. Within pen-
etration rates v = 10−3 . . . 2 m/min in frozen soils 
the following regularities can be identified. 

At rather high temperatures of  frozen soil 
θs = −0.2 . . . −0.4°C the penetration rate along the 
friction sleeve fsv would initially rises up and then 
slightly falls down at the end of  the range. For 
lower soil temperatures θs = −0.5 . . . −1.9°C the 
dependence displays a slightly different trend—
the higher is the rate the lower is resistance fsv. 

Such ambiguous trend of rate influence can be 
explained by complicated mechanical and thermo-
physical processes, occurring at the frozen soil—
friction sleeve interface. 

Figure 3. Dependence of resistance qcv of  frozen soil on 
penetration rate v: (a) Field tests of perennially frozen 
clay soils; (b) Field tests of artificially frozen clay 
loam in freezing chamber.
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5 TESTS OF FROZEN SOILS 
RELAXATION-CREEP BEHAVIOR

5.1 Time-related variation of frozen soil 
resistance under cone 

The frozen soil cone resistance qcs versus time ts 
curve (see phase «B», Fig. 2) can be broken down 
into two segments: 

• within the first segment resistance qcs drops 
down practically simultaneously (in 1–2 s) by 
20 . . . 40%. This stage relates mainly to elas-
tic properties of “penetrometer-frozen soil” 
system; 

• second segment shows that resistance qcs inten-
sively decreases by 30 . . . 40% in the course of   
1 . . . 2 min, followed by smooth flattening into 
a slightly inclined curve; this segment shows evi-
dent rheological properties of frozen soil. 

The dependence of cone resistance qcs on dura-
tion of “stabilization” ts is well described by equa-
tions (3) and (4). It is demonstrated by linearization 
of graphs in coordinates «1/qcs ~ ln (ts+t*)» (see 
Fig. 4a) and «ln qcs ~ ln (ts+ t*)» (see Fig. 4b). 

qcs = β {[ln(ts + t*)]/T}−1, (3)

qcs = [(ts + t*)/T^] α , (4)

with α, β, T, T^—parameters, determined from 
graphs «qcs ~ ts», with t*—arbitrary short period 
of time (e.g. t* = 0.01 min).

In the general case the values of parameters α, 
β, Τ, T^ are influenced by a number of geocryo-
logical factors. Experimental studies demonstrated 
(see Fig. 5) that parameter T for high-temperature 
plastic frozen soils rather weakly depends on soil 
temperature θs while parameter β shows the strong 
dependence. 

5.2 Frozen soil resistance variation along friction 
sleeve versus time

The curves of frozen soil variation along friction 
sleeve fss versus time ts are more complicated than 
qcs curves. Nevertheless, three segments can be 
identified there (see phase «B», Fig. 2): 

• The first segment with resistance fss  reducing 
almost instantaneously (in 1–2 seconds), this 
stage is characterized by elastic properties of 
“penetrometer-frozen soil” system; 

• The second segment, where resistance fss grows 
for 0.5 . . . 5 min—the penetrometer intensively 
freezes in soil; 

• The third segment, where resistance fss is gradu-
ally decreasing and flattening (similarly to frozen 
soil resistance reduction under the penetrometer 

cone), and rheological properties start prevailing 
with simultaneous penetrometer temperature 
restoring and its freezing in soil. 

Figure 4. qcs versus time ts curves (plastic frozen clay 
loams, ts = −0.6 . . .−0.4°C)  straightened, using different 
equations: (a) Equation (3); (b) Equation (4).

Figure 5. Dependence of parameters β and T in equa-
tion (3) on soil temperature θs.
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5.3 «Peak» cone resistances and that of along 
friction sleeve after re-pushing of the 
penetrometer

The “peak” resistances of frozen soil under cone 
qci and along friction sleeve fsi, registered at the ini-
tial moment of re-pushing (see phase «C», Fig. 2), 
consists in that they reflect the behavior of the pen-
etrometer, frozen in soil. 

The study showed that “fast” resistance under the 
penetrometer cone qcv, registered at the beginning of 
“stabilization”, is roughly equal to qci “peak” value. 
This is an indicator of thermal and soil stress-strain 
behavior that equally corresponds to these resist-
ances. Further penetrometer re-pushing changes 
slightly, as a rule, soil resistance under the pen-
etrometer cone, depending on the composition and 
condition of the underlying soil.

The situation is different for frozen soil resist-
ance along the friction sleeve. At the beginning of 
re-pushing the resistance along the friction sleeve 
quickly grows to maximum i.e., fsi “peak” value, at 
which dropdown of the friction sleeve, frozen in 
soil, then occurs. The “fast” fsv resistance, registered 
at the beginning of “stabilization” is essentially less 
than the respective “peak” value fsi. Friction sleeve 
soil resistance starts smoothly decreasing during 
further re-pushing due to a thin water and thawed 
snow lubricant layer appearing at the interface 
with surrounding thawed soil. 

As penetrometer freezing during “stabilization” 
is rather intensive, “peak” resistances of frozen 
soil, roughly after 10 min, are about 80 . . . 90% of 
their maximum values, corresponding to complete 
penetrometer freezing in soil. 

6 SOIL CONDITION IDENTIFICATION 
BY MEASURED DATA ON SOIL 
RESISTANCE TO PENETRATION 

A penetrometer, equipped with a temperature sen-
sor, can measure in-situ soil temperature, which 
largely characterizes its state. 

However, it is often insufficient for accurate 
assessment of soil state, as soil freezing tempera-
ture should be known that characterizes its transi-
tion from one aggregate state into the other one. 
This temperature depends, in turn, on a whole list 
of factors: soil lithology, salinity, peat content, etc. 
Therefore, such approach is not always convenient 
and reliable. 

The performed studies showed that in the case 
of “stabilization” of penetrometer penetration tests 
with no temperature sensor it is possible to identify 
soil condition with practical accuracy (Isaev 2011).

Field investigations showed that the ratio of 
stabilization factor of soil resistance to cone pen-
etration Rcvs = qcv /qcs in thawed and frozen soils is 

essentially different for thawed and frozen soils 
(Fig. 6).

While in thawed soils the average value of fac-
tor Rcvs was 1.4, in frozen soils it was much greater 
than 3. However, this criterion is not always valid. 
As is seen on Fig. 3 that within Rcvs = 1.5  . . .  3.0 
interval the histograms for thawed and frozen soils 
superimpose thus creating an uncertainty zone. 

In view of foregoing a two-parametric criterion 
has been proposed (Fig. 7) for soil state evaluation. 
A more accurate division of soils turned to be pos-
sible with simultaneous application of soil state 
stabilization factor under the penetrometer cone 
Rcvs and «fast» resistance qcv. 

Other indicators as well can help soil identifica-
tion, based on soil penetration resistances analysis.  
Among them it is possible to identify, for example: 
sharp increase/decrease of “fast” soil resistance qcv 
growth when probing the same engineering geolog-
ical element; presence/absence of initial segment of 
“stabilized” soil resistance fss growth due to inten-
sive penetrometer freezing in soil (see phase «B» on 
Fig. 2), etc.

Figure 6. Histogram of stabilization factor distribution 
under probe cone Rcvs = qcv/qcs  for thawed and frozen soils 
qcv and qcs are soil resistances under probe cone, regis-
tered for penetration rate 0.5 m/min since the start of 
relaxation-creep test.

Figure 7. Soil state determination from static penetra-
tion data.
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7 CONCLUSION

The current Russian and International Standards 
for soil static penetration tests do not fully account 
for specific features of frozen soils. Frozen soil 
resistance to penetration, as different from thawed, 
depend more on technological factors. Tests of 
thawed soil shall be carried out with the TCPT pen-
etrometer cone, equipped with temperature sensor. 
In permafrost soils the most optimal is combined 
(intermittent) test procedure: the penetrometer is 
pushed in standard mode with low 0.5 m/min rate; 
up to the depth intervals 0.5 . . . 1.0 m periodical pen-
etrometer stops are done and transfer of tests into 
relaxation-creep mode, accompanied by penetrom-
eter freezing in soil and soil penetrometer resist-
ance change in time. Relaxation-creep mode tests 
are complete when the penetrometer acquires the 
in-situ soil temperature, which fact is determined 
with the help of the penetrometer tip temperature 
sensor. This procedure of static penetration was 
the basis of Recommendations, developed in the 
Gersevanov Research Institute of Foundations and 
Underground Structures (NIIOSP) for application 
of static penetration tests for foundation design on 
permafrost. The Recommendations enable assess-
ment of: soil condition (thawed or frozen) and in-
situ soil temperature; soil odometer modulus and 
equivalent cohesion of frozen soils; bearing capac-
ity of frozen grounds under piled and single foot-
ings; possibility of pile driving into frozen soils.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Shear wave velocities of soil profiles are most accu-
rately determined using in-situ seismic measure-
ments. Because in-situ measurements involve very 
low strain levels, the measured shear wave velocity 
can be used to obtain the maximum shear modu-
lus (Gmax) at a particular depth in a soil layer. In 
addition, the maximum shear modulus (Gmax) can 
also be estimated (Kramer 1996) by empirical cor-
relation to the results of in-situ tests such as the 
Standard Penetration Test (SPT), Cone Penetra-
tion Test (CPT), Dilatometer Test (DMT), and 
Pressuremeter Test (PMT). Some of the empirical 
relationships employ uncorrected SPT blow counts 
whereas the others are based on energy-corrected 
SPT blow counts. Such relationships have been 
proposed for many different soils all around the 
world.

Turkey is one of the earthquake prone coun-
tries in the world. The seismicity of the northern 
part of Turkey is primarily controlled by the active 
North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ). Several 
catastrophic earthquakes and earthquake triggered 
hazards occurred by the tectonic activity of this 
major fault zone. The study area, Erbaa located 
within the North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ), is 
one of the largest towns of Tokat in Turkey. Erbaa 
is partly located on Kelkit River plain which is also 

called as Erbaa basin (Figure 1). The city center of 
old Erbaa was located on the left embankment of 
the Kelkit River. After the disastrous 1942 earth-
quake (Ms = 7.2), the settlement area was seriously 
damaged and moved southwards of its previous 
location in 1944.

As a part of a seismic microzonation study, 
shear wave velocity profiles of soil deposits in 
Erbaa were accomplished to perform site response 
analyses. A modified and a new form of the seismic 
uphole method which uses the impact energy of 
the split spoon sampler of SPT test as a source was 

Evaluation of shear wave velocities using SPT-based uphole: A case 
study from Erbaa (Tokat-Turkey)

M.K. Akin
Department of Geological Engineering, Yuzuncu Yıl University, Zeve Campus, Van, Turkey

S.L. Kramer
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle-WA, US

T. Topal
Department of Geological Engineering, Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey

ABSTRACT: The study area, Erbaa, is located along the eastern segment of North Anatolian Fault 
Zone (NAFZ) and is one of the largest towns of Tokat in Turkey. After the disastrous 1942 (Ms = 7.2) and 
1943 (Ms = 7.6) earthquakes, the center of Erbaa was shifted southwards. As a part of a seismic microzo-
nation study, shear wave velocity profiles of Erbaa were developed to perform site response analyses. A 
modified and a new form of the seismic uphole method which uses the impact energy of the split spoon 
sampler of SPT test as a source was applied in this study (SPT-based uphole method) to obtain shear 
wave velocity measurements. In this method, it is aimed to record the shear waves during the SPT test 
without any additional explosives or mechanical sources. The recorded shear wave velocities are evaluated 
to define the shear wave velocities of the soil profiles in Erbaa.

Figure 1. Location map of the study area.
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applied in this study (SPT-based uphole method) 
to obtain shear wave velocity measurements. In 
this method, it is aimed to record the shear waves 
during the SPT test without any additional explo-
sives or mechanical sources. The recorded shear 
wave velocities were evaluated to define the shear 
wave velocities of the soil profiles in Erbaa.

The geological units in the study area were evalu-
ated with respect to drilling, in-situ (e.g. SPT, SPT-
based uphole, and SCPTU), and laboratory testing.

Previous geotechnical investigations of  the 
study area involve 56 drillings and the related 
laboratory test results (Canik & Kayabali 2000; 
Akademi 2002; Metropol 2005). The depths of 
these boreholes vary between 10 and 20 m. SPT 
blow counts which were taken at every 1.5 m 
depth in these boreholes and the laboratory test 
results were also considered in the evaluations. In 
addition, a total of  48 new boreholes with 30 m 
depth were drilled to obtain and correlate SPT-
based shear wave velocity values. During the 30 m 
depth of  drilling, undisturbed sampling and SPT 
tests were applied consecutively at every 0.50 m 
intervals. A total of  1390 m of  drilling was per-
formed in this study while 1341 SPT and 312 UD 
samples were obtained. Thus, a continuous soil 
profile of  the investigated area was achieved. 
The distribution of  the boreholes together with 
boreholes of  the previous projects can be seen in 
Figure 2.

In total, 30 seismic cone penetrometer with 
pore water pressure (SCPTU) measurements were 
performed with varying depths in accordance with 
ASTM D5778-95(2000) standards. The subsur-
face conditions were evaluated for different soil 
layers. The Quaternary alluvial unit and Pliocene 
deposits broadly cover the study area (Figure 2). 

Furthermore, these units were differentiated as 
Pliocene clay and sand layers and/or alluvial clay 
and sand layers.

2 SEISMICITY OF THE STUDY AREA

The NAFZ is 1500 km long seismically active right 
lateral strike slip fault that has a relative motion 
between the Anatolian Plate and Black Sea Plate 
(Sengor et al. 1985). Between 1939 and 1967, the 
NAFZ ruptured by six large, westward-propagating 
earthquakes with magnitudes greater than 7, and 
caused approximately 900 km surface break (Allen 
1969; Ketin 1969; Ambraseys 1970).

The study area, Erbaa, is located on the eastern 
part of  the NAFZ. Surface ruptures of  the 1939, 
1942 (Ms = 7.2) and 1943 (Ms = 7.6) earthquakes 
occurred in the Tasova-Erbaa and Niksar basins 
(Barka et al. 2000). The northern margin of  the 
study area is surrounded by the fault segments 
that ruptured in the 1942 and 1943 earthquakes 
(Figure 3). The southern part is bounded by the 
Esencay fault, which has a different morphologi-
cal expression; however, no instrumental and/or 
historical earthquakes have been mentioned in 
the study of  Barka et al. (2000) regarding this 
fault.

Figure 2. The distribution of boreholes and the geo-
logical map of the study area.

Figure 3. Active fault segments around the study area 
(Barka et al. 2000).
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During the 1900s, several earthquakes occurred 
in this region. Erbaa is one of the most important 
seismic areas on the NAFZ with the past seismic 
activity. 1942 Niksar-Erbaa earthquake is the most 
destructive earthquake for the region. Because of 
this earthquake, the city had to be moved to the 
southern part of the old settlement. No seismic 
activity with higher magnitude has been recorded 
since 1942 Erbaa-Niksar earthquake in this 
region.

3 METHODOLOGY

The measurement of  the shear wave velocities by 
field tests is commonly used in practice. In gen-
eral, low strain field tests including seismic reflec-
tion, seismic refraction, suspension logging, and 
spectral analysis of  surface waves, seismic cross-
hole and downhole-uphole tests and seismic cone 
tests are used to obtain dynamic soil properties. 
Standard penetration, cone penetration, dilatom-
eter and pressuremeter tests correspond to high 
strain test levels. A combination of low- and high-
strain tests is newly introduced by Bang & Kim 
(2007). This test is a modified form of the seis-
mic uphole method. This method uses the impact 
energy of  the split spoon sampler of  SPT test as 
a source and is called as the SPT-based uphole 
method (Kim et al. 2004; Bang & Kim 2007). The 
impact energy generated by the SPT test can be 
used as a source for the seismic uphole test. In this 
method, it is aimed to record the shear waves dur-
ing the SPT without any additional explosives or 
mechanical sources.

The SPT-based uphole method which uses the 
impact energy of the split spoon sampler in SPT 
test as a source was firstly presented by Ohta et al. 
(1978). An experimental study was carried out to 
develop a technique to measure shear wave veloc-
ity at the same time with the standard penetration 
test. The obtained shear wave velocities were com-
pared with N values from the standard penetration 
test (SPT) and specific resistivity measurements. 
In addition, Ohta et al. (1978) mentioned that the 
gathered data are consistent and the shear wave 
velocity measurement can precisely be conducted 
during a routine work of a SPT in future works. 
After Ohta et al. (1978), Bang & Kim (2007) used 
the same method by interpreting the test results. 
They introduced the SPT-based uphole test as a 
combination of low and high-strain tests. The SPT-
based uphole test is a modified version of the seis-
mic uphole method. Moreover, it is a field seismic 
test that uses a number of receivers (geophones) 
inserted on the ground surface to obtain the shear 
wave velocity (Vs) profile of a site.

A schematic diagram of the SPT based uphole 
method is shown in Figure 4.

The significant amount of compression and 
shear waves caused by tip and side stresses (σt and 
σs in the circle in Figure 4) are generated in the 
ground when the split spoon sampler is penetrated 
into the soil through hammering at the ground sur-
face (Bang & Kim 2007).

The testing procedure can be briefly described 
as follows: the surface geophones are placed on 
the ground surface at the selected intervals from 
the boring point. A minimum of two receivers 
are required and at least five receivers are recom-
mended since using more receivers provide better 
results.

Generally, the SPT is performed at 1 or 1.5 m 
intervals. After drilling until a certain depth, SPT-
based uphole method can be performed with SPT 
simultaneously. Measuring the exact source depth 
is also important, and the distance from the tip of 
split spoon sampler to the ground surface should 
be measured at each hammering and recording of 
the signals. After drilling to the next testing depth, 
the same steps should be carried out until the end 
of borehole (Bang & Kim 2007).

The SPT-based uphole method was firstly 
used in Turkey as a part of  this study. Accord-
ingly, this method was applied in newly drilled 
10 boreholes (BH 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 18, 23, 28, 30, 33) 
to obtain shear wave velocity profiles of  the soil 
layers in Erbaa. A total of  seven geophones with 
2 m interval were placed on the ground surface 
and the measurements were recorded during ham-
mering in SPT applications. As recommended, 
two-component (radial, horizontal, and vertical) 
geophones were preferred in order to obtain bet-
ter travel time information. Two recordings were 
conducted during SPT application (Akin et al. 
2009 2011).

One of the typical examples of SPT-based 
uphole records is depicted in Figure 5 for BH-10. 
It should be noticed that the red dots indicate the 
first arrival point for shear waves.

Figure 4. A schematic diagram of SPT-based uphole 
method (after Bang & Kim 2007).
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4 EVALUATION AND RESULTS

The shear wave velocity of the Erbaa soils were 
determined from SPT-based uphole method using 
seven geophones at ten different boreholes (BH-4, 
6, 8, 10, 12, 18, 23, 28, 30, and 33). The distribu-
tion of shear wave velocities along depth from 
seven different geophones at BH-4 is illustrated in 
Figure 6.

At the beginning of the shear wave velocity 
measurements from the SPT-based uphole tests, 
travel time measurements from all seven geophones 
are evaluated. However, the two geophones clos-
est to the drill rig were found to produce unreal-
istically high velocities apparently caused by their 
proximity to the rig. Although it is advised to turn 
off  the engine, it has a capability to give unrealistic 
results for the interpretations. On the other hand, 
the results from the more distant geophones were 
prone to the effects of refraction-influenced path. 
As a result, the shear wave velocities obtained from 
the 3rd geophone were believed to be the best indi-
cation of in-situ velocity. Therefore, the shear wave 
velocities obtained from the third geophone (g-3) 
were used to develop the final shear wave velocity 
profiles (Akin et al. 2010, 2011).

Several geophysical tests (21 resistivity, 20 sei-
smic refraction, 3 downhole, 10 uphole surveys, 
and a total of  517 microtremor measurements, 
6 Multichannel Analysis Surface Waves 
(MASW)—Refraction microtremor (REMI)), 

and 30 SCPTU with limited depth were also 
applied to obtain shear wave velocity in the study 
area. The shear wave velocities determined from 
CPT, SCPTU, seismic refraction, and SPT-based 
uphole are compared in Figure 7 for BH-10 
location.

Figure 6. Shear wave velocity distribution for all geo-
phones (BH-4).

Figure 7. Comparison of shear wave velocities deter-
mined from CPT, seismic refraction, SCPTU, and SPT-
based uphole for BH-10 location.

Figure 5. SPT-based uphole record of BH-10.
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As seen in Figure 7, a continuous shear wave 
velocity profile until 25 m depth can only be 
obtained from SPT-based uphole test. The shear 
wave velocities obtained from SPT-based uphole 
test are generally consistent with the results of 
other methods as can be noticed from Figure 7.

SPT-based uphole boreholes are evaluated and 
the relationships of Vs values are proposed for each 
borehole to estimate Vs30 by extrapolation.

The power-law relationships obtained from 
SPT-based uphole boreholes are summarized in 
Table 1. These proposed relationships are used for 
the estimation of Vs30 values for boreholes that do 
not reach to 30 m depth. The closest SPT-based 
uphole borehole is considered during the extrapo-
lation of shear wave velocity.

The soil profiles are prepared for site response 
analyses and the Vs30 values are calculated for 
each borehole. The distributions of calculated Vs30 
values are digitized as presented in Figure 8. 

Moreover, the Vs30 soil profiles are also evaluated 
in terms of NEHRP site classification category 
(NEHRP 2000). As a result, the Vs30 values in the 
study area range between 180 and 360 m/s repre-
senting D type soil (stiff  soil) in accordance with 
NEHRP classification.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The seismic uphole method which uses the impact 
energy of the split spoon sampler of SPT test as a 
source was applied in this study (SPT-based uphole 
method) to obtain shear wave velocity. Vs30 values 
for each borehole were also calculated using SPT-
based uphole test results to characterize the shear 
wave velocities of the soil layers. The SPT-based 
uphole method, which is firstly applied in Turkey 
within the framework of this study, is very effi-
cient to determine shear wave velocity in seismic 
microzonation studies. It provides enormous con-
tribution for the interpretation and comparison of 
SPT-N resistance for the study area.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Soil unit weight (γt) is an important input param-
eter for geotechnical analyses as it sets the initial 
stage of calculations concerning total vertical (σvo) 
and effective overburden (σvo′) stress profiles, as 
well as many other subsequent parameters. For 
post-processing of piezocone penetration test 
(CPTU) data, the unit weight affects the evalua-
tion of net cone resistance (qt − σvo) that governs 
normalized piezocone parameters used in soil 
behavioral type classification charts (Robertson 
1990; Ramsey 2002; Schneider et al. 2008), where: 
Q = (qt − σvo)/σvo′, F = 100  •  fs/(qt − σvo), and Bq = 
(u2 − u0)/(qt − σvo). Moreover, the net cone resist-
ance can be used to directly establish profiles of 
undrained shear strength (su), overconsolidation 
ratio (OCR = σp′/σvo′), constrained modulus (D′), 
and material index (Ic), as well as indirect assess-
ments of small-strain shear modulus (G0), Young’s 
modulus (E′), sensitivity (St), and effective friction 
angle (φ′), as detailed elsewhere (Lunne, et al. 1997; 
Mayne 2007; Robertson 2009). Net cone resistance 
can also be used for calculation of axial capacity 
of offshore pipe piles in clay (Van Dijk and Kolk 
2010). Thus, if  the magnitude of γt is incorrectly 
estimated at the onset, the remaining parameters 
can be off  in their accuracy and reliability.

The best means to obtain the unit weight evalu-
ation for onshore clays is by mass-volume rela-
tionships taken on intact samples obtained by 
thin-walled push samplers. For offshore clays, 
values of γt can best be obtained from water con-
tent determinations, determination of density of 

solid particles, and pore fluid salinity. The offshore 
approach mitigates factors such as inevitable sam-
ple stress relief  and possible sample damage by 
release of pore gas dissolved in the pore fluid. Yet, 
both of these methods require procurement of soil 
samples which are not normally taken during CPT. 
As such, geotechnical practice has come to rely 
upon indirect means for γt evaluations.

For one popular series of soil behavioral type 
(SBT) charts containing 12 soil zones, Lunne et al. 
(1997) provide a table of characteristic unit weights 
for each zone. For NC and LOC clays and silty 
clays that are primarily inorganic, the CPTU data 
commonly fall into zones 3 or 4, thus these materi-
als are assigned γt = 17.5 or 18 kN/m3, respectively, 
based on the 12-zone SBT system. Based on sound-
ings and tests in Swedish clays, Möller et al. (2005) 
developed a slightly more definitive chart showing 
four CPTU zones in NC-LOC clays with ranges 
of unit weights (e.g., 15–17 and 17–19 kN/m3). In 
practice, however, the measured unit weights of 
NC and LOC clays are observed to range from 
11.5 to 20.5 kN/m3 and therefore a more reliable 
and direct means of assessing γt is needed for these 
materials.

Recent work by the authors (Mayne et al. 2010a, 
2010b) have shown some generalized global rela-
tionships between soil unit weight and CPT fric-
tion sleeve readings that include many different soil 
types varying from clays to silts to sands and tills. 
Yet, in very soft clays, the sleeve friction resistance 
(fs) is a rather small measured value that can show 
significant variability. Moreover, in many highly 
structured and sensitive clays, the fs reading tends 

Unit weight trends with cone resistance in soft to firm clays

P.W. Mayne
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, US

J. Peuchen
Fugro, Leidschendam, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT: First-order trends for estimating soil unit weight from CPTU data are investigated by 
examination of data compiled from 19 offshore and 15 soft onshore clays that are Normally-Consolidated 
(NC) to Lightly-Overconsolidated (LOC). Total unit weights range from 11.5 to 20.5 kN/m3 for these 
geomaterials. For these NC to LOC soils, the slope of the total (corrected) cone resistance versus depth is 
linear through the origin and can be represented by the parameter: mq = qt /z (termed the resistance-depth 
ratio) which decreases with plasticity characteristics. The magnitude of mq is a characteristic of a particu-
lar clay deposit and can aid in assessing unit weights of these materials in simple as well as higher-order 
statistical relationships.
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towards zero (Lunne et al. 1997). Consequently, an 
alternate approach for soft clays has been sought 
in this study.

2 RESISTANCE-DEPTH RATIO

In a recent study of normally-consolidated to lightly-
 overconsolidated clays, it was shown (Mayne et al. 
2010b) that the cone resistance (qt), net cone resist-
ance (qt − σvo) and effective cone resistance (qt − u2) all 
increase linearly with depth below the seafloor (z) in 
a similar manner. Note that the corrected (or total) 
cone resistance is used throughout (Lunne et al. 
1997; Powell & Lunne 2005; Mayne 2007). Any of 
the three parameters can be used and the slope of 
these resistances with depth can be taken as a charac-
teristic of the deposit, such that the resistance-depth 
ratio is defined as:

mq = qt/z (1)

2.1 Illustrated example: Troll, North Sea

For example, results from the Troll offshore site 
in the North Sea are presented in Figure 1 (Uzielli 
et al. 2007; Amundsen et al. 1985). The site shows 
two distinct clay layers with an upper high plastic-
ity deposit encountered from seafloor to around 
16 m depth, which is underlain by a lower lean clay 
deposit that extends to the termination depth of the 
sounding at 45 m. General index properties for each 
of the two layers are shown in the figure. The cor-
responding profile of measured unit weight from 
tube samples and from water content relationships 

is also presented. As a first-order approximation, 
a representative total unit weight can be assigned 
to each layer: Upper Troll (γt = 16.8 kN/m3) and 
Lower Troll (γt = 20.3 kN/m3).

The evaluation of mq for each of the layers is 
detailed in Fig. 2. To check on the condition of 
NC state, note that the regression equations for 
both least squares fitting (y = m1  •  x + b1) and best 
fit line with forced intercept (y = m0  •  x and b0 = 0) 
essentially give the same slope (i.e., m0 ≈ m1). If  the 
slopes differ considerably (i.e., m0 > m1), then it is 
quite likely that the soils are either overconsoli-
dated, cemented, and/or carbonate, in which case, 
this approach will not apply. In the case of Troll, 
a value of mq = 46 kN/m3 applies for the upper 
high plasticity clay while a characteristic value 
mq = 53 kN/m3 is found for the lower lean clay. 
As will be shown subsequently, mq gives a quick 
glance at the magnitude of total unit weight of the 
material.

2.2 Illustrated example: Gulf of Guinea, 
W. Africa

Example data of a normally-consolidated clay 
from the Gulf of Guinea (designated GoG Site X) 
are presented in Figure 3. It can be seen that this 
clay is quite plastic and has a relatively low charac-
teristic unit weight (γt = 13.3 kN/m3).

The corresponding plot of  qt versus z for 
GoG Site X is presented in Figure 4 and deter-
mines that mq = 33 kN/m3 for this deposit. As 
an additional check to confirm this formation is 
NC-LOC, similar plots of  sleeve friction and pen-
etration pore pressures with depth are shown. As 
all three trends are linear and extend from the ori-
gin, confirmation is validated. Again, slopes from 
both least squares and best fit lines are similar in 
all cases.

Figure 1. Data from Troll site: (a) Corrected cone resist-
ance with depth; (b) Unit weight and index parameters.

Figure 2. Determination of the resistance-depth ratio 
for Upper and Lower Troll clay layers.
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3 CPTU DATABASE

3.1 Overview

A select database on NC and LOC clays was com-
piled where measured unit weights were available 
from intact samples and complemented with values 
from water contents. The database included 19 off-
shore sites from Fugro reports and 15 onshore 
clays available from published literature. In all 
cases, piezocone results were available. Reference 
sources for the onshore sites are given elsewhere 
(Mayne et al. 2010a).

All of  the soils considered were essentially 
young to aged normally-consolidated clays with 

generally OCRs < 2. Table 1 provides a listing 
of  the individual NC-LOC clay deposits for the 
offshore series and onshore series, as well as the 
assigned symbol designation for identification of 
each site in subsequent graphs. All of  the offshore 
clays are of  marine origin with CPTU data col-
lected by the same source (i.e. Fugro), whereas 
the onshore clays are varied in their geologic ori-
gins (marine, lacustrine, glacial, alluvial) and were 
tested by various agencies/firms. Thus, some scat-
ter can be attributed to the use of  different pen-
etrometer equipment for the onshore series. The 
original data were obtained digitally for certain 
sites from electronic files, yet in some instances 
(particularly the published records), it was neces-
sary to re-digitize the readings. Again, this may 
have inadvertently resulted in some undue scatter 
to the final statistics.

The depth readings of the borings and soundings 
ranged from as low as 1.5 m up to a maximum of 
173 m at one location, with an overall mean depth 
of 24.2 m (±one standard deviation = 29.8 m). 
Corrected cone resistances ranged from a low of 
61 to a high of 7412 kPa, with a mean value of 
1120 kPa (±1373). The total unit weights for these 
geomaterials ranged from 11.6 to 20.6 kN/m3, with 
an overall average γt = 15.82 kN/m3 (±1.90). There 
was no real difference in the overall results from 
either series as the offshore series gave a mean 
γt   =  15.88 kN/m3 (±1.91) and the onshore series 
exhibited a mean γt = 15.65 kN/m3 (±1.89).

Figure 3. Index parameters at Gulf of Guinea Site X 
and profile of unit weight with depth.

Figure 4. Determination of resistance-depth ratio from 
CPTU at Gulf of Guinea Site X.

Table 1. Symbols and listing of NC and LOC clay 
deposits.
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3.2 Index properties

The matched set of CPTU data and lab measure-
ments gave a total dataset of n = 555. The results 
are slightly biased towards the offshore series as 
this contained 19 different clays (n = 399) and the 
onshore series comprised 15 clay sites (n = 156).

In all cases, the water contents were available 
from all test depths and all clays. An examination 
of these data showed the natural water contents 
ranging from a low of 19% to a high of 248%, with 
an overall average value wn = 75% (±41%). The 
 corresponding void ratios varied from 0.52 to 6.57, 
showing a mean e0 = 2.00 (±1.07).

For approximately 78% of the entire database, 
the plasticity index (PI) of the clay was available. 
Plasticity indices ranged from a minimum of 2% to 
a maximum of 334%, with a mean value PI = 52% 
(±36). The mean values of plasticity index vs. cor-
responding mean liquid limit (LL) of these 34 sites 
are summarized in Figure 5. It is evident that these 
sediments pretty much follow the A-line, as detailed 
by the Unified Soils Classification System.

Calcium carbonate determinations were avail-
able for about 53% of the data. Within that subset 
(n = 291), the range of measured CaCO3 was 0 to 
76%, with a mean value = 17% (±15).

4 STATISTICAL RELATIONSHIPS

4.1 Initial data trends

As the study specifically focused on NC-LOC clays, 
a few interesting simple trends emerged from an 
initial examination of the parametric means. For 
instance, Figure 6 shows the initial trending of the 
mean total unit weight decreasing with plasticity 

index of the clay (PI in percent). The general trend 
indicates:

γt (kN/m3) ≈ 30.4  •  PI–0.174  (2)

Of course, from a practical standpoint, the clay 
PI is not known during a CPT unless plasticity data 
are already available from prior investigations at a 
particular site. Therefore, eq. (2) is of limited use.

An interesting and similar initial trend is 
found between the resistance-depth ratio (mq) 
which decreases with plasticity index of  the clay, 
as presented in Figure 7. The general trend is 
expressed:

mq (kN/m3) ≈ 163  •  PI–0.344  (3)

Figure 5. Plasticity chart for clays using mean PI and LL.
Figure 6. Initial trend between soil unit weight and 
overall mean plasticity index for NC to LOC clays.

Figure 7. Initial trend between the resistance-depth 
ratio and clay plasticity index.
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where PI is input in percentage. While again this 
is likely to be primarily of academic concern, the 
notion actually suggests that the characteristic 
parameter mq could be used as a surrogate for the 
usually unknown plasticity index in the aforemen-
tioned relationship of Figure 6, as discussed by 
Mayne et al. (2010b). This shows some promise 
in Figure 8 where the clay unit weight is related 
directly to the resistance-depth ratio. The general 
expression can be used to obtain a quick “rule of 
thumb” estimate of the clay unit weight:

γt = γw + 0.125 mq (4)

where γw is the unit weight of  the pore fluid in 
kN/m3. Interestingly, both γt and mq have the same 
units. While there appear to be additional factors 
at play in this trend, the results will be explored in 
additional higher-order relationships.

Adopting a power law format for the relation-
ship between unit weight and mq, statistical least 
squares fitting provides the following:

γt = γw + 0.056 (mq)1.21  (5)

which is units-dependent (all terms in kN/m3).

4.2 Multi-parameter statistical trends

The full database was subjected to a large number 
of  possible relationships using both arithmetic, 
semi-log, and logarithmic power-law formats to 
investigate empirical trends between the total 
unit weight and CPTU measurements. These 
are too numerous to present and review herein. 
Instead, a few of  the better predictors have been 
selected to demonstrate the results. Specifically, 
the choice and selection of  “best performer” 

were those expressions that showed the following 
facets: (a) coefficent m0 close to 1 from best fit 
line: y = m0  •  x, (b) an overall high coefficient of 
determination (r2), and (c) low or lowest standard 
error of  the y-estimator (S.E.Y.), which in essence 
serves as the standard deviation about the predic-
tor line.

One of these significantly statistical trends is 
presented in Figure 9 that relates the total unit 
weight as a function of both cone resistance and 
the resistance-depth ratio:

γt = 0.636 (qt)0.072 (10 + mq /8)  (6)

where γt and mq are both in units of kN/m3 and qt 
is input in kPa. The results appear to work equally 
well for both offshore and onshore clays, as illus-
trated by Figure 10.

Several additional levels of multiple regression 
fittings were explored considering qt, qnet, fs, u2, mq, 
Q, F, Bq + 1, σvo′, in separate and combined formats, 
as well as other permutations. However, in essence, 
none of those expressions appeared to exceed the 
relatively good r2 = 0.728 and low S.E.Y. = 0.977 
given by eq. (6). That is, the more complex regres-
sion equations did not improve the statistical quan-
tification in predicting unit weight.

4.3 Independent validation

In order to check the reliability of the derived 
expression, two additional offshore case stud-
ies were obtained from Fugro report files. These 
two sites were not contained within the original 
data sets. These sites were well-documented with 

Figure 8. Initial trend of γt with mq for NC-LOC clays.

Figure 9. Statistical trend for total unit weight in terms 
of corrected cone resistance (qt) and resistance-depth 
ratio (mq).
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 sufficient unit weight measurements available from 
both mass-volume data and water content deter-
minations. The sites include one deposit from West 
Africa and another from the Caspian Sea.

4.3.1 West Africa
Corrected cone resistances vs. depth data for the 
West Africa site are presented in Figure 11, indicat-
ing that a resistance-depth ratio mq = 27.4 kN/m3 is 
characteristic of this deposit. The general regression 
showed a slightly lower slope value of 24 kN/m3, sug-
gesting a light overconsolidation. A total of 67 water 
contents were measured, which ranged from 139% 
to 239%, with an overall average of 178%. The mean 
unit weight from 18 individual mass-volume meas-
urements was 12.73 kN/m3 and the data from the 
water contents also gave a mean γt = 12.73 kN/m3. 
Both sets showed a slight increase of unit weight 
with depth, as seen in Figure 12. The unit weight 
profile derived from the CPTU relationship (equa-
tion 6) gave good agreement with a slight overpre-
diction with depth.

4.3.2 Caspian Sea
At the Caspian Sea site, a limited number (n = 7) 
of index tests indicated the following mean val-
ues: wn = 39%, LL = 47%, PI = 30%, and total unit 
weight averaging γt = 18.8 kN/m3. Results of 3 cal-
cium carbonate tests yielded 14%. Corrected cone 
resistances vs. depth data for the Caspian Sea site 
are shown in Figure 13, confirming a characteristic 
mq = 62.6 kN/m3 for this clay sediment. Figure 14 
shows the CPTU-estimated unit weights in reason-
able agreement with the unit weights determined 
by laboratory methods.

Figure 11. Corrected cone resistance plot to obtain 
resistance-depth ratio for offshore West Africa site.

Figure 12. Comparison of measured and estimated 
unit weights for offshore West Africa site.

Figure 13. Corrected cone resistance plot to obtain 
resistance-depth ratio for the Caspian Sea site.

Figure 10. Statistical trend for unit weight in terms of qt 
and mq with separation of offshore and onshore data.
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5 USE IN PRACTICE

Use of the resistance-depth ratio mq requires sche-
matization of soil layers. This is relatively straight-
forward for relatively uniform NC-LOC clays, 
which are fairly common. In practice, it will be 
necessary to allow for the exceptions, whereby each 
schematized layer will require a check on close-to-
zero intercept for corrected cone resistance qt. An 
initial check on overconsolidation may be achieved 
by taking Q < 6 as a threshold value for differenti-
ating between LOC and OC clays (Chen & Mayne 
1996). A very detailed schematization into sepa-
rate soil layers seems unnecessary, as relatively thin 
layers of soil away from the mq trend should not be 
significant. This is because of the implicit purpose 
of determining overall total vertical stress rather 
than soil unit weight.

The studies demonstrate the applicability of 
equation (6) beyond conventional “soft” clays, i.e. 
firm and stiff  NC-LOC clays at depths of > 30 m 
below ground surface or seafloor.

The identification of the clays applicable to 
these findings can be summarized in a soil behav-
ioral type (SBT) chart. Using the 9-zone SBT chart 
by Robertson (1990), a simplified version can be 
represented in terms of normalized cone resistance 
(Q) vs. normalized friction ratio (F), as presented 
in Figure 15. For seven of these soil types (zones 
2 through 7), the classification groupings can be 
calculated using a CPT material index (Ic), evalu-
ated by:

IcII + +( . l g )Q ( log )F4 +l g )Q2 2+) ( log )F+) ( 22  (7)

Using the CPTU data contained within the origi-
nal compilation of 34 clay deposits, Figure 16 
shows that essentially all of the database deposits 
fall within zones 3 and 4, where zone 3: clays: clays 
to silty clays) and zone 4: silt mixtures (silty clays 
to clayey silts).

An updated version of the SBT method by 
Robertson (2009) uses a modified form of normal-
ized cone resistance (Qtn), as shown in Figure 15, 
where an empirical exponent n is used in the stress-
normalization scheme. This exponent varies from 
about 1.0 in clays to around 0.5 in clean sands. The 
mean value of all backfigured exponents in the 

Figure 14. Comparison of measured and estimated 
unit weights for offshore Caspian Sea site.

Figure 15. Summary of CPTU soil classification charts 
using the Ic index (after Robertson 1990, 2009).

Figure 16. Clay database in SBT classification zones for 
19 offshore and 15 onshore deposits.
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dataset considered herein, however, gave n = 1.00 
(±0.02), thus the original normalization using Q is 
sufficient for the above determinations.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Soil behavioral studies involving a total of 34 
normally-consolidated to lightly overconsolidated 
clays from offshore and onshore deposits have 
outlined an important trend between the total unit 
weight and slope of cone resistance vs. depth, des-
ignated mq = qt /z. The parameter mq is termed the 
resistance-depth ratio and is found to relate to clay 
plasticity characteristics. Various statistical meas-
ures are used to quantify the fitting of the trends.
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ABSTRACT: The cluster analysis is a statistical method used for grouping data which have similar 
mathematical characteristics in subsets with common or homogeneous values. This method can be used 
in various fields for data of which no division is a priori known and can be useful in the case of the iden-
tification of soil horizons for site characterization. Cluster analyses for in-situ applications are composed 
of the following six steps: selection of variables; standardization of the data; assembly of the deviation 
matrix; choice of clustering technique; determination of the number of clusters; interpretation of cluster 
results. Various types of in situ tests can be treated in this way such as the piezometric cone penetrometer 
test. We present here an analysis of pressuremeter tests using the Cluster method, which uses the statistical 
variables: pl; E e; E e/pl. The results relate the relevance of these variables to identify the soil horizons, and 
the best possible combination of data to characterize the various geological layers of the site of the Grays 
Harbor, Washington State, USA.

Keywords: pressuremeter, in-situ test, statistical method

1 INTRODUCTION

The study of soil stratification is a necessary step 
in geotechnical site characterization involving the 
mapping of horizontal boundaries and the iden-
tification of soil layers. It is assumed that in each 
layer the mechanical characteristics of the soil are 
homogenous. Therefore if  it is determined that a 
material has similar pressuremeter mechanical 
characteristics, it follows that said material can be 
grouped into different soil types allowing for the 
identification of different soil layers. This hypothe-
sis is not new and is currently used by Robertson & 
Wride (1988) to determine soil stratigraphy using 
cone penetrometer resistance qc and the friction 
ratio Rf or by Monnet et al. (2003) to determine 
layers of soil by pressuremeter analysis. A further 
analysis of soil friction of each layer is also pos-
sible with Monnet & Khlif  (1994) theory.

The cluster analysis (Everitt, 1974) is a statistical 
method used for grouping data which have similar 
mathematical characteristics in subsets with com-
mon or homogeneous values, which can then be 
used for the stratification analysis. This method can 
be implemented on various fields of data for which 
no division is a priori known and can be  useful in 
the case of the identification of the soil horizons, 

for site characterisation. Cluster analyses for in-
situ applications are composed of the following six 
steps: selection of variables; standardization of the 
data; assembly of the distance matrix; choice of 
clustering technique; determination of the number 
of clusters; interpretation of cluster results.

The grouping of the data in clusters, can be car-
ried out, along a vertical profile (Saboya & Balbi 
2003), but also in given planes (Mlynarek & Lunne 
1997). In both cases, the method of calculation 
is identical and the only difference consists in an 
axial or plane treatment of the problem. Using this 
method it’s possible to objectively:

– define similar groups in the soil profile
– delineate different layer boundaries
– allocate the lenses within a sub-layer
– determine the mean mechanical values of each 

layer.

Various types of in-situ tests can be treated in this 
manner, such as the cone penetrometer test (CPT), 
or piezocone CPTU (Hegazy & Mayne 2002). 
Recent applications relate mainly to the piezocone 
but some relate to pressuremeter measurements 
(Baud 2005; Baud & Gambin 2008). We present 
here a pressuremeter analysis by cluster of the site 
of Grays Harbor, Washington State, USA, using 
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the variables pl, E e, E e/pl for characterization, where 
pl is the limit pressure (related to material shear 
strength), and E is the elastic or Young’s modulus. 
The results relate to the relevance of these various 
variables to the identification of soil horizons, and 
to the best possible combination of data needed to 
characterize the various geological layers.

2 CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF THE 
PRESSUREMETER RESULTS

2.1 Standardization of the data

Data standardization is a way to use and represent 
data in a non dimensional space so that the effects 
of the different units on each variable are reduced. 
From a theoretical point of view standardization is 
not essential to the use of the cluster method, but 
it is a logical step to use data with mean value equal 
to zero and a standard deviation equal to one. At 
a depth i, a series of measurements x of j variables 
(varying from 1 to p) can be noted xij. The stand-
ardized variable zij corresponding to xij is then 
determined by the relation:

z
x x

Sij
ij j=
′( )xj

 (1)

where x j and S(xj ) are respectively the mean value 
and the standard deviation of the variable j of xij 
with i varying from 1 to N. 

2.2 Similarity between data and concept of 
distance between data series

The similarity between two different data series 
can be evaluated by at least by 7 different methods: 
 Pearson; Manhattan; Minkowski; Power;  Euclidean; 
Chebychev; Cosine (Norusis, 1988). There is no 
specific rule to classify and measure the similarity 
between data. However, according to Hegazy & 
Mayne (2002) and Mlynarek et al. (2005), the best 
method to estimate the deviations between data 
points is the Cosine method (2) rather than the a pri-
ori more simple Euclidean method (3):
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It can be easily seen that the Euclidean relation 
gives a null result for two identical data points in 

the same cluster, and produces a large deviation for 
two different points in two different clusters. The 
result produced by the Cosine method of relation 
(2) lie between −1 and +1, with 1 corresponding to 
identical data and −1 to data with no correlation, 
whereas with relation (3) there is no boundary to 
determine an uncorrelated series of data. There-
fore, it was determined that the Cosine method is 
best suited to measure data deviation.

2.3 Concept of cluster and organization
of the calculation

Hegazy (1998) used various methods of regrouping 
data and finally recommended to use the method 
of nearest neighbor which satisfies the mathemati-
cal conditions of continuity and minimum distor-
tion. It is this method which is used here for the 
analysis of the pressuremeter tests. 

A program was developed to carry out this method 
and is organized as shown in Figure 1. At the first 
step, for a set of n given data, the values which are 
closest are determined (dij minimum for the Eucli-
dean distance, or dij nearest to 1 for the Cosine dis-
tance). If the deviation is above the threshold (Cosine 
method) or below the threshold (Euclidean method) 
the second point joins the cluster of the first point. 
In the following step, two points being analyzed are 
either not in an existing cluster and form a new clus-
ter, or one of the points is an element of an existing 
cluster and thus the second point joins the cluster of 
the first point. The program controls the condition 
of acuity, by checking the distance between the mean 
points of two clusters (Euclidean or Cosine method) 
so that these two clusters are related to different soil 
layers. Finally the program controls the condition of 
homogeneity, by checking the distance between each 
point of a cluster and the mean value of this cluster 
to ensure that it is above (Cosine method) or below 
(Euclidean method) the threshold.

2.4 Choice of variables

The various variables used are classified from z1 
to z3. We use non dimensional variables to ensure 
there is no influence of the units. z1 corresponds 
to pl defined as the limit pressure, which is usually 
used to identify the shear strength of the soil, z2 
correspond to E e and yields a measurement of the 
Young’s modulus of the soil (Young’s modulus 
measured on the unloading-reloading cycle) and 
z3 corresponds to the E e/pl used by Baguelin et al. 
(1978) to classify the soil. 

2.5 Statistical independence of the variables 

The chosen variables should be independent from 
each other. To check this condition the correlation 
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coefficient was calculated with relation (4) where 
Cov(xi, xj) is the covariance of the variables xi and xj 

ρijρ i j

i j

Cov x
S S

=
•

( ,ix )
( )ix ( )jx

 (4) 

Theoretically the correlation between independ-
ent variables is zero, and the correlation between 
linked variables is either 1 or –1. Practically a 
threshold of 0.65 for our 142 variables is chosen 
to be acceptable.

Standardization of the variables  

Initialization of the 
clusters to zero 

Calculation of the distance dij maximum 
(Cos) or minimum (Euk) between i and j 

If imin classified 
Cluster (jmin) = Cluster(imin) 

If imin unclassified, 
New Cluster k 

Cluster (jmin) = Cluster(imin)

Determine if Point jmin 
unclassified, and dij > Dmin 
(Cos), or dij < Dmin (Euk),

j from 1 
to N 

Union of two Clusters which has 
a mean distance higher than Dmin 
(Cos) or lower than Dmin (Euk) 

Verification of the homogeneity of the 
Clusters and exclusion of the Points which 

are beyond the required precision

i from 1 
to N 

End

Iter from 
1 to 10 

Figure 1. Organization of calculation.
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3 DESCRIPTION OF THE GRAYS HARBOR 
PONTOON CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

3.1 Some history

The Grays Harbor site investigation (Fig. 2) was 
performed in Washington State USA in order to 
construct a facility capable of building floating pon-
toons for the Highway 520 Bridge in Seattle, Wash-
ington. From the technical and economic points of 
view, the project must be conceived and dimensioned 
with an adaptation to the sub-soil constraints which 
must be recognized and known. The usual method 
of investigation is to take undisturbed samples and 
test them in a laboratory. Unfortunately the soils 
tested on the Grays Harbor site, which generally 
are sandy, silty and clayey are loosely deposited and 
located under the water table making it difficult to 
sample. The pressuremeter analysis is useful because 
it allows for the characterization of the soil with 
respect to their natural structure at the depth the 
test was performed. This measurement technique 
was used for the study of the site.

3.2 Description of the sub-soil

The description of the site investigation and the 
characteristics of the main geological formations 
are shown on Figure 3. The scope of work con-
sisted of 15 Boreholes for sampling (to depths of 

49 m max), 23 cone penetrometer tests with qc and 
Rf measurements (to depths of 49 m), 4 pressurem-
eter boreholes with Ee and pl measurements (to 
depths of 45 m max).

3.2.1 General geological framework
The project in Grays Harbor encounters geologi-
cal formations consisting of sand, and silts from 
marine deposits. The site location is in a marshy 
area on the coast of Washington State with an 
elevation very near to sea level.

3.2.2 Geotechnical description of the soils
The determination of the geology and the visual
identification of the soil is only possible with pre-
cision when samples are available. Unfortunately, 
most of the on site soils tested are below the water 
table and it is not possible to extract intact samples 
for the soils which have no cohesion. The soils with 
cohesion on this site are weak and soft enough that 
sample recovery, especially in an undisturbed state, 
is nearly impossible. The only way to identify the 
soil is to use cuttings which can lead to large inac-
curacy in determining the position of the different 
soil layers. In contrast, the pressuremeter test is an 
in-situ test which can be performed at any chosen 
place with success. The cluster analysis applied to 
the pressuremeter data should be more relevant for 
the determination of the position of the soil layers 

Figure 2. Map of the section profile and location of the boreholes of the Grays Harbor site.
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Figure 3. Vertical cross sections BB′ of  the site.

because of the precisely known position of the test. 
The reported site investigation is composed of pres-
suremeter measurements in 40 m to 45 m deep bore-
holes. The data collected could be classified (Fig. 3) 
as four families, according to their deposit origin, 
their visual localization and their characteristics:

– Unit 1 family: Silt locally 1 to 6 m,
– Unit 2A family: Silty sand subjacent, 6 to 21 m
– Unit 2B family: Sandy Silt subjacent, 6 to 21 m
– Unit 3 family: Silt, 21 to 36 m
– Unit 4 family: Sands and Gravels subjacent with 

the Unit3 family.

3.2.3 The site investigation
The site investigation was carried out in several 
phases with the following measurements: 

– Pressuremeter tests
– Cone penetrometer tests,

Results of the pressuremeter tests do not obviously 
distinguish between different soil types (Fig. 4) and 
thus the laboratory tests are used for the classifica-
tion of the soil. 

3.3 Results of the cluster analysis

3.3.1 Independence of variables
The coefficient of correlation between variables 
has been calculated in Table 1 and uses all families 

Table 1. Correlation between the chosen variables.

pl Ee Ee/pl

pl 1 0.6389 0.4330
Ee 0.6389 1 0.9432
Ee/pl 0.4330 0.9432 1

Figure 4. Evolution of the pressuremeter characteris-
tics for borehole TH30.
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of soil. For the 142 pressuremeter tests the coef-
ficient of correlation with Ee/pl with Ee is 0.9432. 
Hence these two variables are considered to be 
codependent. For this reason the analysis is carried 
out with only two variables pl and Ee. The coef-
ficient of correlation of the remaining variables is 
below 0.64 which is considered to be a condition 
of independence.

3.3.2 Advantages of the cluster analysis
The geological and geotechnical analysis identifies 
4 families of soils and 6 in-situ layers or cluster. It 
should be noted that the number attached to a specific 
layer is a result of the cluster method hence number 1 
is attached to the first cluster identified, number 2 is 
attached to the second cluster found, and so on. Thus 
the number of a specific cluster is independent of the 
number of the soil Unit. These two numbers should 
not be identical, but the same geological Unit of soil, 
should belong to one cluster (Figs. 4 to 8)

The cluster analysis determines the mean 
mechanical characteristics of  each layer. It also 
determines localization and an identification of 
the thickness of  each layer with the precision of the 
deviation between two different tests (Tables 4 and 
5). Each of these factors are extremely valuable in 
engineering design.

3.3.3 Selection of the precision of the calculation
The precision of the cluster calculation is shown 
in Table 2 for the Cosine deviation. The minimum 
correlation required for the homogeneity of each 
cluster is taken as 0.5. On Table 4 the Euclidean 
deviation is used and the maximum deviation 
allowed in a cluster is taken as 3, which is a com-
mon value of the tolerance applied to the Gauss 
distribution. For both tables, it can be seen that 
the number of clusters decreases as the preci-
sion of the calculation decreases and the number 
of unclassified data decreases also. Furthermore, 

the number of clusters increases as the number of 
variables increases. For both tables, the clusters 
are grouped with the single consideration of the 
mechanical characteristics, so that the possibility 
of a soil lense with different properties existing in a 
homogeneous layer is allowed. 

Table 2 shows the evolution of the number of 
clusters as a function of the correlation coefficient. 
A usual value of the correlation coefficient is often 
taken to equal 0.9 to identify correlated variables. 
The cluster analysis performed using Cosine dis-
tance proves that the use of the variables z1 (pl ), z2 
(Ee) and z3 (E

e/pl ) is sufficient to identify the vari-
ous soil horizons. Table 2 shows that with these 
three variables the algorithm detects the 4 layers of 
the site. The Cosine distance measurement identi-
fies 4 different layers once the threshold value of 
0.7 is reached with a reasonable low number of 
unclassified data (1%). As the difference between 
family Unit 2 and Unit 3 is small when considering 
the mean value of elastic modulus and the net limit 
pressure, it was decided to increase the threshold 
value of the correlation to 0.95. 

In Table 3, the analysis in Euclidean deviation is 
presented. The analysis performed using the Eucli-
dean distance tends to be the most sensible one, but 
it is difficult to reduce the level of unclassified data 
while the number of clusters remains high. If  we 
consider a standard distribution for these results, 
a common value of the deviation from the mean is 
0.67 of the standard deviation, where 50% of the 
data lie. This deviation is required to identify 4 lay-
ers. For these two values the number of unclassi-
fied data remains larger (6%) than the unclassified 
data of the Cosine method (4%). 

3.3.4 Identification of the layers 
In Table 4, the cluster organization determined 
by the Cosine method is presented. A minimum 
number of 3 values within a cluster is considered 
to reveal a tendency of mechanical characteristics. 
It appears that Unit 1 is found to be composed of 
only one cluster (cluster 1), while Unit 2 is made 

Table 2. Number of clusters determined by Cosine 
deviation.

Minimum 
Cosine dij

z1 to z2 z1 to z3

Number 
of clusters

Part of 
unclassified 
data

Number 
of clusters

Part of 
unclassified 
data

0.999 13 10% 23 43%
0.995 12 3% 13 21%
0.97 8 7% 10 13%
0.95 7 4% 11 2%
0.9 5 3% 7 6%
0.85 5 3% 7 2%
0.8 5 2% 5 2%
0.7 4 1% 5 0%
0.5 3 0% 4 2%

Table 3. Number of clusters determined by Euclidean 
deviation

Maximum 
 Euclidean dij

z1 to z2 z1 to z3

Number 
of clusters

Part of 
 unclassified 
data

Number 
of clusters

Part of 
 unclassified 
data

0.1 11 83% 9 86%
0.25 4 78% 14 78%
0.5 6 17% 7 27%
0.67 5 6% 5 27%
1 4 2% 5 6%
2 3 2% 3 4%
3 2 2% 2 2%
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of two very different clusters (clusters 1 and 2), 
which have very different elastic moduli and limit 
pressures, when closer values are expected. An 
interpretation of this discrepancy is that the inter-
face between Unit 1 and Unit 2 is at greater depth 
than originally assumed, so that a part of the soil 
of Unit 1 (identified by cluster 1) is included into 
Unit 2. Unit 3 is found to be mainly composed of 
3 different clusters (2, 4 and 5) with the same elas-
tic modulus, but with different limit pressure.

In Table 5, the cluster organization determined by 
the Euclidean method is presented and a minimum 
number of 3 values within a cluster is considered 
to reveal a tendency of mechanical characteristics. 
It again appears that Unit 1 is found to be com-
posed of only one cluster (cluster 3), while Unit 2 is 
made of two very different clusters (clusters 1 and 

2), which have rather different elastic moduli and 
limit pressures. Once again, the interpretation can 
be used that the interface between Unit 1 and 2 is 
at greater depth than originally assumed by driller. 
Unit 3 is found to be mainly composed of 2 differ-
ent clusters (2, 4)  with the same elastic modulus, 
but with different limit pressure.

On borehole TH30, the Cosine method (Fig. 5) 
shows a correspondence between Unit 1 (Silt) 
with cluster 1 for the upper 12 m. The interface 
between Unit 1 and 2 is not found. Unit 2 (Silty 
sand) shows a correspondence with clusters 1. The 
fact that Unit 3 is divided into 3 different clusters 
(clusters 2, 4 and 5) shows its heterogeneity as seen 
in Table 4. The lense defined by cluster 4 is found 
in correspondence with cluster 2.

For the same data set the Euclidean method 
(Fig. 6) is successful in identifying an interface 

Table 4. Results of the geotechnical inverse analysis for 
Cosine method; dij minimum 0.95; 2 variables.

Family Descrip. Cluster
Numb. 
of values

E e

(kPa)
pl.pp
(kPa)

Unit 1 Silts 1 17 478 9915
Unit 2 Silty 

sands
1 21 478 9915
2 9 1233 34885
3 3 1530 103421
4 2 1187 20402

Unit 3 Silts 2 24 1233 34885
3 7 1530 103421
4 20 1187 20402
5 19 1006 13397
6 3 1096 16317

Unit 4 Sand and 
gravel

2 3 1233 34885
4 2 1187 20402
5 2 1006 13397

Table 5. Results of the geotechnical inverse analysis for 
Euclidean method; dij maximum 0.67; 2 variables.

Family Description Cluster
Numb. of 
values

E e

(kPa)
pl
(kPa)

Unit 1 Silts 1 3 623 13576
3 14 225 3401

Unit 2 Silty sands 1 18 623 13576
2 17 1068 20995
4 3 1364 42701

Unit 3 Silts 2 56 1068 20995
4 9 1364 42701
5 4 1368 17236

Unit 4 Sand and 
gravel

2 4 1068 20995
4 3 1364 42701

Figure 5. Comparison between the cluster classifica-
tion and the driller; borehole TH30; Cosine method; dij 
minimum 0.95; 2 variables.
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Figure 6. Comparison between the cluster classifica-
tion and the driller; borehole TH30; Euclidean method; 
dij maximum 0.67; 2 variables. 
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between Unit 1 and Unit 2 at 9 m depth while 
the driller found the interface at a depth of  12 m. 
It finds a correspondence between Unit 2 (Silty 
Sands) with cluster 1. At greater depth within the 
borehole, below 25 m, Unit 3 (Silts) appears to 
be in correspondence with cluster 2 and 4. The 
lense of  cluster 4 is found in correspondence with 
cluster 4.

On borehole TH31, the Cosine method (Fig. 7) 
shows a correspondence between Unit 2 (Silty 
Sands) with cluster 1 for the upper 26 m. Unit 3 is 
divided into 3 different clusters (clusters 2, 4 and 5) 
and is heterogeneous as shown in Table 4. 

For the same data set, the Euclidean method 
(Fig. 8) finds a correspondence between Unit 2 

(Silty Sands) with clusters 1 and 2. At greater 
depths within the borehole, below 27 m, Unit 3 
(Silts) appears to bein correspondence with cluster 
2. The interface between Unit 2 and 3 is found at 
23 m depth while the driller found it to be at 30 m.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the pressuremeter tests of the pon-
toon construction project in Grays Harbor, Wash-
ington was carried out by the cluster method. This 
method is used for grouping pressuremeter data 
which have similar characteristics with common 
or homogeneous values. This study compares two 
different method (Euclidean or Cosine distance) 
for regrouping pressuremeter data in homogene-
ous cluster or class, which should be in accord-
ance with homogeneous soil layer. The use of the 2 
variables pl , and E e, is chosen for the identification 
of the different soil layers. The Euclidean method 
appears sometimes uncompleted, but the use of 
the Cosine method seems simpler to use and able 
to point out the differences between the geological 
layers of the soil. It allows the determination of 
the mean value of the mechanical characteristics 
of each layer, the position of the interface and the 
thickness of the different layers of the site.

5 LIST OF SYMBOL

EM Pressuremeter modulus from Ménard test
E e  The unload reload elastic modulus (assuming 

a Poisons ration of 0.3)
γ Gravity acceleration
h Depth of the pressuremeter
γsat Unit saturated specific weight 
pl Limit Pressure
p*l Net Limit Pressure, pl − p0
p0 Horizontal pressure at rest
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are a number of researches for different 
SPT systems where the energy reaching the rod 
stem (or enthru energy, Ei, Décourt 1989) has been 
measured. However, just few researches have meas-
ured the energy reaching the sampler, which is the 
one used for penetrating the sampler and the one 
related directly to the N value. This paper aims at 
providing results of the energy reaching the sam-
pler in series of SPTs performed with the Brazilian 
system. Additionally, in order to know all energy 
losses during the tests, the potential energy actually 
present in each blow, the kinetic energy just before 
the impact and the enthru energy have also been 
measured.

2 SPT ENERGY

Schmertmann & Palacios (1979) have shown that 
the N value varies inversely with the energy that 
actually reaches the rods, to at least N equal to 
50. The following equation allows to correct the 
N value as a function of the energy:

N1 E1 = N2 E2 (1)

where Ei is the energy just below the anvil and Ni 
is the value associated with Ei. ISSMFE (1989) has 
established 60% of the theoretical free fall energy 
(or nominal potential energy) as the international 

reference. Therefore the corresponding N60 is 
obtained as 

 (2)

where
E60 = 60% of the theoretical free fall energy E*, 

E* = 474 J
According to Décourt (1989), the energy just 

below the anvil (Ei) can be obtained using the fol-
lowing equation

Ei = e1 e2 e3 E* (3)

where e1, e2 and e3 are efficiency (or correction) 
factors. The efficiency factor e1 relates the kinetic 
energy just before the impact to the free fall energy 
and is mainly dependent on the way the hammer is 
lifted and released. A number of researches have 
been carried out on this subject (e.g., Kovacs et al. 
1977, 1978; Kovacs 1979, 1980; Kovacs & Salomone 
1982; Skempton 1986; Tokimatsu 1988; Décourt 
1989). Figure 1 summarizes the results obtained 
from different types of equipment. Values of e1 
suggested by Décourt (1989) and values recently 
measured (Cavalcante et al. 2011) relative to the 
Brazilian manual system are shown in Figure 1.

The factor e2 is the ratio between the energy just 
below the anvil and the kinetic energy just before the 
impact and it depends on the anvil mass (Skempton 
1986). Décourt (1989) summarizes the main existing 
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ABSTRACT: The measurement of energy below the anvil is used as a reference to obtain the N60 value, 
the number of blows corresponding to 60% of the theoretical free fall energy, which is the international 
reference. In a significant number of SPT systems, this energy has been measured, and the different sys-
tems could then be properly compared. However, few data is available on the energy reaching the sampler, 
which is probably due to the difficulties in installing accelerometers and force transducers below the water 
table. Watertight accelerometers and force transducers have been used to measure the energy reaching 
the sampler in SPTs performed with 22.68 m in length. This energy has been compared with the energy 
measured just below the anvil. Additionally, the drop height and the impact velocity were measured, using 
a high-speed video camera. The energy losses during the whole test have therefore been possible to be 
quantified, from the potential energy until the energy reaching the sampler.
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results (Figure 2). Values of e2 suggested by Belin-
canta & Cintra (1998), Décourt (1989) and values 
recently measured (Cavalcante et al. 2011) relative 
to the Brazilian manual system are shown in the 
figure.

The efficiency factor e3 is related to the rod 
length. The influence of the rod length is a very 
controversial point. According to Schmertmann 
& Palacios (1979), the energy would only be fully 
transmitted to the rods if  they had a minimum crit-
ical length. This would occur because in most cases 
the first compression wave is reflected in the lower 
end of the sampler as a tension wave. The ten-
sion wave induces a separation between hammer 
and rods, preventing further transfers of energy. 
Corrections to take into account this phenom-
enon have been proposed (e.g., Skempton 1986) 
and are still included in ASTM standard D 1586–
08a. However, recent researches (e.g., Cavalcante 
2002; Odebrecht 2003; Daniel et al. 2005; 
Danziger et al. 2006) have shown that the subse-
quent impacts (in the same blow) contribute widely 
to the energy transmission. In other words, these 
researches indicate that the energy just below the 
anvil is independent of the length of the rod stem, 
and the factor e3 should be taken as 1.

Moreover, Odebrecht (2003) and Odebrecht et 
al. (2005) have shown that the potential energy 
resulting from the penetration of the sampler 
should be added to the nominal potential energy, 
which is significant in the case of soft clays and 
loose sands and small rod lengths.

The energy generating the sampler penetration 
(associated with the N value) is the one reaching 
the sampler, not the one below the anvil. Thus, the 

 corresponding loss should be taken into accoumt 
(e.g., Danziger et al. 2008), and equation (3) 
becomes 

Es = e1 e2 e3 e4 E* (4)

Thus the factor e4 quantifies energy losses over 
the rods. Very few data is available on this factor 
(e.g., Cavalcante 2002; Odebrecht 2003; Johnsen & 
Jagello 2007). Cavalcante et al. (2008) summarized 
the values obtained by those authors (Figure 3). 
Although not very clear in the case of Figure 3a, 
Figure 3b indicates a trend of increasing loss of 
energy with increasing length of rods.

Figure 1. Efficiency factor e1 (adapted from Skempton 
1986, and Décourt 1989).
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where 
F = force measured in the force transducers
v = velocity, obtained from the accelerometer data

4 TESTS PERFORMED

SPTs were monitored in the Sarapuí II Test Site, 
located in Duque de Caxias, State of Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil.

The regular Brazilian SPT system was used in all 
tests. The equipment consists of a 65 kg pinweight 
hammer and 3.23 kg/m rods. The anvil used had a 
weight of 9.6 N. The lifting system is manual and 
the control of the hammer drop height is visual 
(Figure 5). The standard drop height of the Brazil-
ian SPT system is 0.75 m. Thus, the nominal poten-
tial energy of the Brazilian SPT system is 478.2 J, 
which means that the difference between the poten-
tial (nominal) energies of the International Refer-
ence and the Brazilian Standard is only 1%.

A total of 758 blows were instrumented, in 526 
blows the energy was measured both below the 
anvil and above the sampler and in 232 blows the 
energy was measured just below the anvil. The rod 
length (including the sampler length) varied from 
10.80 m to 29.75 m. The instrumentation provided 
anomalies in a significant number of tests, both 
in very hard and very easy driving. A sequence of 
26 blows which provided good results and may be 
considered representative of the tests with longer 
rods was interpreted. This sequence of blows corre-
sponded to a rod length of 22.68 m, and a nominal 
depth of 20 m. The soil at the tested depth consisted 
of a sandy silty clay, from sedimentary origin.

The first instrumented rod was installed just 
below the anvil and the second just above the sam-
pler, in order to quantify energy losses along the 
rods. Each instrumented rod had only one force 
transducer and one accelerometer connected to the 
data logger, since the SPT Analyzer system has only 
four channels. The justification for this procedure is 

Figure 4. SPT analyzer system. Figure 5. Brazilian SPT equipment.

3 EQUIPMENT

3.1 High-speed video camera

A high-speed camera Casio EX-FH20, capable of 
recording images up to 1000 frames per second, 
was used to determine the drop height and the 
impact velocity of the hammer.

Images recorded by the camera were digitized 
and analyzed frame by frame, so that it was pos-
sible to identify the maximum height the hammer 
was lifted and evaluate the moment of the impact 
between hammer and anvil. A ruler was placed 
next to the hammer to serve as a reference to the 
measurements.

3.2 Velocity hammer radar (HPA system) 

A velocity hammer radar (HPA system) was tenta-
tively used in the tests, aiming at the direct meas-
urement of the impact velocity, also to validate the 
measurements with the video camera. However, 
the HPA system presented malfunctioning during 
the tests and just few results were available, there-
fore preventing the desired comparison.

3.3 SPT analyzer

The SPT Analyzer system was used to measure the 
energy transferred to the rods. It comprises a data 
logger, instrumented rods, accelerometers and cables 
(Figure 4). Two rods of 1 m in length, 3.23 kg/m (as 
in the Brazilian standard) were instrumented, each 
one with a pair of force transducers (strain gauges 
based) and a pair of piezoelectric accelerometers, 
with resolution of 0.02 g and capacity of 5000 g. 
One of these rods as well as a pair of accelerometers 
and the corresponding cables were waterproofed in 
order to allow monitoring below the water level.

The energy in the rods (E), both below the anvil 
and above the sampler is obtained from equation (5).

E F v dt• v∫  (5)
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based on the experience that when a pair of accel-
erometers and a pair of force transducers are used, 
in the regular instrumentation process, they pro-
vide essentially the same results (e.g., Cavalcante 
et al. 2003). This was also verified in the present 
research.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The drop height values measured are presented 
in Figure 6. A significant scatter can be verified, 
with the maximum drop height of 0.99 m and the 
minimum of 0.74 m. The average drop height was 
0.86 m, and the standard deviation was 0.08 m. 
Despite of the significant scatter obtained, only 1 
out of the 26 blows was smaller than the standard 
drop height, showing the trend the operator has to 
lift the hammer above the nominal height, a trend 
which was verified by other researches, inclusively 
in other SPT systems (e.g., Riggs et al. 1983).

Another Brazilian data has shown that it is 
possible to obtain an average of the drop height 
closer to the nominal value and less scatter in the 
data, provided that careful operation is undertaken 
(Cavalcante et al. 2011).

A quite interesting picture of the measured blows 
arises when the blows are plotted in the sequence 
they have occurred in the field, as showed in Fig-
ure 7. There is a trend of reducing drop height as 
the sequence proceeds, which may be an indication 
of tiredness of the crew during each SPT.

Impact velocity was measured in 18 out of 26 
blows. Data was lost in 8 blows, preventing a reli-
able evaluation of the impact velocity in those 
blows. Figure 8 shows height of SPT hammer ver-
sus time in a typical blow, obtained from records 
of the high-speed camera. A polynomial function 
of degree 2 was adjusted to the data in each blow. 
Then, based on this function, the time of impact 
was extrapolated. The derivative of hammer height 
versus time function, corresponding to the time of 
impact, is the impact velocity.

The average impact velocity was 3.9 m/s (maxi-
mum of 4.2 m/s and minimum of 3.7 m/s).

Figure 9 shows typical signals of force and 
velocity, measured with the SPT Analyzer system 
in the rod just below the anvil, and Figure 10 in the 
rod just above the sampler.

From Figures 9 and 10 it can be observed that the 
maximum compression force close to the sampler 

Figure 6. Drop height values measured at 20 m nominal 
depth.

Figure 7. Drop height versus blow number.
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Figure 9. Force and velocity measured just below the 
anvil (blow number 21).

Figure 10. Force and velocity measured just above the 
sampler (blow number 21).
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was greater than that below the anvil. This is due 
to the superposition of the downward compres-
sion pulse reflected at the sampler head. In fact, 
whenever the downward compression wave finds a 
section with varying impedance, part of the wave is 
transmitted downward and part is reflected. As the 
impedance at the sampler head is higher than the 
rod impedance, the reflected wave is also a com-
pressive one causing a resultant force greater than 
the incident one (Cavalcante et al. 2008).

The maximum compression force was 62 kN 
just below the anvil and 69 kN just above the sam-
pler, for all blows.

Figures 11 and 12 show energy calculated just 
below the anvil and just above the sampler, respec-
tively. The ratio between the energy measured 
above the sampler and that measured below the 
anvil in this case was 0.89. 

Table 1 presents the average values of energy 
recorded in the tests, namely the potential energy, 
Ep, the kinetic energy, Ek, the enthru energy, Ei and 
the energy reaching the sampler, Es. Standard devi-
ation of the energies measured are also included 
in the table.

Energy ratios, defined as the ratio between the 
different energies listed in column 1 and (i) the 
nominal potential energy, E*, and (ii) the poten-
tial energy measured, Ep, are also included in the 
table.

Due to the greater drop height used in the tests, 
the ratio between the potential energy measured and 
the nominal energy was 1.15. Due to the same rea-
son, the ratio between the kinetic energy just before 
the impact and the nominal energy (or e1 value) is 
1.06, i.e. greater than 1. The enthru energy ratio, 
Ei/E*, is 0.94. It must be pointed out that this is the 
ratio generally use as the efficiency of the system. 
This value is greater than values obtained in other 
researches where the Brazilian system was used, e.g. 
Belincanta (1985) found an average value of 72% and 
Cavalcante et al. (2002) an average value of 82%.

If one now uses the measured potential energy 
rather than the nominal one as the reference, the val-
ues listed in the last column are obtained. In this case, 
a new efficiency factor, e1*, has been defined, and the 
corresponding value is 0.92, which is in upper range 
of values suggested by Décourt (1989) and is greater 
than values measured by Cavalcante et al. (2011). 

The last column of table 1 is quite interesting, 
in the sense that it provides a complete picture of 
the energy losses during the entire process. In fact, 
starting from the potential energy, 8% in average 
was lost during the hammer fall, plus 10% until 
reaching the first instrumented section (just below 
the anvil) and another 10% was lost until reach-
ing the second instrumented section (just above the 
sampler). In other words, the whole efficiency of 
the system (taking into account the energy in fact 
present in the test) was 72%.

Average values of e2 and e4, obtained from val-
ues in table 1, are 0.89 and 0.88 respectively. 

The value of e2 found in this research is in the 
upper range of values presented by Décourt (1989), 
and smaller than that presented by Cavalcante et al. 
(2011) (see Figure 2). The energy loss of 12% (e4 = 
0.88) along the rods is greater than values measured 
by Odebrecht (2003) and is in the trend of the values 
measured by Johnsen & Jagello (see Figure 3b).

6 CONCLUSIONS

The energy reaching the sampler in series of SPTs 
performed with the Brazilian system has been meas-
ured with a PDA system where force transducers, 

Figure 11. Energy measured just below the anvil (blow 
number 21).

Figure 12. Energy measured just above the sampler 
(blow number 21).

Table 1. Average energies measured.

Energy
Number 
of blows

Average 
energy 
(J)

Standard 
deviation 
(J) E/E* E/Ep

Ep 26 547 48 1.15 1.00
Ek 18 503 46 e1 = 1.06 e1* = 0.92
Ei 26 447 35 0.94 0.82
Es 26 392 27 0.83 0.72
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accelerometers and the corresponding cables were 
waterproofed. Additionally, in order to know all 
energy losses during the tests, the potential energy 
actually present in each blow, the kinetic energy 
just before the impact and the enthru energy have 
also been measured. The data presented in this 
research corresponded to a rod length of 22.68 m, 
including the sampler length.

The average drop height was 0.86 m, and the 
standard deviation was 0.08 m. Despite of the sig-
nificant scatter obtained, only 1 out of the 26 blows 
was smaller than the standard drop height, showing 
the trend the operator has to lift the hammer above 
the nominal height, a trend which was verified by 
other researches, inclusively in other SPT systems. 
There was a trend of reducing drop height as the 
sequence proceeded, which might be an indication 
of tiredness of the crew during each SPT.

The average efficiency of the system, taking the 
enthru energy (energy measured just below the 
anvil) and the nominal potential energies as refer-
ences, was 94%. If  the measured potential energy 
is considered, the efficiency was 82%. The average 
energy loss along the rods was 12%.

Average values of e1*, e2 and e4 were 0.92, 0.89 
and 0.88 respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rheological tests

The cone penetrometer test can be made either in 
continuous or in rheological testing modes. In the 
rheological tests (Table 1) the time variation of 
some stresses  is measured on the surface of the 
penetrometer, after steady penetration is stopped. 

In the dissipation test (Lunne et al. 1992), the pore 
water pressure is recorded, which is either monotonic 
or non-monotonic, being generally associated with 
low or high values of OCR, respectively. Significant 
differences in the shape of the dissipation curves are 
also observed, depending on where the pore pres-
sure filter is mounted on the penetrometer.

1.2 Goal of the research

The goal of the broader research is to get more 
information from shorter tests using an optimal 
measuring system and proper evaluation methods. 

For this aim some evaluation methods will be 
validated. The best methods, including optimal fil-
ter positions, will be selected using measured data 
for the 3 rheological tests. In detail, the research 
plan includes the following general steps. 

1. The selection some potential in situ test sites 
with known properties. 

2. To undertake some preliminary tests and data 
evaluation.

3. To design the required equipment modifications. 

4. To develop the physical models and inverse 
problem solution methods. 

5. To validate the models using measured data. 

This paper is related to 1 and 2, the selection of 
in situ test sites with known properties. Some Aus-
tralian estuaries comprising thick layers of freshly 
deposited clays and sands are considered. Two u2 
dissipation test sties are evaluated  using two meth-
ods. Method A is a monotonic dissipation test 
evaluation method,  Method B is a non-monotonic 
dissipation test evaluation method (Imre et al. 2010). 
The homogeneity of the data and the reliability of 
the inverse problem solution were investigated. 

The companion paper (Bates et al. 2012) is 
related to 2, to the preliminary evaluation of  a 
relatively inhomogeneous raw data set sampled 
in two other Australian estuaries are presented, 
consisting of  pairs of  non-monotonic u2 dissipa-
tion test data and simultaneously measured cone 
resistance data. 

A potential field CPT site has also been iden-
tified in Hungary where benchmark tests have 
already been elaborated shown in the companion 
paper (Bates et al. 2012; Imre 1996).

It can be noted that concerning 3 to 5, in fur-
ther works some equipment modifications are 
envisaged. 

Some theoretical methods are planned to be 
developed and evaluated including an empirical 
model for the simple rheological-type cone pen-
etrometer tests, some more precise pore water 

The possibility for soil and layer boundary characterization with CPTu 
dissipation test in estuary environment

D. Bishop, L. Bates L. & S. Fityus
University of Newcastle, Newcastle, Australia

M. Hegedüs & E. Imre
Szent István University, Civil Engineering, Bp., Hungary
BME, Bp., Hungary

ABSTRACT: The aim of the paper is to present some possible CPTu test sites in the estuary envi-
ronment of Australia. The work includes four u2 dissipation tests. The dissipation tests were evaluated 
with two evaluation methods, a non-monotonic dissipation test evaluation method (method A) for the 
upper Holocene estuarine clays and a monotonic dissipation test evaluation method (method B) for the 
lower Pleistocene estuarine and deeper alluvial clays. The homogeneity was investigated by comparing the 
results for the two test sites (identified model parameters and their reliability information). A relationship 
was suggested between c and t50 for the monotonic dissipation test data. The determination of geological 
layer boundaries was made on the basis of the continuous profile.
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pressure and total stress dissipation test models 
and some inverse problem solvers.

Experimental testing is planned to validate the 
suggested models and evaluation methods, espe-
cially for natural soils situated in relatively thick 
layers, on the selected test sites.  

The data are planned to be correlated to soil 
properties using statistical methods which show 
promise in detecting layer boundaries.

2 DISSIPATION TEST EVALUATION 

2.1 Model for the dissipation

The basic model elaborated in the ongoing research 
can be applied to pore water pressure data with 
either non-monotonic (method A) or monotonic 
time variation (method B), with the only difference 
being that the initial condition is identified differ-
ently during the inverse problem solution.

The basic consolidation model (Imre et al. 2010) 
for the u3 position is a point-symmetric, linear, 
coupled consolidation model with a new boundary 
condition which has embedded space dimensions 
of two or three. 

The displacement domain for the analysis is 
assumed to extend to r1 = 37r0 from the shaft. 
This is valid in filter position E (≈u3) assuming 
undrained penetration. For other filter positions 
which lead to other r1 values the identified c value 
can be modified using the model law of Imre et al. 
(2010).

2.2 Initial condition of the dissipation model 

In general, the consolidation response is controlled 
by the initial pore water pressure distribution and 
the value of the coefficient of consolidation, c. In 
normally consolidated soils, the initial pore water 
pressure distribution uo typically decreases with 
distance away from the shaft (at radius ro). 

In the case of over-consolidated soils, the initial 
pore water pressure distribution uo may increase 

over a short distance away from the shaft, possibly 
from a negative value (see Fig. 1) due to interface 
shear, in a thin shear zone of thickness ts, between 
radii of ro and rs. This leads to a variable, the rela-
tive thickness of the interface shear zone s, defined 
as ts/ro. The possible range of s can be covered 
by seven different values (0.05ro < ts < 1.92ro), as 
shown in Table 2. 

Within the shear zone (ro ≤ r ≤ rs), the increas-
ing initial pore water pressure function is assumed 
to be linear, having one of five prescribed values 
at ro, called relative negativities, denoted by n1, 

Figure 1. Elements of model fitting: (a) Composite ini-
tial condition shape functions, positive part serial number 
k = n2 = 1,2 to 10 corresponds to 1,2 to 10. Negative part 
of initial condition serial number n = n1 = 1,2 to 5 on the 
Figure corresponds to I to V; (b) The minimal section 
of the merit function and the geometrical concept of the 
standard deviation of parameter pi.
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Table 2. Specified thickness values of the interface 
shear zone.

s number [–] ts [cm] rs = ro + ts [cm] s = ts/ro [–]

1 0.1 1.85 0.05
2 0.21 1.96 0.12
3 0.42 2.17 0.24
4 0.84 2.59 0.48
5 1.89 3.64 1.08
6 2.94 4.69 1.68
7 3.36 5.11 1.92

Table 1. Rheological-type cone penetration tests.

Dissipation test
Piezo-lateral 
stress cell  test*

Simple rheo-
logical-type 
test

Measurement 
of pore water 
pressure the 
shaft or tip 

 Measurement 
of the total 
stress and the 
pore water 
pressure on 
the shaft

Measurement 
of the local 
side friction 
and the cone 
resistance 

*The dilatometer has a slightly different geometry 
and the pore water pressure is not measured.
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as shown in Figure 1 as distributions I to V. The 
pore pressure decreasing part of the initial condi-
tion is denoted by an integer parameter n2 with an 
increasing mean ordinate, shown in Figure 1 as dis-
tributions 1 to 10. 

In the case of monotonically decreasing pore 
pressure data, the coefficient of consolidation c is 
the only non-linearly dependent parameter to be 
found in the inverse solution. In the non-monot-
onic dissipation case there are three additional non-
linearly dependent initial parameters: n1 n2 and s.

The two parts of the initial condition (n1 and n2) 
can be combined to give 50 different initial condi-
tions, and so can be condensed into a single two-
digit, integer parameter n, expressed as n1n2, where 
0 ≤ n ≤ 49, thus leaving 3 non-linearly dependent 
parameters.

2.3 The inverse problem solution 

The normalised Least Squares merit function is 
defined as 

F
t t

N t

m it i
i

N

i m it
( )p

[ (um ) (u , )p ]

( (um ))= =
∑ 2

1  (1)

where N is the number of sampling times, the sub-
script m indicates a measured value and p is the 
parameter vector containing M parameters which 
may influence (partly linearly and partly non-lin-
early) the solution of the model. The solution of 
the inverse problem is the global minimizer of the 
merit function. 

The inverse problem is solved by simple geo-
metrical global minimisation method using a grid 
generated in the space of the non-linearly depend-
ent parameters. 

The initial pore water pressure distribution grid 
is shown in Figure 1(a) and the relative shear thick-
ness grid is shown in Table 2. 

The solution of the inverse problem was tested 
using the following criteria (Imre et al. 2010). The 
solution is reliable if  it is unique, and if  the param-
eters are acceptably precise. 

The solution of the real-life inverse problem is 
unique if  (1) the solution of the noise-free inverse 
problem is unique (i.e. if  the global minimum of 
the noise-free merit function is singular and not 
degenerated) and, in addition, if  (2) the local 
minima of the noise-free merit function  are not 
‘too deep’ (e.g. not deeper than global minimum 
of the real-life merit function). The solution of the 
inverse problem is acceptably precise if  the error 
domain (or confidence domain) of the solution is 
situated within the physically admissible parameter 
domain.

The reliability was tested partly analytically by 
computing the standard deviation and partly geo-
metrically, on the basis of the “deepest” or mini-
mal section for individual parameters of the merit 
function that crosses the important minima. The 
uniqueness was tested by determining the minima 
of the minimal section of the merit function for a 
parameter. The parameter error was tested by the 
steepness of the valley (Fig 1(b), Imre et al. 2011). 

A regularization was applied if  the global mini-
mum was not distinct on the basis of the minimal 
section of the shear zone thickness parameter s 
(Fig. 2) as follows. For this, the fact was used that 
its c coordinate function  the c(s) function shows 
a regular pattern. That is as s increases from 

Figure 2. Typical c(s) coordinate functions of the 
minimal section of parameter s with the indication of 
the c result of the monotonic test. The inverse problem 
solution for c of  the non-monotonic test is selected at a 
specified arbitrary small s value (at 0.4ro) if  the inverse 
problem is ill-posed.
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s [-]
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c 
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h

5

Figure 3. Typical measured versus fitted data in a  
lower permeability soil: (a) Dilatory data with method A; 
(b) Monotonic part of data with method B.
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0.05 r0 to 1.92 r0 along the s-axis, c increases monot-
onically and its maximum is less than or equal to 
the c value determined with the monotonic method 
using the monotonic part of the non-monotonic 
dissipation records. 

If  shape of this function determined for the ill-
posed problem follows the general pattern, then the 
solution is then selected at a specified, arbitrary s 
value (at 0.4ro) from the c(s) function, on the basis 
of the results of the strain path modeling (Sheng 
et al. 1997). 

2.4 Example for the dissipation test evaluation 

The non-monotonic dissipation test can be evalu-
ated using two separate methods, one considering 
the whole curve including the non-monotonic part 
and the second considering only monotonic part 
(Imre et al. 2010, Fig. 3). 

Experience shows that if  the evaluation is made 
for the monotonic part using the monotonic 
method then the global minimum is well-defined. 
If  the evaluation is made for the whole curve then 
the global minimum is not necessarily well-defined, 
particular in the case of u2 data.  

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 CPTu measurements 

The two sites from which the data presented in this 
paper are located on the coastal plain of the Rich-
mond River and Upper Emigrant (Cumbalum) 
(Figures 4 to 6). The sub-tropical Richmond River 
is located in Northern NSW on the east coast of 
Australia.

The Teven Rd site lies next to a narrow tidal 
channel approximately 5 km upstream from the 
river estuary entrance. The geological profile, 

geotechnical data and CPTu trace are presented 
in Figure 5.

The main feature of the profile is the 3–4 m 
thick indurated sand layer that separates the upper 
Holocene estuarine clays from the lower Pleis-
tocene estuarine and deeper alluvial clays. 

Typically the Upper Clay has a liquid limit of 
around 100%, a plastic limit of 40% and a natu-
ral water content of 80% with a unit weight of 
around 14.2 kN/m3. The shear vane strength is 
low, around 25 kPa. The Lower Clay has a liquid Figure 4. Emigrant Creek site.

Figure 5. Teven site.

Figure 6(a). Emigrant Creek site, CPTu 24. 1: high 
plasticity estuarine clays from the Holocene, 2: silty 
sand 3: sand, 4: high plasticity estuarine clay from the 
Pleistocene.
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limit of around 80%, a plastic limit of 25% and a 
natural water content of 60% with a unit weight of 
around 16.4 Kn/m3. The shear vane strengths are 
higher, around 70 kPa.

The dissipation tests were conducted at both sites, 
in the four important layers (Figs. 6, 7) as follows. 
1: high plasticity estuarine clays from the Holocene, 
2: silty sand 3: sand, 4: high plasticity estuarine clay 
from the Pleistocene. The layer boundaries can 
be clearly seen if  we look the continuous profile 
together with the dissipation test result since both 
sites are extremely homogeneous (Fig. 6). 

The tests were undertaken by the “NEWSYD” 
200 kN truck-mounted penetrometer facility using 
a 50 MPa compression cone with the filter in the 
u2 position.  The layer boundaries can be seen from 
the continuous profile being that the layers are 
homogeneous. 

3.2 Engineering geology 

The distribution and behavior of soft clays and 
associated sediments in the coastal estuary was 
extensively, cross-disciplinary investigated in the 
Richmond River estuary (Bishop 2009).

The microstructure and geotechnical per-
formance of  sediment is a function of  its deposi-
tion environment and in particular the biology, 
geochemistry and pore water chemistry of  the 

environment at the time of  deposition. These are 
important to subsequent mechanical behavior 
within the evolutionary model.

From a geotechnical perspective a better appre-
ciation of the geological relationships of estuarine 
clays leads to the elucidation of significant observa-
tions of what and why particular behaviors are found 
in specific locations within the stratigraphy. These 
include the occurrence of highly sensitive clays in 
locations where central basin clays have remained 
saturated and normally consolidated material that 
have been flushed by fresh water (see Fig. 7). 

The soils appear to be “over consolidated” in the 
classical sense, however, they are actually normally 
consolidated, but have had the stability of their 
fabric modified in the post-depositional environ-
ment, by changes to the bio/chemical characteris-
tics at the particle and/or molecular scale, without 
ever being physically overloaded/unloaded. The 
organic substances in estuarine sediments leads to 
the stabilization in normally consolidated clays at 
high void ratio resulting in slightly over consoli-
dated behviour and anomalies in the correlation 
between excess pore pressure dissipation and rate 
of consolidation are sometimes observed beneath 
fills (Bishop 2009).

3.3 Software 

The following software formulations (Imre & Hegedüs 
2011), developed at the BME, Geotechnical Depart-
ment, were used to analyse the dissipation data:

1. Software for modeling monotonic dissipation 
test: output; the coefficient of consolidation c 

Figure 6(b). CPTu 19 Teven site. 1: high plasticity estu-
arine clays from the Holocene, 2: silty sand 3: sand, 4: 
high plasticity estuarine clay from the Pleistocene.

Figure 7. Typical compression curves. The upper 
Holocene clay in (a) the Pleistocene lower clay in (b). 
Note the slight difference in OCR.
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and measured-fitted data comparison, fitting 
error. 

2. Software for modeling non-monotonic data: 
output; the coefficient of consolidation c, initial 
condition parameter n3, shear zone thickness 
parameter s measured-fitted data comparison.

The softwares were compiled by GNU fortran, and 
run in 4 parallel processor with a shell script using 
a Core2 Quad processor with four processing cores 
(Q9550) under GNU/Linux.

4 RESULTS 

Measured and fitted data are shown in Figures 8 
to 15 and the identified parameters and standard 
deviations are shown in Tables 3 to 4. 

According to the results, the sandy layers and 
the  lower Pleistocene clay have monotonic behav-
ior while the upper organic, high plasticity clays 
from Holocene have a non-monotonic reply in 
both cases. 

The measured data of the two sites appear similar 
by eye (Figs. 8 to 15).  The homogeneity is supported 
by the identified parameter values (Tables 3 and 4).  
An example of a good relationship between c and t50 
using is shown in Fig. 16.

The results (Figs. 17 to 23, Tables 2, 4) indi-
cate reliable solution for each monotonic and one 
of the two non-monotonic tests.  The solution is 
unreliable for one non-monotonic test but can be 
regularized, due to it having a reliable c(s) function 
(Fig. 23).

Table 3. Emigrant Creek site—method B, monot-
onic tests.

Layer : Num id:
Test id c [cm2/s]

Relative 
standard 
deviation  for c

2 : 82 : 24/12.4 m 10 0.47
3 : 83 : 24/13.6 m 30 0.42
4 : 84 : 24/20.6 m  0.5 0.08

Table 4. Teven site—method B, monotonic tests.

Layer : Num id : 
Test id c [cm2/s]

Relative standard 
deviation  for c

2 : 86 : 19/10.7 m 20 0.39
3 : 87 : 19/11.9 m  7 0.15
4 : 88 : 19/12.9 m  0.07 0.27

Figure 8. Measured—fitted data, method A, 24/ 7.66 m.
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Figure 9. Measured—fitted data, method B,  24/12.4 m.
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Figure 10. Measured—fitted data, method B, 24/13.6 m.
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Figure 11. Measured—fitted data, method B, 24/20.6 m.
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Figure 12. Measured—fitted data, method A, 19/9.2 m.
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Figure 13. Measured—fitted data, method B, 
19/10.7 m (Note: the u0 is possibly not given precisely).
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Figure 14. Measured—fitted data, method B, 19/11.9 m.
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Figure 15. Measured—fitted data, method B, 
88 = 19/12.9 m.
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Figure 16. The relation of c and t50 extending both sites, 
method B.
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Figure 17. The minimal section of the merit function 
with respect to c, method B.
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Figure 18. The minimal section of the merit function 
with respect to c, method B.
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Figure 19. Reliability test result: the deepest section of 
the merit function with respect to, c 19/10.7 m, method B.
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5 DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSIONS

The Geology of the two tested Australian estu-
ary site are as follows. A sand layer separates the 
upper Holocene estuarine clays from the lower 
Pleistocene estuarine and deeper alluvial clays. 
The clays are NC but an apparent OC behavior is 
encountered for the upper, normally consolidated 
clay. The latter is originated from the post-deposi-
tional changes of the biochemical characteristics at 
the particle and/or molecular scale (Bishop 2009).

The results of the evaluation of some CPTu, 
entailing eight u2 dissipation tests data are in agree-
ment with this, showing significant differences in 
the various layers in terms of overconsolidation 
ratio. 

The results show the sandy layers and the lower 
Pleistocene clay have monotonic dissipation test 
behavior, the upper organic and high plasticity 
clays from Holocene has a non-monotonic dissipa-
tion test reply.

The measured data, the identified parameters 
and the reliability information show homogeneous 
nature at both test sites. The layer boundaries can 
be assessed by considering the continuous profile 
together with the dissipation test information. 

Figure 20. Reliability test result: the deepest section of 
the merit function with respect to c 19/11.9 m, method B.
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Figure 21. Reliability test result: the deepest section of 
the merit function with respect to c 19/12.9 m, method B.
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Figure 22. The minimal section of the merit function 
with respect to c (Note the non-reliable solution) 19/9.2 m,
 method A.
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Figure 23. The minimal section of the merit function 
with respect to c 24/7.66 m, method A.
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Figure 24. The c(s) function 24/7.66 m, method A.
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Figure 25. The c(s) function 19/9.2 m, method A.
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It can be concluded that the selected estuarine 
areas seem to be acceptable as future potential 
CPTu test sites since the layers are in a relatively 
homogeneous position, the geology is known and 
the first dissipation test results are in accordance 
to these. 

A special series of soil types (nearly NC soils) 
can be found, the upper Holocene clay has a non-
monotonic dissipation test reply, without ever 
being overloaded/unloaded, but due to the post-
depositional biochemical changes. The lower sand 
and clay have monotonic dissipation test reply.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The theme of this session focuses on new approaches 
for interpreting data. The 14 papers submitted to this 
session are reviewed and summarized in this report. 
From this varied body of work, some concluding 
remarks are made as they apply to the field of in situ 
characterization. In a broad sense, interpretation 
can take various roles. Individual test methods often 
generate data requiring one or more method of anal-
ysis. For each test, results can vary due to mechanical 
aspects of the equipment and measurement accu-
racy, testing standards used, actual implementation 
of the experiment in the field, assumptions for each 
step in the analysis, data processing and statistical 
treatment of data and results. 

Table 1 attempts to place these papers into three 
broad categories: a) geotechnical tests, b) geophysi-
cal tests and, c) implementation and analysis. The 
diversity of authors and test sites truly highlights 
the international nature of our profession. Authors 
and sites are from countries such as Brazil, Can-
ada, China, Costa Rica, Czech Republic, France, 
Iran, Korea, Lithuania, Mexico, Portugal, Saudi 
Arabia, Spain, Sweden and the United States.

The objectives of the papers in this session are 
to provide new and/or improved methods of data 
interpretation either through modifications or 
introductions of new measurement techniques or 
through better use of technology, standards and 
statistical analyses to gain a greater understand-
ing of the benefits and limitations of single and 
combined methods. The main objectives of in situ 
characterization, whether geotechnical or geo-
physical remain the following:

• allow testing of soils/rocks which are difficult or 
impossible to sample for laboratory testing,

• obtain better spatial evaluation of soil/rock 
properties, 

• test soil/rock deposits in their natural environ-
ment and, 

• involve a larger volume of soil/rock than possi-
ble with conventional laboratory testing.

Clearly, in situ testing is not meant to replace 
laboratory testing but rather to complement and 
present testing alternatives which may be more 
appropriate to the site and geological conditions 
encountered and also, obtain information about 
soil and rock behavior beyond the capabilities 
of conventional laboratory testing. Current field 
technologies can no longer be regarded as slow, 
expensive and uncertain processes of determining 
engineering properties of soils and rocks.

Historically, geotechnical and geophysi-
cal investigations have been treated as separate 
methodologies. The first ISC conference in 
Atlanta (Robertson & Mayne 1998) was under 
the general theme of  Geotechnical Site Char-
acterization. The subsequent and the current 
ISC conferences (ISC’2—Viana de Fonseca and 
Mayne, Porto 2004; ISC’3—An-Bin Huang and 
Mayne, Taipai 2008; ISC’4—Coutinho, Porto de 
Galinhas 2012) added geophysical as part of  the 
conference name recognizing that geophysical 
methods are increasingly adopted in geotech-
nical investigations and geotechnical engineers 
have a better understanding of  the applicability 
and versatility of  geophysical techniques for site 
characterization. The Atlanta conference did 
include significant sessions on geophysical meth-
ods and dedicated a theme lecture on trends in 
geophysical site characterization (Greenhouse 
et al., 1998). Increasingly, technologies include 
both geotechnical and geophysical capabili-
ties into one instrument such as in the seismic 
piezocone (SCPTu) and the seismic dilatometer 
(SDMT). 

Session report: New approaches for interpreting data 

Jean Benoît
University of New Hampshire, Department of Civil Engineering, Durham, NH, US

ABSTRACT: This report presents a brief  review of fourteen papers that were submitted for the session 
on New Approaches for Interpreting Data. The papers were separated into three broad categories: 1) geo-
technical tests, 2) geophysical tests and, 3) interpretation and analysis. The report summarizes each paper 
and highlights major conclusions from each study as it relates to data interpretation. The work presented 
by these various authors confirm that the field of geotechnical and geoenvironmental site characterization 
continually progressed in terms of equipment, sensors, deployment, methodologies and approaches for 
data processing and interpretation.
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2 GEOTECHNICAL TESTS

Five papers presented new approaches to expand 
the capabilities of geotechnical tests for use in 
design applications. The findings from each paper 
are described herein.

Rivera-Cruz, Howie, Vargas-Herrera, Coto-
Loría and Luna-González in their paper propose a 
new method for soil identification using the seismic 
flat plate dilatometer. The SDMT is a hybrid test 
when equipped with geophones above the blade. 
This seismic enhancement allows the development 
of an identification chart similar to that previously 
proposed by Robertson (1990) for the piezocone 
(CPTU). In addition to the seismic measurements, 
the recording of the C-reading corresponding to 
the closing pressure following expansion is prov-
ing to be useful in delineating various zones asso-
ciated with soil behavior. The authors point out 
that the charts originally developed by Marchetti 
(1980) have seen little updates as compared to that 
proposed by Robertson using the CPTU and seis-
mic CPTU which have been continually updated 
as new studies and additional acquisition of high 
quality data are available. However, the original 
DMT charts based on the dilatometer modulus 
ED and the material index ID provide reasonable 
estimates of soil types as discussed by Marchetti 

et al. (2001). The addition of the seismic measure-
ments to the CPTU improved soil identification 
for non-textbook soils and similarly the addi-
tion of geophones to the DMT allows more pre-
cise identification of soil types and soil behavior 
types (SBT). From trends observed by Marchetti 
et al. (2008) between Go/ED and the lateral stress 
index KD as well as a compilation of data from the 
authors on the pore pressure index UD defined as 
(p2 – uo)/(p0 – uo) and ID, Rivera-Cruz et al. propose 
the chart shown in Figure 1. In this case, using UD 
along with the small strain shear modulus, Go, from 
each test depth where Vs is measured, the proposed 
preliminary zones help in assessing SBT and sug-
gest trends of sensitivity, ageing and cementation.

These zones the identification of soil behavior 
were delineated based on testing at well-charac-
terized sites operated by the University of British 
Columbia (UBC), as well as other western cana-
dian sites and locations in Mexico and Italy thus 
providing a wide range of soil types for the develop-
ment of this chart. The authors clearly explain the 
development of this proposed chart. The zones are 
essentially grouped by ID along the dotted line and 
by KD in the direction perpendicular to this line. 
Case studies from sites in Costa Rica and Mexico 
on silty soils and loose to medium sands confirm 
the potential of this newly developed chart. 

Table 1. Papers for the session on new approaches for interpreting data.

Category Titles Authors

Geotechnical 
tests

A new approach for identification of soil behavior type from 
seismic dilatometer (SDMT) data

Rivera-Cruz, Howie, Vargas-
Herrera, Coto-Loría and Luna-
González

Simulation of laterally loaded foundation groups via Ménard 
pressuremeter tests

Cunha, Veverka and Santos

An estimate of Young moduli in sands from N60 blow 
count

Conde de Freitas, Pacheco and 
Danziger

Penetration rate effects on cone resistance measured in a cali-
bration chamber

Salgado, Prezzi, Kim and Lee

Stress-strain hyperbolic curves with Ménard PMTs Baud, Gambin and Schlosser
Geophysical 

tests
Deriving interval velocities from downhole seismic data Baziw and Verbeek
Predicting reliable soil profile using electrical resistivity survey Dafalla and Al Fouzan
Mapping of quick clay using sounding methods and resistiv-

ity in the Göta River valley
Löfroth, Suer, Schälin, Dahlin and 

Leroux
Comparing the ground resistivity measured by DC and capac-

itively-coupled resistivity methods
Niu and Wang

Implementa-
tion and 
analysis

A specific protocol to characterize intermediate geomaterials 
(IGM). The case of Porto granites

Cruz, Viana da Fonseca and 
Rodrigues

Determination of error propagation of “In Situ” tests result-
ing from its measuring accuracy

Mateus, Machado, Cruz and Cruz

Comparative study of the spatial variability of shear strength 
parameter from different test methods

Zeinali and Kalantary

Comparative analysis of soils according to grain-size distribu-
tion, physical state and geotechnical investigation methods

Anilionis

Lithuanian approach to EN 1997-1 Eurocode 7 of the deter-
mination of characteristic parameters values

Anilionis
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Since the inception of the C-reading by Luteneg-
ger & Kabir (1988), DMT users have routinely 
omitted recording the value although on average it 
adds less than 15 seconds to each test depth. Such 
information often provides valuable insight into 
the soil behavior and should be required as part of 
the standard DMT. 

Using the Ménard pressuremeter (MPM) or 
pre-bored pressuremeter, Cunha, Veverka and 
Santos investigated its potential to be used in 
numerical simulations and in direct design of lat-
erally loaded pile groups in collapsible soils. The 
authors point out that the use of the MPM in 
Brazil is not widespread and hope that this study 
can help promote the tool. Currently, the Stand-
ard Penetration Test (SPT) is used extensively in 
Brazil in routine investigations. MPM and pile 
load testing were performed at the University of 
Brasília experimental site. The piles were installed 
by the continuous flight auger (CFA) method. Sin-
gle and groups consisting of two and three piles 
were tested and compared to finite element simula-
tions using Mohr-Coulomb without hardening as 
the soil model. This simple model was used to help 
promote the proposed approach. The MPM tests 
were carried out following ASTM standards with-
out unload-reload loops.

The soil at the test site consists of a weathered 
lateritic soil known locally as the Brasilia porous 
clay. This clay is collapsible and its behavior is 
highly affected by suction variations due to sea-
sonal changes; dry and wet seasons. The simula-
tions presented by the authors are encouraging but 

agreement between numerical and experimental 
results appears to be affected by suction and near 
surface stratigraphic variations. In addition, the 
selection of the Mohr-Coulomb model in this case 
may not be ideal. The authors strongly suggest that 
the potential of the MPM is excellent especially in 
the unsaturated tropical soils found in Brazil. 

The use of the SPT remains an integral part 
of most geotechnical investigations by providing 
penetration resistances and importantly, soil sam-
ples for identification purposes. Conde de Freitas, 
Pacheco and Danziger take advantage of the wide-
spread use of the SPT in Brazil to develop correla-
tions between N60 and the Young modulus in clean 
sands. 

Citing the work of Wride et al. (2000) and Hanu-
mantharao & Ramana (2008) which presented cor-
relations between Vs and NSPT collected at various 
test sites, the authors review current methods to 
relate NSPT to N60. Since the energy delivered to the 
SPT sampler is rarely measured, a correction fac-
tor is required for this relationship which varies for 
each country based on “local” practices and equip-
ment. Using the theory of elasticity, from meas-
ured values of Vs it is possible to obtain Go or Gmax 
which then relates to Emax, the small strain dynamic 
Young modulus. Finally, Emax can be related to Es, 
the static Young modulus based on the work on 
Buzdugan (1972) which suggest a ratio of Emax/Es 
of  3. A correlation is then proposed between Es 
and N60. The authors caution users that this cor-
relation should be used only in preliminary settle-
ment analyses and in low shear strain cases such as 
mat foundations, far from failure.

Salgado, Prezzi, Kim and Lee consider the effect 
of penetration rate on CPTU measurements using 
a miniature cone under controlled conditions in a 
calibration chamber. This type of approach has 
been used successfully by several researchers while 
investigating various in situ tests under controlled 
stress and testing conditions and in a variety of 
soils. Their study, using a cone with a 1 cm2

 pro-
jected area (cone diameter of 11.3 mm) and a 60º 
apex, looked at drainage effects in saturated clayey 
soils composed of sand and kaolin clay and con-
solidated to a K0 condition. The soils were mixed 
to achieve the required coefficient of consolida-
tion, cv, for a range of penetration rates needed to 
delineate the rates at which undrained, drained and 
partially drained conditions occur for this cone 
with the 60° apex and also equipped with a flat tip 
to study limit unit pile base resistance. 

Figure 2 presents normalized graphs of corrected 
tip resistance and pore pressure against penetration 
rate for both cone tips. The figure clearly shows the 
transition between undrained, drained and partially 
drained but interestingly, the transitions occur at 
 different coefficient of consolidation in (a) and (b). 

Figure 1. Proposed SDMT based soil behavior type 
chart (Rivera-Cruz et al.).
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The results of their study suggest that undrained 
conditions in standard size CPTU pushed at the 
standard rate occur in soils with cv < 10−3 to 10−4 m2/s 
and for fully drained with cv > 10−2 m2/s. The ratio 
of qt for drained to undrained is in the range of 
3 to 4. As shown in Figure 2, the transition from 
undrained to partially drained occurs at a V of 
about 10 but for normalized rates between 1 and 
10 the effects on qt are minimal because of com-
pensating effects of strain rate and drainage.

The authors suggest that while we understand 
how to interpret tests in drained and undrained 
conditions, not knowing the transition zones from 
undrained to partially drained could lead to errors. 
This study would likely lead to similar findings if  
applied to other field penetration devices such as 
the DMT.

Baud, Gambin and Schlosser continue their 
work on representing the pressuremeter test curve 
using an hyperbolic model. In France, the Ménard 
pressuremeter is almost exclusively used in design 
using a set of well-defined and well-established 
rules. Originally introduced by Ménard in the 50’s 
without prior knowledge of Kögler’s work (1933), 
the pressuremeter is inserted into a pre-bored hole 

and the rubber membrane covering the cylindrical 
probe is inflated against the side of the borehole 
leading to a pressure-displacement or -volume 
change curve. These measurements can be trans-
formed into stress and strain. The late 60’s has seen 
the introduction of the self-boring pressuremeter 
in an attempt to minimize disturbance induced by 
the pre-drilling. Arsonnet et al. (1985) introduced 
a self-boring technique for the Ménard pressurem-
eter called the Staf technique. This was followed 
later by the Rotostaf, an improved version allowing 
faster advance and versatility in more soil condi-
tions. Such advance technique produces expansion 
test curves without the inflexion point traditionally 
seen in pre-bored pressuremeter tests, suggesting 
minimal disturbance.

From their work, good tests can be represented 
by an expression with only 4 parameters, some 
directly from in situ measurements and some 
extrapolated. Their findings were compared to 
previous hyperbolic models that could be used in 
cavity expansion problems; Hardin &  Drnevich 
(1972); Canepa, Borel & Deconinck (2002); 
Fahey & Carter (1992); Fahey (2005). They suggest 
that degradation curves of the form Gt/Goversus ε 
can be obtained from a single pressuremeter test. 

3 GEOPHYSICAL TESTS

In this session, four papers deal with geophysical 
testing, one using the downhole method to obtain 
velocities and three related to electrical resistivity 
techniques. The findings from each paper are sum-
marized in this section.

Baziw and Verbeek present the Iterative For-
ward Modeling (IFM) technique to derive veloci-
ties from downhole seismic data. Traditionally, 
the Straight Ray Assumption is used to calculate 
velocities. In this case, seismic velocity testing 
(SVT) interval velocities are based on the time dif-
ference between a surface source to a receiver at 
depth, at two successive depths. This technique is 
generally sufficiently accurate if  the impedance is 
minimal between layers in the geological profile, 
especially at shallow depth. However, for layered 
material with stronger contrast in impedance and 
more specifically for the case where the top layer 
has a low interval velocity, the IFM yields more 
accurate velocity results. The IFM technique cor-
rectly takes into account Snell’s law and Fermat’s 
principle.

Figure 3 is a profile with a surface layer showing 
considerable refraction. Using the SRA method 
would have yielded significant errors in velocities 
while by properly including the physics of seismic 
waves with the IFM, proper interval velocities can 
be estimated for such non homogeneous profile.
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penetration rate V. (Salgado et al.).
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A case study is presented which highlights the 
need to have experienced personnel to process the 
signal for accurate interpretation. The IFM was 
found to provide much greater accuracy.

The remaining three papers on geophysical 
techniques deal with resistivity measurements 
which are often used to determine depth to bed-
rock, interface between saline and fresh water, 
weathered bedrock mapping and aquifer location. 
Resistivity, measured in Ω. m, is typically affected 
by density, void ratio, water content, temperature 
and fluid chemistry. The paper by Dafalla and Al 
Fouzan presents a study where they performed a 
series of six parallel electrical resistivity lines cou-
pled with two conventional boreholes and three 
test pits at an arid site composed of silty sand, 
sand and sandstone. The main objectives were for 
soil identification, density estimates and location 
of the cemented sandstone. The electrical resistivi-
ties were compared to N values from the SPT to 
estimate the in situ density. Validation of soil type 
was done using the test pits and boreholes. The 
authors suggest that this approach is reliable but 
may require additional borings in areas of uncer-
tainty or concern although for a simple stratigra-
phy a single borehole may be sufficient. Values in 
the literature should also be used with caution as 
they provide broad ranges not necessarily applica-
ble to geologic materials at a particular site.

Geophysical methods have the advantage to be 
able to investigate areas of large extent in a rela-
tively short time and provide increases in effective-
ness when coupled with conventional geotechnical 
techniques. Two studies by Löfroth, Suer, Schälin, 
Dahlin and Leroux demonstrate the ability of 
resistivity measurements and sounding methods 

to detect the presence and extent of quick clays 
along a 186 km length on both sides of the Göta 
River in Sweden. These quick clays pose a stabil-
ity risk and thus mapping their location is critical 
in assessing safety. Traditionally, quick clays have 
been detected using the laboratory fall cone test 
on undisturbed and remolded samples. They are 
defined as having a sensitivity greater than 50 with 
a remolded strength of less than 0.4 kPa. In one 
study, the results from rod friction while perform-
ing a CPTU and a static pressure sounding profile 
are compared to a profile of rod friction of 1 kPa. 
Shown in Figure 4 are both profiles for the case 
using the CPTU. If  the inclination of the penetra-
tion curve is less than the 1 kPa rod friction curve, 
it indicates the presence of quick clay.

Their results also showed that the CPTU was 
more accurate than the Swedish static pressure 
sounding method and overall was an improvement 
over laboratory techniques. 

The second study used surface resistivity meas-
urements coupled with a piezocone equipped with 
a resistivity module (CPTU-R). The resistivity 
measurements can be used to assess the salt con-
tent which can be correlated directly to the pres-
ence of quick clays. The surface measurements are 
useful to delineate areas that warrant further test-
ing or investigation. Leached areas identified with 
this method may also be as a result of higher con-
centrations of magnesium and thus are not neces-
sarily an indication of quick clay. 

Finally, Niu and Wang compared ground resistiv-
ity measurements using the conventional direct cur-
rent (DC) to the capacitively-coupled (CC) method. 
In their study, the DC method required installation 
of an array of four point electrodes while the CC 
technique consisted of line electrodes connected to 
a transmitter and receiver and towed by an operator 
at walking speed. In both approaches, the apparent 
resistivity was calculated using a geometric factor. 
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These two methods work at different frequencies 
and the principal difference is the depth of inves-
tigation characteristics. If the two arrays have 
similar investigation characteristics or sensitivity 
functions, then the resulting apparent resistivities 
should be comparable. Figure 5 shows the charac-
teristics depth at maximum sensitivity (DMS) and 
the depth at half the DMS (HDMS) which can be 
used to determine whether the two methods yield 
comparable results. Figure 5 (a) shows two arrays 
with similar sensitivities while 5 (b) shows two with 
different sensitivity curves. Measurements at three 
test sites supported this approach.

4 IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS

In this section, five papers dealt with different 
approaches to improve on investigation methods 
and on data handling through geostatistical meth-
ods and standards and testing protocols. 

The work of Cruz, Viana da Fonseca and 
Rodrigues focuses on establishing a protocol for 
characterizing Porto granites. These materials can 
be described as residual soils and decomposed 
granites. In this case, knowledge of the degree of 
weathering is more important than other more 

conventional geotechnical parameters such as 
stress history. Weathering increases fines con-
tent, void ratio, plasticity and decreases perme-
ability. It also affects strength through a reduction 
in the cohesion intercept. This study included a 
series of laboratory experiments using a large box 
(1 × 1 × 1.5 m) to look at the effect of cementation 
on DMT results. The DMT was found to densify 
the non-cemented mixture while it destructured 
the cemented material. 

The authors suggest a specific protocol using a 
battery of in situ tests rather than rely solely on 
one method in an effort to reduce uncertainties 
and result in a more accurate interpretation. From 
their experience, DMT and CPTU can penetrate 
these soils up to an NSPT of about 60. The DMT 
can even be driven with acceptable disturbance. 
In cases where probes cannot be pushed, the use 
of the PMT is recommended. In their paper they 
present a comprehensive list of correlations based 
on these tests to derive geotechnical parameters in 
Porto granites.

Mateus, Machado, Cruz and Cruz investigated 
the effect of the accuracy of measurement devices 
on the error propagation for common geotechni-
cal in situ tests such as the DMT, CPTU, PMT, 
SPT and FVT. For example, by simply using an 
improved pressure gauge on the DMT control 
unit with a minor scale division of 0.01 bar rather 
than 0.05 bar would reduce the error upper bounds 
to values less than 5%. Similar examples are pre-
sented in their paper for the other tests. Clearly, 
several factors can affect results from each in situ 
method but care should be taken to improve accu-
racy of each devices to minimize those errors such 
that results can be improved in the end.

With the advent of sophisticated sensors, auto-
mated acquisition systems as well as rapid in situ 
geotechnical and geophysical methods, sufficient 
data is made available on each site to afford inves-
tigating spatial variability. The paper by Zeinali 
and Kalantary uses probabilistic methods to inves-
tigate scatter from spatial variability and errors in 
testing. For their work they considered the shear 
strength obtained from various in situ tests includ-
ing the SPT, FVT and PMT as well as from triaxial 
laboratory tests. A test case was used consisting 
of a 2 m embankment built over silt and clay. For 
this work, 40 boreholes were carried out. Using the 
Gibson and Anderson (1961) method of analysis 
for the PMT the authors were not able to achieve 
reasonable results and thus did not consider the 
PMT in their study. 

From their results they performed a variogram 
analysis which consists in looking at variation with 
distance. This approach is common in Kriging 
methods. They used nuggets, sills and ranges as part 
of their spherical model parameters. The results 

Figure 5. The sensitivity curves of the dipole-dipole 
arrays with point and line electrodes: (a) two arrays with 
similar sensitivity curves;  (b) two arrays with different 
sensitivity curves (Niu and Wang).

(a)

(b)
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from their work allowed an assessment of reliabil-
ity of the data. The variograms can help highlight 
areas requiring additional testing. Of course in any 
such approach, an assumption has to be made that 
the tests are performed and analyzed correctly.

Finally, Anilionis presents two papers dealing 
with codes and standards. The first paper dis-
cusses the differences between the Soviet standard 
(GOST) and the British standard (BS). Anilionis 
compares grain size distributions and limits from 
both standards and tries to establish correlations. 
Differences are evident in grain size percentage 
but a good correlation was possible for the liquid 
and plastic limits between the GOST and the BS 
systems. Similarly, a study of estimated relative 
density, friction angle and modulus from CPT is 
presented using different recommendations includ-
ing GOST, DIN (German standard), NGI (Nor-
wegian Geotechnical Institute) and SGI (Swedish 
Geotechnical Institute). The results highlight the 
needs to document which methods are used in the 
data analysis and interpretation.

The second paper presents an approach to 
rationally select design values based on the Euroc-
ode 7 soon to be introduced in Lithuania. Accord-
ing to the Eurocode, the characteristic mean is 
defined as a value where the probability of a more 
adverse value governing the behavior of the soil 
or rock is not greater than 5%. From this mean, 
design values can be derived on a more rational 
basis. Anilionis illustrates this approach using a 
series of CPT profiles.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The last three decades have seen significant advances 
in geotechnical and geophysical methods broaden-
ing their applicability to a panoply of soil and site 
conditions and design problems. Availability of 
more powerful and portable analytical tools has also 
greatly contributed to better, faster and more accu-
rate interpretation of data. However, in developing 
correlations or interpretation methods, legacy data 
is often used as part of the data sets. Caution should 
be used with such data as it generally lacks accuracy 
and detailed test procedures which can render pro-
posed relationships less reliable. 

This session provides us with a better understand-
ing of several test methods and how the data can reli-
ably, through testing at well-documented sites, tests in 
calibration chambers where conditions are control-
led and well-understood, comparisons with widely 
accepted laboratory methods, cross-comparisons 
with companion profiles and methods, thoughtful 
testing protocols and better appreciation for spatial 
variability, standard procedures and equipment limi-
tations. These various papers are contributing to the 

advancement of site characterization and improve 
our ability to design safely and economically.
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A new approach for identification of soil behaviour type from seismic 
dilatometer (SDMT) data
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ABSTRACT: The addition of a seismic module located just above the Flat Dilatometer (DMT) blade 
allows shear wave velocity (Vs) measurements to be obtained in addition to the standard DMT param-
eters. The collection of additional data in the same test hole provides the opportunity to supplement the 
existing DMT interpretation procedures aimed at identification of soil type. Herein the development and 
preliminary assessment of a new soil behaviour type chart (SBTSDMT) based upon the additional informa-
tion provided by the Seismic Flat Dilatometer (SDMT) in combination with standard DMT parameters 
are described. The results of a preliminary assessment show the potential of the new SDMT based soil 
behaviour type chart as a tool for soil identification and demonstrates the usefulness of the “C” reading. 
However, additional information is required to increase the database of verification cases and to fully 
assess the universality of the new SBTSDMT chart.

Unfortunately, the same cannot be said about the 
DMT as the DMT based soil classification system 
developed by Marchetti (1980) and Marchetti & 
Crapps (1981) remains as the standard in current 
geotechnical engineering practice.

Robertson, et al. (1995); Schnaid, et al. (2004), 
and Schnaid & Yu (2005) showed how the identi-
fication of “non-textbook” soils was improved by 
the use of G0, the small strain shear modulus, in 
combination with other CPTU parameters. The 
addition of a seismic module located just above 
the DMT probe (Hepton 1988), allows independ-
ent shear wave velocity (Vs) measurements to be 
obtained in addition to the standard DMT param-
eters in the same borehole. The relatively new tool, 
referred to as the seismic DMT or SDMT, also 
allows determination of the small strain shear 
modulus, G0, obtained from G0 = ρVs

2 where ρ is 
the soil bulk density.

The combination of G0 values with standard 
DMT parameters provides an opportunity to 
explore the potential to indirectly assess soil behav-
iour, and to enhance identification of unusual soil 
characteristics such as sensitivity, ageing or cemen-
tation from SDMT parameters.

1 INTRODUCTION

In situ testing methods that allow nearly continu-
ous soil profiling, such as the piezocone (CPTU) 
and Flat Dilatometer (DMT) tests, have gained 
acceptance in engineering practice. While no 
sample is obtained for soil classification, the soil 
profile is interpreted using well documented soil 
behaviour type (SBT) charts. 

Since its development in 1975 in Italy (Marchetti 
1975), the Flat Dilatometer (DMT) has proved 
to be a very reliable, adaptable and robust in situ 
testing method. Among the several advantages of 
the DMT over conventional drilling and sampling 
methods are the relatively low cost, short execution 
time and repeatability. A possible weakness of the 
DMT is that derivation of geotechnical parameters 
from DMT data is based purely on empirical cor-
relations developed some time ago (Long 2008). 

Continuous research has led to the development 
of several SBT charts based on CPTU data with 
emphasis on identification of “non-textbook” soils 
such as sensitive clays, silts, heavily overconsolidated 
clays, loam/peat, “aged” sands and mine tailings. 
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2 OBJECTIVE

This paper describes the development and pre-
liminary assessment of a new SBT chart, herein 
referred to as “SBTSDMT”, based upon standard 
DMT parameters in combination with G0 derived 
from Vs data obtained with the SDMT. The data-
base used for development of the proposed chart 
contains information collected at several sites with 
a relatively wide range of soil types.

The proposed SBTSDMT chart is assessed using 
SDMT data collected in soil deposits from different 
geologic environments and geographical locations.  
SBT estimates from the proposed SBTSDMT chart 
are then compared to the actual soil type as deter-
mined from laboratory index classification tests. 

3 SEISMIC FLAT DILATOMETER (SDMT)

The standard DMT comprises a streamlined stain-
less steel blade with a curved cutting edge with 
a flat, circular flexible stainless steel membrane 
mounted flush on one side. The seismic module 
consists of a cylindrical element placed above the 
DMT blade with two built-in receivers separated 
by 0.5 m and so allows rapid determination of Vs 
by a true interval technique using proprietary soft-
ware developed by the manufacturer. 

The blade and seismic module are connected to 
a control unit on the ground surface by a plastic 
pneumatic tube for passage of gas pressure through 
which is threaded a steel wire for transmission of 
all electrical signals. The SDMT is pushed into the 
ground using the same system as for the piezocone 
penetration test (CPTU) and at the same rate, i.e.     
2 cm/s. At regular intervals penetration is halted. 

Standard DMT readings are obtained by expand-
ing the membrane and recording the pressure when 
the membrane loses contact from the sensing disc 
(A-reading) and when full expansion has been 
achieved (B-reading). The pressure when the mem-
brane is again fully collapsed (C-reading) can also 
be recorded. Vs is obtained by observing the travel 
time of a shear wave created at the surface over the 
0.5 m depth interval between the seismic sensors in 
the seismic module mounted above the blade.

3.1 Data processing and interpretation

The A, B and C readings are corrected for mem-
brane stiffness to obtain the corrected pressures 
used for interpretation, denoted by p0, p1, and p2 
which are also known as “lift-off”, ”expansion” 
and “closing” pressures, respectively. Intermediate 
DMT parameters such as material index, ID, hori-
zontal stress index, KD, and dilatometer modulus, 
ED, are derived, and the pore pressure index, UD, is 
used as a potential indicator of drainage conditions 

(Lutenegger & Kabir 1988). These intermediate 
DMT parameters are obtained using the following 
expressions:

IDI = ( )p p
( )p u

p
u

 (1)

KDK
vo

= ( )p uu
σ v

′
 (2)

EDE ( )p p−p34 7 p  (3)

UDU = ( )p u
( )p u

u
u

 (4)

in which u0 is the estimated equilibrium pore water 
pressure, and σ ′v0 is the estimated effective vertical 
stress. ID, KD, ED and UD are linked to soil behaviour 
type and engineering parameters through empirical 
correlations. A detailed description of the equip-
ment and further information on the methodology 
to obtain the corrected pressures, interpretation of 
DMT measurements and empirical correlations to 
DMT data can be found in  Marchetti et al. (2001).

3.2 DMT based soil classification system

Marchetti (1980) introduced ID as an indicator of 
soil profile as it provides an overall indication of 
the mechanical response of the prevailing grain 
size fraction of the soil tested. He also proposed a 
soil classification system based on the relationship 
between the grain size distribution and ID values. 
Work by Marchetti & Crapps (1981) resulted in the 
development of a soil classification chart that cor-
relates ID and ED and also allows direct estimation 
of both soil type and unit weight (Figure 1).

Figure 1. DMT based soil classification chart 
( Marchetti & Crapps 1981).
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Marchetti et al. (2001) argue that the ID – ED 
based soil classification chart provides a good esti-
mate of soil type and a reasonable approximation 
of the unit weight in “normal” soils. Long (2008) 
points out that further work on the assessment of 
the DMT soil type chart has not been carried out 
and is an area that warrants research. 

4 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SDMT 
PARAMETERS

Previous researchers have investigated the poten-
tial use of combinations of G0 and DMT param-
eters and have attempted to establish correlations 
between DMT intermediate parameters and Vs 
or G0 (Sully & Campanella 1989; Marchetti et al. 
2008a, 2008b). Such studies have suffered the 
drawback that Vs, and therefore G0 values, were 
measured in adjacent soundings and so were not 
necessarily representative of the soil tested by the 
DMT expansion due to soil variability. The new 
SDMT allows more reliable and focused study of 
these relationships as all measurements are col-
lected in the same sounding.

Marchetti et al. (2007) introduced the relation-
ship between ID and the ratio G0/ED as a potential 
indicator of soil type. Similarly, Lutenegger (1988) 
endeavoured to establish a relationship between 
ID and the pore pressure index (UD) as a potential 
indicator of soil type and highlighted the useful-
ness of the DMT C-reading to enhance definition 
of soil stratigraphy. 

The following sections provide a general descrip-
tion of the several test sites where DMT/SDMT 
data were collected to explore the potential of an 
improved soil characterization through the combi-
nation of DMT parameters and G0. 

4.1 Test sites

The proposed SDMT based soil behaviour type 
system (SBT) was primarily derived from the 
analysis of SDMT data collected at several Uni-
versity of British Columbia (UBC) research sites 
located within the Lower Mainland (LM) of Brit-
ish Columbia (B.C.). 

The depositional environment of sediments 
in the LM of B.C. include the Holocene age 
tidal and fluvial deposits of the Fraser River 
Delta, the Pleistocene post-glacial deposits of the 
 Langley-Cloverdale basin and the post-glacial 
 Salish sediments of the western region of the 
 Serpentine River lowland. 

The core database was supplemented by DMT/
SDMT information provided by ConeTec Inves-
tigations Ltd., TGC Geotecnia S.A. de C.V. and 
Diego Marchetti from sites located in western 
Canada, Mexico City and northern Italy. 

The soil conditions at the sites cover a fairly 
wide range of soil types including stiff  overconsoli-
dated (OC) silt and silty clay, soft normally (NC) to 
lightly overconsolidated (LOC) sensitive silty clay, 
NC silt to sandy silt, and loose to dense sand. 

4.2 Relationship between ID and G0/ED

The database presented by Marchetti et al. (2008a) 
contains information collected at several sites 
located mainly in Italy but also in Spain, Poland, 
Belgium and USA. They observed that G0/ED varies 
between about 1.5 and 3 in sandy soils (ID > 1.8), 
whereas in silty soils (0.6 < ID < 1.8), it varies from 
2.5 to 13, and from 3 to 25 in clays (ID < 0.6). They 
note that for all soils, G0/ED tends to decrease as 
KD increases. 

SDMT data gathered by the authors are shown 
on Figure 2. For comparison, the range of data 
reported by Marchetti et al. (2008a) has been 
included in the same figure. It is noted that G0/ED 
tends to be higher in clays than in sands with a 
transition that appears to correspond to silty soils. 
This reflects the low values of Δp = p1 – p0, and 
hence ED and ID, during undrained expansion in 
soft clays compared to its value in partially or fully 
drained expansion in silts and sands. 

The data indicate that G0/ED varies from 1 to 4 
in sands while in silty soils G0/ED increases from 4 
to about 15 as ID decreases. It is observed in Fig-
ure 2 that, for a given ID, the scatter is much larger 
in the silts and sands relative to the actual value 
of G/ED.

It is also interesting to note the difference 
between G0/ED values measured at 200th Street 
Overpass and those measured at Colebrook Over-
pass, although the geological origin, stress history 
and plasticity of the soil at these sites are very 
similar. Results of previous site investigations 
conducted at these sites indicate sensitivity (St) 
to be the distinguishing feature between these soil 
deposits. Zergoun et al. (2004) and Weech (2002) 
report St values determined from field vane shear 
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Figure 2. Relationship between ID and G0/ED.
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tests (FVT) between about 2 to 9 and 10 to 70 for 
the 200th Street and Colebrook sites, respectively. 
The more sensitive site appears to have a higher 
G/ED and a wider range of values.

It can also be noted from Figure 2 that G0/ED 
values of the bulk of the data points reported by 
Marchetti et al. (2008a) in clayey soils, i.e. ID < 0.6, are 
within a range of 1.5 to 30, suggesting that SDMT 
data was obtained in soils of lower sensitivity.

4.3 Relationship between ID and UD

Lutenegger & Kabir (1988) and Lutenegger (1988) 
point out that variations in UD reflect drainage 
conditions. They also argue that if  both ID and UD 
provide an indication of soil type, a strong rela-
tionship between these two parameters is to be 
expected. Lutenegger (1988) endeavoured to verify 
this assumption by plotting ID and UD data points 
from several sites with different soil conditions. 

The data reported by Lutenegger (1988) show 
that ID decreases as UD increases. This reflects the 
increase in the excess pore pressure due to DMT 
penetration and expansion becoming undrained 
as the fines content increases in saturated soils. 
Similarly, Powell & Uglow (1988) observed that 
the ratio p2/p0 is inversely proportional to the mag-
nitude of ID. 

Figure 3 shows the relationship between ID and 
UD for the research and additional sites where C 
readings were available. The data in sandy soils 
(ID > 1.8) show less scatter than that in clayey soils 
(ID < 0.6). Also, there is some scatter in the data 
points corresponding to silty soils (0.8 < ID < 1.8) 
but it is significantly less than for clayey soils 
(ID < 0.6). 

It is interesting to note that in soft sensitive 
fine-grained soils (200th Street, Colebrook and 
Mexico City), UD varies from about 0.6 to 1, and 
appears to remain fairly constant despite the sig-
nificant reduction in ID below 0.1. Also, the bulk 
of the data show that a trend exists, with  increasing 

UD values corresponding to reducing ID values, 
with the exception of the data points collected in 
Mexico City clay. 

It is believed that the particular pore pressure 
conditions in the Mexico City area in combina-
tion with the high plasticity and structure of high 
plasticity Mexico City clay may affect the apparent 
relationship between UD and ID. Marchetti et al. 
(2001) also recognized that UD can be used to dis-
tinguish soils with partial drainage, such as silts 
and mixtures of sand and silt, from free-draining 
(sands) and non-free draining (clays) soils.

5 PROPOSED SDMT BASED NEW SOIL 
BEHAVIOUR TYPE CHART 

The ratio of G0 to ED, herein referred to as the stiff-
ness ratio, appears to have the potential to provide 
an indication of soil behaviour as it relates to the 
soil stiffness at different strain levels when consid-
ered together with UD. 

Figure 4 shows UD plotted against G0/ED for the 
UBC research sites and some of the additional sites 
where SDMT data are available. Due to the wide 
range of G0/ED values, a logarithmic scale is used in 
the G0/ED axis to improve data visualization. 

It should be noted that G0/ED values shown in 
Figure 4 were obtained from a “single” point cal-
culation, due to the fact that C-readings, and hence 
UD values, were only measured at depths where 
SDMT Vs measurements were performed. As such, 
it was not possible to calculate the geometric mean 
of UD over a 3 readings window in the same way 
as with ED.

Undoubtedly the use of single “point” values 
for both G0/ED and UD could potentially lead to 
small variations when compared to geometrically 
averaged values. Nevertheless, consistent and 
similar trends have been observed in both G0/ED 
and UD profiles determined with both calculation 
methods. 
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As shown on Figure 4, the data points tend to 
group according to the “drainage” conditions and 
SDMT stiffness ratio. For example, data points 
from sites with predominantly sandy soils (e.g. 
KIDD 2, Massey Tunnel and Patterson Park) are 
grouped in a narrow zone. On the contrary, data 
points obtained at soft sensitive fine grained soils, 
e.g. Colebrook and 200th St., plot above G0/ED of  
about 5 and UD of  0.6. It is also observed that silty 
soils, such as those at the Dyke Road site, tend 
to plot within a fairly narrow transitional zone 
between sandy and clayey soils. 

In Figure 5 the same data points are grouped 
according to their corresponding KD value. It can 
be observed that the bulk of the data points with 
KD values higher than 2.3 fall below the dotted 
line. Following the criterion of Marchetti (1980), 
this line could represent an approximate boundary 
between normally consolidated (NC) and lightly 
(LOC) to overconsolidated (OC) fine grained soils, 
i.e. clays and silts.

As shown in Figure 6, the same database is plot-
ted as a function of ID. The data points tend to 
group according to their ID and the combination of 

UD and G0/ED appears to provide insight into soil 
type as well as stress history. Also, it is possible to 
identify “zones” where data points tend to group 
together following the ID-based soil classification 
system proposed by Marchetti (1980).

The different trends identified in Figures 3 to 6 
provide the basic empirical framework for devel-
opment of a soil behaviour type chart (SBTSDMT) 
that combines “stiffness” (G0/ED) and “drainage” 
(UD) soil characteristics. Figure 7 shows the first 
attempt to develop a soil behaviour type classifica-
tion chart based purely on SDMT measurements. 

The proposed SBTSDMT chart can be used as a 
guide to identification of soil behaviour type from 
SDMT data. More research is required to confirm 
the zone boundaries and to assess the chart’s appli-
cability to a wider range of soil types. 

6 PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF 
PROPOSED SBTSDMT CHART

In an attempt to conduct a preliminary assess-
ment of the performance of the proposed SBTSDMT 
chart, seismic flat dilatometer tests were performed 
at sites located in central Costa Rica and North-
ern Mexico. The SBT obtained from the newly 
proposed SDMT based chart was compared to the 
results of several laboratory index tests on the sam-
ples recovered from adjacent boreholes.

The site investigation program at these sites, 
herein refer to as “San Pedro” and “Madero-T527”, 
was performed by MYV Soluciones Geotécnicas, 
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S.A from San Jose Costa Rica and the Federal Elec-
tricity Commission (CFE) of Mexico, respectively.

6.1 San Pedro

The site is located within the limits of the city of 
Curridabat situated a few kilometres southeast of 
downtown San Jose, Costa Rica. The surficial geol-
ogy in this area is mainly of volcanic origin and 
comprises tuff, lahar and lava flow Late Pleistocene 
deposits (Denyer & Arias 1991). The soil deposits 
primarily comprise volcanic ash mixed with the 
product of epiclastic lahar sediments which results 
in soil with a high percentage of silt to clayey silt 
matrix with variable sand content.

6.1.1 Soil profile
The soil profile at this site primarily consists of silty 
soils. The upper 2.2 m soil comprises medium stiff  
silt with sand overlying a 3.2 m thick upper layer 
of stiff  silt. Below 5.4 m depth, a fairly homogene-
ous deposit of very stiff  to hard silt extends to the 
maximum depth reached of 18 m. The interpreta-
tion of DMT p2 pressures indicates ground water 
level at about 3 m, and measurement of the water 
level in an open borehole carried out 7 months 
later showed water level at about 6 m in depth. 

Results of laboratory index tests on disturbed 
samples indicate the very stiff  to hard silt deposit 
below about 5.4 m depth to be generally of high 
plasticity with liquid limit (wL) values in the range 
of 46 to 64%, plastic limit (wP) between 31 and 
49%, and natural water content (wN) in the range 
of 40 to 59%. 

The sand content of this layer ranges from 7 to 
14% with an apparent trend to increase with depth. 
Below 12 m depth, results of sieve analyses indi-
cate gravel content between 2 and 5%. Based upon 
results of several Atterberg limit tests, the soil 
between 5.4 and 18 m depth is classified as MH 
(Inorganic silt of high plasticity), according to the 
Unified Soil Classification System (USCS). 

The interpretation of the SDMT data and 
the relationship between wN and wP suggests that 
the soil at this site is overconsolidated. Between the 
surface and about 5 m depth the soil is likely to be 
overconsolidated (OC) to lightly overconsolidated 
(LOC). Below 5 m, the degree of overconsolida-
tion increases but drops again below about 9 m, 
remaining in the overconsolidated range to the 
base of the soil profile. 

This interpretation is supported by the results of 
several FVT tests and results of one oedometer test 
performed on an ”undisturbed” sample recovered 
at 9.3 m depth. Peak undrained shear strength val-
ues (su) were only measured in the upper 3.5 m as 
the strength of the soil below this depth exceeded 
the equipment capacity, i.e. su > 200 kPa.

The FVT data indicates a decrease in normal-
ized shear strength values (su/σ ′v0) with depth from 
6.9 to 1.8, suggesting a reducing degree of overcon-
solidation with depth in the silt deposit above 3.5 m 
depth. Below 3.5 m, the high shear strength of the 
underlying soil deposits suggests a high degree of 
overconsolidation. Indeed, oedometer test results 
indicate an overconsolidation ratio (OCR) of 
about 4.8 at 9.3 m depth. The overconsolidation 
of soil deposits at this site is considered likely to 
be due to wetting and drying due to extreme varia-
tions in the groundwater level with depth.

6.2 Madero-T527

The site is located within the limits of the city of 
Madero in northern Mexico and on the left bank of 
the Pánuco River near the area where it discharges 
into the Gulf of Mexico. The surficial geology pri-
marily consists of Pleistocene and recent coastal 
and alluvial depositional river-mouth soil deposits 
(López-Ramos 1985).

6.2.1 Soil profile
The results of several boreholes drilled at this site 
along with CPTU tests indicate that soil stratigra-
phy consists of 1 m of loose silty sand underlain by 
loose to medium sand with some silt extending to 
about 10.4 m in depth. Below this depth, the sand 
deposit is underlain by a 0.6 m thick stiff  clayey 
silt layer transitioning to silty sand to 12.7 m depth 
over firm clayey silt extending to about 14 m. Below 
the firm clayey silt layer and to about 20 m depth, 
the soil is predominantly medium dense to dense 
silty sand with gravel packed in a silty sand matrix 
between about 14 to 15.5 m. The water table was 
around 1.35 m in depth at the time of drilling.

The wN of  the upper 0.9 m is very low with an 
average value of 2%. Below this depth, wN values 
are an average of 20%, and with maximum values 
of up to 44% in the silty clay layer at depth. Results 
of sieve analyses on disturbed samples retrieved 
at this site indicate average sand content between 
94% and 84%, and fines content varying between 
4% and 24% for the sand and sand with some silt 
deposits, respectively. The results also indicate 
gravel content of up to 48% at 14.6 m depth. In 
general, the soil classifies as SP and SP-SM (poorly 
graded sand and sand-silt mixtures) according to 
the USCS, except from the layer between about 14 
and 15.5 m in depth which classifies as GM (Silty 
gravel, gravel-sand-silt mixtures).

6.3 Evaluation of SDMT measurements

An initial evaluation of the effectiveness of the 
proposed SBTSDMT chart is carried out by compar-
ing the soil type estimated from this chart to that 
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obtained from results of laboratory index tests 
using the USCS.

Figures 8 and 9 show the geometrically averaged 
UD and G0/ED data points obtained over a 3 readings 
window plotted on the proposed SBTSDMT chart for 
the San Pedro and Madero-T527 sites, respectively. 
The data points are grouped according to depth 
and SBT soil types obtained from the USCS are 
included for comparison purposes at depth intervals 
where laboratory results are available. Additional 
discussion related to each site is presented below.

6.4 San Pedro

As can be observed in Figure 8 the bulk of the data 
points plot within the limits of zone 5, suggesting 
that soil classifies as silt to sandy silt which is rea-
sonably consistent with the soil type obtained from 
the USCS. It can also be argued that at 7.0 and 
10.6 m depth the soil can be classified as silt, as the 
corresponding data points plot along the lower limit 
of Zone 4. The SDMT data points also indicate the 
presence of silty sand at 4.6 and 8.6 m depth. 

Several C-readings equal to zero were collected 
between the ground surface and 4.4 m in depth. 
A zero C-reading is recorded when the magnitude 
of the external pressure upon unloading is not suf-
ficient to overcome the internal pressure pushing 
against the membrane, i.e. ΔA.

As shown on Figure 7, SDMT data points 
derived from zero C-readings plot in zones 4, 5, 6 
and 7 suggesting that soil classifies as silt, silty sand 
and sand which is in fairly good agreement with 
the observed soil profile. Further interpretation of 

the data shown in Figure 8 based on the proposed 
chart indicates that the soil profile appears to be 
overconsolidated as nearly all the data points plot 
below the proposed line defining the boundary 
between normally consolidated and overconsoli-
dated fine grained soils. 

The degree of overconsolidation appears to 
increase with depth as indicated by the decrease in 
G0/ED values which tends to move the data points 
further away from the proposed boundary line. 
This interpretation is supported by the results of 
FVT and oedometer test results. 

6.5 Madero-T527

Figure 9 shows that the majority of data points 
collected in poorly graded sand (SP) plot predomi-
nantly in zone 7 (sand), whereas sand-silt mixtures 
(SP-SM) tend to plot in zone 6 (silty sand). Despite 
the relatively high fines content (26%), the data 
point at 12.5 m in depth appears to be misinter-
preted as sand with the proposed chart. 

As illustrated in Figure 9, the data point at 14.5 m 
depth plots outside the limits of the proposed chart 
due to a measured UD value below the lower limit of 
–0.2 of the UD axis. Negative UD values are obtained 
when the magnitude of the external pressure (p2), 
pushing back the DMT membrane to the closed 
position during unloading, is less than the estimated 
in-situ pore pressure (u0) of the surrounding soil. 

At this depth, the combined interpretation of 
SDMT data and results of sieve analyses indicates 
that the soil comprises dense silty gravel and grav-
el-sand-silt mixture. The apparent low p2 could be 

Figure 8. SDMT data collected at San Pedro site. Figure 9. SDMT data collected at Madero-T527 site.
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due to the gravel being under-drained or partially 
drained dilation may have occurred during DMT 
penetration.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The analyses of SDMT measurements at research 
sites have shown the potential for an improved 
soil characterization through the combination of 
standard DMT parameters such as: (i) material 
index (ID), (ii) dilatometer modulus (ED), (iii) pore 
pressure index (UD), and the small strain shear 
modulus (G0). The usefulness of the DMT-C clos-
ing pressure for soil identification has been illus-
trated and therefore it is strongly recommended 
that it be included in the routine procedure.

The review of field measurements from SDMT 
tests suggests that it is possible to determine soil 
stratigraphy by combining standard SDMT data 
with the pore pressure index (UD). The relationships 
identified between DMT parameters and G0 provide 
the empirical framework for the development of a 
new soil type behaviour chart based upon SDMT 
measurements. The proposed chart shown in Fig-
ure 7 should only be used as a guide to estimate soil 
behaviour type from SDMT data, and is not intended 
to replace soil sampling for soil classification. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Applications of probabilistic methods in geotech-
nical engineering have increased remarkably in 
recent years. Many engineers are concerned about 
what these developments mean and how they can 
be applied with confidence. Geotechnical engineers 
and geologists deal with materials whose proper-
ties and spatial distribution are poorly known and 
with problems in which loads and resistances are 
often coupled. Historically, the geotechnical pro-
fession has dealt with uncertainty on important 
projects by using the ‘observational’ approach; this 
is quite compatible with reliability-based methods 
(G.B. Baecher & J.T. Christian 2003).

Because of natural inherent complexity of soil 
properties, it is not surprising that the physical 
properties of soils vary from place to place within 
resulting deposits. The scatter observed in soil data 
comes both from this spatial variability and from 
errors in testing. Each of these exhibits a distinct 
statistical signature, which can be used to draw con-
clusions about the character of a soil deposit and 
about the quality of testing. Means and standard 
deviations can be used to describe the variability in 
a set of soil property data.

Table 1 shows coefficient of variation range for 
different parameters after Phoon & Kulhawy 1996. 
The important thing to note in Table 1 is how large 
are the reported coefficients of variations of soil 
property measurements. Most are tens of percent. 
These are useful measures, but they combine data 

in ways that mask spatial information. Describing 
the variation of soil properties in space requires 
additional tools. Spatial variation in a soil deposit 
can be characterized in detail, but only with a great 
number of observations, which normally are not 
available. We have to find a way that helps us to 
choose value of the required parameter among dif-
ferent limited number of tests performed on the 
site. This can be done through statistical study of 
different tests together.

2 STUDIED FIELD

The case studied here is an industrial state 
472  m × 374 m in Asalooyeh port in the south of 
Iran. To reach the desired elevation a layer of almost 
2 meter embankment was executed. For geotechni-
cal studies 40 boreholes were drilled with depths 
from 20 m to 80 m borehole locations are shown in 
Figure 1. During drilling procedure different in-situ 
tests such as SPT, field vane test (FVT), pressurem-
eter (PMT), down-hole and cross-hole tests were 
performed and in different layers of soil disturbed 
and undisturbed samples were acquired. Total test 
numbers peformed in boreholes were 645 SPT tests, 
323 FVT tests and 30 pressuremeter tests and 1877 
disturbed and 321 undisturbed samples were taken 
from boreholes. Although some layers and zones 
of coarse materials could be found, dominant clas-
sification of site soil was low plasticity silt (ML) 
and somehow clay (CL).

Comparative study of the spatial variability of shear strength parameter 
from different test methods

E. Zeinali & F. Kalantary
K.N.Toosi University, Tehran, Iran

ABSTRACT: Spatial variability of geotechnical properties of particular soil layers is a common phe-
nomenon. Various properties may also have dissimilar variation which in addition to the difference arising 
from differing test methods surmounts to a technical challenge when it comes to the determination of the 
design parameters. However, it is common practice to simply state the range of the measured parameters 
from various tests and then present a deterministic mean value, whereas evaluation of the probabilistic 
weighted mean values is more appropriate. In order to arrive at a systematic evaluation procedure, in this 
article the shear strength parameter (Su) determined from a number of different in-situ as well as labora-
tory tests on particular soil layers are considered. 
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2.1 Choosing parameter

As the aim of the project was to find a way to 
compare and study different test result with each 
other, a parameter must be chosen which can be 
calculated from the most different tests performed 

on the site. Because of the dominant site soil 
classification is fne grained soil; it seems to be suit-
able to concentrate on the undrained shear strength 
(Su) which can be calculated form SPT, FVT, Pres-
suremeter and laboratory tests among those per-
formed on the site.

3 ESTIMATING SU

3.1 SPT relations for Su

A summary of  the existing correlations between 
qu with NSPT are presented in Table 2. Besides 
the correlations expressing qu in terms of  NSPT, 
a number of  other researchers considered the 
correlation between undrained shear strength 
(Su) with NSPT. It is worth mentioning that by 
assuming full saturation of  the sample in uncon-
fined compression test the failure envelope may 
be taken to be parallel to σn axis (i.e. ϕu = 0) and 
thus undrained cohesion or shear strength is 
equal to qu /2.

However, contrary to the implication by its 
name, the SPT is not completely standardized 
(Clayton 1995; Sivrikaya & Toğrol 2006) and 
its results are affected by many factors such as 
test equipment, drilling procedure, as well as 
soil types and conditions. This fact has brought 
about the need for correction of  test results. 
McGregor & Duncan (1998) have presented 
the most comprehensive equation for NSPT 
correction;

Table 1. Coefficient of variation for some common field measurements (Phoon 
& Kulhawy 1996).

Test type Property Soil type Mean Units COV (%)

CPT qT Clay 0.5–2.5 MN/m2 <20
qc Clay 0.5–2 MN/m2 20–40
qc Sand 0.5–3 MN/m2 20–60
su Clay 5–400 KN/m2 10–40

SPT N Clay & sand 10–70 blows/ft 25–50
DMT A reading Clay 100–400 KN/m2 10–35

A reading Sand 60–1300 KN/m2 20–50
B reading Clay 500–880 KN/m2 10–35
B reading Sand 350–2400 KN/m2 20–50
ID Sand 1–8 20–60
KD Sand 2–30 20–60
ED Sand 10–50 MN/m2 15–65

PMT PL Clay 400–2800 KN/m2 10–30
PL Sand 1600–3500 KN/m2 20–50

Lab index EPMT Sand 5–15 MN/m2 15–65
wn Clay & silt 13–100 % 8–30
wL Clay & silt 30–90 % 6–30
wP Clay & silt 15–15 % 6–30

Figure 1. Borehole locations.
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N60 = (CBCCCRCBFCSCACE) × Nfield  (1)
Where:
CB borehole diameter correction factor,
CC hammer cushion correction factor,
CR rod length correction factor,
CBF blow count frequency correction factor,
CS liner correction factor,
CA anvil correction factor,
CE energy correction factor.

3.2 FVT relations for Su

Field vane test procedure allows evaluation of the 
undrained shear strength; equation 2 shows a gen-
eral formula for deriving the shear strength from a 
vane shear test:

s n
d HbH

T
Du = +

+ HbHH
3 2

2( )+n 3 π
 (2)

Where n = non uniform shear strength distribution 
factor; b = anisotropy factor; D & H = width and 
height of the vane respectively. Equation 2 consid-
ers a non-uniform shear strength distribution along 
the top and bottom shear surface, soil anisotropy 
and any geometrical H/D ratio. The standard 
method of interpretation of the vane tests assumes 
uniform shear strength on failure surfaces (n = 0) 
and isotropic shear strength of the soil (b = 1) in 
rectangular vane of H/D = 2, leading to the fol-
lowing text book expression which is derived from 
equation 2 (F. Schnaid 2009):

 s
T
Du
mTT

=
6

7 2π DD
 (3)

Where Su = undrained shear strength from the vane 
and Tm = maximum value of measured torque.

3.3 PMT relations for Su

There are several different methods for estimat-
ing shear strength from pressuremeter tests. One 
of them is for the loading analysis that Gibson & 
Anderson (1961) method assumes the soil to behave 
as an elastic—perfect plastic Tresca material. The 
analytical solution for the cavity expansion in the 
plastic stage of an infinitely long cylindrical cavity 
was derived was derived above as:

p s G
s

V
Vh us

u
+ ⎛

⎝⎝⎝
⎞
⎠⎠⎠ ( )⎡

⎣
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⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤
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1 l+ n lG⎛

⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

+ n Δ  (4)

Where p is the total pressuremeter pressure, σ0 
the is-situ horizontal stress; the undrained shear 
strength and G the shear modulus. The volumetric 
strain is:

ΔV
V

a a
a=

2
0
2

2
 (5)

In other words the test results can be represented 
as shown in Figure 2 and the slope of the plastic 
portion is equal to the undrained shear strength of 
the soil.

3.4 Laboratory tests

From triaxial UU tests Su can be calculated as qu /2. 
In other laboratory tests such as triaxial CD test or 
direct shear test which would provide both cohe-
sion and friction angle, maximum shear strength is 
counted as Su, as shown in Equation 4:

τmax = σ ′n × tan(φ′) + C (4)

Table 2. Correlations between qu and SPT–N for vari-
ous fine-grained soils (F. Kalantary et al. 2009).

qu

Author(s) Soil types (kPa)

Terzaghi & Peck (1967) Fine-grained soil 12.5 N
Sanglerat (1972) Clay 25 N

Silty Clay 20 N
Schmertmann (1975) High PI clay 25 N

Medium PI clay 15 N
Low PI clay 7.5 N

Nixon (1982) Clay 24 N
Kuhawy & Mayne (1990) Fine-grained soil 58 N0.72

Sivrikaya & Toğrol (2006) High plastic clay 9.5 Nfield

13.63 N60

Low plastic clay 6.7 Nfield

9.86 N 60

Clay 8.66 Nfield

12.38 N60

Fine-grained soil 8.64 Nfield

12.36 N60

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the loading 
analysis of pressuremetr tests is clay (after Gibson & 
Anderson 1961).
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4 SUMMARY STATISTICS OF RESULTS

Initially the summary statistics of different Su 
results estimated from different tests is reviewed 
separately to obtain an overall understanding of 
each test in each layer. 

It must be mentioned that Su calculated from 
PMT test’s results were not in the natural range for 
these soil materials, so they were omitted and just 
statistics of other test’s results are shown in Table 3 
to Table 7. 

For calculating Su from SPT tests Equation 5 is 
used:

Su = 4.5 × Ncorrected (5)

The vane blade used for testing had the geomet-
ric ratio H/D = 2 and diameter D = 45 mm.

5 VARIOGRAM ANALYSIS

The variogram (or semi-variogram) is a graph 
relating the variance of the difference in value of a 
variable at pairs of sample points to the separation 
distance between those pairs. It is highly used in 
geostatistical analysis and especially for the Krig-
ing interpolating method. Here we use it to char-
acterize spatial variability between our SPT test 

Table 3. Summary statistics for different tests in 
depths between 1 m–10 m.

Su (SPT) Su (FVT) Su (Lab)

kPa kPa kPa

Mean 95.22 89.61 69.36
Standard error 9.19 6.35 3.03
Median 89.60 85.33 69.05
Standard deviation 48.65 33.61 19.66
Sample variance 2366.86 1129.49 386.49
Kurtosis −0.50 1.78 1.35
Skewness 0.52 0.92 0.04
Range 179.44 161.68 105.57
Minimum 26.46 29.94 23.01
Maximum 205.90 191.62 128.58
Sum 2666.30 2509.05 2912.92
Count 28 28.00 42

Table 4. Summary statistics for different tests in depths 
between 10 m–15 m.

Su (SPT) Su (FVT) Su (Lab)

kPa kPa kPa

Mean 81.94 89.57 86.87
Standard error 7.26 6.28 6.61
Median 75.82 77.85 92.57
Standard deviation 42.95 37.16 31.71
Sample variance 1844.53 1380.75 1005.51
Kurtosis −0.70 2.60 −0.62
Skewness 0.54 1.73 −0.62
Range 150.22 155.69 103.55
Minimum 18.95 53.89 30.41
Maximum 169.18 209.59 133.96
Sum 2867.87 3134.82 1998.11
Count 35 35 86.87

Table 5. Summary statistics for different tests in depths 
between 15 m–20 m.

Su (SPT) Su (FVT) Su (Lab)

kPa kPa kPa

Mean 99.95 90.27 113.65
Standard error 8.01 3.50 11.12
Median 100.15 91.32 129.99
Standard deviation 50.64 22.16 55.61
Sample variance 2564.60 491.24 3092.20
Kurtosis 1.40 −0.48 −0.77
Skewness 1.02 −0.06 −0.60
Range 229.15 89.82 177.53
Minimum 30.18 41.92 19.62
Maximum 259.33 131.74 197.15
Sum 3997.84 3610.88 2841.26
Count 40 40 25

Table 6. Summary statistics for different tests in depths 
between 20 m–30 m.

Su (SPT) Su (FVT) Su (Lab)

kPa kPa kPa

Mean 110.22 109.35 164.39
Standard error 8.04 5.23 10.37
Median 90.27 101.80 171.35
Standard deviation 55.69 36.20 68.78
Sample variance 3101.28 1310.74 4730.33
Kurtosis 3.44 0.05 −0.56
Skewness 1.62 0.69 −0.40
Range 288.76 155.69 262.50
Minimum 32.17 44.91 36.30
Maximum 320.92 191.62 128.58
Sum 5290.57 2509.05 2912.92
Count 48 28.00 42
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results. The variogram 2γ  is usually defined as the 
expected value of the squared difference

2 2γ = E z z− V= arVV x xi jz i jx[{ ( )xi ( )xjx } ]22 [ (z ) (− zz )]

Now, with N(h) representing the number of pairs 
separated by lag h (plus or minus the lag tolerance), 
the semivariance can be computed for lag h as

γ = +
=
∑1

2
2

1N x h z xi i+ h x
i

N h

( )h [ (z (z− z )]
( )h

At first to identify if the results or better to say the 
soil characteristics are isotropic in each layer vario-
gram in 4 different direction of 0°, 45°, 90° and 135° 
with tolerance of ±22.5° were calculated. As there 
were no considerable changes in different direction, 
soil layers were considered as isotropic and the vari-
ogram with lag h of just separated by distance and 
not considering its direction is studied here.

5.1 Fitting model to experimental variograms

In this study spherical model is used to model the 
experimental variograms. This model has three 
components, sill, range and nugget which can show 
us some information about the variability of data. 
A brief  explanation and their interpretation can be 
written as

Range: as the separation distance h increases, 
less correlation is expected, and hence and increase 
in the variogram. At some point, this increase flat-
tens off. The distance which the variogram flattens 
off  is termed the range. It can show somehow the 
range of influence of data on each other.

Sill: the level which the variogram flattens of is 
termed the sill. It is often close to the sample data 
variance.

Nugget: In theory the semivariogram value at 
the origin (0 lag) should be zero. If  it is significantly 
different from zero for lags very close to zero, then 
this semivariogram value is referred to as the nug-
get. The nugget represents variability at distances 
smaller than the typical sample spacing, including 
measurement error. 

It should be noted that size of points in each 
graph is related directly to the number of pairs which 
has distance h (in a range we chosen around h), 
or N(h). For each h, the more the N(h) the bigger 
the point is graph is. It can help to understand 
which points can be more important and which 
odd points can be neglected as their size is too 
small.

5.2 Interpreting variograms

According to definition of sill, range and nugget 
some characteristics of SPT results can be inter-
preted form the variograms shown in Figure 3 
to Figure 9. However it cannot be very exact but 
they even show a rough estimation about how the 
tests were conducted appropriate or how much the 
result may be reliable.

As it is seen in Figure 3, the sill in variogram 
graph for layer in depth of 5 meter (test executed in 
depth of 2.5 meter to 7.5 meter) is relatively higher 
than same parameter in depth of 10 or 15 meter. It 
can show more variability in low depth and near 
the surface soil characteristics. However it may be 
because of the test errors but because of the behav-
ior we know about the near surface layers of soil 
this higher sill in comparison with next layers can 
be justified. as borehole logs shows soil in layers 
with depth of 10 and 15 meters is almost homo-
geneous and almost all the samples are ML, but 

Table 7. Summary statistics for different tests in depths 
between 30 m–40 m.

Su (SPT) Su (FVT) Su (Lab)

kPa kPa kPa

Mean 100.86 107.59 200.69
Standard error 6.49 6.70 15.20
Median 101.75 101.80 215.57
Standard deviation 36.13 37.31 89.94
Sample variance 1305.50 1391.87 8088.94
Kurtosis −0.45 −0.34 −0.39
Skewness 0.50 0.36 −0.74
Range 138.30 152.70 317.07
Minimum 45.09 32.94 16.68
Maximum 183.39 185.63 333.75
Sum 3126.64 3335.42 7024.28
Count 31 31 35

Figure 3. Semivariogram in depth of 5 meter.
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in layers with less depth more percentage of sand 
and even gravel is seen, as some of samples are SM 
or GM. This variability is soil type is another rea-
son can justify high sill or equivalently high sample 
variance in depth of 5 meter. In Figure 4 and Fig-
ure 5 variogram of tests result in layers of 10 and 
15 are shown. These layers are almost homogene-
ous and soil type is mostly ML. as it is expected 
variograms are almost the same, with close sill, 
range and nugget. The lower sill shows less vari-
ability and maybe more reliability in results. After 
these two layers variogram of test results in depth 
of 20 meter, a sudden change in trend of varigrams 
through the layers is seen. The results show rela-
tively high variability and experimental variogram 
points are not forming any desired trend which a 
common variogram model can be fitted on them. 
Instead of reaching a constant level by increasing 
lags semivariance values increase then suddenly 
decrease. It must be noted that soil type in this 
layer is almost the same as layers in depth of 10 
and 15. We cannot judge and decide whether the 
results are reliable or not with just this graph, but 
this helps us to find there is a problem here and we 
must find why variogram of these tests data does 

Figure 4. Semivariogram in depth of 10 meter.

Figure 5. Semivariogram in depth of 15 meter.

Figure 6. Semivariogram in depth of 20 meter.

Figure 7. Semivariogram in Depth of 25 meter.

Figure 8. Semivariogram in depth of 30 meter.

Figure 9. Semivariogram in depth of 35 meter.
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not follow the trend most of other varigrams of 
soil data have. To find the reasons lead to this we 
must do some more exact investigation. Again in 
layer of 25 meter depth variogram behaves almost 
like preceding one in 10 and 15 meter depths. How-
ever its sill is a little higher than what we have in 
depths of 10 and 15 meter but it is not significant. 
Next layers we consider are variograms of layers 
in depths 30 and 35. In these layers changes in soil 
type can be seen. In previous layers up to depth 
of 25 meter, mainly silty soil formed the layers but 
after that increase of clay percentage and more CL 
and CL-ML soils are observed among soil sam-
ples. Decrease of sill is seen in these two layer’s 
variograms. It may be inherent characteristics of 
clayey soils but for being sure about this theory, 
lots of more investigations are needed.

6 SUMMARY

As mentioned before, spatial variability in geo-
technics is results of so many different reasons. To 
obtain a physical property of a specified soil like 
undrained shear strength, some steps are needed 
to be done. There are different types of tests which 
Su can be obtained from. Each test may have dif-
ferent results in different soils and different results 
in comparison with other tests. During the tests, 
human errors, test’s equipment and other error 
sources may affect test’s results. After taking ini-
tial results of any test, like NSPT, there are differ-
ent equations to obtain Su or any other parameter 
needed. Each one of these different factors would 
lead to a high variability of results. Apart from 
error sources, spatial variability is a soil inherent 
characteristic. Using variograms cannot specify 
all factors have affected test results and complete 
map of spatial variability of soil but can show 
more information about essential statistics of soil 
test’s results. By knowing statistics like mean, vari-
ance etc… a rough view about variability in soil 
test result’s data can be reached but by consid-
ering variograms which show variation of data 
in relation with distance (considering direction 
or not) between sample points can help to gain 
more information about results and reliability of 

them. As it is explained in section 5, nugget, sill 
and range are three factors of model fitted to the 
experimental variogram may show tests’ precision 
in comparison with other tests in other layers and 
if  the variability of results are in acceptable range 
or not. For instance by calculating variogram 
parameters for a large sets of SPT results, nugget 
to ratio would be a suitable dimensionless vari-
able for comparing the dispersion of different data 
sets with each other. Furthermore if  the database 
would be large enough, putting all the nugget to 
sill ratios together would lead to a good criteria of 
normal and acceptable dispersion of test’s results 
in different soil types.
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Comparing the ground resistivity measured by DC and 
capacitively-coupled resistivity methods

Q. Niu & Y.H. Wang
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ABSTRACT: The Capacitively-Coupled (CC) resistivity method is an emerging geophysical technique 
for near surface investigations. Compared with the conventional Direct Current (DC) resistivity method, 
the CC resistivity method can be used with less restrictions and time consumption because there is no 
need to install steel electrodes. However, discrepancy in the measured apparent resistivity between the 
DC and CC resistivity methods can be found. Field measurements in this study demonstrate that if  the 
arrays used in the DC and CC resistivity methods have a similar sensitivity function, i.e., similar depth-
investigation characteristics, the measured apparent resistivity from the two methods is comparable and 
vice versa. In addition, the gap effect in the CC resistivity methods using OhmMapper can produce errors 
that cannot be simply ignored if  the ground surface is very rough.

resistivity measurement because there is no need to 
install electrodes.

Grard & Tabbagh (1991) first proposed using the 
electrostatic theory to explain the performance of a 
CC resistivity meter in terms of four plate antennas. 
Their theory later is verified by experiments (Kuras 
et al. 1996). In addition, results from the CC resisti-
vity surveying at different environments and ground 
conditions, such as asphalt road, permafrost region 
and urban area, have been compared and verified 
with those obtained from the DC resistivity measu-
rements or other geophysical methods (Timofeev 
et al. 1994; Perez-Gracia et al. 2009; Souffache et al. 
2010). However, discrepancy in the apparent resis-
tivity between the CC and DC resistivity measu-
rements can be found (Hauck & Kneisel 2006). 
When the measured resistivity is high (~above 2000 
ohm-m), such a discrepancy is mainly caused by 
different working frequencies of the CC and DC 
resistivity meters (Hauck & Kneisel 2006). As the 
measured resistivity is lower than ~2000 ohm-m, the 
discrepancy might be due to different characteris-
tics of investigation depths. The inherent difference 
in the array geometries of the CC and DC resisti-
vity methods could results in different depth inves-
tigation characteristics and therefore the measured 
results are not comparable. The main objective of 
this paper is to prove this presumption.

This paper begins with a brief  introduction of 
the DC and CC resistivity methods and the equip-
ment used in the field measurement. Then, the sen-
sitivity function for both point electrode array (for 
the DC resistivity method) and line electrode array 
(for the CC resistivity method) are  introduced. This 

1 INTRODUCTION

The electrical resistivity of  soils has been com-
monly used to infer different physicochemical 
soil properties, such as the chemical composition, 
volumetric water content, relative density, and 
among others (e.g. Garcia-Montiel et al. 2008; 
Brunet et al. 2010). The resistivity is also a promi-
sing indicator to monitor the physical or chemical 
processes taking place in soil, such as the processes 
of  weathering, liquefaction, contamination trans-
portation and aging (Buselli & Lu 2001; Jinguuji 
et al. 2007; Son et al. 2009). In this context, ground 
(soil) resistivity measurements in both labora-
tory and field have been widely used for various 
applications in geotechnical and environmental 
engineering. 

The capacitively-coupled (CC) resistivity method 
is a newly developed geophysical technique for near 
surface investigations (Grard & Tabbagh 1991; 
Timofeev et al. 1994; Kuras et al. 2006). A CC resis-
tivity system, usually working at the frequency of 
kilohertz, can inject current into the ground and 
measure the resulting potential of ground surface 
capacitively without galvanic coupling. Therefore, 
compared with the conventional direct current (DC) 
resistivity method, the CC resistivity surveying is 
more appropriate to be implemented in the areas 
where the DC resistivity measurement is difficult to 
be conducted because of high contact resistivity or 
troubles in installing electrodes, such as at perma-
frost, mountain, and urban areas (Hauck & Kneisel, 
2006). In addition, the CC resistivity measurement 
is less time consuming if compared with the DC 
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sensitivity function represents the depth investi-
gation characteristic in the measurements. Field 
measurements from three different sites: called 
Campus Lawn, Quarry Site and Natural Slope, 
are presented afterwards. This is aimed to pro-
vide experimental evidence to prove that when the 
measurement arrays of the DC and CC resistivity 
methods exhibit a similar sensitivity function, the 
measured apparent resistivity by the two methods 
is also similar. Verifications of this presumption 
are essential in obtaining more accurate inversion 
results, i.e. the resistivity mapping.

2 THEORY AND EQUIPMENT

2.1 Direct Current (DC) resistivity method

In this study, STING R1 earth resistivity meter 
(Fig. 1a), manufactured by Advanced Geoscience 
Inc. (TX, USA), was used to conduct the DC 
resistivity measurement. In order to compare with 
the CC resistivity measurement, the dipole-dipole 
array was used. This array has four point elec-
trodes. When the current (DC) are transmitting 
into the ground through the current electrodes, 
potential electrodes measure the resulting poten-
tial difference on the ground surface. The appar-
ent resistivity can be calculated as the ratio of the 
measured potential difference and the magnitude 
of the injected current (i.e. resistance) multiplied 
by a geometrical factor, which is determined by the 
geometry of the array used.

2.2 Capacitively-Coupled (CC) resistivity method

The OhmMapper (Fig. 1b), a CC resistivity meter, 
manufactured by Geometric Inc. (CA, USA), was 
used for the CC resistivity measurement herein. 
This equipment basically has four line electrodes 
(i.e. the dipole cable) in a dipole-dipole configura-
tion (see Fig. 1c). The current and potential line 
electrodes are connected with the transmitter and 
receiver, respectively. In the measurement, an alter-
nating current (AC) with a frequency of 16.5 kHz 
was generated by the transmitter and then trans-
mitted into the ground capacitively through two 
line electrodes. The receiver measured the AC volt-
age difference in the line electrodes, which is also 
capacitively coupled with the ground. The receiver 
and transmitter parts were linked with a noncon-
ductive rope, and the whole system can be towed 
by an operator at a walking speed (Fig. 1b).

Similarly, the apparent resistivity measured by 
this array can be calculated as the measured resis-
tance times the corresponding geometric factor. 
Note that although both methods use the dipole-
dipole array, the DC and CC resistivity methods 
use point and line electrodes, respectively.

3 COMPARISONS OF THE SENSITIVITY 
FUNCTION OF ARRAYS

3.1 Sensitivity function

The depth investigation characteristic of an array 
can be determined by the associated sensitivity 
function. Mathematically, the sensitivity function 
is given by the Fréchet derivative (McGillivray & 
Oldenburg 1990). For a horizontal layer, the x and 
y range from -∞ to ∞, and then for a pole-pole array 
with point electrodes the sensitivity function become 
one- dimensional (Roy & Apparao 1971):

F z( )z
( )r z .

= •
2

2 2z 1 5.π
 (1)

where z is the depth and r is the distance between 
the two point electrodes. For a pole-pole array with 
line electrodes shown in Fig. 2b, the sensitivity 
function can be written as (Niu & Wang, 2011):
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Figure 1. Equipment used in the DC and CC resistivity 
methods: (a) STING R1 resistivity meter; (b) OhmMap-
per; and (c) schematic diagram of the OhmMapper with 
one transmitter and one receiver.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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where 2l is the length of line electrode, z is the 
depth, and r is the distance between the center of 
the two line electrodes.

The sensitivity function of a dipole-dipole array 
(see Figs. 2c and 2d) can be derived based on Eqs. (1) 
and (2) by adding up the contributions of additio-
nal current and potential point or line electrodes.

3.2 Comparisons of sensitivity function of point 
and line electrodes arrays

Two arrays with similar sensitivity functions (i.e. 
similar depth investigation characteristics) should 
render comparable apparent resistivity. In this 
context, a meaningful comparison of the measured 
apparent resistivity from the DC and CC resistivity 
methods can be made only when the arrays used in 
the two methods give a similar sensitivity function. 

The next question is how to assess the similarity 
between the sensitivity functions of two arrays in a 
reasonable way. Fig. 3 shows the curves of the sen-
sitivity functions of dipole-dipole arrays with point 
electrodes (for the DC resistivity method) and line 
electrodes (for the CC resistivity method). The dipole 
length for the array with point electrodes is 2.5 m 
and the distances between two dipoles are 7.5 m and 
5.5 m respectively for the cases shown in Figs. 3a and 
3b. The dipole lengths for the arrays with line elec-
trodes in the cases shown in Figs. 3a and 3b are 5 m 
and the distance between dipoles is 5 m.

The area enclosed by the sensitivity function 
at a given depth range (i.e. the shaded area in 

Fig. 3a) represents the associated weighting at that 
particular depth range in the apparent resistivity 
measurement. Hence, the shape of the sensitivity 
function is more relevant to the assessment of the 
similarity in the depth investigation characteristics 
of two arrays. As indicated in Fig. 3a, the characte-
ristic depths, i.e., depth at the maximum sensitivity 
(DMS) and depth at half  of the maximum sensiti-
vity (HDMS), can be used to roughly describe the 
trend of the sensitivity function, and thus are used 
to identify whether or not two arrays have a similar 
sensitivity function (in terms of shape). In Fig. 3a, 
the sensitivity functions of the arrays with point 
and line electrodes have similar DMS and HDMS, 
suggesting comparable depth investigation charac-
teristics of the two arrays. Hence, similar apparent 
resistivity should be measured by these two arrays. 
On the contrary, in Fig. 3b, the DMS and two 
HDMSs of the array with point electrodes are dif-
ferent from those in the array with line electrodes. 
This implies a discrepancy in the measured appa-
rent resistivity from these two arrays.

4 FIELD TESTS

Measurements by the DC resistivity method with 
point electrodes and CC resistivity method with 
line electrodes were conducted at Campus Lawn, 

Figure 2. Different array types: (a) pole-pole array 
with point electrodes; (b) pole-pole array with line elec-
trodes; (c) dipole-dipole array with point electrodes; and 
(d) dipole-dipole arrays with line electrodes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. The sensitivity curves of the dipole-dipole 
arrays with point and line electrodes: (a) two arrays with 
similar sensitivity curves; and (b) two arrays with differ-
ent sensitivity curves. 
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Quarry Site, and Natural Slope. Table 1 summarizes 
the dipole length and the distance between dipoles 
used by these two methods. The 2.5 m dipole cable 
was chosen for all the CC resistivity measurements, 
and therefore the dipole length was fixed as 5 m. 
The distances between dipoles were selected accord-
ing to the geological condition of each testing site.

As shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, the ground surfaces 
at Campus Lawn and Quarry Site are relatively flat, 
which facilitates towing the OhmMapper during 
the experiment. Moreover, the flat surface, covered 
by grass (at the Campus Lawn) or loose sand (at 
the Quarry site), minimizes the gap size between 
the dipole cables and ground and its variations, 
and therefore measurement biases owing to such a 
gap effect can be assumed negligible. However, in 
the case of Natural Slope, the gap between Ohm-
Mapper cables and the ground varies in a great 
range from 0 cm up to 10 cm due to an uneven 
slope surface (see the insert in Fig. 4c). Hence, the 
measurement bias due to the gap effect must be 
considered in the data interpretations. Without the 
biases induced by the gap effect, the apparent resis-
tivity measured by the OhmMapper at Campus 
Lawn and Quarry Site can be directly compared 
with the results measured by the DC resistivity 
meter to verify the presumption that the CC and 
DC methods should obtain comparable apparent 
resistivity if  the arrays used in these two methods 
have a similar sensitivity function.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Tests at Campus Lawn

The DC resistivity measurement was conducted 
twice at Campus Lawn with 3 m and 4 m dipole 
separations (i.e. the distance between dipole). The 
associated sensitivity functions are compared with 
the sensitivity function of the array used in the CC 
measurement in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a shows similar sen-

sitivity functions of the arrays used in the DC and 
CC resistivity methods. This suggests that the appa-
rent resistivity measured by these two methods at 
Campus Lawn is expected to be comparable. The 
results in Fig. 6a confirm this presumption. Note 
that the Campus Lawn has a nonuniform and 
inhomogenous ground profile, which consists of 
soil layers of various thicknesses near the surface 
and bedrock beneath the soil layers. Hence, the 
measured apparent resistivity at different locations 
is varied. The similarity between measured appa-
rent resistivity of these two methods can be further 
quantified using the average relative error, r,

r
n

R R
R

i
CR

i
DC

i
DC

i

n

=
=
∑1

1
 (3)

where Ri
DC and Ri

CR are the apparent resistivity 
obtained from DC and CC resistivity methods, 
respectively, and n is the data number. For the 
cases in Fig. 6a, the value of r is ~9.7%. 

Table 1. Summary of dipole length, and distance between 
dipoles, used in the CC and DC resistivity methods at 
three testing sites.

Testing 
sites Testing devices

Dipole 
length

Distance between 
the centers of 
dipoles 

m m

Campus 
Lawn

OhmMapper 5 2.5
STING R1 1 3, 4

Quarry 
Site

OhmMapper 5 2.5
STING R1 2 2, 4,

Green 
Slope

OhmMapper 5 2.5,
STING R1 1 4

Figure 4. Testing sites: (a) Campus Lawn; (b) Quarry 
Site; and (c) Natural Slope.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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In Fig. 5b, the DC resistivity method with 3 m 
dipole separation has a different sensitivity func-
tion if  compared with that for the CC resistivity 
method. Hence, the measured apparent resistivity 
from the two methods should not be the close and 
the data shown in Fig. 6b confirm this expectation. 
The value of r for the cases in Fig. 6b is ~46.5%.

5.2 Tests at quarry site

Fig. 7 compares the sensitivity functions of the 
arrays used in the DC and CC methods for the 
tests at Campus Lawn. The measured apparent 
resistivity, are shown in Fig. 8 for comparisons. 
Once again, it can be found that if  the arrays used 
in the two methods have a similar sensitivity func-
tion (i.e. the cases in Fig. 7a), comparable apparent 
resistivity can be measured from the two methods 
(see the results in Fig. 8a where r is about 7.2%). 
If  the arrays of the two methods have different 
sensitivity functions (see Fig. 7b), the measured 
results in Fig. 8b where r is ~14.2%). Note that the 
Quarry Site has a relatively uniform soil profile so 
the measured apparent resistivity at different loca-
tions is similar as shown in Fig. 8a.

5.3 Tests at natural slope

Fig. 9 compares the apparent resistivity measured 
by the DC and CC resistivity methods at the site 

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Sensitivity functions for the arrays used in the 
DC and CC resistivity methods at Campus Lawn: (a) for 
the cases that distances between dipoles used in the DC 
and CC methods are 4 m and 2.5 m, respectively; and (b) 
for the cases that distances between dipoles used in the 
DC and CC methods are 3 m and 2.5 m, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Apparent resistivity obtained by the DC and 
CC resistivity methods at Campus Lawn: (a) for the cases 
that distances between dipoles used in the DC and CC 
methods are 4 m and 2.5 m, respectively, and (b) for the 
cases that distances between dipoles used in the DC and 
CC methods are 3 m and 2.5 m, respectively.

Figure 7. Sensitivity functions of the arrays used in the 
DC and CC resistivity methods at Quarry Site: (a) for the 
cases that distances between dipoles used in the DC and 
CC resistivity methods are 2 m and 2.5 m, respectively, 
and (b) for the cases that distances between dipoles used 
in the DC and CC resistivity methods are 4 m and 2.5 m, 
respectively.

(a)

(b)
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of Natural Slope. Although the arrays used in 
these two methods have similar sensitivity func-
tions (see Fig. 5a), the measured results are not as 
expected and distinct differences can be observed 
in Fig. 9 where r is ~52.5%. This discrepancy is 
due to the gap effect as noted. The results shown 
in Fig. 9 suggest that the gap effect sometimes 
canot be simply ignored in the measurements 
using OhmMapper when the ground surface is 
very rough.

6 CONCLUSION

Measurements by the DC resistivity method with 
point electrodes and CC resistivity method with line 
electrodes sometimes can render different apparent 
resistivity. This discrepancy is due to the arrays 
used in the two methods having different sensitivity 
functions, i.e. different depth investigation charac-
teristics. Field measurements results in this study 
provide evidence to support this statement. The 
results demonstrate that if  the arrays used in the 
DC and CC resistivity methods have a similar sen-
sitivity function, the measured apparent resistivity 
from the two methods show a good agreement and 
vice versa. It has also been found that measure-
ment biases from the gap effect in the CC resistiv-
ity methods using OhmMapper cannot be simply 
ignored if  the ground surface is very rough.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Electrical resistivity is a widely used geophysical 
approach in practice. It is found to be a quick and 
reliable tool to classify and measure physical prop-
erties of materials that are related to the ease at 
which electric current can pass. Rock and minerals 
can be considered to be good conductors when the 
resistivity value is in the range of 10−8 to 1 Ω m. Non 
conductors can have a resistivity values in excess of 
107 Ω m (Telford et al. 1990). Minerals and rocks of 
intermediate conductivity normally vary between 
these two ranges. The electrical resistivity is influ-
enced by many factors including moisture content, 
temperature, and degree of compactness, fluids and 
fluids chemistry within the mass, porosity and air 
voids. Salinity and other factors can affect the mea-
surements of the electric resistivity. Due to these 
many factors resistivity is rarely unique for a particu-
lar formation. Overlapping ranges are very common. 
In general it can be observed that igneous rocks have 
the greatest resistivity values unlike sediment mate-
rial which is normally of low resistivity. See Table 1. 

The bounds stated in Table 1 are for guidance 
only and quoted differently by different research-
ers. Ohm’s law is giving the resistance R in Ω m as:

R = V/I (1)

Where V is voltage and I is current. 

Using four aligned electrodes placed at equal 
distances apart known as Wenner array the appar-
ent resistivity (ρ) is given by the formula:

ρa = 2πRL (2) 

where L is a length measured in (m).

Predicting reliable soil profile using electrical resistivity survey 

Muawia A Dafalla 
BRCES, Civil Engineering, King Saud University, Saudi Arabia

Fouzan Al Fouzan
KACST, King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology, Saudi Arabia

ABSTRACT: The use of geophysical testing in geotechnical studies is sometimes looked at as a probable 
rather than certain approach when it comes to construct a precise subsurface soil profile. This often results 
in conducting excessive borings and huge costs in order to achieve informative and comprehensive data. 
However, it can be possible to utilize the modern 2D and 3D soil profiling techniques combined with a 
single borehole data to produce a reliable and correct subsurface profile which can be used confidently by 
geotechnical engineers. In this study, the procedure of linking single borehole information to the resistiv-
ity ranges is set out. The predicted subsurface outcome for other resistivity lines was presented. This study 
considered only the soil density and soil type as prime factors. In order to validate the procedure further four 
investigation points were advanced and checked for matches and mismatches. Recorded errors were treated 
with a range of acceptance and rejection criteria. Further studies were recommended to introduce adequate 
refinements and propose a generalized model that can be readily used by practicing geotechnical engineers.

Table 1. Approximate ranges for electrical resistivity 
for selected materials.

Setting

Resistivity in Ω m

Lower 
bound Upper bound 

Clays 1 100
Sand 4 800
Loam 5 50
Marl 3 70
Consolidated shale 20 2000
Gravel/Conglomerate 2000 1 × 104

Coarse grained Sandstone 10 9.6 × 105

Siltstone 1 1.5 × 104

Sandstone 50 8.0 × 103

Limestone 80 1.0 × 103
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2 ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
CORRELATIONS 

Many works were carried out to correlate the resistiv-
ity values to some parameters. The moisture content 
and the soil and moisture chemistry are among the 
most factors influencing the resistivity values. The 
saline water of 20% salt concentration yields a resis-
tivity average value of 0.05 Ω m where natural soil 
water can result in values of 9 Ω m to 100 Ω m (Tel-
ford et al. 1990). It is not only the moisture content 
but the chemistry of the pore fluid and soil material. 
The works of Syed Osman & Tuan Harith (2010) 
investigated the trends of resistivity with moisture 
content, frictional angle, bulk density and standard 
penetration tests. They found an increase in resistiv-
ity with the increase of frictional angle, bulk density 
and SPT (standard penetration tests). The works 
were based on very limited number of samples. In 
fact these three factors are directly proportional 
to each other and can all produce the same effect 
and influence. The increase in moisture is generally 
associated with decrease in the resistivity. Gil Lim 
Yoon & Jun Boum Park (2001) showed that electri-
cal resistivity in sandy soil depends largely on the 
water content and electrical properties of the pore 
water. The fines content is also found to have sig-
nificant effect on the measured electrical resistivity. 
Kalins ki & Kelly (1993) demonstrated that electri-
cal resistivity can have an excellent correlation to 
the volumetric soil moisture. Rhoades et al. (1989) 
studied the accuracy of models that determine the 
soil salinity in the field from the measurements of 
electrical conductivity.

3 SITE, MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENTS 

The site used for this study is located in a semi-arid 
region in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia. A com-
prehensive geotechnical investigation consisting 
of borehole drilling works and electrical resistivity 
tests was carried out to investigate the subsurface 
formation. The subsurface strata consist of top 
loose to medium dense sand and very dense sand 
intermixed with silt and occasional clayey mate-
rial. Open test pits were also conducted to visual-
ize and verify the soil conditions reported by using 
the electrical resistivity and soil boring. The fine 
material passing sieve number 200 included some 
gypsiferrous silt material. The high concentration 
of gypsum was found to have adverse effect on the 
near surface material and some open cavities were 
formed. Below the top soil weakly cemented sand-
stone is encountered. The sandstone formation is 
found to continue to the maximum investigated 
level of 25 m. The scope of this paper is limited to 
the recognition of top soil type and density and the 

level of cemented sandstone rock. Three types of 
top soils are encountered:

– silty sand (loose, medium dense, very dense)
– sand (loose, medium dense, very dense)
– sandstone (friable, weakly cemented, sound and 

intact) 

Typical grain size distribution curves of top soils 
are shown on Figures 1, 2 and 3. 

Figure 1. Grain size distribution for the control borehole, 
1.5 m.
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Figure 2. Grain size distribution for the control borehole, 
3.0 m.
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Figure 3. Grain size distribution for the control borehole, 
4.5 m.
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The above three charts show the sand material 
gradation at three different levels (1.5 m, 3.0 m and 
4.5 m). The material was classified in accordance 
with ASTM D2487 and found within groups of 
SW, SW-SM, and SP-SM.

Chemical tests carried out for sand samples 
taken from 4 test pits indicated variations within 
close range for most of  the elements and car-
bonates and sulfates. TP-1 indicated a rather 
high concentration in Calcium carbonate and 
Silicon.

The sandstone was encountered at depths vary-
ing from 6.5 m to 9.0 m. The sandstone cementa-
tion varied across the site from friable and weakly 
cemented to siliceous sound sandstone. The uncon-
fined compressive strength varied from 12.07 to 
19.09 MPa.

No ground water was encountered within 
the investigated depths of  26 m below ground 
level. 

The electrical resistivity equipment utilized in 
this study is Syscal R1. The system is supplied 
with 72 electrodes and capable of  producing two 
dimensional sections. The manufacturer of  the 
system stated that the output current is auto-
matically adjusted (automatic ranging) in order 
to optimize the input voltage values and thus 
provide high quality measurement. Such systems 
can be useful in many applications, including 
salinity control, depth-to-rock determination 
and weathered bedrock mapping. It can also be 
used to determine shallow groundwater condi-
tions (Aquifer depth and thickness). Electrodes 
spacing can be varied up to 10 m. The system is 
also capable of  transferring data to the compu-
ter and can be processed using specially tailored 
software (Res2DInv). The system can produce 
contour plots of  apparent and true resistivity 
distribution. The system is designed to work in 
harsh climatic conditions including temperature 
range from −20 to 70°C.

Figure 5 shows the conventional drilling 
equipment used for advancing boreholes for this 
project.

4 TESTING PROGRAM 

The field work testing program included perform-
ing six parallel electrical resistivity lines 9 m apart. 
These are designed to cover an area which is also 
covered by five geotechnical investigation points. 
Two boreholes and three test pits. Other boreholes 
and test pits were also conducted in the site but little 
far from the area covered by the electrical resistiv-
ity program. Drilling works were carried out using 
a Truck mounted drilling Rig (ACKER AD II) 
and test pits were performed using a hydraulic 
excavator. The standard penetration test was car-
ried out at intervals of 1.5 m in accordance with 
ASTM D1586. Fig. 6 below shows the general 
locations of the investigation points.

Table 2. Chemical test results for sand material at a 
depth of 2 m from four different locations.

Setting TP-1 TP-2 TP-3 TP-4

Al (%) 1.6 1.7 4.4 6.6
Ca (%) 19.6 22.2 13.0 21.4
Fe (%) 0.5 0.8 2.3 3.7
Mg (%) 1.1 1.5 1.6 2.0
Si (%) 34.4 21.3 27.6 25.6
Na (%) 9.6 6.5 3.5 2.7
K (%) 1.9 0.8 0.6 0.5
Cl (%) 0.2 0.3 0.37 0.4
SO4 (%) 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8
Ca So4.2H2O 7.8 7.7 8.0 7.7

Figure 4.  Syscal R1 electrical resistivity equipment.

Figure 5. The conventional drilling using a truck 
mounted rig.
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The main goal of this work is to make the data 
obtained from the electrical resistivity more relia-
ble and of a meaning to the geotechnical engineer. 
The electrical resistivity soil profile crossing both 
borehole 2 and borehole 3 is given in figure 6.

Comparing the values of the electrical resistivity 
at boring number 3 as a validation point the profile 
is confirmed by the drilling logs. It can be seen that 
at borehole 3 the electrical resistivity measured for 
top soils is in the range of 8.2 to 10.8 Ω m which is 
a value assigned to dense sand. No medium dense 
is expected. The Standard penetration tests car-
ried out at borehole 3 confirmed this prediction. 
Very dense sand with electrical resistivity in excess 
of 16Ω m and cemented sandstone with electrical 
resistivity in excess of 20 Ω m were also reported.

The validation for the test pit points is also con-
firmed for lines 2, 4 and 6. No standard penetra-
tion tests were carried out to check for the density 
but the type of soil down to three meters was found 
to coincide with the predicted formation.

The validation procedure adopted here is kept 
very simple and mainly based on limiting ranges. 
A more precise approach can be carried out if  the 
control borehole is tested for different factors. For 
example establishing detailed density profile of top 

5 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electrical resistivity obtained for borehole No. 
2 is noted for the type of sand and density level and 
also for cemented sandstone formation. The single 
borehole approach acted as a calibration for the 
resistivity range. As mentioned above the electrical 
resistivity value for a certain type of soil is likely to 
vary greatly depending on several factors. As this 
approach is intended for investigating limited con-
struction sites some assumptions were used. These 
are as follows:

– The moisture content trends and changes within 
a vertical profile will be similar for the entire site.

– The soil chemistry and salinity of stratified lay-
ers will remain similar for the respective layers.

These assumptions can hold true for many sites 
and can allow straight forward interpretation of 
electrical resistivity results. A simplified comparison 
can lead the geotechnical engineer to pin point the 
density of sand formation across the whole site. The 
borehole 2 is considered as a control and the for-
mation encountered included medium dense sand, 
dense sand, very dense sand and cemented sand-
stone. The resistivity values reported for these types 
of soil is taken as reference to classify other mate-
rial reported in the form electrical resistivity. The 
depth and extent of each layer can be established 
to a reasonably good accuracy. The works were car-
ried out during hot summer and most of the near 
surface soils were semi-dry. Table 3 shows the resis-
tivity ranges measured for four types of formation 
mentioned for borehole number 2. The density of 
the formation is expressed in terms of the standard 
penetration test in which N (the number of blows 
of a 63.5 Kg hammer required to drive the sampler 
30 cm) value determines the density level. N.

Figure 6. Distribution of electric resistivity lines and 
investigation points. 

Table 3. Electrical resistivity ranges for borehole 2. 

Soil profile
Standard penetra-
tion test (N blows)

Electrical 
res. Ω m

Dense fine grained sand 
with silt (0–2.0 m)

35 10.8–16

Medium dense, medium 
grained sand with silt 
(2.0–3.5 m)

12 8.2–10.8

Medium dense, medium 
grained sand with silt 
(3.5–5.0 m)

11 8.2–10.8

Very dense, medium 
grained silty sand 
(5.0–6.5 m)

>50 >16

Cemented sandstone 
(>6.5 m)

>50 >20

Figure 7.  Electrical resistivity profile for line Number 1 
(typical software output).
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of fines content is very useful. The instrument used 
shall be regularly calibrated. 

In order to validate the procedure further inves-
tigation points can be advanced and checked for 
matches and mismatches. Recorded errors can be 
treated with a range of acceptance and rejection 
criteria. Further studies were recommended to 
introduce further refinement and propose a gener-
alized model that can be readily used by practicing 
geotechnical engineers. 

6 CONCLUSION

The soil electrical resistivity can be used as an effi-
cient tool to establish a reliable geotechnical profile. 
The internationally published figures for electrical 
resistivity of different formation are normally given 
in wide ranges. Most of them are not in agreement 
and these can result in excessive overlaps which 
makes it difficult to confirm or classify a material. 
Utilizing the information of a single borehole the 
overall site profile can be established. The soil den-
sity expressed as a standard penetration test num-
ber or measured laboratory density value can help 
recognizing the strata correlations to other factors. 
The procedure exercised in a site consisting of sand 
underlain by cemented sandstone yielded results 
with minimum mismatches. The results of this work 
is encouraging for future works to set detailed pro-
cedure that is quick, economical and yet reliable to 
provide reliable geotechnical data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Ménard pressuremeter test can be used to ana-
lytically determine the Menard’s Modulus among 
other parameters. This tool can also be adopted 
in design applications, by using empirical rules 
defined, in general, by French researchers. 

Nevertheless, in Brazil, the usage of the MPM is 
not widespread given the fact that it can not com-
pete economically with this country’s most used site 
investigation equipment, the Standard Penetration 
Test (SPT), at least if  one wants to interpret the 
MPM solely on an empirical basis. Therefore, in 
order to advance the use of this remarkable device 
in Brazil one should think on “aggregating” value 
to its particular interpretation approach. 

Given the fact that it can be easily done in tropical 
unsaturated soils and that it yields in loco the stress-
strain curve of the tested material (horizontal direc-
tion), it could in principle be used to aid the numerical 
simulation of horizontally loaded geotechnical struc-
tures. In this regard, no SPT test would be able to 
compete, and it would serve to fulfill a theoretical 
“niche” still lacking proper methodologies and/or in 
situ devices for a practical engineering use.

Based on this philosophy, MPM tests carried 
out in the experimental research site of  the Uni-

versity of  Brasília, within the Brazilian capital 
Brasília, were adopted and numerically inter-
preted herein. Laterally loaded foundation groups 
in this same site were also used for a “1st. Class” 
simulation, in order to verify the potential of  the 
proposed methodology. All the tests herein were 
done as part of  research theses from the Geotech-
nical Graduation Program of  the University of 
Brasília. It shall be mentioned that the advocated 
approach is not new, but it still lacks proper vali-
dation and divulgation so to encourage engineers 
to take full potential of  this magnificent testing 
device.

Hence, the goal of  this paper is to get expe-
rience and check the potentialities in back-an-
alyzing the MPM to apply the resulting values 
to numerical simulations of  horizontally loaded 
CFA pile groups founded on non classical soils. 
Although the comparisons were not ideal, 
the potential has been shown and they can be 
regarded as encouraging for further research 
with this device in order to make it more com-
petitive in the Brazilian market. Thus, to be 
technically useful in a type of  foundation design 
where gaps of  information prevail and room for 
research still exists—as laterally loaded group of 
piles.

Simulation of laterally loaded foundation groups via Menárd 
pressuremeter tests

R.P. Cunha
University of Brasília, Brasília, Brazil

J. Veverka
Czech Technical University, Prague, Czech Republic

R.G.M. Santos
Ministry of the Cities, Brasília, Brazil

ABSTRACT: Results obtained from the Ménard pressuremeter (MPM) can be directly used in the 
design of geotechnical structures. Moreover, pressuremeter tests have also the potential to be used to 
calibrate numerical models to simulate the same structures. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to check 
the potentialities in back-analyzing the MPM to apply the resulting outcome in numerical simulations of 
horizontally loaded groups of Continuous Flight Auger (CFA) piles, tested in the collapsible unsaturated 
clay from the Geotechnical Research Site of the University of Brasília (UnB). This particular site is well 
characterized and the MPM curves were obtained at distinct seasons of the year, i.e., during “dry” and 
“wet” regional seasons when the soil’s matric suction changes. The chosen model of simulation was the 
Mohr-Coulomb without hardening, and analyses were performed using the software CESAR-LCPC. The 
exercise allowed a better understanding to simulate real case engineering foundations under lateral load.
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2 MPM “CURVE FITTING” APPROACH

The original concept of lowering a balloon like 
device down a borehole and inflating it to measure 
deformation properties dates from 1930 or 1931 
(Baguelin et al. 1978). The first reference to such 
device was given by Kögler (1933) who developed 
a simple probe with length of 125 cm and diameter 
of 10 cm. The first device consisted of a long sau-
sage shaped bladder which stretched between two 
metal discs. The discs were held apart at a fixed 
distance by a steel rod which formed the backbone 
of the device. It was lowered into a predrilled hole 
and gas inflated. The impact of Kögler’s invention 
in the geotechnical area was insignificant, even 
though he was able to use the equipment to record 
pressure vs. volume change curves that are similar 
to those obtained nowadays with more sophisti-
cated equipments.

It was only in the 50’s that the pressuremeter 
was developed and started to be used in real engi-
neering terms. Without knowledge of  Kögler’s 
work, a civil engineering student at the Univ. of 
Illinois called Ménard developed a pressuremeter 
in 1955 (Ménard 1955). In less than 3 years the 
Ménard pressuremeter started to be produced by 
Ménard’s own firm and used as a consulting tool 
in France. At that time Ménard was able to ben-
efit from technological and analytical interpreta-
tion advances that were not available in Kögler’s 
time. Like Kögler’s original probe, the Ménard 
pressuremeter was designed to be inserted in preb-
ored holes. Due to the high disturbance gener-
ated at the cavity wall by the preboring process, 
results of  Ménard pressuremeter tests are gener-
ally interpreted by empirical rather than analytical 
methods. 

Later on (Cunha 1994; Vecchi et al. 2000) the 
“curve fitting” concept started to be employed to 
interpret selfboring and Ménard pressuremeter test-
ing curves. As discussed by Cunha & Campanella 
(1998), the curve fitting approach basically consists 
in the comparison of the field testing curve with 
some idealized pressure expansion testing curve 
based on some sort of constitutive model. The 
idealized model curve can be interactively changed 
by varying the input parameters that constitute its 
rheological relationship. This is carried out until a 
“match” or “fitting” between this model curve and 
the field one is established. The closer the rheologi-
cal relationship and assumptions of the adopted 
cavity expansion model are to the “real” shear-
ing phenomena, the closer will be the agreement 
of the idealized curve with respect to the field one 
(assuming no disturbance). As well, the lower the 
number of input model parameters, the easier and 
faster will be the curve fitting.

The current study encompassed some Ménard 
pre bored pressuremeter tests carried out in the 
Brasília “porous” clay at both “wet” and “dry” 
regional seasons (performed by Mota 2003, respec-
tively at February and June 2000). It is noticed that 
from the dry season of this region (Jun/Oct) to the 
wet season (Nov/Apr) there is a slight change in 
the natural moisture content of the soil, especially 
in the top 3 meters (active zone of moisture varia-
tion). Below this depth the changes are low, indicat-
ing an almost constant humidity and, hence, soil´s 
suction. 

A Ménard NX pressuremeter probe was 
adopted, by following the testing procedure rec-
ommended by the ASTM (2007). The tests were 
carried out in prebored holes, initially excavated by 
using the Standard Penetration Test (SPT) appa-
ratus and subsequently manually bored at testing 
depth with a BX and later a NX auger (to decrease 
disturbance). The probe was pressurized in con-
stant increments of 25 kPa, and the tests were 
completed after expanding the central probe to its 
full capacity. 

Figure 1 presents the location of the tests within 
the Experimental Research Site of Foundations 
and In Situ Testing of the University of Brasília, 
where Figure 2 depicts the approximate location of 
this site within the University Campus in Brasília 
city. It is noticed in Figure 1 the main in situ tests 
carried out in the site by the Research Group on 
Foundations and In Situ Tests (GPFees), in par-
ticular the pressuremeter tests (PM1 and PM2) 
respectively done at wet and dry seasons, and the 
CFA pile load tests respectively done with groups 
of 1, 2 and 3 piles (EHC1, EHC2 and EHC3).

The stress-strain curve obtained from Pres-
suremeter tests describes soil behavior under 
shear and therefore it is ideal foundation for back-
analyses using nowadays most popular numerical 
methods via Finite Element techniques (FEM). 
Several authors (Zentar 2001; Pereira 2003) have 
tried to do so using various computing codes and 
several material models. The mainly used material 
modes were Mohr-Coulomb and Cam Clay family 
ones. These studies have been focused on methods 
of parameter backcalculation via MPM, whereas 
other studies have tried to derive new parameters 
(in the case of Cam Clay models) using optimizing 
algorithms to simulate more than just the elastic 
soil behavior. Nevertheless initial values had to be 
inferred by laboratory tests, thus making the pro-
cedure uneconomical.

In the present paper all back-analyses were car-
ried out by the French LCPC Cesar 3D software 
using a convenient elasto-plastic Mohr Coulomb 
model. This was done in order to turn the exercise 
simple and fast and to infer if  such handy procedure 
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could be readily (and accurately) done. Perhaps, 
the advocated approach can become more useful 
in future for the “daily” basis design of local engi-
neering offices.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Site specific laboratory results

Within the Federal District extensive areas (80%) 
are covered by a weathered “latosoil” of the terti-
ary-quaternary age. This latosoil has been extensively 
subjected to a laterization process and it presents a 
variable thickness throughout the District, varying 
from few centimeters to around 40 meters.

This superficial soil is known locally as the 
Brasília “porous” clay, being geotechnically consti-
tuted by sandy clay with traces of silt, forming a 
lateritic horizon of low unit weight and high void 

ratio, as well as an extremely high coefficient of col-
lapse. Within this soil, there is a predominance of 
the clay mineral caulinite, and oxides and hydrox-
ides of iron and aluminum. Its characteristics are 
illustrated in Table 1, valid for the Research Site. 

The geotechnical parameters displayed in this 
table were obtained by a comprehensive laboratory 
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Figure 1. Location of the MPM and Pile load tests (among others) within the Experimental Research Site.

Figure 2. Location of the research site within Brasília.

Table 1. General geotechnical properties of the site 
(Perez 1997; Palocci 1998 and Janda et al. 2009).

Parameter Unit Range

Sand percentage % 12–27
Silt percentage % 8–36
Clay percentage % 37–80
Dry unit weight kN/m3 10–17
Natural unit weight kN/m3 17–19
Moisture content % 20–34
Degree of saturation % 50–86
Void ratio – 1.0–2.0
Liquid limit % 25–78
Plastic limit % 20–34
Plasticity index % 5–44
Total cohesion (C) kPa 10–34
Friction angle (φ) ° 26–34
Young’s modulus (E) MPa 1–8
Coefficient of collapse % 0–12
Coefficient of earth pressure – 0.44–0.54
Coefficient of permeability m/s 10−8 –10−5
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testing program carried out by previous and simul-
taneous research projects of the University of 
Brasília (Perez 1997 & Palocci 1998). Conventional 
characterization tests were performed together 
with more sophisticated tests, as double oedometer 
and collapse tests, special K0 and triaxial CK0D 
tests, permeability tests and direct shear tests with 
the samples under distinct orientations and mois-
ture contents. 

Some of the laboratory tests were carried out 
with undisturbed block samples taken from inspec-
tion shafts dug at the research site (see Figure 1). 
These samples were taken at 3, 6 and 9 m below soil 
surface.

During this period, and later on (with new sam-
ples), some specific tests for unsaturated soils were 
also done. For instance, in the deposit of the Research 
site, Mota (2003) estimated the matric suction of the 
soil at distinct depths by carrying out suction tests 
with undisturbed soil samples following the wet-
ting path on the laboratory conventional Richart’s 
chamber. Humidity of the samples was determined 
by paper filter techniques, and the matric suction 
indirectly inferred by correlations previously estab-
lished with the distinct characteristic curves.

3.2 Ménard pressuremeter tests

Pressuremeter tests PM1 and PM2 were carried out 
in accordance to ASTM (2007), at each meter of 
the profile of the site and in locations depicted in 
Figure 1. They were done with the removal of dis-
turbed soil samples from hand excavating augers, 
as previously mentioned. With such samples it was 
possible to determine the matric suction of the soil 
surrounding the MPM probe moments before the 
start of the test. This was done indirectly by cor-
relating the humidity of the soil with the suction 
via characteristic curves (using aforementioned 
correlations). 

Hence, Figures 3 and 4 present MPM testing 
curves in terms of cavity internal pressure versus 
radial strain (variation of radius over initial radius) 
of the probe, already calibrated and corrected for in 
situ original horizontal stresses (i.e., according to 
Briaud 1992 the recompression stage of the curve, 
up to the effective horz stresses, are removed and the 
curve is readjusted to a new origin). The horizontal 
stress was obtained by the traditional method, of 
the early inflection part of the MPM curve, as pre-
sented in Briaud (1992). These figures also include 
estimated matric suctions (ua-uw) at each respective 
testing depth, determined via filter paper technique.

3.3 Pile load tests

Three load tests of large scale deep foundations con-
structed at the UnB experimental site were analyzed 

during this study. The single pile test, the group of 
two piles and the group of three piles are labeled as 
EHC1, EHC2 and EHC3, respectively in accord-
ance with Anjos (2006) nomenclature, as they were 
constructed as basis of his doctoral Thesis. 

The Continuous Flight Auger (CFA) technology 
was adopted to construct the piles and no injection 
pressure was used during the construction phase, 
given very soft characteristics of the surficial clay 
of the Experimental Site. 

Therefore, during the last construction phase 
the hollow auger was gradually removed with 
simultaneous casting of concrete under only 
atmospheric pressure (through its internal hollow 
stem). Although this technical simplification (grav-
ity pressure only) may cause decrease in the final 
bearing capacity of the entire foundation system, 
it allows for a straightforward numerical analysis 
which is also applicable to traditional bored piles. 
The particular arrangement of the CFA piles 
within the UnB site, and the geometric character-
istics of the cap blocks, are also shown in Figure 1 
together with the MPM locations.
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Figure 3. Corrected and adjusted MPM results from 
Mota (2003) at wet season of the year (PM1).
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Mota (2003) at dry season of the year (PM2).
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Figure 5 shows the CFA drilling machine used 
to bore and cast the piles. All pile foundations 
were built with the same dimensions. The nominal 
diameter was 0.3 m and the nominal length 8.0 m. 
In the case of the pile groups EHC2 and EHC3 
the axial distance between the piles was 0.9 m. The 
top three meters of all piles was reinforced with 
four steel bars with 16 mm diameter and 6.3 mm 
stirrups with distance of 0.15 m. A concrete block 
without physical contact with the underlying soil 
(a vertical gap of 20 cm was left) was constructed 
on the top of the EHC1 single pile as well as on top 
of EHC2 and EHC3 pile groups.

All CFA foundations were constructed in the 
wet (rainy) season of Brasília city during 2006, for 
Anjos (2006) Thesis as commented before. Never-
theless, this author did not carry horizontal load 
tests, only vertical type ones. The horizontal load-
ing of such pile groups was solely done three years 
later, by Santos (2010) unpublished (i.e., still on 
going) Master dissertation. 

This latter author carried out the lateral loading 
tests by following the Brazilian standard ABNT 
(2006) in slow maintained constant load inter-
vals until a pre-failure stage of all pile groups was 
reached. The tests started in the end of the rainy 
season of the city (≈ March) and extended up to 
the end of the dry season (≈ September) of 2009.

In order to carry out the tests, this author has 
excavated around the cap blocks (also 20 cm) in 
order to prevent any lateral restraint from the sur-
rounding soil, and the tests were performed with 
the soil in its either “natural content” or “inun-
dated” conditions. Inundation was attained by 
flooding the trench around the cap blocks during 
48 uninterrupted hours. 

The first loading stage, with the soil in its 
natural condition, proceeded until the pile group 
approached the plastic stage (defined by personal 
experience). After that, unloading started and this 
was followed by the inundation of the surround-
ing soil. Once this stage was completed, a sec-
ond reloading stage, now with the soil under its 

inundated condition, was accomplished—again to 
deformation stages close to what was previously 
defined as horizontal plastic “failure”. 

Figure 6 presents the results for the EHC3 pile 
group, whereas Figure 7 depicts the loading direc-
tion and some of the experimental components for 
this particular load test (notice the load cell and 
hydraulic jack on the left side and two mechani-
cal dial gauges on the right corner of the picture). 
One can also observe that the second loading stage 
(inundated) has a considerable higher degree of 
displacement, under same load, than equivalent 
data from the first stage. It is believed that such 
behavior relates directly to the suction/water con-
tent characteristics of the soil, i.e., the degradation 
and collapse of its structure under loading with 
both increase of its humidity and decrease of its 
suction. Other (less probable but) possible sources 
can be vented, as the previous degradation of the 
soil during the first loading stage.

Figure 5. Closer details of the CFA drilling machine.

Figure 7. Some details of the EHC3 horizontal load test.
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4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

4.1 Software and MPM back-analysis

The MPM back-analyses were carried out by using 
the French 3D finite element program LCPC Cesar 
which belongs to the UnB. In order to carry out the 
analyses it was decided to simulate the soil and the 
pressuremeter in an axisymmetric manner, by using 
6-noded elements as depicted in Figure 8. A com-
monly used elasto-plastic Mohr Coulomb model 
was adopted as basis of the numerical analyses.

The simulated area is 2 meters wide in order to 
avoid border effects, whereas the edge of the small-
est element is 0.02 m and of the largest 0.2 m. Note 
in this figure the position of the pressuremeter, in 
the lower left corner. In order to decrease calcula-
tion demands, the mesh of the problem has been 
reduced to only a 1 m high strip. The original stress 
state has been reached by applying a vertical pres-
sure which is equivalent to the pressure caused by 
the unit weight of the soil layers above the MPM. 

Derivation of the elastic Young modulus (E) was 
a matter of few iterations, adopting a constant (0.33) 
value for the Poisson’s ratio. The unit weight varied 
from around 15 to 18 kN/m3 at deeper depths. 

The variables describing the plastic behavior are 
only two (cohesion, C, and friction angle, φ) and, 
therefore, it did not take too long time to find a 
reasonably good match between experimental and 
FEM theoretical curves. 

The main approach was to vary by “trial and 
error” these parameters until a fit could be estab-
lished. Nevertheless, some curves, or depths, did not 
yield straight matching curves, but the results were 
adopted anyway accepting that experimental errors 
would be included within the present exercise. 

4.2 Results o  f the MPM back-analyses

Table 2 presents the back-analyzed parameters 
obtained for the pressuremeter test at the wet sea-
son (PM1), while Figure 9 gives an example of 
curve matching between experimental and numeri-
cal simulations for depth 1.6 m of both PM1 and 
PM2 tests. In this figure it is possible to notice the 
good fit of the curves and the qualitative agree-

ment between MPM data and the level of suction 
at distinct seasons of the year.

The results from the PM1 tests were somehow 
slight better than those from the test at the dry sea-
son (PM2), and it is believed that such feature hap-
pened given the lower level of suction on the site 
during the rainy season. Therefore, only the results 
of PM1 were used to simulate the horizontally 
loaded pile groups. Given that, it is also expected 
that some discrepancy in results may be appear on 
the pile group simulation, since these load tests were 
not carried out exactly, and predominantly, on the 
rainy season, but rather from the end of this season 
throughout the dry one, as mentioned before. 

4.3 Software and pile group analysis

The pile group simulations were accomplished by the 
same 3D finite element program as used before, now 
“calibrated” against site specific MPM results. That 
means, at each depth, from 0 to 9 meters, the same 
geotechnical parameters as back-calculated before 
were now used to furnish the data, also at each 
meter, of the 3D FEM mesh constructed to simulate 
the pile group/surrounding soil. Likewise, the same 
elasto-plastic model, Mohr Coulomb, was adopted.

Figure 10 presents a top view of the 3D mesh 
constructed for the numerical analyses of the 
EHC3 pile group, the only one to be presented 
here given space limitations. The mesh has 9 m in 

Figure 8. Bidimensional axisymmetric 6 node element 
mesh adopted in the MPM back-analyses.

Figure 9. Fitting of MPM curves at 1.6 m from both 
regional seasons. 

Table 2. Back-analyzed parameters from PM1 test.

Depth
(m)

E
(MPa)

C
(kPa)

φ
(deg)

0.6 30 70 12
1.6  3 10 35
2.6  4  5 20
3.6  4  6 25
4.6  5.5 14 23
5.6  5.5 14 23
6.6 30 15 20
7.6 30 15 20
8.6 40  9 18
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height (vertical boundary located just 1 m below 
pile base) and 12 m in extension at both horizon-
tal directions. The smallest elements near the piles 
have an edge of 8 mm wide while the largest ele-
ment of the model has a 1 m long edge.

Similarly as the case of Janda et al. (2009), the 
concrete reinforced piles and the top raft were 
modeled as homogenous nonporous linear elas-
tic material with Young’s modulus of 20 GPa, 
Poisson’s ratio of 0.2 and a unit weight of 24 kN/m3. 
Although in the real construction the top part of the 
pile, together with the top raft, was reinforced with 
projecting bars and stirrups, no additional reinforce-
ment was incorporated in the numerical model.

4.4 Results of the pile group analyses

The process of numerical simulation of the loaded 
pile group consisted of three successive phases, as 
follows:

•  Application of initial geostatic and self-weight 
stresses;

•  Settlement of soil and pile group under afore-
mentioned load conditions;

•  Application of lateral load in successive steps, 
with subsequent estimation of horizontal 
displacements.

The comparison between experimental and 
numerical results is presented in Figure 11, where 
the original FEM analysis, as previously described, 
is depicted as a continuous line. It is clear from 
this figure that no significant plastification was 
(numerically) reached during the simulation of the 
group, when using original back-calculated para-
meters from the MPM (PM1) back-analyses. 

Given the fact that the behavior of laterally 
loaded piles is extremely dependent on the stuffi-
ness of the superficial layers, this discrepancy could 
be, perhaps, related to the difference in time in 
which both tests (MPM and pile load) were accom-
plished. That means, differences in matric suction 
in the first meters of the soil from one month to 

another do indeed lead to high differences in stiff-
ness and load-displacement shapes—as it can for 
instance be seen in the comparison of the MPM 
results from Figure 9.

Therefore, as a further exercise, new simulations 
were carried out with “decreased” geotechnical 
parameters (solely) for the 1st. layer. Hence, all 
parameters from Table 2 for the 0.6 m level were 
simultaneously decreased by the same percentage 
amount, yielding results that are also depicted in 
Figure 11.

Although better results (closer approximation) 
were obtained in the latter cases, again no yield-
ing of the soil was reached. This has neverthe-
less shown that the observed discrepancies could 
indeed be related to differences in the stiffness of 
the first (or subjacent) superficial layers of the soil 
surrounding the MPM and the pile load tests. It 
is then postulated that such differences could be 
related to suction variations along time, or even 
stratigraphic aspects (see distances in Figure 1).

It is worthy to point out that Veverka (2011) 
advanced this question by plotting and comparing 
mean and deviatoric stresses with the yield surface 
of the soil at each meter. This author concluded 
that the numerical shear stresses were not high 
enough to cause the onset of plasticity, and further 
stated that “it seems that the soil in the experimen-
tal site of UnB has a tendency to fail not only in 
shear, as most of the soils we encounter in Czech 
Republic, but also in compression”. In other words, 
the adopted simple rheologic model was also not 
the most suitable for the present exercise.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper emphasized the use of the Ménard pres-
suremeter tests to “calibrate’ numerical tools, based 
on some sort of geotechnical model, to simulate lat-
erally loaded pile groups. The research was extremely 

Figure 10. Three-dimensional 6 node element mesh 
adopted in the EHC3 group numerical analyses.
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valid to gain an initial experience in how to aggre-
gate value to the Ménard pressuremeter interpreta-
tion, hence turning this tool more attractive to the 
Brazilian market (and most probably elsewhere).

Although preliminary results were not perfect, 
they are encouraging and allowed the authors to 
conclude on several aspects of this research, as:

•  The importance of soil suction, stratigraphy and 
time of the year when adopting results from in 
situ and pile load tests in tropical soils carried 
out at distinct regional seasons;

•  The importance of (more) complex models to 
try to circumvent natural discrepancies of real x 
model behavior;

•  The high potential that Ménard pressurem-
eters do indeed have in tropical soils, specially 
for the design of geotechnical structures that 
displace the surrounding material in similar 
characteristics;

•  The importance of continuing the research in 
this area, with improved test conditions.

This (on going) topic of research is of vital 
importance for Brazil nowadays, given the neces-
sity of the Academy to provide a fast way to design 
engineering works on a highly demanding market 
(specially given the pre “world cup” and “Olympic 
games” era). Besides, the procedure could take full 
advantage of the magnificent characteristics of the 
Ménard pressuremeter as in situ testing tool, and 
the fact that large extensions of this country is cov-
ered by tropical unsaturated deposits.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The north and central regions of Portugal are 
largely dominated by upper layers of residual soils 
from different nature, namely originated in gran-
ite and schist rock masses. The field work for the 
research work present herein is located in Porto 
Metropolitan area where Porto Granite Forma-
tion dominates. The geomorphology associated to 
the area of Porto is based in a set of hills that are 
going smoothly down in height towards the Atlan-
tic Ocean, while the Douro valley is confined by 
abrupt side walls. Up north, after the Ave Valley, the 
platform is covered by marine erosion. The funda-
mental geological unit of this area (Porto Granitic 
Formation) can be described as a leucocratic alka-
line rock, comprising a mixture of glassy quartz, 
white alkali-feldspar often in mega-crystals, biotite 
and muscovite with the latter prevailing, white 

sodic plagioclase and minor amounts of dark min-
erals. The alkali feldspar usually presents the higher 
grain size and is mostly orthoclase, sometimes 
microcline. As for plagioclases, oligoclase-albite 
and albite are commonly present (COBA 2003; 
Viana da Fonseca et al. 2006). The residual soils 
arising from these formations are the result of 
mechanical and chemical weathering, respectively 
by means of grain fracturing disaggregation and 
hydrolysis of K-feldspar and Na-feldspar, which 
lead to the formation of kaolinitic clay, while 
quartz and muscovite remain stable due to their 
high weathering resistance. Biotite undergoes oxi-
dation to form iron oxides.

From mechanical point of view, these granitic 
masses are very complex and mostly characterized 
by its gradation from upper levels to lower sound 
rock, generally improving its behaviour with depth. 
Typical weathering profiles in the area show a 

A specific protocol to characterize Intermediate Geomaterials (IGM). 
The case of Porto granites 
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ABSTRACT: The suitability of a specific geotechnical survey is dependent on several issues such as 
installation needs, time of performance, cost-effectiveness and adequacy of results to geotechnical projects. 
Residual soil profiles are usually erratic, frequently showing hard horizons and/or boulders included and 
dispersed in a weathered to decomposed rock mass, being also commonly in unsaturated conditions. The 
usual practice, in Portugal as in many other regions of the world, is to use dynamic probing (SPT or DPSH) 
as the main source of geotechnical information, from which the limitation of derived parameters is rather 
inadequate to take advantage of modern numerical tools available for design. However, by combining 
other more comprehensive and powerful testing techniques, such as PMT, DMT and CPTu tests and also, 
when it is possible, geophysical surveys specifically for the evaluation of shear wave velocities (SDMT, 
SCPTu and cross-hole tests are excellent means for that), it is possible to access good quality and proficu-
ous information for the whole range of intermediate granitic geomaterials (W4 to loose soil) with no special 
extra-cost. Herein, departing from the available scientific references and in a specific calibration framework 
performed within a PhD work (Cruz 2010) a practical characterization test protocol that can be easily 
applied to engineering practice in residual soils is outlined, in order to contribute to a better geotechnical 
parameterization and, as a consequence, to increase efficiency level in practical engineering design.

Keywords: DMT tests, cemented soils, suction
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global decrease of its levels to deeper sound rock, 
and so, inherent improvement of its geomechanical 
properties, from upper residual soils to the corre-
spondent slightly weathered (W2) rock. In general, 
the typical profile is composed by a medium dense 
residual soil, referenced by NSPT ranging from 10 
to 30 blows, often followed by a transition layer 
(30 < NSPT < 60) to the decomposed to weathered 
rock massif  (W5 to W4). Local experience reveals 
that the medium dense layer can reach depths of 
15–20 m, while the transition layer, when exist-
ing, is generally thinner than 4–5 m, with their 
behaviours basically commanded by micro-fabric. 
Decomposed to highly weathered rock massif, 
underlay these residual soils, and are usually char-
acterized by NSPT values higher than 60, showing a 
balanced influence of macro and microfabrics in 
the global mechanical response. 

Finally, in depth the weathering degree gradu-
ally decreases to slightly (W2) or medium weathered 
(W3) rock massif, represented by rock mechan-
ics. Although this may suggests an homogene-
ous evolution with depth, these formations show 
erratic profiles, either horizontally or with depth 
as a consequence of diverse weathering factors, 
such as composition of the parent rock, intensity 
and continuity of joint systems, as well as climate 
conditions.

From theoretical background, these residual 
masses are widely known as showing mechanical 
behaviour different from those established for sedi-
mentary transported soils, mainly due to the fol-
lowing characteristics (Vaughan et al. 1988; Viana 
da Fonseca 1996; Schnaid et al. 2004; Viana da 
Fonseca & Coutinho 2008; Cruz 2010):

a.  Variable grain strength within the same soil 
mass, with void ratios or densities depending on 
weathering level, instead of stress history. 

b.  Presence of a cemented matrix that plays an 
important role on strength and stiffness behav-
iour, especially at shallow depths (low confining 
stresses);

c.  Interparticle bonding that generates a cohesive-
frictional material expressed in Mohr-Coulomb 
strength criterion; the cohesion intercept and the 
angle of shearing resistance cannot be derived 
by the common sedimentary correlations;

d.  High stiffness, at small strain levels, due to the 
presence of cementation structure; significant 
drop in this stiffness property for moderate to 
high stress-strain levels is expected, close to the 
high non-linearity of mechanical constitutive 
laws, typical of meta-stable geomaterials;

e.  Macro-fabric can have an important influence 
in general behaviour of decomposed to highly 
weathered rock masses (W4 to W5);

f.  Water levels at significant depth are frequent 
in residual profiles, generating suction phe-
nomena with significant influence in strength 
and stiffness properties; in Porto region, as in 
many other residual environments, it is rather 
common to observe vertical excavations in these 
materials, as a consequence of both interparti-
cle bonding and suction, natural or induced by 
pumping in excavations (Topa Gomes 2009).

As a consequence of these features, geotechni-
cal behaviour has to be described in a different 
manner and using specific correlations to derive 
geotechnical parameters. The work presented in 
the following sections is a result of several years 
of research related with the use of in-situ testing as 
fundamental frames to characterize residual soils 
and decomposed rock massifs (intermediate geo-
materials, IGM), in this case arising from Porto 
and Guarda Granitic Formations. Available data 
from Porto and Guarda granitic formations was 
gathered creating a continuous chain that com-
bines general trends and high quality data, based in 
wide sort of testing equipments. The final goal of 
the research aimed at the establishment of a practi-
cal characterization set of procedures that could be 
easily and efficiently applied to engineering prac-
tice in these materials 

2 THE FUNDAMENTS OF THE METHOD 

The geology and geotechnical properties of the 
ground underlain the city of Porto is well charac-
terized in Porto Geotechnical Map, PGM (Coba 
2003), a document published by Porto City Hall 
site, and congregates a wide sort of qualitative and 
quantitative information collected during decades 
of projects and investments in civil engineering 
infra-structures around the city area, from which 
registers of the conventional geological and geotech-
nical in-situ testing were indexed and statistically 
treated to generate local definition of geotechnical 
units for engineering purposes. This information 
was organized by different materials and its evo-
lution with the weathering degrees (ISRM 1981), 
allowing to define trends and ranges of magnitude 
of practical geotechnical parameters throughout 
weathering. This data was enlarged outside the city 
limits (in the same granitic formation) by the data 
collected in geotechnical campaigns performed 
since 1995 by the first author of this paper, within 
his professional activity, using mainly more recent 
in-situ tests techniques, such as flat dilatometer 
(DMT), seismic piezocone (SCPTu), pressureme-
ter tests (PMT) (Cruz et al. 1997; Cruz et al. 2004a; 
Cruz & Viana da Fonseca 2006a), as well as a wide 
range of geophysical techniques. This information 
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helped to calibrate ranges of geotechnical param-
eters arising from PGM, while it was also used as 
a link to high quality experimental sites of Porto 
and Guarda, referenced in international literature 
(CICCOPN, ISC2/CEFEUP, Av. França, Hospital 
de Matosinhos, IPG Guarda). It is important to 
mention that generally all these experimental sites 
were related to PhD research programs, which 
increases the confidence on recoiled data and on 
the performed analysis (Viana da Fonseca 1996; 
Rodrigues 2003; Topa Gomes 2009; Ferreira 2009; 
Cruz 2010; Rios da Silva 2011, among others). 
As a consequence, the whole set of information 
allowed to establish major characteristics and its 
evolution with weathering, supported by a statisti-
cally significant data base, indexed to high quality 
information arising from the analysis of other well 
controlled experimental sites.

Summarizing the main physical trends, the stud-
ied materials (considering the range within W4 to 
loose soils) are usually well graded, revealing an 
increase of fine content, plasticity, porosity and 
void ratios with weathering, while in-situ permea-
bility seems to decrease with depth, although some 
exception can be detected due to of some rock 
masses, in the opposite direction of weathering. 
Unified (ASTM 1988) and AASHTO classifica-
tions show convergent information, revealing silty 
sands to clayey sands or low plasticity silts, while 
in terms of Wesley Classification (Wesley 1988; 
Wesley & Irfan 1997) these soils don’t show strong 
mineralogical influence (Group A) ranging from 
A(a) to A(b) groups, respectively soils in which 
macrofabric plays an important role in mechani-
cal behaviour (in this case, W4 and W5 rock mas-
sifs, generally represented by NSPT > 60) and soils 
where macro-fabric no longer exists (generally with 

NSPT<60). These physical evolutions are associated 
to the mechanical properties, in continuous relation 
to each specific weathering level. Fundamentally, 
analyzed data shows that the mechanical degrada-
tion observed with weathering is related to the drop 
of a decreasing cohesion values and more or less 
stable angles of shearing resistance, following the 
theoretical background. As a consequence, labora-
torial (triaxial) cohesion intercept, related to uniax-
ial and diametral compressive strengths, decrease 
with weathering, which is also followed by both tra-
ditional and last generation in-situ test values that 
show the same global decrease of test parameters. 

Tables 1 and 2 show the ranges (1st and 3rd 
quartiles) of the main in-situ tests, namely SPT 
(more than 15.000 tests, including PGM data), 
DMT (50), CPTu (44) and PMT (76, including 
PGM data). DMT and CPTu tests are representa-
tive only in loose to compact soils (NSPT<60) while 
PMT data includes information on decomposed to 
highly weathered units, where macro-fabric detains 
a fundamental role [A(a) group].

3 COMBINING SYNERGIES 
OF MULTIPLE TESTS

The suitability of a specific geotechnical survey 
is dependent on several issues such as installation 
demands, time for the procedures, cost-effectiveness, 
adaptability to each ground conditions and ade-
quacy of results to geotechnical design demands. In 
residual soils, it is important to define characteri-
zation methodologies that allow to obtain effective 
cohesion intercept and angles of shearing resist-
ance (and the effect of suction, when available), 
as well as the increment of stiffness due to 

Table 1. CPTu and DMT test parameters from residual soils.

NSPT Unified class. qc (MPa fs (kPa) P0 (MPa) P1 (MPa) ID ED (MPa) KD

30–60 SM 10–20 >300 >0.5 >2 1.5–4.5 >50 >15
10–30 SM-SP 1–10 250–400 0.1–0.5 0.5–3 1.5–4.5 5–60 5–20
5–10 SC-ML <5 100–250 0.05–0.3 0.2–1.5 1.0–1.75 3–20 3–7

qt and ft—tip resistance and unit side friction obtained by CPT tests; P0 and P1—DMT basic pressures; ID, ED and 
KD—DMT intermediate parameters.

Table 2. PMT test parameters from residual soils.

NSPT Unified class PY (MPa) Pl (MPa) EPMT (MPa)

>60 SM (W5-4) 1.5–2.0 3.0–4.5 60–400
>60 SM (W5) 1.4–3.6 3.5–6.5 50–200
30–60 SM 0.8–1.2 1.4–3.0 30–60
10–30 SM-SP 0.3–0.5 0.8–2.0 10–30

PY—Yield pressure; Pl—Limit Pressure; EPMT—Presseremeter modulus.
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cementation, which is known to be very sensitive to 
penetration. Triaxial testing programs performed 
over undisturbed samples in depth are expensive 
and time consuming, for what the usual practice is 
to use dynamic probing (SPT or DPSH) as the main 
source of geotechnical information, which severely 
damage cementation structure. Moreover, these 
are one parameter tests creating an impossibility 
to derive two components of strength parameters. 
However, by using more comprehensive and power-
ful tests, such as PMT, DMT and CPTu tests, it is 
possible to access good quality information for the 
whole range of intermediate granitic geomaterials 
(W4 to loose residual soil) with no special extra-costs. 
Combining tests, instead of using them individu-
ally, can be considered a promising technique, since 
more test parameters can be combined increasing 
the possibilities for interpretation and reducing the 
uncertainty (Cruz et al. 2004a; Cruz 2010). 

In that sense, CPTu and DMT, which present 
similar modes of penetration, are very easy to 
perform and the obtained values are recognized 
as very reproducible and trustable in sedimentary 
ground. Although static push may be an obsta-
cle, with adequate equipment and a load frame 
centered in a heavy truck, capacity can grow up 
to levels near 60 blows of NSPT, perfectly suited to 
penetrate most of residual profiles. From the time 
and cost points of view, DMT and CPTu are also 
clearly faster to perform and cheaper than classi-
cal campaigns based on borehole and SPT profiles 
(Cruz et al. 2006; Cruz 2010). DMT also shows the 
interesting possibility of being driven maintaining 
a certain level of accuracy (obviously lower than 
in pushed-in conditions), particularly useful in the 
residual profiles where stiffer boulders are com-
mon within residual masses. A specific research on 
the subject performed in Porto Granitic Formation 
have shown that even when DMT parameters are 
affected by driving disturbance, the obtained data 
has better quality and versatility than the obtained 
from classical dynamic penetration tests (Cruz & 
Viana da Fonseca 2006b). Besides, the same work 
revealed that N20 (DMT) blow count can be com-
pared with NSPT and N20 (DPSH), giving an identi-
cal kind of information of dynamic probing. 

As a consequence of all this, the main approach 
to settle a proper procedure for residual soils was 
based as much as possible in these two tests, using 
associated seismic modules (SDMT/SCPTu) when 
available. Therefore, specific research was estab-
lished using triaxial “undisturbed” sample results 
as calibration reference, which soon highlighted 
the sensitivity of the derived parameters to cemen-
tation effects on soil strength and stiffness. The 
first proposals to derive simultaneously cohesion 
intercept and angles of shearing resistance from 

DMT+CPTu or DMT on its own were presented 
by Cruz et al. (2004b), although some deviation 
in triaxial testing resulted, due to sampling, space 
variability and micro-fabric differences. The same 
problems were avoided in the approach to derive 
small strain shear modulus by using seismic waves 
as reference (Cruz & Viana da Fonseca 2006). In 
order to overcome these uncertainties, a special 
large dimension (1.0 × 1.0 × 1.5m3) prototype 
(CemSoil Box) was developed (Cruz 2010), to work 
with large samples where DMT blades could be 
pre-installed and/or pushed-in, in soil mixtures of 
different cementation levels aiming at understand-
ing the effects of penetration, by one side, and 
suction, by other, and re-calibrate or confirm the 
previous correlations. Due to program restrictions 
only DMT was possible to be tested in CemSoil 
box. The experiment was based in the development 
of artificially cemented samples corresponding to 
the same ranges of uniaxial and diametral com-
pressive strengths (chosen as index parameters) 
revealed by the PGM units where pushing-in the 
DMT or CPT tests is feasible (up to 60 of NSPT). 
Samples for triaxial and CemSoil tests were consti-
tuted in the same conditions including the residual 
soil in its natural situation and then remoulded, 
that is de-structured and then artificially cemented 
with different cement contents. Within CemSoil 
box, water level, suction and seismic velocities 
were monitored during the whole experience, ena-
bling a close control of all the important influence 
factors (cementation and suction) in strength and 
stiffness behaviour. The experimental framework 
was performed in IPG (Guarda) facilities where 
CemSoil box was executed, and so, the natural soil 
used in the experiment was obtained from residual 
soils belonging to Guarda granitic formation pre-
viously studied by Rodrigues (2003) in its natural 
state. Guarda Granitic Formation is very similar 
to Porto Granite, being constituted by a leuco-
mesocratic granite with quartz, sodic and potassic 
feldspars commonly in mega crystals, biotite and 
muscovite, while kaolin, sericite and clorite are the 
main secondary minerals. The experiment allowed 
determining DMT parameters under saturated and 
unsaturated conditions for both pre-installed and 
pushed-in blades. More details of this work can 
be found in Cruz (2010) and Cruz et al. (2011b). 
Overall, this calibration program included 40 
unconfined, diametral and triaxial (CID) compres-
sive tests, which were then used in the calibration 
performed in one uncemented and 4 different arti-
ficially cemented mixtures, assembled in the same 
conditions in the large prototype.

The global results of the experiment showed that 
the penetration of the blade generates different dis-
turbance paths in non-cemented or cemented soils. 
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In the case of non-cemented soils it is observed that 
basic parameters are higher in the case of pushed-in 
tests revealing the expected effect of densification 
around the measurement system, while in the 
cemented soil mixtures, the same insertion proce-
dure reduces their values by local destructuration. 
Pushed-in (usual mode of penetration in practice) 
DMT results confirmed its efficiency evaluating 
soil type and unit weight and highlighted the role 
of ID as a very versatile parameter that reflects the 
type of soil, easily cross-correlated with borehole 
information or CPTu classifications and offering 
a possibility of being introduced in mathematical 
frameworks to develop global correlations. Fur-
thermore, data clearly showed that DMT basic 
and, especially, intermediate parameters are sensi-
tive to the variations of strength and stiffness due 
to cementation and/or suction.

From the mechanical point of  view, calibrated 
correlations with strength parameters were devel-
oped from DMT’s virtual overconsolidation ratio, 
vOCR (Cruz & Viana da Fonseca 2006), deriving 
a global cohesive effective intercept (c′g), gener-
ated by both cementation and suction. A specific 
procedure to separate both contributions was 
also possible to establish (Cruz 2010; Cruz et al. 
2011b). As for angles of  shearing resistance, the 
application of  correction factor to the sedimen-
tary approach (Cruz & Viana da Fonseca 2006), a 
new equation was established to get representative 

values (Cruz 2010; Cruz et al. 2011a). From the 
stiffness point of  view, it was proved that it can 
be adequately represented either by constrained 
modulus (M), deformability modulus (E) or small 
strain shear modulus (G0). The calibration experi-
ment on the large chamber showed that dilatometer 
modulus, EDMT, always appeared situated between 
first and second yield defined by Malandraki & 
Toll (1996) proposal, and corresponds to triaxial 
secant modulus determined within 10−3 to 10−4 of 
axial strain, within ranges observed in sedimen-
tary soils (Sabatani et al. 2002). This confirms the 
ability of  DMT to identify the effects of  cemen-
tation on stiffness even after penetration, being 
this also true with suction influence. The previous 
proposed correlation to derive G0 (Cruz & Viana 
da Fonseca 2006) proved to be correct, with no 
need for further corrections. Furthermore, a dia-
gram for discerning cemented from non-cemented 
soils was established (Cruz 2010) by comparing 
the referred correlation to one of  the same mathe-
matical type proposed for sedimentary soils (Cruz 
et al. 2006). In order to incorporate the informa-
tion of  the naturally cemented residual soil, DMT 
tests were also performed in the same spot from 
where the remoulded soil was recoiled to prepare 
the artificial samples, in IPG experimental site, 
which had been intensively characterized in its 
natural condition (Rodrigues 2003; Rodrigues & 
Lemos 2004). Results obtained by the new DMT 

Table 3. Evaluation of geotechnical parameters in Porto residual soils (adapted from Cruz et al. 2011 a,b).

Parameter Measurement depth Correlation Observations

Stratigraphy Below and above water 
level

Marchetti (1980) Accurate when 
pushed in

Corrected angle of 
shearing resistance, 
φ′corr

Below and above water 
level

φ′corr = φ′DMT – 3.348 ln (vOCR) – 5.437
φ′DMT (Marchetti 1997);
vOCR (OCR from Marchetti & Crapps 1981)

Global cohesion, c′g Above water level c′g = 7.716 ln (vOCR) + 2.964
Cohesion, c′ Below water level c′ = 7.716 ln (vOCR) + 2.964

Above water level c′ = c′g – (ua-uw)*tanφb Measured suction

Above water level
c′ = c′(avg, below)
c′(avg, below) = mean value of 3 readings taken 

below water level

No measured 
suction

Suction, (ua-uw) Above water level (ua-uw) = [c′g – c′(avg, below)]/tanφb

Service stiffness, E, M Below and above water 
level

M calculated by Marchetti (1980) correlation 
E = 0.8 M

Strain levels [10−3 
to 10−4]

Dynamic stiffness, G0
Below and above water 

level G0/ED = 9.771 ID
−1.053 Calibrated by 

seismic data
At rest stress state, K0 Below and above water 

level
K0  = C1 + C2 • KD + C3 • qc/σ′v
C1 = 0.376, C3 = −0.00172

Viana da Fonseca 
1996

C2 = 0.095*[(qc/s′v) / KD] / 33

φ′corr—corrected angle of shearing resistance; φ′DMT—DMT angle of shearing resistance; tanφb—angle of shearing 
due to suction; vOCR—virtual OCR; KD—Horizontal stress index qc—CPTu point resistance; σ′v—vertical 
effective stress.
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correlations showed convergence with these data, 
confirming the adequacy of  the procedure (Cruz 
et al. 2011b). Table  3 summarizes the final cor-
relations arising from the present work. Detailed 
discussion on the subject can be found in Cruz 
(2010) and Cruz et al. (2011 a,b).

Finally, it should be added that the field data 
from combined DMT and CPTu tests, revealed 
two extra important conclusions (Cruz et al. 
2004b; Cruz & Viana da Fonseca 2006). Firstly, 
MDMT/q(t)CPTU constitutes another possibility for 
cohesive intercept evaluation as shown hereby, 
although specific calibrations are still needed 
since the existing ones were compared to triax-
ial results, naturally affected by sampling and 
space variability effects. The second conclusion is 
related to in-situ state of  stress (K0) and reveals 
that combined CPTu and DMT testing can be 
used for its evaluation in residual soils with suc-
cess (Viana da Fonseca 1996; Cruz et al. 1997), 
although this is solely based in local experience. 
As a closing remark, the authors would like to 
stress that small-strain shear modulus correlation 
produces good results, but more powerful math-
ematical tools had shown that it is possible to 
improve this correlation by introducing KD into 
the formulae, although a wider range of  data is 
still needed. This is not a surprise, since KD is the 
base for determining the global cohesion global 
effective cohesion (c′g) mentioned above and is 
commonly related to soil cementation (Marchetti 
1980; Cruz et al. 2004b). 

4 THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL FOR 
CHARACTERIZATION OF IGM

As a result of  this global framework a specific 
protocol can be established to work in granitic 
loose to compact penetrable residual soils, while 
for stiffer soils some recommendations can be 
pointed out. The work brings obvious expecta-
tions for enlarging this methodology to other 

difficult geomaterials, such as residual soils of 
different nature, other intermediate geomaterials 
(IGM), partially saturated soils and mixed granu-
lar materials.

The proposal for residual soil characterization 
protocol starts with the selection of  an adequate 
array of  vertical profiling points that properly 
serves each specific situation. National or inter-
national recommendations followed in common 
practice are usually suited. A number of  boreholes 
are replaced by combined DMT and CPTu tests, 
(half  of  the points in campaigns with a minimum 
of  8, with no special losses of  information aris-
ing from the replaced boreholes, since DMT and 
CPTu provide stratigraphy information, mak-
ing it very easy to cross-correlate with bore-hole 
information (Cruz & Viana da Fonseca 2004). 
The final array should be located assuming an 
homogeneous distribution of  tests and boreholes 
to facilitate cross combination of  results (Fig. 1). 

In the cases where highly compacted soils or 
W5 to W4 rock massifs (NSPT > 60) are the pur-
pose of  a specific site investigation, static push-
ing becomes unfeasible. In such case, PMT 
testing can be used as a complementary charac-
terization technique. By performing one or two 
pairs of  PMT and DMT profiles within the same 
depth range for calibration purposes, followed by 
extra PMTs at the stiffer horizons, very compre-
hensive information may be attained (DPSH can 
also be used, but of  course with lower level of 
efficiency). Careful parametric selection to cross 
correlate data from DMT and PMT is required, 
which in fact it is not difficult to find (e.g. Viana 
da Fonseca 1996; Viana da Fonseca et al. 2001). 
EPMT vs. ED (or M), Pf vs. P1 (or KD) can be seen as 
promising examples. Of  course the introduction 
of  PMT has an extra cost, since 7 or 8 PMT tests 
(assuming a profile of  15 m) will be more expen-
sive than the complete profile of  SPTs. How-
ever, if  the tests are performed in pre-selected 
boreholes, then the extra cost can be partially 
reduced. In addition, traditional seismic surveys 

Figure 1. Example of a characterization array.
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should be introduced in routine campaigns to 
help with horizontal variability, while if  seismic 
DMT is used the combination with PMT could 
probably provide a way to settle moduli degrada-
tion curves, given the 3 different reference strain 
levels related with these tests.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The work presented herein aimed at defining a 
specific protocol for residual soil characteriza-
tion, in order to contribute to a better geotech-
nical parameterization and, as a consequence, to 
increase efficiency level in practical engineering 
design. To establish application conditions and 
correlations for the proposed protocol, a wide 
variety of  independent data was gathered from 
Porto Geotechnical Map and from careful com-
bined in-situ and laboratory testing programs, 
performed in Porto and Guarda Granitic Forma-
tions with high accuracy and quality controlled 
devices. An option was made to use a specific 
in-situ test (DMT) to study and to calibrate its 
results with an exhaustive experimental program, 
which included triaxial testing and a special large 
dimension prototype (CemSoil box). It should 
be clear that this procedure was established and 
verified for the case of  Porto and Guarda Gran-
ites and so its application in other environments 
should be checked, although the authors believe 
that this methodology may be generalized to 
other granitic materials.
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from its measuring accuracy
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ABSTRACT: In the last two decades, the practice of engineering has immensely benefitted from tech-
nological evolution, namely through the development of numerical methods and models, which made 
possible to simulate quite accurately the behaviour of engineering problems. Nevertheless, the efficiency 
and quality of the final results strongly depend on the selection of the input parameters as well as on the 
quality of measuring devices. In this research work, a comparative analysis based on the determination of 
geotechnical parameters error propagation departing from in-situ measurements of Marchetti Dilatom-
eter (DMT), Menard Pressuremeter (PMT), Piezocone (CPTu), Plate Load (PLT) and Field Vane (FVT) 
tests is presented and discussed, aiming to check possible deviations of final physical and mechanical 
results. Furthermore, dynamic test results (SPT and DPSH) will also be presented.

Keywords: propagation errors, measurement accuracy, in-situ tests

1 INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of  a test measurement device 
depends on some different issues that may be 
useful to analyze and discuss. Apart from usual 
considerations about quality control of  measure-
ment devices (such as precision, accuracy, etc), 
some characteristics of  in-situ tests can strongly 
influence final results, namely: effects of  geom-
etry in penetration disturbances, modes of  pen-
etration (pushing or driving) and measurement 
devices.

The quality control of measuring devices is a 
common practice in modern industry. However, it 
is important to recognize that the degree of accu-
racy of measurement devices may condition quite 
differently the wide range of parameters or other 
calculations obtained from direct test measure-
ments. This paper focuses solely on the evaluation 
of the error propagation, from the initial measure-
ments until the final derived geotechnical param-
eters, related with seven in situ tests, namely, DMT, 
PMT, CPTu, FVT, PLT, SPT and DPSH. In the 
next section a brief  description of each test will be 
presented.

2 IN SITU TESTS

2.1 Dilatometer Marchetti Test (DMT)

The dilatometer test consists of a tapered blade with 
95 mm wide, 15 mm thick and 240 mm long. On 
the flat face the dilatometer is a flexible steel mem-
brane of 60 mm diameter that when inflated pushes 
the soil laterally. The blade, which is attached to the 
extremity of a series of drill rods, is penetrated into 
the soil by a drill rig typically at a rate of 2 cm/s. 
Tests are normally conducted every 200 mm and in 
each one the pneumatic pressure is recorded at three 
specific moments: (A) when the membrane thrusts 
the soil until 0,05 mm of deformation, (B) when 
the soil is pushed to a horizontal displacement of 
1,1 mm and (C) at the moment that the membrane 
returns to the position of the first record.

2.2 Pressuremeter Menard Test (PMT)

The Menard type pressuremeter consists of a cylin-
drical probe (with guard cells at their top and  bottom 
to force the measurement cell, located between 
them, to expand only in the lateral  direction) that 
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is placed, typically into an open borehole aligned 
over the height of the probe. At pre-selected depths, 
pressures are applied to expand the cell probe. The 
pressure applied is analogous to the expansion 
of a cylindrical cavity. The pressure is applied in 
stages at constant time intervals usually 1 minute 
and volume changes or radial displacements are 
recorded at each stage, typically stopping the test 
when initial volume of the probe has doubled or 
when reaching the maximum allowable pressure. A 
pressure/volume change curve is then drawn from 
which the elastic modulus, shear modulus and the 
shear strength may be estimated.

2.3 Cone Penetration Tests (CPTu)

A basic cone penetrometer is a cylindrical probe 
with a base area 10 cm2 and an appex angle of 60° 
that is pushed into the ground at a rate of 2 cm/s. An 
instrumented outer sleeve is located above the cone 
base. The thrust required to push the cone and the 
sleeve into the ground are measured independently 
so that the tip or cone resistance (qc) and side fric-
tion or sleeve resistance (fs) may be estimated sepa-
rately. The CPT test results are normally recorded 
electronically and are reputed to be more reliable 
than SPT for stratigraphic characterization and in 
situ soil properties determination. There are sev-
eral variants of the basic cone penetrometer,  such 
as the piezocone (CPTu) that measures the pore-
pressure (u), the seismic cone (SCPT), that evalu-
ates seismic wave velocities, or seismic piezocone 
(SCPTu), which combines both.

2.4 Field Vane Test (FVT)

The Field Vane test enables the direct measurement 
of the undrained shear resistance of saturated 
cohesive normally consolidated (NC) or light over-
consolidated (LOC) soils. The test device consists 
of two blades mounted perpendicular to each other 
(four thin metal blades welded orthogonally (90°) 
to a rod) at the end of a cylindrical rod, according 
to the recommendation included in the reference 
documentation. The vane is pushed, usually from 
the bottom of a borehole, to the desired depth. A 
rod is rotated generally at a slow rate of 6° to 12° 
per minute. Every 15–30 s the torque force is meas-
ured, until a maximum torque has been reached and 
overcome; the vane is then rotated rapidly for ten 
revolutions to induce global shear failure and attain 
high strains. After shearing, the same described 
proceeding is applied at the same previous rates to 
determine the remoulded shear strength.

2.5 Plate Load Test (PLT)

The test can be carried out in general accordance 
with some basic references, being common to 

adopt ASTM D1195, NF P 94–117 or DIN 18134. 
In this study the last one was selected due to its 
wide application in Portugal, especially in earth-
works. This method allows to evaluate the relation-
ship between load and settlement (load-setllement 
curve), aiming to assess the deformation and 
strength characteristics of soil and to determine the 
deformability moduli, Ev1 and Ev2, respectively for 
the virgin loading cycle and the reloading cycle. In 
this test, the load is applied to a leveled soil surface, 
in small increments, using a circular loading plate 
with 300 to 600 mm diameter (higher diameters 
are also possible), measuring applied pressures and 
consequent settlements. The load shall be applied 
in 7 increments (up to 500 kPa) and settlement 
readings will be recorded at 1 and 2 minutes. After 
the final increment, the pressure in the hydraulic 
pump must be released, at least in 3 stages, allow-
ing the recovering of the vertical displacement 
and a second cycle (reloading) shall be performed 
up to 90% of the maximum load attained in the 
first cycle (450 kPa), followed by another unload-
ing. The Ev1 and Ev2 moduli are determined for the 
range of 30–70% of the  maximum load attained in 
each cycle.

2.6 Standard Penetration Test (SPT)

The standard penetration test (SPT) is, perhaps, 
the most popular field test used worldwide. The 
SPT is performed by introducing a standard split 
spoon sampler into the ground with blows from 
a drop hammer with a mass of 63,5 kg falling 
760 mm. The number of hammer blows needed for 
three successive penetrations of 150 mm into the 
soil is recorded. The first increment (0–150 mm) is 
not included in the N value as it is assumed that 
the top of the test area has been disturbed by the 
drilling process. The NSPT is the number of blows 
required to penetrate the sampler into the soil from 
150–450 mm.

2.7 Dynamic Probing Super Heavy (DPSH)

The Dynamic Probing test is used to determine in 
situ the dynamic resistance of soils, through the 
intermittent penetration of a cone, driven dynami-
cally in a standard manner and in accordance to 
reference documentation. There are four types 
of dynamic probing tests, namely Super Heavy 
Dynamic Probing (DPSH), Heavy Dynamic Prob-
ing (DPH) Medium Dynamic Probing (DPM) and 
Light Dynamic Probing (DPL). In this case, due 
to its similarity with SPT test, DPSH was selected 
to be analyzed in the present context. The DPSH 
cone cross section (A) is of 20 cm2 with an apex 
angle of 90° and the number of blows (N20) needed 
to penetrate 200 mm the cone into the soil due to 
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a falling weight (m) of 63.5 kg over a 750 mm drop 
height (h) is recorded.

3 NUMERICAL MODELING

Geotechnical parameter values obtained from the 
results of a field test are affected by type of errors, 
such as input data errors (operator “eye” readings, 
measuring equipment accuracy, rounding opera-
tions), errors induced by the simplification of the 
mathematical models that represent the physical 
processes), calculations errors (even working in 
double precision methods), among others. Besides 
those, normally considered in basic analysis, the 
propagation of errors resulting from measurement 
accuracy may influence quite differently the final 
geotechnical parameter results, depending basi-
cally in the complexity of equations needed to pro-
duce the final result. As stated above, this paper 
focuses only in this error propagation problem and 
shall not be confused as a general deviation of the 
real situation due to all those described errors.

The error propagation analysis, as function of 
the absolute error upper bound, relies on funda-
mental error propagation theory (Dahlquist et al. 
1974), represented by: 

Δ ΔyΔ y
x xΔ
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i�

∂
∂ ( )x�

=∑ 1
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where it is assumed that, y(x1, . . . , xn) represents a 
real function of real variables with continuous par-
tial derivatives ∂

∂
y∂
xi
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of the point x ( )x xn )xn , whose approximation 
is given by �x xix( )� �x xnxn Δ , denotes the upper 
bound of the absolute error x xi ix� .  (and similarly 
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Other evaluation of interest is the relative error, 
since it can index the error in relation to the mag-
nitude of final result. This error can be estimated 
by:
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Absolute and relative error estimations of the 
analysed parameters (basic, intermediate or geo-
technical) were implemented using MatLab©  with 
symbolic toolbox, and rely on the results of 360 field 
tests, selected to constitute a representative sample 
of the major Portuguese soil types, considering 
tests distributed throughout the territory, between 
2001 and 2010. The distribution of the data used in 
the analysis (field tests results) was selected accord-
ing to four different types of materials—residual 
granitic, sedimentary clays, sedimentary sands and 
embankments – as represented in Table 1.

The main differences in data acquisition systems 
origin a discrepancy of the total number of readings 
related to each field test, being the major influence 
factors the acquisition continuity and the number 
of measured parameters. It is also worth to remem-
ber that basic measures in dynamic tests are opera-
tor blow counts, which are clearly not a measuring 
device result. For the considered tests, CPTu, DMT 
and DPSH tests have an almost continuous acquisi-
tion (every 2 cm in the first one and every 20 cm for 
the other two), while PMT, SPT and FVT tests are 
considered discontinuous executed at specific loca-
tions and PLT tests are only executed at surface or 
shallow depths (always above water level). 

The error upper bound is calculated starting 
from the accuracy associated to the measurement 
equipment (pressure gauges, load cells, deflectom-
eters and measuring systems for both water level 
and depth), according to specifications granted by 
the test manufacturers (Table 2).

4 RESULTS

A summary of the global results obtained in the 
present analysis are presented in Tables 3 to 5. 
Table 3 presents the adopted symbols throughout 
this paper, while Tables 4 and 5 show the inter-
mediate and geotechnical parameters of each test 
obtained through the most commonly used equa-
tions. The statistics of the relative errors in the 
referred tables are represented by mean, standard 
deviation and median percentage values, ordered 
by the type of soil.

Table 1. Tests/readings distributions.

Soil type DMT PMT CPTu FVT PLT* SPT DPSH Total

Residual 33/1749 42/1493 29/18938 – – – – 104/22180
Sed. Clay 21/3111 14/558 29/69675 40/2672 – 120/120 38/1801 26277937
Sed. Sand 26/2037 27/1028 30/29154 – – 120/120 37/1289 240/33628
Earth fill 19/818 – – – 5/450 – – 24/1268
Total 99/7715 83/3079 88/117767 40/2672 5/450 240/240 75/3090 630/135013

*The PLT tests were selected according the compaction rate (k), namely, excellent compaction—Ev2/Ev1 < 1,2 (2 tests), 
good compaction—1,2 < Ev2/Ev1 < 2 (2 tests) and poor compaction—Ev2/Ev1 > 2 (1 test).
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Table 2. Maximum error associated to tests measurement equipment accuracy.

Test Normalization Designation Measure Maximum absolute error 

DMT
Eurocode 7, Part 3 (2004); 
EN ISO 22476 – 11 (2005); 
ASTM D6635-01 (2007)

A A-reading (0.05 mm position) ΔA ≤ 0. (025 )bar

B B-reading (1.1 mm position) ΔB ≤ 0. (025 )bar

C C-reading (0.05 mm position) ΔC ≤ 0. (025 )bar

PMT prEN ISO/DIS 22476-
4:2007

P Pressure ΔP ≤ 0. (125 )kPa

V Volume ΔV ≤ 2 3. (5 )cm

CPTu EN ISO 22476-1 (2005)
ASTM D5778 (2007)

qc Cone resistence ( )Δqc ≤ ( )0 000. (0005

fs local side friction ( )ΔfΔ sff ≤ ( )0. (05

u2 pore pressure 0( )Δu2 ≤ ( ).05 (
FVT Eurocode 7 (2004); 

EN ISO 22476-12 (2009); 
ASTM D 2573 (2001)

L L–reading ΔL ≤ 0 05.

PLT DIN 18134 (2001) ds settlements reading ( )Δdsd ≤ ( )0 005. (005

σs Increments loading ( )Δσ sσ ≤ ( )0 005. (005

SPT EN ISO 22476-3 (2005); 
ASTM D1586 (2008)

NSPT number of hammer blows in 
30 cm

( )ΔNSPNN T ≤ ( )blow1

DPSH EN ISO 22476-2 (2005) N20 number of hammer blows in 
20 cm

1( )ΔN20NN ≤ ( )

Table 3. Symbols and designations.

Test Designation Designation Designation

DMT P0 Expansion initial pressures P2 discharge Initial pressure u0 pore pressure;
P1 Expansion final pressures σ ′v vertical effective stress

PMT P0 Initial pressure V0 Initial volume PL Limit pressure
PF Yield pressure VF Yield volume VL Limit volume

CPTu qt Normalized cone resistance u2 pore pressure
fs Normalized side friction b Sleeve area ratio a Cone area ratio

FVT L Direct Reading in FVT display
PLT ds settlements reading σsi Increments loading
SPT CN Overburden pressure factor CR Rod length factor CE Energy factor

CB Borehole diameter factor CS Sampling method factor;
DPSH N20 number of hammer blows in 20cm e is the mean penetration per blow

m′ stands for the weight of the anvil and the penetration rods used in each specific measure

The analysis of error upper bounds approxima-
tions (stands for the maximum theoretical error 
that can be introduced in the sequence of a single 
measurement) related with common in-situ tests 
allow for the following considerations:

1. In dilatometer tests (DMT) the analysis revealed 
median values within 5% and 15%, for interme-
diate parameters and geotechnical parameters. 
The exception is given by deformability in soft 
clayey soils which can reach values within 15% 
and 20%. However, if  the scale minor division 
is lowered to 0.01 bar instead of the 0.05 bar 

usually used in the current pressure manom-
eters, the whole set of geotechnical parameters 
become lower than 5%, in any type of the stud-
ied soils.

2. Menard pressuremeter parameters, on its turn, 
show low median values usually lower than 5%, 
with exception for the pressuremeter modulus 
which is within 15 to 25%. Derived geotechni-
cal parameters, on its turn, reveal median of the 
errors ranging 10% to 20% in strength param-
eters and 10% to 25% related to deformability 
parameters. However, if  the accuracy of pres-
sure gauges is increased a global reduction of 
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Table 4. Statistics on intermediate parameters (mean/std deviaton/median) %.

Test Simb Designation Equation Residual Sed. Clay. Sed. Sand Earth fill

DMT

ED Dilatometer modulus EDE ( )P P−3434 7 PP PP. 2/2/2 16/14/11 1/2/1 2/2/1

ID
Material Index I

P P
P uDI = 1 0P PP P

0 0P uP

4/3/3 18/15/13 5/3/4 5/3/4

KD Horizontal stress 
index K

P u
DK

v
= ′

0 0P uP
σ ′′

5/3/4 9/5/8 5/3/4 4/2/3

UD
Pore Pressure Index U

P u
P uDU = 2 0P uP

0 0P uP

41/34/33 15/26/8 119/121/85 –

PY Yield pressure yield curve 3/3/2 4/5/2 4/5/3 –

PMT PL Limit pressure 0.2/0.1/0.2 0.2/0.1/0.2 0.4/0.2/0.3 –

EPMT Pressuremeter 
modulus

E v
P P
V Vm

FPP
FVV( )v × ×v2 ( 0PP

0VV
17/7/16 18/7/17 24/18/21

–

CPTu qt Corrected cone 
resistance q ut cq= +qcq × ( )a2 0.1/1/0.1 0.1/0.4/0.1 0.1/1/0.1 –

ft Corrected side friction f ft sf ff f −f ( )u ( )b 0.4/4/0.1 6/70/0.2 3/17/0.2 –

SPT

(N1) 60 blows for 60% 
energy N C C C C CE RC C B SC C NC1NN

60( ) ×CEC ×CBC 23/14/20 – 23/14/20 –

N60 N C C C CE RC C B SC C60NN ×CEC ×CBC – 9/15/4 –

DPSH qd dynamic cone 
resistance q m

m m
m g h

A ed = + ′( ) × × ×g⎛
⎝
⎛⎛⎛⎛
⎝⎝
⎛⎛⎛⎛ ⎞

⎠
⎞⎞⎞⎞
⎠⎠
⎞⎞⎞⎞ 25/29/12 16/12/14 25/29/12 –

5% in deformability parameters is obtained, if  
a pressure gauge like the one used in DMT for 
low pressures (minor scale division of 0.05bar) 
is used. 

3. Concerning to Piezocone tests, the analysis 
of  results reveal that the median of  appro-
ximation of  maximum relative error is lower 
than 15%, with the exception of  OCR and 
constrained modulus, placed within 15 and 
30%. In the case of  undrained cohesion, it is 
important to note that the correction factors 
(Nk, Nkt Nke and NΔu) are dependent on local con-
ditions and so they have to be calibrated using 
external tests such as FVT or DMT, being the 
former widely used for this purpose. As a con-
sequence, the error observed in the calibration 
tests have influence in the final CPTu results. In 
the present analysis, the results were obtained 
considering FVT as calibration tests.

4. In Field Vane Tests, the results are obtained 
from a specific calibration between the test read-
ings (scale divisions) and the undrained shear 
strength, given by the manufacturer, because 

the torque measurement is not available and so 
the theoretical formulae couldn’t be followed. 
As so, the error introduced by the measurement 
was considered to be the half  of the minor scale 
reading and the respective propagation was 
analyzed from this single procedure. If  this is 
accepted, then the real propagation of error is 
low, usually around 1%.

5. As for the Plate Load Tests (PLT) there are many 
possibilities to analyse the situation as function 
of the normalization assumed (ASTM, DIN, 
AFNOR, among others) and the type of tested 
ground. Due to its wider application (at least in 
Portugal) to earthworks control, the study was 
performed, departing from the standard DIN 
18134 (2001), since it is the most commonly 
applied. In this situation, the maximum propa-
gation error in the EV1 and EV2 moduli result-
ing from this tests can attain values higher than 
30%. However, this high value is not related 
with the accuracy of measurement devices but 
solely with the interpolations needed to deter-
mine the pressure and settlement ranges related 
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Table 5. Statistics on geotechnical parameters (mean/std deviation/median) %.

Test Simb Equation Residual Sed. Clay. Sed. Sand Earthfill

DMT

γ (1)Soil unit weight estimated by Plot ID vs ED 1/2/0 4/4/6 1/2/0 1/2/0
K0

(2)
 
K

K
DK DK= ⎛

⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

−1 5 0 6
0 47

. .
. – 7/4/6 – –

OCR (1) OCR = (m × KD)n (men depend on ID)
(4) vOCR = (m × KD)n (men depend on ID)

–
13/18/11

14/8/12
–

11/8/8
–

9/7/7
–

cu

(2)

 
c

K
u

v DK
= ×

′ ×× (( )
22

0 5
10

1 25
σ ′′

. – 18/11/15 – –

c′ (3) c′ = 7.716 × ln(vOCR) + 2.964 6/11/4 – – –
φ (5) φDMT = 28 + 14.6 × (log10(kD))2 – – 1/1/1 1/0.5/0.5

(3)
 ′ − ( )φ φ′ = ′corrφφ DMφ T 3 5 437. l×348 n .( ) − 5 2/1/2 – – –

M (2)  M = 0.85 × ED (also depend: ID e KD) 0.4/1/0.1 21/17/16 2/2/2 2/2/1
G0

(3)
 G

E I
DE DI0GG 0 6224 4155= ×4 4155 −. .

– 28/23/20 4/3/3 5/4/4

(3)

 G
E I

DE DI0GG 1 0529 711= ×9 711 −. .
7/6/5 – – –

PMT

cu
(6) Slope curve P × Ln (ΔV/V) – 16/10/13 – –

φ (7) sin i′ ( )φ φsin′ ( ) ×s
cvφ

1+ −+ ( 13/4/12 – 12/9/9 –

E (8) EPMT = α × E 17/7/16 18/7/17 24/18/21 –
G

(9)
 
G V

P V
mVV= Δ ΔP/

9/6/8 12/6/11 12/9/10 –

CPTu

γ (10) Robertson 90 classification 6/7/4 5/3/4 2/3/1 –
OCR (11)  OCR kCC

q
q

t v

t v
×k

−
− ′

σ v

σ v′′
0

0

– 18/8/17 18/18/16 –

cu
(12) c

q
Nu

c v

kN=
− σ 0 – 18/16/10 – –

c
q

Nu
t v

ktN=
− σ v0 – 21/15/13 – –

c
q u

Nu
t

keN= 2 – 53/1/53 – –

c
u u

Nu
u

= 2 0u
ΔN – 15/17/14 – –

φ (13) φ = ( ) ( )⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦
⎤⎤29 5 0× ⎡ 256 00 121.5 × . l) +33 og+ (0× ⎡ 256 0× ×33 Qq q(⎣ 256 0.⎣0⎣ .33+ (0 33 tQQ 4/13/1 – 3/6/2 –

M (13) M qt v( ) −σqt v− α4 8< <α 33/0.1/33 34/0.2/34 33/0.1/33 –

G0
(14) G qc v0GG 0 25 0 375

01 634 × .0.25 × σ 5/3/5 5/2/5 4/1/4 –

FVT cu Manufacturer data – 1/1/1 – –

PLT Ev
(15) 

E r avE
s

× + ×a1 5 1
1 2aa.

maxσ s

– – – 44/6/45
(17/3/18)

1. Marchetti & Crapps 1981; 2. Marchetti 1980; 3. Cruz 2010; 4. Cruz et al 2006; 5. Marchetti 1997; 6. Mair e Wood 
1987; 7. Clarke 1995; 8. Menard 1962; 9. Lamé 1952; 11. Powell et al. 1988; 12. Lunne et al. 1997; 13. Senneset et al. 
1989; 14. Sabatani 1988; 15. DIN 18134 (2001).
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with 30 and 70% of the maximum load of each 
loading cycle (as indicated in the calculation 
procedure). Being so, since the maximum load 
levels to be applied are normalized (500 kPa in 
virgin loading and 450 kPa in re-loading), it is 
not difficult to establish specific load levels that 
correspond exactly to the 30% and 70% of each 
maximum load, and thus, avoid the error arising 
from interpolations. In that case, the median  of 
the error is lower than 20%, as expressed in bold 
in Table 5.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The work presented herein was the result of direct 
mathematical processes and stands only for a defi-
nition of the maximum errors that can be intro-
duced in the final parameter results. In fact, the 
present analysis aims to evaluate how far from real-
ity a certain result can be, as a consequence of the 
propagation errors solely occurring from the initial 
accuracy of measurement devices. According to 
this, the presented tables of results should never 
be seen as a comparison between tests, since for 
that kind of analysis other source of errors such 
as penetration disturbances, effects of equipments 
geometry, position of operator during readings, 
mathematical approximations or simplifications 
to represent supporting theories, among others, 
should be taken into consideration.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Quick clay has a major impact on landslide risk 
and it is therefore of considerable interest to map 
its presence and extent. In Sweden, quick clay has 
been involved in most landslides in soft clay with 
serious consequences. For a long time, the predomi-
nant method for detection of quick clay in Sweden 
has been to take undisturbed samples and to per-
form fall-cone tests on the clay in its undisturbed 
and remoulded state. The relationship between the 
undisturbed and remoulded shear strength is desig-
nated sensitivity (St). In Sweden, quick clay is a clay 
with sensitivity higher than 50 and a remoulded, 
undrained shear strength of less than 0.4 kPa.

To take samples and perform laboratory tests is 
reliable but rather costly. Investigations of correla-
tions between sounding resistance and sensitivity 
have been done earlier, e.g. by Möller & Bergdahl 
(1982) for the most common sounding methods at 
that time in Sweden. However, it only came into 
practice in recent years, based on a study (Rankka 
et. al. 2004; Lundström et. al. 2009), where the pos-
sibility of mapping quick clay using four different 
sounding methods and surface resistivity measure-
ments were tested. Both studies demonstrated a 
correlation between the slope of the penetration 
force of the sounding methods and the sensitivity 
of the soil at that depth.

This paper describes the verification and use of 
a correlation for CPTu and static pressure sounding 
for mapping quick clay in a large stability investi-
gation covering both sides of the Göta River, from 
Lake Vänern to the city of Gothenburg, a total 
length of 186 km (Tremblay et.al. 2011). In addi-
tion, at one test site along the river a separate study 
was carried out. The purpose was to investigate 
whether surface resistivity measurements together 
with sounding, using a resistivity-CPTu (CPTu-R) 
with measurement of the total penetration force, 
in combination with fall-cone tests and chemical 
analyses in the laboratory, could give a more com-
plete picture of the presence of quick clay.

2 QUICK CLAY ASSESSMENT BASED ON 
ROD FRICTION—AREAS 5 AND 7

Within the stability investigation along the Göta 
River mainly two sounding methods are used. 
The cone penetration test (CPTu) is mainly used 
for stratification and evaluation of the undrained 
shear strength of the clay. The static pressure 
sounding is mainly used for investigating the depth 
to rock. While these methods are used in the inves-
tigation for these other purposes, they are also of 
major interest for mapping quick clay. 

Mapping of quick clay using sounding methods and resistivity in the 
Göta River valley 

Hjördis Löfroth, Pascal Suer & David Schälin
Swedish Geotechnical Institute (SGI), Sweden

Torleif  Dahlin & Virginie Leroux
Lund University, Faculty of Engineering (LTH), Sweden

ABSTRACT: For a long time, the predominant method for detection of quick clay in Sweden has been 
to take undisturbed samples and to perform fall-cone tests on the clay in its undisturbed and remoulded 
state. In connection with a large stability investigation covering both sides of the Göta River, from the 
lake Vänern to the city of Gothenburg, the usefulness of CPTu and static pressure sounding for mapping 
of quick clay was studied. Evaluation of the correlation between the slope of the penetration force and 
the presence of quick clay was done within two areas of this investigation. In addition, a separate study 
was carried out with the purpose to investigate whether surface resistivity measurements together with 
sounding, using a CPTu-R with measurement of the total penetration force, in combination with fall-
cone tests and chemical analyses in the laboratory could give a more complete picture of the presence of 
quick clay.
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2.1 Sounding methods

Static pressure sounding is a Swedish method 
(SGF, 1996), in which a pyramid-shaped tip with a 
slip coupling is pressed down into the ground at a 
constant rate of 20 mm/s and the total penetration 
force is measured. The original method has been 
modified and is now used mainly with a twisted 
weight sounding tip with a diameter of 35 mm and 
with no possibility to separate the tip resistance 
from the rod friction. The diameter of the rods is 
22–25 mm.

In the cone penetration test (CPTu), a cylindrical 
cone with a diameter of 36 mm, a cross-section of 
1,000 mm2 and an apex angle of 60° is pushed verti-
cally into the ground at a constant rate of penetra-
tion of 20 mm/s (SGF, 1993, 1996). The diameter of 
the rods should be larger than 32 mm. Normally, the 
cone resistance, sleeve friction and penetration pore 
pressure are measured. In the Göta River investiga-
tion the total penetration force was also measured, 
which is normally not the case in a CPTu-test. 

2.2 Estimation of quick clay from CPTu and 
static pressure sounding—Principle

Estimation of quick clay from static pressure 
sounding and CPTu is based on measurements of 
the penetration resistance of the soil, i.e. the meas-
ured thrust force on the rods. The measured pen-
etration resistance complemented by the weight 
of the rods and, for the CPTu, reduced by the tip 
resistance, corresponds to the rod friction (in kN). 
This rod friction is compared with a rod friction of 
1 kPa. Where the inclination of the curve for rod 
friction is less than the inclination of the curve for 
1 kPa rod friction, the clay is classified as quick 
(Larsson 2010a).

The result from a CPTu in quick clay is presented 
in Figure 1 and the result from a static pressure 
sounding at the same point is presented in Figure 2. 

Results from laboratory testing are included for 
comparison. Shading to the right in the diagram 
shows the parts of the soil profile that were estimated 
as quick clay. Based on this estimation an engineer-
ing assessment of the depth of quick clay was made. 
When determination of sensitivity and remoulded 
shear strength from undisturbed sampling is avail-
able, this can also be presented in the diagram.

In both diagrams peaks in the curves are shown 
at regular intervals. These occur when the sound-
ing is stopped to lengthen the rods since the 
rods ‘take root’ in the clay. For the clay not to be 
wrongly classified as quick due to these peaks, the 
curve has been smoothed by forming a mean value 
where all values above half  a standard deviation 
are removed. The result from a CPTu sounding in 
non-quick clay is presented in Figure 3.

2.3 Estimation of quick clay from CPTu and 
static pressure sounding—in the Göta River 
investigation 

It was important to evaluate the accuracy of this 
method for estimation of quick clay before using 
it for mapping of quick clay within all areas of 
the Göta River investigation. Consequently, a 
comparison was made between quick clay deter-
mined by means of fall-cone tests in the laboratory 
and quick clay estimated from the rod friction of 
the CPTu and static pressure sounding, Figure 4 
(Löfroth 2011). 

Figure 1. Estimated quick clay—result from CPTu 
sounding compared with laboratory results.
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Figure 2. Estimated quick clay—result from static pres-
sure sounding compared with laboratory results.
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Figure 3. Result from CPTu sounding in non-quick 
clay compared with the laboratory results.
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In this comparison, a total of 595 sampling levels 
where fall-cone tests had been carried out were eval-
uated. From these, 53 levels of quick clay were deter-
mined using fall-cone tests. The CPTu identified 46 
of these 53 as being quick clay. In addition, 37 more 
levels were identified as quick clay, which were not 
determined as quick clay by the fall-cone test. With 
the static pressure sounding, 48 of the 53 levels with 
quick clay were classified as quick clay. In addition, 
78 more levels were classified as quick clay by the 
static pressure sounding, which were not determined 
as quick clay using fall-cone tests. 

The results show that almost all levels classified 
as quick clay using fall-cone tests were also clas-
sified as quick clay using the sounding methods. 
However, both sounding methods also identify 
quick clay at levels where the clay is not quick 
according to the fall-cone test, leading to a prob-
able overestimation of the extent of quick clay. 
The CPTu is more accurate than the static pres-
sure sounding. The main reason is probably that 
the tip resistance is measured using the CPTu and 
can be subtracted from the total penetration force, 
which is not done with the static pressure sound-
ing. In addition, the much larger diameter of the 
tip (35 mm) of the static pressure sounding com-
pared to that of the rods (22 mm) makes it expand 
the drill hole and reduce the rod friction. 

3 QUICK CLAY ASSESSMENT BASED ON 
RESISTIVITY—TEST AREA FRÅSTAD

A separate study was carried out to investigate 
whether surface resistivity measurements together 
with geotechnical sounding and sampling can give a 
more complete picture of the presence of quick clay 
(Löfroth et al. 2011). The aim was to calibrate surface 
resistivity measurements with cone penetration tests 
with resistivity measurements (CPTu-R) and meas-
urement of the total penetration resistance, i.e. the 
total rod friction, together with both geotechnical and 
chemical analyses of specimens in the laboratory.

3.1 CPTu-R

A resistivity CPTu (CPTu-R) from the  Norwegian 
Geotechnical Institute was used, which has a resis-
tivity module placed 1 m behind the cone. The mod-
ule has four electrodes in the form of rings, where 
the outer rings sends a current through the soil and 
the electrical potential is measured between the 
inner rings. Measurements are made continuously 
throughout the penetration test and the data is reg-
istered as resistivity (Ω m) in the text file and as con-
ductivity (S/m) in the standard file (Helle et.al. 2009; 
Rømoen et.al. 2010). Using this equipment the total 
penetration force was also measured.

3.2 Surface resistivity

Surface resistivity and time-domain induced 
polarisation (IP) data were measured simultane-
ously as 2D geoelectrical imaging, also known as 
CVES (continuous vertical electrical sounding) 
and ERT (electrical resistance tomography). The 
general principle for measuring resistivity is that 
two electrodes are used for injecting current into 
the ground, and the electrical potential is measured 
between another pair. With modern instruments, 
the potential may be measured between several 
electrode pairs simultaneously in order to speed up 
the measurement process (e.g. Dahlin 2001). The 
ABEM Terrameter LS (where LS stands for Lund 
Imaging System) was used for the measurements 
and for the interpretation, the program Res2Dinv 
(Loke 2003). Res2DInv optimises a model of the 
resistivity distribution of the underground using 
2D finite element modelling, so that the modelled 
potentials come as close as possible to the meas-
ured values. It is possible to minimise the root mean 
square error (L2-norm inversion) or the absolute 
errors between the measured and modelled val-
ues (L1-norm inversion). Both the L1-norm and 
L2-norm options were used for the inversion of the 
results of this field study. 

3.3 Test area Fråstad

The test area Fråstad is situated on the east side of 
the Göta River, north of the municipality of Lilla 
Edet, 60 km north of Gothenburg. Routine inves-
tigations were carried out in three sections within 
the general investigation of area 7 (Figure 5).

In the eastern part, section E23/400, the soil 
profile under the dry crust consists of 20 m soft 
clay overlying a coarser layer about 3 m thick. 
Underneath the coarser layer, clay continues to 
great depths. In the centre, section E23/540, the 
soft clay under the dry crust is about 24 m thick 
and the coarser layer is at least 15 m thick. The 
soundings were stopped in the coarser layer. In 

Figure 4. Estimation of quick clay from CPTu and 
static pressure sounding respectively, in comparison with 
laboratory tests.
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(St = 8−30) and high sensitivity (St > 30) have been 
found, but no quick clay. In addition, CPTu-R was 
carried out at two points in line L3, U07206Q and 
U07207Q, to try to verify the horizontal boundary 
between quick and non-quick clay indicated by the 
surface resistivity measurements. 

3.5 Special laboratory tests

Chemical analyses were carried out on both pore 
water and solid clay particles. The two phases were 
separated by centrifugation of piston samples. The 
measured elements in the pore water included most 
of the positive ions, as well as the negative ions chlo-
ride, sulphate, and carbonate. On the solid phase, 
elements similar to the positive ions in the pore 
water were analysed. In addition, organic matter 
and carbonates, pH and electric conductivity were 
measured and the mineralogy was analysed.

To study the influence of sample disturbance 
on the resistivity, the difference in resistivity was 
tested using soil box measurements, in which the 
resistivity of a soil sample placed in a small con-
tainer is measured (Camitz 1980). The test was 
conducted on undisturbed samples cut out from a 
block sample and on remoulded samples from the 
same depth. The samples used were from two other 
locations along the Göta River, one with normally 
sensitive clay and one with quick clay.

In the Göta River routine investigation, at sam-
pling point U07064 (close to U07208Q), the sensitiv-
ity decreased gradually with depth according to the 
geotechnical laboratory results. To seek a consistent 
relationship between sensitivity and conductivity 
(the reciprocal of resistivity), the electrical conduc-
tivity was measured at the same depths. Specimens 
were air-dried, sieved to < 2 mm and homogenised 
(ISO 11464:1994). 5 ml of each air-dried, sieved 
sample was mixed with 25 ml of deionised water 
and electrical conductivity was measured in the 
settled solution (ISO 11 265).

between these two sections there is an old landslide 
scar from a typical quick clay landslide. 

To the west, in section E23/910, beneath 3 to 
6 m of fluvial deposits, the soft clay continues 
to a depth of more than 45 m without reaching 
a coarser layer. Quick clay was found in sections 
E23/400 and E23/540, but not in section E23/910. 
The pore water pressures in the area are gener-
ally lower than hydrostatic indicating a downward 
groundwater flow. The pore water pressures are 
low, especially above the coarser layer.

3.4 Supplementary field investigations

Surface resistivity measurements were carried out 
in four sections perpendicular to the Göta River 
(lines L1, L2, L5 and L6) and one section perpen-
dicular to the brook Brodalsbäcken (line L8). In 
addition, surface resistivity measurements were 
carried out in two sections parallel to the Göta 
River and crossing lines L1, L2, L5 and L6, see 
Figure 6. Line L1 is the same section as E23/540 
in the previous investigation, line L2 the same sec-
tion as E23/910 and line L8 the same section as 
E23/400. Line L4 and L5 covered the area between 
sections E23/540 and E23/910 and line L6 covered 
the area between sections E23/400 and E23/540 
and passed through an existing landslide scar.

Location of the CPTu-R and the sampling 
were based on the results of the surface resistiv-
ity measurements and the previous investigations. 
CPTu-R and sampling were carried out where 
both high sensitivity clay (St > 30) and quick clay 
(St > 50, τfu, remoulded < 0.4) had been found: points 
U07201Q and U07209Q. In line L1, CPTu-R was 
also carried out at point U07205Q. In line L6, 
CPTu-R and sampling were carried out at point 
U07202Q in the landslide scar and CPTu-R at 
point U07203Q behind the landslide scar. In line 
L2, CPTu-R and sampling were carried out at point 
U07208Q where both clay with medium sensitivity 

Figure 5. Test area Fråstad with sections, where CPTu, 
static pressure sounding, sampling and pore water pres-
sure measurements were carried out.

Figure 6. Location of investigations carried out within 
the study at Fråstad. (North is to the lower left.)
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3.6 Results

3.6.1 Variation of resistivity within the area
The results from the CPTu-R clearly show a 
variation in the resistivity within the area, indi-
cating leached clay in the eastern part (near 
 Brodalsbäcken) and less leached clay in the west-
ern part. Other Swedish studies (Söderblom, 1969 
Rankka et.al. 2004) have suggested that the salt 
content is low enough for clay to possibly be quick 
at a resistivity of ≥ 5 Ωm. We have used this limit 
of 5 Ωm as a starting point in our comparisons.

In the eastern part, points U07201Q, U07203Q 
and U07205Q show a slight decrease in resistiv-
ity, from 30 to 20 Ωm, to a depth of about 20 m, 
indicating leached and possibly quick clay. Below 
this there is a distinct increase in resistivity to 
50–60 Ωm, indicating the layer of cohesionless 
soil underlying the clay. At U07201Q, the friction 
layer was penetrated, revealing an underlying layer 
with resistivities of about 1 Ωm. This indicates a 
layer of salter clay under the friction layer. The two 
points in the western part of the test area, points 
U07207Q and U07208Q, show a larger decrease 
in resistivity with depth. The resistivities decrease 
from about 100 Ωm at a depth of 3 m to 1–2 Ωm at 
a depth of 28 to 38 m. In Figure 7 the variation in 
resistivity within the area is visualised by showing 
results from point U07201Q and U07203Q in the 
leached eastern part, U07207Q and U07208Q in 
the less leached western part and U07206Q from 
the area in between.

3.6.2 Quick clay assessment based on resistivity 
compared with other methods

Both surface resistivity measurements (ERT) and 
CPTu-R show high resistivity (>5 Ωm), thus indi-
cating leached clay in the upper 15 to 25 m of 
the soil profile in the whole area. However, high 
resistivity, indicating possible quick clay, has been 
measured to a depth of more than 15 m without an 
indication of quick clay by CPTu-rod friction or 
fall-cone tests. In two of the eastern soundings out-
side the landslide scar (U07201Q and U07209Q), 
where CPTu-R shows 23 m and 28 m respectively 
with high resistivity above the coarser layer, CPTu 
rod friction and fall-cone tests in the laboratory 
show 7 m and 14 m respectively of quick clay 
immediately above the coarser layer, see Figure 8. 
Quick clay or clay with a sensitivity higher than 
50 is also found at one level higher up in the soil 
profile at U07201Q. 

In the western part, with the larger decrease 
in resistivity with depth (points U07207Q and 
U07208Q), the CPTu-R measurements show resis-
tivity higher than 5 Ωm, i.e. possible quick clay, 
down to a depth of about 17 m and resistivities 
between 1 and 5 Ωm, i.e. less leached clay from 

Figure 7. Variation in resistivity within the area meas-
ured by CPTu-R.
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a depth of 17 to 38 m. At these points no quick 
clay was estimated by rod friction or fall-cone tests. 
However, at point U07208Q, 8 m of clay with a 
sensitivity of St > 50 was found in the upper part 
of the soil profile, see Figure 9. This ’lack of quick-
ness’ of the upper part of the soil, in spite of high 
resistivity, may be due to magnesium ions in the 
pore water. Magnesium and calcium affect sensi-
tivity even at low concentrations (Larsson 2010b; 
Moum et al. 1971; Torrance 1999). This is explored 
in Section 3.6.4 below. 

When comparing resistivity measured by ERT 
and CPTu-R it is noted that overall there is a fairly 
good resemblance between the CPTu-R and ERT 
results at all the survey points. The comparison 
shows that in some of the cases the inversion set-
ting with L2-norm gives a better correlation of the 
resistivity variations in the subsurface. 

3.6.3 Surface resistivity 
Surface resistivity may delimit quick clay with 
higher spatial resolution than soundings and CPT. 
Preliminary evaluation of the results shows good 
agreement between the resistivity models and geo-
technical sounding data. Consequently, the lowest 
resistivities show non-quick saline clay, intermedi-
ate resistivity is possible quick clay but may also be 
other soil types, whereas the highest resistivities are 
due to crystalline rock. On the whole, the results 
of the resistivity imaging are consistent. Very low 
resistive (highly conductive) materials are mapped 
in the deeper sections in the part of the area close 
to the Göta River. Within this part, the greatest 

depths with low resistive material are to be found 
in the western part, where no quick clay has been 
detected by sampling or sounding. High resistive 
(low conductive) materials are evident in immediate 
connection with the outcropping of crystalline rock 
in the southern part of the surveyed area. Figure 10 
shows a 3D view of the surface resistivity investiga-
tion from the north (from the Göta River). 

The aim was to use data from the geotechni-
cal investigations for possible improvements to 
the inverted geoelectrical models, as incorporating 
information known as a priori data to constrain the 
inversion process has the potential to improve the 
accuracy and reliability significantly (e.g. Wisén et al. 
2008). An attempt was made to use different bound-
aries from the geotechnical soundings as indicators 
for introducing a sharp boundary for the Res2dinv 
inversion. The resulting models do not appear to 
offer any improvement. Entering a sharp boundary 
constraint for the thin shallow, high resistivity layer 
corresponding to the dry crust does not, for example, 
contribute to any apparent improvement. In some 
cases the result appears unrealistic. There is prob-
ably more than one contributing factor. First there 
is no good way to enter boundary information from 
a discrete point to constrain  Res2dinv. Secondly, as 
the transitions between quick clay and non-quick 
clay are generally gradual, a sharp boundary is not 
relevant. Finally, the 2–4 m thick coarse layer below 
the clay is too thin in relation to the depth to be 
detectable from the surface resistivity measurements 
(ERT). Nor in the adjacent section where the fric-
tion soil layer exceeded 15 m, could it be detected by 
the ERT although here, according to the sounding, 
the friction layer may contain embedded layers with 
finer sediments. 

3.6.4 Special laboratory tests
The study of the influence of sample disturbance 
on the resistivity shows hardly any change in resis-
tivity due to disturbance. Both the resistivity of 
the remoulded sample measured with the soil box 
on the normally sensitive clay and on the quick 
clay was very close to the measured resistivity of 

Figure 9. Results from point U07208Q.
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the undisturbed samples (2.6 Ωm vs 2.3 Ωm and 
33.5 Ωm vs 31 Ωm). 

The study at sampling point U07064 on the 
relationship between sensitivity and electrical con-
ductivity showed that they were very closely related 
except for the upper 10 m, see Figure 11. It should 
be noted that the upper 12 m consist of organic 
silty clay overlying silty clay and clay, which may 
influence the results.

3.6.5 Chemical observations 
The “salt” samples, U07208Q-18 and 30 m, con-
tained sodium and chloride, with some magnesium 
and carbonate in the pore water. Concentrations 
were around half of present-day sea water. Leached 
samples had sodium carbonate or magnesium car-
bonate pore water, which is typical of a freshen-
ing soil. Chloride is leached out when salt water is 
replaced with rain water, and carbonate emerges 
instead, while sodium and magnesium are supplied 
by the clay surfaces. The difference between the 
leached non-quick clay (U07201Q-8 and 13 m) and 
the leached quick clay (U07201Q-20 m) was that the 
pore water of the leached non-quick clay contained 
a higher proportion of magnesium (Figure 12).

The current pore water chemistry would be due to 
leaching and weathering processes since deposition 
of the clay. Pore pressure measurements and the salt 
distribution both indicate a downward movement of 
water. A sketchy geochemical transport model was 
made of a column filled with clay and seawater, where 
rainwater entered the column from above. Leaching 
and adsorption together could explain the observed 
pattern of ions in the pore water and weathering was 
not needed to explain this. However, the absolute 

concentrations of cations in the model differ consid-
erably from the measured concentrations.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The results confirm that the CPTu offers good 
agreement with determinations of sensitivity using 
the fall-cone test. As the CPTu is often used in 
clayey soils for stratification and estimation of the 
undrained shear strength of the clay, estimation of 
quick clay from rod friction gives additional infor-
mation about the clay at the points where CPTu is 
carried out primarily for other purposes. The com-
parison within the Göta River investigation shows 
that, generally, estimation of rod friction indicates 
slightly more quick clay than sensitivity determina-
tions in the laboratory. The static pressure sound-
ing is less precise than the CPTu, and indicates 
more quick clay. Within the separate study at Frås-
tad, estimation of quick clay from rod friction of 
the CPTu indicated quick clay similar to the fall-
cone tests, but with slightly different boundaries. 

Electrical resistivity can be used for separation 
of leached soil volumes in marine clays that may 
contain quick clay, from those where the salt con-
tent remains too high for this. The technique may 
thus be used as a screening tool in order to delimit 
areas where further investigations are needed from 
areas that do not require more attention. This has 
the potential to save significantly on resources 
if  used at a relatively early stage in the survey 
process. 

There is generally good agreement between the 
models derived from surface resistivity measurements 

Figure 11. Electrical Conductivity (EC) and sensitivity 
at sampling point U07064. EC as circles on the top axis 
and sensitivity as crosses on the bottom axis. Note that 
EC measurements were made on diluted samples.
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and CPTu-R. Sudden variations at depth detected by 
CPTu-R cannot be resolved by the surface resistivity 
method, but given the difference in scale of resolu-
tion the deviations are limited. Thus, by using the 
CPTu-R, it is possible to acquire an indication of 
how much clay that is quick out of the clay, which 
from the surface resistivity measurements is evalu-
ated as being sufficiently leached to form quick clay.

When the changes in resistivity in the soil 
are very gradual, as for variation within the clay 
sequences, L2-norm (least-squares) inversion of 
the surface resistivity works well, as it gives gradual 
transitions in the resistivities.

In the study at Fråstad, clay classified as quick, 
indicated by CPTu rod friction and/or determined 
by laboratory tests, had a resistivity higher than 
6 Ωm, which is in agreement with earlier studies 
in Sweden.

The clay that was further leached was not quick 
due to increased magnesium concentrations, which 
was difficult to identify from the resistivity meas-
urements. For these leached, non-quick clays, 
CPTu with measurement of the total penetration 
force or fall-cone tests are a necessity.
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1 SELF-BORED MÉNARD TESTS

To start with, in the following text, Ménard pres-
suremeter tests (PMTs) shall be called MPM tests. 
No acronym has yet been chosen for the various 
types of tests described below. Only the drill-
ing methods and the new Control Unit already 
received a registered name.

1.1 The STAF® technique

Since the seventies, self-boring pressuremeter has 
been used in soft soils, and mostly associated with 
strain control tests (Baguelin et al. 1978; Mair & 
Wood 1987). Progressively, self-boring tests were 
mostly used for testing under-consolidated soils, 
supposedly in Ko or po conditions, to obtain stress-
strain relationships with small strains cycles, usu-
ally not more than 20%. By this way several soil 
moduli could be obtained, but no limit pressure 
was looked at (Clarke & Gambin 1998).

More recently, a self-boring technique was pro-
posed (Arsonnet et al. 2005) to perform MPM tests. 
Called the Staf® technique, it involved the driving 
of a continuous casing fitted with a slotted casing 
section and a protruding drag bit. It was possible 

to obtain a self-boring sort of test of high quality 
at small strains, due to the reduction of soil decom-
pression during drilling, whilst enabling tests up to 
large strains allowing limit pressure determination 
(Baud & Gambin 2005).

With this design, this Staf® device was success-
fully used in soft to medium soils, and in compact 
granular soils, but examples of use in stiff  clayey 
and marly soils are only a few, because the drilling 
speed is rather reduced compared with other pre-
drilling techniques, such as continuous flight auger 
or drag bits with mud injection.

1.2 The ROTOSTAF® technique: An attempt for 
self-boring testing in soft soils up to rock

To solve the problem of a too low drilling speed in 
cohesive soils the rotation of the self-boring string 
of pipes during drilling was made possible. A spe-
cial hydraulic drilling head was devised which com-
bines the low speed rotation of the outside casing, 
and a quicker reciprocating hammering of the 
drilling rods acting on the protruding drag bit.

With such a design for self-boring pressurem-
eter equipment called Rotostaf®, MPM tests can 
be obtained in a larger range of soils like stiff  clays, 

Stress-strain hyperbolic curves with Ménard PMTs

J.-P. Baud
Eurogéo, Avrainville, France
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Apagéo, Magny-les-Hameaux, France

F. Schlosser
University of Paris-Est, Ecole des Ponts Paris-Tech, Navier-CERMES, Marne-la-Vallée, France

ABSTRACT: This is the follow-up of a previous work on the hyperbolic Ménard PMT curves by two of 
the three authors of this paper (Baud & Gambin 2007). It includes a review of the research work under-
taken since 2007 to date, mostly using special self-boring techniques (Arsonnet, Baud, Gambin 2005) and 
largely developed since then: a self-bored slotted tube, implemented either by a hydraulic drifter—the 
original STAF® technique—or by a specific rotary drill-rig—the new ROTOSTAF® technique. A large 
number of tests results on various soils are submitted which correctly fit the developed hyperbolic model. 
An original analytic expression of the hyperbolic model ε = f(G0, p0, pLM, pL) is demonstrated. Many of 
these tests are run with a new pressuremeter control unit GéoPac® based on a totally new concept. It per-
mits: a) to smoothly reach the close contact between the probe cover and the borehole wall by a constant 
fluid rate inflation procedure, and b) to perform the test on a continuous feed-back process during pres-
sure increments. It is shown that for each test, typical curves of the true tangent modulus Gt versus strain 
ε and Gt/G0 versus ε, can be obtained. These in situ test results compare well with laboratory and geophysi-
cal tests results exhibiting secant or tangent G modulus degradation when the strain increases.
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marls and even geological formations with marls 
and calcareous levels.

1.3 Automation of a MPM test by GeoPac

The use of a conventional stress-controlled Ménard 
control unit is possible inside the Staf® slotted cas-
ing. But a much greater profit from the self-boring 
slotted casing can be obtained with this new design 
of control unit. Instead of obtaining pressure from 
a gas cylinder, in GeoPac a motorized piston is 
used to increase the pressure in the probe by steps 
according to MPM Standards, with a volumetric 
precision up to 10 –3 cm3, so a mean radial strain 
precision of 10 –5.

Presently, in the development of this control 
unit, at least four fundamental advances in testing 
procedure can be obtained:

– Strict automated compensation of pressure loss 
in connecting lines, allowing a correction of the 
true pressure in the probe at all times when car-
rying the test

– Complete automation of test procedure: the 
computer assisted system determines soil moduli 
from the first three pressure increments in soil, 
and adjusts test procedure with pressure regula-
tion in order to extend the test up to failure with 
the optimized number of increments compatible 
with the test duration. The choice of a semi-
automatic procedure is nevertheless possible for 
the operator

– Automatic calibration of the initial volume of 
the probe to the true volume of the self-bored 
hole, the pressure at this initial point of the test 
being equilibrated with earth pressure at rest. 
The process in volume vs. pressure readings is 
similar to pressure vs. displacement “lift-off” 
procedure in conventional self-boring probes 
with sensors

– Record of pressuremeter (p,V) readings with a 
great accuracy, the curve exhibiting no inflexion 
point, being clearly a simple hyperbola branch.

2 MPM TESTS HYPERBOLIC MODEL

2.1 First publications

A hyperbolic model was proposed (Baud & 
Gambin 2005; Baud & Gambin 2008) from analy-
sis of a great amount of MPM tests, performed 
according to the TFEM technique described in the 
French Standard NF P 94-110-1 or to the so-called 
STDTM technique described in the Standard EN-
ISO-22476-4 (under publication):

ε ε ε+ −
−
•

0ε
0

0ε L•

L

p
E0

p•• *
p* p

*
*  (1)

where:

– ε is equal to the circumferential strain εc, taken at 
the wall of the cavity

– p* = p − po or p − σho
 po and/or σho being the horizontal earth pressure 

at rest at the depth of the test
– p*L is the value of the true limit pressure minus the 

horizontal earth pressure at rest: pL*  =  pL − po

This equation was initially proposed for a dou-
ble hyperbolic diagram, Here the first hyperbola 
can be cancelled, since there is no inflexion point 
on the curve, due to the STAF self-boring tech-
nique. But, of course, it can be used too for high 
quality pre-boring tests, or for self-boring strain 
control tests without inflexion.

2.2 A new equation

A more generalized equation of this hyperbolic 
model can be obtained, when considering the vari-
ous relationships between linked parameters and 
geometrical properties of the hyperbolic curve:

– The previous formula can be differentiated to 
get a true tangent modulus Gt, at point (ε, p*):

G

E
p

p p

tG
L

L

=
− •

1
1

0EE
0

2

ε0 *
( * *)

 (2)

– The variable given as E0 is homogeneous to a 
modulus representing the slope of the oblique 
asymptote, making it possible to express Eo for 
ε = 0, i.e. Gt = Go, as a function of the initial tan-
gent modulus Go and the limit pressure pL* for an 
expansion with an infinite radius:

1 1

0 0

0

E0 G0 p*L
= + ε0  (3)

– Also, it can be observed that the constant 
parameter εo, the initial ordinate of the oblique 
asymptote, is only function of Go, pL*  and pLM*, 
this last value having been defined by L. Ménard 
for ε = √2 − 1, i.e. when the volume of the cavity 
is doubled:

ε0ε
2

0

2 1
L
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LM
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p
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⎞

⎠
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⎟⎟

* p

*
*

 (4)

which leads to this complete equation for the 
hyperbolic model:

ε ε ε ε ⋅++
⎛
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⎜
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p* p*  (5)
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or:

ε =
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 (5b)

Obviously less concise, this equation demon-
strates that any correctly performed pressuremeter 
test can be expressed as a function of only 3 geo-
technical well-known parameters:

– initial shear modulus Go for extremely small 
deformations.

– conventional Ménard limit pressure pLM*
– infinite limit pressure pL*
– the fourth geotechnical parameter governing the 

test being the horizontal earth pressure at rest 
before testing, expressed as po or σho, which is 
present inside the “net” pressure value: p* = p − 
po = p − σho

2.3 Mathematical check of the hyperbolic model

Then the problem arises: how many independent 
parameters do we really need to usefully character-
ize the hyperbolic equation representing this non 
linear stress-strain behavior.

Departing from the fact that a hyperbola is 
a quadric curve described by the general form 
(F. Schlosser 2008):

( ) c p d e2 2 0+ +c p =e) + c ε  (6)

five independent knowns must be used:

– The initial point. po in abscissa, and the tangent 
at this point: Go gives 2 equations, namely e = 0 
and c.Go + d = 0

– The asymptotic limit defining the notion of pL 
and its tangent for ε = ∞ furnishes 2 other equa-
tions, here b = 0 and pL = −d/a

– One single point anywhere on the curve gives the 
fifth equation, c = pc, i.e. the pressure given by 
the second intercept of the horizontal axis by the 
curve

The combination of these equations gives equa-
tion 7 for the hyperbola, using the p* notation:

p a d*( ) p) * 0d1 a ) *a ε ε) c p d) *) c p)) dc)  (7)

or finally:

ε = +
−

•
p
G

p p
p p

c

L

* *+ p *
* *p0GG

1
1

 (8)

where pc can be determined for any singular point 
(εx, px) of the curve as:

p p p
G p pc

L xp

x G Lp x

=
( )p pLp x−• •G pG Lpp pLp −

2

GGGGε  (9)

2.4 Ménard hyperbolic model

Ménard’s pragmatical definition of failure param-
eter pLM by simply doubling the initial volume of 
the cylindrical cavity, i.e. ε = √2 − 1, is widely rec-
ognized as the main singular point on the stress-
strain curve. From (8) a relationship for this point 
(√2 − 1, pLM) can be obtained:

p p
G

c
LM= ( ) ( )p pLM L −• G− 10GGG pLMpLM −

 (10)

The equation for a perfect hyperbolic MPM test 
curve then becomes:
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( )− ( )−( )
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p p
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0GG1+ ((p ) (• G (•GG 1) −

1
 (11)

This equation (11) which derives from the hyper-
bolic curve assumption is algebraically equivalent 
to equation (5b). Both can be written a little more 
briefly:
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 (12)

3 APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO 
THEORETICAL AND OPERATING USES

3.1 Obtaining Go , p*LM and p*L from a particular 
test

A MPM test provides several readings of p and 
V obtained during a stress controlled test at each 
pressure hold lasting 60 seconds. Softwares, such as 
the French Geovision designed for a double hyper-
bolic best fit on the 60 seconds reading points can 
be used to obtain a single hyperbolic graph:

V A A p A
A   p

+A +
−1 2A+ 3AA

4A
 (13)

The same graph could be derived from self- boring 
tests performed without unloading- reloading loop.

Initial starting point of soil loading (po, Vo) on 
this curve can be obtained, either by assuming its 
value, or, in a more experimental way, by borehole 
calibration and earth pressure stabilization before 
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starting the test, and the hyperbolic best fit curve 
equation then becomes (with Vp = volume of the 
probe):

V V

V V
B B p 

B
B  p

pVV

PVV
= = B +

−0VV
2

1 2BBBB 3BB

4B
( )+1 )) i  (14)

or:

V V

V V
C C p C

C   p
pVV

PVV
− = = C +

−0VV 1 2C CCCC 3CC

4C
1 ε i *

*
 (15)

From this particular fitting on any actual test, 
soil pressuremeter values at this point can be given 
as:

p*L = C4,
G0 = 1/[C2 + (1/C4)],

and since pLM* is the positive solution of (15) for ε 
= √2 − 1:
pLM* = [C1 − C2 • C4 + √2 − 1 + ((C1 − C2 • C4 + √2 − 1)2

     − 4 • C2 • C4 • ( √2 − 1))1/2] / − 2 • C2
These 3 soil parameters are sufficient to charac-

terize the continuous soil response to a cylindrical 
expansion as expressed by equation (12).

3.2 Drained shear strength

Hughes et al. (1977), Massanero (1989) are cited 
by F. Schnaid (2009) for deriving ψ and ϕ from the 
pressuremeter graph in [ln(p′), ln(εc)] coordinates 
which is supposedly linear in sand:

ln( *) lp*) Aln( )  (16)

This linear fitting is effective on all pressurem-
eter hyperbolic curves, as in the example in Fig. 2.

But it appears that this fitting only confirms the 
exclusive influence of Go in the first stage, since for 
ε < 10 –3, with S = 1 and A = ln(Go), it comes:

ln( *) ln( ) ln( )p*) Gln( )ε))) 0GG  (17)

which is nothing less that:

Go = p*/ε

Consequently, the close relationship between sin 
ψ ′ and sin ϕ ′ proposed by these authors (Schnaid 
2009 – §5.28 page 205) solely expresses:

sin sinΨ′ ϕ′ = 1  (18)

which can possibly be obtained in pure granular 
media.

Figure 1. (a) Typical STAF Ménard test fitting by hyper-
bolic model; (b) (p*,ε) hyperbola for this test.
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3.3 Undrained shear strength

Gibson & Anderson (1961); Palmer (1972); 
Houlsby & Withers (1988); Jefferies (1988); Yu & 
Collins (1998) are cited by F. Schnaid (2009), for 
deriving su from the graph of pressuremeter tests 
in clay in p versus ΔV/V which is assumed to be 
linear.

On such graphs derived from our hyperbolic 
model (Fig. 3), a linear section is effective in the 
medium part of the test, around 10 –2 < ε < 10 –1, 
the relationship between p* and ln(ΔV/V) remain-
ing highly non-linear for very small deformation 
on one side, and for very large deformations on the 
other side. In other words, this curve exhibits an 
inflexion, whereabouts a perfect linear correlation 
is found:

p a V
V

b s V
V

pu LV
p M

* ln ln *= ⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
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+• •sln⎛
⎜
⎛⎛ ⎞

⎟
⎞⎞ + bΔ ΔV b l⎞⎞⎞ ⎛⎛⎛  (19)

Applied to the example given in Fig. 3 equation 
(16) yields
su ≈ 0.24 for pLM*  = 1.3 i.e. pLM*/su = 5.4
a value very close to that one given by L. Ménard, 
i.e. 5.5.

3.4 Non linear G = f(ε) degradation law

From equation (8), an expression of the true 
tangent shear modulus Gt can be obtained by 
differentiation:

G dp
d

f
f ptGG = = −

′
′ε
ε  (20)

G G p
p p p p p ptGG c

L L Lp p c

( )p pL

− +p +
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•pLp• pp0GG
2

2 2
 (21)

Expressed in net pressures p* and extracting the 
pc value from equation (9), the value of Gt for a 
MPM test is 

G
G p

p p
tGG LM

L Lp M p
= ( )p pL

+ pp( )pLp
0GG 2 2

2 2p ppLp )pp

ip2

p + p2p p−p ( )G p pLp LM( )− ( )p pL Lp M −0GGG (G0GGG0G((((  
 (22)

So, different curves of Gt = f(ε) can be drawn 
parametrically from (20) and (12).

3.5 Undrained shear strength path

In fact, the possibility of differentiating a continu-
ous shear stress path from a perfect MPM curve 
was indicated by L. Ménard as soon as he wrote his Figure 3. Linear relationship p* vs. ln (ΔV/V).
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M. Sc. thesis which founded the invention of his 
“Pressiomètre” (L. Ménard 1957). The first com-
plete analytical demonstration was then made by 
Baguelin and al. (1972, 1978) and Cassan (1960, 
1978):

τ = ( )+ε ( +
ε

dp
d

 (23)

Still, for these authors, derivation of a shear 
stress curve from a self-boring strain control-
led pressuremeter curve could be made only 
incrementally.

From the model submitted in this paper, the 
un drained shear stress curve τ = f(p) can be 
deducted simply by combining (18) and (21):

= ( )+ε ( ++ i)+ GtGG  (24)

Gt and ε being taken respectively from (20) and (12).
An example of deriving together G and τ from 

the proposed MPM test model is given in Fig. 6 
(arithmetic scales) and Fig. 7 (logarithmic scale 
for ε). The shear stress curve exhibits a maximum 
shear strength τm .

It appears that as long as the MPM curve exhib-
its the curved shape common in clayey, undrained 
soil, the shear stress curve is characterized by a 
clear maximum. As previously foreseen in 3.3, 
this maximum is at the same abscissa (ε) than the 
inflexion point of ln(ε) vs. p*, i.e. centered in the 
region where this curve is quasi-linear. Quite sys-
tematically for many soils, it can be observed that 
this point is near a pressure p* = p*LM/2. So it may 
be identified with Ménard creep pressure p*F, and 
retained to determined on our MPM model graph 
a modulus GM, corresponding to a Ménard pres-
suremeter modulus EM = 8*GM/3.

3.6 Comparing with other hyperbolic models

One of the first models for a hyperbolic shear 
stress behavior was given by Hardin and Drnevich 
(1972), and was written for the secant modulus GS 
divided by Gmax, now Go:

G
G G

SG

0 0G GG G
1

1
=

i γ τγ maτ x

 (25)

Under this form, it cannot be directly com-
pared with Gt/Go curves obtained from our model 
in §3.4. Shear γ can be replaced by its value 
γ = 2(1 + ν) • τ • ε/σ remembering that 2(1 + ν) = 8/3 
for Ménard, so:

G
G G

SG

0GG
0GG

1

1 8
3

=
+ •

•

•

τ ε•

σ τ• maττ x

 (26)

In the model submitted here, GS /Go curves are 
obtained by drawing: GS/Go = p*/Go • ε

A good coincidence between these 2 propositions 
for GS/Go can be obtained as in Fig. 8, but it seems 
restricted only to a few cases of Go/p*LM and p*L/
p*LM combinations. Indeed, Hardin and Drvenich 
presented their formulation as a single curve for all 
soils, intermediate between sand and clay.

Duncan and Chang (1970) proposed to general-
ize the so-called strain softening model as:

E
E

RTEE
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f0EE
1 3

2

1= −1
( )1 3

⎛

⎝
⎜
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⎜⎝⎝
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⎞
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⎠
⎟
⎞⎞
⎟⎠⎠
⎟⎟i

σ σ1 3−

1 3−
 (27)

(σ1 − σ3)f being a function of c and ϕ soil param-
eters. For this reason, this model, although widely 
used in FEM softwares, cannot be compared to a 
model obtained from cavity expansion tests.

Figure 7. Deriving Gt/Go and τ from MPM hyperbolic 
model (logarithmic scale for ε).

Figure 6. Deriving Gt/Go and τ from hyperbolic model.
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The model really adapted from cavity expansion 
is the one of Fahey & Carter (1992), revisited and 
used for pressuremeter tests by Fahey (2005):

G
G

fSG
g

0GG
1= −1

⎛

⎝
⎜
⎛⎛

⎝⎝

⎞
g

⎠
⎟
⎞⎞

⎠⎠
i

τ
τ maττ x

 (28)

f and g being numbers used to be empirically 
adjusted to Go and τmax as measured in situ.

With these two degrees of liberty, this model is 
adaptable for a large range of soil behavior.

Graphically, we can ascertain that any Gs /Go 
curve obtained from one particular pressuremeter 
test using our model can be drawn rather exactly 
with an empirical adjustment of f and g.

But the relationship between these 2 parameters 
with the usual pressuremeter parameters is not 
easy to determine, and the drawing as a function 

of ε is made assuming τ values and τmax derived 
from our model.

More recently, Canépa, Borel and Deconinck 
(2002) proposed an expression of the same model 
as a function of ε strain:

G
G m

SG
n

0GG
1

1
=

+ ( )i
 (29)

In the same way, m and n are two numbers used 
to adjust the model to the in situ measurements for 
Go, and to the pressuremeter expansion curves for 
Gs. It is interesting to compare our model to the 
values published by these authors for the Flanders 
Clay at the Paris LCPC reference site of Merville.

In this case again, it is possible to modify the 
two ratios which presents the main influence on the 
curve shape, Go/p*LM and p*L/p*LM in order to get 
a good adjustment. Note that it is the same set of 
values which is used for the adjustment of Fahey & 
Carter model on ours, in the previous figure, and 
that the adjustment is less fairly good, particularly 
in very small strains under 10–4.

3.7 Some properties of the hyperbolic model

In determining m and n from (27) to get the best fit 
to our model, one can note that the power function 
of ε with one factor and one exponent leads to a 
singular property of the proposed hyperbolic model 
for cavity expansion: for each point, the ratio of 
the pressure p* by the Gt modulus is a  quasi-perfect 
power function of ε, under the form :

p
G

c
tGG

d= ( )i  (30)

In the range of deformations under10–2 it appears 
that 1 < d < 2 and more often 1 < d < 1.1 (Fig. 10), 
so that this relationship is close to a  simple linear 

Figure 8. Hyperbolic adjustment on Hardin and 
Dvrenich model.

Figure 9. Hyperbolic adjustment on Fahey and al. 
model.

Figure 10. Hyperbolic adjustment on Canépa and al. 
model.
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function, which links the Gt degradation to p and 
to 1/ε.

All along these figures Nos. 8, 9, 10 exhibiting 
different ways to find Gs/Go relationships, we keep 
the drawings of both Gs/Go and Gt/Go graphs. At 
the origin, these 2 values are equal to 1 for ε close 
to 0 ; then they depart from each other for small 
strains up to 10 –3 or 10 –2 strains, then they come 
closer for still larger strains where Gt gets to zero 
faster than Gs. Consequently, the Gs /Gt ratio is not 
really meaningful. It is more interesting to consider 
(Gs − Gt)/Go (Fig. 12).

4 CONCLUSIONS

The soil behavior model developed in this paper 
during the radial expansion of a cavity, is based 
on 4 soil parameters, all four being obtainable 
through either the direct knowledge from in situ 

measurements or extrapolated from them: Go, 
po (or σho), pLM and pL . It can be expressed from 
equation (12):

ε =

+
( )( ) ( )
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p p−
p p−

p p−
p p−

p p−
G

− −

−

L

LM L
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⎟
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⎟⎟
 (31)

Compared with other former or more recent 
hyperbolic soil models, this one can be found 
much more complex than formulations of G/Go as 
a function of τ or ε. But it offers the advantage 
of emphasizing the fundamental influence on G 
degradation curves, which are widely accepted, of 
both soil failure behavior (pLM and pL), and initial 
in situ condition Ko included in po. Then, G/Go vari-
ation can be deducted from stress-strain measure-
ments that are all feasible during one in situ test. 
Developments are being made to couple po meas-
urements at the beginning of a Staf® self-boring 
pressuremeter test with seismic Go measurements 
in the strict vicinity of the test.

The authors hope that this presentation could 
help modelising the deformation of geotechnical 
structures from in situ stress-strain testing.
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Deriving interval velocities from downhole seismic data

Erick Baziw & Gerald Verbeek
Baziw Consulting Engineers Ltd., Vancouver, Canada

ABSTRACT: When analyzing downhole seismic testing data in soil profiles with minimal variance 
in impedance, the Straight Ray Assumption (SRA) methodology can be utilized to calculate interval 
velocities. However, source wave trajectories also adhere to Fermat’s principle of  least time. To prop-
erly account for this in soil profiles with significant impedance variance, the calculation of  the interval 
velocities should no longer be based on the SRA methodology, but instead use the Iterative Forward 
Modeling (IFM) technique. This technique has many advantages over the SRA technique as outlined 
in this paper. In this paper we will discuss the IFM technique to improve upon the SRA interval veloc-
ity estimates and demonstrate that the application of  the IFM technique becomes even more essential 
in case of  a soil profile with a top layer that has a relatively low interval velocity. The latter may also 
explain why according to some the use of  downhole seismic testing is not appropriate for shallow 
depths.

Keywords: Seismic Cone Penetration Testing (SCPT), Iterative Forward Modeling (IFM), Fermat’s 
principle, interval velocity, cost function, Snell’s law, downhole seismic testing, raypath refraction

1 INTRODUCTION

The ASTM standard (ASTM D7004 (2008)) for 
downhole seismic testing (DST) for site character-
ization assumes laterally homogeneous medium 
with possible transverse anisotropy. For later-
ally homogeneous medium, the downhole source 
wave travels through the stratigraphic profile and 
is refracted at layer boundaries as illustrated in 
Fig. 1 (Baziw (2002)). In this figure the angle θ2 
is called the angle of  refraction and θ1 the angle 
of  incidence1. Equation (1) defines the relation 
between θ1, θ2, v1 and v2. This equation is referred 
to as Snell’s Law2 (Aki and Richards (2002)) and 
is derived from Fermat’s principle, which states 
that a wave will take the raypath for which the 
travel time is stationary with respect to minor var-
iations of  the raypath (Baziw (2004a) and Shearer 
(1999)).

Sin θ1/v1 = Sin θ2/v2 = p  (1)

In eq. (1) the quantity p is called the raypath 
parameter. In Fig. 1 and eq. 1, V1 to Vn+1 repre-

1. Note: angle of reflection = θ1.
2. In optics, Snell’s law is similarly used to describe the 
relationship between the angles of incidence and refrac-
tion when referring to light. In this case Sin θ1/ Sin θ2 = 
v1v2 = n2/n1, where n2 and n1 are the refractive indices.

sent the consecutive vertices of the seismic ray as 
it travels from the source to the DST receiver. In 
eq. (1), if  v2 is less than v1, then θ2 is less than θ1. 
However, when v2 is greater than v1, θ2 increases to 
90° when θ1 reaches the critical angle. The critical 
angle, Θ, is defined as the angle where θ2 = 90° and 
the refracted wave (head wave) is travelling along 
the interface.

Θ =
⎛

⎝
⎜
⎛⎛

⎝⎝

⎞

⎠
⎟
⎞⎞

⎠⎠
−Sin S= inθ1θ 1 1

2

v
v

 (2)

2 DERIVING INTERVAL VELOCITIES 
FROM DST DATA

The Straight Ray Assumption (SRA) method-
ology (Baziw (1993)) can be utilized to calcu-
late interval velocities for stratigraphic profiles 
of  minimal impedance mismatches. Referring 
to Fig. 2, the interval velocities from the SRA 
method are obtained by calculating the rela-
tive arrival time differences (e.g., ΔT = Ti − Ti−1) 
between two successive depths zi and zi−1 and 
by assuming straight ray travel paths from 
source to receiver when calculating travel path 
differences. 
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Example:

d l z d l zi idd i idd i il zl+l = ll1il −ilil 2 2 2d l= l 2  (3)

where zi−1 is the vertical depth of  the seismic 
sensor package at interval index i − 1, li−1 is the 
source-sensor offset at interval index i − 1, di−1 is 
the travel distance of  the source wave to interval 
index i − 1 assuming a straight ray trajectory, zi 
is the vertical depth of  the seismic sensor pack-
age at interval index i, li is the source-sensor off-
set at interval index i3, d1 is the travel distance of 
the source wave to interval index i assuming a 
straight ray trajectory. The SRA interval velocity 
between depth increments i − 1 and i is then cal-
culated from di−1, di, and the relative arrival time 
ΔT = Ti − Ti−1, as

V
d d

TiVV i id dd d
= −1

Δ
 (4)

3. In general terms li = li−1 unless there is significant bore-
hole deviation from vertical.

A standard straight ray geometry assumes that 
the down going rays have spent an equal amount of 
time or have the same travel path within each inter-
val layer as is shown in Fig. 3. The slant ray and 
refraction calculation take into account the time 
spent and corresponding travel path within each 
layer as illustrated in Fig. 3 (b)(e.g., D1, D2A and 
D3A within layer 1, D2B and D3B within layer 2 
and D3C within layer C). However, for stratigraphic 
profiles with significant impedance mismatches or 
source radial offset, the calculation of DST inter-
val velocities should take into account the physics 
of refracting seismic waves (e.g., Snell’s Law and 
Fermat’s Principle) such as Iterative Forward Mod-
eling (IFM) or Data Inversion (DI) (Baziw (2002)). 
These techniques have many advantages over the 
SRA technique, such as: 

1. The refraction of the raypath at layer bounda-
ries is considered using Snell’s Law.

2. Fermat’s Principle of least time is adhered to.
3. Optimal interval velocity estimates are obtained 

by applying a cost function.
4. Extensive downhole time series measurement 

information (e.g., arrival times, cross-correlation 
time shifts, P-S wave time separation, and angles 
of incidence) can be taken into account within 
the nonlinear cost function.

5. Measurement weights can be specified.
6. The determination of meaningful error residu-

als for the evaluation of the accuracy of the esti-
mated interval velocity.

The ability of the IFM technique to improve 
upon the SRA interval velocity estimates depends 
on several DST site parameters such as radial 

Figure 1. Refraction of a source wave as it travels from 
source to receiver.

li, li-1

zi

zi-1

di-1

di

Seismic source

Seismic sensor
package

Figure 2. Schematic of the typical DST configuration.

Figure 3. (a) Straight ray assumption; (b) Slant ray 
assumption.
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 seismic sensor—source offset, depth of interval 
velocity estimate, and variability of the in-situ 
velocity profile. Figure 4 (Baziw (2002) illustrates a 
simulated DST where the seismic source is radially 
offset from the seismic probe by 2.1 m, the seismic 
data capture starts at 1.5 m and goes to a depth of 
7.5 m at one meter intervals.

Table 1 outlines the true interval velocities 
and the interval velocity estimates from the IFM 
technique with comparisons made to the SRA 
technique. As shown in Table 1, the IFM exactly 
recovered the true interval velocities and provided 
the source receiver ray paths illustrated in Fig. 4. 
The SRA interval velocity estimates did a poor job 
in estimating the true interval velocity estimates 
due to the site parameters specified being poorly 
conducive to a straight ray assumption.

The application of  the IFM technique becomes 
even more essential in case of  a soil profile with a 
top layer that has a relatively low interval veloc-
ity. In that case the arrival time in a deeper layer 
may occur prior to that in a shallower layer, as 

illustrated in Fig. 5 and Table 2, which lists the 
arrival times and the interval velocities obtained 
with the IFM technique. 

It shall be obvious that in cases like this the use 
of the IFM technique is absolutely essential (e.g., 
for depth interval 0.5 m to 2.5 m the SRA would 
have given a negative interval velocity), and this 
may also explain why according to some the use 
of downhole seismic testing is not appropriate for 
shallow depths. It may well be that the applied data 
analysis method was not appropriate and that the 
Iterative Forward Modeling technique would have 
generated accurate results.

Some investigators attempt to correct for the 
negative relative arrival times by multiplying the 
recorded arrival time by the cosine of the angle 
between the slant ray and the vertical, while uti-
lizing the relative vertical travel distance. This 
technique is referred to as the vertical travel path 
correction (VTPC) and is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Here the VTPC adjusted arrival time at depth YD1 
is calculated as t1VPTC = t1 • cos(θ1) and the VTPC 

Table 1. Comparing Interval Velocities (IVs) derived 
from IFM and those obtained from the straight ray 
assumption (Baziw (2002)).

Interval 
depth 
[m]

Arrival 
time
[ms]

True 
IVs 
[m/s]

IFM 
IVs 
[m/s]

SRA 
IVs 
[m/s]

0–1.5 22.98 112 112 112
1.5–2.5 24.26 181 181 536
2.5–3.5 27.31 209 209 267
3.5–4.5 36.96 101 101   94
4.5–5.5 40.70 214 214 246
5.5–6.5 44.54 232 232 246
6.5–7.5 55.12 128 128 126

Figure 4. Specification of a seven layer variable velocity 
interval stratigraphic profile for comparing the perform-
ance of the IFM and SRA analysis techniques (Baziw 
(2002)).

Table 2. DST arrival times and associated IFM interval 
velocities.

Interval 
depth 
[m]

Arrival 
time 
[ms]

IFM interval velocity 
estimates [m/s]

0–0.5 28.000   73.6
0.5–2.5 27.4555 134.1
2.5–3.5 33.5112 133.1
3.5–4.5 43.0900   97.3
4.5–5.5 51.4033 112.8
5.5–6.5 58.5370 131.6
6.5–7.5 66.2310 124.5
7.5–8.5 70.8411 201.4
8.5–9.5 75.8290 190.8

Figure 5. Specification of an eight layer variable veloc-
ity interval stratigraphic profile to illustrate that the 
arrival time in a deeper layer can occur before that in the 
layer immediately above.
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VTPC does not take into account the true raypath 
of the source waves, as it assumes a slant ray with 
no refraction. For example, the same corrections 
are applied irrespective of where the source wave 
crosses the interfaces.

There are also in-situ conditions where there is 
significant near surface refraction (due to a very 
dense or very soft surface layer) and significant 
impedance mismatches with depth as illustrated 
in Fig. 7 and Table 3, which lists the arrival times 
and the interval velocities obtained with the IFM 
technique, the VTPC technique, and the SRA 
technique. Columns 1 and 2 of Table 3 outline 
the depth of data acquisition and corresponding 
arrival times for a simulated DST investigation. 
The simulated arrival times reflect a dense surface 
layer overlying a soft soil, with intermixed soils of 
variable impedances below the soft soil. As can be 
seen from Table 3, the VTPC and SRA techniques 
would result in substantial errors in the estimated 
interval velocities for soil profiles like this, which 
demonstrates the necessity of using Snell’s law for 
the true raypaths.

3 CASE STUDY

A case study is presented in this paper which out-
lines a DST carried out by IGEOTEST of Girona, 
Spain utilizing the seismic cone penetrometer 
((Campanella et al. 1986 and Baziw (1993 and 
2002)). This case study was selected due to the fact 
that there was a very dense surface layer overlying 
relatively softer soils (a very common condition). 

The seismic cone penetration test (SCPT) utilized 
was a Baziw Consulting Engineers Ltd. SC system. 
A triaxial system configuration was implemented 
so that full waveform analysis could be carried out 
and the possibility of rod rotation could easily 
be taken into account. The sensors utilized were 

Figure 6. Schematic illustrating the variables within the 
VTPC technique.

YD2

YD1 D1, t1

θ1

θ2 D2, t2

Figure 7. Source wave raypaths taking into account 
Snell’s law for DST data outlined in columns 1 and 2 in 
Table 3.

Table 3. Interval velocities for IFM/ VTPC/SRA techniques.

Interval 
depth 
(m)

Arrival 
time
(ms)

Modeled 
interval 
velocity 
(m/s)

IFM 
interval
velocity
estimate
(m/s)

VTPC cor-
rected arrival 
times
(ms)

VTPC 
interval 
velocity 
estimate
(m/s)

VTPC 
error 
(%)

SRA
interval 
velocity 
estimate
(m/s)

SRA
error 
(%)

0–0.5 3 687.2 687.2 0.727607 687.2 0 687.2 0
0.5–2.5 30 73.3 73.3 23.42606 88.1 20.2 42.2 −42.4
2.5–3.5 34 241.8 241.8 29.52027 164.1 −32.1 207.4 −14.2
3.5–4.5 43.1 108.2 108.2 39.38528 101.4 −6.3 98.2 −9.2
4.5–5.5 46 319.1 319.1 43.2305 260.1 −18.5 320 0
5.5–6.5 58.5 79.1 79.1 55.91307 78.8 −0.3 75.9 −4.0
6.5–7.5 68.7 97.7 97.7 66.38034 95.5 −2.2 94.3 −3.5
7.5–8.5 70.9 412.3 412.3 69.01527 379.5 −8.0 440.9 6.9
8.5–9.5 75.8 199 199 74.17409 193.8 −2.6 199.2 0.1

adjusted arrival time at depth YD2 is calculated as 
t2VPTC = t2 • cos(θ2). The interval velocity is then 
calculated as V = (YD2 – YD1)/(t2VPTC – t1VPTC). The 
validity of the VTPC is highly questionable and it 
appears to be more of an ad hoc approach. The 
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state-of-the-art fast response and high precision 
accelerometers (operational amplifier integrated 
into sensor) with bandwidths of 1 Hz to 10 KHz, 
range of ±5 g and a resolution of 0.16 mg.

The seismic source was a horizontal shear (SH) 
hammer source. The SH source waves were gen-
erated at the outriggers which were positioned 
1.5 meters from the center of the rod strings 
(sensor-source radial offset). An electrical contact 
trigger was utilized. At each 1 m depth increment 
four sets of stacked data seismic cone time series 
(two on the right and two on the left side of the 
seismic probe) were generated and recorded. Each 
stack data trace consisted of averaging the seismic 
sensors’ response to the two independent source 
generations.

Post signal processing consisted of applying a 
10 Hz to 130 Hz 8th order zero phase shift band-
pass filter and cosine tapering bells to the recorded 
seismic data. In addition, time series data for the X 
and Y axes was rotated onto the full waveform axis 
utilizing a hodograms and polarization analysis 
(Baziw (2004a and 2004b)). This significantly sim-
plified post analysis, because one is analysing one 
full waveform response as opposed to component 
responses on the X and Y axes. In addition, the 
implementation of polarization analysis signifi-
cantly increases the signal to noise ratio because 
only the correlated responses on the X and Y axes 
are rotated onto the full waveform axis. 

Figure 8 illustrates a vertical seismic profile 
(VSP) of the processed reversely polarized full 
waveforms for the acquired SCPT data.

The full waveform interval velocity estimates for 
this SCPT are summarized in Table 4 for the aver-
aged crosscorrelation SRA estimates (right and left 
side (Baziw (1993 and 2002)) and the IFM estimate 
(Baziw (2002 and 2004a)). The percent difference 

between the SRA and IFM estimates is also shown 
in Table 4. The output of the IFM technique is 
illustrated in Fig. 9 where there is significant source 
wave refraction occurring at the 1 m interface due 
to the near surface high velocity layer. This near 
surface refraction results in significant near surface 
SRA interval velocity estimation error as indicated 
by the percentage difference in Table 4. 

Figure 8. Processed reversely polarized full waveforms 
VSP.
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Table 4. SCPT interval velocity estimates.

Interval 
depth 
[m]

Average cross-
correlation SRA 
interval velocity 
estimate [m/s]

IFM
interval 
velocity 
estimate
[m/s]

Percentage 
difference
(difference/
average) × 
100%

0–1 N/A 850 N/A
1–2 114 160 33.6
2–3 167 195 15.5
3–4 184 198 7.3
4–5 152 159 4.5
5–6 262 270 3
6–7 206 210 1.9
7–8 252 254 0.8
8–9 282 281 0.4
9–10 248 248 0
10–11 215 216 0.5
11–12 211 211 0.0
12–13 212 211 0.5
13–14 238 238 0.0
14–15 240 241 0.4
15–16 316 315 0.3
16–17 270 270 0.0
17–18 274 275 0.4
18–19 258 258 0
19–20 302 302 0
20–21 269 268 0.4

Figure 9. IFM output illustrating high velocity layer 
between 0 m to 1 m and significant near surface seismic 
ray refraction.
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The results presented in this case study are more 
the rule than the exception. It is obvious that in 
cases like this the use of a IFM technique is abso-
lutely essential and this may also explain why 
according to some the use of downhole seismic 
testing is not appropriate for shallow depths.

4 CONCLUSION 

In downhole seismic testing (DST) there are in-
situ conditions which require that raypath refrac-
tions governed by Snell’s Law of  refraction be 
taken into account when deriving interval veloci-
ties. Some important DST testing and in-situ con-
ditions which effect interval velocity calculation 
errors when using the straight ray assumption 
(SRA) include sensor-source radial offset, in-situ 
impedance contrast and depth of seismic sensor. 
In general terms, it is desired to implement rela-
tively large sensor-source radial offsets in order to 
minimize source noise (e.g., “rod noise” in seismic 
cone penetration testing). Alternatively, raypath 
refraction at large radial sensor-source offsets 
becomes a greater consideration for in-situ material 
which has significant impedance mismatches. Ray-
path refraction is more of a concern for shallow 
(5 times sensor-source radial offset) DST depths of 
analysis due to the fact that at deep DST investi-
gations the source raypath is essential vertical. As 
was illustrated in this paper, in-situ layering which 
has significant impedance mismatches (e.g., slow 
layer overlying fast layer and vice-versa) can result 
in large errors in the interval velocity estimates if  

the SRA is implemented. For these reasons, it is 
in the authors’ opinions that the implementation 
of Snell’s Law of  refraction must be taken into 
account when deriving interval velocities from 
DST data for depths which are less than 5 times 
the sensor-source radial offset.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The cone penetration test (CPT) has been widely 
used throughout the world because it is the most 
effective in situ test method for obtaining continu-
ous and reliable soil properties. The standard rate 
of penetration in a CPT is 20 ± 5 mm/s accord-
ing to the International Reference Test Procedure 
(IRTP) and the ASTM standard (ASTM D 5778). 
This standard penetration rate is specified regard-
less of soil type. Cone penetration at the standard 
rate is fully drained for clean sand and fully und-
rained for pure clay. For soils consisting of mix-
tures of silt, sand and clay, cone penetration may 
take place under partially drained conditions at the 
standard penetration rate, depending on the ratios 
of these three broad particle size groups. However, 
the fact that the penetration rate affects the value 
of cone penetration resistance qc for these soils was 
not taken into account at the time standards were 
prepared for the CPT. This means that use of cor-
relations developed for sand (in which tests would 
be drained at standard rates of penetration) or 
clay (in which tests would be undrained at stand-
ard rates of penetration) will not work for soil in 
which penetration at the standard rate takes place 
under partially drained conditions. 

Physically, drainage conditions during penetra-
tion are important because, if  the penetration rate 
is sufficiently low for a given clayey soil, the soil 
ahead and around the advancing cone consolidates 
during penetration, thereby developing larger shear 
strength and stiffness than it would have under 
undrained conditions. The closer the conditions 
are to fully drained during penetration, the higher 
the value of qc. Another physical process that is at 
play for soils with large clay content for penetra-
tion under fully undrained conditions is the effect 
of the rate of loading on shear strength due to the 
“viscosity” of the clayey soil. The higher the pen-
etration rate is, the larger the undrained shear 
strength su and qc are. These two physical processes—
drainage and loading rate effects—have opposite 
effects on qc.

A number of studies (Bemben & Myers 1974; 
Roy et al. 1982; Campanella et al. 1983; Kamp 1982; 
Rocha Filho & Alencar 1985; Powell & Quarterman 
1988; Tani & Craig 1995) have considered rate 
effects in CPT testing for both clays and sands. 
Results of some field cone penetration tests and 
centrifuge test results indicated that cone resistance 
increases and excess pore pressure drops as the 
penetration rate decreases (Campanella et al. 1983; 
Rocha Filho & Alencar 1985; House et al. 2001; 

Penetration rate effects on cone resistance measured in a calibration 
chamber

R. Salgado & M. Prezzi 
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, US

K. Kim
Samsung C&T, Seoul, Korea

W. Lee
Korea University, Seoul, Korea
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Randolph & Hope 2004). In this paper, the change 
in cone resistance caused by changes in cone pene-
tration rate v in clayey soils is investigated. The rate 
effect is assessed through a series of CPTs using a 
miniature cone in a large calibration chamber.

2 CALIBRATION CHAMBER CONE 
PENETRATION TESTS

2.1 Overview

Calibration chamber tests are useful for the 
development of  empirical correlations between 
soil properties and in situ test methods such as 
the CPT. Homogeneous samples can be pre-
pared in the calibration chamber, and the stress 
state of  the soil sample in the chamber can be 
controlled. 

Calibration chamber penetration tests with 
a miniature cone were performed at the Korea 
University Calibration Chamber Laboratory 
(KUCCL) in Seoul, Korea. The chamber has an 
inside diameter of 1.2 m and a height of 1.0 m. The 
top plate of the chamber has 9 holes to provide 
access for the cone penetrometer. The chamber has 
a double-wall system, which permits the simula-
tion of K0 consolidation (Kim 2005). A schematic 
representation of the chamber system is shown in 
Figure 1.

2.2 Normalization of penetration rate and 
discussion of chamber specimens

The degree of consolidation during penetration 
depends on the penetration rate, penetrometer 
diameter, and coefficient of consolidation of the 
soil (Finnie & Randolph 1994; House et al. 2001; 

Randolph & Hope 2004). These factors can be 
used to obtain a normalized, dimensionless pen-
etration rate V:

V
vD
cv

=  (1)

where v = penetration rate; D = cone diameter; 
cv  = coefficient of consolidation. This normalized 
penetration rate V has been successfully used 
for the data analysis of various penetration tests 
(Finnie & Randolph 1994; House et al. 2001; 
Randolph & Hope 2004). 

In order to evaluate CPT rate effects in clayey 
soils, cone penetration rates in the calibration 
chamber tests must cover the whole range of 
expected drainage conditions (from undrained to 
fully drained conditions). The normalized pen-
etration rate V is useful to accommodate results 
obtained from different test conditions, penetrom-
eter sizes, and samples. Results of CPTs performed 
in the field indicated that the values of V that cor-
respond to the transition from fully undrained to 
partially drained conditions were between 4 and 10 
(Kim et al. 2008). According to Finnie & Randolph 
(1994); House et al. (2001) and Randolph & Hope 
(2004), the transition from fully undrained to par-
tially drained conditions obtained from centrifuge 
tests is in the 10 < V < 30 range. Regarding the 
other end of the range, the centrifuge test results by 
Finnie & Randolph (1994) showed that the value 
of V corresponding to the transition from partially 
to fully drained conditions was as low as 0.01.

The range of  the penetration rate possible in 
the chamber tests, based on equipment limita-
tions, was between 20 mm/s to 0.01 mm/s. In 
planning the experiments, we worked under the 
requirement that this penetration rate range must 
correspond to 0.01 < V < 30 in order to fully 
cover the entire range of  drainage conditions. 
Since the miniature cone diameter is 11.3 mm 
and the range of  cone velocities is constrained by 
equipment limitations, the variable left to control 
was cv. 

2.3 Coefficient of consolidation and mixing ratio

A total of 16 flexible-wall permeameter tests were 
performed in general accordance with ASTM 
D 5084: ten tests with mixtures of Ottawa sand 
(ASTM C778_Graded) and kaolin clay (10%, 
14.5%, 15%, 16.6%, 19%, 21%, 21.8% 24%, and 
29.1% of kaolin clay), and six tests with mixtures 
of Jumunjin sand and kaolin clay (16%, 17.5%, 
18.5%, 22%, 22.2%, and 25% of kaolin clay). The   
grain size distributions of Ottawa and Jumunjin 
sands and kaolin clay are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the flexible wall calibration 
chamber.
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Figure 3(a) shows the percentage of clay of the 
soil mixtures studied versus cv in log scale for an iso-
tropic confining stress of 150 kPa. From this graph, 
it can be seen that the log cv has an approximately 
linear relationship with the clay content of the soil 
mixtures. 

Based on the cv values shown in Fig. 3(a), values 
of  V were calculated for v = 20 mm/s and D = 11.3 
mm (the miniature cone diameter). The variation 
of  V with the clay percentage of  the soil mixtures 
is shown in Figure 3(b). For the target value of  60 
for V (twice as high as the upper limit of  30 sug-
gested in the literature) to allow fully undrained 
conditions at a penetration rate of  20 mm/s, a soil 
with cv ≤ 3.77 × 10−6 m2/s was found to be needed. 
Based on the flexible-wall test results, a mixing 
ratio of  25% kaolin clay and 75% Jumunjin sand 
(cv = 3.45 × 10−6 m2/s) was selected for the first 
calibration chamber sample. This sample allowed 
tests at V = 0.033 to V = 66 for D = 11.3 mm and 
v between 0.01 mm/s and 20 mm/s.

As previously discussed, a V as low as 0.01 was 
believed to be required to allow penetration under 
fully drained conditions. In order to achieve that 
value of V, the other chamber specimen was pre-
pared with a mixing ratio of 18% clay and 82% 
Jumunjin sand (cv = 6.9 × 10−5 m2/s). The value of 
V for this soil mixture was equal to 0.0016 for 
v = 0.01mm/s and D = 11.3 mm. 

2.4 Cone penetration test program

The miniature piezocone penetrometer used in 
the calibration chamber tests has a projected 
cone area of  1cm2, a diameter of  11.3 mm, and a 
cone apex angle of  60°. The cone was borrowed 
from Fugro B.V., Netherlands. It is equipped 
with a friction sleeve as well as with a porous 
filter to measure pore pressure just behind the 
tip. In this research, a flat tip was manufactured 
specially for the minicone and used to investi-

gate the effect of  the tip shape on penetration 
test results.

Minicone penetration tests were conducted at 
nine different penetration rates, ranging from 20 

mm/s to 0.01 mm/s, in the specimen made with 
25% kaolin clay and 75% Jumunjin sand by weight 
(referred to as P1). Eight different penetration 
rates, ranging from 20 mm/s to 0.05 mm/s, were 
used in the tests in the specimen made with 18% 
kaolin clay and 82% Jumunjin sand (referred to as 
P2). The CPTs were conducted down to a depth 
of around 750 mm (out of the 950 mm specimen 
height). This penetration depth was sufficient 
to obtain stable cone resistance values for more 
than two different penetration stages. Therefore, 
the penetration test in each hole was done in two 
stages with two different penetration rates. 
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3 RESULTS OF MINIATURE CONE 
PENETRATION TESTS

3.1 Results of penetration tests performed in 
specimen P1

Results of  tests performed with both the coni-
cal and flat tips in specimen P1 are summarized 
in Figure 4. The cone resistance qt is the cor-
rected cone resistance for the pore pressure act-
ing on the shoulder area behind the cone tip. 
Figure 4(a) shows that qt for v of  20 mm/s and 
8 mm/s is almost the same, around 0.7 MPa, 
and the corresponding excess pore pressures are
 295 kPa and 270 kPa, respectively. These results 
show that, for v of  20 mm/s and 8 mm/s, cone pen-
etration occurred under undrained conditions. 
The values of  qt started to increase slowly as v 
decreased from 8 mm/s to 0.25 mm/s. The meas-
ured average qt values showed an increase of  30% 
(from 0.7 MPa to 0.91 MPa) for a reduction in v 
from 8 mm/s to 0.25 mm/s, whereas the pore pres-
sure decreased about 20% for the same change in 

v. The values of  qt increased from 0.91 MPa to 
3.14 MPa (or about 3.5 times) for a change in 
v from 0.25 mm/s to 0.02 mm/s. For the same 
change in v, the excess pore pressure dropped 
from 222 kPa to 8 kPa. The decrease in excess 
pore pressure to practically zero indicates that 
the drainage conditions changed from partially 
drained to drained. The values of  qt and excess 
pore pressure for v = 0.01 mm/s (for which condi-
tions are also drained) are almost the same as the 
values measured for v = 0.02 mm/s. 

A series of miniature penetration tests with a 
flat tip were performed to investigate the impact 
of the shape of the tip on penetration resistance. 
The results obtained using both a cone tip and a 
flat tip under the same conditions provide insights 
into the relationship between cone resistance and 
limit unit pile base resistance. The average values 
of flat-tip resistance and pore pressures are also 
presented in Figure 4. The overall flat tip resist-
ances obtained in P1 for the entire penetration rate 
range are practically equal to the corresponding 
cone resistances. The transition points indicating 
change in drainage conditions seem to be identical 
for the two tip shapes. 

3.2 Results of penetration tests performed in 
specimen P2

The penetration tests performed in P2 focused 
mainly on identifying the transition between par-
tially drained and fully drained conditions. The 
steady-state values of qt and excess pore pressure 
versus penetration rate are shown in Figure 4(b). 
While the penetration rate decreased from 20 mm/s 
to 2 mm/s, the values of qt increased from 1.28 MPa 
to 1.65 MPa, and the excess pore pressure decreased 
by about 40%. This drop in excess pore pressure 
indicates that the penetration was likely not fully 
undrained even with the 20 mm/s maximum v, and 
it certainly was not so for 2 mm/s. The transition 
from partially drained to fully drained conditions 
took place for a penetration rate of about 0.1 
mm/s. The average qt at fully drained conditions 
was around 4 MPa. 

The shape of  the tip influenced the values 
measured in the penetration tests performed in 
P2. For v = 20 mm/s, the resistance of  the flat tip 
was 2.1 MPa, 64% higher than the cone resist-
ance measured at the same speed. Over the whole 
range of  penetration rates, the flat tip resistance 
values were higher than the corresponding cone 
resistance values, but this difference reduced as 
drainage increased. Under fully drained condi-
tions, for v = 0.1 mm/s, the flat tip resistance was 
4.4 MPa, and the cone resistance was 4.0 MPa, 
a much more modest difference, practically jus-
tifying an assumption often made for sands that 
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qc ≈  qbL, where qbL is the limit unit base resistance 
of  a pile in sand under the same conditions as 
those under which qc was measured. Only a small 
difference in the excess pore pressure measure-
ments was observed.

3.3 Normalized cone resistance versus 
normalized penetration rates 

The results of  the penetration tests in the two dif-
ferent specimens can be plotted in terms of  the 
cone resistance normalized by vertical effective 
stress and the normalized penetration rate V. The 
values of  cv used for normalization were calcu-
lated using the data obtained from the calibra-
tion chamber specimen consolidation, which was 
conducted under perfect 1D conditions, without 
sidewall resistance. The measured values of  cv are 
equal to 3.5 × 10−6 m2/s for P1 and 3.1 × 10−6 m2/s 
for P2. 

The normalized results for P1 and P2 are 
shown in Figure 5 as a function of  log V. The 
plots in Figure 5(a) suggest that the cone resist-
ance increases when V drops below approxi-
mately 1, with the transition between partially 
drained and fully drained conditions occurring 
around V ≈ 0.05. The plots of  normalized excess 
pore pressure shown in Figure 5(b) show that the 
transition from undrained to partially drained 
penetration occurs around V ≈ 10, and the tran-
sition from partially drained to fully drained con-
ditions occurs around V ≈ 0.05. The reason for 
the discrepancy between the penetration rate at 
which qt stabilizes and that at which the excess 
pore pressure stabilizes can be explained by the 
superposition of  the two main rate effects. In 
the penetration range between V ≈ 1 and V ≈ 
10, qt would tend to drop because it approaches 
partially drained conditions but would tend to 
increase because loading rate effects due to vis-
cosity effects start taking place. There the load-
ing rate effect offsets the changing drainage 
effect. From a practical standpoint, if  the goal is 
to determine the value of  V at which penetration 
resistance is stable, then the V ≈ 1 read from the 
qt plot may be of  greater interest.

The results may be used to obtain the limit-
ing values of cv that soils would have to have for 
penetration to take place under drained and und-
rained conditions for given values of penetration 
rate and cone diameter. As discussed previously, 
the drainage conditions change from undrained to 
partially drained at a value of V ≈ 10, which cor-
responds to a cv ≈ 7.1 × 10−5 m2/s for the standard 
cone penetration rate (20 mm/s) and diameter (35.7 
mm). However, because of the offsetting effect of 
rate-dependent shear strength, the cone resistance 
starts to plateau for V > 1, which corresponds to 

a cv ≈ 7.1 × 10−4 m2/s. Therefore, we can conclude 
that undrained cone resistance is expected to be 
measured in CPTs performed with the standard 
cone at the standard rate in soils having cv values 
less than roughly 10−3 to 10−4 m2/s. At the other end 
of the spectrum, our results suggest that a value 
of cv larger than about 1.4 × 10−2 m2/s (or roughly 
10−2 m2/s) is necessary for fully drained conditions 
to be achieved with a standard CPT.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The main focus of the research presented in this 
paper was to evaluate and quantify the factors 
affecting the results of cone penetration testing in 
saturated clayey soils. Rate effects and the effects of 
drainage conditions around the cone tip during pen-
etration were studied. Results from a series of pen-
etration tests in the calibration chamber conducted 
at various penetration rates were presented, and the 
transition from undrained to partially drained and 

Figure 5. Variation of: (a) Normalized cone resistance;  
(b) Normalized excess pore pressure, with normalized 
penetration rate V.
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then to fully drained penetration was investigated in 
terms of a normalized penetration rate. 

The ratio of cone resistance measured under 
drained to that under undrained conditions 
observed in the calibration chamber tests was 3 to 4. 
The transition from undrained to partially drained 
conditions occurred for V values approximately 
equal to 10. For V between approximately 10 and 
1, cone resistance was fairly stable because of the 
offsetting effects on shear strength of loading rate 
and drainage rate. The transition from partially 
drained to fully drained conditions occurred at 
V ≈ 0.05. From these limiting V values, we can 
obtain the limiting values of cv required for fully 
drained and fully undrained penetration for a 
given cone and penetration rate. For soils hav-
ing cv values less than about 7.1 × 10−5 m2/s (V = 
10), standard penetration (v = 20 mm/s and D = 
35.7 mm) takes place under undrained conditions, 
whereas for cv values greater than about 1.4 × 10−2 

m2/s (V = 0.05), standard penetration takes place 
under drained conditions. Until more research on 
the topic allows refinement of these limiting values 
of cv, the values we propose here may be used to 
guide the interpretation of cone penetration tests. 
This is important because, while understanding of 
CPT interpretation under both drained and und-
rained conditions is reasonably good, if  tests are 
performed in the partially drained range and an 
attempt to interpret the results is made with meth-
ods for either drained or undrained penetration, 
the results of that interpretation will be in error. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Seismic tests are widely used to obtain correla-
tions between the shear wave velocity Vs and NSPT. 
However, most of the published correlations do 
not provide the statistical inferences used to sup-
port the published results. Many of these correla-
tions do not take into consideration normalized 
N60 blow counts, causing a large scatter of the data 
compiled from different countries.

Several correlations between Vs and NSPT (uncor-
rected) for different soil types have been established 
worldwide by some authors, as those compiled 
by Hanumantharao & Ramana (2008). It is well 
known that the low amplitude shear modulus 
(Gmax) is directly related to the shear wave veloc-
ity and to the density of  the soil through which 
the wave travels (Richart et al. 1970). Thus, Gmax 
is estimated by measuring the shear wave veloc-
ity and the soil density to predict the stress-strain 
behavior of  soils under low amplitude dynamic 
excitation. Unfortunately the use of  seismic tests 
is not yet widespread in Brazil, while the SPT is 
still the most used technique for site investigation 
there and in many other countries, what supports 
the development of  several correlations between Vs 
and NSPT worldwide. Recent relationships between 
Vs and NSPT have been developed by Anbazhagan & 
Sitharam (2010). The authors pointed out that 
better correlations could be obtained by correlat-
ing NSPT and Gmax also to the overburden stress.

The most common relationship between Vs to 
NSPT is of the type given by equation (1), although 
equation (2) is also commonly used. In both 

 equations A, B and C are regression constants and 
N may represent either NSPT or N60.

V AsVV B• N  (1)

V C A NsVV +C B  (2)

The database of the present paper comprises 
results from sandy soils and has been compiled by 
Hanumantharao & Ramana (2008), along with fur-
ther correlations by Ohsaki & Iwasaki (1973); Jafari 
et al. (2002); Athanasopoulos (1995); Wride & 
Robertson (1997); Wride et al. (2000) and Robert-
son et al. (2000). In this paper, a power regression 
analysis (equation 1) is used to relate statistically 
Vs to N60. It is worth noting that the velocity of 
the shear wave can be determined reliably by seis-
mic field tests such as crosshole, downhole, uphole, 
seismic piezocone, seismic refraction, among oth-
ers. The velocity Vs and all parameters related to Vs 
are limited to small strains, of the order of 10−4 % 
(Barros 1997).

Hanumantharao & Ramana (2008) mention that 
the measured shear wave velocities obtained from 
different field methods differ only by the order of 
10 to 15%. This may be regarded as negligible when 
compared to the uncertainties to estimate dynamic 
moduli and make feasible the use of correlations 
between Vs and N60, even when Vs is determined by 
different field techniques. Giachetti et al. (2006) and 
Moura (2007) reported a difference of only 6.7% 
in the average shear wave velocity determined by 

An estimate of young moduli in sands from N60 blow count

A. Conde de Freitas
COPPE, UFRJ, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

M.P. Pacheco & B.R. Danziger
UERJ, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

ABSTRACT: This paper presents statistical correlations between the static Young modulus Es and the 
normalized SPT penetration resistance N60 (corresponding to 60% of the theoretical energy of the SPT 
test) for preliminary estimation of settlements in sedimentary sands. The correlations have been estab-
lished through the statistical interpretation of many experimental studies available in the literature, based 
on power regression analyses. Equations and charts are presented to estimate the mean value Es and 
related statistical limits of Es as a function of N60.The obtained correlations have been used successfully in 
preliminary settlements predictions in foundations in Brazil.
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downhole and crosshole tests in a fine clayey sand from 
the region of Bauru (State of São Paulo, Brazil).

Starting from published correlations between Vs 
and NSPT, regression equations relating Gmax and Emax 
(small strain dynamic Young modulus) to Vs are read-
ily obtained by well known equations of the classical 
theory of elasticity. Further correlations between Emax 
and the static Young modulus Es, according to Buz-
dugan (1972), enable the final correlations between 
the static Young modulus Es and the corrected N60 
blow count for sands, as here proposed. 

2 EQUATIONS RELATING Emax TO N60 

2.1 The database 

In the present paper, emphasis is given only to 
correlations in sands, according to Table 1. Wride 
et al. (2000) and Robertson et al. (2000) summa-
rized the Canlex research project (Canadian Liq-
uefaction Experiment) whose main objective was 
the study of soil liquefaction in saturated sandy 
soil. From the Canlex database some correlations 
between shear wave velocity Vs and N60 have been 
established and presented in the research report 
from different sites, also included in Table 1.

Selection of appropriate correction factors are 
required to convert NSPT into N60 to normalize 
the correlations in Table 1 according to the actual 

energy delivered during the SPT test in each coun-
try. Several authors have proposed correction fac-
tors to account for the actual energy transmitted 
to the rods in the SPT test (De Mello 1971; Kovacs 
et al. 1977; Palacios 1977; Schmertmann & Palacios 
1979; Belincanta 1985; Danziger et al. 2008, among 
others). The ISSMFE (1989) established 60% of the 
theoretical potential energy as the international refer-
ence. Therefore, NSPT should be converted to N60 by 
the expression: 

N N E
E60

60

 (3)

In equation (3) E represents the actual energy 
delivered to the rods in the SPT test and E60 refers 
to 60% of the theoretical potential energy of the 
SPT hammer. If  the energy E is measured, the 
above expression should be used. Otherwise, an 
estimated value for E based on past experience is 
required. Therefore, correcting NSPT is essential to 
compare correlations from different countries. 

Odebrecht (2003) and Odebrecht et al. (2005) 
have shown that the potential energy resulting from 
the penetration of the sampler should be added to 
the nominal potential energy, which is significant 
mostly in case of small rod lengths in soft clays and 
loose sands.

Aoki & Cintra (2000) pointed out that the 
energy producing the sampler penetration (which 
is associated to the N value) is the one that reaches 
the sampler, and not the one below the anvil. Thus, 
the corresponding energy loss over the rods should 
also be taken into account. 

It turns out that the only reliable way to quantify 
the SPT energy losses is by proper measurement of 
the actual energy delivered to the sampler. In this 
paper, N60 values are assigned according to aver-
age correction factors C reported by Décourt et al. 
(1989), as shown in Table 2. For example, the value 
C = 1.05 (U.S.A.) in Table 2 refers to the average 

Table 2. Correction Factors C—
(adapted from Décourt et al. 1989).

Country C

Argentine 0.75
Brazil 1.20
China 1.00
Colombia 0.83
Japan 1.27
Paraguay 1.20
U.K. 0.92
U.S.A. 1.05
Venezuela 0.72

Table 1. Correlations between Vs and NSPT in sands 
(adapted from Hanumantharao and Ramana, 2008), 
including other data.

Author Vs (m/s) Country

Ohta et al. (1972)(*a) 87 0 0 36. .NSPT Japan

Ohsaki & Iwasaki (1973) 59 0 0 47. .NSPT Japan

JRA (1980)(*b) 80 0 0 33. .NSPT Japan

Seed et al. (1983) 56 4 0 50. .NSPT USA

Sykora & Stokoe (1983) 106 7 0 27. .NSPT USA

Lee (1990) 57 0 0 49. .NSPT USA
Massey-Fraser 
River Delta(*c) 92 9 60

0 25. .N Canada

Kidd-Fraser River Delta(*c) 83 7 60
0 25. .N Canada

J-Pit-Syncrude(*c) 92 8 60
0 25. .N Canada

LL Dam – HVC Mine(*c) 102 9 60
0 25. .N Canada

Highmont Dam–
HVC Mine(*c) 95 4 60

0 25. .N Canada

(*a) from Ohsaki & Iwasaki (1973).
(*b) from Jafari et al. (2002).
(*c) CANLEX Research.
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value for 0.75 (donut/rope-cathead); 1.00 (safety/
hope/cathead) and 1.40 (safety/free fall). The cor-
rection factor C is given by:

C E
E

=
60

 (4)

N C NSPT60
•  (5)

For the Brazilian SPT, Décourt (Table 2) 
proposed:

N N60 1 20. SPT
 (6)

Further research based on actual energy meas-
urements on the SPT hammers mostly used in Brazil 
(eg, Belincanta, 1985, 1998; Cavalcante, 2002; Ode-
brecht, 2003) has indicated:

N N60 1 37. SPT
 (7)

To relate Emax to N60, the following equations of 
the classical theory of elasticity are used:

E Gmax max ( )vmG ax (G (GmG ax (G  (8)

 (9)

From equations (8) and (9):

E V
gsVVmax ( )v

⎛

⎝
⎜⎛⎛

⎝⎝⎜⎜
⎞

⎠
⎟⎞⎞
⎟⎟⎠⎠⎟⎟

(2 VsVV⎜ ⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟•V •2 γ  (10)

In the equations above ν is the Poisson ratio, 
ρ the soil unit mass, γ the soil unit weight and g 
the acceleration of gravity. Equation (10) enables 
to relate Emax to N60 by assigning a power regres-
sion curve to Vs (equation 1). Therefore, each pair 
N60 × Emax (for each regression equation in Table 1) 
is plotted in Figure 1 for all integer NSPT and N60 
values according to the ranges given by the data-
base from Table 1. NSPT values are corrected to N60 
according to Table 2. In some cases, the database 
comprises values of Vs and N60 with no need to 
apply a correction factor C. The points in Figure 1 
have been plotted by assigning ν = 0.3, γ = 18 kN/m3 

and g = 9.8 m/s2 in Equation (10).
According to Conde de Freitas (2010) the soil 

specific weight increases only moderately with 
N60, with minor impact on equations (8), (9) and 
(10). Therefore, a constant value γ = 18 kN/m3 was 
assigned throughout this work. 

Attention should be pointed out that equa-
tions (8) and (9) have been derived from the clas-
sical theory of elasticity that assumes a constant 
modulus for soil mass. Such a simplification is only 

G VsVVmax
•2 ρ justified in the proposed correlations as long as its 

use has been conceived as preliminary settlement 
estimations.

To fit a regression power curve through the 
357 points in Figure 1a, a transformed linear regres-
sion analysis is carried out by plotting log(N60) × 
log(Emax), as in Figure 1b (Conde de Freitas, 2010). 
The desired regression power curve in Figure 1a 
is readily determined by mapping back the linear 
regression curve (Figure 1b) into the original plot 
(N60 × Emax), producing:

E N (kPa)max
.24 975 60

0 7. 5
 (11)

For comparison, an alternative relationship 
between NSPT (uncorrected) and Emax is readily 
obtained from Equation 12 below, widely used in 
the oil industry in Brazil for design of foundations 
for machinery (Petrobras 2008; Machado 2010):

G N (kPa)max
0 8. 0
SPT  (12)

From equations 8 and 12:

E N (kPa)max
.31200 0 8. 0

SPT  (13)

Equations (11) and (13) are compared in Ses-
sion 3 to estimate the static Young modulus Es, the 
main objective of this paper. Experimental data by 

(a)

Figure 1. (a) N60 × Emax points for sands and corre-
sponding power regression curve; (b) Transformed linear 
regression log(N60) versus log(Emax), (Conde de Freitas 
2010).

(b)
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Machado (2010) has confirmed the adequacy of 
Equation (12) to estimate the shear modulus Gmax 
for design of foundations for machinery.

Statistical limits for the points in Figure 1a have 
been determined in Figure 2 (Conde de Freitas, 
2010) according to Neter et al. (1982); Pacheco and 
Lima (1996), for n standard deviations about the 
mean regression curve (n ranging from 0.5 to 2). 

3 STATIC YOUNG MODULI

Equations 11 and 13 are applicable to engi-
neering problems related to small strains, as in 
dynamic analyses of foundations for machinery. 
For static problems, however, a reduction factor 
is to be applied to the dynamic modulus Emax to 
estimate the corresponding static Young modu-
lus Es. Laboratory tests on reconstituted samples 
in sands indicate that the dynamic shear modu-
lus may be reduced more than tenfold for shear 
deformations of 10−3% to 1% (Barros 1997; Moura 
2007). According to Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) 
and Moura (2007), the shear modulus for static 
loads is about 5 to 10% Gmax. A similar reduction 
is also reported by Sitharam et al. (2004), Figure 
3. Therefore it is important to keep in mind that 
estimates of Es (or Gs) should be made according 

to the range of shear deformation expected for 
each problem under consideration (Silveira et al. 
2006). 

Buzdugan (1972) summarized the range of varia-
tion of dynamic (Emax) and static (Es) Young moduli 
(Table 3) for foundation design. An average ratio 
Emax/Es = 3 is inferred from Table 3 to estimate Es 
from Equations 11 and 13 in sands. This ratio is rec-
ommended only to well-designed foundations whose 
applied pressure is far from failure, as expected in 
large dimension foundations like rafts, tanks and 
silos. The ratio Emax/Es is expected to increase for 
smaller safety factors (larger shearing strains) and 
therefore good engineering judgment and experience 
are required for practical use of the correlations pro-
posed herein. Furthermore, the ratio Emax /Es increases 
for clayey soils (Buzdugan 1972). Therefore, the ratio 
Emax/Es = 3 as well the correlations presented in this 
paper should also be restricted to sedimentary pure 
sands with negligible amount of fines, considering 
that even small percentages of fines are likely to pro-
duce higher Emax/Es ratios.

The regression curves in Figure 2 (N60 × Emax) are 
converted into N60 × Es in Figure 4 for Emax/Es = 3. 
The corresponding mean power curve in Figure 4 
(determined from Equation 11) is given by:

E N (kPa)s 8 325 60
0 75.  (14)

Figure 2 Statistical limits for Emax from the points in 
Figure 3a (adapted from Conde de Freitas 2010).

Figure 3 Shear modulus versus shear deformation for 
Ahmedabad sand for two relative densities (Sitharam 
et al. 2004).

Table 3. Ranges of static and dynamic moduli for sands 
(adapted from Buzdugan 1972).

Soil type

Young Modulus
(x105 N/m2) Emax /Es

Es 
(static)

Emax 
(dynamic)

Lower
range

Upper
range

1. Loose sand
  (rounded 

grains)
400 800 1500 3000 3.75 3.75

2. Loose sand
  (angular grains)500 800 1500 3000 3.00 3.75

3. Medium 
 dense sand 
  (rounded 

grains)

800 1600 2000 5000 2.50 3.13

4. Medium 
 dense sand 
 (angular grains)

1000 2000 2000 5000 2.00 2.50

5. Clean gravel
  (no sand 

fraction)
1000 2000 3000 8000 3.00 4.00

6. Gravel
  (angular grains)1500 3000 3000 8000 2.00 2.67

Upper and lower mean Emax/Es 2.71 3.30
Global mean Emax/Es 3.00
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For comparison, the static modulus Es estimated 
from Equation 13 for Emax/Es = 3 is:

E N (kPa)s SN PT10 400 0 80.  (15)

For practical applications using the Brazilian 
SPT, curve (a) in Figure 4 is obtained from Equa-
tion (15) for C = 1.20 (Equation 6), as:

E N (kPa)s 8 988 60
0 80.  (16)

Alternatively, curve (b) in Figure 4 is obtained 
from Equation (15) for C = 1.37 (Equation 7), as:

E N (kPa)s 8 084 60
0 80.  (17)

Curve (a) in Figure 4 is very close to the curve 
corresponding to 1.0 standard deviation above the 
mean curve, whereas curve (b) nearly coincides 
with the curve corresponding to 0.5 standard devi-
ations above the mean curve. The good agreement 
between curves (a), (b) and the mean curve given by 
Equation 14 seems to indicate that the regression 
curves in Figure 4 provide a simple and reasonable 
statistical procedure to estimate Es, in addition to 
providing a simple way to account for the uncer-
tainty in the predictions (variations of n standard 
deviations about the mean). Equations (14), (16) 
and (17) indicate that the static Young modulus Es 
can be expressed in round numbers by: 

E N (kPa)s 8 000 60
0 80.  (18)

It should be pointed out that the Young modulus 
Es increases with depth in nearly normally consoli-
dated sand deposits and this can be easily accounted 
for in FE modeling. The variation of Es with depth 
can be modeled by equation (18) after subdividing 
the sand deposit into several thin layers represented 
by individual average N60 values which account indi-
rectly for the overconsolidation condition.

4 CONCLUSION

This paper presents correlations between the static 
Young modulus Es and the normalized penetration 
resistance N60 for pure sands, aiming at preliminary 
settlement predictions.

The correlations are limited to the statistical 
interpretation of several results published in the 
literature. Therefore, practical application of equa-
tions presented in this paper should be supported 
further by load tests and other in-situ tests. Equa-
tion 18 is generally suited to applied pressures 
sufficiently far from failure, as expected in well-
designed rafts and foundations for tanks and silos 
where reasonably low static shearing strains result. 
For higher shearing strains, it is recommended to 
select Es values below the mean trend equation in 
Figure 4. In contrast, Es values above the mean 
trend curve should be used with increased caution 
and only when supported by load tests. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Eurocode 7, the new harmonised European code 
for geotechnical design, is due to be introduced in 
Lithuania and for geotechnical engineering since 
natural soils are extremely variable in their prop-
erties and the rational selection of suitable design 
parameters is generally one of the most difficult 
part of a design. 

For geotechnical design tasks some kind of a 
conservatively chosen mean value, often based on 
local experience or subjective information, needs 
to be selected. If  not entirely based on experi-
ence only, in practice the information on the mean 
properties is sometimes supplemented by relative 
few test values.

In this paper, practical definitions of the funda-
mental soil parameters as used in EC7, such as the 
characteristic value Xk and the design value Xd, are 
presented.

2 SAFETY CONCEPTS IN 
GEOTECHNICAL  ENGINEERING

The traditional or current design method is based 
on the global safety concept. All variables such as 
loads, soil parameters, and calculation procedure 
are used at a level of a cautiously selected mean for 
the design computations.

Eurocode 7 uses the limit state format with a 
set of fixed partial factors or safety, which is at 
present considered the most rational design pro-
cedure for geotechnical routine problems. Within 
this framework the characteristic values of soil 

 properties have to be selected in a well-defined way 
if  a  specified safety level shall be obtained. Varia-
bility or uncertainty in soil layers is only taken into 
account in selecting the characteristic soil values 
accordingly. The characteristic value Xk is there-
fore the fundamental soil parameter in EC7.

3 CHARACTERISTIC SOIL PROPERTIES

In principle it would be possible to measure the 
soil properties everywhere in the affected volume 
and determine the statistical mean values of that 
zone. In this case we would know the true mean 
value of the selected layer and could use it for fur-
ther analysis.

In practice, however this procedure is quite 
impossible. In reality, therefore the true mean prop-
erties of a layer do remain unknown and estimates 
of the true mean have to be basis of experience or 
only small numbers of tests.

The true mean properties of a layer do remain 
unknown and estimate of the true mean have to 
be made on the basis of experience or only small 
numbers of tests.

The different meanings of the above mentioned 
values as well as soil parameters referred to in 
Eurocode 7, will be defined and also explained in 
practical terms: 

• mean value Xm
• characteristic value Xk
• design value Xd

The mean value itself  is not used in Eurocode 7. 
Instead the characteristic value, begin the best 

Lithuanian approach to EN 1997-1 Eurocode 7 of the determination of 
characteristic parameters values

S. Anilionis
JSC InGeo, Klaipeda, Lithuania

ABSTRACT: The fundamental soil parameter used in Eurocode 7 is the characteristic value Xk, from 
which the design value Xd is derived. These soil parameters are defined and compared to todays practice. 
A simple approach is proposed for the determination of the characteristic value. If  offers an existing to 
incorporate experience or judgmental knowledge as well as test values to produce characteristic values Xk. 
The resulting characteristic values are equally valid using EC7 as well as for today’s design methods. The 
values used in design calculations are termed design values and these are obtained from tests results via 
derived values and characteristic values.
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 possible estimate of this mean value of the selected 
layer, is used in place of the mean.

The characteristic value is the best estimate of 
the “unknown” statistical mean Xm of a soil layer. 
According to EC7: The characteristic value shall 
be selected with the aim that the probability of a 
more adverse (mean) value governing the behavior 
of the soil and rock in the ground is not greater 
than 5%.

In EC7 the degree of conservatism or caution is 
further defined as follows:

• The probability of a more adverse real mean 
value governing the behavior of the soil layer 
should not be higher than 5%.

• We want to be approximately 95% confident that 
the real statistical mean of the layer is superior 
to the selected Xk.

The design values Xd for soil parameters are gener-
ally derived from the characteristics values Xk.

Based on statistical sampling and estimation the-
ories, the characteristic value Xk  can be described 
by following general expression:

k mX ean n X×XmX ean ( )k Vnk XVV− kk

where kn is a statistical coefficient and VX is the coef-
ficient of variation of the parameter X defined as: 

VXVV =

=
−

× ( )∑
s /X

S
n

−

X m/X ean

X = × (∑2 21
1

where sX is the standard deviation of the n sample 
test.

4 GEOTECHNICAL SECTION LAYERS 
STATISTICS  

When working with several CPT files in a single 
project, we are targeting towards to the identifica-
tion of soil layers that reappear in the various CPT 
profiles. Some of these layers most probably will 
be assigned with an identical code name, for exam-
ple Clay_1 layer that appears in CPT-01, 06, 08, 
09 and 10. Each Clay_1 layer carries information 
like average values of various parameters but what 
we probably need is to present single values when 
talking about this clay layer. CPeT-IT, adopted the 
methodology proposed in Eurocode 7, to calcu-
late Minimum Characteristic Values. The analysis 
is performed mainly for qt but the software will 
present the characteristic values calculated for all 
estimations. By examining characteristic values 
we may adjust and finally propose single values in 

your final report. The following dialog appears in 
the top of right column.

Characteristic values are calculated based on 
95% reliability and with the assumption that coef-
ficient of variation is not known a priori. 

5 CONCLUSIONS

The characteristic values Xk used in today’s 
approach (global factor of safety) as well as in EC7 
are for all practical purposes equivalent and should 
be of the same magnitude.

In today’s practice Xk is selected primarily based 
on experience and personal judgment. This is a 
well-proven practice and can, or even should, still 
be employed for EC7. Difficulties however can 
arise as soon as test values are available in addi-
tional to local experience.

EC7 however does go one step further and 
presents a definition of Xk in qualitative and even 
quantitative terms. This puts the proposed safety 
system on a more rational basis. Xk in EC7 consti-
tutes an essential part of the safety chain govern-
ing the entire design process. 

The statistical mean value Xm itself  is not used in 
EC7, but will always be replaced by corresponding 
characteristic value Xk.

Table 1. Tabular results for cone resistance values.

CPT 
name

Average 
qt (MPa)

No 
points StdDev

Min. 
charact. 
qt value 
(MPa)

Min.qt 
value 
(MPa)

1 4.85 –22 2.14 4.85 2.54
2 2.69 –36 0.82 2.69 1.62
3 4.10 –46 0.40 4.10 2.91
All 
CPT’s

3.77 104 1.39 3.55 1.62

Table 2. Minimum characteristic values for estimated 
results.

CPT 
name Es (MPa)

phi 
(0)

M
(MPa)

G0
(MPa)

Su
(kPa)

1 52.80 – 48.77 56.92 –
2 32.67 – 33.71 43.67 105.84
3 56.53 – 55.41 65.74 204.26
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1 INTRODUCTION

Values obtained by different test methods and 
equipment are equipment are compared in the 
paper. Special attention is paid to their potential 
use for solving different problems in the field of 
soil engineering. The theoretical part of this work 
presents main principles of two different standards: 
GOST—former USSR standard, and BS—British 
Standard, providing different classification of soils. 

2 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 
SOILS ACCORDING TO GRAIN-SIZE 
DISTRIBUTION

The limiting values and testing methods for deter-
mination of grain-size distribution by hydrometer 
method for GOST and European standards are 
different. The limits of 0.005 mm for clay-silt and 
0.05 mm for silt-sand were used until now, accord-
ing to BS these limits are 0.002 and 0.063 mm 
respectively. About 20 analyses of silty sandy clays 
were used for estimations of grain-size limits. You 
can see clay-silt limits in Figs. 1 and 2. 

The results presented show the fractions with 
particles size less than 0.005 and less 0.002 mm are 

Comparative analysis of soils according to grain-size distribution, 
physical state and geotechnical investigation methods

S. Anilionis
JSC InGeo, Klaipeda, Lithuania

ABSTRACT: The Soviet standard GOST is still use in Lithuania. However, now the usage of the earlier 
investigation data obtained according the GOST classification and testing methods becomes a problem. 
New soil classification system has been introduced in Lithuania to replace the Soviet classification and 
testing methods, which do not correspond to real engineering geological conditions. Having in mind the 
above statements, the comparative analysis has been done at the Department of Hydrogeology and Engi-
neering Geology of Vilnius University.

Figure 1. Grain size percentage according to GOST 
(loam).

Figure 2. Grain size percentage according to BS (silty 
sandy clay).

Figure 3. Grain size percentage according to GOST 
(loam).

Figure 4. Grain size percentage according to BS (silty 
clay).

similar for both standards, if  we have silty sandy 
clay and sandy clay. The analysis of clays shows 
the situation of silty clayey and clayey soils are 
complicated (Figs. 3 and 4). 

In this case difference in sampling distribution  
is important. It is obvious that the data obtained 
using the limits of 0.005 mm for silty clay and clay 
should not be used.
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3 ANALIZE OF CLAYEY SOILS 
PLASTIC INDEXES

The analysis of equipment for determination of liq-
uid limit WL by British and WL

V Vasiljev methods 
show, that yhe difference of the depth of cone pen-
etration is twofold, when the weight and an angle 
of cone are nearly equal. In this case the value of 
WL is different and the estimation of relationship 
between WL and WL

V is important. The relation-
ship between values of liquid limits, plastic index 
and liquidity index by British cone  and Vasiljev 
methods is estimated. Correlation of results are 
given in Figs. 5, 6, 7. 

W W rpWW pWW − =r0 861 2 072 0.WpWW 2 ,( . )810  (1)

W W rL LW WW W V +WLWW V =0 993 5 837 0.LWW +LWW 5 ,( . )898  (2)

I I rp vI p +I p =0 960 5 574 0.v +IvI 5 ,( . )763  (3)

Recently (Dundulis & Ščesnulevičius 1995) the 
analytical solution is made and the following equa-
tion obtained and WL = 1.41WL

V and IL = 0.71IL
V. 

This makes it possible to use data obtained in 
Lithuania before.

4 GEOTECHNICAL PARAMETERS BASED 
ON CPT FOR COHESIONLESS SOILS

Soil parameters are mostly determined accord-
ing to the cone penetration testing (CPT) results. 
Based on a literature study and laboratory tests the 
paper presents a calculation method to estimate 
the density index Id, friction angle ϕ, and modulus 
of deformation E. 

4.1 The estimation of relative density

For cohesionless soils, the density, or more com-
monly, the relative density index, is often used as 
an intermediate soil parameter. The sensity in fric-
tion soil can be estimated from results of CPT tests 
and then normally expressed in terms of relative 
density Id. The German standard DIN 4094 gives 
the following formula for uniform graded sands 
above water table: 

IdII ( )qcq0 33 0 73l  (4)

A better correlation was found below the water 
table by Laubang company (Turski et al. 1995).

IdII ( )qcq0 0245 0 5539l  (5)

Using laboratory tests with a large calibration 
chamber. It was verified in the field using freeze 
probing and conventional methods to deter-
mine the relative density. The estimation is made 
from the relation between the cone resistance and 
the  effective overburden pressure. This relation 
depends, apart from the density, also on the inter-
nal friction in the soil, the grain size distribution 
and the compressibility of  the soil and also on its 

Figure 5. Relationship between liquidity WP
V (GOST) 

and WP  (BS).

Figure 6. Relationship between liquid limit WL (BS) 
and WL

V (GOST).

Figure 7. Relationship between plastic index IP (BS) 
and IP

V (GOST).
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over consolidation and related horizontal stress. 
The relative density can be estimated from:

I
q

SdI T

voSS≈ − + ⎛
⎝
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

131 66 0 5log ,q
S

T

′
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠0 5 %.

 (6)

where qT and Svo′ are expressed in kPa (Lancelota 
1983).

CPT and Proctor tests were done and analysis 
of data show, that a better results between SGI and 
Proctor (Fig. 8).

We calculated Id by different dependences for 
medium dense—dense sands with increase in effec-
tive overburden pressure (Fig. 9, 10).

4.2 The estimation modulus of deformation

Most correlations between CPT results and modu-
lus of deformation E for the sands were found from 
plate loading and oedometer tests. The different 
type correlation dependences for cone resistance qc 
and modulus of deformation are as follows: 

E qc +qc3 4 13 , by VPI “Fundamentprojekt” (7)

E qc5  by H. Musas (8)

E qc3  by G. Sanglera (9)

By comparing between E and cone resistance 
qc the following empirical equation was proposed 
by A. Brilingas:

E qc7 8 0 71. , for medium dense-dense sand (10)

E qc3 , for loose sands (11)

The comparison showed various results  
(Figs. 11, 12). 

Figure 8. Comparison of experimental and theoretical 
Id data.

Figure 9. Medium density sand (according to CPT  
density index (Id) values obtained by different methods.

Figure 10. Dense sand (according to CPT density index 
(Id) values obtained by different methods.

Figure 11. Medium dense sand (according to CPT) 
deformation modulus (E) values obtained according to 
different functions.

Figure. 12. Dense sand (according to CPT) deforma-
tion modulus (E) values obtained according to different 
functions.
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Been & Jefferies (1985) found other correlations:

ϕ′ =
′
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Figs. 13 and 14 present angle of internal friction 
according to different standards and authors.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This work may be regarded as one of the proposal 
how to connect the geotechnical data, obtained by 
former Soviet traditional methods of soil inves-
tigations and traditional Western methods of 
designing. Correlation of results obtained by dif-
ferent investigation methods should be established 
to practical purposes.
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We used correlation by A. Brilingas, because 
many CPT were carried out in parallel with the 
plate loading tests for Lithuanian soils. 

4.3 The estimation of internal friction

Since the natural sand deposits in many cases is 
preconsolidated the effect from this loading on 
the in situ stresses must be taken into account. A 
simple expression offered to calculate the angle of 
internal friction depended on the tip resistance, 
vertical effective stress and the overconsolidation 
ratio (OCR). The angle of internal friction for 
sands were estimated by CPT using GOST. RSN 
and NGI recommendations (Figs. 13, 14).

The effective stress friction angle may be deter-
mined by each incremental depth using the method 
of Robertson & Campanela (1983):

ϕ′ = + ′
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Figure 13. Medium dense sand internal friction angle 
(according to CPT).

Figure 14. Dense sand internal friction angle (accord-
ing to CPT).
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Geotechnical and Geophysical Site Characterization 4 – Coutinho & Mayne (eds)
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Session report: Session TS8-T4: Applications to shallow and deep 
foundations

P.W. Mayne
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, US

ABSTRACT: Twelve papers in this session use the results of in-situ testing towards the design and 
analysis of shallow and deep foundation systems. The papers address various topics including: soil-specific 
and test-specific methodologies, case histories, and documented results from load testing.

foundations from CPT data detailed by Eslami & 
Fellenius (1997).

2 TECHNICAL SESSION PAPERS

In technical session TS8-T4, twelve papers are con-
cerned with foundation analysis using in-situ test 
data. Table 1 summaries the paper identification 
number (ID), authors, paper topic, and types of 
in-situ tests employed toward these purposes. Spe-
cifically, we can offer short synopses on the paper 
contents to entice the reader to further explore the 
individual reference materials.

In paper 47, Karimpour-Fard & Eslami develop 
a database of 65 pile load test case histories where 
either cone penetration test and/or standard pen-
etration test are available. They review 5 methods 
for the SPT and another 5 for the CPT, conclud-
ing that the SPT method by Decourt (1995) and 
the CPT method by Eslami & Fellenius (1997) are 
two of the better approaches that gave good results 
with their pile load test database (Fig. 1).

Paper 106 by Momeni, Yazdani, Fakharian, 
Shafiee, Salajegheh, & Salajegheh give an account 
of a case study involving a micro-piled raft founda-
tion situated on clay in Iran. They used a combi-
nation of SPT-N values, plate load tests, and field 
load tests on micropiles in conjunction with finite 
element analyses to assess the deflections across the 
mat foundation. Based on their studies, the results 
of the numerical FEM simulations are shown in 
Figure 2 with maximum deflections up to 15 mm.

Faro & Consoli (paper 140) investigate the use 
of a modified upper layer that is treated to increase 
stiffness by cementation to improve foundation 
performance. They accomplish this by analysis 
of a two-layer soil system using a combination 
of field Plate Load Testing (PLT) and numerical 
simulations to match the response.

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of in-situ testing in geotechnical engineer-
ing has long been employed towards the collec-
tion of subsurface information for analyzing and 
designing foundations for civil projects. Methods 
have been developed for a wide range of in-situ 
test procedures including: Standard Penetration 
Test (SPT), Cone Penetration Test (CPT), and 
Pressuremeter Tests (PMT), as well as flat plate 
Dilatometer Tests (DMT), Plate Load Tests (PLT), 
and other devices and methods. For instance, 
herein the Standard Penetration Test with torque 
measurements (SPT-T) described by Decourt 
(1995) is also used for such purposes.

Foundation design methodologies using in-situ 
tests address either shallow footings, mats, and 
rafts, or deep pile foundation types including 
driven pilings and/or bored or augered or drilled 
piles. These are normally tackled by one of two 
different approaches: (a) non-direct (or rational 
methods); (b) direct methods. In the traditional 
(non-direct) approach, a two-step approach is 
required whereby the in-situ test data are utilized 
to interpret soil engineering parameters (i.e., γt, φ′, 
c′, su, OCR, K0, etc) which values are then input 
into a theoretical framework such as limit plasticity 
to calculate bearing capacity (e.g., Meyerhof, 1982; 
Kulhawy, et al. 1983) or otherwise may be used in 
elastic continuum solutions to evaluate displace-
ments (e.g., Poulos & Davis, 1974; Randolph & 
Wroth, 1978).

In the direct method, the in-situ data are used in 
a one-step procedure to scale the results directly 
for assessing foundation bearing capacity or 
deformations, or both. Examples of  the direct 
approach include the French LCPC/MELT pro-
cedures for shallow and deep foundations using 
PMT and/or CPT results described by Frank & 
Magnan (1995) and the Unicone method for pile 
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ment depths are reported. The geomaterial is a fine 
sand (D50 = 0.16 mm) with 0 to 3% cement added. 
Details on the field testing layout, procedures, 
and results are presented, along with discussions 
on the failure mechanisms that were observed. 
Figure 4 shows results from 3 tension tests on 
anchors in uncemented sand.

Santos, Tsuha, and Giacheti (paper 217) look 
at the effects of helical pile installation in tropical 

Table 1. Technical papers applying in-situ tests towards shallow and deep foundations.

First author Paper ID Paper topic In-situ tests

Karimpour-Fard 47 Pile capacity CPT and SPT; also SPT-T
Momeni et al 106 Micropiled raft foundation on clay SPT, PLT, and micropile load tests
Faro and Consoli 140 Shallow foundations on cemented soils Plate Load Tests (PLT)
Ruver et al. 194 Shallow foundations under pullout Plate Load Tests (PLT)
Santos et al. 217 Helical piles in tropical clay soils CPT and SPT
Albuquerque 243 Precast concrete pile capacity CPT and SPT-T
Osinubi et al. 284 Foundation bearing capacity SPT
Sabermahani et al. 293 Micropile response SPT
Lunne et al. 299 Offshore foundation design CPTu and Ball penetrometer
Niazi et al. 328 Driven axial piles in clay SCPTu
Igoe et al. 337 Axial offshore piles CPT
Viswanath 382 Footings on sand SPT

Figure 1. Log-normal distributions for axial pile pre-
diction success using (a) SPT-methods; (b) CPT-methods 
(Karimpour-Fard & Eslami).

Figure 2. Predicted displacement contours across the 
mat foundation (Momeni et al.).

Figure 3. Measured Plate Load Test (PLT) stress and 
calculated surface stresses (Faro & Consoli).

In paper 194, Ruver, Schnaid, & Consoli 
present results from pullout tests on embed-
ded plate foundations situated in clean sand and 
cemented sand. Series of field testing with 0.3 m 
diameter circular steel plates at varied embed-
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clay soils derived from igneous rock weathering. 
They investigate the site with several sets of CPT 
soundings and SPT borings. Several series are con-
ducted in virgin ground and then nearby adjacent 
to installed helical piles. Surprisingly, the CPT cone 
resistances (qc) are little affected but changes in the 
sleeve friction (fs) are recorded. For the former, 
Figure 5 shows the summary of qc profiles at the 
test site which is situated in southeastern Brazil.

In paper 243, Albuquerque & Carvalho present 
the results of  a site investigation and pile load 
testing of  precast concrete piling driven into 
residual clayey silts in Sao Paulo, Brazil. The geo-
technical exploration included laboratory index 
testing, several SPT with torque measurements 
(SPT-T), and Cone Penetration Testing (CPT). 
The summary profile shows excellent repeatabil-
ity across the test site for both the SPT-T and 
CPT. Figure 6 presents the SPT-T portion of  their 
summary plots. The field pile load tests included 
compression and tension types which were evalu-
ated on the basis of  6 different procedures that are 
reviewed in the paper.

In paper 284, Osinubi, Medubi, and Eberemu 
apply results from SPT borings in Nigeria towards 
evaluation of soil engineering parameters and bear-
ing capacity of foundations. The variable geoma-
terials include silts, sands, silty clays, and lateritic 
formations. The authors reviewed and statistically 
summarize data from 443 soil borings throughout 
the region which are used to develop isochrone 
contour maps of selected parameters including 
strength, plasticity, and bearing  capacity. The sta-
tistical summary for the SPT-N values across the 
area is presented as Figure 7.

Figure 4. Measured load-displacement during pullout 
of plate foundations in sand (Ruver et al.).

Figure 5. Cone resistance profiles at helical pile test site 
in Brazil (Santos et al.).

Figure 6. Summary of field SPT-T results at Sao Paulo 
test site (Albuquerque & Carvalho).
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Sbermahani, Nasr, and Elahi (paper 293) review 
data from 30 full-scale micropile compression tests 
in sandy and clayey soils of Iran. The full summary 
plot of the loading tests is shown in Figure 8. The 
details on the construction and general practices 
of the area are covered in the paper. The authors 
examine the load test data and interpret the stiff-
ness (K = Q/w) values as functions of displacement 
and load level with some final guidelines as to how 
these might relate to SPT N-values.

Lunne, Andersen, Yang, Tjelta, and Strøm 
(paper 299) provide an excellent summary of the 
detailed testing completed for the Luva deep water 
gas field in the Norwegian Sea. The exploration 
program included laboratory index, consolida-
tion, and triaxial compression (CK0UC) testing 
on undisturbed samples, piezocone (CPTu) sound-
ings, and Ball Penetometer Tests (BPT) using the 
Portable Remotely-Operated Deployment (PROD) 
seabed system. The well-documented study details 

the slight stress history due to ageing effects, issues 
related to sample disturbance and correction of 
lab data, and special comparisons to the famous 
onshore Onsøy test site in Norway that has very 
similar characteristics to the offshore Luva site 
located beneath 1300 m water. The lab and field 
data are evaluated using multi-fold approaches to 
account for various factors with a summary plot 
on the undrained shear strength for compression 
mode presented here as Figure 9.

Niazi, Mayne, and Woeller (paper 328) docu-
ment a methodology for evaluating axial pile 
response from seismic piezocone data. They 
use an elastic continuum model (Randolph & 
Wroth, 1978) with a simple algorithm that ini-
tially starts with the fundamental soil stiffness 
(Gmax = ρt ⋅ Vs

2) and reduces the shear modulus 
accordingly based on either level of  applied load-
ing (Q/Qult) or alternatively on the basis of  shear 
strain (γs). They then present four case studies 
involving driven piles in clay where SCPTu data 
are available showing the excellent agreement in 
the measured axial load-displacement-capacity 
response and associated load transfer with depth 
(i.e., side component vs. base/toe resistance). In 
Figure 10, the results of  the measured axial pile 
performance from a Utah Dept. of  Transporta-
tion project is compared with that using the elas-
tic solution and SCPTu data. Good agreement is 
seen for the comparison.

Figure 7. Isochrone maps of SPT-N value for Nigerian 
soils (Osinubi et al.).

Figure 8. Load-displacement (Q-w) results from 
30 micropile loading tests in Iran.

Figure 9. Summary of su (triaxial compression) profiles 
at Luva field in Norwegian Sea (Lunne et al.).
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In paper 337, Igoe, Gavin, O’Kelly & Byrne 
present results from two full-scale load tests on 
driven open-ended steel pipe piles in sand that 
were eventually loaded in tension to provide infor-
mation on the side resistance values. In particu-
lar, open-ended piles have outside and inside side 
resistance components, dependent on the degree 
of plugging. The exploration program included 
results from CPT, SPT, and Multi-channel Analysis 
of Surface Waves (MASW) surveys for relating the 
data beyond the test site at Mortarstown, Ireland. 
The evaluation of the load test data permitted a 
comparison with recent predictive methods con-
cerning driven piles that have been developed by 
Imperial College, Univ. Western Australia, and 
Univ. College Dublin, as well as the more conven-
tional approach given by the American Petroleum 
Institute (see Fig. 11).

In the last paper of these technical sessions, 
Viswanath & Mayne (paper ID 382) develop a sim-
ple methodology for spread footings on sand that 
unifies the results via energy-corrected N-values. 
A database was compiled from 23 footing load 
tests situated on 9 different sand formations. The 
energy-corrected SPT resistances (N60) could be 
evaluated for most of these sites.

The approach is analogous to the simple CPT 
database approach for shallow foundations on 
sand reported by Mayne & Illingworth (2010) 
that uses the characteristic load-displacement 
curve in terms of  footing stress (q) vs. pseudo-
strain or normalized displacements (s/B) where 
s = displacement and B = width of  square footing. 
Rather than the generalized power law adopted 
by Decourt (1999), a simplification is made by 
using square root (s/B) to reduce the sand forma-
tion characteristics into a single parameter (rs). In 
the current paper by Viswanath, this parameter 
can be estimated from SPT N60 values and used 
to evaluate footing load-displacement behavior 
according to:

q (stress) = 3 ⋅ N60 ⋅ σatm ⋅ (s/B)0.5 (1)

where q = applied footing stress, N60 = energy cor-
rected SPT resistance, and σatm = 1 atmosphere =  
1 bar = 0.1 MPa ≈ 1 tsf  (reference stress). If  a value 
of “bearing capacity” is desired, a representative 
value of (s/B) = 0.1 can be used in the equation, 
as this is a common definition used throughout 
Europe. Figure 12 shows a summary graph from 
the study towards validation of its usage.

The SPT equations matches nicely with the 
results from a direct CPT method for footings on 

Figure 10. Comparison of measured and predicted 
axial load-displacement-capacity behavior for driven pile 
in Utah using seismic piezocone data (Niazi, et al.).

Figure 11. Results from tension load tests on pipe pile 
in Irish sand and predictive approaches discussed by Igoe 
et al.

Figure 12. Applied footing stress vs. calculated stress 
from normalized displacement (s/B) and N60 values for 23 
footings on 9 sands (Viswanath).
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sands, as summarized in Figure 13. Regression 
analyses involving this dataset indicated:

q (stress) = 0.585 ⋅ qc ⋅ (s/B)0.5 (2)

where qc = cone resistance averaged from the base 
of the footing to a depth 1.5B greater. Considering 
the measured/predicted ratio of 0.922 from 
 Figure 12 and the ratio of eqn[2] to eqn[1], the 
overall results give the following interrelationship 
between CPT and SPT as follows:

qc (atm)/N60 = 4.7 (3)

which is in general agreement with prior studies 
(e.g., Robertson, et al. 1983).

3 GENERAL CPT METHOD FOR FOOTINGS

The aforementioned approach has been extended 
to include footings on all soil types using the same 
algorithm format and a larger compiled database 
from full-scale load test results. Full details on 
each case study are given elsewhere (Mayne 2009; 
Uzielli & Mayne 2011).

The reference database comprises a total 
66 footings on 4 different soil types that were 

subjected to vertical loading, namely: 31 foot-
ings on sand (series ST1); 10 on silts (ST2); 13 on 
intact clays (ST3); and 12 shallow foundations on 
fissured clays (ST4). The geologic origins of the 
ST1 sand series included natural marine deposits, 
alluvial sediments, aeolian dune sands, residuum, 
and compacted sand fills. The ST2 footings were 
situated on silt deposits and ST3 series located 
on clays of marine, glacio-marine, and estuarine 
deposits, as well as a residual clay formation. The 
fissured geomaterials of ST4 series were comprised 
of overconsolidated clays of marine or deltaic 
deposits that had been subjected to erosion and/
or desiccation.

The footings included 44 square, 8 rectangular 
(almost square), and 14 circular shallow founda-
tions, with the equivalent square footing width Beq 
(equal to the square root of the surface area) vary-
ing from 0.4 m to 6.1 m. Only full-scale founda-
tions were considered in order to avert difficulties 
associated with 1-g model tests and scaling prob-
lems (e.g., Cerato and Lutenegger 2007).

The generalized expression for vertical 
load-displacement behavior of shallow footings is 
shown in Figure 14:

q (stress) = hs ⋅ qtnet ⋅ (s/B)0.5 ≤ qmax (4)

where hs = empirical soil stiffness factor that var-
ies with soil type: sands (0.58), silts (1.12), fissured 
clays (1.47), and intact clays (2.70). Likely, the dif-
ferent values of hs also represents a change from 
full-drained response (sands) to partially-drained 
to undrained loading (clays).

To extend the method to clays and silts, the CPT 
results must be presented in terms of total net cone 
tip resistance (qtnet = qt − σvo) as the effects of pore-
water pressure and overburden stress can be signif-
icant in fine-grained materials (Lunne et al. 1997). 
As the correction of measured qc to total qt in clean 

Figure 13. Ratio of applied footing stress (q) to cone 
resistance (qc) versus square root of normalized displace-
ment (s/B) for 31 footings on 13 different sands (Mayne, 
Uzielli, & Illingworth 2012).

Figure 14. Normalized footing stress versus square root 
(s/B) for sands, silts, fissured soils, and clays.
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sands is minimal because porewater pressures are 
hydrostatic (u2 ≈ u0) and the overburden stress is 
small in magnitude to qt, this essentially has little 
to no effect in sands (i.e., qtnet ≈ qc).

A comparison of measured footing stress vs. pre-
dicted footing stress is shown in Figure 15 for the 
entire load test database. Excellent results are evi-
dent for the trends using the direct CPT method.

It is conventional to interpret a “bearing capac-
ity” from load test results. However, foundation 
load tests on sands do not show a clear peak value 
or plateau, instead an ever increasing response as 
indicated by curve A in Figure 16. Similar is true 
for foundations on silts. For most clays, whether 
soft, firm, stiff, or hard, a plateau or limit might be 

approached or even reached (curve B). Only in one 
case involving a sensitive clay (curve C), was a peak 
with subsequent softening observed.

Thus, an artificial definition of “capacity” can 
be established using the European criterion, corre-
sponding to the load when (s/B) = 10%. This can be 
adopted for sands, silts, and fissured  geomaterials. 
To take a conservative stance in soft and sensitive 
clays, a value of capacity can be assigned when 
(s/B) = 4%. These limiting pseudo-strains (s/B) can 
be used to generate bearing capacity values (qmax) 
as indicated by Eqn[4]. This gives the following 
ratios of qmax/qtnet = 0.18 (sands), 0.35 (silts), and 
0.46 (fissured clays) using s/B = 0.10 and the corre-
sponding specific value of hs for each soil type. For 
the undrained loading cases involving intact clays, 
qmax/qtnet = 0.54 using s/B = 0.04 and hs = 2.70. The 
final summary of the direct CPT method for eval-
uating the complete load-displacement-capacity 
behavior of footings is depicted in Figure 17.
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CPT and SPT tests
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ABSTRACT: Piles as a structural element commonly are employed to overcome the problems like low 
bearing capacity of subsoil layers, high values of overturning moments, considerable subsidence and 
etc. However since the very early stage of geotechnical engineering profession, estimation of the bearing 
capacity of piles had been a challenge for engineers. Using the results of penetrometer tests like Standard 
Penetration Test (SPT) and Cone Penetration Test (CPT) to estimate the bearing capacity of piles had 
been the subject of considerable number of researches and several approaches have been proposed. This 
paper embraces the results of a statistical analysis to compare the results of several direct CPT and SPT 
methods which commonly are used to estimate the vertical bearing capacity of piles. For this purpose a 
data bank of full scale pile load tests was compiled. Each case includes the result of CPT and SPT test in 
the closest possible location to the executed pile. A discussion on the spiral failure zone around the pile’s 
toe which is formed during loading also has been presented.

Dynamic analysis methods apply to driven 
piles, and are based on wave mechanics for the 
 hammer-pile-soil system. The uncertainty in 
the hammer impact effect, as well as changes in 
soil strength from the conditions at the time of 
pile driving, and at the time of loading, causes 
uncertainties in bearing capacity determination. 
Moreover, a wave equation analysis requires input 
assumptions that can significantly bias the results.

Dynamic testing methods are based on moni-
toring the acceleration and strain near the pile 
head during driving. From these measurements, 
the pile capacity can be estimated by means of 
the Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA) and numerical 
analysis of the data. However, the PDA can only 
be used by an especially experienced person, and 
the test results apply essentially to the field-testing 
 situation. A considerable limitation is that the 
capacity estimation is not available until the pile is 
driven (Rausche et al., 1985).

Static analysis methods estimate shaft and base 
resistances separately and differently. For shaft 
resistance, in cohesive as well as non-cohesive 
soils, considerable uncertainty and debate exist 
over the appropriate choice of the horizontal stress 
 coefficient, Ks. To estimate the toe resistance, 
 theory of bearing capacity commonly is employed. 
The problems like approximate Φ-Nq relation-
ship coupled with the difficulty of determining a 

1 INTRODUCTION

The prediction of  axial capacity of  piles has been 
a challenge since the beginning of  the geotechni-
cal engineering profession. Several methods and 
approaches have been developed to overcome the 
uncertainties in the predictions. The  methods 
include some simplifying assumptions and/or 
empirical approaches regarding soil stratigraphy, 
soil-pile structure interaction, and distribution 
of  soil resistance along the pile. Therefore, they 
don’t provide truly quantitative values directly 
useful in foundation design (Eslami & Fellenius, 
1997).

Bearing capacity of piles can be determined by 
five approaches: Interpretation of data from full-
scale pile loading tests, Dynamic analysis methods 
based on wave equation analysis, Dynamic test-
ing by means of the Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA), 
Static analysis by applying soil parameters in effec-
tive stress or total stress approaches and  Methods 
using the results of in-situ investigation tests, 
directly or indirectly.

In view of the uncertainties involved in analysis 
and design of pile foundations, it has become in 
many cases mandatory, to perform full-scale pile 
loading tests, however such tests are expensive, 
time-consuming, and the costs are often difficult 
to justify for ordinary or small projects.
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 reliable and representative in-situ value of the Φ 
angle and the assumption of a proper shear failure 
surface around the pile tip, critical depth phenom-
enon causes considerable uncertainties.

Figure 1, illustrate different relation between 
Φ-Nq, based on different assumption of shear fail-
ure surface around the pile’s base.

In recent years, the application of in-situ testing 
techniques has increased in geotechnical design. 
This is due to the rapid development of in-situ test-
ing instruments, an improved understanding of the 
behavior of soils, and subsequent recognition of 
some limitations and inadequacies of conventional 
laboratory testing (Lunne et al., 1997, Eslami & 
Fellenius, 2004).

Penetration tests are well suited for calculations 
of pile bearing capacity because penetration resist-
ance is influenced by the same factor as pile capac-
ity, particularly in the case of CPT.

In this paper using a data bank including 65 
full scale pile load tests and the CPT test results 
performed at the closest possible location of per-
formed piles, the performance of several CPT and 
SPT based approaches to estimate the bearing 
capacity of piles will be evaluated and compared.

2 DATA BASE AND CASE RECORDS

A data base was compiled of 65 pile case histories 
including the results of full scale static pile load 
tests and penetration tests results.

In some cases the results of both CPT and 
SPT tests were available whereas some cases only 
included the results of CPT tests in all cases were 
available.

To have the SPT records with the same quality 
and condition regarding the delivered energy value 
to the sampler, in all cases, the SPT records was cal-
culated from CPT results, using conversion model 
proposed by Jefferies and Davies (1993).  According 
to these researchers, the proposed  algorithm has 
more certainty of indicating ground truth than by 
using the SPT itself.

These case histories were collected from 13 sources 
reporting data from 26 sites from 7 countries.

The piles were generally driven in sandy soil, in 
some cases along with layers of loam and clay. All 
of them entered a granular soil layer in a depth of 
at least ten times of their diameter.

The driven length, diameter and capacity of 
piles range from 8.5 to 34.2 m, 246 to 1424 mm, 
and 520 to 4250 KN, respectively.

Most of piles had a round cross section and 
were made of steel.

All pile load tests had an identical loading pat-
tern of the Slow Maintained Load (SML) and the 
minimum time interval between the end of driving 
and static loading test was one month.

The capacity can, crudely, be defined as the load 
for which rapid movement occur under sustained or 
slight increase of the applied load. This definition for 
failure in piles also referred as the plunging mode.

This definition for the failure in piles is inad-
equate, however, because large movements 
are required for a pile to reach plunging mode 
 (According to ASTM this value is equal to 10% 

Figure 1. The Φ-Nq relationship in ligature.
Figure 2. The accuracy of different interpretation 
approaches of static pile load test.
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of pile’s diameter) and large movements are often 
governed less by the capacity of the pile-soil sys-
tem and more governed by the capacity of the man 
at the pump (Fellenius, 1995).

However in some cases the results of pile load 
tests showed plunging mode, but in some cases a 
distinct plunging mode was not observed. Because 
of this reason 80% criterion (Brinch Hansen, 
1963), was used for interpretation of pile load test 
results.

According to this interpretation method, the 
ultimate of a pile is equal to load that gives four 
times the movement of the pile head as obtained 
for 80% of that load. Figure 2 compare the results 
of different interpretation methods of pile load 
tests.

Figure 3 shows a typical collected case within 
the data bank.

3 INFLUENCE OR FAILURE ZONE

The bearing capacity of pile is the summation of 
shaft resistance and base resistance.

The shaft resistance of pile is a results of friction 
between the surrounded soils and pile shaft in the 
case of granular soils, however in the case cohesive 
soils, the adhesion occurred between the soil and 
the pile is the source of this resistance.

The failure zone around the pile base governs on 
the base bearing capacity of pile, however no  specific 

evidence exists to support whether the failure is 
local punching or general shear failure. In Figure 1, 
 different pattern of failure zone around the pile toe 
assumed by different researcher to estimate the bear-
ing capacity of pile, are depicted.

Experimental studies by Meyerhof (1956, 1976) 
indicate that a pile must penetrate a length of about 
10 pile diameter into a bearing soil layer to fully 
mobilize the ultimate unit toe resistance. DeBeer 
(1963) found the similar depth for piles installed 
in sands. Experimental and numerical work by 
Altaee et al. (1992 a & 1992 b) in uniform medium 
dense sand suggests that the zone influencing the 
toe resistance extends from 5B above to 5B below 
the pile toe.

Meyerhof (1951) and DeBeer (1963) suggested 
that in homogeneous soil, a logarithmic spiral can 
be assumed to define the failure zone, as shown in 
Figure 4.

The failure pattern is general shear failure type, 
in which the rupture surface extends to the body 
of pile or penetrometer at some distance above the 
tip or cone point.

Eslami & Fellenius (1997) used such model for 
local failure simulation around the pile to realize the 
influence zone which should be chosen to estimate 
the bearing capacity of piles from the CPT results.

According to their sensitivity analyses  (Fig. 5), 
the height and depth of this spiral logarithmic sur-
face can vary between four to nine times the pile 
diameter (4–9B) at the upper part of the pile, and 
between 1 to 1.5 times the pile diameter (1–1.5B) 

Figure 3. A typical case study within data bank.

Figure 4. Spiral failure zone around the pile base.
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below the base, depending on the soil friction 
angle. Horizontal extension of this failure zone 
also ranging from 2 to 4 times the pile diameter 
(2–4B). In the cases that the surrounding confining 
soil is heterogeneous, the failure pattern can be dif-
ferent in size even shape.

If  this fact regarding the dependency of the base 
bearing capacity of pile to geotechnical properties 
of soils in influence zone is accepted, so to estimate 
the base bearing capacity, penetrometer records in 
this zone should be taken into account.

In the next section the influence zone chosen by 
different methods and approaches will be reviewed

4 CURRENT CPT & SPT BASED METHOD 
FOR ESTIMATION PILE VERTICAL 
CAPACITY

Considerable numbers of methods and approaches 
based on the results of penetration tests have been 
proposed for calculation of bearing capacity of 
piles. These methods are all empirical, relying to a 
great extent on pile load testing experience.

According to Bandini& Salgado (1998), the pro-
posed methods differ in some important ways as 
follow:

• The definition adopted for Qult
• The type of equipment used to obtain NSPT, qc, 

and fs

• The selection of obtain NSPT and qc values to use 
in the empirical equations

• Relative importance of NSPT or qc values above 
and below the base for rt estimates

• The importance of embedded length and critical 
depth

• Soil types and conditions for which the method 
are applicable.

In Table 1 a brief  description of several com-
mon approaches for estimation of vertical bearing 
capacity of piles base on SPT and CPT used in this 
research is presented, however there other  methods 
like, Penpile (Clisby et al., 1978), Philipponnat 
(Philipponnat, 1980), Price and Wardle (Price 
and Wardle, 1982), Tumay and Fakhroo (Tumay 
and Fakhroo, 1982), NGI method (Clausen et al. 
2005), UWA method (Lehane et al, 2005), ICP 
method (Chow, 2005) and Fugro method (Fugro 
Engineers B.V., 2004) which the last four devel-
oped to estimate the bearing capacity of piles in 
marine environment.

Although there are some problems on explicit 
interpretation of the results of SPT, this test is 
the most frequent in-situ test in geotechnical 
practice because of its simplicity and affordable 
costs,  however the effect of generated excessive 
pore water pressure on the blows number in SPT 
sill is one of the main deficiencies of this method. 
Because of this reason the geotechnical solutions 
based on SPT, are generally recommended for 
granular soils.

Among five SPT methods presented in Table 1, 
Briaud & Tucker (1984) does not specify any 
 failure criterion for bearing capacity determina-
tion which could be confusing in the prediction of 
bearing capacity of piles. Two Brazilian methods, 
Aoki-Velloso (1975) and Decourt (1995) also have 
suggested using 3 values of N around the pile tip 
without any details.

Except the shariatmadari et al. (2007), in all SPT 
methods, an arithmetic average of N values around 
the pile base and along the pile body related to pile 
base bearing capacity and pile shaft resistance 
have been employed, while the variation of SPT 
N  values in peaks and troughs, can significantly 
bias the results.

CPT, however comparing the SPT is less eco-
nomical, but is simple and fast and supplies con-
tinues records with depth, and more important 
allows a variety of sensors to be incorporated with 
 penetrometer (Eslami and Fellenius, 1997). When 
the CPT was first used, it appeared to offer an 
effective way to design deep foundation because 
the test itself  was seen as a scaled-down load test 
on a pile (Bandini & Salgado, 1998).

First CPT based methods were developed more 
than 30 years ago, when the mechanical type of 

Figure 5. Dependency of influence zone dimension to 
the internal friction angle of soil.
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CPT were common and because of this reason using 
these approaches based on advanced instrumented 
pizocone, could be a source of uncertainty.

Unlike the mentioned SPT based methods, only 
Meyerhof (1983) and Eslami and Fellenius (1997) 
specify a failure criterion for the definition of ulti-
mate bearing capacity of piles whereas as could be 
observed in Figure 3, the results f  different failure 
criteria could be considerably different.

The mentioned CPT methods specify the 
extreme values be eliminated from the data, that is, 
they require the measurements to be filtered. The 
filtering may cause the operator to unwittingly 
bias the results if, in removing the extremes, values 
that are representative of the pile-soils load trans-
fer also removed. In Eslami and Fellenius (1997) 
this problem has been resolved using a geometric 
averaging.

However in very dense sands a value of rt higher 
than 15 Mpa generally could be observed, impos-
ing an upper limit of 15 MPa in Schmertmann 
(1978) and De Ruiter-Beringen (1979) would not 
be reasonable.

In CPT based method, except, LCPC, the extent 
of influence zone is reasonable. An influence 
zone of 1.5B above and below the pile’s tip is too 
 limited. The length of the zone below the pile toe 
is particularly important if  a weaker layer exists 
near the pile toe, because the ability of the soil to 
resist the pile toe load is reduced due to develop-
ment of horizontal tension in overlying dense layer 
(Eslami & Fellenius, 1997).

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Log-Normal method was employed to com-
pare the results of different approaches for estima-
tion the vertical bearing capacity of piles.

This method has been employed widely in dif-
ferent related researches like Long et al. (1999), 
Abu-Farsakh & Titi (2004), Shariatmadari et al. 
(2006) and etc.

In order to use Log-Normal distribution, the 
mean (μln) and standard deviation (σln) are evalu-
ated for natural logarithm of Qp/Qm as follows:

μlnμμ
Q
Q n
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For each pile, the ratio Qp/Qm (ratio of predicted 
to measured capacity) and the natural logarithm 
of the ratio ln(Qp/Qm) were calculated. Then, the 

mean (μln) and standard deviation (σln) of ln(Qp/
Qm) for each method were determined.

The average error of method’s estimation might 
be calculated as below

E
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Where Err (%) is the average error of estimations.
The Log-Normal distribution is defined as the 

distribution with the following density function:
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where “x” is the “Qp/Qm” ratio.
The Log-Normal distribution of the evaluated 

approaches could be observed in Figure 6.
Based on the observed tendency in the graph 

related to each method, the tendency to over-
 estimation or under-estimation could be concluded.

As the captured area by this graph is equal to 
unity, the area between 0 to 1 (equation 5), might 
be employed as a quantitative criterion to evaluate 
the tendency of predictions.

Figure 6. Log-Normal distribution for (a) SPT based 
methods, (b) CPT based methods.
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P f x dxddcPP * ( )x∫0∫∫
1

 
(5)

where Pc (%) is tendency criterion.
If  this value is higher than 50%, it means that 

the probability of conservative predictions is 
higher than 50%.

When the Pc (%), is higher than 50%, the Err (%) 
also is negative, but not vice versa.

Also the probability that predictions fall 
within ±25% accuracy level in these methods can 
be estimated as follows:

P f x dxddpPP * ( )x
.

.

∫0 7.∫∫ 5

1 2. 5

 
(6)

where Pp (%) is the probability of prediction with 
±25% error.

The results of analyses are presented in Table 2.
According to the results, among all methods, 

Eslami and Fellenius (1997) exhibits lowest error 
and highest precision.

This method is developed based on CPTu tests 
which taking into account developed pore water 
pressure on the shoulder during the CPT test.

Besides this method employing a very simple 
and efficient averaging and filtering method to 
estimate both the base and skin friction bearing 
capacity. These reasons could be the main reasons 
for high level of precision in the predictions of this 
method.

Among SPT based methods, Shariatmadari et al. 
(2007) shows better predictions comparing others.

A proper influence zone to estimate the base 
bearing capacity plus a proper averaging method, 
might be the reason of fairly good predictions of 
this method, however this method is limited to 
piles driven in sandy soils.

Meyerhof (1976) in all aspect is similar to 
the Shariatmadari et al. (2007) method but the 
employed coefficient for skin friction resistance by 
this method, mainly in the case of low displace-
ment pile, is too small and this the main reason 
of difference between the prediction of these two 
methods.

Among the comprehensive SPT based  models, 
it seems that Decourt (1995) which also recom-
mended by the 4th edition of CANADIAN 
FOUNDATION ENGINEERING MANUAL, 
exhibits proper results.

This method with a probability around 50%, 
predicts the bearing capacity of piles with an error 
of ±25%, with a probability of conservative esti-
mation up to 80%.

This method could be considered the best 
method after the Eslami and Fellenius (1997), since 
is developed a broad range of soils and pile types.

Among the CPT based approaches, De Ruiter-
Beringen (1979) shows the lowest precision.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A data base was compiled of 65 pile case histories 
including the results of full scale static pile load 
test, CPT and in some cases SPT.

The CPT records were converted to SPT blows 
number using the Jefferies & Davies (1993).

Bases on the results of pile load test, CPT and 
converted SPT values, several in-situ test based 
method for estimation of pile’s bearing capacity 
were compared.

Among SPT based methods, Aoki-Vellso (1975), 
Meyerhof (1976), Briaud & Tucker (1984), Decourt 
(1995) and Shariatmadari et al. (2006) were cho-
sen. Two Brazilian methods, Aoki-Velloso(1975) 
and Decourt (1995) have been developed for all 
types of soils, where as other three SPT bases have 
been limited to use in sands.

Five chosen CPT based method in current 
research were, Schemrtmann (1978), DeRuiter & 
Beringen (1979), LCPC (1982), Meyerhof (1983) 
and Eslami and Fellenius (1997), which except the 
latter all of these methods have been developed 
based on mechanical cones.

The results showed that among all of these 
methods, Eslami and Fellenius (1997) shows the 
best prediction with the lowest error and highest 
precision comparing other methods.

Among the SPT based method, Shariatmadari 
et al. (2007) exhibits best predictions, however it 
has been developed only for piles driven in sands. 
Decourt (1995) as a comprehensive method which 
consider a broad range of soils and pile’s type, 
could be considered a proper method, however it 
is conservative.

Table 2. The results of Log-Normal probability analyses.

Method Err (%) Pc (%) Pp (%)

SPT based method
Aoki-Velloso (1975) 13 22 27
Meyerhof (1976) −37 63 35
Briaud & Tucker (1984) −3 37 43
Decourt (1995) −26 79 46
Shariatmadari (2007) −2 38 53
CPT based method
Schmertmann (1978) −30 61 41
De Ruiter-Beringen 

(1979)
−42 71 34

LCPC (1982) −21 52 42
Meyerhof (1983) −16 46 41
Eslami & Fellenius 

(1997)
−1 42.5 66
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Case study of a micropiled raft foundation design in soft calcareous 
sandy soil in Kerman, Iran
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ABSTRACT: The deep foundations are a problem solution for foundations on soft soils with high 
 settlement. The design concept of a micropiled raft (micropiles as settlement reducers) can lead to a rational 
reduction of the number or length of micropiles. An 18 story building in 5 block ((E (25*50 = 1250 m2 
in plan), A, B, C, and D) with concrete structure was designed in Kerman—Iran based on rational geo-
technical characteristic of Kerman clay. Complementary site specific studies showed that the subsoil is 
saturated soft calcareous (N ≤ 10), and raft foundation will settle dramatically. Therefore, in new initial 
stage of foundation design of E block, a micropile was modeled in Plaxis 2D and micropile stiffness was 
calculated. After this, the micropile group and micropiled raft foundation were considered and modeled 
in SAFE8.2 and Plaxis 2D Foundation software and micropile arrangements were obtained. In construc-
tion stage, verification and proof tests show different stiffness from software model results. Therefore 
postanalysis were required. Finally new arrangements of connected micropiles to raft were choosed for 
E block. This paper, first reviews the design approach adopted, challenges and presents the results of 
the field observations. Then, postanalysis of the E block foundation deformation is performed using the 
results of the micropile load tests. The results of the micropile stiffness analyses are compared with the 
measured behaviour of the micropiles, and the appropriate selection of soil parameters used in design are 
discussed. The “micropiled raft analysis” results were chosen as final technical and economical solution. 
Final analytical settlements of E block (micropiled raft system) are presented.

Keywords: micropiled raft foundation, soft soil, settlement

in most cases. A pile foundation designed as a pile 
group is thought to have an adequate margin of 
safety; however, such a foundation design is costly 
and construction work is time-consuming (Poulos 
and Davids, 2005).

In recent years, since Burland et al. (1977) pro-
posed the concept of  “piles as settlement reduc-
ers,” there has been increasing recognition that 
the inclusion of  the resistance of  the raft in pile 
foundation design can lead to a considerable 
economy without compromising the safety or 
performance of  a foundation. The design con-
cept of  a piled raft can lead to a rational reduc-
tion of  the number or length of  piles, because the 

1 INTRODUCTION

In many countries (except for Germany), most pile 
foundations for buildings are still designed as pile 
groups (Sales et al. 2010), in which the contribu-
tion of the raft resistance is ignored even though 
its contribution is relatively large, as shown by 
field monitoring of actual buildings (for example, 
Kakurai 2003). If  a pile foundation is designed 
as a pile group with a conventional safety factor 
(for example, 3) using the framework of the allow-
able stress design, the piles take the majority of 
the load (Poulos 2001) and the designers do not 
need to consider the settlement of the foundation 
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raft  resistance is also  considered in the design. 
 Designers need to  estimate the  settlement more 
accurately in the framework of  piled raft design, 
because each pile is loaded close to its ultimate 
capacity ( Sonoda et al. 2009).

Micropiles have been adopted worldwide for 
variety of applications (Han and Lin, 2006). One 
of these applications is to increase bearing capaci-
ties and reduce settlement of foundations. The new 
concept of “micropiles as settlement reducers” is 
use in this paper. 

Kerman city is situated at the south of Iran and 
constructed on a deep soil mass (Momeni et al., 
2002, Momeni and shafiee, 2005, Momeni et al., 
2011). The Mehre Ghaem project in Kerman— 
Iran comprises of an 18 storey high rise building 
in 5 blocks (A–D), with a podium development 
around the base of the building, including a 2 sto-
rey garage. Once completed, the Mehre Ghaem 
will be the Kerman tallest building. The blocks are 
approximately triangular in plan form, with a face 
dimension of approximately ((E (25*50 = 1250 m2 
in plan), A, B, C, and D). Figure 1 shows a photo-
graph of the building just after the completion of 
construction.

The foundation system for the E block involved 
the use of high number of micropiles, in conjunc-
tion with a raft. This foundation system was choice 
from the easy construction viewpoint in Kerman. 
The foundation system for A–D blocks involved 
the use of large-diameter piles, in conjunction with 
a raft, from economical viewpoint.

This paper describes the geotechnical investi-
gation undertaken for the project and the process 
used for the foundation design. It also presents the 
results of micropile testing and compares predicted 
and observed micropile test behavior.

2 SITE CONDITIONS

Preliminary geotechnical data for the site were 
 available from earlier investigations via a series 
of boreholes drilled to about 40 m depth. 
 Complimentary boreholes were drilled at 11 loca-
tions within the construction site to characterize 
the soil conditions (see Fig. 2). Primary boreholes 
were carried out in 2009 to explore soil stratifica-
tion, to depths of 20 to 40 m. Detailed drilling and 
sampling were carried out in 2010 at 3 boreholes, 
at the different location of the building. In the lat-
ter boreholes, to obtain exact soil stratification and 
distributions of Standard Penetration Test (SPT) 
blow count (ASTM, D1586), N, to a depth of 40 m 
below the ground level, which was approximately 
the effective depth determined in the design was 
adopted. The other boreholes were performed only 
for determine the distributions of Standard Pen-
etration Test (SPT) blow count, N to determination 
of the variable depth of calcareous sandy soil layer.

Figure 1. The Mehre Ghaem soon after completion of 
construction.

Figure 2. The SPT blow count (N1,60) in some boreholes 
(section F-F) (ZRPCER, 2010).
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The results of borehole investigations showed 
that the stratification at each of the construc-
tion blocks is almost horizontal. The soil layers 
to a depth of 10 m are compressible soft calcare-
ous sandy soil classified as SM or ML. The SPT 
N-values are 1 to 10 to a depth of 10 m. The layer 
from a depth of 10 to 30 m is CL or ML, in which 
N-values vary from 12 to 36. 

Figure 2 summarizes the results of SPT blow 
count (ZRPCER, 2010). The ground-water level was 
established to be a depth of 7 m from ground table 
(0.5 m below raft foundation). The total density of 
the soil, ρt, was estimated from the soil samples. The 
undrained Poisson’s ratio, vu, shear modulus, Go, 
and undrained Young’s modulus, Euo, of the soil at 
a small strain level were estimated using the empiri-
cal relationship with SPT blow count. Table 1 sum-
marizes the measured and estimated parameters of 
2 soil layers in that are used in numerical modeling.

3 CONSTRUCTION METHOD EMPLOYED

A commercial micropiled raft foundation con-
structed method was adopted for the E block of 
the building. The time sequence of the construc-
tion method was as follows:

1. The ground was excavated to a depth of 7 m to 
near the ground water table.

2. A 0.6 well graded soil mixed with hydrated 
lime (shefteh in regional language) was used in 
3 compacted layers.

3. Type C micropiles (FHWA, 2000) were con-
structed below excavated ground surface.

4. Construction of the raft (basement floor) on 
the micropiles and construction of the super-
structure progressed simultaneously. The raft of 
E block is under construction now.

4 DESIGN OF FOUNDATION

According to the conventional foundation design 
concept by microple or pile group, each blocks of 
the subject building structure would be supported 
on 50 m long toe-bearing piles in the silty clay 

below the compressible soils without consideration 
of the raft base resistance. However, such a design 
would be costly and construction time-consuming. 
It was estimated that the cost for the foundation 
would be reduced into 35%, and the construction 
period reduced into 50% with constant equip-
ments, if  a micropiled raft foundation constructed 
method was adopted. Therefore, a micropiled raft 
foundation constructed method was adopted as 
described below.

4.1 Design philosophy

The following design philosophies were adopted 
for the foundation of the building:

1. the raft consists of a mat having a thick-
ness of 1.5 m to reach sufficient stiffness and 
reduce differential settlements and structural 
requirements.

2. The bearing capacity of the foundation is esti-
mated disregarding the existence of the micro-
piles, while the micropiles are used as settlement 
reducers.

3. Cast-in situ microliles are used as the settlement 
reducers.

4. The ultimate capacity of the micropiles is 
designed to resist the distribution of the loads 
that corresponds to the maximum vertical loads 
in the micropile group stage (or 0.70*(DL + LL) 
combination.

4.2 Design model for foundation

The foundation was modeled in SAFE 8.2 soft-
ware to estimate deformation of the raft alone, the 
micropile group or the micropiled raft. The raft 
was modeled by the plate, the soil beneath the 
raft was treated as springs connected to the plate, 
and the micropiles were treated as the springs 
connected to the intersections of the plate. Inter-
action between the springs was not taken into 
account, i.e., the springs were Winkler-type springs 
where micropile—micropile interaction was also 
neglected. Note that the bending rigidity of the 
plate was set equal to that of the raft structure.

4.3 Estimation of parameters for design 
of raft alone

The ultimate bearing capacity of the raft, qu, was 
estimated using the TSA equation (Budhu, 2007). 
The allowable bearing stress, qa, was then determined 
by dividing the ultimate stress by a safety factor of 
3.0. In the design of the raft alone, Su = 0.8 kg/cm2 
and ν'

p = 0[degrees]) were used and the allowable 
bearing stress of the raft, [q.sub.a] = 180 kPa, was 
calculated. That is, it exceeded the average contact 

Table 1. Values of geotechnical soil layer parameters.

Soil 
layer

Depth
(m)

γsat 
kN/m3

γunsat 
kN/m3

Euo 
kN/m2

Go 
kN/m2 vu

1* 10 18 15 2500 925.9 0.3
2** >30 20 19 4500 16070 0.4

*Upper calcareous sandy soil layer; **Lower clayey soil 
layer.
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stress of 170 kPa from the building. The estimated 
settlement of the foundation is 0.150 m, which is 
greater than allowable settlement.

The subgrade reaction of the raft, [ks], was esti-
mated on the basis of plate load tests (ASTM, 
D1194), performed (Fig. 3), and the suggested 
empirical relations. The so-calculated value of [ks] 
was 0.1 and 0.7 kg/m3 respectively for micropile 
group and micropiled raft design stage.

4.4 Design of micropiled raft 

In the design . of the micropiled raft foundation, 
estimation of the values of micropile springs was 
also needed. The following procedure was adopted 
for estimation of the micropile springs, because 
micropile load testing had not been carried out in 
the design stage.

Figure 4 shows the P-Δ curve from plan strain 
modelling of a micropile and soil used using 
plaxis 2D software. The micropile is modelled as 
a linear elastic material and soil as Mohr-coulomb 
material.

Figure 5 shows the secant stiffnes degradation 
of  micropiles at the construction site as estimated 

Figure 3. The plate load test results.

Figure 4. The P-Δ curve from plan strain modelling of a 
micropile and soil used using plaxis 2D software.

Figure 5. The secant stiffnes degradation of micropiles 
at the construction site as estimated for the design stage.

for the design stage. The spring value, [Ks.mp], 
which expressing the micropile head stiffness, was 
estimated as the secant stiffness corresponding to 
a target micropile head displacement. The target 
micropile head displacement was conservatively 
set at 0.050 m, compared with the allowable foun-
dation settlement of  0.050 m specified in recom-
mendations for design of  building foundations. 
For the target micropile head displacement, [Ks.
mp] = 25 t/mm for micropiles with d = 0.15 m and 
L = 15 m, [Ks.mp] = 18 t/mm for micropiles with 
d = 0.10 m and L = 10 m, [Ks⋅3mp] = 75 t/mm for 
3 micropiles with d = 0.15 m and L = 15 m. Note 
that various micropile arrangements were con-
sidered to satisfy the design requirement that the 
micropile head displacement should be less than 
0.050 m.

The micropile arrangement shown in Figure 6 
was finally selected from various design alterna-
tives considered after micropile test results were 
obtained.

4.5 Design of micropile group

The foundation behaves as a micropile group with-
out the resistance of the raft at early stages of the 
construction work. Hence, design of the micropile 
group was also required. 

The design procedure for the micropile group 
was the same as that for the micropiled raft except 
that the soil springs beneath the raft were set as 0.1 
(no 0.0, base on sales et. al., 2010) in the pile group 
stage. The response of  the pile group was esti-
mated against the load distribution (0.70*(Dead 
load + Live load)). In the final arrangements of 
micropiles in the end of  the micropile group 
stage, approximately all of  micropiles are failed 
(Table 2), so on the foundation system behave as 
micropiled raft.
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5 PERFORMANCE OF THE 
FOUNDATIONS ESTIMATED 
IN THE DESIGN STAGE

Figure 7 shows the distributions of the calculated 
settlement of the micro piled raft in milimeter. In 
the case of the micropiled raft, the maximum set-
tlement was 0.015 m and the maximum differen-
tial settlement was 0.012 m. It was judged from 
 Figure 7 that the micropiles had sufficient perform-
ance to suppress the settlements of the foundation 
below 0.050 m during the micropile raft stage in 
the applied method.

5.1 Micropile load test

A seris of micropiles were constructed additionally 
for verification test in the site. The verification test 
micropiles was constructed with the Type C con-
struction method of FHWA 2000, having a length 
of 14.0 m and a diameter of 0.15 m. 600 liter of 
grout were used. Two working micropiles having 
a length of 10 m were used for the reaction piles, 
where the distance between the reaction piles and 
the test pile was 2.1 m. A maintained load test with 
a multi-loading stage was employed and each ini-
tial load was held according to FHWA 2000 veri-
fication test of micropiles. Verification tests don’t 
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Figure 6. The final arrangements of micropiles in 
E block.

Table 2. The micropile forces at the end of micropile 
group stage.

Micropile type 4* 1**a,3** 2***
Maximum force (ton) 297 86 32.1
Minimum force (ton) 163 49.8 6
Ultimate bearing of 

micropile
300 100 55

Maximum force ratio 0.99 0.86 1.2
Minimum force ratio 0.54 0.5 0.58

*3Mp (length = 15 m and diameter = 0.15 m).
**a1Mp (length = 15 m and diameter = 0.15 m), Initial.
**1Mp (length = 15 m and diameter = 0.15 m), added 
after post analysis.
***1Mp (length = 10 m and diameter = 0.10 m).

Figure 7. The final deformed shape of foundation 
 underpinned with micropiles (end of micropiled raft 
stage).
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 construction stages and then acted as a micropiled 
raft in later construction stages in the applied method. 
A conservative design method was used to design 
the foundation system. Detailed field measurements 
including 12 static load tests of micropiles were car-
ried out during the construction work. The average 
field measurements of micropile stiffness were used 
for final arrengmet of microlpiles in design. 

This case study shows that estimation of micro-
pile stiffness via softwares in design stage must be 
controlled using static micropile load tests at the 
site in construction stage when a simplified analyti-
cal method is used.
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Figure 8a. The 3014 micropile proof test results. The 
P-Δ curve from 3014 micropile proof load test.

Figure 8b. The 3014 micropile proof test results. The 
secant stiffness degradation of 3014 micropile proof test.

achieve the acceptance criteria (because of the 
incorrect construction); therefore the proof tests 
according to FHWA 2000 were done. 95% of proof 
tests satisfy the design criteria.

Figure 8 shows the results of the proof test of 
3014 micropile. Figure 8a shows the relationship 
between the micropile head load, [Ps], and the 
micropile head displacement, [Δ]. The micropile 
displacement almost ceased at the end of the load 
holding period of proof test. Hence, it was judged 
that the measured load displacement curve corre-
sponded to a “drained” condition. 

Figure 8b shows the secant stiffness degrada-
tion of  3014 micropile. Average Initial stiffness 
of  micropile load tests were effectively utilized in 
micropile group analysis and final average stiff-
ness were so on used in micropiled-raft analysis 
stage.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A case study of a micropiled raft foundation for a 
building constructed was presented. The founda-
tion system acted as a micropile group in earlier 
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Numerical analysis versus in plate load tests on cemented soil layers 
overlaying weaker soil

V.P. Faro & N.C. Consoli
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil

ABSTRACT: Present research evaluates the behavior of shallow foundations on a double-layered system 
when top layer is cemented. It was made an interpretation of plate load tests bearing on double-layered 
systems formed by artificially cemented compacted top soil layer overlaying a compressible residual soil 
stratum. Applied pressure-settlement behavior is observed for tests carried out using circular steel plates 
ranging from 0.30 to 0.60 m diameter on top of 0.15 to 0.60 m thick artificially cemented layers. Then was 
numerically studied the behavior of shallow foundations on a double layered system. Many simulations 
were made for various H/D (where H is the thickness of treated layer and D is the foundation diameter) 
and a new methodology for design shallow foundations on a double-layer system, with cemented top 
layer is proposed. The results presented by the new method are successfully compared with field results 
obtained from plate load tests bearing on cemented top layers.

Keywords: bearing capacity, shallow foundations, cemented soils, double layer system, field trials

Meyerhof (1974), Hanna & Meyerhof (1980), 
Michalowski & Shi (1995), Burd & Frydman 
(1997), and Kenny & Andrawes (1997). Only a few 
(e.g., Meyerhof & Hanna, 1978) dealt with cohe-
sive frictional soils. The method in the latter study 
was used by Sales (1998) to predict the ultimate 
bearing capacities of loading tests on a cemented 
top layer. The predicted values underestimated 
practically all the field test results by more than 
50%. As a result, the Meyerhof & Hanna (1978) 
solution for footings on an artificially cemented 
upper layer overlying a weakly bonded residual 
soil layer with a high void ratio must be associated 
with some uncertainty.

This study combine results from normalized 
plate-loading tests namely Sales (1998),  Tessari 
(1998), Vendrusculo (2003) and Consoli et al (2009), 
with numerical simulations made by Faro (2010), 
that propose a semi empirical methodology for 
design of shallow foundations on a double-layer 
system, with cemented top layer.

2 FIELD TRIALS

2.1 Plate load tests on double layered systems

Sales (1998), to a depth of 1,2m, tested the behavior 
of a plate with two different diameters (D = 0,30 m 
and D = 0,60 m) on a natural soil with the upper 
layer artificially cemented with different thickness 

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

In many countries, urban and industrial 
 developments often take place in terrain where the 
underlying soils are weakly bonded residual soils 
with high void ratios. These soils can suffer a high 
reduction in volume when the bonds are broken. 
The solution adopted for supporting building loads 
on these soils is usually a deep foundation.  However, 
for some projects, a deep foundation may not be 
economically feasible. An example is construction 
of low-rise, low-cost housing or commercial build-
ings, where piling costs can represent an unaccept-
ably large proportion of the total investment.

This research studied an alternative to deep foun-
dations: shallow spread footings are placed on an 
upper layer that has been mechanically improved 
by incorporation of an engineered cemented 
 material. The approach produces a double-layer 
foundation system in which the upper layer has 
been artificially cemented through mixing, com-
paction, and curing.

1.2 Previous literature

There have been many studies of shallow founda-
tions on layered systems, most of them concen-
trating on cases in which a sand layer overlies a 
soft clay stratum; see, for example, Tcheng (1957), 
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(H = 0,15 m, H = 0,30 m and H = 0,60 m), making 
relationships H/D range from 0,5 to 2.

Tessari (1998) made in situ plate (D = 0,30 m) 
load test on ash-cement upper layer, with differ-
ent thickness (H = 0,15 and H = 0,20), making 
H/D = 0,5 and 1,0, respectively. The author noticed 
that the stabilized material has excellent geotechni-
cal properties and it can be used as a new geotech-
nical material.

Thomé (1999) also executed plate load test on 
double layer system, but this time the upper layer 
was composed of sandstone residual soil stabilized 
with industrial waste (ash and carbide lime).

Vendrusculo (2003) performed plate load test on 
cemented soil with fibers. The tests were made to 
D = 0,30 and H = 0,60, consequently H/D = 2,0.

Consoli et al (2009) made an interpretation of 
plate load tests bearing on double-layered systems 
formed by an artificially cemented compacted top 
soil layer (compacted sandy soil-coal bottom ash-
carbide lime mixture and compacted local residual 
soil-cement mixture) overlaying a compressible 
residual soil stratum. Applied pressure-settlement 
behavior were observed for tests carried out using 
circular steel plates ranging from 0.30 to 0.60 m 
diameter on top of 0.15 to 0.60 m thick artificially 
cemented layers. In the range of H/D (where H 
is the thickness of the treated layer and D is the 

diameter of the foundation) studied, up to 2.0, the 
final failure modes observed in the field tests always 
involved punching through the top layer. In addi-
tion, the progressive failure processes in the com-
pacted top layer always initiated by tensile fissures 
in the bottom of the layer. However, the authors 
concluded that depending on the H/D ratio, the 
tensile cracking started in different positions.

Table 1 shows the different results of plate load 
tests obtained in the various studies previously 
reported.

3 NUMERICAL STUDY

3.1 Finite-element analysis of footing behavior 
on layered soils

Faro (2010) used finite-element analysis to simu-
late shallow circular footings bearing on a soil pro-
file consisting of two layers, the upper layer being 
cemented and the lower layer being a weakly bonded 
tropical residual soil. The constitutive model used 
to represent both the cemented upper layer and 
the lower, weakly bonded residual soil layer was an 
elastic—perfectly plastic model with the Drucker–
Prager failure criterion and a non-associated flow 
rule. The modeling parameters included the cohe-
sion intercept (c′), the friction angle (ϕ′), the secant 
Young’s modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (ν), and the 
dilatancy angle (ψ) for each layer.

The author considered the ultimate load capac-
ity as a displacement of 3% of the foundation 
diameter (qu3%) and conducted a parametric analy-
sis varying geometric and geotechnical parameters. 
After numerical analysis, he presented a new meth-
odology for design of shallow foundations on a 
double-layer system, with cemented top layer. The 
new semi-empirical method is presented on the fol-
lowing equations for each ratio H/D.

H/D = 0,25:

q
Pa eu F3 0 2562 004% ,,=

 
(1)

H/D = 0,5:

q
Pa eu F3 0 2902 360% ,,=

 
(2)

H/D = 1,0:

q
Pa eu F3 0 3023 308% ,,=

 
(3)

H/D = 2,0

q
Pa eu F3 0 2565 588% ,,=

 
(4)

Table 1. Results from several plate load tests.

Author
Diameter
(m)

Thickness
(m) H/D

Load
(kPa)

Sales (1998)_1 0.30 0.15 0,5  760
Sales (1998)_2 0.30 0.30 1,0 1150
Sales (1998)_3 0.30 0.60 2,0 2270
Sales (1998)_4 0.60 0.30 0,5  650
Sales (1998)_5 0.60 0.60 1,0 1150
Tessari (1998)_1 0.30 0.15 0,5 1280
Tessari (1998)_2 0.30 0.30 1,0 1940
Thomé (1999)_1 0.30 0.15 0,5  915
Thomé (1999)_2 0.30 0.30 1,0 1990
Vendrusculo 

(2003)
0.30 0.60 2,0 1940

Consoli et al 
(2009)_1

0.60 0.15 0,25  432

Consoli et al 
(2009)_2

0.30 0.15 0,5  912

Consoli et al 
(2009)_3

0.60 0.30 0,5  825

Consoli et al 
(2009)_4

0.30 0.30 1,0 2015

Consoli et al 
(2009)_5

0.30 0.15 0,5  730

Consoli et al 
(2009)_6

0.30 0.30 1,0 1145
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F is the following factor parameters:

F
c
Pa

c
Pa

E
Pa= ⎛
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⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
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+ + ⎛
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⎞
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⎞⎞
⎠⎠

ln ln cos ln1 2c⎞⎞⎞ + ⎛⎛⎛ln 4
2

2EE1′ ′⎞ ⎛
′φ′

 
(5)

where Pa = atmospheric pressure; c′1 = effec-
tive cohesion intercept of the cemented layer; 
c′2 = effective cohesion intercept of the natural 
layer; φ′2 = effective friction angle of natural layer; 
and E2 = Young’s modulus of the natural layer.

Table 2 shows the results obtained by this method, 
for the same tests of represented on Table 1.

4 NUMERICAL SOLUTION VERSUS 
IN PLATE LOAD TESTS

In order to reinforce the proposed equations for 
the design of  shallow foundations on a double-
layered system, and to emphasize the importance 
and usefulness of  field tests, the results of  both 
methods were compared. Point out that the nature 
of  the materials that compose the upper layer is 
quite differently, making a little divergence in 
results.

Figure 1 shows the comparison between the 
semi-empirical method proposed by Faro (2010), 
after its numerical analysis, and the plate load test 
made by the diverse authors with distinct materials 
for the upper layer.

As shown in Figure 1, the observed correlation 
between the values could be better, but still due 
to the heterogeneity of the various materials that 
composing the treated layers, we can considere a 

good relationship between field tests and  numerical 
(semi-empirical) solution.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This work has compared numerical solution and 
field measurements of plate-loading tests on layered 
systems, consisting of an improved upper layer above 
an untreated lower layer of weakly bonded residual 
soil. The following conclusions can be drawn.

− Construction of artificially cemented layers 
immediately below footings appears to offer a 
ground improvement technique that, depend-
ing on local labour costs, may be a cost-effective 
alternative to piled foundations for light to mod-
erate foundation loads

− A semi-empirical method based on finite-element 
calculations provides a new way of predicting 
the limit bearing pressure (qu3%) of footings on a 
double-layered system in which the upper layer 
is an improved cemented material. The solution 
requires the cohesion intercept of the cemented 
upper layer; and the cohesion intercept, friction 
angle, and Young’s modulus of the weaker com-
pressible lower layer

− Field tests are extremely important for all types 
of geotechnical works. They are also essential to 
calibrate the numerical modeling
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Pullout tests on plates backfill with sand and cemented sand
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ABSTRACT: Embedded plate foundations backfilled with compacted soil many times do not bring 
sufficient uplift resistance when submitted to pullout. The techniques of cement stabilization of soils 
are used in several constructions, but aren’t common in backfilling of pullout footings. The aim of this 
paper is present pullout field tests embedded on backfilled with sand without cement and sand stabilized 
with 3% of Portland cement. The foundations were steel plates with 0.30 m and were assented at 0.30 m, 
0.45 m and 0.60 m of depth. After excavations of the terrain (square pits with 1.5 m) and assented the 
plates, the pits were backfilled with the sand or sand plus cement. Pullout tests were carried out after 
seven days of curing for cemented backfills and right after finished the backfill for the uncemented sand. 
Results of testing show that insertion of 3% of cement increases the pullout strength about many times.

and Davis 1982a, b, Murray and Geddes 1987, 
Pacheco et al. 2008). Since then several authors con-
sidered several techniques to improve and/or rein-
force the backfills. At first the influence of backfill 
compaction and material substitution to improve 
soil properties were considered (e.g. Stewart 1985, 
Dias 1987, Bouazza and Finlay 1990).

Nowadays, studies concentrate in the 
reinforcement of backfills with geosynthetics 
(e.g. Ilamparuthi e Dickin 2001, Bhattacharya 
et al. 2008) and in the addition of cementitious 
agents (e.g. Consoli et al. 2007, Ratley et al. 2008).

In this context, the aim of present work is to 
carry out a research evaluating the benefits towards 
the improvement of uplift performance of footings 
embedded in cemented stabilized backfill, analyz-
ing the influence depth of embedment and influ-
ence of the agents inserted on the soil. For doing 
so, some pullout field tests with a foundation diam-
eter of 0.30 m were carried out varying embedment 
depth at 0.30 m, 0.45 m and 0.60 m (embedment 
ratio: 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, respectly) and without and 
with 3% cement contents.

2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

2.1 Sand

The sand used is classified as nonplastic, uniform 
fine sand according to the UCS (Unified Soil 
Classification System); the specific gravity of solids 
is 2.62 and the grain size distribution is 100% fine 
sand (Fig. 1) with an mean particle diameter of 

1 INTRODUCTION

Geotechnical engineers frequently have to deal 
with soils that have reduced strength. In order to 
carry out the design of footings in such materials, 
their base has to be quite large and/or mechanical 
properties of the soil have to be improved. Shallow 
foundations of large dimensions can be extremely 
expensive and generate undesirable environmental 
impacts due to large soil movements. As an alter-
native, the improvement of mechanical properties 
of the local soil can be obtained by treating it with 
cementations agents. Such technique has been 
used with success in several earthworks such as the 
improvement of base and sub-base of pavements, 
slope stability and particularly as a soil-cement 
mixture of a compacted layer over a low bearing 
capacity soil. A few field studies of spread footings 
bearing on cement treated layers, all of them con-
centrating on compressive loadings (e.g. Stefanoff 
et al. 1983, Consoli et al. 2003, 2009a), have shown 
a noteworthy increase in the bearing capacity of 
foundations.

The use of such technique in footings subjected 
to pullout forces is still insipient. Until middle 
1950’s, pullout design methodologies of shallow 
foundations embedded in soil backfills consid-
ered only the weight of the soil contained inside 
a specific failure surface plus the foundation self-
weight as the pullout failure load. Further studies 
included the shear strength of the soil at the failure 
surface (e.g. Balla 1961, Montel 1963, Biarez and 
Barraud 1968, Meyerhof and Adams 1968, Rowe 
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0.16 mm; the uniformity and curvature coefficients 
are 2.1 and 1.0 respectively; the minimum and max-
imum void ratios are 0.60 and 0.90 respectively.

Drained standard triaxial tests were carried out 
on sand specimens molded to a moisture content 
of 10% and a dry unit weight of 15.8 kN/m3 at 
effective confining pressures ranging from 20 kPa 
to 200 kPa. The peak friction angle (φ´) for the 
sand specimens was 39.2ο and peak cohesion inter-
cept (c´) about zero. Initial shear modulus (Go) is 
about 20 MPa.

2.2 Cemented sand

The cement improved sand was prepared in a rotat-
ing drum mixer, by mixing air-dried sand (with less 
than 1% of water content), Portland cement CP-V 
ARI type (3% by weight of dry sand) and water 
(10% moisture content).

Layers of this mixture were built over the 
residual clayed soil in consecutive sub-layers, each 
15.0 cm thickness (half  of de plate diameter), com-
pacted with a manual socket square wood to reach 
a dry unit weight of 15.8 kN/m3 at 10% moisture 
content. These layers were allowed to cure for 7 days 
before being pulled out with circular plate foot-
ings of 0.3 m diameter. Conventional Unconfined 
Compression Tests (UCT) on specimens retrieved 
from this layer after 7 days of curing were carried 
out and compared to UCT results of specimens 
molded in the laboratory by Consoli et al. (2009b). 
Results match perfectly between field and lab UCT 
results, proofing that sand-cement field mixing was 
successful (Ruver et al. 2010).

Consoli et al. (2009b) also carried out drained 
standard triaxial tests on sand-cement specimens 
molded at distinct porosities and cement contents 
and find out unique correlations between cohesion 
intercept (c´) and friction angle (φ´) of the studied 

sand-cement mixtures used in present research. 
According to these equations and the porosity and 
amount of cement used, the strength parameters 
of the sand-cement layers are c´ = 110 kPa and 
φ´ = 28o. Initial shear modulus (Go) of the cement 
improved (3% cement) sand is about 200 MPa.

3 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The project comprises the pullout of shallow 
foundations embedded in uncemented sand and 
cement-stabilized sand backfills. The field tests are 
doing at the experimental geotechnical site of the 
Universidade de Passo Fundo (UPF). Before the 
compaction of the sand and sand-cement layers, a 
thin layer, about 1.0 m, of the local soil (character-
ized by residual clayed soil) was removed through-
out the testing site. After removal, six square pits 
(1.5 m × 1.5 m) in plan areas of improved  natural 
clayed soil were constructed: 3 to sand pullout 
tests and 3 to sand-cement pullout testes. The sand 
and sand-cement test areas consisted of 30.0 cm, 
45.0 cm and 60.0 cm thick layers (Fig. 2) built 
using a manual socket square wood to compact 
and reach a dry unit weight of 15.8 kN/m3 (Fig. 3). 
The sand-cement mixtures were allowed to cure 
for 7 days before testing, whereas the uncemented 
sand layers did not need any curing period.

Plate pullout tests were conducted using a 
rigid circular steel plate 30.0 cm in diameter and 
25.4 mm thick. The setup used for carrying out the 
plate load tests was in accordance with Brazilian 
Standards NBR-6489 (ABNT 1984) and NBR-
12131 (ABNT 2006). The load was applied through 
a system comprising a hydraulic jack, a reaction 
steel beams, a loading platform, and a calibrated 
load cell. Dial gauges (digital) with resolution of 
0.01 mm and 25.4 mm travel were used for settle-
ment measurements.
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Measurements of displacements were made 
directly on the top of the sand/sand-cement at four 
points, localized at the center, 1/3 of radius, 2/3 of 
radius and the border backfill (see Figure 2). The 
gauges were fixed to a reference steel “I” format 
beam and supported on external rods. The load 
was applied in equal increments of not more than 
one-five of the estimated ultimate uplift capacity, 
according with Brazilian Standards. For each pull-
out load increment, measurement of settlements 
was made at the following double-times, started at 
0 min, after the load stabilization. Each increment 
was maintained for 5 minutes until that the last 
displacement is equal or less then 5% the previous 
displacement measure (Equation 1).

L Ln nL L ⋅L ( )L Ln−1 ⋅ (L LLnL0 5≤  (1)

where, Ln is the average dial gauge reading at a 
specified time interval t, Ln−1 is the average dial 
gauge reading immediately previous to Ln, and L1 
is the first reading of the stage of loading taken 
just after stage loading application.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Load-displacement in the pullout tests

Experimental results of 0.3 m steel circular plates 
embedded in uncemented sand are summarized in 
Figure 4, in a plot that relates the applied uplift 
load to displacements at the top and of the center 
of layer for three different embedment depths cor-
responding to 0.30, 0.45 and 0.60 m. Tests loaded 
to failure showed that increasing H/D values pro-
duces an increase in uplift peak capacity of the foot-
ings, with pullout loads of 2.4 kN for H/D = 1.0, 
5.0 kN for H/D = 1.5 and 6.8 kN for H/D = 2.0. 

Similarly to field tests on sand backfill, results of 
uplift load in sand-cement mixtures are presented 
in Figure 5, for three different embedment depths 
corresponding to 0.30 m, 0.45 m and 0.60 m. The 
test results have also shown an increase in the uplift 
peak capacity of footings with increasing in embed-
ment depths from 22.3 kN for H/D = 1.0, to 44.3 kN 
for H/D = 1.5 and to 87.3 kN for H/D = 2.0.

An interesting aspect to be noticed in Figure 5 
is the loading cycle carried out on sand-cement 
backfill with H/D = 1.0. During the application of 
the first load-unloading cycle, which reached more 
that 90% of the failure load reached during second 
loading, the load-displacement behavior showed 
an stiff  and elastic response. Crack was observed 
only near at failure loads.

The variation of failure loads with embed-
ment depth H/D is shown in Figure 6 in which it 

Figure 3. Procedure for filling and compaction of pits 
in layers.
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is possible to observe that the uplift peak capacity 
does not increase linearly with H/D. For the sand 
backfill the curve has a concave shape, whereas for 
the sand-cement backfill the curve shows a convex 
shape. For H/D = 1.0 the uplift capacity is increased 
by about 9 times as a result of the insertion of 3% 
cement; for H/D = 2.0 the increase in uplift capac-
ity is 13 times when compared to sand backfill at 
same embedment depths. Clearly the increase of 
uplift capacity due to soil improvement with small 
amounts of cement has considerable application in 
engineering practice.

Regarding displacement-to-diameter ratios (ε/D) 
at uplift limit loads, values calculated from Figure 4 
and 5 are of around 0.5% and 0.1% respectively for 
sand and sand-cement backfilled layers for H/D 
values of up to 2.0. Berardi and Lancellotta (1991) 
and Consoli et al. (2009a) analyzed the behavior of 
shallow foundations submitted to compressive load-
ing respectively on granular soils and cement stabi-
lized soils and found that displacement-to-diameter 
ratios at compressive working loads were generally 
of the order of 1%. As a consequence of this evi-
dence, it can be concluded that δ/D ratios at uplift 
limit loads are small that the stress-strain behavior 
could be assessed by a rigid-plastic model without 
losing accuracy in the theoretical solution.

4.2 Failure mechanism

The pullout failure mechanism has been inves-
tigated by a detailed observation of displace-
ments, and crack propagation around the plates, 
as well as by exhuming the cemented layer after 
completion of tests. Figure 7 shows examples of 
mechanisms developed in sand backfilled layers 
considering plates at three distinct embedment 
depths: H/D = 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0. Distinct failure 
mechanisms are observed for different H/D values.

For H/D = 1.0 (Fig. 7a), the failure surface had 
a truncated cone shape with an angle with the ver-
tical of  21.8 degrees and a top surface diameter 
around 54.0 cm. For embedment depths of  1.5 
(Fig. 7b) and 2.0 (Fig. 7c), radial cracking was 
observed and final failure surfaces had angles with 
vertical increasing to 26 degrees and 30 degrees 
with a top surface diameters around 74.0 cm and 
100.0 cm, respectively for embedment depths 1.5 
and 2.0.

Figure 8 presents photos of pullout failure 
mechanisms in sand-cement layers at three distinct 
embedment depths: 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0.
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Figure 7. Pullout failure mechanisms in sand layers con-
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(b) H/D = 1.5 and (c) H/D = 2.0.
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At the end of the pullout testing, cracks devel-
oped on the top of the treated layers. Cracks were 
radial, propagating on the top of the layer from 
the center of the plates towards the edges, at an 
applied load of about 90% of the final uplift 
failure load.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The outcomes from this work can be summarized 
as follows:

• The uplift capacity increased drastically due to 
insertion of cement in the backfill for all studied 
embedment depths. Considering circular plates 
of 0.3 m diameter and embedment depths (H/D) 
of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, the uplift peak capacity of 
the footings subjected to pullout changed from 
2.4 kN, 5.0 kN and 6.8 kN to 22.3 kN, 44.3 kN 
and 87.3 kN when the sand backfill was substi-
tuted by sand-cement backfill.

• Distinct pullout failure mechanisms were seen in 
sand backfilled layers considering plates at three 
distinct embedment depths (H/D) of 1.0, 1.5 and 
2.0. For H/D = 1.0, the failure surface had a trun-
cated cone shape with an angle with the vertical of 
about 21.8 degrees. For embedment depths of 1.5 
and 2.0, radial cracking was observed and final 
failure surfaces had angles with vertical increas-
ing to 26 degrees and 30 degrees. For all the tests, 
can be see a circular top surface with a increase 
diameter with the increase the embedment, but 
confined in the backfill (diameter < 1.5 m).

• During pullout testing in sand-cement layers, 
propagation of cracks were observed on the top 
of the treated layers at the final loading stage of 
about 90% of the uplift failure load. That cracks 
have expanded from the center to the edges of 
the backfill. Before the propagation of cracks, 
the load-displacement behavior showed an stiff  
and elastic displacements.
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The use of CPT to evaluate the effect of helical pile installation 
in tropical soils

T.C. Santos & C.H.C. Tsuha
São Carlos School of Engineering—EESC, University of São Paulo, São Carlos, Brazil

H.L. Giacheti
São Paulo State University—Unesp, Bauru, Brazil

ABSTRACT: The uplift capacity of helical piles depends on the shear resistance of the soil above the 
helical plates. During helical pile installation, the soil traversed by the plates are sheared and displaced 
laterally, and consequently the soil structure is disturbed. Considering this fact, the aim of this paper is 
presenting the effect of helical piles installation in the soil mass by means of CPT tests carried out close 
to the soil cylinder above the pile helices. The CPT tests were performed at the CRHEA site from the São 
Carlos School of Engineering, São Carlos city, inland of São Paulo State, Brazil. In addition, an inter-
pretation of CPT tests data for stratigrafic logging are presented and compared to Standard Penetration 
Tests (SPT) carried out at this site. This study showed that the CPT sleeve friction fs data were affected by 
the installation of helical pile in this particular tropical soil site.

Keywords: helical pile, CPT test, tropical soils

1 INTRODUCTION

Helical piles have been used in construction to 
resist tensile and compressive loads. Their use 
includes foundations for transmission towers, 
repair of failed foundations, residential and com-
mercial structures, excavation bracing, etc. They 
are composed of one or more helical plates welded 
to a steel shaft at a given spacing, and installed 
into soil by applying a torque to the upper end of 
the shaft using hydraulic motors mounted on light 
equipment (Fig. 1).

As mentioned by A.B. Chance Co. (2005), heli-
cal piles should be installed with low-speed torque 
motors to allow the helical plates to advance 
with minimal soil disturbance. However, as cited 
Mitsch & Clemence (1985), the installation of heli-
cal piles induces significant changes in soil due to 
the disturbance produced by screwing the helical 
plate into the ground, and these changes affect the 
pile uplift behavior. Lutenegger (2011) stated that 
the degree of disturbance to the soil may be taken 
into account in the loading capacity and perform-
ance of helical anchors.

Hoyt and Clemence (1989) reported that there 
are two most commons methods to determine the 
uplift (tension) capacity (Qu) of multi-helix piles; 1) 
Individual Plate Method, and 2) Cylindrical Shear 
Method. The Individual Plate Method assumes 

Figure 1. Helical pile installation.

that the bearing failure occurs above each indi-
vidual helix (Fig. 2a), and the Cylindrical Shear 
Method assumes that the uplift capacity is derived 
from the shear resistance of a cylindrical surface 
(connecting the top and bottom helices) and the 
bearing resistance above the top helix (Fig. 2b).
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performed at different distances from the helical 
piles after installation, are presented and discussed 
in this paper. The CPT tests of this investigation 
were carried out at the CRHEA site from the São 
Carlos School of Engineering, São Carlos city, 
Brazil. The interpretation of the CPT test data are 
also presented and discussed.

2 INVESTIGATION

2.1 Site description

The top soil of the CRHEA site is clayey mate-
rial formed from igneous rock (basalt) from Serra 
Geral Formation. The top layer is a porous collu-
vial sandy clay with about 7 meters depth, which 
presents lateritic characteristics. Below this layer 
there is a residual soil (from igneous rock) limited 
by a thin layer of pebbles.

2.2 SPT and CPT tests

Initially, three SPT and three electrical CPT tests 
(electrical cone penetration tests) were carried out 
in an area of 480 m2 at the CRHEA site (Fig. 3). 
 Subsequently, eight helical piles were installed with the 
pile tip at depth of 10 m. After the pile installation, 
eight CPT tests were performed at distances between 
0.24 to 0.44 m parallel to the pile axis (Fig. 4).

The distances between pile shafts and CPT tests 
performed in the disturbed soil (after pile installa-
tion) are showed in Table 1.

Figure 2. a) Individual plate method, and b) Cylindrical 
shear method (adapted from Hoyt & Clemence, 1989).

Figure 3. Location of the SPT, CPT tests and helical 
piles (distance in meters).

Considering the disturbance due to the helical 
pile installation, Mitsch & Clemence (1985) pro-
posed the use of lower values of lateral earth pres-
sure coefficients to estimate the helical foundation 
uplift capacity in sand by using the Cilindrical Shear 
Method (Figure 2). Additionally, Weech (2002) eval-
uated the effect of the installation of helical piles in 
marine silt and clay on the axial capacity, and found 
that the degree of destructuring along the failure 
surface may increase with the number of helical 
plates that penetrate through a particular zone of 
soil. Recently, Tsuha et al. (2011) investigated the 
effect of installation on the uplift capacity of heli-
cal piles in sand using centrifuge modeling tests, and 
observed that this effect is more significant in the 
soil above the upper plates of multi-helix piles.

Most studies presented in geotechnical literature 
about helical piles merely affirm that the pile instal-
lation process disturbs the soil mass. However, there 
are few researches to assess the degree of soil dis-
turbance caused by pile installation. Considering 
the need of experimental data about the soil dis-
turbance to the adjustment of the available meth-
ods to predict the uplift capacity of helical piles, an 
investigation of the effect of helical pile installation 
by using CPT tests was carried out. The CPT tests, 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Site stratigraphy

Figure 6 shows data from three CPT and three 
SPT tests performed before pile installation in the 
CRHEA site. This figure also illustrates the soil 
behavior type identified by the Robertson et al. 
(1986) classification charts, that relate cone pen-
etration resistance qt and either friction ratio Rf. 
Considering that the soil profile is unsaturated, qt 
was assumed equal to qc.

The Robertson et al. (1986) classification chart 
identified three different soil types for the top layer 
of 6.5 m of red fine sandy clay, as follow: 2.5 m of 
sandy silt to clayey silt (SBT = 6), 2.0 m of clayey 
silt to silty clay (SBT = 5), and 2.0 m of silty clay to 
clay (SBT = 4). The layer of yellow variegated clay 
 (residual soil basalt) was identified as clay (SBT = 3).

3.2 Effect of helical pile installation

The major aim of this experimental study was to 
verify if  the CPT tip resistance qc or sleeve friction 
fs could be influenced by the effect of the helical 
pile installation. As previously cited in this paper, 
an evaluation of the degree of soil disturbance 
caused by the helical blades installation into the 
soil is useful to the prediction of helical pile uplift 
capacity, as the bearing capacity of each helical 
plate depends on the soil above the helices that is 
modified during the pile installation.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the helical piles 
and CPT tests performed after pile installation (not to scale). 
The distances to the pile axis are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Distance (axis to axis) 
between helical piles and CPT 
tests performed after pile instal-
lation (disturbed soil).

Helical pile Distance (mm)

A1 390
A2 437
A3 300
B1 280
B2 235
B3 300
C2 360
C3 255

2.3 Helical piles

Eight helical piles, with shaft diameter of 73 mm, 
have been installed into the ground at the CRHEA 
site (Figure 4). Figure 5 shows the characteristics 
of the used helical piles.

These piles were installed in the site for additional 
investigation about the effect of the number of 
 helices on the pile uplift capacity. Pile load tests were 
carried out on these helical piles, and the results of 
these load tests are not presented in this paper.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the helical piles 
installed in the CRHEA site.
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Figure 6. CPT test results and interpretation for CRHEA site.

Figure 7. Point resistance (qc) of the all CPT tests (per-
fomed before and after pile installation).

A group of CPT tests was performed close to the 
helical piles, and other group of CPT tests was per-
formed in an area without pile installation to assess 
soil disturbance. The effect of helical pile instal-
lation was analyzed in this paper comparing tip 
resistance qc or sleeve friction fs data of these two 
groups of CPT tests presented in Figures 7 to 12.

The final depths of the CPT tests conducted to 
evaluate the effect of pile installation in the soil 
mass above the helical plates were about 1m above 
the top plate of helical piles with one and two plates 
(final depth from 7.2 to 8.2 m). The CPT tests per-
formed in the soil mass above the top plates of 
the three helix-piles (piles A3, B3, and C3) were 
excluded of this analysis because they represent the 
top layer of this site (first 6.5 m depth) which has a 
quite low tip resistance.

Figure 7 shows all CPT tip resistance (qc) data 
for the tests carried out before (CPT 1, 2 and 3) 
and after the helical pile installation (Table 1). The 
figure indicates that qc data were not affected by 
the effect of the pile installation in the soil sur-
round the piles, probably of the low shear resist-
ance of the tested soil.

On the other hand, the CPT sleeve friction (fs) 
data from the tests performed close to the pile 
were lower than those ones carried out of the area 
around the piles. It indicates that the structured 
residual soil tested is significantly modified after 
be traversed by the helical plates of the piles.

This fact can be observed in Figures 8 to 12. 
These figures only show the sleeve friction data 
between 5 a 9 m depth, because the shear resistance 
of the top soil layer (up to 5 m depth) is quite low.
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Figures 8 to 12 indicate that the shear resistance 
of the soil decreases after be disturbed by the helical 
pile installation procedure. However, as the tested 
soil has a low shear resistance, a similar investiga-
tions in more resistant soil is needed in the future to 
verify and quantify the degree of soil disturbance 
after helical pile installation, to help improving the 
prediction of helical pile uplift capacity.

Figure 8. Comparison between fs measured around de 
pile A1 and the average fs from CPTs 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 9. Comparison between fs measured around de 
pile A2 and the average fs from CPTs 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 10. Comparison between fs measured around de 
pile B1 and the average fs from CPTs 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 11. Comparison between fs measured around de 
pile B2 and the average fs from CPTs 1, 2, and 3.
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pile were lower than those ones from CPT tests 
carried out on the area around the piles. These 
data indicates that the shear resistance above the 
helical plates decreases after helical pile installa-
tion in this residual structured soil. This finding 
should be considered for the prediction of  helical 
pile uplift capacity in this type of  soil. However, 
additional investigations are needed to quantify 
the degree of  soil disturbance caused by helical 
pile installation.
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Figure 12. Comparison between fs measured around de 
pile C2 and the average fs from CPTs 1, 2, and 3.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the effect of helical piles instal-
lation by means of CPT tests data in a tropical 
clayey soil.

The CPT point resistance (qc) were not affected 
by the helical pile installation for this particular 
soil. It probably occurred because these tests were 
conducted in a soil with very low shear resistance. 
Therefore, the use of point resistance (qc) to assess 
the effect of pile installation in the soil should be 
verified in other sites with higher shear resistance. 
It is recommended to use a CPT probe with smaller 
diameter in the further studies to have a more sen-
sible device. An alternative is using a mini cone, 
like the CIMCPT test system (Continuous Intru-
sion Miniature Cone Penetration Test System) 
described by Tumay and Kurup (1999).

It was observed that the CPT sleeve friction 
(fs) data from the tests performed close to the 
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Determination of pile capacity of instrumented pre-cast concrete piles 
in an unsaturated Brazilian soil using CPT and SPT-T tests

P.J.R. Albuquerque & D. Carvalho
State University of Campinas, Campinas, Brazil

ABSTRACT: An assessment of the pile capacity for pre-cast concrete piles via Cone Penetration Test 
(CPT) and Standard Penetration Test with Torque measurement (SPT-T) is presented in this paper. Two 
pre-cast concrete piles, instrumented along the shaft with strain-gages, were built in a Brazilian tropical 
soil found at the experimental test site at Unicamp (State University of Campinas), Sao Paulo, Brazil. 
The soil profile and properties were carefully characterized: they are composed of 6 m thick porous clay 
on top of a residual soil classified as clayey silt. Several electrical CPT and SPT-T tests were carried out in 
order to use the resulting data to estimate the capacity of the piles using existing methods. Compression 
and uplift and pile load tests results were also available, which provided a comparison between measured 
and estimated values of pile capacity. Comparisons were made between tip and shaft resistance obtained 
by means of load tests and the CPT and SPT-T-based methods.

Keywords: load test, CPT test, SPT test, instrumentation

and Vertical Electric Investigation were carried out 
in this experimental field (Cavalcante et al., 2007).

Laboratory tests using disturbed samples (char-
acterization tests) and undisturbed samples (triaxial, 
simple compression, odometer, permeability tests, 
etc.) were also carried out. Static and dynamic load 
tests were also performed with different kinds of 
piles, such as precast concrete piles, steel piles, root 
piles, omega piles, bored piles, etc. (Albuquerque & 
Carvalho, 1999; Albuquerque et al., 2011).

The local subsoil is basically composed of 
migmatites, in which intrusive rocks occur, from 
the Serra Geral Formation (diabasic), covering 
98 km2 of the Campinas region, about 14% of its 
area. Diabasic bodies are also found, incrusted in 
the Itararé Formation and in the Crystalline Com-
plex, as “sills” and “dykes”. At the outcrops, it may 
be observed that the diabasic soil is quite fractured, 
with the formation of small blocks; fractures are 
usually open or filled with clayey material.

Diabasic soil is present in the experimental field 
with a surface layer approximately 6.5 m thick, 
composed of high porosity silty-sand clay, followed 
by a clayey-sandy silt to a depth of 19 m; the water 
table is reached at 17 m. The soil of the first layer is 
weaker than the lower layer and is collapsible, pre-
senting collapse ratios ranging from 2.4% to 24%, 
depending on the pressure applied, according to 
Vargas (1978). Some geotechnical characteristics 
of the experimental area are shown in Table 1. The 
SPT-T and CPT tests were performed at the site 
and the profiles are shown in Figure 2.

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the key aspects to be evaluated in founda-
tion engineering is the use of in-situ tests to deter-
mine load capacity of piles. In-situ tests such as 
SPT, CPT, DMT, PMT, among others, are gener-
ally used to make this estimate. In Brazil, the most 
widely used test is the SPT. In some cases, torque 
can be read (Peixoto, 2001).

It is possible to use two tools to check load 
capacity of pre-cast concrete piles: control during 
pile driving and static load test. This work was car-
ried out in order to analyze the capacity of piles 
subjected to compression and uplift loading. The 
work addresses the behavior of a 14 m long, 0.18 m 
diameter pre-cast, pre-stressed concrete pile driven 
at the Unicamp Experimental Site. Two piles were 
driven, one being subjected to a compressive load 
and another to an uplift load. The pile that was 
subjected to the compressive load was instrumented 
along the shaft with resistance strain gages.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SITE

The Experimental Field for Studies on Soil 
Mechanics and Foundations is located at the State 
University of Campinas, within the boundaries of 
the city of Campinas, countryside of the state of 
São Paulo, Brazil.

Several field tests, such as SPT, CPTU, Cross 
Hole, Marchetti Dilatometer, Refraction Seismics 
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3 TEST PILES AND REACTION SYSTEM

Two pre-cast concrete piles were built in the area 
under study. The pile dimensions are as follows: 
nominal diameter 0.18 m and length 14 m. Their 
characteristics are described in Table 2. The piles 
followed a pre-defined alignment, and spacing 
between them was 1.5 m. One pile head block was 
also built with dimensions of 0.60 × 0.60 × 0.60 m3 
for the compression test pile. A 32 mm bar was 
placed in the axis of the pile submitted to the uplift 
load test (ST85/105—Dywidag).

A 4.5 cm diameter corrugated steel tube was 
placed inside the pile submitted to  compression 
load test during the manufacturing process. The 
purpose of this was to enable installation of instru-
mented bars inside the pile after driving.

The reaction system comprised a reaction 
beam, a double “I” section designed to support 
loads applied to its axis, 5.3 m in length, and 
a steel tie-rod system composed of  ST85/105 
Dywidag special 32 mm diameter bars, nuts, 
plates and steel sleeves (Fig. 2). For the pile made 
for the uplift load test, two concrete blocks were 
manufactured to compose the reaction system 
(Fig. 3).

Table 1. Average geotechnical properties of the experi-
mental site.

Layer e w (%) ρ (kN/m3) c (kPa) φ (o)

0 → 6 m 1.72 24 13.6 28 30
6 m → 16 m 1.52 30 15.5 60 22

void ratio (e); humidity (w); soil specific weight (ρ); 
soil cohesion—total stress (c); soil friction angle—total 
stress (φ).
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Figure 1. Electrical and mechanical SPT-T and CPT tests results (adapted from Giacheti et al., 2004).

Figure 2. Reaction system—compression.
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5 SEMI-EMPIRICAL METHODS USED 
FOR CAPACITY ESTIMATING

The bearing capacity of the piles studied was 
estimated by means of semi-empirical methods, 
appropriate to compression forces. For the uplift 
pile, only the portion of shaft resistance was con-
sidered. The methods studied were the following: 
Décourt & Quaresma (1978); Aoki & Velloso 
(1975); Alonso (1996a, 1996b), Philipponat (1978) 
and Carvalho et al. (1998).

The values estimated using the methods under 
consideration were compared to those obtained by 
means of the load tests.

6 RESULTS OF THE LOAD TESTS

The load vs. settlement curves obtained from the 
SMLT (Slow Maintained Load Test) performed 
followed prescriptions from NBR 12.131/92 
 (Brazilian Standard). The values for ultimate 
load and maximum displacement for each pile are 
shown in Table 3.

7 SHAFT RESISTANCE VALUES 
ESTIMATED BY SEMI-EMPIRICAL 
METHODS

The values for shaft resistance estimated by semi-
empirical methods are shown in Table 4.

The comparison between the values obtained 
from Qλ-est/Qλ, determined by each semi-empirical 
method and load test considered, are shown in Fi 
gures 5 e 6.

In accordance with Figure 5, the methods of 
Décourt & Quaresma (1978) and Carvalho et al. 
(1998) presented the value of Qλ-est/Qλ closest to 
unity (±20%) compared with the other methods. 
The methods of Aoki & Velloso (CPT) and Alonso 
(1996) presented the most safety-wise value of 
Qλ-est/Qλ of  all the methods studied.

In accordance with Figure 6, the methods of 
Décourt & Quaresma (1978) presented the mean 

Table 2. Pile characteristics.

Structural 
load

Nominal 
mass Area Perimeter fck

360 kN 64 kg/m 0,0254 m2 0.565 m 35 MPa

Table 3. Ultimate loads and maximum displacements 
reached in the loading tests.

Load test Qu Qλ Qt δ

Compression 262 220 42 54
Tension 188 188* − 26

Remark: Qu = Ultimate Load (kN); Qλ = lateral load (kN); 
Qt = tip load (kN); δ = maximum displacement (mm).
*without pile mass.

Figure 3. Reaction system—uplift.

D
ep

th
 (m

)

0.0
0.3
0.5

10.0

13.7
14.0

Reference Section

Figure 4. Instrumentation position.

4 INSTRUMENTATION

4.1 Preparing the instrumentation

CA-50 bars (12.5 mm diameter and 0.60 m length) 
were instrumented with electric strain-gauges. The 
bars were attached together and inserted through 
the galvanized tube that was placed inside the pile. 
The instrumented bars were then consolidated 
to the tubes by injecting cement paste. Figure 4 
presents the positions of  the instrumentation 
installed in the pile (compression load test).
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Figure 5. Values of Qλ-est/Qλ obtained by each method 
considered (uplift load test).
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Figure 6. Values of Qu-est/Qu obtained by each method 
considered (compression load test).

Table 5. Skin friction and correction factors obtained 
by the compression load test, SPT-T and CPT.

Test fs (kPa) F2

Load test 28 −
CPT 81 2.90
SPT-T 38 1.36

Table 4. Shaft resistance values estimated using the semi-empirical methods.

Method In-situ test

Uplift load test Compression load test

Qλ-est* Qλ-est/Qλ* Qu-est Qu-est/Qu

Aoki & Velloso (1975) SPT 101 0.53 130 0.50
CPT 312 1.66 350 1.34

Philipponat (1978) CPT 321 1.71 351 1.87
Décourt & Quaresma (1978) SPT 226 1.20 267 1.02
Alonso (1996a, 1996b) SPT-T 130 0.70 173 0.66
Carvalho et al. (1998) SPT-T 176 0.94 192 0.73

Remark: Qλ-est = estimated lateral load (kN), Qλ = uplift test—lateral load (kN), Qu-est = estimated ultimate load (kN), 
Qu = compression test—ultimate load (kN). * without pile mass.

value of Qu-est/Qu closest to unity compared with 
the other methods. The methods of Aoki & Vel-
loso (CPT), Alonso (1996a, 1996b) and Philip-
ponat (1978) presented the most safety-wise value 
of Qλ-est/Qλ of  all methods studied.

8 SKIN FRICTION VALUES OBTAINED 
BY CPT, SPT-T AND COMPRESSION 
LOAD TESTS

The tip resistance obtained in the load test was 
1650 kPa. The CPT test provided a mean tip resist-
ance of 1978 kPa at 14 m, which indicates the need 
of a correction factor (F1) of 1.20.

Lateral friction and correction factors (F2) were 
obtained from the compression load test and the 
mean values obtained in the CPT and SPT-T tests 
down to the depth of 14 m. These values are shown 
in Table 5.

9 CONCLUSIONS

− The results obtained show the importance of 
using CPT and SPT-T tests to predict the ulti-
mate load of piles. However the results also point 
out the need of a correction factor for each type 
of soil and pile;

− As in the practice of Brazilian Foundation Engi-
neering the SPT test must always be performed, 
since it is a requirement of the NBR 6122/2010 
standard, and as the torque measure adds low 
cost to the sounding, the use of SPT-T can 
provide significant contribution to foundation 
projects.
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of North Central Nigeria soils 
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ABSTRACT: Data from borings in six states of the North Central geo-political zone of Nigeria and the 
Federal Capital Territory (FCT) were used to develop geotechnical models for planning and decision mak-
ing. Field and laboratory results were used for the geotechnical characterization and geotechnical mapping 
of the area. The subsurface materials show predominance of silts, sands, silty clays, silty sands, sandy clays, 
clayey sand, laterite, lateritic clays and concretionary laterite. In the basement formations, weathered rocks 
of various degrees of decomposition (slightly, moderately and highly weathered) underlie the overburdens 
that are also underlain by fresh basement rocks. The sedimentary formations that predominate in parts of 
two of the states in the study area (i.e., Benue and Niger states) are made up predominantly of fine sands, 
dense sands that are underlain by shale and sandstone. Wide variability in the parameters were observed 
as the N and bearing capacity values are in the ranges 2–100 and 20–1000 kPa respectively. Isoline maps of 
N-values, bearing capacities and allied geotechnical parameters at depths of 0.6, 2.1 and 3.6 m predomi-
nantly used for placement of foundations in the zone are presented. The models and maps developed are 
recommended for use at the feasibility and planning stages of infrastructural development projects.

Keywords: bearing capacity, isoline map, N-value

The complexity in most geotechnical 
 engineering work is associated with soil properties 
that cannot be specified appriori but have to be 
 characterised. Dasenbrock (2005) illustrated the 
use of  penetration testing and traditional borehole 
drilling technique as standard practice for geo-
technical characterisation. Also, Camp III (2004) 
used soil test borings, penetration testing, velocity 
measurements as well as index and strength prop-
erties for site characterisation of  a bridge location. 
Furthermore, Cetin and Ozan (2003) applied sta-
tistical techniques to delineate and stratify soils. 
According to Coduto (2003), while manufactured 
products used for other engineering design can be 
specified, geotechnical engineers work with soil 
and rock, which are natural materials with dra-
matic variations in properties from one point to 
another. Whereas, in other engineering discipline, 
materials properties are specified before construc-
tion or manufacture, geotechnical engineering 
properties must be deduced through exploration 
(Dowding, 1979).

1 INTRODUCTION

The design of typical civil engineering structure 
is preceded by the analysis of the underlying soil 
structure. The objective of this is to ascertain the 
soil properties that will affect the behaviour of the 
foundation and the subsequent information as to 
the bearing pressures of the soils as a function of 
the soil type, depth at which the soil is been consid-
ered and the related geotechnical characterisation of 
the material. Oliver (1995) describes site investiga-
tion as an essential preliminary to the construction 
process, by which geologic conditions, geotechnical 
parameters and other relevant information which 
may affect the construction or performance of a 
civil engineering or building project are acquired.

Inadequate information at the design stage often 
leads to assumption of bearing capacities and 
allied geotechnical engineering parameters. These 
assumptions are often carried to the construction 
stage and results in obvious defects in designed 
and finally constructed foundation.
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According to Puppala et al. (2006) site charac-
terization basically addresses issues ranging from 
the micro- characterzation of  processes to the site 
evaluation of  engineering properties of  soils. It 
also entails non destructive evaluation and geo-
physical testing to appraise soil characterization 
problems relevant to foundation exploration as 
well as geoenvironmental evaluations. Geotechni-
cal mapping entails the use of  geotechnical data to 
characterise large areas (Clark, 1975; Huang et al., 
1987; Rukpe and Seijmonbergen, 1996; Singh 
et al., 2004; Botha and Willard, 2007). This map 
expectedly, gives a global view of the behavior of 
soils (e.g., bearing capacities of  different layers) for 
which they have been produced. These results in 
a geotechnical mapping that depicts the different 
area according to the bearing capacities and allied 
engineering properties deduced from the various 
locations. Morin (1979) proposed a method for 
computerized automatic geotechnical mapping 
from geoscientific data, while Dyminski et al. 
(2006) used standard penetration test (SPT) data 
for the geotechnical mapping of  South Brazil.

The effect of various geotechnical parameters on 
bearing capacities and foundations have been high-
lighted by Cerato and Latenegger (2007), Kumar 
and Ghosh (2007), Kumar ans Kouzer (2007) as 
well as Kumar and Khatri (2008a,b),. The evalua-
tion of various geotechnical parameters with respect 
to various foundation types have also been reported 
by Ramasamy and Pusadkar, (2007), Yamamoto 
et al. (2009), Anderson et al. (2007) as well as 
Pardo—Smith and Bobet (2207). A geotechnical 
mapping of North central Nigeria based on the 
evaluation of N-values and bearing capacities with 
respect to other allied engineering properties such 
as angle of internal friction and cohesion is largely 
undocumented. This study was aimed at the use of 
site investigation data as tool for bearing capacity 
characterisation across the different geological for-
mations in North central Nigeria. It is specifically 
geotechnical mapping based on bearing values and 
allied geotechnical properties for the area.

2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
OF THE PROJECT AREA

Nigeria is divided into two distinct geological areas 
viz Basement Complex and Sedimentary forma-
tions Specifically the North Central comprises 
the Gongola formation, the Coal measures, Sand-
stone, shale Grits and limestone. These constitute 
the Benue Trough. The terrain is predominantly 
undulating to mountainous terrain. The area is 
covered by this work (North Central Nigeria) lies 
approximately between latitude 80 140 North and 
longitude 40–150 East.

3 METHODOLOY

Site characterisation is preceded by extensive field 
work from which data required for  subsequent analy-
sis are generated. Also, this is further enhanced by an 
elaborate regime of laboratory tests, and analysis. The 
field work for this study was facilitated by the drill-
ing of 443 holes across the six states in North central 
and the Federal Capital Territory of Nigeria. These 
numbers of samples is deemed adequate for the pur-
pose of generally characterization of the area. This 
entailed the collection of 3101 disturbed and undis-
turbed soil samples for laboratory tests and analyses. 
All field work and laboratory tests were carried out 
in accordance with ASTM D 2488, D420, D6026, 
D1452-07a, D1586-08a, D1587-08, D2113-08 and 
BS 1377(1990). Other field procedures are high-
lighted by Acker (1974), Nixon (1982), Skempton 
(1986) as well as Kulhawy and Mayne (1990). Vari-
ability in the data obtained were analysed using 
ASTM D 5922-96 (2004).

4 DEVELOPMENT OF ISOLINES

The underlying principle governing the develop-
ment of the isolines of geotechnical maps are 
based on interpolation and contouring methods. 
Interpolation techniques were used to estimate 
soil properties on a wider scale from results of in-
situ and laboratory tests at specific locations. The 
interpolation techniques that are predominantly 
used include the nearest neighbour, linear and 
cubic methods (Dyminski et al., 2006).

Recent innovations in interpolation techniques 
include linear and non-linear regression, geostatis-
tics and neural networks (Rommanel et al., 2003, 
Zhou et al., 2004, and Kumar et al., 2000). For this 
work an automated computer method was used to 
develop the isolines. This is known to eliminate the 
errors, tardiness and painstaking effort required in 
manual method. Specifically, the SURFER software 
was used to develop the Isolines of the geotechnical 
properties. This was enhanced by the use of AUTO-
CAD Land Development Software, 2008 version.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Evaluation of field data

The field work involved carrying out Standard 
Penetration Test (SPT) at an interval of  1.5 m with 
depth. The blow count obtained is the summation 
of  the number of  blows to achieve the last 30 cm 
of penetration (i.e., the N-value). The N-values 
and the bearing capacity values deduced there 
from are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Standard Penetration Test (SPT) N—values 
and bearing capacity values.

Depth (m)

Range of values

N -values Bearing capacity (KPa)

  0–0.6  2−100  20−1000
 1.5–2.1  2−100  20−1000
 3.0–3.6  4−100  40−1000
 4.5–5.1  9−100  90−1000
 6.0–6.6  4−100  40−1000
 7.5–8.1 17−100 170−1000
 9.0–9.6  7−100  70−1000
10.5–11.1 22−100 220−1000
12.0–12.5   100   1000
13.5–14.1   100   1000
15.0–15.6   100   1000
16.5–17.1   100   1000
18.0–18.6   100   1000
19.5–20.1   100   1000

Table 2. Properties of recovered samples at specified 
depth (1.5–2.1 m).

Property Quantity

Natural moisture content (%) 3.85–39.52
Liquid limit (%) 18.0–55.79
Plasticity index (%) 7.69–36.67
Percentage passing #200 sieve 8.63–60.19
Angle of internal friction (φ) 0–35
Cohesion (kPa) 0–19
Coefficient of compressibility, 

mv (m2/kN)
1.26 × 10−4–3.71 × 10−2

Specific gravity 2.26–2.91
Unit weight (kN/m3) 15.5–18.72

Figure 1. Particle size distribution curve for typical 
North Central (NC) soils.

Figure 2. Particle size distribution curve for typical 
North Central (NC) soils.

6 GENERAL ENGINEERING PROPERTIES 
OF SOIL SAMPLES

The laboratory tests were conducted on the dis-
turbed and undisturbed samples specifically recov-
ered from depths of 1.5–2.1 m and 3.0–3.6 m. 
Laboratory tests were conducted according to BS 
1377 (1990) as well as ASTM D4546-08. The results 
are shown in Table 2.

The typical gradation curves are shown in 
 Figures 1 and 2.

6.1  Evaluation of variation in N-values 
and bearing capacities with depth

Figures 3 and 4 show the changes in N and bear-
ing capacity values with depth. Generally, the plots 
show increase in the N-value and thus bearing 
capacities with depth. This is due to the increased 
densification and closer packing of the soil par-
ticles with depth. These are consistent with the 
results reported by Alhassan and Medubi (2008).
typical for typical sandy formation.

6.2 Evaluation of variation of N and bearing 
capacity values with geotechnical parameters

6.2.1 Angle of internal friction (φ)
The variation of penetration resistance with angle 
of internal friction is shown in Figure 5. Gener-
ally, N and bearing capacity values increased with 
higher angle of friction values.

This was deemed induced by increased inter-
locking between soil particles with increase in 

Figure 3. Variation of penetration resistance (N) with 
depth of borings typical for North Central (NC) soils.
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angle of  internal friction. Also, it was observed 
that the change in N-values with higher frictional 
resistance was steeper in crystalline formation 
than for sedimentary formation. This is due to 
the mixture of  different lithologies in basement 
formation resulting in widely different angles 
of  internal friction and thus wider variations in 
N-values because of  the differing substrata. How-
ever, sedimentary formations made up of  similar 
substrata of  materials resulting in more uniform 
variation pattern of  N-values with angle of  inter-
nal friction.

6.2.2 Cohesion(c)
The variation of N-value with cohesion is shown 
in Figure 6. Generally, N-values increased in crys-
talline but decreased in basement formations with 
higher cohesion. This was due to increase in shear 
strength with increase in cohesion and the attend-
ant increase in N-values because of bonding of 
soil particles with increase in cohesion. However, 
in sedimentary formation, N-values decreased 
with increase in cohesion. This was due to the pre-
dominance of sandy materials in this formation 
for which most of the strength was caused more 
by frictional resistance and less by cohesion. The 
slight increase in cohesion in this formation results 
in loss of friction between particles and subsequent 
reduction in N-value.

Figure 4. Variation of penetration resistance (N) with 
depth of boring for typical North central (NC) soils.

Figure 5. Variation of penetration resistance (N) with 
angle of friction (φ) for typical basement formation 
(North Central, NC).

Figure 6. Variation of penetration resistance (N) with 
cohesion in typical basement and sedimentary formation 
(NC).

Figure 7. Variation of penetration resistance (N) with 
proportion of fines in typical basement and sedimentary 
formation (North Central, NC).

6.3 Effect of particle size on N-values

The percentage of soil particles passing the #200 
sieve (75 μm aperture) is fundamental to index and 
engineering behavior of soils. The effect of percent-
age passing #200 (75 μm aperture) on the penetra-
tion resistance (N-value) is depicted in Figure 7. 
These shows higher N-values at percentage passing 
#200 sieve (75 μm aperture) << 35%. This was due 
to the higher concentration of coarse materials that 
are much bigger than the #200 sieve aperture for 
these types of materials. This caused higher fric-
tional resistance that resulted in increased N- values. 
At relatively higher proportion of fines, the 
N- values decreased with higher percentage passing 
#200 sieve (see Figure 7). Also, at higher percent-
age passing #200 (75 μm aperture) (>>35%), there 
is a reduced rate of decrease of N-values. This was 
due to the higher cohesion value and increased 
shear strength of the finer fraction.
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7 ISOLINE MAPS

Isolines (see Figs. 8–13) were produced for 
N- values, bearing capacity, liquid limit, plasticity 
index, angle of internal friction, φ and cohesion, 
c for north central Nigeria using field and labora-
tory data. These were carried out for depths of 
0.6, 2.1 and 3.6 m, respectively. However, only the 
geotechnical maps for depth of 0.6 m are shown in 
Figs. 8–13.
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Figure 8. Isoline map of N—values at 0.6 m.

ISOLINE OF BEARING CAPACITY
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Figure 9. Isoline map of bearing capacity at 0.6 m.
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Figure 10. Isoline map of liquid limit at 0.6 m.
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Figure 11. Isoline map of plasticity index at 0.6 m.

ISOLINE OF ANGLE OF INTERNAL
FRICTION Ø AT 0.6 m
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Figure 12. Isoline map of angle of internal friction Φ 
at 0.6 m.

ISOLINE OF COHESION AT 0.6 m
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Figure 13. Isoline map of cohesion at 0.6 m.

8 CONCLUSION AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

Geotechnical data from borings in north central 
Nigeria were analysed for the purpose of geotech-
nical characterization of the study areas. Data 
was obtained from borings at proposed build-
ings, bridges, dams and related project locations 
within the study area. Generally, N-values and 
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bearing capacities increased with higher angle 
of internal friction with depth as the formations 
became denser. The N and bearing capacity val-
ues increased with cohesion for basement forma-
tion, while they decreased in crystalline formation. 
N and bearing capacity values increased with lower 
percentage passing #200 sieve.

Geotechnical engineering maps were developed 
for selected index and engineering properties of 
soils at depths of 0.6, 2.1 and 3.6 m. Specifically, 
the Isolines of N-values, bearing capacities, Liquid 
Limit (LL), Plasticity Index (PI), angle of inter-
nal friction (φ) and cohesion (c) were produced 
for depths of 0.6, 2.1 and 3.6 m in North central 
Nigeria.

The maps and models developed are recom-
mended for use at the feasibility and planning 
stages of civil engineering and allied projects.
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Site characterization based on micropile loading test in sandy 
and clayey soils

M. Sabermahani
Iran University of Science and Technology (IUST), Tehran, Iran

M. Nasr & H.R. Elahi
SamanPey Co., Tehran, Iran

ABSTRACT: One of the characteristic advantages of using micropiles in foundation engineering is 
the performance of simple in-situ loading tests to determine the structural and geotechnical behavior. 
Due to the simplicity and cost-effectiveness of the execution, the number of loading tests is increasing 
in many projects. Therefore, a good database is available for the interpretation of test results considering 
the site conditions. In this study, 30 full scale micropile compression loading tests, in sandy and clayey 
soils, are evaluated and results with respect to the soil type are discussed. Generally, it seems that the head 
stiffness parameter, K, of a micropile is affected by the axial elastic stiffness of the micropile, soil type 
and the grout to ground bond stress around the pile. Finally, the elastoplastic behavior of micropiles, are 
presented. The conclusions of these tests could be utilized as a benchmark in every the same specification 
micropile loading test interpretation.

Keywords: micropile, axial stiffness, elastic length

types and ground conditions. Micropiles are tested 
by the static axial load testing of individual piles. 
These tests usually feature incremental axial loading 
until the pile either sustain a predetermined maxi-
mum test load, reaches a predetermined structural 
axial displacement limit, or reaches a predeter-
mined ground creep threshold. Generally, the load 
testing procedures conform to the requirements of 
ASTM D1143, quick load test method.

1 INTRODUCTION

Micropiles were conceived in Italy in the early 
1950s, in response to the demand for innova-
tive techniques for underpinning historic build-
ings and monuments that had sustained damage 
with time, and especially during World War II 
[FHWA-SA-97-070]. A micropile is a small-
diameter (typically less than 300 mm), drilled/
driven and grouted replacement pile that is typi-
cally reinforced. Nowadays, micropiles are well-
known as a mixed reinforcement-improvement 
technique solving lots of  problems encountered 
by geotechnical engineers. In Iran, micropiles are 
widely recognized as a common remedial option 
for underpinning structures with foundation 
problems. In accordance with FHWA guideline 
and after some regional modifications, micropiles 
are constructed by drilling boreholes or driving 
perforated pipe casings to the required tip eleva-
tion, placing reinforcement, and grouting the hole 
through the casing (Fig. 1).

Micropiles are installed by methods that cause 
minimal disturbance to adjacent structures, soil, 
and the environment. Also they could be installed 
in access restrictive environments and in all soil 

Driving of Micropile 
Segments

Upward Pressured 
Grouting Steps

Reinforcing & Pile to 
Foundation Connection

Figure 1. Micropile construction sequence in Iran.
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In this paper some general results obtained 
from 30 full-scale micropile loading tests 
implemented in various locations in Iran, are 
 presented. In addition, some table and graphs 
are illustrated based on the test results related 
to the soil type. This paper is a brief  report of 
experimental efforts and its preliminary results of 
an ongoing research planed to produce a simpli-
fied  numerical approach for micropile  behavior 
modeling.

2 TEST SPECIFICATIONS

The total numbers of 30 micropile compression 
loading tests were carried out in some urban 
locations in Iran via some professional soil 
 improvement projects. All micropiles have a steel 

Table 1. Tests specifications (SIS and SPT micropile loading test reports).

Test Location 

Soil condition Micropile

Description
N SPT
(Ave.)

Length
(m)

Anchor
(φ-AIII)

EA
(kN)

MP-1 Noshahr Sand 23 14 32 3.4E+05
MP-2 Anzali Sand 20  8 28 3.1E+05
MP-3 Anzali Sand 20  8 28 3.1E+05
MP-4 Anzali Sand 20  8 28 3.1E+05
MP-5 Mahshahr Sand 18 20 32 3.4E+05
MP-6 Mahshahr Sand 18 20 32 3.1E+05
MP-7 Mianeh Clay  7  8 – 1.8E+05
MP-8 Mianeh Clay  7  8 – 1.8E+05
MP-9 Mianeh Clay  7  8 – 1.8E+05
MP-10 Mianeh Clay  7  8 – 1.8E+05
MP-11 Mianeh Clay  7  8 – 1.8E+05
MP-12 Mianeh Clay  7  8 – 1.8E+05
MP-13 Bushehr Sand 20  4 32 3.4E+05
MP-14 Bushehr Sand 20  5 32 3.1E+05
MP-15 Tehran Sand 24  8 32 3.4E+05
MP-16 Kerman Clay 23 10 32 3.1E+05
MP-17 Lahijan Sand 24  8 32 3.4E+05
MP-18 Mahshahr Sand 21 18 32 3.1E+05
MP-19 Mahshahr Sand 21 18 32 3.4E+05
MP-20 Mahshahr Sand 21 18 32 3.1E+05
MP-21 jouybar Clay 13 10 32 3.4E+05
MP-22 Boushehr Sand 23 10 32 3.1E+05
MP-23 Esfahan Clay 11 15.5 25 2.8E+05
MP-24 Ramsar Sand 28  4 32 3.1E+05
MP-25 Ramsar Sand 28  4 32 3.4E+05
MP-26 Asalooyeh Sand 20 16 32 3.1E+05
MP-27 Asalooyeh Sand 20 16 32 3.4E+05
MP-28 Asalooyeh Sand 20 16 32 3.1E+05
MP-29 Asalooyeh Sand 20 12 32 3.4E+05
MP-30 Asalooyeh Sand 20 12 32 3.1E+05

casing with outer diameter of 76 mm and thick-
ness of 4 mm, with various size of reinforcing bar 
located at the center of the casing. Nominal and 
technical specifications of tests are presented in 
Table 1. Also All micropiles have been grouted full 
length. As shown, tests are performed in various 
locations in Iran (different cities on north, north-
west, south-west and center of Iran) and in differ-
ent ground conditions (sandy and clayey soils). 
Sandy soils include SP, SM, SC and clayed soils 
include CL and CH.

Load test instrumentation includes a reaction 
beam, two support micropiles for reaction beam 
support, a calibrated hydraulic jack (with maxi-
mum load of 600 kN) and at least three displace-
ment gauges installed on reference beams. A brief  
review of test setup and procedure is shown in 
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Tests setup instrumentation.
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Figure 3. Load-deformation curves.

3 LOAD-DEFORMATION CURVES

The major characteristic output of  micropile 
testing is load-deformation curve which shows 
the mechanical (geotechnical and structural) 
behavior of  micropile under applied compression 
load. These curves are shown in Figure 3 for all 
30 tests in the study. As shown, in the first loading 
stages (<50 kN), there isn’t significant difference 
between curves in the mentioned regions. 
Therefore, the pipe behavior is soil-independent 
in this load. But for the larger applied loads, 
different behavior of  micropile in sandy and 
clayey soils is evident.

4 ELASTIC LENGTH OF MICROPILE

One of the representative parameters calculated 
from loading test results is micropile elastic length 
[FHWA-SA-97-070].

This parameter is calculated from elastic 
displacement and assuming the structural section 
of micropile—including pipe and reinforcing bar 
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surrounded by grouted bond zone—has elastic 
behavior along it.

The calculation procedure is as follows:

L
EA
P

whereeL e
e t r= where −

δe δ δe t= δ r  (1)

In which, Le is the elastic length; EA is the axial 
stiffness of micropile section; P is the maximum 
applied load; δ δ δe tδ δ r,tδ  are elastic, total and residual 
(plastic) deformation of micropile, respectively.

The magnitude of elastic displacement is 
dictated by the magnitude of the applied load and 
the length of the micropile over which it acts. The 
difference between Le and total length of micropile 
is considered as bond length of micropile [FHWA-
SA-97-070].

In sandy soils, as the load is increased on micro-
pile head, the bond to the soil in the upper portion 
of the grouted micropile length is disturbed, and 
the location of soil bond resultant moves progres-
sively downward. As a result, Le of the micropile 
increases with the downward movement of the soil 
bond resultant. However, in clayey soils, the elastic 
length of the micropile remains almost constant 
by increasing the applied load. The calculated Le 
for tests in current study is shown in Figure 4 with 
respect to maximum applied load.

By considering this figure and equation 1, it 
could be seen that increasing the maximum load 
causes further increasing elastic displacement in 
sandy soils in comparison with clayey soils. In 
other words, in sandy soils, total displacement is 
governed by elastic displacement while this param-
eter is governed by residual displacement in clayey 
soils. This behavior has a direct relation with more 
elastic behavior of sandy soils and more plastic 
behavior in clayey soils.

Increasing trend for Le vs. applied load in sandy 
soils and constant trend in clayey soils is shown in 
this figure.

The other major parameter which rules the elas-
tic behavior of  micropiles is the grouted length. 
In this study, total length of  the micropiles has 
been grouted. In Figure 5 it could be seen that the 
ratio of  the elastic length to the grouted length 
in sandy soils are almost constant while this ratio 
decreases progressively in clayey soils. In the 
other word, by increasing the length of  micropile, 
Le is continuously increasing in sandy soils, while 
this parameter remains approximately constant in 
clayey soils.

5 AXIAL STIFFNESS OF MICROPILE

Nowadays, in design of foundations on micropiles, 
the value of micropile stiffness (K) becomes impor-
tant. This parameter is presented in Figures 6 and 
7 for micropiles which was implemented in sandy 
and clayey soils separately.

It seems that this parameter is affected by axial 
elastic stiffness and the grout to ground bond 
capacity of the micropile. However, the difference 
between the K values is related to the average of 
NSPT of the soil. As shown, by increasing the value 
of NSPT, the axial stiffness of micropiles becomes 
greater. In addition, increasing either displacement 
or load of the micropile head, the value of axial 
stiffness (K) decreases and becomes almost constant 
between applied load 200-400 kN. Therefore, for 
design of this type of micropiles with design load 
ranges between 200–400 kN, the value of K could 
be considered as in Table 2.

It should be mentioned that all these parameters 
and results are related to the micropiles which are 
implemented with the same construction specifi-
cation and sizes. However, these outcomes could 
be applicable for design of other micropiles with 
respect to a keen consideration.
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• The load-deformation curves of micropiles in 
sandy and clayey ground are relatively similar. 
However the clayey soils have more plastic 
behavior in comparison with sandy soils.

• NSPT is an effective parameter in the axial stiffness 
of micropiles, K, in sand and clay soils. The 
relation between NSPT and K is presented in this 
paper for both sandy and clayey soils (Table 2).

• It seems that the elastic length of micropile is 
an important representative parameter for 
micropile pre-failure deformations.

• Due to more plastic behavior of clayey soils in 
comparison with sandy soils, the elastic length 
(Le) of micropiles remains almost constant while 
this parameter increases in sandy soils vs. applied 
load and grouted length of micropiles.

• The head stiffness parameter, K, of a micropile 
is only affected by the axial elastic stiffness of 
the micropile and the grout to ground bond 
stress around the pile.
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Figure 6. K value of micropile vs. load or deformation 
level in sandy soils.
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Table 2. Micropile axial stiffness vs. NSPT. 

K (kN/cm)

Ave. NSPT Clay Sand

<15 500–1000 500–2000
15–25 1000–1500 2000–3000
>25

6 CONCLUSIONS

Following conclusions may be presented as prelim-
inary results from the full-scale micropile loading 
tests performed in sand and clay:
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T.I. Tjelta & Pål J. Strøm
Statoil, Stavanger, Norway

ABSTRACT: Statoil is developing plans for the field development at the Luva site in the Norwegian 
Sea at about 1300 m water depth. A soil investigation was carried out in 2009 with the aim of confirming 
the shallow geology at the site and to establish soil parameters for feasibility studies. Laboratory tests on 
samples obtained in the soil investigation revealed that the samples were disturbed due to stress relief  and 
other factors and that the measurements gave soil parameters that may not be representative for the in 
situ conditions. A comprehensive study of the geology and the soil classification parameters at the site 
justified the correction of the laboratory measurements of undrained shear strength. The correction pro-
cedures applied were based on detailed research into the effects of sample disturbance on onshore clays.

or upslope has been observed (Tjelta & Yetginer 
2010). However evidence of mass movement is 
found 27 km north of LUVA. The main aim and 
objective of the LUVA site investigation was to 
develop a thorough understanding of the local 
geology and seafloor conditions at LUVA to assist 
with the field development. The detailed field pro-
gram was aimed at resolving all early requirements 
for regional and local seafloor data for both geo-
hazards and foundation studies. The geotechnical 
information was primarily to be used for the design 
of template foundations and anchors.

2 SOIL INVESTIGATION METHODS

After a thorough evaluation of available options 
Statoil decided to use the seabed founded drill rig 
PROD (Tjelta & Yetgenir 2010). After the PROD 
is landed on the seafloor it is operated remotely 
from the support vessel (Kelleher & Hull 2008). 
For the Luva investigation the PROD was used to 
carry out the following field programme:

− Four continuous CPTU profiles to 40 m below 
seafloor

− Four boreholes with continuous sampling to 
40 m

− One continuous ball penetrometer profile to 
20 m

− Piezometer installations between 20 and 100 m 
below seafloor.

1 INTRODUCTION

LUVA gas field is located in the Norwegian sea at 
about 1300 m water depth (Fig. 1). The site has 
not previously been mechanically overconsoli-
dated. There is a large field of diapirs that partly 
penetrate to the seafloor and rise more than 100 
m above seafloor 20 km west of Luva. To the east 
of LUVA, the slope is covered by furrows indicat-
ing downslope flow formed during the last glacial 
period. The seismic data recovered during the 2009 
Luva soil investigation showed that the region has 
a uniform sediment in the uppermost 15 m, and 
no evidence for slope instability at the LUVA site 

Figure 1. LUVA location map.
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The sampling was done with a piston sampler 
with liner and an inside diameter of 44 mm. Each 
sample was 2.7 m long and once on deck the liner 
was taken out and cut in 2 one m lengths and one 
0.7 m length. To minimize soil disturbance dur-
ing sampling the cutting edge and core catcher 
were modified on board as described by Tjelta & 
 Yetginer (2010).

A comprehensive laboratory testing pro-
gramme was carried out with the purpose to 
evaluate sample quality and to obtain data so 
that soil parameters for foundation design could 
be determined.

In addition to classification tests a large number 
of Constant Rate of Strain (CRS) oedometer 
tests and anisotropically consolidated triaxial tests 
sheared undrained in compression (CAUC) were 
carried out.

3 OVERVIEW OF SOIL CONDITIONS

Three soil units are identified in LUVA area based 
on the 4 CPTU profiles and sampling boreholes in 

Table 1. Soil units identified at LUVA area.

Unit
Depth below 
seafloor, m Soil description

  I 0–12.5 CLAY, very soft, 
soft to medium

 II 12.5–32 CLAY, medium to stiff
III 32–401) CLAY, stiff

1)End of sampling.

Figure 2. Soil profile between 0–20 m for one borehole at the LUVA location.

the upper 40 m (Table 1). A soil profile (0–20 m) is 
shown in Figure 2 as an example.

CPTU and ball penetrometer profiles are shown 
in Figure 3. It can be seen that the soil conditions 
are very uniform across the site.

The overconsolidation ratio (OCR) was deter-
mined from oedometer tests using the Casagrande 
approach for interpretation of the preconsolidation 
pressure (Fig. 4). OCR values interpreted from an 
empirical correlation with normalized CPTU cone 
penetration resistance are also included. The empiri-
cal correlation OCR = k(qnet/σvo′) has been used with 
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Figure 6 shows Δe/e0 values from oedometer and 
triaxial tests from the LUVA investigation. For 
most samples the quality is in the categories “good 
to fair” and “poor” with the latter being dominant 
below about 10 m. It turned out to be difficult to 
determine how much of  the sample disturbance 
that was caused by tube sampling strains and how 
much that originated from stress relief.

Cracking of  the samples due to gas exsolution 
was observed in one of  the four boreholes, however 
the results of  CAU and CRSC did not appear to 
indicate larger disturbance compared to the tests 
on samples from the other boreholes. The reason 
may be due to the fact that the laboratory always 
tried to use the best quality part of  the sample in 
between the cracks. The formation of  the crack-
ing has been studied, and it was concluded that 
methane flux at the cracking site is higher than the 
other sites (Tjelta & Yetgenir 2010).  Regardless of 
the cause, the Δe/e0 values shown in Figure 6 show 
that especially below 10–15 m most of  the samples 
are of  poor quality. This means that the measured 
undrained shear strength, as shown in Figure 5, 

Table 2. Proposed criteria for evaluation of sample 
 disturbance as quantified by the value of Δe/e0.

OCR

Sample quality category

Very good 
to excellent

Good 
to fair Poor Very poor

1–2 �0.04 0.04–0.07 0.07–0.14 >0.14
2–4 �0.03 0.03–0.05 0.05–0.10 >0.10

Figure 3. CPTU and ball resistances.

Figure 4. OCR profile.

k = 0.3 (Powell & Lunne 2003). σvo’ is the effective 
vertical stress. Undrained shear strength from triax-
ial compression tests (CAUC) is shown in Figure 4.

Some years ago NGI developed a set of criteria 
for quantifying sample disturbance based on the 
change in void ratio relative to the initial void ratio, 
Δe/e0, as measured in oedometer and CAU triaxial 
tests when consolidating a sample to the best esti-
mate of in situ stresses. Table 2 includes the criteria 
as presented by Lunne et al. (1997).

Figure 5. Undrained shear strength from triaxial com-
pression tests.
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Figure 7. Corrected cone resistance and pore pressure 
at LUVA and Onsøy areas.

Figure 8. Plasticity index for LUVA and Onsøy areas.

Figure 6. Sample quality evaluation.

will not be representative for the in-situ condi-
tions. In order to arrive at a more realistic and reli-
able undrained shear strength profile, a detailed 
evaluation of  the available data was carried out 
with a basis in recent research on soil behavior for 
marine clays that have not been mechanically over 
consolidated.

4 EVALUATION OF UNDRAINED SHEAR 
STRENGTH PROFILE

4.1 Comparison with NGI’s onshore test site 
at Onsøy

For 40 years NGI has had a soft clay test site at 
Onsøy about 100 km south of Oslo (Lunne et al. 
2003). The geology at Onsøy and Luva is very 
similar. Both are clays deposited under marine 
conditions, have not been mechanically over con-
solidated, and have an apparent OCR due to aging 
effects. Figure 7 shows that the measured cone 
resistance and penetration pore pressure (u2) are 
very similar. Further, classification parameters are 
very similar as evidenced by the plasticity index 
plot shown in Figure 8.

NGI has used the Onsøy test site to develop 
empirical correlations between undrained shear 
strength determined by CAU tests on high  quality 
block samples and samples of  less good  quality 

(Berre et al. 2007). R&D on interpretation of 
CPTU and full flow penetrometers in terms of 
undrained shear strength have led to recom-
mended N factors for soft marine clays (e.g. Low 
et al. 2011).
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Due to the proven similarity between the Onsøy 
and Luva clays, NGI and Statoil came to the con-
clusion that it would be justified to use correla-
tions developed based on Onsøy data on the Luva 
site. However, it must be stressed that it is only 
because of  this similarity that the corrections are 
justified.

It was decided to use four different approaches 
as considered in the following:

− Correction of undrained shear strength for sam-
ple disturbance based on the method of Berre 
et al. (2007)

− Correction of undrained shear strength for sam-
ple disturbance based on plots of su vs Δe/e0.

− Use of SHANSEP parameters to obtain und-
rained shear strength

− Interpretation of undrained shear strength 
based on in-situ tests.

4.2 Correction of CAU tests based 
on Berre et al. (2007)

In a previous Joint Industry Project (JIP) at NGI, 
it was found that sample disturbance has less 
influence on DSS and especially on CAUE tests 
compared to CAUC tests. The JIP concluded 
with a proposed procedure for correcting the und-
rained shear strength of  soft clay at small strains 
from CAUC, CAUE and DSS tests (Berre et al. 
2007).

The correction for a CAUC test on normally to 
lightly overconsolidated clay can be done by stud-
ying the stress path plot. The correction proce-
dure consists of  drawing one line from the origin 
through the peak shear stress point (point B) and 
one line vertically through the point at the start of 
shearing (point A) (see Fig. 9). The shear stress at 
the intersection between these two lines (point D) 
is in most cases found to be close to the undrained 

shear strength for the high quality block samples. 
This was recommended by Berre et al. (2007) to 
be the corrected shear strength that one could 
potentially obtain on a sample of  good quality. 
For other types of  stress paths, please see the 
details for correction procedures in Berre et al. 
(2007).

Berre et al. (2007) also suggested a procedure 
to correct the strength from CAUE and DSS tests. 
Figure 10 shows both measured and corrected 
 values of undrained shear strength as measured in 
CAUC. A best estimate profile for corrected su

C 
using this approach has been suggested in the 
figure.

4.3 Correction based on Δe/e0

The change in normalized void ratio, Δe/e0, has as 
mentioned above, been used to evaluate the sample 
quality (Lunne et al. 2006). In the following the nor-
malized CAUC and CAUE shear strengths, su

C/σvc′ 
and su

E /σvc′, are plotted against Δe/e0. Based on 
this relationship between su/σvc′ and Δe/e0, one can 
extrapolate to the shear strength at a low value of 
Δe/e0. This value should represent the shear strength 
of a sample with minimal sample disturbance.

The normalized compression shear strength, 
su

C/σvc′, from borings at the LUVA area is plotted 
in Figure 11. The results are sorted with respect to 

Figure 9. Correction principle for normally to consoli-
dated to lightly overconsolidated clay from Berre et al. 
(2007), small strain correction.

Figure 10. Measured and corrected undrained shear 
strength from CAUC triaxial tests.
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depth. There is a considerable scatter, but the gen-
eral trend is that su

C/σvc′ increases with decreasing 
Δe/e0. Inspection of the data shows that the scatter 
is largely related to variation with depth within the 
data above and below 12.5 m.

Four curves are drawn based on the data. These 
curves are for depths of 2 m, 7 m, 12.5–32 m 
and >32 m, respectively. The data points and the 
curves indicate that su

C/σvc′ increases as the depth 
decreases. This is reasonable, as the overconsolida-
tion ratio will increase as the depth decreases and 
su

C/σvc′ increases with increasing overconsolidation 
ratio.

Data from plastic Drammen clay and Onsøy clay 
are superimposed on the Luva data in  Figure 11. 
These data are from both 54 mm samples and 
high quality block samples (Lunne et al. 2006, 
and internal NGI data). The Drammen clay data 
are for one given depth (∼7–8 m) and eliminates 
the uncertainty related to the effect of depth and 
overcon solidation ratio. The same is true for some 
of the Onsøy data. The Drammen and Onsøy data 
support the trends interpreted from the Luva data, 
possibly with somewhat higher increase in strength 
at low Δe/e0.

The strengths for OCR = 1, 1.5 and 2 are 
shown from the SHANSEP tests at the LUVA 
area in Figures 12 and 13 for depth of  z > 12.5 m 
and z < 12.5 m, respectivley. Extrapolation of 
the curves copied from Figure 11 to low values 
of  Δe/e0 gives a shear strength approaching the 
SHANSEP shear strength of  about OCR = 2.1 
at 2 m, OCR = 1.7 at 7 m, OCR = 1.35 for depths 
between 12.5 and 32 m, and OCR = 1.13 for 
depths below 32m. This is in good agreement 
with the OCR-variation with depth shown in 
Figure 3.

Figure 11. Normalized compression shear strength as 
function of Δe/e0.

Figure 12. Comparison of triaxial compression strength 
determination, z < 12.5 m.

Figure 13. Comparison of triaxial compression strength 
determination, z > 12.5 m.

The shear strengths corrected according to 
the procedure proposed by Berre et al. 2007 
are also shown in the two figures (Figures 12 
and 13). There is scatter in the corrected values, 
but in average they agree reasonably well with 
the strengths extrapolated from the curves at low 
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Figure 14. Normalized extension shear strength as 
function of Δe/e0.

Δe/e0 with the extrapolated strength being some-
what higher.

The normalized extension shear strength, su
E/

σvc′, is plotted in Figure 14. There is consider-
able scatter, but as for the compression strength, 
the scatter is reduced when the effect of depth is 
taken into account. In contrast to the compression 
strength, the extension strength seems to decrease 
as Δe/e0 decreases. Data for depths of 2 m, 7 m, 
12.5–32 m and >32 m shows similar trend. The 
trend is supported by data from Onsøy clay, as 
shown in Figure 14.

4.4 Interpretation of undrained shear strength 
using SHANSEP parameters and OCR 
from CPTU

SHANSEP parameters (Ladd, 1991) were derived 
for the following relationship by  performing 
a set of  CAUC triaxial tests. The results were 
used to derive parameters for the SHANSEP 
equation:

s s
OCRCCu

v OC

u

v NC

m

σ σv OC
′ ′

⎛

⎝⎜
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⎝⎝

⎞

⎠⎟
⎞⎞

⎠⎠
=

⎛

⎝⎜
⎛⎛

⎝⎝

⎞

⎠⎟
⎞⎞

⎠⎠
 (1)

for CAUC tests (su/σv′)NC = 0.31 and m = 0.79.

Figure 15. Undrained shear strength interpreted based 
on SHANSEP parameters and OCR from CPTU.

Figure 16. Undrained shear strength from CPTU, Nkt.

Figure 15 shows su
C found by using 

these SHANSEP parameters and the OCR 
profile recommended in Fig. 3. A best estimate 
profile for su

C using this approach is included in 
the plot.
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Table 3. Evaluation of N-values with Luva recommendations.

Clay
Nkt 
Range/(average)

NΔu 
Range/(average)

NT-bar 
Range/(average)

Nball 
Range/(average) Reference

Onsøy 10–13/(12) 5–7/(6) 8–9/(8.5) 7.5–9/(8.5) NGI data
General soft 

clays—JIP
10–14/(12) 4–9/(6) 8.5–12.5/(10.5) 8.5–12.5/(10.5) Low et al. 

2010
Recommended for 

Luva
12 8.5Note 9.5 9.5

Note: By definition NΔu = Nkt * Bq. For Luva Bq varies between 0.6 and 0.8. If  Nkt is taken as 12 as in Table 3 above, 
using Bq = 0.7, this means NΔu = 8.5.

Figure 17. Undrained shear strength from CPTU, NΔu.

Figure 18. Undrained shear strength from ball.

4.5 Interpretation of undrained shear strength 
based on in situ tests

The four CPTU profiles to 35–40 m showed quite 
similar conditions across the Luva area (Figure 3). 
su

C was interpreted from the in situ test results 
using the following formula based on the CPTU 
and ball test results:

Su
C = (qt − σv0)/Nkt

Su
C = (u2 − uo)/NΔu

Su
C = (qball,corr)/Nball

Luva clay is reasonably comparable to Onsøy and 
Troll clays as regards to geotechnical  parameters. 
It is therefore a potential to evaluate N-factors 
based on high quality in situ and  laboratory tests 
at Onsøy and Troll.

Figures 16 to 18 show su
C computed from CPTU 

and ball data using the N-factors as recommended 
in Table 3. Each figure also includes a best estimate 
profile for su

C.

5 RECOMMENDING UNDRAINED 
SHEAR STRENGTH AND ANISOTROPY 
FACTORS

Figure 19 summarises the undrained shear strength 
interpreted from the above four approaches. The 
corrected su

C values are given as points for each 
CAUC test, while for the other approaches best 
estimate lines are given.

Figure 19 includes an overall best estimate 
profile based on the four approaches discussed 
above.

The shear strengths and the corresponding shear 
strength anisotropy ratios are presented in Table 4 
based on the Δe/e0 approach for the evaluation of 
the undrained shear strength.

The strength anisotropy ratio is close to 
su

E/su
C = 0.5, which is a reasonable value for high 

quality samples, like Onsøy block samples and 
SHANSEP consolidated plastic Drammen clay 
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Table 4. Strengths and strength anisotropy ratios at low 
Δe/e0-values.

Depth (m) su
C/σvc′ su

E/σvc′ su
E/su

C

2 0.56 0.285 0.51
7 0.47 0.235 0.50
12.5–32 0.39 0.20 0.51
>32 0.34 0.17 0.50

Figure 19. Undrained shear strength from the four 
methods.

at various overconsolidation ratios (Lunne & 
Andersen 2007; Andersen et al. 1988).

Taking into account that Onsøy data in the 
NGI data base on block samples gives su

E/su
C ratios 

varying from 0.48 to 0.51 it is believed that the val-
ues based on the Δe/e0 correction is realistic. It is 
recommended to use an average of 0.51 over the 
depth interval of 0–40 m.

DSS tests were not performed in connection 
with the Luva soil investigation. Based on evalu-
ation of laboratory tests on Onsøy block samples 
and other NGI in-house data an anisotropy ratio 
su

DSS/su
C of 0.67 is recommended.

The temperature on the seabed at the Luva 
site is –0.9° C, while the laboratory tests were 
carried out at room temperature of  about 20° 
C. Some parallel CAUC tests at 0.5° C and 20° 
C showed that it can also be justified to increase 

the undrained shear strength by 10% due to this 
 temperature effect.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An advanced soil investigation was carried out 
at the Luva site in the Norwegian Sea in 1300 m 
water depth using a seafloor drilling rig. The soil 
investigation programme consisted of four con-
tinuous CPTU profiles to 40 m below seafloor, one 
ball penetrometer profile to 20 m and four bore-
holes with continuous piston sampling to 40 m. 
The laboratory tests showed that the samples were 
disturbed so that the measured strength and defor-
mation parameters were not representative for in 
situ conditions. The sample disturbance is thought 
to be caused by a combination of tube sampling 
strains and large stress relief  causing gas in solu-
tion in situ coming out of solution and disturbing 
the samples.

The clay at the Luva site is deposited under 
marine conditions and has never been mechanically 
over consolidated. However, it has an apparent over 
consolidation caused by aging. NGI’s onshore soft 
clay test site at Onsøy has a very similar geological 
history as Luva. Measured soil properties are also 
very similar as evidenced by the measured CPTU 
cone resistance and pore pressure and also water 
content and liquid and plastic limits. Over several 
decades NGI has done research into soil behaviour 
on the Onsøy and other  Norwegian soft marine 
clays. This research has resulted in reliable correla-
tions between undrained shear strength measured 
on high quality block samples and less good qual-
ity tube samples. Correlations between undrained 
shear strength and results of CPTU and full flow 
penetrometers have also been developed. Due to 
the proven similarity between the Onsøy and the 
Luva site, Statoil and NGI were of the opinion 
that it was justified to use correlation developed 
for Norwegian onshore soft clay on the Luva clay 
measurements.

Based on the correlations developed for the 
onshore Marine clays four approaches were used 
for establishing an in situ undrained shear strength 
profile:

1. Correction based on correlation between block 
sample lab strength and somewhat disturbed 
tube samples

2. Correction based on measurements of the 
 sample quality parameter Δe/e0

3. Use of SHANSEP parameters
4. Interpretation of CPTU and ball penetrometer 

parameters.
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Undrained shear strength profiles using these 
four approaches confirmed each other and gave 
confidence to the recommended strength profile.

Since the seafloor temperature at Luva is as low 
as –0.9° C a correction for temperature effects may 
also be applied.

It is important to bear in mind that the cor-
rections described in this paper could be applied 
only because of  the comprehensive compari-
son of  the Luva and Onsøy sites showing their 
similarity.

7 RECOMMENDATIONS

All members of the soil laboratory at Norwegian 
Geotechnical Institute were involved in the tests in 
this study, and their input was greatly appreciated. 
Statoil is greatly acknowledged for giving permis-
sion to publish this material.
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Axial response of driven piles in clays from seismic piezocone tests
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ABSTRACT: The response of deep foundations to axial loading can be evaluated from the profiles of 
four independent readings provided by the seismic piezocone test (SCPTu): qt, fs, u2, and Vs. The multiple 
penetrometer readings are used for direct capacity evaluations and the Vs measurements enable the evalu-
ation of the fundamental soil stiffness (Gmax). Together, this permits the derivation of the load-settlement 
response by integrating Randolph elastic solutions with G/Gmax reduction schemes. Back-analyses of pile 
load tests applied within the framework of elastic solutions and SCPTu data also enable generation of 
site-specific stiffness reduction trends that can be applied with care for predictions for similar soil and pile 
conditions. A review of selected direct capacity methods is presented along with case studies of driven 
piles in clayey soils in Ireland, Scotland, Quebec, and Utah.

measurements of shear wave velocity (Vs) in addition 
to the penetration test parameters of tip resistance 
(qt), sleeve friction (fs), and porewater pressure 
(u2) within a single sounding. The penetrometer 
readings facilitate assessment of the peak strength 
on the stress-strain-strength curve corresponding 
to the pile capacity. The downhole geophysics (in 
terms of Vs) are used to calculate Gmax (=ρΤ ⋅ Vs

2, 
where ρ = γT/ga; γT = soil total unit weight and 
ga = gravitational acceleration) corresponding to 
the initial soil deformation on the stress-strain-
strength curve.

There are several direct CPT-based pile design 
methods that scale the data from penetrometer 
readings up to the shaft and base resistances of 
the pile foundations. Of special interest are the two 
methods that utilize multiple penetrometer readings 
to estimate fp and qb, namely, Unicone method 
(Eslami & Fellenius 1997; Fellenius 2002), and 
KTRI method (Takesue et al. 1998). These methods 
are summarized in Table 1. Representations of the 
KTRI and Unicone methods in chart forms are 
shown in Figure 1. These results, combined within 
the framework of elastic continuum solutions by 
Randolph & Wroth (1978, 1979) can be used to 
predict the entire axial load-displacement behavior 
of pile foundations.

3 ANALYTICAL ELASTIC SOLUTION

The Randolph-type closed-form elastic pile 
solution enables the evaluation of the complete 

1 INTRODUCTION

Axial pile foundation analysis consists of evaluating 
the total pile capacities (Qt = Qcap) for design and the 
amounts of load transferred to the pile shaft (Qs) 
and the base (Qb). It also includes assessment of 
the magnitudes of pile displacements for different 
loads, traditionally represented in terms of the load-
displacement (Q-w) response. The total capacity of 
a circular pile foundation is calculated from:

Qt = Qs + Qb = Σ(fpi ⋅ π ⋅ d ⋅ Δzi) + qb ⋅ π ⋅ d2/4 (1)

where fpi is the unit side resistance and π⋅d⋅Δzi is 
the shaft surface area corresponding to the ith soil 
layer; qb is the unit end bearing resistance and 
π ⋅ d2/4 represents the toe/base area of the pile. 
For non-circular piles an equivalent value of pile 
diameter (d) is conveniently adopted.

These evaluations can be performed via field 
measurements from pile load tests, numerical 
modeling, empirically derived methods, analytical 
solutions, or a possible combination of more than just 
one approach. This paper focuses on a combination 
of empirical approach with an analytical method to 
compare estimates with field measurements.

2 CPT METHODS FOR PILE RESPONSE 
EVALUATION

The seismic piezocone test (SCPTu) is a quick 
and optimal in-situ test that provides downhole 
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load-displacement-capacity (Q-w-Qult) response for 
the axial loading of deep foundations (see Fig. 2). 
The displacements are obtained corresponding 
to  different loads starting from those applicable 
to small strains (γs < 10−6) up to the Qult as γs → 
∞. For the initial displacements, corresponding to 
the small strain levels, the fundamental stiffness in 
terms of initial shear modulus (Gmax) can be applied. 

Table 1. Direct CPT methods for pile capacity evaluation.

Method Reference

*Unicone
fp = Cse ⋅ qE
qb = Cte ⋅ (qt – u2)
Cse and Cte are the side and the 

toe correlation coefficients

Eslami & 
Fellenius 1997

Fellenius 2002

**KTRI
Estimates fp from measured fs 

and excess porewater pressure, 
Δu2 = u2 – uo. It does not indicate 
a means for evaluating qb.

Takesue et al. 1998

*See Figure 1a for soil classification and Cse . Cte is generally 
taken as 1. For pile diameter d > 0.4 m, Cte = 1/(3d).
**Refer to Figure 1b for relevant expressions.

Figure 1. (a) Unicone chart for zone number and soil 
type (after Eslami & Fellenius 1997), (b) KTRI method 
for side friction of piles (after Takesue et al. 1998).

Figure 2. Randolph analytical elastic pile solution for 
axial compression loading.

Figure 3. Elastic pile solution for tensile (uplift) loading.

However, in order to account for the non-linearity 
of stress-strain response of soil, appropriate algo-
rithms from the relevant research studies, such as 
proposed by Fahey & Carter (1993), can be applied 
to obtain the stiffness for operational load levels.

The solution accounts for piles in homogeneous 
soils (constant Gmax with depth) as well as Gibson-
type soil models (linearly-increasing Gmax profiles 
with depth). It covers floating-type piles (GsL = Gsb) 
and end-bearing type piles where the base rests on 
a stiffer stratum (Gsb > GsL). This solution also 
enables evaluation of the percent load transferred 
to the pile base (Qb) for each stage of total top 
loading (Qt).
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The original solution can be rearranged for 
tensile (or uplift) type of  loadings to account for 
the applicable parts relevant to such loading modes 
(see Fig. 3). Herein, the contribution of  base to 
the pile capacity can be conveniently neglected, 
as the axial capacity in uplift is primarily derived 
from the side shear, resulting from tensile mode of 
loading directed upward at the pile top. Because of 
a Poisson effect, Qs(t) under tension is generally less 
than Qs(c) of  the same pile loaded in compression. 
Elhakim & Mayne (2002) statistically showed that 
the uplift (tension) capacity averages around 70% 
of the side/shaft capacity in compression. This 
is consistent with values reported by Coyle & 
Castello (1981) for driven piles. To account for 
this aspect, the factor of  1.43 has been applied to 
the elastic solution for tension or uplift piles per 
Figure 3.

4 CASE STUDY APPLICATIONS

The analytical elastic pile solution coupled with 
direct CPTu interpretative methods were applied 
for seven case studies involving axial load testing 
of driven piles in clayey soils at four sites from 
different parts of the world. A summary of the pile 
load test sites indicating their locations, respective 
soil types and the sources of the data/information is 

given in Table 2, while Table 3 provides information 
on the characteristics of the driven piles tested at 
these sites.

4.1 Kinnegar site

An extensive program of pile load tests was 
conducted at a site on the shores of Belfast Lough 
in Northern Ireland. The 6 m long, 250 mm square 
precast concrete test piles were embedded in soft, 
estuarine, lightly overconsolidated, organic clay-
silt that extended to about 9 m and load tested 
axially. The stratigraphy close to ground level 
comprised 1 m of top soil interbedded with gravel 
fill overlying 0.7 m of medium dense fine organic 
silty sand (McCabe & Lehane 2006). The site has 
been extensively investigated and reported for its 
geotechnical properties. Representative profiles of 
the relevant SCPTu readings are shown in Figure 4. 
The current analysis has been conducted on the 
single reference piles tested in compression as well 
as tension at this site.

4.2 Bothkennar site

The UK soft, low OCR, high plasticity clay test 
bed site located on the bank of the Forth estuary, 
south of Kincardine village near Bothkennar, 
Scotland was set up by the Science and Engineering 

Figure 4. SCPTu profiles at Kinnegar site, Belfast, N. 
Ireland.

Table 2. Pile load test sites.

Load test site Location Soil type Reference

Kinnegar site (KG) Near Belfast in 
Northern Ireland

Thin layer of very silty/
clayey sand over 
clayey silt (sleech)

McCabe & 
Lehane 2006

Bothkennar site (BK) Bothkennar, Scotland, UK Post glacial soft silty clay 
to clayey silt

Lehane 1992

Saint Alban site (S A) Quebec, Canada Sensitive marine clay Konrad & Roy 1987
Utah Department of 

Transportation site (UDOT)
South Temple and I-15, 

Salt Lake City, Utah, USA
Lean clay with silty 

sand layers
Garner 2007

Table 3. Pile characteristics for selected pile load tests.

Pile load 
test/number

Pile 
type L (m)

d (m)/
B (m)

Ep 
(MPa)

Loading 
mode

KG 1 SPC  6.00 0.25 35,500 C
KG 2 SPC  6.00 0.25 35,500 T
BK 1 CSP  5.00 0.102 67,800 T
BK 2 CSP  1.95 0.102 67,800 C
BK 3 CSP  4.70 0.102 67,800 C
S A CSP  7.60 0.22 31,600 C
UDOT CSP 12.20 0.324 51,900 C

*SPC: square precast concrete; CSP: Close-ended steel 
pipe; C: Compression; T: Tension (uplift).
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Research Council. At this site, the 101.6 mm 
diameter Imperial College Pile (ICP) was load 
tested in axial compression and tension at varying 
embedment depths driven through 1 to 1.2 m deep 
prebored holes (Lehane 1992). Figure 5 shows the 
profiles of the readings obtained by advancing 
SCPTu at this site. For the current study two 
compression and one tension load tests detailed in 
Table 3 were analyzed.

4.3 Saint Alban site

The Saint Alban test site, maintained by the 
University of Laval Geotechnical group, located 
80 km west of Quebec City, Canada was formed 
during the late Pleistocene period. It is a deposit of 
low plasticity, slightly overconsolidated sensitive 
Champlain Sea clay. The typical soil profile con-
sists of 0.4 m of top soil, 1.2 m of weathered clay 
crust, 8.2 m of soft clay, 4.0 m of very soft clayey 
silt, and a deep layer of dense sand from 13.7 m 
to more than 25 m (Roy et al. 1982). A 220 mm 
diameter, 7.6 m long closed-ended driven steel pipe 
pile was load tested in axial compression. Profiles 
of SCPTu readings taken at this site are shown in 
Figure 6.

4.4 Utah Department of Transportation site

The test site is located on property owned by the 
Utah Department of Transportation at South Tem-
ple and I-15 in Salt Lake City, Utah, USA. The soil 
is normally consolidated below 6.5 m depth with 
OCR increasing as depth decreases. The typical 
soil profile consists of 1 m of moist fat clay over 
3.0 m of wet lean clay with silty sand seams over 
1 m of silty sand over 6 m of wet sensitive lean 
clay with silt and silty sand layers (Cole 2003, and 
Garner 2007). A 324 mm diameter, 12.2 m long 
 closed-ended driven steel pipe pile was load tested 
in axial compression. SCPTu profiles at this site 
are shown in Figure 7.

5 RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS

Two direct CPT based methods, namely Unicone 
and KTRI, described earlier were employed to esti-
mate pile capacities for the six load tests conducted 
at three sites. These methods could not be applied to 
the seventh pile load test (S A) due to non availabil-
ity of fs data in the cited references. For comparison 
purposes, pile capacities were evaluated from the 
field load test measurements using Davisson’s offset 
(Davisson 1992) and Chin’s hyperbolic (Chin 1970) 
interpretive methods for all seven load tests. A sum-
mary of the estimated Qt from different methods is 
shown in Table 4. It is relevant to mention that the 
base capacities for these piles could only be evalu-
ated from Unicone method, since KTRI method 
estimates the shaft capacity only. The values of Qt 
reported for KTRI method were, thus, calculated 
by summing estimates of Qb from Unicone method 
and Qs from KTRI method.

There is a considerable scatter in the estimated 
capacities obtained via different methods for each 
pile. The KTRI method yields conservative results 
for all the piles and sites.

Application of the Randolph analytical 
approach together with the Gmax profiles enabled 

Figure 5. SCPTu profiles at Bothkennar site in Scotland.

Figure 6. SCPTu profiles at Saint Alban, Quebec, 
Canada.

Figure 7. SCPTu profiles UDOT site, Salt Lake City, 
USA.
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estimation of complete load-displacement response 
for the seven piles. The operational GsL at different 
load levels, obtained from the modulus reduction 
scheme by Fahey & Carter (1993), were applied 
for estimating the corresponding settlements. 
The graphical comparison of the measured load 
test results and those calculated using the elastic 
solution and SCPTu data are shown in Figures 8 
to 11, indicating acceptable matches. These Figures 
also show the respective Davisson’s offset lines as 
well as Chin’s hyperbolic asymptote interpretations 
of pile capacities. For the Saint Alban site, Qb vs. wt 
and Qs vs. wt were also calculated from the elastic 
solution and plotted for comparison with measured 
results (see Figure 10). The discrepancies between 
the measured and calculated results, seen in some 
portions of the Q-w curves, can be attributed to 
the selection and use of appropriate curve fitting 
coefficients and exponents in the adopted modulus 
reduction scheme. Therefore, selection of an 
appropriate stiffness reduction scheme also plays 
an important role in matching estimates with field 
results.

Table 4. Summary of pile capacities from different 
methods.

Pile load 
test/number

Total axial capacity, Qt (kN)

Unicone KTRI
Davisson’s 
offset

Chin’s 
hyperbolic

KG 1  84.45  50.13  53.33  60.30
KG 2  70.07  35.75  50.19  72.32
BK 1  19.02   5.00  21.95  26.14
BK 2   7.86   3.07   7.55   8.34
BK 3  21.88   8.39  31.17  32.85
S A – –  83.24 119.95
UDOT 461.53 250.86 455.92 578.10

Figure 8. Measured and predicted pile load-
 displacement response at Kinnegar site, Belfast,  Northern 
Ireland.

Figure 9. Measured and predicted pile load-
displacement response at Bothkennar site, Scotland.

Figure 10. Measured and predicted pile load-
displacement response at Saint Alban site, Quebec, Canada.

Figure 11. Measured and predicted pile load-
displacement response at UDOT test site, Salt Lake 
City, USA.

6 STIFFNESS REDUCTION EVALUATIONS 
FROM BACK-ANALYSIS OF PILE LOAD 
TESTS

In addition to the forward prediction of pile response 
to axial loading, the Randolph analytical elastic pile 
solution together with Vs profiles from SCPTu can 
be exploited to derive site-specific stiffness reduction 
trends from back analysis of pile load tests. The strain 
dependent stiffness reduction, expressed in terms of 
operational shear stiffness normalized with respect 
to initial shear stiffness [GsL/GsL(max)] is obtained by 
introducing a ‘pseudo-strain’ defined as the ratio 
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between the pile top displacement and its diameter 
(wt/d). The other inputs for the elastic solution 
include pile dimensions (L, d), pile stiffness (Ep), axial 
loads (Qt) and their corresponding displacements 
(wt) from pile load tests, pile-soil stiffness ratio (λ), 
soil modulus variation factor (ρE) obtained from the 
Vs profile of SCPTu and measure of influence radius 
(ζ). This procedure allows one to derive appropriate 
values of the operational shear stiffness (GsL) for 
different values of wt from the following rearranged 
elastic solution for axial compression and tensile 
loading modes, respectively:
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It is also pertinent to mention that hidden in the 
parameters on the right hand sides of Equations 2 
and 3 is the input of GsL. A trial and error method 
or a computer program capable of running the 
required iterations can be used to match the val-
ues of GsL on both sides. The operative shear stiff-
ness so obtained and expressed in terms of GsL/
GsL(max) as a function of wt/d (%) enables predic-
tion of axial compression loads for different stages 
of pile settlements from the same elastic solution. 
The methodology is summarized below, as modi-
fied after Berardi & Bovolenta (2005):
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Following the aforementioned approach, stiff-
ness reduction trends were captured from back 
analysis of pile load tests at the four sites analyzed 
in this study. These trends are shown in Figure 12. 
Equation 4 gives a generalized expression to define 
these trends, and the respective coefficients and 
exponents relevant to the four sites are given in 
Table 5.
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(4)

Of particular interest, no evaluation of axial 
capacity is needed to derive the curves in Figure 12. 
That is, the results depend solely on the initial 

Figure 12. Normalized operational shear stiffness as 
function of pseudo-strain from back-analyses of pile 
load tests.

Table 5. Site specific coefficients and exponents for 
Equation 4.

Load test site A B C n

Kinnegar site  0.68 6.45 0.78 1.05
Bothkennar site 19.96 7.5 0.98 0.75
Saint Alban site 10.85 0.2 0.98 0.62
Utah DOT site  3.95 2.0 0.85 0.65

shear modulus and elastic pile solution. However, 
as evident by the individual site-specific stiffness 
reduction curves, considerable variance in the G/
Gmax trends with pseudo-strain exist. It may be 
possible to explore these observational differences 
by giving due considerations to the detailed char-
acteristics of the soil deposits (e.g., origin, stress 
history, plasticity, rate of loading, etc.) and type 
of pile systems. It is also important to reiterate 
that Equation 4 and Table 5 have been derived for 
the site conditions analyzed herein. Therefore, due 
care must be exercised in applying these only to the 
sites similar in profiles of geotechnical engineering 
properties and stress history where piles with com-
parable properties are intended to be used.

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A closed-form Randolph-type elastic continuum 
pile model together with optimal data from a single 
geotechnical investigation tool, i.e., SCPTu, provide 
a rational framework for the axial evaluation of 
pile foundations. This includes estimation of the 
pile capacity via CPTu-based direct methods as 
well as the complete axial pile load-displacement 
response. Herein, an appropriate modulus 
reduction scheme must be adopted to account 
for the nonlinearity in soil stiffness. Case studies 
of seven piles driven into four clayey soil sites are 
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presented to show the general application of this 
framework.

Site specific non-linear ground stiffness reduc-
tion curves [GsL/GsL(max)] vs. logarithm of pseudo-
strain (wt/d) are derived through back-analysis 
of the pile load tests. Only the initial Gmax stiff-
ness and elastic continuum solution were needed 
here, as no capacity evaluation was required. Such 
curves might be applied for forward predictions 
of the load-displacement response of cases with 
matching geotechnical profiles and comparable 
pile foundations at those sites.
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The use of in-situ site investigation techniques for the axial 
design of offshore piles
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ABSTRACT: Offshore wind turbines are typically founded on driven steel pipe piles, using either a sin-
gle large monopile or multiple piles anchoring a tripod or jacket-type structure. Recent design methods 
for offshore driven piles have been developed based on the results of field tests using instrumented closed-
ended model piles that allowed the measurement of the radial effective stress at a number of locations 
along the pile shaft. These measured radial stresses were then directly related to in-situ soil properties such 
as CPT cone resistance. This paper investigates the use of in-situ site investigation techniques, in particu-
lar the CPT, for the design of open-ended piles. A recent CPT-based design method, the UCD–11 (Igoe 
et al. 2011), which is based on field tests using an instrumented open-ended model pile, is applied in the 
present study to predict the axial tension capacity of two open-ended piles driven into a medium dense 
sand deposit. The accuracy of this recent method is compared with both traditional earth-pressure and 
other CPT based methods in order to assess its predictive performance.

Keywords: offshore, piles, sand, CPT

method has traditionally been based on the earth 
pressure approach which relates the local unit shaft 
friction, τf, to the vertical effective stress, σ′v0, using 
an empirical factor β:

τf = β ⋅ σ ′v0 (1)

where β ranges from 0.29 to 0.56 for medium-dense 
and very dense sand deposits respectively. Several 
studies (including Chow 1996, Lehane et al. 2005) 
have shown that the API method has poor reliabil-
ity, typically underestimating the shaft resistance of 
piles in dense sand while overestimating the resist-
ance in loose sand. In more recent API editions, 
the method is precluded from use in loose sands 
since the pile lengths obtained from the calcula-
tions were noted to be unconservative (API-2007).

Simple design methods that relate the local unit 
shaft friction to an in-situ test parameter such as 
the Standard Penetration Test (SPT) N-value or 
the Cone Penetration Test (CPT) end resistance 
qc through scalar coefficients, are also widely used 
in practice:

τf = α ⋅ qc (2a)
τf = λ ⋅ N (2b)

1 INTRODUCTION

In an offshore environment, open-ended steel 
tubular (pipe) piles are widely used to support tri-
pod and jacket-type structures. Because of their 
relatively low base resistance, open-ended piles can 
be driven to deep penetrations in order to mobilize 
sufficient resistance to tension loading. Due to the 
high cost of performing static load tests on off-
shore piles, industry remains reliant on static axial 
design methods (Schneider, 2006) many of which 
have been calibrated using results from relatively 
small-scale on shore pile tests (See Gavin et al. 
2011). This paper investigates the use of in-situ site 
investigation techniques such as the CPT for the 
design of offshore piles.

2 BACKGROUND

Design methods for estimating the shaft friction 
developed on pipe piles have been developed largely 
by the offshore industry and are summarized in the 
latest edition of the American  Petroleum  Institute 
API-RP2A (2007) design guidelines. The API 
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where α and λ are empirical factors. There are 
large variations in recommended α values reported 
in literature depending on the pile type and soil 
conditions. For example, Meyerhof (1956) sug-
gested α = 0.005 and λ = 2 for closed-ended piles 
with α = 0.0025 and λ = 1 for low-displacement 
piles. Eslami and Fellenius (1997) suggested α val-
ues of between 0.004 and 0.010, depending on the 
sand type, and did not differentiate between pipe 
piles, concrete piles and H-piles. Based on experi-
ence from offshore piling, De Ruiter and Beringen 
(1979) developed an approach where α = 0.003. 
More recently, Foye et al. (2009) suggested that α 
increased from 0.002 for open-ended piles to 0.005 
for closed-ended piles.

Dennis and Olson (1983), Lehane et al. (1994) 
and others have shown that the local radial effec-
tive stress at failure, σ′rf, which controls τf can be 
described using the Coulomb failure criterion:

τf = σ′rf  ⋅ tanδf (3)

where δf is the interface friction angle at failure.
Tests performed in sand by Lehane (1992) and 

Chow (1996) using the closed-ended Imperial Col-
lege Pile (ICP), which allowed continuous meas-
urement of radial effective stress, shear stress and 
unit end-bearing resistance (qb) profiles during 
installation and load testing, resulted in significant 
insights into the mechanisms governing the mobi-
lization of radial effective stress on closed-ended 
piles. These tests showed that σ′rf comprised of two 
discrete components, namely the radial effective 
stress after pile installation and equalization, σ′rc, 
and the increase in stress due to dilation during 
loading, Δσ′rd: 

σ′rf = σ′rc + Δσ′rd (4)

Jardine et al. (2005) proposed a direct correla-
tion between σ′rc and qc, known as the ICP 05 
method. The effects of friction fatigue are consid-
ered through a geometric term, h/R (where h is the 
distance from the pile toe to the point under con-
sideration and R is the pile radius): 

σ σ
′

′
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where pref = 100 kPa. Lehane et al. (2005) suggested 
an alternative expression for σ′rc that is known as 
the UWA–05 method: 
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h
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where D is the outer pile diameter. Reduction fac-
tors are included in both the ICP and UWA meth-
ods to account for radial stress reductions that 
occurred during tension load tests performed using 
the ICP. Both the ICP–05 and UWA–05 methods 
include expressions to predict the stress increase 
caused by dilation, Δσ′rd, based on the work of 
Lehane et al. (1994), with Δσ′rd inversely propor-
tional to the pile diameter: 

Δ Δσ ′rd
G
D

yΔ⎛
⎝⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎠⎠

4

 
(7)

where G is the operational shear modulus of the 
soil (which can be correlated with CPT qc) and Δy 
is the radial displacement occurring during pile 
loading (≈0.02 mm for lightly-rusted steel piles).

Whilst Equations 5 and 6 were derived from statis-
tical analyses of radial effective stress data obtained 
using the closed-ended ICP, no comparable meas-
urements of the radial effective stress mobilized 
for open-ended piles were available. Any scientific 
consideration of the behavior of pipe piles in sand 
must consider the soil core development during pile 
installation. During driving, internal shear stresses 
develop as soil enters the pile bore. If these stresses 
develop as soil enters the pile bore. If these stresses 
become large enough, they can restrict further soil 
intrusion, thereby causing plugging. The develop-
ment of the soil plug during installation can be 
described by the Incremental Filling Ratio (IFR) or 
the effective area ratio (Ar,eff):

IFRFF
L

L
plugL

=
Δ

Δ  
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where ΔLplug is the change in the plug length for a 
given penetration increment ΔL and Di is the inter-
nal pile diameter. Thus when a pile is fully coring 
IFR = 1 and when the pile is fully plugged IFR = 0. 
Ar,eff is the ratio of the volume of soil displaced to the 
gross pile volume and is equal to unity for a closed-
ended or fully plugged pile (IFR = 0), reducing 
to values of typically 0.1–0.2 for fully coring piles.  
Since most field-scale offshore piles are close to fully 
coring during driving, Jardine et al. (2005) suggested 
that the pile radius term in Equation 5 should be 
modified in order to account for the lower degree 
of soil displacement caused by pipe-pile installation 
(assuming fully coring conditions) and was adopted 
in ICP–05 design method as follows: 

R D DiD* −D2 2D  (9)
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Gavin and Lehane (2003) reported experimental 
data which showed that the shaft resistance devel-
oped by open-ended piles jacked into loose sand 
increased as IFR reduced and they suggested an 
alternative form of Equation 5 in which the R term 
remained unchanged. Furthermore, qc was replaced 
by the unit end-bearing resistance developed by an 
open-ended pile. White et al. (2005) presented cav-
ity expansion analyses which suggested a weaker 
dependence on IFR from which an effective area 
correction factor (Ar,eff) was subsequently adopted 
in the UWA–05 method: 
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An alternative CPT based approach known as 
NGI–05 was suggested by Clausen et al. (2005):

τ τf rτ ef Dr sig ti ip load mat
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where: 
Fsig = (σ′v0 /pref)−0.25

Ftip = 1.0 and 1.6 for driven open-and closed-ended 
piles respectively;
Fload = 1.0 and 1.3 for tension and compression 
loading respectively;
Fmat = 1.0 and 1.2 for steel and concrete piles 
respectively;
τmin = 0.1 σ′v0.

In the NGI–05 method, the CPT qc value is 
incorporated through a correlation with nominal 
relative density. Friction fatigue is considered using 
a sliding triangle distribution of τf against normal-
ized pile penetration (See Toolan et al. 1990) as 
opposed to diameter dependant terms such as h/D 
or h/R*. The pile end condition is accounted for 
using a fixed reduction factor for open-ended piles. 
It is noted that both the ICP–05 and UWA–05 
methods allow the designer to input the interface 
friction angle δf, and also provide guidelines on the 
choice of this parameter value based on the mean 
particle size. However, the δf parameter is included 
implicitly in the formulation for the NGI–05 
method.

To illustrate the differences between the 
shear stress profiles predicted using the ICP–05, 
UWA–05 and NGI–05 methods, the shear stress 

profiles predicted for a 1.0 m diameter pipe pile, 
driven to a depth of 20 m into a saturated over-
 consolidated sand are shown in Figure 1. For sim-
plicity, the sand of 18 kN/m3 saturated unit weight 
was assumed to have a uniform qc value of 10 MPa 
over this depth, be fully coring throughout installa-
tion and thus have an effective area ratio Ar,eff = 0.2. 
The groundwater table was assumed to be located 
at the ground surface. The average shaft resistance 
(τav = ∫τf/Area of the pile shaft) predicted for a 
closed-ended pile were 55, 75 and 66 kPa using the 
ICP–05, NGI–05 and UWA–05 methods respec-
tively. For an open-ended pile, the τav values were 
35, 47 and 42 kPa using the ICP–05, NGI–05 and 
UWA–05 methods respectively.

The ICP–05, NGI–05 and UWA–05 methods 
for open-ended pile design are fundamentally 
based on the results of instrumented closed-
ended model piles and which have subsequently 
been adapted and calibrated against databases 
of field scale open-ended piles. Igoe et al. (2011) 
presented field measurements of radial effective 
stress mobilized during the installation and load 
testing of instrumented open-ended model piles. 
The instrumentation of the UCD open-ended 
model pile, which allows independent measure-
ments of the mobilized shaft and base resistance, 
has been described by Igoe et al. (2008, 2010). It 
was found that for driven and jacked installations, 
the equalized radial effective stress mobilized near 
the pile toe was strongly dependent on the degree 
of plugging that had occurred during installation 
(quantified in terms of the IFR or Ar,eff). However, 
it was also found that further away from the pile 
toe,  little or no dependence existed between radial 
effective stress and IFR. Cyclic loading was shown 
to cause a reduction in the equalized radial effec-
tive stress toward a minimum threshold value, 
beyond which further cycling caused no further 
reduction to occur. It was suggested that driven 
piles would typically experience a large number 
of blows (shearing cycles) during installation and 
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Figure 1. Shaft friction profile for a typical offshore pile 
using (a) ICP 05 (b) UWA 05 and (c) NGI 05 methods. 
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hence the end-of-driving radial stresses would be 
at or close to this minimum threshold value. From 
this research, Igoe et al. (2011) proposed a new 
design method, referred to as UCD–11, in order to 
predict σ′rc for the end of driving condition:

σ σ′ ′σrc c r eff rσff cq h
D( )⎡

⎣⎣⎣
⎤
⎦⎦⎦ , ,eff rff c minii

 
(12a)

σ′rc,min = γqc (12b)

where γ accounts for the minimum threshold value 
which depends on the sand state. Tentative values 
of γ = 0.003 and 0.006 were proposed for loose and 
dense sand, respectively, with higher values possible 
in very dense over-consolidated  deposits.  Figure 2 
shows a comparison of the equalized radial effec-
tive stresses determined using the UCD–11 and 
UWA–05 design methods for a pile in dense sand. 
For fully coring open-ended piles (Ar,eff ≤ 0.2), the 
UCD–11 method suggests a constant shear stress 
profile relative to the CPT qc, similar to the  simple 
‘alpha’ CPT methods (Equation 2a). The UCD–11 
tends to be more conservative than the UWA–05 
for short piles (i.e. L/D < 15) but also predicts 
larger capacities for slender piles (i.e. L/D > 40).

3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

3.1 Test site 

Details of the soil stratigraphy at the Mortarstown 
test site (County Carlow, Ireland) were provided 

by a 12-m deep cable percussion borehole that was 
drilled approximately 2 m remote from the piling 
area. Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) N-values 
and grading analysis performed on the recovered 
borehole samples indicated a gravelly clayey silt 
layer to 1.2-m depth overlying a layer of medium 
dense sand (mean particle size, D50 = 0.22 mm) 
extending to 12-m below ground level (bgl). The 
sand layer was inter-bedded by medium dense 
gravel from 6.2 to 7.2 mbgl and 11 to 12 mbgl. 
The ground water table is located approximately 
6 mbgl. A 300-mm thick gravel hard standing was 
formed above ground level in order to accommo-
date the operation of the piling rig. Shearbox tests 
performed on undisturbed specimens taken from 
depths of 2.0 and 4.0 mbgl indicated peak friction 
angles, φp, of  30° and 35° respectively. A second 
borehole installed approximately 10 m remote 
from the piling location indicated a sandy gravelly 
clay layer to 2.3 mbgl overlying gravel to 10 mbgl, 
illustrating the variability of the ground conditions 
across the test site.

In-situ tests performed at the site included 
SPTs, three CPT which provided cone end resist-
ance (qc) and sleeve friction (fs) profiles, and Mul-
tiple Analysis of  Surface Waves (MASW) which 
provided the small-strain shear stiffness (G0) pro-
file with depth (Fig. 3). The CPTs 1, 2 and 3 were 
performed about 4, 2 and 10 m remote from the 
piling location respectively. The SPT N-values 
were typically between 15 and 20 (Fig. 3d) with 
occasional high N values indicative in Irish gla-
cial deposits of  the presence of  cobbles. The CPT 
qc and fs values were highly variable in the grav-
elly clayey silt layer to 1.2 mbgl, below which the 
CPT1 qc values remained consistent at ≈8 MPa, 
before increasing to 12 20 MPa at depths greater 
than 5 mbgl. The MASW G0 values) ranged 
from 120 to 190 MPa between 1.2 and 5.5 mbgl, 
below which G0 increased sharply to greater than 
300 MPa. 

Figure 2. Comparison of the UCD–11 and UWA–05 
methods for dense sand. 
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Figure 3. (a) CPT end resistance (b) CPT sleeve friction 
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the Mortarstown test site. 
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3.2 Test programme 

Two identical steel open-ended piles (4.0 m in overall 
length, 200-mm in external diameter and 10-mm in 
wall thickness) were driven using a  Junntan PM16 
drop-hammer piling rig. The rig had a 3000 kg ram 
weight, a 0.8 m stroke and had a maximum driv-
ing energy of 24 kNm. Driving was paused peri-
odically in order to allow measurements of the soil 
plug length until the target penetration depth of 
3.3 mbgl had been reached.

The blow count measurements during pile driv-
ing are shown in Figure 4a. The initial few blows 
produced large displacements of both piles (only 
two blows to reach 1.0 m penetration depth) after 
which the penetration per blow reduced, with a 
total of 18 blows imparted to reach the penetration 
depth of 3.3 mbgl. The IFR data were similar for 
both piles with full coring (IFR 100%) occurring 
to about 1.0 mbgl (onset of partial plugging) and 
partial plugging occuring until the end of driving 
at 3.3 mbgl (Fig. 4b).  

3.3 Pile load testing 

The two piles were subjected to Maintained Load 
Tests (MLTs) in tension after 40 and 82 days follow-
ing installation (pile designations P–40 and P–82 
respectively). The piles were loaded using a frame 
which spread the reaction onto ground beams 
that were spaced at 1.5 m from the piles (Fig. 5). 
A  horizontal steel plate with a central hole was 
welded onto the top of the pile. A nut was welded 
onto the underside of this plate to accommodate 
a threaded bar which was used to secure the pile 
head to the loading hanger, thereby facilitating the 
application of tension forces to the pile.

The load displacement curves for the twopiles are 
shown in Figure 6. Excessive bending of the ten- sion hanger during loading of pile P–40 resulted in 

the tension load test being terminated after 2.4 mm 
pile-head displacement without mobilizing the ten-
sion capacity. Hence, it is possible that pile P–40 
was influenced by some bending/uneven loading 
for applied loads greater than 70 kN. The tension 
hanger was reinforced for the testing of pile P–82 
which was subjected to a maintained-load static ten-
sion test until a displacement of 20 mm (i.e. 10% of 
pile diameter) was achieved. Pile P–82 had a slightly 
higher initial stiffness than P–40 but this was found 
to reduce sharply after ≈1 mm of displacement 
 (Fig. 6). For pile P–82, the mobilized tension resist-
ance continued to increase, reaching a peak capacity 
of 110 kN at a displacement of 20 mm.

4 DISCUSSION 

Figure 7 shows the predictions of the tension 
capacity for P–82 determined using the  different 
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pile design methods presented earlier in this paper. 
For the purpose of calculations, the soil was 
assumed to have a bulk unit weight of 19 kN/m3 
and the tubular steel pile an interface friction angle 
of 32°. For the API–2007 and UCD–11 methods, 
the relative density, Dr, was calculated based on the 
correlation with CPT qc proposed by Lunne and 
Christoffersen (1983): 

Dr = 1/2.91 ln {qc/[60(σ′v0)0.7]} (13)

From Figure 7, it is evident that all of the meth-
ods considered were found to under-predict the 
pile capacity in tension. The recent CPT-based 
methods were found to provide better estimates, 
with the UWA–05 and UCD–11 methods per-
forming best for the Mortarstown tests. However, 
the API–07 method and the SPT-based method 
(after Meyerhoff, 1956) were found to grossly 
under- estimate the pile capacity. The simple ‘alpha’ 

 CPT-based methods after Eslami and Fellenius 
(1997) and Foye et al. (2009) were also found to 
be less accurate to different degrees compared with 
the more recent CPT methods (Fig. 7). 

The shear stress profiles predicted by the ICP–05, 
UWA–05 and UCD–11 methods are compared 
with the traditional earth pressure based API–07 
method in Figure 8. The UCD–11 method predicts 
higher shear stresses near the top of the pile. The 
UCD–11 and UWA–05 methods, both of which 
account for the degree of plugging during installa-
tion, also predict higher shear stresses near the pile 
toe than the ICP–05 method: the latter assumes 
that the pile is fully coring. Overall, the three CPT-
based methods predicted significantly higher shear 
stresses along the entire pile length compared with 
the API–07. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The use of various in-situ site investigation tech-
niques, such as the CPT and SPT, for the axial 
design of offshore piles was discussed. A range 
of design methods, based on these techniques, 
were used to predict the tension capacity of a 
driven open-ended steel pile in a medium dense 
sand deposit. Traditional earth pressure and SPT-
based methods were found to provide the worst 
predictions for the particular ground conditions 
encountered at the Mortarstown test site, with 
simple ‘alpha’ CPT methods providing marginally 
improved predictions. The best predictions were 
provided by the recent CPT based methods of 
NGI–05, ICP–05, UWA–05 and UCD–11 which 
were derived from instrumented pile tests and fun-
damentally capture the mechanisms controlling 
pile behavior. The UWA–05 and UCD–11 meth-
ods were found to provide the best predictions for 
the test site, which may be due, at least in part, to 
their ability to account for partial plugging during 
pile installation. 
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Direct SPT method for footing response in sands using a database 
approach

M.L. Viswanath & P.W. Mayne
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA, US

ABSTRACT: A direct SPT approach is developed to determine ultimate load capacity and load-
settlement behavior of shallow footings on clean quartzitic and silica sands from standard penetration tests. 
The method is developed based on a database of 23 full-scale load tests of large footings with equivalent 
widths ranging from B = 0.53 meters to 6.1 meters, culled from the literature. When the applied stress 
is plotted against the square root of the pseudo-strain (s/B = displacement/width), a linear relationship 
(y = mx) emerges that is independent of footing size. The slope m is characteristic of the sand response to 
loading. By normalizing these slopes to SPT N-values of 9 sand formations, a unified relationship allows 
for an approximate direct estimate of load-settlement behavior and foundation capacity.

follows the approach employed by Mayne & 
 Illingworth (2010), using a database of measured 
load-displacement behavior of 23 shallow footings 
on sands.

2 CHARACTERISTIC STRESS-
NORMALIZED DISPLACEMENT 
CURVES

As has been pointed out by many who have inves-
tigated the load-displacement behavior of foun-
dations on sands, seemingly disparate responses 
can be characterized for a given soil if  the load-
displacement data are presented in terms of a 
normalized characteristic stress vs. normalized 
displacement curve (Briaud & Gibbens 1999; 
Lutenegger & Adams 1998; Lutenegger & Adams 
2003; Briaud 2007). This can be seen in Figure 1, 

1 INTRODUCTION

There are numerous methods for applying SPT 
data in sands to the design of a shallow founda-
tion. In an indirect method, an empirical relation-
ship is used to determine the friction angle φ’ and 
the unit weight γt from the blow count, and then 
theoretical solutions, such as limit plasticity solu-
tions, can be used to determine the foundation 
load capacity. Direct methods, however, involve a 
correlation between SPT blow counts and founda-
tion load capacity, skipping the intermediate steps 
of the former approach, to create a single equa-
tion that can be used to determine foundation load 
capacity from SPT readings.

Such direct correlations were developed for 
Cone Penetration Tests (CPT) in uncemented 
sands by Mayne & Illingworth (2010). Although 
correlations between SPT blow count and CPT 
corrected tip resistance have been published, these 
correlations vary and have been shown depend-
ent on mean grain size (D50), percent fines content 
(PF), and CPT material index (Ic). An early sig-
nificant correlation was published by Robertson et 
al. (1983) where the relationship between SPT-N 
value and CPT cone resistance (qc) depends on the 
mean grain size distribution (D50). This was later 
confirmed by a larger study by Kulhawy & Mayne 
(1990) that also showed a reliance in part on 
percent fines content. Suzuki et al. (1998) further 
explored the interrelationship by consideration 
of CPT material index (Ic). Due to an ambiguity 
in the exact correlation between SPT and CPT, it 
is important to develop a separate direct method 
for SPT. The empirical method used in this paper 

Figure 1. Measured footing response for 3 large foot-
ings at Fittja: (a) load-displacement curves; (b) charac-
teristic stress vs. normalized displacement behavior (data 
from Bergdahl, et al. 1985) (Mayne & Illingworth 2010).
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where the varied load-displacement curves in 
Figure 1a follow a distinctively unique path in 
Figure 1b when the stress q = Q/B2 is plotted against 
the pseudo-strain s/B, the displacement normal-
ized by the equivalent width of the footing. This 
becomes even more striking when data from multi-
ple locations are plotted on the same axes, plotting 
the applied stress divided by a site-specific charac-
teristic stress q/qcharacteristic against the pseudo-strain.

The resulting plots can generally be characterized 
with a power law (Decourt 1999), leaving two 
variables to determine the load-settlement response 
in any given soil:

q C s
B

C2CC( )1CC  (1)

where C1 and C2 are fitting parameters (Uzielli & 
Mayne 2011). However, it is possible to further 
simplify this model while being faithful to the data 
by forcing the power law to a square-root relation 
(i.e. C2 = 0.5), in order to be able to characterize 
site-specific load-settlement relationships by a sin-
gle parameter (C1 = rs) as follows:

q r s
Bsrr .  (2)

For the Fittja sand presented in the earlier 
example, this fits the data well, giving an rs value 
of 2.03 MPa, as evident in Figure 2. This charac-
teristic value can then be used to regenerate the 
load-displacement curves for any foundation size 
and loading increment on that particular sand.

2.1 Foundation capacity

There are many suggested criteria for deter-
mining the ultimate capacity from foundation 

load-settlement tests. One criterion suggested by 
Vesić (1975) that has held up well in geotechnical 
practice is that the capacity is the stress required for 
the settlement to reach 10% of the footing width, or:

q q s
Bult =q ( )0.1  (3)

This may be a conservative value for larger 
footings (B > 1.2 m) (Amatya & Paikowsky 2009). 
Also, Lee & Salgado (2005) have also suggested a 
criterion of s/B = 0.2 for the critical load. Either 
method can be applied to the procedure developed 
in this paper, although in the final results the crite-
rion of s/B = 0.1 is used to be able to maintain the 
comparison with the earlier work on direct CPT 
methods by Mayne & Illingworth (2010).

3 FOOTING DATABASE

A database of  23 footings on 9 different sands 
subject to vertical load-displacement tests with 
available SPT data was compiled from the 
literature. This database of  footings closely 
matches that used by Mayne & Illingworth 
(2010) in their direct CPT method study. Table 1 
includes a list and description of  the sites and 
reference sources. The sands include natural 
granular geomaterials of  different geologic 
origins including: alluvial, marine, deltaic, aeolian 
(dune), glaciofluvial, and residual sands. The 
footing shapes include 10 square, 7 rectangular 
(almost square), and 6 circular in plan view. The 
equivalent square footing widths varied from 
B = 0.53 meters to 6.1 meters, and the embedments 
were shallow, ranging from 0 meters to 2.35 
meters. Only large foundations (i.e. larger than 
0.5 meters width) were included in this database 
to minimize any difficulties or misleading results 
from scaling effects (Cerato & Lutenegger 2007). 
Table 2 includes a list of  the footings constructed 
at each site, their geometry, and some site-specific 
information, including: groundwater table, mean 
grain size, and embedment. Table 3 includes a list 
of  site-specific strength parameters. This includes 
the rs of  each sand determined from a q-√(s/B) 
plot for the footings, similar to that shown in 
Figure 2. For each site, a representative SPT 
N-value is also listed. In reality, each footing has 
its own representative SPT, averaged over a mean 
depth of  1.5 B from beneath the bearing elevation. 
The actual depth of  influence varies by theory, 
with limit plasticity suggesting 1B and elasticity 
theory suggesting 2B. However, the difference 
between these different depths of  influence was 
small, and hence a depth of  1.5B was chosen to 
match the study done by Mayne & Illingworth 

Figure 2. Stress plotted against the square root of 
the pseudo-strain for footings on Fittja sand (Mayne & 
Illingworth 2010). qcap is an abbreviation for the stress at 
bearing capacity.
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(2010), and only a representative SPT value 
for the entire site is given below. Ideally, the 
measured N-value should be corrected for energy 
inefficiency and reported as N60; however, in 
many cases this was not possible due to lack of 
information. The Swedish data were assumed 
to be 90% efficient because of  the use of  a free-
fall hammer and the Texas A&M data assumed 
energy ratings of  52%.

4 SPT NORMALIZATION FOR FOOTING 
RESPONSE

A summary characteristic q-√(s/B) curves for each 
of the sites is shown above in Figure 3. In each case, 
a least-squares regression analysis was performed 
to identify the best-fit line starting from the origin. 
The slope of the best-fit line is the rs value listed in 
Table 3. The median r2 value was 0.95; the mini-
mum was 0.917, and the maximum 0.988. The aver-
age number of data sets n was 13; the minimum n 
was 5, and the maximum n was 29. For each best-fit 
line, both the characteristic rs value and representa-
tive SPT value for that sand site are listed.

Mayne & Illingworth (2010) found that there 
was a proportional correspondence between the 
rs value and the representative CPT value for each 
site. This correspondence is still somewhat true in 
this case, although not as significant as with repre-
sentative CPT values. There is a steady increase in rs 
with increasing representative SPT value; however, 
the r2 value is 0.566, indicating that the fit is not 
as strong as desired, perhaps because energy effi-
ciency was not known. Figure 4 shows the plot of 
rs values as they vary with measured SPT values.

Table 1. List of sand sites and reference information.

Site Location Type sand Reference source

Alvin East Texas Alluvial Tand et al. 1994
Alvin West Texas Alluvial Tand et al. 1994
Durban South Africa Alluvial Kantey 1965; Webb 1970
Fittja Sweden Glaciofluvial Bergdahl et al. 1985
Green Cove Florida Marine Anderson et al. 2007
Kolbyttemon Sweden Glaciofluvial Bergdahl et al. 1985
Labenne France Dune Mestat & Berthelon 2001; 

Lehane et al. 1993
Porto Portugal Residual Viana da Fonseca 2001
Texas A&M Texas Deltaic Briaud & Gibbens 1994

Table 2. Additional information on sands and footings.

Site
Footing shapes and sizes 
(m)

Depth of embedment 
(m)

Groundwater table depth 
(m)

D50 
(mm)

Alvin East 2 circles: B = 1.78, 1.67 2.2 1.9 0.11–0.14
Alvin West 1 circle: B = 1.55 2.4 1.9 0.11–0.14
Durban 1 square: B = 6.1 None 1.2 N/A*
Fittja 3 rectangles: B = 0.6, 1.7, 2.4 0.4–1.1 1.5 0.2–0.4
Green Cove 1 circle: B = 1.6 0.6 3 N/A*
Kolbyttemon 4 rectangles: B = 0.6, 1.2, 1.7, 2.4 0.4–1.1 8 0.3–0.4
Labenne 4 squares: B = 0.71, 1 None 3 0.32
Porto 2 circles: B = 0.53, 1.06 1 1 0.3
Texas A&M 5 squares: B = 1, 1.5, 2.5, 3 0.8–1.2 4.9 0.2

*N/A means not available.

Table 3. Site-specific strength characteristics.

Site
rs
(MPa)

SPT N
(bpf)

hs ratio = rs/SPT N
(MPa/bpf)

Alvin East 3.9 10 0.39
Alvin West 5.7 13 0.44
Durban 1.6 10 0.16
Fittja 2.0  7 0.29
Green Cove 5.4 13 0.42
Kolbyttemon 5.5 18 0.31
Labenne 3.0 11 0.25
Porto 2.8  9 0.33
Texas A&M 4.9 19 0.26
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Briaud (2007) suggested normalizing the stress 
axis with in-situ test measurements and, in his case, 
used the limit pressure from pressuremeter meas-
urements. Mayne & Illingworth (2010) chose to 
use a representative cone tip resistance from CPT 
tests. Since there is only one measurement taken 
in SPT tests, it would be illustrative to test this 
method for standard penetration tests by normal-
izing the stress axis with a representative SPT blow 
count. Figure 5 shows the results of normalizing 
the stress-pseudo-strain curve by a footing- specific 

representative SPT value. This normalization 
provides an approach to directly evaluate the 
load-displacement behavior of spread footings on 
sand in response to an applied stress based on a 
representative N-value from a standard penetra-
tion tests, as follows:

q
N MPa s

BrepresenNN tative
= 0.3  (4)

or alternatively expressed in terms of dimension-
less equation and presumably requiring energy-
corrected SPT resistances:

q N s
Batm ( )3

5

60NN
0

σ a

.

 (5)

4.1 Foundation capacity evaluation

For a failure criterion of s/B = 0.1 as mentioned 
above, this would then translate to a simple evalua-
tion of bearing capacity as follows:

q N Nfailure atm atmN0 95 60NNN σ σNatm N≈ 60NNN ⋅N≈  (6)

4.2 Comparison with CPT approach

The results from the Mayne & Ellingworth (2010) 
study using cone penetration test data showed:

q qc s
B( )0

5.

6
0

 (7)

Figure 3. Characteristic q-√(s/B) curves for all 9 sites 
tested.

Figure 4. Correlation between rs values and measured 
SPT blow counts.

Figure 5. Characteristic relationship for  shallow 
 foundation response on clean sands in terms of 
 SPT-normalized stress q/Nrepresentative vs. square root of  pseudo-
strain s/B.
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For sands with D50 of 0.1 mm to 0.4 mm, the 
expected ratio of qc/N ≈ 4 to 5 σatm would apply 
(Robertson et al. 1983). Substitution into the above 
equation gives very similar results to the expression 
noted in equation (4) with a calculated coefficient 
between 2.4 and 3.0, thus very good agreement is 
found between the two databases.

4.3 Comparison with data

The resulting direct SPT method can be used to 
compare the expected stress by this method with 
the measured stress from the data. The results of 
this data regeneration with the statistical fitting 
can be seen in Figure 6. This indicates that the 
method is fairly reliable as an initial estimate, with 
a coefficient of determination of 0.891.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A database of  23 footings on 9 sites with clean 
to slightly silty/clayey quartz to silica sands was 
assembled. Characteristic curves were developed 
for each site by plotting the footing stress vs. 
pseudo-strains (s/B) that are found independent 
of  foundation size. While a generalized power 
law relationship may apply, a single parameter 
can be used to describe each sand formation via 
use of  square root of  s/B. The resulting linear 
slope (rs) increases with SPT resistance, thus a 
simple single-line equation relates the footing 
load-displacement response and capacity to the 
N-value.
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Session report: Special uses of in-situ tests
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ABSTRACT: Most of the in-situ test devices and techniques used nowadays started from a special use 
in the past that evolved towards a common use at industrial level. A world in change, like the one we are 
living in, demands for higher efficiency in industrial applications, namely in speed and cost-effectiveness 
without losing quality, which depend a great deal in the development of new uses and new devices. In this 
general report, related with the Special Uses of In-situ Tests, theme of Session 8 of the 4th Conference 
On Site Characterization, ISC’4, a brief  analysis on the subjected is presented, with special emphasis on 
the strategies and demands for creating the adequate conditions to a continuous flow of new applications 
and/or new ideas that can lead to a sustainable evolution on site characterization. Special attention will be 
paid to combination of test and/or test parameters as a way to enlarge the possibilities of assessment and 
to the use of advanced mathematics in an industrial scale. Finally, the report also integrates the overview 
of the 13 papers presented to this Theme Session.

Keywords: special uses, combined in-situ testing, neural networks

generally in-situ applications of nowadays have 
started as special uses until they attained an indus-
trial application. Other attempts did not reach this 
industrial level and were slowly forgotten. Many 
examples of the past can be referred to illustrate 
how the actual common uses were launched, at the 
time, from special applications never tried before. 
The incredible evolution of CPT test, from the ear-
lier simple mechanical cone in the 30’ to the actual 
electrical cone with pore pressure and seismic 
measurements, in a permanent flow of special uses, 
highlights a sustainable path based in the flexible 
attitude of permanent evolution and adaptation. 
The latest developments to apply in-situ tests in 
the characterization of Intermediate Geomaterials 
(IGM), namely residual soils, expansive soils, 
unsaturated soils or other that deviate from clas-
sical soil or rock mechanics theories and prac-
tices (Alonso et al. 1990, Viana da Fonseca 1996, 
Coutinho et al. 1998, Rodrigues 2003, Rodrigues & 
Lemos 2004, Mayne & Liao 2004, Cruz & Viana da 
Fonseca 2006, Schnaid 2005, Viana da Fonseca & 
Coutinho 2008, Ferreira, 2009, Cruz 2010, among 
so many others). Or the increasing use of seismic 
wave velocities in geotechnical characterization, as 
a consequence of the perceived influence of small 
strain shear modulus in deformation evaluations, 
which dragged other geophysical methods into 
geotechnical engineering.

In less than two decades, geophysics jumped from 
the simple use for selecting excavation methodolo-
gies and some ground mapping to a fundamental 

1 INTRODUCTION

In this theme session, eleven papers were 
presented, being ten of them based on in-situ test 
results obtained in (BH) bore-holes (7 papers), 
BH with Standard Penetration tests (4), Dynamic 
Probing Super-Heavy (1), Plate Load Tests 
(1), Marchetti’s Dilatometer tests (2), Piezocone 
Tests (4), Field Vane Tests (2), Ménard and Self  
Boring Pressuremeter tests (2) and geophysical 
tests (8), this latter including 4 papers with 
seismic methods, 2 with Electrical Resistivity 
Tomography and 2 with Ground Penetration 
Radar. Comparisons with laboratorial data are 
included in 7 papers, while control of execution 
using monitoring campaigns is present in 2. The 
eleventh paper refers to a conceptual study related 
with rockslope engineering (Panigrahi & Rout 
2012), which does not include any in-situ tests. 
In Table 1, a summary of the papers is presented, 
including the main titles, authors, used tests and 
main goals. The theme of the Session is “Special 
Uses of In-Situ Testing”.

2 WHAT IS IT, A SPECIAL USE OF IN-SITU 
TESTING?

It is not an easy task to define what should be con-
sidered a Special Use of  in-situ tests. If  we take a 
look to history of in-situ tests and to the previ-
ous in-situ conferences, it is easy to conclude that 
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role in soil and rock characterization. Wonderful 
examples of how a sustainable special use today, 
can be a common use tomorrow, suggesting that the 
main discussion point should be centered in the 
strategies that may promote the continuous flow 
of new applications and/or ideas.

3 IN-SITU CHARACTERIZATION 
IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Globalization first and global crisis next, defini-
tively changed the evolution path of actual society, 
opening an excellent opportunity for spreading the 
accumulated experience that arose from the intense 
construction observed in last decades, especially in 
the so-called first world. The reality of the world 
after the last in-situ conference has shifted the 
center of money and construction from more 
developed world areas to those less developed at 
the end of last century. This implies sliding into 
less known environments with their own geologic 
peculiarities and specific geotechnical problems, 
which is a good opportunity for spreading, con-
firming, correcting or updating established meth-
odologies and previously defined correlations, 
making them more universal. Expectedly, it is a 
time for special uses. To properly react to differ-
ent and complex geological environments, as well 
as to eventual new engineering applications, it is 
important to promote test flexibility and produce 
a quality work with high standard level, keeping 
the mind open to create conditions for increasing 
the solutions, either by using better the available 
technologies and methodologies or by developing 
new approaches and new special uses of (in-situ) 
testing. Taking this into account, it is important 
to think how our characterization community can 
encourage the income of new ideas that can follow 
a path that leads to application at industrial scale.

The main issue about how do we chase and 
develop special uses (or should we say, innovative 
applications) is related with the capacity of imple-
mentation of those special uses at the day-by-day 
practice, which means to have a global acceptance 
by the industry and its proceedings. To be success-
ful in that task, in-situ testing must incorporate 
the main demands of industry of today, which 
are speed and cost effectiveness without losing 
(or even increasing) quality. However, this is not 
easy to accomplish simultaneously being usual to 
sacrifice quality to increase the speed of execution 
and lower the costs, compromising the definitive 
performance. As stated by Gabriel (2001), rates 
remain extremely competitive, but we must continue 
to encourage clients to consider best value rather 
than low cost. It is also worth to remind that in 
the most part of the situations, losses (extra costs) 

are never perceived because if  massif  properties 
are underestimated the construction still remains 
stable, only with a higher safety factor. The pro-
portion of underestimated versus overestimated 
situations is like an iceberg with a small tip (overes-
timations) emerged.

At the planning level, the definition of the best 
survey plan implies a comprehensive understand-
ing of the available tools and their applications in 
order to select the best alternative to fit the level of 
the problem, the type of ground, the local condi-
tions, the required parameters and the whole con-
struction budget. If  an adequate understanding 
about the testing equipments and their support-
ing theories and practices is present, geotechnical 
campaigns can be more rationalized that they usu-
ally are in the most common situations. The basic 
understanding of in-situ testing is easily available 
and gathered in reference literature (e.g. Cestare 
1980, Kulhawy & Mayne 1990, Bowles 1988, 
Coduto 1999, Schnaid 2000, Mayne 2007, among 
others), looking into all the important details such 
as equipments, procedures, fields of application, 
sources of error, data interpretation, advantages, 
limitations, etc.

The fundamental goal of in-situ tests is to 
obtain geotechnical parameters that can repre-
sent with efficiency massif  characteristics and 
behaviors, such as the stress state, stress history, 
strength, stiffness, flow characteristics, among oth-
ers. Moreover, direct applications to engineering 
situations are also frequent, such as those related 
with bearing capacity of shallow or deep founda-
tions (SPT, CPT, PMT) or the detection of weak 
surfaces in slope engineering (DMT). During the 
first decade of XX century geotechnical investiga-
tions were marked by the execution of bore-holes 
with Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) eventually 
combined with laboratory mechanical tests, consti-
tuting the main source of information. Plate Load 
(PLT), Field Vane (FVT) and Cone Penetration 
(CPT) tests were also available for dealing with 
more accurate predictions of respectively, stiffness 
parameters, undrained shear strength of soft soils 
and strength of loose to medium sands, both out 
of range of SPT capabilities. However, laboratorial 
tests were the main source of quality geotechnical 
information and some obstacles of difficult solu-
tion arose from laboratorial demands and limita-
tions, such as those related to sampling, massif  
heterogeneity and non-continuous information. 
As a consequence, the interest on site techniques 
increased rapidly, revealing significant advantages 
over laboratory tests, such as (Devincenzi et al. 
2004):

a. They can be quicker, easier and cheaper than 
sampling and laboratory testing;
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b. The soil can be assessed in its natural environ-
ment without the potential problems of sample 
disturbance;

c. The spatial variability of the deposit can be 
more fully investigated.

As a consequence, in the second half  of XX 
Century, new in-situ devices were appearing in 
geotechnical practices, evolving from the rough 
SPT to more refined techniques such as Ménard 
Pressuremeter Test (PMT), PiezoCone Test 
(CPTu) developed from the previous mechanical 
Cone Penetration Test (CPT), Ménard (PMT) and 
Self-Boring Pressuremeter Test (SBPT), Marchetti 
Dilatometer Test (DMT).

In this period, the evolution of the old mechani-
cal CPT cone to a sophisticated device with pore 
pressure and seismic measurements (among other 
module applications) marks the history of in-situ 
testing and points out a successful pattern to follow, 
in permanent evolution. Although much younger 
in design practice, DMT also seems to follow the 
same principles (e.g. introduction of seismic mod-
ules to the test, seismic modules with two accel-
erometers to reduce the influence of arrival time 
selection on the final results). On its turn, SPT tests 
remained untouched for a long time but, by the 
end of the century, Ranzini (1988) introduced the 
torque measurements (SPT-T) transforming it in 
a multi parameter test and thus, creating more 
possibilities of assessment. More recently, the 
indexation of wave equations to test interpretation 
developed from the early work of Schmertmann & 
Palacios (1979), and followed by many investiga-
tors (Kovacs & Salomone 1982, Abou-Matar 1997) 
with special emphasis in the work produced in 
Brasil (Belincanta 1998, Aoki & Cintra 2000, 
 Cavalcante 2002, Odebrecht 2003, Rodrigues et al. 
2008a and b, Rodrigues et al. 2010) clearly showed 
that control of hammer energy should be manda-
tory, given the usual deviations to the normalized 
60% of efficiency observed in current hammers 
and their consequences in the final derived param-
eters. These developments give raise to a significant 
improvement in the quality of NSPT results, firstly 
as a result of the parameter evolution, evolving 
from a number of blows (N) to an energy (numeri-
cal) evaluation, and also by ensuring a practical 
and fundamental control of the hammer devices. 
As a consequence, new fields became available to 
be explored, such as the case of pile bearing capac-
ity evaluation based in concepts of SPT energy 
transfer (Lobo 2008, Lobo et al. 2009, Schnaid 
et al. 2009, Silva 2011).

Above and beyond the adequate test selection, 
the respect for normalization and operation pro-
cedures is another fundamental issue that should 
always be pursuit, which is particularly impor-

tant for experience transfers from one country to 
another, to check the adequacy of generic correla-
tions and to develop new methodologies. Further-
more, when moving to markets in a less developed 
stage, we must resist to lowering quality levels as 
function of the market, chasing the same level 
of quality usually attained in normal practice 
in the countries of origin. Only that way we will 
be able to keep alive the flame of the conquered 
developments.

Nevertheless, it is also important to pay atten-
tion to the testing procedures, trying to take the 
best of them and always look for their improve-
ment, trying to lower their prices and reduce their 
time-consume without sacrificing quality. This may 
be illustrated using the SCPTu test execution as an 
example. By acquiring the mechanical parameters 
downwards and the seismic data upwards, higher 
quality and speed can be achieved simultaneously 
as demonstrated by Rodrigues et al. (2010). In 
fact, the test execution is faster because dead-times 
related to the changes from seismic to mechanical 
acquisition are avoided, while the quality is higher 
due to the chance of selecting testing points after 
obtaining the complete mechanical profile and 
to the decrease in pore pressure dissipation that 
occurs during seismic testing.

To get high level of efficiency, engineers must be 
confident in the obtained values of design param-
eters, requiring for calibration/verification of 
equipments and measuring devices with adequate 
periodicity and traceability. However, one thing is 
to have the close control of the devices, which are 
generally incorporated in the industry proceedings, 
another is to know how the associated errors prop-
agate towards the final result. The correspondent 
knowledge makes possible to have a closer control 
in result deviations, while can also be seen as an 
excellent opportunity to improve the equipments 
themselves (Cruz et al. 2009, Mateus et al. 2012). 
A discussion on propagation error analysis related 
with the most common in-situ tests is presented 
elsewhere in this conference (Mateus et al. 2012).

Despite all the developments in the field, in most 
part of the problems industry still works based 
in geotechnical parameters obtained from old 
empirical correlations with SPT data, which con-
sidering the development of technologies in our 
days, should only be used as primary approach. 
 Erroneously, there is a myth in the industry of many 
countries that a geotechnical campaigns based in 
bore-holes and SPTs is cheaper than any other, 
which in fact is not true, both under the strictly 
economic point of view (a 15 m DMT or CPTu 
generally is not more expensive than a bore-hole 
and SPTs reaching the same depth) and naturally 
in what concerns to the balance cost versus qual-
ity/efficiency of results. Worse than that, despite 
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the widespread knowledge of the subject, the 
control of energy efficiency of SPT hammers is 
only roughly implemented at industrial level and 
so the latest improvements are difficult to apply. 
A much better result is obtained by selecting appro-
priate tests for each specific study, following the 
frequency of test profiling according to the usual 
recommendations (one profiling point is one pro-
filing point, borehole with SPTs or independent in-
situ test), but this time equally shared by boreholes 
(+SPTs) and in-situ tests. In addition, many in-situ 
tools of continuous profiling (e.g. DMT or CPTu) 
are also faster to perform and to assess data for 
design. It should be added that even if  in certain 
cases the campaign is a bit more expensive (for 
instance when substituting SPT by PMT tests), 
it will not overcome 1% of the construction final 
cost, leaving the following question to be answered: 
What did we really save by introducing shortcuts in 
a geotechnical campaign? Nothing at all, once the 
price will be paid as a result of deviations during 
construction. In fact, Geotechnical characteriza-
tion is a business of cents and dymes that can save 
millions in construction stages. Being so, programs 
using modern technologies and methodologies can 
positively respond to the industry triple demand, 
giving a fundamental contribution to reduce 
the final costs of the subsequent construction. 
 Naturally, it should be stressed that care should be 
taken in test and array selection, in order to get the 
required results. As stated before (Devincenzi et al. 
2004, Powell 2005 and Long 2008) dissatisfaction 
is the usual result, whenever we fail to deliver what 
promised, either by over-selling or by inappropri-
ate applications, being this even more important if  
trust has to be conquered, such in the approach 
to new markets. In this subject, the wise words 
of Professor Peck (1962) about the main require-
ments for the successful practice of geotechnical 
engineering should be reminded as fundamental in 
the present time:

a. Knowledge of site past history;
b. Familiarity with soil and/or rock mechanics;
c. Clear understanding of the geologic history and 

the effects that might come in the consequence 
of the building construction;

d. Search for all possible failure mechanisms;
e. Model and field conditions never match per-

fectly and so there will always be differences 
between field and predicted behavior.

4 THE MULTI-TEST (MT) APPROACH

4.1 Mechanical tests

An important improvement that can be pursuit in 
field assessment is the combination of both test and 

test parameters to assess a wider sort of geotechni-
cal issues, creating more flexibility to decode the 
unknown. Sometimes this is the only way of get-
ting the full picture of the situation, as in the case 
of cohesive-frictional unsaturated materials where 
3 variables contribute to the strength response 
(Cruz 2010). In the previous ISC conferences this 
has been recognized either by considering theme 
sessions and also by including Keynote lectures 
that focus on that subject (e.g. Viana da Fonseca & 
Coutinho 2008, Kim 2008). In the present theme 
session, entitled Special Uses of In-situ Testing, 
this combining approach is quite well expressed by 
the representation of varied combinations, such as 
SPT/CPTu/lab tests (3 papers), DMT/CPTu, BH/
lab/ERT and BH/lab/GPR (2 papers) and CPT/
PMT, SPT/DPSH, SBPT/CH, CPTu/FVT and 
S-waves/PLT (1 paper).

The available information clearly reveals that, 
due to the existence of some contact points between 
in-situ tests, quite often disadvantages of one can 
be covered by the advantages of another, offering 
the possibility to increase the level of efficiency 
of the in-situ testing whole package, by combin-
ing various (carefully selected) test types. Some 
important advantages arising from the Multi-Test 
approach are discussed below (Cruz 2010):

a. More test parameters are available to be com-
bined and so there are more possibilities of 
assessing geotechnical parameters that could 
not be obtained otherwise; from this point of 
view, the most commonly used in-situ soil tests 
generate a total of 15 parameters (Table 2), but 
the sustainable combinations established actu-
ally are only a few (Table 3), somehow suggest-
ing a field of exploration;

b. Increment on the number of assessed geotech-
nical parameters as a result of the sum of abili-
ties related to each test individually;

c. Usually each test has its own advantages and 
limitations, which are different in every case; 

Table 2. In-situ test parameters.

Test Measurements Parameters

SPT Penetration resistance NSPT, N60, N1(60)

DPSH Penetration resistance N20, qd

FVT Torque, angular 
deformation

Su

PLT Load, Settlement E
DMT Pressure, displacement P0, P1, P2

ID, ED, KD, UD

CPTu Pressures qt, ft, u2
QT, FR, Bq

PMT Load, volumetric 
expansion

P0, PF, PL, EPMT
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thus, combining pairs give the possibility of cor-
recting or completing the information obtained, 
bringing reliability and confidence on selected 
design parameters;

d. Cross-confrontation of the same geotechnical 
parameter obtained by more than one test, allow-
ing for the calibration of correlations as well as 
the detection of inappropriately applied deriving 
methodologies; this can be very useful in charac-
terizing non-textbook materials or when the geo-
logical environment is quite different from those 
from where specific correlations where obtained;

e. Possibility of combining tests adapted to local 
conditions, in order to assess good quality 
information on strata with different levels of 
penetration resistance.

Emerging from a strong field experience, apply-
ing this Multi-Test approach both in sedimentary 
and residual soils (Cruz, 2010), earthfills (Cruz 
et al. 2008a) and in rock massif  characterizations 
(Cruz et al. 2008b) some suggestions for combina-
tions can be outlined (Table 4), which are briefly 
discussed below. First of all, the combinations 
must be selected always including, at least, one 
continuous type of test, in order to guarantee the 
assessment to local variations and to produce sta-
tistically representative data.

In the “dynamic side” of the question, DPSH 
used together with SPT can be an interesting meth-
odology, since its similar working principle makes 
it easy to settle local correlations and provides 
continuous dynamic logging. In this theme ses-
sion one paper was presented including this testing 
pair performed in Castilla Plateau (Ortiz Palacio & 
Torres Benito, 2012), to overcome space difficulties 
typical when surveying inside buildings, which in 
fact is a common problem in assessing geotechni-
cal information in urban areas. In the paper some 
other possibilities are presented, through 5 experi-
mental cases in Spanish Plateau for simplifying 
testing campaigns in difficult situations.

Another less known possibility in the dynamic 
approach is given by the possibility of dynami-
cally pushing-in DMT equipments and to correlate 
the respective results with those obtained by static 
pushed-in tests (Cruz et al. 2006b, Cruz 2010). In 
fact, installation and testing are performed in sepa-
rate phases and in different directions and so the 
quality of the dynamic side, which in certain situa-
tions is the only way to obtain soil parameters, can 
really be improved. Previous work on the subject 
(Cruz et al. 2006b) reveals that N20(DMT) can be eas-
ily correlated with NSPT or N20(DPSH), which might 
be important in combined correlations. Naturally, 
care should be taken in the interpretation of the 
respective results, since this procedure is not the 
best approach for obtaining quality results.

SPT combined with CPTu is also a combining 
pair with some history on interchangeable param-
eterization, which guarantees an important bridge 
between dynamic and static penetration tests, 
commonly used in design practices. This combi-
nation is reflected in 3 of  the papers of  the session 
(Sau et al. 2012, Giretti et al. 2012, Rodriguez et al. 
2012). Sau et al. (2012), presents a very interesting 
paper related to a cut-and-cover railway excava-
tion near Barcelona (Spain), where simulations 
arising from different test combinations were 
compared. Based in an extensive geotechnical the 
authors idealized 4 different design proceedings 
with different strategies for soil characterization, 
namely using classical or modern approaches, with 
more or less time to finish the work and more or 
less tight budgets. All the hypothetical designers 
had CPTu and SPT as base geotechnical informa-
tion, being the remaining available tests divided as 
follows:

a. Laboratorial tests (CU and CD Triaxial, oed-
ometer, direct shear and ring shear tests)

b. Pre-bored Ménard pressuremeter tests
c. Self  boring pressuremeter and Cross-hole tests
d. Seismic dilatometer and Cross-hole tests

Table 3. Combined parameters.

Test pairs Parameters Assessment Authors

S-waves SPT Vs (G0), N1(60) Cemented structures Schnaid et al. 2004
S-waves CPTu Vs (G0), qt1 Cemented structures Schnaid et al. 2004
S-waves DMT Vs (G0), ID, ED, KD Cemented structures Cruz, 2010 Cruz et al. 2012a

Vs (G0), GDMT Modulus degradation Monaco et al. 2009
DMT CPTu KD, qt/σ’v K0 (sands) Baldi et al. 1986

KD, qt/σ’v K0 (residuals) Viana da Fonseca 1996
M, qt OCR Baldi et al. 1988, Jendeby 1992
M, qt Cohesion intercept Cruz et al. (2004 and 2006a);
Capacity factors Undrained strength

CPTu FVT Capacity factors Undrained strength Lunne et al. (1997)
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In all the selected situations, the simulation 
results were obtained using the Hardening soil 
model and compared with the displacements meas-
ured during construction in an adequate monitor-
ing campaign. The main conclusion arising from 
that simulation is the confidence on a variety of 
soil characterization strategies based on different 
“in situ” tests, due to the obtained degrees of accu-
racy that was found to be identical to the more tra-
ditional laboratorial approach.

On its turn, Rodriguez et al. (2012) report 
the pile design of cast in-situ and driven piles in 
Bogota´s New International Airport based in com-
bination of shear vane, SPT, geophysics, piezocone 
and lab test results. The interpreted results are 
compared with results of non-destructive testing 
of piles with Static Load Tests (SLT) and High 
Strain Dynamic Pile Test (HSDPT), revealing a 
high level of convergence.

One of the best in-situ test combining pairs is 
indubitably DMT/CPTu, as a consequence of 
their high complementarity as well as their both 
multi- parameter condition and similar modes of 
 installation. An illustrative example of the higher 
potential of this pair is given by their use in the char-
acterization of residual soils (Viana da Fonseca 1996, 
Cruz & Viana da Fonseca 2006, Viana da Fonseca 
et al. 2009, Cruz 2010) or other cohesive-frictional 
materials. In fact, CPTu data is a result of a verti-
cal force that push down the cone, while DMT is 
a fundamentally a stress-strain test that works by 
an expansion of a membrane through the applica-

tion of a horizontal stress. In short, together they 
test the ground horizontally and vertically, testing 
the strength in failure and measuring stress-strain 
relationships, suggesting why combination of their 
parameters generally work so well (see Table 3). On 
the other hand, their proved capacity of influenc-
ing “each other” through development, such as in 
the cases of introduction of seismic modules or 
pore-pressure parameters (DMT UD very similar 
to CPTu Bq) in DMT tests, or the soil classification 
(Ic follows the same philosophy of Material Index 
in DMT), gives them a lot of contact points from 
where combinations can be controlled. In this con-
text, measuring the force to push-in DMT equip-
ments, in order to compare with CPTu tip resistance 
(qt) (as it is done with SPT-CPTu or DMT-SPT/
DPSH), will probably lead to an important link-
ing point between the two tests. Another common 
construction situation where the application of 
this combination can be very useful is in consolida-
tion problems. In fact, the possibility of obtaining 
pore-pressure measurements and performing dissi-
pation tests by CPTu combined with the highly effi-
cient Constrained Modulus (M), allows estimating 
magnitude and time of consolidation, much faster 
and with higher accuracy when compared with the 
traditional consolidation tests. Besides what they 
can produce individually, their interchangeability 
provides answers to some other situations, making 
possible to assess the most required parameters 
for design situations. Together they cover state 
and stress history, strength and stiffness, hydraulic 

Table 4.  Possible test combinations.

Foundation Excavation
Fill over 
soft soils Liquefaction Special works

Soft clayey soils SDMT/CPTu 
SCPTU/FVT

SDMT/CPTu 
SCPTU/FVT

SDMT/CPTu 
SCPTu/FVT 
Laboratory

SDMT/CPTu 
SPT/CH 
Laboratory

SDMT/CPTu 
CH/Up-hole*

Hard clayey soils DPSH/PMT 
DMT/PMT

DMT/PMT DMT/PMT 
DPSH/PMT

– DPSH/PMT 
CH/Up-hole*

Loose sandy soils DMT/SCPTu DMT/SCPTu DMT/SCPTu SDMT/CPTu 
SPT/CH

SDMT/CPTu

Dense sandy soils DMT/PMT DMT/PMT DPSH/PMT – PMT/Geophysics
Cemented soils DMT/SCPTu 

DPSH/PMT
SDMT/CPTu 

SDMT/PMT
DPSH/PMT 

Laboratory
– BH/Geophysics

Loose fills DMT/PLT 
DMT/PMT

DMT/PLT 
DMT/PMT

– DMT/SCPTu 
SPT/CH 
Laboratory

BH/Geophysics

Well compacted 
fills

DPSH/PMT 
DPSH/PLT

DPSH/PMT – – –

Rock massifs BH/Lab/
Geophysics

BH/Lab/
Geophysics

– – BH/Lab/
Geophysics

Karstic massifs BH/Lab/
Geophysics

BH/Lab/ 
Geophysics

– – BH/Lab/
Geophysics

* To anisotropy evaluation.
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properties, leaving out solely the drained strength 
properties of clays, which in fact is the only com-
monly needed geotechnical information (at least 
in slope engineering) that cannot be obtained by 
in-situ testing. Yet, having strength, stress-strain 
and pore-pressure measurements, it seems possible 
to believe that angle of shearing resistance in clays 
can be obtained. DMT can also be seen as a sub-
stitute of FVT in the calibration of capacity fac-
tors for obtaining undrained strength from CPTu, 
probably gaining efficiency once the calibration is 
established taking more measured data obtained in 
continuity. Furthermore, if  the seismic module (S) 
is present in one of the tests, which is quite fre-
quent nowadays, then moduli degradation curves 
could also be attempted (Cruz 2010), since the out-
put will include shear modulus at small (Vs), inter-
mediate (DMT) and high (CPTu) strain levels. This 
might be another fundamental field of exploration 
for the near future, due to its increasing introduc-
tion in design procedures, either using this or other 
test combinations.

In the present theme session, 2 papers contem-
plate this pair, one in the work of Sau et al. (2012) 
already mentioned and another presented by 
Mlynarek et al. (2012), which proposes a correct-
ing function to produce a good statistical assess-
ment of the relationship between CPTu parameters 
and reference G0 (obtained from SDMT), making 
possible to generate a quasi 3-D model of stiffness 
of subsoil.

Thrust capacity is a major limitation for both 
tests, which makes difficult to access stiff   horizons. 
Although the combination with DPSH can be a 
reasonable alternative (with a natural lower level 
of quality), the partnership with PMT tests is the 
obvious and credible solution in the major part 
of current design solicitations. In sedimentary 
environments where stiff/loose interbeding is com-
mon, in residual soils where horizontal and vertical 
heterogeneity is mostly frequent or when stiffness 
gradually increases with depth, the assess to the 
whole range of behaviors could be achieved using 
CPTu or DMT (or both) combined with PMT, by 
calibrating the information where they both can 
be performed and using the latter in the stiffer 
depth ranges to complete profiles (Cruz 2010). 
Although the information is discontinuous and 
the test can be of some complexity, PMT is not 
particularly difficult in stiff  horizons and it is also 
a multi-parameter test with important information 
on stress-strain behavior, yielding and limit states. 
Obvious promising correlations when using DMT 
tests are the ED or M against EPMT, KD against Pl or 
Pf and ID against EPMT/Pl, while qt against EPMT (or 
Pl or Pf) and Ic against EPMT/Pl seem to be appro-
priate when CPTu tests are available. In addition, 
dilatometer and pressuremeter modulus are related 

with different strain levels and so with SDMT 
small, intermediate and large strains are repre-
sented. Moreover, CPTu pore pressure measure-
ments could be explored to correct pressuremeter 
test parameters or to re-calibrate correlation fac-
tors used to derive deformability and constrained 
moduli, with emphasis in intermediate geomateri-
als or in partially drained conditions. One paper in 
this theme session included a combination of PMT 
and CPTu tests to obtain parameters for the deep 
excavation design, whose results were then com-
pared with other results taken by other test combi-
nations, as already mentioned (Sau et al. 2012).

Another powerful tool in geological and geo-
technical characterization with very promising 
results is the combination of geophysics with 
bore-holes and/or mechanical tests, as reflected in 
this theme session where 8 papers were presented, 
4 dealing with seismic methods (Sau et al. 2012, 
Giretti et al. 2012, Mlynarek et al. 2012 and Kim 
et al. 2012) two dealing with Electrical Resistivity 
Tomography, ERT (Zielinsky et al. 2012, Espinosa 
et al. 2012) and other two dealing with Ground Pen-
etration Radar both produced by the same author 
(Bednarczyk 2012a, b). Here, the main reason for 
the success of the combination is reached by using 
a given characteristic (seismic, electric, eletro-
magnetic or gravimetric individually or mixed) 
to ground mapping, which is then calibrated by 
mechanical in-situ tests and/or bore-holes. Even 
more, the combination of different geophysical 
methods (seismic, resistivity, GPR) associated to 
mechanical testing can significantly enlarge their 
fields of application, as proved in the ISC’2 Pile 
predicting event (Almeida et al. 2004 and Carvalho 
et al. 2004).

4.2 Geophysical tests

At the end of last century, as a consequence of the 
perception of the higher soil stiffness than previ-
ously understood and the non-linearity of stress-
strain relationships (Burland 1991, Simons et al. 
2002), geophysics became an important geotech-
nical characterization tool, rapidly gaining field 
on current design. Seismic tests apply very small 
strains (10−6 to 10−4) and thus it has been considered 
that they give relevant results to linear elastic phase 
of soil deformation (Viana da Fonseca et al. 1997, 
Simons et al. 2002). Thus, a wide sort of techniques 
based on seismic wave velocities, such as Cross-
Hole, Down-Hole, Up-Hole, MASW or CSW, 
have seen their use in regular campaigns gradu-
ally increasing. Late technology evolutions made 
its application in a even more comfortable way, by 
adding seismic modules to the incredibly versatile 
cone penetrometer (SCPTu), shortly followed by 
the same assemblage in Dilatometer equipments 
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(SDMT), combining in one test, mechanical and 
geophysical measurements and so, contributing to 
their usefulness in characterization for design pur-
poses. In this theme session, apart from the already 
mention papers of Sau et al. (2012) and Mlynarek 
et al. (2012), two more works were presented based 
in seismic velocities. Kim et al. (2012) opens an 
important alternative in settlement predictions, 
suggesting a modified Schmertmann method using 
Vs profiles instead of CPT tip resistance, contrib-
uting for a wider application of the methodology, 
especially in geomaterials where the CPT cannot 
be performed. In this case, it is usual to use correla-
tion of other tests with CPT tip resistance, which 
naturally reduces de level of efficiency due to the 
associated scattering. The proposed methodol-
ogy was then tested by large scale plate load tests, 
revealing that Vs profiles evaluated by Harmonic 
Wavelet Analysis of Waves (HWAW) method could 
provide accurate predictions of load-settlement 
behavior. On its turn, Giretti et al. (2012) report 
the interpreted results within a research program, 
modeled by centrifuge tests, to evaluate seismic 
hazards in 90 km of the right bank of Po river. The 
characterization program included a high variety 
of seismic methodologies, such as MASW, Down-
Hole (DH), Cross-Hole tests (CH) and traditional 
seismic refraction.

Other geophysical techniques, such as seismic 
reflexion, electric resistivity, electro-magnetic 
(Geo-Radar) and gravimetry have been more and 
more tried in regular campaigns, representing a 
step further on site characterization. The cost-ef-
fectiveness offered by geophysical campaigns have 
been tempting designers and practitioners to use 
it as main source in common geotechnical cam-
paigns, which have often led to misinterpretations 
of the true behaviors. In fact, with the exception 
of seismic velocities that can be directly related to 
stiffness of soils and thus generate a geotechni-
cal parameter, other geophysical methods are not 
so easy to apply because the links between meas-
ured and needed parameters are quite complex, 
depending on many variables. On the other hand, 
geophysical data can easily accommodate differ-
ent interpretations (non-uniqueness of the solu-
tion), creating some more difficulties in its direct 
application (Foti & Butcher 2008). However, in 
combination with bore-holes and/or  mechanical 
testing, calibrations can be made and thus, it can 
become a very powerful tool in soil and rock 
 characterization. Among the non-seismic methods, 
electrical resistivity is the most frequently used in 
geotechnical campaigns (Kim 2008), being the main 
applications related with detecting geological and 
geotechnical singularities of the ground between 
testing points, defining water levels, variability of 
moisture content, contamination flows, soil-rock 

interface detection, earthfill homogeneity control, 
karst surveys (eventually combined with geo-ra-
dar) and deep sounding.

Zielinski et al. (2012), in this theme session, 
report a very useful application of electrical 
resistivity tomography (ERT) for mapping desic-
cation fissures in flood embankments, based in 
laboratorial models validated by in-situ data. The 
applied methodology provided a good picture 
about the extent of desiccation cracking affect-
ing the embankments (2D) and the pattern of 
interconnected networks (3D) that are the major 
threat to embankment integrity. This is even more 
important, once this type of evaluation is not eas-
ily achieved by other in-situ methods. Another 
example of useful application was brought to this 
theme section by Espinosa et al. (2012), who used 
ERT to evaluate thickness and volumes of surface 
materials that are to be eliminated. In their case 
study, ERT profiling revealed itself  as a faster and 
cost-effective alternative to the usually used bore-
holes and/or prospecting pits. The work highlights 
the utility of using ERT on the definition of the 
disposal of materials and the characteristics of the 
subsoil, as well as to select the frequency and best 
locations for bore-holes and/or prospecting pits.

Deep sounding is also a very interesting and obvi-
ous application of these geophysical techniques. In 
fact, at great depths, prospecting based in bore-
holes becomes much slower, often compromising 
dead-lines and thus, usually not executed, which 
increases the margins of uncertainty.  However, 
combining deep electrical resistivity with bore-
holes reaching shallower depths and laboratorial 
testing, both working as calibration points of the 
crossed formations has proved to be a reasonably 
successful technique. A characterization campaign 
for a road tunnel located in the North of  Portugal, 
reaching 600 m depth, have highlighted the use-
fulness of this combination Cruz et al. (2008a), 
which became a commonly adopted methodol-
ogy by MOTA-ENGIL Geotechnical department 
in this kind of situations. The main problem was 
related with a complex geological environment, 
with four different geological units, which ought to 
be ready within a little more than a month. The 
selected campaign was based in an electrical pro-
file of 6.000 m calibrated by 7 bore-holes reaching 
70–80 m depth, followed by mechanical lab testing 
in rock samples. The methodology made possible 
to establish a correlation between typical intervals 
of RMR (or GSI) and the respective  conductivity. 
This was even more decisive, since all the other 
companies answering for the same enterprise had 
only geological surface mapping to support their 
budgets.

Another common application at shallower 
depths is the use of electro-magnetic (Georadar) in 
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complex geological ground, with special emphasis in 
detection of karstic cavities, as well as in the detec-
tion of buried structures, which is a common prob-
lem to deal within urban construction.  Bednarczyk 
(2012a, 2012b) presents two papers reporting 
Polish case studies, one related with foundations 
design of underground gas storage and another 
in an area where landslides (in flysch deposits) 
are common, revealing a cost effective and useful 
method to be applied in landslide mapping.

Another situation with very specific require-
ments is the earthworks control, which usually 
based in unit weight determinations through den-
sitometer devices and stiffness most commonly by 
plate load tests. However, this methodology does 
not cover a fundamental issue for good perform-
ance of earth fills, related with its homogeneity. 
The situation can be well covered by using PLT 
and geophysics, as it is illustrated by the work of 
Kim et al. (2012), presented in this theme session 
and previously referred. When the problem is poor 
compaction level, then DMT (or DMT+CPTu) 
can be an interesting solution, since the test gives 
sustainable information about stiffness through 
M (or M/qt) with the usual recognized quality, but 
also allowing for important information (even if  
sometimes only qualitative) about the compaction 
layer thicknesses really executed (M or OCR pro-
files) and the grain size (fine content) through ID 
(Cruz et al. 2008b), allowing for an efficient control 
during or after the construction.

Rock massif  characterization usually does not 
stand particularly on in-situ testing, being com-
mon the use of bore-hole information related with 
lithology, weathering and fracturing (RQD, fractu-
ration degree, roughness) combined with strength 
laboratorial tests performed in rock cores. Adding 
geophysical ground mapping to these usual works, 
it is possible to offer a significant increase of pos-
sibilities by attempting to establish correlations 
between typical intervals of RMR (or GSI) and 
the respective conductivity in each specific geologi-
cal unit. This has been implemented by the author 
as common practice in Geotechnical department 
of MOTA-ENGIL Company, with very fruitful 
results.

5 DATA STORAGE AND 
INTERPRETATION BASED IN 
ADVANCED MATHEMATICS

In the last two decades the amount of available 
data in science and engineering areas have had 
an exponential growth due to the generalization 
of software applications, as well as the increased 
capacity of hardware to store data. From the 
mathematical side, this evolution has been accom-

plished with new developments connected with 
data analysis, numerical analysis or statistics. Sen-
sitivity analysis, propagation errors, regression 
analysis, fractals, clusters, neural networks ought 
to be referenced due to its high potential to capi-
talize the engineering experience. Naturally, at the 
engineering research level, advanced mathematical 
models have been used quite often in the develop-
ment of new approaches in the domain of geotech-
nical characterization (e.g. Hegazy & Mayne 2002, 
Kim 2004, Diaz-Rodriguez & Moreno-Carrizales 
2004, Cruz et al 2008, Uzielli, 2008, Mateus et al. 
2012), but in an industrial scale this has not been so 
frequently applied. In fact, every year and every-
where geotechnical industry generates an impres-
sive amount of geotechnical data, which is usually 
used merely in the current job (local context) to 
extract some relevant information. After this 
application the usual proceeding is to archive data, 
which frequently has no further usage. The result 
of several working hours ends in that report, being 
the data treated has electronic waste, which means 
that a valuable capital of experience ends in the 
bottom of some server from where it will be hardly 
rescued. However, if  properly stored and treated 
this data can be priceless when used for enlarging 
the experience both in the research level and the 
industrial level. This indicates that usual proce-
dures leave a great margin of evolution untouched, 
hence developing new methodologies and tools for 
data storage and analysis will generate the possi-
bility of optimizing previous experience and thus, 
further improvements can be expected.

In this context, special attention should be paid 
to Neural Networks (NN), which seems to be one 
of the most valuable techniques to capitalize and 
extract information from large amounts of avail-
able data (Vapnik, 1998). Applications of neural 
networks in geotechnical engineering have shown 
remarkable success, generating frequently a prime 
result (Ding & Shang 2004). These techniques are 
foremost used in pattern recognition, regression or 
data classification (Cortes et al. 1995, Scholkopf 
et al. 2000). Applications to CPT data analysis are 
the most frequent in the in-situ characterization 
domain (Goh, 1995, Baldi et al. 1986, Kurup & 
Dudany 2002, Kim 2004), but the methodology 
has been also applied to other tests, such as DMT 
(Cruz et al. 2011) triaxial (Penumadu & Zao 1999) 
or control of compaction (Najjar et al. 1996). 
Far beyond this direct applications addressed to 
specific situations, neural networks can be much 
more effective if  prepared and applied in the main 
source of information, naturally arising from the 
construction industry.

Neural Networks (NN) try to mimic the way that 
human brain processes information, relying on a 
permanent training procedure of input parameters 
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to get the solutions (Lehane & Fahey 2004). There-
fore, Neural networks are very efficient to learn 
with real data (input), using that experience to 
establish connections between the NN fundamen-
tal components (neurons) that will be used to pre-
dict the results from new inputs. From this point of 
view, neural networks can provide a mathematical 
model to optimize most experiences from the past 
obtained by several experienced engineers, with the 
great advantage that mathematical models do not 
get retired or change companies! Given the perma-
nent rush and the constant movement of techni-
cians in industry nowadays, neural networks might 
be the fundamental tool for the industry to learn 
and grow with its own experience. This will allow to 
feed innovation and evolution through the design 
of new numerical models that could represent some 
specific reality, which could be further improved 
and adjusted with the experience acquired and/or 
with the technological development.

An illustrative example of how decisive mathe-
matics can be is represented by a research program 
launched by MOTA-ENGIL (RESOIL, financed 
by European Community, QREN/UE/FEDER), 
based on the in-situ test results obtained and prop-
erly stored in the course of MOTA-ENGIL activi-
ties within last 10 years. The work was based in the 
rescue of that data, performing some “Mathemat-
ical-Engineering” recycling and generating add-
value products as new formulas, new approaches 
and new developments (Cruz 2010, Cruz et al. 
2012b). The whole program included propagation 
error analysis related to the more usual in-situ tests 
(Cruz et al. 2009, Mateus et al. 2012), followed by 
a regression analysis (Cruz 2010) and the devel-
opment of a neural network in the context of an 
experimental frame related with small strain shear 
modulus (Cruz et al. 2011). Departing from data 
related with small strain shear modulus available 
in the data base, later enlarged by the interna-
tional data kindly granted by Prof. Marchetti, a 
reference test parameter was selected (G0 obtained 
from shear wave velocities) and successive analysis 
were tried and implemented, using regression and 
neural network approaches, the later by means of 
Support Vector Regression (SVR), significantly 
reducing the error associated to G0 determina-
tion by DMT. In Tables 5 and 6 a summary of 
the obtained results is presented to illustrate the 
improvement in the accuracy and to confirm the 
power of neural networks, which in this case (as 
usual) led to the best result.

Beyond the specific conclusions related with the 
modulus results, what seems really promising is the 
followed path, which highlights how the attention 
we pay today to a subject can influence its future 
success. Therefore, it is strongly suggested to study 
and establish methodologies for properly storing 

data arising from the industry work, selecting the 
reference parameters and guaranteeing the data 
treatment as it flows in.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The beginning of this new millennium brought 
with it a deep change in the way the construction 
industry works, due to the high increase in tech-
nological developments, the speed of construction 
and the constant movement of technicians around 
the world. On the other hand, construction is now 
entering new markets, which implies less known 
environments with their own geologic peculiari-
ties and specific geotechnical problems. This might 
be a good opportunity for spreading, confirming, 
correcting or updating established methodologies 
and previously defined correlations, making them 
more universal. On the other hand, the amount 
of available data in science and engineering areas 
have had an exponential growth due to the gener-
alization of software applications, as well as the 
increased capacity of hardware to store data. This 
creates a great margin of evolution, hence develop-
ing new methodologies and tools for data storage 
and analysis will certainly generate the possibil-
ity of optimizing previous experience and further 

Table 5. Measurement errors (global data).

Approach Type
Mean (std)/ 
median Sample

Regression f (ED, ID)1 0.35 (0.31)/0.28 875
f (ED, ID, KD)2 0.29 (0.28)/0.21 875

Neural 
networks

Fitting3 0.27 (0.29)/0.17 875
ε SVR3 0.27 (0.43)/0.16 875
μSVR3 0.27 (0.41)/0.16 875

1Cruz & Viana da Fonseca (2006); 2Cruz (2010); 3Cruz 
et al. (2011).

Table 6. Measurement errors (subsets).

Approach Type
Mean (std)/
mean Sample

Regression f (ED) clays1 0.38 (0.32)/0.32 455
Neural

networks
ε SVR (clays) 0.29 (0.41)/0.16 455

Regression f (ED) sands2 0.34 (0.50)/0.20 153
Regression f (ED) sands3 0.49 (0.67)/0.20 153
Neural

networks
ε SVR4 (sands) 0.39 (0.57)/0.15 153

1Tanaka & Tanaka (1998); 2Jamiolkowski (1985); 3Baldi 
(1986); 4Cruz et al. (2011).
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improvements can be expected. Expectedly, this is 
a time for special uses.

However, it is important to observe some fun-
damental issues, in order to be successful in that 
task, such as:

a. Respect for normalization and operation pro-
cedures, including adequate calibration and/or 
verification planning of equipments and meas-
uring devices;

b. Define the best survey plan choosing from var-
ied test alternatives, according to the level of 
the problem, type of ground, local conditions, 
required parameters, construction budgets;

c. Combine tests and test parameters to assess 
new possibilities;

d. Control of the effects of measurement accuracy 
on final results;

e. Make an effort to optimize the previous expe-
rience, instead of loosing it with the rush, by 
applying advanced mathematics in storage 
and analysis of data arising from the industry 
(neural networks seem to be promising for that 
purpose).
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Geophysical assessment of flood embankments

M. Zielinski
Texas A&M University, Zachry Department of Civil Engineering, College Station, US
University of Strathclyde, Department of Civil Engineering, Glasgow, UK

G. Jones & P. Sentenac
University of Strathclyde, Department of Civil Engineering, Glasgow, UK

ABSTRACT: For centuries flood embankments were constructed to protect the lowlands, properties 
and the people living within. They are constructed along the coasts and rivers mainly as an earth structures 
using the fill material that is available on site. Flood embankments are built as “open” structures and have 
to withstand extreme internal and external processes, such as desiccation or flooding. As the body of the 
embankment is usually located above the ground, the fill material undergoes series of seasonal variations 
in climatic conditions which crucially affect the water retention in soils; as a result they swell and shrink. 
The shrinkage of soils is commonly associated with the formation of cracks, which affect the permeability 
of the soil. It is usually very difficult to visually assess the extent of cracking covered by vegetation. In 
this paper, both 2-D and 3-D Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) were used to detect desiccation 
cracking in the soil mass. Two laboratory models, small and macro-scaled, were examined using miniature 
resistivity array. In addition to that, field investigation was carried out in order to validate laboratory 
results and in particular to assess the integrity of flood embankment. The results obtained in this research 
confirm that ERT is capable of detecting desiccation cracking in the subsurface without interfering into 
the embankment body and can be used for the proper assessment of an embankment body.

Continuous desiccation results in the separa-
tion of the soil into polygonal blocks, separated 
by a network of fissures (Corte and Higashi 1964, 
Kodikara et al. 2000). Shrinkage acting on the 
blocks can result in shear plane beneath the surface 
of the soil, resulting in horizontal subsurface fissur-
ing, and leading to the separation of the desiccated 
blocks from the rest of the soil structure (Konrad 
and Ayad 1997). These fissuring networks provide 
a flow pathway for infiltrating water during over-
topping, and accelerate the shallow slippage of the 
landward face of the embankment (Cooling and 
Marsland 1953, Marsland and Cooling 1958).

A typical condition survey on flood embank-
ments in UK consist of periodical visual walk-
along observation (Morris et al. 2007). Typically 
the surveys are carried out in the winter months, 
when vegetation is lighter (Perry et al. 2003). 
 Vegetation is rarely trimmed on the landward face 
of the embankment and obscures any existing 
fissures, additionally there is a general reduction 
in crack size in the wetter, winter months which 
makes identification of fissures difficult and can 
mask the severity of the problem.

The true depth of fissuring and existence of 
fissures beneath the subsurface can only be identi-
fied through destructive excavation techniques as 

1 INTRODUCTION

Desiccation fissuring resulting for moisture loss 
in a Flood Embankment has been identified as 
a potential source of embankment failure dur-
ing overtopping (Cooling and Marsland 1954). 
This particular failure mode was identified after 
the North Sea flood that hit England in 1953. 
 Further study carried out by Marsland (1957) and 
Marsland and Cooling (1958) revealed that water 
infiltration through a network of desiccation fis-
sures resulted in shallow slippage of the landward 
embankment face.

The formation of desiccation fissures in soils 
result from a rise in suction within the soil, due to 
a pressure gradient created between the drying soil 
surface and the intact soil. The suction pressure 
results in the build-up of internal tensile forces, 
causing volumetric shrinkage of the media, with 
constrained shrinkage resulting in the propagation 
of fissures at the surface of the soil (Konrad and 
Ayad 1997). The onset of fissuring correspond to a 
change from the saturated solid-liquid state to the 
unsaturated solid-liquid-gas state (air-entry) where 
air begins to replace water in the soil pores (Peron, 
et al. 2009), causing the volumetric moisture con-
tent of the soil to reduce.
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carried out by Cooling and Marsland (1953) and 
Dyer et al. (2009). Thus, recently the non-invasive 
geophysical techniques such were introduced which 
could be used to identify the existence of fissured 
soil and to map the extent of fissuring networks in 
the subsurface.

2 ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
TOMOGRAPHY

2.1 2D and 3D ERT in cracking detection

Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) is a com-
monly used geophysical method for the imaging 
of  shallow sub-surface targets. Recent improve-
ments in resistivity equipment have resulted 
in improved quality and efficiency of  complex 
 surveys and advances in inversion software and 
computer technology have allowed for better 
modelling of   resistivity data. Common uses of 
ERT include water and contaminate flows (de 
Lima et al. 1995,  Bensom 1997, Martínez-Pagán 
et al. 2010), in engineering site investigations 
(Rucker et al. 2009,  Banham and Pringle 2011) 
locating buried artefacts or structures in Archae-
ological surveys (Tonkov and Loke 2006, Negri 
et al. 2008) as well as providing geological and 
hydrogeological site information (Ganerod et al. 
2006).

Previous studies (Samouelian, et al. 2003, 
Samouelian, et al. 2004, Sentenac and Zielinski 
2009) have identified Electrical Resistivity Tom-
ography (ERT) as sensitive to fissures in the soil 
subsurface. Samouelian, et al. (2003) first showed 
the sensitivity of ERT in mapping artificially cre-
ated 2D fissure in a silty loam. The study used a 
 Wenner alpha Array and used the RES2DINV 
inversion software (Loke and Barker 1996, Loke 
2010) to identify a contrasting area of high resis-
tivity representing the fissure and lower resistivity 
representing intact soil. The authors concluded 
that in order to accurately resolve the desiccation 
fissures in a 2D resistivity model, the creation of 
dedicated software was necessary. An inversion 
model for such software was discussed in a follow 
up paper by the same research team (Tabbagh, 
et al. 2007).

In addition to their 2D models, Samouelian, 
et al. (2004) used 3D resistivity monitoring to 
detect the onset of desiccation fissuring on a com-
pacted block of compacted material. Square arrays 
were used in the study in order to identify the dip 
angle of the fissures as they formed. The study 
showed resistivity areas at the surface of the 3D 
model with high resistivity, relating to the positions 
of the fissures in the soil, although no clear images 
of the fissuring network were obtained from the 

 resistivity scan. In addition the study showed an 
increase in the measured resistivity values with 
drying time, indicating a relationship between the 
apparent resistivity and the soil moisture.

(Sentenac and Zielinski 2009) employed the 
use of miniature electrodes in a clay model in 
order to monitor the onset of desiccation fis-
sures in a 2D plane. The material used in the 
study was compacted boulder clay reclaimed from 
a flood embankment located in East Yorkshire 
 (England) near city Hull. In the study, the Wenner-
 Schlumberger array was used in order to ensure 
that the survey was sensitive to both vertical and 
horizontal fissures forming in the clay (Konrad 
and Ayad 1997). Importantly the study revealed 
improvements in the RES2DINV inversion soft-
ware allowing the vertical fissures to be accurately 
resolved. The study accurately resolved the posi-
tions of the vertical fissures as they formed, and 
revealed possible horizontal discontinuity owing to 
fissuring beneath the shear plane. Additionally the 
use of a conductive gel tracer was investigated in 
order to better visualize the fissuring.

This study aims to build on the previous work 
and show that resistivity measurements taken in 
both 2D and 3D using conventional resistivity 
equipment can monitor and map the onset of fis-
suring using miniature electrodes in a laboratory, 
and compare the results with field measurements 
from a desiccated embankment.

2.2 ERT in embankment assessment

The use of  resistivity monitoring on embank-
ments for safety and integrity is not very common 
(Sjödahl et al., 2007). One of  the few example is 
from Sweden, in where a permanent monitoring 
system was designed at two dams (Johansson & 
Dahlin, 1998) and resistivity and self  potential 
monitoring surveying and monitoring were car-
ried out at the Sädva embankment (Dahlin et al., 
2001), while Hällby was the first Swedish embank-
ment to get a permanently installed monitoring 
system of  resistivity measurements. The main aim 
of  these investigations was to evaluate the seepage 
through the embankment. In France, the LCPC 
(French Public Works Research Laboratory) and 
the Cemagref  in Aix en Provence, conducted 
experimental research from 1998 to 2004 within 
the framework of  the ‘Criterre’ National research 
project. The aim of  their research was to test dif-
ferent Geophysical and Geotechnical methods for 
the diagnosing of  flood protection embankments 
(Fauchard & Meriaux, 2004). These projects 
lead to a new French National project ‘Erinho’ 
involving site experiments looking at the effect 
on internal erosion on a the stability of  flood 
embankments.
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3 LABORATORY STUDY

3.1 2D ERT model

To experimentally study desiccation crack detec-
tion at almost actual scale, and under full environ-
mental controlled conditions a laboratory scaled 
clayey embankment (1 × 1 m crest, slopes 1:2, and 
2 m long, 20 cm high berm) was constructed in the 
hydraulics laboratory at Strathclyde University. 
The soil used in this experiment was the same as 
the one used to construct embankment in Galston 
near Glasgow, UK. The embankment was con-
structed inside an environmental chamber (1 m 
high, 2 m wide and 6 m long) built on the top of 
the concrete flume (2 m wide, and about 25 m long) 
of the hydraulics laboratory. The environmental 
conditions inside the chamber were fully control-
led by 6 infra-red heaters (1.2 kW each) to impose 
drying; and 2 high speed fans coupled with the 
thermostat installed above the embankment crest 
to control the temperature inside chamber.

Two sets (α and β) of 48 electrodes with 2.5 cm 
spacing, were installed on the inward face of the 
embankment (Fig. 1). However, in this study only 
the α array results are discussed.

The experiment was carried out for seven days 
at a constant temperature of 20°C to initiate and 
perform desiccation cracking of the embankment.

Measurements using resistivity array have been 
taken every morning. The measurements selected 
option was a 2 Dimensional multi-electrodes resis-
tivity profile. A Wenner-Schlumberger array pro-
filing method, was chosen in this study because 
it is the most sensitive configuration to vertical 
resistivity changes (horizontal structures) in the 
soil strata and the groundwater table, and it is also 
more sensitive than other arrays to the horizontal 
resistivity changes (vertical structures) (Sentenac & 
Zielinski, 2009).

Furthermore, the extensive horizontal  coverage 
and greater number of data points than other 
arrays justified its choice (Sentenac & Zielinski, 
2009).

The numbering and detection of vertical crack 
was the main target taking into account the limita-
tion of the scanning method which was the elec-
trodes geometry as the spacing kept between them 
was the same as the contact depth into the soil.

Figure 2 shows the visual observation and resis-
tivity scans after 7 days of drying. It can be clearly 
seen that changes in the structure, especially crack-
ing was mapped by the miniature resistivity array. 
Deep purple contour represents places with the 
high resistivity values such as air voids. These dis-
continuities, which have created within the period 
of seven days, were seen appearing and becoming 
larger every day.

3.2 3D ERT model

The soil used in this study was sampled from the 
disused embankment located outside of Paull 
 village along the Humber estuary. Prior to start 
of an experiment, the soil was air dried, crushed 
and sieved in order to remove any stones and 
organic content that could influence the meas-
urements. Following crushing, the soil was wet-
ted and compacted to a desired density inside 
a wooden box (0.6 × 0.6 × 0.2 m) lined with a 
 Perspex sheets. The targeted water content and 
dry density of the clay model were at their opti-
mum, 21.0% and 1.64 Mg/m3 respectively, in order 
to achieve the maximum homogeneity of the clay 
model. A geo-membrane was attached to the 
 Perspex walls in order to restrain the shrinkage 
of the soil. The container was designed to simu-
late a small section of embankment: the top sur-
face was exposed while the restraining membrane 

Figure 1. ERT installed on the embankment model.
Figure 2. Resistivity scan with corresponding visual 
observation after 7 days of drying.
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 simulated the  restraining effect of a massive com-
pacted  structure. 144 Electrodes were fabricated 
using 0.65 mm diameter steel pins: the diameter 
was kept deliberately small in order to minimise 
the impact of the electrode on the surrounding 
soil so as not to influence the formation of the fis-
sures and to ensure the theoretical “point source” 
of current desired in resistivity measurements was 
as closely simulated as possible. The electrodes 
were connected to the multicable via small diam-
eter gold-plated pins, which allowed quick connec-
tion and disconnection for easy movement of the 
active survey lines. The electrodes were placed in 
a 12 by 12 grid separated by 4.5 cm in both the x 
and y directions, this created three discrete 12 by 
4  electrode sections which could be measured indi-
vidually by the resistivity unit.

The model was initially saturated and allowed 
to desiccate freely. Resistivity measurements were 
taken over the three sections twice a day with both 
the Wenner-Schlumberger and Dipole-Dipole 
arrays. The multicable was disconnected from the 
electrodes between readings, in order to document 
the evolution of the fissuring network and to allow 
the pins to move with the shrinking soil blocks 
so as not to influence the formation of fissures. 
Measurements were discontinued after 1560 hours 
of drying, when no further evolution of fissuring 
was observed.

The individual resistivity files for each of the 
three discrete sections were combined into a  single 

file and processed using RES3DINV inversion 
software.

The evolution of the surface fissuring pattern 
can be observed in Figures 3 and 4, with the cor-
responding resistivity model created from the 
inversion of the 3D apparent resistivity data. The 
resistivity models show the positions of the fis-
sures as areas of high resistivity compared with the 
lower resistivity of the intact soil, consistent with 
the findings of the previous works (Samouelian, 
et al. 2003, Samouelian, et al. 2004, Sentenac and 
Zielinski 2009).

4 FIELD STUDY

4.1 Site description

The embankment used in this study was con-
structed in 2003 as a part of Paull Holme Strays 
Scheme (Thorngumbald). The embankment is 
located near village Paull (Thorngumbald) near 
the city of Hull on the north shore of the Humber 
Estuary. Approximately 3 km long and 5 m high 
structure was constructed from locally excavated 
alluvial clays extracted from a borrow pit in area 
of the new salt marshes. In this way the natural 
habitat was also recreated.

During several visits to the embankment, a vis-
ual observation indicated that the crest and both 
slopes of embankment are highly cracked. Many 
places with almost no vegetation were spotted on 
the crest of the embankment (Fig. 5).

Figure 3. 3D model: left—initial condition, right—
after 120 h.

Figure 4. 3D model: left—after 144 h, right—after 216 h.
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cracked soil. This would concur with the findings 
of Samouelian et al. (2004) and with the field study 
by Dyer et al. (2009). The depth of desiccation 
cracks on the embankment crest observed by Dyer 
et al. (2009) was approximately 0.6 m.

In addition to the crest survey explained above, 
some detailed 2D scans were taken on the inward 
slope using electrode spacing of  1 m. This experi-
ment was carried out in order to investigate scal-
ing effect on the 2D ERT surveys. The scans 
consisted of  24 electrodes and covered a length 
of  23 m. Moreover, miniature scans with spacings 
of  10 cm were taken within the survey line of  the 
slope scans. A further 5 cm scan was taken in the 
same survey line as the 1 m scan, and the previous 
10 cm scan.

Figure 8d and Figure 8a shows the slope scan 
with 1 m spacing and the corresponding images of 
the surface fissures. It can be seen from Figure 8d 
that some anomalies appearing on Figure 8a were 
captured. There is some misfit between the sur-
face positions of the fissures and the correspond-
ing placement of the near surface anomalies. The 
depth of the anomalies extends to approximately 
0.6 m, but some anomalies extend deeper than 

Figure 5. Desiccation cracking on the crest. Figure 6. The extent of the field survey.

Figure 7. 2D ERT scans on the crest.

Presented survey was carried out in order to 
assess the state of new embankment since con-
struction and the last visit in 2006. The inspection 
involved visual observation, non-invasive geophysi-
cal scanning using ARES Automatic Resistivity 
Meter that is described in next section.

4.2 2D ERT field survey

About eighteen 2D scans were initially taken 
across the embankment crest. Figure 6 shows 
the positions of  all scans taken. This includes 
scans of  94 and 46 m in length. The total length 
of  these scans was 1,212 m and covered a length 
of  1,140 m due to overlapping arrays. The start-
ing point of  the survey was the concrete cladding 
at the west entry gate, until the drain outlet at 
approximately half  way along the main section 
of  embankment.

The following setups were used in all of the 
eighteen scans: eight were of 94 m consisting of 48 
electrodes with 2 m spacing, and nine were of 46 m 
with 2 m electrode spacing, one was of 43.7 m and 
one of 48.3 m with 24 electrodes and spacings of 
1.9 m and 2.1 m respectively. In addition a 46 m 
scan of the crest of the historic Thorngumbald 
embankment was also taken.

The resistivity measurements were taken using 
an ARES automatic Resistivity System from GF 
Instruments, Czech Republic.

It can be noticed from Figure 7a and b) that the 
ERT survey revealed a top highly resistive layer 
(separated by dashed line) has resistivity vaues 
between 29 and 62 Ωm, while the interior resis-
tivity varies from 1 to 9 Ωm. The high resistivity 
top layer exists to a depth of approximately 0.6 m, 
and the resistivity values are consistent with those 
of clay. The top layer shown in Figure 7a and 
Figure 7b is most likely desiccated and possibly 
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5 CONCLUSIONS

2D mapping of desiccation fissures by resistiv-
ity measurement proved to be a useful tool in the 
evaluation of fissuring in soil mass. Based on the 
results of this study and the laboratory studies into 
the monitoring of the onset of desiccation fissuring 
the method was also validated in the field and was 
found to provide the picture about the extent of 
desiccation cracking affecting flood  embankments. 
It is very clear that nowadays this is the only tool 
that could be used in the field to observe the onset 
of fissuring and allow engineers to evaluate the 
integrity of the structure.

The depth of  cracking detected by 2D ERT was 
found to be around 0.6 m which proved to be con-
sistent with the previous field observations carried 
out on the same embankment. It was also found 
that in the field conditions, the minimum dis-
tance between electrodes was found to be 10 cm. 
This was proved to be enough to achieve good 
resolution.

3D ERT presented in this paper proved to be 
capable of detecting the crack pattern forming 
during desiccation process. Individual fissures are 
unlikely to pose a major threat to embankment 
integrity, whereas interconnected networks pose a 
serious threat to the embankment stability during 
overtopping. Thus, presented 3D ERT will be an 
ideal tool in examining the soil structures.
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ABSTRACT: In recent years, many geotechnical specialists must confront the need of accomplishing 
difficult designing tasks under very restricted budgets (tasks such as the design of complex foundations, 
avoiding slope movements, the development of earth containing structures, evaluating and repairing set-
tlements, etc.). This implies that soil in-situ probing and lab testing may be quite limited on many occa-
sions. Therefore, it usually falls on the specialists the responsibility of optimizing the resources at hand to 
fully characterize the morphological and mechanical soil qualities, gaining the best safety factors as possi-
ble in the process. In order to illustrate this challenging duty of optimization of the problem of quality soil 
characterization vs. probing budget, some of the latest and most interesting of the authors’ experiences in 
the Spanish Plateau of Castile will be covered.

2 PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES

2.1 Burgos Courthouse (Castile and Leon–Spain)

This neoclassical building, finished in 1874 after 
the design by Architect David Ruiz Jareño on the 
premises of the “Mínimos de la Victoria” Convent, 
became scheduled for structural and functional 
improvement from 2.005 to 2.012. Its original 
structural conception was simple and yet, very 
powerful, as can be seen in Figures 1 and 2: two 

1 INTRODUCTION

Geotechnical researchers and engineers should 
be considered –in the context of  any constructive 
process- as crafters of  structural ellipsis: we can 
understand a structure as a narrative discourse 
(in which different elements interlink together, 
establishing a tensional dialogue with the sup-
porting ground), so the geotechnical team comes 
in as the right tool for making sure this narra-
tion doesn’t break up. It will sustain its very fab-
ric -every material, every beam, every joint, that 
is, every phrase in the structural discourse-. In 
other words, geotechnics must ensure stability, 
equilibrium and resistance for the structure while 
preserving its aesthetical and functional values, 
but always remaining hidden in the process, or, at 
most, hardly glimpsed.

This vocation for staying at the backstage, far 
behind the limelight of the creative process of any 
civil or architectural project sometimes leads to a 
common unfair situation: the effort of the geotech-
nical investigator may be not properly understood 
or valued as much as it deserves.

In addition, in the actual economical mael-
strom, many new constructive initiatives are 
deeply budget-conscious, and soil investigation 
has sadly become one of  the usual targets of 
budgetary cuts, as its real importance is too often 
underestimated.

Figure 1. Plan of the ground floor. The three sets of 
masonry master walls are highlighted.
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symmetrical cells of three concentric lines of thick 
masonry walls sustained wooden framed floors.

The new Project would eliminate those floors, 
as an answer for the new design loads, while 
 keeping the vertical elements in the newly shaped 
building.

As the Court was still fully functional in the 
early stages of design, the first approaches to geo-
technical probing were limited to the external walls 
of the building (M1). Thus, subsoil characteristics 
for the central (M2) and interior (M3) foundations 
were not properly investigated in this stage.

Furthermore, the newly designed floors would 
prove to transmit up to 348 kN/m (this is a value 
for the serviceability limit state) on the central 
wall foundation (M2). As the soil consisted on 
3.8 meter-thick alluvial gravels (from nearby 
Arlanzón River) laying on stiff  tertiary loamy 
clays, the bearing capacity of  the soil would be 
tested to the limit.

The immediate problem was a crucial one: the 
value for the bearing capacity security factor heav-
ily depended on the internal friction angle, which 
had not been properly researched by previous 
investigations under the central wall (M2). Thus, 
a new probing campaign was advised but, due to 
deadlines, budget restrictions and accessibility at 
the time of design, it could not be properly devel-
oped. Only DPSH penetration tests and hand-
made pits would be performed inside the building, 
so the final data were very scarce (see Fig. 3).

In this unfavorable setting, the best approach to 
solve the problem ended up being the delimitation 
of reasonable wide apart maximum and minimum 
soil parameters, as more narrow solutions could 
not be safely obtained.

After analyzing both the peripheral data (SPT 
tests mainly) and inner wall foundation results 
(that is, DPSH registers), friction angles could be 
delimited between 29º and 34º. Whilst both the 
inner yard walls (M3) and the outer walls (M1) 
showed safety factors above 3 for the worst fric-
tion angle, 29º, the central wall foundation safety 
factor ranged from 1.74 to 2.75. Conclusions were 
simple: the soil below the central wall would need 
to be improved, or a new foundation should be 
developed for this vertical element.

At this stage, the Architectural Project Man-
ager asked for new advice, this time on the suit-
ability of  a Compaction Grouting to improve 
the gravels bearing capacity. Once consulted, the 
authors expressed their doubts of  the success of 
such a method on the Arlanzón gravels (Al-Alusi 
(1997) showed very low density improvement 
for gravel-sized soils, while some other authors 
–as Henríquez (2007)- admit some potential but 
not too clear improvement for clean gravels), but 
nevertheless, a thorough theoretical investiga-
tion was anyway commissioned. On this matter, 
Henríquez (2007) details that the Compaction 
Grouting effectiveness when performed on coarse 
gravels rises if  the fine grained particles fraction 
is less than 25% and SPT results don’t exceed 
15 to 20 blows. In this case, the final modulus 
of  elasticity can reach a value obtained from this 
expression:

E s
PGP

= γ
γ

.
Δ

 (1)

Figure 2. Vertical section for one of the building sym-
metrical cells.

Figure 3. Soil profile vs DPSH values.
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where E = modulus of elasticity; γs = particle den-
sity; PG = grout injection pressure; and Δγ = density 
increment.

After this first analysis and with the aided by 
the assessment of a highly specialized independent 
contractor of the injection field, it was determined 
that injection pressures should build up to 6 MPa 
to get a sufficient densification (that is, in order 
to rise the friction angle to guarantee a suffi  cient 
bearing capacity safety factor), aiming for 80 cm 
diameter bulbs. After that, the most critical con-
dition would be the uplifting of the central wall 
as it would be mostly unloaded during the injec-
tion stage. Leaning on previous works such as 
 El-Kelesh et al. (2001), El-Kelesh & Matsui (2002) 
and Warner (1992), an inverted truncated-cone 
failure model of uplifting stresses was developed 
specifically to understand this mechanism, as 
shown in Figure 4.

After cross-checking both the pressure for a) 
obtaining a sufficient ratio of densification of the 
soil and b) for avoiding uplifting of the central 
wall, it was discovered that both conditions could 
not be harmonized. The upward and downward 
forces would be:

EP GP rG= PG π 2  (2)

RwRR V qs S= Vγ ⋅qV  (3)

where EP = uplifting pressure resultant; PG = grout 
injection pressure (6 MPa); r = grout bulb radius 
(0.40 m); Rw = downward loads at wall base; 
γ = bulk unit weight of  the soil above the grout 
bulb (20 kN/m3); qs = pressure at the base of  the 
wall due to external loads (214 kPa); and S = wall 
foundation surface suffering the uplift stress 
(6.3 m2).

In this case, according to the available data, it was 
determined that Ep = 3016 kN and Rw = 2373 kN. 
To avoid this uplifting net force, lower injection 
pressures should have to be applied: then, the effec-
tiveness of densification would be lost.

Also, according to Bielza (1999), these low 
mobility injection methods wouldn’t be expected 
to be very efficient due to low confinement in shal-
low injections. Therefore, the Compaction Grout-
ing solution was ultimately abandoned. In the end, 
the most optimal resolution for this central wall 
was its demolition, as it didn’t have any architec-
tural or aesthetical interest whatsoever.

In this case, poor geotechnical data led to 
the need of  making a delimitation analysis of 
the problem, having to examine both the worst 
and best scenarios translated from the available 
 investigations. Once the Remodeling of  the Court 
House began, the Contractor commissioned the 
execution of  several rotary drills which allowed 
obtaining, eventually, some extensive soil param-
eters which fell safely in the previously estimated 
range of  values.

2.2 18-floor buildings for Burgos Urban 
Masterplan

The studio of Architects Herzog & de Meuron has 
developed a full Urban Remodeling concept for 
the city of Burgos which includes a double 18-floor 
building and a 3-floor pavilion in the free space 
between them. All three structures will be shar-
ing three intercommunicated underground levels. 
For the foundation design, twelve rotary drills and 
twelve DPSH tests were initially commissioned.

According to the structural design team, due to 
the long spans concept of the buildings, the towers 
will be transmitting very high concentrated loads 
to the soil beneath, while the small –in compari-
son- pavilion will be very light (even lighter than 
the mass of soil to be extracted for its underground 
levels during the excavation stage).

The area planned for the buildings reveals 
one of Burgos most complex soil configurations 
attending to geotechnical criteria. Figure 5 shows 
a typical soil profile of the area:

While the upper aquifer water level was stabi-
lized at the contact interface between alluvial clays 
and gravels (ranging from 3.70 to 5.40 m below the 
original ground level) the sandy layers below the 
tertiary loamy clays –acting as a confined aqui-
fer ranging from −18 to −23 m (approx.)- had a 
piezometric head which reached just 60 cm below 
ground level, as measured by means of piezometri-
cal devices that were installed into several of the 
drills. Further hydro-geological investigations led 
to discover that this confined aquifer had, at least, 
two powerful feed origins. Drilling operations 

Figure 4. Vertical section and plant for the uplifting 
model.
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2.3 9-meter high water tank on soft plastic clays 
in Burgos

A leading tire manufacturing company commis-
sioned for its plant in Burgos the geotechnical 
research of the future ground for a 9-meter high 
water tank and its pump station. Two rotary drills 
were conducted for the task.

The soil profile, from top to bottom layers, 
consisted on gravels (0 to −2.40 m) and soft silty 
clays (−2.40 to −10.80 m) laying on the locally well-
known stiff  tertiary loamy clays that extend across 
most of the city of Burgos subsoil.

Oedometrical tests revealed a significant modu-
lus of volume compressibility (mv > 0.25 m2/MN), 
so settlement estimation soon became the main 
concern for both the geotechnical and structural 
design teams. Using an elastic model for the mat 
foundation simulated by a beam grid on a Winkler 
soil (see Fig. 6), it was determined that an instant 
settlement of 8 cm should be expected on the center 
of the foundation:

Once obtained the elastic fraction of the settle-
ment, then the consolidation deformation was then 
added up. According to classical one-dimensional 
consolidation theory, this time dependent long-
term settlement could reach 8.5 cm, so definitive 
deformation would mount up to 16.5 cm below the 
center of the slab.

Asked by the client, the authors then worked on 
the simulation of an interactive elastic soil model 
with a mat on piles foundation to evaluate if  this 
solution could be arranged to limit excessive settle-
ment. Several models were approached, calculating 
axial pile stiffness after the expressions by Spanish 
Ministry of Public Works (2009), as the one shown 
on Figure 7.

The Owner then expressed that this solution, 
while geotechnically acceptable, outranged any 
previous budget predictions, so another solution 
should be explored: two other spots across the 
plant premises were also suitable to ensure the 

Figure 5. Soil profile.

Figure 6. Model grid foundation on an elastic soil. 
Deformed shape has been exaggerated for clarity 
purposes.

through these sands were backed up by bottom 
water injection as siphoning would make otherwise 
impossible the drilling.

As the designers aimed for a piled slab foun-
dation for both the 18-floor buildings, the origi-
nal depth of the first twelve rotary drills revealed 
itself  as insufficient, as the bottom clay and sand 
layers weren’t resistant enough for the heavy duty 
piles being projected at the time of field research. 
Thus, another four drills were commissioned, this 
time engaging a deep probing up to 52 m. Drilling 
maneuvers were still more difficult as deep sand 
layers (and smaller sandy seams) showed once 
again very shallow hydraulic heads.

On the other side, as it has been previously 
pointed out, the pavilion will be a very light struc-
ture. Aided by FEM analysis, it was estimated 
that the uplifting pressure born under the tertiary 
clays would lift this building, due to the combi-
nation of  high punching shear upheave and low 
shear strength of  the upper clays -according to 
in situ and lab tests-. To avoid this failure mech-
anism, deep prestressed anchors were designed 
after thorough direct shear and triaxial tests were 
conducted.

As a corollary for this epigraph, budgetary 
restrictions were never an issue during geotech-
nical research, so probing campaigns and tests 
could be adapted to the designers’ needs, as soil 
studies and foundations design went hand in 
hand during the whole projecting process, con-
tinuously feed-backing each other. This setting 
usually gives the most optimal results, and it’s 
been described here as a contrast paradigm for 
the other case studies.
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Figure 7. Vertical section of the deformed three-
 dimensional grid simulating the pile underpinned slab.

Figure 8. Map of cracks on the front façade.

Figure 9. Inferred isostatic tension lines and upward 
force due to soil expansion.

tank functionality, so the Owner commissioned 
one additional rotary drill in each site. The target 
was to explore if  underground parameters might 
show a better aptitude for a shallow foundation 
on any of them. Fortunately, one of the new spots 
revealed a thinner soft silty clays layer, so maxi-
mum settlement for the foundation would reach 
just 5 cm. This solution was the one adopted.

By extending the geotechnical research, the 
Owner saved somewhere around 100,000 € for the 
foundation of the tank.

2.4 Uplifting due to expansion of low plasticity 
schistose clays in Guadalajara (Castilla La 
Mancha—Spain)

In 2009, an electrical company reported the cracks 
that had been appearing at an electrical substation 
building both across the walls and over the con-
crete bases around the building. To illustrate the 
problem, the schematic distribution of  the main 
cracks on the front façade is shown in  Figure 8 
(here they are represented both the preexisting 
cracks—before the authors’ intervention—and 
the ones that continued appearing during the 
investigation):

After this crack mapping was complete, ten-
sional isostatic lines compatible with crack direc-
tions were inferred, so it was hypothesized that an 
uplift stress was occurring under the substation. 
Figure 9 shows the isostatic tension lines over the 
crack map on the front façade:

Then, the previous geotechnical reports and 
project plans provided by the Owner were ana-
lyzed. This way, these facts were discovered:

− The building site was on slope, so a 0 to 4 meter-
deep cut was performed to reach the foundation 
plane.

− The foundation of the very light building con-
sisted on isolated square footings under concrete 
pillars.

− The soil profile under the footings showed a 
thick layer of schistose, non-plastic clays.

− Average plastic limits ranged between 25–28, 
while average liquid limits ranged between 
42–47.

As soil swelling was the most likely cause for 
the pathology, but the soil showed little potential 
swelling qualities due to its low plasticity, new 
probing had to be performed: test pits were exca-
vated next to some of  the footings to take new 
soil samples. After lab tests were carried out, it 
was discovered that the water content was about 
9 to 14% below the plastic limit. At this point it 
was easy to make new deductions: the previous 
geotechnical report showed natural moisture con-
tents very similar to the plastic limit before the 
slope cut was made, but afterwards, after excava-
tion took place and during the summer the build-
ing was constructed, desiccation and, therefore, 
shrinkage took place. Then, as the building sur-
roundings had not been properly waterproofed, 
seepage and superficial run-off  began to cause 
progressive swelling to the previously shrinked 
clays. To study this matter, the author compiled 
previous data on dry clay swelling, determining 
that low-plasticity clays could show high swell-
ing indexes if  their water contents were below 
their plastic limit. Some of  the data is shown in 
Figure 10 (in the horizontal axis the difference 
between the plastic limit and the real water con-
tent is represented).

In Figure 10, values with less than 0.5% swell-
ing were obtained in samples with less than 35% 
of clay particles, while clayey soils showed high 
expansive properties when dried.
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It was then clear that the more desiccated the soils 
were, the more swelling would be produced. In the 
building in Guadalajara, the induced heave deformed 
the building. This hypothesis had been already stated 
in previous works, as, for instance, in Day (2011).

To solve the pathologies, new drainage and 
perimeter waterproofing solutions were then 
designed by the authors and, as many of the crack 
openings were being monitored, these solutions 
prove to stop the swelling-shrinking process once 
the seepage below the building ceased to exist.

This example shows how a thorough initial 
interpretation of crack directions and their most 
plausible origin led to design a non-expensive soil 
surveying campaign, as it was already known lab 
tests would have to deal with swelling processes and 
not with other mechanical or chemical properties.

2.5 The foundation for a new bridge inside 
the medieval Costana Bridge in Salas 
de los Infantes (Castile and Leon—Spain)

60 kms southeast from the City of Burgos, we dis-
cover the town of Salas de los Infantes, known, 
among other things, for its medieval bridge located 
on the so-called Costana District. Due to its strate-
gic position, it had always been used as the cross-
ing path over the Arlanza River on the main road 
N-234 connecting Burgos and Soria, suffering a 
high intensity of heavy traffic. It is a five arches 
masonry bridge built from 1641 to 1646 by Archi-
tect Tomás Rivera (see Fig. 11), and transversally 
widen in 1944 in an unfortunate reinforced concrete 
shape which didn’t respect the original geometry for 
the arches (see Fig. 12 for details on this matter).

In May, 2007, the already damaged bridge saw 
one of its arches partially collapse, so the road 
had to be closed to traffic, as can be observed in 
Figure 13.
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Figure 10. Free oedometric swelling of Burgos soils.

Figure 11. Downstream vertical view of the masonry 
bridge.

Figure 12. Detail of 1944 and 17th century arches. 
 Differences between geometries are highlighted.

Figure 13. Collapse of the key section of the arch.

Because of the architectural and historical rel-
evance the bridge, the Ministry of Public Works 
–responsible for this infrastructure- commissioned 
a project for a new bridge that would preserve 
the preexisting one. Thus, an integral bridge was 
designed to comply with the Owner’s expressed 
requirements. The bridge would consist on a post-
stressed thin deck monolithically connected to 
micropiled piers and abutments. These micropiles 
would go through the preexisting structure without 
connecting with it at all: as the old bridge would 
be repaired, its future task would be no other than 
sustaining itself, so no external loads would be 
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allowed to be transmitted to it (see Ortiz (2010) 
for further details on the new bridge design and its 
construction process).

To gather the essential information to design the 
micropiles, several rotary drills were performed in 
each pier, right from above the bridge. The nature 
of the backfill of the arches and the layers that 
supported the old bridge and had to support the 
new integral structure were the main subjects of 
the geotechnical surveying.

The profile revealed by the drills is shown both in 
Figures 14 and 15: down below the heterogeneous 
backfill and the stone base (on wooden piles under 
the 17th century bridge and directly on the river 
bed under the 20th century extension) 3.50 meter-
thick alluvial gravels were found. Below this layer, 

tertiary stiff  clays were observed, extending down 
to the maximum probed depth.

Then, the definitive designing stage took place: 
the backfill would be improved and properly com-
pacted. Over it, planks of expanded polystyrene 
would serve as the formwork for the post-stressed 
deck (which would detach itself  from the old bridge 
after post-stressing was fulfilled).

The micropiles were designed to go through 
the backfill and the foundation of the old bridge 
with full detachment from it. Also, as injection 
through the river gravels posed some technical and 
hydrological challenges, it was decided that the 
injection wouldn’t touch this alluvial layer, either. 
The final draft for the micropile is shown below in 
Figure 14.

The unrecoverable steel casing socketed itself  
into the stiff  loamy clays in order to avoid any 
injection reaching the bridge or its foundation. The 
expected stresses if  this precaution hadn’t been 
adopted would have been, schematically, the ones 
shown in Fig. 15.

On the left side, it is been represented the exe-
cuted design, with the steel casing going through 
the bridge backfill, foundation and alluvial grav-
els, thus avoiding any injection inducing frictional 
stresses between the micropiles and the old bridge, 
while on the right side the undesired situation is 
schematized.

3 CONCLUSIONS

Budgetary restrictions are commonplace in geo-
technical surveying, so when a soil reveals itself  as 
a complex one, the specialist must deal with intui-
tion, using any tool at hand to build a complete a 
safe report on the soil properties and recommen-
dations for foundation, repairing pathologies, etc. 
Sometimes symptoms from a soil behavior will 

Figure 15. Parasite stresses induced by the micropile 
frictional forces if  a steel casing hadn’t been socketed into 
the loamy clay layer.

Figure 14. Vertical and plant cross section of the micro-
pile. Note how the steel casing penetrates the stiff  loamy 
clays layer, avoiding any injection reachin neither the 
backfill of the old bridge nor the alluvial gravels below 
its foundation.
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reveal much more information than an expensive, 
extensive sampling campaign, while other times 
the available data will be so scarce, that applying 
high safety levels to delimitation analysis will be 
the only solution available. In any case, developing 
new, more accurate and ever less expensive meth-
ods for soil probing is a need we must not detour 
from at the present and in the near future.
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Site characterization alternatives for numerical models 
of a deep excavation
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ABSTRACT: A cut-and-cover railway tunnel site on the outskirts of Barcelona benefited from an 
extensive site investigation campaign. During the construction of the tunnel, the displacement of the 
wall as well as the of soil beneath was recorded. A 2D numerical model of the excavation sequence was 
established. The large amount of site investigation data allowed a systematic comparative approach. Four 
different soil characterization strategies were mimicked, deliberately ignoring one or another subset of the 
characterization data. While results from CPTu and SPT were assumed equally available to all the hypo-
thetical designers, the extra information for one of them was only laboratory test results, for another one 
it was pre-bored PMT data, for the third one it was SBPM and cross-hole tests data and, finally, the last 
one had DMT, SDMT and cross-hole tests data as complementary information. The simulation results 
are obtained using the Hardening soil model.

we attempt to re-create several alternative char-
acterization approaches. The constitutive model 
of choice here is the Hardening Soil constitutive 
model (Schanz et al. 1999). Results obtained using 
the same approach but other constitutive mod-
els (Mohr-Coulomb; Hardening Soil with small 
strains), are described in Sau (2011). A similar 
study, but with more restricted set of site investiga-
tion data (SDMT) and different constitutive mod-
els was reported by Arroyo et al. (2008).

In the next section, the basic geotechnical infor-
mation of the case is given. Then four alternative 
site characterization approaches are described. 
They share some common features, but result in 
different material model calibrations and, there-
fore, in different model predictions. Some of these 
are finally compared with monitoring results and 
some conclusions are outlined.

2 CASE STUDY

2.1 Project description

The work here described was made possible by 
the construction of nearly 2.5 km of cut-and-
cover tunnel for the high speed railway entry into 
Barcelona. The cut-and-cover works were located 
between active railway lines and a densely popu-
lated residential area. The excavation depth near 
the built area varied between 15 and 25 m.

The general construction method involved a 
top-down construction. Movement at the top 
of the wall was restrained using concrete beams, 

1 INTRODUCTION

Deep excavations in soils are inevitably associ-
ated with a certain amount of induced movement 
behind the excavation wall. While possibly inconse-
quential for the excavation itself, these movements 
might be damaging to any existing nearby struc-
tures. To evaluate those movements it is customary 
to resort to numerical methods that simulate the 
whole displacement field around the excavation, 
most commonly via a finite element discretization 
of the problem.

Numerical models “per se” do not guarantee 
good predictive results. There are many aspects 
in the numerical model of a deep excavation that 
require careful specification to achieve that objec-
tive. There is little doubt that a good representa-
tion of the relevant mechanical soil behavior is one 
of them.

Several steps are required to achieve that objec-
tive. The first one is the selection of an appropriate 
constitutive model for the soils. The second is the 
specification of the parameters and initial values 
for the state variables required by that particular 
constitutive model. In this work we concentrate 
on this second aspect. More specifically, we focus 
on the alternative approaches to soil investigation 
that might be pursued to calibrate and initialize a 
numerical model.

To do so we use data from a case history 
blessed with a large amount of laboratory and in 
situ testing results. By artificially restricting the 
information available to one subset of the whole, 
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below it several provisional steel bracings were 
employed while the tunnel vault/cover was con-
structed. Afterwards the bracing was retired while 
earth filling above the vault/cover and the tunnel 
was excavated to counter-vault level again with 
help of some provisory steel bracing.

Excavation support was optimized using a 
staged risk-assessment procedure (Arroyo et al. 
2007), which included trial excavation sections. 
Results from one of these trial sections, are here 
employed to check the ability of different soil 
characterization strategies to obtain displacement 
predictions.

2.2 Trial excavation section

The trial excavation section took place in deltaic 
deposits. These deposits are layered sub-horizontally 
and include, from top to bottom, silty clay, coarse 
sand, fine sand, silt and gravelly sand. Silts and 
clay are soft, whereas the granular layers are rigid 
and somewhat cemented by carbonates (level N4), 
occasionally resulting in thin hardpans. The deltaic 
deposits are overlaid by several meters of made 
ground and overlie a stiff  marly clay deposit of 
Pliocene age (level N5). Table 1 gives the details of 
the soil profile at the trial section. Figure 1 repro-
duces cone resistance profiles from nearby probes. 
The profiles reveal clearly the contrast between the 
strong sands above and the soft silts below.

The maximum excavation depth at the trial 
section is 15.7 m. The concrete retaining wall has a 
thickness of 0.8 m and depth of 27.5 m. The water 
table is located at a depth of 8.5 m. The original 
ground level is at about 7.5 m and 5.5 m above the 
reference sea level (see Fig. 2). Levels N2A and 
N2B were those that had a relatively major pres-
ence at this particular section. The softest level N3 
was located at the wall toe. Levels N4 and N5 were 
well below the wall.

Monitoring at the trial section included exten-
someters and pressure cells on the tunnel struc-
tural elements and the wall, inclinometers at the 

Figure 1. CPT qc profile near the trial excavation 
section.

Figure 2. Diagram of trial excavation section. (I.E.L: 
intermediate excavation level; M.E.L: Maximum 
Excavation Level).

Table 1. Stratigraphic model at the trial excavation 
section.

Level ID Description
Thickness
(m)

Bottom level
(m)

N0 Made ground 3.5 4
N1 Silty clay 3 1
N2A Coarse sand 5 −4
N2B Fine sand 10.5 −14.5
N3 Silt 14 −28.5
N4 Gravel 3.5 −32
N5 Marly clay – Unknown

retaining wall, surface topography and three multi-
axial extensometers (TRIVEC) behind the wall.

2.3 Geotechnical exploration

The presence of  nearby buildings and the soft 
nature of  some of  the Deltaic deposits involved 
resulted in several geotechnical investigation 
campaigns. For this study information was 
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gathered also from another tunnel project, now at 
the design stage, which runs parallel at roughly 30 m 
from the one described above. The geotechnical 
exploration at the site included a large number of 
boreholes, SPT, CPTu, DMT, SDMT, a variety of 
pre-bored PMT tests, self-boring PMT and cross-
hole tests, as well as numerous laboratory tests on 
retrieved soil samples. A detailed account of  the 
geotechnical information available at this site is 
given by Sau (2011).

3 SITE CHARACTERIZATION 
ALTERNATIVES

It is not in dispute that a sound geotechnical design 
should be always based in making using to full 
extent all the sources of information available for 
site characterization. That, of course, was also the 
approach followed for the design of the cut and 
cover railway. Here, however, a different perspec-
tive is taken.

The selection of a site characterization strategy 
is always fraught with difficulties. The designer 
needs to balance her desire for an extensive knowl-
edge of the site with a number of constraints. 
Some of these constraints are pretty obvious like 
the budgetary one, (what is the limit expenditure 
allocated for the campaign), or the temporary one 
(when is the answer due to the design problem). 
A more subtle but still important constraint is that 
given by the culture and outlook of the technical 
community involved in the particular project. For 
a large number of reasons (familiarity, availability, 
code recognition, dominant geological formations, 
serendipity…) separate technical subcultures exist, 
with a preference for one set or another of site 
characterization tools.

Accordingly, this study assumed the existence 
of four ideal designers, each one with a different 
strategy for soil characterization. These differ-
ent approaches try to reflect the greater or lesser 
influence in each designer of the above mentioned 
factors. Table 2 gives the detail of the intensity 
with which the different constraints act upon these 
ideal designers.

Thus Designer1 is mostly constrained by tradi-
tion; Designer 2 as well, but on a tighter schedule; 

Designer 3 is also on a tight schedule but a less 
traditional outlook; Designer 4 has the same char-
acteristics, but is on a tighter budget. Of course, 
assigning specific tests to these four ideal designers 
is not an obvious task. While the speed of execu-
tion of different tests is similar across the globe, 
their cost and cultural acceptance are not. In that 
respect, for assigning some tests to one or another 
ideal designer we have assumed the cost and cul-
tural constraints that were available at the excava-
tion site used for the case study.

Therefore four different soil characterization 
strategies were mimicked, deliberately ignoring 
one or another subset of the characterization data. 
While results from characterization laboratory 
tests (i.e. soil density, plasticity, etc), CPTu and 
SPT were assumed equally available to all the hypo-
thetical designers, the extra information for one of 
them was only laboratory test results, for another 
one it was pre-bored PMT data, for the third one 
it was SBPM and cross-hole tests data and, finally, 
the last one had DMT, SDMT and cross-hole tests 
data as complementary information. Table 3 gives 
the details of the four different strategies.

Some extra limitations were imposed. For 
instance, instead of using the full capabilities of 
CPTu results, these were only used as a profiling 
tool. Also, and despite the large characterization 
effort undertaken, given the nature of the soils 
involved in the profile, there are geotechnical levels 
for which some testing types were missing. A clear 
example is the case of N0 and N4 levels where only 
SPT, CPTu and cross-hole tests are available.

4 COMMON MODEL FEATURES

4.1 General features

A plane strain finite element model of the excava-
tion was set up using the commercial code PLAXIS 
(v.9). The model included both excavation sides, 
as the surface loads and final ground levels were 
a symmetric. The model included 1322 fifteen-noded 
elements and typically resulted in 20’ runs in a 2 GHz 

Table 2. Constraints acting upon the designers.

Designer ID Budget Time Tradition

Designer 1 + + ++
Designer 2 + ++ ++
Designer 3 + ++ +
Designer 4 ++ ++ +

Table 3. Soil characterization strategies.

Designer ID
Common 
tests Tests

Designer 1 CPTu, 
SPT

Triaxial (CU and CD), 
Oedometer, Direct shear 
(CU and CD) and RCS

Designer 2 Pre-bored PMT
Designer 3 SBPM and cross-hole test
Designer 4 DMT, SDMT and 

cross-hole test
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Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU computer. The 
mesh is not uniform, increasing the number of ele-
ments in proximity of the excavation, where the 
highest ground deformation is expected. A general 
view of the model is given in Figure 8.

A twelve-step construction sequence was mod-
eled, including the initial excavation to create the 
surface railway platform, application of building 
surface loads, four intermediate excavation steps, 
two provisional support levels, the execution of the 
tunnel cover and countervault, earth filling above 
the cover and progressive water table lowering 
inside the excavation. This is numerically imple-
mented zeroing pore pressures inside the excava-
tion (“cluster dry” condition).

Geotechnical levels N1, N3 and N5 were speci-
fied as undrained materials, except for the clusters 
inside the excavation while others were assumed 
drained (N0, N2A and N2B). In fact, and 
particularly for the silty N3 level, partial drain-
age during the excavation is a more reasonable 
hypothesis. But simulations where consolidation 
is allowed require, at the very least, an effective 
stress specification of  strength. The data required 
for such specification (effective strength enve-
lope) was not available for all the ideal designers. 
Therefore to make the comparison between them 
as simple as possible all the computations were 
carried out without the inclusion of  consolida-
tion stages.

Null horizontal displacements were imposed at 
the vertical boundaries and null displacements at 
the lower horizontal boundary. The initial water 
table was placed at an elevation of −1.0 m. The 
initial stress specification was designer-dependent, 
as explained below.

4.2 Hardening soil model

The Hardening Soil model is a double hardening 
elasto-plastic model inspired by classical non-
linear descriptions of soil behavior. Amongst its 
parameters the model includes four moduli. Two 
of them relate to plastic deformation: a tangent 
oedometer modulus Eoed

ref and a secant triaxial 
modulus E50

ref. Elastic deformation requires the 
specification of an unloading-reloading modulus 
Eur

ref, plus an unloading-reloading Poisson ratio 
(νur). These parameters are employed to specify a 
stress-level dependent stiffness, according to:
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Where σ1 = major principal effective stress; 
σ3 = minor principal effective stress; pref = reference 
pressure (usually taken as 100 kPa); c = cohesion; 
ϕ = friction angle; and m = power law parameter.

4.3 Parameters common to all designers

Table 4 summarizes some values common for all 
designers since they are deduced from the analysis 
of non-mechanical laboratory tests and CPTU dis-
sipation tests. They include the values of saturated 
density, natural density and permeability (hori-
zontal and vertical) for all the geotechnical levels. 
Note that the permeability values were not directly 
employed in the simulations presented here except 
as a justification for the undrained/drained consid-
eration assigned to the different levels.

5 ALTERNATIVE MODEL CALIBRATIONS

5.1 In situ stress

To simplify matters, all the materials were assumed 
normally consolidated, which is very approximate 
except for the deepest level N5, far below the 
excavation level. Table 5 summarizes the K0 value 
that was applied by each designer at each level, 
giving also an indication of the method applied. 
Designer 1 used her lab-values of  friction angle to 
deduce a K0 using Jaky’s formula. Designer 3 had 
direct estimates from most levels, obtained from 
SBP lift-off  measurements. Designer 4 used stand-
ard DMT correlations (Marchetti et al. 2001) were 
data was available. Designer 2, using PMT, used 
a simple hypothesis and assigned K0 values of  0,5 
to all levels, except the dry N1 and the very stiff  
N5, which were assigned 1. This hypothesis was 
also followed by the others when they had some 
missing data.

Table 4. Parameters common to all designers.

Level
γsat
(KN/m3)

γunsat
(KN/m3)

KH
(m/day)

KV
(m/day)

N0 21.5 17.5 1.00E-02 1.00E-04
N1 20 18.5 1.00E-02 1.00E-04
N2A 20.5 19.8 1.00E+03 1.00E+01
N2B 19.3 17.8 1.00E-01 1.00E-03
N3 18.8 17.6 1.00E-02 1.00E-04
N4 21 20 1.00E+05 1.00E+03
N5 20.5 19 1.00E-03 1.00E-05
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Table 5. K0 values.

Level Designer 1 Designer 2 Designer 3 Designer 4

N0 0.54 JKY 0.5 HYP 0.5 HYP 0.5 HYP
N1 0.33 JKY 1  HYP 1.37 SBP 1   HYP
N2A 0.5 JKY 0.5 HYP 0.84 SBP 0.6 DMT
N2B 0.4 JKY 0.5 HYP 0.53 SBP 0.6 DMT
N3 0.42 JKY 0.5 HYP 0.4 SBP 0.65 DMT
N4 0.5 HYP 0.5 HYP 0.5 HYP 0.5 HYP
N5 0.5 JKY 1  HYP 1.29 SBP 1   HYP

Table 6. c′ (KPa) values.

Level Designer 1 Designer 2 Designer 3 Designer 4

N0  5 HYP   5 HYP  5 HYP   5 HYP
N1  5 TX  85 PMT  60 SBP  75 DMT
N2A 10 DS   5 HYP  5 HYP  5 HYP
N2B 15 TX   5 HYP  5 HYP   5 HYP
N3 15 TX 230 PMT 200 SBP  75 DMT
N4  0 HYP   0 HYP  0 HYP  0 HYP
N5  5 TX 540 PMT 300 SBP 325 SPT

Table 7. φ′ (º) values.

Level Designer 1 Designer 2 Designer 3 Designer 4

N0 27 SPT 32 SPT 30 SPT 32 SPT
N1 30 TX  0 HYP  0 HYP  0 HYP
N2A 40 DS 36 SPT 39 SPP 38 DMT
N2B 38 DS 35 SPT 37 SPP 35 DMT
N3 35 TX  0 HYP  0 HYP  0 HYP
N4 43 SPT 43 SPT 43 SPT 43 SPT
N5 33 TX  0 HYP  0 HYP  0 HYP

Table 8. ψ (°) values.

Level Designer 1 Designer 2 Designer 3 Designer 4

N0  0 REL  2 REL  0 REL  2 REL
N1  0 REL  0 HYP  0 HYP  0 HYP
N2A 10 REL  6 REL  9 REL  8 REL
N2B 14 TX  5 REL  7 REL  5 REL
N3 11 TX  0 HYP  0 HYP  0 HYP
N4 13 REL 13 REL 13 REL 13 REL
N5  2 REL  0 HYP  0 HYP  0 HYP

Table 9. E50
ref (MPa) values.

Level Designer 1 Designer 2 Designer 3 Designer 4

N0 21  SPT 21 SPT 45 VER  53 VER
N1 2.3 VER 5.1  VER 12 VER  14 VER
N2A 55  SPT 55 SPT 42 VER 133 VER
N2B 17  TX 51 VER 25 VER  63 VER
N3 16  TX 8.5  VER 18 VER  14 VER
N4 105 SPT 105 SPT 77 VER 133 VER
N5 2.4  VER 10  VER  9 VER  17 VER

Table 10. Eoed
ref (MPa) values.

Level Designer 1 Designer 2 Designer 3 Designer 4

N0 21  VER 21  VER 45 VER  53 CH
N1 2.3   OED 5.1   PMT 12 VER  14 DMT
N2A 55  VER 55  VER 42 VER 133 DMT
N2B 7.8   OED 51  PMT 25 VER  63 DMT
N3 7.2   OED 8.5   PMT 18 VER  14 DMT
N4 105 VER 105 VER 77 VER 133 CH
N5 2.4   OED 10  PMT  9 VER  17 CH

5.2 Strength

The HSM model requires three strength-related 
parameters (c′, φ′ and ψ). The values assigned 
to each level by each designer are summarized in 
Tables 6–8. Designer 1 obtains effective strength 
values from triaxial (indicated TX in the table) or 
direct shear tests (DS). For the other  designers, a 
basic decision is required in that either an  undrained 
or drained interpretation is assumed form the 
onset. In the first case (levels N1, N3 & N5) fric-
tion and dilatancy are assumed 0 ex-hypothesis 
(HYP), because a Tresca model is applied. In the 
second case (levels N0, N2, N5) effective cohesion 
is always assumed equal to 5 kPa.

For undrained materials an undrained strength 
value is assigned by Designer 2, 3 and 4. Designer 
2 uses a correlation with PMT limit pressure; 
Designer 3 a Gibson-Anderson value deduced 
from the SBP loading curve (see Mair & Wood 
1987); Designer 4 the relevant DMT correlation. 
To estimate friction in drained materials the same 
approach (but a different correlation) is applied 
by Designer 4; Designer 3 relies in the Hughes-
Marsland interpretation of SBP loading (Mair & 
Wood 1987); Designer 2 has to resort to SPT based 
estimates. This last approach is also applied by the 
other designers when they lack data for a particular 
level. Dilatancy is always estimated at 30 degrees 
below friction, except by Designer 1, who some-
times has triaxial data.

5.3 Stiffness

The relevant stiffness parameter values for all levels 
and designers are collected below in Tables 9–12.

All designers share some assumptions. For 
instance, a value of 0.2 for the unloading- reloading 
Poisson ratio, υur. Also, when their particular data-
base does not allow a more direct determination of 
the relevant moduli, all accept guideline  (Vermeer 
2001; noted VER in the tables) relationships 
between E50

ref, Eoed
ref and Eur

ref. These are:

E E Erefe
oed
refe

ur
refe

50E 1
4≈E d

f  (4)
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Where available, Designer 1 uses the results of 
consolidated drained triaxial and oedometer tests 
to evaluate the parameters. An example of this 
analysis can be seen in Figure 3 where E50 values, 
obtained from stress-axial strain curves of triax-
ial drained tests are plotted against the specimen 
consolidation pressure. A direct use of relation 
(2) allows to find the (m, E50

ref) pair that best fits 
the values (σc′,E50) of the three test specimens. The 
value of Eoed

ref and Eur
ref are tangent moduli to the 

loading and unloading curves of the oedometer at 
100 kPa.

Neither triaxial nor oedometer tests are avail-
able for the mostly granular levels N0, N2A 
and N4. Designer 1 then resorts to a correlation 
 (Schmertmann 1978) between Standard Penetra-
tion Tests (SPT) and E50, which gives a module 
corresponding to the in situ vertical stress. The 
parameter m is estimated from the literature (noted 
LIT in Table 12). Usually, the range of values for 
sands is 0.5 to 1 (m = 0.5 if  it is pure sand), and 
for clays is 0.8 to 1 (m = 1 if  it is pure clay). Given 
that N0 is a mixture of clay and granular materials, 
N2A is a mixture of sands and N4 is a mixture of 
sands and gravels, the assumed values are 0.7, 0.5 
and 0.6 respectively.

Designers 2, 3 and 4 follow a more indirect 
approach to evaluate stiffness parameters. In it 
the relevant stiffness-stress relation (1), (2) or (3) is 
compared with moduli values obtained at different 
depths within the profile. The comparison is used 

to adjust stiffness parameters for those levels with 
some data within the profile.

Thus Designer 2 estimates Eoed values from the 
Mènard modulus EM using traditional Ménard 
correlations (e.g. Combarieu 2006). The Eoed values 
are plotted against depth and Eoed

ref and m values 
are adjusted by level, so that the modulus evolution 
with “in situ” effective vertical stress level given by 
(1) fits the PMT values (Fig. 4). Vermeer relation 
(4) is then used to obtain the other reference mod-
uli. For levels N0, N2A and N4, where no PMT is 
available, Designer 2 uses the same assumptions as 
Designer 1 (SPT, literature).

Designer 3 starting point are shear modulus 
values, Gur, from SBP unload-reload cycles. Using 
the υur value quoted above, Eur values are obtained 
from the relationship:

E Gur urG ( )ur+2GG ( u  (5)

Having done that, Designer 3 then estimates 
Eur

ref and m values to match the dependency of 
the estimated Eur with the “in situ” stress (see 
Fig. 5).

At N0 and N4 levels, SBP tests were not car-
ried out. Therefore, Designer 3 estimates stiffness 
parameters for these levels from cross-hole tests. 
To do so, a profile of  G0 with depth is adjusted 
to the measurements, using, where available, the 
previously obtained m values (Fig. 6). Then, 
Designer 3 examines the relationship G0/Gur for 
levels with both types of  data, (Table 9). Follow-
ing that, Designer 3 assumes that (a) the value 
of  G0/Gur for N0 level is similar to that of  N1 (b) 
the value for level N4, formed by sands and grav-
els, is the same as those in sandy levels (N2A and 
N2B). Thus, Designer 3 has obtained Eur and m 
values for all levels. Vermeer relation (4) is then 
applied.

Figure 3. E50 and m from triaxial data (Designer 1).

Table 11. Eur
ref (MPa) values.

Level Designer 1 Designer 2 Designer 3 Designer 4

N0  84 VER  84 VER 180 CH 212 VER
N1  16 OED  20 VER  48 SBP  56 VER
N2A 220 VER 220 VER 168 SBP 533 VER
N2B  34 OED 204 VER 101 SBP 252 VER
N3  32 OED  34 VER  74 SBP  56 VER
N4 420 VER 420 VER 310 CH 532 VER
N5  16 OED  42 VER  36 SBP  69 VER

Table 12. Power law m values.

Level Designer 1 Designer 2 Designer 3 Designer 4

N0 0.7 LIT 0.7 LIT 0.5 CH 0.6 CH
N1 0.6 OED 0.7 PMT 0.6 SBP 0.6 DMT
N2A 0.5 LIT 0.5 LIT 0.5 SBP 0.5 DMT
N2B 0.6 TX 0    PMT 0.6 SBP 0.6 DMT
N3 0.7 TX 0.9 PMT 1    SBP 0.8 DMT
N4 0.6 LIT 0.6 LIT 0.5 CH 0.5 CH
N5 0.7 OED 1    PMT 0.9 SBP 0.9 CH
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Designer 4 follows the approach of Arroyo et al. 
(2008), and assumes Eoed = MDMT thus initializing 
Eoed and m values with the profile of these values 
(see Fig. 7). Levels N0, N4 and N5 have not been 
tested with DMT, therefore Designer 4 uses cross-
hole tests (as a proxy for the SDMT values that 

would be usually available). He follows the same 
methodology as Designer 3, but instead of using 
the relationship G0/Gur, employs the relationship 
G0/Eoed (Table 14). Then, Designer 4 assumes that 
the value of G0/Eoed for N0 and N5 levels is similar 
to that of N1, and that for level N4 is the same 
value as that in granular levels (N2 A and N2B). 
Thus, Designer 4 has obtained Eoed and m values 
for all levels. Vermeer relation (4) is then applied.

6 SIMULATION RESULTS

All the results presented here correspond to a 
phase in which the tunnel excavation has reached 
maximum depth, but where the countervault has 
not yet been laid (Fig. 8).

6.1 Settlements

Figure 9 represents the profile of surface  settlements. 
Designer 4, at medium distance to the wall and 

Figure 5. Unloading-reloading modulus deduced from 
SBPM and modulus profile fitted by Eur

ref and m.

Figure 4. Oedometric modulus deduced from Pre-bored 
PMT and modulus profile fitted by Eoed

ref and m.

Figure 6. Stiffness modulus deduced from cross-hole 
tests and modulus profile fitted by G0

ref and m.

Figure 7. MDMT values deduced from DMT and oedo-
metric modulus profile initialized by Eoed

ref and m.

Table 13. G0/Gur values.

Level G0/Gur

N1 4
N2A 2.4
N2B 2.4
N5 6

Table 14. G0/Eoed values.

Level G0/Eoed

N1 6.6
N2A 1.7
N2B 1.7
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Designer 1 at larger distance are those closer to the 
measures. Designers 2 and 3 seem to underpredict 
somewhat the measures. Figure 10 reveals a more 
detailed picture of the settlement. The results of 
Designer 3 seem now remarkably good at depth, 
Designer 2 and 4 are also fairly close. Designer 
1 seems now further off.

6.2 Horizontal displacements

Figure 11 represents the horizontal displacements 
towards the wall at various vertical alignments. 
Again it is Designer 1 that seems to stray a bit 
more from the measurements, while the other are 
more close to one another.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The level of  displacement observed at the site 
was perhaps too small to draw any definite con-
clusion. It is also the case that some aspects of 
the common idealization proposed (namely the 
undrained/drained dichotomy) were perhaps not 
totally fair to the potential of  a characteriza-
tion strategy based on lab tests, such as that of 
Designer 1.

However, and despite these limitations, the 
main lesson that might be drawn from the design 
experiment presented here, is, perhaps, that it is 
possible to rely on a variety of soil characteriza-
tion strategies based on different “in situ” tests to 
model excavation induced movements with at least 
the same degree of accuracy that it is possible to 
obtain relying only on a traditional laboratory-
dominated approach. This is even more remark-
able, if  it is considered how the constitutive model 
here applied was originally formulated to be easily 
calibrated with laboratory tests.
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Figure 9. Surface settlements behind the wall. 
 Monitoring results and model predictions.

Figure 10. Vertical displacements towards the wall at 
various vertical alignments. Displacements scaled by 200 
(5 mm are 1 m). Monitoring results (symbols filled) and 
model predictions (symbols not filled).

Figure 8. General view of the numerical model of the 
trial excavation at the maximum excavation depth stage.

Figure 11. Horizontal displacements towards the wall 
at various vertical alignments. Displacements scaled by 
200 (5 mm are 1 m). Monitoring results (symbols filled) 
and model predictions (symbols not filled).
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Centrifuge tests to evaluate the Po river bank seismic response
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ABSTRACT: On the behalf  of the Italian Department for the Civil Protection, the Po River Basin 
Authority carried out a research project to evaluate the seismic hazard of about 90 km of the right bank 
of the Po river, from Boretto (Reggio Emilia Province) to Ro (Ferrara Province). The project provides the 
evaluation of 1) the regional seismic risk of the areas under study, 2) the bank and foundation soil proper-
ties, 3) the local seismic response of the ground foundation, 4) the liquefaction potential and 5) the evalu-
ation of the static and dynamic bank stability. This paper presents the preliminary results of centrifuge 
tests carried out on model embankments to study their seismic response and dynamic stability.

Keywords: seismic centrifuge, bank, seismic amplification

samples for advanced laboratory tests; 28 down 
hole and cross hole tests from 30 m to 150 m 
deep; 3 MASWs, 3 ReMi and 3 seismic refraction 
wave tests; monitoring of the environmental 
vibrations; installation of piezometers in bore-
holes. The in situ test program was designed and 
supervised by the RER;

• standard and advanced laboratory tests on 
undisturbed samples (AIPO);

• local seismic response analyses (UniFE, PoliMI);
• evaluation of the liquefaction potential (PoliMI);
• evaluation of the static and dynamic bank 

 stability (UniBO & UniFI).
• evaluation of seismic response and seismic 

 stability of the banks via dynamic centrifuge 
tests (ISMGEO, UniFE).

This paper presents the preliminary results of 
the centrifuge seismic tests carried out on model 
embankments to study their seismic response and 
dynamic stability.

The physical model tests were carried out using 
a single degree of freedom shaking table installed 
in the Italian centrifuge at ISMGEO. The bank 
models were reconstructed using silty and sandy 
soils retrieved in situ during the boreholes realized 
at one of the investigated sites (Casaglia, Ferrara 
Province), which was assumed as reference site. 
Two soil profiles and two geometries were tested. 
For each model four tests were carried out, using 
four different input motions, applied at the bottom 
of the model levee.

1 INTRODUCTION

The banks of the Po river have strategic importance 
for the purpose of civil protection. Thus the Po 
River Basin Authority (AdBPo) was financed by 
the Italian Department for the Civil Protection to 
carry out a research project to evaluate the seismic 
hazard of about 90 km of the right bank of the 
Po river, from Boretto (Reggio Emilia Province) to 
Ro (Ferrara Province). The AdBPo involved in the 
project the Po River Interregional Agency (AIPO); 
the Seismic Surveys of the Lombardia and Emilia-
Romagna Regions (RL & RER); the National 
Research Council (CNR); the National Geophysics 
and Vulcanology Institute (INGV); the Universities 
of Bologna (UniBO), Ferrara (UniFE), Firenze 
(UniFI), Milan (PoliMI) and Siena (UniSI); the 
Geotechnical Modeling Experimental Institute 
(ISMGEO).

The assessment of the seismic hazard has been 
conducted through several steps:

• analysis of the regional seismic hazard via 
statistical disaggregation, considering standard 
and macro-seismic approaches; definition of 
the reference response spectra and identification 
of compatible recorded accelerograms (CNR, 
UniSI);

• site characterization of the 90 km of right bank 
of the Po river under study via a large series of 
in situ tests: 300 CPTUs 35 m deep; 72 boreholes 
from 10 m to 150 m deep with undisturbed 
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As input motions, the results of a seismic ground 
response analysis carried out referring to the 
Casaglia site were employed.

The seismic ground response analysis (under 
free field conditions) was performed using a mono-
dimensional numerical code (ProShake) which 
accounts for the non-linear soil behavior through the 
equivalent linear method. As input motions at the 
bedrock, the accelerograms defined by the regional 
seismic hazard analysis for the Ferrara region were 
used. The soil stratigraphy and properties of the 
Casaglia site were define thanks to two 150 m deep 
boreholes and to a 150 m deep cross-hole test.

2 GEOLOGIC SETTING

The 90 km of the Po river banks from Boretto to 
Ro included in the research project are evidenced 
in Figure 1.

The main tectonic structure of the whole area is 
a buried ridge known as the Ferrara Folds, which 
reaches its maximum height NW the city of Ferrara 
under the Po river, near the site of Casaglia.

The subsoil is characterized by alluvial deposits 
of different depositional environments, which con-
sist in an alternating sequence of silty-clayey layers 
of alluvial plain and sandy horizons of channel and 
levee, sometimes with fine conglomerates (Martelli 
et al. 2011).

These deposits are more than 500 m thick near 
Boretto, where the geological substratum consists 
of marine and transition deposits of lower-middle 
Pleistocene age. The thickness of the deposit reduces 
progressively towards Ferrara, where they reach 
their minimum depth (110–120 m) due to the buried 
structural high of the Ferrara folds, then it increases 
towards the delta mouth.

Geophysical test results and the values of 
fundamental frequencies of deposits obtained from 
ambient vibrations measurements, indicate that the 
depth of the seismic bedrock is about 80 m in the 
western area (Reggio Emilia) and about 110–120 m 
in the eastern region (Ferrara).

The regional seismic hazard study indicates 
relatively low levels of ground shaking. The seismic 
risk increases from west to east: in the eastern sector 
the greater contribution to seismic hazard is given 
by relatively small local earthquakes (magnitude 
around 5 within few tens of km) while in the western 
sector strong distant earthquakes (magnitude > 6 
and distances of the order of hundred kilometers 
or more) are expected (Albarello 2009; Marcellini 
et al. 2010).

3 SITE INVESTIGATION

The 90 km of the Po river banks under study have 
been deeply investigated through a large series of 
in situ tests in order to define the geotechnical 
properties of the levees and the subsoil.

They consisted of 300 CPTUs 35 m deep, 66 
boreholes from 10 m to 50 m deep with undisturbed 
samples for advanced laboratory tests; 3 couples of 
150 m deep boreholes with undisturbed samples for 
advanced laboratory tests; 25 down hole tests from 
30 m to 50 m deep; 3 cross-hole tests 150 m deep; 
3 MASWs, 3 ReMi and 3 seismic refraction wave 
tests; monitoring of the environmental vibrations; 
installation of piezometers in boreholes (Martelli 
et al. 2011).

The tests were arranged in groups of 3 or 
5 and they were realized along sections nearly 
perpendicular to the bank. The distance between 
two consecutive section was 1 km. Along each 
section at least on test was realized on the top of the 
bank, one at the ground level, one in the floodplain. 
As an example, Figure 2 shows a plane view of a test 
section, near the city of Ferrara, where 3 CPTUs, 
35 m deep, were realized. Figures 3 and 4 report 
the measured profiles of the cone resistance, qt and 
excess pore pressure, u2, as a function of the depth z. 
The cross section of the levee and the stratigraphy 
up to the maximum depth reached (evaluated via 
the empirical correlation by Robertson 1990) are 
also reported. The Figures evidence the presence 
of two main stratigraphic units within the depth 

Figure 1. 90 km of the Po river banks, from Boretto to 
Ro, included in the research project.

U199FE
top

U198FE
floodplain

U200FE 
groundlevel

Figure 2. Plane view of the levee near the reference site 
of Casaglia and position of 3 CPTUs.
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of 30–35 m, a shallower fine grained layer and a 
deeper coarse grained horizon. These units have 
been found along the whole river track under study, 
but they are characterized by different depth and 
thickness. The soil of the bank mainly consists of 
overconsolidated sandy silt and silty sand.

4 GROUND RESPONSE ANALYSIS 
OF THE FOUNDATION SOIL

The reference site of the seismic centrifuge 
tests on model levees presented in this paper is 
Casaglia, located north-west of the city of Ferrara 
(see Fig. 1). The input motions of the shaking 
tests were derived from a free-field seismic ground 
response analysis carried out for this site.

The seismic ground response was studied using 
the code Proshake (evolved version of Shake91, 
Idriss & Sun 1992) that performs 1D dynamic 
analysis in the frequency domain. The non-linear 
soil behavior and the strain dependent damping 
are accounted for through the equivalent linear 
method, that gives a reasonable estimate of soil 
response for moderate levels of shearing inten-
sity and provided that no significant pore water 
pressure develops during seismic shaking. Six real 
ground acceleration records selected for the Fer-
rara region via the seismic hazard analysis (CNR & 
UniSI) were used as input motions of the analyses 
(Albarello 2009, Marcellini et al. 2010). The input 
accelerograms were assumed to be applied to a rock 
outcropping and deconvoluted to the seismic bed-
rock. The main characteristics of the input motions 
are summarized in Table 1, where PGA is the peak 
ground acceleration, PGV is the peak ground veloc-
ity, PGD is the peak ground displacement, d90 is the 
significant duration (Trifunac & Brady 1975), IA is 
the Arias Intensity (Arias 1969) and si is the Hous-
ner Spectrum Intensity evaluated on the pseudo-
acceleration spectrum PSA (Housner 1952).

Table 2 summarizes the stratigraphy of the 
Casaglia site, as resulted from a couple of 150 m 
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Figure 3. Cross section of the bank, profiles of the 
measured cone resistance qt and soil stratigraphy.
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Figure 4. Cross section of the bank, profiles of the 
measured excess pore pressure u2, soil stratigraphy and 
water table.

Table 1. Characteristic of the real earthquake records used 
as outcropping motions in the ground response analysis.

N.
[–]

Code
[–]

PGA
[g]

PGV
[m/s]

PGD
[m]

d90
[s]

Ia
[m/s]

si
[m/s]

1 000200xA 0.22 0.14 0.01 10.89 0.73 5.30
2 000649yA 0.38 0.11 0.01  3.19 0.34 2.81
3 000651xA 0.22 0.10 0.01  5.42 0.21 2.71
4 000651yA 0.18 0.09 0.01  5.05 0.27 2.74
5 000829xA 0.34 0.14 0.01  1.27 0.20 3.08
6 006277xA 0.37 0.18 0.02  4.31 1.32 5.15

Table 2. Soil profile, shear wave velocity and natural 
unit weight at the Casaglia site.

Depth
[from (m)–to (m)]

Soil type
[–]

VS
[m/s]

γn
[kN/m3]

0–15 Clay—silty clay     170 18
15–31 Sand—silty sand     220 18
31–39 Sand—silty sand     270 18
39–65 Clay—silty clay     300 18
65–80 Sand—silty sand     400 18
80–101 Clay—silty clay     500 19
101–110 Clay—silty clay     500 19
110–130 Clay—silty clay—

silty sand
    900 22

>130 Miocene marl �1200 22
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Figure 6. Ground response analysis: time history of accel-
erations computed at the soil surface (input motion N.6).

Table 3. Ground response analysis: characteristic of the 
computed motion at the soil surface (input motion N.6).

N.
[–]

code
[–]

PGA
[g]

PGV
[m/s]

PGD
[m]

d90
[s]

Ia
[m/s]

si
[m]

6* 006277xA
-ampl

0.30 0.23 0.04 4.17 1.02 6.14

deep soundings, and reports the profile of the shear 
wave velocity VS, measured by a 150 m deep cross-
hole test realized in the boreholes. The Table shows 
that the substratum of the alluvial succession, made 
by sandy marine sediments Lower Pleistocene in 
age, was drilled at the depth of 110 m and Miocene 
marl, top of the pre-Quaternary succession of the 
Ferrara Folds, was drilled at the depth of 130 m. 
The shear wave velocity increases as the depth 
increases and reaches higher values than 800 m/s in 
the Quaternary marine substratum and 1200 m/s at 
the marl roof. In the ground response analysis the 
seismic bedrock was placed at the depth of 120 m, 
intermediate value between the depth of the sandy 
marine sediments and the marl roof. The shear 
modulus reduction curves and the damping curves 
used in the analyses were measured in resonant col-
umn tests on undisturbed samples and are reported 
in Figure 5, as functions of the strain level.

The results of the ground response analysis for 
the input motion N.6 are reported in Figures 6 
and 7, where the computed time history of accel-
eration and the Fourier amplitude spectrum are 
represented, respectively. The main characteristics 
of the computed earthquake (named 6*) are given 
in Table 3. The predominant frequency is 3.2 Hz.

5 CENTRIFUGE TESTS

5.1 The IMGEO seismic geotechnical centrifuge

The model tests were performed using the ISM-
GEO Geotechnical Centrifuge (IGC), which has a 
symmetrical 2 m high, 1 m wide rotating arm with 
a radius of 3 m and a nominal radius of 2.2 m. 
The arm has two swinging platforms that hold the 
model container and the counterweight; during the 
test, the platforms lock horizontally to the arm to 
prevent the working loads from being transmitted 
to the basket suspensions. An outer fairing covers 
the arm and they concurrently rotate to reduce air 
resistance and model perturbation during flight. 
The centrifuge can reach a maximum accelera-
tion of 600 g with a payload of 400 kg (further 
details can be found in Baldi et al. 1988). It has 
been recently equipped with a 1 degree of freedom 
shaking table, installed on the rigid rotating arm. 
The table works under an acceleration field up to 
100 g, it can provide excitations at frequencies up 
to 1000 Hz and acceleration up to 50 g and it is able 
to reproduce real earthquakes at the model scale.

5.2 Model banks, instrumentation, testing 
procedure

The adopted geometrical scaling factor of the 
models is N = 50. All the bank models were tested 
under an acceleration field of a = 50 g, which was 
reached in correspondence of the bottom of the 

0
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0.16

0.2

0.1 1 10

Fourier
amplitude 
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f [Hz]

Figure 7. Ground response analysis: Fourier amplitude 
spectrum of the motion computed at the soil surface 
(input motion N.6).
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levees. The similarity relationships between model 
and prototype relevant for the presented tests are 
listed in Table 4 (Schofield 1980).

The models were reconstructed within a rigid 
container under plain strain conditions; the cross 
section of each model had a symmetric trapezoi-
dal shape, as sketched in Figure 8. Since shaking in 
the x direction only, the container was designed to 
confine the embankments only in the y direction 
and the two slopes did not touch the connection 
end walls. To minimize the side friction, the lateral 
walls were treated with a layer of oil. A rough layer 
was applied on the container bottom.

Four different models were tested: two geometries 
and two soil profiles of the levees were adopted, 
as evidenced in Figure 9. The model dimensions 
are listed in Table 5. The models were prepared in 
horizontal layers 2 cm thick by tamping, then they 
were cut to form the slopes at the α° values to the 
horizontal container bottom. The sand and the silt 
used to reconstitute the models were retrieved in 
situ during soundings. The soil properties are listed 
in Table 6; they were measured via laboratory tests 
on samples taken from the centrifuge models at 
the end of the tests. The values of the natural unit 
weight, γn water content, w and void index, e in the 
table refer to the mean test conditions.

Table 4. Similarity relationships.

Quantity Prototype Model

Length, L N 1
Velocity (projectile), v 1 1
Acceleration, a 1 N
Mass, m N3 1
Force, F N2 1
Stress, σ 1 1
Strain, ε 1 1
Mass density, ρ 1 1
Time (dynamic), td N 1
Frequency, f 1 N

rigidlateralwall 

model bank connecti 
on end 

wall

x

rigid container 
bottom 

y

Figure 8. Scheme of the model bank and of the rigid 
container.
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Figure 9. Model configurations and dimensions. All 
dimensions in mm.

The models were instrumented with six 
miniaturized accelerometers (Fig. 9), one installed at 
the container bottom (ACCX B) and five embedded 
within the model banks, at variable heights from 
the bottom (ACCX 1–5). The accelerometers were 
arrange to measure acceleration in the x direction. 
Two displacement transducers LDT (hold by a rigid 
frame connected to the lateral walls) were placed on the 
top of the embankments to measure the crest vertical 
settlements. During the tests the instrumentation 
measures were recorded at a frequency of 5000 Hz. 
Two pictures of a model embankment and details of 
the instrumentation are show in Figure 10.

After model preparation, the container was 
placed into the centrifuge, whose speed was slowly 
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Table 5. Model dimensions. Prototype and model scale.

Model Soil

B b H α

Mod 
[mm]

Prot
[m]

Mod
[mm]

Prot
[m]

Mod
[mm]

Prot
[m]

[°]

M1-1 Silt 750 37.5 140 7 150 7.5 26
M1-2 Silt/sand
M2-1 Silt 750 37.5 140 7 200 10 33
M2-2 Silt/sand

B = length of the bank base; b = length of the bank crest; H = bank height.

Table 6. Test soil properties.

D50 
[mm]

Uc 
[–]

γn 
[kN/m3]

W 
[%]

E 
[–]

φ′cv 
[°]

Silt 0.025 35.2 15.4 10 0.9 30
Sand 0.39  3.16 16  5 0.7 35.4

D50 = mean grain size; UC = uniformity coefficient; 
γn = natural unit weigh; w = water content; e = void index; 
φ′cv = shearing resistance angle at critical state.

Figure 10. Pictures of model M2-2 and instrumentation.
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Figure 11. Model M1-1. Normalized Fourier amplitude 
spectrum of the noise pre-event.

increased to reach the acceleration target value 
of 50 g. After the model consolidated under its 
weight, the input accelerogram was triggered.

Sixteen dynamic tests were performed: 
each model was tested under four of the six 
accelerograms computed at the soil surface via 
the ground response analysis; the time histories of 
acceleration were properly scaled, i.e. amod = 50aprot, 
td,mod = td,prot/50, fmod = 50fprot. During each test, 
before triggering the input accelerogram, the 
noise and the ambient vibrations measured by the 
accelerometers were recorded for few seconds.

5.3 Model 1-1—input motion 6*

In the following section the results of the test 
on the model M1-1, subjected to the earthquake 
6* are reported; all the results are plotted at the 
prototype scale. Figure 11 shows the Fourier 

amplitude spectrum of the noise measured at the 
top of the embankment by ACCX 4, normalized 
to the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the noise 
measured at the base of the embankment by ACCB. 
The measures were recorded before triggering the 
input accelerograms. The spectral ratio shows that 
the bank amplifies all the frequency in the range 
3.5–25 Hz, with a peak at the frequency f  = 9 Hz, 
which is likely to be the natural frequency of the 
model.

Figure 12 shows the time histories of  acceleration 
along the height of the bank and evidences that 
the acceleration increases as the distance from the 
base increases, due to amplification effects of the 
embankment.

The amplification effects of the embankment 
are also evidenced in Figure 13 where the Fourier 
amplitude spectra of acceleration are reported. 
The amplification is significant in the range of fre-
quency of 2.5–25 Hz and increases from the base 
towards the crest. The measures of top acceler-
ometers (ACCX 4 and ACCX 5) evidence slightly 
higher amplification effects at the crest center than 
at the edge.

Two amplification peaks at the frequencies 
5.4 Hz and 6.3 Hz are clearly evidenced by the 
amplification functions (Fourier amplitude spec-
tra of  the accelerations measured within the mod-
els normalized to the Fourier amplitude spectra 
of  the input acceleration measured at the base) 
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As recorded by the displacement transducers 
LDT1 and LDT2 (see Fig. 9), very small crest 
settlement were measured during shaking, about 
0.22 mm at the prototype scale and no sign of 
local instability phenomena were observed in the 
embankment during and after the test.

The amplification phenomena observed were 
quantified via the amplification factors defined 
below:

FA
s
s

i ACCX

i ACCXB
0 1 0 5

1 0 5 4

0 5
. .1 0

, .0 .

, .0 .

( )PSAAPSA CCX4

( )PSAAPSA CCXB
− =  (1)

FA
s
s

i,

i, ACCXB
0 5 1 5

0 5 1 5 4

0 5 1 5
. .5 1

. .5 1

. .5 1

( )PSA 4

( )PSAACCXB
−

−

−
= ACCX  (2)

where: si,0.1–0.5(PSA) = is the Housner intensity of 
the pseudo-acceleration spectrum between the 
periods 0.1 s–0.5 s; si,0.5–1.5(PSA) = is the Housner 
intensity of pseudo-acceleration spectrum between 
the  periods 0.5 s–1.5 s. The computed values of 
the amplification factors are listed in Table 7, 
where the peak ground accelerations measured at 
the model base (ACCX B) and top (ACCX 4) are 
also reported. The pseudo-acceleration spectra are 
shown in Figure 15. The amplification is higher 
between the periods 0.1 s–0.5 s and the FA value 
is greater than 2.

Figures 16 and 17 show for both the bank 
geometries M1 and M2 the profiles of the ampli-
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Figure 12. Model M1-1, input motion N.6*. Time 
histories of the acceleration along the bank height.
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Table 7. Model M1-1, input motion N.6*. Characteristic 
of the accelerograms measured at the model embankment 
base and crest and amplification factors.

N.
[–]

code
[–]

PGAACCX B
[g]

PGAACCX 4
[g]

FA0.1–0.5
[m/s]

FA0.5–1.5
[m/s]

6* 006277xA
-ampl

0.425 0.958 2.66 1.29
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Figure 15. Model M1-1, input motion N.6*. Pseudo-
acceleration spectra at the base and at the crest of the 
model embankment.

represented in Figure 14. The reduction of  the 
natural frequency from 9 Hz to 5–6 Hz could 
be attributed to stiffness decay and damping 
increment as the deformations increase during 
the earthquake.
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Figure 16. Amplification ratio profiles for all the 
homogeneous models (M1-1 and M2-1).

fication ratio amax/abase, where amax and abase are the 
maximum accelerations measured along the bank 
center line and at the base (the latter measured 
by the base accelerometer). The results for all the 
input motions and for both the homogeneous and 
stratified models are shown.

All the motions and models gave similar pro-
files, characterized by amplification effects along 
the whole bank height; the maximum values of the 
amplification ratios were obtained at the crest of 
the embankments. The amplification is influenced 
by the stratification, especially near the top.

6 FINAL REMARKS

The preliminary results of centrifuge seismic tests 
carried out on model embankments to study their 
seismic response and dynamic stability are pre-
sented. This study is part of a research project to 
evaluate the seismic hazard of about 90 km of the 
right bank of the Po river, which have included 
extensive site characterization.

The centrifuge shaking table tests were performed 
using as input motions the results of a seismic 
ground response analysis carried out referring to 
one of the site investigated via in situ and laboratory 
tests. The soils retrieved from the real banks were 
used to reconstruct the models. Four models (two 
geometries and two soil profiles) subjected to four 
time histories were tested (in total sixteen tests).

The tests showed a significant tendency of the 
banks to amplify the accelerations. The amplifica-
tion is significant in a wide range of frequencies 
(from about 2.5 to 25 Hz) and increases from the 
base towards the crest. The amplification is influ-
enced by the stratification, especially near the top of 
the embankments, also due to wave focalization.

A reduction of the natural frequency of the 
embankments during the tests was observed, proba-
bly due to the stiffness decay and damping increment, 
as the deformations imposed by the input motions 
increase. No signs of local instability were observed.

Test interpretation is still ongoing.
Tests results will be used as benchmark for the 

calibration of numerical dynamic analyses.
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Deformation characteristics of overconsolidated subsoil from CPTU 
and SDMT tests

Z. Młynarek, J. Wierzbicki & K. Stefaniak
University of Life Sciences, Poznań, Poland

ABSTRACT: The paper presents an assessment of a relationship between shear modulus G0, determined 
from CPTU and SDMT. The analysis was performed for a subsoil with a complex orygin, stratigraphy 
and lithology, on which it is planned to found a wind farm. This analysis was based on an identification 
of factors affecting the relationship between moduli obtained from CPTU and SDMT analyses. The 
introduction of a correcting function made it possible to produce a good statistical assessment of this 
relationship. The application of this dependence in the prediction of moduli G0 using CPTU made it pos-
sible to construct a quasi 3-D model of rigidity of subsoil and isolate in the subsoil homogeneous zones 
for values of modulus G0. The constructed model was the basis for the calculation of the other static and 
dynamic moduli for the design of foundations for wind farms.

Keywords: shear modulus, CPTU, SDMT

1 INTRODUCTION

In many European countries, including Poland, an 
extensive programme to build wind power plants 
is being implemented. Such objects have to meet 
numerous requirements, regulated by the law and 
ecological considerations. A highly significant ele-
ment in the projects for the location of wind farms 
is connected with the geotechnical conditions of 
subsoil. These conditions account for a consider-
able proportion of investment costs. Due to the 
high load of the foundation plate with external 
load torques, stability of such objects depends not 
only on the load carrying capacity of subsoil, but 
also on the size and non-uniform settlement of the 
plate. This problem is exposed particularly when 
the subsoil is composed of soils with varying ori-
gin, stratigraphy and lithology. Such a situation is 
found over most of the territory in Poland. The 
determination of the size and non-uniformity of 
settlement of a power plant requires the determi-
nation of deformation moduli of soil, both static 
and dynamic. In case of strongly varied subsoil, 
another problem is connected with the determina-
tion of representative values of moduli and their 
variability in subsoil and the determination of fac-
tors, affecting such a variation.

This problem is discussed in this paper. The 
CPTU and SDMT methods may be considered the 
most effective methods for the evaluation of varia-
tion in moduli under in situ conditions. These meth-
ods were applied to solve the presented problem. Figure 1. Typical soil profile from the test site.
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 constrained  oedometer modulus—M0, initial 
shear  modulus—G0, Young  modulus (static)—E 
as well as  modulus G ( Kirchoff ’s modulus) and 
dynamic Young modulus Edyn. Dynamic moduli 
are calculated from relationships, in which the 
factor of  proportionality between the static and 
dynamic moduli is used, while for the calculation 
of  Young’s modulus the values of  Poisson’s ratio 
and moduli G0 and G are required. The adop-
tion of  appropriate Poisson’s ratios and factors 
of  proportionality between Young’s static and 
dynamic moduli is always a significant profes-
sional problem. In order to obtain a continuous 
picture of  changes in constrained moduli, partic-
ularly when a subsoil is strongly varied in terms 
of  stratigraphy and lithology, it is necessary 
to perform both tests, i.e. CPTU and SDMT. 
The CPTU test provides a continuous picture 
of  changes of  parameters in the subsoil, while 
SDMT yields a point picture. As it is commonly 
known SDMT has an advantage over CPTU, 
since moduli G0 and M0 are determined directly 
from the measurements. For the determination 
of  a relationship between moduli from both tests 
and the provided continuity of  the picture of 
subsoil rigidity (Młynarek et al., 2005) it is nec-
essary to determine factors, which will influence 
this dependence. Identification of  independent 
variables, influencing randomness of  modulus 
G0 was conducted also by Lee and Stoke (1986), 
Hardin (1978), Jamiolkowski et al. (1995) and 
Młynarek et al. (2011). Functions which describe 
the relationship between modulus G0 or G and 
variables, which describe parameters of  the soil 
medium were written in the following forms:

G G f e OCR SCC C K T
v r

, ,e , ,S , ,K0 = ( )′
0 0  

(1)

where σ′v0 = effective vertical stress; e0 = initial void 
ratio; OCR = overconsolidation ratio; Sr = degree 
of saturation; C = grain characteristics; K = soil 
structure; T = temperature.

G e pv h a0GG 480 43
0

0 22 44( ,−1 ) , , ( ,1 0− )σ σv
22,0 ′220 σσ220

 (2)

where pa = atmospheric pressure; σ′h0 = effective 
horizontal stress.

The solution of equation (1) was given by  Hardin 
(1978) and Jamiolkowski et al. (1995) (Eq. 2). In 
order to obtain a continuous picture of variation 
in modulus G0 in subsoil in the analysed locations a 
relationship was investigated between modulus G0 
obtained from SDMT and modulus G0 determined 
from CPTU. From among numerous dependencies, 
which determine this relationship (Schnaid, 2009) 
the calculation of modulus G0 (CPTU) was based on 

Figure 2. Typical CPTU/SDMT profile from the test 
site (qt—corrected cone resistance, Rf—friction ratio, 
Ic—Soil Behaviour Type Index, u2—pore pressure behind 
the cone).

2 GEOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF INVESTIGATED SUBSOIL

Subsoil for construction projects in the study area 
are mostly composed of successive series of glacial 
tills of Pleistocene glaciations, separated by non-
cohesive fluvio-glacial deposits. The total thickness 
of these deposits is approx. 100 m and their char-
acteristic trait is connected with the presence of 
the overconsolidation effect in older layers of gla-
ciations. In the analysed zone of the building con-
struction subsoil (approx. 20 m from the ground 
surface) we find glacial tills of two phases of the 
last Vistula glaciation. Directly at the surface 
normally overconsolidated clays of the Pomera-
nian phase are deposited, while below there are 
medium overconsolidated (OCR 3–6) clays of the 
Posnanian phase covered by fluvio-glacial deposits 
(Fig. 1). The typical CPTU profile is presented on 
Figure 2. This type of geological structure may be 
considered as typical of most of the area in north-
western Poland.

3 FACTORS INFLUENCING 
DEFORMATION PARAMETERS 
FROM CPTU AND SDMT TESTS

In the dimensioning of  the foundation for 
the wind power plant constrained modulus 
M0 and shear modulus—G0 are required in 
the calculations of  settlements and their pre-
dicted changes in time. Most frequently it is the 
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the formula presented by Baldi et al. (1989) for 
non-cohesive soils:

G0GG ( )t vρ ( qt
2

 
(3)

and by Hegazy & Mayne (1995) for cohesive soils:

G0GG
2( )q et

0 014 13ρ e359 473

 
(4)

where ρ = density of soil.
These relationships well estimate modulus G0 

in genetically varied soils found in Poland. From 
variables of equation (2) for the investigation of a 
relationship between G0 and G0 (CPTU) the following 
variables were selected for analysis: qt (corrected 
cone resistance) and OCR in non-cohesive soils 
and in cohesive soils LI (liquidity index) as well 
as σv0 and σ′p. Changes in grain size distribution 
of clays were slight, thus their effect on the ana-
lysed significance of relationships was disregarded, 
while in non-cohesive soils qt was strongly corre-
lated with DR. The following regression models 
were obtained:

for non-cohesive soils

G q OCR qC
q OCRCC

t tR q
t

0GG OCRC
−
92 16 3 21 1qt + 6 8 0 103

2 42 1OCR +OCRq 0 21
2

2
OCRCCOCRCOCRCC

, ,OC qt 1+OCRqt 0  (5)

where OCR = overconsolidation ratio.

for cohesive soils

G LI v p0GG 361 323 23 0 323− 0 323, ,LI 0 σ σv 0 125− ,′ ′0 125σ σσ σ0 125
 

(6)

where LI = liquidity index; σ′p – preconsolidation 
pressure.

The values of OCR and σ′p can be calculated 
using Wierzbicki (2010) charts (Figs. 3 and 4).

It results from Figures 4 and 5 that both mod-
els have a low assessed statistical significance and 
points determining a relationship between moduli 
G0 and G0 (CPTU) are distributed on both sides of 
a calibration line. To obtain consistency between 
both moduli a calibration function needs to be 
determined. The form of this function may be 
investigated by identifying the relationship between 
the coefficient G0/G0CPTU), which describes propor-
tions between moduli and modulus G0 measured 
in SDMT (Fig. 6). This relationship describes a 
function with a high level of statistical evaluation 
(R2 = 0.74).

It results from Figure 7 that consistency between 
moduli from both tests is obtained for the value of 

Figure 3. Chart for the OCR evaluation on the basis of 
Qt (normalized cone resistance) and Ip (plasticity index)— 
for cohesive soil (Ip < 30%) (after Wierzbicki 2010).

Figure 4. Chart for the OCR evaluation on the basis of 
Qt and proportion of content of Coarse Sand fraction 
(CS) to Medium Sand fraction (MS)—for non-cohesive 
soil (after Wierzbicki 2010).

Figure 5. Relationship between measured G0 (from 
SDMT) and G0 calculated from CPTU results for non-
cohesive soils.
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modulus G0 = 180. For this value of moduli (point 
C on the calibration curve) the value of factor of 
proportionality is 1.0. The other values of moduli 
from CPTU need to be corrected. Figures 8 and 9 
presents the position of moduli from both tests in 
relation to the calibration line, after the calibration. 
The described calibration line for cohesive and 
non-cohesive soils of the subsoil has a satisfacto-
rily high statistical evaluation. The information on 
the calibration function makes it possible to deter-
mine variation of modulus G0 in the subsoil on 
the basis of CPTU on the site of the planned wind 
power plants in a location where SDMT was not 
performed. Another essential step is to construct a 
stiffness model of the subsoil, constructed on the 
basis of values of modulus G0. In the construc-

Figure 6. Relationship between measured G0 (from 
SDMT) and G0 calculated from CPTU results for cohe-
sive soils.

Figure 7. Relationship between coefficient G0/G0(CPTU) 
and the value of G0 for non-cohesive soils.

Figure 8. Relationship between measured G0 and G0 
calculated from CPTU results after the calibration, for 
non-cohesive soils.

Figure 9. Relationship between measured G0 and G0 
calculated from CPTU results after the calibration, for 
cohesive soils.

tion of this model we may use the Inverse Distance 
Weighting (IDW) method (Młynarek et al., 2005).

Figure 10 presents a model of stiffness for sub-
soil G0 for one of the cross-sections under the 
designed wind power plant. This model has several 
significant advantages:

• A quasi-3D model of stiffness is very flexible in 
interpretation, since it takes into consideration 
spatial variability of measured values of G0 both 
in sand and loam layers, particularly in relation 
to variables presented in equation (3);

• Isolation in the subsoil of homogeneous zones 
for values of G0 makes it possible for these zones 
to determine the values of Kirchoff’s modu-
lus—G, Young’s modulus and dynamic mod-
uli. These moduli are basic parameters for the 
dimensioning of foundations of power plants.

From Figure 10 it shows, that the use of equa-
tions 5 and 6 and G0 modules calculated from a 
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large number of measurements of cone  resistance 
as well as calibration conducted due to Figure 6, 
allows to construct stiffness models of the subsoil 
with larger homogeneous areas than the model 
based on point-wise measured G0 models in 
SDMT test.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Conducted analyses showed that even in case of a 
complex subsoil structure in terms of genesis and 
lithology with the use of CPTU and SDMT a good 
model of subsoil stiffness may be constructed. In a 
situation when subsoil may constitute support for 
the foundation of a wind power plant, modulus G0 
is the starting point for the evaluation of subsoil 
stiffness. Obviously it is the issue of choice for the 
construction of the model to adopt an empirical 
relationship between cone resistance and modulus 
G0. In case of the adopted formula according to 
Mayne (2001) and the applied correlation function 
a good statistical evaluation was obtained for the 
dependence between moduli between CPTU and 
measured moduli G0 from SDMT. The performance 
of CPTU in additional locations, where SDMT was 
not performed, and the application of the specified 

procedure made it possible to isolate homogenous 
stiffness zones in the subsoil, described by modu-
lus G0 and next calculate for these zones the other 
moduli, required for the dimensioning of the foun-
dation of the wind power plant.
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Applications of geophysical techniques to assess excavations

A.B. Espinosa, E. Aracil & L.M. García
Burgos University, Burgos, Spain

ABSTRACT: In large number of constructions and projects the surface material to eliminate are esti-
mated according to information of prospecting pit, boring or both of them. However, this report presents 
Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) as a suitable method to determinate thickness and volumes in 
faster and more economical way. ERT measures the resistivity of the subsoil (ground opposition to the 
passage of electrical current) from surface; it gives a resistivity profile and it lets us know how the disposal 
of materials and define the characteristics of the subsoil before prospecting programmes (drillings and 
prospecting pit). Moreover, this method gives us information to quantify how many subsurface drilling 
to do and the best location.

of the different stages that would have been 
obtained in the volume calculation of material to 
dig depending on how the exploratory campaign 
had been carried out. The estimated volume will be 
very different in based on the number of boring we 
will do or where they take place. This means that, 
the same drilling campaign, with the same distance 
between them, with the same mesh distribution, 
could provide some data volumes that could differ 
to almost 50% in the estimate of excavation mate-
rial, with consequences that could entail.
scopal residence.

2 METHODOLOGY

The geophysical survey method that we have 
employed in carrying out these works is the 
 survey by electrical resistivity tomography pro-
files because this technique allows study materials 
at  different depths and with different resolution 
degrees. Moreover this method can save time and 
money, because it takes a few time to carry out and 
in general budgets are tight to the aim (Martínez-
Pagan et al., 2005).

Electrical tomography is a prospective geo-
electric method that analyzes subsurface materials 
according to their electrical behavior; it is particu-
larly based on their resistivity value (Aracil et al., 
2002 and 2003). Parameters such as the nature of 
the rocks and mineral-chemical composition, their 
texture that depends on their degree of weathered, 
their degree of compaction and their degree of 
porosity, and fluid content and their nature, all 
of them will condition the existence of a higher 
or lower ions concentration. A higher mobility of 
these ions will provide higher conductivity to the 

1 INTRODUCTION

Previously to doing an engineering work, even in 
the project stage, is very common to considerer the 
possibility of excavating of volume of the surface 
material either because it is an unstable material, 
or it can be unconsolidated or show certain char-
acteristics that does not make it advisable to con-
struction. The same idea can be apply to removing 
a layer of overburden as a prelude to the opera-
tion of a quarry. It seems obvious to think that 
the  volume of the material is the key parameter to 
evaluating the disposal cost of it.

When we have to calculate excavation quantity 
based on exploratory drilling, it is thinking that as 
many sample borings o prospecting pits we have 
as better the result will be, because the average 
thickness will be more accurate. However, if  we 
increase the number of drillings it will entail a very 
significant increase in the cost and time required 
to doing it. So, how many sample borings or pros-
pecting pits must be done? And where should place 
them? According to these uncertainties, it would 
be a good idea to use a method that would pro-
vide information about subsurface materials and 
estimate their thickness before boreholing; this is 
the case of prospecting using electrical tomogra-
phy profiles that will facilitate resolution of both 
questions.

Over all the subsurface geophysical survey 
 methods, the electrical tomography profiles is 
which has been applied in this project to study 
their materials. It is due to its correct application 
to the objective, to his high speed execution, tight 
budgets and, equally important, effective results.

In addition to showing the method features and 
their results, in this paper it is presenting a research 
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subsoil, or a lower resistivity, which is the param-
eter that is measured in fact.

Some material like clays, sands, gravel, limestone, 
marl and gypsum, which are used as aggregates, all 
have different and distinctive electrical resistivity 
values. This different electrical behavior can pro-
vide a basis for subsurface research (see example 
in Fig. 1) generating an image profile where differ-
ent materials exhibit different colors based on their 
characteristic values of resistivity.

3 PLANNING WORKS

This research takes place on a plot that has use-
less material in the top and is unevenly distributed. 
So this unit must be removed before exploiting 
underlying level. For confidentiality reasons, the 
geographical location is not given, but it is not nec-
essary to specify the location to understand and 
show the methodology of this research.

The area in which work is carried out is a plot 
that has an area of about 200,000 m2; however, the 
research has taken place only in the half  of the plot 
where the excavation will be done for the moment. 
The materials that constitute this overlying unit 
that forms the overburden are silt—clayey and 
sands, but they are distributed in an irregular way.

The materials that constitute the overburden 
and the under substrate (consisting of gravel) are 
very different and, consequently, their geoelectrical 
properties are different too. This means that if  the 
resistivity value in these layers are different, low in 
the overburden and high in the substrate, we can 
mark their limits out according to this parameter.

A campaign of electrical tomography profiles was 
carried out along the study area and the results should 
indicate the presence of a semiconductor material on 
the top layer: clayey silts and sands over underlying 
gravels which often have considerably higher resistiv-
ity values. Therefore, from a geoelectrical point of 

view, these materials are different, so we have only to 
carry out electrical tomography profiles and then, we 
will interpret the results and differentiate these two 
layers. As conclusion we can measure the thickness 
of the upper unit to evaluate the volume to dig.

Once the electrical tomography profiles have 
been processed and interpret, the results are com-
pared with scattered prospecting pits, we could 
estimate a volume of 390,000 m3 for the unit that 
forms the overburden in the investigated area 
(about 108,000 m2). The thickness distribution 
map of the overburden unit is shown in Figure 2, 
where you can observe large variations in thickness 
and an irregular distribution.

Electrical tomography profiles due to its quality 
to measure continuous sections allows to observe 
clearly the lateral variations and, consequently, 
the zones of maximum and minimum thickness 
of the unit that forms the conductive overburden. 
This has allowed to calculate all thicknesses with 
high precision, so we can accurately estimate the 
 volume to dig in the plot.

However, we wondered what would have hap-
pened if  we had calculated the volume of the over-
burden being based on borings or prospecting pits. 
To illustrate this research we have raised hypotheti-
cal situations about possible volumes that had been 
collected depending on the number and arrange-
ment of the drillings carried out. As result,we can 
calculate the volume of overburden that we would 
be achieved in each of the following assumptions:

• Situation 1: Carrying out a drilling every 100 m 
in a regular grid.

• Situation 2: Carrying out a drilling every 200 m 
according to the same regular grid.

• Situation 3: Carrying out a drilling every 200 m 
according to the same regular grid but in alter-
nate positions with respect to situation 2.

• Situation 4: Carrying out a drilling every 100 m 
according to the same regular grid but shifted 50 m 
to the east with respect to the mesh of situation 1.

Figure 1. Example of electrical tomography profile carries out in an area where gravel layer is over a sandy clay 
substrate.
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• Situation 5: Carrying out a drilling every 200 m 
according to the same regular grid but shifted 
50 m to the east with respect to the mesh of the 
situation 2.

• Situation 6: Carrying out a drilling every 200 m 
regular grid according to the same but in alter-
nate positions relative to the situation 2 and 
moved 50 m to the east with respect to the mesh 
of situation 3.

• Situation 7: Carrying out a drilling every 100 m 
according to the same regular grid but shifted 
south 50 m grid over the situation 1.

• Situation 8: Carrying out a drilling every 200 m 
according to the same regular grid but shifted 
south 50 m grid over the situation 2.

• Situation 9: Carrying out a drilling every 200 m 
according to the same regular grid but in alter-
nate positions relative to the situation 2 and 
50 m south displaced with respect to the mesh 
of situation 3.

In these nine situations that we have considered, 
we have determined two parameters: the average 

thickness of the overburden unit and the equivalent 
volume that would be obtained for the same inves-
tigated area. The volume was calculated in each of 
these situations as if we had carried out the proposed 
drillings, and after that, the result is compared with 
the volume of reserves that is measured by electri-
cal tomography profiles. This result is considered 
correct because it has been contrasted with a whole 
series of prospecting pits, moreover we determine 
the percentage of change in each of these situations 
with respect to the volume that we consider as real.

After analyzing Table 1, we can see a wide vari-
ation in the average thickness of overburden unit 
according to different situations, but to show it 
more obvious, the variation obtain depending on 
the grid that we use. We are only going to compare 
in this paper the two extreme situations, ie 3 and 9, 
which both provide for the realization of the same 
grid and boring every 200 m, but displaced 50 m 
from each other.

If  we have undertaken drillings according to 
situation 3, the average thickness of  overburden 
has been estimated at 2.8 m. However, if  we had 

Figure 2. Schematic distribution of hypothetical borings.
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Table 1. Estimated average thickness and volume in each of the scenarios described.

 
Situation 1
1 Boring every 100 M

Situation 2
1 Boring every 200 M

Situation 3
1 Boring every 200 M

Average thickness (m) 3,15 3,58 2,79
Volume (m3) 340.200 386.640 301.320
Percentage (%) 13 1 23

Situation 4 Situation 5 Situation 6
 Movement 50 M east Movement 50 M east Movement 50 M east
Average thickness (m) 3,59 3,21 3,25
Volume (m3) 387.720 346.680 351.000
Percentage (%) 1 11 10

Situation 7 Situation 8 Situation 9
Movement 50 M south Movement 50 M south Movement 50 M south

Average thickness (m) 3,61 3,25 4,08
Volume (m3) 389.880 351.000 440.640
Percentage (%) 0 10 13

come to cause high differences in thickness and 
volume estimation and the consequences that this 
would lead? All geological units experience lateral 
variations, some of them very sharply. Therefore it 
seems justified the use of a tool to observe lateral 
variations previously to a boring campaign, so this 
boring will be carrying out in a more controlled 
way both in number and position.
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carried out the borings showed in situation 9, 
the estimated average thickness have been 4.1 m, 
which would be 1.3 m average thickness difference 
in the same unit, exactly the same grid but simply 
shifted its position 50 m to the south. Transform-
ing thickness to volumes, this difference would 
imply the following amounts: 301.320 m3 in the 
case of  situation 3, and 440.640 m3 in the case 
of  situation, in other words, nearly a 50% differ-
ence between the two calculations of  material to 
remove.

4 CONCLUSIONS

After analyzing the data have shown in this work 
can be seen that, for a drilling campaign with the 
same distance between them, with the same grid 
distribution, can provide some data for thickness 
and volumes that can differ in the same area to 
almost 50% in estimating the volume of materials. 
If  we translate these results into economic conclu-
sions it could involve an estimated cost for removal 
and movement of materials very different which 
will influence in the final project budget.

The final conclusion is set out better as a 
question: Is it justifiable that the same drilling cam-
paign, except that one is moving 50 m from other, 
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Integrated pile design analysis in high plasticity soft soils using in-situ 
geotechnical characterization and non destructive pile testing

J.A. Rodríguez, E.P. Velandia & V.H. Restrepo
Jeoprobe SAS, Bogotá, Colombia

ABSTRACT: Pile design in high plasticity soft soils is a challenging task that should involve the best 
quality geotechnical information, criteria and experience. The use of enhanced geotechnical in-situ char-
acterization and good laboratory analysis is a complete way to know the in-situ soil state to predict the 
future soil behavior with the constructed pile interaction. This article presents the pile design of cast 
in-situ and driven piles in Bogota´s New International Airport construction with the use of shear vane, 
SPT, geophysics, piezocone and lab characterization comparing results of such analysis with results of 
further nondestructive testing of piles with Static Load Tests (SLT) and High Strain Dynamic Pile Test 
(HSDPT), finding consistent information between what is measured in-situ and what the information of 
tested piles show.

preliminary construction studies for the renovation 
of the airport, geotechnical characterization was 
made using SPT, vane shear, geophysiscs and dif-
ferent laboratory tests. Additional CPTu tests were 
done for the work presented herein.

In the first 100 m of depth there are soft lacrus-
tine deposits of the Sabana Formation. There is a 
decrease of moisture values ranging from 150% near 
surface to values of 50% at 100 m. SPT (N1)60 values 
range from a maximum of 8 (Firm clay) in the first 
5 m of over consolidated clay to ranges between 2 
and 5 (Soft clay) going deeper to 50 m. (Fig. 1).

The natural moisture of Bogota soils is one of 
the most important state parameters to predict the 
clay soil behavior, since its magnitude is related to 
the material internal structure that determines the 
mechanical behavior of fine soils.

1 INTRODUCTION

In Bogota city, almost every structure is founded on 
piles because of soft high plasticity, deep lacustrine 
clay deposits are found in most of the urban area. 
For pile design, traditional semi empirical methods 
are used based on laboratory geotechnical charac-
terization and correlations from SPT N values and 
undrained shear strength obtained mainly from 
shear vane and unconfined compression tests.

With recent availability of piezocone (CPTu) 
and the detailed geotechnical parameters that can 
be obtained from it, different direct design methods 
has been proposed by different authors (Guojun C., 
et al 2009). Most of these methods use CPT sleeve 
friction (fs) and tip resistance (qt), and some use 
pore pressure measurements (u) to estimate the pile 
friction distribution and toe bearing for driven and 
cast in place piles. (Takesue, K., et al. 1998).

These methods need to be evaluated considering 
local soil conditions and experience related with 
pile behavior. For doing so, the information given 
by non-destructuve pile tests is helpful as feedback 
for checking design considerations and further 
construction conditions. Having all the previous 
information for the site of Bogota´s International 
Airport and analyzing the results, some conclusions 
for design are given for the information measured.

2 SOIL PROFILE CHARACTERIZATION

The project area is located to the west of the city 
right on the banks of the Bogota river. During 

Figure 1. Moisture, Atterberg limits and SPT adjusted 
values and for the project profile.
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For this paper, a piezocone (CPTu) test down 
to 50.0 m was done to relate the results of previ-
ous geotechnical characterization with geotechni-
cal parameters calculated with CPTu information. 
Figure 2 shows the measured values of sleeve fric-
tion (ft), tip resistance (qt) and pore pressure (u2).

As mentioned by Mayne (2007), the evalua-
tion of geotechnical parameters from CPTu data 
is based on theoretical, numerical, analytical, and 
empirical methods tempered with experience and 
available calibrations with laboratory test results 
and/or back calculated values from full-scale load 
tests and performance monitoring.

Using different methods for CPTu data inter-
pretation, the following soil profile characteriza-
tion was developed. The match with traditional lab 
results are shown. (Figs. 3 and 4).

Figure 2. Piezocone (CPTu) measurements.

Figure 3. Values of Unit Weight and Moisture Content 
measured in the lab and from test correlations for the 
Bogota soils.

Figure 4. Su, mobilized friction angle (phi) and OCR 
calculated from CPTu measurements along with lab tests 
results and calculated from other index parameters.

The unit weight and moisture content show 
good agreement with lab measurements from 
undisturbed and disturbed samples.

Strength parameters from lab results show con-
siderable differences, especially in the first 20 m 
where the CPTu strength results present higher 
values compared to direct lab measurements and 
calculations from index parameters. This situation 
could be explained mostly by the soil sample dis-
turbance, especially important in high plasticity 
structured clays where the effective horizontal and 
vertical stresses are changed and the soil structure 
is affected by sampling.
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3 PILE DESIGN USING INDIRECT 
AND DIRECT METHODS

For pile design by an indirect method, the 
Randolph & Wroth (1982) criteria of shaft friction 
dependency on the shear strength, past stress 
history and overconsolidation ratio was used 
(Equation 1, 2 and 3).

τ αsττ Suαα  (1)

For Su / σ ′v <= 1

α
σ σ

= ⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

⎛
⎝⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

−Su Su
′σ′ ⎠⎠⎠ ⎝⎝⎝ vσNC

0 5 0 5.⎞. ⎛ S5 0

 (2)

For Su / σ ′v > 1

α
σ σ

= ⎛
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⎝⎝

⎞
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⎞⎞
⎠⎠

⎛
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⎝⎝

⎞
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⎞⎞
⎠⎠

−Su Su

′σ′ ⎠⎠⎠ ⎝⎝⎝ vσNC

0 5 0 25. ,⎛ ⎞Su5 0

 (3)

Considering the lab and CPTu calculated param-
eters, the shaft friction is computed as shown in 
Figures 5 and 6.

Table 1 shows the calculated ultimate pile capac-
ity for the piles indicated for wich non-destructive 
tests were also conducted. The Shaft friction of the 
piles was considered to be 95% of the ultimate pile 
capacity.

Direct methods for pile capacity evaluation 
mentioned by Hani H & Murad (1999) in their 
study use the sleeve friction (fs) and tip resistance 
(qc) from CPT tests. An additional analysis was 

made using Takesue (1998) method that incorpo-
rates pore pressure (u2) measurements for friction 
estimates. Figures 7 and 8 shows the results of all 
the related methods and Table 2 the design values 
obtained for the piles with later static load tests 
performed.

Figure 5. Unit friction along the soil profile for CPTu 
Su calculations and Su lab tests and correlations from 
index parameter.

Figure 6. Accumulated ultimate shaft friction calculated 
from parameters from CPTu and lab test + correlations.

Table 1. Indirect pile capacity design for which static 
load test were available.

Pile 
section 
geometry

Length
(m)

Diameter/
width (m)

Utimate pile capacity

CPTu
(kN)

Lab + 
correlations
(kN)

Circular 45 0,6 3430 2470
Circular 45 0,5 2850 2060
Square 39 0,3 1760 1190

Figure 7. Accumulated ultimate shaft friction calculated 
from CPT direct methods: LCPC, Beringen and Takesue. 
Piles with diameter of 60 cm and 50 cm respectively.
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4 NON DESTRUCTIVE PILE TESTS 
RESULTS

Quality assurance of pile construction often 
requires non-destructive pile tests that permit to 
validate that the piles could reach the service loads 
or the ultimate capacity. The most known is the 
Static Load Test (STL) and in recent years the 
High Strain Dynamic Pile Test (HSDPT) technol-
ogy has been proven to have good correlation to 
estimate static loads (Likins & Rausche, 2003).

During construction, Static Load Tests (SLT) 
and High Strain Dynamic Pile Tests (HSDPT) 
were performed for working load and ultimate 
capacity verification. Table 3 shows the results of 
the SLT test performed to 2 cast in situ piles of 
length of 45 m and diameter of 60 cm and 50 cm 
and one driven squarepile of 39 m length and 
30 cm width.

Figure 8. Accumulated ultimate shaft friction calcu-
lated from CPT direct methods: LCPC, Beringen and 
Takesue. Square pile width of 30 cm.

Table 2. Direct design methods for piles with performed 
static load test.

Pile 
section 
geometry

Length
(m)

Diameter/
width
(m)

Direct method ultimate 
total capacity

LCPC
(kN)

Beringen
(kN)

Takesue
(kN)

Circular 45 0,6 1840 2410 2460
Circular 45 0,5 1480 1930 2050
Square 39 0,3  890 1170 1100

Table 3. Static load test results of cast in situ and driven 
piles.

Pile type Pile no.

Diameter/
width
(cm)

Length
(m)

Ultimate total 
capacity
(kN)

Cast 
in-situ

1 60 45 3490
2 50 45 3010

Driven 1 30 × 30 39 1120

Figure 9. Unit shaft friction for cast in situ and driven 
piles.

Figure 10. Average unit shaft friction of cast in situ and 
driven piles from HSDPT.

The HSDPT ultimate friction distribution along 
the shaft is shown in Figure 9 for four Cast in Situ 
and two driven pile.
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Table 4. HSDPT results of Cast in situ and driven piles.

Pile
Diameter
(cm)

Length
(m)

Shaft friction
(kN)

Toe bearing 
capacity
(kN)

Total ultimate 
capacity
(kN)

Cast 
in situ

1 60 32.5 1780 120 1900
2 este 60 32 1820 280 2100
3 60 38 2640 440 3080

Driven 1 30 × 30 38.2 1260  80 1340
2 30 × 30 38 1190 110 1300

Figure 10 shows the average unit friction from 
the previous HSDPT results and Table 4 summa-
rizes the results of all these tests that reach the ulti-
mate capacity.

Results of different pile tests in cast in situ and 
driven piles were compared with the complete 
characterization made previously and with CPTu 
results so design criteria can be proposed.

5 RESULT ANALISIS

Once the pile tests were performed, the validation 
of such information is not often made with reason-
able good available geotechnical characterization.

Comparing unit friction calculated using the Ran-
dolph & Wroth (1982) criteria against estimated Su 
using CPTu correlations; it is shown that for practi-
cal purposes in the project area the value of α could 
be assumed equal to 1 in soft soils for design of 
friction piles. This can be done, as long as good Su 
continuous information could be measured. In the 
first 5.0 m there are desicated overconsolidated soils 
above the ground water table for wich α method 
give nonrealistically high friction values (Fig. 11)

It was found for this project, that the Su calcu-
lated from piezocone test was a very good estimate 
of the shaft friction along Cast in Situ piles. This 
was confirmed by means of the SLT and HSDPT 
results as the Figure 12 shows clearly.

Driven piles behave differently from Cast in situ 
piles, specially because of the installation procedure 
that produces excess pore pressure that dissipates 
with time to produce consolidation of the soil, but 
also remoulding that affects soil structure.

It was found, particularly for this project, that 
the driven pile ultimate shaft friction calculated 
with direct methods, such as Beringen and Takesue 
(1998), are a good estimate for design purposes. 
This was confirmed by meas of the SLT and 
HSDPT results as it is shown in Figure 13.

The shaft friction for driven piles in the Bogota 
soils is lower than for bored cast in situ piles. This is 
understandable in sight of the sensitivity that pro-
duce the structure in these soils (Rodriguez, 2005).

Figure 11. Su calculated from CPTu correlations and 
unit shaft friction by Randolph & Wroth method.

Figure 12. Accumulated ultimate shaft friction from 
Su-CPTu and cast in situ non destructive test results.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Indirect and Direct pile design methods need to 
be evaluated considering local soil conditions and 
experience related with pile behavior. For doing so, 
the information given by non-destructuve pile tests 
is helpful as feedback for checking design consid-
erations and further construction conditions.

Natural moisture is one of the most important 
state parameters to predict the clay soils behavior 
of Bogota, since its magnitude is related to the 
material internal structure that determines the 
mechanical behavior of fine soils.

CPTu geotechnical characterization shows con-
sistent parameter values that are consistent with 
index results from laboratory and shows clearly 
differences when comparing with strength values. 
This could be because of soil sampling distur-
bance for lab tests that loose the natural effective 
stresses. For design purposes this effect produces 
more conservative results for the piles analized in 
this paper.

Comparing unit friction calculated using the 
Randolph & Wroth (1982) criteria against esti-
mated Su using CPTu correlations; it is shown that 
for practical purposes in the project area the value 
of α could be assumed equals to 1 for design of 
friction piles. This can be done, as long as good Su 
continuous information could be measured.

It was found, particularly for this project, that 
the Su calculated from piezocone CPTu test was a 
very good estimate of the shaft friction along Cast 
in Situ piles. This was confirmed by meas of the 
SLT and HSDPT results.

In the case of driven piles, ultimate shaft friction 
calculated with direct methods, such as Beringen 
and Takesue (1998), were a good estimate for 
design purposes. This was confirmed by meas of 
the SLT and HSDPT results.

The shaft friction obtained for driven piles is 
lower than for bored piles in the soft, sensitive, 
highly structured lacustrine soils of the Sabana 
formation in Bogota. This is considered to be due 
the damage of internal soil structure resulting from 
installation procedure.
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Settlement prediction of large scale plate load test using shear wave 
velocity profile

N.R. Kim
K-water Institute, Daejeon, Korea
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KAIST, Daejeon, Korea

ABSTRACT: In the design of footings, it is important to estimate the settlement of foundations sub-
jected to operating load condition to ensure its serviceability. In general, Schmertmann method is widely 
applied in engineering practice to predict settlement of footings and it assumes simple linear elastic modu-
lus of soil empirically estimated from cone penetration resistance. Even though CPT based deformation 
modulus is generally adopted, CPT is not available in some soil conditions such as intermediate geoma-
terials. On the other hand, shear wave velocity can be more easily measured in the field and is directly 
related to deformation characteristic. Therefore, shear wave velocity can be used as a key soil property for 
the settlement prediction of footings. The objective of this study is to provide a method for load settle-
ment prediction of footings using in-situ shear wave velocity profile. Field seismic tests such as Harmonic 
Wavelet Analysis of Waves (HWAW) were conducted to characterize shear wave velocity profile and a 
series of plate load tests were conducted at the same site. The load settlement behavior of the plate could 
be predicted by modified Schmertmann’s approach using shear wave velocity profiles and it was compared 
with plate load test data. Finally, the applicability of suggested method based on shear wave velocity pro-
file to predict load settlement curve of footing was examined.

Schmertman (1970) method or the SPT-based 
method of Burland & Burbidge (1985) method is 
mostly applied in engineering practice or research 
purpose according to Lehane et al. (2008). Apply-
ing Schmertmann’s approach widely adopted in 
settlement prediction, the most important param-
eter is the deformation modulus of soil layers. The 
modulus E is generally calculated from CPT tip 
resistance qc with empirical correlation, however, 
qc is strongly related to soil strength rather than 
stiffness. Moreover, the coefficient ranges from 
2 to 24 in practice (Lehane et al., 2008) so the pre-
diction using qc is sometimes seldom reliable. This 
method generally assumes linear elasticity of soil 
deformation while observations on settlement of 
footings, or soil behavior, shows high nonlinear-
ity with stress/strain level. Previous studies prove 
that load settlement prediction from finite element 
analysis based on nonlinear stress-strain model 
shows reasonable matches with field observation 
(Lee & Salgado, 2002). Recently, the nonlinear soil 
behavior was considered in Schmertmann method 
by calculating modulus from qc and settlement 
level (Lee et al., 2008), or from qc and strain level 
(O’Loughlin & Lehane, 2010).

Even though CPT based modulus is gener-
ally adopted, CPT is not available in some soil 

1 INTRODUCTION

Design of geotechnical systems is generally relying 
on the peak strength of soil and the factor of safety. 
For example, design method for footings generally 
adopted for engineering practice relies on the ulti-
mate bearing capacity calculated from ultimate 
shear strength of soil on geometric failure surface. 
On the other hand, the performance requirement 
for adjacent structures requires accurate estima-
tion of settlement under service load conditions 
but general prediction method for the settlement 
in practice, which is based on simple elasticity, is 
not mechanically relevant to the bearing capacity 
based design. To bridge the gap between this two 
design parameters, prediction of complete load 
settlement curve for footings can be used. This 
concept for settlement analysis of footings can 
be found from normalized load settlement curve 
approach (Briaud, 2007) and mobilized strength 
design method (Osman & Bolton, 2005). Using 
this approach, the settlement of a footing corre-
sponding to service load condition can be easily 
predicted, or the design load which induces allow-
able settlement may be obtained at the same time.

A number of methods to predict settlement of 
footing have been introduced so far but CPT-based 
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conditions such as intermediate geomaterials (e.g. 
weathered soil/rock). On the other hand, shear 
wave velocity, VS, can be more easily measured 
in the field and is directly related to deformation 
characteristic. The nonlinear stiffness variation 
is usually determined by combining small strain 
shear modulus, Gmax, obtained by seismic tests and 
G/Gmax curves from laboratory tests so Gmax con-
verted from VS can be used as a key soil property 
for the deformation analysis of geotechnical sys-
tems such as foundations. Hence VS can replace the 
role of CPT tip resistance profile in determining 
deformation modulus for settlement predictions. 
Moreover, combining with nonlinear stress-strain 
relationship, deformation behavior of underlying 
soil can be appropriately reflected in prediction 
of load settlement behavior. This approach was 
examined from a study using physical modeling 
by Kim & Kim (2011) and the applicability of VS 
based approach has been confirmed.

The purpose of this study is to examine the 
applicability of the settlement prediction method 
using VS profile by comparing with field observa-
tions. The settlement prediction method is intro-
duced first in detail. Field studies for large scale 
rectangular plate load test and seismic test to 
evaluate VS profile have been conducted. Finally, 
the prediction results were compared with the field 
measurement to verify its applicability.

2 SETTLEMENT PREDICTION METHOD

2.1 Schmertmann’s approach

The settlement of a spread footing, suggested by 
Schmertmann et al. (1978), is generally expressed as:

s C C
I z

Eb z d
ziI i

iE⋅C ∑1 2CC CCC ( )qb z d− ,′
Δ  (1)

where C1 and C2 are depth and time factors; qb is 
footing load; σ ′z,d is initial vertical effective stress 
at footing base level; Izi is vertical strain influence 
factor; Δzi is thickness of each sublayer; Ei is elastic 
modulus of each layer.

Figure 1 shows typical strain influence factor (Iz) 
profiles from Schmertmann et al. (1978) and from 
recent centrifuge study of O’Loughlin & Lehane 
(2010). Even though there are slight variations on 
the depth to the peak, peak value and maximum 
depth under influence for each profile, the shape is 
generally similar.

One of the most important parameter in 
Equation (1) is the deformation modulus E of each 
layer. Using CPT tip resistance, E = f qc is preferred 
where f value varies according to the soil conditions. 
However, qc is not directly related with deformation 

modulus and this equation relies on empirical cor-
relation. Furthermore, the deformation behavior 
of soil is highly nonlinear, and the effect of this 
nonlinearity can be found from the observations on 
the load settlement behavior of footings. This non-
linear characteristic is hardly considered when qc is 
involved in the settlement prediction method. On the 
other hand, the deformation characteristics of soil 
can be directly calculated from VS. Determination 
of deformation modulus considering nonlinear 
stress-strain behavior of soil is necessary for precise 
prediction of load settlement behavior. Therefore, 
the deformation modulus for the settlement predic-
tion in this study can be determined by combining 
VS profile and a nonlinear model which describes 
reliable stress-strain behavior of soil.

2.2 Nonlinear stress-strain relationship

The hyperbolic stress-strain equation is widely 
adopted to describe nonlinear stress-strain behav-
ior of soil and is generally expressed in terms of 
shear strain or shear stress as:

G
GmaGG x

1 1=
−

= −1
1 γ γγ

τ
τreγ f mττ ax

 (2)

where G is the secant shear modulus; Gmax is the 
small strain shear modulus; γ is the shear strain; τ 
is shear stress; τmax is the shear strength. γref is the 
reference shear strain defined as

τ γmaττ x maxG reγγ f  (3)

To have the flexibility of changing the shape of 
the stress-strain curve, Fahey & Carter (1993) pro-
posed a modified hyperbolic formulation with two 
additional model parameters f and g as

G
G

f
maGG x max
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and showed that f = 0.98 and g = 0.25 provide 
reasonable agreement with observed degradation 
curves of sand under monotonic loading condi-
tions. Previous studies show that this modified 
hyperbolic model can be used in load settlement 
predictions; simple hand calculation by Fahey 
et al. (1994) and finite element study by Lee & 
Salgado (2002). The Gmax is affected by confining 
stress level as:

G A n
maGG x σ nn  (5)

where A is constant affected by OCR and void 
ratio; σ is confining stress; n is a constant which 
describe stress dependency. Loading the footing, 
the confining stress increases in the underlying soil 
and this effect can be considered as a change of 
Gmax as

G GmaGG x ( ) ( )σ
σ2

2σ

1σσ 1
⎛
⎝⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎠⎠

n

maGG x
 (6)

where σ1 is the initial confining stress condition; 
and σ2 is the confining stress with footing load. 
This stress state dependent shear modulus in Equa-
tion (6) can be involved in the settlement prediction 
procedure to reflect reasonable stress increment 
in the soil, and this approach was validated from 
the two previous cases which uses the modified 
hyperbolic equation in the settlement prediction. 
The initial Gmax can be directly calculated from the 
shear wave velocity VS and mass density ρ accord-
ing to the following equation.

G VSVVmaGG x ρ 2  (7)

Assuming constant Poisson’s ratio regardless 
of strain level, the modified hyperbolic model in 
Equation (4) can be rewritten in axial stress-strain 
formula as:

E
E

f
g

0 0EE
1= −1

⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

σ
σ 0

 (8)

The deformation modulus, E, in the 
 Schmertmann’s method can be replaced not only 
by the small strain shear modulus directly calcu-
lated from VS, but also by this nonlinear stress-strain 
equation, which considers modulus degradation 
with stress or strain.

2.3 Modified schmertmann’s approach

Consistent with Equation (1), the settlement of 
the footing subjected to bearing pressure, qi, can 
be rewritten as:

s
q I z

E
z

I j jz

jE ij j( )qi
j jE jE

=∑ ∑
q

E
i zI j jzz =j jΔ

Δεi  (9)

and

εijε i z j

ij

q Ii z

Ei
=

( )jz
 (10)

without considerations on the depth or time 
 factors. General stress-strain relationships, includ-
ing hyperbolic equation, are expressed by Hook’s 
law as σ = Eε and Equation (10) can be assumed as 
representing an elastic layer which has stiffness E 
is compressed by strain ε as axially loaded by stress 
qIz. Assuming that each layer of underlying soil 
follows this stress-strain relationship, it is possible 
to represent this layered system as Figure 2. In this 
one dimensional equivalent model, each sub-layer 
is compressed by axial stress q multiplied by the 
strain influence factor Iz for the depth z/B. This 
equivalent model adopts empirical strain influence 
factor profile which is based on the observations 
from numerical or physical model studies, so the 
strain distribution with depth for a certain loading 
condition remains to confirm the strain influence 
factor profile.

In this model, the vertical stress level at each 
layer changes from the initial self-weight stress 
σ0,j to the stress condition with additional foot-
ing load and becomes σ0,j + qiI(zj). The change 
of stress condition causes increase of small strain 
modulus and this state-dependent stress-strain 
relationship is provided in Equation (6). Following 
Lee & Salgado (1999), the deformation modulus 
in the suggested foundation settlement model, Eij, 
considering both stress-dependent stress-strain 
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Figure 2. Equivalent modeling of settlement behavior 
for subsurface soil subjected to footing load.
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relationship and nonlinear stress-strain hyperbolic 
equation can be expressed as

E E
q I
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q I

ijE j
j iq z jI
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 (11)

where σ0,j is the initial vertical stress at depth zj, 
σmax is the axial strength, E0,j is the initial small 
strain deformation modulus. Total settlement cor-
responding applied stress qi can be calculated using 
this nonlinear stress-dependent modulus.

Finally the load settlement behavior of spread 
footing can be predicted by following procedure.

  i)  VS profile needs to be evaluated to provide ini-
tial deformation modulus profile. Mass density 
and Poisson’s ratio are also required.

ii)  Model parameters in the nonlinear stress 
strain relationship, Equation (4) or (8), need 
to be evaluated by monotonic torsional shear 
or triaxial test. The f and g parameters are 
uniquely determined depending on the soil type 
so these values can be chosen from database. 
The strength parameter σ0 in the deformation 
model can be determined from Mohr-Coulomb 
failure criteria.

iii)  Divide the sublayers according to the VS pro-
file. For strip footings, maximum depth under 
consideration is up to 4B for Schmertmann’s 
Iz profile and up to 6B for O’Loughlin and 
Lehane’s Iz profile.

iv)  Calculate the vertical deformation modulus in 
Equation (11) for each layer, and the strain for 
each layer can be calculated by Equation (10).

v)   Finally, the settlement for a certain loading 
level qi can be calculated by Equation (9).

Repeating the calculation procedure above until 
the settlement reaches to allowable settlement level, 
the complete load settlement curve can be evalu-
ated, which provides reasonable guideline for the 
footing design.

2.4 Validating the applicability by physical 
modeling approach

2.4.1 Experimental details
The applicability of load settlement prediction 
method for footings described in this study has 
been evaluated by experimental study (Kim & 
Kim, 2011). In this study, a model test was con-
ducted using a reduced scale strip footing at 40 g 
acceleration in a centrifuge to measure the set-
tlement behavior of the footing. A uniform silica 
sand sample in 350 m height was prepared using 
automatic sand-raining device to simulate well 
defined ground condition beneath the footing. The 
key parameter in the settlement prediction is VS 

profile so 8 pairs of bender elements were installed 
at each depth in vertically standing transmitter and 
receiver arrays for measurement of VS profile.

Applying vertical load to the model strip footing 
at 40 g acceleration in the centrifuge, a series of 
digital images were captured through the transpar-
ent glass wall of the container to analyze the pat-
tern of soil deformation beneath the footing using 
GeoPIV (White et al., 2003). Hence the result could 
be compared with the Iz profiles suggest by previ-
ous research or applied in engineering practice. 
The applied load and settlement was measured 
during the loading test so the result was compared 
with the prediction by the suggested method using 
in-flight VS profile measured from the experiment.

2.4.2 The result and prediction
Figure 3 shows the VS profile measured from the 
bender element arrays in the testing model during 
the centrifuge flight and the measurement method 
followed the detailed procedure described in Kim & 
Kim (2010). In this result, the velocity increases 
with depth and it follows similar trends to the esti-
mation from resonant column test result conducted 
with the same soil sample in the same conditions 
so this result can be considered reliable.

The load settlement curve could be estimated 
from the suggested calculation procedure using 
the in-flight VS profile. Figure 4 shows the estima-
tions using two different Iz profiles for strip foot-
ings and the measured load-settlement result from 
the experiment. The predictions slightly underesti-
mate settlement level in when the normalized set-
tlement s/B is less than 0.06. The load settlement 
curve is also affected by Iz profile so it is important 
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to choose appropriate Iz profile for accurate 
estimation.

In this experiment, 60 mm wide aluminum model 
strip footing was tested at 40 g so the allowable 
settlement in general foundation design is about 
0.01 in normalized settlement. Within this settle-
ment level, the settlement is almost proportional to 
applied load and the soil underneath the footing 
can be considered as linear elastic. At low load or 
settlement range, the initial slope of the predic-
tion curve is determined from both the original 
deformation modulus of soil and Iz profile rather 
than the nonlinearity of the deformation model, 
and the allowable settlement level in practice only 
considers very small stress in footing’s behavior. 
Therefore, the most important factor in the pre-
diction is to evaluate reliable shear wave velocity 
or deformation modulus of the soil as well as to 
choose appropriate Iz profile.

3 PREDICTION OF LARGE SCALE PLATE 
LOAD TEST

To examine the applicability of the suggested 
load settlement prediction method, which have 
been proven through a model test, the prediction 
was compared with in-situ measurement from a 
large scale plate load test. This large scale study 
was organized as a part of a research program 
for developing analysis method of footing behav-
ior on intermediate geomaterial. In this program, 
intensive measurements have been conducted in 
two testing sites prepared in a highway construc-
tion site in southern province in Korea. Among 
the instrumentations and measurement for experi-
mental study, only field seismic test and plate load 
test results are provided in this article. In this sec-
tion, VS profiles and load settlement measurement 

which are necessary for the settlement prediction 
and comparison are provided to evaluate the pre-
diction method.

3.1 Field seismic test for VS measurement—
surface wave method

In-situ VS profile in the testing site could be evalu-
ated by HWAW (harmonic wavelet analysis of 
waves) method before preparing large scale plate 
load testing setup. HWAW method is based on 
the harmonic wavelet transform to evaluate disper-
sive phase and group velocities of surface wave. The 
step by step procedure to evaluate the dispersive 
phase and group velocities was proposed (Park & 
Kim 2001, 2004). The HWAW method mainly uses 
the signal portion of the maximum local signal/
noise ratio to evaluate the phase velocity and it can 
minimize the effects of noise (Park & Kim 2001).

Figure 5 shows the testing site for HWAW and 
large scale plate load test. The distance between 
impact wave source and the first receiver was cho-
sen as 6 m, and the distance between two receivers 
was decided as 2 m, which is empirically optimal 
setup for field application of HWAW.

Figure 6 shows the VS profiles derived from 
HWAW method at two large scale plate load test 
sites and the soil layers determined from boreholes. 
The soil conditions in these sites are very dense so 
the smallest SPT N-value at both sites was 50/15 
at top layer and cone penetration test can never be 
applicable in this site condition. The shear wave 
velocity rapidly increases below around 4 m depth 
in both cases. The top layers of each site, 3 m at 
Site A and 2 m at Site B, has been confirmed as 
very dense silty sand (SM) and they are laid on a 
very dense completely weathered rock. SPT was not 
available below 10 m depth at both sites. The defor-
mation characteristics in this kind of condition can 
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Figure 7. Large scale plate load test; 2.4 m × 2.4 m rec-
tangular steel plate at Site B.
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only be evaluated by seismic method or loading 
test so settlement prediction of footings must use 
the deformation modulus from those methods.

3.2 Large scale plate load test

After conducting seismic tests and evaluating 
VS profile, 2.4 m × 2.4 m large steel plate and 
loading frame was installed for plate load test. 
Figure 7 shows the testing setup. The loading to 
the plate was applied using hydraulic jack and 
the reaction force was supported by steel frame 
structures supported by anchors in the ground. 
Magnetic extensometer was installed at the center 
borehole and the settlement of footing was deter-
mined from the top prove. The load was applied up 
to 1,500 ton so the maximum bearing pressure on 
the plate was about 3,000 kPa.

Figure 8 shows the result of load settlement meas-
urements from two testing sites and they are compared 
with predictions using VS based method described in 
this article. The resolution of settlement measure-
ment is quite poor and it was difficult to generate full 
load settlement curve from the measurement data. 
For example, the settlement hardly increases until 
when the loading reach to 700 kPa range which is 
considered as the error coming from contact between 
soil and loading plate, which is sometimes called as 
alignment or bedding error. This result can be derived 
since the settlement was measured in the soil layer. 
However, it was still possible to see the global load 
settlement behavior from the measurement.

To apply the prediction method for this study, 
model parameters in Equation (8) for soil deforma-
tion and the strain influence factor Iz profile must 
be selected. Kim et al. (2004) evaluated nonlinear 
deformation characteristics of granite weathered 
soil in Korea from a number of RC/TS test using 
undisturbed and/or remolded samples. The results 
from this study were adopted as deformation model 

parameters for settlement prediction. In case of Iz 
profile, Iz profile for square footings suggested by 
Schmertmann et al. (1978) was adopted.

Predictions for both cases in Figure 8 tends to 
underestimated settlement level, which means the 
design using this prediction curve can cause larger 
settlement or overestimate the bearing capac-
ity. The prediction does not perfectly match with 
the measurement. However the trend follows the 
measurement data and it’s still meaningful.

There are three major factors which determine the 
slope of prediction curves in the suggested method; 
nonlinear deformation model parameters of soil 
which decide the entire settlement range, Gmax and IZ 
which determine initial slope at low settlement level. 
Despite that Schmertmann’s Iz profile is widely 
adopted and it could be applied for the settlement 
predictions in these cases, more detailed strain or 
settlement distribution must be further investigated 
and the applicability needs to be discussed.

Further study and more precise measurement 
data is needed to compare with the prediction and 
to validate the prediction method.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

This study suggested a modified Schmertmann 
method using VS profile instead of CPT tip resist-
ance, qc. Experimental results from field study 
showed that it can predict the load settlement of 
curve of rectangular loading plate laid on inter-
mediate geomaterial using VS profile even where 
CPT is not available. Therefore the use of VS can 
expand the applicability of the settlement predic-
tion method. Lessons learned from this study can 
be listed as below.

  i)  Complete load settlement behavior of footing 
could be predicted using VS based Schmert-
mann’s approach. Observations of load set-
tlement behavior from previous cases shows 
nonlinear behavior because of inherent nonlin-
ear characteristics of soil, and this trend could 
be predicted by employing appropriate nonlin-
ear stress strain equation for underlying soil.

ii)  Physical model test using geotechnical centri-
fuge was conducted to simulate vertical load 
test on a strip footing. In this model test, the 
prediction using VS profile shows reasonable 
agreement with load settlement measurement 
data.

iii)  Large scale plate load tests have been con-
ducted and VS profile was evaluated by HWAW 
method. The load settlement predictions using 
suggested method was compared with meas-
urement data and the applicability of the 
method could be evaluated.

iv)  Further study is required to improve the appli-
cability of the suggested method. Appropri-
ate strain influence factor profile from further 
investigations is required. The modified hyper-
bolic model parameters in deformation model 
also needs to be updated considering the soil 
types so refinement on model parameters of 
the stress strain model by conducting a series 
of element tests is also required.
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Rock engineering investigation and remediation for unstable hill rock 
slope: A new approach

R.K. Panigrahi & Madhusmita Rout
Central Road Research Institute, New Delhi, India

ABSTRACT: The hilly terrain of India is highly unstable and requires a comprehensive Rock engineer-
ing investigation techniques and a set of suitable remedial measures. The Paper reveals the outcome of 
field and laboratory investigations of unstable and prone to failure rock block (key block). Rock engineer-
ing investigation of unstable rock slope area will be described based on different method such as Rock 
Mass Rating (RMR), Slope Mass Rating (SMR), Rock Mass Quality (Q), and Rock Defect study by 
determining the Block volume (Vb), volumetric joint count (Jv) etc. This paper mainly deals with rock 
slope characterization based on rock engineering investigation to establish the mechanism of failure and 
followed by remediation of rock Slope.

aspect of the rock slope. Different types of maps 
such as geological, structural, hydrological, etc. has 
to be prepared on the basis of field investigation.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

It is important to understand the limitations of 
rock mass classification schemes (Palmstrom and 

1 INTRODUCTION

National and state highways are aligned through 
unstable rock slopes stretches in mountainous ter-
rain require an urgent need of appropriate rock 
engineering investigation techniques to evolve a 
set of suitable remedial measures to stabilize them. 
An attempt is made in this paper to come out 
with a comprehensive Rock engineering investiga-
tion techniques and remediation for unstable rock 
slopes in hilly terrain of India. Rock engineering 
investigation of unstable rock slope area will be 
described based on different Method such as Rock 
Mass Rating (RMR), Slope Mass Rating (SMR), 
Rock Mass Quality (Q), and Rock Defect study by 
determining the Block volume (Vb), volumetric 
joint count (Jv) etc. Almost all rock slope failures 
occur along pre-existing natural rock discontinui-
ties or plane of weakness. In rock slope stability 
problems, the actual failure or sliding surface 
depends upon spatial orientation, frequency and 
distribution of the discontinuities and the inherent 
shear strength of filling material in the disconti-
nuities. So before going for any investigation and 
remedial measure we should first know how the 
slope formed.

The stabilization of hill rock slope is attempted 
in a process as shown in Figure1. The physical evi-
dences of rock slope failures investigated so far 
indicate that almost all rock slope failures occur 
along pre-existing natural rock discontinuities or 
plane of weakness. The analysis of the rock slope 
from the stability point of view requires the detail 
investigations including Geological, Geotechni-
cal, Geomor-phological and Structural geological 
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Figure 1. Modified approach for stabilization of 
unstable hill rock slope.
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Broch, 2006) and that their use does not replace 
some of the more elaborate design procedures. 
Most of the multi-parameter classification schemes 
(Wickham et al (1972) Bieniawski (1973, 1989) and 
Barton et al (1974)) were developed from civil engi-
neering case histories in which all of the compo-
nents of the engineering geological character of the 
rock mass were included. Measurement procedure 
for measurement and calculation of RQD (After 
Deere, 1989). Palmström (1982) suggested that, 
when no core is available but discontinuity traces 
are visible in surface exposures or exploration 
adits, the RQD may be estimated from the number 
of discontinuities per unit volume, where Jv is the 
sum of the number of joints per unit length for all 
joint (discontinuity) sets known as the volumetric 
joint count.

RQD is a directionally dependent parameter 
and its value may change significantly, depending 
upon the borehole orientation. The use of the vol-
umetric joint count can be quite useful in reducing 
this directional dependence. RQD is intended to 
represent the rock mass quality in situ. When using 
diamond drill core, care must be taken to ensure 
that fractures, which have been caused by handling 
or the drilling process, are identified and ignored 
when determining the value of RQD. When using 
Palmström’s relationship for exposure mapping, 
blast induced fractures should not be included. 
The swelling pressure of montmorillonite may also 
be a factor here.

The third quotient (Jw/SRF) consists of two 
stress parameters. SRF is a measure of: 1) loos-
ening load in the case of an excavation through 
shear zones and clay bearing rock, 2) rock stress 
in competent rock, and 3) squeezing loads in plas-
tic incompetent rocks. It can be regarded as a total 
stress parameter. The parameter Jw is a measure of 
water pressure, which has an adverse effect on the 
shear strength of joints due to a reduction in effec-
tive normal stress. Water may, in addition, cause 
softening and possible out-wash in the case of 
clay-filled joints. It has proved impossible to com-
bine these two parameters in terms of inter-block 
effective stress, because paradoxically a high value 
of effective normal stress may some-times signify 
less stable conditions than a low value, despite the 
higher shear strength. The quotient (Jw/SRF) is a 
complicated empirical factor describ- ing the ‘active 
stress’. It appears that the rock tunnel- ling quality 
Q can now be considered to be a function of only 
three parameters which are crude measures of:

1. Block size (RQD/Jn)
2. Inter-block shear strength (Jr/Ja)
3. Active stress (Jw/SRF)

The parameters Jn, Jr and Ja appear to play 
a more important role than orientation, because 

the number of  joint sets determines the degree 
of  freedom for block movement (if  any), and the 
frictional and dilatational characteristics can vary 
more than the down-dip gravitational component 
of  unfavorably oriented joints. If  joint orienta-
tions had been included the classification would 
have been less general, and its essential simplicity 
lost. The two most widely used rock mass classi-
fications are Bieniawski’s RMR (1976, 1989) and 
Barton et al’s Q (1974). Both methods incorpo-
rate geological, geometric and design/engineering 
parameters in arriving at a quantitative value of 
their rock mass quality. The similarities between 
RMR and Q stem from the use of  identical, or 
very similar, parameters in calculating the final 
rock mass quality rating. The differences between 
the systems lie in the different weightings given 
to similar parameters and in the use of  distinct 
parameters in one or the other scheme. RMR 
uses compressive strength directly while Q only 
considers strength as it relates to in-situ stress in 
competent rock. Both schemes deal with the geol-
ogy and geometry of  the rock mass, but in slightly 
different ways. Both consider groundwater, and 
both include some component of  rock material 
strength. Some estimate of  orientation can be 
incorporated into Q using a guideline presented 
by Barton et al (1974): ‘the parameters Jr and Ja 
should... relate to the surface most likely to allow 
failure to initiate.’ The greatest difference between 
the two systems is the lack of  a stress parameter 
in the RMR system.

3 ROCK ENGINEERING INVESTIGATION

The Rock Engineering investigation is a very 
important component of  landslide studies. 
The field inves-tigations are therefore, useful 
to diagnose the factors responsible for failure 
of  rock slopes and to design suitable corrective 
measures based on the analysis of  data gen-
erated through field investigations as shown 
in Figure 1. An attempt is made to evolve an 
 investigation process, identifies the elements of 
an  investigation, and gives key factors for high 
quality investiga-tions for unstable rock slopes 
in different stretches of  National highways and 
state highways of  India.

The investigation should be well planned and 
comprehensive. Basically the following measure-
ments are required for a Rock slope failure or Rock 
fall problem: (a) surface and subsurface move-
ments, (b) pore water pressures, (c) total pressures 
and (d) consequent movements of retaining struc-
tures or deformations. The various rock engineer-
ing parameters for investigation of unstable hill 
rock slope can be described in Table 1.
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3.1.1 Rock Structure Rating (RSR)
Wickham et al (1972) described a quantitative 
method for describing the quality of a rock mass 
and for selecting appropriate support on the basis 
of their Rock Structure Rating (RSR) classifica-
tion. it is worth examining the RSR system in some 
detail since it demonstrates the logic involved in 
developing a quasi-uantitative rock mass classifica-
tion system. The significance of the RSR system, 
in the context of this discussion, is that it intro-
duced the concept of rating each of the compo-
nents listed below to arrive at a numerical value of

RSR = A + B + C.

3.1.2 Rock Mass Rating (RMR)
Six parameters are used to classify rock in RMR 
system. They are i) Uniaxial compressive strength, 
ii) RQD, iii) Spacing of discontinuity, iv) Condition 
of discontinuity, v) Ground water condition, 
vi) Orientation of discontinuity.

RMR Values and classes: Very good(I)—81–100, 
Good(II)—61–80, Fair(III)—41–60, Poor(IV)— 
21–40, Very Poor(V)—<20.

3.1.3 Slope Mass Rating (SMR)
Values and Classes: I–IV and, Very bad(V)—1 
to 20, bed(IV)—21to 40, Fair(III)—41 to 60, 
Good(II)—61 to 80 and Very good(I)—81–100.

Romana’s Slope Mass Rating (SMR-Romana, 
1985, 1988, 1991) for slope instability hazard evalu-
ation is introduced. In order to assess the geologic 
characters that cause rockfalls some parameters are 
introduced to cover geomechanical features of dis-
continuities (attitude and shear strength of joints), 
failure modes (planar, wedge and/or toppling) and 

cut excavation methods (natural slope, smooth blast-
ing and bulk blasting). SMR is obtained from RMR 
(Rock Mass Rating by Bieniawski, 1989) by subtract-
ing a factorial adjustment factor depending on the 
joint-slope relationship and adding a factor depend-
ing on the method of excavation. The equation is:

SMR = RMR − (F1 × F2 × F3) + F4

where F1 is a factorial depending on parallelism 
between joints and slope face strikes; F2 refers to joint 
dip angle in the planar mode of failure, measuring the 
probability of joint shear strength; F3 reflects the rela-
tionship between the slope face and joint dip; F4 is an 
adjustment factor for the method of excavation. 

Geological, geomorphological, hydrological and 
other types of investigation are also included under 
rock engineering investigation.

3.1 Input factors for design of rock slope

Almost all rock slope failures occur along pre-
existing natural rock discontinuities or plane of 
weakness. In rock slope stability problems, the 
actual failure or sliding surface depends upon 
spatial orientation, frequency and distribution of 
the discontinuities and the inherent shear strength 
of  filling material in the discontinuities. Factors 
affecting slope stability- Stability of  rock slopes is 
primarily dependent on location, orientation, fre-
quency and shear strength of  discontinuities in the 
rock mass. A rock mass is a body of  rock contain-
ing discontinuities such as joints, fault and plane 
of  separation. Continuous fissures and jointing 
systems separate the rock mass partly or com-
pletely in to blocks. The shear strength along these 
planes of  weakness is considerably lower than that 
of  the rock mass partly or completely in to blocks. 
The shear strength along these planes of  weakness 
is considerably lower that of  the rock mass. There-
fore, they offer low resistance to movement and 
consequently low resistance to failure.

The above stated factors for consideration of 
design of unstable rock slope as mentioned in 
table 1 vary from place to place and time to time. 
Such information may also be needed to generate 
data through a well planned scheme of detailed 
rock engineering investigation to evolve a set of 
suitable design of remedial measures as shown in 
Figure 2. the rock engineering investigation is a 
very important component of landslide studies.

4 ENGINEERING CLASSIFICATION OF 
ROCK MASS FOR HIGHWAY PROJECTS

During the feasibility and preliminary design stages 
of a project, when very little detailed information 

Table 1. Rock engineering investigation for rock 
slopes.

Rock engineering 
parameter Description

Rock Structure 
Rating (RSR)

RSR = A + B + C. (Geology + 
Geometry + Effect of groundwa-
ter inflow and joint condition)

Rock mass 
quality rating (Q)

Q = 1 X 2X 3
1. Block size (RQD/Jn)
2.  Inter-block shear strength 

(Jr/Ja)
3.  Active stress (Jw/SRF)
RQD = 115 − 3.3 Jv (1)

RMR (Classification parameters) + 
discontinuity orientation 
adjustment

SMR RMR (SLOPE) = RMR − 
(F1 + F2 + F3) + F4
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GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF HILL SLOPE ALIGNMENT

OBSERVATIONAL 
METHOD

HISTORY OF 
STUDY AREA

PRELIMINARY 
INVESTIGATION

Details of study 
area by geological
investigation

Consultant-client re-
sponse reaction phase for 
assessment of failure

Slope stabiliza-
tion and new 
road alignment

Geological 
investiga-
tion of hill 
slope

Geo engi-
neering in-
vestigation

Hydrologi-
cal observa-
tion of area

New alignment 
between two 
points

Structural and 
hydrological 
study of area.

Assess-
sess-
ment by 
client

Alter-
native 
option

Stabi-
lise 
slope

New 
road 
align-
ment

Judg-
ments 
of alter-
native

Accep-
tance 
by 
client

Avenue for 
process of 
formation 
of slope

Stable 
slope 
before 
activity

Unstable 
slope af-
ter ac-
tivity

Slope stabiliza-
tion measures

Site 
charac-
teriza-
tion

RMR 
& 
SMR

Avenue 
for 
analy-
sis

Geolog-
ical 
slope 
analysis

Stable to 
unstable 
horizon 
of hill 
slope

Future 
potential 
evalua-
tion

Slope 
classi-
fica-
tion

New road alignment

Figure 2. Backbone diagram for investigation and remediation of rock slope.

is available on the rock mass and its stress and 
hydrologic characteristics, the use of a rock mass 
classification scheme can be of considerable ben-
efit. At its simplest, this may involve using the clas-
sification scheme as a check-list to ensure that all 
relevant information has been considered. At the 
other end of the spectrum, one or more rock mass 
classification schemes can be used to build up a 
picture of the composition and characteristics of 
a rock mass to provide initial estimates of sup-
port requirements, and to provide estimates of the 
strength and deformation properties of the rock 
mass. It is important to understand the limitations 
of rock mass classification schemes and that their 
use does not (and cannot) replace some of the more 
elaborate design procedures. However, the use of 

these design procedures requires access to relatively 
detailed information on in situ stresses, rock mass 
properties and planned excavation sequence, none 
of which may be available at an early stage in the 
project.

Rock mass classification schemes have been 
developing for over 100 years. While the classifi-
cation schemes are appropriate for their original 
application, especially if  used within the bounds of 
the case histories from which they were developed, 
considerable caution must be exercised in applying 
rock mass classifications to other rock engineering 
problems. Different classification systems place 
different emphases on the various Rock mass clas-
sification parameters, and it is recommended that 
at least two methods be used at any site during the 
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early stages of a project. These techniques include 
the use of smaller headings and benching or the 
use of multiple drifts to form a reinforced ring 
inside which the bulk of the tunnel can be exca-
vated. These techniques are applicable in soft rocks 
such as shales, phyllites and mudstones in which 
the squeezing and swelling problems, described 
by Terzaghi (1946) are likely to occur. The tech-
niques are also applicable when tunneling in 
excessively broken rock, but great care should be 
taken in attempting to apply these techniques to 
excavations in hard rocks in which different failure 
mechanisms occur. In designing support for hard 
rock excavations it is prudent to assume that the 
stability of the rock mass surrounding the excava-
tion is not time-dependent. Hence, if  a structurally 
defined wedge is exposed in the roof of an exca-
vation, it will fall as soon as the rock supporting 
it is removed. This can occur at the time of the 
blast or during the subsequent scaling operation. 
If  it is required to keep such a wedge in place, or 
to enhance the margin of safety, it is essential that 
the support be installed as early as possible, prefer-
ably before the rock supporting the full wedge is 
removed. On the other hand, in a highly stressed 
rock, failure will generally be induced by some 
change in the stress field surrounding the excava-
tion. The failure may occur gradually and manifest 
itself  as spalling or slabbing or it may occur sud-
denly in the form of a rock burst. In either case, the 
support design must take into account the change 
in the stress field rather than the ‘stand-up’ time of 
the excavation.

When using either of these methods, two 
approaches can be taken. One is to evaluate the 
rock mass specifically for the parameters included 
in the classification methods; the other is to accu-
rately characterize the rock mass and then attribute 
parameter ratings at a later time. The latter method 
is recommended since it gives a full and complete 
description of the rock mass which can easily be 
translated into either classification index. If  rating 
values alone had been recorded during mapping, 
it would be almost impossible to carry out verifi-
cation studies. In many cases, it is appropriate to 
give a range of values to each parameter in a rock 
mass classification and to evaluate the significance 
of the final result.

5 ROCK SLOPE STABILISATION

A set of  suitable remedial measures suggested for 
short term and long term remediation of  failure 
of  rock slope as described in Figure 3. These 
remedial measures generally comprise of  improv-
ing surface and sub-surface drainage, restrain-
ing structures, reinforcement techniques, Rock 

bolts, Shotcrete, Steel Fiber Reinforced Shotcrete 
(SFRS), etc.

The rock slope protection is a system of perma-
nent design measures used alone or in combination 
to minimize erosion from disturbed surfaces. The 
purpose of rock slope stabilization is to stabilize 
the slope, to reduce rain drop impact, to reduce the 
velocity of surface runoff, and to prevent erosion. 
When stabilizing rock slope, it is usually not feasi-
ble to fully eliminate a hazard. Therefore, the focus 
is placed on reducing the risk of the hazard. The 
different remedial measures for rock slope protec-
tion are described below.

5.1 Passive stabilization

An attempt should be made for Passive stabiliza-
tions which do not affect the process of the rock 
detachment, but rather focus on containing and 
intercepting falling and sliding debris, thereby avert-
ing danger to infrastructure and its users. Methods 
of rockfall control and protection facilities include 
catchment ditches and barriers, wire mesh fences, 
drapery systems, rock sheds and tunnels.

The passive method aims at only preventing 
the falling rocks from reaching the roads/infra-
structure. It doesn’t stabilize the surface. A com-
mon feature of all these protection structures is 
their energy absorbing characteristics in which 
rockfall is either stopped over some safe distance 
or is deflected away from the facility that is to be 
protected.

5.2 Active stabilization

In this type of stabilization, the aim is to sta-
bilise the rock so that the forces driving rockfall 

efficacy of remedial 
measures

guidelines for 
implication of 

remedial measures

design for unstable 
rock slope

analysis of data 
of rock slope

field and 
laboratory 
rock engg. 

investigation.

Figure 3. Venn diagram for rock slope remediation.
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Table 2. Passive methods of stabilization of rock slope.

Category of 
remediation Passive stabiliasation of rock fall and rock slope

Draped mesh Wire mesh hung on the face of a rock slope can be an effective method of containing rockfall 
close to the face and preventing from bouncing on to the road. Because the mesh absorbs 
some of the energy of the falling rock, the required dimensions of the ditch at the base of 
this slope are considerably reduced.

Rock fences Variable geometry barriers are made of complex system of steel cables and double-twist wire 
mesh panels. The steel cables connect to structural elements, energy absorption device and 
anchorage lines with a high deformation capacity, enabling the system to withstand great 
energy (normally in the range of 500–5000 kJ). Barriers intercept the falling rocks and 
boulders and stop them from moving further down the slope.

Rockfall protection 
Embankment

Rockfall embankments usually consist of trapezoidal-shaped soil or boulder embankments. It 
provides greater impact strength, thereby guaranteeing greater energy absorption compared 
with a natural slope. A trench may be formed in front of the embankment with the dual aim 
of intercepting the blocks prior to their impact against the embankment and collecting the 
mobilized blocks of rock.

Ditches Catch ditches at the toe of slopes are often a cost effective means of stopping rockfalls, 
provided there is adequate space at the toe of the slope.

Berms or benches Berms/benches are an effective means of catching rockfall and are frequently used on 
permanent slopes. It could be considered either at the initial design stage or in the design 
of remedial measures usually involving changes of the slope geometry.

Rock sheds and 
tunnels

In areas of extreme rockfall hazard where stabilization of the slope would be very costly, 
construction of a rock shed or even relocation of the highway into tunnels may be justified.

Table 3. Active method of stabilization of rock slope.

Category of 
stabilization Active stabilization of rock fall and rock slope

Removal of rock Resloping zones of unstable rock:
Where overburden or weathered rock occurs in the upper portion of a cut, it is often ne-cessary 

to cut this material at an angle flatter than the more competent rock below.
Trim blasting of overhang: 
Failure or weathering of a rock slope may form an overhang on the face, which could be a 

hazard if  it were to fail. In these circumstances, removal of the overhang by trim blasting 
may be the most appropriate stabilization measure.

Scaling of individual blocks of rock Scaling describes the removal of loose rock, soil and 
vegetation on the face of a slope using hand tools such as scaling bars, shovels and chain saws.

Stabilization by 
reinforcement

Anchoring and rock bolts: 
Rock anchors are to prevent sliding of blocks or wedges of rock on discontinuities dipping 

out of the face. The primary function of rock anchors is to modify the normal and shear 
forces acting on the sliding planes, rather than to rely on the shear strength of steel where the 
anchors crosses this plane.

Reaction wall: 
If  tensioned rock bolts are used to support a sliding type failure in closely fractured rock, the 

fractured rock may degrade and ravel from under the reaction plates of the anchors, and even-
tually the tension in the bolts will be lost. In such circumstances, a reinforced concrete wall can 
be constructed to cover the area of fractured rock, and then the holes for the rock anchors can 
be drilled through sleeves in the wall. The wall acts as both a protection against raveling of the 
rock, and a large reaction plate for the rock anchors.

Buttress support: 
Where a rockfall or weathering has formed a cavity in the slope face, it may be necessary to con-

struct a concrete buttress in the cavity to prevent further falls. The buttress fulfils two functions:
 To retain and protect areas of weak rock
 To support overhang

Shotcreting: 
Shotcrete is protection by applying a spraying mortar onto surface of slope. Slopes prone to 

spalling, rock falls & sliding of small volumes of rocks can be stabilized effectively by spraying 
the face with concrete. It generally provides structural support to the system.
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are reduced and the resisting forces are increased. 
Thus there is an attempt to reduce rock movements 
in the critical zones. Different methods of active 
stabilization include:

• Removal of rock.
• Stabilization by reinforcement.

5.2.1 Removal of rock
Stabilization of rock slopes can be accomplished by 
the removal of potentially unstable rocks. In gen-
eral rock removal is a preferred method of stabili-
zation because the work will eliminate the hazard. 
The different methods of stabilization included 
in this category are i) resloping zones of unstable 
rock, ii) trim blasting of overhangs, iii) scaling of 
individual blocks of rock.

5.2.2 Stabilization by reinforcement
A number of reinforcement techniques may be 
implemented to secure potentially loose rock on 
the face of a rock cut. The common feature of 
these techniques is that they minimize relaxation 
and loosening of the rock mass that may take place 
as a result of excavation.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Rock Engineering investigations are necessary to 
understand and quantify the number of factors 
related to mechanism of Rock slope failures. The 
investigation should be well planned and compre-
hensive. Prediction, monitoring and forewarning 
systems are particularly important for rock slopes. 
Counter measures must be designed and imple-
mented for both post failure conditions as retro-
fit works and pre-failure conditions as mitigation 
measures. The new and modified techniques help 
to establish the cost and complexity of both design 
and re-construction of rock slope for a restoration 
of damaged road or a new road alignment by- 
passing the existing one as an alternative solution.
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The analysis of geotechnical properties for civil engineering 
and technological project of natural underground gas storage 
near Sanok (SE Poland)

Z. Bednarczyk
Institute of Opencast Mining, “Poltegor-Institute”, Wroclaw, Poland

ABSTRACT: The results of soil investigations for foundations design of underground gas storage on 
site in Carpathian Mts. are discussed in the paper. By the year 2012, Polish Oil & Gas Company on the 
depleted gas field “Strachocina” will increase its capacity of 150 mln m3, over two times. In the project 
the new infrastructure, compressors and gas cold storages will have to be situated on the steep slope 
formed by flysch deposits. Investigated layers were built of many thin layers of claystone intercalated by 
sandstone and also covered by mixture of rocks. They were characterized by different strength parameters 
and complicated tectonically. In the preliminary investigations the investor used only a hand auger, but 
due to bed recognition of site, the geotechnical investigation report was ordered. A new report contained 
data of core drillings, undisturbed sampling, different types of geotechnical monitoring, laboratory 
index, consolidation, IL oedometer, direct shear-box tests and GPR/RAMAC scanning. All investiga-
tions detected complicated and folded geological structure which was cut by faults. Significant differences 
between flat area localized on top with shallow depth of stiff  rocks shales (strength of over 4 MPa) and 
soft colluviums layers in valleys to the north and south were recognized. Precise localization of borders, 
between these two zones was very difficult due to the vertical inclination of the investigated layers. The 
laboratory tests results show that soils with the highest moisture content (30–50%) and plasticity index 
were localized to the depth of 10 m. Liquidity index varied significantly from stiff  to soft clays with high 
plasticity IL = 0.5–0.7. Clays, silty loams, gravels and loamy gravels were main soil types. Content of 
organic/bituminous material was high, in some cases 2–10%. Consolidation tests showed that clayey soils 
were extremely compressive to the depth of 10 m, what suppose a high subsidence under external loads. 
 Monitoring performed every month in 2009 detected displacements of 8 mm to the depth of 10–16 m. 
Project area was characterized by low, (0.5–1 m) groundwater level and very high (40 kPa) pore pressure. 
During construction works (2010) displacements were lowered to +/−2 mm. Obtained results were used 
for project modification and verified by LEM and FEM slope stability analysisin order to locate construc-
tions in a save area. It included parameters of colluviums obtained from the laboratory tests φu = 7o, cu = 
20 kPa. Investigations proved that foundation of infrastructure will be possible, but it requires some 
changes in construction design. The compressors and buildings have to be situated in upper safe part of 
a hill. Investor had to resign from building of water reservoir in lower part of the area. Piles foundations, 
anchors retaining walls and drainage systems were built in some parts of the slope. Infrastructure is now 
under construction and will be finished till the end of 2012.

Keywords: landslide monitoring, laboratory tests, in-situ tests

the area (Fig. 1). Initially the investor made only 
hand borings, but due to difficult ground condi-
tions and shallow groundwater more detailed 
report and slope instrumentation were ordered. In 
this research, monitoring methods used in others 
Carpathian landslide stabilization projects were 
included (Bednarczyk 2008–2010, Raczkowski 
2002). It covered core-impregnated boreholes, 
GPR scanning, vane tests, laboratory tests, LEM 
and FEM slope stability analysis. Inclinometer, 
pore pressure, groundwater level and settlement 

1 INTRODUCTION

Underground gas storage Strachocina was devel-
oped in depleted gas field located near Sanok. 
Civil engineering project included foundation of 
technical facilities, compressors and buildings on 
the slopes built from soft-layered deposits inclined 
in some places up to 20%. Research area was char-
acterized by flat upper section, and steep slopes to 
the south and north directions. To the north, two 
stream valley were situated along both sides of 
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by thick weathering zones, which formed two deep 
valleys, with depth of 3–16 m, on the borders of 
the investigated area. Lithology represented gravely 
loams, silty loams with gravel and weathered frac-
tured rocks. Slope morphology were typical for fly-
sch layers formed partly by erosion and landslides.

3 SITE INVESTIGATIONS

Site investigation report included twelve core 
impregnated drillings, diameter of 132 mm and 
total length of 150 m. Fifty undisturbed soil samples 
were taken for the laboratory tests. Investigations 
included detailed description of a core from bore-
holes and landslide mapping. For recognition of 
geological stratification Ground Penetration Radar 
RAMAC scanning was performed (Figs. 2–5). 
Unshielded 100 MHz antennas delivered 8 profiles, 
totally 2130 m along the geotechnical cross-sections. 
Two GPR longitudinal to the slope inclination and 
two perpendicular profiles were realized (Figs. 3–5). 

Figure 1. Design investment area.

Figure 2. Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) scanning.

Figure 3. GPR longitudinal cross-section A–A1.

measurements were used for slope monitoring. Due 
to complicated geology and many faults, it was dif-
ficult to predict internal geological stratification 
and tectonic of the design area. During geotechni-
cal investigation it was recognized that gas storage 
surface area size of 400 × 600 m is characterized by 
flat upper part built from stiff  shales and claystons, 
strength of over 4 MPa and soft, very highly satu-
rated clays on the slopes to the depth of 10–16 m 
bellow the natural terrain level. Precise localization 
of borders between these two zones, was difficult 
due to the vertical inclination of layers. However, 
after site investigations and monitoring measure-
ments it was possible to make necessary changes 
in technological project to improve ground condi-
tions and to place infrastructure in safe place.

2 GEOLOGY

The site was localized inside the Strachocina anti-
cline, in the eastern part of Central Carpathian 
Depression. Flysch type shales mudstones and 
sandstones represented thin layered marine soils 
and rocks from Paleogene period with thickness of 
365 m. These deposits, elevated and folded during 
Alpine orogenesis, formed nappe type structure. 
Older, relatively stiff  shales from Eocene were local-
ized in the middle of the structure and younger 
claystones, clays and sandstones from Oligocene 
on both sides. Stratification represented steep lay-
ers inclinations on its borders and more gentle but 
various at the top. Main NW-SE faults (along the 
anticline) and secondary SW-NE, transverse faults 
cut the antycline. Natural terrain relief was partly 
from Tertiary and Quaternary periods. Erosion 
and mass movements processes were characterized 
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It allowed recognition of tectonic structures and 
colluviums to the depth of 15 m. Characteristic 
for different types of rocks and soils (stiff  shales, 
mudstones, claystones and colluviums) values of 
dielectric constant, attenuation (dBm-1) permittiv-
ity and permeability were included (Daniels 2004). 
Ground Vision software was used for data inter-
pretation. Visualization of GPR results included 
filtration of scanning profiles using colors. On the 
cross sections yellow color indicated mudstones, 
grey claystones. Interpretation included also indi-
cation of faults and sliding surfaces. GPR detected 
that colluviums were localized to the depth of 
7–9 m. It correspond well with heavily saturated 
colluviums detected in the boreholes. However, it is 
to be noted that this was possible by GPR correla-
tion with detailed site investigation and monitor-
ing results. In GPR method layer depths are only 

result of interpretation and should be calibrated 
very carefully. In the longitudinal cross-sections, 
geological stratification of Strachocina anticline 
was very visible. Scanning to the north and south 
of “stiff  shales area” allowed detection of faults 
and landslides. GPR results indicated that nearly 
65% preliminary designed gas storage infrastruc-
ture was localized on landslide area.

Survey profiles were interpreted, scaled and fil-
tered using good quality core drilling results using 
method described by Danniels 2004. There were 
two directions of faults recognized in GPR scan-
ning. They were also detected in previous research 
in this area.

Interpretation included also indication of faults 
and sliding surfaces. GPR detected that colluviums 
were localized to the depth of 7–9 m. It correspond 
well with heavily saturated colluviums detected in 
the boreholes.

4 INSTRUMENTATION 
AND MONITORING

Instrumentation included five monitoring sites 
(Fig. 6). Inclinometer casings total length of 68 m 
to the depth of 10–18 m were installed in 2008. 
Two standpipe piezometers, and two pore pressure 
pneumatic transducers at the depth of 5 m were 
used for groundwater condition monitoring. Dis-
placements in every borehole were calculated by 
comparison of actual and initial measurements, 
using equation (Dunniclif  1988):

Δuiy =  Lx [sin( iy ioθiy ) s− i ( )ioθi ]

where:  θiyθθ —probe incl.angle in (i) section and (y) 
series

  θioθθ —probe inclination angle in (i) section in 
ref. series

At lower part of design area cumulative displace-
ments in A direction reached values 4.0–7.1 mm 
to the depth of 16 m in 9 months time with some 
changes within this depth (Fig. 7). The largest dis-
placements were registered to the depth of 10 m. In 
the central part, displacements to the depth of 16 m 
reached value of 3.0–5.4 mm. Displacements were 
changing at different depths. This indicates that 
colluviums were not homogenous. South from the 
design area cumulative displacements of 2.2 mm 
to the depth of 1.5 m were also observed. At the 
upper part of design project area characterized 
by good engineering geology conditions ground 
movements were not detected. Displacements dur-
ing the stabilization works increased up to 160 mm 
mainly due to some uncontrolled bulldozer, works 
but only to the depth of 2 m (Fig. 8).

Figure 4. GPR longitudinal cross-section A–A2.

Figure 5. GPR transverse cross-section B–B1.
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5 LABORATORY TESTS

Laboratory tests included 50 sets of index tests. 
Grain size, moisture content, unit weight, bulk den-
sity, density of solid particles, Attenberg limits, and 
content of organic material were recognized. Direct 
shear box tests (shearing speed of 0.1 mm/min) and 
IL oedometer tests were used for prediction of soil 
strength and consolidation parameters. Results 
indicated that soils consist of clays, silty loams, 
gravels and loamy gravels. Moisture content was 

high up to 51% (mainly 25–30%). Liquidity index 
varied significantly whithin stiff  to soft clays with 
high plasticity (IL = 0.56–0.78 to the depth of 3 m). 
Content of organic material was high 2–10%. The 
results of shear tests gave probably overestimated 
values of friction apparent angle and cohesion. 
That was caused by high crushed rock particles con-
tent which were blocking boxes of shear apparatus. 
For slope stability analysis following parameters of 
colluviums were assumed φu

(n) = 7o, cu
(n) = 20 kPa, 

ρ = 1.863 g/cm3, IL = 0.56. Consolidation tests 
showed that colluvium clayey soils were extremely 
compressive to the depth of 10 m, what suppose 
high subsidence under external loads. Incremental 
loads of n = 12.5, 25, 50, 100, 200 i 400 kPa were 
used in oedometer tests. Very long consolidation 
time, up to two weeks was observed. The labora-
tory tests results show that soils with the highest 
moisture content and high plasticity index were 
localized to the depths of 10 m (Fig. 9).

6 GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES

Conditions of slope stability were dependent on 
soil types, slope inclinations, occurrence of faults 
and discontinuities, vertical layer inclination (prone 
for groundwater infiltration) and shallow ground-
water level. Soils had different strength parameters 
and digenesis levels. Typical colluvium soils were 
represented by high plasticity clayey soils. Upper 
flat part of area had relatively good soil conditions 
with stiff  mudstones and claystones inclinated ver-
tically. North to this area, on the other site of fault 
parallel do anticline axis, highly saturated colluvi-
ums soils and weathering zones were localized. To 
the south, near the public road, another landslide 
area was localized. Engineering geology cross-
 sections were constructed using boreholes and GPR 
scanning results. Longitudinal cross-sections A-A1 
and A-A2 were localized along the design project 
area to the valleys in north directions (Figs. 1, 10).

Figure 6. Monitoring during construction works.
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Transverse cross-sections B-B1 and C-C1 were 
perpendicular to it. The cross-sections illustrated 
geology and tectonic structure of investigated part 
of “Strachocina” site well. The landslide zone to 
north was consisted of two parts moving into val-
leys divided by the bedrock uplift. Valleys were 
formed probably in places where transverse to the 
anticline faults occurred. Boreholes indicated that 
colluviums were localized to the depth of 5–16 m 
and consisted of two soil types. Upper clayey 
cohesive soils with low geotechnical parameters 
and very high moisture content. Lower crushed 
claystones and rock boulders. Shallow groundwa-
ter level, 0.5–1.5 m was observed. In loamy slope 
weathering zones depended on slope inclination 
and precipitation values. At lover parts of slopes 
and swampy areas the groundwater level was equal 
to the surface level. High precipitation values and 
thick weathering zones had visible influence on 
high pore pressure values. Groundwater seepage 
decreased shear strength on the slopes. Natural 
moisture contents in soils localized on upper part 
of the terrain were very high. Pneumatic pore 
pressure transducers installed at the depth of 5 m 
indicated high pore pressure values of 29–45 kPa. 
They increased nearly two times after high rainfalls 
in July 2008 and May/June 2010. Yearly precipita-
tion values in village near this area reached volume 
of 912 mm with intensive rainfalls delivering large 
amounts of waters on the slopes (Gil, Dlugosz 
2006).

7 SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS

In order to analyze slope stability, the latest geolog-
ical, drilling, laboratory and monitoring data were 
used. Classical limit equilibrium methods by Bishop 
and Janbu and the finite element methods were 
implemented (Janbu 1998). The sections 1-1A and 
1-B checked the stability of the upper part of the 
terrain while the cross sections 2-2A 2-2B down to 
the end of the valleys (Figs. 1, 11 and 12). For every 
slip surface, the probability of its occurrence were 
analyzed. The current state of the slope were com-
pared with the state with design infrastructure and 
remediation works. It was assumed that the slopes 

will be protected by pile buttresses in three rows 
to a depth of 10–23 m. The results showed a very 
low relative factors of safety Fs = 0.80–1.19 for 
the slopes before remediation (Figs. 11–13). After 
considering the design objects and proposed sta-
bilization works Fs were practically not changed 
or only slightly increased. They did not meet 
accepted criteria Fs = 1.5 for slope stabilization 
works.  However, analysis were covered all the slope 
lengths outside the design project area. Therefore 
infrastructure stability were determined only as a 
likelihood of slip surfaces (Fs) in the secured por-
tion of the site.

Analysis of all potential slip surfaces showed that 
the minimum value of Fs for the area above the pile 
buttresses were high enough and ranged from 1.83 
to 3.57 (Figs. 12–14). Results depended on location 
and calculation method. After proposed stabiliza-
tion potential slip surfaces for safety coefficients 
below 1.8 were located outside of the investment 
area, which should be considered as meeting the 
requirements of security. It is to be noted that there 
was a high probability of activation of the move-
ments in the lower and bottom parts of slopes, in 
the valleys.

Figure 10. Engineering geology cross-section A-A1.

Figure 11. Slope stability analysis, Bishop method. 
1-1A cross-section, before stabilization Fs = 0.85.

Figure 12. Slope stability analysis, Bishop method. 
1-1A cross-section, after stabilization Fs = 3.22.
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Finite elements (FEM) analysis was performed 
in one cross-section using the SOILVISION codes 
and linear elastic model. Analysis took into account 
the target shape of the slope together with static 
and dynamic loads (gas compressors) caused by the 
infrastructure. The aim of this calculation were to 
investigate total future ground movements on the 
slopes without protection by stabilization works. 
The parameters from the laboratory test, moni-
toring and standard values of Poisson’s ratio and 
Young Modulus were used for these calculations. 
Numerical simulation detected that the morphol-
ogy of the slope, and designed infrastructure does 
not ensure the safety of the investment. Expected 
displacements on the slopes in the landslide area 
after loading infrastructure (without protection) 
can achieve a size of 12 cm.

The simulation also indicated the displacements 
near the office building with a total size of 3 cm. It 
should be noted, however, that the resulting sizes 
are approximate because some of the parameters 
entered into the calculation of this method were 
standard parameters. The results of all 22 per-
formed LEM and FEM slope stability analysis 
indicated the need to secure the lower and middle 
part of the proposed investment by pile foundation 
retaining walls and effective drainage system.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Presented investigations detected that some 
parts of the terrain for underground gas storage 
 “Strachocina” were localized in active ground 
movement area to the depth of 2–16 m. Clayey soil 
had low strength and high plasticity parameters. It 
excluded part of the area from standard founda-
tion design. Monitoring measurements detected 
movements of 2–7 mm in one year time. Area 
was characterized by complicated geologically 

Figure 13. Slope stability analysis Janbu method. 2-2B 
cross-section, before stabilization Fs = 0.78.

Figure 14. Slope stability analysis Janbu method. 2-2B 
cross-section, after stabilization Fs = 1.99.

Figure 15. Slope stability FEM analysis, deformed 
mesh.

Figure 16. Slope stability FEM analysis expect. 
Displacements.

Figure 17. New built compressors located in upper part 
of area.
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and tectonically  structures, vertical layers inclina-
tions prone for water infiltration, highest values of 
groundwater pore pressure, shallow groundwater 
level and low slope stability conditions. Hopefully, 
upper part of the terrain was characterized by 
good soil conditions with shallow bedrock depth 
(stiff  mudstones, claystones and sandstones). 
 Investigation proved that is necessary to change 
localization of infrastructure including some 
buildings and compressors in safe place and others 
should be safeguarded by pile buttresses or built 
on piles foundations. Due to shallow groundwater 
level also internal and surface drainage systems were 
included in the design project. Some other changes 
in design project were also necessary. Embank-
ments and water reservoir in the lower part of the 
area were opted out. These actions were possible 
in the design stage and were included in corrected 
version of the design project. Changes in infra-
structure localizations and piles foundations for 
some others facilities should safeguarded gas stor-
age infrastructure. Civil engineering works are now 
in progress. They however, should be checked by 
control monitoring measurements.
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Landslide geotechnical investigations and monitoring
along Szymbark-Szalowa public road (Polish Carpathians)

Z. Bednarczyk
Institute of Opencast Mining “Poltegor-Institute”, Wroclaw, Poland

ABSTRACT: Presented investigations were conducted in the region where over 30% of the area are 
landslides. Six landslides in flysch deposits were located over the public road and a new bridge in the val-
ley. The soil-rock type layers, were difficult for in-situ and laboratory tests. Site investigations included 
GPS-RTK mapping, drilling, vane tests and GPR. Laboratory works covered index, direct shear and 
oedometer tests. Monitoring conducted every month 2006–2011, detected displacements of 5–150 mm, 
depths of 7–20 m. Slope stability analysis indicated that full remediation will be impossible. Partial sta-
bilization included wire mesh, anchors, gabions and drainage systems. The displacements of 10–15 mm 
were, however, observed after remediation. They accelerated in 2010, during the record precipitations. The 
first in Poland landslide real-time monitoring system was installed. It was consist of 3D inclinometers, 
in-place, pore pressure and meteorological sensors. Data are transferred to the Internet. It should allow 
better identification of landslide activity and effectiveness of the stabilization works.

Keywords: landslide monitoring, laboratory tests, in-situ tests

 stabilization was finished in 2009. In May 2010, 
the first in Poland real-time warning system was 
installed in this area (Bednarczyk 2011).

2 LANDSLIDE CHARACTERIZATION 
AND GEOLOGY

In the research area, active sliding zone wide 
of 800 m and length of 100–500 m with 6 active 
landslides caused serious threat to important pub-
lic road connecting 4 villages (Fig. 2). Landslides 
depths were changing from several to 15–20 m. 
Active sliding zones were usually situated in the 

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on (1) site specific geotechni-
cal investigation for detection of slope failure zone 
and (2) control measurements aiming of preven-
tion of publicroad (Fig. 1). Detailed investigation 
and monitoring lowered the risk for the public road 
and remediation costs. Site investigations were 
completed in 2005. Instrumentation in this region 
included 24 monitoring points with measure-
ments conducted continuously every 30–45 days 
by the period of 4 years (Fig. 2). They delivered 
new data for remediation works. Partial landslide 
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Figure 1. Landslide localization (1–6), real-time land-
slide monitoring stations (M1–M3), W-weather station.
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lower parts of the landslides. Groundwater levels 
were very shallow and varied 0.5–2.0 m below the 
natural terrain level. Landslide characterization is 
presented below:

− Landslide No. 1—large active landslide, length of 
355 m, width 116 m, slope inclination 9°, depth 
6–11 m, important public road, 2 private build-
ings, power, gas and water supply in risk area.

− Landslides No. 2–4—small landslides, length/
width 38 m/65 m, 100 m/154 m, 27 m/50 m 
between landslides no 1 and 5, close to the pub-
lic road.

− Landslide No. 5—very large active landslide, 
length 476 m, width 180 m, slope inclination 
9–12°, depth 3–20 m, in lower parts partly sta-
bilized. Important public road, 7 private build-
ings, power gas and water supply infrastructure 
in risk area.

− Landslide No. 6—large, active, landslide close to 
new bridge, altitude 315–405 m, length 561 m, 
width 147 m, slope inclination 6–9°, depth 
6–20 m. New bridge, important public road, 10 
private buildings, power, gas and water supply 
lines in risk area.

Investigated slopes formed of flysch-type depos-
its from Tertiary period. Intensive erosion and 
high groundwater level, during the Holocene era, 
were visible in thick weathering zones (Starkel L., 
 Kostrzewski A., Kotarba, A., 2008). Mass move-
ments were probably reactivated in wet periods many 
times (Raczkowski 2004). Colluviums represented 
heterogeneous mixture of soils and rocks involved 
in creep and geodynamic processes.  Mechanical 
parameters of saturated weathered claystones 
were often as weak cohesive soils. Sandstones usu-
ally occurred as thin layers with different degree of 
digenesis. It allowed water infiltration together with 
seepage rising due to many crack and joints.

3 FIELD INVESTIGATIONS

Field investigations included 192 m of core drill-
ings diameter of 132 mm, depths 9–30 m and 
NNS sampling. Project covered preparation of site 
condition reports, slope instrumentations and rec-
ognition of counteraction possibilities. It was con-
ducted inside the LCS project (Grabowski 2009). 
Mass movement area localization, size, depth, fail-
ure mechanism, lithology, index and shear strength 
parameters were recognized. Instrumentation 
included ground movement, groundwater level and 
pore pressure measurements (Bednarczyk 2008–
2011). Geological stratification was recognized 
by boreholes and 2200 m of RAMAC/GPR scan-
ning. Results of GPR calibrated by boreholes had 
fairly good correlation with monitoring results. 

Nearly the same colluviums depths of 9–10 m were 
detected by GPR and inclinometer measurements 
(Fig. 3). GPS-RTK profiling was found as a inex-
pensive method for landslide mapping. One of two 
GPS stations was located on reference geodetic 
point outside active landslide area (Fig. 4). Meas-
urements had vertical and horizontal accuracy 
up to 1 cm in post-processing except some forest 
areas.

4 LABORATORY TESTS

Geotechnical laboratory tests included 25 sets of 
index tests (grain size, moisture content, liquid and 
plastic limits, unit weight of soil, unit weight of 
soil particles, 4 direct shear tests and 2 (IL) odom-
eter tests. Soils represented silty loams, silty clays 

Figure 3. Ground Penetration Radar (GPR) scanning 
profile.

Figure 4. GPS-RTK measurements, Szymbark 
landslide.
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to claystones. Soil index parameters were differ-
ential depending on soil types. Moisture contents 
were usually high and varied 17–36%, liquidity 
index 0.1–0.9 cohesion 6.5–20 kPa, angle of shear-
ing resistance 9–16°. Clayey soils had very high 
compressibility. Results of index test indicated that 
the highest values of moisture content and plastic-
ity index were observed in samples near the sliding 
surface (Fig. 5). Near the road active slip surface 
were localized at the depth of 2.4–10.6 m.

5 MONITORING MEASUREMENTS

Monitoring measurements included three stand-
ard field sites with inclinometer and piezometer 
(Figs. 6–11). Instrumentation covered 51 meters 
of 70 mm ABS inclinometer casings. Standpipe 
piezometers, pneumatic (u) and automatic vibrat-
ing wire pore pressure transducers (u1) were used in 
order to estimate effective stresses.

Subsequent surveys by the period of five years 
(every 30–45 days) allowed recognition of move-
ments in the ground profile and determined the 
magnitudes, depths directions and rates of ground 
displacements (using methods described by 
 Dunicliff  2008).

Cumulative displacements varied from several 
up to 180 mm and depended on landslide activ-
ity and size. The pore pressure values had usually 
better correlation with displacements than ground-
water level depths (h). Comparison of displace-
ments, groundwater pore pressure, level depth, 
temperature and precipitation shows, that the larg-
est displacements occurred when the pore pres-
sure lowered after high value periods (Figs. 9–11). 
The largest displacements (d) were observed at the 
south part of the landslide area where standard 
inclinometer casings were damaged by cumulated 
displacements of over 150–180 mm at the depth 
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Figure 9. Monitoring results, landslide no. 1.
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of 10.8 m (Fig. 6). The largest displacements were 
observed in May–June 2006 (12 mm), March 2007 
(15 mm), April–May 2009 (54 mm) and May–June 
2010 (20 mm). Before counteraction, the largest 
monthly movements of 12 mm in May–June 2006, 
corresponded with a record monthly precipitation 
of 230 mm and high 65 kPa, pore water pressure 
(u1). Movements occurred after the pore water 
pressure on the slip surfaces had reached record 
values of 50–65 kPa (Figs. 9–11).

In the central part of the landslide zone near the 
road (Fig. 10) the cumulated displacement reached 
13 mm at the depth of 2 m, what was significantly 
shallower compared to the others locations. Prob-
ably only the upper slip surface was active at that 
time. The displacements of 3–4 mm were observed 
there in May 2006 and also in October 2009, during 
stabilization works. At northern part of the land-
slides zone cumulated displacements of 12.9 mm 
were observed at the depth of 6.8 m (Fig. 11). The 
largest mass movements of 1.6–2 mm were meas-
ured in Oct–Nov. 2007, Dec. 2008 and during 
remediation. Groundwater level depth varied from 
0.8 to 2.4 m.

6 REAL-TIME MONITORING

Four field stations were installed for real-time 
landslide monitoring (Figs. 1, 12 and 13). The first 
in Poland landslide early-warning system consists 
of three field stations registering landslide data 
and one wheather station. System was financed by 
EU funds. It included two 3D inclinometers (12 
and 16 m depth with 66 tilt sensors), one in-place 
inclinometer (14 m depth consist of 3 IP uniaxial 
sensors), automatic pore pressure and groundwa-
ter level and temperature transducers and weather 
station. High capacity batteries charged by solar 
panels provide power supplies. Data were stored 
in the loggers and transmitted every 60 minutes 
using cellular GPRS network to the Internet. The 
whether conditions were investigated using auto-
matic station installed near the border of landslide 
No. 1. It enabled continuous observation of pre-
cipitations, air pressure, air temperature and air 
humidity values. The instrumentation was made 
in May 2010, just before record precipitations and 
movements high activity period. Continuous meas-
urements will be conducted till the end of 2012. In 
the first year measurements showed variable dis-
placements at depth of 0–15 m. Displacements at 
M3 field station reached 18 mm to the depth of 
12 m. Displacements were rotated towards a new 
bridge (Figs.14 and 15). At M2 field station, dis-
placements reached 16 mm and were activated to 
the depth of 15 m. However, at this place the larg-
est movements were registered at the depth of 2 m. 

Groundwater pore pressure (VW), temperature, precipitation and increm. 
Displacements, inclinometer B2, central part of Szymbark lanslides 
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Figure 10. Monitoring results landslide no. 5.
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Figure 11. Monitoring results landslides no. 6.

Figure 12. Real-time early warning system monitoring.

Figure 13. New real-time field station.
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The values of pore pressure at M1 field station 
were very high up to 57–64 kPa. The interpreta-
tion software allowed 3D presentation of detected 
displacements (Fig. 15).

7 REMEDIATION

Due to large landslides size and activity several 
options of remediation were considered including 
no any improvement of stability as a preferable 
to the status quo. Finally, marginal stabilization 
at front landslide part was decided. It included 
gabion walls along the river, surface and internal 
drainage system, two new culverts under the road, 
horizontal drainage boreholes with filters, nine 
rows of anchors/tiebacks 13–20 m long to the 
bedrock, and Geobrugg high tensile wire mesh. 
 Remediation was focused on the central landslide 
zone at landslide No. 2–5. Activities aiming of sta-
bilization of landslides No. 1 and 6 were limited 

due to lacks of financing. Drainage system and 
gabion walls were built for these landslides only. 
Counteraction works lower the groundwater level 
and pore pressure in near the road area. In spite 
of the pore pressure values dropped to 15–50 kPa 
same displacements were still observed. They 
accelerated to 15–20 mm after record precipitation 
in May-June 2010 that had caused flood, erosion 
in river valley and numerous landslide activations 
and road damages in adjacent regions. In this 
extreme period of time remediation works helped 
safeguard the road area, however, some destruc-
tions taken place (Fig. 16).

7.1 Slope stability analysis

Slope instability was activated by slope geom-
etry, flysch sediments nature, river erosion and 
changes in groundwater regime. These processes 
increased the disturbing weight, decreased the 
effective stresses and finally decreased the shear 
strength of  the slopes. External factors, such as 
undercutting of  lower slope part during the road 
construction together with the land exclusion 

Figure 14. Cum. displacements, real-time monitoring 
station.

Figure 15. Real-time 3D displacement plot, 
05.2010–09.2011.

Figure 16. Destructions of public road on landslide 
no. 6.

Figure 17. Landslide head part during partial 
stabilization.
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from agricultural production were also important. 
Slope stability analysis based on assumption of 
rotational failure by Janbu, and Bishop methods 
were used (Janbu 1998, Senneset 1998). Results 
indicated that slopes before counteraction had 
very low relative factor of  safety Fs = 0.68–1.2. 
(Fig. 18).

The values of  Fs varied from 0.68–0.73 at 
landslide No. 1, 1.0–1.16 at landslide No. 5 and 
1.03–1.20 at landslide No. 6. At landslide No. 6 
the most probable sliding surface were located 
near the new bridge (Fig. 18). After remediation, 
the values of  Fs increased to 1.3–1.37, however 
they were lower than acceptable value of  Fs = 1.5 
for stabilization works (Fig. 19). Expected dis-
placements were also calculated by FEM meth-
ods using SOILVISION codes and linear elastic 
models. Monitoring data were included in bound-
ary condition definitions. The applied approach 
allowed analyzing influence of  high pore water 
pressure on the shear strength reduction. The 
exemplar results of  stress analysis on landslide 
No. 6 are presented on Figure 20. The final mesh 
indicated that the landslide could be active and 
dangerous for the public road and the bridge 
with displacements of  150–390 mm.

7.2 Mitigation measures control

The remediation methods lowered the risk for the 
road. However, in some cases displacements dur-
ing and after mitigation works were recorded. The 
values of movements before counteraction varied 
from 12 to 138 mm. During remediation displace-
ments of 3.5–19 mm were observed. After remedi-
ation, displacements of 0.4–20 mm were recorded. 
They increased in May 2010, after a record precipi-
tation especially at not stabilized landslide regions 
at landslide No. 1 and No. 6. The conclusions from 
monitoring and stabilization control are presented 
in Table 1.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Practical implementation of different geotechnical 
landslide investigation and monitoring methods 
for road reconstruction in the Polish  Carpathians 
has been studied. Six active flysch landslides 
caused serious threats to the public road. Mixtures 
of weathered, saturated claystones and clays with 
very high plasticity were recognized to the depths 
of 2–15 m. High pore pressure values of 50–65 kPa 
decreased the shear strength in the slopes and acti-
vated displacements. The pore pressure and dis-
placements relations showed that movements were 
rainfall-induced. Record precipitations in May and 

Figure 19. Slope stab. anal. landslide no. 5 after 
remediation.

Figure 20. FEM analysis, displacements, landslide no 6.

Table 1. Landslide parameters and monitoring results.

Landslide
no.

Displacements 01.2006–12.2010

Size Remediation 0.8–12.2009

Vol. 
[mln m3] 

Depth 
[m] Before During

After 
[mm]

1 0.42 6–11 138.2 18.9 13–20
5 0.86 2–15 4.5 8.4 0.0
6 0.87 6–15 12.2 3.5 0.4–10

Figure 18. Slope stab. anal. landslide no. 6 over the new 
brige.
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June 2010 indicated that risks were lowered but 
some parts of stabilization works were not fully 
effective in extreme whether conditions. Damages 
in drainage system and cracks were reported. New 
real-time landslide early warning system allowed 
monitoring of 3D ground displacement, ground-
water and wheather conditions. Obtained data 
will be delivered for the public road authorities. 
However, it has been to short time to fully prove 
effectiveness of the stabilization works. The results 
reveal that flysch landslide is difficult for stabili-
zation and monitoring methods should be consid-
ered very carefully.
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ABSTRACT: The session Site investigation for Infrastructure Projects has 15 papers relative to the 
topic from 12 different countries. It deals with geomechanical and geophysical methods depending on the 
results required.

1 PROJECTS STUDIED

1.1 Different countries and different topics

The 14 different papers come from a large panel 
of 11 different countries and the scope of the 
papers are related to various construction type, 
from country planning (Ku et al. 2012; Strata 
Corea et al. 2012) to large infrastructure projects 
as bridge (Birid & Bharatkumar, 2012; Lopes & 
Santos, 2012; Tûmay et al. 2012) to special problem 
like sinkholes (Frei, 2012) see Table 1.

1.2 Different techniques used on different scales

It is of commonly speaking to explain that geo-
physical method is able to cover long distance or 
large area whereas geomechanical methods can 
only be used on small distance or area. But if  
we observed Table 2, we can see that there is no 

Table 2. Method used and dimension of the survey.

Authors Method Dimension

Auvinet et al. Geomechanic 62000 m
Birid & Bharatkumar Geophysics 8000 m
Cabrera & Combarros Geomechanic 3710 m
Cichowicz et al. Geophysics 141 m
Frei Geophysics 234 m
Kim et al. Geomechanic 24 km2
Ku et al. Both 1023 km2
Lopes & Santos Geophysics 2565 m
Nilsson Geomechanic –
Sadagah Geomechanic 18520 km2
Silva et al. Geophysics 176 km
Strava Correa et al. Geomechanic 120 km2
Tümay et al. Geomechanic 17500 m
Watabe et al. Geomechanic 3120 m

Table 1. Origin and topics of the papers.

Authors From
Construction 
type

Auvinet et al. Mexico Tunnel
Birid & Bharatkumar India Bridge
Cabrera & Combarros Spain Tunnel
Cichowicz et al. South Africa Road
Frei Switzerland Sinkhole
Kim et al. Korea Artificial island
Ku et al. USA Land planning
Lopes & Santos Portugal Bridge
Nilsson Brazil Road
Sadagah Saudi Arabia Road
Silva et al. Brazil Road pavement
Strava Correa et al. Brazil Land planning
Tümay et al. USA Bridge
Watabe et al. Japan Artificial island

 correlation between the larger dimensions of the 
studied project with Geophysical method. On the 
contrary the largest project are studied by geome-
chanical methods (De Almeida et al. 2012, Kim 
et al. 2012, Sadagah, 2012). It appears that the 
methods are chosen in relation with the results 
needed rather than in relation with the dimension 
of the project.

2 GEOPHYSICAL METHODS

The geophysical methods used different 
 techniques. It can be seen (Table 3) than a large 
part of  the authors used MASW technique (Mul-
tichannel Analysis of  Surface Waves) generally in 
association with another technique, with reflec-
tion analysis and refraction tomography inver-
sion (Frei, 2012), with the Single Station Spectral 
Ratio Method, SSSR (Cichowicz et al. 2012), with 
reflection and refraction analysis, Cross Hole 
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Testing (CHT), Down Hole Testing (DHT), sus-
pension logging and Standard Penetration Test 
(SPT), Cone Penetration (CPT), flat Dilatometer 
Test (DMT), Pressuremeter Test (PMT) as geome-
chanical methods (Ku et al. 2012), with SPT and 
piezocone test (Lopes &  Santos, 2012). For all this 
authors, the result obtained is the Vs profile along 
the depth so that the different strata of  the soil are 
identified.

The radar wave technique (GPR) was used to 
identify the presence of buried structure into the 
pavement of a road (Silva et al. 2012).

An association of different geophysical tech-
niques is also used (echo sounder, side scan sonar, 
geo-acoustic transceiver, magnetometer data) in 
marine environment (Birid & Bharatkumar, 2012) 
to identify the structure of the sea bed near the 
coast.

One of the most interesting conclusion of this 
part is the proposition (Frei, 2012) to evaluate two 
separate data sets of MASW, the first one in one 
shooting direction (Plus record, on Fig. 1), the 
other one in the opposite direction (Minus record, 

on Fig. 1) so that reflection and refraction should 
be easily distinguished.

3 GEOTECHNICAL METHODS

The geomechanical methods used differ-
ent techniques, but different levels could be 
distinguished:

− The measurement linked to a precise apparatus
− The interpretation of the measurement to access 

to some mechanical parameters
− The general analyze of the results to access to 

the soil profile and/or mapping

The measurement techniques are linked to a 
desired mechanical parameter:

− If  an identification by sampling is desired, 
boreholes (Kim et al. 2012, Tümay et al. 2012, 
Watabe et al. 2012) or SPT are used (Auvinet 
et al. 2012, Kim et al. 2012, Strava Correa et al. 
2012)

− If  the deformation of the soil is required, the 
Seismic Penetration Test (SCPT) is used (Ku 
et al. 2012)

− If  the resistance of the soil is required, the Vane 
Test (VT), the Cone Penetration Test (CPT) 
and/or the piezocone (CPTU) is used (Mehmet 
et al. 2012) or the Nilsson cone penetration test 
is used (Nilsson 2012)

− If  the deformation and the resistance of the soil 
is required, the Pressuremeter Test (PMT, SBPT) 
is used (Cabrera & Combarros 2012).

Table 3. Geophysical methods—results.

Authors Apparatus Results

Birid & 
Bharatkumar

Echo sounder,
scan sonar,
geoacoustic
magnetometer

Strata, buried
structures

Cichowicz et al. MASW Vs

Frei MASW Strata, sinkhole
Ku et al. MASW, CHT

DHT, SPT, CPT
DMT, PMT

Vs

Lopes & Santos MASW Vs strata
Silva et al. GPR Reflexion, 

density

Figure 1. Organization of the recommended MASW 
measurement (Frei, 2012).

Table 4. Geotechnical methods—parameters measured.

Authors Apparatus Parameters

Auvinet et al. SPT, CPTU,
DMT, sampling

w, Nspt,
Geotech. Profile

Cabrera & 
Combarros

PMT Menard
PMT OYO
SBPT

EM, ER, pL, cu

Kim et al. SPT, sampling Cc, Cr,
Geotech. profile

Ku et al. MASW, CHT
DHT, SPT, CPT
DMT, PMT

Vs

Nilsson DPL Su

Sadagah Struct. analysis Block trajectories
Strava Correa 

et al.
SPT, sampling k permeability

Tümay et al. CPTU, VT,
Comp. UU
oedometer

Geotech. profile

Watabe et al. SPT, sampling Ip, wn, cu, σc, Cc
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The general analyses of the main results are 
now frequently processed by different statistical 
methods:

− Use of an exponential distribution function to 
evaluate the mechanical parameter required, and 
use of Kriging technique to estimate the profile 
of water content w or Nspt blow (Auvinet et al. 
2012) or the water table level and resistance of 
soil with Nspt (Strava Correa et al. 2012).

− Use of a spherical distribution function to evalu-
ate the mechanical parameter required (γ, γ ′, Cc, 
Cr, OCR) and use of probabilistic approach to 
estimate the settlement of an artificial island 
(Kim et al. 2012).

Apart of the others authors is a paper which 
deals on structural analysis of rock mass (Sadagah 
2012) and rock block trajectories, with the design 
of the mesh barriers able to stop the blocks for 
their different level and energy of dropping.

4 SITE INVESTIGATION

4.1 Land mapping

Ku et al. (2012) studied the Savannah River Site 
(SRS) and more precisely the geotechnical profile 
of the S-Wave velocity (Vs). They found an increase 
of the value of Vs close to the surface (Fig. 2), 
which is unexpected by the theory.

They explain this apparent contradiction by the 
cementation of the soil at the SRS site (Fig. 3) and 
the unsaturated state of the soil above the water 
table (Fig. 4).

Figure 2. Evolution of Vs at SRS (Ku et al. 2012).

Figure 3. Assessment of cementation at SRS APT site 
(Ku et al. 2012).

Figure 4. Effect of the degree of saturation on shear 
wave velocity (Cho & Santamarina, 2001).

Figure 5. Relative water table level (Strava Correa et al. 
2012).

Strava Correa et al. (2012) studied the urban 
planning at Porto Velho-RO (Brazil). They used 
a Geostatistical software with a kriging process to 
analyzed SPT results. They determine the water 
level table (Fig. 5) and the NSPT variation along a 
120 km2 square.
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4.2 Tunnel

Auvinet et al. (2012) studied the new main drain-
age Tunnel Emisor Oriente (TEO) in Mexico City 
of 62000 m long. They used an estimated exponen-
tial distribution to simulate the evolutions of the 
mechanical characteristics of the soil (water con-
tent w%; NSPT). They use kriging technique to con-
struct a geotechnical cross structure for the water 
content and the SPT resistance (Fig. 6).

Cabrera & Combarros (2012) studied the project 
of tunnel at Barcelone for 3710 m long. They use 
three different pressuremeters tests, the Menard 
Pressuremeter Test (PMT) 60 mm diameter, the 
OYO pressuremeter test (PMT-OYO) 76 mm diam-
eter, the Self-Boring Pressuremeter Test (SBPT) in 
a soft silty-clay. The results are only available for its 
comparison between OYO pressuremeter (17 tests) 
and self-boring pressuremeter (12 tests).

It appears that:

− The prebored hole gives a plastic deformation 
at the initial loading of the pressuremeter test 
(Fig. 9)

− The unload-reload loops minimize the effect of 
plasticity linked to the pre-bored hole (Fig. 9)

− At the final load no large differences were found 
(Fig. 8)

− The scatter of the results is smaller with the 
SBPT than the PMT (Fig. 7).

4.3 Bridge

Birid & Bharatkumar (2012) studied a 8 km 
long bridge, which is located near the coast at 
Mumbai (India) connecting Worli and Haji Ali 
areas. They used single beam echo sounder, side 
scan sonar, magnetometer, to determine the sea 
floor, and the buried structures (pipelines, cables, 
blocks…).

Lopes & Santos (2012) studied a 2565 m long 
bridge over the river Tagus near the village of 
Golega and Chamusca. The used the MASW 
acquisition and Cross Hole method to measure 
the S wave velocity and found a correct correlation 
between the two method (Fig. 10). 

Tümay et al. (2012) studied the I-10 twin Span 
Bridge across Lake Pontchartrain between Slidell 
and New Orleans (USA) of 17500 long. They used 
the piezocone (CPTU) to identify the different 
 layers of the soil. They studied 8 different meth-
ods of interpretation of the test which entered 
with cone tip resistance qc, frictional component 
fs, pore pressure at the cone face u1, the cone base 
u2, behind the friction sleeve u3. They propose a 
probabilistic method to identify the soil by class 
value (% Clay, % Silt, % Sand), which seems more 
complete than the classical methods with only one 
type of soil identification (Fig. 11).

4.4 Road

Cichowicz et al. (2012) studied a road in Pretoria 
by MASW method. They used a length of receiver 
geophone D close to the wave length λmax and to 
the depth of investigation zmax and the distance 
between the source and the nearest receiver X1. 
The receiver spacing is related to the shortest wave 
length λmin and the resolvable depth. Measurements 
are repeated 5 times to estimate the modal nature of 
dispersion curves. The results are close to each other 
at the surface (between 0 to 11 m) but are different 
below. The discontinuity observed at H = 20 m by 
the long track is confirmed by relation (1):

H V

f
sVV=

4 0ff.  
(1)

with a measured resonant frequencies f0 equal to 
2.5 Hz and Vs velocity equal to 190–200 m/s.

Nilsson (2012) studied the highway 1 and 2 
near Sao Paulo with a new apparatus which is a 
dynamic cone penetration test equipped with a 
lateral friction cylinder. The number of blows is 
measured each 10 cm od penetration. Each 1 m the 
dynamic penetration is stopped and a moment is 
applied on the lateral friction cylinder. The shear 
resistance f  measured is considered to be smaller 
than the Mohr-Coulomb shear stress Su (2):

f S cuSS =SuSS + σ ′ .tanΦ  (2)

Figure 6. Estimated cross section along the TEO tunnel (Auvinet et al. 2012).
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Figure 7. Comparison between pre-bored tests (SBPM) 
and OYO pressuremeter test (PMT) in over consolidated 
clay (Cabrera & Cambarros, 2012).

Figure 8. Comparison of pressure-displacement for 
OYO pre-bored and self-bored pressuremeter (Cabrera & 
Cabarros, 2012).

Figure 9. Comparison of pressure-displacement for 
Menard pre-bored and self-bored pressuremeter (Cabrera & 
Cambarros, 2012).

Figure 10. Comparison of the Vs determinated by 
MASW, CH (Lopes & Santos, 2012).

For 11 different sites, it was measured the cohe-
sion c and the friction Φ, first on samples with tri-
axial CU tests, second by back analysis with Bishop 
slope stability method, third by the proposed DPL 
test. The comparison between the three methods 
shows that the test is sometime higher than the 
back analysis (Fig. 14) and sometime close to it 
(Fig. 15) with a relative cheaper technique than the 
laboratory one.

Sadagah (2012) studied block falls on the road 
in Saudi Arabia, on a 14200 km2 territory. He used 
structural analysis of the cracks in the rock mass to 
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Figure 11. Classification proposed and laboratory 
identification (Tümay et al. 2012).

Figure 12. Vertical Vs profile obtained with a short 
length (D = 47 m) of geophones (Cichowicz et al. 2012).

Figure 13. Vertical Vs profile obtained with a long 
length (D = 141 m) of geophones (Cichowicz et al. 2012).

Figure 14. Comparison of the shear resistance Su as a 
function of depth for site A (Nilsson, 2012).

Figure 15. Comparison of the shear resistance Su as a 
function of depth for site K (Nilsson, 2012).

construct a stereo-net projection of the cracks and 
define the block able to fall as a function of the 
orientation of the road and slope angle of  cuttings. 
He used commercial software to model the rock 
falls, the trajectories and the energies of the blocks 
(Fig. 16). He studied also mesh barriers to stop the 
blocks.

Silva et al. (2012) studied a rigid pavement 
along a section of  176 km of BR-101/NE high-
way in the Brazilian state of  Pernambuco. They 
used two type of  GPR, radar electromagnetic 

Figure 16. Modelling rockfalls trajectories at a road 
cutting (Sadagah, 2012).
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waves, one of  900 MHz antenna on a trolley, and 
the other a 250–700 MHz antenna. The aim is to 
detect the presence, the dimension and the depth 
of  reinforcement bars in the concrete pavement of 
the highway. Their study allows determining the 
area where the connecting bars are incorrectly 
placed (Fig. 17). They are able to measure 5% of 
the bars in the central lane; but 36% of the bars 
are missing.

4.5 Artificial island

Kim et al (2012) studied a 24 km2 artificial island 
at Songdo New City, South Korea. They used 
702 bore holes (121 of them as input parameters, 
581 as predictive) to model by kriging technique 
the average SPT N value, the undrained shear 
strength, the nature and the position of each soil 
layers of the site. They simulated the spatial varia-
tion of the characteristics of the soil by a spherical 
 distribution. This allows to determine the normal 
distribution of the mechanical characteristics of 
the layers (γ, γ ′, Cc/(1+e0), Cr/(1+e0), OCR) and the 
probable settlement after consolidation (Fig. 18).

Watabe et al. (2012) studied an artificial island 
of 3120 m long for Haneda airport of Tokyo. 
They used SPT tests for sand or gravel and sam-
pling for clayey layers. They determine plasticity 
index Ip, natural water content wn, cu by UC or UU 

 triaxial tests (Fig. 20). The project (Fig. 19) apply a 
550 kPa over-burden pressure on the sea bed which 
is the largest in the history of Tokyo bay. Sand 
compaction pile method with a replacement ration 
of 30% was used to improve the stability. In addi-
tion soft clay was dredged and replaced by sand as 
counterweight.

4.6 Sinkhole

Frei (2012) studied a sinkhole collapse in a Swiss 
village in the front yard of a family home. He pro-
pose some rules to improve the results of MSAW 
method:

− The receiver station spacing should not 
exceed 1/50 to 1/30 of the required depth of 
investigation

− The length of the active spread should be at 
least 3–4 times larger than the desired depth of 
investigation

− The source point distance to the first receiver 
should not be larger than 1–3 times the receiver 
spacing

− The displacement of the receiver spread should 
not exceed ½ of the spread length

− If  possible, two separate data sets should be car-
ried out, one in a normal position of the shoot-
ing, the second one in reverse position of the 
shooting

Figure 17. GPR radargram obtained in an area where the number and position of the tie bars are incorrect (Silva 
et al. 2012).
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Figure 18. Spacial map of the mean μ and standard variation σ of the settlement after consolidation sc (Silva et al. 2012).

Figure 19. Typical cross section of the Haneda airport project (Watabe et al. 2012).
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He used a reverse shooting to improve the 
interpretations of the MSAW method (Fig. 21) 
so that reflection and refraction should be easily 
distinguished.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Geophysical or geotechnical methods can be used 
for the site investigation. The choice of one method 

Figure 20. Plasticity index Ip profile for Haneda airport 
(Watabe et al. 2012).

Figure 21. Geophysical profile extracted from the 
s-wave velocity field, with the geological interpretation 
(Frei, 2012).

instead of the other is not a matter of the dimen-
sion of the project. It is rather a problem linked 
to the results which are hoped and the cost of the 
investigations:

− If  only Vs and the localization of the layers are 
needed, the geophysical methods can be used. 
The GPR method can be useful for the identi-
fication of metallic buried structure (Silva et al. 
2012). To improve the precision of MSAW, it 
is useful to follow the rules proposed by Frei 
(2012) with a spacing between receivers smaller 
than 1/30 of the depth H of investigation, the 
length of the spread 3–4 time H, distance to the 
first receiver smaller than 1–3 spacing, displace-
ment of receiver spread of ½ spread length, a 
reverse shooting,

− If  others mechanical characteristics are needed, 
the geomechnical methods must be used. To esti-
mate the natural variability of the characteris-
tics, a spherical normal distribution can be used 
(Kim et al. 2012). For pressuremeter surveying, 
the unloading-reloading is an excellent way to 
improve the precision of PMT measurements 
and produce elastic modulus close to SPM 
values.
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Shear resistance by the DPL Nilsson test

Thomas Ulf Nilsson
Thomas Nilsson Engenharia Ltda., Indaiatuba/SP, Brazil

ABSTRACT: A new version of the Brazilian Standard for slopes increased the demands on investiga-
tion and project. Shear resistance got attention, but quit to be explored in a very restrictive form, provok-
ing waste of time and resources. The shear resistance is very important in Soil Mechanics and must be 
available for a reasonable cost to enable a statistic acceptable quantity. Acquisition from field tests attends 
the need of reliable parameters. The lateral friction f, obtained by torque measure on a DPL steel cone in 
contact with the soil, is compared with Su, the shear resistance of the soil obtained by CU tri-axial test. 
The cone friction is supposed to be less than the inner shear strength of the soil and can so be used as a 
safe measure of soil shear resistance. If  possible to use this assumption, next question of interest is the 
relation between Su and f  expressed in statistic terms. Back-analysis from the ruptured slope is used to 
get one more source of shear strength on the test site. The statistical quality of the samples acquired by 
the described methods is evaluated by the coefficient of variance regarding DPL tests in relation to the 
mean value. As conclusion, the technical quality of the obtained shear strength is exposed in the light of 
statistics, efficiency, time and cost of the field operation versus the laboratory test.

shear resistance. It is on the safe side, available for 
an acceptable cost with a very high productivity. 
With one DPL more than 100 m tests are realized 
in 3 days.

2.2 The portable DPL equipment

The DPL apparatus is assembled in parts less than 
1 meter extension, and packed in two volumes which 
occupies less than 0,17 m3, with the maximum length 
of 1,06 m, i.e., easy stored in a small vehicle. None 
of the components weights more than 10 kg.

This equipment was forecasted, designed and 
introduced in Brazil in 2001 by the author (Nilsson 
2003) and it was idealized with several modifica-
tions as compared to the conventional motorized 
DPL. The principal developments are the separa-
tion of the whole unit in smaller parts, the design 
of a vertical alignment platform, the usage of stress 
dampers and the development of a separate torque 
testing unit—to get the shear resistance. The pen-
etration is proceeded by a 90º cone of 100 mm 
height and diameter of 35,7 mm coupled to the 
anvil by 1000 mm rods of diameter 22 mm. The 
hammer weights 10 kg. To pull out the driven cone, 
an easy manageable composition is assembled by 
using a lever, connectors and a steel chain.

2.3 Method

The portable DPL can easily be operated with no 
need of energy or water on site. The assemblage 

1 INTRODUCTION

The Brazilian Slope Standard NBR 64882 from 
2009 increased the demands on investigation and 
projects. Any elevation higher than 3 m and steeper 
than 20%, went object for ordinance. The important 
shear resistance got well-deserved attention, but 
could be explored in more extensive and less restric-
tive way. The shear resistance is a very important 
parameter in Soil Mechanics but should of course 
be collected in a big family of samples and deliv-
ered in short time and offered for a reasonable cost! 
The acquisition from field tests, especially in slopes, 
catches the synergy effects of the complexity of the 
site, without the need of  manipulation. The lateral 
friction, f, obtained by torque  measure of a DPL 
steel cone in contact with the soil, is compared with 
Su, the shear resistance of the soil obtained by CU 
tri-axial test. Back-analysis is added to the investiga-
tion so this paper compares three methods to obtain 
acceptable values of shear resistance. The lateral 
cone friction from the DPL test is supposed to be 
less than the inner shear strength of the soil and can 
so be used as a safe measure of soil shear resistance.

2 DPL—DYNAMIC PROBE LIGHT

2.1 Efficiency

A portable, manual operated DPL penetrometer, 
prepared to measure the torque resistance, is an 
excellent apparatus to get a good approach of the 
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procedure takes in overall 5 minutes, leaving an 
occupied ground area of less than 1 m2 in the site 
and demanding a maximum of 2 m of height space. 
The proceeding is as follows. After definition of 
the testing point, the local is cleaned and the appa-
ratus assembled and aligned. The test starts with 
the elevation of the 10 kg hammer to a height of 
50 cm, where it drop free onto the damper cushion 
on the anvil. The number of blows at every 10 cm 
of cone penetration is registered, as defined with 
N10 by the international ISSMGE standard, The 
torque test is realized at each 1 m interval, soon 
after rod change.

2.4 Log

The final result is printed on a log with one table 
of blows, 3 graphs and a description of soil and 
information of the ground water level.

The bigger graph presents the blows as a function 
of z, the depth of penetration (m). The two smaller 
graphs shows lateral friction (kPa) and point resist-
ance (MPa). The lateral friction,  whereon we base 
the work of this paper is measured every meter by the 

torque device. The soil is identified by the ratio f/q 
(Robertson et al.) methodology developed for CPT 
test, but works fine for DPL, as the answer of the 
soil of low energy blow approximates static mode. 
The GWL is identified on the rods, when extracted.

2.5 Evaluation of lateral friction

When the torque is applied it provokes the cone to 
rotate around its own axis as the soil shear resist-
ance around the cone is exceeded. The vertical 
aligned surface in contact with soil = 40 E-4 m2. 
The cone cross section is 10 E-4 m2. Suppose, on 
the safe side, the contribution of 20 E-4 m2 from 
the inclined, upward part of the cone, and we 
have 0,006 square meter of contact area between 
cone and soil. The moment lever measures from 
the axis rotation center to the surface 0,01785 m, 
which multiplied with the surface area (A) makes 
the approach AL = 1E-4 m × m2. The moment (M) 
acquired from the torque test divided with this 
value gives the expression M/(AL) at the moment 
the soil ruptures when reaching maximum soil 
shear resistance.

Figure 1. DPL apparatus. A general view of the whole 
equipment and its several parts.

Figure 2. Torque test. Figure 3. DPL NILSSON test log.
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f M
A L= ⋅  

(1)

Set f  < Su

The shear resistance can so be (sub)estimated 
by measure of DPL side friction. Using the Mohr-
Coulomb formula, it is possible to extract cohesion 
and friction angle;

uS c ' tan= + σ ⋅ φ  (2)

3 DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST SITES

3.1 Location

All field tests and probes were carried out on two 
highways in the federal state of São Paulo. These 
highways are very dense trafficked. A private con-
cession company assumes operation and mainte-
nance. Planning and projects are of the company´s 
responsibility, so also the information, hereby main-
tained confident to avoid abuse of the information 
by any third part. The highways are identified by 
number One and Two and the sites by the letters A 
to K. The tests in Highway One were all placed in 
mountainous environment but divided in 3 regions. 
2 of the tests were worked out very near the capital 
São Paulo, 2 in a valley and 2 at the hillside.

The tests in Highway Two were performed in a 
various geologic environment, 2 in the mountain-
ous region Serra das Cristais, and 3 of them in the 
region named “The Peripheral Depression”.

These highways are public property of the Fed-
eral State of São Paulo but administrated by pri-
vate companies. These companies are maintained 
anonymous, as the author of this work is con-
vinced that the pay-way income could be invested 
with more care and long term planning, or indeed, 
pay-way costs could certainly be cheaper. This dis-
cussion is urgent to be hold on a political level, not 
to be further developed in this paper, therefore no 
company has been criticized or even mentioned by 
name. The author delivers kindly control of the 
sources of information, regarding not inferring to 
public interest.

3.2 Geology

Site A to site H are located in the São Roque Group 
of the Precambrian crystalline basement. The mor-
phology in this region is sculpture by mountains 
and deep valleys. The mountain region cut by the 
highway is composed by weathered rock, formed 
of phyllite, schist, meta-sandstone and meta-basic 
rocks, of Middle Proterozoic age. The embank-
ments of this region are made up by saprolitic silty 
soil from the cuts around.

Moving to the north, the upper layers are 
covered by sediments of clays and silts, by loose 
package and therefore porous and susceptible to 
collapse. This is the Peripheral Depression, a lower 
alluvionar and coluvionar sedimentary region 
between Serra de Botucatu and Serra das Cristais, 
extended in south-north direction and part of the 
Itararé Subgroup of the Permo-Carboniferous, 
Paraná Basin. In this latter region, located 130 to 
140 km from the capital São Paulo, we find the 
final three sites I, J and K.

3.3 Description of sites of Highway One

Site A and B are located in the Great São Paulo 
Metropolitan area. Both are fills and composed 
by clayey or sandy silt, overlaying the saprolitic 
layer composed by silt and sand. On site A, three 
SPT reached the depths of 10 to 14 m, level recog-
nized as impenetrable, Two DPL tests were realized 
down to 7–10 m. The fill layer ranges between 5 to 
10 m. The ground water table was detected near 
the impenetrable level.

Site C and D are in a valley and are fills of clayey 
silt, up to 20 m of thickness, deposited over a alu-
vionar silty layer of 2 m, overlaying the saprolitic 
ground. GW is about 3–4 m below the original 
surface, but raising up in the fill. Three SPT were 
made, one reached 22 m, and two DPL of 11 m. 
On site D the fill is only 10 m high, but the ground 
configuration is like site C., 7 DPL were executed, 
to depths between 8–11 m and three SPT, all reach-
ing planned depth of 20 m.

Site E and F are located on the hillside, they are 
fills of clayey silt raised in talvegues with a height 
up to 16 m. E is deposed over a 3 m thick allu-
vionar sandy clay layer, mixed with some gravel 
overlaying the saprolitic ground. GW is about 2 m 
below the original surface, but raising on the local 
of the fill. Three SPT advanced 8–20 m, and two 
DPL 9–11 m. On site F the fill is between 10–14 m 
high and deposited directly on the saprolitic layer.5 
DPL were executed, to depths between 5–8 m and 
5 SPT, depths of 16–22 m.

3.4 Description of sites of Highway Two

Sites G and H are both cuts located in the lower of 
Serra dos Cristais. G, the higher cut, is composed 
by saprolitic soil (silty sand,on the less withered 
layers, sand). Four SPT and 2 DPL were realized. 
Site H has mixed sections, part cut, part fills and is 
principally composed by silt. On site H, three SPT 
reached the depths of 11 to 15 m and four DPL, 2 
to 7 m. The ground water table was detected 2 m 
below the slope foot.

Sites I,J and K are located in the Peripheral 
Depression. All are fills.
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The fill of Site I is composed by 3 m porous 
silty clay, overlaying 3 to 6 m soft clay with organic 
matter, over an alluvial layer composed by silt and 
sand. Around and under the alluvial layer is the 
residual soil, withered rock composed by silt, sand 
an gravel. GW is 5 to 7 meters below the slope foot. 
Five SPT were realized down to 8 to 19 m, also five 
DPL, reaching 4 to 10 m.

Site J is composed by 5 m fill of various material, 
also including crushed bricks and soft soil, grains 
ranging from clay to sand.The fill overlays an allu-
vial layer of sand and organic clay, overlaying sedi-
ments of silty sand with clay. GW is 4 meters below 
the slope foot. Three SPT were realized down to 8 
to 20 m, also two DPL, both to 8 m.

The fill of Site K is just 500 m from Site J. 
K is composed by 12 m sandy and clayey silt, 
overlaying sediments of sandy silt. GW is 4 meters 
below the slope foot. Four SPT were realized down 
to 10 to 13 m and four DPL, reaching 9 to 12 m.

3.5 Slope configuration

Generally, the Brazilian highway cuts are con-
structed in slope V:H 1:1 and the fills are flatter, 
normally 1:1,5. It is not rare that slopes are steeper 
than they should be, high and in lack of berms. One 
explication is that the cut surfaces after some years, 
exposed to the atmosphere, undergoes decomposi-
tion and decrease in stability.

4 BACK-ANALYSIS

4.1 Analysis

The back-analysis were made on 9 sites, A, B, C, 
E, F, H, I, J and K. Critical sections were drawn 
in the software GS Slope using the  Norwegian 
calculus method of Janbu and in Slide 5,0, using 

the  calculus method of Bishop  (simplified). The 
 procedure of a back-analysis of an unstable slope is 
based on a mathematic model of limit  equilibrium. 
Input the geometry of the slope, before and after 
failure, find the sliding-surface and proceed with 
an iterative process of evaluation of the shear 
parameters.

4.2 Result of back-analysis

Table 2 shows the resulting shear parameters from 
the back-analysis. The weight is obtained from 
laboratory tests.

The slopes on sites D and G could not be back-
analyzed, as the problem is erosion and no sliding 
surface exist to measure.

5 TRI-AXIAL TEST

5.1 Sample

CU tri-axial test was considered accurate to 
respond for the situations on all the sites. First, 
undisturbed samples were extracted from depths 
ranging from 1,15 m to 4,30 m. From every sample 
were molded 4 specimen of diameter 50 mm and 
extension 105 mm.

5.2 Tri-axial test aparatus

The tests were carried out on Wykham Farrance 
equipments (origin UK).

5.3 Test procedure

In the tri-axial test, the undisturbed soil specimen 
were subjected to different stress levels and drain-
age conditions to simulate as close as possible the 
different situations that can occur in the subsoil 
on site.

Table 1. Slope configuration.

Site Altitude (m) Type V:H Berm

A 15 Fill 1:1 0
B  8 Fill 1:1,5 1
C 12 Fill 1:1,5 1
D 10 Fill 1:1,5 1
E 20 Fill 1:2 1
F 20 Fill 1:2 0
G 28 Cut 1:1 1
H 12 Cut 1:1 0
I 13 Fill 1:1,5 0
J 12 Fill 1:1,5 1
K 12 Fill 1:1,5 0

Table 2. Back analysis.

Site c′ (kPa) φ′ (°) γ ′ (kN/m3)

A 10 25 16
B  5 15 19
C 18 18 19
D – – 20
E  5 12 20
F  5 25 18
G – – –
H 12 24 18
I  5 25 16
J  5 20 19
K  5 23 20
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Water content and density were measured on 
every specimen. On site G the tri-axial test was 
canceled by administrative motives.

In the consolidated un-drained test method the 
shear strength is measured in terms of total stress. 
The specimens are saturated and allowed to con-
solidate at different levels of confining pressure 
before failure. The CU test was carried out by the 
velocity of 0,1 mm/min. Due to the fact that shear 
strength increases the effective stresses, the Mohr 
Coulomb model can be applied in terms of effec-
tive stress.

During the failure stage the specimen was not 
allowed to drain and pore pressure was meas-
ured. The effective stresses were calculated as the 
difference between the total stress and the pore 
pressure.

5.4 Result of tri-axial tests

Table 3 shows the resulting shear parameters evalu-
ated by Mohr circles. The last column, z indicate 
depth of sample extraction on the site.

6 DPL TEST

6.1 Location

The DPL tests were realized on all 11 sites. The 
tests closest to the pit of sample extracting for the 
tri-axial test are highlighted in bold.

In spite of an unexpected event under the mobi-
lization to site F, the closest DPL was 50 m from 
the sample pit, so, there is no logic association 
between the tests on that site.

6.2 DPL cone lateral friction, f

The DPL torque tests were carried out every meter 
as earlier related.

7 COMPARISON

7.1 Statistics

The arithmetic mean of  all nine sites were cal-
culated and compared with the test values. DPL 
showed up to be the test nearest the median line. 
The mean value of  lateral friction of  the DPL test 

Table 3. Tri-axial tests.

Site c′ (kPa) φ′ (°) γ ′ (kN/m3) z (m)

A 10 30 16 1,2
B  8 34 19 2,1
C  7 36 19 1,2
D 20 33 20 4,2
E  5 34 20 2,0
F  5 37 18 3,0
G – – – –
H 15 39 18 1,2
I 20 25 16 2,2
J 10 31 19 3,2
K 10 32 20 4,2

Table 4. Number and depth of DPL tests.

Site DP1 DP2 DP3 DP4 DP5 DP6 DP7

A  7 11  3 – – – –
B  8  7  9  3 – – –
C  3 11 11 – – – –
D 10 10  8 11 9 10 3
E 11  9 – – – – –
F  8  5  5  5 5 – –
G  6 –  6 – – – –
H  7  5  2  2 – – –
I  7  4  8 10 3 – –
J  8  8 – – – – –
K  9 12 10 10 – – –

Figure 4. Example of measured lateral friction. DP 03 
on site B.
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Table 5. Comparison.

Site Mean Std. deviation CV (%)

A 35,5 0,5 1,3
B 35,2 2,6 7,4
C 37,5 1,5 3,9
D – – –
E 30,5 0,3 0,9
F 29,5 7,6 25,9*
G – – –
H 49,2 2,4 4,9
I 38,3 3,1 8,0
J 32,7 1,1 3,3
K 34,3 2,4 7,1

*Observe that site F shows a greater deviation of CV, 
in spite of the DPL test was performed 50 m from the 
sample pit, a very long distance to be coherent with the 
tri-axial test.

Figure 5. Comparison of the shear resistance Su (kPa) 
as function of z(m) from tests and analysis from sites A,B 
and C.

Figure 6. Comparison of the shear resistance Su (kPa) 
as function of z(m) from tests and analysis from sites E,F 
and H.

was in 7 of  8 cases position between the shear 
resistances of  tri-axial test and back-analysis. CV, 
the coefficient of  variance (std. deviation/mean) 
for DPL compared with the mean value ranged 
between 0,6 and 3,1 returned an average of  the 
CV of 4,6%
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Figure 7. Comparison of the shear resistance Su (kPa) 
as function of z(m) from tests and analysis from sites I,J 
and C.

7.2 Comparison table back-analysis vs. tri-axial 
analysis vs. DPL

Table 5 shows the mean of the shear resistance 
of the nine sites. The family of input for calculus 
of the mean is 1) DPL test 2) Back-analysis and 
3) Tri-axial test. The standard deviation shows the 

Figure 8. Colored states have records by DPL 
 NILSSON tests (2011).

DPL test in relation to the mean. The CV is the 
percentual deviation from the mean.

7.3 Graphs

The results presented as plotted in graphs showing 
the nine sites as tested and evaluated. The DPL 
curve is plotted directly from the graph “Lateral 
friction” published in the logs of  the DPL report. 
The shear resistance (kPa) as a function of  the 
depth z (m) serves as a standard to present the 
 values of  cohesion and friction angle from the 
back analysis and the tri-axial tests, transformed 
to shear resistance by the Mohr-Coulomb for-
mula, and plotted along the range z = 0 to 5 meters. 
 Legend: 1) DPL test (blue dots). 2) Back-analysis 
(red squares) and 3) Tri-axial test (green triangles 
on dashed line)

8 CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Reproduction of reality

DPL test gives a lot of information. The quality 
of the test is easy to evaluate, as the procedure is 
simple and concentrated in two easy overviewed 
operations, field and interpretation. It is realized 
“in situ”, capturing the synergy of several param-
eters, not all predictable.

The tri-axial test comprises preparing of speci-
men, extracted from an undisturbed main sample. 
Sometimes the depth of extracting requires a huge 
operation, with safety restrictions of deeper exca-
vation. The manipulation of a sample involves a 
complex chain of procedures with various per-
sons involved. A lot of assumptions will be done, 
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if  not the tri-axial test is accompanied by a lot of 
other tests. It is supposed that the quality of a tri-
axial test—if executed correctly—is very good. But 
how many tri-axial tests does a normal contractor 
afford to make? An analysis of a normal slope eval-
uated with some few tri-axial test, will be a rude 
approach of real facts. A big family of tri-axial 
tests will stretch out and prolong the time-sheet 
and affect the budget.

The back-analysis evaluates the soil along the 
sliding surface, returning a constant parameter 
value. This is an approach of real facts. The back 
analysis works fine to get an idea of similar events 
on a very homogeneous soil, but it does not man-
age the slope stability regarding the diversity in 
stratigraphy.

The fact is that representation of true values is 
not entirely satisfied by any of the methods. How-
ever, a big quantity of tests is an important strategy 
to approach reality concerning the heterogeneous 
character of the subsoil.

8.2 Time

The result of the back-analysis is obtained imme-
diately after we have designed the geometry of the 
failure of the slope. Tri-axial test are more time 
consuming. Sometimes, in Brazil, the delay is about 
several months. DPL tests are fast and efficient, a 
good option to get the parameters in time.

8.3 Quality

A carefully worked out tri-axial test, on un- 
disturbed, correctly manipulated samples returns 
many excellent parameters, useful to set shear 
resistance as to set deformation modulus. The 
DPL test will give us the lateral friction between 
the steel cone and the surrounding soil, which we 
consider minor than the internal soil shear resist-
ance. If  we equal this lateral friction with shear 
resistance, we are one the safe side. It affords more 
shear tension to break the internal connection of 
soil than to rotate a recent penetrated steel cylinder 
surrounded soil.

The proceeding of  field tests like SPT and DPL 
must obviously be supervised, simple  failures of 
human origin happens easy. It is necessary to 
control location, fall height distance, slow torque 
velocity and proper use of  water when so demand. 
Convinced of  the need to supervise probe, logi-
cally we need also to control the many procedures 
of  tri-axial tests, as sample extraction, transport, 
preparing, manipulation etc. A report from geol-
ogist Ivan Delatim,”Probing, Methods, Proceed-
ings and Quality” states that 30% of  the probings 
are reported with a lack > 35% of  the information 

required by the Brazilian Standard. The report 
is based on an investigation of  20 SPT contrac-
tors. It concludes that the problem is occasioned 
by three principal factors; lack of  specialized and 
correctly trained labor and lack of  control by 
contractor and by the client. Can we be sure that 
the same figure not includes laboratory tests?

As one measure to improve the control of DPL 
test, the company Thomas Nilsson Engenharia 
Ltda. requires photographic documentation from 
the field campaigns, proving the location of the test 
holes, a camera shot of the aligned rods after test 
showing eventual water level and movie captures 
of every torque test, showing that the velocity limit 
of the torque is obeyed.

8.4 DPL—cost effective

By a cost and time efficient procedure, DPL is 
returning a very valuable input for the shear resist-
ance analysis. The cost of sample extraction and 
laboratory test is quite expensive. For the cost of 
one tri-axial test it is possible to afford 10 DPL 
test. When the final report of DPL tests is emitted, 
tri-axial tests captured at the same moment are still 
are in the chamber.

9 TO BE CONTINUED

This paper is just a beginning of  a smarter and 
easier way to get the right things done in geo-
technical engineering. If  technology offers marve-
lous solutions, of  course we should use the best 
practice. But the most advanced technology is 
not always the best to use in practice. The focal 
must be wide, we cannot just converge on some 
isolated technical qualities. The optimal solution 
includes also synergy, logistic, administration, 
human resources, budget and time. Just insist that 
contractors should invest in expensive and time-
consuming tests, even if—hypothetically—law 
enforced tests should contribute to the most reli-
able result, will just make us join other countries 
in economic crisis provoked by meaningless waste 
of  resources. The author has 12 years positive 
Brazilian experience of  the little portable DPL 
apparatus and is full confident of  its high potent 
efficiency and important contribution to civil 
engineering projects. The DPL test delivers useful 
information and produces much for a small cost. It 
is accurate very cost-effective. To convince  others, 
we need more studies, made by universities, stu-
dents, engineers companies over all the  country. 
In special, tri-axial samples would be carried out 
along the DPL vertical profile, to be compared 
with the DPL torque test.
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Shear wave profiles in tertiary marine sediments in west central South 
Carolina
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ABSTRACT: The in-situ Vs profile in soils usually increases with depth due to its stress-dependent 
behavior. For instance, Lew and Campbell (1985) observed that Vs increases as a power law with depth 
for various Quaternary age soils. More recent studies by Andrus et al. (2003, 2007) also showed a similar 
trend. On the other hand, the representative Vs profile at the Savannah River Site (SRS) located in  western 
South Carolina next to Georgia shows an opposite trend. It has been known the SRS has complex geo-
logical conditions which consist of very old Miocene and Eocene sediments, primarily layered deposits 
of sands, clayey sands, silty sands, and inter-bedded clays which exhibit an apparent and unusual stress 
history profile. This paper attempts to examine the expected reasons with respect to these anomalous in-
situ Vs trends at the SRS, including ageing, desiccation, overconsolidation, cementation, diagenesis, and 
other factors.

in-situ tests include the classical Standard Pen-
etration Test (SPT), Cone Penetration Test (CPT), 
flat Dilatometer Test (DMT), Pressuremeter 
Test (PMT), and Vane Shear Test (VST). In par-
ticular, geophysical methods using mechanical 
wave measurements including Crosshole Testing 
(CHT), Downhole Testing (DHT), refraction, 
reflection, suspension logging, and surface wave 
techniques have seen increasing use for geotechni-
cal  applications. The site-specific in-situ Vs profile 
is important because it directly provides the small 
strain shear stiffness (Gmax) which is the onset of 
every stress-strain-strength curve. Furthermore, 
the in-situ measurement of Vs can be used for eval-
uating liquefaction resistance in the area of seis-
mic ground hazards. In terms of geophysical site 
characterization, this paper will discuss a special 
site having an unusual in-situ Vs trend.

1.2 Characteristics of shear wave

The profile of Vs is one of the most important in-
situ measurements in that it is able to directly pro-
vide small strain shear stiffness (Gmax) which is 
essential for geotechnical engineering design (i.e., 
Gmax = ρ ⋅ Vs, where ρ is the bulk density of soil 
mass). In addition, the magnitude of Vs relates to 
the in-situ effective stress states and stress anisot-
ropy because of its fundamental characteristics 
as follows: (1) Vs has directional and polarized 

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Site characterization

Geotechnical site characterization is an initial 
important procedure which must be conducted 
prior to each and every geotechnical project. 
Site-specific investigations are necessary because 
every project site has a unique location with vari-
able subsurface conditions consisting of  one or 
more geomaterials, strata thicknesses, ground-
water table(s), stress histories, and geologic 
background. Drilling, augering, and sampling 
are conventional methods used to procure speci-
mens together with laboratory testing in order 
to develop the stratigraphy and evaluate vari-
ous soil engineering parameters and properties. 
 However, laboratory testing through various 
sampling methods has inevitable disadvantages. 
Sample disturbance causes significant effects 
on the magnitude, certainty, and reliability of 
soil properties. Moreover, laboratory testing is 
limited to selected recovered samples at discrete 
points in subsurface space and is usually quite 
time- consuming and expensive.

As an alternate and/or complement to the tradi-
tional laboratory testing approach, a wide array of 
in-situ geotechnical tests and geophysical methods 
have been developed, with well over 200+ different 
probes, penetrometers, and techniques now availa-
ble (Robertson 1986; Mayne 2007).  Representative 
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properties, and: (2) Vs depends on geostatic stress 
states.

In geomaterials, prior studies have shown that 
the magnitude of Vs relies on stress state, soil struc-
ture, fabric, void ratio (e), aging effect and other 
variables as well. Various Vs-stress relationships 
have been suggested (Roesler 1979; Yan and Byrne 
1990; Sully and Campanella 1995;  Santamarina 
et al. 2001). A representative expression is as 
follows:

Vs = α · (σc′)β (1)

where the coefficient α and exponent β are material 
constants and σc′ is the effective confining stress 
level (units-dependent). It is noted α is inversely 
proportional to the β term (Santamarina et al. 
2001) and the two variables are site-specific and 
experimentally determined.

The stress-dependent behavior of Vs in soil has 
influences on the trend of in-situ Vs profile. The 
magnitude of in-situ Vs measurements  generally 
increases with depth because it is related with 
overburden stress. For a variety of Quaternary 
age soils, Lew and Campbell (1985) suggested an 
empirical equation based on over 270 Vs surveys 
including data from refraction, DHT, and CHT 
 measurements. The regression-based  empirical 
expression for shear wave velocity (Vs in feet/
second) includes the following:

Vs = K · (d + c)n (2)

where d = depth (feet) and the parameters K, c 
and n are constants dependent on the specific 
soil type and geotechnical classification: (a) soft 
natural soils (K = 5.39, n = 0.385, c = 5.33); (b) 
intermediate soils (K = 5.57, n = 0.402, c = 5.24), 
and (c) firm natural soils (K = 6.26, n = 0.280, and 
c = 0.54).

More recently, Andrus et al. (2007) showed sev-
eral empirical equations for Vs estimation of soils 
having various geologic ages. The depth factor is 
included with other variable factors such as cone 
tip resistance (qt), soil type, and geologic age for 
the Vs prediction. One general format is as follow:

Vs = 2.27 ⋅ qt
0.412 ⋅ Ic

0.989 ⋅ D0.033 ⋅ ASF (3)

where qt = cone tip resistance (kPa), Ic = soil behav-
ior type Index (Ic = [(3.47 − logQ)2 + (logF + 1.22)2]0.5; 
Q and F are normalized cone tip resistance and fric-
tion ratio), D = depth (meter), and ASF = age scal-
ing factor (1 for Holocene age, 1.22 for Pleistocene 
age, 2.29 for Tertiary age: Cooper Marl).

In both Vs studies, it was found the Vs trend 
increases as a power law with depth.  Considering 

the relationship between Vs and stress (e.g. 
 Equation 1), the predominant trend for in-situ Vs 
seems reasonable. Unlike these general trends of 
in-situ Vs, the shear wave profile at Savannah River 
Site (SRS) shows a contrasting Vs profile. Details 
including site information are discussed.

2 UNUSUAL VS TREND AT SRS

2.1 Geologic setting and site information of SRS

The Savannah River Site (SRS) is a large com-
plex owned by the US Department of Energy 
and located in western South Carolina next to 
Georgia.  Figure 1 shows the approximate loca-
tion of SRS. The exposed overburden soils in the 
upper 60 m depths consist of very old Miocene 
and Eocene sediments, primarily layered deposits 
of sands, clayey sands, silty sands, and interbed-
ded clays which exhibit a variable stress history 
profile. These old sediments appear to be either 
underconsolidated, normally-consolidated, and/or 
overconsolidated, depending upon location, which 
test type (SPT, CPT, DMT, Vs, lab consolidation, 
lab triaxial) and specific interpretative methods 
that are employed to evaluate the magnitudes of 
yield stress history and/or overconsolidation ratio. 
One lower unit (Santee formation) shows consist-
ent but erratic soft zones and/or the presence of 
voids, due to dissolutioning and/or other complex 
geologic processes, resulting in caves, encapsu-
lated karst-like features, and fluid-filled caverns at 
depths of between 40 to 50 m below grade. A sim-
plified geostratigraphic profile at the SRS is shown 
in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Location of Savannah River Site, U.S.A 
(Source from Cumbest et al. 1996).
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The void and cave features range from about 
1 m to over 30+ m in length/width and 0.5 to 2 m in 
height and occur within a sedimentary soil matrix. 
These are anomalous compared with most other 
marine deposits along the Atlantic seaboard, yet 
have been confirmed in recent 30 m deep excava-
tions at the nearby nuclear Plant Vogtle in Augusta, 
Georgia located only 2 km from SRS. The exist-
ence of dissolution features and soft zones/voids 
affects the construction of building and ancillary 
structures at the SRS because of concerns of pos-
sible risks of large movements, collapse, and/or 
 liquefaction due to the proximity of the  Charleston 
SC earthquake region. Therefore, various site 
investigation programs have been conducted over 
the last several decades towards a comprehensive 
geotechnical site characterization at SRS.

2.2 Compilation of in-situ Vs data

As noted, the SRS consists of very complex geologi-
cal conditions which are expected to have significant 
influences on the geostatic stress state and stiffness 
anisotropy. For site characterization, numerous 
in-situ tests including CPT, DMT, and SPT have 
been performed. Also, field Vs measurements were 
obtained from the APT site, located within the SRS. 
Generally, field Vs provides information for site-spe-
cific dynamic shear modulus interpretations.

A total of 87 Vs profiles from the downhole por-
tion of SCPT measurements (Downhole mode: 
VsVH—vertically propagated and horizontally 
polarized) have been compiled in Figure 3. Their 
corresponding mean Vs profile is shown in com-
parison with the general Vs trends suggested by 
Lew and Campbell (1985) in Figure 4 and Andrus 
et al.(2007) in Figure 5. Whereas many worldwide 
sites show a general increase of Vs with depth (e.g. 
Lew & Campbell 1985; Andrus et al. 2007), the 
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Figure 2. Simplified geostratigraphic soil profile at the 
SRS APT site.

representative profile at the SRS APT site does not 
increase with depth, in fact, it shows an opposite 
trend. The observed SRS data shows Vs decreas-
ing with depth in the upper 15 m of overburden 
soils. After 15 m depth, Vs becomes almost con-
stant with depth.

Figure 3. Compilation of downhole type Vs at SRS.
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2.3 Stress-dependent behavior of in-situ Vs

For uncemented geomaterials, a general Vs-stress 
relationship was shown in Equation 1.  Assuming 
the confining stress (σc′) as mean normal stress 
(σo′ = (σ1′+σ2′+σ3′)/3, where σ1′, σ2′, σ3′ are principal 
effective stresses with respect to wave propagation 
direction) under isotropic stress state conditions, 
it was suggested the coefficient α (m/s) is inversely 
proportional to the exponent β term according to: 
β ≈ 0.36 – α/700 (Santamarina et al. 2001).

The exponent β term represents the stress- 
dependent behavior of Vs in soils. Based on labo-
ratory tests using clean silica sands, the exponent 
β = 0.25 has been generally adopted as an empiri-
cal value (Yu and Richart 1984, Stokoe et al 1985). 
However, with respect to field Vs measurements, 
recently Ku et al. (2011) showed the constant α and 
β from Vs-σ′ relationships can be highly influenced 
by site-specific conditions. Field data showed rela-
tively wide ranges for both α and β.

In terms of  Vs-σo′ relationships, two con-
stants α and β values are investigated using the 
mean Vs profile at SRS. The mean ground water 
table is located at approximately 15 meter depth. 
 Figure 6 shows the plot of  field mean Vs versus 
σo′ obtained from 15 to 45 meter depth. The mean 
Vs profile below 15 meters is nearly constant 
with depth (Figure 4), thus result in a consider-
ably high coefficient α value and low exponent β 
value which is close to 0. The site-specific relation-
ship between α and β values at SRS is compared 
with other data obtained by Ku et al. (2011) in 

 Figure 7. Even though the in-situ data appear to 
have relatively wide ranges for both constants α 
and β, the SRS data is notably deviated from other 
data. The observed trend is definitely different 
from normal stress-dependent behavior of  geoma-
terials. Surprisingly, the Vs profile rather decreases 
with depth within the shallow upper 15 m. This 
trend will provide a much larger α value and corre-
sponding negative β value which is not commonly 
observed at “well-behaved” sites.

3 EXPECTED CAUSES FOR UNUSUAL VS

The in-situ Vs trends at SRS seem different and no 
clear single explanation exists because of the com-
plex geologic conditions that prevail. Some possi-
ble scenarios are discussed subsequently.
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3.1 Cementious bonding

The stiffness of cemented materials increases with 
bonding agent and/or cement content. Even a small 
amount of cementation can increase the dynamic 
shear moduli at small strain (e.g., Saxena et al. 1988; 
Fernandez and Santamarina 2001). As a result, an 
assessment of cementation at SRS was made.

The identification of cemented granular soils 
can be made using graphical relationships between 
normalized cone tip resistance (qt1) and the ratio 
of Gmax to qt (Rix and Stokoe 1992; Eslaamizaad 
and Robertson 1996; Schnaid et al. 2004). Hence, to 
quantify the degree of cementation, a total of 143 
CPT data were obtained together with the aforemen-
tioned Vs data at SRS APT. Mean values of cone tip 
resistance (qt), sleeve friction (fs), and shoulder pore-
water pressure (u2) are compiled with lines for mean 
plus and minus standard deviation in Figure 8. Based 
on the CPT profiles and corresponding Vs data, the 
degree of cementation is quantified using qt1 and 
Gmax. Applied empirical boundaries for cementation 
evaluation are as follows (Schnaid et al. 2004):

G q Pt v aPPmaGG x ⋅q ⋅8003 σv ′  (4a)

for upper bound for cemented soils

G q Pt v aPPmaGG x ⋅q ⋅2803 σv ′  (4b)

for lower bound for cemented soils and upper 
bound for uncemented soils

G q Pt v aPPmaGG x ⋅q ⋅1103 σv ′  (4c)

for lower bound for uncemented soils, where Pa 
is atmospheric pressure with normalized cone 
 resistance: q Pt t a aPP v( /qtq ) /PaPP σv ′ .

Figure 8. Mean values of (a) cone tip resistance; 
(b) sleeve friction; (c) shoulder porewater pressure from a 
total of 143 soundings at SRS.
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Figure 9 shows the apparent degree of cemen-
tation at SRS APT. To consider the different soil 
layers, the Gmax/qt ratio is plotted per separa-
tion into each of the four distinct geologic forma-
tions: Upland Unit (UU), Tobacco Road (TR), 
Dry Branch (DB), and Santee (S). In Figure 9, the 
Upland Unit (UU) clearly shows the highest Go/qt 
ratio, compared to the other geologic formations, 
thus inferring a highly cemented and/or structured 
geomaterial.

Based on a visual examination for cementation 
assessment, the shallow upper geologic units seem 
rather more cemented. Thus, cementation might 
have resulted in part a role in the higher Vs meas-
urements at upper depth.

3.2 Desiccated vadose zone

At SRS, the vadose zone extends from the ground 
surface down to approximately 15 meter depth at 
which the groundwater table lies. In fine grained 
soils, the vadose zone might be fully saturated 
by huge capillary force. Much of the overburden 
soils at SRS classify as a clayey fine-medium sand 
based on the hydrometer analyses of materials in 
the fines content portion. Surprisingly, the sand 
fraction is uniformly graded in the fine-medium 
sand size range, however, below the No. 200 sieve, 
very little silt sizes are found and a predominance 
of clay or colloidal particles occur. This results in 
gap-graded sands in the soil column. Therefore, 
high capillary forces are plausible in the SRS sandy 
soils due to the considerable plastic clay fines con-
tent. Consequently, a process of desaturation can 
have significant influences on the Vs measurement. 
For instance, Figure 10 shows Vs is highly variable 
depending on the degree of saturation (Cho and 
Santamarina 2001). A low degree of saturation 

Figure 9. Assessment of cementation at SRS APT site.
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can result in considerably high Vs that is about 1.5 
to 20 times that for a fully-saturated state. Hence, 
the decreasing Vs trend at upper 15 meter might be 
explained in part by de-saturation effects on Vs.

3.3 Other possible variables

Possible contributory factors to the decreasing to 
constant Vs profile at SRS include ageing, time 
effects, dissolutioning, and yield stress ratio. These 
are briefly discussed below.

• Complex geological condition—As noted  earlier, 
SRS contains interbedded layers including a 
special geological formation named  Santee. The 
Santee alterations and voids/cavern formation 
by dissolutioning of calcium carbonates may 
have affected the overlying overburden soils, thus 
altering the geostatic stress state. This  scenario 
can be extended to collapse of soil  column as well 
as stress alteration and/or reduction that might 
have affected the current Vs  profile.  However, 
this scenario would be expected to decrease the 
Vs magnitudes.

• Ageing and time effects—Anderson and Stokoe 
(1978) showed a time-dependent behavior of 
Gmax, thus the very old ages of soils at SRS 
(i.e., Miocene and Eocene) can have resulted in 
Vs increases with geologic time. However, the 
lower units are older and the upper deposits are 
younger, thus not helping to explain the reversal 
of Vs trends showing decreases with depth.

• High yield stress ratio (YSR) or overconsolida-
tion ratio (OCR)—It has been recognized that 
Gmax can increase with overconsolidation 
(Hardin and Black 1968, Hardin 1978, Hardin 
and Blanford 1989, Mayne and Rix 1993). The 
uppermost soil formations at SRS show relatively 
high YSR/or OCR values due to  combinatorial 
effects of erosion, desiccation, wetting and dry-
ing cycles, and groundwater fluctuations. An 

apparent increase in YSR can also be attributed 
to ageing. This scenario would be expected to 
increase the Vs magnitudes.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This study presents shear wave data from Savannah 
River Site in South Carolina which shows an unu-
sual profile with Vs decreasing with depth from 0 to 
15 m and constant values from 15 m to 50 m. The 
soils consist of old complex geologic marine sedi-
ments from Miocene and Eocene ages. In common 
“well-behaved” geomaterials, it has been known 
that Vs is dependent on geostatic stress state, thus 
the in-situ Vs trend was expected to increase with 
depth.

To explain these field Vs trends, various possible 
causes are discussed, including systematic assess-
ments due to effects of ageing, cementation, des-
iccation, diagenesis, and fabric. Tentatively, likely 
scenarios include desiccation and desaturation due 
to capillarity and cementation effects associated 
with bonding.
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Geophysical surveys in shallow water for near shore bridge project
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ABSTRACT: Geophysical investigations were carried out as a part of  detailed investigations for 8 km 
long proposed near shore bridge at west coast of  Mumbai, India. City of  Mumbai represents the western 
onshore limit of  Deccan Traps. The scope of geophysical work included acquisition, processing and 
interpretation of geophysical data as required to establish seafloor bathymetry and seabed features, 
establish seafloor and subsurface geological and geotechnical parameters, identify and map geological 
and man made features within the proposed bridge corridors. The scope was fulfilled by carrying multi-
beam echo-sounding, dual frequency echo-sounding, side scan sonar, high resolution shallow seismic 
profiling and magnetometer surveys at the project site. The contents of  this paper provide review of the 
outcome obtained from geophysical survey and data interpretation carried out by survey contractor and 
an independent consultant with observed lacunae in data processing. The survey revealed weathered 
rock overlain by silty sandy sediments at few locations without significant debris, pipelines and other 
man made debris. Underlying the weathered bed rock, hard rock was observed during geotechnical 
investigations.

2.1 Scope of work for survey contractor

The scope of work by the survey contractor included 
data acquisition, processing and interpretation of 
appropriate geophysical data as required to;

• Establish seafloor bathymetry and features at 
the required accuracy and precision;

• Establish seafloor and subsurface geological and 
geotechnical parameters;

• Identify and map geological features;
• Identify and map any man-made structure or 

significant debris within the proposed bridge 
corridors.

2.2 Scope of work for independent consultant

The independent consultant was engaged only to 
process, map and interpret the data gathered by 
the survey contractor. His brief  scope of work 
includes.

2.2.1 Hydrography
• Check and process single beam, multi beam 

data with ASCII data as provided by survey 
contractor;

• Generation of  Bathymetry Chart based on 
single beam and multi beam Echo Sounder 
readings;

1 INTRODUCTION

Reliance Sealink One Pvt. Ltd., a subsidiary of 
Reliance Infrastructure was awarded a work for 
construction of Sealink which is an offshore bridge 
on west coast of Mumbai. The total span of this 
bridge is 8 km with eight lane carriageway con-
necting Worli and Haji Ali areas. The geophysi-
cal survey was carried out along the proposed 
bridge alignment which was the part of detailed 
investigation program to gather relevant data on 
seabed features. The survey was carried out in a 
water depths varying from 3 m to 12 m using side 
scan sonar, echo sounder, sub bottom profiler and 
magnetometer.

2 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work for the geophysical survey was 
divided into two parts for this project. The first 
part of scope to carryout the field survey activities, 
processing and data interpretation was awarded to 
a survey contractor and the second part to exclu-
sively carry out processing and data interpretation 
by third party was awarded to an independent con-
sultant. The brief  scope of work for the both the 
agencies are as mentioned below:
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2.2.2 Geophysical
• Check and process side scan sonar, sub bottom 

profiler and magnetometer data as provided by 
survey contractor;

• Generation of geomorphologic map with iden-
tifiable debris, seabed reflectivity and existing 
structures etc from side scan sonar data;

• Preparation of interpretative geological profile 
along the centre line of the proposed sealink 
alignment with corresponding isopach map 
from sub bottom profiler data. Correlating 
geophysical data with geotechnical bore logs;

• Generation of magnetic anomaly map along the 
survey corridor identifying ferrous debris if  any.

3 LOCAL GEOLOGY AND SURVEY 
CORRIDOR

The area of interest lies along the west coast of 
India, in the Arabian Sea, off  Mumbai coast as 
shown in Figure 1. The survey corridor was located 
along the centre line of the proposed 8 km long 
near shore bridge.

The city of Mumbai is located on a group of 
island separated by marshy tidal flats and creeks. 
The island represents the western (onshore) limit 
of Deccan Traps. The coastline is characterized by 
numerous bays, beaches, cliffs, stacks, marine plat-
forms, marshy tidal flats and creeks. Dominance 
of subaqueous basalts in the form of spilitic lava 
flows, exhibiting frequent pillow structure with 
presence of volcanic breccias and tuffaceous beds 
of considerable thicknesses are generally observed. 
The stratification is westerly dipping and inclined 
between 5° and 10° (Birid 2006). Although the 
basalts of Mumbai have not been dated, it is 
believed that the entire Salsette Subgroup was 
formed at around 62 Ma, thus predating the main 
phase of Deccan volcanism (Sethna 1999).

The survey corridor consisted of 200 m 
width throughout the length of 8 km along the 
alignment. Side scan sonar and single beam echo 
sounder were run in this corridor at 25 m interval 
long lines. Sub bottom profiler, multi beam echo 
sounder and magnetometer were run only along 
the centerline of the corridor. Thus detailed data 

logging, interpretation and mapping was done to 
make geological and hydrographical assessment of 
seabed along the bridge corridor.

4 EQUIPMENT USED

4.1 Bathymetric data

4.1.1 Single beam and multi beam echo sounder
Single Beam Data from ODOM DF3200 MKII Dual 
frequency Echo sounder was used to collect the single 
beam bathymetric data along the alignment. Multi 
Beam Data from Geo Acoustics Geo Swath Multi 
beam system was utilized for mapping the sea bed.

4.2 Geophysical data

4.2.1 Side scan sonar
Side Scan Sonar data from Edgetech 4100 P was 
used to map geomorphology and other superficial 
features and debris along the proposed sealink cor-
ridor. Triton imaging software was used for inter-
pretation and generation of seabed mosaic from 
side scan sonar data.

4.2.2 Sub-bottom profiler
Sub-bottom data from Geoacoustics transceiver 
5420 A and 5130 transducer were utilized for the 
mapping of sub-bottom reflectors along the pro-
posed sealink corridor. CODA Geosurvey was 
used for interpretation and generation of isopach 
map and interpretative geological profiles along 
selected sections.

4.2.3 Magnetometer
Magnetometer Data from SeaSpy Marine Proton 
Precession Magnetometer system was used to 
detect buried or unburied ferrous debris if  any.

4.2.4 Navigation
All of the data required for processing were logged 
in Qinsy 8.0 QPS navigation software.

4.2.5 Positioning
The measured offsets for all equipments were 
entered into the navigation system and processed 
with Qinsy 8.0 QPS navigation software to enable 
track charts.

5 AREAS OF DISCREPANCY OBSERVED 
DURING DATA INTERPRETATION

The data interpretation was independently 
carried by the survey contractor (Geo Sense 
Surveys Report 2011) as well as by an independent 
consultant and few variations in the elucidation 
were observed among them. The possible chances 
of discrepancies are discussed here which are mainly 
because of logging and interpretation errors.Figure 1. Survey location and corridor.
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Seabed Features within the surveyed areas were 
primarily achieved through the examination of side 
scan sonar data acquired. Additionally, appropri-
ate reference to corresponding the echo sounder, 
sub-bottom profiler data was also done wherever 
necessary. Table 1 describes the error observed 
while acquisition of geophysical data in the field, 
the possible reasons behind it and the rectification 
did while processing the data.

6 SURFACE AND SUB-SURFACE 
STRATIGRAPHY BASED 
ON GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY DATA

A 100 kHz Side Scan Sonar Record revealed 
following reflectivity patterns in the present survey 
area:

Type 1: Low Reflectivity (Silty Sands/Sandy Silt).
Type 2: High Dappled Reflectivity (Weathered 
Rock with jagged surfaces and rock pinnacles).

Type 2 reflectivity occurred over most of the 
area. Dappled reflectivity occurs possibly due to 
jagged surfaces of the weathered rock and isolated 
rock pinnacles.

Since most of the area is covered with Type 2 
reflectivity, it was difficult to establish and interpret 
small sonar contacts and other debris. The difficulty 
in interpretation was due to high amount of back-
scatter occurring from Type 2 reflectivity. However 
no significant features such as pipelines, cables and 
other sub marine facilities occurred in the side scan 
sonar records within the survey corridor.

Correlation of sub-bottom profiler records 
along with adjacent cross-lines also contributed to 
arriving at the distribution of the below mentioned 
stratigraphy units.

Strata A: Consisting of fine to medium grained 
silty sands /sandy silts underlain by
Strata B: Weathered bed rock.

Seismic Acoustic Characteristics for the above 
units are as mentioned below:

Strata A: This unit is characterized by continuous 
medium amplitude parallel to sub parallel reflec-
tors. Presence of lateral continuity suggests that 
this unit is homogenously stratified.
Strata B: This unit is characterized by high angle, 
high acoustic amplitude irregular and chaotic 
dipping & discontinuous reflectors suggestive of 
weathered rock strata.

There is no evidence of occurrences of buried 
pipelines, buried objects, shallow gas, faulting and 
slumps with in the survey corridor.

Magnetic data interpretation is based on the 
anomalies generated from an existing background 
or ambient field. The rapid anomaly variations over 

the survey area can be attributed to the weathered 
bed rock which is basaltic in nature.

The fresh basaltic rock in general has uniform 
bulk density but has considerable change in the 
susceptibility in the same rock giving rise to high 
magnetic fluctuations. This phenomenon observed 
in the present survey area. Apart from these 
anomalies, no other segregated anomalies related 
to pipelines, cables and other magnetic debris were 
observed from the magnetic data.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The geological setting and the processes of the 
present survey area have revealed number of 
islands, ledges and an unpredictable and irregular 
lithological surfaces mainly consisting of basalt 
rock which is exposed or covered with recent sedi-
mentary deposits in the harbour.

For a marine infrastructure project of any scale, 
techno-commercially viable decisions are required 
during preliminary investigation and design stages 
based on the knowledge of sub surface stratigra-
phy and surface levels. Though geotechnical inves-
tigations in the form of drilling boreholes provide 
adequate information and engineering properties 
of sub surface strata, it has to be supplemented 
with geophysical survey to cover the entire area of 
interest where borehole information is not avail-
able and when underlying stratum shows rapid 
variations in stratification.

Great amount of care is necessary to be adopted 
during planning, calibration, execution and inter-
pretation stages of geophysical survey to avoid 
lacunae in recorded data and ultimately in data 
interpretations as the outcome of such survey 
forms the basis for further engineering and con-
struction related decisions.

The outcome of the present geophysical survey in 
conjunction with geotechnical information clearly 
indicated presence of hard basaltic rock occurring at 
relatively shallower depths along the survey corridor 
and generally along the west coast of Mumbai with 
an overburden of silty sand at few locations.
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Geotechnical characterization of subsoil along “Emisor Oriente” tunnel 
in Mexico City
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Instituto de Ingeniería, UNAM, Mexico

ABSTRACT: In this paper, a characterization of the subsoil of lacustrine and alluvial origin along the 
Emisor Oriente tunnel in Mexico City is presented. The characterization is based on results of a large 
number of geotechnical explorations and field tests. Geostatistical techniques are used to assess the spatial 
distribution of the water content and SPT blow count of the subsoil. As a result of this analysis, the paper 
presents a longitudinal cross section that describes the spatial distribution of these variables along the axis 
of the tunnel as well as an evaluation of the remaining uncertainty.

In this paper, the spatial distribution of water 
content, w (%), and SPT blow count are analyzed 
along the TEO. From these two properties, the type 
of soil can be inferred, allowing the identification 
of the different subsoil layers.

2 LOCATION

The TEO tunnel is located northeast of Mexico 
City (Distrito Federal). It starts at the border 
between Distrito Federal and Estado de México 
states, at the crossing of the Gran Canal and Los 
Remedios canals. It crosses part of Estado de 
Mexico territory, and the outlet is located at the 
site known as El Salto in the state of Hidalgo. The 
location of the TEO tunnel within Mexico Valley 
is shown in Figure 1.

1 INTRODUCTION

In Mexico City a new main drainage tunnel called 
Emisor Oriente (TEO) is being built. The tunnel, 
located north of Mexico City, is 62 km long and has 
a 7.5 m diameter. For access to the tunnel, 24 shafts 
with depth varying between 35 and 150 meters are 
being constructed. The tunnel crosses different 
geological materials such as lacustrine soft clay, 
sand, alluvial soil and volcanic rock. An accurate 
geotechnical characterization of the subsoil along 
the tunnel was considered very important for both 
geotechnical design of the tunnel and shafts and 
definition of the best constructive procedure.

Generally, in engineering practice the subsoil 
characterization is done by means of cross sections 
built intuitively that involve a considerable degree 
of subjectivity in a context of uncertainty due to 
the complexity of the geological formations and the 
spatial variation of the properties of the subsoil.

Nowadays, modern mathematical tools such as 
geostatistics may help eliminating part of the sub-
jectivity in these interpolations, providing a better 
description of the subsurface conditions. They are 
also helpful to quantify the remaining uncertainty 
and for decision taking regarding required comple-
mentary exploration.

In previous forums, applications of geostatisti-
cal techniques to the characterization of Mexico 
valley subsoil have been presented (Juárez, 2001; 
Medina, 2001; Juarez & Auvinet 2002). It has been 
shown that these methods can be used to estimate 
rationally the thickness and depth of the main 
subsurface formations and the spatial distribution 
of typical mechanical and index soil properties 
obtained from a database of available geotechnical 
borings. Figure 1. Location of TEO tunnel.
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The TEO tunnel begins at shaft L-0 (0 + 016.86 km) 
on the right bank of Gran Canal and crosses the Per-
iférico Norte Avenue. At km 1 + 300, the TEO passes 
to the left side of Gran Canal, reaching shaft L-1A 
(2 + 739.38) and extending northeast up to shaft L5 
(10 + 040.71). After shaft L-5, the tunnel crosses to 
the right bank of Gran Canal and changes direc-
tion to the northwest, continuing along Gran Canal 
margin up to shaft L-13 (30 + 565.95). There, TEO 
changes its direction again to the northwest, crosses 
to the left of Gran Canal and around the south side 
of the Zumpango lagoon and crosses the Castera 
canal, reaching shaft L-15 (35 + 668.13). There it 
passes to the west side of Zumpango lagoon, crosses 
the Santo Tomas canal up to the Cuautitlán river and 
continues practically parallel to the right margin of 
this river up to the outlet portal (61 + 315.51) in the 
El Salto site in the Hidalgo state. Figure 2 shows the 
path followed by Tunnel Emisor Oriente (TEO).

3 DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA

3.1 Geology

According to the geological map of the Basin of 
Mexico (Mooser et al., 1996), the TEO tunnel 
crosses different geological formations as indicated 
in Figure 3 and Table 1.

Figure 2. Path of Emisor Oriente tunnel.

Figure 3. Geological map of TEO project area (Mooser, 
1996).

Table 1. Description of geological units (Mooser, 1996).

Formation Geological description

Ql Quaternary lacustrine deposits
Qal Quaternary alluvial deposits
Qv Upper Quaternary volcanic materials
Qiv Lower Quaternary volcanic materials
TQt Tuffs deposits on flanks of Quaternary 

volcanic materials
TpG2 Andesitic and dacitic strato-volcanoes 

of Sierra de Guadalupe
TpT4 Andesitic and dacitic strato-volcanoes 

of Sierra de Tepotzotlán
Tpl Middle Pliocene lacustrine deposits
Tpv Pliocene volcanic materials
Tmv Miocene volcanic materials
Tov Oligocene volcanic materials

From shafts L-0 to L-7 the tunnel crosses a 
formation of Quaternary lake deposits (Ql), with 
maximum thickness of 200 m. This stretch is 
located east of the Sierra de Guadalupe range that 
is composed of dacitic-andesitic rocks (TpG2). 
Between the lacustrine area and the Guadalupe 
range, alluvial deposits (Qal) are found reaching 
a thickness of up to 300 m. The stretch between 
shafts L-1A and L-4 is located at a short distance 
from the Guadalupe range.
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Between shafts L-7 and L-12, the tunnel is 
located within the same Quaternary lake deposits 
(Ql). The Cerro de Tultepec hill formed by  volcanic 
materials of the upper and lower Quaternary 
(Qv and Qvi) is on the west side of the tunnel is.

From shafts L-12 to L-16, the tunnel crosses the 
same formation of Quaternary lacustrine deposits 
(Ql), which is flanked by alluvial deposits (Qal). On 
the west side, between the Coyotepec hill formed 
by volcanic materials (Qv) and the Tepotzotlan 
 andesitic-dacitic mountain range (TpT), tuffs 
(TQt) of the Quaternary are found.

Between shafts L-16 and L-20, at a short distance 
from shaft L-18, the tunnel passes from lacustrine 
(Ql) to alluvial deposits (Qal) of the Quaternary, 
which limit Pliocene lacustrine formations (TpL) 
on both sides of the tunnel.

In the last stretch, from shaft L-20 to the Exit 
Portal (EP), the tunnel is located into Pliocene 
lacustrine deposits. In the site known as Tajo de 
Nochistongo, the tunnel is located between two 
formations of  volcanic origin, the first (Tov) of 
the Oligocene on the right side, and the second 
(Tpv) of  the Pliocene, on the left side. Subse-
quently, the tunnel is located into Quaternary 
alluvial fills (Qal), delimited by Tertiary lacustrine 
deposits (TpL), which extend between Oligocene 
(Tov), Miocene (Tmv), Pliocene (Tpv) volcanic 
materials and Quaternary soils (Qv) until the end 
of  the tunnel.

In Figure 3 it can be observed that most of the 
tunnel is located in lacustrine deposits (Ql) of the 
Quaternary period, in the area occupied by an 
important part of the Mexico City. This geologi-
cal unit consists mainly of clay and silt with some 
interbedded gravels and sands, and with a few thin 
poorly defined layers of tuff.

3.2 Topography

The surface topography along the TEO (CFE, 
2009) is described below.

Between shafts L-0 and L-7, the topography is 
practically flat, with an upward slope of approxi-
mately 0.001, in this stretch the path of TEO 
crosses twice the bed of the Gran Canal, first 
between shafts L-0 and L1A (1 + 300), and again 
after shaft L-5, where the tunnel direction changes 
towards the left, until reaching shaft L-7, with a 
slope similar to the previous stretch where the aver-
age elevation is 2233 meters above sea level (masl). 
Northwest of the project path, between shafts 
L-1A and L-3, and at a very short distance, a small 
hill known as Cerro Gordo is found, which reaches 
an elevation of up to 2425 masl. The Guadalupe 
range, which reaches elevations up to 2546 masl is 
located to the west of the stretch between shafts 
L-5 and L-7.

Between shafts L-12 and L-16, on the right side 
of the project, the surface topography is flat with an 
average elevation of 2243 masl, and on the left side 
a depression is occupied by the Zumpango lagoon.

From shaft L-16 to L-19, the surface topography 
presents an upward slope of approximately 0.0001, 
forward and close to the Tajo de Nochistongo, the 
slope of the surface increases, reaching 0.0008 
approximately over the tunnel path. In this stretch 
the tunnel crosses the Tepotzotlan range, which 
reaches an approximate elevation of 2905 masl and 
the Xalpa range with an approximate elevation of 
2681 masl.

In the last stretch, from shaft L-20 to the oulet 
portal (PS), the topography is steep, with slopes of 
the surface forward up and down of 0.09 approxi-
mately over the tunnel path. In this stretch, the 
Tajo de Nochistongo trench located between Las 
Humaredas range, presents an average elevation 
of 2484 masl and the Sincoque hill an elevation of 
2580 masl approximately. From this stretch to the 
exit portal, an irregular topography is observed, 
with an average slope of 0.003.

From the topographical information, a model 
was built, that shows the general topography of the 
area where the tunnel is located, Figure 4.

3.3 Geotechnical information

On each shaft site, exploration was performed con-
sisting of one Standard Penetration Boring (SPT) 

Figure 4. Topographic model for TEO project area 
(Geocomputing Laboratory, II-UNAM).
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and one continuous sampling (SC), mixed (SM) or 
selective (SS) boring, depending on the hardness of 
the materials found. Resistance of the subsoil could 
be estimated from the blow count in standard pene-
tration test and disturbed and undisturbed samples 
were recovered for laboratory testing (CFE, 2009). 
Additionally, depending on the distance between 
shafts and subsoil conditions, two or more borings 
were made in intermediate sites (COMISSA, 2009). 
Table 2 shows the number of borings of each type 
performed and Figure 5 shows their location along 
the project.

3.4 Integration of the information

The engineering basic information described in the 
previous section including the geotechnical borings, 
was incorporated into a Geographic  Information System for Geotechnical Borings (GIS-GB) devel-

oped by the Geocomputing Laboratory of Insti-
tute of Engineering, UNAM, in order to facilitate 
the study and interpretation of the distribution 
and nature of subsurface materials and geologic 
formations in the area of interest.

This Geographic Information System for Geo-
technical Borings (GIS-GB) has been built using 
ArcMap ver. 9.2 (commercial software). For this 
project, the system includes the geological and top-
ographical maps as well as a database with samples 
data (type, date, location, depth, water table level, 
etc.) and a database of images of geotechnical pro-
files, which can be readily consulted.

Figure 6 shows a view of the GIS-GB imple-
mented especially for the project influence area, 
which illustrates the operation and consultation of 
the information contained in the GIS-GB.

4 THEORETICAL ELEMENTS OF 
GEOSTATISTICS AND METHODOLOGY

The theory of Geostatistics as applied to geotech-
nical surveys has been presented in previous papers 
(Auvinet, 2002; Juárez and Auvinet, 2002). The 
field V(X) of the geotechnical variable of inter-
est defined in points X of  the studied domain in 
a space Rp (p = 1, 2 or 3) is considered as random. 
Conditional estimations or simulations can then 
be performed within this field (Vanmarcke, 1983; 
Auvinet, 1987).

This contribution presents direct applications 
of the geostatistical method for assessing the 
spatial distribution of subsoil properties (index, 
mechanical and geometrical properties) along the 
TEO tunnel.

The spatial distribution of subsoil properties is 
analyzed by means of estimated profiles, cross sec-
tions, maps and 3D models following the method-
ology described below (Juárez & Auvinet, 2002):

Table 2. Number of borings for TEO tunnel project.

Type of boring Number of borings

Continuous (SC)  16
Standard Penetration Test (SPT)  25
Mixed boring (SM)  60
Selective (SS)   7
Electric piezocone (CPTu)  13
Dilatometer (DMT)   9
Sum = 130

Figure 5. Location of boreholes along the path of TEO 
tunnel.

Figure 6. Geographic information system for geotech-
nical borings.
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1. A preliminary analysis of data is performed to 
obtain the main statistical parameters of the 
random field. Any significant trend is evalu-
ated and if  convenient removed from the data to 
define a residual random field.

2. A structural analysis is then performed. Direc-
tional and experimental correlograms are 
calculated for the original or residual field. 
Correlation distances are determined in several 
directions. Finally, the correlograms are fitted 
to a theoretical model, generally an exponential 
function.

3. Based on the data and the theoretical spatial 
correlation model, a number of specific esti-
mated or simulated soil properties profiles (vir-
tual profiles) are obtained.

4. With the results obtained from estimation or 
simulation, charting techniques are used to build 
maps or models of different types: contours, on 
a scale of colors, surfaces or 3D models. These 
models provide a useful visual rendering of the 
spatial distribution of the soil properties.

5 GEOSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
OF SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 
FOR WATER CONTENT

The water content w (%) is the preferred soil 
index property for this type of analysis,  especially 
for cohesive materials, due to the generally large 
number of data available and to the existing 
 correlations with the material type and mechanical 
properties.

Therefore, in order to assess the subsoil con-
ditions along the TEO tunnel, a cross section 
of water content was elaborated for the stretch 
located between shafts L-0 and L-19, that is to say, 
from the intersection with the Los Remedios canal 
to the Zumpango lake, assuming that in this stretch 
the tunnel is located in a statistically homogeneous 
lacustrine and alluvial soil.

The available existing borings are of various 
types, but for the water content model, only the 
borings of type SC, SPT and SM were taken into 
account. Table 3 shows the number of borings of 
different types. Their location is shown in Figure 7.

5.1 Definition of the random field

In this case, the 2D random field of the geotechnical 
variable of interest is the water content, defined at 
different depths along the path of the TEO tunnel.

For application of the geostatistical method, 
it is necessary to refer the position of each bor-
ing to a coordinate reference system. Thus, the 
coordinates of the borings were obtained taking 
as reference the location map of the borings and 
the official topographical map for Mexico Valley 
(INEGI, 2004). On the other hand, the numeri-
cal data of soil properties, needed to develop the 
model of water content, were obtained from the 
printed images of geotechnical profiles.

5.2 Analysis of spatial correlation 
(Structural analysis)

The vertical autocorrelation function was estimated 
for distance steps of 20 cm. To assess the horizontal 
correlation, the degree of linear dependence between 
pairs of borings (cross correlation) was evaluated.

Based on the available data of  geotechnical bor-
ings, geology and topography, it was concluded 
that it was necessary to define two correlation 
structures, one for the stretch located between 
shafts L-0 and L-5 and another for the stretch 
located between shafts L-5 and L-19. This makes 
possible to consider the influence of  topography 

Table 3. Number of borings used for geostatistical anal-
ysis of water content.

Type of boring Number of borings

Continuous boring (SC) 16
Standard Penetration Test (SPT) 15
Mixed boring (SM) 33
Sum = 64

Figure 7. Location of borings with measurements of 
water content.
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on spatial correlation models. Figure 8 shows the 
experimental correlogram for the first stretch (L-0 
to L-5) and Figure 9 shows the corresponding 
correlogram for the second stretch (L-5 to L-19).

From those experimental correlograms, the  values 
of spatial correlation distances were calculated. The 
corresponding values are presented in Table 4.

From these correlation distances, the theo-
retical spatial correlation models were defined. 
In the same figures 8 and 9, the exponential 
correlograms, for the two stretches, are shown 
respectively.

5.3 Estimation

From measurements of water content, the corre-
lation models previously defined with their spa-
tial correlation distances (δhor y δver) and using the 
Kriging technique (Krige, 1962; Matheron, 1965, 
 Auvinet, 2002) several profiles of water content 
were estimated (interpolated).

The water content profiles were estimated along 
the tunnel path in virtual borings separated a dis-
tance of  500 m. Between shafts L-0 and L-5, the 
property was estimated in points separated verti-
cally at every 0.20 m, from the 2230 masl elevation 
to a depth of  100 m. From shaft L-5 to L-19, the 
property is estimated with the same step of  cal-
culus, from the 2235 masl elevation to a depth of 
110 m.

5.4 Mapping

By combining the estimated (interpolated) pro-
files along the tunnel path and using advanced 
graphical techniques, a longitudinal cross section 
for water content was obtained. This cross section 
constitutes a model that describes the spatial dis-
tribution of water content in the subsoil along the 
tunnel between shafts L-0 and L-19 (Fig. 10). This 
model can be easily updated when additional infor-
mation becomes available.

Figure 10 shows a traditional cross section 
(CFE, 2009) compared with the estimated cross 
section (virtual). In the same figure, the standard 
deviation of estimation is included representing 
the remaining uncertainty.

Figure 10 shows that, between shafts L-0 and 
L-5, according to the color scale the thickest First 
Clay Layer (FCL) is found between shafts L-0 and 
L-1A. From shaft L-1A to L-6, the thickness of 
the lacustrine clay layer decreases and, simultane-
ously, several layers with low water content cor-
responding to silt and sand appear. It can also be 
observed that the uncertainty on the estimation is 
high between shafts L-0 and L-5, from depth of 
55 m downward; this is because, in this stretch, the 
borings are very short.

From shafts L-5 to L-13 the low water content 
observed corresponds to soils constituted of silt 
and sand, although some concentrations of clay 
appear eventually. The standard deviation of 
the estimation is smaller along the entire stretch 
because the average water content is smaller but 
also because the borings are deeper and horizontal 
correlation distance is greater.
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Figure 8. Spatial correlation model, from L-0 to L-5.

Table 4. Spatial correlation distances.

Stretch δhor (m) δver (m)

L0 to L5 3000 9.5
L5 to L19 4200 8.0

Figure 9. Spatial correlation model, from L-5 to L-19.
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In figure 10, according to the color scale, 
the thickness of  the first clay layer is shown to 
decrease between shafts L-0 and L-5; this zone 
marks the boundary between former Texcoco and 
San Cristobal lakes. Between shafts L-5 and L-16, 
alluvial soils with low water content are predomi-
nant but some thin clay layers are observed in the 
San Cristobal, Xaltocan and Zumpango former 
lakes areas.

6 GEOSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
OF SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 
FOR SPT BLOW COUNT

The blow count in a SPT test, is easily correlated 
with the type of material and with others mechani-
cal properties. Applying the same geostatistical 
methodology, the analysis of spatial distribution 
for SPT blows was made. The number of borings 
used for this analysis is indicated in Table 5 and 
their locations are shown in Figure 11.

In Table 6, the correlation distances correspond-
ing to the stretches from L-0 to L-5 and from L-5 
to L-19 are presented.

Figure 12 shows a model of  the spatial distri-
bution of  blow counts in SPT along the TEO tun-
nel path. This model, combined with Figure 10.b, 
provides a good basis to assess the conditions 
in which the tunnel is being built. The same 
figure shows a distribution of  standard devia-
tion of  estimation that represents the remaining 
uncertainty.

Figure 10. Estimated cross section of water content, from L-0 to L-19.

Table 5. Number of borings used for the geostatistical 
analysis of SPT blows.

Type of boring Number of borings

Standard Penetration Test (SPT) 20
Mixed boring (SM) 42
Suma = 62

Figure 11. Location of borings with SPT test.

Table 6. Spatial correlation distances.

Stretch δhor (m) δver (m)

L0 to L5 3500 10
L5 to L19 10000 10
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Figure 12. Estimated cross section of blow count in SPT test, from L-0 to L-19.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The geological and topographical information on 
the north of the Basin of Mexico and the geotech-
nical borings available are the basis for the inter-
pretation of geotechnical subsoil conditions along 
the path of the TEO tunnel in Mexico City.

Geostatistics is a potent tool to obtain estimated 
(virtual) cross sections and contour maps of sub-
soil properties and for evaluating the spatial vari-
ation of subsoil properties. The results obtained 
provide greater certainty when assessing geotech-
nical conditions, enhancing stratigraphic details of 
the subsoil of northern basin of Mexico.

The spatial distribution models of water con-
tent and SPT blow count presented in this paper 
are useful for numerical modeling as well as for the 
choice of constructive procedures of the TEO tun-
nel and shafts.
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ABSTRACT: The I-10 Twin Span Bridge across Lake Pontchartrain between Slidell and New Orleans, 
Louisiana sustained serious damage from the storm surge of Hurricane Katrina in August 2005 neces-
sitating temporary repairs and a permanent replacement. This is an important local and national corridor 
serving both commercial and leisure traffic as well as providing one of the main emergency evacuation 
routes for New Orleans. The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development, and its private 
sector engineering and construction consultants worked diligently towards the completion of this mega 
project covering approximately 5.5 miles. This paper provides a summary of the geotechnical investiga-
tions for the project and a sample data set to illustrate the use of electronic cone penetration test-based 
subsurface investigation. The illustration includes a comparative multi-model soil classification analysis 
with eight different cone penetration test-based classification models using a standard color coding sys-
tem which provides a comprehensive and global understanding of the subsurface strata.

Louisiana, and advanced its mouth approximately 
200 miles into the Gulf of Mexico. Large quanti-
ties of graveliferous materials were also deposited 
when the hydraulic gradient was steeper. These 
Pleistocene sands and gravels can be encountered 
at depths from 40 to 150 ft in New Orleans, and 
at much shallower depths beneath Lake Pontch-
artrain and Lake Borgne. This complex geology 
necessitates comprehensive evaluation of the clas-
sification and engineering characteristics of sub-
surface sediments for a mega project like this.

1.2 Geotechnical investigation

The comprehensive geotechnical investigations 
comprised of 30 soil borings ranging in depth 
from 130 to 190 ft below the ground surface and/
or mudline, and 260 Electronic Cone Penetration 
Tests (ECPT) ranging from 100 to 175 ft below 
the mudline that were performed during  January 
2006–November 2007. The ECPT process (ASTM 
D5778-12) covers Cone Penetration Test (CPT) and 
Piezocone Penetration Test [PCPT (Tumay et al 

1 INTRODUCTION

The I-10 Twin Span Bridge across Lake Pontchar-
train between Slidell and New Orleans, Louisiana 
sustained serious damage from the storm surge of 
Hurricane Katrina in August 2005 (ILIT, 2006) 
necessitating temporary repairs and a permanent 
replacement funded entirely by the Federal High-
way Administration (FHWA) and designed and 
undertaken by the State of Louisiana Department 
of Transportation and Development (LADOTD) 
(D’Andrea 2011). This crossing is an important 
local and national corridor of approximately 
5.5 miles (11 miles of bridges) serving both com-
mercial and leisure traffic as well as providing one 
of the main emergency evacuation routes for New 
Orleans.

1.1 Geology

During the latter geologic times the Mississippi 
River deposited an enormous thickness of silt, 
clay, peat and organic sediments in southern 
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Figure 1. Generalized subsurface profile for Twin Span Replacement Project, Orleans and St. Tammany Parishes, LA 
(Reports to LADOTD 2007, 2008).

Figure 2. Subsurface profile of Bent M24- Southside (STA 349+11) (Reports to LADOTD 2007, 2008).

1981, Zuidberg et al 1982) or (CPTu  Campanella 
and Robertson 1988)] which consists of pushing 
a series of cylindrical rods with an instrumented 
probe at the base into the soil at a standard rate 
of 2 cm/sec.

Soft to very soft clay, underlain by medium to 
stiff clay, silty clay, sandy clay, with isolated areas of 
medium to dense to very dense sand and silty sand 
constitute the generalized subsurface profile across 

Lake Pontchartrain where the water depth along 
the alignment is approximately 10 ft. A multitude 
of laboratory tests were conducted on undisturbed 
and disturbed soil samples to define subsurface 
characteristics (486 Atterberg limits, 166 sieve 
analyses, 439 dry unit weight, 25 miniature vane, 
434 UU triaxial test, 6 Consolidation analyses). 
 Figure 1 presents a generalized profile of the project 
site and Figure 2 shows the subsurface profile of 
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Bent M24- Southside (STA 349 + 11) as a detailed 
 example. (Reports to LADOTD 2007, 2008).

2 ECPT-BASED SOIL CLASSIFICATION

Since the 1960s, several CPT/PCPT-based classi-
fication models have been proposed and received 
recognition as a practical and economical tool for 
subsurface investigations. Development of these 
models rely on the results of laboratory analyses 
conducted on randomly selected soil samples along 
penetration path. The proper application of the 
system makes it possible to obtain a representative 
picture of subsoil structure, taking into considera-
tion its stratigraphy, granulometric “composition”, 
and engineering “behavior”.

The piezocone penetration test simultaneously 
measures cone tip resistance, qc, frictional compo-
nent of penetration resistance, fs, and generated 
pore pressures at the cone face, u1, behind the cone 
base, u2, or behind the friction sleeve, u3. PCPT using 
u2 measurement is at present a common approach 
applied in the assessment of stratigraphy, lithology, 
behavior and geotechnical parameters of soil sub-
strata. Due to the current geometric design of the 
piezocone, pore water pressures generated behind 
the cone base (u2) may influence the total stress 
measured by the cone tip. Therefore, the measured 
cone tip resistance (qc) may have to be corrected 
for certain cone configurations to account for the 
effect of this pore water pressure developing behind 
the cone tip. Theoretically, the corrected cone tip 
resistance (qt) is given by qt = qc + u2 (1 – a), where 
“a” is the effective area ratio of the cone. Theoreti-
cal studies also indicate the region “behind the cone 
base” is unstable and may lead to u2 anomalies in 
some substrata rendering erroneous soil classifica-
tions (Kiousis et al., 1988).

In this paper, eight ECPT-based models were 
employed to offer a comparative analysis. These 
include Begemann (1965), Douglas and Olsen 
(1981), modified Schmertmann (Schmertmann 
1978; modified by Tumay, 1985), Robertson et al. 
(1986), Robertson (1990), Eslami and Fellenius 
(1997), and, Zhang and Tumay probabilistic and 
fuzzy (1999) methods. It is important to be famil-
iar with specific characteristics of the classification 
systems in order to recognize their effectiveness 
and limitations, including:

• The systems developed by Begemann (1965), 
Schmertmann (1978), Douglas and Olsen (1981), 
Zhang and Tumay (1999), use directly measured 
tip resistance, qc.

• Systems developed by Robertson et al. (1986), 
Robertson (1990), and Eslami and Fellenius 
(1997) use corrected tip resistance, qt.

The muti-model comparative analysis also uses 
an easily interpreted standardized Color Cod-
ing System (KT Color System;  Hatip Karasulu 
and Tumay 2011). Figure 3 presents the KT 
color system legend that were used in 
Figures 4–6.

While the Douglas and Olsen, Robertson et al., 
Robertson, Eslami and Fellenius give considera-
tion to soil composition, increasing fines content, 
changes in the void ratio, OCR, sensitivity, plas-
ticity and stiffness, Begemann and Schmertmann 
classifications consider granulometric compo-
sition of  soil, and composition and stiffness, 
 respectively. On the other hand, Zhang and Tumay 
probabilistic methodology is based on the univer-
sally accepted Unified Soil Classification System 
(USCS) (ASTM D2487) and addresses the uncer-
tainty of  correlation between the soil composition 
and soil mechanical behavior, using Soil Clas-
sification Index (U) and In Situ State Index (V). 
The fuzzy approach is fundamentally different in 
releasing the constraint of  soil composition, and 
instead is based on the certainty of  soil  behavior. 
Preliminary analysis of  the Zhang and Tumay 
model’s Index values show that they can be indica-
tors of  soil organic material content [(V − U) > 3.0] 
and rigidity/stiffness [(V + U) > 3.5].

3 MULTI-MODEL SOIL CLASSIFICATION

To illustrate the ECPT-based multi-model clas-
sification, a sample data set representative of the 
project is presented which includes a boring test at 

Figure 3. Standard color coding system (KT Color Sys-
tem) adapted from (HatipKarasulu and Tumay, 2011).
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the Centerline and multiple ECPT soundings of 
the M24 Bent—Southside located at STA 349+11 
of the project. Centerline lithology is the result of 
the laboratory testing presented in Tables 1 and 
2. The boring analysis includes testing of several 
samples from 11 to 184 ft while the ECPT on east 
and west bounds reach over 120 ft in depth. It is 
important to note that this test location is under 
water where the mudline is marked at 9.5 to 10 ft 
under the lake water level.

Figure 4 presents a cross section illustration of 
the centerline lithology (from borings) and ECPT-
soundings classified using the Zhang and Tumay 
probabilistic method. The classification shows 
high level of  agreement with the centerline lithol-
ogy noted from the boring test. Although this 
graphical representation provides a detailed view 
of clayey, sandy and mixed soil layers, it does not 
provide clear indication of  organic content and 
rigidity/stiffness. 

Figures 5 (Zhang and Tumay) and 6 (multi-
model) shows detailed analysis one of  the ECPT 
soundings in this cross section (2M24esw).

The detailed analysis in Figure 5 includes the 
interpretation of the U and V index values. The 
index values identifies changes in the organic con-
tent and rigidity of the soil layers. For example, soil 
layers at 25 to 35 ft show a firm clayey classifica-
tion with organic content. Similarly, 110 to 125 ft 
layers show a stiff  sand classification without any 
organic content.

Figure 6 includes classification results 
for Zhang and Tumay probabilistic (1999), 
Zhang and Tumay fuzzy (1999), Begemann 
(1965), Douglas and Olsen (1981), modified 
 Schmertmann (1985), Robertson et al. (1986), 
Robertson (1990), Eslami and Fellenius (1997) 
models, respectively. The eight model compari-
son appears to show agreement on the soil clas-
sification with some model-specific  differences. 

Figure 4. ECPT-Based soils classification using Zhang and Tumay probabilistic method and centerline lithology for 
Bent M24- Southside (STA 349 + 11).
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Figure 5. Soil classification using Zhang and Tumay 
probabilistic method—Bent M24- 2M24esw.

Figure 6. Multi-model classification for Bent 
M24- 2M24esw.

Some of  the differences are related to the number 
and detail of  soil types defined as a part of  the 
original models. Overall, the sandy (for example 
110 to 125 ft) and clayey layers (for example 10 
to 20 ft) were properly identified by all models. 
The differences appear to be at the mixed lay-
ers including silty clays and clayey silts. Eslami 
and Fellenius model shows a major limitation in 
defining detailed soils types and shows an unclear 
interpretation. This model does not include a 
separate “clayey” layer definition where clayey 
and silty layers are defined under the same clas-
sification type (Type 2).

It is important to point out the difference in 
classification for the 70 to 90 ft section. In this 
section, Robertson (1990) model provides a clayey 
classification while the other models result in 
silty mixture. When the test results in Table 1 are 

evaluated for this section, the Plasticity Index and 
Liquid Limit values indicate very fine silty classi-
fication to clayey classification. Table 3 presents 
the sieve analysis values and the corresponding 
soil classification results from different models. 
The classification values for the Zhang and Tumay 
probabilistic (% Clay, % Silt and % Sand) and 
fuzzy (Highly Probable Clay, HPC, Highly Prob-
able Mixed, HPM, Highly Probable Sand, HPS) 
models are presented as sectional average values 
at the corresponding depths. The models show an 
overall agreement in classification with model-spe-
cific definition differences.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The multi-model soil classification analysis meth-
odology conducted in this study ascertains the 
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Table 2. Sieve analysis values for Bent M24- 
 Southside—STA 349+11 at centerline.

Depth (ft) Percent passing no. 200 sieve

 49.5 % 14
 55.5 % 20
 94.5 % 43
103.5 % 28
107.5 % 51

Table 1. Laboratory testing values for Bent M24- Southside—STA 349+11 at centerline.

Depth (ft) Moisture 
content (%)

Liquid 
limit

Plasticity 
index

 11 62.8  50 32
 15 50.6  45 28
 17 40.4  41 24
 19 32.1  31 17
 24 39.7  85 55
 26 37  72 43
 30 30.8  38 14
 34 37.5  30  9
 43 40.4  77 49
 58 26.3  57 36
 83 24  65 39
 88 57 128 73
 98 27.8  25  4
133 43.7  80 47
138 46.2  87 53
153 41.5  80 48
158 29.2  40 19
163 81.6 146 80
169 41.9  79 46
173 37.3  68 41
184 50.2  95 62

value of the comprehensive evaluation of com-
positional and behavioral properties of soils in a 
comparative manner. Eight well-known cone pen-
etration test-based soil classification systems, well 
representing the technical and historical evolution 
of the concept, were employed to analyze detailed 
laboratory and in-situ data from a mega project 
in Louisiana, and present the results in a side-by-
side format for easy comparison. Together, these 
methodologies present a global view, each having 
its own merit as well as, in some cases, limitations. 
The fine-tuning of the systems that predict the best 
compliance with site conditions will rest in further 
data collection and analyses at well-documented 
sites and be able to increase the probabilistic sig-
nificance of the results.

The study also raises questions about the level 
of the effectiveness of the use of “ corrected “ tip 

resistance (qt), obtained by modifying “actual” 
tip resistance (qc) using area ratio (a) and 
 penetration generated pore pressure at location 
(u2).  Classification systems using, qc render equally 
good, sometimes better, results than systems that 
rely on qt in site-truth compliance dependent on 
universally accepted Unified Soil Classification 
System (USCS). Considering the cost and rela-
tive complexity of PCPT in comparison to CPT, 
further investigation of well-documented studies 
under different depth and site conditions may be 
warranted to better define the effectiveness of u2 
pore pressure based corrections specifically for soil 
compositional and behavioral classification pur-
poses. Perhaps the eventual design of a piezocone 
that needs no area ratio correction (a = 1.0) will 
ascertain the best solution.
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Rock slope stability and rockfalls at Werka descent mountainous road 
west Saudi Arabia

B.H. Sadagah
Faculty of Earth Sciences, King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

ABSTRACT: The urbanization and development in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is basically grounded 
on the construction of modern highways network through higher mountains, such as Werka descent road, 
which is currently suffering from frequent rockfalls and landslides during rainy seasons.

The rock masses along the road were classified using the RMR and GSI classification systems. The 
integrated techniques, such as graphical method, modeling, and simulation are proposed to assess rock 
slopes condition and rockfalls using DIPS and RocFall programs respectively, to recommend the remedial 
measures for the natural and man-made slope cuts against failures and rockfalls. The main outcome is 
to increases the safety levels and to reduce geohazards along Werka descent mountainous road. Intensity 
of rainfall, joints sets attitudes with the slope face attitude, Jv, block size, specific gravity, coefficients of 
restitution and the slope geometry are the main factors in rock slope failure and rockfalls.

1 INTRODUCTION

The urbanization and development strategy of the 
government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is 
basically grounded on the construction of mod-
ern roads and highways network. In addition, a 
great deal of attention has been given by the gov-
ernment to construct a number of descent roads, 
where road cuts and bridges across the valleys have 
been made as well as driving of tunnels through 
the higher mountains in these descents. These 
descent roads play a vital role in connecting the 
various parts of the Kingdom together, in addition 
to the ease of goods transportation, tourism and 
security. Such routes are connecting to the Red Sea 
coastal plain at the west with the top of the high-
rising  mountains at the east, and from there to the 
eastern regions of the Kingdom.

These descent roads, especially those across 
areas of various topography of high relief  are 
similar to those in the western part of the country 
are currently suffering from frequent rockfalls and 
landslides.

Engineering projects often require the excava-
tion of the rock cuts that must be safe for rockfalls 
and large-scale slope instability, during both con-
struction and operation.

An example of the problematic descent is under 
investigation of this research study. Many rock 
slope failures and rockfalls locate at Tabuk gov-
ernate roads, which is locally known as Werka 
descent (Fig. 1) located at Alkharar town.

Figure 1. Werka descent at Alkharar town, Tabuk 
governate.

Figure 2. Satellite image show the location of the whole 
study area at Al-Wajh quadrangle, the dashed retangle.
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The geographic location of the whole study area 
at Al-Wajh quadrangle, Tabuk governate is shown 
in (Figs. 2 and 3). Werka descent 8-meter road is 
constructed two years ago north of the Kingdom 
is frequently subjected to rock slopes failures, 
rockfalls, and flooding, especially during rainy sea-
sons repeated frequently in the recent years. The 
GPS technology used to trace Werka descent road 
alignment and plotted on the Google earth image 
(Fig. 3).

2 BRIEF GEOLOGY

The whole study area lies at southeast corner of 
Al-Wahj quadrangle, in the northwestern Al Hijaz 
between latitudes 26°00’N and 27°00’N, and longi-
tudes 36°00’E and 37°30’E, is underlain by rocks 
presumed to be of late Precambrian age. The 
Arabian Shield consists of folded, metamorphic 
plutonic and stratified rocks. The Precambrian 
lithostratigraphic succession of the Al-Wajh quad-
rangle is explained by Bryan Davies (1985). The 
study area of Werka descent lies at Hajr forma-
tion, the oldest unit of Bayda group above Zaam 
group.

2.1 Metamorphism

Most of the Precambrian rocks of the quadran-
gle were regionally metamorphosed to the low and 
middle greenschist facies. However, amphibolite-
grade metamorphism tool place in some com-
plexes, zones and groups.

2.2 Structural geology

Two phases of major folding have been recog-
nized in the quadrangle. The first-phase folds is 
low-dipping axial surfaces striking about 90°E. 

The  second-phase folds has variably dipping axial 
 surfaces striking between N 45°S and N 70°W, 
which affect Werka descent.

In the southeast corner of the quadrangle, 
major faults with strikes ranging from N 80°W to 
N 45°W extend into the zone of Najd faults that 
trend about N 45°W across the Precambrian shield 
of northern Arabia (Brown & Jackson, 1960; 
Blank, 1977; and Moore, 1979).

The rocks at Werka descent lie between two faults 
striking between N 45°S and N 70°W. A number 
of small scale faults (Fig. 3) are located in the area 
at small and micro scale. Faults strikes are in the 
same direction of major faults in the quadrangle 
between N 45°S and N 70°W. Schistosity direction 
of the rocks has the faults strike.

Faults are observed at small and micro scale. 
Folds strikes are taking the same directions as 
faults.

Most of the rocks along Werka descent road are 
altered to chlorite and clays.

3 ROCK MASS ASSESSMENT AT STATION 1

3.1 Rock properties

The rock slope under investigation which is a part 
of Werka descent road is about 200 m long, divided 
into 2 stations. The rock masses at station 1 are 
rigid, altered. The rock masses are metabasalt dry 
to dump, medium to poor quality after  corrections, 
according to RMR classification  system 
 (Bieniawski, 1989), and GSI = 45 (Hoek 1994; 
Hoek et al. 1995; and Hoek 2007).

The technical properties of the rocks are as fol-
lows: the joints friction angle is 34°, the rock mate-
rial 2.76 kg/m3, compressive strength = 72 MPa, 
medium to highly weathered, RQD = 82 in gen-
eral, joint spacing = 5.26 j/m, block size = 0.04 m3, 
RMR = 34, i.e. poor rock mass quality, GSI = 15 
to 35.

3.2 Rock slope stability

The rock slope along the road cut at slope angle 
85° and 7 m height, suffers from frequent failures 
on the road, mainly in rainy seasons (October to 
April). No support measures were taken at the site 
(Fig. 4).

The graphical method (Hoek and Bray 1981) 
shows that the factor of safety is critical along 
man-made slopes. The stereonet made using DIPS 
software (Fig. 5) show the friction angles at dry and 
wet seasons are 35° and 25°, respectively. A plane 
failure took place at directions 350 and 197 along 
the slope faces. It also show that wedge failures are 
frequent at directions 176 and 224 along the north 
slope face, and 346 along the other  man-made 

Figure 3. Location of the Werka descent is shown on 
Google earth image. The black thin line is the present 
road in the study area, and the black thick line represent 
the faults.
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slope face cut as the factor of safety is <1. In case 
of toppling failures, the direction of failures will be 
at 222 azimuths (Fig. 5).

It is obvious that such slope cut suffer from many 
events of rockfalls originated from upper slope ele-
vations, which are potentially source areas causing 
problems to the road commuters and vehicles.

3.3 Rock fall analysis

The collected field and laboratory technical proper-
ties of the rock mass at this station were fed to the 
RocFall software to analyze the toppling failures.

Modeling of the worst rockfalls cases indicates 
that a number of rockfalls may reach the descend-
ing and ascending road, following trajectories 
paths (Figs. 6 and 7). The horizontal location of 
end-points is 15 m (Fig. 8). These loose rock blocks 
are falling down from 2 point seeders, according 
to field investigation and the slope geometry, at 
higher elevations at 10 m, and 4 m height, of about 
1 m, and 4 m behind slope face cut, respectively 
(Fig. 6). The bounce height of 5 fallen blocks is 

2 m along the slope profile (Fig. 9) could reach up 
to 3.5 m above the road (Fig. 10). The given enve-
lopes values of the total kinetic energy are 40–50 kJ 
(Fig. 11) and most of it is translational kinetic 
energy > 50 kJ (Fig. 12). The translational velocity 
distribution values are 12–14 m/s (Fig. 13), rota-
tional velocity values are 30–35 rad/s (Fig. 14).

These simulation results indicate that rock 
blocks would reach the 8-meter road with a 
medium harmful force. Hence the wire meshes are 
necessary.

Modeling indicates the necessity to install two 
vertical and inclined two m-high rockfall barriers 
above the slope bench and along the north slope 
face (Fig. 15), also to redesign the south slope face 
(Fig. 16). The mesh barrier should have a capacity 
of 40–50 kJ, i.e. higher than the modeled kinetic 
energy of the rockfalls in order to stop the falling 
rocks from reaching the road. Modeling of the 

Figure 4. Rock failures along south slope face at  station 1.

Figure 5. Stereonet projection of rock mass at station 1.

Figure 6. Modeling of the rockfalls trajectories at south 
side slope face.

Figure 7.  Modeling of the rockfalls trajectories at 
north side slope face.

Figure 8. The end-points of the falling rock blocks at 
station 1.
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Figure 9. The bounce height and number of the falling 
rock blocks at station 1.

Figure 10. The bounce height of the falling rock blocks 
at station 1.

Figure 11. The total kinetic energy envelope along the 
rock slope face and on the road at station 1.

Figure 12. The translational kinetic energy at station 1.

Figure 13. The translational velocity distribution of the 
falling rock blocks at station 1.

Figure 14. The rotational velocity distribution of the 
falling rock blocks at station 1.

Figure 15. Modeling of suggested rockfalls barrier 
location along the north slope to prevent the falling rock 
blocks from reaching the road, station 1.

Figure 16. Modeling of suggested rockfalls barrier 
location along the north slope to prevent the falling rock 
blocks from reaching the road, station 1.
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fallen rock end-points proves the solution (Figs. 15 
and 16).

4 ROCK MASS ASSESSMENT AT STATION 4

4.1 Rock properties

The rock slope under investigation is a part of 
Werka descent road is about 150 m long, which is so 
numbered at the research as # 4 (Figs. 3 and 17).

The rock masses at station 4 are rigid, altered. 
The rock masses are altered metabasalt dry to 
dump, poor quality after corrections, according to 
RMR classification system, and GSI = 15 to 35.

The technical properties of the rocks are as fol-
lows: the joints friction angle is 32°, the rock mate-
rial 2.82 kg/m3, compressive strength = 144 MPa, 
medium state of weathering, RQD = 100 in gen-
eral, joint spacing = 1.97 j/m, block size = 0.03 m3, 
RMR = 21, i.e. poor rock mass quality, GSI = 15 
to 35.

4.2 Rock slope stability

The rock slope along the road cut at slope angle 
65° and 86° and 12–15 m height, suffers from fail-
ures on the road, mainly in rainy seasons. No sup-
port measures were taken at the site (Fig. 17).

The graphical method indicates the occurrence 
of a complex failure formed of different modes of 
failure, accordingly the factor of safety is critical 
for this location man-made slopes. The stereonet 
made using DIPS software (Fig. 18) show the fric-
tion angles at dry and wet seasons are 32° and 24°, 
respectively. A plane failure along the north slope 
face took place at directions 200 and 169, and 353 
along the southern slope face. It also show that 
wedge failures are frequent at directions 207, 157, 

and 147 at the intersection between joints sets 1&3, 
1&2 and 2&4, respectively along the north slope 
face, in addition to failure at direction 235 and 
271 at the intersection between joints sets 2&3 and 
2&5, respectively. In case of toppling failures, the 
direction of failures will be at 174 azimuths along 
joint set 5 at the northeastern slope face, and 21 
and probably at 342 azimuths at the southwestern 
slope face along joint sets 2 and 3, respectively 
(Fig. 18).

It is obvious that such slope cut suffer from many 
events of slope failures and rockfalls originated 
from the slope face and upper slope elevations, as 
it has a general slope of about 45° of natural slope. 
A large volume of rock failed at the ascending and 
descending road lanes (Fig. 17), causing problems 
to the road commuters and vehicles.

4.3 Rock fall analysis

Similarly, the collected technical properties of the 
rock mass were fed to the RocFall software (Roc-
science, 2010) to analyze the rockfall events.

Modeling of the worst rockfalls here indicates 
that a number of rockfalls also reach the descend-
ing and ascending road lanes, following trajec-
tories paths (Figs. 19 and 20). The horizontal 
location of end-points is 18 m (Fig. 21). These 
loose rock blocks are falling down from 3 point 
seeders, according to field investigation and the 
slope geometry, at higher elevations at 12.5, 10 m, 
and 4 m height, of about 7 m, 5 m, and 1.5 m 
behind slope face cut, respectively (Fig. 19). The 
bounce height of 6 fallen blocks is 2.5 m along 
the slope profile (Fig. 22) could reach up to 4.5 m 
above the road (Fig. 23). The given envelopes values 
of the total kinetic energy is 300–350 kJ (Fig. 24), 
the translational kinetic energy is 300 kJ (Fig. 25), 
and the rotational kinetic energy is 25 kJ (Fig. 26). 
The translational velocity distribution values are 
14–16 m/s (Fig. 27), rotational velocity values are 
11 rad/s (Fig. 28).

Figure 17. Rock failures along south slope face at 
 station 4.

Figure 18. Stereonet projection of rock mass at station 4.
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Figure 19. Modeling of the rockfalls trajectories at 
north side slope face.

Figure 20. Modeling of the rockfalls trajectories at 
south side slope face.

Figure 21. The end-points of the falling rock blocks at 
station 4.

Figure 22. The bounce height and number of the falling 
rock blocks at station 4.

Figure 23. The bounce height of the falling rock blocks 
at station 4.

Figure 24. The total kinetic energy envelope along the 
rock slope face and on the road at station 4.

Figure 25. The translational kinetic energy at station 4.

These simulation results indicate that rock blocks 
would also cover the road with a high harmful force 
equal to six times as the kinetic energy in station 1. 
This again indicates the necessity to take remedial 
measures for both slope failure and rockfalls events.

Modeling indicates the necessity to redesign the 
northern slope to make one bench, and to install 
two vertical two m-high rockfall mesh barriers 
above the slope bench (Fig. 29), and redesign of 
the south slope face (Fig. 30). The mesh should 
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have a capacity of >350 kJ, i.e. higher than the 
modeled kinetic energy of the rockfalls in order 
to stop the falling rocks from reaching the road. 
Modeling of the fallen rock end-points proves the 
solution (Figs. 29 and 30).

Figure 26. The rotational kinetic energy at station 4.

Figure 27. The translational velocity distribution of the 
falling rock blocks at station 4.

Figure 28. The rotational velocity distribution of the 
falling rock blocks at station 4.

Figure 29. Modeling of suggested rockfalls barrier 
location along the redesigned north slope to prevent the 
falling rock blocks from reaching the road, station 4.

Figure 30. Modeling of suggested rockfalls barrier 
location along the south slope to prevent the falling rock 
blocks from reaching the road, station 4.

5 CONCLUSIONS

1. The integrated techniques, including field and 
laboratory testing programs, DIPS program, 
RMR and GSI classification systems, GPS sur-
veys along with satellite data, and recent soft-
ware packages RocFall covered the necessary 
data for the stability and remedial measure’s 
requirements.

2. Rock slope failures and rockfalls, in addition 
to debris flow from upper elevations, occur fre-
quently along the Werka descent road, mainly 
during the rainy seasons, causing casualties to 
the commuters.

3. The kinetic energy at the sites is mainly transla-
tional, as the slopes are very steep.  Accordingly, 
the slopes should be redesigned to make 
benches.

4. Barrier meshes should have a kinetic energy 
capacity higher than the translational capacity 
of the fallen rock blocks, in order to prevent it 
from reaching the road.

5. Simulation of the barriers proves the validity of 
the suggested barriers.

6. As the rock slope face angle increases the trans-
lational kinetic energy become equal to the total 
kinetic energy.

7. Mesh barriers aimed to stop the rock falls from 
reaching the road. However, it is not the only 
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remedial measure to be taken at the slopes. 
Shotcrete, steel mesh, rock bolts are also sug-
gested to be taken. Ditches along the rock slope 
faces should be made to collect the rockfalls.
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Methodology and case history of hybrid seismic surveying in 
combination with Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW):  
A useful tool for the detection of rock and soil instability zones

Walter Frei
GeoExpert AG, Switzerland

ABSTRACT: The acquisition of  high resolution seismic reflection, seismic refraction tomography 
and MASW data can be carried out simultaneously by using modern recording equipment featuring 
150–250 data channels. The implementation of  a specially adapted roll-along recording technique 
not only reduces the field time for the seismic crew, but it also ensures a regular and continuous data 
coverage along seismic trajects several times longer than the active spread length. The data evalua-
tion results of  the three seismic methods are jointly presented for easier geological and geotechnical 
cross reference. Guide lines are provided for the  appropriate choice of  the field data acquisition 
parameters as a function of  the required investigation depth and of  the desired degree of  imaging 
resolution. 

their advantages and short-comings, which are 
 summarized in Table 1 below.

As an obvious conclusion of the performance 
comparison of the two methods in Table 1, their 
field data acquisition and interpretation proce-
dures have been combined, which has resulted in 
the technique of hybrid seismic surveying.

In hybrid seismic surveying the disadvantan-
ges of  one method are compensated by the ben-
efits of  the other. Apart from the substantially 
lower costs by reducing the data recording work 
to one single field operation, the major advan-
tage is to be seen in the enhanced interpretation 
reliability gained by the joint presentation of 
the results of  the two methods, which are com-
pletely independent of  each other. For this rea-
son they are truly complementary to each other 
and thus instrumental for reciprocal calibration 
purposes.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Keywords

High resolution reflection seismic profiling,  seismic 
refraction tomography, Multichannel Analysis of 
Surface Waves (MASW), p- & s-wave velocity, 
 roll-along recording, source-receiver offset, inline 
offset, velocity anomaly.

1.2 Seismic methods applied in geotechnical 
engineering

In engineering geology the advent of  increas-
ingly powerful and ever more affordable data 
recording instruments and processing facilities 
over the past 15 years have triggered the wide-
spread use of  high resolution reflection seismic 
profiling and state-of-the-art seismic refraction 
diving wave tomography. Both methods have 

Table 1. Performance ratings of seismic reflection profiling and refraction tomography inversion.

Survey requirements & objectives Reflection seismic profiling Refraction tomography inversion

High resolution at shallow depths (<10 m) Limited Good
High resolution at greater depth (>20 m) Good Limited
Attainable depth of investigation High Limited
Rock/soil quality & rippability indicator Poor Good
Detection of velocity inversions Poor Good
Fault zone indicator Good Limited
Detection of decompaction zones Limited Good
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2 DATA ACQUISITION PARTICULARS 
FOR HYBRID SEISMIC SURVEYING

2.1 Generic considerations

The resolving power of  hybrid seismic data is 
proportional to the spatial data density, defined 
by the spacings between the receiver stations and 
between the source points. The smaller the sepa-
ration between the geophone stations, the higher 
is the imaging resolution of  the seismic data, 
provided the frequency content of  the source 
signal is commensurate with the desired image 
resolution.

The attainable depth of seismic refraction tom-
ography, on the other hand, is a function of the 
length of the active spread lay-out.

Therefore, even with close receiver spacings, it 
has to be ascertained that a long enough active 
spread is to be laid out for attaining the desired 
investigation depth. For this reason an adequate 
number of data channels and geophones is 
mandatory.

Based on the desired depth of investigation, the 
following rules apply for acquiring hybrid seismic 
data:

1. The receiver station spacing should not exceed 
1/50 to 1/30 of the required depth of investi-
gation (depending on the locally attainable data 
quality and on the complexity of the subsurface 
structures).

2. The length of the active spread should be at 
least 3–4 times larger than the desired depth of 
investigation.

3. The source point distance is to be chosen not 
larger than 1–3 times the receiver station spac-
ing (depending on the locally attainable data 
quality and on the complexity of the subsurface 
structures).

Working example based on the above given rules 
for a desired investigation depth of 100 m:

• A receiver station spacing of 2.0 m is appropri-
ate (see rule 1. above).

• The spread length must be 300–400 m, which 
means that with a geophone spacing of 2.0 m, 
the active lay-out consists of 150–200  geophones, 
i.e. a recording seismograph should feature this 
number of data channels (see rule 2. above).

• The source point distance should not exceed 
6.0 m. Under very difficult conditions 
2.0 m–4.0 m is preferrable (see rule 3. above).

2.2 Practical aspects

The use of a roll-along recording technique with a 
move-up distance of half  a spread length is recom-
mended as follows (see Fig. 1):

Figure 1. Recommended schematic hybrid seismic data 
acquisition procedure for full coverage of maximum 
source—receiver offset data along the entire length of a 
seismic traject being several times longer than the active 
spread lay-out.
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Recording cycle 1: Start recording in the first 
spread position with regular source point  distances, 
as outlined under point 3 above, until the center 
of the spread. Then continue recording with twice 
the source point distance until the far end of the 
spread.

Recording cycle 2: Move the entire active 
spread forward by half  its length and relocate 
the source (hammer or weight dropper) back to 
the rear end of the spread now in its new, second 
 position.  Continue recording at the source points 
at twice the source point separation distance, but 
in between the source points already used during 
the first recording cycle. Continue recording with 
twice the shot point distance until the far, forward 
end of the spread.

Recording cycle 3: As in cycle 2 move the spread 
forward by half  its length and relocate the source 
back to the rear end of the spread now in its new, 
third position. Continue recording as in cycle 2 
at every second source point and in between the 
points used in the previous cycle.

Subsequent recording cycles are identical to 
cycle 3.

This roll-along scheme of stationary spreads has 
the advantage that in each cycle maximum offset 

data both in the forward and reverse directions 
are obtained for continuous maximum refraction 
 tomography penetration depths.

In case the number of available data channels 
is insufficient for the required minimum spread 
length for recording refraction tomography data, 
it is common practice to simulate larger source-
 receiver offsets by allocating additional source 
points at various in-line offset distances from both 
ends of the active spreads.

3 USING HYBRID SEISMIC DATA SETS 
FOR MASW DERIVATION OF THE 
SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY FIELD

The data recorded by the acquisition scheme por-
trayed in Figure 1 are amenable also to MASW 
evaluation for deriving the shear wave velocity 
field.

Attention has to be paid to use geophones with 
a natural frequency of not higher than 10 Hz, since 
the penetration depth with the MASW method 
decreases with higher frequency geophones. The 
MASW investigation depth with 10 Hz geophones 
is around 15–18 metres. 4.5 Hz geophones are to 

Figure 2. The colour encoded p-wave velocity field reflects the distribution of relative values of rock rigidity.
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Figure 4. The interpretation is facilitated by visual cor-
releation of the velocity field infor-mation (e.g.  anomalies) 
with the x-ray type image of the reflection seismic  section. 
On the latter the geological and tectonic structures such as 
faults and truncated layer folds can be readily  identified. 
The well drilled near the sinkhole found the consolidated 
clay surface as indicated by the reflector A.

Figure 5. The s-wave velocity field, although mappable 
to a depth of approx. 12 m only, is in good agreement 
with the geological inter-pretation of the hybrid seismic 
section in Figure 4. It clearly shows the significantly 
reduced soil/rock rigidity at the location of the collapse 
sinkhole. It also pictures the reduced rock strength asso-
ciated with the faults at 9 m, 20 m and 43 m distance.

Figure 3. The velocity field from Figure 2 is  superimposed 
onto the reflection seismic depth section for a joint 
 visualisation of the rock stiffness distribution in the upper-
most 20 m and of the tectonic-geological structures over 
the entire depth range of the subsurface.

be preferred if  the emphasis is put on obtaining 
greater penetration depths of up to 30 m.

In Figures 2–5 the results of hybrid seismic and 
MASW evaluations are presented for a 60 m long 
traject recorded in the residential part of a Swiss 
village, which was affected by a spontaneous sink-
hole collapse in the front yard of a family home. 
A grid of six seismic lines covering an area of 
120 m by 80 m was recorded.

The data pictured in Figures 2–5 were acquired 
with a geophone station spacing of 60 cm, and shot 
point separations between 0.6 cm and 1.2 m. The 
near surface structures in the uppermost 20 m are 
highly complex, being a lithological mixture of top 
soil and various glacial deposits overlying leached 
metamorphic rock material.

A well drilled to a depth of 24 m at the location 
of the collapse sinkhole confirmed the poor rock 
quality as documented by the seismic data. Apart 
from mapping the subsurface structures around the 
collapse sinkhole, the survey’s objective also was the 
detection of additional weakness zones at the site.

Another seismic traject, line 2, intersecting line 
1 (above) at the collapse sink-hole, is pictured in 
Figure 6 with a clear indication of another ground 
instability calling for preventive measures.

Such an endangered zone is indicated by the 
velocity anomaly associated with the Y-shaped 
fault pattern at elevations between 900 m and 913 m 
on this line between 48 m and 30 m distance. The 
subsurface structures in the endangered zone are 
further characterized by seismic line 3 (Figure 8).

4 PRACTICAL DATA PROCESSING 
ASPECTS

4.1 Seismic refraction tomography evaluation

The factors with the highest influence on the qual-
ity of the first break picking procedure are a) the 
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Figure 6. Interpreted hybrid seismic section of line 2 (see situation map in Fig. 7 below). This line was recorded using 
a geophone spacing and a source point distance of both 80 cm.

Figure 7. Situation map of the three hybrid seismic/MASW lines.
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complexity of the geological structures and b) the 
degree of uncertainty of the refraction arrivals due 
poor signal to noise ratio.

It is recommended to use a software which 
allows the projection of the first arrival time picks 
from adjacent field records for subsurface consist-
ent arrival time picking. It is also to be ascertained 
from the display of the total of arrival the time 
picks that no intersection of time—distance curves 
occurs.

4.2 Reflection seismic data processing

Standard processing techniques are adequate for 
reflection seismic data evaluation.

Special attention is to be paid to the accuracy of 
the velocity functions used for the NMO correc-
tion, and the more so for the time-depth conver-
sion process. With poor reflectivity data in the near 
surface depth range, it is indispensible to use the 
refraction tomography results for deriving a sim-
plified interval velocity model, which after applica-
tion of the inverse Dix function, can be used as 
NMO velocity function.

4.3 MASW data evaluation

Successful MASW data processing requires a fair 
amount of experience and routine, as its outcome 
is tainted much more by subjective judgement than 

Figure 8. The MASW derived s-wave velocity field (lower picture) could be mapped to a depth of approx. 18 m 
using 10 Hz geophones. Note that the graben fault clearly evidenced on the hybrid seismic section (upper picture) is 
also documented in the s-wave velocity field. The geophone station and the source point spacings are 80 cm and 1.6 m 
respectively.
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is the case with seismic reflection data processing 
and refraction tomography inversion.

It is strongly recommended to evaluate two sepa-
rate data sets, each containing shot records in only 
one shooting direction (PLUS records), the other 
with records in the opposite direction (MINUS 
records):

X----------o-o-o-o-...-o-o-o

(→ increasing station numbers: PLUS record)

o-o-o-…-o-o-o----------X

(← decreasing station numbers: MINUS record)

with:   X = shot position
o  = receiver station
-   = unit distance (between receivers)

A major difficulty attributable to complex geo-
logical structuring and/or to a poor signal-to-noise 
ratio is that structural variations are not accurately 
reflected in the phase velocity—frequency graphs 
of neighbouring shot records, which would lead to 
a consistent image of the velocity field in the vicin-
ity of certain structures. Continuous comparison 
of the selected dispersion curves with the curves 
from adjacent records and appropriate editing is 
indispensible.

In addition, structural irregularities in the sub-
surface produce PLUS and MINUS s-wave velocity 
fields of differing, often contradictory  appearances. 
In order to reconcile these  dissimi-larities, numer-
ous reciprocal cross reference consul-tations 
between the PLUS and MINUS results are needed 
for the determination of the dispersion curves at a 
specific location on the seismic line.

In circumstances of an extremely irregular geo-
lo-gical setting, a satisfactory compromise often is 
difficult to find, which necessitates the calibration 
of the interpretation with the help of the results of 
hybrid seismic surveying.

To the author’s knowledge there seems to be, 
unfortunately, no commercially available MASW 
evaluation software on the market with the capa-
bility of handling and presenting data recorded 
along seismic lines in a non-flat terrain with irregu-
lar topography.

5 CONCLUSIONS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS

• Data sets for high resolution reflection seismic 
profiling, diving wave refraction tomography 

and MASW can be acquired jointly by applying 
an adapted roll-along recording technique using 
one single spread only, which results in a signifi-
cant reduction of the costs for the data acquisi-
tion in the field.

• The data acquisition parameters are to be opti-
mized for obtaining adequate data redun-dancy 
in terms of a high spatial data density. To this 
end, the recording instrumentation is recom-
mended to be of a modular type featuring a 
minimum of 150–250 data channels.

• The joint presentation of the results of all 
three seismic methods ensures a high degree of 
interpretation accuracy due to the fact that the 
results of each method can be calibrated by the 
outcomes of the other methods.

• MASW data are highly sensitive to minor struc-
tural variations in the subsurface. Picking sub-
surface consistent dispersion curves requires 
extensive cross-correlation and plausibility 
checks with curves from adjacent shot records 
and also from the records with opposite shoot-
ing directions at one and the same location. The 
interpretation of the MASW derived shear-wave 
velocity field is recommended to be calibrated 
by suitable information from bore holes, SPT, 
hybrid seismic surveying or other geophysical 
methods.

• Hybrid seismic surveying combined with MASW 
s-wave velocity field derivation are instrumental 
both for diagnostic purposes and for planning 
preventive measures in areas with suspected 
ground instabilities.
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Effect of variability of soil properties on consolidation settlement
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a probabilistic procedure for evaluating the uncertainty in spatial 
distribution of consolidation settlement (sc). With kriged estimates of three geo-layers and soil proper-
ties, spatial maps of the mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of the sc for Songdo New City are obtained. 
The μ and σ of  the sc as well as the probability that sc exceeds 100 cm (P(sc > 100 cm)) in Section 1 are 
observed to be larger than those of other sections because the thickness of the consolidating layer in 
Section 1 is the largest in the entire study area. It is shown that the coefficients of variation (COV) of the 
compression ratio (Cc/(1 + e0)) is the most influential factor on the uncertainties of sc. The area requiring 
additional embankment after the consolidation appears to increase as the COV of Cc/(1 + e0) increases 
and the probabilistic design criterion (α) decreases. For Songdo New City, the area of P(sc > 100 cm) > α 
for α values of 0.05–0.40 are within the range of 23–0% of the total area. The design procedure presented 
in this paper could be used in the decision making process for the design of geotechnical structures at 
coastal reclamation area.

the most  optimal method among different spatial 
 interpolation methods. In geotechnical  engineering, 
kriging has been used to estimate the spatial distri-
bution of the thickness and depth of the geo-layers, 
undrained shear strength, N value of the standard 
 penetration test, and the  liquefaction probability 
(e.g.,  Christakos, 1985; Soulie et al., 1990;  Chiasson 
et al., 1995; Jaksa et al., 1997; Parsons and Frost, 
2002; Baise et al., 2006).

This paper presents a procedure for evaluating 
the uncertainties in the spatial distributions of sc 
using a probabilistic method. The spatial distribu-
tions of geo-layers which affect sc are estimated 
using ordinary kriging. Based on the evaluated sta-
tistics and Probability Density Functions (PDFs) 
of soil properties, the mean (μ) and standard 
deviation (σ) of sc are determined by using a first 
order second moment method. With these results, 
a probabilistic approach is applied to evaluate the 
uncertainties of spatial distributions of sc.

2 DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA

Songdo New City is located in the southwest of 
Incheon, South Korea and is delimitated by the 
geographic coordinates 37°21′17″-37°24′33″ North 

1 INTRODUCTION

The reliable prediction of the consolidation settle-
ment (sc) is an important consideration in all the 
stages of the design and construction of infra-
structures. The prediction of sc is involved with the 
uncertainty of soil deposit due to the inherent vari-
ability of soil properties (Duncan, 2000; Baecher 
and Christian, 2003). Therefore, representative 
geotechnical properties of the compressible layer 
should be treated as random variables (Corotis 
et al., 1975). The sc should also be considered as 
random variables because sc are estimated using 
these uncertain soil properties. Uncertainties of sc 
can also be evaluated using a probabilistic method 
(Corotis et al., 1975; Freeze, 1977; Athanasiou-Gri-
vas and Harr, 1978; Chang, 1985; Hong and Shang, 
1998; Zhou et al., 1999; Huang et al, 2010).

Since the thickness and depth of geo-layers at a 
coastal reclamation area vary irregularly at every 
location, the magnitude of sc should be evalu-
ated spatially. To evaluate the spatial distribution 
of sc, spatial maps of the consolidation proper-
ties, thickness and depth of geo-layers which are 
related to the primary consolidation should be 
estimated using an interpolation method. From 
a  theoretical standpoint, the kriging technique is 
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Lat. and 126°36′40″-126°40′57″ East Long. The 
study site was built on the artificial island, which 
was reclaimed with silty sand dredged from the 
west coast of Incheon. Songdo New City is com-
posed of eleven sections according to the land-use 
plan. Sections 1–4 of Songdo New City are the 
study area (Fig. 1).

The geotechnical database was collected from 
702 boring logs, of which the borehole locations 
are presented in Figure 2. Data obtained are sub-
divided into a test set (121 boreholes) and a pre-
diction set (581 boreholes) to validate the ordinary 
kriging estimates of geo-layers. The open and 
closed circles in Figure 2 represent the prediction 
and test sets, respectively. The subsoil of Songdo 
New City consists of eight layers, as shown in 
Figure 3. The Upper Soft Silty Clay (USSC) is 
relatively homogeneous. The average SPT N value 
(NSPT) and the undrained shear strength of the 

USSC are 4 and 30 kPa, respectively. Most of the 
 primary consolidation settlement is expected to 
occur in the USSC. Table 1 presents μ, σ,  Minimum 
value (Min), and Maximum value (Max) of the 
thickness of the USSC, the top elevation of the 
USSC, and the bottom elevation of the RSF. In 
this study, cell declustering technique is used to 
obtain the representative statistics of the thickness 
and depth of the geo-layers because data collected 
in the study area are clustered preferentially (Deut-
sch, 1989; Deutsch and Journel, 1992).

3 GEOSTATISTICAL APPROACH

In a geostatistical approach, the spatial pattern is 
usually expressed by an experimental semivario-
gram, γ(h), which measures the average dissimilarity 
between the data separated by a vector h (Journel 
and Huijbergts, 1978; Deutsch and Journel, 1992). 
The experimental semivariogram is computed as 
half  of the average squared difference between the 
paired data values separated by vector h:

γ α α
α

( )
( )

[ ( ) ( )]
( )

N(
u( u( h

N(
[ )u(= +

=
∑1

2
2

1
 (1)

Figure 1. Study site (Sections 1∼4).

Table 1. Summary of statistics of a prediction set.

Geo-layers μ σ Min Max

Thickness of 
the USSC (m)

10.19 6.79 0 26.70

Top elevation of 
the USSC (m)

−3.14 5.10 −20.94  5.40

Bottom elevation 
of the RSF (m)

−0.91 2.41  −8.40  5.93

Figure 2. Map showing the split of the 702 data loca-
tions into a test set and a prediction set.

Figure 3. Schematic soil profile of study site.
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in which N(h) is the number of data pairs within 
a given class of distance and direction; z(uα) is the 
value at the start of the pair α at the location uα; 
and z(uα + h) is the corresponding end value at a lag 
of h from the location uα. Experimental values for 
a finite number of separation vectors are obtained 
by the semivariogram. The theoretical semivari-
ogram model must be fitted to experimental values 
to compute semivariogram values for any possible 
separation vector required by the kriging inter-
polation algorithm. Spherical, exponential, and 
Gaussian models, which are the most frequently 
used theoretical semivariogram models, are 
defined by the nugget (C0), sill (C + C0) and range 
(a)  (Goovaerts, 1997).

The semivariogram stops increasing and fluc-
tuates around the specific value at a specific sepa-
ration distance. This specific value and separation 
distance are called the sill and range, respectively. 
The range denotes the distance between locations 
beyond which data values appear independent. 
The value of  the semivariogram for h = 0 must be 
zero. However, short scale variability, sampling 
and measurement errors cause a discontinuity at 
the origin of  the variogram. This phenomenon 
is the nugget effect, and the ratio of  the nugget 
effect to the sill is referred to as the relative nug-
get effect (Journel and Huijbergts, 1978; Isaaks 
and Srivastava, 1989; Cressie, 1991; Goovaerts, 
1997).

The purpose of most geostatistical studies in 
geotechnical engineering is to estimate the spatial 
distributions of geo-layers and soil properties at 
an unsampled location. There are many  different 
kriging algorithms, and ordinary Kriging is 
regarded as the most frequently utilized method in 
geotechnical engineering because ordinary kriging 
considers local variations in the mean by limiting 
the domain of stationarity of the mean to the local 
neighborhood. Ordinary kriging estimates the 
value of a continuous attribute, z, at any unsam-
pled location, u, using the neighboring z-data 
{z(uα), α = 1, ..., n} available over the study area. 
Ordinary kriging estimates this value as a linear 
combination of neighboring z-data:

z zOK
OK

n
∗

=
= ∑( )u ( )u ( )u

( )u
λα αz( )u (u

α 1

 (2)

in which z*
OK is the ordinary kriging estimator; 

λα
OK is the weight assigned to z(uα); and n(u) is 

the number of  data involved in the estimation. 
The weights λα

OK are determined so as to mini-
mize the error variance σE

2(u) = Var{Z*(u)-Z(u)} 
under the constraint of  unbiasedness of  the 
estimator.

4 PROBABILISTIC EVALUATION OF 
CONSOLIDATION SETTLEMENT

4.1 Evaluation of spatial distributions 
of geo-layers

Figure 5a–c presents the spatial maps of geo-layers 
estimated by the ordinary kriging with a spherical 
model, using 50 m × 50 m grids. Omnidirectional 
semivariograms are computed for the thickness 
and depth of the geo-layers because no significant 
directional trend is observed. The spherical model 
is found to best represent the spatial variability of 
all geo-layers. Table 2 presents the semivariogram 
parameters (nugget, sill and range) for the spheri-
cal model.

It is shown in Figure 4a that the thickness of 
the USSC in Sections 1 and 3 is larger than that in 
Sections 2 and 4. Especially, the thickness of the 
USSC in Section 1 is the largest in the entire study 
area. The thickness of the USSC is used directly to 
calculate the sc. The estimated thickness and depth 
of the USSC and RSF are used to calculate in-situ 
effective stress at the middle of the consolidating 
layer. The bottom elevation of the RSF is used to 
calculate the load increment due to the fill.

4.2 Statistics and PDFs of soil properties

The statistics of soil properties for the USSC and 
RSF, which are necessary to calculate the μ and 
σ of  sc, are summarized in Table 3. The data of 
laboratory tests are used to determine the statistics 
and type of PDFs of various soil properties for 
the USSC. The parameters of PDFs for soil prop-
erties of the USSC are estimated by the method 
of moments (Benjamin and Cornell, 1970; Ang 
and Tang, 1975). Soil properties of the USSC are 
checked for the normality using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K-S) test. With the exception of the coef-
ficient of consolidation (cv), all soil properties of 
the USSC are found to fit in normal distribution 
at a 5% level of significance. The total unit weight 
(γt) and buoyant unit weight (γb) for the RSF are 
assumed to be 19.0 and 9.2 kN/m3, respectively, 
and the COVs of γt and γb are assumed to be 

Table 2. Parameters of the spherical model.

Geo-layer Nugget (m2) Sill (m2) Range (m)

Thickness 
of the USSC

10.0 28.0 260

Top elevation 
of the USSC

 1.5  8.1 200

Bottom elevation 
of the RSF

 2.1  3.8 640
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Duncan, 2000; Baecher and Christian, 2003). The 
type of PDF of sc is assumed to be a normal dis-
tribution because the PDFs of soil properties used 
to evaluate sc appear to be the normal distribution 
as shown in Table 3. In this study, the CDFs of 
sc determined by the First Order Second Moment 
(FOSM) method and Monte Carlo Simulation 
(MCS) are almost the same, although the FOSM 
method approximates the μ and σ of  sc using a 
Taylor series expansion. Therefore, a probabilistic 
analysis for sc is performed using the CDFs deter-
mined by the FOSM method.

Figure 5a–b presents spatial maps of the μ and 
σ of  sc, respectively. The μ value of sc is evaluated 
using μ values of soil properties while the σ value 
of sc is computed by considering uncertainties of 
related soil properties. In this study, the effect of 
variability of soil properties on the spatial distribu-
tion of sc is focused because the variation of soil 
properties has larger effect on sc than the variation 
of the thickness and depth of geo-layers. As shown 
in Figure 5a, the μ value of sc in Section 1 is larger 
than that of other sections because the thickness 
of the consolidating layer in Section 1 is the larg-
est in the entire study area. Both deterministic 
and probabilistic approaches can evaluate the area 
where the additional fill is required.

A deterministic approach uses the spatial map 
of μ of  sc to determine the area of additional fill 
to maintain the design ground level. The design 
ground level of Songdo New City is E.L + 7.0 m and 
the dredged material is reclaimed up to E.L + 8.0 m 
in order to compensate the ground settlement due 
to the consolidation. Since the maximum μ of  sc 
is 91 cm, as shown in Figure 5a, a deterministic 
approach would specify no  additional fill required. 
A probabilistic approach can also evaluate the 
P(sc > s), the probability that sc at a certain  location 
exceeds a specific settlement (s), using spatial 
 distributions of the μ and σ of  sc.

Figure 4. Maps of the thickness and depth of geo-
layers estimated by ordinary kriging: (a) thickness of the 
USSC, (b) top elevation of the USSC, and (c) bottom 
elevation of the RSF.

Table 3. Statistics and type of PDFs for the soil 
properties.

Geo-layer Properties Units μ σ PDF

Reclaimed 
sandfill

γt kN/m3 19.0 0.95 N

γb kN/m3  9.2 0.64 N
Upper soft 

silty clay
γt kN/m3 18.3 0.54 N
γb kN/m3  8.5 0.54 N
Cc/(1 + e0)* –  0.122 0.036 N
Cr/(1 + e0)* –  0.030 0.007 N
OCR* 

(G.L.0∼−4 m)
–  3.1 0.70 N

*Cc—compression index; Cr—recompression index; 
e0—void ratio; and OCR—overconsolidation ratio.

5 and 7%, respectively. The PDF for both γt and γb 
is assumed to be normal distribution.

4.3 Probabilistic evaluation of consolidation 
settlement

4.3.1 Uncertainty of consolidation settlement
The μ and σ of  sc are determined using the first 
order second moment method (Ang and Tang, 1975; 
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Figure 6 shows the spatial map of P(sc > 100 cm). 
It is shown in Figure 6 that it is possible for the 
final ground level to exist below the design ground 
level. The value of P(sc > 100 cm) of Section 1 is 
observed to be higher than that of other sections 
because the thickness of the consolidating layer in 
Section 1 is the largest in the entire study area. The 
value of P(sc > 100 cm) in Section 1 is within the 
range of 0–0.33.

4.3.2 Determination of additional fill area
The value of sc depends on the γt and γb of the RSF 
and the γb, Cc/(1 + e0), Cr/(1 + e0) and OCR of the 
USSC. The uncertainty of sc depends mainly on 
COVs of the Cc/(1 + e0) and OCR. Figure 7 shows 
the effects of COVs of the Cc/(1 + e0) and OCR 
on P(sc > s). Figure 7a shows that the CDF of sc 
is significantly affected by the COV of Cc/(1 + e0). 

Figure 5. Spatial maps of the μ and σ of  sc: (a) μ, and 
(b) σ.

Figure 6. Spatial map of P(sc > 100 cm).

Figure 7. Effects of COVs of the Cc/(1 + e0) and OCR 
on P(sc > 100 cm): (a) Cc/(1 + e0), (b) OCR.

However, it can be observed from Figure 7b that 
the COV of OCR does not significantly affect 
the CDF of sc. It is, therefore, concluded that the 
uncertainty of Cc/(1 + e0) is the most important 
property affecting the uncertainty of sc at Songdo 
New City.

A probabilistic approach can also determine 
the area requiring the additional embankment 
for various probabilistic design criteria (α). The 
influence of the COV of Cc/(1 + e0) on the area of 
P(sc > 100 cm) is evaluated because the  uncertainty 
of sc mainly depends on the uncertainty of Cc/
(1 + e0). Figure 8 presents the plot showing the 
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influence of the COV of Cc/(1 + e0) on the area of 
P(sc > 100 cm) > α. The vertical axis in Figure 8 rep-
resents the ratio of the area of P(sc > 100 cm) > α 
to the total area.  Various α values between 0.05 and 
0.40 are used in the analysis to show the variation 
of the area with α value. It is observed in Figure 8 
that the ratio of the area of P(sc > 100 cm) > α to 
the total area increases as the COV of Cc/(1 + e0) 
increases and the α value decreases. Because the 
COV of Cc/(1 + e0) of Songdo New City is 0.30, 
area ratios for α values of 0.05–0.40 are in the range 
of 23–0% of the total area.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The spatial variability and distribution of three 
geo-layers related to the primary consolidation 
process were evaluated by using ordinary kriging 
and spheerical model. Spatial maps of the μ and 
σ of  the sc are obtained by using statistics of soil 
properties and spatial distributions of three geo-
layers. With these results, the uncertainty in the 
spatial distribution of sc is evaluated by using a 
probabilistic approach and the methodology con-
sidering uncertainties in the sc in the geotechnical 
design on the reclamation area is presented.

With the estimates of three geo-layers and soil 
properties of the USSC, the spatial maps of the μ 
and σ of the sc are obtained. The μ value of sc and 
the P(sc > 100 cm) in Section 1 are found to be larger 
than those of other sections because the thickness 
of USSC in Section 1 is the largest in the entire study 
area. It is also shown for Section 1 that a determin-
istic approach evaluates the  maximum value of sc of 

91 cm while the probabilistic approach provides 
the P(sc > 100 cm) within the range of 0–0.33. The 
uncertainty of sc at Songdo New City is found to 
be most significantly affected by the COV of Cc/
(1 + e0). The area of P(sc > 100 cm) > α appears to 
increase as the COV of Cc/(1 + e0) increases and the 
α decreases. For Songdo New City, whose the COV 
of Cc/(1 + e0) is 0.30, the area of P(sc > 100 cm) > 
α for α values of 0.05–0.40 are within the range of 
23–0% of the total area.
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Reliability of pressuremeter tests
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ABSTRACT: Pressuremeter Tests (PMT) are one of the most popular tests to characterize ground stiff-
ness. Pressuremeter tests are in situ stress-strain tests performed on the wall of a borehole, which can be 
either Prebored test or Self-boring test. Reliability of pressuremeter tests takes into account disturbance 
to the borehole wall, but depends also on the care taken by operators while conducting the test. The 
type of measuring device, those where the change in volume is measured by an incompressible liquid or 
the type where feelers are used to determine the change of the diameter of the probe, should not affect 
the reliability of pressuremeter tests. Stress-strain curves obtained from different tests, such as Menard 
(prebored test with change in volume measured by an incompressible liquid), Elastemeter-2 HQ from 
OYO Corp (prebored test with change of diameter measured by an electronic sensor) and Self-boring 
Pressuremeter from Cambridge In Situ (selfbored test with change of diameter measured by an electronic 
sensor) are compared with each other, in order to define as reliably as possible, ground stiffness. Contrast 
of Menard, OYO and SBP stress-strain curves and results (limit pressure and pressuremeter modulus) 
are presented for two different soils: soft silty clay from a deltaic deposit (recent Quaternary) and over-
consolidated clay from bedded substratum (Pliocene). Contrast reveals the high level of reproducibility 
and repeatability (precision) of measurements with Self-boring probe, and identifies two major sources of 
uncertainties for pre-bored tests.

Keywords: pressuremeter, soil stiffness, disturbance, precision, resolution, accuracy.

facilities were at risk of being affected by the con-
struction of the tunnel.

The tunnel has been designed using Cut&Cover 
construction process to a maximum depth of 25 m 
and an Earth Pressure Balance Tunnel Boring 
Machine for deeper alignment.

1.1 Geological report

The tunnel is placed into two very different types 
of ground behavior; deltaic deposit of recent 
Quaternary and bedded substratum of Pliocene 
(Figure 1).

The ground water level is around 2 m deeper than 
sea level in the deltaic region, and rises according 
to the morphology of the surface in the Pliocene 
region (Figure 1).

General information and site investigation car-
ried out revealed ground stratigraphy and basic 
properties with a high level of accuracy and reli-
ability. While special site investigation tests were 

1 INTRODUCTION

Geotechnical engineering projects such as tunnels 
for transport infrastructures in urban regions need 
to take into account prediction of damage to build-
ings and other structures in the surrounding area.

The costs of preventive measures to control 
ground movement and reduce damage are signifi-
cant compared to the overall cost of the tunnel. 
Damage assessment methods are based on ground 
estimation movements, which are directly related 
to ground stiffness (and also structure stiffness).

Hence, reliability of ground stiffness is a crucial 
parameter in defining potential damage to struc-
tures and designing preventive measures and defin-
ing their efficiency.

The paper reports on pressuremeter tests carried 
out to define the ground stiffness for 3.710 m long 
tunnel in a dense urban city next to Barcelona. 340 
buildings were placed into the potential damage 
zone of the tunnel and 3 underground transport 
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needed: CPTU, DMT and pressuremeter test, in 
order to characterize the soil behavior.

At the top of the deltaic deposit, a soft clay 
(QMc) layer was identified, covering a dense deposit 
of coarse sand (QSg) over a medium dense deposit 
of medium sand (QSf). The deepest part of the del-
taic deposit is a soft silty-clay layer (QSm;QM).

The bedded substratum is an over-consolidated 
clay (PML) from Pliocene, with some inserted thin 
layers of fine sand (PCc).

1.2 Classification properties of the soil

The pressuremeter tests presented in this paper 
have been conducted in the soft silty-clay deltaic 
deposit (QSm and QM) and in the over-consolidated 
clay of Pliocene (PML).

The upper deposit analyzed is a fine grade layer, 
going from silty sand (QSm) at the top to silty clay 
(QM) at the bottom. This recent deltaic layer has 
over 30% fine grain content, and the main grade 
property is that fine sand (0.08 < size(mm)<0.18) 
content decreases with depth (Figure 2a,b). 
Fine sand content defines the soil behavior type, 
hence, silty clay has been considered as beyond 
elevation −20 m.

The bedded substratum (PML) is a fine grain 
layer (95% size (mm)<0.08), with 30% clay and 
30% carbonate content. It is a stiff  over-consoli-
dated clay with a constant water content around 
20–24% (Figure 3).

2 MENARD TESTS

The prebored pressuremeter method such as 
Menard Test was selected to conduct pressurem-
eter test in the soft silty-clay deposit (QSm and QM) 
for practical reasons. 8 tests were conducted meas-
uring cavity expansion by change in volume of an 
incompressible liquid.

Figure 1. Geological section along the tunnel alignment.
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Figure 2a. Grain size characterization of silty-clay 
layer (QSm;QM).
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Figure 2b. Grain size characterization of silty-clay 
layer (QSm;QM).
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One of the tests was supervised from the calibration 
until removing the probe. It was conducted at 31.3 m 
depth and 24.3 m below ground water level, hence 
the total lateral pressure was 396 kPa (considering 
at rest coefficient of K0 = 0,4).

Calibration process shows the flexibility of the 
membrane and the cover (Pel = 190 kPa) and the 
initial volume of the measuring cell (Vc = 468 cm3) 
for a 56 mm diameter probe.

The prebored hole (Φ = 66 mm) was drilled 
using the core drilling technique (slow rotation 
speed and low vertical pressure on the drilling 
tool) without any drilling fluid. Before withdrawal 
of drilling tools the hole was completely filled with 
water, therefore a positive water pressure of 70 kPa 
was applied at the borehole wall during probe 
installation.

The initial part of the test can be used to define 
the inward movement of the borehole wall before 
the test (Figure 4).

Initial steps of the test are similar to the cali-
bration curve, and due to the flexibility of the 
cover in relation to the stiffness of the soft soil, 
it is possible to define reliable contact point 
(pcp = 75 kPa;Vcp = 110 cm3), and the inward 
movement of the borehole can be obtained 
by Equation 1:

r
VcV VcpV

L
rdtr=

+

⋅
−

π  

(1)

where L = length of measuring cell; rdt = radius of 
drilling tool; Vc = initial volume of the measuring 
cell and Vcp = contact point volume.

Considering the prebored hole was filled with 
31.3 m of water the initial state of the borehole 
wall was:

Pcavity wall = 313 kPa Rcavity wall = −3.4 mm

After conventional corrections defined in 
AFNOR (NFP 94–110–1) the cavity expansion has 
been converted into a change of radius, in order 
to contrast pressure-displacement curves (or after 
some corrections stress-strain curves) with other 
pressuremeter tests (Figure 5).

An unload and reload loop has been conducted 
during the conventional test procedure, in order to 
improve the reliability of the test (Combaireu & 
Canépa, 2001).

The results of the Menard pressuremeter test 
are listed in Table 1.

Figure 3. Current state of over consolidated clay (PML). Figure 4. Initial part of the Menard test to define 
inward movement of borehole wall. Notice theoretical 
contact point if  borehole wall were to remain in place.

Table 1. Menard pressuremeter test results in soft silty-
clay (QM).

EM
(MPa)

Er
(MPa)

PL
(kPa) Er/EM EM/PL

5.4 23.7 1300 4.3 4.1
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Figure 5. Pressure displacement curve of Menard pres-
suremeter test conducted in soft silty-clay (QM).
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3 PREBORED TESTS

An Elastemeter-2 HQ probe from OYO Corp 
was selected to conduct prebored pressuremeter 
test in the over-consolidated clay (PML) due to 
the stiffness of bedded substratum. 17 tests were 
conducted measuring cavity expansion by an elec-
tronic sensor.

One of the tests was supervised from the calibra-
tion until removing the probe. It was conducted at 
25.0 m depth and 14.0 m below ground water level, 
hence the total lateral pressure was 392 kPa (con-
sidering at rest coefficient of K0 = 0,7).

The prebored hole (Φ = 76 mm) was drilled using 
the core drilling technique (slow rotation speed 
and medium vertical pressure on the drilling tool) 
without any drilling fluid. During withdrawal of 
drilling tools and probe installation, only atmos-
pheric pressure acted on the borehole wall.

Comparing the initial part of the test with 
72 mm probe diameter calibration curve (Figure 6) 
it is possible to define the inward movement of the 
borehole wall before the test:

Pcavity wall = 0 kPa Rcavity wall = −1.76 mm

After conventional corrections defined in 
ASTM (D 4719–07) the cavity expansion has been 
converted into a change of wall borehole radius in 
order to contrast pressure-displacement curves (or 
after some corrections, stress-strain curves) with 
other pressuremeter tests. Taking into account 
the rubber thickness, 1.5 mm, Figure 7 shows the 
prebored pressuremeter test conducted with OYO’s 
probe.

The results of the prebored pressuremeter tests 
with OYO’s probe are plotted in Figure 8, where a 
relationship with depth could be suggested.

Figure 6. Initial part of the test to define inward move-
ment of borehole wall. Notice theoretical contact point if  
borehole wall were to remain in place.

Figure 7. Pressure displacement curve of prebored 
pressuremeter test conducted with OYO’s probe in an 
over-consolidated clay (PML).

Figure 8. Results of the prebored pressuremeter tests 
with OYO’s probe.
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4 SELF BORING PRESSUREMETER 
TESTS

Self-boring Pressuremeter device, developed at 
Cambridge University, was selected to conduct 
some tests in soft silty-clay deposit (QSm and 
QM) and in over-consolidated clay (PML) due to 
the minimal disturbance during insertion of  the 
device into the ground, and the reliability of  the 
parameters deduced of  the cavity expansion load-
ing curve. 12 tests were conducted with a probe 
about 83 mm in diameter, in a weak rock configu-
ration (thick membrane and protective sheath) 
and measuring cavity expansion by a six arm 
device feelers.

Even though with this configuration an allow-
ance has to be made in the analysis for the stress 
relief  (oversize about 1% of probe diameter is 
likely within the elastic range of ground) and initial 
movement of the membrane no necessary indicates 
the in situ lateral stress.

The probe was drilled in using the rotary drill 
rig of the borehole, with slow rotation speed, 
without vertical pressure on the cutting and using 
bentonite as a drilling fluid. Due to the weak rock 
configuration the probe is slightly smaller in diam-
eter than the cutting head, similar to a pre-bored 
pressuremeter in a very tight pocket.

The high quality of pre-bored hole, and there-
fore the reliability of the cavity expansion curve 
of soft silty-clay (QM) could be appreciated in Fig-
ure 9. 3 or 4 unload and reload loops have been 
conducted during the test at different strain levels, 
in order to obtain reliable shear modulus and stiff-
ness strain relationship (Cano, 2007).

Figure 9. Pressure displacement curves of SBPT con-
ducted in soft silty-clay (QM). The unload reload loops 
are not plotted.

The limiting pressure (PL) at which indefinite 
expansion occurs (ΔV/V = 1) is given by Equation 2 
(Gibson & Anderson, 1961), assuming simple elas-
tic and perfectly plastic model, therefore assuming 
constant shear strength (CU).

PLP h CUCC G
CUCC

− =h
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎡⎡

⎢⎣⎣
⎢⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎥⎦⎦
⎥⎥σhh

0σ 1 (Ln+ )
 

(2)

where σh
0 is “in situ” lateral stress, CU is undrained 

shear strength and G is the slope of the elastic 
response of the soil model.

The shear modulus has been analyzed from 
3 different parts of the load displacement curve, 
therefore consistency of shear modulus obtained 
are related with the reliability of these curves.

The initial shear modulus (Gi) is derived from 
the slope of the initial part of the loading curve. 
Some problems related with identification of yield 
point, with assumption of linear elastic response 
while most soils exhibit non-linear elastic behav-
ior and with soil stress relief  due to oversize bore-
hole and the assumption that yield point remains 
unchanged, this modulus is not representative of 
soil behavior.

The modulus of each elastic unloading and 
reloading cycles (Gur) are derived from the slope 
of the chord bisecting these cycles. Previous to 
the unloading cycle, the pressure in the probe was 
maintained constant until effects of creep were 
minimized.

The shear modulus for a linear elastic and per-
fectly plastic model (Gyield) has been derived from 
the analysis of shear strength (Gibson & Ander-
son, 1961). From equation 2 the shear modulus at 
yield strain can be defined (when σh

0, CU and PL are 
known). 6 tests were conducted in the soft silty-clay 
deposit (QSm and QM) at depth varying from 19.5 to 
30 m all of them below ground water level, hence the 
total lateral pressure range from 213 kPa to 386 kPa 
(considering at rest coefficient of K0 = 0,4).

The results of the SBPT for soft silty-clay (QM) 
are listed in Table 2. 6 tests were conducted in the 

Table 2. Self-boring pressuremeter test results in soft 
silty-clay (QM).

Test
Gi
(MPa)

Gur1st
(MPa)

PL
(kPa)

CU
(kPa)

Gyield
(MPa)

1 18.6 49.2 2100 480  8.0
2 14.8 40.1 1830 415  7.7
3 12.4 46.8 1660 300  8.8
4 15.6 55.6 1710 305 15.8
5 16.9 38.4 1820 365  8.5
6 16.4 44.7 1760 320 11.9
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over-consolidated clay (PML) at depth varying from 
24.0 to 48.5 m all of them below ground water 
level.

The results of the SBPT for over-consolidated 
clay (PML) are plotted in Figure 10, where a rela-
tionship with depth could be suggested.

COMPARISON AND CONTRAST

The prebored hole (Φ = 76 mm) was drilled using 
the core drilling technique, with slow rotation 
speed and low to medium vertical pressure on the 
drilling tool, without any drilling fluid.

The cavity in the soft silty-clay was unstable, 
unless filling the borehole with water in order 
to increase the pressure on the borehole wall. In 

over-consolidated clay the cavity was stable during 
probe installation process.

However, inward movement of the borehole 
wall was measured, and the unloading cavity strain 
before the test was around 10% in silty-clay and 
5% in over-consolidated clay. Therefore, the initial 
state of the soil due to the unloading, either for 
silty-clay or over-consolidated clay, was far from 
the elastic behavior, especially for silty-clay which 
could be close to the critical state.

The unloading of the borehole wall caused severe 
disturbance in both materials as Figure 11 shows.

In order to minimize the effect of the unloading, 
carry out some unload and reload loops could be an 
intelligent strategy for pre-bored pressuremeter tests.

At the final loads of the cavity expansion, 
because all plastic strains were developed and the 
soil was close to the critical state, no large differ-
ences were found on limit pressure.

The results of the pressuremeter tests plotted in 
Figure 11 are listed in Table 3.

Figure 10. Results of the SBPT for over consolidated 
clay (PML).

Figure 11. Comparison of pressure-displacement 
curves for Pre-Bored and Sef-Bored Pressuremeter tests.
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In addition of the unloading of the borehole 
effect on the measurements, another source of 
uncertainty was identified: care taken by operators 
while conducting the test.

Large differences could be found compar-
ing results obtained by pre-bored pressuremeter 

tests with OYO and SBPT in over-consolidated 
clay. Both of them have a clear depth relationship 
(Figure 12), but only for the advised tests the differ-
ence was reduced. Due to care taken by operators 
with OYO’s probe, a larger scatter of the results 
can be noticed, while results with SBPT probe are 
very consistent.

CONCLUSIONS

Considering the Self-boring Pressuremeter Test as 
the most reliable test, especially to define soil stiff-
ness, it has been possible to identify some distur-
bance factors for Prebored Pressuremeter Tests.

Disturbance of the borehole, due to drilling and 
the unloading of the borehole wall during probe 
installation has been identified as the most impor-
tant source of uncertainty for pre-bored tests.

In order to reduce disturbance, some indications 
regarding pre-bored probe installation procedure 
could be highlighted:

1. Tolerance between the pre-bored cavity and 
probe diameter should be minimal.

2. The borehole should be filled with fluid before 
probe installation.

A preconditioning wall phase at the beginning 
of the test could reduce disturbance. Some indica-
tions for the preconditioning phase are detailed 
below:

1. Carry out membrane calibration, at least one a 
day.

2. Check the output from sensors at the initial step 
of the test and compare this data with that of 
the last step.

3. Define, before the test, the theoretical contact 
point (radius and total horizontal pressure) 
assuming borehole wall is undisturbed.

4. Perform the initial load steps accurately to find 
out the contact point of the probe membrane 
with the borehole wall. Therefore, the initial 
radius of the cavity could be defined.

5. Carry out the preconditioning phase accurately, 
loading and unloading, in order to place the 
borehole wall as close as possible to the undis-
turbed position. Note that this is only pos-
sible when the unloading cavity strain is not 
excessive.

In order to accurately control the precondition-
ing phase, it is important to define, at each load 
step, the cavity wall position to the undisturbed 
position.

When the unloading of the borehole wall causes 
severe disturbance, obtained modulus during the 
preconditioning phase (EM or EP) is unlikely to rep-
resent the stiffness properties of the material.

Table 3. Results of pressuremeter test supervised.

Soil Type Test Gi (MPa)
Gur 
(MPa)

PL 
(kPa)

Soft silty-clay Menard 1.8 7.9 1300
SBPT 12.4 46.8 1660

Over 
consolidated
Clay

OYO 8 22 3000
SBPT 25 60 2800

Figure 12. Results obtained by pre-bored pressurem-
eter tests with OYO and SBPT in over-consolidated clay.
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Normal test procedure as defined in AFNOR 
(NFP 94–110–1; NFP 94–110–2) or ASTM (D 
4719–07) should be conducted after the precondi-
tioning phase. During the unload and reload loops, 
the effect of the creep before unloading should be 
controlled, and the maximum pressure amplitude 
of the unloading cycle should be less than twice 
the mobilized shear stress.

Contrast reveals the high level of reproducibility 
and repeatability (precision) of measurements with 
Self-boring probe, and identifies two major sources 
of uncertainties for pre-bored tests; disturbance of 
the borehole due to drilling and the unloading of 
the borehole wall during probe installation, and 
disturbance of the raw data due to the care while 
conducting the test.

Resolution and accuracy of Menard and Elaste-
meter-2 HQ from OYO Corp probes used are far 
away of being the major problem of precision of 
pre-bored tests.
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ABSTRACT: The determination of a vertical shear-wave velocity profile in soil is very important to 
 geotechnical engineering and geotechnical site characterization as the shear-wave velocity is a direct indi-
cator of stiffness of a material. Results of shear wave measurements at a roadside in Pretoria, South 
Africa, are presented. Shear-wave velocities were obtained by inverting the dispersive phase velocity of the 
Rayleigh surface waves using the Multi-channel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) method.  Different 
types of inversion methods were applied to obtain the uncertainty in the shear-wave velocity profile 
 measurement. Dispersion of the phase velocity of surface waves is mainly controlled by thicknesses and 
S-wave velocities of shallow deposits. Additionally, the Single Station Spectral Ratio (SSSR) method was 
used to measure the frequency of the fundamental mode of resonance.

amplitude becomes rapidly negligible with depth. 
For this reason it can be assessed that the surface 
waves are not influenced by mechanical charac-
teristics of layers deeper than approximately one 
wavelength (Aki and Richards, 2002; Kennett, 
1981). In experimental seismology, it is assumed 
that Rayleigh waves have the characteristic pen-
etration depth of about 0.4–0.5 of a wavelength. 
The wavelength, λ, is related to the frequency, f, 
by the following relation λ = C/f, where C is the 
phase velocity. Since the speed of waves in the 
earth increases with depth, the longer wavelengths 
(lower frequency) can travel faster than the shorter 
wavelengths (higher frequency). This dependence 
of phase velocity on wavelength is called disper-
sion. Consequently, the surface wave phase veloc-
ity will be a function of frequency, C (f).

In a vertically heterogeneous medium, the 
phase velocity of Rayleigh waves is a function of 
frequency and this dependency is strictly related 
to the parameters of the medium. The disper-
sion of surface waves provides an important tool 
for determining the variation of the velocity with 
depth. The shape of a dispersion curve is control-
led by the characteristics of the shear-wave veloc-
ity profile. There are three types of Vs profiles; 
normal, reverse and irregular. A normal disper-
sion curve results from a profile where the S-wave 
 velocity increases with depth. For a profile where 

1 INTRODUCTION

There has been much interest in characterizing 
 near-surface materials. The vibration at the base level 
of an engineered structure is controlled by the physi-
cal properties of the sub-surface geological structure. 
The shear-wave velocity, Vs, is a direct indicator of 
stiffness of a material; the vertical Vs profile can be 
used as a near-surface stiffness profile (stiffness = 
density ⋅ Vs2). Soil characterizations, in terms of stiff-
ness and resonant frequency of the soil column, are 
crucial for the estimation of dynamic soil response, 
as well as for the microzonation of urban areas.

This report describes the methods used to esti-
mate the near surface geology characteristics with 
geophysical methods. Interpretations of the sur-
vey results are also presented in the report. The 
methods involved are: the Multi-channel Analysis 
of Surface Waves (MASW) using an active source 
to construct a velocity profile and the Single Sta-
tion Spectral Ratio method (SSSR) to measure the 
fundamental resonance of the unconsolidated soil 
responsible for amplification.

2 PROPERTIES OF THE SURFACE WAVES

The solution of the surface wave equation has 
an exponential form. Therefore, particle motion 
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the S-wave velocity decreases with depth, a reverse 
dispersion curve will be observed. For an irregu-
lar S-wave velocity profile, phase velocities show a 
complex combination of the first two.

3 MASW METHODOLOGY

In engineering applications there are several meth-
ods that measure the shear wave vertical profile 
based on the dispersion of phase velocity of sur-
face waves (Stokoe et al. 1994; Park et al. 1999; 
Louie, 2001). The Multi-Channel Analysis of Sur-
face Waves (MASW) is a fast method. The entire 
range of investigation depth is covered by one 
receiver configuration (Park et al. 1999). The pro-
cedure of calculating vertical Vs profiles consists 
of three steps: acquiring ground roll data in the 
field, processing the data to determine the disper-
sion curve, and calculation of the Vs for different 
depths. The depth of investigation is primarily a 
function of array length and sensor resonant fre-
quency; although, in the case of MASW, source 
energy is also an important factor.

The MASW method has been divided into three 
categories based on the survey mode: active, pas-
sive remote and passive roadside MASW methods 
(Park et al. 2006). The active MASW employs a 
linear receiver array with active seismic source 
(e.g. a sledge hammer). The method adopts the 
conventional seismic refraction mode of survey. 
It utilizes surface waves, mainly horizontally-
travelling fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves. The 
passive roadside MASW method adopts the con-
ventional linear receiver array and tries to utilize 
those surface waves generated from local traffic. 
The passive remote MASW method utilizes an 
ambient seismic noise that creates low frequen-
cies and thus penetrates deeper. However, passive 
source MASW produces data with less resolution 
and poorer quality in the upper 30 m compared to 
an active source MASW. MASW works extremely 
well in areas with gradational velocity contrasts, 
such as variations in unconsolidated material and 
weathered rock.

4 SURVEY

The survey was conducted on a roadside in 
 Pretoria (see Fig. 1) Data were acquired along lines 
parallel to the road. A multiple number of receiv-
ers were deployed with even spacing along a lin-
ear survey. A 48-channel Geometrics StrataView 
seismograph was used to record vertical ground 
motion and, as receivers, single 4.5 Hz geophones 
were used. Each channel was dedicated to record-
ing vibrations from one receiver. Active MASW 

was performed using a sledge hammer as the active 
source to produce surface waves.

A 1-D shear wave, Vs, profile is obtained from 
the inversion and this profile best represents the 
vertical Vs structure at the middle of the receiver 
spread used for analysis. One measurement from 
one impact and one source-receiver configuration 
is usually sufficient to produce a 1-D Vs profile. To 
increase the signal-to-noise ratio, multiple impacts 
are needed.

The survey was performed with three vertical 
stacks to suppress the ambient noise. This was 
important, as the survey took place in a noisy, 
urban area. The minimal number of stacks can be 
determined when little change in signal-to-noise 
ratio is observed with additional impacts.

For an active survey at one site, data were 
collected with different field parameters. Data-
acquisition parameters were chosen to optimize 
the recording of surface waves. The length of the 
receiver spread, D, is proportional to the longest 
wavelength, λmax, that can be analyzed, which as 
well determines the maximum depth of investiga-
tion, zmax (D ≈ λmax ≈ zmax). Two receiver spreads, D, 
were used: short, 47 m and long, 141 m.

Rayleigh waves can only be treated as hori-
zontally-travelling, plane waves after they have 
propagated a certain distance from the source 
point. The source-to-nearest receiver offset, X1, 
needs to be proportional to the required maxi-
mum investigation depth, zmax, the rule of  thumb 
is X1 ≈ zmax (Park et al, 1999). The survey was 
conducted with 20 m and 35 m source-to-nearest 
receiver offsets.

Figure 1. Roadside survey with Multi-channel Analy-
sis of Surface Waves (MASW) and Single Station Spec-
tral Ratio method (SSSR) conducted in Pretoria, South 
Africa.
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Receiver spacing is related to the  shortest 
 wavelength, λmin, observed in the dispersion 
image and therefore, to the shallowest resolvable 
depth. The short spread (D = 47 m) used 1 m 
spacing between geophones and the long spread 
(D = 141 m) used 3 m spacing.

These multi-channel records were analyzed 
with SurfSeis, a proprietary software package, 
and with several inversion functions developed in 
MATLAB.

5 EFFECT OF COMBINING DISPERSION 
IMAGES

The dispersion imaging process can be applied to 
individual records and these image records can be 
vertically stacked together to enhance the defini-
tion of an image and enlarge the bandwidth of dis-
persion patterns (Park at al. 2005).

Five field records (shot gathers) are obtained at 
the same location of the array, and with the same 
source-receiver configuration. Processing of each 
shot gather resulted in the generation of one dis-
persion curve for each shot gather. Possible dif-
ferences between shot gathers are caused by the 
difference in the impact of the sledge hammer and 
differences in noise levels. The differences between 
images are significant at low frequencies, in our 
case blow 15 Hz. The same shape of the funda-
mental mode dispersion curves can clearly be iden-
tified at a frequency range above 15 Hz.

In the next step all well developed dispersion 
images for the same array spread, D, but different 
source-to-nearest receiver offsets X1 are combined. 
Not all offsets, X1, produce satisfactory dispersion 
images therefore, not all of them are used to calcu-
late the combined image.

In the final step dispersion images for the short 
(D = 47 m) and long (D = 141) receiver spread 
were combined (see Fig. 2a–c). The combined 
dispersion image allows for the identification of 
the modal nature of dispersion trends with higher 
confidence. The combined image provides a signif-
icantly enlarged bandwidth, especially expanded 
towards the lower-frequency end.

6 SURFACE WAVE INVERSION 
TO A OBTAIN SHEAR WAVE 
VELOCITY PROFILE

The inversion process searches for the shear-wave 
profile with a theoretical dispersion curve that 
matches the experimental dispersion curve the best. 
Solving an inverse problem implies minimizing 
the misfit between the experimental and the syn-
thetic dispersion curve. The critical issue related to 

Figure 2. Dispersion images of active MASW: (a) short 
spread (47 m), (b) long spread (141 m) and (c) combined 
dispersion image of short and long spreads. On horizontal 
axis frequencies vary from 0 Hz to 40 Hz with the tick mark 
at 10 Hz intervals and on vertical axis phase velocities vary 
from 0 to 600 m/s with the tick mark at 100 m/s intervals.

inversion is the choice of algorithm. To avoid any 
bias, two different types of inversions were used 
to obtain the shear wave velocity profile: the first 
involved working on the dispersion image and the 
second used dispersion curves.
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The dispersion curve was used as the input to a 
gradient-based iterative method (Xia et al. 1999). 
The dispersion curve had to be extracted from 
the dispersion image before the gradient-based 
iterative method could be applied. The number 
of selected dispersion curve points constrains its 
shape. The process of dispersion curve extraction 
is associated with uncertainty.

Therefore, to evaluate this uncertainty the proc-
ess of extracting dispersion points was repeated 
several times, each time the different points were 
selected from the acceptable range of the maxima 
in the dispersion image. Inversion was repeated for 
each extracted curve. The detail of inversion strat-
egies are described in Cichowicz & Birch (2011), 
and Cichowicz et al. (2011).

Two sets of inversion experiments were 
 conducted. In the first experiment data from the 
short spread were used as an input to the inversion 
(see Fig. 2a) and in the second experiment com-
bined dispersion images of short (D = 47 m) and 
long arrays (D = 141 m) were used (see Fig. 2c).

In the first experiment the dispersion curves 
were defined in the frequency range of 7–38 Hz 
and in the second one in the frequency range of 
4–40 Hz.

Figure 3 shows the velocity profiles obtained 
for the short spread of D = 47 m with a depth of 
penetration 16 m. All shear wave velocity profiles 
show a very similar shape.

The combined dispersion image of the short 
(D = 47 m) and long (D = 141) spreads was used 
to obtain the shear wave velocity models shown on 
Figure 4. Depth of penetration is about 25 m.

Both experiments have very similar velocity 
models in the first 12 m. There is an observed dif-
ference at 12 m, which is caused by an artificial 
effect in the software produced during the defini-
tion of the half-space.

7 SPECTRAL RATIO METHOD 
TO DETERMINE THE FUNDAMENTAL 
PERIOD OF THE SITE

The single station spectral ratio method determines 
the amplification effects of the top layer of soft 
sediments and characterizes this soft soil layer in 
terms of the resonant frequency (Nakamura, 1989, 
Fah et al. 2001 and Zaharia et al. 2008). When 
computing the spectral ratio (H/V) of ambient 
noise recorded on soft soil layer overlying bedrock, 
a peak is observed representing the fundamental 
frequency, fo, at which amplification of the soft 
sediment occurs.

In this study the field measurement took place 
next to a road (see Fig. 1) parallel to the MASW 
survey. A three component seismometer with a nat-
ural frequency of 1 Hz was positioned at 11 sites, 
spaced 20 m apart starting at 0 m and ending at 
200 m. The sites formed a linear array which ran 
parallel to the road, overlapping the MASW meas-
urements. The seismometer measured the ambient 
noise for 10 minutes at each site. The dominant 
source of noise was the passing traffic. The spectral 
ratios for all 11 sites were computed. The resonant 
frequencies, fo, were all just below 2.5 Hz. Figure 5 
is a plot of the average resonant frequencies and 
associated errors for all the sites along the straight 
line array. The resonant frequency is consistently 
2.4–2.5 Hz along the length of the array.

To verify the discontinuity in the shear wave 
profile observed at 20 m (see Fig. 4), the follow-
ing relationship was used: H = Vs / (4 ⋅ fo), where 
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Figure 3. Vertical shear-wave velocity profiles obtained 
from several dispersion curves for the short spread. The 
red line is the result of the Monte-Carlo search. Inversion 
was repeated for each extracted curve.
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Figure 4. Vertical shear-wave velocity profiles obtained 
from several dispersion curves for the combined image of 
the short and long spreads. The red line is the result of 
the Monte-Carlo search.
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Vs is the average shear wave velocity and H is the 
depth to dominant impedance contrast. The aver-
age shear wave velocity obtained from the MASW 
inversion is 190 m/s–200 m/s, thus suggesting that 
the 20–21 m discontinuity is real.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The effect of geophone configuration on disper-
sion image for linear spreads in the MASW meth-
ods was evaluated. To reveal the spectral resolution 
of dispersion images, MASW records were col-
lected using different types of linear spread con-
figurations, and then a dispersion image for each 
record was calculated using the phase velocity 
analysis technique.

The MASW method provides a shear-wave 
velocity model with good resolution down to 25 m 
for the roadside survey. Site resonance defines the 
thickness of a low velocity layer in the top 20 m of 
soil that agrees with the MASW results.

A robust survey requires measurements at long 
and short spreads. Measurements at both spreads 
should be repeated 5 times for each survey con-
figuration and 2–3 times with different source-to-
 nearest receiver offsets. The best dispersion images 
have to be combined to provide a significant gain in 
the lower-frequency end of the dispersion image.

The MASW process includes the extraction of 
experimental dispersion curves from surface waves 
and the running of inversion algorithms to obtain 

the near-surface shear-wave velocities. To obtain 
a realistic shear wave velocity model, the selection 
process of dispersion curve from dispersion image 
has to be performed several times for different 
frequency ranges while using different inversion 
 algorithms. The average velocity model is selected 
as the solution.
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The use of MASW method in the site investigation of IC3 route—
Vila Nova da Barquinha-Chamusca, Portugal

I.F. Lopes & J.A. Santos
ICIST, Instituto Superior Técnico, Lisbon, Portugal

ABSTRACT: The Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves method (MASW) was applied in the geo-
technical investigation of the foundation soils of the Northern viaduct and a bridge over the Tagus river, 
as a part of a connection road between Vila Nova da Barquinha and Chamusca—IC3 in Portugal. This 
connection with about 10 km is above thick alluvial deposits and very near the “Vale Inferior do Tejo” 
active fault. Due to the geological and geotechnical conditions it was very important to analyse the local 
seismic site response and consequently to obtain the seismic velocities of the materials crossed. In this 
way, the use of MASW combined with other conventional ground investigation methods revealed to be 
very cost-effective. The high impedance contrast between the sandy alluvial deposits and the higher veloc-
ity bedrock permitted to correctly obtain the bedrock depth. The data allowed to define two geotechnical 
profiles that characterized the main geological areas, with Miocene or Hercinic bedrock.

shows results obtained with the use of MASW in 
the geotechnical investigation of the foundation 
soils of a viaduct and a bridge, part of IC3 route 
between Vila Nova da Barquinha and Chamusca 
with a total length of about 10 km, located very 
near the “Vale Inferior do Tejo” active fault and 
above thick alluvial deposits. Comparison between 
the MASW and crosshole tests and with SPT and 
CPTU show that in this geological setting the 
MASW test worked very well.

The contribution of the test results for the con-
struction of the geotechnical profiles used in the 
liquefaction vulnerability study and in the geologi-
cal and geotechnical zoning is presented here.

2 IC3 CASE HISTORY

The studied area comprehends a part of the IC3 
route that will cross the Tagus river in the central 
area of Portugal, passing near the village of Golegã 
and arriving nearby the village of  Chamusca 
(Fig. 1).

The data presented in this work were collected 
during the site characterization of the founda-
tion soils of the northern viaduct with a length 
of 2565 m and of a bridge over the Tagus river 
with a length of 1045 m (Santos and Lopes, 2006; 
Cenorgeo, 2007). This area is located very near the 
“Vale Inferior do Tejo” active fault, responsible for 
one of most important historical intraplate earth-
quake recorded in mainland Portugal [23/04/1909; 
Ms = 6.3 (Dineva et al., 2002)].

1 INTRODUCTION

Especially in earthquake hazard areas the use of 
seismic testing for geotechnical site characteriza-
tion is increasing. The need to characterize the 
weighted average of shear wave velocity in the 
shallower 30 m (vs,30) along with the necessity, in 
some geological settings, to determine the liquefac-
tion susceptibility, are some of the main reasons 
for this growth.

In particularly sensitive geological-geotechnical 
environment, the combination between seismic 
and geological-geotechnical testing is needed for 
an adequate cost-effective site characterization. 
Crosshole (CH) is probably one of the most reli-
able seismic test for geotechnical characteriza-
tion, but the high cost of the test, mainly because 
of the need of more than one borehole makes its 
systematic use limited. The alternative of non-
invasive techniques, along with boreholes, SPT’s, 
CPT’s and, when possible, also with some cross-
hole testing, is an interesting and more economical 
solution.

To obtain the shear wave characterization of a 
site, the main non-invasive possibilities are the hor-
izontally polarized shear wave (SH) seismic refrac-
tion and surface wave testing. Surface wave tests, 
as MASW, are a good option because they are cost 
and time effective and overcome some limitations 
from SH seismic refraction as the problem of the 
hidden layer.

In Portugal, the use of MASW and other surface 
wave methodologies is still very limited. This work 
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2.1 Geological setting

The study region is included in the Tagus river 
basin geomorphological unit and, according with 
the Geological Map of Portugal (SPG, 1977) the 
IC3 route under study crosses terrains from the 
(Fig. 1B):

• Holocene—a: alluvial deposits, mainly com-
posed by fine to coarse sands and some clays. 
Occasionally it is possible to find some alternat-
ing muds;

• Pleistocene—Q: fluvial terraces, mainly com-
posed by sandy and gravelly sediments, show-
ing sometimes large rounded pebbles and some 
intercalations of clay and silt;

• Superior Miocene—M: constituted by alternat-
ing layers of limestones, marls, clays and clayey 
sandstones, not often can be found also some 
layers of sands with pebbles;

• Hercinic rocks—γ ′π: granites.

2.2 Site investigation

For the geological-geotechnical characterization 
of the site various types of field investigations were 
performed exploring the advantages of each test-
ing technique and gathering the maximum overall 
benefit for the study (Cenorgeo, 2007):

• 60 boreholes;
• 727 SPT’s;
• 14 CPTU’s;
• 9 seismic surface wave tests (MASW);
• 4 crosshole tests (CH).

3 MASW TESTS

A set of 9 MASW tests were performed in the area 
of the northern viaduct (Fig. 1B) and their loca-
tions and directions were specified by the engineer-
ing project. The seismic acquisitions named PSC1 
to PSC9 were made above alluvial deposits, in line 
with the direction of the IC3 route and around 
300 m apart from each other (Fig. 2).

The multichannel acquisitions were obtained 
using a RAS-24 SEISTRONIX seismograph, 24 
4.5 Hz Geospace geophones and a 5 kg hammer 
on plate as a seismic source. The spacing used was 
2 m both for the geophone separation as for source 
activation, being it activated in both sides of the 
acquisition line to check for major lateral proper-
ties variations.

The dispersion curves were obtained using the 
f-k method with the POLISURF (Matlab® code) 
(Strobbia, 2003). The inversion was made com-
bining an automatic fundamental mode inversion 
algorithm SWAMI (Rix and Lai, 2004) based on 
Occam’s inversion (Constable et al., 1987), with a 
multimodal trial and error algorithm included in 
POLISURF. The initial trial and error model was 
obtained from the automatic inversion, which con-
siders the velocity standard deviation for each fre-
quency. The final solution was obtained with the 
multimodal inversion.

Figure 1. A. Location of the study area in Portugal; B. 
Geological setting; the black line corresponds to the IC3 
route (a—Holocene alluvial deposits; Q—Pleistocene flu-
vial terraces; MP—Mio-Pliocene deposits; M—Miocene 
deposits and γ’π—Hercinic granites).
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As MASW acquisitions were the first tests to be 
done in the site, no a priori information was used 
to constrain the inversion. Considering the inver-
sion process solution non-uniqueness, the best fit 
was decided by the authors considering the geo-
logical setting of the site.

The dispersion curves are normally dispersive 
and the fundamental mode develops usually until 
60–80 Hz, so the inversion was quite simple and 
straightforward. Figure 3 shows an example of a 

Figure 2 Schematic location of the 9 MASW acquisi-
tions performed in the Northern viaduct area (see Fig.1).

Figure 3. A. PSC3 seismogram; B. Experimental dis-
persion curves for the PSC3 acquisitions for both sides 
of the acquisition line (white squares and black trian-
gles), over the multimodal dispersion curves for the final 
inverted model (grey dots).

Figure 4. Shear wave velocity profiles obtained for the 
9 MASW acquisitions A. from PSC1 to PSC5; B. from 
PSC6 to PSC9.

seismogram and the corresponding experimen-
tal dispersion curves. An example of the fitting 
between the computed dispersion curves for the 
final soil model with the experimental curves is also 
presented in Fig. 3B.

The results from the inversion of the data for the 
9 acquisition lines show clearly two distinct behav-
iours related to the differences in geological set-
ting (Fig. 4). All the acquisitions were performed 
above alluvial deposits, but the differences between 
Miocene bedrock (from PSC1 to PSC5) and the 
Hercinic granites (from PSC6 to PSC9) are clearly 
seen (Fig. 4). Also the proximity to the valley cen-
tre is noticed as the thickness of softer materials is 
larger in the southern acquisitions.

The achieved depth, between 23 and 30 m for this 
case study, corresponds to the depth where, in this 
case, the test loses sensitivity. The achieved depth 
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is very site dependant but can be improved using a 
different acquisition scheme. A longer array and/
or passive acquisitions would have been a solution 
to improve depth information, if  needed. For this 
project, the attained depth was satisfactory.

4 COMPARISON OF MASW RESULTS 
WITH OTHER TESTS

As it was specified by the design project, close to 
the MASW acquisitions was always made another 
geotechnical test, CPTU close to the northern 
limit of the test and boreholes with SPT close to 
the southern limit. Two Crosshole tests were done 
between PSC8 and PSC9, the other 2 were made in 
the river area, where no MASW was possible.

In this work the main set of data used will be the 
borehole, SPT and CH information.

In Portugal SPT refusal is defined when 60 blows 
induce a penetration of, 30 cm or less.

As some hard soils were tested with the SPT 
and in order to get a better understanding of the 
increase of soil resistance when there is a refusal, 
the N(SPT) value was extrapolated using a linear 
relation for the 30 cm penetration [N′(SPT)].

As known and also clearly seen from the exam-
ple in Figure 5, the SPT test is very sensitive to local 
disturbances or inhomogeneties in the soil mass, 
while the seismic test averages them. The SPT value 
is very local while the MASW test, even though is 
represented as a one-dimensional profile (intrinsic 
in the theoretical formulation) represents an average 
of the soil or rock mass covered by the acquisition.

Comparing the SPT data with the simplified geo-
logical log presented in Fig. 5, the lower resistance 
of the sandy alluvial deposits is clear, and it seems 
that probably the first 5 m of Miocene deposits are 
decompressed, as they show N(SPT) values similar 
to the Pleistocene deposits. Nonetheless, it is shown 
that the increase in velocity is gradual and that this 
decompression effect may not be so relevant.

When comparing the shear wave velocity obtained 
by MASW and crosshole (CH) methods (Fig. 6) it 
is visible that until 20–25 m there is strong similar-
ity between results. Below that depth, the MASW 
results can lose sensitivity. Besides MASW limita-
tions in depth, in this particular case, it is important 
also to consider two more possibilities to cause of a 
more progressive increase of velocity: one is the gra-
nitic paleomorphology that can be irregular and the 
increase in velocity can represent an average velocity 
value of the soil or rock mass crossed by the test; 
the other relates to the very high contrast between 
the velocities of the 2 layers can create an artefact 
in the data that makes the increase of velocity seems 
more gradual. Either case, the approximate depth of 
the granitic bedrock is identified.

Again it is important to remember that the CH 
test is more local and represents the 5 m separation 
between boreholes, while the MASW test averages 
50 m distance (in this case).

The geological log presented on the left side of 
the graph in Fig. 6 corresponds to one of the bore-
holes used for CH, i.e. is located between PSC8 
and PSC9. The log represented on the right area of 
the graph in this figure is located close to south end 
of the PSC9 acquisition.

Figure 5. Comparison between the PSC3 MASW 
acquisition and the SPT results—N’(SPT) obtained in 
the nearest borehole. The simplified geological log is also 
presented (a—alluvial; Q—Pleistocene; M—Miocene).

Figure 6. Comparison between the PSC8 and PSC9 
MASW acquisitions and the crosshole results obtained from 
boreholes performed in between the two MASW acquisi-
tions. The simplified geological logs of the nearest boreholes 
are also presented (a- alluvial; γ’π—Hercinic granites).
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5 GEOLOGICAL-GEOTECHNICAL 
INTERPRETATION

As previously showed, MASW results allowed 
to determine clearly that there are two main 
 geological-geotechnical profiles within the acqui-
sitions (Fig. 4); one related to lower thickness 
of alluvial deposits with Miocene bedrock (from 
PSC1 to PSC5) and other showing a higher thick-
ness of alluvial materials with granitic bedrock 
(from PSC6 to PSC9). The differences between the 
results contributed greatly to build the geotechni-
cal profiles used to evaluate the local seismic site 
response and the liquefaction vulnerability of the 
loose sandy alluvial deposits (Table 1).

Moreover, the information obtained from the 1D 
VS profiles was also superposed in the geological 
and geotechnical profiles made along the route and 
placed nearby the other test results (Fig. 7). This 
was an important contribution for the geotechnical 
zoning of the area for engineering design.

6 FINAL REMARKS

Surface wave methods, namely MASW, are 
an interesting cost-effective solution to obtain 
the shear wave velocity profile for geotechnical 
characterization.

In this case study the test was used not only for 
the dynamic site characterization, allowing the 
definition of two geotechnical representative pro-
files used for the assessment of the liquefaction 
vulnerability of the loose sandy alluvial deposits, 
as it was also of great importance in the geotech-
nical zoning, contributing also to the elaboration 
of the geological-geotechnical longitudinal profiles 
made along the IC3 route for engineering design 
purposes.
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Figure 7. Detail of one of the longitudinal 
 geological-geotechnical profiles from the IC3 design 
project  (Cenorgeo, 2007).

Table 1 Geotechnical profiles used for the calculation 
of liquefaction vulnerability (WT—water table; VS—shear 
wave velocity; H—thickness).

Geotechnical profile 1
(WT at 2 m depth)

Geotechnical profile 2
(WT at 3 m depth)

Alluvial deposits (superior)
VS = 120 a 200 m/s (linear)
H = 7 m

Alluvial deposits (superior)
VS = 130 a 250 m/s (linear)
H = 32 m

Alluvial deposits (inferior)
VS = 250 m/s (constant)
H = 5 m

Alluvial deposits (inferior)
VS = 350 m/s (constant)
H = 4 m

Pliocene fluvial terraces
VS = 300 a 400 m/s (linear)
H = 9 m

Granites
(bedrock)

Miocene deposits 
(bedrock)
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Ground survey for D-runway project at Tokyo Haneda Airport
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ABSTRACT: A new runway, named as “D-runway,” in the Tokyo International Airport (Haneda 
 Airport) was constructed from March 2007 to October 2010. This paper describes the ground  investigation 
for this project. Undisturbed clay samples retrieved from the seabed were examined in the laboratory to 
evaluate their geotechnical properties. At the sandy layers, the standard penetration test was conducted to 
evaluate N-value. From the results of the site investigation, the stratigraphy at the site was clarified. Some 
local soil properties, which are tended to be overlooked from only an engineering point of view, can be 
appropriately captured by linking the geological and geotechnical information.

good  accessibility from large cities such as Tokyo 
and Yokohama, there is a strong social demand to 
develop international airline routes.

In order to meet these demands by creating a new 
capacity, the fourth runway named as “D-runway” 
has been newly constructed (Photo 1). This project 
plans to increase the capacity from approximately 
300,000 annual flights to approximately 450,000 
annual flights. The D-runway started its operation 
in October 2010 on schedule.

This paper describes the outline of ground 
investigation results obtained in this project.

2 OUTLINE OF THE D-RUNWAY PROJECT

Site plan of the D-runway and previous airport facili-
ties is shown in Figure 1. The D-runway is located 
600 m offshore from the previous airport island. One 
of the remarkable features of the D-runway is the 
hybrid structure consisted of piled pier and reclama-
tion fill sections. The former section was adopted in 
the river mouth of the Tama River, in order to ensure 
a flow rate during times of flooding. This piled pier 
section was constructed by assembling the jackets pre-
fabricated in a factory yard to shorten the construc-
tion period. On the other hand, the latter section, i.e. 
manmade island, is a so called high embankment. 
The elevation at the offshore end of the D-runway is 
required to be higher than A.P. (Arakawa Peil: Chart 
datum for coastal construction in Tokyo Bay, corre-
sponding to the lowest water level at the mouth of the 
Arakawa River) +17.1 m, which is extremely higher 
than ordinal manmade island, because airplanes have 
to overpass a large ship navigating nearby.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Tokyo International Airport (Haneda Air-
port) has been developed by reclaiming land on the 
sea. Particularly, the offshore expansion project 
started from 1984 was an epoch-making project, 
in which airport island was constructed from a 
dredged clay disposal facilities in ultra-soft state 
(Katayama, 1991). After the offshore expansion 
project, three runways (A, B and C-runways) are 
in operation. The airport has taken mainly a role 
of domestic hub, because this airport and Narita 
International Airport (formerly, New Tokyo Inter-
national Airport) have a clear distinction between 
the roles of domestic-hub and international-hub, 
respectively. Although the number of passengers 
has been close to its capacity, passenger demand 
is significantly increasing. In addition, because of 

Photo 1. A scene of the D-runway construction 
(July 18, 2010).
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3 GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION

3.1 Outline of the investigation

At the sea area where the D-runway construc-
tion was planned, boring and sampling investiga-
tion up to A.P. −100 m (partly A.P. −200 m) were 
carried out at the points shown as solid circles in 
 Figure 2, i.e. A1–A14 at the D-runway structure 
and B1–B3 at the access taxiway. Standard pen-
etration tests were conducted for sand or gravel 
layers, and sampling and laboratory tests were 
conducted for clayey layers. The sampling was con-
ducted with hydraulic operation type thin-walled 
tube sampler with fixed piston (inner diameter is 
75 mm). Collected clay samples were examined in 
the laboratory by physical properties tests such as 
liquid limit test, plastic limit test, particle density 
test, and grain-size distribution test, shearing tests 
such as unconfined compression test and  triaxial 
UU compression test with a confining pres-
sure equivalent to the overburden effective stress 
σ'v0, and incremental loading consolidation test. 
A scene of  site investigation of  the seabed is 
shown in Photo 2.

The test results were presented as “The Ref-
erence Geotechnical Data Sets for D-runway 
Project (Kanto Regional Development Bureau, 
Ministry of  Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism, 2004)”, which was thought to be a geo-
technical baseline report for bidding. After the 
bidding and signing up the contract, additional 
geotechnical investigation was carried out at 
points shown as hollow markers in Figure 2, in 
consideration of  the fact that the direction of  the 
D-runway was rotated clockwise by 7.5° around 
boring point A-2.

3.2 Results of the investigation

The cross sectional stratigraphy in the D-runway 
direction in original plan is shown in Figure 3. In 
Haneda Airport, soil layers above and below A.P. 
−35 m had been called A (alluvial) and D (diluvial), 
respectively, classified by engineering properties. 
This classification was incorrect from geological 
sense. Therefore, in the D-runway project, soil lay-
ers are named reflecting the geological history; i.e. 
Y (Yurakucho layer), Na (Nanago layer), To (Tokyo 
layer), and Ed (Edogawa layer). Subscripts c, s, and 
g express clay, sand, and gravel layers, respectively. 
The interface between Yuc (uc: upper clay) and 
Ylc (lc: lower clay) is almost horizontal; however, 
lower boundary of Ylc is slightly deeper around 
the south-west end of the D-runway (side of the 
 Tamagawa River). Most part of Na layer, Nac and 
Nas deposited alternately. Y and Na layers are allu-
vial deposits and the others are diluvial deposits.

Figure 1. Site plan of the D-runway and previous air-
port facilities.

Figure 2. Site map of the ground investigation points.

Photo 2. A scene of the site investigation of the seabed 
(inset: core-barrel for drilling and hydraulic operation 
type thin-walled tube sampler with fixed piston).
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Figure 3. The stratigraphy with depth profiles of N-value in the original D-runway direction.

The Na layer at A-13 deposited deeper and 
thicker than that at others, indicating that 
the Nac at A-13 deposited in an eroded val-
ley in Tokyo layer. In A-2 and A-1, buried 
terrace gravel deposits (btg) was found out 
between Na and To layers at around A.P. 
−60 m. Base gravel layer (Tog) at the bottom of  To 
layer was found out in most of  the points. Tokyo 
layer (To) is consisted mainly of  sandy soils; how-
ever, clay deposit with 10–15 m thickness was 
deposited in both A-2 and A-1. The Ed layer is 
consisted of  stiff  sandy soil. Below Tog layer is 
a very stiff  sand layer which is equivalent to bed 
rock, showing N-value larger than 50. Sand layer 
of  To also shows N value larger than 50, if  it has a 
sufficient thickness. Sand layers of  To and Na can 
support piled foundations, however, those thick-
ness must be examined carefully, particularly in a 
case of  large structures.

Depth profiles of test results obtained from 
A1–A14 are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Because the 
stratigraphy at the construction site was relatively 
homogeneous in horizontal direction, these inte-
grated graphs can express the representative depth 
profiles for the D-runway construction site. A rep-
resentative depth profile of each soil parameter is 
drawn by straight lines. From these test results for 
clay samples as well as standard penetration test 
results (N-value) for sandy layers, i.e. from geo-
technical engineering view point, the stratigraphy 
was classified into 5 layers (1)–(5) from the surface. 

This classification is not consistent to the geologi-
cal classification; however, it is very important in 
designing.

Layer (1): Seafloor surface to A.P. –35 m. This 
layer is very homogeneous soft clay deposit in 
normal consolidation state. Natural water con-
tent wn is in a range of  100–150%, plasticity 
index Ip is approximately 80, and fine-particle 
content (+75 μm) is approximately 100%. Und-
rained shear strength can be determined based 
on the unconfined compression test (UC test) 
results.
Layer (2): Around A.P. −35 m to around A.P. 
−60 m. This layer is low plastic clay deposit with 
relatively high sand fraction; however, this is clas-
sified into so called clay that is considered to be 
undrained in design (Nakase, 1967), according to 
the design code for port facilities in Japan (The 
Japan Port and Harbour Association, 1999). In 
the lower half  layer, some thin sand layers are 
alternately deposited. Because plasticity index Ip 
as low as 15 tends to cause sample disturbance, 
undrained shear strength obtained by unconfined 
compression test is significantly smaller than that 
obtained by triaxial UU compression test. Conse-
quently, undrained shear strength cu in this layer 
was determined by triaxial UU compression test 
results. Note here that the value of  cu from UU 
test was confirmed by recompression triaxial 
CU test (Berre and Bjerrum, 1973; Watabe et al., 
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Figure 4. Depth profiles of physical properties: (a) plasticity index; (b) natural water content.

2002), in which a soil specimen was consolidated 
under the stresses equivalent to the in situ condi-
tion and then cu was determined as the average of 
compressive and extensive strengths. Overconsol-
idation ratio OCR was 2.5 in average with great 
variation.
Layer (3): Around A.P. −60 m to A.P. −75 m. 
This layer is consisted of  alternate gravel, sand 
and clay layers. Some parts, showing N-value 
larger than 50, can be a bearing layer for a small 
structure. Clay layers below a sand layer with 
N-value larger than 50 are classified into this 
layer, e.g. Toc and lower part of  Nac. A part 
of  Toc showed a high water content, high plas-
ticity index, and high compression index (See 
 Figures 3, 4, and 5(d)).

Undrained shear strength cu and consolida-
tion yield stress pc were able to be expressed by 
extrapolation of  those depth profiles in the layer 
(2). It is notable that the data for Nac below 
A.P. −60 m are plotted in a region surrounded 

by dotted line. Undrained shear strength cu and 
consolidation yield stress pc for younger deposit 
(Nac) are significantly smaller than those for 
older deposit (Toc), even though both of  these 
two deposits were found at the same depth. This 
fact indicates that some local soil properties, 
which are tended to be overlooked from only an 
engineering point of  view, can be appropriately 
captured by linking the geological and geotech-
nical information.
Layer (4): Around A.P. −75 m to around A.P. 
−90 m. This layer was not found in the south-west 
regions. Although some thin clay layers deposited 
alternately, the continuous layers with N-value 
larger than 50 can be a bearing layer for middle—to 
large-seize structures.
Layer (5): Deeper than around A.P. −80 m. 
Because N-value in this layer is continuously 
larger than 50, this can be a bearing layer for 
large-size structure. Its shear wave velocity is 
higher than 400 m/s.
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Figure 5. Depth profiles of mechanical properties: (a) undrained shear strength cu obtained from unconfined com-
pression test (UC test); (b) undrained shear strength cu obtained from triaxial UU test with confining pressure of σ'v0; 
(c) consolidation yield stress pc; (d) compression index Cc. The areas surrounded by dotted line in (b) and (c) indicate 
the regions of the data for Nac below A.P. –60 m.

Even though the direction of the D-runway was 
rotated clockwise by 7.5° after the ground inves-
tigation, these results were almost consistent with 
the additional ground investigation conducted at 
the real construction site.

4 STRUCTURE OF THE D-RUNWAY

4.1 Reclamation section

The reclamation section was constructed on a soft 
clay seabed, as a high embankment whose  thickness 
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is approximately 41 m from seabed to the top. 
Because of consolidation settlement, the thick-
ness is larger than the total of the water depth and 
elevation of the runway. Incremental consolidation 
pressure applying to the seabed surface by this rec-
lamation reached up to approximately 550 kN/m2. 
This consolidation pressure is the largest in the his-
tory of the Tokyo Bay.

The mild slope rubble seawall was utilized to 
the general seawall section. The mild slope rubble 
seawall is very nature-friendly to become a fishing 
reef and sea grass field. A typical cross-section is 
shown in Figure 6. Sand compaction pile method 
with a replacement ratio of 30% (low replacement 
ratio sand compaction piles: SCP) was utilized to 
improve the stability as a composite ground and to 
accelerate the consolidation as drainages. In addi-
tion, soft clay seabed in front of the seawall was 
dredged and replaced by sand as counterweight. 
The dredged clay was cement treated and back-
filled as lightweight soil. These two technologies 
of counterweight and cemented lightweight soil 
contribute to improve the stability of the seawall.

Inside the reclamation fill, the soft ground 
was improved by Sand Drains (SD) to decrease 
residual settlement during the in-service period by 
accelerating the consolidation behavior. The SDs 
were installed up to A.P. −35.5 m to A.P. −37.5 m 
corresponding to the depth of Ylc layer.

4.2 Piled pier section

In the piled pier section, to conduct the construc-
tion within the short period, prefabricated jacket 
structure was adopted. A jacket unit is composed 
of upper steel girder and lower steel pipe legs rein-
forced by truss structure, as shown in Photo 3. 
Its standard dimension is 63 m in length, 45 m in 
width, 32 m in height, and 1300 t in mass. Total 198 
units of jacket were installed for the main body of 
the D-runway.

SCP 60%
SCP 60%

(1) Clay

SCP 30% (2) Clay SD

Mound

Rubble

Sand

Pneumatic mixing cement 
treated soil

Quarry sand/gravel
H.W.L. A.P. ± 2.1 m

L.W.L. A.P. ± 0.0 m

Sand

0 25                50

unit: m Wave-dissipating 
blocks 

Figure 6. A typical cross-section of the mild slope rubble seawall.

Photo 3. A scene of installation of a jacket unit.

In the assembling procedure of the jacket struc-
ture, six (four in some jacket) steel pipe piles were 
first driven to the ground, and then the prefabri-
cated jacket unit was set by inserting the pile heads 
into the pipe legs, and then the clearance between 
the pile heads and legs were grouted by mortar. 
After assembling the jackets, segments in adjusted 
dimensions were inserted into the clearances and 
welded to make them an integrated body. Piled 
foundations of the jackets were supported by the 
bearing layer (deeper than A.P. –80 m), which 
shows N-values continuously greater than 50. The 
depth distribution of the baring layer was very 
important in design and execution, because the 
piles in whole length of approximately 90 m were 
transported from factory to the site by vessel and it 
is difficult to adjust the pile length at the site.

5 SUMMARY

One of the remarkable features of the D-runway 
of Tokyo Haneda Airport is the hybrid structure 
consisted of piled pier and reclamation fill sections. 
The elevation at the offshore end of the D-runway 
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is required to be higher than A.P. +17.1 m, because 
airplanes have to overpass a large ship navigating 
nearby.

Soil layers at the construction site of the D- runway 
are named reflecting the geological history; i.e. Y 
(Yurakucho layer), Na (Nanago layer), To (Tokyo 
layer), and Ed (Edogawa layer), with subscripts 
c, s, and g expressing clay, sand, and gravel layers, 
respectively. The interface between Yuc (uc: upper 
clay) and Ylc (lc: lower clay) is almost horizontal. 
Most part of Na layer, Nac and Nas deposited alter-
nately. From the test results for clay samples as well 
as standard penetration test results (N-value) for 
sandy layers, i.e. from geotechnical engineering view 
point, the stratigraphy was classified into 5 layers. 
Some local soil properties, which are tended to be 
overlooked from only an engineering point of view, 
can be appropriately captured by linking the geo-
logical and geotechnical information.

In the reclamation section, the soft subsoil 
under the mild slope rubble seawall was improved 
by SCP (low replacement ratio), and upper soft 
subsoil under the filling was improved by SD to 
accelerate the consolidation. It was expected that 
the lower clayey layer, which cannot be improved 
because of the large depths, would cause a long-
term settlement. The details have been reported in 
another article (Watabe and Noguchi, 2011).

In the piled pier section, because the piled foun-
dations of the jackets are supported by the bearing 
layer (deeper than A.P. −80 m), the depth distribu-
tion of the bearing layer was very important in this 
project.
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ABSTRACT: The Brazilian road system consists of approximately 1.7 million km of highways, 12.4% 
of which is paved and the remaining unpaved. Only roughly 3% of Brazilian paved roads are made of 
rigid pavements. The use of geophysical methods, integrated with direct methods, allows the appropriate 
reconstitution of the subsoil profile and embedded objects, thus providing a fast, efficient and cost effec-
tive investigation tool. This paper presents the results of a surveillance using GPR to evaluate the thick-
ness of the pavement layers and the presence and correct placement of metal bars in the concrete slabs of 
BR 101 highway, in the state of Pernambuco, Brazil. Shielded antennas with frequencies of 250, 700 and 
900 MHz were used, thus allowing the accurate definition of the thickness of the Portland cement slabs 
and the base layer. The method also allowed the verification of presence and placement of these bars in 
the concrete slabs.

A typical rigid pavement structure in Brazil 
consists of the surface course and the underlying 
base course (if  used). The surface course is made 
of rigid PCC (Portland Cement Concrete). The 
underlying layers are orders of magnitude less stiff  
and made with granular material or rolled concrete. 
In general the PCC layer is not reinforced, but it is 
purposefully cut into smaller slabs along transver-
sal and longitudinal contraction joints, which are 
connected by dowel bars and tie bars, respectively. 
The design method and material specification for 
the construction of rigid pavements in Brazil fol-
low the standards which are adopted internation-
ally by most countries (PCA, 1984).

However, it is not rare to observe non conformi-
ties between design and construction, due to the 
use inadequate equipments, unskillful workforce 
or lack of proper fiscalization in situ. In the case 
of rigid pavements this may result in concrete slabs 
with poor resistance, absence or misplacement of 
dowel and tie bars or layers with different thick-
ness compared to design specifications.

Therefore it is essential to ensure a rigorous 
construction control while the work is carried out; 

1 INTRODUCTION

Roads are essential for the economic development 
of any country. The safety of road users and the 
competitiveness of the transportation sector are 
directly dependent on the proper maintenance 
of highways. According to recent data from the 
National Transportation Agency (ANTT, 2011), 
roughly 95% of the passengers and 61% of the 
cargo are transported by roads in Brazil. This 
justifies the constant need for research and invest-
ment in pavement technologies in order to assure 
the adequate level of performance of roads and to 
minimize maintenance costs.

Rigid pavements represent only a smaller frac-
tion, around 3%, of the Brazilian road network. 
However, due to its durability and lower main-
tenance costs, rigid concrete surfaces represent a 
competitive solution for roads with high volume 
of heavy trucks. As an additional benefit in these 
cases, the high ratio between the vehicle weight 
and the net transported load may lead to signifi-
cant fuel savings, up to 20%, according to Daher 
et al. (2010).
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 otherwise it may be far more complicated and more 
expensive to track these irregularities a  posteriori. 
In these cases the investigation team can adopt 
either direct or indirect methods. Direct methods 
require destructive interventions, such as rotary 
coring, while indirect methods, based in  Geophysics 
for instance, are non-destructive.

The GPR (Ground Penetration Radar) is cur-
rently the Geophysics method with the highest 
spatial resolution available in the market. The use 
of antennas with frequencies in the range of 10 
to 3000 MHz allows the identification of under-
ground geological features and anthropic objects.

In GPRs, electromagnetic waves are radiated 
quickly to the soil by a transmitting antenna. The 
contrast of electrical properties of the ground 
assures that part of the original signal is reflected 
back to the soil surface where receivers are installed. 
This reflected wave is then captured, recorded and 
store in a control unit.

The GPR system mounted in a transporting 
trolley is pulled along a straight line, thus result-
ing in a series of  superimposed traces known as 
radargram, which represents the variation of 
amplitude of  the electromagnetic signal with 
depth along the surveillance line. The result is 
then post-processed and analyzed with the help 
of  purpose-made software, which generates a 
high resolution image of  the interior of  the media 
(ANNAN, 1992).

Several works have been published about the use 
of GPRs in pavement investigation. Chang et al. 
(2009) used GPR to help locating tie bars in rigid 
pavements, and the authors report that the method 
was able to determine the bars within a range of 
7% of their real size. Lahouar and Al-Qadi (2008) 
reported difficulties to determine the thickness 
of very thin pavement layers due to the detection 
of multiple waves returning to the GPR antenna 
used. On the other hand, Loizos and Plati (2007) 
reported the successful use of GPR for the contin-
uous identification of pavement layer thicknesses. 
Hugenschmidt and Mastrangelo (2006) reported 
the successful determination of layer thickness in 
95% of the investigated sections and that the dif-
ference between real and computed thickness was 
9 mm at most. Barrile and Pucinotti (2005) com-
ment that the GPR method is only apparently user 
friendly, despite being very fast and suitable for the 
identification of several structural elements, such 
as, heterogeneities, defects, presence of dowel and 
tie bars.

In this paper the authors report the use of GPR 
systems to check the existence and distribution of 
tie bars between concrete slabs, as well as to com-
pute the thickness of the layers of a rigid pavement 
structure along a section of BR-101/NE highway, 
in the Brazilian state of Pernambuco.

2 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The executive project for the construction of 
BR-101/NE highway determines the use of the tie 
bars (CA-50 steel) connecting the Portland cement 
slabs along their longitudinal joints. The length of 
the tie bars should be 0.92 m in the central lane 
and 0.5 m in the safety lane, and the bars should be 
placed at equal intervals of 0.5 m. The structure is 
comprised of a hydraulic macadam base of 0.1 m 
of thickness underlying the concrete slab with 
0.22 m in thickness, as illustrate in Figure 1.

Two types of GPR were employed during the 
surveillance: (a) SIR-3000 (Geophysical Sur-
vey System Inc—GSSI) connected to a shielded 
antenna with frequency of 900 MHz coupled to 
a trolley with odometer (see Fig. 2); (b) Detector 
Duo system (Ingegneria dei Sistemi—IDS) with a 
set of 250 MHz and 700 MHz shielded antennas.

In the safety lane the profiles were sampled 0.24 m 
to the left and to the right sides of the longitudinal 
joint. In the central lane the profiles were acquired 
at a distance of 0.45 m to the left and to the right of 
the longitudinal joint. This methodology aimed to 
verify if the tie bars met the specified lengths, deter-
mining also if they were eventually misplaced. The 
spread of the EM waves within the Fresnel zone also 
allows to assure the existence or not of the tie bars 
in vicinity of the sampling point.

All profiles were surveyed using the  “common 
offset” mode and the following acquisition 
parameters:

• System SIR-3000—spacing between sam-
pling points (Δx) equal to 0.01 m; 512 samples; 
sampling time interval (Δt) of 0.058593 ns; 
time window of 30 ns; sampling frequency of 
17066 MHz;

• System Detector Duo—spacing between 
 sampling points (Δx) equal to 0.02 m; 512 sam-
ples; sampling time interval (Δt) of 0.25 ns; 
time window of 128 ns; sampling frequency of 
4000 MHz;

Figure 1. Concrete slabs and pavement structure: (a) 
arrangement of tie bars and dowel bars; (b) pavement 
layer thickness.
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The total investigated section length varied 
between 500 and 600 m in order to obtain storage 
files smaller than 100 Mb, so as not to overload the 
acquisition system and to reduce processing time 
for each sector.

The field surveillance was done by trained 
teams working simultaneously to avoid acquisition 
errors. During a time period of 40 days in the field, 
the teams acquired the equivalent to 175.6 km of 
2D profiles, divided into 219 sections in a road seg-
ment of 43.9 km of BR-101/NE highway.

3 DATA PROCESSING

The raw 2D data acquired with the GPR was proc-
essed with the software called ReflexW, version 5.5 
(SANDMEIER, 2010). The processing routines 
comprised:

• Conversion of file format—SIR3000 files have 
a specific format with extension *.dzt, while 
Detector Duo uses a format with extension *.dt. 
ReflexW converts these files into ASCII format 
thus allowing processing and visualization of the 
data;

• Adjustment of reference time—this allow 
the definition of the initial or zero time in the 
 radargram. For this purpose and for the identi-
fication of the corresponding reflectors and tar-
gets, the program adjusts the transit time of the 
electromagnetic (EM) waves according to the 
peak of the reflected wavelets (YELF, 2004). 
Then the peak position is modified according to 
the antenna frequency. Lower frequencies have 

longer wave lengths, thus increasing the error in 
the position of the reflectors;

• 1D Time Filtering—removal of undesired fre-
quencies (noises). After analyzing the spectrum 
of amplitude, the program defines the minimum 
and maximum frequencies to be used in the fil-
ters. The subtract-mean filter (dewow) removes 
the noises with long wavelengths (low frequen-
cies). The bandpass filter acts within all frequen-
cies in the domain and is used to remove random 
noises in frequency ranges different from that of 
the adopted antenna;

• 2D Filtering (background noises)—this 2D fil-
ter removes horizontal noises. When a non-zero 
value is used, the high-pass filter acts in the hori-
zontal direction. Low frequency structures, such 
as EM wave reverberations, are removed.

• Gain application (energy decay)—this is used 
to enhance the visualization of  weak reflectors. 
Energy decay is used to recover the energy of 
EM waves which is lost mainly due to signal 
attenuation with energy dispersion. Activating 
this option, a gain is applied in the time direc-
tion for each trace. Initially an average decay 
curve is determined from the analysis of  all 
traces in the profile. Then, after the application 
of  a median filter to this curve, each trace sam-
ple is divided by the value of  the decay curve. 
Frequently it is also necessary to apply a scaling 
factor (multiplication parameter) smaller than 
unity, because some values of  amplitude may 
exceed the maximum amplitude of  the origi-
nal profile after the gain application (SAND-
MEIER, 2010).

Figure 2. Acquisition of GPR data along surveillance section.
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• Data Migration—Diffraction stack migration 
is used to enhance the position of targets in the 
GPR sections (GAZDAG & SGUAZZERO, 
1984). The objective is to reconstitute the map 
of ground reflectivity from the superficial GPR 
registers. The term “migration” refers to the dis-
placement of the observed events to their actual 
spatial position. This is an inverse process where 
all registered waves are back propagated to their 
original location corresponding to the respective 
diffractor.

• Conversion of time data into depth—a hyper-
bolic adjustment was applied to some diffrac-
tion points corresponding to the tie bars found 
along the profile, as well as to adjust the real slab 
thickness observed in an excavation trench dug 
specifically for calibration purposes, as shown 
in Figure 3. From this calibration, the average 
speed of 0.072 m/ns was used in the inversion of 
time data into depth.

The same processing routines described above 
were applied to all radargrams in order to com-
pare the signal amplitudes. The only difference was 
the respective filter parameters adapted in accord-
ance to the frequency of the equipment.

After the generation of the final 2D image for each 
GPR section, the results were interpreted and tables 
were elaborated with the spatial position of each tie 
bar inside the rigid concrete slab, as well as the thick-
ness of the pavement layers (slab and base).

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSES

The results are analyzed with reference to the exec-
utive project of the highway under consideration 
(BR-101/NE).

The analysis of the data allows identifying 
the depth and thickness of the pavement layers. 
The project specifications required the thickness 
of 22 cm for the concrete slab and 10 cm for the 
macadam base. The analyses of a single  random 

 segment with the length of 600 m, shown in 
 Figure 4, determined slab thicknesses in the range 
between 16.4 and 28.2 cm, 25% below and 28% 
above the required values, respectively. The aver-
age slab thickness was 22 cm, exactly the required 
value, but with a standard deviation of 1.7 cm 
and a coefficient of variation of 8%. This means 
that exactly 50% of the samples were below the 
required project thickness (22 cm) and 12% were 
below 20 cm. For the hydraulic macadam base the 
thickness varied from 6.1 cm to 19.7 cm, 39% below 
and 97% above the required value, respectively. The 
average base thickness was 13 cm, thicker than the 
required 10 cm, with a standard variation of 2.0 cm 
and a coefficient of variation of 16%. This means 
that only 7% of the base samples were below the 
required project thickness of 10 cm, but also it also 
means that it is harder to control the granular base 
thickness.

Figure 5 shows the radargrams of two short sec-
tions (around 14 m long) for comparison purposes 
and visualization of the tie bars. In the first section, 
shown in Figure 5 (a) and (b), the tie bars are cor-
rectly space at every 50 cm, totaling 11 bars in each 
6.0 m long slab, in accordance with the executive 
project. In the second section, shown in Figure 5 (c) 
and (d), the tie bars are not properly spaced and 
only 7 bars could be identified in each slab.

The results of the overall data of around 176 km 
of 2D profiles show that only 5.25% of the tie bars 
met the required project specifications with respect 
to size and spacing in the central lane. The remain-
ing bars were misplaced or simply inexistent. The 
situation was even worse in the safety lane, where 
only 0.88% the bars met the required standards.

From a total of 7632 concrete plates in the central 
lane only 1100 (14.4%) had the required number of 
11 tie bars, but 9.1% were misplaced. Most plates 
(34%) had bars spaced of 1.0 m (1/2 the required 
spacing), i.e. only 7 bars by plate, as illustrated in 
Figure 5(c and d). About 19% of the plates had less 
than 7 bars and 51 plates had no bar at all. From a 
total number of 167068 bars required in the inves-
tigated lanes, only 64% were present, the rest was 
missing. The overall distribution of the number of 
bars with number of plates (in percentage) in the 
central lane can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 3. Calibration trench.

Figure 4. GPR profiles of a segment of BR-101/NE.
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Figure 6. Percentage of plates with number of tiebar. (11* = tiebars according with project; 11** = tiebars disaccord-
ing with project).

Figure 5. (a) GPR radargram obtained in an area where the number and position of the tie bars were correct; (b) 
detail of the soil layers (macadam base and subgrade) in the previous section (a); (c) GPR radargram obtained in an 
area where the number and position of the tie bars were incorrect; (d) detail of the soil layers (macadam base and 
subgrade) in the previous section (c).
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The GPR images were very effective in the iden-
tification of the spatial position of the bars as 
well as the determination of the pavement layer 
thickness.

The results showed that of the tie bars did not 
meet the required specification with respect to 
spacing and sizes. In the central lane only 5% of the 
bars were in accordance with the executive project; 
in the safety lane, less than 1%. Most important, 
around 36% of the tie bars were missing. This can 
seriously affect the future performance of the con-
crete slabs.

The GPR profiles also showed significant dif-
ferences between the observed and required layer 
thickness. The macadam base layer was mostly 
thicker than projected, what favors safety, but the 
concrete plates, which are more critical with respect 
to the fatigue life of the pavement, were underesti-
mated in 50% of the investigated length.

The lack of homogeneity in layer thickness and 
tie bars spacing implies in areas with high stress 
concentration with respect to what was defined in 
the executive project and could result in shorter 
fatigue life for the whole structure. This should 
be further investigated by means of mechanistic 
analyses.

The overall results suggest deficiencies in the 
construction control routines.
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ABSTRACT: The present work, aims to support the municipal county planning with an instrument of 
geotechnical analyses built from the collection of Standard Penetration Tests performed along the urban 
site for various purposes. Once they were collected, the geotechnical information was organized using 
computational spreadsheet, including its geographical coordinate’s location. Parameters concerned for 
urban planning, such as top soil characteristics of permeability, texture, resistance and water table depth, 
were grouped and analyzed through SURFER® software that was also used to generate the thematic 
maps. The city municipal planning law is currently been revised for definition of urban zoning occupa-
tion and sanitation priorities for sewage works. This study supported the urban land use director plan by 
presenting the different soil geotechnical characteristics. 

Keywords:  geotechnical map, SPT, urban planning

investigation tests, mainly SPT, that were realized 
either for public and private constructions.

By collecting information about soil and subsoil 
of urbanized region it was possible to make the 
first analysis for the construction of a geotechni-
cal map as defined by ZUQUETTE (1987) apud 
RÊGO (1997) so it can provide basic information 
for engineering purposes at a comprehensive lan-
guage even for non-engineering user.

Previous works also used data from SPT for 
geotechnical mapping, as ROMÃO (2006) and 
REGO (1997). At Porto Velho this first effort to 
bring together soil information from SPT along 
with its geospatial data, made possible to apply 
statistical analyses to interpolate the soil char-
acteristics in space for places with no data, as 
reported in LANDIM (2002). Nevertheless, the 
distance between samples is an important issue to 
be considered and boundaries definition should 
be investigated at field with complementary tests 
(AZEVEDO & VENEZIANI, 2005).

From field data, SPT is the most used test for 
soil in situ investigation at Porto Velho, as in Brazil. 

1 INTRODUCTION

Porto Velho is one of the most prodigious 
 Amazonian cities in terms of population growth. 
It has increased for the past three years, mainly 
because of Brazilian government PAC (Growth 
Acceleration Program). Which consists of invest-
ments concerning energy generation, that have been 
applied in Amazonian Region. These investments 
brings along other engineering works that requires 
geotechnical investigation. So far the city soil char-
acteristics were badly known. Porto Velho was 
founded as capital of Rondonia State in 1981. Its 
buildings remained mainly as a horizontal pattern 
of construction until mid 2008, when the govern-
ment decision of building a hydropower complex 
at Madeira River brought along many other invest-
ments and the need of densification of central 
areas. The conversion of housing and commercial 
buildings was relatively rapid. Until then, soil inves-
tigation for foundations has been neglected.

The purpose of this work is to introduce a 
geotechnical characterization from the recent soil 
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It is normalized by Brasilian Association for tech-
nical standards, through NBR 6484 (ABNT, 2001). 
It provides information over soil characteristics as 
penetration resistance, water level, texture, sand 
compaction or clay consistence and color. On the 
other hand, considering the sample distance, NBR 
8036 (ABNT, 1983), suggests 100 meters minimum 
for viability analysis of engineering projects.

Concerning its physiography, Porto Velho is 
located at Rio Madeira basin with soils modeled 
by its tropical humid climate with mean tempera-
ture of 25°C and annual rain rates varying from 
1900 to 2400 mm. Originally its vegetation is classi-
fied as ombrofila and geomorphological the urban 
area is considered plain terrain at dissection val-
ley of Madeira river, part of it is directly related 
to the hydrological cycle of erosion. The higher 
areas are formed by residual soil which gathered 
all conditions favorable for lateritic soil formation. 
(QUADROS, 2007)

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS

The first part of this work consisted of collect-
ing data from soil investigation. It was considered 
70 reports, obtained from geotechnical survey for 
Porto Velho public sewage works and some pri-
vate buildings construction. Figure 1 shows the 
geographical distribution of SPT tests taken at the 
urban area.

As the collection of data was made with dif-
ferent works, Table 1 summarizes data origin and 
period of in situ tests.

Regarding map construction, Figure 2 points 
the area that all data plotted is located within 
UTM coordinates 398942 and 410815 West as 

Figure 1. Location of SPT tests used as primary data 
for soil characterization.

Table 1. SPT data obtained for geotechnical mapping.

Font Reports Date Top soil

CAERD* 07 Ago/2008 Soft clay
CAERD 15 Sep–Oct/2008 Medium clay
CAERD 28 Sep–Oct/2008 Hard clay
CAERD 03 Sep–Oct/2008 Sand
CAERD 10 Sep–Oct/2008 Laterite rock
PRIVATE** 07 Mar–Jul/2007 Hard clay

* CAERD—government water co. ** Private constructors.

Figure 2. Studied area showing urban center of Porto 
Velho. Font: Google Earth© image. Yellow rectangle rep-
resents the studied area for kriging purposes.

Figure 3. SPT typical profile of medium to hard clay 
found at Porto Velho. Font: CAERD report # 48.

between 9025380 and 9035865.46 South. The total 
area studied was 120.75 km2.

It is important to point out that the stud-
ied area does not included some of the expan-
sion districts due to lack of soil information. 
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These areas are mostly occupied by poor and 
informal constructions.

The data was analyzed and organized to permit 
the comparison of soil attributes. Figure 3 shows 
a typical SPT report as obtained for this research. 
Geostatistical analysis was performed by kriging 
using Surfer® software as methodological proce-
dure referred in LANDIN (2002) Yet, for better soil 
characterization a field campaign was performed 
comprising of the sampling the five major super-
ficial soil types identified by SPT (see Table 1). 
Samples were tested in situ for permeability and 
at laboratory for texture, specific grain weigh and 
Atterberg limits. Permeability or infiltration test 
was performed as NBR 7229, ABNT (1993).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Superficial soil classification

One of the most important parameters for urban 
zoning and drainage projects is the soil permeabil-
ity, as urbanization works usually disrupt normal 
infiltration cycle. So, superficial soil was analyzed 
from its permeability capacity.

Nevertheless, superficial unconsolidated soil was 
found to be more than 80% clay with permeabil-
ity coefficient of 10−6 m/s or less. The vertical soil 
profile can be defined as typical tropical lateritic 
presenting uniform unconsolidated clay interca-
lated by a rigid agglomeration of lateritic forma-
tion rich in iron and aluminum concentrations. 
 Figure 3 shows a typical profile of SPT report 
shows the interruption of test due to the intercep-
tion of a laterite rock.

Although the city geomorphology is quite flat, 
ranging from 54 to 90 meters over medium sea 
level, its highest parts present this hard lateritic 
rock formation at top layers, as shown at Figure 4.

3.2 Water table level

Water table level ranged from surface of soft clays 
spots to as deep as 10 meters for sandy regions. 

In order to subsidize urban solutions for  wastewater 
disposal in soil, this is an important parameter 
to be considered. Figure 5 presents the relative 
depth of water table found at those survey tests. 
 Nevertheless, Figure 6, shows the absolute water 
table at sea level.

Due to seasonal variation of water table level, 
the analyses was made considering the dry period 
of the majority of the field tests which were real-
ized between March and September, typically dry 
season. Although some of the samples were col-
lected in October, the effects of the first rain epi-
sodes should not be able to modify the water table 
level yet. In general, the depth of water table would 
increase with coarser soil, like sands and lateritic 
gravels. At this region the majority of sites investi-
gated were reported to be dry.

In general, water table level keeps strong cor-
relation with Madeira river level. Nevertheless, 
during rainy season, some of  the urban natu-
ral drainage would keep water table relatively 
higher due to combination of  clayey soil and 
geomorphology.

Figure 4. Manual drilling profile presenting laterite 
rock at Porto Velho. Font: CAERD report # 8.

Figure 5. Relative water table level.

Figure 6. Hypsometric water table level.
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3.3 Resistance to penetration

The great majority of housing works at Porto Velho 
uses shallow foundations. Therefore, resistance 
measured in terms of SPT was plotted for surface 
to 1,45 m depth using SURFER® software to group 
similar regions. This depth was chosen because it is 
the first resistance value and it accounts for a great 
number of popular constructions.

From Figure 7, it is possible to observe the close 
relationship between terrain level and the presence 
of laterite rock formation.

The county interest resistance of these first layers 
is due to the relatively works in progress, like, water 
distribution systems, drainage and sewage  collection. 
The cost of drilling trough this harder material is 
sometimes neglected and used to cause interruption 
of works, left unfinished by contractors. The bet-
ter knowledge of soil properties could improve the 
county planning for urbanization works.

3.4 Generating maps for geotechnical groups

The parameters analyzed were grouped by themes, 
producing hypsometric map, map of declivities and 
map of geotechnical parameters. All geo-referred 
databases with geotechnical information produced 
to provide technical subsides for county planning 
urbanization works.

Figure 8 presents the hypsometric map for the 
studied area. The direct application of this map 
is the zoning of slide risks and inundation areas 
which are been located by hydrological studies cou-
pled with geotechnical risk map.

This map was also used as a frame to consider 
the error magnitude of kriging work, once only 
70 samples were considered to characterize more 
than 120 km2. It yields less than two investigation 
test for each square kilometer, which is below the 
Brazilian regulation ABNT recommends for any 
subsoil research work. Nevertheless, it turns out to 
be very close to the actual hypsometric map built 

in 2004 through a more specific and precise stere-
oscopic imaging method.

The water table map showed in Figure 6 is 
required for orientation of individual wastewater 
disposal solution, once only 2% of the urban pop-
ulation is served with sanitation services of waste-
water collection.

The contamination of wells is a severe problem 
to be faced by county public health politics. Yet, 
this theme still being studied by the measurement 
of water table levels also at the wells. Recent survey 
conducted by CPRM (Brasilian Geological  Service) 
indicates that there are approximately almost one 
well for 3 residences units. Considering the lack 
of basic sanitation, the control and knowledge of 
water table variation gains strategic importance.

Another important parameter, also consider-
ing basic infrastructure planning, is the resistance 
of the superficial soil layer. It is so because of 
the interaction of all linear works for sanitation, 
water distribution, telephone wires and others that 
requires the excavation of linear shallow ditches.

Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of soil 
resistance at 1.45 m depth. It keeps some coherence 
with the hypsometric map presented by Figure 8.

The last map built from field tests reports col-
lected was the superficial soil type. Figure 10 
presents the variation grouped in four most impor-
tant categories or textures founded.

From this map it is possible to relate superficial 
soil with water table level. This comparison indi-
cates that a great region of the city covered by soft 
to medium clay is also where the water table is less 
deep. It also presented poor permeability. This 
region was considered to be the most vulnerable 
due to presence of small rivers, known as “ igarapes” 
crossing all the extension of the urban area.

The analyses to subsidize Porto Velho county 
planning were also performed using in situ tests to 
check on soil permeability.

Figure 7. Comparison between terrain altitude above 
sea level and resistance in terms of SPT.

Figure 8. Hipsometric map obtained from field reports 
of in situ tests.
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Figure 9. NSPT resistance profile distributed by krig-
ing from field tests.

Figure 10. Superficial soil type grouped by texture 
(laterite concretions, sandy soil, hard clay and soft to 
medium clay).

Table 2. Laboratory tests results.

Soil D50% (mm) LL (%) IP (%)

Lateritic gravel >10 NA* NA
Sandy soil 0.1 NA* NA
Hard clay <0.02 43 30
Soft to medium clay <0.02 70 46

NA—not applicable.

Laboratory tests performed for these four soil 
categories, reported at Figure 8, showed that the 
clayed soil has high plasticity when combined 
with organic matter of the urban rivers. On the 
other hand, hard clay type was found to have lat-
eritic properties, like texture, plasticity and color. 
Table 2 summarizes the laboratory results for geo-
technical parameters of these soils.

Considering the spatial distribution of clayey 
soil at the urban area of Porto Velho, one must 
consider priority the study over hard clay soil, as 
it responds for 66% of total soil reported by SPT 
tests. Another 16% is also a clayey soil, reported 
as soft clay.

Altogether, Porto Velho accounts for more than 
80% of its territory covered by clay soil as it can be 
seen at Figure 11, which summarizes the percent-
age of SPT reports over the type of soil registered.

Some laboratory tests still being performed in 
order to improve the geotechnical characterization 

Figure 11. Soil type distribution over urban area of 
Port Velho-RO.

of Porto Velho soil. Preliminary results are being 
used by city planners to modify the current law 
about soil use.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The previous analysis of obtained geotechnical 
characteristics was useful to indicate priorities for 
urban planning and zoning.

The amount of data scattered in all sort of insti-
tutions has the potential to bring some light over 
municipality planning over soil use.

Moreover, geotechnical maps could improve 
public health politics by the indication of critical 
areas of high water table intercepted by pit latrines 
and septic tanks once the mean depth was found to 
be 5.5 m from terrain level.

In general, it was possible to relate high regions 
with more resistant soil due to the rising of the 
laterite agglomerate. It resisted to erosion natural 
processes and provided the conformation of ter-
rain morphology.

The present work, nevertheless do not have the 
intention to substitute fields investigation in which 
the parameters and density of survey will depend 
on the type of work.

The research continues by analyses that still 
being realized in order to obtain more accurate 
geotechnical map. This first approach towards 
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the development of a relation of geotechnical soil 
characteristics applied to Porto Velho County 
planning displayed the potential of these studies to 
the revision of municipal laws.

An urgent issue is the rapid growth of 
 urbanization. Constructions over city center 
have rapidly caused the reduction of top soil 
 permeability. As an Amazonian city Porto Velho 
has high rain index concentrated mainly between 
October and May. Therefore over 2000 mm of rain 
overflow its poorly designed drainage system and 
expose more than 20% of its residents at flooding 
risks.  Geotechnical mapping may be the first holis-
tic way to look over the problem and estimates risks 
and engineering solutions.
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ABSTRACT: The role of geophysical tests in geotechnical and geo-environmental engineering is 
 constantly increasing. Contributions in this session are mainly focused on applications even though some 
contain methodological aspects. Most contributions make use of Electric Resistivity Tomography (ERT) 
as in situ method and of a combination of methodologies (seismic and non seismic methods) to improve 
the characterization on the same test site. Some attempts to use geophysical techniques at the laboratory 
scale are also reported. A comparison of results from different complementary seismic techniques to infer 
the soil shear wave velocity profile at the same site is also reported. In the paper, after a general overview 
of the articles presented in the session, the potentiality of geophysical methods in laboratory will be dis-
cussed together with an analysis and discussion of the results obtainable with different seismic methods 
(particularly for what surface wave tests are concerned) for the determination of the subsoil shear wave 
velocity profile.

data inversion. If  constraints (e.g. borehole logs or 
laboratory data) are available, geophysical inter-
pretations may be improved and some pitfalls due 
to their inherent non-uniqueness can be mitigated. 
Combination of different geophysical surveys 
can also improve the reliability of the solution. 
Another emerging trend is related to laboratory 
tests in which the same geophysical parameter is 
measured under known boundary conditions. This 
is usually a great aid for a better understanding of 
the results of site investigations.

The theme related to geophysical methods in 
the present conference has received a number of 
contributions related to applications but also some 
containing methodological aspects. Some of the 
papers make use of geophysical tests at the labora-
tory scale and in most of them independent con-
ventional tests are also performed to corroborate 
geophysical surveys.

Several papers have shown the combined use 
of different methodologies at the same test site. 
In most situation this is an useful approach since 
different geophysical parameters can provide evi-
dence on different aspects of the soil stratigraphy. 
A common example is the complementarity between 
electric and seismic methods. Indeed electrical resis-
tivity is very sensitive to fluid phases, while seismic 
wave velocity is sensitive to the mechanical prop-
erties of the soil skeleton. Electrical  parameters 

1 INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing requirement for  geophysical 
surveys carried out during geotechnical inves-
tigations to provide relevant information about 
geotechnical parameters. Indeed the potential of 
geophysical tests for engineering site characteriza-
tion has been widely recognized, especially in recent 
decades. Their advantages are mainly the non inva-
siveness, the possibility of testing large volumes of 
soil and cost effectiveness. Geophysical tests are 
particularly useful for preliminary investigations, 
providing a broad view of the subsurface in order 
to plan deeper and more detailed direct geotech-
nical investigations. In this respect geophysical 
surveys can be used as the basis for selecting bore-
hole locations. On the other side, local correlations 
between geophysical and geotechnical parameters 
can be established and used to extend to a wider 
scale the obtained information. Geophysics is not a 
substitute for boring or direct testing, but it is often 
a very cost-effective and reliable tool for imaging 
the subsurface between and below boreholes and 
for determining the in situ bulk properties of soils 
and rocks.

The interpretation of geophysical tests is not 
always straightforward, requiring a high level of 
expertise and knowledge of the physical behav-
ior of soils and of the mathematical problems of 
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can be related to the physico-chemical properties 
of the soil-water mixture (concentration of ionic 
species, porosity, tortuosity, specific surface, cation 
exchange capacity) and, at least in principle, results 
can be interpreted also from a quantitative point 
of view. On a complementary side the seismic wave 
velocity is associated to the mechanical properties 
of the soil skeleton which are of interest for appli-
cations in geotechnical engineering.

The use of  multiple methodologies is therefore 
interesting from the applications point of  view. 
However, a lack of  a real integration between 
the different methodologies is observed in the 
presented papers. It is indeed commonplace 
to use multiple methods to determine multiple 
physical properties over an area of  interest. The 
analysis of  such complementary data, however, 
is rarely taken beyond a qualitative comparison. 
Attempts to a quantitative comparison are, for 
the most part, centered upon constitutive or 
empirical relations between physical properties, 
which tend to be limited in scale and applicabil-
ity (Bedrosian et al., 2007). Few attempts for a 
real integration of  data by means of  joint inter-
pretations (Bedrosian et al., 2007) or joint inver-
sions of  different datasets have been studied by 
different researchers (Gallardo & Meju, 2004; 
Comina et al., 2002).

After a general overview of the papers of the 
present theme session and a short presentation of 
the most significant contributions, the paper will 
discuss some aspects related to the use of geophysi-
cal techniques in laboratory and to the potentiality 
of different seismic techniques to obtain the sub-
soil Vs profile. These two themes are indeed the 
most interesting ones emerging from the presented 
contributions. Finally some key points for discus-
sion on this themes will be highlighted.

2 GENERAL OVERVIEW

A total of 11 papers on geophysical tests are 
included in the present session, This seems to 
reflect a reduced interest on the topic in respect 
of previous venues of this specialty conference on 
site characterization. However it must be noticed 
that several papers related to the use of geophysi-
cal methods, particularly in respect to surface wave 
based methodologies, have been included in the in 
situ testing methods session. In this respect this 
could be conversely considered as a wider accept-
ance of the importance of geophysical techniques 
for site characterization.

Most of the papers in the present session (6 arti-
cles out of 11) report the applications of Electric 
Resistivity Tomography (ERT). Often this method-
ology has been combined with seismic tomography. 

Only few articles are instead focused exclusively on 
the use of seismic methods (3 articles).

Independent non geophysical tests have been 
used as an instrument for indirect verification of 
geophysical results. A clear example of this link, 
which has received particular attention in the 
papers presented in this session, is the compari-
son between electrical resistivity data and Time 
Domain Reflectometry (TDR) data for the evalu-
ation of water content of soils. TDR data have 
been also used by themselves for the location of 
the restricting zones of permeability in the bottom 
of a basin (Alimi-Ichola et al., 2012).

A total of 4 articles report also on the applica-
tions of geophysical tests in laboratory or on scaled 
models. Fewer papers (2 articles) report the use of 
other non seismic methods specifically of Ground 
Penetrating Radar (GPR).

2.1 Electrical resistivity tomography

This methodology has become quite common 
due to the easiness of execution and interpreta-
tion. This is most likely due to the improvements 
in multi-electrode equipment and to the availabil-
ity of commercial softwares that makes this tech-
nique much easier to implement than in the past 
and obviously to the potential of these tests for 
mapping the underground layers quite accurately 
with fast non invasive measurements (Daily et al., 
2004). Tomographic inversion added important 
new capabilities as it is more general, accurate, and 
rigorous for spatial imaging of resistivity than ear-
lier pseudosection or curve fitting methods (Daily 
et al., 2004). Nevertheless it is very important that 
the test is interpreted by high level expert personnel 
to properly identify artifacts and unreliable data in 
order to have meaningful results.

Indeed the inherent ambiguity in the inverse prob-
lem is often neglected and not completely consid-
ered in the inversion of tomographic data.  Usually 
inversion follows a predetermined optimization 
strategy (minimization of an objective function). 
Some programs allow to exert a slight influence on 
the inversion results by choosing damping factor 
or flatness filters to invert for the smoothest model 
(Res2dinv, Geotomo Software; Resitomo, v2, 
 Harbour Dom) or influence the inversion by weight-
ing factors (SensInv2D, v2.3,  Geotomographie) 
which are related to measurements configuration 
factors or sensitivity distribution (Hoffmann & 
Dietrich, 2004). Most of the papers making use of 
ERT as in situ testing method do not discuss the 
inversion steps. It must be underlined that even if  
robust results are obtainable with common com-
mercial softwares, an educated judgment on the 
result must be taken due to the general uncertainty 
in the inverse problem solution and particularly in 
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the tomographic problem. A clear example, among 
others, of the problem of nonunique solution is 
reported by Gautam et al. (2000) which used two 
different 2D interpretation programs to investigate 
the extension of karst structures founding signifi-
cantly different results.

The most significant applications of this tech-
niques in the session are related to the identifica-
tion of contaminated sites (Gandolfo et al., 2012) 
and to the detection of caves in karstified lime-
stone formations (Porres et al., 2012). Particularly 
interesting is the work of Cosentini et al. (2012) 
which make use of ERT in combination with seis-
mic tomography for the evaluation of the thick-
ness of unstable pyroclastic soil and reports also 
an attempt to estimate the degree of saturation 
by means of a correlation with electric labora-
tory measurements under known saturation levels. 
Time lapse ERT is instead used by Chretien et al. 
(2012) to monitor water content variations under 
dry-wet cycles in an heterogeneous clay formation. 
Independent verification of the obtained results 
with local TDR measurements are also reported.

2.2 Seismic methods

Seismic methods are the most diffused geophysical 
tests in geotechnical engineering. Indeed seismic 
velocities are related to the small strain moduli of 
soils which can be directly incorporated in many 
geotechnical analyses. As an example the small 
strain shear modulus is a fundamental parameter 
for seismic site response analysis. It is strongly 
affected by disturbance induced by sampling and 
reconsolidation in laboratory: it is therefore neces-
sary to use in situ seismic methods to obtain a rea-
sonable estimate (Stokoe & Santamarina, 2000). 
Non invasive seismic tests have become more and 
more popular in this respect, particularly with the 
use of surface wave methods, because they are cost 
and time effective options for testing large areas 
and provide global information of the behavior of 
the soil deposit.

An interesting paper on a Round Robin test for 
a comparative study of different in situ seismic tests 
for the evaluation of the shear wave velocity profile is 
reported in this session by Kim et al. (2012).  Surface 
wave based techniques are used and discussed 
(SASW, MASW, HWAW and ReMi) together with 
seismic in hole tests (downhole, crosshole and sus-
pension logging). Comparison with direct borehole 
evidences and geotechnical tests (standard pen-
etration test, SPT) is also given. In the context of 
reliability of surface wave tests Heyman (2012) dis-
cuss also the comparison of result obtainable with 
impact sources as compared to vibratory sources.

Alternatively seismic methods can be used 
also as an imaging technique with a tomographic 

approach based on the study of the propagating 
field of body waves. In this respect two papers 
report the application of tomographic seismic 
methods as an imaging methodology, also in com-
parison with ERT results. In the presented papers 
a good mach between the two methods in respect 
to the main geologic interfaces has been observed 
(Cosentini et al., 2012; Gandolfo et al., 2012).

2.3 GPR methods

GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar) is extremely 
useful in producing high-resolution images of the 
subsurface, typically from 0 to 10 m depth, through 
wide-band electromagnetic waves. The frequencies 
usually range from 10 MHz to 4 GHz: the low 
frequency range is more suitable for geotechnical 
exploration purposes while higher frequencies are 
more suitable for man made structures. In fact, the 
GPR has become an established and powerful tool 
particularly for the inspection of road and highway 
pavements, bridges, tunnels, and for detecting sub-
surface cavities and voids. It is also used to perform 
detailed quality controls of reinforced  concrete. 
GPR is very often employed for the analysis of 
geological structures, for the mapping of soil, rock 
or fill layers in shallow geotechnical investiga-
tions, and for foundation design, besides being a 
valuable monitoring technique of buried utilities 
as conduits, electricity cables, gas and water pipes. 
As a drawback, GPR often suffer from a reduced 
penetration due to the presence of highly conduc-
tive materials such as clays.

Among the accepted papers two works deal 
with the application of GPR as a prospecting 
 methodology. Case histories in this respect are pre-
sented towards the potentiality of GPR in investi-
gating the subsoil and foundations of the Burgos 
Cathedral (Espinosa et al., 2012) and one discuss 
the potentiality of the same methodology in differ-
ent soils and structures mainly for shallow applica-
tions (Franco et al., 2012).

2.4 Geophysical laboratory tests

The application of geophysical methods at the lab-
oratory scale has become in recent years an impor-
tant topic of research due to the improvement in 
technological facilities for the measurement of 
seismic wave velocities at different investigation 
scales and the increased application of electric 
methods as low cost imaging techniques. Labora-
tory tests have the advantage that the geophysical 
parameters inferred from the tests are obtained 
under known boundary conditions so that a direct 
calibration of test results in terms of geological 
parameters can be obtained and extrapolated sub-
sequently at the in situ scale. Therefore geophysical 
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techniques are used not only as imaging tools but 
also to extract quantitative information on geo-
technical parameters.

Some papers report the application of both 
seismic and ERT methods at the laboratory 
scale. A potentially interesting application on the 
use of electric tomographies for monitoring the 
CO2 leakage evolution on laboratory samples is 
reported by Bang et al. (2012), even if  the absence 
of experimental data in the paper does not allow 
for a complete evaluation of the application. Indi-
rect verification of the results with pictures of the 
monitored phenomena appears indeed to have 
underlined some lacks in the measuring process. 
On the other side the measurement of S-wave 
velocity on a large calibration box is reported by 
Almeida et al. (2012) while Porres et al. (2012) have 
performed tomographic tests on scaled targets to 
evaluate the reliability of ERT in identifying caves 
and Cosentini et al. (2012) have measured the elec-
tric resistivity of different samples under known 
saturation level to correlate field evidences with 
this parameter.

3 LABORATORY APPLICATIONS 
OF GEOPHYSICAL TESTS

The use of geophysical techniques at the labora-
tory scale could be of great aid in the interpretation 
of in situ tests since the same testing procedures 
can be adopted under controlled boundary condi-
tions. In this way a profitable relation with relevant 
geotechnical parameters could be established and 
linked to the geophysical response.  Combining 
the measurement of electric properties and seis-
mic wave velocities to common geotechnical 
laboratory devices, which measure global load-
deformation curves, could be, for example, a great 
aid in a better understanding of the hydro-chemo-
mechanical interaction which plays a major role 
in several geotechnical engineering applications 
(e.g. nuclear waste storage deposit, soil stability in 
active clays, solute transport and diffusion in con-
taminated sites, CO2 sequestration, water injection 
for enhanced oil recovery …).

While seismic wave velocity measurement 
using piezoceramic elements has become of com-
mon application in most geotechnical labora-
tories (Brignoli et al., 1996, Jovicic et al., 1996; 
Lee & Santamarina, 2006) the application of elec-
tric measurement for imaging purposes, especially 
in geotechnical laboratory cells equipped with ERT, 
have been only recently described (e.g. Comina 
et al., 2008; Damasceno et al., 2009; Lee & 
 Santamarina, 2010).

An example of the combined measurement of 
seismic and electrical properties has been  performed 

by Comina et al. (2010) in an oedometer cell 
 specifically designed in order to perform 3D ERT 
and to measure the velocity of compression (P) and 
shear (S) seismic waves together with conventional 
external load-displacement measurements (Comina 
et al., 2008). An experiment has been conduced on 
a homogeneous sand sample to evaluate the poten-
tiality of ERT in distinguishing saturation changes. 
The increase of the soil conductivity with saturation 
can be clearly appreciated in the images reported in 
Figure 1. The images show an almost homogeneous 
distribution of conductivity at each stage, reflect-
ing the uniformity of the specimen. It is however 
possible to distinguish some zones of the specimen 
in which variations in conductivities are observed, 
reflecting local heterogeneities of porosity and/or 
saturation. These results show that an analysis of 
conductivity distribution within the sample could 
provide an idea of how the de-saturation or satura-
tion processes are evolving. The combined analysis 
of the water retention characteristics of the same 
soil under test suggested that, under known porosity 
conditions, the calibration of ERT results together 
with devoted water retention curves could be used, 
in principle, to estimate suction in unsaturated soils 
also at field scale (Comina et al., 2010).

A similar approach as been also used by Cosen-
tini et al. (2012) on the same apparatus comparing 
the ERT reconstructions with a finite element sim-
ulation of water inflow in unsaturated soil samples 
to infer the water retention curve and the unsatu-
rated hydraulic conductivity. The parameters esti-
mated with ERT agreed satisfactorily with those 

Figure 1. Tomographic reconstructions of a sand 
 sample at different saturation degrees (indicated above 
each specimen) (from Comina et al., 2010).
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determined using established techniques, hence the 
proposed approach shows good potential for rela-
tively fast characterizations. Again, similar experi-
ments could be carried out on site to study the 
hydraulic behavior of an entire soil deposit.

The P and S-waves traces measured during the 
same test of Figure 1 are reported in Figure 2a 
and 2b: a good quality of the results can be noticed 
allowing for a reliable first arrival picking in all 

 saturation conditions and showing a coherent dif-
ference in the velocity of the two waves with almost 
doubled P wave velocities. This is a major task in 
implementing seismic measurement at the labora-
tory scale since often due to the confined bound-
ary conditions wave reflections and refractions 
from cell boundaries are particularly disturbing, as 
observed also by Almeida et al. (2012) in the arti-
cle presented for the present session. In their work 
authors discussed indeed the difficulties encoun-
tered in picking reliable first arrivals and adopted 
particular processing procedures with the use of 
filtering techniques to solve this problem.

Wave velocities evaluated from the above traces 
are instead reported in Figure 2c showing trends 
that are similar to those published by Wu et al. 
(1984) and Qian et al. (1991, 1993). As the S-wave 
velocities are concerned, moderate differences with 
saturation degrees are observed (Fig. 2c). These 
minor differences can not be explained solely on 
the basis of the variation of apparent density hence 
it is necessary to postulate an influence of matrix 
suction. As suction contributes to stiffen the mate-
rial, it increases as well the S-wave velocity. On the 
contrary, propagation of the P-wave depends both 
on the mechanical properties of the soil and on the 
stiffness of the pore fluid. Although an adequate 
interpretation of the evolution of the P-wave veloc-
ity with the degree of saturation is more complex 
(see e.g. Conte et al., 2009), its sharp increase close 
to complete saturation can be appreciated.

Similar measurements have been also performed 
at a larger scale by Almeida et al. (2012) which 
related the measurement of seismic velocities in 
uncemented and in artificially cemented samples, 
under both saturated and unsaturated conditions, 
to the uniaxial compressive strength reveling some 
peculiar behaviour fo the soil (Fig. 3). Again only 

Figure 2. Measurement of P and S wave velocities of 
a sand sample at different saturation degrees: a) P wave 
velocity travel time curves, b) S wave velocity travel time 
curves and c) wave velocities as a function of saturation 
(from Comina et al., 2010).

Figure 3. Trends of seismic wave velocities with  uniaxial 
strength (from Almeida et al., 2012).
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under controlled conditions like the ones that is 
possible to obtain at the laboratory scale a con-
sistent link with wave velocities and cementation 
is possible to be attempted and related only in a 
second time to in situ conditions and tests results.

In spite of these examples in which electric and 
seismic measurements have been used as an indi-
rect parameter estimation methodology one of the 
main advantage of the use of ERT in laboratory 
is that it could be adopted as an indirect imaging 
methodology and as a new measurement technique 
which can provide spatial distributions and inter-
nal spatial characteristics of specimens in respect 
to point or overall measurements as it is common 
practice in geotechnical laboratory tests. If  used 
as monitoring tool ERT can produce time lapse 
images of the monitored phenomena allowing for 
its complete and reliable description.

As an example mapping the progress of an 
electrolyte through a porous media has numer-
ous applications in civil and environmental engi-
neering and this can be obtained both by direct 
imaging of the monitored phenomena or with 
local concentration measurements, e.g. to draw 
breakthrough curves. To determine flow path-
ways in natural soils magnetic resonance imaging 

(Amin et al., 1993,  Hedburg et al. 1993) and x-ray 
tomography (Anderson et al., 1992, Peyton et al. 
1992) have been used. These techniques provide 
small-scale resolution and are able to identify tiny 
features such as small fissures and cracks but are 
very expensive and not widely available. In contrast 
ERT is relatively cost effective and fast in terms of 
data acquisition times.

An interesting example on the application of 
ERT as a monitoring tool can be found in Comina 
et al. (2011) which have performed some experi-
mental tests of diffusion of a saline solution in both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous specimens to 
evaluate the performance of clay barriers. Flaws in 
environmental barriers made of compacted clays or 
Geosynthetic Clay Liners (GCL) can indeed cause 
preferential flow paths for contaminants.  Monitoring 
is then required to track contaminant progress, to 
locate potential dangerous leakages and to calibrate 
numerical models through back-analysis.

In Figures 4 and 5 are reported the testing 
disposition and the tomographic imaging of the 
diffusion of a saline solution in both an homo-
geneous sample and in a heterogeneous one with 

Figure 4. Experimental setup for the diffusion tests in 
a) homogeneous sand specimen and b) heterogeneous 
specimen with clay inclusion.

Figure 5. Images of the solute plume for the two tests in 
Figure 4 at the same time instant from the beginning of 
the test: a) homogeneous sand specimen and b) heteroge-
neous specimen with clay inclusion.
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the  presence of a clay barrier. Images of Figure 5 
refers in particular to the same time-instant after 
the beginning of diffusion so that a direct compari-
son of the effects related to the presence of the clay 
barrier is possible between the two images.

In the heterogeneous sample salt solution 
appears to spread more in the horizontal direction 
than in the vertical one, in respect to the homo-
geneous sample, correctly with the test purposes. 
However, the conductivity increase on the left flank 
of the specimen suggests that leakage occurred at 
the interface between the clay layer and the cell 
wall. Detecting thi leakage shows the potentiality 
of 3D ERT in reconstructing complicated diffusive 
flows in the specimens and in profitably monitor 

preferential flow paths. Numerical simulations of 
the tests with typical material parameters from the 
literature showed the consistency of experimental 
observations.

In Figure 6 are instead reported the whole time 
lapse images obtained for a test in an homogenous 
sample. Images are very clear in representing the 
saline solution diffusing inside the soil sample for 
the whole test duration and can be used to cali-
brate numerical model in order to extract relevant 
parameters on the soil behavior in respect to diffu-
sion characteristics.

Similar tests have been attempted by Bang et al. 
(2012) to monitor the leakage of CO2 in a trans-
parent tank filled with glass beads. The experimen-
tal setup proposed in this article has the advantage 
of a direct verification of tests results by means 
of pictures of the tank at different time intervals. 
However the lack of experimental data does not 
allow for a quantitative assessment of the potential 
of ERT for this application.

4 SEISMIC TESTS FOR THE 
DETERMINATION OF THE SHEAR 
WAVE VELOCITY PROFILE

Different geophysical techniques, either invasive 
(down-hole, cross-hole, P-S logging) or non- invasive 
(surface waves tests or SH seismic refraction), 
can be used in the field to obtain the Vs profile. 
 Invasive methods are generally considered more 
accurate, but it is important to underline that none 
of these methods provide “what can be deemed as 
an unbiased estimate” (Moss, 2008) and that a cor-
rect evaluation of the uncertainty of the estimated 
parameters is crucial. Surface Wave tests are widely 
used in this respect because they are cost and time 
effective when compared to invasive methods and 
they do not suffer from limitations related to site 
conditions that affect SH seismic refraction (e.g. 
presence of inverse layering or hidden layers). In 
this respect they are gaining popularity in the geo-
technical community. Most approaches use a two 
step procedure for the interpretation of experimen-
tal data: in the first phase an experimental disper-
sion curve is obtained through signal processing; 
then the inverse problem aimed at estimate the 
shear wave velocity profile at the site is solved. 
Different sources of uncertainties can affect the 
reliability of the results in both steps, these will be 
briefly discussed also on the basis of the article by 
Kim et al. (2012) in which a round robin tests of 
different methodologies for the evaluation of the 
Vs profile is presented. Particular attention will be 
posed on the investigation depth obtainable with 
the tests which is a key parameter in the definition 
of a correct testing procedure.

Figure 6. Images of the solute front for a test in an 
homogeneous sand specimen (test disposition similar to 
Fig. 4a).
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For what the dispersion curve determination 
is concerned, a variety of approaches exists (Foti 
et al., 2011). In active source tests, waves are gen-
erated using a seismic source and different arrays 
disposition are used in the interpretation (Stokoe 
et al., 1994; Park et al., 1999; Foti, 2005), whereas 
passive source tests are based on the analysis of 
microtremors (Horike, 1985; Tokimatsu, 1995; 
Louie, 2001). While in active source tests it is usu-
ally very easy to generate and detect high frequency 
components, microtremors are typically rich in 
energy in the low frequency band. Different termi-
nologies exist to define the various types of active 
surface wave tests, two main types make use of a 
two station (SASW) or a multistation approach 
(MASW).

Among passive methods partitular attention 
must be used in the interpretation of ReMi data 
(Louie, 2001) since the basic hypotheses underly-
ing ReMi is that noise is distributed isotropically 
in azimuth or is aligned exactly with the array. 
These conditions often are not met, and in most 
cases they are not verified because such analysis 
requires an accurate approach to data processing 
that is rarely applied (Strobbia & Cassiani, 2011). 
Conversely 2D arrays disposition do not suffer 
from these limitations and can allow a correct defi-
tion of the wave field at the site with a precise loca-
tion of the direction of propagation of the noise 
(Zywicki, 1999; Comina & Foti, 2007).

In the paper by Kim et al. (2012) presented in 
this session different surface wave methods (SASW, 
MASW, HWAW ans ReMi) have been used on 
the same test site to extract the experimental dis-
persion curve. Results in Figure 7 show that, for 
the frequency range in which the different meth-
odologies are superimposed, there is a very good 
correspondence in the retrieved dispersion curve 
points, underlining the equivalence of the different 
approaches used.

Similar results have been obtained by Foti (2002) 
who compared the results obtainable with the 
SASW method and with the multistation method 
(MASW) on both synthetic and experimental data 
in a large spectrum of frequencies. The obtained 
dispersion curves with the two methodologies can 
again be considered practically equivalent for the 
purposes of the inversion process (Fig. 8).

The resolvable frequency band clearly affects 
the investigation depth (related to the maximum 
recorded wavelength) and the spatial resolution 
close to the ground surface (related to minimum 
recorded wavelength). Typically it is assumed that 
the investigation depth is about half  the maximum 
available wavelength. A combination of both active 
and passive methods may be therefore necessary to 
obtain the necessary depth of investigation. This 
depends also on the strength of the active source 

as discussed in the paper Heyman (2012) of the 
present session who has compared different vibra-
tory sources with different weights resulting in dif-
ferent resolvable frequencies (Fig. 9).

Combined use of passive and active methods 
has been also suggested to improve both resolution 
and investigation depth (Tokimatsu, 1995; Rix 
et al., 2002; Foti et al., 2007).

Differences observed in the frequency band 
extracted from the different tests of the Round 
Robin test reported by Kim et al. (2012) in  Figure 7 
are mainly related to different acquisition setup and 
geophones layouts and not to different interpreta-
tion procedures since, as underlined, in principle 
the same information can be extracted with SASW 
and MASW data. However once the maximum 
wavelength is estimated particular attention must 
be posed in the solution of the inverse problem 
to limit the soil profile interpretation only to the 
depth at which the dispersion curves data contain 
relevant information.

Indeed once the experimental dispersion curve is 
retrieved, different approaches can be used for the 
solution of the inverse problem aimed at the estima-
tion of the shear wave velocity profile. Most of them 
are based on deterministic gradient-based inver-
sion techniques (e.g. Hermann, 1994; Lai & Rix, 
1998), so that the solution of the inverse  problem is 

Figure 7. Experimental dispersion curves obtained by 
the various surface wave methods discussed in Kim et al. 
(2012).
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a single soil profile. Since surface wave inversion is 
strongly non linear, ill-posed and mix- determined, 
the solution is non-unique and several velocity 
profiles may comply with the experimental data. 
The final model chosen by deterministic meth-
ods is hence only one of the possible solutions 
and the final result is very sensitive to the initial 
model. The inversion process can easily be biased 
by wrong choices in terms of model parameteri-
zations that lead the solution into local minima 
(Sambridge, 2001; Luke et al., 2003; Wathelet 
et al., 2004). The non uniqueness of the inverse 
problem solution represents one of the main 
causes of uncertainty in surface wave analysis. In 
spite of this, it is often neglected, especially when 
deterministic inversion algorithms are used.

The uncertainty from solution non-uniqueness 
as a function of maximum available wavelength in 
the experimental data has been studied in the work 
of Comina et al., (2012) where multiple inversions 
of the same dataset have been performed progres-

sively removing long wavelength (low frequency) 
data-points and the influence of this operation 
on the final solution has been assessed. A Global 
search inversion algorithm has been used. In this 
way the uncertainty in the inversion process can be 
studied more rigorously. In Figure 10 is reported 
an example of this procedure applied to a real case 
history for which an independent downhole test 
was available for comparison.

Using a global search approach for the inversion 
it is possible to obtain a set of solutions that honor 
equally well the experimental dispersion data (i.e. 
a set of shear wave velocity profiles which corre-
spondent dispersion curves are equally close to the 
experimental dispersion curve, accounting also for 
the experimental uncertainties). The results clearly 
shows that reducing the maximum wavelength 
results in an increased uncertainty with depth.

This must be kept in mind when trying to evalu-
ate the comparison of the different surface wave 
data. In Figure 11 the totality of results obtained in 
the round robin test reported by Kim et al. (2012) 
are reported. Generally a quite good comparison is 
obtained between the different methodologies. The 
authors of the paper comment that MASW data 
are less reliable since result in minor Vs velocities 
with depth. Given the determined frequency range 
of the data it must be however noted that these data 
are indeed quite similar to the others for the depth 
at which a reliable solution is possible while fail at 
greater depths (Table 3 of Kim et al., 2012). Consid-
ering the range of available wavelengths in the exper-
imental dataset, MASW results in  Figure 11 should 
not have been reported for depth higher than about 
12 meters. Since no details are given in respect of 
the tests setup it is not possible to evaluate the rea-
sons for the different depth of investigation. Likely 

Figure 8. Comparison of SASW and MASW disper-
sion curves on experimental data from Foti (2002).

Figure 9. Dispersion curves obtained from different 
vibratory sources on the same test site from Heyman 
(2012).
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the limitations could be however overcame with the 
use of longer arrays, heavier sources or passive data 
as briefly mentioned in the above discussion.

From a general point of view it must be stated 
that, as also observed in the round robin test, given 
a correct investigation depth, results of surface 
wave data and of other methodologies to extract 
the Vs profile are quite in agreement (Fig. 11).

The agreement between invasive and surface 
waves tests is very good when the objective of the 
tests is the evaluation of apparent global param-
eters (e.g. VS,30). In this respect it has been observed 
by different authors (Moss, 2008; Comina et al., 
2011) that in situations in which the maximum 
retrieved wavelength from the tests (either active or 
passive) is at least 60 meters the uncertainty in the 
inversion process is reduced and the reliability of 
the final result is close to the one of invasive tests. 
This has been observed for different subsoil classes 
and typologies as reported in Figure 12.

5 FINAL REMARKS

There is an increasing interest in geophysical tests 
which provide many physical insights for geotechni-
cal engineering and for geo-environmental  problems. 
In this respect a closer collaboration between engi-
neers and geophysicists has to be encouraged 
because an interdisciplinary approach is required 
from an early stage of a project rather than later.

A significant contribution for increasing the role 
of geophysical tests and to make their results more 
useful could come from laboratory  geophysical 

Figure 10. Monte Carlo inversion of combined active 
and passive surface wave data for different maximum 
wavelengths: top) Shear wave velocity profiles from 
Monte Carlo analysis, bottom) average shear wave veloc-
ity profile from Monte Carlo analysis with +/− standard 
deviation. The two blue dotted lines correspond to the 
transition to CoV on shear wave velocity > 20% (from 
Comina et al., 2012).

Figure 11. Shear wave velocity profiles obtained by the 
various surface wave methods discussed in Kim et al. 
(2012) in comparison to in hole seismic tests.
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Figure 12. Comparison of VS,30 determined with inva-
sive tests and surface wave tests (from Comina et al., 
2012).
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tests which constitute the natural counterpart of 
in situ testing. Laboratory tests provide a better 
insight into capabilities of these tests and allow for 
relationships with geotechnical parameters to be 
derived. One of the most powerful methodologies 
in this respect, both from the imaging point of view 
and with the aim of a correct parameter estimation, 
appears to be the electric resistivity tomography.

For earthquake engineering applications, seis-
mic geophysical tests based on the propagation of 
surface waves have become more and more popu-
lar in the geotechnical community. Indeed they 
are time and cost effective. A careful evaluation 
of experimental data and of the maximum depth 
of investigation lead to comparable results with in 
hole seismic tests.

Finally, the integration of different methodolo-
gies at the same test site can provide more robust 
and effective approaches. Indeed a deeper integra-
tion in terms of joint inversion processes can further 
increase the reliability of the characterization.
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ABSTRACT: Measurements of dielectric parameters followed by permeability tests are performed on 
soil samples of infiltration basin. The dielectric parameters are obtained by TDR measurements so it 
is found that the measurement of the permittivity, the electrical conductivity and the relaxation time 
of compacted soil allows the mapping of the values of the coefficient of permeability at the surface of 
an infiltration basin. With the distribution of the coefficient of permeability, the areas of water stagnation 
can be detected before the basin filling. The study proves that the TDR measurements for the detection 
of these zones can be used for the management of infiltration basins for sustainable working and their 
remediation can be undertaken before the rainy seasons.

the hydraulic conductivity from the results of 
vertical electric soundings. So, many calibration tests 
are carried out on samples from infiltration basin by 
dielectric and electrical conductivity measurements 
with TDR method. Standard permeability tests are 
performed on the samples after TDR measurements. 
Then a mapping of the infiltration basin bottom 
is carried out according a predetermined grid, by 
TDR measures.

2 SOIL DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES

2.1 Complex permittivity of dielectric material

Every material has electrical characteristics which 
depend on the dielectric properties. Measurement 
techniques of these properties offer to researchers 
engineers the mean of their use or of the 
amelioration of their quality or to control their 
fabrication. The dielectric properties of materials 
are represented by the electrical resistivity, the 
permittivity and by the magnetic permeability. 
These properties change with the temperature, the 
pressure, with the composition and the molecular 
structure of the material.

• The electrical resistivity concerns the ionic flow 
in the material; high resistivity characterizes 

1 INTRODUCTION

The geophysical techniques were mainly developed 
for detection of in-depth anomalies of sites. Since 
a few tens year, these techniques are used to detect 
or localize the pollution in the soil and the ground 
water of old sites of industrial activities. Analyse of 
the parameters used in the most of the geophysical 
techniques can be described by the Debye relaxa-
tion function representing the expression of the 
complex permittivity. The success of the methods 
geophysics for the site survey rests on the fact that 
the soil is a dispersive medium and this material 
dependence with the frequency has the advantage 
that the contribution of the bulk material and the 
grain boundaries in the measurements is separated. 
Thus different models of relaxation dielectric are 
proposed for analysing the dielectric medium 
response. These models introduce the relaxation 
frequency or time, the real static permittivity and 
the real permittivity at infinity frequency.

TDR measurements are developed to detect 
faults in the transmission line. Topp et al. (1980) 
and many authors after them proposed methods 
of the determination of the dielectric constant 
and the electrical conductivity of the soil around a 
transmission line. As already shown (Maza?c, Landa 
1977), there exist realistic possibilities of determining 
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insulator material, weak resistivity characterizes 
electrical conductor material.

• Material dielectric constant: a material is called 
dielectric when it is able to store energy and 
to restore it; the dielectric constant is the ratio 
between the capacitor capacity in void and in 
dielectric material.

• Material permittivity describes the interaction 
between a material and an applied electric 
field; the dielectric constant measures the ratio 
between the permittivity of the material and the 
permittivity of the void space.

• Loss Phase, when the permittivity of the material 
is a complex number represented by a vector. 
The relative energy loss is the ratio between the 
restored energy and the stored energy.

So the real part of the material permittivity 
describes the energy storage capacity and the 
imaginary part describes the energy loss. All 
geophysical methods use the electrical flow or the 
EM propagation to reveal the dielectric properties 
of soil. The change in the value of the measured 
parameters allows the contrast identification.

The complex permittivity of the material which 
electrical conductivity is σ is written as:

ε ε ε σ
ωε

* −ε +
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

′εε ″j dε
0ε

 (1)

where ε ′ is the real of the complex permittivity and 
εd″ the dielectric loss by energy dissipation.

ω = 2πf is angular frequency and ε0 the void 
permittivity.

The Debye relaxation function allows writing 
the complex permittivity of insulator material as:

ε ε
ε*

/
= +ε → ∞ +fεε

jf f/ rff
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1
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Δε ( )ε ε−εε ε−ε ε  the difference between the 
polarization under static field εf→0, the polarization 
distortion εf→∞. f is the frequency of the electrical 
field and fr the relaxation frequency. From the 
relaxation function, the real and imaginary parts 
of the complex permittivity are given by:
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The derivative of the equation (3b) as the 
frequency function, proves that the loss ε″ is 
maximal at the frequency of relaxation fr or at the 
relaxation time τr = 1/fr.

The Debye relaxation function proves that the 
dielectric properties of materials can be described 
in frequency domain or in time domain. Each 
description domain presents its advantage and its 
inconveniency.

2.2 Dielectric property analysis in frequency 
domain

The variation of the electrical characteristics 
is provided by the study of the microscopic 
properties of the materials. For different type of 
soil, the real part of the permittivity ε ′ is constant 
for frequency less than 2 GHz. The variation of the 
electrical conductivity σ depends on the frequency 
bandwidths. So you need to choose the study 
frequency in these frequency bandwidths to detect 
anomalies in soil. The spectra of the material 
must be determined to highlight the measurement 
frequencies. Devices for such measurement are 
expensive and difficult to implement in situ.

2.3 Dielectric property analysis in time domain 
(TDR)

A system TDR can be broken up into a signal u(t) 
injected into a cable represented by a function 
h2(t), a probe and the medium tested, h(t) and a 
cable of exit for recording h2(t). So van Gemert 
(1973) suggests, the reflected signal r(t) is the con-
volution produce given by:

r u h t dt( )t ( )t ( )t= −∞∫− τdh)) ( )t  (4a)

The use of the Fourier transform gives the EM 
propagation in frequency domain as following:

R(f ) = H( f )U( f ) (4b)

It is found that the most part of the signal 
is valid for frequency in the range of minimum 
frequency fmin and maximum frequency fmax ⋅ fmax is 
related to the rise time of the signal which depend 
on the generator and on the pulse velocity in the 
cable. H(f) is the transfer function of the probe in 
the soil. According to Clarkson et al. (1977), H(f) 
depends on soil dielectric properties and the cable 
impedance and can be obtained by the equation 
(4b). Using the model as the Debye model, the soil 
permittivity can be computed for each frequency. 
The spectrum of the permittivity thus obtained and 
the use of the Cole-Cole representation ε′ = f(ε″), 
then the four parameters of the model of Debye 
can be determined. The curve ε ′ = f(ε″) and these 
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parameters characterize the dielectric properties 
of the soil and reveal any change in their structure 
and their texture.

Figure 1 presents three types of responses of 
TDR system corresponding to an open circuit 
where the coefficient of reflection is 1, a short 
circuit where the coefficient is −1 and the reflec-
tion of the signal in water. The transform of Fou-
rier applied to the such curves gives the spectrum 
H(f) of  the response of the medium tested. The 
real part of the dielectric permittivity, the relaxa-
tion frequency and the electrical conductivity of 
the medium tested are the parameters selected to 
differentiate the mediums. While referring to the 
works of Topp and Davis, 1985, Herkelrath et al., 
1991, Nadler et al., 1991, Dasberg and Dalton, 
1985 and Heimovaara et al.,1996, the three param-
eters are directly determined from signal TDR 
without using the spectrum.

2.4 Dielectric property measurement in time 
domain (TDR)

Instead of seeking the transfer function of a probe 
and a medium H(f), the TDR technique consists 
in launching high EM wave in the probe and deter-
mining the transit time of this wave. A reflection 
is created at the top of the probe and a second 
reflection is created at the end of the probe. Since 
the probe length is fixed, the propagation velocity 
can be computed as twice the length divided by 
time required for a pulse to travel along the probe 
and back. The apparent dielectric constant of the 
medium is simply a ratio between this measured 
velocity and the speed of light in free space. So the 
apparent dielectric constant which is the relative 
real part of the permittivity can be computed by:

εr
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where t is the transit time, L the length of the probe 
and c light speed in free space.

The load ZL of the transmission line embedded 
in the investigated soil can be calculated with the 
voltage reflection coefficient ρ defined by:

ρ =
−

+

Z
L

Z

Z
L

Z
0

Z

0
Z

 

(5b)

Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the cable.
The ρ values can be read directly on the signal 

curve for large propagation time. So the load ZL can 
be calculated and converted to σa by using probe’s 
geometric constant. The geometric constant Kc, is 
experimentally obtained by immersing the probe 
in a solution of known salinity σa, measuring the 
resistance ZL by TDR, using an equation identical 
to Rhoades and Schilfgaarde (1976):

Kc ref ZLZ f= σ ( )° /ff  (5c)

f is temperature correction; σref(25°C) is the 
 permeant electrical conductivity.

The signal TDR response results a step pulse 
which undergoes a transformation with a rise time 
which corresponds to the maximum frequency that 
the spectrum of the signal contains. The rising part 
of the signal corresponds to a gain of energy simi-
lar to the loading of a capacitor. At the half  of the 
relaxation time the 63% of the maximum loading 
of the capacitor is reached. It is admitted that the 
point of measurement of the time or the frequency 
of relaxation is at the 2/3 of the maximum gap 
between the incident voltage and reflected voltage.

To map the infiltration basin surface, standard 
permeability tests after TDR measurements, 
are carried out in laboratory to determine how 
electrical parameters correlated to compacted soil 
permeability.

3 DEVICES AND SOIL TESTED 
IN LABORATORY

3.1 Infiltration pond

A pond of 4800 m2 of bottom surface with storage 
volume of 44800 m3 is built at 10 km from Lyon 
(France) to infiltrate the storm water runoff. It 
receives water from a watershed of 119 ha and the 
soil layer is glacio-fluvial alluvia. The water table 
depth in this area is 13 m from the basin bottom. 
Figure 2 presents the pond photo.

Clogging zones observed on the infiltration 
basin bottom reveal the surface variation of the 
hydraulic conductivity of the subsoil. Infiltration 
surfaces without clogs and with clogs are shown 
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Figure 1. TDR response r(t) for three media.
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in the Figure 3a and 3b. Sampling is carried out in 
such zones for laboratory tests.

3.2 Soil identification

Geotechnical tests are carried out on the different 
types of soil taken in the pond. The results of the 
tests allow the identification of the samples of soil 
which characterize the geological formation of the 
site like the state of pollution of the sampling zones.

3.2.1 Grain size distribution
Unscreened samples taken in the basin are defined 
0/80 mm in size. The color and the texture of 
the samples prove that they can be recognized 
like clean alluvia, polluted alluvia and polluted 
sands. Three tests are carried out on each type of 
samples. Grain size distribution curves are shown 
on Figure 4. The grain size distribution curves 
presented on Figure 4 show that the clean and 
polluted unscreened soil 0/80 mm are clean gravel 
bad graded. Sand is clean sand bad graded. But the 
difference between the two gravels is found in the 
range of grain size of 0.1 mm–10 mm (Figure 4). 
The three types of soils contain quantities of not 
very different fine elements, the sandy soil having 
the higher content of fine elements. It is noticed 
with these distributions of the grains sizes that the 
two alluvia have a high coefficient of permeability. 
But the value of this coefficient depends on the 
unit weight of the earth in place.

3.2.2 Compaction tests
In order to know the maximum bulk dry density 
that can reach the layers of  alluvia and of 
sand, the tests of  compaction are carried out on 
the three types of  samples. The found values of 
the maximum dry density (γdOPN) with the optimal 
water content corresponding (wOPN) are given in 
Table 1.

It is noticed the two samples of the alluvia have 
the same maximal bulk dry density but the optimal 

Figure 2. Infiltration pond presentation. Figure 3a. Infiltration surface without clogs.

Figure 3b. Clogging zone of the infiltration surface.
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Figure 4. Grain size distributions for the three types 
of soil.

Table 1. Compaction test results.

Tested sample

wn (γd/γw)n wOPN (γd/γw)OPN

(%) (%)

Clean alluvia 2.6 1.990  5.8 2.060
Polluted alluvia 5.0 2.000  7.5 2.056
Polluted sand 7.8 1.666 10.0 1.700

wn the natural water content of the soil; (γd/γw)n the bulk 
dry density at the natural water content; wOPN the water 
content at the maximal dry density; (γd/γw)OPN the maximal 
bulk dry density.
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water content is higher for the polluted alluvia. 
The Proctor curves of the two alluvia have the 
same shape that of the polluted soil being shifted 
towards the higher water contents.

Polluted fine sand is characterized by a curve 
“stretched” with the rather low value of maximum 
dry density (1.700) and high corresponding water 
content (10%).

The permeability of the compacted soils and 
the dielectric properties are associated after TDR 
measurements and permeability tests on compacted 
samples in the laboratory.

3.3 Permeability and TDR measurements

In order to characterize the zones of restriction of 
the permeability on the surface of the basin, the 
samples of soil are compacted in moulds of the 
permeability tests at different water contents and at 
normal Proctor energy. After a TDR measurement, 
the permeability test on the sample is carried out.

3.3.1 Laboratory TDR measurements
A TDR probe with five stems able to be inserted 
in a ground is used for the tests. A calibration in 
water and in a saline solution was undertaken. The 
tester of cable Tektronix 1502C associated with 
a computer allows the production of the signal 
which is recovered by our own acquisition pro-
gram. The results of the calibration are presented 
on Figure 1.

Figure 5 presents an example of the TDR signals 
which allow the determination of the parameters 
to characterize the dielectric properties of the soils. 
On this figure are indicated the points characteristic 
for the determination of the different parameters. 
The point A indicates the exit of the signal of the 
cable and the point B corresponds to the contact 
point of the probe with the soil. Distance BD rep-
resents the duration of the rise of signal EM after 
having crossed the soil. The point C, inflection 

point of the rising part of the curve corresponds 
to the exit of the signal from the probe. The time 
elapsed between A and C is the transit time of the 
wave in the probe. The point D represents the end 
of the relieving of the signal, time necessary so that 
the loads find their position before the application 
of the electric fields.

With the tester cable Tektronix 1502C, the mini-
mal frequency and the maximum frequency are 
respectively given by:

f
cVp

xNmiff n =
2Δ

 (6a)

and

f
cVp
x

cVp
dd dsmaff x = =

250

2

250

2Δ ⋅x dd2  (6b)

Vp is the rate of propagation of the EM wave in 
the cable; (Vp = 0.659).

dd is the scale chosen to display the TDR curve.
ds is the number of points contained in the 

length of the scale (ds = 25).
When the scale in distance of 0.25 m is used, the 

minimum and the maximum frequency are:

fmin = 15.8 MHz and fmax = 3.95 GHz (5c)

Signal TDR of the saline solution allowed the 
estimate of the geometric constant of the probe 
Kc = 736.

Minimal and maximum values obtained for the 
three types of samples compacted in the ring of the 
test of permeability are given in Table 2.

All TDR measurement results enable us to 
retain the following conclusions:

− the constant dielectric increases with the water 
content, increases when the dry density decreases 
and higher in sand than in the alluvia.

− the relaxation time increases with the water 
 content, decreases when the dry density increases 
and is higher in sand than in alluvia, higher in 
polluted alluvia than in clean alluvia.

− electrical conductivity increases with the water 
content and with the dry density and is higher in 
sand and in polluted alluvia than in clean alluvia.
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Figure 5. Model of waveform to determine dielectric 
parameters.

Table 2. TDR measurements after compaction test.

Values
τr
(ns) ε

σ
(mS/m) γd/γw

θ
(%)

Minimal 1.42  3.3 425 1.63 6
Maximal 2.12 14.3 958 2.06 26.5
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These results associated with the coefficient 
with permeability will enable us to differenti-
ate the measurement points of  the surface of 
the basin.

3.3.2 Laboratory permeability tests
The permeability of  each material was given 
according to the water content and of  the dry 
density of  material to have correlation between 
the permeability of  soil layers and TDR 
measurements. One value of  water content on dry 
side and one on wet side are chosen on the Proctor 
curve of  each material, to limit the number of  the 
permeability tests. The values of  the coefficients 
of  permeability are then associated with the 
values of  the dielectric parameters. To follow this 
correlation, the various parameters are gathered 
in Table 3.

The results presented in Table 3 show how 
much it is difficult to saturate the three types of 
soils by infiltration. But the values of  the coef-
ficient of  permeability thus determined pro-
vide the rate of  the infiltration of  the water in 
the basin. When the dielectric parameters are 
compared to the coefficients of  permeability it 
is noticed that the coefficient of  permeability 
increases when:

− the initial water content decreases
− the dielectric constant decreases
− the electrical conductivity decreases
− the relaxation time increases
− the dry density increases.

Among the dielectric parameters which can be 
used to locate the zones of weak permeability, 
the permittivity and electrical conductivity have 
the widest field of variation for the permeability 
coefficient change. These two dielectric parameters 
can help to recognize in situ, the nature of the 
sol by the range of obtained dry density and by 
giving the order of magnitude of the coefficient of 
 permeability of the ground in place.

4 IN SITU DIELECTRIC PARAMETER 
MEASUREMENTS

To have a reference on the state of compactness of 
the soil layer in the infiltration basin, the measure-
ments of dry density and water content were carried 
out using a gamma ray probe. To fix the measure-
ment points, a grid of the surface of the basin was 
drawn on its plan of localization. Figure 6 presents 
the map of the basin of infiltration with the grid of 
measurement. The grid on this chart is characterized 
by its shape in “L”; one considered the small and the 
large wing of the chart to describe the results.

4.1 Bulk dry density mapping by Gamma ray 
measurement

Measurements of the dry density and of the water 
content also allow an estimate of the permittivity 
of the soil layer. It is noted that the values obtained 
for the density vary from 1.4 to 2.2 and from 3% 
to 40% for the water content. But these values do 
not make it possible to distinguish the clean alluvia 
from the polluted alluvia.

It is noted that in the small wing of the grid cor-
responding to the North-West of the basin, the 
dry density is between 1.4 and 1.7 while the water 
content is very high from 20% to 40%. That means 
that the soil layer of this zone is mainly made up 
sand. In the central zone the dry density value is 
1.8 and the water content varies from 3% to 7%. 
These values characterize the alluvia.

The measurements carried out on the large wing 
of the basin, in the North-South enable us to note 
the presence of various zones. Mainly, one finds 
there values of density high to very high, with the 
relatively low water contents (up to 5–6%) exceed-
ing 8% punctually. The presence of the alluvia is 
noted in the greatest part.

It is then necessary to compare these various 
observations with the indications given by the die-
lectric parameters.

Figure 6. Presentation of the infiltration basin map.

Table 3. Comparison of the different parameters.

Soils Clean all Polluted all Polluted sand

wi (%) 5.1 7.4 5.0 9.0 7.8 14.5
wf (%) 10.2 7.8 9.7 10.0 19.8 15.2
Sr (%) 94.1 66.6 79.8 81.5 89.2 65.9
γd/γw 2.053 2.018 2.00 1.99 1.67 1.63
ε 4.83 5.89 5.52 8.29 6.25 14.35
σ (mS/m) 454 425 515 668 804 958
τr (ns) 1.57 1.62 1.57 1.87 1.67 2.12
105k (m/s) 5.1 2.4 4.7 1.5 6.1 3.1
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4.2 Basin surface mapping by Dielectric constant 
measurement

On Figure 7 is presented the grid with the points 
whose color indicates the value of the permittivity 
of the tested zone. The yellow color corresponds 
to the lowest value (2 to 4), the red color (from 4 to 
6), the green color (high value from 6 to 8) and the 
blue color (very high value, higher than 8). The dis-
tribution of the points of color in the North-West 
part of the basin, covered by polluted fine sand, 
is characterized by rather high permittivity (color 
red or green). It can be concluded, according to the 
already established correlations, that it is a zone of 
weak dry density with high water content. All the 
North-South part of the basin (large wing of the 
basin), covered mainly by alluvia, presents various 
values of permittivity. The colors of the points of 
measurements confirm the fact that the values of 
the permittivity are low to medium. One notices 
the correspondence between the values of the 
permittivity and the dry density measured by the 
gamma ray probe. One can thus use measurements 
of permittivity to appreciate the compactness of 
the soil layer.

4.3 Basin surface mapping by electric 
conductivity measurement

The distribution of the values of electrical con-
ductivity is characterized by three level of color. 
The green color corresponds to the low value (of 
0 to 700 mS/m), the dark blue, to a median value 
(of 700 with 1200 mS/m) and the light blue color 
to a value ranging between 1200 and 1300 mS/m 
(Fig. 8). In the North-West and extreme East zones 
of the basin the electrical conductivity lies between 
1200 and 1300 mS/m. That corresponds to high 
values of electrical conductivity. The central zone 
of the large wing of the basin is characterized by 
low values of electrical conductivity.

4.4 Basin surface mapping by relaxation time 
measurement

On Figure 9 the yellow color represents a relaxation 
time lower than 1.4 ns, the red color  corresponds 
to the values ranging between 1.4 and 1.6 ns, the 
green color for the values laying between 1.6 and 
1.8 ns and the dark blue color represents the values 
higher than 1.8 ns.

The sandy zone located at the North-West 
of  the basin gives us raise of  relaxation times 
like of  water content, permittivity and electrical 
conductivity. Some places of  this zone, not 
being polluted by fine sand which the deposit is 
rather recent, have a rather mean relaxation time. 
Measurements indicate values weak to medium 
relaxation times in the central part of  the north-
ern edge of  the basin. In the large wing of  the 
basin, located at the east and extending from the 
north to the south, covered by alluvia and punc-
tually by sands, the values of  the given relaxation 
times are generally close to medium values, with 
some points which are exceptionally with a weak 
relaxation time.

Figure 7. Distribution of the dielectric constant on the 
surface of the infiltration basin.

Figure 8. Distribution of the electrical conductivity on 
the surface of the infiltration basin.

Figure 9. Distribution of the relaxation time on the 
surface of the infiltration basin.
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5 DISTRIBUTION OF PERMEABILITY 
COEFFICIENT ON POND SURFACE

The correlations established in the laboratory, 
between the dielectric parameters and the 
coefficient of permeability of compacted soil, allow 
establishing its distribution on the surface of the 
infiltration basin. This distribution of the coefficient 
of permeability allows the localization of the zones 
of low permeability which delay the infiltration of 
the storm water which flows in the basin. These 
zones undergo the deposit of the fine elements 
from which results the surface clogging.

According to the results of the laboratory tests, 
the values of the dielectric parameters allow the 
prediction of permeability coefficient varying 
from 2 × 10−5 to 10−4 m/s. The yellow color corre-
sponds to a coefficient of permeability lower than 
2 × 10−5 m/s, the red color for the coefficients rang-
ing between 2 × 10−5 and 4 × 10−5 m/s, the green 
color for the coefficients ranging between 4 × 10−5 
and 6.1 × 10−5 m/s and the color dark blue corre-
sponds to the coefficients higher than 10−4 m/s.

The distribution of the colors on the grid of the 
surface of the basin proves that the most perme-
able zones are more important in the large wing 
of the basin. While in the small wing the points of 
yellow, red and green color are more represented.

It is noted that the clogging can appear in the 
small surface of the large wing of the basin. But 
the fact that these zones are surrounded by more 
permeable zones allows avoiding the stagnation of 
the water and delays the clogging. The small wing 
of the basin undergoes the clogging after each 
rainy season.

6 CONCLUSION

The various tests showed that it is possible to asso-
ciate the measurements of the dielectric parameters 

with the permeability of a compacted soil like it 
had been announced by some authors. In addition 
to electrical conductivity, one can use the permit-
tivity and the relaxation time for this estimate.

This study shows that it is possible to describe 
the direction of variation of the coefficient of 
permeability when the dielectric parameters vary. 
One can thus know the evolution of the coefficient 
of permeability by following the evolution of the 
dielectric parameters. The determination of the 
distribution of the coefficients of permeability 
on the surface of the infiltration basin allows 
the prediction of the zones of stagnation of the 
water after infiltration, zones suited to clogging. 
TDR measurements can be used for the detection 
of these zones. The permeability of these zones 
can be improved by excavation before the rainy 
season. These measurements can be used for 
the management of the infiltration basins for 
sustainable working in the fight against the floods.
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The use of geophysical methods to investigate a contaminated 
site with organochlorine
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a case study of geophysical methods to support the diagnosis of a 
contaminated site, providing input for future site investigation steps that will make use of remediation 
technologies on the study site. Pesticide waste containing organochlorine and heavy metals had been 
disposed in trenches excavated in the natural land. The bottom and cover were protected using com-
pacted clayey soil and PVC geomembrane. Presumably, the waste had been directly disposed over the 
land, before its disposal in the trenches. The environmental diagnosis phase required a site investigation of 
these trenches, of an “inert” waste dump that had been created since seventies and the surroundings. The 
use of two geophysical methods (seismic refraction and resistivity) combined to diagnose the contami-
nated site provided good results to determine the thickness of the trenches and of the “inert” waste dump, 
supporting the subsequent steps of the site investigation planning, using direct methods.

Keywords: pesticide waste, contamination, geophysical survey

The objective of the survey was to characterize 
the geological environment and hydrogeological 
settings and, also, identify some geophysical signa-
tures correlated with the presence of several con-
taminants, targets and fate at the subsurface.

2 STUDY SITE

The study area is located at the sedimentary Basin 
of São Paulo (Tertiary Age). It is characterized by 
clays and sands reposing over a crystalline base-
ment that encompasses very old metasedimentary 
rocks (Precambrian crystalline rocks). Quaternary 

1 INTRODUCTION

The subsurface conditions at the contaminated 
sites can be firstly assessed by indirect techniques 
(geophysical methods) in order to aid in the char-
acterization and monitoring of these sites.

The advantage of geophysics is its ability to 
provide a broad view of subsurface and provide 
quickly information at a reasonable cost.

A variety of geophysical methods may be used 
to explore the shallow subsurface. However, for the 
investigation of hazardous waste sites are widely 
employed Electrical Resistivity (ER), Ground Pen-
etrating Radar (GPR) and Electro-Magnetic (EM) 
methods. Seismic methods, although has been used 
extensively in geotechnical engineering, can be also 
applied to geological characterization of the con-
taminated sites.

The most cost effective use of geophysical meth-
ods is in the initial reconnaissance phase, prior to 
conventional direct drilling and sampling. A geo-
physical survey helps to locate the optimum position 
of soil borings, holes to collect samples for chemical 
analysis and monitoring well installation.

This paper presents a case study of   geophysical 
methods to support the diagnosis of  a 
 contaminated site, providing input for future site 
investigation steps that will make use of  remedia-
tion technologies on the study site, located in the 
municipality of  Santo André, State of  São Paulo, 
Brazil (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Location of study area.
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sediments (sand, clay and other unconsolidated 
sediments) have been laid down on the metasedi-
mentary rocks.

In 1987, about 30,000 tons of soil/sediment 
contaminated with hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH) 
from the rectification of a stream was disposed on 
an area of about 72,545 m2. This stream had been 
passed close to a factory that produced pesticide 
HCH until 80’s. In 1989, seven trenches were con-
structed with compacted soil and PVC (polyvinyl 
chloride) geomembrane, involving the top and bot-
tom of these hazardous wastes. Presumably, the 
waste had been directly disposed over the natural 
land, susceptible to weathering, before its disposal 
in the trenches.

The construction of  these trenches was based 
in an engineering project, approved in that time 
by the local environmental agency. Nevertheless, 
with the increasing knowledge acquired  during 
the last twenty years about the new geosyn-
thetic materials and Envionmtental Geotechnics 
projects design to prevent the contamination 
caused by waste disposal. Based on these facts 
and the surrounding of  the trenches suspicious 
of  contamination, the Institute for Technological 
Research of  State of  São Paulo (IPT) has been 
investigating the area since 1999, as asked by the 
owner of  the area.

Besides HCH, the waste disposed in the trenches 
has “inert” and non-inert compounds in their com-
position, including heavy metals and other volatile 
and semi-volatile organic compounds (VOCs and 
SVOCs).

There is an “inert” waste dump (occupying an 
area of about 3,000 m2) to the east of the seven 
trenches, were construction and demolition waste 
had been disposed since 70´s. It is suspected that this 
“inert” waste dump had also been contaminated 
with HCH and other organochlorine compounds 
at any time of its history disposal, remembering 
that the study waste, before been disposed in the 
trenches, was deposited direct in the ground and 
can be spread to neighboring areas of the trenches 
by the action of wind and rain.

In a westerly direction, there is a large resi-
dential area, constructed in 2000, over an area 
that belonged to an old slaughterhouse. Depth 
to water table in the area of trenches disposals is 
about 5 meters. There is a stream in the north of 
the trenches and “inert” waste dump, which flows 
to the north-west direction, which accuses high 
some HCH isomers concentrations upstream and 
downstream of the trenches. Figure 2 presents a 
general and aerial view of the study site, includ-
ing the trenches, the residential area, stream, and 
the “inert” waste dump. Figure 3 presents a photo 
showing the residential area and the location of the 
trenches, viewed from the “inert” waste dump.

Figure 2. The study site showing the location of the 
two geophysical profiles (B and H) which results will be 
 presented at this paper.

Figure 3. Residential area and location of the trenches 
(viewed from the “inert” waste dump area).

These facts show the complexity of the problem 
of contamination in this area, it involves many 
variables, demanding a very detailed and complete 
site investigation to better understand how, where 
and when the contamination occurs.

IPT (2000) began a site investigation of this area 
due to a suspicion of contamination from damage 
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containment of the trenches. In 1999, five moni-
toring wells of the groundwater were built, and 
two are still in operation (PZ-02 and PZ-04) (IPT, 
2009). In 2009, plus seven monitoring wells were 
built (PM-01, PM-02, PM-03, PM-05, PM-06, PM- 
07 and PM-08) and samples of topsoil from the 
area surrounding the cells were collected.  Chemical 
analysis were performed on groundwater and soil 
surface which indicated the presence of HCH and 
other compounds beyond the potability and inter-
vention values limits for State of São Paulo. Some 
VOCs were also identified by IPT (2009) at the 
site, like: BTEX, chlorobenzene (mono) and 2,3,4 
trichlorophenol.

Since the local contamination was confirmed, 
IPT was asked to detailed the geoenvironmental 
site investigation, in order to define the contami-
nation plume extension and evolution and to 
map the possible other sources of  contamina-
tion, beyond the trenches (IPT, 2010). To achieve 
these objectives, a geophysical survey including 
different methods was performed at the site, as 
first part of  this more detailed phase of  the site 
investigation, which is briefly presented in this 
paper.

3 METHODOLOGY

Geophysical methods used in this study were elec-
trical resistivity (profiling) and seismic refraction, 
as described as follows.

3.1 Seismic refraction

The method of seismic refraction consists of the 
recording (by a seismograph) of the time of arrival 
of the first impulses from a shot at a set of detec-
tors (geophones) distributed on the surface.

The seismic energy source (e.g. hammer and 
strike plate) generates elastic waves that travel 
through the subsurface from the source. When the 
seismic wave reaches the interface between two 
materials of different seismic velocities, the waves 
are refracted. The refracted wave moves along 
the interface between two materials, transmitting 
energy back to the surface (Fig. 4).

The interpretation of seismic data will yield 
subsurface velocity information, which is depend-
ent upon the acoustic properties of the subsurface 
material. Various geologic materials can be cat-
egorized by their acoustic properties or velocities 
and can indicate changes in stratigraphy or water 
saturation. Depth to geologic interfaces can be cal-
culated using the velocities obtained from a seis-
mic investigation. Subsurface geology visualized 
as a layered media, where each layer has a seismic 
velocity.

Poorly consolidated water-saturated materials 
generally have velocities slightly greater than that 
of water (about 1,500 m/ms), and the water table 
is often a prominent seismic interface (Milson, 
2003).

3.2 Resistivity method

Electrical resistivity is the most important geo-
physical parameter involved in a contaminated 
site investigation. It is a measure of  the diffi-
culty of  the electrical current to move through a 
medium.

The resistivity of the subsurface is affected by 
porosity, amount of water in the subsurface, ionic 
concentration of the pore fluid and composition 
of the subsurface materials.

The resistivity method employs an artificial 
source of current (I), which is introduced into the 
ground through a pair of electrodes (A and B). The 
potential (ΔV) is measured by two other electrodes 
(M and N) in the vicinity of the current flow. 
Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the resistivity 
method.

Figure 4. Seismic refraction method (modified from 
ASTM D5777, 2006).

Figure 5. Resistivity method.
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The apparent subsurface resistivity (ρa) is cal-
culated from applied current (I) and the measured 
voltage (V). A geometric factor called as K, is a 
function only of the geometry of the electrode 
arrangement. ρa is expressed by (Equation 1):

ρa K V
I

= ⋅K  (1)

The resistivity methods are commonly applied 
by “sounding” or “profiling”. Electrical Profiling 
method is primarily used in the search of lateral 
variations in resistivity. The result of resistivity 
survey is a section of the distribution on space 
(distance vs. depth) of electrical resistivity. It is 
an image of subsurface that is smeared by some 
uncertainties.

4 DATA COLLECTION

Contaminated site conditions are generally too 
complex. Generally, is necessary to combine dif-
ferent investigative techniques to characterize the 
site. Preliminary information was collected prior 
to the geophysical survey. Information about his-
torical land use and activities of  the site as use, 
storage and disposal of  chemical products, analy-
sis of  maps and aerial photographs for confirm-
ing on-site and nearby land-use practices were 
studied.

In order to recover the original topography, a 
survey of  old topographical maps of  the 70’s was 
carried out (scale 1:2,000) before the beginning 
of  the “inert” waste dump. The images were digi-
tized and georeferenced in order to be part of  a 
Digital Terrain Model (DTM). This information 
could be crossed with the results of  the geophysi-
cal survey.

A total of 14 electrical profiles and 5 seismic 
refraction profiles were obtained in the site cover-
ing an area of about 89,000 m2.

The position of  the geophysical profiles was 
obtained by a Differential Global Positioning 
System (DGPS). The topographic elevation of  the 
profiles was obtained by a leveling instrument.

In this paper are only presented results from two 
profiles, named line B and line H. The locations of 
these profiles are shown in Figure 2.

The electrical data were collected using the mul-
tiple-gradient array. The survey was done using 
a TSQ-3 transmitter and IPR-12 receiver instru-
ments from Scintrex (Fig. 6).

In order to obtain both shallow resolution and 
sufficient depth penetration, profiles were run with 
a 10 meter unit electrode spacing and repeated with 
a 20 meter electrode spacing.

Figure 6. Fieldwork (resistivity survey).

The data were inverted with Res2Dinv 
 software (Geotomo Software, 2004). Inversion 
of  the data is required to obtain a model of  the 
subsurface in terms of  its electrical properties. 
The data are presented in the form of  2D resis-
tivity section (image), which gives an approxi-
mate  “picture” of  the subsurface resistivity 
 distribution.  Resistivity has been transformed to 
logarithm base 10 in order to get better interpre-
tation of  the contrasts.

The seismic refraction survey was carried out 
using a 24-channel seismograph (DAS-1 model from 
OYO Instruments), with 30 Hz vertical geophones 
spaced 5 meters. The seismic source employed to 
generate P-waves was a 10-pound  hammer  hitting 
against a metal plate. Were  performed seven 
shot points at each spread (115 meters). Data 
were processed with the software SeisImager/2D 
 (Geometrics, Inc. 2006).

The main objective of the refraction seismic 
survey was to determine the “inert” waste dump 
thickness.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Profile H

Figure 7 shows the integrated results of profile H 
performed over the “inert” waste dump (both elec-
trical resistivity and seismic refraction data).

The data showed a very good correlation 
between two methods.

The seismic refraction section (profile H) has 
been interpreted as a three-layer model. The 
two uppermost layers with low values of P-wave 
 velocities (0.4 and 0.6 m/ms) overlying a horizon 
with seismic velocity of 1.6 m/ms.
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The 2D resistivity model showed a thick, high 
resistivity layer (light gray) overlying a low resistiv-
ity layer (dark grey). An electrically very conductive 
anomaly (very dark grey) in the lowermost layer 
was identified. The presence of  contamination 
associated with a strong, low resistivity anomaly 
found in this layer under the dump has not been 
fully disregarded yet.

The upper material, characterized by high resis-
tivity and low seismic velocity, was correlated with 
the “inert” waste dump above the natural soil 
(low resistivity layer with velocity of 1.6 m/ms). 
According to this interpretation, the thickness of 
the dump varies about 13 to 18 meters.

The original topographical surface (prior to the 
dump) was set over the 2D geophysical models, 
also showing excellent matching between the inter-
face of the base dump/natural soil (determined by 
indirect methods) and the surface corresponding to 
the old topography, highlighting the interpretation 

of waste dump based on geophysical methods. The 
dashed line showed in the 2D section of profile H 
(Fig. 7) indicates the position of original topogra-
phy prior to the waste dump.

5.2 Profile B

Figure 8 shows the integrated result of profile B 
performed over the disposal trenches (both electri-
cal resistivity and seismic refraction data).

The seismic section of profile B shows a two-
layer model. The first layer with velocity of 
0.6 m/ms. The low-velocity layer overlies a high-
 velocity layer with velocity of 1.9 m/ms. The depths 
to the  interface between these two layers are about 
5 meters.

The 2D resistivity section exhibit high resistivity 
(light gray) as a top layer and it is underlain by a 
relatively low resistivity layer (dark gray). Within 
the upper layer, a zone of lower resistivity is also 

Figure 7. Integrated results of electrical resistivity and seismic refraction (profile H performed over the dump).

Figure 8. Integrated results of electrical resistivity and seismic refraction (profile B performed over the disposal 
trenches).
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observed at the horizontal distance interval of 
40–65 m.

The upper horizon (low velocity and high 
 resistivity) was interpreted as unsaturated zone in 
which the trenches were constructed using PVC 
geomembrane. The lowermost layer (high  velocity 
and low resistivity) was interpreted as saturated 
soil beneath disposal trenches.

The resistivity section integrated with the seismic 
refraction model also shows a good agreement. The 
use of a reduced electrode spacing (e.g. 5 meters) 
probably have increased significantly the quality 
of 2D resistivity section of profile B, allowing the 
clearly identification of the individual trenches.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The combined use of two different geophysical 
methods (seismic refraction and electrical resistiv-
ity) to diagnose a contaminated site with organo-
chlorine provided good results to determine the 
thickness of the trenches and of the “inert” waste 
dump located in the surrounding area of interest.

Integrated data collection using two or more 
methods provide for a more reliable and less ambig-
uous interpretation of the data that often results in 
a more accurate model of the subsurface.

The mean thickness of the “inert” waste dump 
and trenches determined by seismic and electri-
cal methods matched very well, within the range 
expected, proving that the geophysical methods used 
at this site contaminated with organic and inorganic 
compounds tend to complement one another.

The interpretation of the results will be very 
useful for planning the subsequent steps to the 

site investigation and remediation design, as 
 drillings and soil, gas and groundwater direct 
sampling. To confirm all this information and the 
 concentration levels of contaminants,  construction 
of multilevel  monitoring wells and direct push 
 sampling for water, soil and gas are recommended.
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Vibratory sources for continuous surface wave testing
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University of Pretoria, South Africa

ABSTRACT: Seismic surface wave testing has become a routine site characterisation tool in many parts 
of the world. Despite differences in test procedure and analysis, in principle all geotechnical surface wave 
tests are fundamentally similar. The most striking difference in test procedure is that some investigators 
use a source with limited control over the frequency content such as the impact from a sledge hammer 
or passive back ground vibrations, whilst others use a vibrator for which the frequency can be accurately 
controlled. Impact and passive sources are more popular than vibratory sources as it is widely believed 
that the lower equipment cost and logistical effort outweighs the advantage of using a vibrator. This paper 
discussed the advantages and limitation of using a vibrator source for surface wave testing. Guidance is 
given on design and construction of suitable vibrators with the aim of minimising cost and transportation 
effort, as well as improving production rate by minimising testing and analysis time. In addition typical 
results for both harmonic and transient excitation are reported.

the position of the furthest geophone was changed 
until its response was in phase with the first and 
the distance between the geophones was therefore 
equal to the wave length.

Abbiss 1981 also used a vibratory source with 
two geophones but did not attempt to locate the 
geophone positions at which their response was 
in phase. Instead he calculated the phase differ-
ence between the two geophones and from this, 
and the geophone spacing, determined wavelength 
and Rayleigh wave velocity. The only requirement 
therefore was to vary the frequency of the vibra-
tor and record the response of the geophones at 
each frequency. This significantly reduced the time 
required to complete the test.

Matthews and Clayton (1993) used a vibrator 
in conjunction with an array of five geophones to 
investigate Rayleigh wave propagation. They used 
linear regression of the phase angle vs. distance 
for all five geophones to determine the average 
phase velocity at each frequency. Using the average 
of five geophones significantly reduce the scatter 
of the dispersion curve when compared with two 
geophones.

The use of an impulse source, instead of a 
vibratory source, was popularised by Nazarian 
and Stokoe (1984) when they introduced the Spec-
tral Analysis of Surface Wave technique (SASW). 
This test uses a sledge hammer striking the ground 
surface and two geophones placed in a straight 
line with the position of impact. A sledge hammer 
avoids the cost and effort associated with a vibra-
tor, but the test has to be repeated at  numerous 

1 INTRODUCTION

Vibratory sources for seismic applications have been 
used since the 1920’s (Heiland 1940). These early 
applications were predominantly for seismic explo-
ration and also ground characterisation for earth-
quake response analysis. The first vibrators were 
mechanical and were based on counter- rotating 
balanced eccentric weights.  Servo-hydraulic vibra-
tors were developed in the 1950’s for the Vibroseis 
application (e.g. Geyer and Levin 1989), although 
the Vibroseis technique focuses on detection of 
reflected waves as opposed to the study of sur-
face wave propagation. At the same time electro-
magnetic vibrators became widely available and 
were used for a number of industrial applications 
including modal analysis of air frames and other 
complex structures as well as durability testing of 
vibration sensitive equipment.

Early surface wave testing conducted with a 
vibratory source used one geophone placed on the 
ground surface (Jones 1958). The geophone was 
progressively moved away from the vibrator and 
the positions were found where the geophone was 
in phase with the vibrator. The distance between 
two consecutive in-phase positions was the wave-
length of the Rayleigh wave. From the wave 
length and vibrator frequency the phase velocity 
was  calculated. The procedure was repeated at a 
number of frequencies to produce the dispersion 
curve. This testing strategy was cumbersome and 
time consuming. The method was improved by 
using two geophones in line with the vibrator and 
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 geophone spacings to obtain a  composite 
 dispersion curve.

Recent work on surface wave testing with impact 
sources has focussed on improving the quality of 
the results by increasing the number of geophones. 
From the original 2 geophones used by Nazarian 
and Stokoe (1984), arrays of 12, 24 or 48 geophones 
are now routinely used. Numerical simulations of 
surface wave response with up to 256 geophones 
have been reported by a number of authors (e.g. 
Stokoe et al. 2004). Techniques to analyse the data 
from these tests include the f-k transform (Nolet 
and Panza, 1976), τ-p transform (McMechan and 
Yedlin, 1981) and MASW (Park et al. 1999). The 
development of commercially available software to 
aid with the analysis of the data further promoted 
its popularity. For impact sources there is a trade 
off  between the cost and effort as the data quality 
improves as the number of geophones increase, but 
using a large number of geophones is not always 
possible, especially if  space is restricted.

At present more surface wave testing is con-
ducted internationally using impact sources than 
vibratory sources, because it is argued that vibra-
tory sources are expensive, cumbersome to trans-
port and testing is more time consuming compared 
with surface wave testing using impact sources. This 
paper challenges these assumptions and presents 
practical low cost solutions for building and trans-
porting vibrators. In addition a number of advan-
tages of using a vibratory source is discussed.

2 ADVANTAGES OF A VIBRATORY 
SOURCE

One of the advantages of conducting surface wave 
testing with a vibratory source is that measure-
ments can be made at discrete frequencies by using 
the vibrator as a harmonic source, thereby per-
forming a Continuous Surface Wave (CSW) test. 
Reliable measurements can then made with a small 
number of geophones (typically four to six) and 
data can be recorded by a stand alone data log-
ger or laptop based data acquisition system. These 
are significantly cheaper than even an entry level 
seismograph.

With a harmonic source the operator has full 
control over the input frequency and may there-
fore target a specific frequency of interest.  Quality 
control of the data can be done in the field since 
the frequency at which the geophones should 
respond is known and the consistency of the phase 
velocity can be checked before proceeding to the 
next frequency. Data quality can therefore be veri-
fied in the field avoiding the problem of complet-
ing the field work and only identifying problems 
when conducting the analysis in the office. This is 

 especially useful on sites where background noise 
levels are high.

Simons et al. (2002) reported that the CSW 
test gives more repeatable results than the SASW 
test. A number of reasons may contribute to this. 
When testing at a specific frequency, all the source 
energy is focussed at the input frequency and not 
distributed between many frequencies as with an 
impact source. Also, the effects of local anomalies 
are minimised with the use of an average velocity 
over a short trace length. In addition a number of 
signal processing difficulties are avoided by using 
a steady state vibratory source. Due to the strong 
sinusoidal nature of the signal, calculation of the 
phase velocities requires only relatively simple 
mathematical manipulation and does not involve 
subjective interpretation of the energy spectrum 
by the analyst. And since the input frequency is 
known the logging frequency and geophone spac-
ing can be chosen to avoid signal processing prob-
lems such as leakage or aliasing.

In addition to using a vibrator as a harmonic 
source at discrete frequencies it can also be used 
in a transient mode by sweeping through a range 
of frequencies whilst recording the geophone 
response. The frequency spectrum produced in this 
way is much broader than an impact source (e.g. 
Haines 2006).

A small number of geophones is required when 
testing with a vibrator. Apart from requiring less 
time to lay out the geophones, testing can be done 
in confined spaces. Figure 1 shows a test being 
conducted on the material below a concrete slab 
with a small slot in the concrete to allow the vibra-
tor and geophones to be placed directly on the soil 
surface.

3 VIBRATOR SOURCES

The author has used a number of vibrator sources 
to conduct surface wave testing. These include 

Figure 1. Intermediate frequency vibrator with speed 
control and logging system.
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vibrators of various mass and frequency ranges 
designed to target specific depths of penetration. 
Broadly these can be categorised as low, intermedi-
ate and high frequency sources. The low frequency 
vibrator is a counter rotating balanced eccentric 
weight vibrator with total mass of 250 kg. The total 
mass of the two rotating weights is 5.24 kg with 
an eccentricity of 63.7 mm between the centroid 
of each mass and its axis of rotation. The weights 
are driven by a 0.75 kW, 4-pole three phase motor 
controlled by a variable speed inverter powered by 
a 220 volt single phase power supply. The inverter 
has a digital readout to give the operator control 
over the selected frequency. In addition the inverter 
has a ramp function which allows the frequency 
to be ramped up or down between the lower and 
upper frequency over a specified time. This allows 
the vibrator to be operated in the transient sweep 
mode. The vibrator is too heavy for two persons 
to carry and is transported in a trailer towed by a 
four wheel drive vehicle. The vibrator can be han-
dled easily on site as it has wheels that are detached 
prior to testing. Figure 2 shows the vibrator being 
winched into the trailer. The vibrator is supported 
by eight helix springs giving a one degree of free-
dom system with 7 Hz resonant frequency. The 
operating frequency of the vibrator is 8 to 22 Hz 
and it is therefore a low tuned system. Penetration 
depths in excess of 20 metres have been successfully 
achieved. One disadvantage of the low frequency 
vibrator is that the crew and equipment have to 
drive to site. Testing on sites a long distance away 
may therefore become uneconomical.

The intermediate frequency vibrators also 
use counter rotating balanced eccentric weights. 
 Figure 3 shows the rotating masses, meshing gears 
and 1.1 kW, 2-pole three phase motor that drives 
the system. The belt pulleys have a ratio of  2:1 

so that the eccentric weights rotate at twice the 
speed of  the motor. The total mass of  the weights 
is 1.06 kg with an eccentricity of  23.3 mm. It is 
driven by the same inverter as the low frequency 
vibrator thereby avoiding duplication of  control 
equipment. It is operated in the frequency range 
10 to 90 Hz with a resonant frequency of  20 Hz 
and the vibrator therefore has to pass through its 
resonant frequency during the test. The vibrator 
is supported by a combination of  helix springs 
and a viscous damper. The purpose of  the damper 
is to reduce the vibration amplitude at resonance 
and avoid bouncing. It has a total mass of  70 kg 
and can therefore be lifted by two persons. The 
weight is sufficiently low to allow it to be sent to 
distant sites by courier with the field technician 
flying to site. The wheelbarrow design shown 
in Figure 4 allows one person to conveniently 
move it on site. Maximum penetration depths 
of  10 metres is regularly achieved with the 
 intermediate vibrator.

A high frequency source is necessary for shallow 
measurements such as those required in the pave-
ment engineering industry. An eccentric weight 
system is impractical at high frequencies due to 
the fact that the eccentric force is a function of 
the square of the angular velocity and the use-
ful bandwidth becomes small for high frequency 
applications.

Figure 2. Low frequency vibrator being winched into 
the trailer with intermediate frequency vibrator in the 
background.

Figure 3. Intermediate frequency vibrator.
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 vibrators, as they were not designed for outdoor 
use under aggressive conditions which often limits 
the life expectancy of these systems. Haines (2006) 
recognised these shortcomings and developed a 
low cost electromagnetic vibrator for seismic test-
ing. The vibratory component is an off-the-shelf  
audio device used in the home theatre industry. It 
consists of a permanent magnet and a coil housed 
inside a plastic dome. The dome is bolted between 
two rigid plates. The vibrator with a weight of 
8 kg is shown in Figure 5. Haines (2006) found 
the vibrator to produce a reasonably flat response 
between 50 and 625 Hz. The maximum measure-
ment depth is limited to a few metres, but the 
attraction is the high frequencies that the vibrator 
produces which allows very shallow measurements 
and also the detection of higher Rayleigh modes at 
high frequencies.

4 TEST PROCEDURE

The selection of vibrators depends on the testing 
requirements in any given application. For most 
geotechnical site characterisation applications the 
intermediate frequency vibrator is used either alone, 
or together with the low frequency vibrator. When 
used alone the typical maximum depth of penetra-
tion is 8 to 10 metres, but when used together with 
the low frequency vibrator the typical maximum 
depth of penetration is about 15 metres. As men-
tioned above, depths in excess of 20 metres have 
been achieved. The minimum depth of penetra-
tion for the intermediate vibrator is of the order of 
0.5 metres. This is a consequence of the maximum 
frequency of 90 Hz that the vibrator can achieve. 
If  the intermediate vibrator is used alone up to 
ten field tests can be conducted per day. If  the low 
frequency vibrator is used together with the inter-
mediate frequency vibrator, the  production rate is 

Figure 4. Intermediate frequency vibrator. (courtesy 
RJM Ground Solutions Ltd.).

Figure 5. High frequency vibrator.

Figure 6. Typical geophone response.

Electromagnetic vibrators on the other hand allow 
the vibration amplitude to be varied throughout the 
test and the magnitude of the force can be changed 
at any particular frequency.  Electromagnetic 
vibrators can be purchased off-the-shelf  from sup-
pliers to the vibration industry. However these 
 vibrators, and the electronics required to power 
them, are expensive. This may have contributed to 
the widely held belief  that all vibratory sources for 
surface wave testing are expensive. These vibrators 
are  generally much less robust than mechanical 
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which the excitation frequency can be  calculated. 
The author typically logs 512 data points for each 
geophone at between 4 and 10 data point per cycle. 
Figure 7 shows the frequency spectrum of the geo-
phone response shown in Figure 6. The strong sinu-
soidal nature is evident from the pronounced peak 
at 20 Hz. The first harmonic is observed as a small 
peak at 40 Hz. Mechanical vibrators often produce 
harmonics at multiples of the input frequency due 
to the interaction of the moving parts. In addi-
tion to the measurements taken with the vibratory 
source at constant frequency, measurements are 
also made using transient excitation by sweeping 
from the lowest to the highest frequency in approx-
imately 20 seconds using a logging frequency of 
270 Hz. Figure 8 shows typical dispersion data for 
a test consisting of a combination of the interme-
diate and low frequency vibrators. Harmonic and 
transient data is shown. All the harmonic source 
results had a minimum regression coefficient (R2) 
of 0.97 and the minimum coherence of the tran-
sient data was 0.99.

5 DISCUSSION

A number of different vibrators can be used for con-
tinuous surface wave testing. Mechanical  eccentric Figure 7. Typical frequency spectrum.

Figure 8. Dispersion data.

approximately five profiles per day. For depths of 
investigation of less than 0.5 metres the high fre-
quency vibrator is used.

Figure 6 shows a typical result for the time history 
from a geophones at a harmonic excitation of 20 Hz. 
When selecting the logging frequency a balance is 
required between the number of data points per 
vibration cycle and the number of cycles  captured. 
The minimum number of data points required 
per cycle is two to satisfy the Nyquist criterion. 
 Logging too few cycles reduces the  resolution with 
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weight vibrators can be built at low cost and it is 
easy to control their frequency using commercial 
electric motor speed controllers. The main disad-
vantage of these vibrators is that the cyclic force 
is a function of the square of the angular velocity; 
the weights and their eccentricity must therefore be 
carefully designed for the target frequency range. 
Servo-hydraulic vibrators overcome this problem 
as the amplitude of the moving mass can be var-
ied with frequency. However, the cyclic force will 
be limited at low frequencies by the amplitude 
limitation of the moving mass and at high frequen-
cies by the force limitation of the servo-hydraulic 
system. The typical maximum frequency for servo-
 hydraulic vibrators is about 100 Hz. Electromag-
netic vibrators are electrically powered and have the 
largest frequency range of all vibrators, but typi-
cally apply less force than mechanical and hydrau-
lic vibrators. For geotechnical applications they are 
particularly useful for shallow measurements.

Analysis of test results from a harmonic CSW 
test requires only a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
of the time history for each geophone and a regres-
sion analysis to calculate the average phase velocity 
along the geophone trace. No specialised software 
is therefore required. The transient test requires the 
coherence and cross correlation to be calculated for 
the time histories of any two geophones.

In theory the dispersion data obtained from the 
harmonic and transient continuous surface wave 
tests should be identical and it may therefore be 
argued that only one of the two types of tests is 
required. However experience has shown that data 
from the harmonic test is less scatted than that 
of the transient test. This may possibly be due to 
the fact that for the harmonic source the energy 
is focused at one frequency, but also because the 
data analysis for the harmonic source uses the aver-
age phase velocity for all the geophones, whereas 
the phase angle for the transient case uses only two 
geophones. The transient data point density is much 
higher than the harmonic data point density. This 
is useful to identify frequencies where the domi-
nant mode changes. In Figure 8 data below 63 Hz 
is fundamental mode data and that above 70 Hz is 
first higher mode data, except at 78 Hz where both 
modes were excited during the transient test phase.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The cost of a mechanical or electromagnetic vibrator 
in addition to a data logging device may be signifi-
cantly less than a typical seismograph. Also, because 
of the fewer geophones required, and because the 
geophones do not have to be repositioned during 
the test, testing can be conducted with ease and at a 
higher production rate than SASW or MASW tests. 

Some additional effort is required with regards to 
transportation of the vibratory source, but with 
well designed vibrators, the appropriate source can 
be used for a particular application. Surface wave 
testing with a vibratory source has a number of 
further advantages related to ease of analysis and 
data quality control in the field and also practical 
advantages such as testing in confined places which 
makes the technique very attractive.
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engineering
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ABSTRACT: The use of geophysical surveying techniques is essential in geotechnical engineering when 
it comes to investigate certain features of the subsoil without resorting to destructive or semi-destructive 
methods. The Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is one of those non-destructive geophysical methods 
which is based on the emission and reception of high-frequency electromagnetic waves. These waves 
undergo reflection, refraction and diffraction phenomena when they contact with interfaces between 
materials or objects with different electromagnetic properties. With fast surface data acquisition, this 
method can provide detailed information about composition of the structures under study. In this work, 
a GPR equipment has been applied to investigate the potential of the method over different soils and 
structures. At one site, the electrical resistivity method was also used, to verify the results. There was also 
evidence that some factors, such as the presence of water and clay and also the roughness of the acquisi-
tion surface, affect the results in a negative manner.

1 INTRODUCTION

The seek of knowledge about existing structures 
without their destruction or alteration, and the 
fastness of that needed information is nowadays 
the rule.

The Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) to 
accomplish that task. With a variety of  Anten-
nas and frequencies, the GPR waves can probe 
the structures by picking the reflected, refracted 
and diffracted incoming signals from surfaces 
and objects with different electromagnetic 
properties.

The aim of this work is to verify, a variety of 
soils and structures, the viability and usefulness 
of the GPR a geotechnical characterization tool. 
For that goal, two kinds of soils and two different 
road pavements were surveyed around Tomar city 
located near the centre of Portugal (Fig. 1). The 
selected soils were named Zone 1, and the road 
pavements, Zone 3 and Zone 4. At Zone 1, the elec-
tric resistivity method was also applied to compare 
and confer GPR data. Figure 1. Places of application of GPR.
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2 GEOPHISICAL PROSPECTION

The GPR data was acquired in mono-static mode 
with a Ramac/Mala model from Geoscience Com-
pany, with a set of three antennas; 250, 500 and 
800 MHz central frequencies. Data was taken 
along profiles over rather horizons surfaces. An 
electric resistivity (DC) survey was also done with 
a 4-Ponit light HP model from Lippmann Com-
pany. The GPR data, gathered as radargrams, were 
pre-processed with native RAMAC GroundVision 
software. The basic processing procedures com-
poses; the surface acquisition adjustment and DC 
removal, band pass filtering (accordingly with the 
antenna’s frequency), time varying signal gain and 
running average, applied by this order to all radar-
gram traces.

The bi-dimensional resistivity, pseudo-sections 
were processed with RES 2 Dinv software from 
Loke.

2.1 Zone 1

The Zone 1 is located inside the the Tomar 
 Polytechnic Institute Campus over a green near 
de Archive and Bibliotheca building (Fig. 2). 
The objective was to detect the shallow conduc-
tive strata. From the nearby mechanical polls data 
we know that soils constitution are from Miocene 
formation covered by a thin layer of top soil. This 
topsoil layer’s nature is made of clay and limited at 
most to 1 m deep. The Miocene formation under 
goes a relativity monotonous sequence with clay, 
clay-silt and clay-marl to the base, there are some 
interspersed sandstones.

2.1.1 GPR application
The Figure 3 is a sketch of the surveyed area with 
the cross (1 and 4) and longitudinal (5 and 8) GPR 

profiles, as the distance between themselves. The 
profiles were with the 250 MHz antenna,  sampling 
acquisition frequency of 5224 MHz, the time 
window was of 98 ns and 4 cm distance between 
traces.

2.1.2 Analysis of the GPR data
The Figures 4 and 5 shows, respectively the radar-
grams for the cross profiles 1 and 4 (see Fig. 3 
for relative location). In the Figures 6 and 7 the 
radargrams for the longitudinal profiles 5 and 7 are 
shown.

It was verified that are radargrams are very 
similar, and pattern are quite identical. It was also 
observed one continuous horizontal layer with an 
intense reflection at 55 cm deep. This can be linked 
to the interface between the superficial layer of 
topsoil and the more clayer soil as mentioned in the 
report (Construções Técnicas, S.A. 1988), starting 
at 55 cm deep a loss of resolution is verified, and 
all indicates that it is associated with soil layer.

2.1.3 Electrical resistivity method application
Electrical resistivity tomography was done with two 
devices; the “dipole-dipole” and the  “shlumberger” 
methods over the GPR profiles 1 to 4.

2.1.4 Electrical resistivity method analysis
The results from the application of electrical resis-
tivity method are presented in the form of 2D 
resistivity sections. The different electric  resistivity 
values (ohm.m) are coded in a range of colors. 
From the scale present in the Figures 8 and 9, the 
materials with very low resistivity values are dark 
blue, and the materials with higher resistivity val-
ues are purple color.

Analyses of the obtained profiles made with 
“shlumberger” (Fig. 8) and “dipole-dipole” devices 
(Fig. 9) shows that below the 65 cm depth a limit 

Figure 2. Application of GPR with 250 MHz antenna 
(Zone 1, profile 5).

Figure 3. Location and direction of the cross (1 a 4) 
and longitudinal profiles (5 a 8) (Zone 1).
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Figure 4. Profile 1 radargram (Zone 1).

Figure 5. Profile 4 radargram (Zone 1).

Figure 6. Profile 5 radargram (Zone 1).
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Figure 7. Profile 7 radargram (Zone 1).

Figure 8. Electrical resistivity 2D cross-section, “schlumberger” method (Zone 1).

Figure 9. Electrical resistivity 2D cross-section, “dipole-dipole” method (Zone 1).

is defined after which very low resistivity materi-
als are present (clays), while the shallow areas have 
higher electric resistivity. These low resistivity 
materials are the cause to the observed GPR signal 
attenuation (Figs. 4–7).

2.2 Zone 2

Zone 2 acquisition area was nearby Instituto Pedro 
Nunes (at city Coimbra) (Fig. 10) and the main 

goal was to identify strata at the underground and 
also to detect some coarse materials. These materi-
als are seen at one nearby slope.

Although the antenna had always been at contact 
with the soil it must be highlighted the arised diffi-
culties by the soil’s irregularity and rough surface.

2.2.1 GPR application
The profile of the radargram presented in the 
 Figure 11 was obtained with the 250 MHz antenna. 
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Figure 10. Execution of a profile with the 250 MHz antenna (Zone 2, Coimbra).

Figure 11. Radargram and interpretation of the profile (Zone 2).

The sampling frequency was of 3322 MHz, and 
the time window was 265 ns.

2.2.2 Analysis of the GPR data
In the radargram of Figure 11 it is possible to 
distinguish some reflection signals, between 10 
and 40 ns, these can be highlighted from the rest 
of standard. These signals can be originated from 
some coarse materials, as it can be viewed on a 
slope nearby the research site (Fig. 12).

In the Figure 11 it is also possible to highlight a 
limit above which is verified the loss of signal, this 
had limited the detection of more deeper strata 

underground. Although the soil presented himself  
dry at the surface the loss of signal can be associ-
ated with the presence of water on the local, this 
might be the consequence of rain that had fallen 
on the previous weeks.

2.3 Zone 3

The GPR was used at a pavement road to detect 
the interface between the layer made of granular 
material and natural formation, as also detect any 
of the pipes located under the edge, and eventually 
some strata of soil at bigger depths.
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Figure 15. Longitudinal radargram (Zona 3).

Figure 13. Highway surveyed place (Zone 3).

Figure 14. Pipes under the edge at highway broken 
structure (Zone 3).

Figure 12. Nearby slope to the GPR profile with indi-
cation of coarse material (Zone 2).

The Figure 13 illustrates the Zone 3 and in the 
Figure 14 it can be observed some of the pipes 
wrapped in sand, under the edge of the pavement.

2.3.1 GPR application
With the 250 MHz antenna, some longitudi-
nal profiles along the road with 128 m of length 
where made and several parallel cross profiles 
with 14 m length, and separated by 5 m between 
 themselves. The choosed sampling frequency was 
of 5420 MHz, the time window was 99 ns, and 
sampling each 4 cm along profile.

2.3.2 Analysis of the GPR results
The Figure 15 represents a detail of a longitudi-
nal radargram (between 95 and 128 m) and in the 
 Figure 16 it can be viewed a cross profile  radargram. 
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Figure 16. Radargram cross (Zone 3).

Figure 17. Zone 4 location at IPT Campus parking lote.

Bituminous

Tout-venant

Natural soil clay

0,10 m

0,20 m

Variable

Figure 18. Pavement structure and thickness (Zona 4).

In the processing of the radargrams, the surface of 
acquisition was adjusted and it where applied the 
following filters DC removal, band pass, time vary-
ing gain e running average.

On the longitudinal (Fig. 15) and cross (Fig. 16) 
profiles it was verified an horizontal signal between 
15 and 20 ns, with a reflection a  little bit more 
intense, that might correspond to the interface 
between the granular material layer and formation.

On the Figure 15 it is possible to observe that the 
interface between granular material layer and forma-
tion it is not well defined along the longitudinal exten-
sion, presenting itself incomplete with less resolution 
in the end, about 121 to 128 m. The explanation is 
that, it could had occurred the mixture between 
materials from formation and granular layer so both 
of them will have similar dielectric properties. Other 
hypothesis is the use of some different material from 
the construction of the back-filling.

On the radargram of the Figure 16 it was also 
detected the existence of a reflection in the form 
of an hyperbole, which allows to identify the pipes 
seen in the Figure 14. The hyperbole is detected in 
the end of the radargram, about 13,5 m from the 
beginning of the profile and about 25 ns of depth. 
The tube may present itself  empty because the sig-
nal has an intense reflection.

2.4 Zone 4

On the zone 4, again at IPT Campus, it was used 
an antenna of 800 MHz to distinguish an interface 
between the clay soil layer and granular material, 
and between this one and the bituminous material 
layer.

The Figure 17 shows the Zone 4 and Figure 18 
illustrates the known pavement structure.

2.4.1 GPR method application
In this zone several parallel profiles were realized 
with a sampling frequency of 12045 MHz, and a 
time window of 39 ns. The profile spatial sampling 
was of 8 mm.

Figure 19. Radargram with the identification of the interfaces (Zone 4).
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2.4.2 Analysis of the GPR results
In the radargram of Figure 19 it is possible to dis-
tinguish two horizontal interfaces with a reflection 
a little bit more intense, approximately between 2,0 
and 4,5 ns.

The first signal (≈2,0 ns) can be the interface 
between the bituminous and tout-venant and the 
second signal (≈4,5 ns) can correspondent to the 
interface between this and the clay soil layer.

3 CONCLUSIONS

On the first zone, the GPR allowed to detect the 
interface between the superficial layer of top-
soil and the clay soil. In this study, the resistivity 
method allowed the possibility to validate the data 
obtained from the GPR, since the results between 
the two methods where strongly consistent 
between themselves. The GPR method as detected 
an interface with approximately 55 cm of depth 
and the electrical resistivity method has identified 
one limit, at 65 cm of depth approximately, below 
which the materials are less conductors. The dif-
ference between results is small and can arise from 
the time velocity conversion at GPR data. It was 
not possible to detect interfaces between strata of 
soil at greater depths, although it had been used 
the antenna with smaller frequency (250 MHz) and 
bigger investigation depth. The presence of water 
and clay may be the cause of the limitation in the 
penetration of the signal.

On the Zone 2, the GPR has detected the 
presence of some intense reflection signals and 
their presence is caused due to the existence of 
coarse material. The irregularity of the surface 

of  acquisition had negatively affected the results, 
since it has affected the “quality of data and the 
resolution” increasing the noise in the radargrams. 
The eventual presence of water in the soil, result 
of the rain that had fallen may had attenuated the 
GPR signal and it has prevented the possibility of 
detection at greater depths.

On the third zone it was possible to distinguish 
between the granular material and formation with 
the 250 MHz antenna. In this local it was also 
detected one hyperbole figure which represents 
the pipe located under the side of the pavement. 
 However, it was not found any interface between 
strata from the soil at bigger depths, possibly due 
to the presence of some material with identical 
electric properties.

On Zone 4 it was used an 800 MHz antenna, 
and it was possible to identify an interface between 
bituminous material and the granular layer, and 
between clay soil.

The existence of additional information like 
mechanical polls and results of other methods, 
from reports and projects about the same study 
area, they have been essential and relevant as a 
auxiliary analysis in the interpretation of the GPR 
data.
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ABSTRACT: For landslides of flow-types, the knowledge of the volume of soil potentially involved and 
the information related to the state parameters play a fundamental role for hazard analyses. In this study, 
geophysical in situ tests were applied at selected test sites to assess their potential use in the characteriza-
tion of pyroclastic soil covers susceptible to flowslides. Three different in-situ geophysical measurements 
were performed on three reference sites on the Pizzo d’Alvano massif  (Campania Region—Southern 
Italy). Results for one of the investigated sites are discussed in the paper. Apart from the evaluation of the 
thickness of the potentially unstable pyroclastic cover, an attempt to estimate the water content distribu-
tion is also provided. On the basis of a laboratory electrical characterization of pyroclastic soil, the results 
of in situ electrical resistivity tomography are used to estimate distribution of the degree of saturation 
in the field. Distribution of the soil water content is compared with the in situ measurements of suction, 
obtained by conventional methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

Shallow landslides of the flow-type in granular 
soils represent one of the most insidious landslide 
phenomena (Hungr et al. 2001) because of their 
high potential to cause damage and human loss. 
The Campania Region (Southern Italy) has sys-
tematically been affected over the last few centuries 
by shallow landslides of the flow-type occurring in 
volcaniclastic covers (Cascini et al., 2008). These 
covers derive from air-fall deposition of pyroclastic 
material originating from the Late Quaternary—
Holocene explosive activity of Somma-Vesuvius 
and to a lesser extent of the Campi Flegrei and 
Roccamonfina volcanic apparata (Fig. 1a).

In this area, the most recent and catastrophic 
event occurred in May 1998 and caused 159 
casualties and huge damage to four small towns 
(Bracigliano, Quindici, Sarno and Siano) located 
at the base of the so-called Pizzo d’Alvano lime-
stone massif  (Cascini et al., 2000; Cascini, 2004) 
(Fig. 1b).

The present study investigates the pyroclastic 
soil covers of limestone of the Pizzo d’Alvano 
massif. Two key factors are investigated using 
geophysical in situ methods: the thicknesses of 
pyroclastic cover and its degree of saturation. The 
first factor is of paramount importance for quan-
tifying the volume of soil potentially involved in 

flowslides; the second one can furnish additional 
and useful information on the triggering mecha-
nisms leading to failure. At present, information is 
limited for both factors because of the large areas 
to be explored and the logistic problems associated 
with data collection. Indeed the steepness of the 
slopes and the presence of vegetation prevent the 
extensive use of conventional in-situ equipment for 
geotechnical characterization. Geophysical testing 
can provide feasible alternatives based on non-
invasive investigation methods, which require light 
equipment for in situ testing.

In the present study, three different geophysi-
cal surveys were applied on three reference sites in 
Pizzo d’Alvano (Connola, Santa Lucia and Tuos-
tolo) to assess the performance of each method 
with respect to the specific targets. These three 
methods provide not only a double check on esti-
mated stratigraphy, but also synergies for improv-
ing their interpretation and the reliability of their 
results (Foti et al., 2003; Comina et al., 2002).

Seismic refraction surveys and active-source sur-
face wave tests (MASW) were performed with the 
same testing setup. Tomographic interpretation of 
the refraction survey provides useful insights about 
lateral variability of the thickness of the deposit. 
Surface wave tests have the advantage of provid-
ing an estimation of the small strain shear modu-
lus profile, which can be useful for the evaluation 
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of seismic effects on the slope and for modelling 
the soil behaviour. The third geophysical technique 
adopted for the characterization was the electrical 
resistivity tomography.

Although this technique does not provide 
mechanical information, it is very effective in defin-
ing the subsoil geometry, as the electrical resistiv-
ity of the topsoil is very different from the one of 
the underlying bedrock. Again, the tomographic 
approach is very effective for the identification of 
the lateral variations associated to variable thick-
nesses of the pyroclastic cover.

Apart from the geometrical interpretation in 
terms of  pyroclastic soils thickness, the results 
of  the different surveys can be combined to infer 
basic parameters of  the soil as a porous medium. 

Indeed, both the velocity of  wave propaga-
tion and the soil electrical resistivity are linked 
to basic state parameters such as the porosity 
and the degree of  saturation. Some preliminary 
results are reported here which also take into 
account from laboratory testing. The results are 
compared to the previously available data from 
the monitoring instrumentation already installed 
on site.

2 THE STUDY SITE AND THE AVAILABLE 
DATA SET

The Pizzo d’Alvano massif  has summit plains, 
and relatively steep slopes characterised by deeply 
carved and rectilinear valleys and ravines (Fig. 1b). 
These slopes are linked to the lowland by gentle 
piedmont alluvial fans of  various ages and shapes. 
The relief  is constituted by a carbonate ridge 
built-up over a limestone, dolomitic-limestone 
and to a lesser extent marly-limestone lithologi-
cal sequence, several hundred meters thick (Lower 
to Upper Cretaceous age). Both the high plains 
and the slopes of  the massif  are widely covered 
by volcaniclastic soils, both as primary air-fall 
deposits and re-worked deposits. The primary 
deposits are located along the slopes, and they 
have a thickness which is generally less than 6 m. 
Their stratigraphical settings show a high spatial 
variability characterised by uneven sequences of 
pumiceous and ashy soil layers, sometimes with 
the presence of  paleosoil horizons. The deposits, 
re-worked by sheet-wash and mass-wasting proc-
esses, mainly consist of  debris and colluvium with 
depths of  up to 20 m. They can be found in the 
morphological concavities, in the karstic depres-
sions and at the bottom of the valleys where the 
presence of  remoulded primary pyroclastic soils 
testifies the systematic occurrence of  landslides of 
the flow-type over the last few centuries (Cascini 
et al., 2008). Cascini & Sorbino (2004) reported 
the details of  the typical stratigraphical conditions 
of  volcaniclastic soils for the different sectors of 
the massif.

In situ investigations provide detailed stratigra-
phy of the pyroclastic deposits at site and massif  
scales (1:2,000–1:5,000), as well as the soil suction 
regime during the hydrological year over the entire 
Pizzo d’Alvano massif, both inside and near the 
landslide source areas (Cascini & Sorbino, 2002; 
Cascini, 2004; Sorbino 2005).

Previously laboratory investigations provide 
the physical and mechanical properties of the 
pyroclastic soils in both saturated and unsatu-
rated conditions. The pyroclastic deposits are 
essentially made up of pumice soils and two main 
classes (A and B) of ashy soil layers. The soil water 

Figure 1. a) Air-fall pyroclastic deposits in the 
 Campania region (modified after Cascini et al. 2008): 1 
carbonate bedrock; 2 tuff  and lava deposits; 3 flysch and 
terrigenous bedrock; 4 alluvial and continental deposits; 
5 volcanic complexes; 6 isopachs of the pyroclastic prod-
ucts from the main eruptions; b) Plan view of flowslides 
occurred in May 1998.
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Figure 2. Soil-water characteristic curves for ashy and 
pumice soils (from Sorbino, 2005).

 characteristic curves (Fig. 2) for both classes of 
ashy soils obtained through the suction controlled 
 oedometer, the volumetric pressure plate extractor 
and the Richard pressure plate are discussed by 
Sorbino & Foresta (2002).

For the pumice soils, empirical relationships 
were used for the volumetric water content and the 
hydraulic conductivity curves (Sorbino & Foresta, 
2002; Sorbino, 2005). Finally, the shear strength 
and the compressibility properties of the involved 
soils in both saturated and unsaturated conditions 
are presented and discussed by Bilotta et al. (2005, 
2006).

The main geotechnical parameters provided by 
the laboratory tests are summarized in Table 1.

Soil suction regime characteristics were iden-
tified by means of in situ suction data collected, 
from November 1999 to April 2002, at sites mainly 
located in the upper part of the slopes (Cascini & 
Sorbino, 2004).

Suction data were taken at depths from the 
ground surface ranging from 0.2 m to 4.0 m, using 
‘‘Quick-Draw’’ portable tensiometers and ‘‘Jetfill’’ 
in-place tensiometers. The collected data (Fig. 3b) 
reveal that suction varies in quite a narrow range, 
with minimum values of 1–2 kPa and maximum 
values of 65 kPa regardless of the measurement 
site and the rainfall regime (Fig. 3a). Analyses 
performed on the whole suction data set (Figs. 3c, 
3d) have also revealed that monthly average suc-
tion values show a time trend which is independent 
of the measurement site and is mainly related to 
the depth of the measurement (Cascini & Sorbino, 
2004).

Table 1. Main geotechnical characterization of soil 
 layers (Cascini et al., 2003).

Soil
properties

Class B 
ashy soil 
layer

Pumice
soil layer

Class A 
ashy soil 
layer

Dry unit 
weight (γd)

7.30 kN/m3 6.20 kN/m3 9.10 kN/m3

Saturated unit
weight (γsat) 

13.1 kN/m3 13.1 kN/m3 15.7 kN/m3

Porosity (n) 0.55 0.69 0.63
Saturated 

permeability (ks)
10−5 m/s 10–4 m/s 10−6 m/s

Cohesion (c′) 4.7 kPa 0 kPa 4.7 kPa
Friction 

angle (ϕ′)
32° 37° 32°

Rate of increase 
in shear 
strength due 
of suction (ϕb)

20–30° 20–30° 20–30°
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Figure 3. a) Daily rainfall, b) suction data collected at the 
investigation sites, c) monthly average of suction  values: at 
depths lower than 1.0 m, and d) at depths ranging from 
1.0 m and 1.8 m (from Cascini & Sorbino, 2004).
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3 IN SITU GEOPHYSICAL 
MEASUREMENTS

Tests were carried out to evaluate the potential 
of geophysical methods at some reference sites 
 (Connola, Tuostolo and Santa Lucia), using three 
geophysical methods: active surface wave methods 
(MASW), refraction tomography and electrical 
tomography.

The combination of  different geophysical 
methods provides a redundancy in the experi-
mental dataset, that is very important for data 
integration, especially for indirect measure-
ments which are based on the solution of  inverse 
problems.

In this paper the results obtained at the Connola 
test site are presented.

3.1 Surface wave method (MASW)

Surface wave testing requires three main steps:

a) acquisition of experimental data;
b) signal processing to obtain the experimental dis-

persion curve;
c) inversion process to estimate the shear wave 

velocity profile at the site.

MASW tests were performed using an array of 
48 geophones with a total length of 47 m, and an 
hammer of 5 kg as source. Characteristics of sen-
sors and geometry parameters are summarized in 
Tables 2 and 3 respectively.

Data were processed with a standard proce-
dure for multistation records based on the analy-
sis in frequency wavenumber domain (Foti, 2000). 
The experimental dispersion curve is reported in 
Figure 4b. Several modes of propagation can be 
identified.

Table 2. Receiver characteristics.

Test
Geophone 
type

Natural 
frequency

Geophone
number

MASW/
refraction

Vertical
SENSOR 

SM-6/U-B
4.5 Hz 48

Table 3. Acquisition parameters for seismic tests.

Test Stack Spacing
Source 
type

Acquisition 
window

Sample 
interval

MASW 10 1 m Hammer T = 2 s Δt = 0.5 ms
Refraction var 1 m Hammer T = 0.5 s Δt = 0.255 ms

Figure 4. Results from surface wave method—(a) S-wave 
velocity models: best fitting profiles (from blue to yellow) 
and boundaries of the population in the Monte Carlo 
inversion; (b) Dispersion curves: experimental dispersion 
curve (black points), synthetic dispersion curves for best 
fitting profiles in (a) (from blue to yellow). (c) Comparison 
between the experimental dispersion curve (white points) 
and the absolute value the Haskell-Thomson determinant 
for the best fitting model (coloured surface).
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The inverse problem aimed at the estimation of 
the shear wave velocity profile was solved using the 
Montecarlo algorithm proposed by Maraschini & 
Foti (2010). The algorithm use as misfit function the 
absolute value of the determinant of the Haskell-
Thomson matrix (Fig. 4c), allowing for multi-
ple mode of propagation to be considered with 
no need for mode numbering (Maraschini et al., 
2010). The use of a stochastic approach allows the 
uncertainty associate to solution non-uniqueness 
to be quantified.

Figure 4a shows best fitting profile (dark/blue 
line of VS, which corresponds to fundamental and 
higher modes dispersion curve in good agreement 
with experimental data (Fig. 4b), obtained with a 
code that compares experimental dispersion curve 
with calculated ones.

3.2 Refraction measurements and P-wave 
tomography

Refraction measurements and P-wave tomogra-
phy are based on the critical refraction of  body 
waves in correspondence of  impedance contrasts. 
Tests were carried out with the same configura-
tion and equipment of  MAWS measurements 
(Tables 2 and 3).

Refraction data were interpreted with two dif-
ferent procedures: for one, a simplified proce-
dure based on intercept times and the hypothesis 
of horizontally layered system has been used for 
a preliminary estimation of the thickness of the 
pyroclastic cover. P-wave profiles were hence cal-
culated for each source-receives configuration. 
Figure 5 shows P-wave profile for each shot and 
the average P-wave profile.

P-wave tomography (Figure 6a) and ray 
coverage (Figure 6b) were then obtained from 
the first breaks of  all the source-receiver con-
figurations by means of  the commercial code 
Rayfract®.

Figure 5. P-wave velocity models from first breaks for 
different shot positions along the seismic line.

Figure 6. P-wave tomography: (a) Reconstructed 2D 
section of P-wave velocity; (b) Ray coverage.

3.3 Electrical tomography

Electrical resistivity tomography was carried out 
along the same profile of the seismic geophysical 
tests.

Measurements were performed using a Wenner-
Schlumberger array of 48 electrodes, spaced 1 m. 
Collected apparent resistivity data were inverted 
with the commercial software RES2DINV®.

In Figure 7 the results of the resistivity tomog-
raphy are reported.

3.4 Discussion of results

Results of the different methods are in good 
 agreement. Surface wave inversion and P-wave 

Figure 7. Resistivity tomography.
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tomography identify a sound impedance contrasts 
around 5 m depth. Indeed, experimental points of 
dispersion curve (Fig. 4c) follow in the minima of 
the determinant surface, and the low frequency part 
of the experimental dispersion curve tends to go to 
the first higher mode, probably due to the marked 
impedance contrast between topsoil and stiffer layer 
below. Very likely the impedance contrast is asso-
ciated to the interface between the volcanoclastic 
deposits and the underlying highly fractured car-
bonate bedrock.

Velocity values retrieved by surface wave method 
are in agreement with the velocity from the refrac-
tion method (Figs. 4 and 5). The results of these 
methods highlight a first layer with a thickness of 
2.4 m. In both P-wave velocity model from first 
break (Fig. 5) and S-wave velocity model (Fig. 4a), 
the first layer parameters are well resolved because 
the resolution of inversion of both methods data 
presents minor uncertainty.

The S-wave and P-wave velocities of  this layer 
are very low: VS = 67 m/s and VP = 180 m/s. These 
values are typical for very loose soils, which is 
consistent with the value of  porosity detected in 
laboratory for undisturbed samples of  pyroclas-
tic soils from the Pizzo d’Alvano massif  (Bilotta 
et al., 2005; Lancellotta et al., 2011). Furthermore, 
such low values of  P-wave velocities confirm that 
the soil is in unsaturated condition (S < 100%), 
in agreement with the in situ measurement of 
suction.

Whereas surface wave data are interpreted with 
a 1D model which represent the average condition 
below the seismic line, results from P-wave and 
electrical tomography allow lateral variations to 
be highlighted showing an increase of pyroclastic 
cover as the altitude decreases.

4 LABORATORY ELECTRICAL 
CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

Electrical behavior of  the piroclastic soils at the 
average in-situ void ratio was characterized on 
specimens prepared by moist tamping. The aim 
of these tests is to study the influence of  water 
content on electrical resistivity values of  soil to 
provide the basis for a quantitative estimation of 
the degree of  saturation from results of  electrical 
tomography.

The tests were performed by measuring the 
conductivity of homogeneous specimens with dif-
ferent water content in a cell equipped with four 
electrodes (Fig. 8). The cell is similar to the equip-
ment adopted by De Vita et al. (2011).

The results were interpreted through Archie’s 
law (Archie, 1942), which holds for porous media 
with non-conductive solid grains:

σ
σ w

qn Sp=  (1)

where σ = soil electrical conductivity; σw = inter-
stitial water electrical conductivity; n = porosity; 
S = degree of saturation; p and q = two parameters 
which account for the geometry of the intercon-
nected porosity. For constant porosity and water 
salinity, Archie’s law can be written as:

σ
σ sat

qS=  (2)

where σsat = electrical conductivity of saturated sam-
ple. Values of q = 3.0, q = 1.04 and q = 3.7 were esti-
mated for class B ashy soil layer, Pumice soil layer 
and class A ashy soil layer respectively (Fig. 9).

Figure 8. Laboratory equipment for the determination 
of soil resistivity.

Figure 9. Experimental determination of the relation-
ship between soil resistivity and the degree of saturation 
and its interpretation in terms of Archie’s law.
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Tests were performed in the range of variation 
of the degree of saturation according with the 
information from in situ determinations.

5 WATER CONTENT DISTRIBUTION

Electric resistivity methods are particularly appeal-
ing for the indirect determination of water content 
(Samouëlian et al., 2005). In several studies, in-situ 
electrical tomography has been used to estimate 
the soil water content in the field, on the basis of 
electrical laboratory characterization of the soils 
collected from the same test area (e.g. Zhou et al., 
2001, Di Maio et al., 2011).

The approach, which has been used in this study 
to obtain information on the soil water distribu-
tion in pyroclastic cover, is based on the Archie 
law. This relationship can be used to transform the 
resistivity tomography map into a water content 
distribution map.

According to the typical stratigraphic condi-
tions defined by Cascini & Sorbino (2004) for the 
slope where the site of Connola is located, a simple 
stratigraphic sequence of the pyroclastic layer was 
assumed: an upper ashy layer (class B) and a lower 
ashy layer (class A).

For each ashy layer, a constant porosity was 
assumed which was consistent with previous analy-
ses (Table 1) (Cascini et al, 2003).

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the degree of 
saturation obtained by linking the in situ electrical 
resistivity measurements with the laboratory elec-
trical characterization of the soil samples.  Figure 10 
shows only the portion of the subsoil which can be 
associated to pyroclastic soils, as inferred from the 
ensemble of geophysical results. Indeed the carbon-
ate basement is of little interest with respect to the 
stability analysis and has not been characterized 
from the electrical point of view in the laboratory.

The average value of the degree of saturation 
for the shallow zone (depth 2 m) is in good agree-
ment with the available data for the site presented 
in Section 2. Indeed the suction measurements in 
Figure 3 show the typical seasonal trends. Con-
sidering that geophysical tests were performed in 
March 2010, the expected values of suction should 
be in the range of 10–15 kPa, which combined with 
the soil water characteristic curve (Fig. 2) gives an 
expected the degree of saturation of around 40%. 
The resolution from the geophysical tests does not 
reach the level of detail which is provided by suc-
tion monitoring (Fig. 3). To improve the resolution 
with depth it would be necessary to use a shorter 
spacing between electrodes, with a trade off  in 
terms of investigated volume of soil.

The zone between offsets 10 m and 15 m shows 
an anomalous degree of saturation with respect to 
neighbouring values. Further investigations could 
clarify whether these zones are characterised by a 
different stratigraphical setting, i.e. soils with dif-
ferent hydraulic behaviour, or by a different degree 
of saturation because of local conditions.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Flow-like mass movements in pyroclastic soils rep-
resent a serious natural hazard for the surround-
ing areas of the Pizzo d’Alvano massif  (Campania 
Region). Indeed, in this area ash-fall deposits, 
originating from the Somma-Vesuviana volcano, 
cover vast areas of the steep slopes of the carbon-
ate basement. The knowledge of the thickness of 
this pyroclastic soil is of paramount importance in 
stability analyses and for the design of mitigation 
works. For this reason, different surveys (MASW, 
Seismic refraction and electrical resistivity tomog-
raphy) were conducted at three reference sites of 
the massif  (Connola, Santa Lucia, Tuostolo) to 
assess the potential of geophysical non-invasive 
methods. The results of the Connola site are dis-
cussed in detail in the present paper.

The comparative results show that different 
geophysical measurements provide a reliable evalu-
ation of the thickness of pyroclastic soil, allowing 
an accurate estimate of the volume of potential 
flowslides. Moreover, the parameters obtained for 
the pyroclastic soils in different tests are in good 
agreement and could be jointly used to infer basic 
parameters of the soil as a porous medium.

In order to provide an insight on the interpreta-
tion of resistivity maps from electrical tomography, 
laboratory tests were also conducted to character-
ize the electrical behaviour of pyroclastic soils. The 
results were used to produce a map of the degree 
of saturation on the basis of in situ evaluation of 
soil electrical resistivity. The preliminary results 

Figure 10. The degree of saturation as inferred from 
the resistivity profile of Figure 7 on the basis of labora-
tory data reported in Figure 9.
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are very encouraging. Further developments could 
include the use of a high resolution testing setup to 
monitor changes in the degree of water saturation 
over time.

A similar approach based on the combination of 
in situ and laboratory measurements could also be 
devised for the interpretation of seismic data. The 
combination of different in situ surveys with labo-
ratory geophysical measurements appears a prom-
ising tool to characterize soils, especially when the 
sampling is very difficult as for pyroclastic soils on 
steep and vegetated slopes.
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Application of electromagnetic techniques (Georadar) 
to investigate Burgos Cathedral subsoil and foundation

A.B. Espinosa, L.M. García & E. Aracil
Burgos University, Burgos, Spain

ABSTRACT: Historians and architects that have published works on the dimensions of the Romanic 
cathedral that once stood in Burgos—Castilla-León, Spain—fail to concur in their conclusions: uncer-
tainty still exists over the exact area occupied by the primitive cathedral. There is no doubt about its site 
that was in the same place as the Gothic cathedral, as the latter was constructed on parts of the older 
construction, fundamentally the old cloister; but was it built as a small church or as a grand temple? This 
article describes the probable ground plan of the Romanic cathedral that preceded the present Gothic 
cathedral; its estimation is based on the existing remains that may still be visited, and fundamentally, on 
the study of subsoil by means of georadar techniques.

Its con-struction began in 1075 and it was com-
pleted, while Alfonso VI was still king, in 1096. The 
20 years or more that it took to construct appear 
to be a sufficiently long enough time to have con-
structed a large building. Figure 1.

The cathedral was the episcopal seat in  Burgos 
for 125 years, as in 1221 the construction of  a 
new, more grandiose and audacious Gothic 
cathedral began on the same site occupied by the 
Romanic cathedral, which was to disappear in 
the process.

1 INTRODUCTION

An episcopal seat was officially established in 
 Burgos in 1075, when Alfonso VI reigned in 
 Castile and Pope Gregory VII officiated in Rome. 
The Castilian monarch made a gift of the palace 
inherited from his father, Ferdinand I of Castile, to 
the Bishop of Burgos, Don Jimeno, for use as an 
episcopal residence.

The first Romanic church, founded under the 
pat-ronage of Saint Mary, was built on that site. 

Figure 1. The walled city of Burgos in the 16th century. Ibáñez (1990).
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2 SITING

The place where they built the Romanic cathedral 
was already occupied by a small parish church that 
went by the name of Santiago de la Fuente; a mod-
est church strategically situated just on the Way of 
Saint James or Camino de Santiago. It was without 
a doubt a landmark and a refuge for the pilgrim; 
spring waters flowed from a fountain a few metres 
away, at the heart of the medieval city of Burgos.

The site of the Romanic cathedral inevitably 
had a meaning and certain antecedents dictated 
by tradition: holy ground already consecrated by 
other temples, on the pilgrim’s way to the shrine of 
Saint James in Santiago de Compostela.

The new Romanic temple was constructed, 
as already mentioned, alongside the old parish 
church of Santiago de la Fuente, which remained 
an independent annex; at the edge of the alluvial 
plain of the Arlanzón River and at the foot of the 
hillside leading up to the Castle. This geographi-
cal feature implies a notable drop of 8 m in height 
from the floor of the church to the Camino de 
 Santiago (the street formerly known as the ‘Calle 
de  Coronería’) Figure 2.

The reason for siting it so closely to the hillside 
has to do with the risk of flooding, which occurs 
from time to time on the Arlanzon and Vena 
river plains. At least three major floods have been 
recorded each century; in the most recent one, in 
1930, floodwaters reached a height of over 2 metres 
in the city streets close by the river beds.  Nowadays, 
two dams at the head of the river Arlanzon consid-
erably reduce the risk of flooding on this section 
of the river.

3 PLAN VIEW AND DIMENSIONS

Very little has been written on this primitive 
 building. The only person to have approached the 
subject with a degree of rigour was Marcos Rico, an 
architect from Burgos; his knowledge of the present 
Gothic cathedral was hardly lacking, given his com-
mitment to the cathedral for 20 years as its architec-
tural director. His research led him to the conclusion 
that the Romanic cathedral had the same plan view 
as the later Gothic one, except for the subsequent 
extensions of the cloisters and side chapels. He situ-
ates the primitive apse (east end) in the same place 
as the present-day apse (point B in the Fig. 3).

In contrast, other such recognised authors as 
Martínez, Huidobro, Lambert, and Karge, concur 
with the idea of a small old cathedral hardly com-
parable to the one that stands to this day. They all 
suggest that the primitive principal fachade of the 
Romanic cathedral (west end) was situated at the 
same point as the present one, and that the apse 
(east end) went no further than the Gothic transept 
(point A in the Fig. 3); in other words, its nave was 
half  as long as that which we may admire today. 
In no case are these assertions well documented. 
It is possible that such hypotheses may be traced 
back to a reading of the first academically rigorous 
work on the subject by Martínez (1866).

This aforementioned hypothesis of a small build-
ing would amount to a somewhat disproportionate 
cathedral complex; as the cloisters would be almost 
as large as the very church itself, as may be seen in 
the following figure (thick lined square lower right).

The Figure 4 shows a reconstruction of what 
perhaps was the earlier Romanic cathedral super-

Figure 2. Site of the cathedral at the foot of the hillside. García (1999).
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Figure 3. Hypothetical position of the Romanic nave and apse (point A and point B). Broken line shows plan view 
of the Gothic cathedral. Rico (1994).

Figure 4. Reconstruction drawing of the front elevation of the Romanic cathedral with its old cloisters. Rico (1994).
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imposed on the present-day Gothic cathedral. This 
reconstruction, taken from the book La Catedral 
de Burgos [Burgos Cathedral] by Rico (1994), is 
virtually the same, as regards the width of the old 
Romanic cathedral, as the reconstruction of the 
plan view that is proposed here as a result of the 
author’s own research.

4 NEW FINDING TECHNIQUES 
EMPLOYED

A geophysical reconnaissance technique known 
as georadar was applied inside the temple in 
our investigation of the subsoil beneath  Burgos 
 Cathedral. Fundamentally directed at  under stand-
ing  geological-geotechnical and hydrogeological 

Figure 5. Longitudinal profiles on the side aisles of the Cathedral nave (radargram).

features, this non-destructive technique consists of 
emissions from the surface of high frequency elec-
tromagnetic pulses that are propagated at depth 
through the medium that is being studied. They are 
reflected back to the surface when they encounter 
irregularities in the physical parameters of the 
medium, which are defined by electrical resistivity 
and the dielectric constant.

The depth at which the georadar functions is 
determined by the frequency of the electromagnetic 
signal that is emitted. The lower the frequency, the 
greater the depth that is investigated and the lower 
the resolution. In our study, all measurements were 
repeated at three frequencies (110 MHz, 225 MHz 
and 450 MHz), so as to combine the advantages of 
resolution and penetration. The firm contracted to 
perform the study was International  Geophysical 
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Technology S.A. Data were gathered using the 
Pulse-EKKO-1000A system.

The profiles taken from the inside of the cathe-
dral correspond to the longitudinal axes of the side 
and central aisles, and the transept, Figure 5a. The 
results from each profile (radargram) with regard 
to the anomalies that they detected were basically 
the same at all three frequencies. The greatest level 
of information was gathered when operating at 
110 and 225 MHz.

Anomalies of between 3, 5 and 4 m in depth 
appear on the profiles of the side aisles, Figure 5b 
and 5c, which without doubt indicate discontinu-
ous underground structures. The research suggests 
that it is the old walls, which were used as the foun-
dations of the old Romanic cathedral.

All the profiles obtained, at each of  the fre-
quencies from the two side aisles of  the nave, show 
a regular spatial distribution of  the interspersed 
subsoil irregularities. These anomalies neither 
appear in the central aisle of  the nave nor in the 
transept.

The spatial layout of  these walls leads us to 
the hypothesis of  an earlier cathedral that was as 
large as the present-day cathedral; with a single 
central aisle supported by buttresses in between 
which side chapels were placed, as may be appre-
ciated from the plan view superimposed onto the 
following Figure 6. In this reconstruction, the 
remains detected by this research correspond to 

the  foundations of  the buttresses or the dividing 
walls of  the chapels.

Examples of  this type of  architecture are 
found in numerous Gothic churches in Catalunia, 
such as: the church of  San Francisco (Barcelona), 
Santa Catalina (Barcelona), the Monastery of 
Pedralbes  (Barcelona) and Santa Mª de Mont-
blanch and the convent of  San Francisco in Palma 
de Mallorca, etc.

Although the relative depth of the many 
Romanic chapels are not precisely established, 
their plan view would not differ so greatly from 
those that are drawn here, as:

1. The dividing walls of the side chapels would not 
extend any further towards the central axis of 
the cathedral, because, as was standard practice, 
the span of the main nave was greater than the 
depth of the side chapels.

2. They would not have passed through the side 
walls, given that these walls backed onto the 
church of “Santiago de la Fuente” and the Old 
Cloister.

3. The symmetry at the west end defines the layout 
of the drawing.

4. The design, were it not as is interpreted in this 
figure, would have to be roughly similar.

5. This hypothesis will have to be borne out by 
the appropriate archaeological excavations; the 
only technique at present to confirm the afore-
mentioned suppositions.
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Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) on site for survey 
of natural clayey soil water content
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ABSTRACT: Foundations problems emphasize a lack of knowledge on parameters controlling ground 
movements during wet-fry cycles. To address this problem, a geotechnical characterization of a clayey for-
mation reveal an important variability of lithological facies in depth and for very short distances, explain-
ing a wide range of geotechnical parameters and weak correlations. The study focused on water deficits 
and benefits over time, related to soil composition in a heterogeneous clay formation by using Electrical 
Resistivity Tomography (ERT). The electrical variations obtained from ERT were compared with local 
effective rainfall and soil moisture measurements from Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) down to 3 m 
deep. The first results show the potential of measuring soil water content variations over the seasons, 
and especially to detect a quick increase of humidity thanks to spatial soil heterogeneity at a centimetric 
or decametric scale. These measurements confirm a strong relationship of geotechnical parameters with 
lithological composition of soils.

related to the limited volume of investigation, and 
that the installation can modify the soil  structure. 
Geophysical methods do not affect the soil struc-
ture and the resulting measurement overlays a 
first level of soil spatial variability at a decametric 
scale. Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) has 
been widely used for hydrological investigation and 
recently, to identify the flow pathways at the hills-
lope scale used 2-D electrical resistivities imaging 
(Besson et al. 2008; Brunet et al. 2010).

The aim of this work was to assess the natural 
water content variations within clayey soils during 
seasonal cycles, compared to granular soils. The 
study focused on water deficits and benefits over 
time, related to lithological composition in a het-
erogeneous clay field by using Electrical  Resistivity 
Tomography (ERT). Soil electrical resistivity was 
measured in situ on two profiles with Wenner-
Schlumberger configuration, with 0.50 m between 
probes, over time and every month. To do sharp 
characterization of resistivity variation, measure-
ment are corrected from the temperature effect in 
depth and along the year. We interpret resistivity 
variations by drawing map of relative resistivity 
variations between dates. The water content vari-
ations and water deficits obtained from ERT were 
compared with local effective rainfall and local 
soil moisture measurements from Time Domain 
Reflectometry (TDR) down to 3 m deep. This paper 

1 INTRODUCTION

Expansive soils owe their characteristics to the 
presence and the arrangement of swelling clay 
minerals, conditioning their capacity to swell and 
shrink after annual moisture changes. When they 
become wet, the clay minerals absorb water and 
increase in volume; at the opposite as they dry they 
shrink. This problem invited the authorities and 
BRGM to throw a French national research pro-
gram ARGIC (Vincent 2009) to understand this 
phenomenon. But in-situ, sandy lenses and clay 
deposits can both occur at different depths inside 
clayey soils and gravel terraces, causing differential 
movements due to important soil variations in a 
very short distance below foundations. To address 
this problem, the swell-shrinkage behaviour has 
been investigated in-situ specifically to a plio-
quaternary clayey formation (Brach formation), 
responsible of a hundred disorders on buildings 
since 1989 in the suburbs of Bordeaux (South of 
France) (Chrétien 2010).

Indeed, it’s difficult to detect precisely soil 
facies variation with classical geotechnical charac-
terization, and to measure seasonal water content 
 variations. Electrical measurement by Time Domain 
Reflectometry (TDR) allow reasonably precise 
measurement of water content (Robinson et al. 
2003); the disadvantages of these measurements are 
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presents (i) the experimental site and the data col-
lected in situ, (ii) the ERT calibration and method, 
(iii) results are discussed in comparison with TDR 
measurements and lithological soil structure at the 
profile scale.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SITE

2.1 Presentation

The investigated zone is located on the west side 
of Pessac, a town in the suburbs of Bordeaux 
(France). The region is characterized by an oceanic 
climate, with an annual mean rainfall recorded by 
the local Meteo-France raingauge was 984 mm/year 
for the period 1971–2000. This site is relatively 
horizontal with small trees and no buildings. This 
area is located on the Brach geological formation 
(Thierry et al. 2006) (Fig. 1), mainly composed of 
grey-blue clayey soils with orange marblings and 
dated back from the upper Pleistocene (Platel & 
Astruc, 2000). This clayey formation is mainly 
composed of  kaolinite (60 to 80%) and smectites 
(10 to 25%). Geological drilling campaigns, from 
December 2006 to August 2008, show that within 
this formation, clay-sandy lenses could occur as a 
consequence of a fluvial environment during the 
plio-quaternary period. Sand filled cracks inside 
clayey soils and made the clay soils less imperme-
able, allowing temporary water flows by sandy 
lenses between 2 to 5 meter deep.

In order to characterize the heterogeneity of the 
soils, apparent ground conductivity measurements 
were performed using the EM 31-MK2 electro-
magnetic technique (Geonics) on an area about 
65 000 m2 (Fig. 2). This electromagnetic method 
maps apparent resistivities variations, associated 
with changes in ground conductivity. The effec-
tive depth of exploration is 3 meter and 6 meter, 
with measures spaced 5 m along profiles sepa-
rated 20 m apart. The apparent resistivities map 

showed in all soil profiles horizontal variabilities 
in September 2007 data (Fig. 2). The results show 
a progressive lateral variation between a conduc-
tive clay facies (10 to 30 ohm.m) with an alluvial 
sandy-gravel deposits (>200 ohm.m). We identi-
fied different zones: granular facies (alluvial ter-
races, sandy-gravels soils), mixing soils  (sandy-clay 
 deposits, facies SA) and clayey soils (facies A/BOG). 
Limits between the three different resistivity zones 
were defined to 80 and 115 ohm.m, after calibra-
tion with samples from drillings. A drilling cam-
paign focussed in the clayey zone in order to install 
the field experimentation in the same geological 
conditions.

2.2 Material characterization

We provide a summary of the classical geotechni-
cal methods on samples collected from destructive 
drillings on the study site: natural water content 
(wi), particle size analysis (2 μm), Atterberg  limits 
(PI), Methylene Blue Absorption test method 
(Vb) on passant 400 μm. Then, we focussed on the 
investigation of the swelling and shrinkage char-
acteristics on intact clayey samples: swelling and 
compressibility parameters (compressive index 
Cc, swelling potential εg, swelling coefficient Cg, 
initial void ratio e, dry density γd). Table 1 gives 
the statistical relationships between the soil facies 
properties at different depths (A/BOG: clayey 
facies and SA: sandy-clay facies), based on a total 
of  66 samples.

Table 1 shows that the samples, collected in a same 
area, differ widely in their clay content (from 27 to 
74%) with a mean of 40%. Soils present medium 
to high limits of liquidity with a maximum index 
of plasticity above 57%, and high blue methylene 
values, up to 11 (mean of 6). These results reflect 
the heterogeneity of the geotechnical parameters 
of clayey soils within a formation, and the influ-
ence of the silty content variations  (variations in 

Figure 1. Location of the studied site (Google Earth. 
2010) and experimental in situ monitoring systems: 

 Rain gauge and temperature probes at a depth of 0.50, 
1, 2, 3 and 5 m;  TDR tubes;  pedological excava-
tion; L1 & L2:electrode lines.

Figure 2. Map of apparent electrical resistivities 
(ohm.m) measured using electromagnetic method 
(EM31) on the site.
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vegetation (ETR = ETP, by simplification here). In 
this article, we considered: ER (mm) = TR − ETR.

For the TDR-A profile, the average of volumet-
ric water content is presented down to 3 m deep 
from Summer 2008 to winter 2009, and compared 
to lithological levels and effective rainfall (Fig. 4). 
It’s becoming clear that this method is very influ-
enced by the surface measurements (between 0 m 
and 1 m on Figs. 4 and 5) from organic soils, which 
are soaked after heavy rains and totally dry in sum-
mer, and highlight the method condition limits. 
The results suggest that the water content raised 
up quickly after heavy rainfall (42% at depth of 
1.60 m). Then, soil suffered from desiccation firstly 
at the surface (during Spring) down to 1.80 m deep 
in drought period (20 to 28% during summer). 
The seasonal difference of soil moisture in com-
pact clay is above 8%, which is very minor regard 
to large variations occurring between 1 m and 3 m 
deep. We can see that the dry period of 2009 was 
more significant in soils compared to summer 
2008, with a desiccation boundary from 1.60 m 
down to 1.80 m deep.

The average of  volumetric water content is 
presented on Figure 5 for the TDR-B profile, 
from Summer 2008 to winter 2009 to 3 m depth, 
and compared to lithological levels and effective 
rainfall for the same period. From 1 m deep, we 
can see that soil moisture variations between 
summer and winter is above 5 to 8% down to 
1.70 m deep, which is less important compared to 
the TDR-A profile during the same period. On 
TDR-B, the raising in soil moisture are pointed 
out at depths of  2 and 2.50 m during wet period 
(above 38%) after heavy effective rain, and high-
lighted by two falls in water content (above 21%) 
in summer.

(3) the use of ERT measurements to quantify 
the evolution of soil electrical resistivity between 

Table 1. Summary of geotechnical and mechanical test 
results of studied samples on pilot site.

Depth
(m) Facies

wi
(%)

γd/γw
(−)

e0
(−)

Vb
(g/100g)

0–1 A/BOG 14–29 1.4–1.6 0.60 5–11
1–2 A/BOG 16–32 1.5–1.7 0.65 6–8
2–3 A/BOG 11–35 1.3–1.6 0.6–1 5–12
2.00 SA 10–17 1.6–1.7 0.50 0.5

Depth
(m)

PI
(%)

<2 μm
(%)

Cc
(−)

εg
(%)

Cg
(−)

0–1 25–55 34–74 0.15–0.24 7–12 0.06
1–2 30–57 50–64 0.13–0.16 5–6 0.05
2–3 32–60 27–64 0.14–0.31 5–11 0.05–0.12
2.00 10–15 10–25 / / /

Figure 3. Soil temperature measured on studied site 
from 01/01/09 to 31/12/09 at 0.50 m, 1 m, 2 m, 3 m and 
5 m depth. Position of the ERT profiles (7) realized over 
the year 2009.

clay content). From direct measurements, we can 
see that the clayey samples have a great compress-
ibility possibility of samples (Cc >> 0.15), associ-
ated to a medium swelling potential.

2.3 Experimental device

Our experimental procedure, presented on Figure 1 
and tested on a grey-blue oxidized clayey soils and 
locally granular soils (for March 2008), has in this 
paper three distinctive features:

(1) the temperature survey with measurements 
at different depths ranging from surface to a depth 
of 5 m: 0.50, 1, 2, 3 and 5 m during year 2009 
(Fig. 3).

As the resistivities depend on the temperature, 
data are collected daily every three hours. As 
shown on Figure 3, we can see that the soil tem-
perature is influenced both by an annual seasonal 
cycle and a daily cycle, due to changes in meteoro-
logical conditions. The effect of the annual cycle 
is evident at the depth of 5 m. Soil surface up to 
1 m deep reacted very quickly to important rain 
episodes, confirming the close relationship already 
established between these parameters.

(2) the recording of volumetric water content 
by three vertical profiles at a depth of 3 meter 
using the “Trime-tube system” combining a TDR 
moisture monitor (Trime FM3, Imko GmbH, 
Germany). These profiles (A, B & C) were located 
between 5 and 10 m from the lines of electrodes 
used for ERT (Fig. 1). Only TDR-A and TDR-B 
profiles are presented here. All the data are com-
pared to total rainfall cumulated in the field rain 
gauge. To analyze the influence of rainfall on soil 
parameters, the quantity of water passing through 
the soil (effective rainfall, ER) was calculated by the 
difference between the Total Rainfall (TR) measured 
in situ and the quantity of water absorbed by the 
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wet and dry periods. ERT measurements were 
made between February 2009 and December 2009, 
with a Syscal Pro Switch equipment (IRIS Instru-
ments) (Fig. 3). For reasons of clarity and space, 
only line L1 (Fig. 1) will be commented here using 
a fixed line of 72 electrodes with 50 cm between 
probes.

2.4 Calibration of the resistivity/lithology 
relationship

In order to fix electrical resistivity measurements 
with the local lithology, a pedological excavation 
(P4) was realized in parallel with the L1 profile 
(Fig. 1). We identify on Figure 6a the progressive 
lateral transition between a compact clay zone on 
the west side and sandy-gravel-alios soils on the 
east side.

The inverted electrical resistivity reference panel 
L1, with a Wenner-Schlumberger sequence « WS » 
(Fig. 6b), is similar than the geometry of the stud-
ied soils (Fig. 6a).

These soils exhibit spatial variations at a deci-
metric scale, causing differential movements con-
ditions at different depths inside clayey soils or at 
the compact clay-granular soils interface, which we 
want to test in these both two geological cases and 
over time.

This proposed model of inverted imaging is 
well correlated, regards to the RMS value which 
is 1.3% here. This calculated data is an estimation 
of the difference between measured and calculated 
apparent resistivity given by the root mean square 
error “RMS” (Loke & Barker 1996). The appar-
ent resistivity data measured into compact clay 
zone evidence significant difference in electrical 
resistivity. Differences in electrical resistivity inside 
compact clay zone, with values between 10 and 
93 ohm.m, are confirming the difference in soil 
structure and in soil permeability. Our results show 
too a significant difference between the clay zone 
and the gravel-sand zone (Fig. 6b).

3 METHODS

This study used the performance of ERT measure-
ments in producing temporal and special patterns 
of the soil humidity variations, by comparing with 
local TDR measurements. ERT measurements were 
made using a fixed line of 72 electrodes, regularly 
spaced at 50 cm intervals, in order to see changes 
in the soil over time and seasons for one year. 
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Figure 4. Seasonal average of soil water content 
measured on TDR-A, from surface to 3 m depth, from 
 Summer 2008 to Winter 2009, compared to effective rain-
fall on the same time.
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Figure 5. Seasonal average of soil water content 
measured on TDR-B, from surface to 3 m depth, from 
 Summer 2008 to Winter 2009, compared to effective rain-
fall on the same time.

Figure 6a. Pedological section throughout P4 excava-
tion (Fig. 1); Excavation realized in August 2008 and 
filled up quickly.

Figure 6b. Inverted electrical resistivity reference panel 
L1 for the prospecting on February 2009 (Wenner-
Schlumberger sequence with electrodes spaced at 50 cm 
intervals).
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This geometry was chosen to get a full characteri-
zation in studied depth, while sounding the upper 
meter with a satisfactory sensitivity. The optimal 
resolution in this study is above the chosen space 
between electrodes (50 cm). This resolution is not 
sufficient to detect small changes in soil structure 
(centimetrical scale), but significant to identify the 
influence of sandy-gravel lenses occurring at dif-
ferent depths into the investigated area over swell-
shrinkage periods.

More than 6 ERT measurements were made 
between February and December 2009, using a 
Wenner-Schlumberger sequence with 27 levels and 
a fixed line of 72 electrodes spaced at 50 cm. This 
kind of sequence is known as the most undisturbed 
(Dalhin & Zhou 2004), and can allow interpreting 
small variations in electrical resistivity data. In 
order to verify the good choice of this sequence 
for a full characterization, we have made numbers 
of test with the experimental line in the field with: 
a) Pole-Dipole sequence (a deeper investigation for 
a same space inter-electrodes; b) Pole-Dipole and 
Wenner-Schlumberger sequences with electrodes 
spaced at 1 m intervals. The results are not pre-
sented here, but are confirming the choice of our 
sequence for our study. The Res2Dinv software 
(version 3.58) package was used to calculate ERT 
resistivities (Loke et al. 1996).

The main inversion option used in this study is 
the model L2 (optimization of mean square). Five 
iterations are necessary to obtain the most reliable 
and realistic inverted resistivity  distribution. All 
ERT inversions show a RMS error values between 
1.6% and 2.6%, indicating reliable resistivity 
models.

Electrical resistivities are known to be sensi-
tive to other physical factors, like temperature, 
 particle-size distribution, pore connectivity and 
water content. In order to calibrate the relationship 
between soil water content end electrical  resistivity, 
we used the Archie’s law (Archie 1942) and the 
works evidencing the Archie’s law into granular 
soils (Benderitter & Schott 1999). Archie’s law is 
an empirical relationship with water content, the 
porosity and pore water resistivity. This law is con-
sidered to be valid for medium to coarse-grained 
soils and rocks, but it’s more complex with min-
eral soil (Waxman 1 Smits 1968). Recent experi-
mental works in laboratory are trying to improve 
the Archie’s law in mineral soils (Andrieux et al. 
2011). We assumed that Archie’s law would be 
valid here, but with variations smaller than in 
granular soil. In order to point out small varia-
tions in resistivity, the results are expressed as rel-
ative variations of  effective resistivity at any time 
compared to a reference data. At each point, the 
value of  the relative variation of  resistivity Δρ can 
be expressed by:

ΔρΔ
ρ ρ

ρ
= i rρ ρρ ef

reρ fe

where ρi the resistivity at time i, and ρref the resistiv-
ity at reference time. If  Δρ < 0, it reveals a decrease 
of resistivity between time ref and i (linked to a 
progressive wetting). If  Δρ > 0, it means that the 
resistivity is increasing between time i and ref.

Soil temperature is taken account for the inter-
pretation of ERT in terms of water content and 
water deficit. Indeed, temperature has a direct 
effect over a year on the assessment of resistivity 
as we can see on Figure 3, with temperature meas-
urements obtained on site ranging from 50 cm 
to 5 m deep. The resistivities were corrected to a 
25°C standard temperature, using Campbell et al. 
(1948):

ρ ρ
αtρ C= ( )t( )

°25ρ
1 + α (t −t

where ρt electrical resistivity at temperature t (°C); 
ρ25°C electrical resistivity at T = 25°C; α is an empir-
ical coefficient often equals 0.025°C−1.

A study on the repeatability of measurement 
during one day was too realized in order to a com-
parative data of the variations measured between 
dates. These measurements, carried out later on 
May 2010, consider 6 repetitions of measurement 
on the panel during the same day. The repeatability 
is estimated on each point of data by calculation 
of a coefficient of variation (CoV) on 6 measures, 
which correspond to the standard deviation on 
6 measures divided by the average. This repeat-
ability is on average of 0.78% on the panel tested 
(median = 0.4%). Less than 3% of the considered 
points have an error of repeatability higher than 
5%, and the analysis of the distribution of errors 
doesn’t emphasize a link with the soil geological 
formations. It is considered that the error on our 
site is lower than 4%; any variation higher than 
this limit is significant of a strong probability of 
a change in resistivity related to variations of soil 
moisture.

4 RESULTS

ERT measurements of February 2009 correspond 
to the first measurements carried out on the site 
with the fixed device installed (fixed electrodes in 
the ground). They are obtained on a very wet soil 
in surface following important winter effective 
rains (November at January), and before the begin-
ning of the drought period in soils in May (accord-
ing to the evapotranspiration due to  vegetation 
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and root). The ERT tomography of February 2009 
(Fig. 6b) is thus the data which will be used as ref-
erence to evaluate the evolution of the character-
istics of the soil compared to the other dates of 
measurement.

This first ERT show a wide range of resistivity 
values from 10 to 1000 ohm.m. The values higher 
than 300 ohm.m correspond to the gravel-alios for-
mations; the values lower than 40 ohm.m with the 
compact clay formation, and the intermediate val-
ues are associated with sandy clays, as in the pre-
liminary electrical campaigns. 6 other ERT were 
made over the year 2009 (Figs. 3 and 7a): profile 1 
(17/03/09), profile 2 (05/05/09), profile 3 (23/06/09), 
profile 4 (21/09/09), profile 5 (09/11/09) and profile 6 
(09/12/09). The ERT measurements (profiles 1 to 6) 
are cumulated on the Figure 7a of the effective rains 
measured over the year 2009 on experimental site.

The study of the relative variations of resistivi-
ties is carried out for all the ERT measurements 
compared to the inverted resistivities of February 
2009 (Fig. 7b), using the option “Time-Laps”.

The calculated variations show a range of 
 values between +1 and −0.6 between February 
and December 2009. Regarding to the reference 
values of February, variations seem to indicate 
significantly more a waste of soil moisture (an 
increase of resistivity corresponds to positive val-
ues of variations), than humidification (a decrease 
of  resistivity means negative variations values).It’s 
coherent with the fact that February is the wettest 
period in the area for an oceanic climate. If  we 
observe the variations measured over the 3 ERT 
of spring (March, May and June): no significant 
variations, ERT are very similar (Fig. 7b). High 
variations in resistivities are pointed out on two 
zones (higher than + 20%) between March and 
May, then three anomaly are observed for June. 
We distinguish:

− a progressive increase in resistivities compared 
to February in the alios zone (X > 20 m and at 
depth Z > 2 m). From the surface, a drought is 
apparent in this granular-alios horizon between 
March and June.

− a decrease in effective resistivity due to probably 
an increase in water content (12 < X < 15 m and 
Z > 4 m).

− a global drought in the upper horizon (down to 
1 m deep) in June (positive values of resistivity 
variations interpreted as an increase in resistiv-
ity and a waste of water content in surface).

− In the upper horizons, the high resistivities can 
be explained by evapotranspiration due to veg-
etation and weak of effective rains, as seen on 
Figure 7a.

The ERT of September is not presented her, 
because of the very bad quality of the data. Indeed, 
the data are very disturbed and characterized by 
a very high noise level (high apparent resistivities 
on the surface). Many cracks due to shrinkage of 
soils are visible and largely opened at the surface 
of the ground, which disturbs the continuity of 
electric circulation in the ground and explains too 
disturbed measurements. The data are thus not 
exploitable.

The cracks due to desiccation are present on 
the ground surface to the first important effec-
tive rains at the end of October (Fig. 7a), that’s 
why following measurement was only carried 
out in  November (after humidification). The 
results obtained in November illustrate a progres-
sive return in a state of moisture close to that of 
spring (soil is wetter), after intense and prolonged 
rainy episodes  (evapotranspiration become less 
 important). The distributions of the resistivities in 
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Figure 7a. Effective rain registered during year 2009 on 
experimental site, with position of ERT measurements.

Figure 7b. ERT resistivities of line L1 in space and over 
time, during year 2009, compared to the reference pro-
file. Resistivities have been corrected to a standard 25°C 
temperature.
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the soils appear less homogeneous than in spring, 
revealing stronger contrasts of soil properties at a 
metric scale. We could find the two zones clearly 
identified on the previous ERT: resistant alios zone 
and deep zone more conductive than in February 
2009. We noticed also that the clay conductive 
zone become wetter than previously (X ∼ 5 m and 
Z > 1 m).

Finally, ERT measurements of December 
present a map of the resistivity variations exclu-
sively negative compared to February values, 
representing only falls of resistivities following 
important precipitations. The granular-alios zone 
is still discernible by presenting the weakest vari-
ations in absolute values. This first analysis allows 
validating the choice of this device and the made 
corrections, and show that soil electrical resistiv-
ity can be used to discriminate, at least, extreme 
structural states of the same soil over time, even 
if  the variations of soil moisture are smaller than 
expected. In addition to the use of ERT to charac-
terize soil structure variabilities, the step selected 
enables us to integrate the temporal variability of 
these local very heterogeneous soils.

5 DISCUSSION

The analysis of the seasonal variations of resis-
tivities underlines some information (Fig. 8a) in 
parallel to the hydrological data. The data show 
that the beginning of the drought in soils starts 
in the upper horizons, for the year 2009 between 
May and June, where the vegetation undergoes an 
important hydric stress (maximum evapotranspira-
tion linked to weak effective rains). No variations 
between May and June 2009 (Fig. 8a) are high-
lighted, indicating that similar values of electrical 
resistivities were obtained in field conditions for a 
homogeneous state. The difference observed previ-
ously (Fig. 7b) as the drought of the alios zone and 
the humidification zone inside the clay zone, are 
no more visible.

The only observable variations are limited to 
surface, because of the drought of the clay-organic 
soil and the evapotranspiration of the vegetation. 
They correspond to variations of more than 40% 
on the first meter, then approximately 15% down 
to 2 m deep (strong gradients near the surface). 
Beyond and in spite of the lithological differences, 
we can observe very weak variations (<5%) of the 
same amplitude on the whole of the investigated 
area. If  we compare these observations with vol-
umetric water content data measured using the 
TDR-A profile (Fig. 8b) on the same period, we 
could notice that the highest variations are too 
on the first meter, corresponding to the organic 
horizon (which correspond to the limit of TDR 

Figure 8a. a) ERT profile between May and June 2009; 
b) ERT profile between November and December 2009. 
For all ERT profiles, resistivities have been corrected to a 
standard 25°C temperature.

method in this specific kind of ground), with vari-
ations Δwv about 25 to 50%. In the more or less 
cracked clay soils, a decrease in volumetric soil 
moisture is registered from approximately 5 to 20% 
down to 2 m deep, then about 5 to 8% between 2 
and 3 m deep.

With the autumn (variations between  November 
and December with November like reference, 
Fig. 8a), results show a great heterogeneity of  the 
resistivity variations, with zones characterized 
by a decrease in resistivities exceeding the 20%: a 
sandy-clay zone (for 5 < X < 8 m and Z > 2.5 m), 
and the alios zone (for 20 < X < 25 m and Z ∼ 
0.75 m). The “fast” humidification of  these soils 
is marked by very disturbed gradients, influenced 
by the lithological and permeability heterogeneity 
of  the soils. This difference in permeability of  soils 
could allow water to locally and easily infiltrate 
soils through sandy lenses and existing cracks. 
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Figure 8b. Seasonal average of soil water content 
measured on TDR-A from surface to 3 m depth, from 
 Summer 2008 to Winter 2009, and localized along ERT 
line L1 as on Figure 8a.
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The interface “alios-clay” appears clearly during 
an increase in soil moisture, whereas a waste of 
water at the time of  the summer doesn’t reveal the 
transition between the two distinct soils facies. It’s 
possible to underline that the resistivity variations 
measured at the time of  a winter humidification 
of  a clayey soil is less important (approximately 
10 to 20%), than the propagation of  the desicca-
tion phenomenon from the surface (about 15 to 
40%) to the deeper horizons. If  we compare these 
variations with the evolution of  the water content 
after heavy rainy episodes (Fig. 8b), the humidifi-
cation is quickly important on the first 2 meters 
(approximately 20 to 50%), and relatively weak 
around at a depth of  3 m (8%). We can deduce 
that the humidification occurs as much by surface, 
that by local and in-depth heterogeneities, which 
influences the global permeability of  the soils 
(“sandy drains”) in winter. But they remain neg-
ligible in dry period compared with the suction of 
clays which increases.

So, the observation of the variations over the 
spring, which corresponds to the fall of effective 
precipitations, show that variations are homogene-
ous and regular in the studied soils. The differences 
between formations are not very evident and the 
soil facies is not the determinant parameter con-
trolling the drought of soils, other physical fac-
tors could be more suspected. These observations 
are correlated with weak variations of resistivity, 
a homogeneous distribution of resistivities on a 
same studied volume, and with significant varia-
tions only on the surface because of important 
evapotranspiration and of the development of suc-
tion in the clay soils.

Measurements of September were too disturbed 
to be interpreted, testifying however to the extent 
of the waste of soil moisture on the upper hori-
zons and its effects on the soil mass (important 
centimetric cracks of desiccation on the surface). 
On the other hand, at the time of the autumnal 
period, the return of heavy effective precipitations 
results immediately important local variations of 
resistivities, disturbed by the heterogeneity of soils. 
The evolutions of the resistivities are less impor-
tant than those in spring period, but are more 
constant on the whole of the studied zone. The 
zones most influenced by the humidification are 
localized on the surface and even in-depth, near 
granular materials (drains). These in situ data 
translate that the clayey soils are more reactive 
with the humidification of soils, that the variations 
observed are related to the presence of impor-
tant variations of facies and that the drought in 
these local soils is a very slow and progressive 
 phenomenon.  Coherence is obtained with the 
observations resulting from measurements of 
water contents on the site, in the same clayey soils.

6 CONCLUSION

The Electrical Resistivity Tomography method 
could be considered as a good tool to characterize 
the lateral and spatial variability in soils including 
in clayey soils. The temporal geophysical survey 
allow to detect significant variations of resistivi-
ties in function of season cycles, according to the 
temporal evolution of the soil water content and a 
well calibration of the device. Results indicate that 
this method is sensitive to important waste of soil 
moisture, gain of water content after heavy effec-
tive precipitations on dry soil in surface, but they 
also could follow the evolution of the propaga-
tion of the desiccation way in clayey soils and its 
effects.

This electrical survey opens interesting prospects 
for the use to visualize heterogeneities in a soil, the 
influence of the humidification of soil (very dis-
turbed front of humidification), and highlights a 
semi-permeable behavior at the scale of a global 
soil mass. The important variations of resistivities 
were observed on the first 2 meters, which coin-
cide with values of variations of water contents 
measured by TDR along three vertical profiles and 
to the presence of many cracks of desiccation on 
the surface. The temporal geophysical survey using 
ERT seems to be a good indicator of the tempo-
ral and spatial evolution of soil moisture in a het-
erogeneous clay soil. However, further testing are 
required to confirm these first results, the influence 
of other factors on water content assessment and 
the interpretation of ERT in complex soils.
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Laboratorial S-wave measurements with buried geophones in a large 
calibration box
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ABSTRACT: Herein, the results of several experiments performed to understand P and S wave 
 propagation behaviour through compacted granitic residual soil with different cement contents are pre-
sented and discussed. These tests were performed in a large calibration box (CemSoil box) with 1.0 × 
1.0 × 1.5 m3, through vertical and horizontal geophones placed at 3 different depth locations (0.2, 0.8 
and 1.2 meter) within the soil-cement mixtures. The main goal of the resulting system was to obtain 
S waves related with the vertical propagation of horizontally forced shear source distortion located on 
the surface. However, since S wave velocities are lower than P waves it is not easy to pick their first arriv-
als. Therefore, two kinds of problems were found while measuring the S waves: one resulting from the 
non infinite surrounding box limits that reflect P wave jamming the first arrivals and the other related 
with wave dispersion, which is very significant when short paths (0.2 m) and larger sub metric (1.2 m) 
travel time paths need to be measured. To overcome these problems specific installation and measurement 
procedures were established, as well as the development of a Matlab® script aiming a graphical picking 
of first time arrivals. These procedures are discussed in this paper, and compared with other in-situ and 
laboratorial tests performed in the same framework (Cruz 2010).

Keywords: seismic waves, confined spaces, first arrivals

Viana da Fonseca 2006). However, the reference 
parameters were obtained after sampling, which 
introduces important deviations due to the distur-
bances resulting from sampler penetrations and 
micro-fabric variability, especially important when 
dealing with structured soils. As a consequence, to 
overcome these deviations, it became fundamental 
to develop experimental work in controlled envi-
ronment to calibrate the field experimental data. 
The experiment was idealized considering that 
thrust capacity would be obtained by means of a 
penetrometer rig placed in a facility upper floor of 
Instituto Politécnico da Guarda (IPG) from where 
the blade was to be pushed into a Big Block (BB) 
sample prepared in a lower floor, linked to the 
previous one. The obvious required confinement 
of this block sample was achieved throughout a 
box (CemSoil box), conceived to ensure adequate 
conditions for remoulding, compacting and curing 
cemented samples, as well as for testing it by DMT, 

1 INTRODUCTION

Residual soils show specific mechanical behaviour 
different from those established for sedimentary 
transported soils, since the presence of a cemented 
matrix plays an important role on strength and 
stiffness behaviour, especially at shallow depths 
(low confining stresses). Moreover, water levels at 
significant depth are frequent in residual profiles, 
generating suction phenomena also with signifi-
cant influence in strength and stiffness properties. 
A long term research activity was carried out since 
1995 aiming for the establishment of a model for 
characterizing residual soils using Marchetti´s 
Dilatometer test, DMT (Marchetti 1999), on its 
own or combined with other tests. Several spe-
cific correlations between DMT parameters and 
strength and stiffness parameters valid for Porto 
and Guarda granites were obtained, based in 
comparisons with careful triaxial testing (Cruz & 
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tensiometers and geophysical devices. CemSoil box 
can be described as a 1.5 m height steel box with 
a square cross section of 1.0 m, with 3 mm thick 
steel walls, reinforced by metal bars placed at 1/3 
and 2/3 of its height. Each panel was fixed to the 
adjacent with a profile of 5 screws (10 mm) with 
150 mm of influence radius. The inner surfaces 
(vertical walls and bottom surface) of the cell were 
covered with a plastic film, in contact with the steel 
wall, followed by 15 mm Styrofoam plates in order 
to create a gradual transition from the soil to the 
external frontier. International calibration chamber 
experience was taken into account (Holden 1992, 
Lunne et al. 1996, among others). CemSoil block 
samples (1.0 × 1.0 × 1.5 m3) were produced and 
compacted in homogeneous layers of 70–80 mm, 
aiming to produce similar void ratios in CemSoil 
and triaxial testing, and thus creating compara-
ble situations. The compaction in CemSoil box 
was handmade, using a round wood hammer with 
40 cm diameter. A combined CemSoil and triaxial 
testing program was then established, aiming to 
simulate non cemented and different cementation 
levels and calibrate specific correlations for deriv-
ing strength and stiffness properties. Based on soil-
cement mixtures obtained following the standards 
or reported procedures for artificial cementation, 
it was possible to create comparable conditions, 
namely in curing times, compaction procedures, 
final unit weights and void ratios, avoiding the 
undesirable scattering and deviations resulting 
from sampling and sample variability influences. 
The whole experience relied upon residual soils 
from Guarda Granitic Formation, both for consti-
tuting the artificial samples and to give in-situ data 
for refining the calibration work. In Figure 1 plant 
and cross-section of CemSoil box and distribu-
tion of measuring equipments is presented. More 
detailed descriptions and conclusions can be found 
in Cruz (2010).

2 CALIBRATION EXPERIMENT

2.1 Soil-cement mixtures

Four different compositions of soil-cement mix-
tures and one uncemented were prepared to be 
tested in CemSoil box, followed by an exhaustive 
laboratorial program, including uniaxial, tensile and 
triaxial testing at low to medium confining stresses. 
Overall, 40 unconfined, diametral and triaxial 
(CID) compressive tests were executed.  Uniaxial 
and tensile strengths were selected to be used as 
cementation reference indexes. In Table 1, uniaxial 
(qu) and diametral (qt) compressive strengths test 
results are presented. For reference these results 
are indexed to the NSPT ranges found in Porto 
and Guarda natural residual soils (Cruz 2010) 

 corresponding to the ranges of uniaxial and diam-
etral strength that encloses the actual results. The 
obtained results globally fits in the weathering 
ranges related to the different cementation levels as 
presented in Table 1 (de-structured non-cemented, 
mixture 1—medium compacted soil; mixture 
2—compacted to very compacted soil; mixture 3 
and mixture 4—W5.

2.2 Seismic wave determinations

Several experiments were designed to understand 
P and S wave propagation behavior through the 
artificial granitic samples. A set of geophones (ver-
tical and horizontal geophones) placed at 3 differ-
ent depth locations (0.2, 0.6 and 1.2 meter) within 
the soil-cement mixtures were installed in a vertical 
alignment for the purpose of this work. At each 
testing point, two geophones were placed, one for 
each P and S wave velocity determinations, placed 
horizontal and vertically. The source for generation 
of S-waves was composed by a block of 12 kgf and 
an impact plate lying under rolling bars, as repre-
sented in the scheme of Figure 2. The dead weight 
load pressures the impact plate, and consequently, 
friction reaction increases, improving the quality 
of wave propagation. The blow in the impact plate 
generates a vibratory action with higher accelera-
tion than the one that would be obtained consider-
ing a fixed total mass of plate and dead weight. 
This creates sharper signals and thus higher effi-
ciency in first arrival determination is achieved.

Seismic solicitations were obtained by means 
of two polarities, creating hammer impacts in an 
unique path but opposite directions, allowing to 
verify the symmetric polarity variations. Although 
this source has been conceived to amplify horizon-
tal movements, it became clear during the experi-
ence that the system could also be used to vertical 
energy generation. The dynamic load generated 
P and SV waves in vertical and SH in horizontal 
geophones, allowing the evaluation of both wave 
velocities with two symmetric hammer impacts 
(Fig. 3). Data acquisition was based with NI USB-
6218 de 16-bit 250 Ksamples/s device and a VI 
logger Task, developed from Measurements and 
Automation Explorer software, commercialized 
by National Instruments. Registered signals were 
exported to MatLab® by means of an Excel file, 
based in a script developed to determine P and S 
wave first arrivals and to calculate the respective 
velocities.

The interpretation of data resulting from this 
experience faced several problems, namely in what 
concerns to the time arrival determinations, as dis-
cussed in the following lines. In the first place, there 
is a change in the shape of the wave as it propagates 
within the medium, with higher frequency contents 
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showing coincidence of the respective transformed 
function. A second problem is related with the 
reflections of P waves occurring at the box con-
fining walls, which disturbs the spectrum of the 
waves propagating between the source and the 
measurement devices, increasing the difficulties 
in estimating S waves first arrival. On the other 
hand, S-wave propagation is slower than P-wave’s, 
being also vulnerable to P waves reflected in the 
CemSoil frontier walls. Other authors in the course 
of similar geophysical experiments referenced 
the same problem (e.g. Smolkin 2011). Luckily, these 
undesirable (but inevitable) events show a oscilla-
tory pattern (Fig. 4) that allows to filtering actions 
in a relatively simple way. In the same Figure it is 
also clear (and worth mention) the high frequency 
superposition over the low frequency content.

As a consequence, data processing in the script 
was established as follows:

a) Excel files import with opposite polarities;
b) Separation of channels and polarities;
c) Signal normalization to the maximum of the 

absolute of the signal;

Figure 1. Plant and cross section of CemSoil instrumentation.

Table 1. Indexation of tested samples.

Strength Uniaxial (qu) Diametral (qt) Reference NSPT (blows)

Destructured non-cemented  20.8 kPa  1.5 kPa –
Mixture 1  72.6 kPa  7.2 kPa 10–30
Mixture 2 124.9 kPa 15.3 kPa 30–60
Mixture 3 273.0 kPa 33.2 kPa >60 (15 to 30 cm of penetration)

(ISRM W5)Mixture 4 312.3 kPa 39.4 kPa

Figure 2. Schematic representation of seismic wave 
apparatus.

near by the energy source. As higher frequencies 
become weaker during propagation, they generate 
a wave form where the instantaneous frequency 
decreases, but during data analysis it became clear 
that the resulting wave dispersion could be greatly 
reduced when logarithmic time scale was used, 
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d) Switching time scale from natural to 
logarithmic;

e) Re-sampling of transformed logarithmic 
function;

f) Application of Fast Fourier Transform to the 
signal;

g) Low pass filtering in the frequency domain to 
reduce oscillatory pattern;

h) Summing and subtracting of polarized spectra;
i) Application of Inverse Fast Fourier Transform 

to the sum and difference spectra to enhance P 
and S signals

Figure 3. a) Vertical and horizontal geophones installation; b) Hammer blow generating seismic wave in the CemSoil box.

Figure 4. Oscillatory pattern of wave propagation.
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Figure 6. Scattering of S-wave versus P-wave velocities.

j) Picking first arrivals in graphs;
k) Calculation of P and S waves velocities and 

Poisson’s ratios.

At each depth location, several tests were per-
formed in order to have enough data to statistical 
analysis. Overall, 50 pairs of measurements were 
obtained, allowing a significant amount of data. 
Sets of measurements obtained in the same experi-
mental conditions were plotted against depth and 

median statistical parameter was taken as reference 
value, aiming the reduction of the effects of abnor-
mal values in the final results. An example of this 
procedure is presented in Figure 5.

The convergence of all data around the same 
trend becomes clear in Figure 6, where all the sin-
gle measurements of shear wave and compression 
wave velocities (small markers in the figure) are 
plotted together with the median obtained by the 
respective statistical analysis (larger markers).
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3 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Direct measurement of seismic wave velocities 
propagating within CemSoil, obtained in unce-
mented and in artificially cemented samples under 
unsaturated and saturated conditions (Vs and Vp 
unsat and sat), were plotted as function of uniax-
ial compressive strengths (Fig. 7a), revealing some 
interesting features, summarized below:

a) Both compression and shear waves increase 
with cementation level, either in saturated or 
unsaturated conditions, following sub-parallel 
trends of evolution;

b) S wave velocities increase with cementation 
level, but the differences between saturated and 
unsaturated conditions seem to be not relevant 
and could be represented by the same trend line 
as shown in the same Figure 7; this is an obvi-
ous consequence of the low values of suction, 
with small influence of effective stress variation 
on very small strain deviatoric stiffness;

c) In the lower set of geophones, shear wave veloci-
ties displayed the same order of magnitude before 
and after saturation, while compressive waves 
show increasing trend after saturation but always 
revealing velocities below expectations, when sat-
urated environment is considered (at least higher 
than 1200 m/s); these low velocities in compressive 
waves under saturated conditions are related with 
the travel path between seismic source (located 
at surface) and geophones, which crosses a sig-
nificant unsaturated zone, and also because com-
pressive velocities only go up to those expected 
values for high saturation values nearby 99%, as 
suggested by Birkelo et al. (1987) and proved by 
Bachrach & Nur (1998) in high resolution shal-
low seismic experimental work in sands.

In order to check the reliability of the used 
methodology, the proposal between shear wave 
velocities (Vs) and N60 from SPT (valid for sands) 
of Anbazhagan & Sitharam (2006) was applied 
to the results. In that context, the compressive 
unconfined results obtained in the present experi-
ment were compared with the ranges observed in 
 naturally cemented granitic residual soils of Porto 
and Guarda formations (COBA 2003, Cruz 2010) to 
deduce an equivalent N60, which allowed for estab-
lishing the best fit correlation within the present 
data. The consequent result showed a trend very 
similar to the reference proposal (Anbazhagan & 
Sitharam 2006), as revealed in Table 2. These results 
are also represented in Figure 7b together with the 
Vs trend lines of Figure 7a, confirming the conver-
gence of results.

In a further stage of confirmation, the approach 
proposed by Cruz & Viana da Fonseca (2006) was 
used to deduce small strain shear modulus from 
DMT parameters, which were then compared with 
the same parameter results directly obtained by the 
shear waves measured within the CemSoil. In that 
context, it was concluded that the actual data fit in 
that proposal with no need for further corrections. 
Truly, this was not a surprise since the correlation 
(Cruz & Viana da Fonseca, 2006) was obtained 
based in shear wave velocities obtained in Cross-
hole tests. Furthermore, this also confirms the 
sustainability of the proposed methodology to over-
come the problem related to the CemSoil frontier 
wall. The same comparison was also possible using 
in-situ data obtained from CH and DMT tests per-
formed in the same location where the soil for this 
experience was recoiled, which also confirmed the 
convergence of results, as shown in Figure 8.

To correctly understand this plot, it should be 
mention that the first 2.5 to 3 m are related to a 

a) b)

Figure 7. a) Trends of  seismic wave velocities with uniaxial strength; b) Comparison of  Vs measured and 
deduced from N60.
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earthfill (comparisons should be made after this 
depth) and the water level was at 7.0 m depth.

Finally, the CemSoil experiment data consist-
ently revealed that in-situ results were placed 
between Mix 1 and Mix 2 samples, which happened 
to be also true in the comparison of laboratorial 
uniaxial, diametral and triaxial testing performed 
in artificially and the correspondent naturally 
cemented samples (Cruz 2010). In  Figure 9, G0 
results obtained from the CemSoil shear waves 
(before saturation) are compared with the range of 
mean ± std obtained from in-situ CH data above 
the water level (placed at 7,0 m depth), revealing 
once more the data convergence and, as a conse-
quence, the adequacy of the adopted methodology. 
For a clear understanding of the figure, it should 
be said that the upper layers (last 30 cm) were free 
of cement, except for Mix 4 where cementation 
was applied to whole sample, well reflected by the 
test results.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The work presented herein reports the results of 
a calibration experiment on artificially cemented 
soils where, among other tests, seismic waves 
were measured aiming to establish specific corre-
lations to derive stiffness parameters of  residual 
soils. The calibration experiment was performed 
in a confined space (CemSoil box), which brought 
some problems in seismic wave interpretations, 
especially for picking shear wave first arrivals. 
The dimensions of  the used calibration appara-
tus (CemSoil box) are similar to those exhibited 
by common calibration chambers, and thus the 
established methodologies can be of  some help in 
seismic wave acquisition in that kind of confined 
spaces. A summary of the adopted processes can 
be described as follows:

a) A specific source for generation of S-waves was 
created, composed by a block of 12 kgf and an 
impact plate lying under rolling bars, allowing 
for a vibratory action with higher acceleration, 
which created sharper signals increasing the 
efficiency in picking up first arrivals

b) Switching time scale from normal to logarith-
mic allowed to reduce the dispersion resulting 
from change in the shape of the wave as it prop-
agates within the medium, mixing low and high 
frequencies. The results showed coincidence of 
the respective transformed function.

c) Lateral reflections in the confining walls of 
compressive waves that creates extra difficul-
ties in identifying delayed shear wave arrivals 
showed an oscillatory behaviour, which allowed 
for its elimination using a low pass filtering in 
the spectral domain.

Table 2. Shear wave velocities correlated with N60.

Vs (m/s) = 50 N60
0.41 Anbazhagan & Sitharam (2006)

Vs (m/s) = 53.9 N60
0.50 Present research
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The implemented methodology generated 
 sustainable results confirmed by data obtained 
in a wide sort of different origins, namely cross-
hole and DMT tests performed in the natural soil 
massif  from where the artificial samples were con-
stituted, DMT tests performed in CemSoil (cali-
bration) box and laboratorial testing on naturally 
and artificially cemented samples.
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ABSTRACT: The shear wave velocity (VS) profile has been used as one of the key design parameters for 
the analysis of static deformations as well as for the seismic design of geotechnical structures. Various seis-
mic methods are widely used for site characterization and can be grouped as intrusive and non-intrusive 
methods. Each seismic test has its own special features, merits and demerits, and applicability to evaluate 
spatial stiffness variation, and it is important to evaluate and understand those characteristics to use it 
properly. For comparative study of field seismic tests, round robin test was performed at Seohae Grand 
Bridge site in Korea. Three universities, five site investigation companies, and one research institute have 
participated. Intrusive methods used in this study include borehole seismic tests such as downhole, cross-
hole, SPT based uphole, and Suspension PS logging methods as 1-D characterization of VS profile. For 
non-intrusive stiffness evaluation of a site, surface wave methods such as SASW, MASW, HWAW, ReMi 
methods are utilized for 1-D and 2-D characterizations. Discussing points in this study include (1) the reli-
ability and limitation of each method, (2) the cause of difference in results (3) the suggestions for better VS 
profile evaluation, (4) the feasibility of 2-D subsurface image mapping based on surface wave methods.

Keywords: Round Robin Test, shear wave velocity, borehole seismic test, surface wave method

However, sometimes the quality of provided VS 
profile for design doesn’t meet the requirements, 
and more precise and higher resolution results are 
required. It hinders positive and active applica-
tions of VS value in civil engineering area. Each 
seismic method has its own special features, merits 
and demerits, and applicability, and it is important 
to evaluate and understand those characteristics 
for using it properly. Comparison study can help 
to assess this kind of problems.

Round Robin Test (RRT) for comparative study 
of field seismic methods was performed in Korea, 
which is hosted by Korean Geotechnical Soci-
ety (KGS). After a suitable experimental site for 
RRT was set, volunteer groups to join this project 
were invited. Five site investigation companies, 
three universities, and one research institute par-
ticipated for this RRT. Typical intrusive borehole 
methods such as crosshole, downhole, inhole, 
uphole seismic tests, and suspension PS logging 
test were applied. For non-intrusive methods, sur-
face wave methods such as SASW (Spectral Analy-
sis of Surface Wave; Stokoe et al., 1994), MASW 
(Multi- channel  Analysis of Surface Wave; Park 
et al., 1999), HWAW (Harmonic Wavelet Analysis 
of Wave; Park and Kim, 2004), ReMi (Refraction 
 Micrometer;  Pullammanappallil et al., 2003)  methods 

1 INTRODUCTION

Measurement of the shear wave velocity (VS) near 
the subsurface are important in geotechnical engi-
neering practice, since they can provide input to 
seismic design methods such as site response anal-
ysis and the evaluation of liquefaction potential. 
VS can also be used for static deformation prob-
lems induced by excavation and settlement (Stokoe 
et al., 2004). Moreover, as VS represents the mate-
rial and structural conditions of the site, it can be 
applied to the evaluation of layer structures, degree 
of compaction or consolidation of a soft soil and 
weak zones of a site (Kim & Park 1999; Chang 
et al., 2006).

Various seismic methods are widely used for site 
characterization and can be grouped as intrusive 
and non-intrusive methods. One or more boreholes 
are required for sourcing or sensing in the intrusive 
method whereas both of the source and receiv-
ers are on the ground surface in the non-intrusive 
method. Most site investigation companies perform 
field seismic tests for geotechnical site  investigation. 
Many universities and institutes related with 
civil engineering and geophysical exploration are 
studying on various seismic methods to upgrade 
testing equipments and  interpretation methods. 
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were applied. Main points discussed in this compar-
ative study include (1) the reliability and limitation 
of each method with focusing on VS profile evalu-
ation, (2) the cause of difference in results, (3) the 
suggestions for better VS profile evaluation, (4) the 
feasibility of 2-D subsurface image construction 
based on surface wave methods.

2 EXPERIMENTS

It is important to know the depth to bedrock in 
the geotechnical point of view, and characterizing 
top 30m of a site is necessary in the seismic design. 
Maximum investigable depth of surface wave 
methods is usually around 30m if  it is performed 
in general manner. Therefore, a site where depth 
to bedrock is around 20m was searched for better 
comparison study. Figure 1 shows overall informa-
tion of experimental site for the round robin test. 
The selected site is located at the Pyeong-taek side 
of Seohae Grand Bridge in Korea. It’s the space 
between pier #27 and #28 under the bridge.  Survey 
line was set along the center of the highway (dotted 
line in Figure 1a).

Three boreholes were drilled along the survey 
line to evaluate the site condition and make testing 
holes for borehole seismic tests. Drilling depth was 
set for about 35m and its drilling logs are displayed 
in Figure 1b. Boreholes were cased with PVC or 
steel pipes to avoid collapsing of weathered soil or 
rock. Main borehole for comparison study of bore-
hole seismic tests was BH-1. Distinction between 
weathered soil/rock and soft-rock boundaries deter-
mined by VS profiles is one of interesting points for 
comparison study. In the case of BH-2, the bound-
ary between weathered rock and soft rock was very 
ambiguous and the boundary was set as 31.0m 
which is much different from the boundary at BH-1 
and BH-3. The results of SPT-N values of each 
borehole also show different site condition at the 
shallow depth along the survey line. According to 
these drilling logs, it is considered weathering is not 
even in this site and there can be rapid stratification 
changes. It is another interesting point to show that 
two-dimensional VS images obtained from surface 
wave methods could reflect this site condition.

Density profiles were obtained as shown in 
Figure 1c though soil density inspection survey 
(ϒ-rays logging). It gave smaller density values in 
the fill and weathered soil zone compared with 
weathered and soft rock. As shown in the SPT-N 
values, trends of density variation with depth are 
also different between BH-1 and BH-3 at the shal-
low depth. These values became a good guide for 
the inversion procedure of surface wave methods. 
Borehole deviation was also checked as shown in 
Figure 1d. BH-1 and BH-3 have some deviation 

Figure 1. Overall information of experimental site for 
round robin test: (a) location and simple drawing of the 
site, (b) drilling logs of new three boreholes, (c) density 
measurement results, (d) hole deviation check results.

compared with BH-2, but it’s less than 0.6m at the 
depth of 35m (1.7%). This will not give big error 
to the VS profile evaluation even if  we assume the 
testing hole is perfectly vertical for borehole seis-
mic tests.

The characteristics of borehole seismic and 
surface wave methods applied for this study are 
summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The participating 
groups for each method are written under the name 
of seismic tests in the Tables. They performed each 
test through their own way with their testing equip-
ments, interpretation scheme and human resources 
(testing skill).
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Table 1. The characteristics of borehole seismic tests performed in this study.

Borehole seismic methods Key features in this study

Crosshole seismic test
(U1)

•  Use two testing boreholes (BH-2 & BH-3, hole spacing = 3m)
•  Motor-driven impact source, horizontally propagating SH wave
•  Constant signal to noise ratio with depth in general
•  Agilent 35670A for data logger
•  Simple interpretation procedure (velocity = distance/travel time)
•  Most reliable field seismic test, but expensive 

Inhole seismic test
(U1)

•  Use one testing borehole (BH-1)
•  Motor-driven impact source, vertically propagating SH wave
•  One serial body of source and receiver with air packer clamping system
•  Applicable to the non-cased testing hole
•  Agilent 35670A for data logger
•  Simple interpretation procedure (velocity = distance/travel time)

Downhole seismic test
(U2, U3, C1, C3, C4, C5)

•  Use one testing borehole (BH-1), vertically propagating SH wave
•  Simple surface source (wood or steel plate type with spike and overburden pressure)
•  Orientation for horizontal geophone (orientation rod or electric magnetic compass type)
•  Clamping system (air packer or motor-driven spring plate)
•  General-purpose data logger (Agilent 35670A), or commercialized equipments for 

seismic tests (Geometrix, OYO Mcseis, ABEM Mark 6+)
•  Relatively unclear interpretation procedure (direct method and refracted ray-path method)

Uphole seismic test
(U2)

• Impact energy from sampler during SPT for underground source (Bang and Kim, 2007a)
•  Use one borehole, casing work is not required (BH-1)
•  Underground SV wave is changed to SH wave while propagating to the ground surface
•  Two-component surface geophones (more 2 sets)
•  Multi-channel data logger (Graphtec MA6000)
•  Similar interpretation procedure to the refracted ray-path method of downhole test

Suspension PS logging
(C2, C3, C4, C5)

•  Use one testing borehole (BH-1)
•  One body of source and two receivers connected serially
•  Simple field operation, automatic sourcing and sensing with depth measurement
•  Commercialized testing equipment from OYO company
•  Simple interpretation procedure (velocity = distance/travel time between two receivers)
•  Data processing S/W:Gelog-sus v.1.6 (C2, C4), Suspension for Win v.2.0 (C3), SU (C5)

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Comparison of borehole seismic methods

Most seismic methods have three steps. The first 
is field work to acquire signal traces. The second 
is data sampling from signal traces such as for 
 travel-time information and dispersion curve. The 
last step is to evaluate of  wave velocity profile 
from travel-time information or dispersion curve. 
It is certain that good quality of  signal traces lead 
to evaluate a reliable VS profile. Figure 2 shows 
the signal traces of  downhole tests obtained by six 
groups.

Well construction of  hardware system and 
operating skill guarantee good quality of  signals. 
The four groups using receiver with electric com-
pass for orientation and plate spring clamping, 
and 24-bit data logger having stacking function 
provided higher quality of  signal traces (Fig. 2a, 
2b and 2f). Although other two groups provided 
whole signal traces to the end of  testing hole, qual-
ity of  signals is inferior due to using unstable data 
logger or orientation problem (Fig. 2c, and 2d). 

One group couldn’t provide whole signal traces to 
the end of  testing hole due to severe noise from 
rod based orientation system at a certain depth 
(Fig. 2e).

Each group determined travel-time informa-
tion from acquired signal traces and produced 
VS profiles through direct method as shown in 
Figure 3. Because average VS profiles are usu-
ally adopted for design or numerical simulation, 
direct method is often employed to determine 
VS profile. The site is divided into three or four 
layers. Two groups set one layer for weathered 
soil and another three groups set two layers. The 
layer boundaries are nearly coincident with drill-
ing log of  BH-1.

For determining more detailed VS profile, 
another interpretation method can be employed. 
Interval method is one general option, but it can 
give wrong results because ray-paths from source 
to receivers are not well considered (Kim et al., 
2004). Instead of interval method, refracted ray-
path method was employed in this study. It consid-
ers refracted ray-path through layered system of 
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Table 2. The characteristics of surface wave methods performed in this study.

Surface wave methods Key features in this study

SASW method
(U2, U3)

•  Phase velocities from phase differences between two receivers
•  Global property over receiver-spread area
•  Shear-wave velocity profile from the apparent phase velocities (superposed mode)
•  Dynamic stiffness matrix method
•  Comprehensive forward modeling (U2) or automatic inversion analysis (U3)
•  Impulsive source (U2, U3), swept-sine source, or random vibration source (U2)
•  Data interpretation S/W:WinSASW 1.2.3 (U2), WinSASW 2.3.2 (U3)

HWAW method
(U2)

• One receiver-array with short spacing and source distance
•  Simple surface source like sledge hammer even for low frequency data acquisition
•  Time-frequency analysis using harmonic wavelet
•  Apparent phase velocity (U2) or normal modes
•  Shear-wave velocity profile from apparent phase velocity
•  Dynamic stiffness method
•  Comprehensive forward modeling
•  Data interpretation S/W:WinSASW 1.2.3

MASW method
(C2, C3, C4, C5)

•  Walk-away measurement with limited number of receivers (usually 12 or 24 receivers)
•  Impulsive source (C2, C3, C4, C5) or swept-sine source
•  Fundamental mode and higher modes
•  Global property over receiver-spread area
•  Shear-wave velocity profile from the fundamental mode (Transfer matrix method)
•  Automatic inversion analysis
•  Data interpretation S/W:SeisImager2D (C2, C4), Sufseis 1.5 (C3, C5)

ReMi method
(C2)

•  Passive surface wave method (measure the ground-borne vibration)
•  More than 24 receivers are used
•  Enough low frequency data without huge source
•  Phase velocity are determined from the slowness-frequency transform
•  Shear-wave velocity profile from the fundamental-mode phase velocities
•  Combined matrix method, comprehensive forward modeling
•  Data interpretation S/W:ReMi 2.0

* U1 = Kyeong-Hee University, U2 = KAIST, U3 = Joong-Ang University, C1 = HeeSong Geotek Co., Ltd, C2 = 
Subsurface Information Technologies, Inc., C3 = GEOMAX Co., Ltd, C4 = DIKE CO., Ltd, C5 = ASIA Geo-
 Consultants Co., Ltd.
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Figure 3. Estimated corrected travel-time information 
(a) and evaluated VS profiles (b) through downhole seis-
mic test. Using interpretation method is direct method.

Figure 2. Signal traces obtained from downhole seismic 
tests.

a site based on Snell’s law. As shown in Figure 4, 
it gives detailed profiles, however VS profiles are 
not well agreed and it shows severe fluctuations 
which is not considered as a real site condition. 
 Standard deviation increases with depth. The ratio 
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of  standard deviation to average value of six VS 
values at the same depth comes to about 20%.

There are various factors inducing errors such 
as unrepeatable sourcing, incorrect mark of test-
ing depth, uncertainty of first arrival picking and 
so on. If  there are errors in travel-time informa-
tion, average value evaluation method like direct 
method can provide better results. There are 
advanced evaluation methods providing the aver-
age but detailed profile such as inversion method 
and mean refracted ray-path method (Mok, 1987; 
Bang and Kim, 2007b). But, it can just smooth 
travel-time information error through combining 
layers and can’t be a clear solution. Therefore, it is 
very important to get exact travel-time information 
to determine detailed VS profile exactly.

In SPS logging test, a sonde which has a source 
and two receivers with fixed spacing from source 
to receivers is used. Source generation is automatic 
and identical every time. Peak to peak method is 
available to obtain travel-time information because 
two receivers are used. Interpretation proce-
dure is simple like crosshole test. In principle, it 
has less error-inducing factors compared with 
downhole test and it can give repeatable results. 
However, the quality of signal traces of down-hole 
test is better than those of SPS logging as shown 
in Figure 5. The sonde is not contacting with the 
ground directly and there is water between them. 
P wave component arrived earlier due to water 
inside makes it difficult to recognize the arrival of 
S wave component.

Figure 6 shows the determined VS profiles 
from SPS logging test and compared with aver-
age VS profile of  downhole tests determined by 
refracted ray-path method. The trend is similar 
and has good agreement with the result of  down-
hole test. But, four VS profiles are a little different 
and have fluctuations with depth. It is considered 
that there was some failure in picking same peak 
points along the signal traces in case the quality 
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Figure 4. Six downhole VS profiles determined by 
refracted ray-path method (a) its standard deviation (b).

Figure 5. Acquired signal traces from SPS logging test. 
(Left part is from near receiver and right part is from far 
receiver).
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Figure 6. Four SPS logging test VS profiles compared 
with averaged VS profile of downhole test (a) and its 
standard deviation (b).

of  signals is not good. The results differentiate the 
boundary of  soft-rock as about 13–15m, which 
is coincident with the drilling log of  BH-1. From 
the repeatability point of  view, SPS logging test 
was better than downhole test at deep depth and 
downhole test was better than SPS logging test at 
shallow depth.
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Crosshole could provide just a VS profile of 
above 11m. Generally, signal to noise ratio (S/N) 
with depth is constant in crosshole test. In this 
study, the sourcing power is same, but S/N was 
decreased with depth because noise level increased 
with depth due to poor grouting work of casing. 
Inhole seismic test was applicable only to non-
cased condition. It provided several VS values 
between 25m–34m. Uphole test provided just a VS 
profile at shallow depth. Engine noise from drilling 
machine was very severe and shear wave genera-
tion using SPT source was not good in weathered 
rock and soft-rock zone.

The obtained VS profiles determined from 
crosshole, inhole and uphole tests are displayed in 
 Figure 7 with each average VS profiles from down-
hole and SPS logging tests. They have similar trend. 
The reasons of difference in results can be explained 
by the difference of employed shear wave and its 
covered and sampling area from source to receiver.

Downhole test and SPS logging test is more sta-
ble and economic to obtain VS profile of a site com-
pared with other field seismic tests. If  one can clearly 
pick the reference point for obtaining  travel-time 
information in SPS logging test, VS profile produced 
by using SPS logging test will be  reliable. However, 
it is considered that determined VS value is less reli-
able in the zone of above water level, low  velocity 
medium and cased-hole  condition.  Therefore, 
to get whole VS profile to the final  testing depth, 

 combination survey of downhole seismic and SPS 
logging tests is recommended.

3.2 Comparison of surface wave methods

Four different surface wave methods were applied 
and all eight data sets were acquired. Each group 
used different ways for field tests and data inter-
pretation and it is summarized in Table 3. In sur-
face wave method, experimental dispersion curve 
is a key factor for VS profile evaluation. The wide 
range of dispersion curve is desirable to get VS pro-
file to the testing depth of interest. The wavelength 
ranges of experimental dispersion curve acquired 
by each group are shown in Table 3. Available 
depths of VS evaluation from those dispersion 
curves are estimated. Figure 8 shows the experi-
mental curves and evaluated VS profiles.

In this study, testing depth of interest was about 
30m, and it is desirable to obtain experimental dis-
persion curves at least to the wavelength of 60m. 
Only four groups could get enough range of disper-
sion curves. SASW A and HWAW have very wide 
dispersion curves and it could produce VS profile 
to the over 25m. Below depths of 10m, MASW 
produced small VS values compared with other 
VS profiles because it was determined from nar-
row dispersion curves having few low frequency 
 information. MASW C which has relatively wide 
dispersion curve produced deep VS profile and reli-
able VS values compared with other MASW results.

ReMiures method had an advantage to get low 
frequency information in dispersion curve for deep 
depth. It could produce VS profile to the over 30m. 
But, experimental dispersion curve obtained by 
ReMi doesn’t have enough short frequency infor-
mation. So, it couldn’t get reliable VS values for 
shallow depth and it could affect to the value of 

Table 3. The wavelength ranges of experimental disper-
sion curve acquired by each group and estimated available 
depths of VS evaluation from those dispersion curves.

Method
Wavelength range
λmin (dmin) ∼ λmax

Estimated maximum 
depth:dmax = (1/3∼1/2) λmax

SASW A 0.38∼80.0 27∼40
SASW B 0.93∼31.3 10∼16
HWAW 1.6∼74.6 25∼37
MASW A 9.65∼24.3 8∼12
MASW B 4.0∼20.6 7∼10
MASW C 5.3∼8.2 3∼4
MASW D 4.1∼52.4 17∼26
ReMi 11.1∼131.7 44∼66

* Estimated depth can be evaluated from the experimen-
tal dispersion curve is dmin∼dmax.
* Unit:meter.
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Figure 7. VS profiles determined by inhole, crosshole 
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SPS logging test are overlaid to compare.
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Figure 8. Experimental dispersion curves and shear-
wave velocity profiles determined by various surface-
wave methods (modified from Joh el al., 2006).
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Figure 9. VS images determined by surface wave 
methods and the result of refraction seismic and resis-
tivity survey. (a) SASW A, (b) HWAW, (c) MASW A, 
(d) MASW B, (e) MASW C.

deep depth in inversion analysis. It is shown VS pro-
file of ReMi method is smaller than other result.

For MASW method, advanced interpreta-
tion method considering higher mode is required 
to avoid wrong inversion process because higher 
modes are predominant at irregular geological 
condition. Additionally, appropriate measures for 
acquisition of low frequency information should 
be accompanied for deep depth investigation. 
Recently, new interpretation methods considering 
higher modes are studied and combining study of 
active and passive methods is also being performed 
(Park et al., 2007; Xia et al., 2003).

3.3 Two-dimensional VS image construction

The 2-D VS images were constructed by the surface 
wave methods and compared in Figure 9. It’s not real 
2-D image. It is the combined image of a number of 
1-D VS profiles along the survey line.  According to 
the drilling logs, depth to bedrock is about 15m and 
there can be rapid stratification variation.  General 
VS value of soft-rock is over 700m/s. The line of 
bedrock couldn’t be estimated by using MASW 
methods because evaluated VS values are smaller 
than 400m/s. MASW method has long  testing line, 
about 24m. It means determined VS profiles are 
averaged VS profiles of long testing line.
On other hand, SASW and HWAW methods have 
4 and 2m length of testing line if  only receiver 
spacing is considered. So, it is advantageous to 
get more reliable 2-D VS image of a site. As shown 
in Figure 9a and 9b, the line of bedrock can be 
estimated from SASW and HWAW contour plots. 
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And, they show the rapid change in stratification 
better than MASW contour plots. However, it is 
difficult to say that the SASW and HWAW con-
tour plots represent site condition exactly. Fun-
damentally, surface wave methods are based on 
forward modeling of 1-D layered system.

4 CONCLUSION

Comparison study of field seismic tests was per-
formed through round robin test. Although a defi-
nite conclusion requires more comparison studies 
at other geological sites, some of the significant 
conclusions obtained from this round robin test 
are as follows:

• To obtain reliable VS value of a site, verified test-
ing equipments and interpretation method have 
to be employed. The quality of VS profile depends 
on the quality of the intermediate products such 
as travel-time information or dispersion curve. 
Acquisition of higher quality of the intermediate 
products has to be preceded for better results.

• The VS profiles determined from various field 
seismic test show good agreements have same 
trend with depth. The reasons of small differ-
ence in results can be explained by the difference 
of employed shear wave and its covered and 
sampling area from source to receiver.

• Downhole test and SPS logging test is more sta-
ble and economical to obtain VS profile of a site 
compared with other field seismic test. SPS log-
ging test is very powerful to get VS profile even at 
deep depth. However, it is less reliable in the zone 
of above water level, low velocity medium and 
cased-hole condition. On other hand, downhole 
test shows good applicability at shallow depth. 
Therefore, combination survey of downhole seis-
mic test and SPS logging test is recommended.

• The SASW and HWAW method evaluated a 
detailed VS contour plots to the interesting depth 
related with bedrock line. It is difficult to say 
that the SASW and HWAW method represent 
site condition exactly due to principal of surface 
wave method. But, they use shorter survey line 
than the MASW and it is more advantageous to 
get 2-D VS image of a site.
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Subsoil caves characterization by means of the interpretation 
of electrical resistivity tomography: Application to Clunia 
and Atapuerca archaeological sites
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INGITER S.L.-University of Burgos, Burgos, Spain

ABSTRACT: The aim of this research is to develop a suitable methodology for the interpretation of 
Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) images from the subsoil (obtained with direct-current), specifi-
cally applied to the detection of caves, holes and the structural characterization of a karstified limestone 
formations related to archaeological sites.

The location and characterization of holes and caves by means of the geophysical technique is nowa-
days being resolved in various several ways, because there is not a clear and safe method for the resistivity 
profile interpretation. This work compiles a novel series of tests performed on well-known objectives that 
analyse the effects of the main factors that condition resistivity images.

This work has two different practical parts: (1) Laboratory test: Electrical response tests performed 
on well-known objectives. (2) Field work: ERT applied to prospect the endokarst morphologies and the 
sedimentary infills of two archaeological sites in Burgos (Spain), the roman city called Colonia Clunia 
Sulpicia and the Pleistocene archaeo-palaeoanthropological sites of Atapuerca.

The operations needed to obtain subsoil images by using Electrical Resistivity Tomography are rela-
tively simple; however their after interpretation is very complex. By performing controlled tests it has be 
identified the areas that offer a specific electrical response according to several different sub-soil models 
and to the multielectrodical device used.

non-destructive method to detect  subsurface 
structures.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE ERT METHOD 
APPLIED TO CAVES DETECTION

Electrical tomography is a geoelectrical surveying 
method that analyzes subsoil materials according 
to their electrical impedance, which, in other words, 
allows them to be differentiated according to their 
resistivity (Aracil, E. et al, 2002 and 2003). Factors 
that condition the presence of a greater or lesser 
concentration of ions depend on the nature and 
composition of the rocks, and their texture that 
may be more or less altered, or compact, or porous, 
in relation to their fluid content and their nature.

Greater mobility of these ions has as a conse-
quence, greater conductivity, or conversely less 
resistivity, which is the parameter used in electrical 
resistivity tomography (Orellana, 1982).

The resistivity or conductivity of the water, as 
the greater the conductivity of the water, the lower 
the resistivity of the rock formation in which it is 
found (Sumanovac, F.; Weisser, M., 2001).

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent years, there has been a significant increase 
in Geoelectrical prospecting applied in geophysi-
cal investigation to hydrological studies, mining 
and geotechnical research (Dahlin, 2001; Griffiths 
and Barker, 1993; Daily and Ramirez, 2000M, 
 Maillol et al, 1999), as well as in environmental 
studies and in archaeology (Griffiths and Barker, 
1994; Piro et al, 2000 and 2001; Chambers et al, 
2002; Astin et al, 2007; Drahor, M. G. et al, 2008; 
Cardarelli and Di Filippo, 2009; Papadopoulos 
et al, 2006 and 2010; Tsokas et al, 2009), proving 
its utility as non destructive technique for subsur-
face exploration.

The application of Electrical Resistivity Tomog-
raphy (ERT) for imaging of subsurface discontinu-
ities and lithological contacts is well documented 
(Beresnev et al, 2002). ERT constitutes an impor-
tant advance in the geoelectric methods because 
it solves automatically the manual change of elec-
trodes, characteristic of the classic geoelectrical 
methods (Vertical Electrical Sounding). In this way, 
ERT facilitates the management and fast process-
ing of a large number of data,  constituting a  useful 
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According to Heiland’s (1940) amplified 
 equation, the resistivity in the rock will depend 
fundamentally on four factors:

ρ ρ ⋅
F
v F

ρw
sFF

1

in which, ρ is the resistivity of the rock, F is the for-
mation factor, v is the porosity factor, ρw the resis-
tivity of the water contained in the rock or soil, 
and FS the saturation factor. The porosity factor 
is defined as the proportion in volume of cavities 
in the rock. It takes values between 0.08–0.15 for 
sand, sandstone, porous limestone and compact 
clays. This definition of v coincides with that of 
porosity n, for which reason reference will hence-
forth be made to n. The formation factor depends 
on the form and distribution of the pores. The 
rocks that are most affected by factor F are sand-
stones, quartzites, limestones and shales.

Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) data 
for this study were collected by measuring 2D 
Dipole-Dipole and Wenner-Schlumberg ERT pro-
files with different electrode arrays determined 
by the location and the depth under study. The 
electrical imaging surveys were carried out with a 
 SYSCAL R1+ SWITCH 72 resistivity meter.

The results of this type of geophysical surveying 
are the electrical tomography profiles (see Fig. 1) 
that are simply vertical sections of the ground that 
are colour coded with the different resistivity meas-
urements. The colour coding is shown in a legend 
at the bottom of each profile.

Consequently, once the geo-electrical prospect-
ing research using ERT is underway different resis-
tivity values will be determined and attributed to 
materials that will permit identification of litho-
logical units of differing natures, lithologies with 
different textures or degrees of deterioration, 
structural (fractures) and geomorphologic aspects 
(caves and infills) etc (Porres, 2003).

Data acquisition requires the positioning of 
an array of electrodes along a transversal section, 
each separated at a particular distance according 
to the required degree of resolution (less spacing 
between electrodes, greater resolution) and depth 
of the investigation (greater spacing between elec-
trodes, greater depth).

Each one of these resistivity data measure, is 
attributed to a particular geometric point in the 
subsurface. The electrical images are, in fact, cross-
sections of land that reflect the distribution of 
resistivity values at different depths correspond-
ing to the different layers of investigation (Loke, 
2000).

The depth of the investigation, therefore, will 
depend on the spacing between electrodes and the 
selected layout may easily run deeper than 100m in 

depth, even though shallower test boreholes into 
the subsurface have the definite advantages of 
greater resolution, as there is generally less separa-
tion between electrodes. As a rule, the resolution of 
the investigation decreases logarithmically in rela-
tion to the depth (Dahlin y Loke, 1998).

Figure 1 shows a device made up of 36 elec-
trodes, each spaced at 3m intervals, capable of cre-
ating an image of a longitudinal section of 105m 
and 16m of investigation depth.

3 LABORATORY TESTS ON A SMALL 
SCALE: ELECTRICAL RESPONSE 
OF KNOWN MODELS.

In order to meet the electrical response of different 
geological conditions, laboratory tests were carried 
out on small-scale models.

Figure 2 shows the data acquisition process 
for an air-filled big hole in a layer of sand, try-
ing to simulate a geology similar to that shown in 
 Figure 1, showing an air-filled karst cavity in a full 
scale test.

Multitude of test were conducted on a small scale, 
observing the influence of 5 variables in the 2D images 
obtained: 1—Electrode array ( Schlumberger-Wenner 
and Dipole-dipole), 2—Separation distance between 
electrodes, 3—Depth of investigation, 4—Size and 
shape of the holes investigated, 5—Kind of filling 
inside the cavities.

The results showed the best choice of electrode 
array and electrode spacing, depending on the size, 
depth, shape and fill of the hole to locate.

field work: ERT applied to prospect the 
endokarst morphologies and the sedimentary infills 
of two archaeological sites in Burgos (Spain).

Electrical Resistivity Tomography profiles were 
taken to identify the characteristics of the subsoil 
as geophysical method for the specific objective of 
identifying different types of infill, localize possi-
ble subsoil cavities and identify the fractures that 
affect the limestone massif  in which the Atapuerca 
and Clunia caves are located (Zhou, W. et al, 
2000).

The application of appropriate geophysical sur-
veying methods to each objective provides knowl-
edge of the subsoil materials and their layout to 

Figure 1. ERT profile 2D. Shows a positive anomaly 
(A) corresponding unfilled cavity karstified limestone 
(Clunia archaeological site, Spain).
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a greater or lesser degree of precision. Concretely, 
this geophysical survey method well used will allow 
the materials at different depths to be studied at 
different degrees of resolution (Martínez-Pagán, 
et al, 2005).

The field work sections were carried out with 
the resistivity device SYSCAL R1 PLUS Switch72, 
and were processed using the software RES2DINV 
ver.3.42 (Locke, 1999). In every section, we applied 
Schlumberger-Wenner and Dipole-Dipole elec-
trode arrays. Most of the profiles present similar 
results using the Dipole-Dipole and Schlumberger-
Wenner arrays, although in a few profiles they differ 
substantially, specially in those where the prospec-
tion depth is increased (Athanasiou et al, 2007).

In theses cases, the Dipole-Dipole showed 
the highest root-mean-squared errors. Also the 
 Schlumberger-Wenner profiles provide more realis-
tic images according to the endokarstic and geolog-
ical structures observed in the Cueva Peluda control 
profile (Fig. 3), so we have based the geophysical 
interpretation mainly on the  Schlumberger-Wenner 
array data. In addition, the sections were drawn 
without vertical exaggeration, in order to facili-
tate georeferencing and projection of the karstic 
passage topography. The topography of the geo-
physical sections was elaborated from topographic 
surveys.

3.1 Pleistocene archaeo-palaeoanthropological 
sites of atapuerca, Burgos, Spain

The geophysical interpretation of these sections 
was supported by archaeological and geological 
field observations, 1:50.000 and 1:10.000 geologi-
cal and geomorphological surface maps (Pineda, 
1997; Benito, 2004), and using the geomorphol-
ogy of the known endokarst system, elaborated by 
detailed surveying (Ortega, 2009).

In the same way, section represented on Figure 3 
was carried out along the abandoned rail cutting 
above the well-known shallow main passage of the 
Peluda Cave and was used as a first control for the 
resistivity response of the cavities, sediments and 
materials. In this section, the Dipole-Dipole and 
Schlumberger-Wenner arrays show similar results. 
Figure 3 presents a closed structure denoted by 
the highest resistivity values (>1500 ohmm, cor-
responding to the empty cavity of Cueva Peluda, 
barely a few meters (1–2m) under the current floor 
of the railway cutting, between 992 and 990 m asl.

This structure is surrounded by rock (Upper 
Cretaceous carbonates), defined by a wide range 
of resistivities (>400 ohmm), according to its frac-
turation degree, local facies and stratification. In 
the profile, a third zone with the lowest resistivity 
values (<400 ohmm) can be distinguished.

The latter correspond to non-consolidated and 
higher porosity material, which correspond to a 
sediment-filled old entrance and passage, such as 
was observed in several sections carried out in the 
site.

3.2 The Roman city called Colonia Clunia 
Sulpicia site, Burgos, Spain

The geology of Clunia and surrounding areas is 
limestone outcrops that crown the upper Miocene 
tertiary series.

Micritic limestone is sometimes brecciated, 
whose thickness ranges from 5 to 15 meters. Under 
the limestone in the series is a section of marls 
interbedded with lenticular sand bodies that grad-
ually give way to carbonate crusts where Miocene 
limestones occur as described above.

In this sense, it seems that the Roman city is 
located in a very favorable place for the develop-
ment of karst aquifers on carbonate  formations. 
These cavities are filled with archaeological 
remains, were occupied by the Romans for various 
rituals and its water content was used daily.

The morphology and layout of the cavities must 
have been highly conditioned by the presence of 
fractures which would have logically been the 
conduits through which the water passed, which 
caused the formation of these caves. An effort 
has been made to analyze these fractures using 

Figure 2. ERT laboratory test on a small scale and its 
corresponding result as a 2D profile image. 2D (Porres 
J.A., 2003).
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the same type of geophysical surveying but with 
the profiles located on the external surface of the 
limestone massif. These profiles, taken with dif-
ferent equipment to reach greater depths, identi-
fied certain anomalies which, on account of their 
morphology and their resistivity values, must be 
fractures in which the circulation of water and the 
depositation of fines would give them their char-
acteristically low resistivity values in this type of 
geophysical profile (Negative anomaly at Fig. 4).

The calibration of Profile showed in Figure 4 
was possible because we know the existence of a 
cave under our ERT profile. The dimensions of the 
calibration cavity is 10 m wide and 3 m high, and is 
located at a depth of 25 m. It is known that the cav-
ity is partially filled with water, so their behaviour 
is likely to be conductive.

The profile has 5 m as electrode spacing, so it 
shows 355 m lengh and 33,8 m depth.

There is a clear high resistivity anomaly 
(>2200 ohm.m, whiteline in Fig. 4) that seems 
clear evidence resistive gap on the right side of 
the profiles, distance 230. Is an anomaly that sig-
nificantly distorts the normal values in the lime-
stone itself  is located, which could be around 
650 ohm.m.

Figure 3. ERT profile recorded over “Cueva Peluda” karstic passage in Atapuerca, The whiteline shows the internal 
wall of the cave (Ortega et al, 2010).

Figure 4. ERT profile recorded over a karstic passage in Colonia Clunia Sulpicia. The blueline shows a calibration 
cavity which shape, fill and depth was well known, and the whiteline shows an positive anomaly who shows the internal 
wall of a big cave under the Roman Baths area (Porres, 2003).

Figure 5. Diagram of the ERT profile distribution. 
The 2D profile of Figure 4 is located in the ERT profile I 
(Porres J.A., 2003).
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4 CONCLUSIONS

Is essential to select the most suitable 
 multielectrodical configuration that must be used 
on each case to locate holes and buried structures.

It has been shown a unique experience which 
proves that by means of a proper interpretation 
of electrical resistivity profiles, it can be accurately 
detect, the depth, size, shape and filler of surface 
holes or bigger underground caves specifically 
applied to archaeological sites.

Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) has 
been a useful non-destructive geophysical method 
for imaging the subsurface structures of the 
Sierra de Atapuerca and Clunia sites, as well as its 
endokarst system, whose entrances were occupied 
by Early and Middle Pleistocene hominids in the 
first case, and by Roman occupation 2000 years 
ago in the second.

The use of detailed geomorphological and 
geological maps of the endokarst system and 
the surface landscape was essential to reduce the 
uncertainty of the geophysical interpretation. 
High resolution ERT prospecting made it possi-
ble to detect and analyze structures related to the 
site formation and distribution, such us bedrock 
morphologies, cavities continuity, geometries and 
thickness of sedimentary infills, and old entrances 
filled by sediments.

Deeper prospecting, related to longer length 
and lower resolution sections, was suitable to ana-
lyze deeper geological structures which controlled 
the development of the endokarst.

The analysis of this information contributes 
important new data about the configuration and 
geodynamic evolution of the endokarst. The geo-
physical prospecting thus allowed us to infer the 
connection, between allegedly isolated cavity sys-
tems in Atapuerca and Clunia endokarst. This 
work is fundamental for the understanding of the 
distribution of archaeological sites in the area and 
to plan their future research.
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Subsurface CO2 leakage: Lab-scale study of salient characteristics 
and assessment of borehole-based detection using resistivity tomography

E.S. Bang & J.S. Son
Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources, Daejeon, Korea

J.C. Santamarina
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, US

ABSTRACT: A unique laboratory facility is developed for the observation of subsurface CO2 leakage 
evolution. A thin transparent tank is filled with different sizes of glass-beads to form controlled layered 
stratigraphies; then the medium is saturated with water mixed with a universal pH indicator. The flow-
controlled injection of CO2 is carefully controlled using pressure transducers with precise needle valve 
and, time-lapse photography permits capturing the evolution of gas invasion and diffusion. Results show 
the nature of CO2 gas migration in the near surface, the effect of fine-grained layers such as the cap-rock, 
water acidification near conduits and subsequent diffusion, the convection of carbonated water. In addi-
tion to this trial to understand salient characteristics on subsurface CO2 leakage, applicability of bore-
hole based resistivity tomography is assessed. Measurement system for resistivity tomography is attached 
to the CO2 gas migration monitoring system. Produced resistivity images are compared with time-lapse 
digital images taken during CO2 gas leakage simulation.

Keywords: CO2 leakage, carbonated water, convection, diffusion, monitoring, resistivity tomography

livestock (Smolowe, 1986). The trees at  Mammoth 
Mountain in California are being killed by high 
concentrations of CO2 gas in the soil (McGee 
et al., 1998). CO2 vents lower the pH of the water 
column and it affects benthic ecosystems at shal-
low coastal sites (Orr et al., 2005). These examples 
are related to volcanic activity, but underground 
CO2 storage can be another source for this kind of 
disaster. Owing to transportation cost, it is desir-
able that storage be located near power plants or 
human habitation. Failing to understand the phe-
nomena related CO2 geological sequestration will 
create another big problem to human life.

Given these concerns, extensive monitoring of 
CO2 injection projects is necessary. For the first 
step of this huge project, we developed a unique 
laboratory facility for observing the evolution of 
subsurface CO2 leakage where we observe the phe-
nomena related to CO2 injection at an imaginary 
vertical section of underground sample. Photos 
were taken at regular intervals and we attempted to 
capture the evolution of gas invasion and  diffusion. 
Although our study was with normal pressure and 
temperature conditions and small scale physical 
modeling, coupled Hydro-Chemo-Mechanical 
(HCM) processes, which are difficult to simulate 
through numerical modeling, could be observed. 

1 INTRODUCTION

Global warming and extreme weather events are a 
hot issue in the world today. Carbon dioxide (CO2), 
one of the greenhouse gases, has been nominated 
as the main culprit of this international concern 
(United States Environmental Protection Agency, 
1997). The Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) 
technique is grabbing attention because the current 
energy paradigm that focuses on fossil fuel cannot 
be changed abruptly. The CCS technique can be 
a stepping stone to a move to a new energy para-
digm that focuses on new renewable energy (Inter-
govermental Panel on Climate Change, 2005). 
However, CO2 geological sequestration faces diffi-
culties related to non-homogeneous underground 
conditions, poorly characterized interconnected 
geo-systems, and complex hydro-chemo-mechani-
cal effects that involve reservoir rock and cap-rock 
mineralogy, saturating fluid, and injected fluid. 
Thus, it is considered as risky and uncertain, and 
there is the possibility of CO2 leakage.

When injected CO2 leaks, the CO2 geological 
sequestration will be in vain at first. Moreover, we 
have already experienced disasters due to CO2 leak-
age. In 1986, a massive CO2 discharge from Lake 
Nyos in Cameroon suffocated many people and 
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This study provides a foundation for  understanding 
the real phenomena related to CO2 geological 
sequestration.

For monitoring CO2 storage sites, use of geo-
physical tomography methods has been studied 
(Arts et al., 2000). Use of the geophysical methods 
performed on the ground surface is limited because 
the effective storage depth is about 1000 m. When 
CO2 is dissolved in the water, the concentration 
of carbonated water is increased. This lowers the 
resistivity of the medium. On the other hand, 
CO2 gas migration displaces water in pores and this 
increases the resistivity of the medium. CO2 gas 
migration due to storage or leakage changes the 
resistivity of the medium, and it can be monitored 
through resistivity tomography (Nakatsuka et al., 
2010). If  a resistivity survey can catch the complex 
phenomena caused by subsurface CO2 leakage, it 
should be considered as a concrete option for mon-
itoring CO2 storage sites. We attached a resistivity 
measurement system based on borehole resistivity 
tomography to the CO2 gas migration monitor-
ing system. We attempted to get resistivity images 
when the phenomena related to CO2 leakage were 
taking place in the tank. These images were com-
pared with the photos. We analyze and discuss the 
applicability of the resistivity survey.

2 EXPERIMENTS

2.1 CO2 gas migration monitoring

The schematic diagram of the testing systems for 
this study is shown in Figure 1A very thin trans-
parent tank (W × H × D = 300 mm × 600 mm × 
2 mm) was used for specimen preparation. We 
wanted to see the phenomena at a certain imagi-
nary vertical section of an underground sample. 
Thickness was only 2 mm and we assumed it was 
a two dimensional model. The tank was filled with 
different sizes of glass-beads to form controlled lay-
ered stratigraphies; then the medium was saturated 
with water mixed with a universal pH indicator. 
A universal indicator is a pH indicator composed 
of a blend of several compounds that exhibits sev-
eral smooth color changes over a pH value range 
from 1–14 to indicate the acidity or basicity of the 
solutions (from Wikipedia). It is green when the pH 
of the solution is 7. The color changes to the yel-
low and red color families with decreasing pH 
values. The flow-controlled injection of CO2 was 
carefully controlled using pressure transducers and 
a precise needle valve. To capture the evolution 
of gas invasion and diffusion, photos were taken 
at regular intervals. Flow paths, displacements, 
invading volume, pH and density contours of car-
bonated water were extracted by subsequent image 
 analyses.  Bubble pressure was also monitored 

using a  pressure sensor attached to the bottom of 
the injection needle.

To observe various phenomena, several models 
were used: a pH 7 water model, a one layer homog-
enous soil-water mixture model, a sea bottom 
mountain model, a three-layered model containing 
a fine middle layer and so on.

2.2 Resistivity measurement and inversion

The measurement system for resistivity tomogra-
phy was attached to the CO2 gas migration moni-
toring system. Eleven electrodes were installed at 
the left and right boundaries of the tank. Two or 
more electrodes were installed at the top plate. The 
testing equipment for the resistivity survey was Sys-
cal Pro from IRIS instruments. The survey method 
was a mixture of in-line and cross surveys. The 
connected CO2 gas bubbles traversing the medium 
of the tank can be a barrier to measure reason-
able potential between the left and right parts of 
the electrodes. The in-line survey will help this 
kind of problem. The array types were modified 
pole-dipole and dipole-dipole, which were specially 
designed for this lab test.

Various inversion schemes for resistivity tom-
ography have been developed. A 3D inversion 
algorithm considering topography and location 
of electrodes has already been in general (Yi et al., 
2001). Now a 4D inversion algorithm for the 
dynamic earth has been developed (Kim et al., 2009). 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the testing systems for 
monitoring CO2 gas migration. Depressurized CO2 gas 
was injected into a transparent thin gap container though 
a needle. Bubble pressure was monitored with a pressure 
sensor attached near the injection point. Pictures were 
taken for recording and image processing.
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Conventional inversion algorithms are not appli-
cable for this study because the tank is perfectly 
isolated. A modified inversion scheme based on 
general 3D forward modeling was developed. It 
considered the shape of the container and the 
bottom line was put to earth to find solutions in 
forward modeling. Active constraint balancing 
was used to enhance the resolving power of least 
squares inversion (Yi et al., 2003).

The main soil model for our resistivity survey 
monitoring is anticline structure, which is a typi-
cal type of structural/stratigraphical trapping for 
CO2 geological sequestration (Fig. 2a). It is a 
three-layered model. Coarse glass-beads were used 
for the reservoir and upper layers. Fine glass-beads 
were used for the cap-rock. Red circles indicate 
trapped CO2 gas.

The proposed inversion scheme was verified using 
numerical data. Figure 2(b) is a simplified resistivity 
model for the main soil model shown in Figure 2(a). 
The resistivity of the anomaly caused by CO2 dis-
solved water was 30 Ohm-m while the resistivity of 

the background medium was 50 Ohm-m. The size 
of model was 300 mm × 600 mm × 2 mm and the 
interval of the imaginary electrode was 50 mm. This 
is same dimensions as the experimental setup. The 
size of the elements was 1 mm × 1 mm × 0.5 mm and 
the number of nodes were 904,505 (301 × 601 × 5). 
Figure 2(c) shows an example of the potential 
contour when a current was injected through an 
imaginary monopole electrode at 0.35 m of the left 
boundary. The bottom line was put to earth while 
the other boundaries were considered as having the 
Neumamm condition. Thus, the potential was zero 
at the bottom line. Using all twenty-two electrodes, 
in-line, cross, reverse-cross surveys were performed 
though dipole-dipole electrode arrays. Inversion 
was done using a total of 216 measurement data 
items. The constructed image of resistivity is shown 
in Figure 2(d). The block size for the inversion was 
5 mm × 5 mm and total number of blocks was 450. 
Due to the smoothness constraint, it appears that 
the boundary of the anomaly has expanded, but it 
shows well the low resistivity anomaly at the center 
of the model. Furthermore, the resistivity value is 
similar to the original value of the model. Thus, 
it appears that the proposed inversion scheme for 
resistivity survey works well for this kind of lab-
scale study.

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1  Gas migration and water acidification near 
conduit

Figure 3 shows the representative time-lapse images 
taken by a digital camera for the simulation of a 
sea bottom mountain model. The path of CO2 gas 
migration is easily observed. The color of the pore 
water near the conduit is changed due to acidifica-
tion because CO2 is dissolved and makes carbon-
ated water. Pore-water is pH sensitive because the 
universal pH indicator is mixed. It changes color 
with different pH values.

In this way, the path of the CO2 gas is clearly 
detected. The direction of gas migration is upward 
due to buoyancy. When medium is not homog-
enous, injected CO2 tries to find an easier way to 
migrate, so the direction of gas migration can be 
horizontal and sometimes downward. This model 
was non-homogeneous due to segregation of the 
glass-beads when the specimen was prepared. 
Therefore, the path of the CO2 gas was not simple 
and it changed with time. Figure 3(b) shows the time 
history of the bubble pressure inside. When the gas 
migrated, the pressure of the gas bubbles changed. 
There is a drop point [2] in the graph which means 
the gas bubble broke through the medium of glass-
beads. After that, there were repeated fluctuations 
of pressure due to continuous gas migration.

Figure 2. Verification of the inversion procedure for 
resistivity tomography through numerical modeling: 
(a) soil model for the feasibility test of resistivity tom-
ography and expected form of trapped CO2 gas bubble 
inside the medium, (b) simple model for numerical verifi-
cation, (c) a typical potential contour during mono-pole 
current, (d) inversion result using numerical data.
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In the three-layered model containing a fine 
layer, other interesting phenomena related to gas 
migration were observed as shown in Figure 4. 
There were three stages. In the first stage, CO2 gas 
migrated into interconnected pores displacing 
pore-water in the bottom layer. There was no big 
pressure build-up. There are just small pressure 
fluctuations during the gas migration. Otherwise, 
in the second stage, high pressurized gas made 
cracks in the fine middle layer to advance. The bub-
bles pressure increased continuously and dropped 
a little repeatedly when the gas advanced into the 
fine layer making cracks.

When the gas broke through into the second 
fine layer, the bubble pressure dropped abruptly at 
point [3] in the Figure 4(b). After that, the CO2 gas 
migrated freely through the percolated path that 
was the third stage. When the bubble pressure is 
larger than the air entry value of the medium and 
smaller than confining pressure, it migrates into 
the interconnected pores. On other hand, when the 
bubble pressure is smaller than the air entry value 
of the medium and larger than the confining pres-
sure, it migrated by open mode discontinuity.

3.2 Subsequent diffusion and convection 
of carbonated water

Dissolved CO2 (carbonated water) moves in the 
medium in two major ways. One is diffusion and 

the other is convection. Due to a concentration 
 difference, carbonated water near a conduit moves 
to the far area. In this case, there is no move-
ment of the pore-water. Only carbonated ions 
move inside the pore-water. Figure 5(a) shows the 
time-lapse images for the diffusion test using a 
horizontal plate having a thin gap. When a small 
amount of CO2 gas was injected at the center of 
a plate filled with water, it started to dissolve into 
the water. There was no convection due to gravity 
because the plate was horizontal. The carbonated 
water zone expanded only through diffusion.

Figure 5(b) shows the diffusion within the fine 
glass-bead layer saturated with water in a thin 
vertical tank. These pictures are from the results 
of the three-layered model containing a fine layer 
in the previous section. It was impossible for the 
CO2 gas to migrate into the interconnected pores in 
the fine layer because the air entry value was much 
larger than the CO2 bubble pressure. The expand-
ing of the carbonated zone was only from diffusion 
in this area. That means products of CO2 gas can 
leak from storage or a reservoir even if  there is no 
crack in the cap-rock.

Figure 6(a) shows the convection of carbonated 
water caused by gravity. When some CO2 gas was 

Figure 4. The results of CO2 gas injection into a lay-
ered glassbead-water mixture system having a find mid-
dle layer: (a) time-lapse digital images, (b) time history of 
gas bubble pressure.

Figure 3. The results of CO2 gas injection into a sea 
bottom mountain model: (a) time-lapse digital images, 
(b) time history of gas bubble pressure.
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injected at the bottom of the plate just containing 
pH 7-water, it was partially dissolved into the water 
before going out to the air. A carbonated water 
zone with a half  circle shape was created at the top 
of the water. The density of carbonated water is 
denser than the surrounding water (Garcia, 2001), 
so carbonated water tends to move downward. 
Carbonated water with a lower pH has a relatively 
larger density. The downward movement of water 
with a lower pH is relatively faster.

When CO2 gas was injected into the glass-bead 
medium saturated with water in a thin vertical 
tank, the shape of  the carbonated water zone 
was a reverse triangle in the beginning period 
of  CO2 injection. Later, the shape changed to a 
normal triangle because of  the current of  car-
bonated water caused by convection (Fig. 6(b)). 
The size of  glass-beads used for the model in 
Figure 6(b) was 0.5 mm, which is larger than that 
in Figure 3(a). If  the size is coarser, the convec-
tion is superior. If  the size is finer, the diffusion is 

 superior when the  carbonated water moves inside 
a saturated medium.

3.3 Time-lapse images of resistivity survey

Figure 7 shows representative photos of the test 
in which CO2 gas was injected into the tank con-
taining only water. The initial color was in the blue 
family. The color changed into the yellow and red 
color families around the path of the bubble rising. 
 Furthermore, the area of carbonated water expanded 
or enlarged from diffusion and convection.  During 
the CO2 gas injection, a resistivity tomography sur-
vey was performed periodically. However, those 
resistivity images do not well agree with the photos. 
It may be that there are artifacts due to erroneous 
measurement procedure and inversion scheme. An 
additional experiment is being done to modify the 
results of the resistivity survey. Another applica-
tion test using the main soil model of  Figure 2(a) 
is also being done. The feasibility of the resistivity 
tomography survey for complex phenomena related 
to CO2 leakage will be discussed later.

Figure 5. Diffusion of carbonated water: (a) in a  horizontal 
plate having a thin gap. (b) within a fine  glass-bead layer 
saturated with water in a thin vertical tank.

Figure 6. Convection due to density difference of 
 carbonated water: (a) within the water in a vertical plate 
having a thin gap, relatively faster, (b) within glass-bead 
medium saturated with water in a thin vertical tank.
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4 CONCLUSION

A unique laboratory facility for observing 
the  evolution of subsurface CO2 leakage was 
 developed. A resistivity measurement system based 
on borehole resistivity tomography was included. 
A universal pH indicator especially helped the 
movement of carbonated water to be monitored 
effectively. The nature of CO2 gas migration, the 
effect of fine-grained layers such as the cap-rock, 
water acidification near conduits and subsequent 
diffusion, the convection of carbonated water were 
observed. This study was a first step to under-
standing the salient characteristics of subsurface 
CO2 leakage and an assessment of the applicability 
of borehole-based resistivity tomography. Some of 
significant observations and discussions from this 
study are as follows:

The path of CO2 gas migration in the medium 
of a tank is easily observed. The color of water 
near the path of the CO2 changes from acidifica-
tion because CO2 is dissolved and makes carbon-
ated water. When the gas migrates the pressure of 
gas bubbles changes. When the bubble pressure is 
larger than the air entry value of the medium and 
smaller than the confining pressure, it migrates 
through the interconnected pores. On other hand, 
when the bubble pressure is smaller than the air 
entry value of the medium and larger than the 
confining pressure, it migrates through open mode 
discontinuity.

Carbonated water tends to move downward 
because carbonated water is denser than the sur-
rounding water. Carbonated water with a lower 
pH has a relatively larger density. The downward 
movement of water with a lower pH is relatively 
faster. If  the grain size of the medium is coarser, 
the convection is superior and if  the grain size 
is finer, the diffusion of the carbonated water is 
 superior. Products of CO2 gas can leak through 
diffusion from storage or a reservoir even if  there 
is no crack in the cap-rock.

An inversion scheme was developed based 
on 3-D forward modeling that considers the 

shape of the container. Through numerical mod-
eling, the proposed inversion scheme was  verified. 
 Nevertheless, to use the scheme with real experi-
mental data, a refined testing procedure and modi-
fication of the proposed inversion scheme are 
necessary and will be pursed.
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Session report: Seismic ground hazards
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ABSTRACT: There are ten papers under the category of Seismic Ground Hazards in ISC’4. The 
papers can generally be divided into two groups. The first group deals with assessment or calibration of 
 geophysical/geotechnical field testing methods. The second group relates to case histories in the applica-
tions of geophysical/geotechnical field testing methods for soil deposit profiling associated with seismic 
hazard analysis. This session report highlights the contents of these papers.

Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) is used 
to calculate the electrical resistivity distribution of 
the subsurface by measuring a large number of 
electrical potential differences for different com-
binations of surface electrodes. An image of the 
subsurface structures can be established through 
an inverse processing of the electrode readings. 
Both microtremor and ERT methods provide cost 
effective and non-intrusive ways to reveal geologi-
cal structures at the test site.

Interests in the use of penetration tests in gravelly 
soils or for the determination of Ko remain strong.

2.1 Microtremor analysis methods assessment

Maazalahi and Hashemi (2012) performed a series 
of microtremor measurements in Kamyaran city, 
Iran. Two techniques, the Standard Spectral Ratio 
(SSR) and Horizontal and Vertical spectral ratio 
(H/V) methods, were performed and compared. 
The SSR method requires comparison of the 
amplitude spectrum with that from a nearby refer-
ence bedrock site. The H/V method assumes that 
the vertical component is not amplified by the sur-
face layers. The H/V ratio is computed using data 
from the same test site; therefore no reference site 
is required. Data obtained in Kamyaran city pre-
sented by the authors showed that results from SSR 
and H/V methods were similar. The results from 
H/V are consistent with the geological data and 
SSR technique can be used for H/V calibration.

2.2 Microtremor tests in Mexico City

Hayashi et al. (2012) reported their single station 
microtremor and microtremor array measure-
ments performed in Mexico City. Figure 1 shows 
a typical field configuration of the equilateral tri-
angular array. A joint inversion of an H/V from 
single  station microtremor measurements and a 

1 INTRODUCTION

In their state of the art report, Mayne et al. (2009) 
presented a trend that shows steady increase in the 
use of geophysical testing methods for site char-
acterization since 1980’s. The popularity of probes 
and penetrometers increased rapidly in the last 
quarter of the twentieth century. While the positive 
trend in the use of geophysical methods remains 
steady, the rapid expansion in the applications of 
probes and penetrometers is significantly reduced 
in the twenty first century. The ten papers included 
in the session on Seismic Ground Hazards fol-
low this trend. Among the geophysical methods 
reported by the authors, microtremor appears to 
be the top choice. Cone penetration test is a pri-
mary choice for in situ geotechnical testing method 
according to the papers in this session.

A summary of  the papers included in this ses-
sion will be presented in two sections; the first 
section deals with assessment or calibration of 
geophysical/geotechnical field testing methods, 
the second section relates to case histories in the 
applications of  geophysical/geotechnical field test-
ing methods.

2 ASSESSMENT OF GEOPHYSICAL/
GEOTECHNICAL FIELD TESTING 
METHODS

Microtremors are the weak and low frequency 
vibrations that are found almost everywhere, 
and often considered as noise. Ambient seismic 
motions induced by atmospheric disturbances and 
human activities are recorded continuously for a 
few tens of minutes by placing accelerometers or 
velocity meters on the ground surface. The data are 
processed to obtain fundamental frequency and 
shear wave velocity.
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Figure 1. Array configuration at Aragon test site 
 (Hayashi et al., 2012).

Figure 2. Comparison with dominant period contours 
and shear wave velocity profiles (Hayashi et al., 2012).

Figure 3. The CDPT equipment and operation (Cao 
et al., 2012).

Figure 4. The CDPT blow count profile from Pilu 
elementary school site where liquefaction was observed 
after the Wenchuan earthquake (Cao et al., 2012).

 dispersion curve form array data is performed to 
construct shear wave velocity profile down to 200 m 
as shown in Figure 2. The peak frequencies of H/V 
from array measurements are compatible with the 
dominant period contours depicted in Figure 2. 
The dominant period contours came from earlier 
three component microtremor and strong ground 
motion records. Higher peak frequencies were 
obtained at sites with deep basin and longer domi-
nant periods. The authors believed that the long-
period ground motion in the Mexico city basin was 
mainly due to the low Shear wave (S-wave) velocity 
layers near ground surface shown in Figure 2.

2.3 Chinese Dynamic Penetration Tests (CDPT)

Cao et al. (2012) described their research on the use 
of Chinese dynamic penetration tests (CDPT) to 
evaluate liquefaction potential of gravelly deposits in 
Chengdu plain. The CDPT consists of a 120 kg ham-
mer free falling 100 cm, then dropped onto an anvil 
attached to 60 mm diameter drill rod as a driving 
force. A 74 mm diameter cone tip with a 60 degree 
apex angle was attached to the tip of the drill rod. 
Figure 3 shows the CDPT apparatus in operation.

Following the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, 
36 CDPT soundings were made at 14 sites with 
observed liquefaction effects and 22 nearby sites 
without liquefaction effects. Field measurements 
showed Energy Transfer Ratio (ETR) of CDPT 
generally in excess of 85%. Figure 4 presents a pro-
file of blow counts from CDPT.

2.4 Determination of Ko  from CPTu

Tong et al. (2012) experimented the use of piezo 
Cone Penetration Test (CPTu) to determine Ko for 
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Yangtze River Floodplain soils as part of the site 
characterization for a cross Yangtze River bridge 
in Nanjing, China. Figure 5 shows the general soil 
profile at Site A (south side of Yangtze River). The 
soil deposit consists of clay, silt and sand with con-
siderable fines content and moderate  plasticity. The 
CPTu results from Site A are presented in Figure 6. 
Five methods were used to infer Ko from CPTu 
results. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the Ko val-
ues derived from CPTu and a series of  pressuremeter 

Figure 5. Soil profile at Site A (Tong et al., 2012).

Figure 6. CPTu profiles from Site A (Tong et al., 2012).

Figure 7. Comparison of Ko values (Tong et al., 2012).

tests (PMT) performed at the same site. The PMT 
seems to indicate a crust-like  surficial material with 
OCR as high as 3.5. From 4 m below ground sur-
face, the Ko values reflect a nearly normally con-
solidated soil deposit. For the results presented in 
Figure 7, Ko values from CPTu agree with those 
from PMT except for data at 18 m.

3 CASE HISTORIES OF GEOPHYSICAL/
GEOTECHNICAL FIELD TESTING 
METHOD APPLICATIONS

3.1 Microtremor and ERT profiling in Italy

Gallipoli et al. (2012) reported their experiences 
in combining the microtremor H/V (referred to as 
the Ambient Noise Horizontal-to-Vertical Spectral 
Ratio, HVSR in their paper) and ERT techniques 
to investigate the Pagnanica San Demetrio Fault 
System (PSDFS) and stratification conditions near 
the Town Hall of Navelli in Italy, after the April 6, 
2009 L’Aquila earthquake. Ambient HVSR tests 
were carried out at three sites (R12, R13 and R14) 
along a NE-SW ERT test line (Fig. 8).

A clear contrast in resistivity along test from 120 
to 155 m can be found in the ERT results presented 
in Figure 9. This discontinuity is associated with the 
San Gregorio Fault System (SGFS), which is part 
of the PSDFS. The peak frequencies from ambi-
ent HVSR tests decreased consistently from 8 Hz at 
R12 to 2.5 Hz at R14 as the bottom of the sandy-silt 
fluvial-lacustrine deposits (Flu-Lac) became deeper. 

Figure 8. ERT and HVSR survey locations (Gallipoli 
et al., 2012).
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Similar characteristics of the ERT and ambient 
HVSR test results were also obtained at Navelli site.

3.2 Vs measurements for a cross strait bridge 
in Croatia

Paoletti et al. (2012) reported their off  shore shear 
wave velocity (Vs) measurements using Multichan-
nel Analysis Surface Waves (MASW), Seismic 
Cone Penetrating Test (SCPT) and downhole 
methods. The field tests were conducted for a new 
2.3 km long bridge project across the Mali Ston 
bay where the water was approximately 28 m deep 
(see Fig. 10). In the MASW, a series of hydrophone 
receivers along with two airguns (seismic source) 
were placed on the seabed and dragged by a vessel. 
The results of MASW in correspondence of the 
location of borehole BH4 are shown in Figure 11.

The SCPT was conducted with a seabed frame 
where the seismic source was generated by an 
underwater hammer. The SCPT Vs measurement 
terminated at approximately 16 m below the sea-
floor when the signal-to-noise was less than 2.

Borehole BH4 extended to 100 m below the sea-
floor. The borehole was lined with High Density 
Polyethylene (HDPE) pipe. Installation of the seis-
mic receivers and the subsequent downhole seismic 
tests were carried out by divers from the seafloor. 
Where data were available, the Vs from three meth-
ods were similar (Fig. 12). Of the three methods 
however, the SCPT was the most demanding with 
a rather limited effective depth range.

3.3 Earthwork embankment profiling 
with geophysical tests

Donohue et al. (2012) reviewed cases of using three 
geophysical techniques to assess the stability of 

Figure 9. Results from the ERT and HVSR (Gallipoli 
et al., 2012).

Figure 10. The Mali Ston bay test site (Paoletti 
et al., 2012).

Figure 11. Vs profile according to MASW (Paoletti 
et al., 2012).

Figure 12. Comparison of Vs from three test methods 
(Paoletti et al., 2012).
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railway earthworks in Ireland. Figure 13 presents 
the Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) profile that 
shows delineations of the base of the railway bal-
last layer along with reflections from interfaces 
between subsequent phases of ballast layering.

ERT profile acquired along the embankment 
crest, identified steeply sloping bedrock beneath a 
failed embankment, with a corresponding thicken-
ing of low resistivity embankment fill (Fig. 14).

A 2D profile of Vs generated by MASW method 
is illustrated in Figure 15. In the vicinity of the fail-
ure zone, Vs less than 150 m/s was observed.

3.4 Lateral spreading potential evaluation based 
on SPT

Akin et al. (2012) reported their experience in the 
evaluation of lateral spreading potential using 
SPT coupled with laboratory tests on soil samples. 
The area of interest was Erbaa (Tokat) in Turkey. 
 Figure 16 shows the borehole locations of a total 

Figure 13. (a) GPR profile through failure plane and 
(b) topographically corrected GPR profile (Donohue 
et al., 2012).

Figure 14. Fence diagram of 2D ERT profiles of a rail-
way embankment failure (Donohue et al., 2012).

Figure 15. Shear wave velocity distribution within 
a failed railway embankment in Co. Wexford, Ireland 
(Donohue et al., 2012).

Figure 16. SPT and undisturbed sampling borehole 
locations (Akin et al., 2012).

of 1341 SPT and 312 undisturbed soil samples. The 
liquefaction potential and later spreading poten-
tials were evaluated using WSliq ( Washington 
State Department of Transportation Liquefaction 
Hazard Evaluation System) software. A lateral 
spreading map is depicted in Figure 17.

3.5 Evaluating effectiveness of ground 
improvement techniques to enhance soil cyclic 
strength using CPT

Chen et al. (2012) described their experience in 
the use of CPT to evaluate the effectiveness of a 
vibratory compaction device to increase the cyclic 
strength of a silt/sand deposit. A long steel probe 
with a crisscross shape in section was used as a 
means to extend the compaction effects deep into 
the ground. The probe was driven by a variable 
frequency vibrator typically used for pile driving 
(Fig. 18). Soil densification was accomplished by 
intense vibration during the process of progres-
sively raising and lowering the probe in soil. A study 
was conducted at Suqian-Xinyi Expressway test 
site where the soil within 15 m below ground 
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 surface consisted of loose silt/sand  material. The 
purpose of this study was to ascertain if  the vibra-
tory compaction technique can effectively increase 
the cyclic strength of the silt/sand deposit against 
 liquefaction. CPT was used as a means to evalu-
ate the change in probability of liquefaction (PL) 
 (Fig. 19) as a result of vibratory compaction.

Rollins et al. (2012) presented a case of evaluat-
ing the effects of liquefaction mitigation by stone 
columns in interbedded silts and sands. CPT was 
used as a primery tool for evaluating soil improve-
ment in the hope that thin clay layers could be 
more easily eliminated from consideration with-
out the need for extensive laboratory testing. The 
ground improvement project was for Hinckley 
Drive (SR-79) near Roy, Utah, USA. As indicated 
by many earlier studies, the measured fines content 
from SPT samples for a given Ic value was higher 

than predicted using the Robertson and Wride 
(1998) relationship (Fig. 20). However, the change 
in cone tip resistance corrected to an overburden 
pressure of 1 kg/cm2 and clean sand condition 
(qc1n-cs) as a result of soil improvement can be effec-
tively linked to IC as shown in Figure 21. Whether 
the qc1n-cs was averaged or not, the effects of soil 
improvement diminished or became negative as IC 
exceeded 2.2 to 2.3.

Figure 17. Lateral spreading map of the study area 
(lateral spreading in meters) (Akin et al., 2012).

Figure 18. The vibratory compaction device (Chen 
et al., 2012).

Figure 19. Estimated liquefaction susceptibilities 
before and after improvement according to CPT (Chen 
et al., 2012).

Figure 20. Relationships between IC and fines contents 
(Rollins et al., 2012).

Figure 21. Change in qc1 N-CS as a function of IC 
(Rollins et al., 2012).
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ABSTRACT: Shear wave velocity (Vs) is a key parameter for seismic amplification analyses, and for 
assessment of liquefaction potential of loose offshore sands. A number of methods are available to meas-
ure Vs offshore, including Seismic Cone Penetration Testing (SCPT), Multichannel Analysis of Surface 
Waves, and Downhole methods. A marine investigation was carried out offshore Croatia for a new bridge 
connecting the Croatian mainland to the Peljesac peninsula. During the investigation, underwater Vs 
measurements were taken with the three methods outlined above. This paper presents the data acquisi-
tion, processing and results. Advantages and limitations of the three methods used are discussed.

Keywords: shear wave velocity, offshore geotechnical investigations, underwater measurements

1.2 Description of the investigation

The bridge abutments rest on sound rock, while 
the central part of the bridge crosses the Mali 
Ston bay in approximately 28 m water depth. 
A thick sequence of clays is present in the bay. 
A proper characterization of the site was a funda-
mental requirement for bridge design as the area 
is seismic.

D’Appolonia was contracted by Crosco to carry 
out a site investigation along the proposed bridge 
(D’Appolonia 2005). The investigation was final-
ized to the delineation of the site stratigraphy and 
the measurement of in-situ shear wave velocity. 
The scope of work comprised a surface wave sur-
vey along two main lines and three cross-lines, six 
boreholes to maximum 106 m penetration with 
undisturbed sampling and seismic CPT, four sea-
bed CPT to 30 m and the installation of a HDPE 
liner in borehole BH4 for subsequent downhole 
seismic testing. Position of the central borehole 
BH4 is shown in Figure 4.

The site stratigraphy is shown in Figure 2. The 
stratigraphy comprises 6 m of soft clay (light 
yellow) with peat lenses followed a sequence of 
medium stiff  to stiff  high plasticity clays to 60 m 
(dark yellow). Below that depth, very stiff  to hard 
clays (brown) were encountered overlaying the 
limestone bedrock (green).

1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

1.1 Introduction

Dalmatia, the southern region of Croatia, is pres-
ently divided by the rest of the country by a narrow 
strip of land of Bosnia Herzegovina. This border 
makes road transportation quite inefficient, and 
the Government of Croatia is planning to con-
struct a 2.3 km long bridge to bypass the Bosnian 
border. The indicative position of the proposed 
bridge is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Site location map.
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The following chapters briefly describe the 
methodology utilized for the measurement of 
shear wave velocity.

2 SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY 
MEASUREMENTS

Vs measurements were carried out with three dif-
ferent methodology, in three different stages of the 
investigation within about a three months period, 
as described below (D’Appolonia, 2005).

2.1 Surface waves survey

The theory of elasticity provides three solutions for 
the equation of motion in a half-space. These solu-
tions correspond to the body waves, i.e. dilatation 
(P-waves) and distortion (S-waves), and to waves 
traveling near to the boundary of the half-space, 
i.e. the surface waves (R-waves).

Considering a seismic source located on the 
boundary of a half-space, the theory predicts that 
surface waves carry about 2/3 of the total input 
energy and propagate radially outwards along 
a cylindrical front with a geometrical damping 
of r−1/2, where r is the distance from the source 

(e.g., Richart et al., 1970; Achenbach, 1984). The 
velocity of the surface waves is correlated to the shear 
wave velocity and the Poisson ratio, and is independ-
ent of its frequency. These properties make the sur-
face waves of primary interest for shallow surveys.

A study for the characterization of marine sedi-
ments by means of the surface waves is provided 
in Guilbot (1994). The following paragraphs deal 
with the acquisition and processing of surface 
waves along the proposed bridge in Croatia.

The equipment utilized for the underwater sur-
face waves survey is shown in Figure 3. Equipment 
included two airguns (20 to 40 in3), an air com-
pressor with capacity of 12 m3/h at 120 bars, and 
a streamer of 24 low frequency hydrophones at 
5 m spacing. The S/V Hidra of the Hydrographic 
Institute of Croatia was utilized for the survey. The 
seismic source and the streamer were dragged on 
the seafloor at a constant speed of about 2 knots. 
Shots were executed at about 15 to 20 m spacing.

The survey was carried out in one day. Example 
data and results are provided in Figures 4 and 5 
below.

Figure 4 shows the filtered seismic data. The 
surface waves trains are clearly visible between 500 
and 3000+ ms. Figure 5 shows the corresponding 
dispersion curve. A slant stack transform and a 

Figure 2. Site stratigraphy (at borehole BH4).

Figure 3. Surface wave survey set-up.

Figure 4. Example of seismic signal.
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Figure 5. Example of surface wave processed data.

Figure 6. Summary of surface wave survey results 
around BH4.

fast Fourier transform were used to develop plots 
of phase velocity versus frequency. The dispersion 
curves were obtained by a ridge analysis of these 
data. Numerical inversion was used to derive the 
shear wave velocity profile below seafloor. The 
stratigraphy was modelled with 7 layers and a 
 substrate. The depth of the layers was set at 3, 7, 
11, 17, 24, 33, and 43 meters below seabed. Surface 
waves propagation in layered media is character-
ized by the existence of several modes of propa-
gation. This can be explained by the presence of 
constructive interference between curved ray-paths 
for continuously varying heterogeneous media 
between transmitted and reflected waves for lay-
ered media (Guilbot, 1994). This phenomena was 
locally visible in the geophysical data. The funda-
mental mode was considered in data processing.

The results of surface wave survey in corre-
sponddence of BH4 are shown in Figure 6. The 
contours were obtained processing the full data set 
projected on the bridge centerline using the Krig-
ing technique. The contouring options were cho-
sen to best represent the anisotropy of the data 
without loosing accuracy in the identification of 
spikes. Results are in good agreement with the site 
stratigraphy disclosed by the boreholes.

2.2 Seismic cone

A series of  shear wave velocity measurements were 
performed in five boreholes drilled from a geo-
technical vessel (Fig. 7). The seismic piezo-cone 
penetrometer had a three geophone array and 
28 Hz natural frequency. The seismic source was 
a sledge hammer horizontally striking on a steel 
beam fitted with vertical fins to improve beam/
soil contact. Testing procedure was the  following: 
the cone penetrometer was advanced to the test 

Figure 7. Schematic of SCPT.

depth; subsequently, body waves were generated 
by the hammer. The travel times of  body waves 
propagating between the wave source and the 
geophones was measured. The wave velocity in 
the interval between two consecutive measure-
ments was computed from the difference in travel 
time between the tests. The seismic SCPT were 
performed from the mudline to the maximum 
depth of  signal penetration, approximately 25 m. 
The distance between the underwater source and 
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the cone in the seismic CPT can be taken as the 
test penetration.

Results of SCPT at borehole BH4 are shown in 
Figure 8. Energy losses in the shallow peat lenses 
caused considerable signal degradation. Tests were 
stopped when the signal-to-noise ratio was less 
than about two. Filtering frequency between 10 and 
100 Hz was utilized depending on noise conditions.

2.3 Downhole method

A three inch high density polyethylene (HDPE) 
logging standpipe was installed in BH4 to a 
depth of approximately 100 m below seafloor. 
 Installation was carried out from the DP geotech-
nical vessel Bavenit. The pipe was fitted with a 
steel weight at the base. A downhole seismic test-
ing was subsequently carried out by divers, after 
the vessel was demobilized. Testing procedure was 
as follows: a shot gun striking on a steel plate was 
positioned on the seafloor at 20 m distance from 
the  standpipe. The receiver was deployed with the 
assistance of divers at selected depths as shown in 
Figure 9. The survey was completed in five days.

Data of the downhole measurements are shown 
in Figure 10.

Figure 8. Results of SCPT at BH4.
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Figure 9. Schematic of downhole measurements.

Figure 10. Downhole seismic survey data.
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3 COMPARISON OF SHEAR WAVE 
VELOCITY DATA

The summary of shear wave velocity data obtained 
with the three methods utilized for the survey is 
presented in Figure 11. The following data is 
provided:

Figure 11. Summary of shear wave velocity data, loca-
tion BH4.

− gray shaded range, showing the envelope of 
the Vs profiles obtained from the surface wave 
survey, considering the 4 shots nearest to the 
borehole;

− red line, showing the results of seismic cone 
acquisition;

− blue line: showing the result of the underwater 
seismic downhole measurements.

The horizontal lines show stratigraphic changes 
between the clay units. The double line indicates 
the end of borehole.

The following observations can be made:

− the three methods provided a similar range of 
shear wave velocity;

− surface wave penetration was sufficient to prop-
erly characterize the first 30+ m of the stratig-
raphy. A near-continuous profiling of Vs was 
obtained with the methods employed;

− seismic cone was able to capture local variability 
in soil stiffness. It suffered of energy losses in the 
shallow soft clay with peat lenses: the maximum 
signal penetration was about 15 m at borehole 
BH4;

− the underwater downhole seismic reached 80 m 
penetration. Details in the shallow part were lost 
as first reading was taken at 15 m. The use of 
divers made operations quite difficult and HSE 
sensitive.

From the operational point of view, the seis-
mic cone and the downhole seismic were the most 
demanding operations. The seismic cone required 
a specialized geotechnical vessel with instru-
mented seabed frame and downhole seismic CPT. 
 Downhole seismic required the installation of a 
HDPE pipe underwater in a pre-drilled  borehole, 
plus the intervention of divers to operate the 
 equipment. Underwater surface wave survey was 
carried out with a local geophysical vessel, with 
minimum cost for mobilization of equipment, field 
operations, and minimal HSE impacts. For this 
reasons the underwater surface wave survey was 
considerably the most effective survey method to 
obtain shear wave velocity for this project.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the results of underwater 
measurement of shear wave measurements at a site 
offshore Croatia.

Three different methods were utilized: surface 
waves, seismic CPT and downhole seismic. The 
results of the measurements are consistent, and are 
in line with the site stratigraphy.

The advantages and limitations of the three 
different methods in measuring the shear wave 
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velocity are discussed in Chapter 3. The spectral 
analyses of surface waves proved to be the most 
cost effective method as far as simple stratigraphy 
was encountered. In more complex areas, direct 
measurements or correlation with geotechnical 
data are still required for the finalization of the 
geotechnical design parameters.

The results presented in this paper in conjunc-
tion with a careful evaluation of the expected site 
conditions may help in the selection of the most 
suitable method to obtain shear wave data for 
design.
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ABSTRACT: Microtremor techniques are used increasingly as complementary methods for microzona-
tion and hydrocarbon investigation. This paper describes comparison of two microtremor methods; SSR 
and H/V in Kamyaran city in west of Iran. The data are analyzed using SSR and H/V ratio techniques 
using different spectral analysis method and performance will be analyzed. Firstly preprocessing of gath-
ered microtremor data is done and then one will process them by applying fast fourier transform in a 
window. Both microtremor techniques identify the same major resonant frequency band. Moreover the 
results of both microtremor techniques are consistent and remarkably similar to the results of microzona-
tion methods that require expensive borehole data.
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collection and their cost-effectiveness and use-
fulness in areas of low or even no seismicity and 
minimal disturbance with respect toother methods. 
Studying about the origin and nature of micro-
tremors and thei propagation in ground many 
researchers (e.g. Aki, 1957; Nakamura, 1989; Field 
and Jacob, 1993; Lachet and Bard, 1994; Lermo 
and Cavez-Garcia, 1994) have identified atmos-
pheric disturbances as well as human activity as 
source generators of microtremors.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Description of the studied area

Kamyaran city is located in Kordestan province in 
west of Iran with an area of 2950 square kilom-
eters and its elevation from sea level is 1400 meter. 
It is located in the longitude of 34.793 and the lati-
tude 46.936 (Fig. 1). Based on the available geolog-
ical data, there is a diversity of structural zoning in 
this province. Mineral resources in this area consist 
of marble, manganese, granite, dickite, sand and 
gravel. The studied area has a high seismicity due 
to the presence of active faults.

2.2 Different approaches in site effect evaluation

Separating source and path effects from the micro-
tremor measurements is very important. For 

1 INTRODUCTION

The destructions caused by many recent earth-
quakes shows that the subsurface structure 
directly affects the ground motions. Especially in 
areas of high seismic hazard, expansion of cities 
has resulted in their vulnerability. Therefore, site 
response investigationisa key step in every microzo-
nation study. One of the best approaches forunder-
standing the geological structure is to observe the 
seismic ground motions on the ground surface. 
The relationship between the destruction caused 
by earthquakes and site effect has been proven by 
many researchers. In order to quantify this rela-
tionship, passive seismic methods are used (mostly 
microtremor measurements). Microtremors are 
the weak and low frequency vibrations that are 
found almost everywhere, they are usually consid-
ered as noise. Since microtremors carry the charac-
teristics of their path, microtremor measurement 
is a very convenient tool for estimating dynamic 
characteristics of the ground and structure such 
as fundamental resonant frequency and amplifica-
tion factor, especially in densely populated areas in 
which difficulty in utilizing conventional seismic 
techniques is visable. Nowadays, site effect estima-
tion using microtremors is popular in a wide range 
of researches in the field of earthquake engineer-
ing science and oil exploration. Another reason for 
attractiveness of microtremors is the ease of data 
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thispurpose many approaches has been provided, 
which can be defined as two main categories of 
reference site dependant and non-reference site 
dependent. The reference site dependant approach 
is Standard Spectral Ratio (SSR) technique, first 
introduced by Borchardt (1970) and is obtained 
by dividing the recorded amplitude spectrum of 
a site by that of a nearby bedrock site, which is 
measured spontaneously at both sites and it is 
very important that the reference site is on uncon-
solidated deposits or bedrock. This technique pre-
serves the characteristic of  the soil column, but 
removes the effects of  the source and travel path 
and the recording instrument. The non-reference 
sire dependent approach called Horizontal to 
Vertical spectral ratio (H/V) technique, defined 
by Nakamura (1989), assuming that the vertical 
component is not amplified by the surface layers, 
requires a single station recording and uses the 
vertical component. Lermo and Chavez-Garcia 
(1993) first applied the method to earthquake 
S waves. It is obtained by horizontal amplitude 
spectrum at the soil site to vertical amplitude spec-
trum ratio.

In SSR, we can define the site effect equation 
as follows:

S S
ST

HS

HB
=  (1)

where SHS = the horizontal component fourier 
spectrum of the site; SHB = the horizontal compo-
nent fourier spectrum of the reference site.

Nakamura (1989) and Lermo and Chavez-
Garcia (1993) defined the spectral ratio ES, to esti-
mate the amplitude effect of the reference site, as 
follows:

E S
SS

VS

VB
=  (2)

where Svs = the fourier spectrum of surface verti-
cal motions; SVB = the fourier spectrum of vertical 
mtions on bedrock. In order to reduce the source 

effect (ES), Lermo and Chavez-Garcia (1993) intro-
duced a site effect equation:

S = S
E =

S
S
S
S

TT
T

S

HS

HB

VS

VB

 (3)

Nakamura (1989) assumed that:

S
S

HB

VB
≅ 1  (4)

So the site effect equation, equation 2, will be:

S S
STT

HS

VS
=  (5)

The last equation is the horizontal to vertical 
ratio at a site.

In this paper due to the high seismicity of 
Kamyaran city, a project was carried out in order 
to measure the microtremors and evaluate site 
response and estimate the relation between ground 
motions and geological structure i.e. amplification 
level and resonant frequencies. In order to carry 
out this, two cost effective seismological techniques 
were used; Horizontal to vertical ratio (H/V) 
(Nakamura, 1989; Lachet and Bard, 1994; Lermo 
and Chaez—Garcia, 1994) and Standard Spec-
tral ratio (SSR) (e.g. Borcherdt and Gibbs, 1976; 
Tucker and King, 1984; Chavez Garcia et al., 1990, 
Bard, 1995) for processing the recorded micro-
tremor data in studied area. Also, a comparison is 
made between the results of the two techniques.

The H/V spectral ratio related to microtrem-
ores measured at every place has been proved to 
have the capability of predominant frequency 
and the amplification factor estimation; also it 
has been observed that H/V ratio of microtrem-
ors has the same characteristics, so H/V spectral 
ratio is applied for practical disaster prevention. It 
originates from the strong motion records in dif-
ferent sites in Japan. Both horizontal and vertical 
motions are same as each other on hard ground. 
On the other hand, horizontal motion is larger 
than the vertical component on soft ground.

2.3 Data acquisition and analysis

Ambient noise data were collected using SSR1 sen-
sor in Kamyaran city; ten appropriate stations were 
selected among all recorded stations for site effect 
evaluation. Site locations are shown in Figure 2. 
The collected data were processed using Matlab 
software, one of the sites, S7, was selected as the 

Figure 1. Study area location.
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reference site for SSR technique based on the nec-
essary characteristics.

Data analysis included the following steps:

1. Applying Butterworth filter in order to remove 
the unwanted data; which is a low pass filter;

2. Windowing the data using Hamming window 
with the length of 33 seconds and 32 percent 
overlapping;

3. The data were frequency transformed using 
FFT (fast fourier transform) method;

4. Smoothing the time windows;
5. Estimating the spectral ratio of each window;
6. Averaging the spectral ratios obtained in step 5;
7. Spectral ratio and resonant frequency analysis.

Using H/V and SSR techniques and following the 
aforementioned steps, data processing and analysis 
was conducted. Table 1 includes site characteristics 

and the results obtained from SSR and H/V 
 techniques. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the results of 
SSR and H/V, respectively, at one of the stations, S3. 
Figures 5 and 6 show the station locations and the 
obtained resonant frequency at each station through 
SSR and H/V techniques, respectively.

Before presenting the results, it is good to take 
the effect of  noise into account, which is  obviously 

Figure 2. Selected site locations and the reference site.

Table 1. H/V and SSR application results.

Station
Soil 
type

Distance to 
the reference 
site (m)

Resonant 
frequency 
(Hz) H/V

Resonant 
frequency 
(Hz) SSR

S1 Silt 2176 3.6 2.8
S2 Silt 2261 2.3 3.1
S3 Silt  583 3.1 3.1
S4 Silt 1107 1.3 3.1
S5 Silt 2088 2.6 3.2
S6 Sand 1509 1.4 2.8
S7 Cement   0 4.5 R.S.*
S8 Sand 1722 2.6 2.4
S9 Sand  798 2.6 2.8
S1 Sand 1552 4.2 2.1

* Reference site.

Figure 3. Application of SSR at station 3.

Figure 4. Application of H/V at station 3.
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harmful on the SSR technique. The H/V tech-
nique should be more concentrated, because 
powerful near field noise causes amplification 
of both the horizontal and vertical components 
 similarly. Practically, it results in underestima-
tion of real H/V ratio, because of the distortion 
caused by leakage. In coincidence of the noise and 

real ground resonant frequencies, these effects are 
more noticeable.

At the end for better interpretation the geologi-
cal and geotechnical data are used.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Results of the SSR technique

Figure 4 shows mean spectral ratio at S3, estimated 
for both horizontal and vertical components with 
reference to the site S7, located on cement. Notice 
that a significant spectral amplification is clear in 
low frequency band at S3; which is apparent in all 
other stations. The same procedure was carried out 
for all stations with reference to the site S7. The 
importance of reference site properties in data 
analysis and interpretation should be taken into 
account, because its characteristics are effective on 
the obtained ratios.

As shown in Figure 4, SSR peaks at the fre-
quency of 3.1, in other words we should not con-
struct buildings with the frequency close to the 
resonant frequency of the site in order to avoid 
amplification of ground motions.

3.2 Results of the H/V technique

At all sites the resonant frequency bands are simi-
lar to the ones gained from the SSR technique.

Figure 3 shows the mean spectral ratios cal-
culated at all sites between both horizontal and 
vertical component, at S3. The same spectral 
amplification can be seen at low frequency bands, 
at all sites. As can be seen in this figure, H/V peaks 
at the frequency of 3.1, which means this is the 
resonant frequency at station 3.

In H/V technique, in the amplification levels are 
totally lower than the ones observed in SSR tech-
nique, which has been seen by other authors (e.g. 
Theodulidis, 1996; Raptakis et al., 1998). It is sim-
ply the effect of the amplification of the vertical 
component.

3.3 Comparison of H/V and SSR techniques

As mentioned before, generally, the results obtained 
from both techniques are relatively similar in many 
sites of the studied area, with lower levels in H/V 
technique. Comparing the results in details, H/V 
techniques shows a greater consistency to the avail-
able geological data (not mentioned here) than SSR 
technique. On the other hand, in sites with a close 
distance to the reference site, SSR technique yields 
data similar to H/V technique. This result demon-
strates the advantage of application of the SSR in 
interpretation of the obtained H/V ratios. Also, a 

Figure 5. Site locations and the resonant frequency 
(fmax(Hz)) obtained from SSR technique at each.

Figure 6. Site locations and the resonant frequency 
(fmax(Hz)) obtained from H/V technique at each.
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good way to solve the problems of either methods 
is applying both techniques and interpretation 
of the results together, which has been proved by 
other authors (e.g. Diagouratas et al., 2001).

4 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

Microtremor data analysis in Kamyaran city is 
carried out in order to evaluate site effects and 
compare the two microtremor data analysis tech-
niques. The H/V and SSR techniques are applied 
to the available microtremor data using fast fourier 
transform. In some sites, both techniques identify 
the same resonant frequencies, although in other 
sites there are differences between the results of the 
two.

Taking a close look at the resonant frequencies 
obtained in SSR technique (Figure 5) illustrates 
that the closer a site is to the reference site, the 
more consistent is the result to H/V technique. One 
of the disadvantages of the SSR technique is that 
it requires a reference site that is in close proximity 
to the soil site, which is not always available. Since, 
The H/V technique requires only a single-station 
recording anduses the vertical component as ref-
erence site, it appears to be a much more reliable 
technique in site effect estimation due to taking 
into account both the horizontal and vertical com-
ponents. Furthermore, the results of H/V are con-
sistent to geological data of the studied area. Such 
advantagesrender the H/V technique as an efficient 
tool in site effect evaluation. It has to be mentioned 
that SSR technique can be use for H/V calibration, 
in sites which H/V shows deviation.
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CPT evaluation of liquefaction mitigation with stone columns in 
interbedded silts and sands
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ABSTRACT: The liquefaction/lateral spread mitigation program at the Hinckley Drive (SR-79) over-
pass near Roy, Utah, USA required vibro-replacement stone columns. Cone Penetration (CPT) testing 
was used to verify the soil improvement. Previous Utah Dept of Transportation (UDOT) mitigation 
plans had used nearly continuous Standard Penetration (SPT) testing and sampling for improvement 
verification, which required additional laboratory testing. Because of interbedded layers with high fines 
content, UDOT specified the CPT for evaluating soil improvement to more easily eliminate thin clay and 
silt layers from consideration without the need for extensive laboratory testing as in previous projects. 
This paper discusses data obtained from this project and utilizes the CPT results in evaluating several 
approaches for assessing stone column treatment effectiveness and applicability in soils with higher fines 
content. In particular, statistical analysis was performed to determine if  the soil behavior type index, Ic, of 
2.6 prescribed for the project as a lower-bound limit for soil improvement was appropriate for soils with 
higher fines contents.

that thin clay layers could be more easily elimi-
nated from consideration without the need for 
extensive laboratory testing as in previous projects. 
This paper provides a case history for this project 
and utilizes the CPT results in evaluating several 
approaches for assessing stone column treatment 
effectiveness and applicability.

2 GEOLOGY AND GEOTECHNICAL SITE 
CHARATERIZATION

2.1 Site overview and geologic setting

The project site is located within the Basin and 
Range Province and is characterized by ancient 
Lake Bonneville sediment deposition. More recent 
flood plain deposits from the Pleistocene age com-
prise the surficial soil profile. The Weber Segment 
of the Wasatch Fault lies approximately 8 km to the 
east of the project which is capable of producing a 
7 to 7.2 M earthquake at a recurrence  interval of 
approximately 1600 years. Historically, the project 

1 INTRODUCTION

The Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) 
planned to make significant improvements to 
Hinckley Drive (SR-79) near Roy, Utah, USA. 
The project included a new grade separated cross-
ing at the Union Pacific Rail Road (UPRR) and 
Utah Transit Authority (UTA) rail corridors. The 
design called for a new single span steel girder 
bridge with a span of approximately 91 m in 
length. Approaches to the bridge were planned to 
include embankment fills of up to 12 m with wrap-
around MSE walls at the abutments. A geotechni-
cal exploration and design program, initiated in 
April, 2007 by the UDOT Geotechnical Division, 
indicated that liquefaction and lateral spreading 
would develop for the design earthquake. There-
fore, stone column treatment was recommended to 
mitigate the hazard.

Because of the interbedded layers with high 
fines content, UDOT specified the cone penetrom-
eter for evaluating soil improvement in the hope 
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site was used for farming and grazing and slopes 
gradually from east to west.

2.2 Subsurface exploration and conditions

The UDOT Geotechnical Division conducted the 
initial subsurface exploration program at the new 
bridge and embankment area which consisted of 
four Standard Penetration Test (SPT) borings and 
three Cone Penetration Test (CPT) soundings. The 
SPT borings were performed with a CME-850 drill 
rig using rotary wash methods. Soil samples were 
collected using California and Shelby tube sam-
plers at 0.5 to 1.5 m intervals. The CPT soundings 
were conducted by ConeTec, Inc. (Salt Lake City 
office) and included pore pressure dissipation and 
shear wave velocity testing.

The exploration program revealed that interlay-
ered loose to medium dense silty sands, non-plastic 
silts, and clays were present to a depth of approxi-
mately 12 to 20 m below existing ground surface. 
Below these layers, medium dense silty sand layers 
were encountered to the termination of the borings 
(approximately 29 m). Groundwater was encoun-
tered between 2 and 3.6 m. A typical borehole log is 
shown in Figure 1 along with the SPT (N1)60  values. 
Interbedded layers are evident from about 6 to 
12 m. The (N1)60 is the raw blowcount, N, corrected 
to a hammer energy of 60% of the theoretical free-
fall energy and an overburden pressure of 1 kg/cm2 
using procedures specified by Youd et al (2001).

A profile of qc1n-cs obtained from CPT 10 prior 
to treatment is also provided in Figure 2. The 
qc1n-cs value is the raw cone tip resistance qc cor-
rected to an overburden pressure of 1 kg/cm2 and 
a clean sand condition using procedures specified 
by Youd et al (2001). The variation in qc1n-cs clearly 
indicates that the profile consists of even thinner 
interbedded layers than suggested by the soil pro-
file obtained from the SPT boring. A profile of 
the running average qc1n-cs over a 0.6 m length is 
also provided in Figure 2. The averaging process 
effectively eliminates the peaks and troughs in the 
profile which facilitates comparisons with post-
treatment profiles as discussed subsequently.

2.3 Geotechnical recommendations

Based on the subsurface exploration program, 
UDOT made recommendations to install deep 
foundations for support of the bridge and a sur-
charge program for the proposed embankments. 
A liquefaction analysis was performed for the 
project site which indicated a potential for both 
liquefaction and lateral spread to occur during a 
seismic event. A liquefaction mitigation program 
was proposed and was detailed in UDOT Special 
Provision 02243S.

3 LIQUEFACTION MITIGATION 
PROGRAM

The UDOT Geotechnical Division recommended 
that soil improvement by vibro-replacement be 
used to densify the in-situ soils to prevent detrimen-
tal effects from the potential liquefaction  hazard. 
The mitigation program specified a maximum 
column spacing of 2.44 m (8 ft) and an improved 
equivalent clean sand CPT tip resistance (qc1n-cs) of 
11.5 MPa (120 tons/ft2) for soils with a behavior 
type index (Ic) of 2.6 or less. Soils with an Ic greater 
than 2.6 were not considered to be improvable and 

Figure 1. Typical soil profile and SPT blow counts prior 
to treatment at Hinckley Road site.

Figure 2. Typical soil profile and CPT 10 cone tip 
resistance for averaged (0.6 m interval) and non-averaged 
conditions before treatment at Hinckley Road site.
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either not liquefiable or not susceptible to lateral 
spreading if  liquefied (Youd et al 2001, 2009). 
Post treatment verification required CPT testing 
between the stone columns.

Nicholson Construction Co. was retained to 
execute the liquefaction mitigation program. 
Based on a small test program and previous expe-
rience, Nicholson elected to install 0.76 m (30 inch) 
diameter stone columns using a dry bottom feed 
method in a triangular arrangement at 2.44 m 
(8 ft) spacing. This spacing represents an area 
replacement ratio (Ar) of about 10%. This replace-
ment ratio required 260 and 290 columns on the 
east abutment and west abutments, respectively. 
The stone columns typically extended to depths of 
about 12.2 to 13.7 m (40 to 45 ft) and consisted 
of crushed stone with a maximum diameter of 
19 mm. Although UDOT had used wick drains 
in concert with stone column treatment to densify 
liquefiable sands with high fines content in past 
projects (Rollins et al. 2006, 2009), this approach 
was not considered necessary in this case because 
the initial qc1n-cs values were relatively close to the 
required post-treatment values.

During construction, Nicholson monitored the 
volume of injected stone as a function of depth. 
Based on these measurements, the actual average 
column diameter was 0.91 m which leads to an Ar 
of 14%. Amperage and treatment time were also 
monitored as a function of depth to help ensure 
consistent energy per length of treatment. A typi-
cal profile showing column diameter along with 
average amperage and treatment time vs. depth is 
provided in Figure 3.

4 EVALUATION OF IMPROVEMENT

4.1 In-situ testing

Post treatment testing consisted of seven CPT 
soundings on the east abutment and six sound-
ings on the west abutment. Soundings extended to 
a depth of approximately 15 m (50 ft) which was 
beyond the treatment depth. In addition, five SPT 
bore holes were performed adjacent to several of the 
CPT holes to confirm the soil classification types 
where cone tip resistance values were low and Ic did 
not exceed 2.6. The layout of the CPT soundings 
and SPT bore holes relative to the stone columns 
and abutment location at the east abutment is pro-
vided in Figure 4. Typically the CPT soundings were 
located within the center of three stone columns. 
The CPT soundings were typically completed about 
2 weeks after treatment. However, CPT 2b was per-
formed about 7 weeks after treatment to evaluate 
potential changes in cone tip resistance with time.

4.2 Evaluation for construction acceptance

To minimize the influence of thin clay layers, 
UDOT specified that the qc1n-cs values and Ic values 
be computed with a running average over a 0.6 m 
(2 ft) length interval prior to evaluation. The qc1n-cs 
values and Ic values were computed using recom-
mendations by Youd et al (2001). However, no 
correction factors were applied to account for thin 
layers in the profile. In addition, no correction was 
made to the Ic to account for potential changes in 
the friction ratio before and after treatment.

A typical plot of qc1n-cs and Ic versus depth from 
CPT 1 is shown in Figure 5. Generally, the aver-
age qc1n-cs values after stone column treatment 

Figure 3. Profile showing measured treatment time, 
average amperage and column diameter as a function of 
depth.

Figure 4. Layout of SPT and CPT holes relative to the 
stone columns at east abutment.
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were greater than the required minimum value of 
11.5 MPa (120 tsf). However, as Ic increased, the 
qc1n-cs values typically decreased. Moreover, as Ic 
increased above 2.6, indicating the presence of a 
clay layer, the qc1-cs values typically decreased below 
the 11.5 MPa limit. However, as indicated previ-
ously, these zones were not considered problematic 
in terms of liquefaction.

The unaveraged qc1n-cs values and Ic values are 
also plotted along with the averaged values in 
Figure 5 for comparison. As expected, the aver-
aging process muted the variation in qc1n-cs when 
thin, high Ic layers were encountered. However, 
if  unaveraged values had been used for the evalu-
ations, the low qc1n-cs values would generally have 
been eliminated from consideration because the Ic 
values were higher than above 2.6. Nevertheless, 
there would have still been some low qc1n-cs values 
just above and below the high Ic layers. As noted 
by others (Youd et al. 2001, Vreugdenhil, 1998) the 
cone tip resistance is influenced by the presences of 
thin softer clay layers above and below the denser 
sand layer which is being penetrated.

Because of the highly variable qc1-cs profiles pro-
duced by the thin interbedded layering, it was gen-
erally impractical to make direct comparisons of 
the improvement produced by stone column treat-
ment as a function of depth. However, using run-
ning average qc1-cs profiles some comparisons are 
possible. For example, Figure 6 provides a compar-
ison of the running average qc1-cs profiles for CPTs 
2 and 3 after treatment in comparison with a pro-
file for nearby CPT 10 before treatment.  Typically, 
improvement in qc1-cs can be observed for the silty 
sand layers, however, in the silt layers there is rela-
tively little improvement and in some cases the tip 
resistance actually decreases.

Because of concerns about the accuracy of the 
CPT in assessing cohesive layers, SPT borings were 
performed at several CPT holes. When the Ic value 
was above 2.6, the soil layer usually classified as 
ML or CL-ML or was indentified as having silty 
clay lenses and layers. The fines content was meas-
ured on SPT samples at 40 locations and these 
values are plotted against the Ic values at adjacent 
CPT soundings in Figure 7 along with a best-fit 
curve. The relationship between Ic and fines con-
tent used by Robertson and Wride (1998) for liq-
uefaction evaluation is also shown in Figure 7 for 
comparison. In nearly all cases, the measured fines 
content for a given Ic value was higher than pre-
dicted using the Robertson and Wride relationship. 
For example, an Ic of 2.6 corresponds to a fines 
content of 35% for the Robertson and Wride rela-
tionship, while it was closer to 100% for this data 
set. Similar findings were noted by Pease (2010) for 
sites in Nevada and California.

4.3 Improvement evaluation based on qc1n-cs vs. Ic

Because of the variation in the soil profiles for 
CPT soundings before and after treatment, it was 
not possible to obtain a reliable direct side-by-side 
comparison of the improvement at the site. How-
ever, to provide an indication of the improvement 
that was produced by the stone column treatment, 
plots of qc1n-cs vs. Ic have been produced using all 
the CPT data before and after treatment. This for-
mat is a convenient form because Ic can serve as a 
proxy for both fines content and plasticity index 
which are known to influence both qc1n-cs and the 
efficiency of vibratory compaction. Because of 
space constraints, data will only be presented for 
the east abutment. Data points for unaveraged 
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Figure 5. Profile showing qc1n-cs and Ic values versus 
depth relative to the required values.

Figure 6. Plots of running average qc1n-cs vs. Ic before 
and after stone column treatment along with soil profile 
from SPT.
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qc1n-cs vs. Ic are shown in Figure 8 while data points 
for averaged data are shown in Figure 9. There are 
386 data points prior to treatment and 1086 data 
points after treatment.

For all data sets, there is a clear trend for the 
qc1n-cs values to decrease as Ic increases. This is con-
sistent with the fact that the cone tip resistance 
typically decreases as the fines content increases 
and as the soil behaves more like clay.

The best-fit curves for each data set were 
obtained using an exponential relationship. 
 Correlation coefficients for post-treatment data 
were reasonably high with values around 0.80; 
however, the pre-treatment correlation coeffi-
cients were somewhat lower. Lower values may be 
attributable to the smaller data set involved and 
the fact that the soundings are relatively far apart. 
The equations and r2 values for conditions before 
and after treatment are shown in Figures 8 and 9. 
As the Ic values increase above 1.5, the difference 
decreases between the best-fit curves before and 
after treatment. Generally, the two curves intersect 
at an Ic value of about 2.3 to 2.4, beyond which the 
post-treatment tip resistance is less than prior to 
treatment.

Using the best-fit curves shown in Figures 8 
and 9, curves showing the percent improvement 
in qc1n-cs with Ic have been plotted in Figure 10. 
For Ic  values of  1.5, the improvement in cone tip 
resistance was as high as 20% to 30%.  However, 
for Ic values around 2.2 to 2.3 there was no 
 improvement. Tip resistance decreased more than 
10% when Ic values exceeded 2.6. The results in 
Figures 8 through 10 are consistent with previ-
ous experience  (Mitchell, 1982; Rollins et al. 2006) 
which indicates that the efficiency of  vibratory 
compaction methods decreases as the fines con-
tent and plasticity of  the soil increase.

A number of investigators have noted that pen-
etration resistance often increases as a function of 

Figure 7. Ic vs. fines content data from the Hinckley Rd. 
site in comparison with relationship used by  Robertson & 
Wride (1998) for liquefaction evaluation.

Figure 8. Plots of unaveraged qc1n-cs vs. Ic before and 
after stone column treatment.

Figure 9. Plots of running average qc1n-cs vs. Ic before 
and after stone column treatment.

Figure 10. Plot showing the percent change in qc1n-cs 
after stone column treatment for averged and unaveraged 
values.
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time after treatment for various soil improvement 
techniques (Mitchell and Solymar 1984, Mesri 
et al. 1990, Schmertmann, 1991). To evaluate these 
time rate effects at this site, CPT 2b was performed 
about 5 weeks after CPT 2, which was performed 
about 2 weeks after stone column treatment.

To help sort out the effects of the fines on the 
improvement, the average qc1n-cs was plotted ver-
sus Ic for these two CPT soundings as shown in 
 Figure 11. Exponential trend lines, with  equations, 
are also shown along with the data points in 
 Figure 11. The plots in Figure 11 show that there is 
a clear increase in the qc1n-cs values obtained 7 weeks 
after treatment relative to the values 2 weeks after 
treatment. However, the increase appears to be less 
substantial as the Ic value increases. Based on the 
two best-fit trend lines in Figure 11, the average 
percent increase in qc1n-cs seven weeks after treat-
ment has been determined relative to the value two 
weeks after treatment. The percent increase is plot-
ted versus Ic in Figure 12. The percent increase in 
qc1n-cs decreases almost linearly with Ic. Increases in 
qc1n-cs are 20% to 30% for Ic values from 1.5 to 2.3, 

respectively. However, for Ic values greater than 2.6 
the percent increase in qc1n-cs was less than 16%.

4.4 Improvement evaluation based on qc and Fr

Massarch (1991) proposed that the compactability 
of a soil could be defined as “compactable”, “mar-
ginally compactable” and “not compactable” based 
on the cone tip resistance and friction ratio (Fr) as 
shown in Figure 13. Of course, these classifications 
were developed without considering the use of wick 
drains in connection with the compaction.

Data points before and after treatment were 
separated out based on the three classifications 
and average values before and after treatment 
are plotted in Figure 13 for each CPT sounding. 
CPTs 9 and 10 were performed prior to treatment 
and are shown with solid symbols while CPTs 1-7 
were performed after treatment and have open 
 symbols. A visual review of the average data points 
in Figure 13 indicates that the improvement in qc 
clearly decreases as the data points move from the 
“compactable” to the “not compactable” catego-
ries. However, the improvement for the “margin-
ally compactable” category was about the same as 
that for the “compactable” category. These results 
indicate that the “not compactable” boundary is 
appropriate while the “marginally compactable” 
boundary is somewhat conservative.

Table 1 shows the average qc before and after 
treatment for the data points which fall within 
the three compactability categories along with 
the percent improvement for each category. The 
percent improvement was about the same for the 

Figure 11. Plots of running average qc1n-cs vs. Ic two 
weeks after stone column treatment (CPT 2) and seven 
weeks after treatment (CPT 2b).

Figure 12. Plots of the percent increase in qc1n-cs vs. Ic 
seven weeks after stone column treatment relative to the 
value obtained two weeks after treatment.

Figure 13. Compactability classification for deep vibra-
tory compaction based on CPT data (After Massarch, 
1991).
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“ compactable” and “marginally compactable” cat-
egories, while a small decrease in qc was reported 
for the “not compactable” category.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the field testing and the 
analysis of the test data, the following conclusions 
have been developed:

1. Evaluation of stone column treatment with 
the CPT provided a continuous record of tip 
resistance and Ic which facilitated the identifi-
cation of cohesive layers not likely subject to 
improvement.

2. For the soils at this test site, an Ic greater than 2.6 
provided a strong indication that the soil classi-
fied as a silt or clay and had a higher fines con-
tent than predicted by the Robertson and Wride 
(1998) relationship for these low-plasticity soils.

3. The results from this site indicated that the den-
sification produced by stone column treatment 
with Ar of 14% was minimal for Ic values greater 
than about 2.3.

4. CPT soundings showed an increase in penetra-
tion resistance over a five week period after 
treatment. However, the percent increase in 
qc1n-cs decreased almost linearly with increasing 
Ic. Increases in qc1n-cs were 20% to 30% for Ic val-
ues from 1.5 to 2.3, respectively, but were less 
than 16% for Ic values greater than 2.6.

5. Correlations between qc1n-cs and Ic before and 
after densification provide a useful means of 
evaluating the effectiveness of stone column 
treatment. Ic can serve as a proxy for the fines 
content and plasticity index which both influ-
ence compaction efficiency.

6. The compactability criteria defined by Massarch 
(1991) based on qc and Fr appears to provide a 
reasonable estimate of the “Not Compactable” 
boundary for this case history. However, the 

boundary for “Marginally Compactable” was 
somewhat conservative.
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Table 1. Summary of average qc values in three com-
pactability categories and percent improvement owing to 
stone column treatment at Hinckley Road site.

Compactability
category

Avg. qc before 
treatment 
(MPa)

Avg. qc after 
treatment 
(MPa)

Change in 
qc 
(%)

Compactable 12.84 17.46 36.0
Marginally 

compactable
 9.34 13.57 45.0

Not 
compactable

 5.07  4.65 −9.0
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Joint application of low-cost, fast executable and non-invasive 
geophysical techniques during emergency and microzonation study: 
Hints from L’Aquila (Italy) earthquake

M.R. Gallipoli, A. Giocoli & S. Piscitelli
Institute of Methodologies for Environmental Analysis—CNR, Tito Scalo (PZ), Italy

ABSTRACT: A joint application of low-cost, fast executable and non-invasive geophysical methods 
was applied during the post-event phase following the April 6, 2009 L’Aquila earthquake. In particular, 
two different types of geophysical surveys were carried out: Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) and 
Ambient Noise Horizontal-to-Vertical Spectral Ratio (HVSR). More than 200 HVSR and 25 ERT sur-
veys were performed with the aim of characterizing the seismogenic fault system (Paganica San Demetrio 
Fault System—PSDFS) and to support the seismic microzonation studies in the Aterno river valley. The 
availability of such large data-base allowed us to evaluate the efficiency of the two geophysical methods 
when jointly applied. These complementary geophysical methods proved to be useful in detecting the 
shallow subsurface geological and structural setting, the seismogenic fault system, the geometry of the dif-
ferent lithological units and their mechanical and dynamical properties. In all cases, the results were subse-
quently supported by data coming from geological field survey, borehole, and strong motion recordings.

 setting, and to quantify the local amplification 
effects of the seismic action, in terms of S wave 
velocity profiles and reconstruction of the stratifi-
cation geometry of the deposits in shallow soils of 
Navelli (Fig. 1).

2 TECHNIQUES

Geophysical methods provide an efficient tool 
for imaging subsurface geology. Therefore, most 
of them were employed in the framework of the 
microzonation studies of the Aterno valley. The 
NW-SW trending Aterno valley is located in 
the innermost portion of the central Apennines. It 
is bordered by Gran Sasso Range towards NE and 
by Velino-Sirente Massif  towards SW. The suit-
ability of a particular geophysical technique or a 
combination of them depends very much on the 
physical property contrast involved between the 
target structure and surroundings, depth extent 
of the target, and the nature and thickness of the 
overburden. Generally speaking, the investigations 
of as many properties as possible by various geo-
physical methods enable a double check of results 
and enhance the reliability of  interpretation. In 
this work, we focus our attention on two com-
plementary techniques, the Electrical Resistiv-
ity Tomography (ERT) and the Ambient Noise 
Horizontal-to-Vertical Spectral Ratio (HVSR), 
whose joint application gave satisfying results for 

1 INTRODUCTION

After the April 6, 2009 L’Aquila earthquake (Mw 
6.3), the Italian National Department of Civil 
Protection (DPC) promoted and coordinated 
an intense effort of geological and geophysical 
investigations aimed to the seismic microzoning, 
to manage reconstruction and to locate tempo-
rary housing. In this context cheap and easy to 
apply prospecting tools are required. During these 
activities the joint use of geophysical methods and 
techniques has proved an excellent tool for charac-
terising the local seismic response on the base of 
large scale geological-structural settings, geometry 
and lithology of subsurface affected by the seis-
mic wave propagation, presence of discontinuities, 
buildings and man-made structures. Among the 
available geophysical methods, Electrical Resis-
tivity Tomography (ERT) and Ambient Noise 
Horizontal-to-Vertical Spectral Ratio (HVSR) 
were widely applied. More than 200 HVSR and 
25 ERT surveys were carried out. The availability 
of such large data-base allowed us to evaluate the 
efficiency of the two geophysical methods when 
applied together. The joint application of HVSR 
with ERT had led, in a very short time, to good 
results confirmed subsequently by direct investi-
gations. In particular, it allowed to investigate the 
Paganica San Demetrio Fault System (PSDFS, 
Fig. 1) proving to be useful in characterising the 
shallow subsurface geological and structural 
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the following cases of study: PSDFS and Navelli. 
According to the literature (Boncio et al., 2011; 
Gallipoli et al., 2011; Giocoli et al., 2011), these 
techniques are among the most non-invasive, fast-
est and cheapest geophysical methods. The ERT 
and HVSR techniques were used for investigating 

the shallow subsurface geological and structural 
setting, the architecture of the PSDFS and the 
geometry of the different lithological units and 
their mechanical and dynamical properties. In 
addition, the joint application of ERT and HVSR 
was used in order to provide a reliable estimate of 

Figure 1. DTM of central Apennines showing the different fault systems and the associated earthquakes. LMFS—
Laga Mts. Fault System. CIFS—Campo Imperatore Fault System. UAFS—Upper Aterno Fault System. PSDFS—
Paganica San Demetrio Fault System. MAFS—Middle Aterno Fault System. MMFS—Sulmona basin Fault System. 
CFCFS—Colle Cerasitto-Campo Felice Fault System. OPFS—Ovindoli-Piano di Pezza Fault System. FFS—Fucino 
basin Fault System (modified from Galli et al., 2010).
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the average shear waves velocity “Vs” in the reso-
nant layer or of its thickness.

2.1 Electrical resistivity tomography

The ERT method is widely applied to obtain 2D 
high-resolution images of the subsurface resistiv-
ity pattern. It has proved to be useful for imag-
ing active faults (e.g., Galli et al., 2006; Giocoli 
et al., 2008a; Improta et al., 2010), geological and 
structural setting of sedimentary basins (Rizzo 
et al., 2004; Giocoli et al., 2008b), landslide envi-
ronments (Perrone et al., 2006); etc. In this work, 
ERT surveys were employed for investigating the 
PSDFS and the geological and structural setting of 
Navelli village. In particular, 2 ERT surveys were 
altogether carried out. All ERT were aimed at (1) 
showing the geometry and thickness of the differ-
ent lithological units, (2) characterizing the PSDFS 
and (3) investigating the geometry and depth of 
the bedrock. The ERT surveys were performed by 
means of a Syscal R2 (Iris Instruments) resistiv-
ity meter, coupled with a multielectrode acquisi-
tion system (48 electrodes). A constant spacing “a” 
(5 m) between adjacent electrodes was used. Along 
each profile, we applied the Wenner-Schlumberger 
array configuration and different combinations 
of dipole length (1a, 2a and 3a) and “n” number 
of depth levels (n ≤ 6), obtaining investigation 
depths of about 40 m. We chose the Wenner-
Schlumberger array because it has showed a good 
signal-to-noise ratio, depth of investigation and 
sensitivity to horizontal and vertical changes in 
the subsurface resistivity. The apparent resistivity 
data were inverted using the RES2DINV software 
(Loke, 2001) to obtain the 2D resistivity images of 
the subsurface. All the ERT show a Root Mean 
Squared (RMS) error less than 6% and a resistivity 
values range from 50 to more than 566 Ωm. Thanks 
to the data gathered through geological surveys, 
exploratory boreholes and aerial photo interpre-
tations, we were able to calibrate the ERT results 
and to directly correlate resistivity values with the 
lithostratigraphic characteristics. In general, the 
lowest resistivity values (ρ < 200 Ωm) correspond 
to gravel-sand-silt-clay deposits, while the highest 
measured resistivity values (ρ > 200 Ωm) are mainly 
associated with Mesozoic carbonate  bedrock 
and/or dense gravel deposits.

2.2 Ambient noise horizontal-to-vertical spetral 
ratio

Ambient Noise HVSR has been widely applied to 
assess two basic pieces of information: identifica-
tion of seismic resonance phenomena induced by 
the presence of sharp seismic impedence contrast 
in the subsoil and the relevant resonance frequency. 

All measurements have been performed with the 
same equipment (Micromed Tromino), a digital tri-
directional tromometer, which is a high- resolution 
seismometer whose 24-bit dynamic is aimed at the 
very low amplitude range. Seismic noise was sam-
pled for at least 15 minutes at each site. Each trace 
was detrended, tapered, padded, FF-transformed 
and smoothed with triangular windows with a 
width equal to 5% of the central frequency. The 
average was used to combine E-W and N-S com-
ponents in the single horizontal (H) spectrum. 
Average single component spectra were obtained 
using the same procedure. For each HVSR curve, 
calculated by averaging the H/V obtained by divid-
ing the signal into non-overlapping windows of 
20 s, the relative ±2 confidence interval is given. 
Moreover, to assess the reliability of the measures, 
we compared our data not only to the SESAME 
Project (2004) criteria, but also to the more rigid 
criteria proposed by Albarello et al. (2011). These 
other comparative criteria include the total dura-
tion of the recordings, the temporal stationarity 
of the spectral ratios, the isotropy of the signal 
in terms of spectral ratios, the absence of electro-
magnetic noise, and the overall trend of the HVSR 
curve. In addition, during the seismic microzona-
tion study we had the opportunity to compare the 
HVSR and Standard Spectra Ratio (SSR) curves 
obtained by ambient vibration and earthquakes 
recordings in the towns of Navelli, Castelnuovo 
and San Gregorio. In all cases a good agreement 
between earthquakes and Ambient Noise HVSR 
curves has been pointed out by Gallipoli et al. 
(2011) and by Mucciarelli et al. (2010). On the base 
of the information obtained from ERT (e.g. geom-
etry and thickness of the different lithological units, 
depth of the bedrock, etc.), a constrained inversion 
of HVSR was performed in order to provide a reli-
able estimate of the average shear waves velocity in 
the resonant layer (Castellaro & Mulargia 2009). 
The Vs so obtained, together with the fundamental 
frequency from HVSR, have been used to estimate 
the depth of the high impedance contrast bound-
ary (e.g., boundaries of sediments and rocks).

3 CASES OF STUDY

3.1 Paganica—San Demitrio fault system

The April 6, 2009 L’Aquila earthquake (Mw 6.3) 
was generated by the 19 km-long, NW-SE trend-
ing and SW-dipping Paganica-San Demetrio nor-
mal fault system (PSDFS). The PSDFS is built 
up by five main 1-to-5 km long fault strands that 
are arranged in a right-stepping en-echelon pat-
tern, namely (from NW to SE) the La Serra-Colle 
Enzano fault, the Colle della Capanna fault, the 
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Paganica fault, the San Gregorio fault and the 
San Demetrio fault (Giocoli et al., 2011; Fig. 1). 
Due to the high urbanization of  the area and to 
the centuries-long agricultural works, the surfi-
cial trace of  the PSDFS is not clear everywhere. 
In order to provide more detailed and accurate 
information about it, different geophysical sur-
veys were carried out. In particular, across the 
San Gregorio fault segment (SGFS), ERT and 

HVSR surveys were carried out along the same 
measurement line (Fig. 2). The Figure 3 shows the 
ERT. The interpretation of  ERT is supported by 
data came from detailed geology and geognostic 
borehole.

Overall, the electrical image shows a resistivity 
pattern characterised by relatively strong lateral 
and vertical gradients. On the basis of  geologi-
cal and geognostic data, low electrical resistivity 

Figure 2. Geological scheme of the study area with location of the surveys (modified from Boncio et al., 2011).
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Figure 3. Ambient Noise HVSR and ERT investigation carried out across the SGFS. R12–R13 and R14 report the 
Ambient Noise H/V curves (a label on the left side indicates the value of Vs and H used to constrain the H/V curve). 
The bottom sketch shows the geological section across the SGFS constrained by detailed geology, geognostic borehole 
with down-hole experiment (DH6), HVSR and ERT (see Fig. 2 for location).

values (from 50 to 140–200 Ωm) can be associ-
ated with sandy-silty fluvial-lacustrine deposits 
 (Flu-Lac unit) and/or colluvial-alluvial deposits 
(coll unit), whereas relatively high electrical resis-
tivity values (>200 Ωm) can be related to gravel 
deposits (con unit) and/or pre-Quaternary car-
bonate bedrock (PQB). Finally, the major feature 
of  the ERT is the sharp lateral variation of  resis-
tivity between 120 and 155 m. This feature can be 
associated to the SGFS that throws the carbonate 
bedrock down SWward below the present alluvial 
plain at depths greater than 40 m. The details of 
geological and electrical properties of  these soils 
are reported on Figure 3. Along the ERT profile, 
ambient noise measurements were carried out on 
3 sites (from NE to SW, R12, R13 and R14). The 
results summarised in Figure 3 point out that sig-
nificant site effects were recognized and the value 
of  the fundamental frequency is related to the 
depth variation of  the seismic impedance contrast 
between the conglomerate (T) and the overlying 
Flu-Lac unit. In particular, the Ambient Noise 
HVSR curve shows a clear peak at decreasing 

 frequency with increasing depth of  the bottom of 
unit Flu-Lac, from 8 Hz at R12 site to 2.5 Hz at 
R14 site (Fig. 3). Thus, in this case the seismic 
bedrock is represented by the old (Early-Middle 
Pleistocene) gravel and conglomerate (T unit). 
Taking in account the ERT results, constrained 
inversion of  HVSR was performed in order 
to evaluate the mechanical properties of  these 
 layers. The inversion returns a synthetic HVSR 
in good agreement with the observed one, thus 
we can confirm that the resonance layer respon-
sible of  the resonance peak is made of  Flu-Lac 
unit overlying conglomerate with thickness rang-
ing between 40 meter at R12 site to few meters at 
R14 site. Moreover, the estimated Vs velocity was 
in agreement with those later retrieved from the 
down-hole measurements.

3.2 Navelli

The village of Navelli is located at about 35 km far 
from April 6 epicentre of L’Aquila earthquake. In 
this site, which was classified as VI degree MSC 
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scale, occurred anomalous case of heavy damage 
on reinforced concrete buildings (e.g. town hall, 
Mucciarelli et al., 2010). Therefore, detailed geo-
logical-geophysical surveys and one 30-metres-deep 
geognostic borehole close to the town hall building 
were performed (Gallipoli et al., 2011) (Fig. 4). The 
historical centre of Navelli is located on Mesozoic 
crystalline limestones (FL and SL), while the new 
settlement area lies on stratigraphical succession 
of sandy-silty-clayey fluvial-lacustrine depos-
its ascribed to the Majelama Valley Synthem 
(Ld). The surface boundary between the fluvial-

 lacustrine deposits and the limestones is covered 
by a few-meters-thick wedge of calcareous gravel-
sandy debris (Sd and d).

Given the lithological characteristics of these 
soils, the ERT and Ambient Noise HVSR have 
been particularly suitable to reconstruction the 
stratification geometry and the mechanical and 
dynamic properties of the deposits in shallow soils 
of town hall site of Navelli. In particular, a 235 m 
long ERT with 5 m of electrode spacing for an 
investigation depth of about 40 m was carried out 
(Fig. 5).

Figure 4. Schematic geologic map of the study area showing the location of the surveys. Three sub-parallel main 
splays of the Navelli fault, here labelled as upper, mid and lower (UNF, MNF and LNF), which have a normal fault 
staircase geometry (see Fig. 5) (modified from Mucciarelli et al., 2010).
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To the NE, a relatively high resistivity zone 
(>200 Ωm) defines the outcropping limestone 
bedrock (SL) that deepens rapidly at distances of 
40 m and 100 m under the low-resistivity lacus-
trine deposits (Ld < 200 Ωm). In the SW sector, 
between 100 and 235 m, the ERT does not allow us 
to infer the existence of the bedrock and therefore 
the thickness of the lacustrine deposits is not esti-
mated. From a structural viewpoint, in the NE (at 
about 40 m) and central sectors (at about 100 m) 
of ERT, two sharp lateral resistivity variations are 
observed and they can be interpreted as the traces 
at depth of two splays (LNF and MNF) of the 
Navelli fault. At least 15 m of cumulative vertical 
displacement of the top of the inferred bedrock 
can be estimated on the MNF. The stratigraphic 

sequence, relieved by borehole down to 30 meters, 
is characterized by sand-silt-clay lacustrine depos-
its and it does not reach the top of the seismic 
bedrock. The shear wave velocity increases monot-
onically with depth, from 200 m/sec at the surface 
layers to 600 m/sec at 30 meters depth and then, 
with Vs 30 = 381 m/s, it can be classified as a B 
site according to EuroCode8 and the Italian Code 
NTC08. Along the ERT direction two ambient 
noise measurements were carried out (Fig. 4). 
In particular, on the bedrock outcrop (R1) the 
HVSR curve is flat. On the Quaternary deposits 
(R2) the HVSR curve shows a clear peak at 2 Hz. 
On the base of a down-hole seismic profile, it has 
been possible to evaluate if  the constrained HVSR 
inversion could give a reliable estimate of the 

Figure 5. Geophysical prospecting at Navelli site. A) Ambient Noise H/V curve at site R2. B) Comparison between 
the R2 Ambient Noise HVSR and the synthetic one. C) Ambient Noise HVSR curve at site R1. D) ERT model. 
E) Geological section constrained by detailed geology, geognostic borehole with down-hole experiment (DH), ERT 
and HVSR.
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 average Vs in the resonant layer or of its  thickness. 
The constraint was put on layer thickness and veloc-
ity down to 30 m and to the velocity of bedrock 
set at 1150 m/s, as available from a borehole reach-
ing bedrock in a nearby town (San Gregorio). The 
inversion returns a synthetic HVSR in good agree-
ment with the observed one (Fig. 5B), thus we 
can confirm that the resonance layer responsible 
of the main peak at 2 Hz is made of 75 meters of 
 sand-silt-clay lacustrine deposits over limestone.

4 CONCLUSION

A joint application of low-cost, fast executable 
and non-invasive geophysical methods can have 
significant application in the field of seismic risk 
mitigation. This approach is certainly innova-
tive and highly competitive in applicative field. 
Moreover, the complete and deep analysis of the 
phenomenon, from large (seismotectonic struc-
ture) to small (building-soil interaction) scale, and 
the integration of the results represents an added 
value in seismic microzoning studies. In particu-
lar, Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) and 
Ambient Noise Horizontal-to-Vertical Spectral 
Ratio (HVSR) have proved to be a powerful tool, 
especially in detecting the shallow subsurface geo-
logical and structural setting, the seismogenic fault 
system (e.g. San Gregorio fault segment) and the 
geometry of the different lithological units and 
their mechanical and dynamical properties. The 
future methodological development will consist 
in accomplishing protocols aimed at standardis-
ing geophysical tests and classifying the quality of 
results obtained in various geological areas.
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In situ evaluation of K0 using piezocone tests for bridge foundations
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ABSTRACT: The determination of the coefficient of earth pressure at rest (K0) in soil is important 
for the design and analysis of geotechnical problems. Often engineering practice overrelies on laboratory 
tests in China, which are of time consuming and lower accuracy. In this paper, a series of piezocone tests 
(CPTu) and pressuremeter tests were carried out for the Yangtze River Floodplain deposits in the Nanjing 
Fourth Bridge sites. The feasibility of several CPTu-based K0 prediction methods were compared and 
evaluated. The results showed that the Andersen et al. (1979) method and Mayne&Campanella method 
(2005) method can utilized to estimate K0 for fine-grained soils, while the Mayne (2001) method and the 
Mayne&Campanella method (2005) can be applied to coarse-grained soils. The sources of variability of 
K0-values, advantages and disadvantages of different in situ methods were also discussed, which indicates 
that the further research should be conducted for the calibration and development of existing empirical 
equations. However, the study confirmed that the piezocone tests can be considered as a new instrument 
in site characterization for geotechnical analyses of bridge foundations in China.

K0-values was also discussed. It is believed that the 
 implementation of such enhanced in situ testing 
can provide more accurate parameters for geotech-
nical analyses of bridge foundations, remove the 
disadvantages of lab tests, and thus result in safer 
and more economical designs.

2 METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 Study area

Experiments were carried out at two cable anchor-
age sites of the Nanjing Fourth Bridge across the 
Yangtze River, as illustrated in Figure 1. This 
project area belongs to the floodplain of lower 
reaches of the Yangtze River. The ground surface 
is flat, with a mean elevation of 3 to 5 m and a 
general inclination from west to east. The ground 
water level is found at 0.85 to 1.35 m, fluctuated 
with tidal motion and seasonal variation. The 
geological sketch is marked by alluvial, diluvial, 
silted, and lacustrine deposits of the Yangtze River 
Delta. The Quaternary deposits, which range from 
Late Pleistocene to Holocene, primarily consist 
of alternating clay to silty clay, slits and sands, 
gravel. The thickness of Quaternary deposits var-
ies greatly from less than 10 meters to large than 
tens of meters. The underlying bedrock is prima-
rily formed by Cretaceous sandstone, conglomer-
ate, and siltite. Occasionally, the soft mudstone 
and muddy siltstone are interbedded. The deepest 
depth to bedrock surface underlies the Quaternary 

1 INTRODUCTION

The determination of in situ horizontal stress, 
σ/

h0, or the coefficient of lateral stress at rest, K 0 in 
natural soils is of major importance for the design 
and analysis of many geotechnical problems, 
including earth-retaining structures, piles, excava-
tions, foundations, and slope stabilities. In addi-
tion, K0-values are also required for laboratory 
tests with recompression techniques, FEM analy-
sis using elasto-plastic constitutive equations, etc. 
Numerous investigators have addressed this prob-
lem and have achieved varying degrees of success. 
However, it is still not possible to predict exactly 
the K0-values in most natural soils because they 
have undergone a complex stress history of load-
ing and unloading which is difficult to reconstruct 
precisely using either lab or field tests (Mayne, 
1982).  Conventionally, K0-value is determined from 
laboratory tests in China, such as K0- consolidation 
tests (ε3 = 0) in an oedometer or triaxial  apparatus. 
However, the in situ methods including pres-
suremeter tests (PMT), Marchetti dilatometer 
tests (DMT), and piezocone tests (CPTu), hydrau-
lic fracturing, widely used in western countries, 
have not gained enough attention in China, Tang, 
2009; Liu, 2004). Aiming at estimating K0-values 
of the Yangtze River Floodplain deposits for the 
foundation design of the Nanjing Fourth Bridge 
in Nanjing, a series of piezocone tests and press-
remeter tests were carried out. In this paper, the 
cptu-based K0 prediction methods were compared 
and evaluated. The effect of some factors on the 
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deposits at a depth of 34 to 65 m below ground 
surface.

2.2 Test methods

As part of the major projects in Nanjing, a detailed 
site characterization study was carried out at the 
two anchorage sites in the Yangtze River Delta, One 
of the sites is near the Long-pao Town (referred 
to as Site B), and the other is near the  Qi-xia 
Town (referred to as Site A), shown in  Figure 1. 
The total geotechnical investigation program 
completed in 2007 and 2008 consisted of a com-
bination of laboratory and in situ tests, includ-
ing 21 borings; various conventional laboratory 
 testing; 8 down hole shear wave testing; 4 pre-
drilled pressuremeter tests; 14 CPTu. Of particular 
interests are the piezocone tests designed to deliver 
more detailed information about the properties of 
the soils found on site, taking advantages of the 
investigations conducted previous and adjacent.

As a complement or alternative measure to 
soil boring with SPT N-values and laboratory 
tests, piezocone tests with dissipation phases 
(CPTu) are particularly useful for geotechnical 
site investigation as they can provide approxi-
mately continuous simultaneous measurements 
of  tip resistance (qT), sleeve friction (fs), and pore 
pressure (Robertson, et al., 1986; Mayne P.W., 
2000, 2001). The piezocone method is gaining 
popularity in the Euro-American countries. How-
ever, it is seldom used in China during the past 
two decades due to the lack of  equipments and 
corresponding application study (Zhang, 1997; 
Meng, 2000; Liu, 2004; Tong, 2006). Moreover, 
the CPTu data require a good estimate of  corre-
lation coefficients to determine soil parameters, 
which depend on the geologic formation and can 

be site-specific. The database of  piezocone tests 
in China is very important for the validation of 
existing CPTu-based methods. It is hoped that 
a by-product of  this tentative research will be 
development of  greater confidence in the CPTu 
as a site investigation tool in China. The testing 
program and procedure of  CPTu in this study are 
specially introduced as follows:

A hybrid device combining an instrumented 
electronic steel probe, porewater pressure trans-
ducer is the piezocone penetrometer. The piezo-
cone penetration device used in this study is 
produced by Vertek-Hogentogler & Co., USA. 
The equipment is a versatile piezocone system 
equipped with advanced digital cone penetrom-
eters fitted with 60° tapered and 10-cm2 tip area, 
150 cm2 sleeve surface area cones, which can pro-
vide measurements of five independent readings: 
tip resistance (qT), sleeve friction (fs), penetration 
pore-water pressures (shoulder u2) vertical inclina-
tion with depth and down-hole shear wave velocity 
(Vs), which is recorded at 1-m depth intervals dur-
ing the pause of connecting the rod. Particularly 
important in piezocone tests, pore pressure dis-
sipation tests can be performed to steady state in 
situ conditions at specific depths during a pause 
following one sounding, yielding information 
about the coefficient of consolidation and perme-
ability of a soil deposit. Note that, to have a good 
pore pressure response during piezocone penetra-
tion, a rigid procedure to assemble and saturate the 
piezocone system presented by Lunne et al.(1997) 
is employed.

A series of  six CPTu was carried out around 
Site B adjacent to the borings. The investigated 
depth was generally ranging from 35 to 40 m. 
Another 8 CPTu tests were performed at Site A 
with depths up to 40 m below ground surface. 
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Figure 1. Location of the testing sites.
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The test locations were also planned around the 
designed  diaphragm walls. Figure 2 shows the 
typical  profiles of   piezocone tests at the study 
sites.

Laboratory testing mainly included moisture 
content, partical size distribution, Atterberg lim-
its, unit weight, one-dimensional consolidation, 
direct simple shear, consolidation quick direct 
shear, undrained triaxial tests, falling head perme-
ability test, and so on. All the laboratory tests were 
performed in general accordance with the Chinese 
Code for Investigation of Geotechnical Engineer-
ing (GB50021-2001) and the Chinese Standard 
for Soil Test Method (GB/T50123-1999), which is 
compatible to ASTM standards. Figure 3 sketches 
the main characteristics of soil deposits in this 
study obtained from lab tests.

2.3 Interpretation methods to estimate K0

Many methods have been proposed for estimation 
of K0 from CPTu data (T. Lunne, et al., 1997; P.K. 
Robertson, et al., 2009; Mayne P.W., 2007). Most 
methods are based either on the OCR, or directly 
on the piezocone measurements. According to dif-
ferent soil types, silty clay or silty sands, the follow-
ing methods were selected in this study to predict 
K0 from SCPTu data. These methods are summa-
rized as below:

i. The Andersen et al.(1979) method: 
Schmertmanm (1974,1975) suggested estimat-

ing K0 based on the OCR as follows: firstly, from 
CPTu data either estimate Su and then Su/σ/

v0, or 
estimate OCR; Then using the plasticity index 
and Su/σ/

v0 or OCR estimate K0 from a  correlation 
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chart (Andersen et al., 1979) in  fine-grained soils or 
using the following equation:

K OCR0 ( si ) sinφ/ /φ
 (1)

ii. The Kulhawy and Mayne (1990) method: 
Kulhawy and Mayne (1990) related K0 with the 

normalized net cone resistance (qt − σv0)/σ/
v0 and 

suggested the following equation:

K k qT v
0

0−⎛

⎝⎜
⎛⎛

⎝⎝

⎞

⎠⎟
⎞⎞

⎠⎠
σ

σv0
/

 
(2)

with k = 0.1, which is used for uncemented, unaged 
and mechanically overconsolidated fine grained soils. 
The value of k may be soil type and site dependent.

iii. The Mayne and Kulhawy (1982) method: 
If  it is possible to assess OCR from geological 

evidence or from neighboring clay layers, then K0 
may be derived from the following empirical cor-
relation (Lunne and Christophersen, 1983):

K

K
OCRm0

0

( )oc

( )nc
=

 
(3)

where K0(nc) corresponds to the NC horizon-
tal stress coefficient, For clays, K0 1( )nc sin= −1 φ/  
(Jacky, 1944), for sands, K0 0 9

))
5( )nc . s95 in= 0 95 φ/

(Brooker,1965); φ/ is the effective stress friction 
angle. Lunne and Christophersen (1983) recom-
mended m = 0.45. However, Mayne and Kul-
hawy (1982) recommended m = 0.65. Moreover, 
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Figure 3. Main soil characteristics and stress history at Site A and B.
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Mayne (1992) tentatively suggested the following 
formula for practical use in coarse-grained soils:

K OCR0
0 65.

 (4)

iv. The Mayne (2001) method: 
Using a large database (n = 590) compiled from 

26 separate series of calibration chamber tests, 
Mayne P.W. (2001) suggested the following sim-
plified regression equation for NC and OC sands 
(r2 = 0.871):

K q OCRT v0
0 22 0 31 0 271 0(33 ) (0 22 ) .0)(22 .σ /

 (5)

where qT is in MPa and σv0 in kPa. It should be 
noted that the formulation applies only to unaged 
and uncemented quartzitic sands and has been ver-
ified by a limited number of field test sites (Mayne 
P.W., 1995b).

v. The Mayne&Campanella (2005) method: 
For mixed soils (sands, silts and clays), when 

0.1 < Bq <1.0 and range: 20°< φ/ <45°, an approxi-
mate form for effective stress friction angle is given 
(Mayne and Campanella, 2005) by:

φ/ (deg) . log. +⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎤⎤5 0⎡ 256 0 3360 0 121 B.+.0. ⎡ 256 0 336 Qq q. .⎣0⎣ 336B.. 336  (6)

where Bq = pore pressure parameter (=(u2 − u0)/(qt − 
σv0)), Q = normalized cone resistance = (qt − σv0)/σ/

v0 
Additionally, for Bq < 0.1 corresponding to granu-
lar soils, the following expression for clean sands 
would apply (Kulhawy and Mayne, 1990):

φ
σ σ

/
/

(deg) . . log.
⎡

⎣
⎢
⎡⎡

⎢⎣⎣
⎢⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎥⎦⎦
⎥⎥6 1+ 1. qT

v aσ0 tm  
(7)

Then using equation (1) estimate K0.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, the aforementioned methods were 
evaluated for their capability to reasonably predict 
the K0 utilizing the piezocone data. These methods 
are referred as: the Andersen et al.(1979) method, 
the Kulhawy and Mayne (1990) method; the 
Mayne and Kulhawy (1982) method, the Mayne 
(2001) method and the Mayne&Campanella 
method (2005) method. It should be noted that 
these methods are applied to different soil types, 
respectively. The first two are both used for fine 
grained soils, the next two are used for coarse 
grained soils and the last one is used for mixed soil 
types. The predicted K0 s were then compared with 
the measured K0 s obtained from the pre-drilled 
pressuremeter tests at the same sites. Figure 4a–c 
present this comparison for different methods. 

The soil profiling was accepted as given in the case 
records.

Based on the results of  this analysis, the overall 
performance of  these SCPTu-based methods was 
then examined. Taking the PMT measured K0 
as the actual reference values, it indicates clearly 
that the overall reasonable trends are observed 
although considerable scatter exists between 
all the selected prediction methods. Again, 
Figure 4 shows that at site A all the prediction 
methods tend to overestimate the measured Ko 
while at site B all the prediction methods tend 
to slightly underestimate the measured K0. In 
general, at site A, the selected methods exhibit 
a higher dispersion than at Site B due to the 
more highly stratified and layered nature of  the 
deposits. Moreover, for intermediate soils (silty 
clay, silty sands, silts), the variable estimated Ko 
values show more uncertain than those for rela-
tively homogeneous sands, except for some of 
data points at Figure 4(c). For fine grained soils 
(silty clay or mucky silty clay), the estimated K0 
values from the Andersen et al.(1979) method and 
the Mayne&Campanella method (2005) are more 
close to the reference values from PMT tests com-
pared to the Kulhawy and Mayne(1990) method. 
For coarse grained soils(silty sand or sands), the 
estimated K0 values from the Mayne and Kulhawy 
(1982) method, the Mayne (2001) method and the 
Mayne&Campanella method (2005) are similar, 
especially the Mayne (2001) method, which shows 
relatively good agreement to the reference values. 
Whereas, due to the disturbance when conduct-
ing pre-drilled pressuremeter tests, the reference 
K0 values may be uncertain more or less, and 
the floodplain sediments have highly stratified 
characteristics, it is difficult to conclude that one 
method is definitely superior to another method.

Based on the above discussion, it is recommended 
to evaluate K0 in such floodplain sediments from 
CPTu as follows: For projects where little experi-
ence is available, the Andersen et al.(1979) method 
and the Mayne&Campanella method (2005) are 
recommended to estimate K0 for fine grained 
soils, while the Mayne (2001) method and the 
Mayne&Campanella method (2005) are applied to 
coarse grained soils; It is specially noted that the 
above values muse be considered as a guide. If  pre-
vious experience is available in the same deposit, 
the estimated values should be adjusted to reflect 
this experience.

When comparing to the lab tests, such as the 
K0-consolidation tests, in situ testing methods, 
including DMT, PMT, SBP, CPTu, always simple 
to run and analyze, are likely to be a more accurate 
methods as they are a direct measure of the in situ 
horizontal stress. The apparatuses are commer-
cially available and there is a significant amount 
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of  information at one sounding.  Disadvantages 
include the minor or significant disturbance 
caused by the insertion of the devices in the soil, 
and the numerous assumptions and simplifica-
tions inherent in the solution method including the 

 assumption of isotropy. Of the methods used in 
this study, the CPTu tests provided the most com-
plete information about the stress history of soils 
from a single test, as it was possible to obtain both 
OCR and K0 from a single sounding.  However, 

Figure 4. Estimated versus measured Ko using different methods.
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the problems of equipment and lack of local 
 experiences in China often result in uncertainty 
and  misjudgment. That means the existing correla-
tions should be recalibrated when using in areas, 
which have little experience.

The results of this study show the variability 
in K0 values that can result when using different 
in situ testing methods. Some of this variability is 
due to factors such as often stratified, variable soil 
properties, stress history, aged and mechanically 
structured, creep of soil skeleton. Other sources 
of variability include inherent differences in the 
test methods such as the insert-induced soil dis-
turbance, the testing rate, operator error, specimen 
size and orientation, soil sampling disturbance 
and the methods of analysis. The variability of 
the soil properties is reflected by the variability 
of the soil property being measured or estimated 
with a single method. For example, the level of 
variability in the soil can be evaluated by assessing 
the repeatability of CPT/CPTU tests at the same 
sites. Moreover, values of K0 may reflect both the 
geometrical arrangement of the clay particles with 
respect to each other (i.e., the clay fabric), and the 
nature and extent of the electrochemical inter-
particle forces that prevail within the clay-water 
electrolyte system. For practical application, these 
results in this study demonstrate the need for care-
ful data analysis to take account of the sources and 
mineralogy of soils to improve their accuracy and 
applicability.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the piezocone tests were carried 
out at two bridge anchorage sites in Nanjing, 
which is seldom used in China due to some com-
plicated reasons. Five CPTu-based methods to 
predict Ko-values for the Yangtze River Flood-
plain soils were evaluated and compared to the 
PMT-based method. The outcome of the study 
showed clearly that the Andersen et al.(1979) 
method and Mayne&Campanella method (2005) 
can be utilized to estimate K0 for fine-grained 
soils, while the Mayne (2001) method and the 
Mayne&Campanella method (2005) can be 
applied to coarse-grained soils. When consider-
ing the advantages and disadvantages of  different 
in situ methods, the variability in soil properties, 
and the complicated effect of  some factors on 
the K0-values, further research needs include the 
composition and microstructure of  the deposits, 
calibration of  K0-values using Self-Boring Pres-
suremeter tests (SBP) as reference, the develop-
ment of  lab testing equipments and procedures, 
and improved understanding of  the behavior of 
the deposits obtained from back analysis.
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Investigation of vibratory compaction effect: A case study in China

Yuan Cheng, Zhibin Liu & Songyu Liu
Institute of Geotechnical Engineering, Southeast University, Nanjing, China

Qingyuan Bo
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ABSTRACT: The densification effect of vibratory compaction on loose saturated silts and sands was 
investigated, which was based on a well-documented case history. Vibratory compaction was adopted 
to provide an adequate factor of safety against soil liquefaction in the case of a seismic event. A deep 
vibratory compaction equipment with frequency-variable piling vibrator is adopted to insert a probe of 
crisscross section into the 15 m-thick silt deposit at Suqian-Xinyi Expressway liquefiable site which needs 
to be densified. This investigation was conducted by analyzing pre- and post-compaction piezocone pen-
etration test (CPTu) results. The CPTu results indicated a significant increase in cone resistance and sleeve 
friction due to compaction. The friction ratio and the pore-water pressure did not change significantly. It 
was concluded that under the magnitude of 7.5 designed earthquake excitation, the silts treated by vibra-
tory compaction were densified to the level of resisting potential liquefaction.

research of mitigation of liquefaction susceptibili-
ties after treatment.

2 SELF-DEVELOPED VIBRATORY PROBE 
COMPACTION METHOD

To date, different types of compaction probes 
have been developed, ranging from conven-
tional pile (H-bream), tubes, or sheet pile pro-
files, to more sophisticated, purpose-built probes 
such as Terra probe, Vibro-rod, Y-probe and 
double Y- probe (Massarch & Fellenius 2005). 

1 INTRODUCTION

In roadway, port, and coastal projects, granu-
lar materials are commonly served as foundation 
soils. These kinds of sites are often required to be 
densified to mitigate potential liquefaction haz-
ards via various ground improvement methods, 
among which vibratory compaction is one of the 
most frequently used techniques due to its high 
efficiency and economical effectiveness. Vibratory 
compaction is performed by a vibratory probe. By 
means of its self-weight and vibration, the probe 
penetrates to the specified treatment depth. Then, 
the probe is withdrawn while maintaining vibra-
tion energy. Since vibratory motion of the probe is 
in the horizontal plane, vibration energy is radially 
transmitted into surrounding soils. Then, soils are 
densified by intense vibration during the process 
of progressively raising and lowering probe in soil 
deposits.

Many researchers (Mitchell 1982, Massarsch 
1991, Massarsch 1999, Massarch & Fellenius 
2002) have investigated the method and its prac-
tical applications in granular soils via site-charac-
terization testing methods. However, no studies are 
known to investigate application of this method in 
China. The purpose of this study was to introduce 
a self-developed deep vibratory probe compac-
tion equipment and assess its densification effect 
of vibratory compaction on loose saturated sands 
through a ground-treatment project in Suqian-
Xinyi Expressway in China. This was achieved by 
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Figure 1. Construction equipment: (a) crisscross sec-
tion vibratory probe (cm), (b) equipment in the field.
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Table 1. Parameters of vibratory hammer.

Vibrator
Centrifugal 
force (kN)

Max eccentric 
moment (Nm) Frequency (Hz) Capacity (kw)

No-load 
amplitude (mm)

DZ90 530 430 14∼20 90 11
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Figure 2. Grain size distribution curve of suxin soil 
deposits.

Extensive field tests have demonstrated that effec-
tive radiation of vibration energy from the vibra-
tor to the surrounding soil can be enhanced by 
reducing the dynamic stiffness and impedance of 
the probe. The dimension of vibro probe selected 
for Suqian-Xinyi Expressway liquefiable site in 
China is 0.6 m wide and 15 m long. In addition, 
circular openings of 0.1 m in diameter are spaced 
at 0.8 m along the probe, which aims to reduce 
probe impedance, Figure 1(a).

These openings also provide better contact 
between the probe and the soil. At the same 
time it will transmit vibration to a larger area, 
which can further enhance the compaction effect. 
 Furthermore, the lighter weight due to reduction 
in cross sectional area also gives rise to relatively 
larger displacement amplitude which is beneficial 
to soil densification. The weight of the vibrator 
and probe was about 7 tons which was guided 
by a leader mounted on a 50-ton crawler crane, 
 Figure 1(b). Specifications of the vibrator are indi-
cated in Table 1.

During the construction stage of field compac-
tion, the design parameters such as grid spacing, 
the production rate including probe insertion and 
extraction, the duration of compaction have to be 
considered. The spacing of the compaction points 
is either dependent on the selected vibrator speci-
fication or past experience, which varies between 
1.5 m to 4.0 m. The probe is suspended by a crane 
and positioned above the desired point. Under 
combined effects of its own weight and vibration, 
the probe penetrates rapidly into the ground at a 
rate of 2.0 m/min to the desired depth. After the 
probe vibrates approximately half  to one minute 
which depends on the soil type under ground level, 
the probe is withdrawn at a rate of 1.2 m/min until 
the ground level. Once the first compaction point is 
finished, it moves to the next construction point.

3 GENERAL SITUATION OF TEST

3.1 Soil conditions

The area to be treated was consisted of the Yel-
low River alluvial silt fill with a maximum thick-
ness of 25 m at the Suxin Expressway. The ground 
water table was approximately 3.8 m below the 
ground surface. The top layer of soil deposit was 
composed of 1.5–2.2 m of plain fill, underlain by 

3 m of silt, and then 10 m of silt with some layers 
of silty fine sand, below silt soil layer was also silt 
which is more denser. The geotechnical properties 
of the soil deposit were investigated by extensive 
field tests including deep boreholes together with 
Cone Penetration Test (CPT), piezocone penetra-
tion test (CPTu), Standard Penetration Test (SPT) 
and laboratory tests such as grain size distribution, 
water content, unit weight, liquid limit and plastic-
ity index. The grain-size distribution is shown in 
Figure 2. Table 2 presents the typical laboratory 
values of the properties of the soil layers studied.

3.2 Test programme

Test site is located at K7+665 of Suxi Expressway. 
A 15 m long probe was used for ground improve-
ment. Compaction points were arranged in tri-
angular pattern with grid spacings of 1.8 m. The 
resonance frequency of the soil-probe-vibrator 
system was set to 15 Hz which was close to that 
of the liquefiable site. CPTu was conducted in the 
vicinity of the test point prior to treatment. The 
compaction effect was also investigated through 
CPTu at center of the triangle 14 days after com-
paction, Figure 3.

3.3 Piezocone penetration test

Piezocone penetration tests (CPTu) were per-
formed using a lightweight truck with a 20-ton 
capacity hydraulic system, as shown in Figure 4. 
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The soundings were advanced at a rate of 2 cm/s 
according to ASTM D5778. Continuous readings 
were obtained at about 5 mm intervals. Twin earth 
anchors were used to provide reaction for achiev-
ing the test depths. The cone tip resistance (qc) was 
obtained by measurement of the maximum force 
over the conical tip area of a standard 35.7 mm 
diameter probe (10 cm2). The sleeve friction ( fsff ) 
was determined as the load over a standard 150 cm2 
sleeve. The penetration pore pressures were moni-
tored using an internal transducer connected to a 
porous filter element located just behind the tip at 
the shoulder (u2). (Cai et al. 2010).

To obtain the actual total stress qt, a correction 
must be applied to account for the design of the 
cone penetrometer. This correction was carried 
out directly by the field computer data acquisition 
system EFCS during data processing for each set 
of readings. The following symbols have been used 
in the interpretation of the piezocone tests (ISS-
MGE, 1999):

q ut cq= +qq 2 ( )a1  (1)

where, qt is corrected cone resistance; qc is  measured 
cone resistance; u2 is pore pressure measured at 
the cylindrical extension of the cone; a  is net area 
ratio = 0.80.

Test results of CPTu conducted before and 
after treatment at the location shown in Figure 3 
are superimposed in Figure 5. Soil compaction 
resulted in a marked increase of the cone penetra-
tion resistance (on average by a factor of 4) down to 
the maximum depth of probe penetration. A sub-
stantial increase of the sleeve resistance by a factor 
of 3 to 4 was observed after the compaction. This 
indicated an increased lateral earth pressure after 
compaction, which is continuous with depth. The 
friction ratio and the pore-water pressure did not 
change significantly as a result of the compaction 
due to the high permeability of the soil. It should 
be noted that no densification effect was obtained 
in the capillary zone above the ground water level. 
The ground settlement during compaction was 

CPTu point before and after treatment

1.8 m

probe point

Figure 3. Layout of testing points.

Table 2. Typical geotechnical properties of major soil layers.

Soil 
description

Layer
thickness

Unit weight
(kN/m3)

Water content
(%)

Liquid limit
(%) Plasticity index

SPT 
N-value

Plain fill 1.5∼2.2 19.8 11.41 31.9 7.2 6
Loose silt 3.4∼3.8 19.6 25.9 29.0 7.0 3–7
Loose silt and 

silty sand
8.6∼9.4 20.1 28.8 28.7 5.7 10–27

Dense silt and 
silty sand

– 20.4 27.6 27.5 4.5 >40

Figure 4. Cone and CPTu truck: (a) Cone, (b) CPTu 
truck and field operations.
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Figure 5. Comparison of CPTu results before and after improvement.

0.8 m, which corresponded to 5% reduction of the 
15 m deep compacted layer.

4 ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

In order to assess the capability of vibratory com-
paction on mitigation of potential liquefaction 
susceptibilities, it was assumed that the project site 
was to withstand a maximum earthquake magni-
tude Mw of 7.5. A maximum horizontal ground 
acceleration equal to 0.15 g was used in the follow-
ing liquefaction analysis.

The method based on the CPT data developed 
by Robertson & Wride (1998) was adopted in the 
liquefaction evaluation. It assumes that liquefac-
tion will occur if  Fs is less than 1.0 and no lique-
faction will occur if  Fs is greater than or equal to 
1.0. The safety factor Fs is defined as the ratio of 
Cyclic Resistance Ratio (CRR) to Cyclic Stress 
Ratio (CSR):

F CRRCC CSR MSS SFMM CRR CSRCCsF CRRC CSRS × 7 5.  (2)

in which, MSF is magnitude scaling factor, and 
CRR7.5 is cyclic resistance ratio for magnitude 7.5 
earthquake. A magnitude scaling factor value equal 
to 1, which was recommended by Seed & Idriss 
(1982) for the magnitude 7.5 earthquake, was used 
in equation (2). CRR7.5 is calculated as (Robertson & 
Wride 1998):

if  cs
50( )qc N1 < , CRR

cs7 5 0 833 1000 0 05. .1000 0( )qc N1qc N
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎤⎤ +

 (3a)

if 50 160≤ ( )1 <1 cs
, CRR

cs7 5

3
93 1000 0 08. .( )qc N1

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎤⎤ +  
 (3b)

where, 
cs

( )qc N1  is cone penetration resistance for 
clean sands normalized by 100 kPa (1 atm). CSR is 
calculated as (Seed & Idriss 1971):

CSRSS rdr( )a g × ( )v ′ ×0 65 v. ′′  (4)

where, amax is peak horizontal acceleration at the 
ground surface generated by earthquake; g is accel-
eration of gravity; σ vσσ 0 is total vertical overburden 
stress; and rdr  is shear stress reduction coefficient. 
The value of rdr  in equation (4) was estimated by the 
equations (Youd et al. 2001) as follows:

for depth z m≤ 9 15. , rdr ( )z /131  (5a)

for depth 9 15 23. m, rdr ( )z /37  (5b)

In reality, soils may liquefy even if  the calculated 
safety factor Fs

 > 1.0 (Juang et al. 2002). There is 
a need to assess likelihood of liquefaction. Based 
on the calibration of Robertson & Wride method 
(1998) using large database of field observed 
cases, Juang et al. (2000) presented the following 
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 mapping function to relate the safety factor Fs to 
the  probability of liquefaction PLPP ,

PLPP ( )FsF⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦
⎤⎤1 1⎡ 3 3.  (6)

where, Fs is the safety factor calculated by equa-
tion (2).

Liquefaction analysis results at the tests site were 
presented in Figures 6. Before compaction, in addi-
tion to the deposits which above the ground water 
level was not considered liquefaction, the soil depos-
its at depths of 4.0 to 14 m at tests site were liquefia-
ble and had liquefaction probabilities around 70% to 
90% under the design earthquake excitation. While, 
after compaction, the deposits along depths were 
densified to the state of unliquefiable with liquefac-
tion probabilities approximately less than 10%.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the assessment of vibratory probe com-
paction method on soil liquefaction treatment 
through CPTu, following conclusions can be 
drawn:

1. Piezocone penetration test exhibited a sig-
nificant increase in cone resistance and sleeve 
friction due to soil densification. It’s an effec-
tive way to evaluate the effect of  ground 
improvement.

2. Vibratory probe compaction was effective in 
mitigating potential liquefaction hazards. When 
subjected to the magnitude 7.5 and 0.15 g 
PGA design earthquake, the site treated by this 
method was densified to the level of resisting 
potential liquefaction.

3. Satisfactory compaction can only be achieved 
for soils below ground water level, in partially 
saturated soils above the ground water table, 
capillary cohesion forces prevent rearrangement 
of soil particles, and make compaction more 
difficult, therefore special surface compaction 
should be complemented. The densification is 
more effective at greater depth because of the 
increase of overburden stress.
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Chinese Dynamic Penetration Tests (CDPT) at liquefaction 
sites following 2008 Wenchuan earthquake
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ABSTRACT: The Chinese dynamic penetration test is widely applied in China for measurement of pen-
etration resistance of gravels for evaluation of bearing capacity for foundations. The test was used follow-
ing the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake for the first time to measure penetration resistances of gravels at sites 
that liquefied and nearby sites did not. The test has many advantages, including simplicity, continuous 
data with depth, robust equipment that is easily transported by light vehicles, and low cost. The CDPT 
could be a viable test for measurement of penetration resistance of gravels in countries beyond China.
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of 100 cm, then dropped onto an anvil attached 
to 60-mm diameter drill rods which in turn are 
attached to a solid steel cone tip with a diam-
eter of 74 mm and a cone angle of 60 degrees 
(Figs. 1 and 2). Figure 3 shows a CDPT apparatus 
in operation at a field site during hammer energy 
measurement tests.

The hammer is raised by a manually controlled 
cable winch. Catching fingers at the end of the cable 
grasp the hammer as it sits on the anvil and lifts 
the hammer as the cable is pulled into the winch. 
 Horizontal movement of the hammer is restrained 
by a guide rod that extends upward from the anvil. 
At the top of the guide rod is a tripping mechanism 
which upon contact releases the hammer allowing 
it to fall freely to impact the anvil. The tripping 

1 INTRODUCTON

A dynamic penetration test (CDPT), developed 
about 60 years ago, is widely applied in China to 
measure penetration resistance of gravelly soils 
for bearing capacity analyses. Based on test data 
and experience that has accumulated, standard test 
procedures and code provisions have been formu-
lated (Specifications 1999; Design Code 2001).

Because of widespread gravelly deposits beneath 
the Chengdu Plain, the CDPT is widely used in that 
region. Following the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake 
(Mw = 7.9), the CDPT was deployed to measure 
penetration resistance at sites on the Chengdu 
Plain where surface effects of liquefaction were 
and were not observed to evaluate the usefulness 
of the CDPT for evaluating liquefaction resistance 
(Cao, Youd and Yuan 2011). This paper introduces 
the Chinese CDPT, provides data gained from its 
use at liquefaction sites, and presents results from 
energy measurements taken during CDPT con-
ducted in December 2010. The latter measure-
ments show considerable variability or Energy 
Transfer Ratios (ETR), mainly as a consequence 
of variations in hammer drop heights.

2 CDPT EQUIPMENT AND TEST 
PROCEDURES

CDPT equipment is relatively simple, consisting 
of a 120-kg hammer, raised to a free fall height 

Figure 1. Component sketch of dynamic penetration test 
(CDPT) apparatus (after Cao, Youd and Yuan 2011).
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Figure 2. CDPT cone tip (after Cao, Youd and Yuan 
2011).

Figure 3. CDPT equipment in operation during 
 December 2011 test on Chengdu Plain.

mechanism is positioned 100 cm above the anvil. 
The tripping mechanism, however, is not fixed to 
the guide rod and is generally flung upward by 
hammer impact as captured on the photograph 
reproduced in Figure 3. Upon release of the ham-
mer, the operator pulls a lever that reverses the spin 

of the winch, sending cable back through the pul-
ley lifting mechanism, and dropping the grasping 
fingers which upon contact grasp the fallen ham-
mer. The operator then pulls a second lever to lift 
the hammer for the next drop.

The CDPT drill rods have a smaller diameter 
than the cone tip to reduce friction between the 
rods and the penetrated soil. Chinese practice and 
experience indicate that rod friction is negligible for 
depths less than 20 m in soils other than soft clays.

The following procedures are specified in the 
Chinese code for conducting CDPT: (1) Inspect all 
of the parts to assure that the equipment is in good 
repair. (2) Assemble the CDPT components and 
tighten all threaded connections firmly. (3) Make 
sure that the supporting frame is vertical and has 
sound bearing on the ground surface. (4) Mark the 
rod with tick-marks at 10 cm intervals. (5) Make 
sure that the drill rod and guide rod are vertical and 
that the hammer drops freely. (6) The maximum 
inclination of the drill rod should not be greater 
than 1% for test depths less than 5 m, and not 
greater than 2% at depths greater than 5 m. Placing 
the tip on the bottom of a shallow, uncased bore-
hole aids in setting the rod vertically at the begin-
ning of a test. A rope is tied to the top of the drill 
rod on which driller’s helpers pull to maintain ver-
ticality of the rod. (7) Check that the drop height 
is 100 ± 2 cm. (8) Begin the test with an anvil eleva-
tion at least 2 m above ground surfaces. (9) During 
a test, maintain a constant hammer drop rate of 15 
to 30 blows per minute. (10) Record the number of 
blows required to drive the cone tip through each 
10-cm depth interval marked by the tick-marks on 
the rod. (11) In loose soil, the blow count may be 
less than 1 blow per 10 cm; in that instance, the 
penetration per blow should be recorded and then 
converted into a fraction of a blow per 10 cm. 
(12) In very dense gravels, large blow counts may 
occur. For blow counts greater than 40 blows 
per 10 cm, the penetration per 40 blows may be 
recorded and then proportionally adjusted to blows 
per 10 cm. (13) In soft clays or for depths greater 
than 20 m, a cased borehole should be installed to 
reduce rod friction; the CDPT is then conducted 
below the casing.

The raw CDPT blow count is defined as the 
number of hammer drops required to advance the 
cone tip 10 cm. A second penetration resistance, 
measure, called N120, is specified in Chinese code 
applications where N120 is the number of blows 
required to drive the cone tip 30 cm; however, N120 
is calculated simply by multiplying raw blow counts 
by a factor of 3, thus preserving the 10-cm detail 
of the raw blow count record. A 30 cm penetration 
increment was adopted to be consistent with the 
30-cm increment specified for standard penetra-
tion tests (SPT).
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3 ADVANTAGES OF CDPT

Important advantages of the CDPT are: (1) CDPT 
equipment is simple and robust. (2) The test is inex-
pensive and easy to conduct. (3) The equipment 
can be transported in a light-weight truck. (4) The 
equipment can be set up and a test finished in one 
to two hours after arrival at a test site. (5) Verified 
correlations between blow counts and foundation 
design parameters are specified in Chinese codes 
(Design Code 2001). (6) Continuous data are col-
lected with depth; penetration values are collected 
for soil layers as thin as 10 cm. (7) The cone tip 
is easy driven through loose to moderately dense 
gravelly to cobbly soils; refusal may occur in very 
dense gravels or in layers with large cobbles or 
boulders.

4 NEED FOR CDPT

Due to difficulty of extracting undisturbed sam-
ples from gravelly soils, laboratory tests on undis-
turbed samples have not proven effective or reliable 
for measurement of shear strength or liquefaction 
resistance. Freezing of a gravel layer before sam-
pling improves sample quality, but the cost is pro-
hibitive for routine projects. Even if  undisturbed 
samples could be extracted, changes in stress con-
ditions between field and laboratory could limit 
the usefulness of laboratory test results.

For sands and fine-grained soils, Standard Pen-
etration Tests (SPT) and Cone Penetration Tests 
(CPT) are widely used to measure penetration 
resistance for application in engineering design 
and for assessing liquefaction resistance. SPT and 
CPT are not generally useful, however, in gravely 
soils because of interference by large particles.

In North American practice, the Becker Pen-
etration Test (BPT) has become the primary field 
test used to measure penetration resistance of 
gravelly soils. The BPT was developed in Canada 
in the late 1950s and consists of a 168-mm diam-
eter, 3-m-long double-walled casing, whose resist-
ance is defined as the number of blows required to 
drive the casing through a depth interval of 30 cm. 
For liquefaction resistance evaluations, closed end 
casing is specified. To facilitate use of BPT for liq-
uefaction resistance calculations, Harder and Seed 
developed correlations between BPT and SPT blow 
counts that allow extrapolation of sand criteria to 
gravelly soils (Harder, 1997).

Disadvantages in applying BPT for liquefac-
tion hazard investigations include the high cost of 
mobilization (commonly thousands of dollars), 
uncertainty in measuring BPT resistances, uncer-
tainties in correlations between SPT and BPT blow 
counts, and friction resistance between the soil and 

driven casing. With respect to friction resistance, 
Harder (1997) states that for normally to slightly 
overconsolidated low plasticity soils, the effect of 
friction is adequately accommodated in the empiri-
cal correlations he and Prof. Seed developed.

Sy and Campanella (1994) developed a proce-
dure for correcting BPT measurements for friction 
resistance by installing an instrumented segment of 
casing and using instrumental measurements from 
this segment, a CAPWAP analysis is applied to 
quantify the effect of casing friction on BPT resist-
ance. CAPWAP analyses, however, have not led to 
significant reduction of the overall uncertainty in 
BPT analyses (Harder, 1997).

5 CDPT AFTER WENCHUAN 
EARTHQUAKE

Following the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, 36 
CDPT soundings were made at 14 sites with 
observed liquefaction effects and 22 nearby sites 
without liquefaction effects. Each of these sites is 
underlain by 2 to 4 m of clayey soils, which, in turn, 
are underlain gravel beds up to 500 m thick. Looser 
upper layers within the gravel beds are the materi-
als that liquefied during the Wenchuan earthquake 
(Cao, Youd and Yuan 2011). The CDPT sites are 
at distances ranging from 20 km to 40 km from 
the ruptured Longmen fault and are characterized 
by peak ground accelerations ranging from 200 to 
500 gal. CDPT sites are marked on Figure 4, with 
red dots indicating sites with observed liquefac-
tion effects and open dots indicating sites without 
observed liquefaction effects.

Because samples are not obtained with CDPT, 
boreholes were drilled about 2 m away from most 
CDPT soundings with nearly continuous sam-
ples retrieved using 90 to 100 mm diameter core 
 barrels. A photograph of core samples taken from 

Figure 4. Map of tested area of Chengdu Plain; solid 
dots indicate CDPT sites with observed liquefaction 
effects; open circles indicate sites without observed 
 liquefaction effects.
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a  borehole is reproduced in Figure 5 to illustrate 
the general character of sediments penetrated dur-
ing the field investigation. A typical soil profile and 
CDPT log is reproduced in Figure 6. This profile 
is from the Pilu elementary school site in Guanhan 
where liquefaction effects were observed.

The sharp peaks and dips in the penetration 
logs reveal important aspects of the CDPT results. 
Narrow spikes in the record are caused by the 
CDPT tip striking large gravel particles or cob-
bles in the gravel matrix. A large particle impedes 
penetration of the cone tip, requiring additional 
blows to either fracture the particle or push it 
aside. In some instances, contact with the edge 
of a cobble deflected the tip horizontally, causing 
the rod string to tilt sidewise. For example, slight 
rod tilt to the left, due to the CDPT tip striking 

an underground cobble, is detectable in the photo 
reproduced in Figure 3. Once the cone tip passes a 
large particle, the blow count returns to the gravel 
matrix value. When the tip penetrates loose or finer 
grained layers, the blow count dips on the plot and 
then returned to the gravel matrix value once the 
low-penetration zone was passed. As the tip pen-
etrated denser or coarser layers, the matrix value 
of penetration resistance rises, but peaks and dips 
in the plotted CDPT resistance continued to occur 
as large particles or loose or finer-grained lenses 
are encountered.

During the field investigation, CDPT soundings 
reached depths as great as 15 m, readily penetrating 
gravelly layers that liquefied as well as layers that 
were too dense to liquefy. Layers with the lowest 
CDPT resistance in gravelly profiles were classed 
as the most liquefiable. At sites with surfaces 
effects of liquefaction these penetration resistances 
were generally lower than those at nearby CDPT 
sites without liquefaction effects. Thus, low CDPT 
resistance became a reliable indicator of liquefiable 
layers (Cao, Youd and Yuan 2011).

6 ENERGY TRANSFER RATIO (ETR)

An important measurement for hammer-impact 
penetration tests, such as SPT and CDPT, is the 
energy transferred from the falling hammer to the 
drill rods during hammer impact. This measure 
is usually reported as the Energy Transfer Ratio 
(ETR), where ETR is defined as the ratio of energy 
transferred through the rods to the potential energy 
(ERP) of the hammer at its specified drop height. 
ETR values allow calibration of hammer efficiency 
and may be used to adjust penetration resistances 
measured with different hammers, different drop 
heights and different sounding conditions. Three 
soundings from our December 2010 investiga-
tion were selected for hammer energy measure-
ment to calibrate typical hammers used in CDPT. 
ETR were calculated for each hammer drop in 
Soundings CD10-5RY (737 drops), CD10-10 (458 
drops) and the first 40 hammer drops in Sound-
ing CD10-11. Energy measurements were made 
with a Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA) loaned to 
the project through a cooperative agreement with 
the US Bureau of Reclamation. The PDA was 
installed immediately beneath the anvil at the top 
of the CDPT rod string. The energy that passed 
through the PDA is denoted as EMX and the 
energy transfer ratio, ETR, is defined as EMX/
ERP × 100, in percent, where ERP is the poten-
tial energy of the 120 kg hammer at the specified 
100-cm drop height or 1.2 kN-m. Figure 7a–c con-
tain frequency diagrams showing the number of 
values in 2% ETR bins for each of the three sound-

Figure 5. Core samples, laid out from right to left, taken 
from borehole near a CDPT sounding showing gravelly 
and cobbly composition of sediment penetrated beneath 
Chengdu Plain.

Figure 6. Soil profile and CDPT log from Pilu elemen-
tary school, Guanhan, site where liquefaction effects 
were observed after the Wenchuan earthquake.
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ings. In soundings, CD10-5YR and CD10-11, Chi-
nese specified procedures were applied, including a 
hammer drop rate of 15 to 30 drops/min. The third 
sounding was conducted using a much slower drop 
rate to better control hammer drop height.

For soundings (CD10-5YR and CD10-10), mean 
ETR were 88% and 91%, respectively, with stand-
ard deviations, σ, of  6.9% and 8.6%,  respectively. 

Many hammer drops in these two tests yielded 
calculated ETR greater than 100%, which theoreti-
cally should not occur. From observations during 
these tests, however, we noted that the hammer 
commonly reached sufficient upward velocity and 
momentum for the hammer to continue to rise after 
being released by the tripping mechanism. The 
upward impact of the hammer with the tripping 
device often flung that device upward (as shown 
in Figure 3) allowing the hammer to rise above 
the 100 cm level before beginning it’s decent. Thus 
actual drop heights were variable and generally 
greater than 100 cm. These greater drop heights 
led to calculated EMX greater than expected val-
ues and many ETR greater than 100% (based on a 
100 cm drop height).

A third set of ETR measurements was made in 
CDPT CD10-11 to measure ETR with a nearly 
exact 100 cm drop height. In these tests, the ham-
mer was raised slowly so that momentum did not 
carry the hammer above the 100 cm height of the 
tripping mechanism. With this controlled drop 
height, the mean ETR was 85% with a σ of  2.9%. 
These values represent the actual ETR and for the 
hammer at the specified 100-cm drop height.

Assuming that an ETR of 85% is the cor-
rect value for the specified drop height of100 cm, 
the mean ETR in CDPT CD10-5RY and CDPT 
CD10-10 of 88% and 91% indicate average drop 
heights 3% and 6% greater than 100 cm, or 103 cm 
and 106 cm, respectively. To generate ETR greater 
than 100% drop heights greater than 115 cm are 
required.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The Chinese Dynamic Penetration Test (CDPT) 
has proven to be effective for measurement of pen-
etration resistance of loose to moderately dense 
gravelly soils. In China, CDPT measurements 
are routinely used for bearing capacity analyses 
(Design Code, 2001).

In this study, CDPT measurements are used to 
identify gravelly soils that liquefied following the 
2008 Wenchuan earthquake.

Advantages of the CDPT test are (1) CDPT 
equipment is simple and robust. (2) The test is inex-
pensive and easy to conduct. (3) The equipment can 
be transported in light-weight trucks. (4) The equip-
ment can be set up and a test finished in one to two 
hours after arrival at a test site. (5) Continuous data 
are collected with depth; penetration values are col-
lected from each 10-cm thick layer.

Although not presently used outside of China, 
the CDPT would provide useful penetration data 
from gravelly deposits in other parts of the world. 
CDPT data could be used for foundation design, 
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stability evaluations for slopes and embankment 
dams, liquefaction resistance evaluations, and 
other engineering analyses for gravelly soils.

Energy measurements made during three CDPT 
soundings on the Chengdu Plain in December 
2010 reveal a wide range of ETR when stand-
ard test procedures are applied. Less variability 
occurred when slower hammer rise was used to 
yield a nearly exact 100 cm drop height.

A major factor causing variable ETR is upward 
velocity and momentum of the hammer which 
allows it to rise above a100 cm drop height before 
beginning its free-fall decent. Thus, the test could 
be improved by developing a mechanism to pro-
vide consistent hammer drop heights.
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ABSTRACT: Three-component microtremor measurements and microtremor array measurements have 
been performed at 6 points in central Mexico City. The microtremor array measurements used 25 to 650 m 
triangular arrays and clear dispersion curves were obtained between 0.3 and 10 Hz. The peak  frequencies 
of the Horizontal and Vertical ratio (H/V) of spectra vary from 0.25 to 2 Hz. A joint inversion of an H/V 
spectrum and a dispersion curve is applied to observed data and S-wave velocity models down to a depth 
of 200 m were obtained. A low velocity layer with S-wave velocity lower than 150 m/s existed at a depth 
of 70 m at the middle of the Mexico basin. It seems that the peak frequency of 0.25 Hz in the H/V spectra 
is due to this shallow low velocity layer.

1 INTRODUCTION

The earthquake that struck Mexico on 19 Septem-
ber 1985 caused severe damage in Mexico City 
although the city is located 400 km from the epi-
center. The main reason for this is that the city is 
located on a basin filled with very soft sediments 
(Abe, 1986). Distribution of these soft sediments 
has been delineated by drillings and microtremor 
measurements (Lermo and Chavez-Garcia, 1994). 
A small number of attempts have been made to 
image the S-wave velocity structure of the basin 
using downhole seismic loggings. In order to delin-
eate S-wave velocity structure of the basin down to 
depth of approximately 200 m, we have performed 
three-component micro-tremor measurements and 
microtremor array measurements.

2 INVESTIGATION SITE

The investigation site is placed at the downtown of 
Mexico City. The three-component microtremor 
measurements were performed at more than 10 sites 
and the microtremor array measurements were 

performed at 6 sites on a 30 km length survey line 
that crosses the basin with a west-southwest to east-
northeast direction. Figure 1 shows the investigation 
sites on the dominant period map obtained through 
the three component microtremor measurements 
and strong ground motion observations presented 
by Lermo and Chavez-Garcia (1994). The micro-
tremor array measurements used 25 to 650 m equi-
lateral triangular arrays. Table 1 summarizes the 
maximum size of array at each site and the latitude 
and longitude of center of the arrays.  Figure 2 shows 
examples of the array configurations.

3 DATA ACQUISITION

Data acquisition was carried out during the day-
time in December 2008 and December 2009. 
Microtremor measurement systems (JU210) 
made by Hakusan Corporation and data loggers 
 (GPL-6A3P) made by Mitsutoyo Corporation 
were mainly used for data acquisition. Both sys-
tems use accelerometers for the sensors. In order 
to verify applicability of the accelerometers, 
 servo-type velocity meters made by  Katsujima 
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Figure 1. Investigation sites on a map of dominant period (modified from Lermo and Chavez-Garcia2).Contour 
lines in the map shows dominant period obtained through the three component microtremor measurements and strong 
ground motion observations.

Figure 2. Example of array configuration (left:Chapultepec, right:Aragon).

Table 1. Maximum array size and location of site.

Site name Size (length of a side) Latitude (degrees) Longitude (degrees)

Texcoco No.7 50 m 19.47883 98.99748
Texcoco No.8 500 m 19.55757 98.99228
Texcoco TXC 200 m 19.49203 98.97625
Aragon 650 m 19.46228 99.06756
Almeda 100 m 19.43585 99.14497
Chapultepec 330 m 19.42294 99.18256
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 Corporation (SD-110) and Tokyo Sokushin 
 Corporation (VSE11F, VSE12F) were also used in 
the three-component microtremor measurements 
and H/V spectra obtained through the acceler-
ometers and the velocity meters were compared. 
Thirty  minutes to one-hour of microtremors were 
recorded for each three component measurement 
or array measurement.

Figure 3 shows the comparison of H/V spectra 
at the Texcoco No.7 site. Six systems, two Hakusan 
accelerometrs, two Mitsutoyo accelerometers, one 
set of Katsujima velocity meters and one set of 
Tokyo Sokushin velocity meters, were compared. 
H/V spectra above the frequency of 0.2 Hz are 
almost identical and a clear peak at the frequency 
of 0.3 Hz is obtained by all systems. At the fre-
quency below 0.2 Hz, there is large difference in 
H/V spectra and no clear peak is observed. Based 
on this comparison of the accelerometers and the 
velocity meters, we will discuss H/V spectra and 
dispersion curves in the frequency range higher 
than 0.2 Hz in following sections.

4 ANALYSIS RESULTS

4.1 H/V spectra

Figure 4 shows H/V spectra obtained through 
three-component microtremor measurements per-
formed at six sites throughout the basin (Fig. 1). At 
the Aragon, Texcoco No.7 and Texcoco TXC sites 
located in the middle of the basin, the peak fre-
quency of H/V spectra are 0.25 to 0.3 Hz. In con-
trast, at the Texcoco No.8, Almeda and Chapultepec 
sites located at the edges of the basin, the peak fre-
quency is about 1 Hz. We can see that these varia-
tions in peak frequency are due to basin structure. 

Furthermore, when we compare the peak frequen-
cies from the Chapultepec, Almeda and Aragon 
sites, we see that they decrease from west to east, 
toward the center of the basin. Obtained peak fre-
quencies of H/V spectra agree very well with the 
dominant period frequency map (Fig. 1) presented 
by Lermo and Chavez-Garcia (1994).

4.2 Dispersion curves

Figure 5 shows dispersion curves obtained at 6 sites 
shown in Figure 1. At the Aragon and Texcoco 
No.7 sites that are located in the middle of basin, 
phase velocity is extremely low, lower than 100 m/s 

Figure 3. Comparison of H/V spectra at texcoco No.7.

Figure 4. Comparison of H/V spectra.

Figure 5. Comparison of dispersion curves.
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at a frequency of 1 Hz. In contrast, phase veloc-
ity is much higher, as high as 100 to 500 m/s at a 
frequency of 2 Hz at Texcoco No.8 and Chapulte-
pec sites that are located at the edge of the basin. 
It must be noted that the sites where the peak fre-
quency of H/V spectra is higher, the phase veloc-
ity of the dispersion curve is also higher. The H/V 
spectra and the dispersion curves agree very well.

4.3 S-wave velocity model

A joint inversion (Suzuki and Yamanaka, 2010) was 
applied to the observed H/V spectra and disper-
sion curves, and S-wave velocity models were ana-
lyzed for six sites. In the inversion, phase  velocities 

of the dispersion curves and peak frequencies of 
the H/V spectra were used as the observation data. 
Unknown parameters were layer thickness and 
S-wave velocity. A Genetic algorithm (Yamanaka 
and Ishida, 1995) was used for optimization. Ini-
tial models were created by a simple wavelength 
transformation in which wavelength calculated 
from phase velocity and frequency is divided by 
three and plotted at depth. Theoretical H/V spec-
tra and phase velocities are generated by calculat-
ing the weighted average of the fundamental mode 
and higher modes (up to the 4th mode) based on 
medium response.

Figure 6 shows the H/V spectra, dispersion 
curves and S-wave velocity models for  Texcoco 
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Figure 6. Comparison of H/V spectra (left), dispersion curves (middle) and  S-wave velocity models (right). “Obs.” 
means observed data and “Cal.” Means theoretical data.
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No.7, Aragon, Almeda and Chapultepec. Observed 
and theoretical data for H/V spectra and dispersion 
curves are compared. We see that the theoretical 
phase velocities almost agree with observed data 
at both sites. In the H/V spectra, theoretical and 
observed peak frequencies are almost  identical. 
The absolute value of theoretical and observed 
H/V spectra has a slight difference at both sites.

Figure 7 compares the peak frequencies and the 
S-wave velocity models at four sites along the survey 
line. At the Chapultepec site located at the edge of 
basin, S-wave velocity is about 100 m/s just beneath 
the surface and about 300 m/s at a depth of 10 m. 
At the Almeda site located in middle of downtown, 
S-wave velocity is also about 100 m/s just beneath 
the surface. Thickness of this  low-velocity layer, 
however, is about 30 m and much thicker than 
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Figure 7. Comparison of S-wave velocity models and peak frequencies of H/V spectra.

Chapultepec site. S-wave velocity just beneath the 
surface is extremely low (50 m/s) at the Aragon and 
Texcoco No.7 sites that are located in the middle 
of the basin. Thickness of this low-velocity layer is 
about 40 m at Aragon and 20 m at Texcoco No.7. 
The top of the high-velocity layer in which, S-wave 
velocity is about 300 m/s is at the depth of 200 m 
at Aragon and 70 m at Texcoco No.7. Depth of 
the high-velocity layer is much deeper at these sites 
compared with the Chapultepec and Almeda sites. 
At Aragon and Texcoco No.7 sites, S-wave velocity 
is lower than 150 m/s down to 70 m depth. These 
two sites can be characterized by extremely low 
S-wave velocity is at great depth. In the middle of 
basin, the peak frequency of H/V spectra is 0.25 
to 0.3 Hz. This seems  reasonable due to the low-
velocity layer shallower than the depth of 100 m.
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When we compare S-wave velocity models from 
Chapultepec, Almeda and Aragon, we see that 
S-wave velocity just beneath the surface decreases 
from west to east. Thickness of the low-velocity 
layer (<100 m/s) increases and the top of high-ve-
locity layer (>300 m/s) deepens from west to east, 
toward the center of basin respectively.

5 COMPARISON WITH OTHER PLAINS

The H/V spectra and the dispersion curves 
obtained from this study will be compared with 
those at other plains.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the H/V spec-
tra, the dispersion curves and the S-wave velocity 
models obtained at Soka (Hayashi et al., 2006) 
and Tsukuba, Japan and obtained at Aragon in 

the middle of the Mexico basin. Both Soka and 
Tsukuba are places in the Kanto Plain. Soka is a 
typical alluvial plain and Tsukuba is typical Dilu-
vium terrace. There are two clear peaks, at periods 
of 7 sec and 1 sec, in the H/V spectrum at Soka site. 
It seems that the longer peak (7 sec) is due to deep 
bedrock (seismic bedrock) at a depth of several kil-
ometers and shorter peak (1 sec) is due to shallow 
bedrock (bedrock between alluvium and diluvium) 
at a depth of about 50 m. There is one clear peak, 
at periods of 4 sec in the H/V spectrum at Tsukuba 
site. The peak is due to deep bedrock at a depth of 
about 650 m.

Figure 9 shows similar comparison at San Jose 
and Emeryville, CA, United States and Aragon. 
There are two peaks, one clear peak at periods of 
1 sec and another vague peak at periods longer 
than 5 sec, in the H/V spectrum at both Sun Jose 
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and Emeryville sites. It seems that the longer peak 
(longer than 5 sec) is due to deep bedrock at a depth 
of several kilometers and shorter peak (1 sec) is due 
to shallow bedrock at a depth of 50 to 200 m.

In recent years, long-period strong ground 
motion (periods of several seconds) mainly due to 
deep bedrock structure down to depths of several 
kilometers, has provoked a great deal of contro-
versy over Japanese large plains, such as Kanto, 
Nobi and Osaka. It seems that the strong ground 
motion with periods of 1 to 4 seconds (frequency 
of 0.25 to 1 Hz) dominates in the Mexico basin as 
shown in Figure 1. Unlike Japanese or  American 
plains, the long-period ground motion in the 
 Mexico basin is mainly due to the low-velocity 
layer shallower than a depth of 100 m as shown in 
Figures 8 and 9. Seo (1986) has pointed out that 
that the long-period strong ground motion in the 
Mexico basin is mainly due to near-surface velocity 
structure unlike Japan. We can say that the investi-
gation result presented in this paper has confirmed 
Seo’s assertions.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have performed the three-component micro-
tremor measurements and microtremor array 
measurements in the Mexico basin and estimated 
the S-wave velocity models to a depth of 200 m. 
S-wave velocity in the middle of the Mexico basin 
is lower than 150 m/s to a depth of 70 m and much 

lower than typical Japanese and American plains. 
Peak frequencies of the H/V spectra in Mexico 
City vary from 0.25 to 1 Hz and it seems that these 
peak frequencies are mainly due to the low-velocity 
layer shallower than a depth of 100 m.
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ABSTRACT: The liquefaction potential of Erbaa (Tokat) in Turkey settlement has been evaluated in 
this study. The study area is located partly on an alluvial plain of Kelkit river within the North Anatolian 
Fault Zone (NAFZ). In order to investigate the liquefaction potential of the area, geotechnical investiga-
tions including geological mapping, drilling with in-situ tests and sampling were conducted. Based on the 
analysis, the potential of liquefaction-induced lateral spreading displacements are investigated as a part 
of the microzonation study of Erbaa. The empirical methods proposed to estimate liquefaction-induced 
lateral spreading employ the ground inclination and the thickness of liquefiable ground layer generally 
through regression analyses. The northwestern part of Erbaa reveals a higher lateral spreading displace-
ment potential than the rest of the study area considering lateral spreading analyses.

Zone (NAFZ), is one of  the biggest towns of 
Tokat in Turkey (Fig. 1). The city center of  old 
Erbaa was located on the left embankment of 
the Kelkit River. After the disastrous 1942 earth-
quake (Ms = 7.2), the settlement area was seri-
ously damaged and moved southwards of  its old 
place in 1944.

In this study, in order to assess liquefaction and 
post-liquefaction hazards in Erbaa, potentially 
 liquefiable soils are evaluated using existing data for 
soil profiles. Then, post-liquefaction stability and 

1 INTRODUCTION

Liquefaction results from the development of high 
pore water pressures due to ground shaking and 
the upward flow of water which may transform the 
sand into a liquefied condition. It may cause many 
catastrophic failures during and after earthquakes 
as experienced, for instance, in Adapazarı (after 
the Kocaeli 1999 earthquake).

The liquefaction potential of areas should be 
defined considering ground shaking hazards and 
local site conditions. Furthermore, the initiation 
mechanisms and susceptibility conditions of liq-
uefaction as well as the post-liquefaction effects 
of seismic areas provide useful information to 
quantify the potential extent of liquefaction. In 
the literature, several methodologies have been 
suggested by various scientists to evaluate lique-
faction potential of areas (Seed and Idriss, 1971; 
1983; Seed et al., 1985; 2001; Poulos et al., 1985; 
NCEER, 1997; Youd and Noble, 1997; Youd et al., 
2001; Kramer, 1996; Cetin, 2000; Cetin et al., 2004; 
Idriss and Boulanger, 2006).

Turkey is one of  the earthquake prone coun-
tries in the world. The seismicity of  the northern 
part of  Turkey is mainly controlled by the active 
North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ). The study 
area, Erbaa located in the North Anatolian Fault Figure 1. Location map of the study area.
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possible deformations are determined. The suscep-
tible layers, initiation models, and post- liquefaction 
effects are calculated by WSliq (WSDOT Liquefac-
tion Hazard Evaluation System) software which is 
newly developed by Kramer (2008) to implement 
several methods for the evaluation of liquefaction 
and post-liquefaction effects.

Several researchers investigated the potential of 
liquefaction-induced lateral spreading displace-
ments for the potential areas (Bray et al., 2001; 
Cetin et al., 2002; Aydan et al., 2004; Kanıbir et al., 
2006; Sonmez et al., 2008; Sonmez and Ulusay, 
2008; Youd et al., 2009).

The methods proposed to estimate liquefaction-
induced lateral ground displacements include 
numerical models, laboratory tests, and field-based 
test methods. The proposed empirical methods 
employ the ground inclination and the thickness 
of liquefiable ground layer generally through 
regression analyses (Hamada, 1999; Bardet et al., 
1999; Youd et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2004; Kramer 
and Baska, 2006; Idriss and Boulanger, 2008). 
Three empirical lateral spreading models (Youd 
et al., 2002; Kramer and Baska, 2006; Idriss and 
 Boulanger, 2008) are considered in WSliq software 
to compute lateral spreading.

2 STUDY AREA AND GEOLOGY

The study area and its close vicinity in the Erbaa 
basin can be defined as pull-apart basin which 
was formed by the tectonic activity of the North 
Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ). The NAFZ is a 
1500 km long seismically active right-lateral strike 
slip fault that develops relative motion between the 
Anatolian Plate and Black Sea Plate (Sengör et al., 
1985).

The study area is located on the eastern part 
of the NAFZ. Surface ruptures of 1939, 1942 
(M = 7.1) and 1943 (M = 7.6) earthquakes occurred 
in Tasova—Erbaa and Niksar basins (Barka 
et al., 2000). The Tasova-Erbaa pull-apart basin 
is approximately 65 km long and 15–18 km wide 
(Fig. 2).

Metamorphic rocks and the limestone layers as 
basement rocks can be observed with an age from 
Permian to Eocene in the study area in a regional 
macro scale. These rocks are overlain by Upper 
Eocene volcanics (basalt, andesite, agglomerate, 
and tuff) and alternating sandstone and siltstone 
layers. These units are covered by Pliocene depos-
its consisting of semi-consolidated clay, silt, sand, 
and gravel with an unconformity and a recent 
Quaternary alluvial unit (Aktimur et al., 1992) 
 (Fig. 2). The alluvium, which includes gravel, sand, 
and silty clay, can be observed in the basement of 
Kelkit river valleys and in the northern part of 

Figure 2. Geology map of the study area.

the Erbaa basin. The alluvial unit consists of het-
erogeneous materials, derived from various older 
geological units in the vicinity. The Quaternary 
alluvial unit and Pliocene deposits broadly cover 
the study area.

3 GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION

Previous geotechnical investigations of the study 
area involve 56 drillings and the related laboratory 
test results (Canik and Kayabali, 2000; Akademi, 
2002; Metropol, 2005). The depths of these bore-
holes vary between 10 and 20 m. SPT blow counts 
which were taken at every 1.5 m depth in these 
boreholes and the laboratory test results were 
also considered in the evaluations. In addition, a 
total of 48 new boreholes with 30 m depth were 
drilled in the study area. During the 30 m depth of 
drilling, undisturbed sampling and SPT tests were 
applied at every 0.50 m intervals. A total of 1390 m 
of drilling was performed in this study while 1341 
SPT and 312 UD samples were obtained. Thus, 
a continuous soil profile of the investigated area 
was achieved. The distribution of the boreholes 
together with boreholes of the previous projects 
can be seen in Figure 3.

The subsurface conditions were evaluated in 
terms of different soil layers. Mainly two types 
of units are observed in the study area: Pliocene 
and alluvial units. Furthermore, these units were 
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 liquefaction-susceptible soils mostly cover the 
northern part of the study area. In general, Pliocene 
soils are not susceptible to liquefaction, whereas 
loose alluvial units with shallow groundwater level 
dominantly expose liquefaction susceptibility.

5 EVALUATION OF LIQUEFACTION-
INDUCED LATERAL SPREADING

Permanent lateral ground deformation due to liq-
uefaction-induced lateral spreading is a potential 
source of  major damage to structures and lifelines 
during earthquakes. Lateral spreading is one of 
the ground failures which can be accompanied 
by flow slides, ground settlements, ground oscil-
lation, and sand boils. Moreover, the liquefaction-
induced ground failures, especially lateral spreads, 
can be observed around gentle slopes or gently 
inclined ground with a free face (e.g., river banks, 
road cuts).

Lateral spreading can produce significant and 
damaging lateral displacements of the ground 
surface. The permanent possible deformations in 
Erbaa as a post-liquefaction effect are determined 
using the three empirical approaches (Youd et al., 
2002; Kramer and Baska, 2006; Idriss and Boul-
anger, 2008). These approaches are implemented 
in the WSliq software to assess the possible lateral 
displacements after liquefaction. The potential lat-
eral spreading maps of the study area are prepared 
after calculations in accordance with three differ-
ent approaches (Figs. 5, 6, and 7).

The presented maps exhibit the quantity of pos-
sible lateral spreading displacements. On the basis 
of Youd et al. (2002) method, the lateral spread-
ing displacement can attain a value of up to 10 m, 
especially in the close vicinity of the Kelkit River 

Figure 3. The distribution of boreholes and the geo-
logical map of the study area. Figure 4. Liquefaction susceptibility map of Erbaa.

 differentiated as Pliocene clay and sand layers and/
or alluvial clay and sand layers.

The Ground Water Level (GWL) at the study 
area is varying between 1 and 19 m in general. There 
are a few dry boreholes in the Pliocene units as well. 
The GWL in the Pliocene units is deeper (13–19 m) 
than that of the alluvium. The alluvium unit has a 
very shallow GWL (1–2 m) with half a meter fluc-
tuation in dry season near the Kelkit River.

Laboratory tests were performed on 880 SPT 
and 110 undisturbed samples to determine the 
index and mechanical properties of the soils. Based 
on the test results, soil samples were classified 
according to Unified Soil Classification System 
(USCS).

4 LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL 
OF THE STUDY AREA

The liquefaction potential of Erbaa is evaluated 
using different empirical methods and a newly pro-
posed software called WSliq. SPT-based liquefac-
tion methodology is preferred, since the available 
data used for this study are borehole logs. Based 
on the earthquake magnitudes recorded in the 
past along the NAFZ, moment magnitude of the 
earthquake was considered as 7.2 and different 
Peak horizontal Ground Acceleration (PGA) val-
ues were applied to model the possible earthquake 
scenarios. Borehole specific PGA values obtained 
from site response analyses are considered for liq-
uefaction evaluations instead of using a constant 
PGA value for the whole study area.

In the liquefaction susceptibility stage, the 
soil layers are initially evaluated on the basis of 
obtained field and laboratory data. The lique-
faction susceptibility analyses indicate that the 
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embankment. The Kramer and Baska (2006) and 
Idriss and Boulanger (2008) approaches present a 
maximum displacement of around 5 m in the same 
regions of Erbaa. Eventually, the northwestern part 
of the study area reveals a higher lateral spreading 
displacement potential than the rest of the study 
area considering lateral spreading analyses.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The liquefaction susceptibility analyses show that 
the liquefaction-susceptible soils mostly cover the 
northern part of the study area. In general, Pliocene 
soils are not susceptible to liquefaction, whereas 
loose alluvial units with shallow groundwater level 
dominantly expose liquefaction susceptibility.

The lateral spreading displacement can reach 
a maximum value of 5 to 10 m around the Kel-
kit River embankment in accordance with three 
different liquefaction induced lateral spreading 
methods.
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ABSTRACT: A large portion of the Irish railway network contains earthworks that were poorly 
 constructed mainly because they were built over 100 years ago when scientific understanding of soil 
behaviour was not nearly as advanced as it is today. Also, engineers involved in the construction of these 
structures had to work with often unsuitable local materials as sound bulk fill was not able to be trans-
ported significant distances. In order to improve the information obtained from site investigation of these 
poorly constructed earthworks a number of authors have recently suggested complimenting direct geo-
technical investigations with a non-invasive geophysical assessment. In addition to providing a review of 
the factors which cause failure of earthworks, this paper also discusses the capabilities of three geophysical 
techniques, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) and Multichan-
nel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) for assessing the stability of railway earthworks. Examples of 
the use of each technique are provided from forensic investigations into railway earthwork slope failures 
in Ireland.

advanced as it is today. Also, engineers involved in 
the construction of these structures had to work 
with often unsuitable local materials as sound bulk 
fill was not able to be transported significant dis-
tances. Due to the poorly constructed nature of a 
number of these earthworks, regular and expensive 
maintenance is therefore required. According to 
Department of Transport Rail Accident Investiga-
tion Branch the annual average Railtrack/Network 

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The development of the Irish railway network in 
the 1850s, long before the advent of modern con-
struction standards. involved the construction of 
a large number of earthworks, both cutting and 
embankments, in the glacial soils that cover much 
of the country. Historic levels of low investment, 
poor maintenance strategies and the deleterious 
effects of climate change have resulted in critical 
elements of the rail network being at significant 
risk of failure A recent inventory of fill slopes 
formed in glacial soils (Gavin et al. 2006) revealed 
slope angles in the range 24–60°, with 90% of 
the slopes having a slope angle greater than 30°. 
Current design practice for motorway networks in 
Ireland provides for a maximum slope angle of 27° 
in these soils. This is not only an Irish problem, 
a recent study conducted by Network Rail, who 
own the largest network of earth structures in the 
UK, has revealed that 50% (or 5000 km) of their 
entire network of earthworks are considered to 
be in a “poor” or “marginal” condition (Network 
Rail 2011). In contrast with many bridges on their 
network, a large portion of Network Rail’s earth-
works were poorly constructed mainly because 
they were built over 100 years ago when scientific 
understanding of soil behaviour was not nearly as 

Figure 1. Railway embankment failure triggered by 
heavy rainfall.
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Rail total spend on earthworks for the period from 
2004/5 to 2008/9 was £83 million, with an average 
of 65 earthworks failures per year recorded dur-
ing the same period (RAIB 2008). For example, the 
extremely wet winter of 2000, which had a return 
period of 100 years, resulted in more than 30 failures 
in the Railtrack Southern Region (Loveridge et al. 
2010). Extreme weather events such as this appear 
to be a relatively recent phenomenon. Although 
there has been little change in winter precipitation 
over the last half  century, during this time there 
has been an increase in the proportion of  winter 
rainfall in the UK resultant from heavy precipita-
tion events (Jenkins et al. 2009). Extreme seasonal 
increases in pore water pressure (reductions in 
suction pressure) resultant from excessive rainfall 
may significantly reduce the strength of  earth-
works leading to possible failure if  triggered, for 
example, by an extreme weather event (Wilks, 
2010). The effect of  suction on the  stability of 
steep slopes is well understood (Fourie et al. 
1999) and its contribution to the relative stability 
of  the slopes in Irish glacial soils is discussed by 
Xue (2006).

It should also be pointed out that it is not 
just extreme wet weather which causes failures, 
unusually dry conditions can lead to desiccation 
and cause serviceability problems for earthworks. 
Desiccation may also cause cracking of  slope 
surfaces, increasing their permeability and pro-
viding pathways for rainfall infiltration. When 
the effects of  wetting and drying are combined, 
seasonal cyclical patterns may cause shrinking, 
swelling and strain softening of  the fill materi-
als which may also result in serviceability fail-
ures and eventual earthwork collapse (Kovacevic 
et al. 2001). According to Network Rail, extreme 
events have increased the risk to earthworks in 
poor condition but also in certain circumstances 
have increased the risk to earthworks in better 
condition.

In addition to the current climate variability, the 
Met Office climate change projections also sug-
gest that wetter winters and hotter drier summers 
should be expected over the next 70 years or so 
(Jenkins et al. 2009). They estimate that precipita-
tion in the 2080’s will have increased by between 
10 and 30% over the majority of the country, with 
a corresponding decrease in precipitation of up to 
40% during the summer months. These changes 
in precipitation will increase the magnitude of 
the seasonal shrink, swell cyclic process and con-
tribute to a changing pattern of earthwork slope 
failures (Wilks, 2010). The consequence of failures 
of major infrastructure elements is severe and can 
include loss of life, significant replacement costs, 
line closures and major disruption to services 
which can often last for several months.

Advance assessment and remediation of 
 earthworks is significantly less costly than dealing 
with failures reactively. It is therefore crucial that 
appropriate approaches for assessment of the sta-
bility of earthworks are developed, so that repair 
work can be better targeted and failures avoided 
if  possible.

1.2  Assessment of earthworks

Conventional site assessment of earthwork stabil-
ity generally involves an initial visual assessment 
along with subsequent monitoring of water levels 
and regular surveying of the area of the structure 
thought to be unstable. Occasionally inclinometers 
may be installed to monitor ground movement 
and boreholes may be drilled to provide infor-
mation on the nature of the materials. Although 
each of these approaches clearly improves our 
understanding of earthwork stability, only survey-
ing provides a means to accurately monitor the 
temporal and spatial movement of the earthwork 
under investigation and this provides no informa-
tion regarding the earthworks internal structure or 
underlying geology. Also, although boreholes and 
piezometers may provide this crucial information 
they are only discretely located with geotechnical 
engineers, for example, generally assuming linear 
strata between boreholes which may be located 
several meters apart. In some cases a more detailed 
subsequent slope stability analysis may then be 
performed, the success of  which is dependent on 
obtaining sufficiently high quality samples from 
the ground in order to provide reasonable input 
design parameters. In practice, however, these 
parameters are regularly obtained from disturbed 
samples or from a limited site investigation with 
significant assumptions having to be made by the 
design engineer for a range of parameters. In any 
event, in the authors experience, such analysis of 
railway earthworks is usually only performed reac-
tively following failure for the purposes of  forensic 
appraisal.

One way to improve the information obtained 
from site investigation of earthworks would be 
supplement the direct geotechnical investigation 
with a non-invasive geophysical assessment of 
the earthwork under investigation (Donohue et al 
2011). In addition to being non-invasive a number 
of these techniques are cost-effective and rapid and 
may provide 2D and 3D information, which make 
them ideal for studying the spatial and temporal 
variations of the subsurface that cannot be cap-
tured using discrete boreholes or other forms of 
geotechnical investigation. Geophysical methods 
are ideally used as a complimentary tool, which, 
together with traditional geotechnical investiga-
tions, discussed above, will typically provide a more 
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complete understanding of the physical behavior 
of the slope in question.

A number of different geophysical methods 
have been used recently to investigate soil, rock 
and groundwater conditions in areas susceptible 
to landslides. These include electrical (e.g. Suzuki 
and Higashi 2001; Lapenna et al. 2003; Friedel 
et al. 2006), electromagnetic (e.g. Schmutz et al. 
2000) and seismic (e.g. Deidda and Ranieri 2005) 
methods. A number of authors have shown that 
the reliability of a geophysical investigation may be 
considerably improved by using several techniques 
on site (e.g., Caris and Van Asch 1991; Göktürkler 
et al. 2008).

2 GEOPHYSICAL METHODS USED

This section discusses the use of three geophysi-
cal techniques, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), 
Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) and Mul-
tichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) for 
providing important information related to the 
stability of railway earthworks. Examples of the 
use of each technique are provided from forensic 
investigations into railway earthwork failures in 
Ireland.

2.1 Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR)

Over the last number of years Ground-Penetrating 
Radar (GPR) has been used by a number of 
authors for rapid and non-invasive monitoring 
of railway trackbed condition (Jack and Jackson 
1999; Hyslip et al. 2003; Carpenter et al. 2004; 
Donohue et al. 2011). These studies demonstrated 
the usefulness of GPR for determining the base 
of the important coarse-grained ballast layer. The 
open voids in clean ballast result in diffraction of 
the GPR pulse at the particle interfaces, which 
allows the ballast to be distinguished from the fin-
er-grained sub-ballast layers (Hyslip et al. 2003). 
If  the ballast layer has been fouled by the addition 
of fine-grained materials, GPR may also be used 
for determining the amount of fouling, as the finer 
particles will limit diffraction of the GPR pulse. 
Donohue et al. (2011), recently used GPR to iden-
tify the base of the railway ballast layer along with 
reflections from interfaces between subsequent 
phases of ballast layering.

In a forensic analysis of a railway embankment 
failure they also identified a significantly thicker 
layer of ballast in the vicinity of the failure suggest-
ing that long-term reballasting of this part of the 
embankment had taken place to offset settlement.

A similar example is shown in Figure 2 from 
another rotational railway embankment failure in 
Co. Mayo, Ireland. This embankment also had a long 

history of stability problems. For this  example, in 
order to convert two-way traveltime to depth a GPR 
velocity of 0.12 m/ns was used as this was found to 
represent an average velocity over a number of simi-
lar railway trackbed investigations Carpenter et al. 
2004). A number of processing steps were applied 
to the data including a time-zero adjustment, a But-
terworth band-pass filter (220–1000 MHz) and an 
energy decay compensation (time variant gain).

In this case in addition to the base of the ballast 
layer, shown in red a number of internal bounda-
ries were detected (in yellow). The topographi-
cally corrected interpretation shown below the 
GPR data suggests that these internal boundaries 
represent different episodes of slippage from the 
embankment side, followed by subsequent stone 
fill placement.

2.2 Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT)

ERT is used to calculate the electrical resistiv-
ity distribution of  the subsurface by measuring 
a large number of  electrical potential differences 
for different combinations of  surface electrodes. 
A number of  authors have recently used resistivity 
measurements to investigate landslides and slope 
stability problems. These include investigations of 
the properties of  the landslide body (e.g., Lapenna 
et al. 2003; Göktürkler et al. 2008), location of 
the failure surfaces (e.g., Caris and Van Asch 
1991; Göktürkler et al. 2008), landslide hazard 
assessments for active slides (e.g., Schmutz et al. 
2000) and investigation of  the effects of  rain-
fall  infiltration (e.g., Suzuki and Higashi 2001; 
Friedel et al. 2006).

A number of authors have recently used ERT 
for characterising and monitoring the  temporal 

Figure 2. (a) GPR profile performed perpendicular to 
embankment, through failure plane and (b) topographi-
cally corrected interpretation illustrating internal reflec-
tors representing different episodes of slippage from the 
embankment side.
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variations of electrical resistivity within  earthworks 
(Jackson et al. 2002; Chambers et al. 2008). The 
electrical resistivity of soil is controlled by a com-
bination of factors including saturation, porosity, 
clay content, temperature, pore-fluid and matrix 
resistivity. Seasonal variations in the electrical 
resistivity of earthworks are likely, therefore to be 
due to a combination of changes in saturation and 
temperature. If  used correctly, this approach could 
provide a useful means of assessing earthworks 
thought to be at risk, potentially providing an 
early warning for rainfall induced landslips if  the 
monitored value of resistivity reduces below some 
minimum threshold level.

Further field and laboratory work is required 
to calibrate and verify the practical application 
of this technique for large scale assessment of 
earthworks.

Another example of how ERT can be used in 
combination with geotechnical testing is provided 
by Donohue et al. (2011) who used a series of ERT 
profiles to determine the nature of the subsurface 
materials at the site of a railway embankment 
failure in Co. Wexford, Ireland. Due to on-going 
serviceability problems the embankment was being 
remediated at the time of failure (construction of a 
full height reinforced berm, made up of ballast fill). 
Failure involved a rotational slip in the ballast layer 
of a section being remediated. Profiles of ERT, 
acquired along the embankment crest (parallel to 
the direction of the tracks), identified steeply slop-
ing bedrock beneath the embankment, close to the 
area of failure, with a corresponding thickening of 
low resistivity embankment fill (Fig. 3). As bore-
hole data suggested the fill to be soft,  differential 

settlement is likely to have played some role in the 
serviceability problems. The stratification identi-
fied by the geotechnical and ERT investigations 
also revealed the presence of a significant depth of 
low strength, high-compressibility soft clay (Fig. 3) 
under the area in which the reinforced berm was 
constructed and this is thought to have been the 
major cause of this failure. Oedometer tests on 
undisturbed samples and finite element analysis 
revealed that settlements in this deposit beneath 
the berm would be induced by the construction 
works (Fig. 4). It is thought that hand construc-
tion of the original embankment took place over a 
much longer time period, thus allowing consolida-
tion of the soft clay layer with associated strength 
gain during construction. Construction of the 
reinforced berm is likely to have been too rapid 
as the extent of the soft clay zone was not known 
prior to construction.

2.3 Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves 
(MASW)

The use of surface waves for the estimation of 
shear-wave velocity (Vs) profiles has received con-
siderable attention over the last number of years. 
The MASW method was first introduced in the 
late 1990s by Park et al. (1999) and Xia et al. 
(1999). As with the similar Spectral Analysis of 
the Surface-Waves (SASW) method (Nazarian and 
Stokoe 1984), the MASW method is concerned 
with shallow depths that are of interest to civil 
engineers (Donohue and Long 2008). The most 
significant difference between the SASW and the 
MASW techniques, involves the use of multiple 
receivers with the MASW method (usually 12–60 
receivers), which enable seismic data to be acquired 
relatively quickly when compared to the SASW 
method, which involves several measurements at 
different source-receiver configurations. Another 
advantage of the MASW approach is the ability of 
the technique to identify and separate fundamental 
and higher mode surface waves. According to elas-
tic theory, the small strain shear modulus, Gmax, is 
related to Vs by the following equation:

G VsVV2
max ρ  (1)

where Gmax = shear modulus (Pa), Vs = shear wave 
velocity (m/s) and ρ = density (kg/m3).

Theories describing the seismic velocities of 
partially-saturated granular media date back to 
the early work of Biot (1956). In dry and saturated 
soils, Vs is found to be dependent on effective stress 
and therefore pore/suction pressures. A number 
of authors have explored the relationship between 
suction and Gmax (or Vs) on laboratory samples for 
a range of materials (e.g. Mancuso et al., 2002). 

Figure 3. Fence diagram of 2D ERT profiles at the 
location of a railway embankment failure (adapted from 
Donohue et al. 2011).
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Figure 4. (a) Results of oedometer tests performed on samples of the soft alluvial clay deposit (from Donohue et al. 
2011), (b) long-term settlement development beneath original embankment (FE analysis), (c) slip surface developed in 
original embankment after 30 days of rainfall, and (d) stress distribution beneath remodeled embankment (shaded area 
indicates stress in excess of 80 kPa in the soft soil region).

Figure 5. (a) Shear wave velocity and (b) corresponding small strain shear modulus distribution within a failed railway 
embankment in Co. Wexford, Ireland. Profiles were acquired along embankment crest, parallel to the railway line.
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The experimental results suggest that small strain 
stiffness measurements are sensitive to changes 
in soil suction (Mendoza and Colmenares 2006). 
It is observed that Gmax decreases with increasing 
degree of saturation (Sr) for soils which can sustain 
suction pressures and inversely, Gmax increases with 
increasing suction pressure. A number of empiri-
cal relationships have subsequently been proposed 
which describe the relationship between soil suc-
tion and Gmax (e.g. Mancuso et al 2002).

The example used here for describing the appli-
cation of MASW for assessing earthworks is from 
another embankment failure in Co. Wexford, 
Ireland. As with previous examples, a rotational 
slide occurred on one side of the embankment 
(5 m high) after a period of heavy rainfall.

Seismic data was acquired using a roll-along 
approach with a land streamer consisting of 24 
plate coupled 10 Hz geophones with a 1 m inter 
geophone spacing. A 10 kg sledgehammer was 
used to generate the seismic data and shots were 
acquired at 5 m intervals. Processing of the MASW 
data was performed by selecting dispersion curves 
from the phase velocity-frequency spectra, gener-
ated using a wave field transformation method 
(Park et al., 1999). Vs models were estimated using 
the approach detailed by Xia et al. (1999). A 2D 
profile generated by combining the inverted 1D 
Vs profiles is illustrated in Figure 5a. Although 
the general shear wave velocity distribution of the 
embankment indicates a relatively soft fill, it is 
particularly interesting to observe the significantly 
lower Vs in the vicinity of the failure zone. This cor-
responds to a Gmax of less than 30 MPa (Fig. 5b) 
indicating soft or very soft material. It is likely that 
this reduction in velocity reflects a reduction in 
strength and soil suction at this location, possibly 
as a result of rainfall infiltration. Further work is 
currently being carried to investigate the in-situ 
relationship between Vs and soil suction.

3 CONCLUSIONS

Advance assessment and remediation of earthworks 
is significantly less costly than dealing with failures 
reactively. It is therefore crucial that appropriate 
approaches for assessment of the stability of earth-
works are used and developed, so that repair work 
can be better targeted and failures avoided wherever 
possible. Also, with the onset of climate change, the 
need for advance assessment is highlighted further 
as changes in precipitation will increase the mag-
nitude of seasonal shrink, swell cyclic processes 
that affect earthworks and possibly contribute to 
an increasing number of slope failures. This paper 
has discussed the capabilities of three geophysical 
techniques, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), 

Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) and 
 Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) 
for assessing the stability of railway earthworks. 
Examples of the use of each technique have been 
provided from forensic investigations into railway 
earthwork slope failures in Ireland.
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Session report: Investigation in very soft to extremely soft soils
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ABSTRACT: Fourteen papers from eight countries have been assigned to Session 13 (TS13) 
“ Investigation in very soft to extremely soft soils”. There is a clear trend of using more in situ tests 
than laboratory tests for site investigation of very soft to extremely soft soils, but the oedometer test 
is still the most reliable  testing method to obtain compressibility parameters. Some researchers dealing 
with  laboratory tests showed interest in quantifying the sample disturbance. The piezocone test was the 
most used site investigation method in very soft to extremely soft soils due to its great versatility in soil 
 profiling and soil consolidation parameters. Vane test and Marchetti dilatometer were also often used. The 
 parameters of great interest were the undrained strength, compression index, coefficient of  consolidation 
and  overconsolidation ratio.

Keywords: in situ test, laboratory test, piezocone test, vane test, oedometer test, undrained strength, clay 
compressibility, stress history

1 INTRODUCTION

This article presents the General Report of 
 Technical Session 13 (TS13) “Investigation in very 
soft to extremely soft soils”—Theme Session 7” of 
ISC4. Fourteen articles have been assigned to TS13 
originated from eight countries (Fig. 1) covering all 
continents except Africa.

Table 1 lists the papers in TS13. Most TS13-T7 
papers may be classified in the general topic of Site 
Characterization. However, a more careful analy-
sis indicates that papers may be classified in the 
following four main topics (see Fig. 2), A—Site 
characterization—general (six papers); B—Site 
characterization—consolidation related properties 
(three papers); C—Site characterization—defor-
mation properties (three papers); D—Other topics 
(one paper).

The papers in TS13 cover in general both in 
situ and laboratory tests. Most authors have 
used these two complementary types of  site 
investigation with slightly more emphasis on in 
situ tests and this has been a trend in the last 
two decades. Two articles have also dealt with 
numerical analyses using the geotechnical param-
etersobtained from their site investigation. The 
geotechnical problems addressed in the TS13 
papers are embankments, road construction, 
soft soil improvement, reservoir remediation and 
foundations.

Figure 1. Origin of the papers in TS13.

An overall assessment of the papers is initially 
presented prior to describing each paper and their 
main findings.

2 OVERALL EVALUATION 
OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS TO TS13

2.1 Site investigation methods

The site investigation methods used in the Tech-
nical Session TS13 papers are summarized in 
Table 2. Index tests, which are important to clas-
sify the soil were performed in most applications.
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The  oedometer laboratory test was also performed 
frequently considering its importance to directly 
measure the soil compressibility, consolidation 
properties and the soil stress history, although in 
situ tests were also used with this later purpose.

Results of different types of triaxial tests have 
been reported in three papers and the Unconfined 
Compression test (UC) was adopted in one paper. 
A limited use of triaxial (or UC) tests is expected 

as it is usually difficult to mould good quality 
cylindrical specimens of very soft to extremely soft 
soils. Other types of laboratory tests have also been 
used such as the the Scanning Electron Microscopy 
test (SEM).

The piezocone (CPTu) was by far the most used 
site investigation method in the papers presented 
in this session, with eleven out of thirteen papers 
using this method. This is not surprising as the 

Table 1. Articles of technical session investigation in very soft to extremely soft soils TS13-T7.

Paper no. Main topic Authors/Title City/Country

104 Site 
characterization—
general

 1)  M.S.S. de Almeida; D. A. Hartmann; M. Riccio; 
M. P. P. Guimarães; M. A. de Mello & L.O. Vieira/ 
Site Investigation for the Stabilization of Cantagalo 
Park, Rodrigo de Freitas Lagoon, Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil

Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil

109  2)  R.B. Kelly & R.J. Whiteley/Geotechnical model 
development for a very soft estuarine clay with 
MASW geophysics, insitu and laboratory testing

Sydney,
Australia

261  3)  C.N. Takaki; L.G. F. S. de Mello & W. Bilfinger/ 
Geotechnical Properties of soft to very soft clays 
of the left bank of the Port of Santos

Santos, Brazil

295  4)  G.M.F. Jannuzzi; F.A.B. Danziger; I.S.M. Martins & 
G.V.M. Guimarães/The ability of in situ tests 
to detect the soil region affected by an embankment 
on soft clay

Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil

380  5)  M. Baroni & M.S.S de Almeida/In situ and 
laboratory parameters of extremely soft organic 
clay deposits

Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil

392  6)  R.Q. Coutinho & M.I.M.C.V. Bello/Evaluation 
of Sample Quality and Correction of 
Compressibility Parameters Results to account for 
the Effects of Sample Disturbance—Experience 
at Suape in Pernambuco

Pernambuco, 
Brazil

393  7)  R.Q. Coutinho & M.I.M.C.V. Bello/Undrained 
Strength and Overconsolidation Ratio Parameters 
of Suape Soft Clays, Pernambuco

Pernambuco, 
Brazil

 50 Site 
characterization—
consolidation
related properties

 8)  KhaledSobhan; Braja M. Das & R. M. Zahid Reza/
Characterization of Soft Organic Subgrade using 
PiezoconePenetration Testing

Florida, USA

 89  9)  C.C. Wang, A.B. Huang, Y.T. Ho & J.T. Lee/
Geotechnical Site Characterization for Reservoir 
Sediment

Taiwan

320 10)  M.V. Shah & A.V. Shroff/Soil Microscopy by Nano 
Technology of Vertical Geodrain ReinforcedCoastal 
Soil Mass in Accelerating Road Embankment 
Construction

Valadora, 
India

 68 Site 
characterization—
deformation 
properties

11)  F.-C. Teng; C.-Y. Ou & S.-C. Chien/Investigations 
on stiffness anisotropy of soft clay with 
electro-osmosis chemical treatment

Taiwan

 79 12)  V.A. Rinaldi & J.A. Capdevila/Sampling Effect 
in a Structured Collapsible Soil

Cordoba,
Argentina

112 13)  Z. Młynarek; S. Gogolik; M. Gryczmański & R. 
Uliniarz/Settlement analysis of a cylindrical tank 
based on CPTU and SDMT results

Poznan, 
Poland

 24 Other topics 14)  A. Zh. Zhussupbekov & N.T. Alibekova/
Geotechnical zoning territory of new capital Astana

Astana,
Kazakhstan
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CPTu is now a recognized method not just for 
soil profiling but also to obtain soil consolidation 
parameters and to estimate the soil stress history.

The second category of the most used in situ 
test device was the traditional shear Vane Test 
(VT) and third came the Marchetti Dilatometer 
DMT (or the seismic dilatometer SDMT).

Results of the standard penetration test SPT are 
reported in most papers (a single paper reported SPTT 

with torque measurement). When site  investigation 
is performed in a cluster the SPT is usually the first 
test performed, then planning of the other tests is 
done such as depths in which undeformed sampling 
or CPTu dissipation is performed. The SPT has also 
been routinely used to obtain water content meas-
urements at each meter depth. This procedure is now 
well incorporated in the Brazilian state of practice as 
it associates low cost and good benefit.

Figure 2. Classification of papers in TS13.

Table 2. Site investigation methods used in the TS13 papers.

Paper no. Authors

Lab tests In situ tests

Index tests
Oedometer 
tests Other

CPTu
test

Vane
test

DMT/
SDMT Other

104 Almeida et al. X X X X X SPT
109 Kelly and 

Whiteley
X X CRSC X X X MASW, 

Tbar
261 Takaki et al. X X CIU, UU X X – SPTT
295 Jannuzi et al. X – X X – Tbar, SPT
380 Baroni and 

Almeida
X X X X – SPT

392 Coutinho 
and Belo

X X

393 Coutinho 
and Belo

X X UU X X – SPT

 50 Sobhan et al. – X – X – – –
 89 Wang et al. X – – PP – ΔDMT –
320 Shah and Shroff – X SEM X – X –
 68 Teng et al. X – UC SEM X – – SPT

BET
 79 Rinaldi and 

Capdevila
X – Triaxial – – – PLT

112 Mlynarek et al. X – – X – X –
 24 Zhussupbekov 

and Alibekova
– – – – – – PT

BET = in situ Bender Element Tests; CRSC = Constant Rate of Strain Consolidation test; MASW = geophysics surface 
waves; PLT = Plate Load Test; PP = Piezo-Penetrometer; PT = static/dynamic Pile load Tests; SEM = Scanning Electron 
Microscopy; SPT = Standard Penetration Test; UC = Unconfined Compression test; ΔDMT = Differential pressure DMT.
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Another in situ test device to be mentioned 
is the Tbar penetrometer reported in two 
papers. The Tbar has been used offshore more 
often than the CPTu, with the main advantage 
being the fact that no pore pressure correction 
is needed. However, as far as the onshore use is 
concerned, when a superficial fill layer is present 
the Tbar may not easily penetrate this layer and 
then a large diameter borehole needs to be per-
formed in advance of  the Tbar. This is an impor-
tant disadvantage of  the Tbar which explains its 
limited use onshore.

Data of Plate Load Test (PLT) and Pile Tests 
(PT) were also reported although the later is not, 
strictly speaking, a true in situ test. The use of 
geophysics surface measurements is reported in a 
single paper which suggests that this type of meas-
urement has not yet been incorporated in the geo-
technical soft soil practice.

2.2 Geotechnical parameters

The geotechnical parameters reported in the TS13 
papers are presented in Table 3. These parameters 
have been divided in four categories: a) compres-
sion and consolidation parameters; b) stress history 
parameters; c) strength parameters and d) defor-
mation parameters. The last column lists other 
parameters or results presented in the papers. It is 
observed that compression, consolidation as well 
as stress history parameters obtained or estimated 

from oedometer or piezocone tests are reported 
and discussed in most papers.

The undrained strength Su has also been a 
parameter of great interest in most papers and was 
obtained using a number of different test meth-
ods, mostly using in situ tests (VT, CPTu, DMT or 
Tbar) and in a few instances using laboratory tests 
(triaxial or unconfined compression tests). The 
Su was just in a few cases also assessed by means 
of the well known stress history equations of the 
Shansep/Cam-clay type or Mesri equation.

Deformation parameters were of greater inter-
est to the authors (Rinaldi and Capdevila, 2012; 
Mlynarek et al, 2012) more interested in numerical 
analyses and also to assess the stiffness anisotropy 
(Teng et al, 2012). Takaki et al also reported data 
of undrained modulus as part of the left bank data 
of Port of Santos. The papers on the topic “Site 
investigation—general” presented more param-
eters than papers in the other three topics.

3 SUMMARY OF THE PAPERS

A summary of the main findings of the thirteen 
papers is presented below. The four sub-items below 
correspond to the four topics shown in Table 1.

3.1 Site characterization—general

The topic “Site characterization—general” has six 
out of the thirteen papers of technical session TS13. 

Table 3. Geotechnical parameters obtained from site investigation and related studies.

Paper 
no. Authors

Compression/
Consolidation 
parameters

Stress history 
parameters

Strength 
parameters

Deformation 
parameters

Other parameters/ 
results

104 Almeida et al CR/ch, cv OCR Su w, qt, fs,
109 Kelly and 

Whiteley
σ′vm Su Vs

261 Takaki et al CR/ch, cv, k Su Eu St, Nkt, Bq, γ
295 Jannuzi et al OCR Su qt, fs, u1, u2

380 Baroni and
Almeida

CR/ch, cv, OCR Su Nkt, NΔu, Nke,

392 Coutinho
and Belo

Cc, Cs OCR Su

393 Coutinho
and Belo

Cc, Cs, OCR Su St, Nkt, Qt

 50 Sobhan et al Cc, Cα/ch, cv

 89 Wang et al OCR Δu, γ
320 Shah and Shroff ch, kh Pore volume image
 68 Teng et al Su Ghv, Ghh

 79 Rinaldi and 
Capdevila

E

112 Mlynarek et al Go

 24 Zhussupbekov 
and Alibekova

Pile length
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Most of these six papers are related to a  particular 
geotechnical project, as described below.

Almeida et al. (2012) report the results of a 
site investigation conducted on the soft clay by a 
lagoon in Rio de Janeiro, with the aim of imple-
menting a ground treatment solution at the area. 
Two site investigation clusters were established to 
represent the area with CPTu, DMT, VT and labo-
ratory tests performed in these clusters. The results 
of coefficient of consolidation, undrained strength 
and overconsolidation ratio combining the use of 
more than one test type indicated that the subsoil 
is composed mainly of a thick layer still undergo-
ing consolidation.

Kelly and Whiteley (2012) have used different 
types of site investigation tools to obtain some 
key geotechnical parameters used in an important 
estuarine soft clay ground improvement project 
near Belina, Australia. The authors’ summarized 
results of geotechnical parameter profiles were: the 
profiles of undrained strength Su, preconsolidation 
pressure σ′vm and seismic velocity Vs. The profiles 
of Su and σ′vm were obtained using CPTu, VT, T-bar 
and SDMT, and the Vs profile was defined using 
SDMT and surface waves MASW. The authors 
obtained values of the empirical cone factor Nkt 
(from CPTu) and Tbar factor Ntbar greater than 
literature values and a number of possible reasons 
are listed for this unexpected finding.

Takaki et al. (2012) report geotechnical data 
of the left bank of the Port of Santos, Brazil, less 
studied than the right bank. The paper presents 
comprehensive data of a number of geotechnical 
parameters used in design which are compared 
with data of the right bank. The authors men-
tioned that oedometer compression and consolida-
tion data were based on excellent quality samples 
(but no mention was made on the sampling qual-
ity criteria adopted). Design strength values (cor-
rected using Bjerrum’s proposal) were shown to be 
smaller than right bank data. The authors propose 
lines of maximum and minimum Su strength pro-
files. Most of UU data are below the minimum 
strength profile which suggests that these speci-
mens were affected by disturbance effects as it is 
quite common in UU tests.

Januzzi et al. (2012) discuss the ability of some 
in situ tests (SPT, CPTu, VT, Tbar) to detect 
the soil region affected by an embankment 7 m 
wide and 1 m high. These tests were performed at 
the  Sarapuí II site which is not so distant from the 
well known Sarapuí reference site. It was found that 
in situ tests detected these depths differently and 
ranging from 2.0 to 5.5 m. Even the four different 
quantities measured with the CPTu showed differ-
ent indications of the depth of influence, 5.2 m for 
qc, 3.0 m for fs, 3.7 m for u1, 2.0 m for u2. Tbar, 
vane tests and water content measurements from 

SPT samples consistently showed 2.0 m depth as 
the depth affected by the embankment.

Baroni and Almeida (2012) discussed the geo-
technical behavior of two extremely soft clays of 
Barra da Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro where important 
projects related to the Olympic Games 2016 are 
planned. Site investigation consisted of investi-
gating clusters to define compression parameters, 
undrained shear strength and overconsolidation 
ratio. Values of the design strength of clay Su(DG) 
estimated by three different methods, vane, CPTu 
and preconsolidation stress equation presented 
similarly extremely low values, between 1 and 
5 kPa up to 6 m depth.Results have also shown 
that the correlations proposed by Chen and Mayne 
(1996) to estimate OCR from piezocone tests per-
formed in the present extremely soft clays may be 
used, provided the constants of the equations are 
multiplied by 0.5.

Coutinho and Belo (2012a) discuss two propos-
als to evaluate sample quality using methods for 
correction of compressibility parameters due to 
sample disturbance. The samples were taken from 
two study areas located in the Suape Port and 
Industrial Complex in Pernambuco, Brazil. The 
two methods used to evaluate sample quality were 
satisfactory, thus it was possible to obtain com-
pression parameter corresponding to good qual-
ity samples using the proposals for correcting the 
effects of sample disturbance. The authors con-
clude that In a study of sample quality, it is very 
important to make use of a regional data base in 
order to obtain proper correlations, and to be able 
to verify standard behavior.

Coutinho and Belo (2012b) present discussed 
the results of two key geotechnical parameters 
used in soft clay engineering design: the undrained 
strength Su and the overconsolidation ratio OCR. 
The project of interest is the Suape Port and Com-
plex located in Pernambuco, Brazil where these 
results are expected to be widely used in the near 
future. A number of site investigation methods 
were used involving laboratory and in situ tests 
(see Table 2) and the data obtained were ana-
lyzed in great detail using a variety of equations 
proposed in the literature. Results of undrained 
strength were normalized by in situ effective stress 
and preconsolidation pressure and plotted against 
the plasticity index. The overall results presented 
will surely be of great interest to future projects in 
the Suape Port area.

3.2 Site characterization—consolidation related 
properties

There are three papers dealing with consolidation 
related soil properties. Two papers used oedometer 
tests and the other paper used in situ tests.
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Sobhan et al. (2012) have conducted CPTu and 
oedometer tests in soft clay deposits in Florida, 
US, to better understand the performance of shal-
low soft clay layers under roadways which have 
experienced large deformations after reconstruc-
tion works. Data of oedometer compression curves 
presented in the paper suggest sample disturbance 
not discussed in the paper. Values of coefficient of 
consolidation from CPTu dissipation tests were 
computed using three different analytical methods. 
Results were presented in terms of the coefficient 
of vertical consolidation cv apparently for the 
overconsolidation range as no mention was made 
regarding this issue. Results of cv from oedometer 
tests are not presented.

Wang et al. (2012) studied the behavior of nor-
mally and underconsolidated mud sediments accu-
mulated at the bottom of dam reservoirs using two 
specially developed in situ test devices: the differ-
ential pressure DMT and the piezo-penetrometer 
which use differential pressure transducers, thus 
directly measuring the excess pore pressure Δu. 
Mud sediments were also sampled to obtain soil 
index properties and also the soil bulk weight 
which combined with DMT data allowed expan-
sion of the DMT soil classification chart regarding 
lower values of the soil bulk weight.

Shah and Shroff (2012) presented radial flow 
tests using a central drain installed in an oedom-
eter cell. The authors have determined the coeffi-
cient of horizontal consolidation and coefficient 
of horizontal permeability from pore pressure 
and settlement measurements for three values of 
drain diameters. However, the authors do not show 
any concern regarding a possible parasite outside 
drainage studied in-depth since mid seventies. The 
authors have also used the scanning electron micro-
scopy to better understand the clay-drain interface 
of the specimens.

3.3 Site characterization and numerical analyses

Three papers in TS13 had a specific interest in 
deformation parameters and in two cases elastic 
finite element analyses were used.

Teng et al. (2012) performed CPT and in situ 
portable bender element tests before and after an 
Electro-osmosis Chemical Treatment (ECT) of 
a soft clay. The main purpose was to assess stiff-
ness anisotropy of soil probably to aid numerical 
analyses. Both in situ CPT and laboratory UC 
tests showed the effectiveness of the ECT, the later 
showing that undrained strength Su almost dou-
bled its value as a result of the ECT.

Rinaldi and Capdevila (2012) studied sampling 
effects in the Argentinean loess collapsible soil 
which strictly is not a soft to extremely soft soil, thus 

it could as well be allocated in another  technical 
session. Their main interest was the  definition of 
reliable values of Young’s secant modulus E for 
settlement analyses. With this purpose laboratory 
triaxial tests (using local displacements) and in 
situ plate load tests were carried out and numeri-
cal analyses complemented the study. It was found 
that values of E from laboratory and in situ tests 
compared well for the same confining stress and 
strain levels, thus the adopted sampling procedures 
for loess may be considered adequate.

The necessity to design a cylindrical tank to store 
liquid fuels in stratified subsoil drove Mlynarek 
et al. (2012) to perform CPTu and SDMT. The 
main purpose was to determine values of shear 
modulus Go to be used in 3D linear elastic finite 
element analysis of a soil profile consisting of 
inter bedded sand and peat layers. The tank was 
then loaded to a vertical applied stress of about 
200 kPa and numerical results were compared with 
settlement measurements and good agreement is 
observed. The necessity of a 3D rather than a 2D 
analysis is not clear.

3.4 Other topics

Zhussupbekov and Alibekova (2012) created a 
spatial database for the city of Astana, Kaza-
khstan. The authors used the spatial database of 
the materials collected from geological engineering 
surveys (boreholes) to analyze and characterize 
the regional conditions of soils prior to a detailed 
research. The main results of their work was to 
produce zoning maps of the regional conditions 
and genesis of soils that help them to optimize the 
size of piling foundation of Astana based on the 
analysis of the spatial data. However, the authors 
could have explored more recent works using GIS 
and geostatistical methods to understand the soil 
characterization.

4 FINAL COMMENTS

The following comments are made on the papers 
presented in TS13—Investigation in very soft to 
extremely soft soils. Regarding laboratory tests the 
following comments are made:

a) Some researchers dealing with laboratory tests 
showed interest with the quality of the speci-
men (sample disturbance) and also in quan-
tifying this using new methods and literature 
recommendations;

b) There was no report of using the more sophisti-
cated Laval or Sherbrooke samplers to get good 
quality samples.
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c) The oedometer test is still the most  reliable 
 testing method to obtain compressibility 
parameters used to compute settlements such 
as the compression ratio CR;

d) The triaxial test has not been much used in very 
soft and extremely soft soils and a variety of 
reasons may be listed for this trend.

And regarding in situ tests tests the following com-
ments are made:

e) There is a clear trend of using more in situ tests 
than laboratory tests for site investigation of 
very soft to extremely soft soils.

f) CPTu was the most used site investigation 
method in very soft to extremely soft soils due 
to its great versatility in soil profiling and soil 
consolidation parameters;

g) There was no report of using the CPTu to 
obtain compressibility parameters such as the 
oedometer (or constrained) modulus Eoed.

h) Surface wave measurements are apparently less 
used in very soft soils than seismic devices such 
as the seismic dilatometer SDMT; there was no 
report of using other seismic device such as the 
SCPTu.

Two CPTu parameters are now analyzed more 
closely, the cone factor Nkt and the k factor, used 
in the equation

OCR = k ⋅ Qt, (1)

where Qt is the normalized net cone resistance. These 
two parameters are listed in Table 4. It is observed 
that Nkt values are in the range 10–18, commonly 
found in the literature. The k factor proposed by 
Kulhawy and Mayne (1990) is 0.32.  However, the 
range of values of k obtained here (Tee Table 4) 
was 0.15–0.20, the average value been 0.17, thus 
about half  the values originally proposed.
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Geotechnical zoning territory of new capital Astana

A.Zh. Zhussupbekov & N.T. Alibekova
Geotechnical Institute, L.N.Gymilyov Eurasian National University, Astana, Kazakhstan

ABSTRACT: To estimate engineering-geological conditions on the built-up territory of the city Astana 
we have created the first Geoinformation Database program based on the materials of geological engi-
neering surveys on the projects of Astana city which allowed to analyze the regional conditions of soils 
prior to a detailed research. In addition, the Geoinformation Database program provides an opportunity 
for building graphical applications: maps of geological engineering conditions and cuts to them. With this 
program, created maps of occurrence of Quaternary deposits and bedrock, and special geotechnical zon-
ing map by type of base and optimizing the length of driven piles for buildings two level of responsibility 
to the type of foundation for construction of buildings and structures of new capital Astana, Republic 
of Kazakhstan.

2 THE ALGORITHM OF CREATION 
OF A GEOINFORMATION DATABASE

High-grade GIS should include four basic 
 components: input of the information (a tabu-
lar set, scanning of map material, remote meth-
ods); storage, operative use and updating of data; 
processing and modeling of fields of geological 
parameters; representation of the information (a 
map, the table or reports). Use of these technolo-
gies allow not only to reflect available data in the 
form of maps and various fields of properties, but 
also to spend the analysis of data, modeling of 
geological fields in time and space, to receive the 
new information.

Therefore special significance at creation of a 
database is the account, processing and ordering 
of results before the executed works.

Sufficient heterogeneity of materials used in 
such cases is connected with necessity of their 
objective estimation. It is represented also expedi-
ent to go from the general integrated characteris-
tic of engineering-geological complexes to more 
detailed characteristic of their separate elements.

The primary goals of the given estimation are:

1. finding-out of features physic-geographical, 
geological, geo-morphological and lythology-
facial conditions;

2. the qualitative and quantitative characteristic 
of a structure, compound, a state and proper-
ties of genetic, age both petrographic types of 
soils and mapping of spatial variability of their 
parameters

3. revealing of conditions of deposit of soils and 
their distribution;

1 INTRODUCTION

As is well known, for studying conditions of con-
struction of buildings it is made site research of 
a geological structure of built up territory. The 
volume and a technique of studying of a geologi-
cal structure during engineering-geological survey 
depends, first of all, on a degree of geological level 
of scrutiny of territories (Lomtadze V.D., 1978).

By results of geological survey engineering-
 geological maps are chart. 

However, the majority of engineering-geological 
maps is connected with aspiration, to represent 
only the sum of geological, hydro-geological and 
 geo-morphological data without their further analy-
sis and processing for concrete construction. There-
fore for an estimation of engineering-geological 
conditions in the built up territory of city the 
first time together with Japanese geotechnics had 
been created the  Geoinformation Database pro-
gram by results of many engineering-geological 
investigations of Astana which allowed to analyze 
the regional conditions of soils prior to a detailed 
research (Fig. 1).

As the estimation of geological conditions of ter-
ritory now is impossible without geo- information 
technologies (Kolichko A.V., 2003). Technologies 
of Geo-Information System (GIS) are widely used 
for engineering-geological mapping, planning of 
development of territories, the forecast of danger-
ous natural processes, an estimation of various 
risks (Chanson J., 2006). All similar works are 
based on the control system of databases of the 
geological information which allow to receive the 
new information by modeling properties of rocks 
(Ellison R.A., 2002).
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gathering engineering-geological investigations on 
objects of Astana with the inherent format, expand-
ing  concept of communication of databases (Fig. 2).

3 ZONING OF THE TERRITORY 
OF ASTANA WITH THE HELP 
OF GEOINFORMATION DATABASE 
PROGRAM

3.1 Regional conditions and genesis of soils 
of Astana

With the help of the Geoinformation database pro-
gram has been made the estimation in built up ter-
ritory of city. There are diverse soils by geological 
origin and age in Astana. There have been marked 
out six core engineering-geological elements 
 (Zhu-supbekov A., Alibekova N. et al, 2009):

EGE-1—anthropogenic deposits (tIV) are presented 
by soil-vegetable stratum (EGE-1a) and filled with 
soil (EGE-1b) (Fig. 3).

EGE-2—alluvial medium-quaternary recent depos-
its (QII-IV) are presented by clay soils. It is formed 
mostly by loams (EGE-2a) with alternation of 
loamy sands (EGE-2b), clays (EGE-2c) and silts 
(EGE-2d), there are lentils and sand bands of dif-
ferent size up to 1–3 cm, sometimes up to 10 cm 
throughout its thickness. Capacity of this soil is 
measured from 0.9 up to 10.0 m (Fig. 4).

EGE-3—alluvial medium-quaternary sand-
gravel deposits (QII-IV) are presented by so-called 
 sand-gravel formations, which consist mostly of 

Figure 1. General view of the Geoinformation database program.

Figure 2. View of Astana city.

4. an establishment of character and intensity of 
development of modern geological and engineer-
ing-geological processes and the phenomenas.

Therefore by development of the program 
« Geoinformation Database» was provided data 
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sands of different size (EGE-3a), gravel sands 
(EGE-3b) and gravel soils (EGE-3c). Sands capac-
ity of various sizes vary from 0.4 to 8.3 m (Fig. 5), 
sand gravelly from 0.5 to 6.5 m (Fig. 6) of gravel 
soils from 1.0 to 9.2 m (Fig. 7).

EGE-4—eluvial formations of residual soil e(C1), 
represented by loams and lentil clays with interlay-
ers of loamy sands soils. The eluvial clay soils are 
found immediately below alluvial formation from 
6.0 to 10.0 m (Fig. 8).

EGE-5—eluvial formations of xyloid breakstone 
soils e(C1), which are widely represented in the 
territory of study and are found at depths from 7.0 
to 23.0 m (Fig. 9).

EGE-6—siltages of lower carbon (C1) are pre-
sented mostly by sandstones which interleave 
with siltstones and mudstones (argillites) of  the 

Figure 3. Thickness of anthropogenic deposits.

Figure 4. Thickness of alluvial clay soils.

Figure 5. Thickness of alluvial medium sand.

Figure 6. Thickness of alluvial gravelly sand.

Figure 7. Thickness of alluvial gravel soils.
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same age throughout its thickness. They can be 
found at depths from 11.6 to 26.2 m (Fig. 10).

3.2 Zoning of the territory of Astana 
into conditional-uniform zones

The estimation of the city built-up territory 
where six core Engineering-Geological Elements 
(EGE) have been marked out, and the analysis 
of  physical-mechanical properties of  soils, make 
it possible to note, that Geoinformation data-
base program allows also to divide the built-up 
territory into conditional-uniform zones (accord-
ing to foundation types) (Zhusupbekov, Alibekova, 
et al. 2009).

On the basis of analysis of the obtained sections 
it has been revealed, that the mentioned elements 

form about eight foundation types prior to the 
bedrock (Fig. 11).

3.3 Zoning of the territory of Astana 
for optimization length of piles

A general map of engineering geological zoning for 
the optimization of the lengths of driven piles for 
building has been made by the means of “Geoin-
formation database” implementing field observa-
tions in similar engineering geological conditions 
taking into account the type of foundation bed 
(Fig. 12).

However, capacity of a pile at optimal length 
was not considered. Thus, according to analysis it 
was examined that capacity of a pile at field tests 
exceeded 2 times more than calculation load at 
construction.

As that as a result of the analysis it has been estab-
lished that bearing capacity of piles at static tests 
Fd in 98 cases (79%) was more FdFF c transferred to a 
pile at construction, defined by  analytical method. 
The deviation Fd from FdFF c no more than on 10% (at 
both sides) has been noted 24 piles (19%) and only 
in 33 cases (26%) the deviation has been no more 
than 20%. The amount of 67 piles (54%) value of 
bearing capacity at dynamic tests  considerably 
exceeded impacts transferred to a pile at construc-
tion (Fig. 13).

Therefore, foundation data provide large and 
unreasonable supplies.

In connection with the analysis coefficients of 
reliability have been revealed K F Fd dK FF c

dFF/FFc  for all 
tested piles taking into account types of basis on 
bases comparison of values of dynamic tests to 
calculation data of bearing capacity on «Construc-
tions norms and standards (5.01-03-2002: Piles 
foundations) of Republic Kazakhstan» ( Fig. 14).

Figure 8. Upper elevetation of eluvial clay soil.

Figure 9. Upper elevetation of eluvial rockdebris soil.

Figure 10. Upper elevetation of rock soils.
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Figure 11. Zoning of the territory of Astana city according to foundation types.

Figure 12. Map of zoning for optimization of length of piles.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

The obtained research results show that the 
 Geoinformation Database program for Astana city 
and special geotechnical zoning maps for optimal 
pile length. The use of modern methods of data 
storage and processing allows to optimize of size 
of piling foundation of problematical soil ground 
of new capital of Kazakhstan.
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Characterization of soft organic subgrade using Piezocone 
penetration testing
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ABSTRACT: The western and northern parts of Palm Beach County, Florida have shallow layers of 
organic silts and peat under existing roadways, which often exhibit large amount of cracking, distortion 
and differential settlement in a relatively short period of time after reconstruction work. A coordinated 
field and laboratory investigation, comprising of Piezocone penetration tests (CPTu) along with Porewa-
ter Dissipation Experiments (PDE), and concurrent laboratory consolidation and secondary compression 
tests, were conducted to evaluate the characteristics of organic soils and peat existing under SR 15/US 
98 roadway. The horizontal Coefficient of Consolidation, Ch was predicted from PDE data using several 
theoretical interpretation models. It was found that a unique relationship exists between Cc and Cα at any 
stress level, with Cα/Cc ratio ranging between 0.03 and 0.05. Considering the inherent difficulty in sam-
pling and laboratory testing of undisturbed soft organic soils, CPTu holds promise as an effective tool for 
rapid in-situ characterization of these problematic soils.

the Palm Beach Canal Bridge (MP 19.674) to the 
Palm Beach/Martin County line (MP 26.519). 
USDA soil survey data indicate that the surficial 
soils of  the site are mapped as Torry muck and 
Adamsville sand, organic subsoil variant over 
hard limestone.

The muck is described as black or dark reddish 
brown, sapric material with about 2 to 50 percent 
fiber and 10 to 70 percent mineral content, is sticky 
to very sticky and is slightly to strongly acidic.

The pavement structure of SR 15/US 98 consists 
of nearly 305 mm of asphalt, 305 mm of limerock 
base, and 915 mm of silty sand subgrade, underlain 
by organic silts and peat with thicknesses ranging 
from 3 to 5.5 meters. Generally, the primary consol-
idation process in organic layers is quite rapid, fol-
lowed by significant secondary compression stages 
under sustained effective overburden pressure due 
to the dead weight of the pavement  structure. 
Although the passage of traffic may initiate short 
pulses of primary consolidation processes in the 
organic layer, the major component of the defor-
mation in the organic layer is due to the long-term 
continuing secondary and tertiary  compression 

1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

The western and northern parts of Palm Beach 
County, Florida have shallow layers of organic 
silts and peat under existing roads, which often 
exhibit large amount of cracking, distortion and 
settlement in a short period of time after recon-
struction work. Organic layers under SR 15/US 98 
roadway are shown in Figure 1.

The roadway alignment of  interest is approxi-
mately a 6-mile segment of  SR 15/US 98 from 

Figure 1. Organic layers under SR 15/US98 Roadway: 
Silty Muck layer from 1.5 m to 3.0 m (left); Fibrous peat 
layer from 3.0 m to 6.0 m (right).
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phases under the constant pavement dead weight 
leading to premature  distress and failures.

2 SIGNIFICANCE AND OBJECTIVES

The foregoing discussion suggests that one of the 
root causes of the premature pavement failure is the 
soft compressible nature of the underlying organic 
soils. Since complete removal of the organic layer is 
expensive and impractical, any design strategy aim-
ing at mitigating such distress levels requires a thor-
ough understanding of the compression behavior 
of the organic silts and peats. Moreover, it is well-
known that routine sampling and transportation 
of “undisturbed” specimens of soft organic soils is 
rather difficult, and subsequent laboratory testing 
especially the evaluation of secondary compres-
sion behavior is expensive and time- consuming. 
Therefore, there is a need for developing reliable 
and efficient tools for on-site estimation of soft 
soils properties, which can also be used for forensic 
interpretations of pavement failures, mechanistic 
analysis, and validation of pavement performance 
models. The current study evaluated the use of 
 Piezocone Penetration Tests (CPTu) as a versatile 
tool for subsurface investigations when soft organic 
soils are encountered. Accordingly, eleven differ-
ent severely distressed locations were chosen along 
the alignment of SR 15/US 98 for conducting 
the Piezocone Penetration Tests, and collection 
of “undisturbed” Shelby tube samples at various 
depths for subsequent laboratory testing. Specific 
objectives were as follows:

  (i)  To conduct Porewater Dissipation Experi-
ments at a specific depth within the organic 
layer in conjunction with Piezocone Penetra-
tion testing;

 (ii)  To predict the in-situ horizontal Coefficient 
of Consolidation (Ch), and hence the Cv from 
Porewater Dissipation data using several theo-
retical interpretation models; and

(iii)  To conduct laboratory consolidation tests on 
undisturbed soils for evaluating the primary 
and secondary compression behavior, and to 
validate the CPTu predicted compressibility 
characteristics.

3 RELEVANT WORK

A significant body of literature exists on the labo-
ratory compression behavior of organic soils and 
peat (Mesri et al. 1997; McVay and Nugyen, 2004; 
Levadoux and Baligh, 1986), and on Piezocone 
Penetration tests for in-situ characterization of 
clayey soils (Lunne et al. 1997; Abu-Farsakh and 

Nazzal, 2005; Abu-Farsakh, 2004). Several theo-
retical interpretation models (Senneset et al. 1982; 
Teh and Houlsby, 1991; Teh, 1987) were used in the 
present study to estimate the horizontal Coefficient 
of Consolidation, Ch directly from the data obtained 
during the Porewater Dissipation  Experiments. 
Laboratory Time-Stress- Compressibility relation-
ship was developed for Florida organic soils fol-
lowing the procedures outlined in the literature 
(Mesri and Godlewski, 1977).

4 FIELD TESTING PROGRAM

A preliminary geotechnical site investigation was 
carried out previously in 2004 along the alignment 
of SR 15/US 98 at the project location (Riedy, 
2006; Huynh, 2006). This included 93 Standard 
Penetration Test borings (numbered B-1 to B-93) 
up to a depth of 6 meters, with borehole loca-
tions spaced at 150 meter intervals. Based on the 
observed distress conditions of the roadway, and 
an analysis of the available data, 11 different loca-
tions (named Site 1 through 11) were carefully 
selected for field testing and/or retrieval of undis-
turbed soil  samples. These site selection strategies 
are described elsewhere (Riedy, 2006).

In general, CPTu is gaining nationwide accept-
ance as a versatile tool for subsurface geotechni-
cal investigations. A Piezocone Penetrometer is a 
CPT device equipped with a pore pressure trans-
ducer which measures the pore water pressure (ue) 
in the proximity of the cone. This feature enables 
the on-site estimation of the time rate of consoli-
dation characteristics of the soft layer. The cone 
tip resistance (qc) and the sleeve friction (fs) are 
also measured for the estimation of soil classifica-
tion/stratification, and in-situ strength and modu-
lus. Details of the field experimental program are 
available elsewhere (Huynh, 2006). A summary is 
provided below.

At a typical location, the upper 152 cm of pave-
ment layers was first augered using a Mobile B-31 
rig. All CPTu tests were conducted using Hogento-
gler CPT Equipment (10-ton digital 4-channel sub-
traction cone) approximately in accordance with 
ASTM D 5778 methodology (ASTM D 5778-95, 
2000). At a depth of 3.5 meters (11.5 feet), the cone 
was stopped, and the dissipation of excess pore 
water pressure with time was monitored (Porewater 
Dissipation Test). The CPTu sounding was again 
continued until practical refusal was met at a depth 
of about 5.5 meters. Using a water level indicator, 
the groundwater table was measured which was 
typically at a depth of 2.1 meters. Adjacent to the 
CPTu location, a Central Mine Equipment Model 
75 drilling rig was employed to obtain Shelby tube 
samples from 2 different depths at each site using a 
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hydraulically operated piston sampler (Acker Gre-
gory Undisturbed Sampler) in accordance with 
ASTM standard methodology (ASTM D 1586, 
1999). All boreholes were finally backfilled with 
the soil cuttings and surfaced with asphalt cold 
patch. Figure 2 shows typical sampling and CPTu 
operations performed in this study.

5 LABORATORY CONSOLIDATION TESTS

5.1 General scheme

Shelby tube samples were collected from two dif-
ferent depths at each of  the 11 sites. It was found 
that soils at shallow depth contains dark brown 
organic sandy silt (organic content 20%–40%), 
which is underlain by pre-dominantly dark, fibrous 
organic soils resembling peat (organic content 
70%–92%). The moisture contents in the organic 
layers range between 160% and 650%, with initial 
void ratios varying from 5.25 to 11.67. Although 
the organic silty layer is relatively thin, its prox-
imity to the pavement structure makes it a critical 
layer which contributes to the overall distress of 
the structure. Therefore, the laboratory tests were 
conducted on samples of  both the organic silt and 
the peat materials for each site (total of  22 soil 
types).  Moreover, for each soil type, the following 
two Series of  tests were performed, (bringing the 
total to 44 consolidation tests according to this 
experimental scheme):

5.1.1 Series I

This series includes standard consolidation tests 
in which the specimen is incrementally loaded past 
the effective pre-consolidation pressure (σp′); and.

5.1.2 Series II

In this series of tests, the specimen is incrementally 
loaded to the desired pressure (σv′), and allowed to 
undergo secondary compression at constant stress 
for 2–4 weeks. For 50% of the sites, the constant 
stress level, defined by the ratio of applied pres-
sure to the pre-consolidation pressure (σv′/σp′), was 
0.30–0.60, which corresponded to the in-situ pres-
sure due to the overlying pavement layers. These 
specimens were therefore in the recompression 
range, while the remaining sites were subjected to 
a constant stress level σv′/σp′ of  1.0–1.15, implying 
a stress state corresponding to the normally con-
solidated range. Details of this laboratory testing 
program are available elsewhere (Riedy, 2006).

5.2 Results of consolidation tests

Typical void ratio versus effective stress behavior 
are shown in Figure 3 (top), and the Compression 
Indices are plotted in Figure 3 (bottom), which is 

Figure 2. Field tests along SR 15/US 98 (top)  Augering 
for the collection of Shelby Tube samples; (bottom) 
Hogentogler CPT Device inside the rig.
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Figure 3. (top) Consolidation behavior of Florida 
organic soils; (bottom) Compression Index for Florida 
soils relative to other similar soils (after Mesri et al. 1997).
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a compilation of available data on the variation of 
Cc with natural water contents (Mesri et al. 1997).

It is found that the Cc values for Florida soils 
fall within the acceptable ranges of other similar 
soils. The Pre-consolidation pressure σp was found 
to vary within the range of 73–83 kPa. Taylor’s 
square-root-of-time standard plots were con-
structed to estimate the time to End-of-Primary 
(EOP) consolidation, and the Coefficient of Con-
solidation, Cv (Fig. 4). The time to EOP consoli-
dation was found to be approximately one minute 
for most laboratory samples. Similar values were 
reported in the literature for peat and organic soils 
under similar stress levels (Mesri et al. 1997).

5.3 Secondary compression behavior

Secondary compression tests were conducted on 
22 undisturbed specimens representing all 11 sites 
using the Incremental Load Ratio (ILR) loading 
scheme as described previously under Series II 
experiments. Typical behavior shown in Figure 4 
demonstrates that during the secondary phase, the 
variation of e with log time is approximately lin-
ear. The slope of the curve is called the Secondary 
Compression Index, Cα, and is defined as follows:

C
e
t
t

e
t

pt

α = =
Δ Δe

Δlog log

 

(1)

where tp is the time to End-of-Primary (EOP) con-
solidation, and t is any time t > tp. In this study, Cα 
was calculated during the first log cycle after the 
EOP consolidation.

5.4  Time-stress-compressibility relationships 
(Cα/Cc concept)

Mesri and Godlewski (1977) postulated that for any 
given soil, there is a unique relationship between 
(Cα = Δe/Δlog t) and (Cc = Δe/Δlog σ ′), that holds 
true at all combinations of time (t), effective stress 
(σ ′), and void ratio (e). At any given effective stress, 
the value of Cα from the first log cycle of second-
ary compression and the corresponding Cc value 
computed from the EOP e-log σ ′ curve are used 
to define the relationship between Cα and Cc. It is 
to be noted that Cc denotes the slope of e-log σ ′ 
curve throughout the recompression and compres-
sion ranges, and therefore called Cc ′. These values 
are plotted in Figure 5 to develop the unique Cα /Cc 
relationship for Florida organic soils. Also shown 
in Figure 5(d) is the Cα /Cc relationship developed 
for Middleton peat (Mesri et al. 1997) for compari-
son purposes.

It is found from Figure 5 that the Cα /Cc ratio 
for Florida organic soils range from 0.028 to 0.051. 
Compilation of worldwide existing data for peat, 
fibrous peat, and amorphous to fibrous peat from 
the literature shows that the value for the Cα /Cc 
ratio varies within the range 0.035–0.1 (Mesri et al. 
1997); these values are consistent with the values 
obtained in the current investigation.
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Figure 4. Compression behavior with respect to 
time (σv′/σp′ = 0.6): (a) Organic silts; depth = 2.1 m; 
(b) Fibrous peat; depth = 3.66 m.
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6 ESTIMATION OF CV FROM CPTU DATA

Porewater Dissipation Tests were conducted at nine 
out of eleven CPTu locations. Several methods have 
been developed to predict the horizontal coefficient 
of consolidation, Ch by interpreting the porewater 
dissipation data (Lunne et al. 1997;  Abu-Farsakh 
et al. 2005). In the current study, three such meth-
ods, which were ranked high in the literature for 
their predictive capabilities  (Ab-Farsakh et al. 2005), 
were chosen to determine the Ch, and these methods 
are briefly discussed in the following sections.

6.1 Method 1

In this method, the following equation was used to 
predict Ch (Senneset et al. 1982):

C
T
t r

h
C = 50TT

50t 0rr
2

 
(2)

where T50 is the Time Factor for 50 per-
cent dissipation, r0 is the radius of Piezocone 
(0.586 ft = 17.8 cm) and t50 is the time for 50 per-
cent dissipation. T50 is obtained from the theoreti-
cal curve of normalized excess pore pressure versus 
the Time Factor, T for soft soils (Fig. 6a). The real 
time t50 is obtained from a normalized excess pore 
water pressure (with respect to maximum excess 
pressure) versus the square-root-of-time curve as 
shown for Site 1 in Figure 6b. It was found that the 

excess pore water pressure initially increased with 
time, reached a maximum value, and then started a 
slow dissipation process. Similar behavior was also 
observed by other researchers (Abu-Farsakh and 
Nazzal, 2005). The parameter t50 is calculated after 
the initiation of the dissipation process.

6.2 Method 2

In this method, the following equation was used to 
determine Ch (Teh and Houlsby, 1991):

C T r IrI thC ( * )/50TT 0rr 2
50t

 
(3)

Where T50
* is the modified Time Factor for 

50 percent dissipation (given as 0.245), and Ir is the 
rigidity index. Ir was determined using the equa-
tion Ir = 170/fr, where fr is the friction ratio from 
the CPTu tests (Bowles, 1996).

6.3 Method 3

In this method, the following equation was used to 
determine Ch (Teh, 1987):

C M IrI rh GC MM( /m MMm M )2
0rr 2

 
(4)

where MG is the gradient of dissipation curve (given 
as 1.15), and m is the slope of the dissipation curve 
obtained from the initial linear portion (once the 
dissipation has started) as shown in Figure 6.

The three methods were employed to the dis-
sipation curves of four CPTu Sites (Sites 1, 3, 
4, and 6), for which the normalized excess pore-
pressure dissipation curves demonstrated at least 
50% dissipation within a practical time frame. Once 
Ch is known, the vertical coefficient of consolida-
tion, Cv, was obtained from the following equation 
(Lunne et al. 1997):

C C k
kv hC CC vkk

hk  
(5)

where kv and kh are the vertical and horizontal coef-
ficient of permeability, respectively. The ratio kh/
kv ranges from 1 to 15 for clays depending on the 
amount of layering (Lunne et al. 1997). For iso-
tropic soils this ratio is 1.0, while for fibrous peat, 
this ratio is approximately 10.0 (Mesri et al. 1997). 
Since visual inspections of the current soils sug-
gested layering, a fibrous matrix, and high degree 
of anisotropy, the ratio kh/kv was taken as 15 for cal-
culation purposes. As an example, various model 
parameters to calculate Cv for Site 1 were as follows: 
T50 = 1.2; t50 = 1000 sec; r0 = 17.8 cm; T*

50 = 0.245; 
Ir = 18; m = 0.034; MG = 1.15; and  average fr = 9.49. 
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Figure 6. Pore pressure dissipation curves for 
method 1: (top) Theoretical time factor; (bottom) 
 Normalized excess pore pressure versus time.
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recurring pavement distresses in the form of crack-
ing, rutting, and long-term secondary settlement. 
A coordinated laboratory and field investigation 
was conducted to evaluate the compressibility 
characteristics of these problematic foundation 
soils. The laboratory consolidation testing pro-
gram also included secondary compression stud-
ies on undisturbed samples under simulated in-situ 
stress conditions. The Time-Stress-Compressibility 
relationships were investigated over a stress range 
(σv′/σp′) of 0.3 to 1.15 encompassing both the rec-
ompression and compression zones. It was found 
that the (Cα /Cc) ratio at any stress level has con-
stant values ranging from 0.03 to 0.05, which are 
consistent with the values reported in the literature 
for similar soils. This finding is significant because 
the long-term Secondary Compression Index can 
be reasonably predicted once the Primary Com-
pression Index is known either from a relatively 
short-term consolidation testing, or from the cor-
relations between natural water content and the 
Compression Index as presented in Figure 3b. The 
in-situ Coefficient of Consolidation was predicted 
from the CPTu data, and compared with the labo-
ratory derived values. Considering the inherent 
difficulty in sampling and laboratory testing of 
undisturbed soft organic soils, Piezocone Penetra-
tion Tests show promise as an efficient tool for 
relatively rapid in-situ characterization of subsoil 
compressibility behavior (thus avoiding lengthy 
and often expensive laboratory testing protocols), 
which in turn may be used for forensic interpreta-
tions of pavement failures, and validation of pave-
ment performance models.
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Investigations on stiffness anisotropy of soft clay with electro-osmosis 
chemical treatment

F.-C. Teng & C.-Y. Ou
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ABSTRACT: It is recognized that soils are generally not isotropic materials. The inherent anisotropy of 
soils, usually on clays, is due to its deposition process which tends to induce the horizontal bedding plane 
in the soil layer. Thus, the stiffness of soils should be anisotropic. For simplicity, the anisotropy of clays 
was generally assumed to be cross anisotropic since there is a horizontal plane of isotropy, i.e., the bed-
ding plane. The anisotropic property of soils was investigated for the purpose of getting better prediction 
and analytical results for geotechnical problems, especially for deep excavations with structures nearby. 
However, more and more soil improvements are carried out during excavations. The stiffness anisotropy 
of soils with treatment should be investigated. A field test of electro-osmosis chemical treatment was 
performed on Taipei silty clay in this study. The stiffness of the treated clay and of the untreated clay was 
measured in-situ by portable bender elements. The test results show that the untreated clay is slightly ani-
sotropic on stiffness and the bedding plane is horizontal. Nevertheless, after the treatment the direction of 
stiffness anisotropy is changed. The concentration of Ca2+ and microstructure of the clay was investigated 
to explain the rotation of the direction of stiffness anisotropy.

problems, especially for deep excavations with 
structures nearby. The inherent anisotropy of 
stiffness was observed on several kinds of natu-
ral soils ( Pennington et al. 1997; Ng et al. 2004; 
 Yamashita et al. 2005; Gasparre et al. 2007; Cho & 
Finno 2010; Teng 2010). The effect of stiffness ani-
sotropy on the prediction of ground movement, 
especially on the lateral displacement, should be as 
important as the high stiffness and non-linearity. 
Nevertheless, excavations in urban area usually 
accompany soil treatments or ground improve-
ments with different methods nowadays. In other 
words, the soil which engineers dealt with is not 
pure natural soils, and the material is not investi-
gated thoroughly. The deformation prediction on 
excavations with soil treatments may be inaccurate 
if  the stiffness parameters of untreated soils were 
used. Therefore, the stiffness anisotropy of soils 
with treatment should be investigated.

1.2 Ground improvement with electro-osmosis 
chemical treatment

Electro-osmosis chemical treatment is one of the 
soil improvement methods used to improve the 
engineering properties of soft soils subjected in 
geotechnical engineering. The electro-osmosis 

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Stiffness anisotropy of soft clay 
and its impact on excavation

The deformation behavior of soils during the 
 construction is complicated; especially the excava-
tion with structural supports which was considered 
as a soil-structure interactive problem. Ground 
movements around such underground structures, 
e.g. deep excavations and tunnels in urban areas, 
are difficult to predict. Soil models considering 
the small-strain behavior such as high stiffness and 
nonlinearity was thus proposed. The accuracy of 
ground settlement predictions during underground 
construction was improved by using the soil mod-
els which can simulate the soil behaviors at small 
strain. However, the prediction on the lateral soil 
movement induced by the above construction was 
usually overestimated in soft ground. Therefore, 
another attempt has been made to achieve the 
improvement of accuracy of prediction by consid-
ering the anisotropic properties of soils in numeri-
cal simulations.

The anisotropic property of soils was inves-
tigated for the purpose of getting better pre-
diction and analytical results for geotechnical 
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refers to the movement of a liquid phase through 
a stationary solid phase under an applied electric 
field. The field application of electro-osmosis in 
soils was demonstrated by Casagrande (1952). 
The process of electro-osmosis has been imple-
mented in the field since then (e.g., Lo et al. 1991; 
Burnotte et al. 2004). Electro-osmotic Chemical 
Treatment (ECT) has shown recently promising 
results for improving the strength of soft soils 
(e.g., Lefebvre & Burnotte 2002; Alshawabkeh & 
Sheahan 2003; Mohamedelhassan & Shang 2003; 
Paczkowska 2005; Asavadorndeja & Glawe 2005; 
Otsuki et al. 2007).

Previous works on electro-osmosis chemical 
treatment were focused on the improvement of 
the strength of clays. For instance, Ou et al. (2009) 
showed the undrained shear strength of the in-situ 
treated soil is increased substantially. Chien et al. 
(2010) showed that the cone resistance is signifi-
cantly improved for the treated soil in laboratory 
tests. However, the effect of electro-osmosis chemi-
cal treatment on the stiffness of the tested soil is 
rarely discussed. A field ECT test on Taipei silty 
clay is thus proposed in this study. The improve-
ment of stiffness and the variation of stiffness 
anisotropy on the treated soil are observed. The 
testing site was excavated after the completion of 
the electro-osmosis chemical treatment. The stiff-
ness, i.e., shear modulus, is measured by portable 
bender elements at specific depth at the excava-
tion site. Detailed testing plan will be introduced 
below.

2 TEST PROGRAM

2.1 Description of test site

A field ECT test was performed in Taipei. The 
detailed subsurface profile for the testing site is 
shown in Figure 1. As illustrated in the figure, the 
deposit is mainly consisted of soft silty clays which 
overlaid a layer of silty sand. The ECT test was 

planned to execute at the depths 1.5 m to 4.5 m 
below the ground surface. Figure 1 also shows the 
results of the SPT tests and the physical properties 
of the soil before the ECT.

2.2 Electrode design and layout

Perforated steel pipes, 50 mm in diameter, 2 mm 
in wall thickness and with 5 mm holes drilled at 
50 mm spacing along the pipe, were employed as 
electrodes. The holes were drilled along the surface 
of the pipes to allow the chemicals to flow into 
the soil, which can also be served as for discharg-
ing water during electro-osmosis. The electrodes 
embedded into soil with a depth of 4.5 m. Since 
depths between 1.5 m and 4.5 m below the ground 
surface were mainly to be treated in the test, elec-
trodes were thus insulated from ground surface to 
a depth of 1.5 m by putting several layers of var-
nish on the pipe surface. Six electrodes, as arranged 
by one type of grids, 1.5 × 2.0 m, were installed in 
the test area, as shown in Figure 2.

2.3 Test procedure

Two stages were conducted in the field test, des-
ignated as “injection with calcium chloride” and 
“injection with sodium silicate”. The electrical 
circuiting was arranged so that the row-A elec-
trodes were functioned as the anode, row-B were 
functioned as the cathode. From this electrode 
configuration, the chemical solutions would 
be injected from the electrodes of row-A while 

Figure 1. Soil profile at the test site.
Figure 2. Schematic configuration of electro-osmotic 
cell (aerial view and side view).
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the water would be discharged from the electrodes 
of row-B. Table 1 lists the procedure of the ECT 
for injection with calcium chloride and sodium 
silicate. It is noted that the calcium chloride solu-
tion (CaCl2) with the 1.0 N concentration and the 
sodium silicate solution (Na2O ⋅ nSiO2, n = 3.4) 
with a sodium silicate volume/water volume ratio 
1:1 was used as the injection materials.

The in-situ CPT tests were conducted to investi-
gate the changes in strength properties of the silty 
clay after treatment. Figure 2 also shows the loca-
tion of the CPT tests. After the CPT tests, the test 
site was excavated to inspect the treatment result. 
Simultaneously, the bender element test was per-
formed at specific depths (1.5 m, 2.0 m, and 2.5 m) 
to investigate the variation of stiffness anisotropy 
of the treated clay, and tube samples were also 
taken for laboratory tests.

One set of bender element probe (GDS) was 
used to measure the shear modulus at the testing 
site. A soil block with thickness of 50 mm was cut at 
specified position. Then, the bender element probe 
was assembled on opposite sides of the soil block. 
Exciting voltages of  ±10 vol were applied, and an 
oscilloscope was used to record the signals. The 
shape of the received signal and the uncertainties 
in determining the travel time of the shear wave in 
the bender element tests were affected by near-field 
effects (Viggiani &  Atkinson 1995;  Jovicic et al. 
1996; Brignoli et al. 1996). A consistent travel time 
or velocity can be obtained if  the input frequency 
is higher than the resonance frequency, which 
eliminates the near field effects. Therefore, a driven 
frequency of 10 kHz was chosen for the bender ele-
ment tests in this study.

2.4 ICP-AES, pH, and SEM

A JY 2000-2 model ICP-AES was used for the 
analysis of concentrations of Ca2+. Instrument 
settings were made according to manufacturer’s 
instructions. Well mixed and finely ground clay 
samples of 0.5 g were digested by 10 ml of aqua 

regia (1:3 ratios of HNO3 and HCl) on a hot 
plate for 3 hours at 110°C. After evaporation to 
near dryness, the residue was dissolved in 20 mL 
of 2% nitric acid, and filtered using a filter paper 
(Whatman No. 42). The filtrate was transferred 
to a 100 mL standard flask and diluted with dis-
tilled water. The digested samples were then ana-
lyzed using ICP-AES. Concentrations of Ca2+ ions 
in clay samples without electro-osmotic chemical 
treatment (untreated clay) were also analyzed. The 
relative standard deviation of Ca2+ was found to 
be 0.89% during six replicate determinations of 10 
and 100 ppm.

Samples were collected at 6 different positions, 
i.e., CPT-a, CPT-b, CPT-c, CPT-d, CPT-e, and 
CPT-f, as shown in Figure 2. The sampling depths 
are 1.5 m, 2.0 m, 2.5 m, and 3.0 m. Samples were 
used to measure different variables like pH and 
concentration of Ca2+ ions in the soil after electro-
osmotic chemical treatment. The pH value of a soil 
sample was measured using a portable pH meter 
(Mettler Toledo Seven Go SG2—FK). The pH of 
the clay sample without electro-osmotic chemical 
treatment (untreated clay) was measured as well. 
Scanning electron micrographs of all soil samples 
were taken (JEOL JSM-6390LV). The microstruc-
ture of soils before and after treatment was thus 
compared based on SEM results.

3 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Test results of in-situ CPT tests and bender ele-
ment tests showed in this section demonstrated the 
improvement of strength and stiffness after ECT 
test. The anisotropy of stiffness on treated soils was 
observed as well. The result of ICP-AES, pH, and 
SEM were used to investigate the possible reasons 
for changes in stiffness anisotropy after treatment.

3.1 Improvement on soil strength

The improvement of the soil strength was assessed 
by the result of in-situ CPT test and unconfined 
triaxial test on soil samples retrieved at positions 
near the CPT points in Figure 2. The result of 
in-situ CPT test, i.e., tip resistance, is shown in 
 Figure 3. The improvement of tip resistances for 
most CPT test is sufficient to demonstrate the 
effect of ECT, especially at positions near cathodes 
(CPT-b, CPT-c, and CPT-e). CPT-0 stands for the 
tip resistance of soils without treatment.

Undrained shear strengths of untreated and 
treated soils are obtained by conducting uncon-
fined compression tests on tube samples as shown 
in Figure 4. The samples were retrieved at depths of 
1.5 m, 2.0 m, and 2.5 m. The term of “orig” denoted 
the shear strength of untreated clay s amples. 

Table 1. Test procedure.

Date (day) Test activities

1–21 Injection of the calcium chloride 
solution during electro-osmosis

22 Injection of water during electro-osmosis
23–28 Injection of the sodium 

silicate solution during electro-osmosis
29–30 Pure electro-osmosis
31 In-situ CPT test
32 Excavation of the test area and 

performing the bender element tests
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As observed in the figure, the improvement of und-
rained shear strength after ECT test is significant. 
For instance, the undrained shear strength at the 
depth of 1.5 m is in the range 70 kPa to 130 kPa 
after ECT, while strength is only 50 kPa before 
treatment. The dash lines in Figure 4 represent 1.2, 
1.5, and 2.0 times of the original shear strength. For 
soils at the depth of 1.5 m, the improvement effect 
is satisfactory. However, at the depth of 2.5 m, the 
improvement effect of ECT is less significant than 
those at above depths, which may be due to the 
existence of a thin layer of sand between 2.5 m and 
3.0 m. This thin sandy layer was not noticed during 

drilling the borehole prior to the test. The chemical 
solution injected may escape from the clayey layer 
and flow into the sandy layer. Thus improvements 
of strengths for soils closed to GL −3.0 m were less 
effective than those at other depths. CPT test result 
also shows the similar phenomenon.

3.2 Improvement of shear modulus

Figure 5 illustrates the shear modulus on the 
horizontal plane with vertical polarization (Vs,hv), 
measured by in-situ portable bender elements, for 
both treated and untreated soils at depths of 1.5 m, 
2.0 m, and 2.5 m. The shear moduli measured on 
treated clays were generally located in a range of 
60 MPa to 90 MPa while those on untreated clays 
were between 30 MPa and 50 MPa. The improve-
ment of shear moduli on soils with treatment is 
satisfactory except two data points (b −1.5 m and 
e −2.0 m). The improvement effect of ECT on 
shear moduli is even more obvious than that on 
undrained shear strength at some positions. The 
maximum improvement ratio on shear moduli 
(=Gtreated/Guntreated) is about 2.96. The result of shear 
moduli on the H-V plane demonstrated ECT is 
sufficient to improve the engineering properties of 
soft soils at small strains.

Figure 6 shows the test result of bender element 
test with H-H waves, i.e., on the horizontal plane 
with horizontal polarization. As observed in the 
figure, differences between shear moduli measured 
on untreated soils and on treated soils were lower 
than those in Figure 5. Most measured shear mod-
uli (Ghh) on treated soils were within 60 MPa to 
80 MPa, and the data were scattered less than Gvh. 
The maximum improvement ratio for shear moduli 
on H-H plane (=Gtreated/Guntreated) is about 2.45. Even 
though the improvement ratio for Ghh is lower than 
that for Gvh, ECT still shows an impressive ability 
in improving the stress-strain characteristic of soft 
soils at small strain range.

Figure 3. Result of CPT test against the depth.

Figure 4. Undrained shear strengths for treated soils by 
unconfined compression tests.

Figure 5. Shear moduli (Ghv) measured in-situ.
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3.3 Variation of stiffness anisotropy

Previous results presented in Figures 5 and 6 show 
shear moduli in different orientations measured 
at same positions. Thus, the anisotropic ratio for 
shear moduli can be determined. The typical ani-
sotropic ratio, defined as Ghh/Ghv, for shear moduli 
ranges from about 1.2 to 1.4 for Taipei silty clay 
(Teng 2010). Anisotropic ratios for shear moduli 
were plotted against depths in Figure 7. As shown 
in the figure, the anisotropic ratios for untreated 
clays were in the range of 1.17 and 1.07. Such ani-
sotropic ratios represented that the original soil 
has slighter stiffness anisotropy compared to those 
observed in reference. The lower anisotropy of 
stiffness may be because the soil at testing site con-
tains more silts than typical Taipei clay. Neverthe-
less, the untreated soil still shows the anisotropic 
behavior on stiffness. Therefore a bedding plane 
was expected to be found within the soil layer 
which was due to its deposition process.

Anisotropic ratios for soils after treatment were 
shown in Figure 7 as well. Most anisotropic ratios 
for treated soils were close to 1.0, i.e., the isotropic 
condition (or Ghh = Ghv). This implies that the soil 
tend to be isotropic after ECT test. The bedding 
plane (or the plane of isotropy) for Taipei silty 
clay is horizontal, which resulted in higher shear 
modulus on the plane of isotropy (Ghh � Ghv). 
However, some soils exhibited a phenomenon of 
change in the direction of stiffness anisotropy after 
the completion of ECT test. These soils showed 
higher shear moduli on the vertical plane which is 
perpendicular to the original bedding plane. The 
anisotropic ratio (Ghh/Ghv) is thus less than unity for 
these soils.

For soils with anisotropic ratio less than unity, 
we thought that the direction of a bedding plane 
has been changed due to the process of electro-
osmosis and reactions between chemical solutions 
and soil particles. The rotation of bedding planes 

was not always occurred at specific positions or 
depths. For instance at depth of 1.5 m, the ani-
sotropic ratio is less than unity at positions b, d, 
and e; at depth of 2.5 m, it was found at positions 
a, d, e, and f; at depth of 2.0, it only happened at 
position c. The result showed above reveals that the 
rotation of planes of isotropy could be observed at 
any position and depth at the testing site. Possible 
factors for the rotation of bedding plane should be 
examined through observations on soil microstruc-
tures and interparticle reactions within the treated 
soil.

3.4 Possible factors for changes in stiffness 
anisotropy

Improvements on strengths and moduli for treated 
soils may be a result of calcium precipitation at 
cathodes or cementations of soil particles and 
chemical compounds at anodes. These chemical 
reactions may have some effects on the changes 
of orientations of stiffness anisotropy. Thus the 
concentrations of Ca2+, the pH values, and micro-
structure photos by SEM were presented in the fol-
lowing sections to verify the possible reasons for 
changing of stiffness anisotropy.

3.4.1 Precipitation of calcium
The precipitation of calcium has conspicuous 
effects on the improvement of soil strength dur-
ing ECT test. The precipitation will be occurred 
under supersaturated conditions in which the pH 
should be sufficiently high. In addition to the pH, 
the concentration of Ca2+ ions is also an index for 
evaluating the occurrence of the precipitation. The 
pH and concentration of Ca2+ ions were listed in 
Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

As observed in Tables 2 and 3, the condition 
required for the precipitation of calcium seemed not 
to be satisfied in the field. Alkaline c onditions were 

Figure 6. Shear moduli (Ghh) measured in-situ. Figure 7. Anisotropic ratio for shear moduli measured 
in-situ.
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only founded at position b (2.5 m and 3.0 m) and 
position e (2.5 m), which all belonged to the mid-
dle area of the testing site. This may imply that the 
rotation of bedding planes and the improvement 
of shear moduli during the test is not mainly due 
to the occurrence of calcium precipitation. Moreo-
ver, concentrations of Ca2+ listed in Table 3 showed 
that the distribution of calcium is not uniform as 
observed in previous work. The concentration at 
anodes, i.e., position a, was significantly higher 
than that at other positions.

3.4.2 SEM microscopy
Results from scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
as shown in Figure 8, provide the images of micro-
structure of soils at depth of 1.5 m. Figure 8.(1) 
shows the image for the untreated soil and Figure 8.
(2)–(4) demonstrate the micrographs of treated 
soils at positions of b, d, and e. The major con-
stituents of natural Taipei clay are illite and kaoli-
nite. A SEM of the untreated soil, which contains 
significant voids and layered structures, provides a 
similar image to SEMs of illite and kaolinite.

As shown in the SEMs of soils with treatment, 
the voids between soil particles were filled by some 
chemical compounds, which had more isotropic 
structures than natural clays. These chemical com-
pounds, such as Calcium Silicate Hydrate (CSH), 
have great effects on the cementation of soil layers 

(planes with a normal vector that perpendicular 
to the paper, i.e., the H-H plane in Figure 8). As 
a result, the natural bedding plane of treated soils 
became less significant than that of untreated soils. 
Shear waves were thus transported faster, especially 
in H-V planes, for soils after treatment. Results of 
SEMs explained the results shown in Figures 4–6 
that the strength and the modulus in H-V plane 
at positions of d, and e increased more than those 
at other positions. The only exception is proper-
ties measured at position-b, where a non-uniform 
treatment result was observed and affected the 
shear moduli measured in situ.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Anisotropy of shear moduli on soils with in-situ 
Electro-osmosis Chemical Treatment (ECT) was 
investigated in this study by using portable bender 
elements. Results of  bender element tests at the 
testing site show a satisfactory improvement on 
measured shear moduli. The maximum improve-
ment ratio of shear moduli reaches a value of 
2.96 after treatment in the field. In addition to the 
improvement of shear moduli, a rotation of the 
direction of the anisotropy was observed. Aniso-
tropic ratios of  the shear modulus for soils without 
treatment were about 1.20; however, they reduced 
to values between 0.85 and 1.05 after ECT. The 
original bedding plane is horizontal due to the 
deposition process of  clays. After the ECT test, 
the bedding plane at some positions changed to 
vertical. Moreover, the anisotropy of shear mod-
uli was vanished for clays with treatment at some 
positions.

Possible factors for changes in the anisotropy 
direction were examined through measuring pH, 

Table 2. pH values measured.

Positions

Depths (m)

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Orig 5.98 6.21 5.75 5.72
a 6.20 5.72 5.74 5.60
b 5.53 6.41 8.80 7.66
c 6.07 6.63 5.63 5.72
d 6.28 5.40 5.53 5.20
e 6.14 6.31 7.83 5.51
f 5.99 6.34 5.76 4.65

Table 3. Concentration of Ca2+.

Positions

Depths (m)

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Orig 3.612  4.961  1.547 3.983
a 4.423 10.445 11.822 8.697
b 1.021  4.246  2.563 2.137
c 4.302  4.865  1.908 1.314
d 3.506  4.809 13.353 4.972
e 2.792  4.272  1.415 1.839
f 4.075  1.219  2.376 1.960

Figure 8. SEM images for samples retrieved from 
1.5 m, (1) untreated, (2) position-b, (3) position-d, (4) 
position-e.
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concentration of calcium, and scanning electron 
microscopy. Only few positions have high pH 
which means the alkaline environmental after treat-
ment. The distribution of calcium concentrated on 
areas near the anode. The lack of calcium at the 
rest areas, such as areas at middle and near cath-
odes, may be due to the existence of an unexpected 
thin sandy layer at depth of 3 m. This resulted in a 
loss of chemical solutions for clayey layers during 
the test.

Results from SEM demonstrated that the 
chemical compound within soil voids provided a 
cementation between soil layers and enhanced the 
propagation velocity of HV wave significantly. 
Therefore the improvement of shear moduli on 
H-V planes was greater than that on H-H plane. 
The original horizontal bedding plane became less 
dominant in the treated soils. However, the con-
stituent of these chemical cementations still needs 
further study. Then, the mechanism of improving 
the stress-strain responses on soft soils with ECT 
will be better realized.
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Sampling effect in a structured collapsible soil
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ABSTRACT: The elastic Young’s modulus determined at different strain level is a key issue in the 
geotechnical field to predict settlement of foundations. Most research works attribute to the effect of 
sampling disturbance as the main source of error in the measurement of the elastic modulus performed 
in laboratory samples. It seems that some kind of destructuration occurs when the soil is sampled in the 
field and thereafter trimmed for testing in laboratory. This work presents a fundamental study performed 
to evaluate the sampling ef  fect of Argentinean loess. The modulus of soil from the load plate tests is 
obtained by using a elastic equation calibrated here by means of a finite element program. The procedure 
of calibration is briefly described. Block samples were recovered from open trenches and tested in the 
lab. The program includes a battery of plate load and triaxial tests. In the triaxial apparatus, Local 
Displacement Transducers (LDTs) registered the vertical and horizontal strains in the central portion of 
the sample to avoid plate-contact effects. The results show that modulus determined in laboratory and 
field using the measurement and interpretation procedures described here agree acceptably well when 
compared at the same strain level and confining pressures.

Keywords: sampling, modulus, plate load test, triaxial test, settlement

et al. 1985; Tatsuoka et al. 1993: Koseki et al. 2001). 
This effect was mainly attributed to sampling dis-
turbance (Tatsuoka y Shibuya 1991). Additionally, 
some systematic errors seems to affect stress-strain 
behavior of the specimens tested in the triaxial 
apparatus (Jardine et al. 1984; Goto et al. 1991), 
especially at very low strains amplitudes and due 
to various type of sources as: a) compressibil-
ity of the equipment, b) tilting of the specimen, 
c) contact effects between the specimen and the end 
caps (eg. asperities, irregularities, no parallelism 
of the test sample end surfaces), d) no uniformity 
in the strains distribution of the specimen due to 
end restraints, leading to bulging of the sample, 
e) shear banding (strain localization) of the speci-
men, and f) friction effects between the piston and 
sliding system.

Errors originated by the compressibility of the 
equipment can be estimated by an accurate calibra-
tion of the cell (Costa Filho 1985). Also, if  strains 
are measured in the central section of the specimen, 
the effect of contact plate-specimen can be avoided 
(Costa Filho 1985; Hird and Yung 1989). Costa 
Filho (1985) attempted to reduce friction at the 
plate- specimen contact by introducing a lubricant 
at the interface. The process of strains localization 
seems to develop in most specimens, even in the case 

1 INTRODUCTION

Loess deposits in the central area of Argentina have 
some degree of structuration given mainly by the 
presence of soluble salts, silica amorphous, calcium 
carbonate, gypsum and iron oxide. The cement can 
be observed at particle contacts and also concen-
trated as nodules. The structure of Argentinean 
loess has been extensively described in the previous 
works of Rinaldi et al., 2001 and 2007. The role of 
pore fluid has significant effect on loess stability 
(Rinaldi and Capdevila, 2006). Thus, highly acidic 
leachate as organic acids solves carbonates while 
alkaline waters promote the development of silica 
bonding in presence of hydroxides. The strength 
of soil structure due to cementing agents are 
sometimes difficult perceive since most of them 
weakens in front of water. The main distinctively 
effect of cementation in soils is a markedly elastic-
plastic stress-strain behavior. The stress level at 
which yielding occurs is usually termed as collapse. 
Beyond the yielding stress, significant plastic 
strains occur, whereas within the yield locus strains 
are relatively small and recoverable.

Elastic modulus as determined from laboratory 
triaxial tests usually results in lower values respect to 
that obtained in the field (Jardine et al. 1984; Jardine 
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of ideal boundary conditions (Goto et al. 1991). 
The tilting of the specimen could be avoided using 
special rigid caps (Goto et al. 1991). Finally, the 
friction of the piston can be avoided by the place-
ment of an inner load cell.

Several parameters have been used to assess the 
extent of sample disturbance in soils, including: 
volumetric change during recompression to the in 
situ state of stress (Andresen and Kolstad 1979, 
“specimen quality designation” in Terzaghi et al. 
1996), vertical strain Δε/εo at the in situ state of stress 
as a function of overconsolidation ratio (Lunne 
et al. 1997), residual pore pressure or sampling 
effective stress (Ladd and Lambe 1963), change in 
stiffness at moderate strains (Jardine 1994), change 
in small strain stiffness Gmax (Landon et al. 2007), 
and imaging techniques such as X-rays.

Deformation properties of loess are of primary 
importance in the design of the foundations for 
light weight structures. Thus, the main goal of this 
work was to evaluate the effect of sampling on 
stress-strain parameters measured in the field and 
in the laboratory at different strain levels. Block 
samples were recovered from open trenches and 
tested in the laboratory. A battery of laboratory 
and field tests was performed including triaxial 
tests and plate load tests. The results allowed us to 
evaluate the effect of sampling on soil stiffness as 
measured in the lab and field at medium and large 
strain levels.

2 SOIL DESCRIPTION AND TESTING 
PROGRAM

The loess tested here was obtained from the exper-
imental campus of the National University of 
 Córdoba (UNC). The samples were recovered from 
an open trench trimming a block of side dimen-
sions approximately 20 cm. Samples were immedi-
ately conditioned and placed in double plastic bags 
to keep constant moisture content. Table 1 shows 
the most significant physical parameters of the 
soil tested. Undisturbed (structured) specimens 
were trimmed and tested at natural water content 
and saturated conditions. Saturation was per-
formed in the same triaxial cell under very low 
confining pressure and gradient. The triaxial cell 
at the UNC allows the measurement of strains by 
means of three Local Displacement Transducers 

(LDTs) placed on the perimeter of the specimen. 
The LDTs used here are similar to those described 
by Goto et al. (1991). A water tensiometer was 
used to evaluate soil matric suction of the different 
block samples obtained from the site. The tensiom-
eter was placed inside an open borehole trimmed 
in the block and sealed with a paraffine resine. The 
average value of suction determined in this test is 
presented in the same Table 1.

Six plate load test were performed following the 
guidelines given in the ASTM D-1194. The steel 
plate used here was 30 cm in diameter and 2.5 cm 
in thickness. Settlement was measured using three 
dial gauge fixed on the plate and distributed at 
120º each. The plate was placed on a 1 m depth 
trench. The block samples used here for triaxial 
testing were also recovered from the same trench 
at the same depth.

3 TESTS RESULTS

3.1 Triaxial test

Figures 1 and 2 show the triaxial test results 
obtained for the undisturbed samples at natural 
water content and saturated and at various confin-
ing pressures. At high confining pressures yield-
ing of unsaturated soils occurs gradually due to 
suction forces that becomes dominant respect to 
cementation. At low confining pressure the behav-
ior becomes brittle and the curves approximate 
to a bilinear behavior (see Rinaldi and Capdevila 
2006). As water content increases, suction is null 
and the effect of cementation may be dominant as 
observed in Figure 2. Bilinear behaviour remains 
and responds to the soil frictional pattern.

The influence of soil structure is more pro-
nounced at low strain levels on the secant modu-
lus displayed on Figures 3 and 4. Notice that soil 
stiffness is clearly not related to confining pressure 
and neither to water content, even in specimens 
tested in saturated conditions (Figure 4). Opposite 
as could be expected, some samples tested at the 
lower confining pressures display higher modulus. 
Additionally, modulus degradation curves do not 
vary smoothly as a function of strains. The irregu-
lar degradation observed is attributed here to the 
effect of cementation as elastic energy accumulates 
at cemented contacts and suddenly is released as 

Table 1. Relevant physical parameters of the loess tested in this work.

SUCS

Average natural 
water content
(%)

Plastic 
index

Dry unit 
weight
[kN/m3]

Initial degree 
of saturation
(%)

Passing 
sieve Nº 200

Matric 
suction
[kPa]

ML 13,4 3.6% 12.6 55% 92.4% 75
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Figure 2. Stress-strain triaxial test results obtained for 
undisturbed samples of loess in saturated condition.
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Figure 3. Modulus degradation curves obtained for 
undisturbed samples of loess at natural water content.
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Figure 4. Modulus degradation curves obtained for 
undisturbed samples of loess in saturated condition.
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Figure 1. Stress-strain triaxial test results obtained for 
undisturbed samples of loess at natural water content.
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Figure 5. Results of the three plate load tests, at natural 
water content, performed in this work.
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Figure 6. Results of the three plate load tests, in satu-
rated conditions, performed in this work.

stresses overcome shear strength of the binder. 
Notice that this effect is reduced as water content 
increases, since cement strength decreases.

3.2 Plate load test

Figures 5 and 6 display the results obtained for 
the plate load test performed at natural moisture 

content and saturated, respectively. The curves 
presented confirm the conclusions stated from 
the triaxial tests results, as clearly shown mark-
edly bilinear behavior. In the case of saturated 
test, the yielding stress is to small to be appreciated 
(Figure 6).
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4 FIELD AND LABORATORY 
COMPARISON

There are a large number of equations that allow 
evaluating the elastic modulus from the plate load 
test results (eg. Poulos and Davis 1991; Das 1983). 
A parametrical back analysis was performed in this 
work to compare the predictive accuracy of the dif-
ferent equations using the software Plaxis for model-
ling a plate load test as shows Figure 7 assuming an 
homogeneous isotropic elastic medium. Total settle-
ments where obtained with Plaxis in correspondence 
with the applied load and the proposed module. The 
different equations were evaluated to observe their 
predictive accuracy. From this study, the model of 
D’Appolonia (1970) yielded the best approximate.

E
q D I

s
=

⋅ ⋅I ( )( )
⋅ ( )−

)+ ()( − ⋅)(  (1)

Where q is the load, D is the plate diameter, ν 
is the Poisson coefficient, s is the plate settlement 
corresponding to a given load q, and I is the influ-
ence factor (here was used 0.65).

For the plate load test, the reference main stress 
σο = (σv + 2 σh)/3 (being σv and σh the vertical 
and horizontal stresses respectively) was assumed 
in this analysis to be located at a depth of 3/4 D 
(Terzahi y Peck 1948; Lambe y Whitman 1969; 
Lomize y Kravtsov 1969; Abramov et al. 1973; 
Tsytovich et al. 1979) and they were determined 
using Boussinesq equations. The average reference 
strain in this test for each load was assumed to be 
located two diameters below the load plate.

Figures 8 and 9 display the variation of the 
secant modulus determined in the triaxial cell and 
the plate load test as a function of the mean con-
fining pressure and strain level, at natural water 
content and saturated respectively. At a given 
strain level, the curve increases exponentially as 

typically observed in most soils. The exponent 
of the curve becomes higher as the strain level 
decreases. Notice that there is a good agreement 
between measurements obtained in the lab, with 
LDTs, and that determined in the field, avoiding 
the effect of sampling and contact problems. The 
dispersion of results seems to increase as the strain 
level decreases. Here, the effect of heterogeneities 
can be considered as the responsible for this effect.

The variation of Young modulus with respect to 
the applied mean stress follows the exponential law:

E = α ⋅ σβ (2)

where the coefficient α and the exponent β depend 
on the strain level as shown on the same Figures 8 
and 9. The same figures show also that equation 
(2) agrees acceptably well to the measured data 
for samples in saturated conditions and at natural 
water content.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Loess samples in Argentina are usually obtained as 
block from open trenches. This paper examines the 
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Linear Elastic Material 

Figure 7. Proposed PLAXIS model to validate elastic 
module evaluation.
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Figure 8. Variation of the secant modulus of loess at 
natural water content with respect to the mean confining 
stress and strain level (ε). Filled dots correspond to plate 
load test results and empty dots to triaxial test results.
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Figure 9. Variation of the secant modulus of loess at 
saturated condition with respect to the mean confining 
stress and strain level (ε). Filled dots correspond to plate 
load test results and empty dots to triaxial test results.
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effect of the sampling procedure on soil stiffness at 
medium and large strain levels. The methodology 
used in this work to achieve the objectives was to 
compare soil stiffness obtained by means of labo-
ratory and field tests at different strain levels. The 
main conclusions of the work presented here can 
be summarized as follow:

1. Secant modulus obtained by means of triaxial 
apparatus using LDTs and plate load test agrees 
very well if  both tests are compared at the same 
mean confining pressure and strain levels.

2. The presence of cemented nodules and aggre-
gates make difficult the measurement of the 
modulus at small strain levels in triaxial tests.

3. The sampling procedure used here can be con-
sidered acceptable for loess.

4. Soil behavior, from triaxial and plate load tests 
results, shows the presence of two approximately 
linear sections and a collapse pressure value.

5. The local measurement of deformation in the 
triaxial compression test can reduce the effect 
of sampling, properly replacing the load tests 
performed in field
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Geotechnical site characterization for reservoir sediment

C.C. Wang, A.B. Huang, Y.T. Ho & J.T. Lee
Department of Civil Engineering, National Chiao-Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: The unusually strong typhoons and heavy rainfalls occurred recently in Taiwan have 
caused major landslides in many reservoir catch basins. The debris from these landslides eventually set-
tled in the reservoir and turned into mud. From soil mechanics point of view, the mud in front of the 
dam is a very young, normally consolidated or under-consolidated soil. The engineering properties of the 
reservoir mud are important design parameters in the planning and design of schemes to remove the mud. 
Yet, our knowledge in this regard is very limited. For the major reservoirs in Taiwan, the mud is often 
under more than 40 m of water. How to conduct effective geotechnical site characterization under these 
circumstances is a challenge. The authors developed a differential pressure flat dilatometer (ΔDMT) and 
a piezo- penetrometer (ΔPu) to facilitate in situ tests under water in a reservoir. A series of field ΔDMT 
and ΔPu tests along with representative soil sampling were conducted at Tsengwen Reservoir in Southern 
Taiwan. The paper describes the techniques of differential pressure DMT and piezo-penetrometer tests, 
interpretation of available test data to obtain the engineering properties of the reservoir mud, and dis-
cusses implications in future site characterization of reservoir mud.

were assigned the duty to determine these soil 
 parameters for Tsengwen Reservoir.

The depth of water above reservoir sediment at 
Tsengwen varies and can be close or exceed 40 m. 
Because of the shortage of water supply, it is not 
possible to drain the reservoir for maintenance or 

1 INTRODUCTION

Rainfalls brought in by typhoons passing Taiwan 
are becoming extreme in the past decade. The 
intense rainfall resulted in flooding in flat land 
and landslides in the mountain areas. Many land-
slides occurred in the watershed of reservoirs. The 
debris from landslides eventually settled in the 
reservoir and turned into mud. This has caused 
severe impacts on operation and useful life of the 
 reservoirs. Typhoon Aere of 2004 invaded northern 
Taiwan caused an average rainfall of 1000 mm in 
the watershed of Shihmen Reservoir in Northern 
Taiwan and resulted in an estimated 28  million m3 
of sediment in the Reservoir which had a total 
storage capacity of 238 million m3 before the 
event. Typhoon Morakot visited Southern Taiwan 
in August, 2009 and had an accumulated rainfall 
close to 3000 mm in the watershed of Tsengwen 
Reservoir of Southern Taiwan (Fig. 1).  Widespread 
landslides brought approximately 90 million m3 of 
sediment to the Reservoir.  Tsengwen Reservoir, the 
largest hydro-project of its kind in Taiwan, had a 
storage capacity close to 600 million m3 prior to 
Typhoon Morakot. Engineering properties of the 
sediment are imperative in developing schemes to 
remove the sediment. From soil mechanics point 
of view, reservoir sediment is a young, water 
transported fine soil deposit that can be under-
 consolidated. In addition to basic physical prop-
erties, the state of consolidation and strength of 
the sediment are of major concerns. The authors 

Figure 1. Tsengwen reservoir and boring locations.
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soil testing purposes. Water content of the sedi-
ment may be close to or exceed its Liquid Limit 
(LL), making undisturbed soil sampling not 
 practical. Huang & Lin (2006) reported the use of 
a  Marchetti flat dilatometer (DMT) coupled with 
Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) to character-
ize reservoir sediment. The material density, γ  and 
its ratio to that of water, γ wγ  or γ γ/γ γγ w

 can be inferred 
through DMT modulus (ED) and material index, ID 
as shown in Figure 2. However, the empirical corre-
lations are limited to γ γ/γ γγ w

 greater than 1.6. TDR was 
used to estimate the soil density to cover the range 
where γ γ/γ γγ w

 was less than 1.6. Because of the low 
strength of reservoir sediment, the lift-off pressure 
(A) and 1.1 mm expansion pressure (B) readings 
from DMT were close to the hydrostatic pressure 
(uo). The ED and ID readings reported by Huang & 
Lin (2006) tend to fluctuate and become negative. 
Threading TDR coaxial cable through drill rods 
significantly hampers the DMT operation.

Because of the above described drawbacks, 
the authors equipped the DMT and a piezo-
 penetrometer with a fiber optic differential pres-
sure transducer to perform the field tests. The 
modification enabled the DMT A and B readings 
as well as the pore-water pressure from piezo-
 penetrometer be taken against the hydrostatic 
pressure.  Representative reservoir sediment sam-
ples were taken with a bailer typically used to take 

water samples at designated depths. With these 
data it was possible to extend the existing DMT 
interpretation charts to consider soils similar to 
the tested reservoir sediment.

2 THE DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE 
DMT AND PIEZO-PENETROMETER

2.1 The optical fiber differential pressure 
transducer

In contrast to a conventional traducer type of 
pressure transducer, the deflection of  the tra-
ducer diaphragm in response to pressure varia-
tion is sensored by an optical Fiber Bragg Grating 
(FBG) pierced through the diaphragm as shown 
in Figure 3. The diaphragm separates the refer-
ence and input pressure chambers. When used 
as a gauge pressure transducer, the reference 
chamber is exposed to the atmospheric pressure. 
The reference chamber is connected to a refer-
ence pressure when used as a differential pressure 
transducer. Sensitivity and range of  the pressure 
transducer can be adjusted by changing the thick-
ness and diameter of  the diaphragm. A separate 
FBG sealed inside of  a stainless steel tube, placed 
alongside the pressure transducers was used as a 
temperature sensor for temperature compensa-
tion. The FBG differential pressure transducer 
had a full range of  500 kPa and a resolution of 
0.08 kPa. The same FBG differential pressure 
transducer was used in both the ΔDMT and ΔPu 
tests. The FBG is immune to short circuit and 
electromagnetic interference, making the trans-
ducer especially suitable for underwater soil test-
ing. Details of  the FBG pressure transducer can 
be found in Ho et al. (2008).

Figure 2. Inferring soil density through ED and ID. 
(after Marchetti and Crapps, 1981). Figure 3. The FBG differential pressure transducer.
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2.2 The ΔDMT

For the ΔDMT, an FBG differential pressure 
transducer was placed at 450 mm above the center 
of the DMT diaphragm. The effects of air friction 
in the pneumatic tubing during diaphragm expan-
sion were minimized. A coupler was used to divert 
the diaphragm expansion pressure into the FBG 
differential pressure transducer. The coupler and 
FBG differential pressure transducer were all situ-
ated inside the drill rod. Drainage holes drilled in 
the reference pressure chamber facilitate its connec-
tion to the hydrostatic pressure. With this setup, the 
ΔDMT obtain (A − uo) and (B − uo) directly. The 
readings are not affected by the depth of water and 
there is no need to estimate uo in the interpretation 
of test data. The (A − uo) and (B − uo) readings 
were adjusted for the 450 mm water head differ-
ence when presenting the test data.

FBG differential pressure transducer had its 
own computer readout unit that records data auto-
matically. In performing the ΔDMT, the diaphragm 
calibration and expansion readings were taken at 
both the pressure gage of the control console as 
in the conventional DMT and FBG readout unit, 
according to the on/off  of the buzzer.

2.3 The ΔPu

The ΔPu uses the same FBG differential pressure 
transducer and also situated at 450 mm above the 
porous element. The penetrometer had a diameter 
of 35.6 mm, the same as a standard cone penetrom-
eter. A 20 mm wide porous element made of porous 
plastic with 100 μm pore size. The porous element 
was placed at 15 mm behind the face of the pen-
etrometer tip that had a 60o tip. Figure 5 shows the 

picture of an assembled ΔPu. The ΔPu measures 
excess pore-water pressure (Δu) directly against uo. 
Again, the readings are not affected by the depth 
of water.

In performing the ΔPu, the penetrometer was 
lowered to the designated depth and the change of 
Δu was recorded automatically by the computer. 
The data logging process ceased when Δu reached 
a stabilized value.

3 FIELD TESTING AND SAMPLING

The field tests and soil sampling reported herein 
were performed at boring locations designated as 
DH1 to DH4 shown in Figure 1. All boreholes 
were located within the reservoir. The field test-
ing and sampling took place in the month of July, 
2011. The operation was conducted using a drill rig 
mounted on a barge. There were two major layers 
of reservoir sediment. The top layer, located from 
elevation 176 to 167, was deposited after typhoon 
Morakot in 2009. Soil samples from the top layer 
were taken using a water sampler. The sediment 
was soft enough that the weight of the drill rod 
and water sampler could penetrate into the sedi-
ment with their own weight. Upon retrieving, the 
sediment sample was sealed in a glass bottle and 
brought to the laboratory for physical property 
tests. The sediment from below elevation 167 (the 
bottom layer) to the bedrock at elevation 146, was 
deposited since completion of the reservoir in 
1970’s and prior to typhoon Morakot. The bottom 
layer was relatively stiff  and soil samples were taken 
using a thin-wall tube sampler. Figure 6 shows the 
profile of soil plasticity and water content accord-
ing to laboratory tests on reservoir sediment sam-
ples. The reservoir sediment consisted mostly of 
silty clay and occasional low plastic silt.

As shown in Figure 6, essentially all the top 
layer reservoir sediment (depth 0–9 m, elevation 

Figure 4. The ΔDMT.

Figure 5. The ΔPu.
Figure 6. Plasticity & water content of the reservoir 
sediment.
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176–167) samples had water content in excess 
of the respective Liquid Limit (LL). The water 
content approcahed twice the value of their LL 
towards the surface of the top sediment layer. For 
the “older” bottom sediment layer the water con-
tents were generally less than their LL. The profiles 
of γ denoted in Figure 7 are consistant with the 
change of water contents shown in Figure 6. The 
top layer had γ ranged from 2 times of the water 
density γw to as low as 1.4 γw. For the most part of 
the bottom layer, γ was close to 2γw.

4 FIELD TEST RESULTS

The field tests to be reported herein consisted of 
DMT with differential pressure readings (ΔDMT) 
and differential pressure piezometer (ΔPu) tests in 
the top sediment layer. A soft stainless steel mem-
brane was used in all the ΔDMT. Figure 8 shows 
the fully assembled ΔDMT before lowering into the 
water. Table 1 shows depth of water above the top 
layer sediment and membrane stiffness calibrations 
ΔA (negative pressure required to suck the mem-
brane to the surface of the DMT blade) and ΔB 
(pressure required to expand the membrane 1.1 mm) 
according to pressure gage on the DMT control 
console and differential pressure  transducers. The 
DMT balde along with the drill rod were capable 
to penetrate into the soft reservoir sediment by 
their own weight. Two profiles of ΔDMT were 
performed at test locations DH1 and DH2. The 
ΔDMT was conducted at 20 cm intervals.

Significant descripencies in ΔB were noticed 
between the readings taken from the pressure gage 
in the DMT control consle (t reading) and those 
from the differential pressure transducer (d read-
ing) located immediately above the DMT blade. In 
most cases, the t readings were twice the value of 
d readings. Figure 9 shows the available DMT data 
according to the A & B readings taken from the con-
trol console and estimated uo from depth of water.

Figure 7. Saturated density of the sediment.

Figure 8. The fully assembled ΔDMT.

Table 1. ΔDMT membrane calibration.

Location
Depth of 
water, m

ΔA ΔB

t*, bar d+, kPa t*, bar d+, kPa

DH1-1 18.1 −0.2 −7 0.50 22
DH1-2 18.6 −0.2 −9 0.50 25
DH2-1 17.1 −0.2 −17 0.75 33
DH2-2 17.5 −0.2 −19 0.70 35
DH3 15.0 −0.1 −4 0.45 15
DH4 37.7 −0.2 −13 0.55 29

*reading from the gage of the DMT control console.
+reading from the differential pressure transducer.

Figure 9. Results according to DMT control cosole 
pressure gage readings.
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The po and p1 in Figure 9 correspond to A and 
B readings after correction for the membrane stiff-
ness and pressure gage zero reaings. The material 
index, ID and DMT modulus, ED are then com-
puted as:

I
p p
p uDI = 1 0p

0 0u
 (1)

and

ED = 34.7 (p1 − p0) (2)

The results show unusually low or negative ID and 
negative ED. The abnormality can be traced to the 
low p1 in comparison with po as shown in Figure 9. 
The relatively low p1 is in turn caused by the large 
ΔB readings shown in Table 1. The pneaumatic 
tubing used in this series of tests ranged from 50 
to 100 m long, depending on the depth of water 
at the time of field test. The membrane calibra-
tion described in Table 1 was performed with all 
the tubing connected just prior to ΔDMT. While 
the range of ΔB was within the range of accpt-
able values, the friction of air passing through the 
long pneumatic tubing may be significant enough 
to cause the errors in both B and ΔB readings for 
DMT in soft sediment. These errors resulted in po 
larger than p1.

Figure 10 shows the same ΔDMT results using 
readings from the differential pressure transducer. 
The ID values fall in a range that is compatible for 
clay and silt. The ED values also conform to a soft 
soil deposit. With the results depicted in Figures 7 
and 10, two lines that correspond to γ/γw 1.4 and 
1.5 respectively are added in Figure 2. These cor-
relations are proposed to estimate soil density for 
similar reservoir sediment based on ID and ED from 
ΔDMT.

If the horizontal stress index, KD is to be invoked 
in the interpretation of ΔDMT, it is necessary to 
determine the effective overburden stress ( ′σ ′′vσσ ) at 
the depth of ΔDMT ⋅ KD is defined as:

K
p u

DK
v

= ′
0 0u
σ v′′

 (3)

and

′ − − Δσ σ′′ = σv vσ σσ σ v uσσu u= −σ vσ 0  (4)

where Δu is the excess pore water pressure, if  the 
soil is not fully consolidated.

Consider the young age of  the reservoir sedi-
ment; it was not certain if  the sediment was com-
pletely consolidated under its own weight. Or, Δu 
in Equation (4) may not be zero. To verify the 
state of  consolidation, ΔPu was performed in the 
top sediment layer in DH4 at 50 cm intervals. The 
piezometer was lowed to the designated depth 
and the decay of  excess pore water pressure was 
monitored. It took approximately 30 minutes for 
the excess pore pressure (Δu) reading to reach a 
stabilized value. The results of  the ΔPu in terms 
of  stabilized Δu versus depth are presented in 
Figure 11. Assuming γ/γw = 1.5, the top sediment 
was still at an early stage of  consolidation except 
at its boundaries. Figure 12 demonstrates the pro-
files of  the current overburden stress (σ′v) accord-
ing to ΔUp, expected effective overburden stress 
after the excess pore water pressure is fully dis-
sipated (σ′vow) based on the assumed soil density, 
and the pre-consolidation stress (σ′p) for the bot-
tom sediment layer according to oedometer tests. 

Figure 10. Results according to ΔDMT from differen-
tial pressure transducer readings. Figure 11. Excess pore water pressure from DH4.
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For the top, under-consolidated sediment layer, 
σ′v = σ′p.

The overconsolidation ratio (OCR) is defined as 
σ′p/σ′vo. According to this definition, OCR values 
for the top sediment layer are extremely low. A plot 
of available KD versus OCR is shown in Figure 13. 
In this Figure, KD was computed using Equations 
(3) and (4) and Δu values taken from the ΔPu tests. 
Currently available correlations shown in Fig-
ure 13 (i.e., those of Marchetti, 1980 and Kamei & 
Iwasaki, 1995) are limited to cases with OCR ≥ 1. 
According to Figure 13, KD is larger than 2 and 
appears to increase linearly on a log-log scale as 
OCR becomes less than 1.

Figure 13. Correlation between KD and OCR.

Figure 12. Overburden and preconsolidation stress 
profile.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The experience presented in the paper demon-
strated the effectiveness of using differential pres-
sure in overcoming the difficulties in performing 
penetration tests in extremely soft soil. The change 
of the depth of water does not affect the differ-
ential pressure readings. The ΔDMT diaphragm 
expansion readings are taken immediately above 
the blade. The results are not affected by the fric-
tion of air passing through long pneumatic tubing, 
when performing tests under relatively deep water 
from a barge. Residual excess pore water pressure 
existing in the young reservoir sediment can be 
readily measured using the ΔPu. With these test 
data, it is possible to expand the correlations to 
soils with γ/γw below 1.6 and OCR less than 1.
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Freitas Lagoon, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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ABSTRACT: A comprehensive site investigation was conducted on the soft clay deposit at the  Cantagalo 
Park, Rio de Janeiro, with the aim of implementing a ground treatment solution at the area. This paper 
presents a summary of the geotechnical properties obtained from laboratory and in situ tests. Thirty four 
SPT boreholes with water content measurements were initially performed at the area. Two site investiga-
tion clusters were established to represent the area. Piezocone tests, dilatometer tests, vane tests and labo-
ratory tests were executed in these clusters. Careful analysis and comparison of the results from all tests 
made it possible to obtain the soft clay properties such as undrained strength, coefficient of consolidation 
and overconsolidation ratio useful for the ground treatment solutions proposed for the area.

was performed to support a study for the  possible 
 solutions to be adopted in the Cantagalo Park 
region, aiming to definitively stabilize the observed 
movements in the region.

This paper describes the geotechnical param-
eters of the soft clay deposit located at Rodrigo 
de Freitas Lagoon. The data presented herein is a 
summary of the geotechnical properties obtained 
from laboratory and in situ tests, which were the 
basis for the study of a ground stabilization tech-
nique for the Cantagalo Park region.

2 GEOTECHNICAL TEST CAMPAIGN

2.1 Test program

The geotechnical parameters necessary to design 
an engineering solution to eliminate settlements 
were obtained from an extensive test campaign 
involving in situ and laboratory tests. Two investi-
gation clusters were programmed in two different 
regions of the studied area (cluster 1, adjacent to 
borehole SP 04 and cluster 2, adjacent to boreholes 
SP 36 and SP 36A). The position of these two clus-
ters and the location of the SPT boreholes can be 
seen in Figure 1.

The in situ tests executed included Standard Pen-
etration Tests (SPT) with and without water con-
tent; electric Vane Tests (VT) using the vane borer 

1 INTRODUCTION

The Rodrigo de Freitas Lagoon, located at the 
south side of  Rio de Janeiro City, is a large area 
used for leisure purposes and is surrounded by 
buildings and other leisure facilities. The physi-
cal environment near the lagoon has undergone 
significant changes since the 1940s, including 
the execution of  fills, due to real estate growth. 
The alterations in the lagoon surroundings only 
ceased after 1975, when further changes were 
prohibited.

The Cantagalo Park, which is approximately 
40,000 square meters and located at the Rodrigo de 
Freitas Lagoon, presents a thick soft clay deposit. 
As no ground treatment solution were not imple-
mented in the area, thus settlements have occurred 
in the last three and a half  decades since the park 
was created.

Backfilling has been performed at the park on 
different occasions with the aim of correcting the 
ground level and thus reducing the risks associated 
with periodical flooding. However, the problem 
has not been corrected for long term purposes. 
More recently the city council decided to intervene 
in the area in light of the major events which will 
take place in the City during the period of 2014–
2016, namely the World Cup and Olympic Games. 
In 2010 an extensive geotechnical test campaign 
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equipment; piezocone (CPTu) and  dilatometer 
tests with a Marchetti dilatometer (DMT). CPTu 
and VT were performed by COPPE-UFRJ and 
DMT by Fugro In Situ under a collaboration 
between these two.

The laboratory tests performed at the Catholic 
University PUC-Rio, were index and oedometer 
tests and CAU anisotropic consolidated triaxial 
tests, but the latter are outside the scope of this 
paper.

Thirteen undisturbed soil samples were obtained 
by stationary shelby piston sampler and two bore-
holes (BO-1 and BO-2) for the laboratory tests. 
Both were located in cluster 2.

The samples were collected every 2.0 m in each 
vertical. The sampling in borehole BO-1started at 
depth of 10.5 m and in borehole BO-2 started at 
7.0 m deep. The sampling in BO-1 and BO-2 started 
at depths of 10.5 m and 7.0 m respectively. Both 
areas present fill with thickness of 6.5 m. The 
undisturbed soil samples were obtained respecting 
the Brazilian recommendations specified by the 
NBR-9820/1997 for undisturbed sample collection 
in low resistance soils from boreholes and sample 
preparation used Ladd and De Groot (2003)’s 
technique.

3 INTERPRETATION OF THE SPT 
RESULTS

An extensive campaign of  34 SPT boreholes was 
performed at the area of  interest. The results of 

the SPT data allowed drawing thickness maps 
over the studied area, as well as its geotechnical 
profile.

The typical profile of the region consists of 
landfill layers with thicknesses ranging between 0 
and 16 m and a layer of soft clay with a thickness 
varying between 0 and 35 m.

3.1 Thickness maps

Figure 2 presents the map of existing fill show-
ing regions of the “same-fill thickness”. Similarly, 
 Figure 3 presents the soft clay map showing regions 
of the “same-clay thickness”. Soft clay thicknesses 
varying between 10 m and 20 m are most repre-
sentative of the area. Thicknesses greater than 
20 m are located in smaller sites.

Figure 1. The location of clusters and SPT boreholes 
in Cantagalo Park.

Figure 2. Regions of the “same-fill thickness”.

Figure 3. Regions of the “same-soft clay thickness”.
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4 RESULTS OF IN SITU 
AND LABORATORY TESTS

The results of in situ and laboratory tests are 
 presented and discussed in this section.

Undrained strength values were obtained with 
vane tests and also from piezocone tests. Horizon-
tal consolidation coefficients obtained from pore-
pressure dissipation tests with piezocones were 
compared with values obtained by means of oed-
ometer consolidation tests.

4.1 Soil characterization

Water content data versus depth is shown in 
 Figure 6 where it is possible to identify a clear 
distinction between materials: fill, from 0 to 6 m 
depth, and soft clay, from 6 m to the end of the 
test area at depth of approximately 22 m. Beyond 
depth of 6 m the water content reaches approxi-
mately 150%, a similar value to those found in con-
solidation tests.

The relationship between compression index 
(Cc) and in situ water content (w0) could be estab-
lished by Cc = 0.012 w0. This is the same relation-
ship obtained for clays located at Barra da Tijuca 
and Recreio dos Bandeirantes—districts located 

Figure 4. Location of the geotechnical profile A-A 
shown below.

Figure 5. Geotechnical profile A-A.

3.2 Geotechnical profiles

A geotechnical profile was drawn based on the 
SPT boreholes executed in the studied area. The 
location of the profile in plan is presented in 
Figure 4.

The geotechnical profile is presented in  Figure 5. 
As can be observed from the geotechnical profile, 
superficial fill layers can be seen covering all the 
Cantagalo Park area. The majority of boreholes 
indicated that the fills were executed directly over 
the soft clay, but in some cases the fills were laid 
over sand and residual soil layers, at the edge of 
the shore.

The top fill consists mainly of a bottom sand 
layer, overlaid with mixed clayey sand fill mate-
rial. There is evidence of ancient failures in this 
region, indicated in old bathymetric surveys, with 
the emergence of higher quotas within the area of 
the lagoon. Figure 5 shows that the soft clay may 
reach depths greater than 30 m.

Figure 6. Water content at boreholes SP 04 (cluster 1) 
and SP 36 (cluster 2).
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at the west side of the city of Rio de Janeiro 
( Almeida et al., 2008). Data for the compression 
ratio CR = Cc/(1 + e0) was obtained from conven-
tional oedometer tests. The compression ratio is 
within the range of 0.34–0.41, which is quite com-
monly found for Brazilian coastal clays (Almeida 
and Marques, 2010).

Dilatometer tests were also used to identify the 
soil type. The characterization indicated a silty soil 
right below the fill, followed by a clayey soil that 
extends to the end of the test area. The material 
index (ID) varied between 0.1 and 1.1 and the mean 
value was 0.27, which can be verified in Figure 7. 
The tests started from depth of 7 m, after a pre-
bore from 0 to 7 m depth was executed. The hori-
zontal stress index Kd will be used below to obtain 
undrained strength and overconsolidation ratio 
from DMT tests.

The peak value of the ID at depth of approxi-
mately 11 m indicates the existence of a layer of 
silt, which was also previously observed in piezo-
cone tests.

Piezocone data is quite useful for a better defini-
tion of the soil stratigraphy. This helps to identify 
thin layers that are hard to observe in SPT tests.

Figure 8 shows the rapid increase in cone resist-
ance observed in borehole SP 36A at depths of 
5 m, 11 m and 17 m, and clearly indicates the exist-
ence of a thin sand layer inside the clay deposit. 
The same can be observed for borehole SP 04 at 
depths of 17 m, 19 m and 22 m.

4.2 Coefficient of consolidation

Coefficients of consolidation in horizontal and 
vertical directions, ch and cv values, were obtained 
from piezocone and consolidation tests.

Figure 9 shows the mean ch values obtained from 
verticals 36 and 36 A for measurements performed 

at both cone, cone face (u1) and cone shoulder (u2), 
using Houlsby and Teh (1988) method with a rigid-
ity index (Ir) equal to 100.

The mean value for borehole 36 was 
ch = 3.95 × 10−8 m2/s and for borehole 36A was 
ch = 5.58 × 10−8 m2/s. The mean overall ch value 
encountered was 4.76 × 10−8 m2/s. All these are 
directly measured values, thus are related to the the 
overconsolidated conditions.

The coefficient of consolidation ch in the Nor-
mally Consolidated (NC) range was also computed 
(Jamiolkowski, et al. 1985)

c RR
CR

c ih hCR
c( )NCNC ( )piezocone=

 
(1)

where the recompression to virgin compression 
ratio RR/CR adopted was 0.13.
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Figure 7. Dilatometer parameters measured in cluster 2.

Figure 8. Cone and friction resistance profiles.

Figure 9. Mean values of coefficient of horizontal con-
solidation of ch obtained from CPTu.
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And the coefficient of consolidation for  vertical 
flow cv was computed from the well known 
equation:

c k
k

cv
v

h
h( )NC ( )NC=

 
(2)

where the permeability ratio kh/kv adopted was 1.
Figure 10 shows the vertical consolidation 

coefficient from piezocone and consolidation 
tests at normally consolidated range. It can be 
verified that for both verticals the mean value cv is 
1 × 10−7 m2/s.

The scatter of cv data shown in Figure 10 has 
been found in a number of soft clay sites in Brazil 
(Almeida and Marques, 2010).

4.3 Undrained strength (Su)

Figure 11 shows Su design strength profiles obtained 
from different in situ tests. The tests started from 
depth of 6 m, below the fill layer.

The design strengths obtained from vane tests 
are computed with the Bjerrum (1973) correction 
factor, using the following expression:

S Su uS SS SSS ( )VT  
(3)

where su(VT) is the measured vane resistance and μ 
is the Bjerrum’s correction factor, which is approxi-
mately 0.7.

The design strengths from piezocone tests are 
obtained using the equation:

S Su uS ( )PZ  
(4)

where Su(PZ) is the uncorrected strength obtained by 
means of the equation:

S q
Nu

t v

kt
( )PZ =

− σ 0

 (5)

where qt is the corrected point resistance, σvo is the 
total vertical stress and Nkt is the cone factor. The 
average Nkt value for borehole SP 36 A was 15 and 
for borehole SP 36 was 14.

The undrained strengths obtained from the 
dilatometer tests that are better adjusted to the 
curves were obtained from the following equation:

Su v D0

1 25. (v0
. )KD

.′
 

(6)

where KD is the horizontal stress index and σ′vo the 
initial in situ effective stress.

Results of undrained strength obtained from 
dilatometer, vane and piezocone test results are 

Figure 10. Comparative graphics of cv values obtained from CPTu and consolidation tests (oed).
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generally in the same range, but results show some 
scatter, particularly in relation to vane tests.

The undrained strengths resulting from vane 
tests in the cluster 1 (SP 04) are varying between 
11.9 kPa and 35 kPa with mean value equal to 
21 kPa, the values in cluster 2 (SP 36 and 36A) 
are between 9.3 kPa and 34.5 kPa and mean value 
equal to 17 kPa.

4.4 Overconsolidation Ratio (OCR)

The OCR values estimated from CPTu and DMT 
were calculated with the following equations, 
respectively:

OCR
qt v

v
=

−
0 15 0

0

.
σ

σ′
 

(7)

where σ′vo is the initial in situ effective stress.

OCR KD( . ) .2. 1 3. 2
 (8)

where KD is the horizontal stress index.
Equation (7), adapted from Chen and Mayne 

(1996), was used by Jannuzzi (2009) at the soft 
clay deposit of Sarapuí II and by Baroni (2010) 
in very compressible soft clay deposits in Barra da 
Tijuca, both located in Rio de Janeiro (Baroni and 
 Almeida, 2012).

Equation (8) is an adaptation of the equa-
tion suggested by Powell and Uglow (1988), 
OCR = (0.24 KD)1.32. According to Marchetti 
(1980) KD constant values greater than 2.3 indicate 
the presence of normally consolidated clay depos-
its. This may be observed in Figure 7 along the 
depth for KD values.

Figure 12 shows the results from all tests, which 
suggest the existence of a clay deposit which is still 
in the process of consolidation.

5 ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS FOR SOFT 
SOIL STABILIZATION

COPPE recommended adopting vacuum consoli-
dation and stone columns for ground treatment of 
the Cantagalo Park region in their reports issued 
late 2010. GEORIO decided to use the Deep Radial 
Consolidation (CPR) technique for approximately 
16,000 square meters, which represents 32% of the 
investigated Cantagalo Park area. The CPR tech-
nique involves injection of mortar-like grout at 
high pressure combined with prefabricated verti-
cal drains installed in the treated area. The ground 
treatment was implemented in Cantagalo Park by 
late 2011 and monitoring will take place until mid 
2012.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A summary of the geotechnical parameters 
obtained from laboratory and in situ tests of the 
soft clay deposit located on Rodrigo de Freitas 
Lagoon was presented in this paper.

The site investigation showed that the mean fill 
height in the area is quite thick, about 6 m and that 
the soft clay reaches 30 m thick at specific points. 
Thus successive fill were placed over the soft clay 
deposit to compensate settlements.

Figure 12. OCR values obtained with CPTu, dilatom-
eter and oedometer tests, SP 36A and SP 36.

Figure 11. Su design strength profiles obtained with 
vane, CPTu and dilatometer, clusters 1 and 2.
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The relationship between the compression index 
and water content is Cc = 0.012 w0, well within the 
range of Rio de Janeiro clays.

The geotechnical parameters, coefficient of con-
solidation, undrained strength and overconsolida-
tion ratio presented, combined the use of more 
than one test type, laboratory and in situ tests 
when possible. Overall consistency of results was 
generally observed.

The OCR’s distribution with depth indicates 
that the subsoil is composed mainly of a thick nor-
mally consolidated layer, which is confirmed by the 
oedometer, KD and CPTu results. Consequently 
the soft clay layer was still in the consolidation 
process.
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Geotechnical model development for a very soft estuarine clay 
with MASW geophysics, in-situ and laboratory testing

R.B. Kelly & R.J. Whiteley
Coffey Geotechnics, Sydney, Australia

ABSTRACT: A geotechnical model was developed for a site in eastern Australia where a very soft estua-
rine soil deposit was subsequently improved using dry soil mix, stone columns and surcharge with wick 
drains. The subsurface S-wave velocity distribution provided by MASW geophysics allowed a previously 
unknown palaeochannel to be identified and characterised the extent of an organic layer found during 
excavation. In-situ testing with SDMT, T-Bar, CPTu and vane shear methods together with 1D oedometer 
and CRSC laboratory testing permitted more detailed characterisation of the very soft estuarine clay and, 
to a depth of 8 m, the small strain shear stiffness measurements from MASW and SDMT agreed well. 
Correlations between T-Bar, shear vane and SDMT data for undrained shear strength indicated that the 
empirical Ntbar factor was about 15.5 and Nkt was 18, nearthe upper end of reported values. Comparisons 
of in-situ and laboratory test data showed the T-bar factor was about 4.3 for assessment of soil yield pres-
sure which is also greater than published values. The CPTu k factor was 0.2 which has been reported for 
low penetration resistance clays. Yield pressures inferred from CRSC tests were greater than inferred from 
incremental load oedometer tests and the CRSC interpretations were closer to in-situ test data. Liquid 
limit measurements were found to be incorrect because the soil contained organics and was sensitive to 
oven temperature. It is concluded that the integrated applications of MASW geophysics with appropriate 
in situ and laboratory testing are an effective means for characterising very soft estuarine clays and for 
locating material property changes related to palaeodrainage processes in these environments in Aus-
tralia. Empirical factors for assessment of undrained shear strength and yield pressure appear to lie at the 
extremes of published values.

accuracy. The quality of the field vane test data 
was also unclear.

In an attempt to overcome these deficiencies, 
at one location, a different approach to the site 
investigation was undertaken. This involved bore-
hole drilling and sampling with extensive in-situ 
testing and the use of  Multi-channel Analysis 
of  Surface Waves (MASW) geophysics to assess 
stratigraphic changes along the section. A seis-
mic dilatometer, a 10 MPa capacity piezocone, 
a 75 mm wide by 150 mm long downhole vane 
shear and a 160 mm wide by 40 mm thick T-bar 
were also used for this investigation. Undisturbed 
U75 samples were taken for moisture content, 
plasticity index, organic content and compression 
testing using incremental load and constant rate 
of  strain equipment.

Figure 1 shows the site plan with the location of 
the MASW lines, boreholes and in situ test loca-
tions. The piezocone, Tbar, shear vane and SDMT 
were performed at the location of  PCPT3246 in 

1 INTRODUCTION

The Pacific Highway, the major coastal road link 
between Sydney and Brisbane, Australia is being 
upgraded. Near Ballina in northern New South 
Wales the Highway crosses the Richmond River 
valley which is infilled with thick deposits of soft 
estuarine clay. Extensive geotechnical site investi-
gations have been performed along this section of 
the alignment with conventional borehole drilling 
and piezocone penetrometer testing (CPTu) at the 
bridges and at designated intervals between bridges. 
Downhole shear vane tests are often completed 
adjacent to the piezocone test sites. Typically, the 
piezocone tests were performed with 100 MPa 
capacity cones using 8 bit digital data acquisition 
systems to assist in the identification of strati-
graphic changes. However, the cone data was not 
able to be used to generate engineering parameters 
for detailed design as it could not measure cone 
resistance in the soft to very soft soils to sufficient 
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Figure 1. Samples for laboratory testing were 
taken from borehole BH3055.

2 MASW GEOPHYSICS

The MASW lines (Line 1 and 2, Figure 1) were 
placed were either side of the culvert across Sandy 
Flat creek. The northern side of Line 2 approached 
a weathered rock ridge that crossed the road align-
ment. The MASW testing was completed in accord-
ance with accepted practice using a 1 m geophone 
spacing and was acquired with a 48-channel dig-
ital seismograph. Processing was completed using 
Surfseis© software (Kansas Geological Survey). 
The MASW S-wave velocity sections obtained are 
shown in Figures 2 and 3. S-wave velocities ranged 
from 40 m/s to 300 m/s. The highest velocities 
occur at depth on Line 2 with relatively steep veloc-
ity gradients suggesting the presence of weathered 
rock. This interpretation is supported by BH 52 
that was drilled between the two MASW lines and 
encountered weathered rock at about 10 m depth. 
Also the velocities increase rapidly on the eastern 
side of Line 2 as the rock ridge is approached. 
The interpreted soil-rock interface appears to be 
relatively steep in this region. The lowest veloci-
ties occur in a relatively thin layer near the road 
surface. Excavation during subsequent construc-
tion showed that the region delineated by the 
40 m/s seismic velocities had high organic content. 
Beneath this low velocity region on both MASW 
lines velocities increase relatively slowly with depth 
to about 70 m/s and then more rapidly below this 
depth where rock is expected. Piezocone PCP168 
(Figure 2) obtained a rapid increase in tip resist-
ance at about 10 m depth where S-wave velocities 
are about 75 m/s. This indicates that the base of 
the very soft soils is indicated by velocities near this 
value. On Line 1 the known paleochannel appears 
to extend from about Ch. 25 to 40 m to about 11 m 
depth. On Line 2 a further paleochannel extend-
ing to about 8 m depth is indicated. This was 

subsequently tested and confirmed with piezocone 
PCPT3337 (Figure 3) that showed a rapid increase 
in tip resistance from 7.5 m depth.

3 LABORATORY TEST DATA

The soil profile in the area where the borehole was 
drilled comprises a 1 m thick layer of alluvium 
overlying soft to very soft estuarine sediments to 
10.2 m depth. The estuarine sediments are under-
lain by about 2 m of residual soil and then fresh 
argillite bedrock.

The soil has an organic content up to 19% 
between 1 m and 2.5 m depth and between 2% to 
5% organic content below 2.5 m depth.

The moisture content of the soil varies between 
68% at 8.7 m depth and 126% and 2.7 m depth. The 
plastic limit varies between 25% to 32% and the 
measured liquid limit varies between 50% and 70%. 
The liquid limit values are considered to be incor-
rect. The liquid limit of these soils can be affected by 
temperature when being dried prior to reconstitution 
and testing. Estimates of the Plasticity Index (PI) 
have been made using Equation 1. In Equation 1, 
Cc is the maximum coefficient of compression meas-
ured for a load increment in a standard oedometer 
test. The moisture content, plastic limit and esti-
mated plasticity index are presented in Table 1.

C
PI

c =
1 35

100
.

 (1)

An x-ray diffraction test performed on a sample 
of soil approximately 2 km from this site (although 
part of a connected flood plain) showed the clay 
comprises mainly smectite minerals. The clay con-
tent is approximately 76%. The estimated PI values 
in Table 1 are consistent with smectite clay minerals.

Figure 1. Site plan.

Figure  2a. S-wave velocity section: Line 1.

Figure 2b. S-wave velocity section: Line 2.
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Constant Rate of Strain Compression (CRSC) 
tests were performed using samples from the same 
U75 tube as used for incremental load oedometer 
tests at 2.7 m, 5.7 m and 8.7 m depth. The rate of 
strain in the CRSC test was about 8.6%/day. In the 
incremental load test, in the normally consolida-
tion range, each stage took about 17 hours to reach 
100% consolidation. A comparison of the oedom-
eter and CRSC data at 5.7 m depth is shown in 
Figure 4. The slopes of the curves are similar but 
the yield stress for the oedometer test is less than 
the CRSC test. Similar trends were observed in the 
tests on samples from 2.7 m and 8.7 m depth.

4 IN-SITU TESTING

The field vane, PCPT, DMT and T-bar tests were 
all performed using a purpose built cone penetrom-
eter truck rig. The tests were performed adjacent 
to each other and each test location was offset by 
approximately 1 m to 2 m.

The field vane used in the assessment was 
75 mm in diameter and 150 mm tall. The DMT 
was a Marchetti seismic dilatometer. The PCPT 
was a 10 MPa capacity Geotech AB model with 
an “a” factor of 0.57. The T-bar had a diameter of 
40 mm and a length of 160 mm. The length is less 
than the standard length of 250 mm.

Undrained shear strengths and preconsolida-
tion pressures were inferred from the in-situ tests. 
Interpretation for undrained shear strengths were 
made using Equations 2 to 5.
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Interpretations for preconsolidation pressure 
were made from Equations 6 to 9.

Shear Vane ′ =σp us3 54  (6)

Piezocone ′σ′ =p t= vk )σ−t v  (7)

T-Bar ′ =
−

σp

tbar v
s

p

tp

q −tbar a A
A

N

( (σ u−σv ))1
 (8)

SDMT ′ =σp P U−0 0 0P UP. (51 ) (9)

The various symbols in in Equations 2 to 9 
denote the following quantities:

Su = undrained shear strength;
T = torque;
t, h = vane diameter and vane height respectively;
qt = piezocone tip resistance corrected for 
pressure;
σv = total stress in the ground;
Nkt = piezocone strength correlation factor;
u = excess pore pressure;
a = area factor of pressure element;
As, Ap = area of shaft and area of T-bar 
respectively;
Qtbar = T-bar resistance;
Ntbar = T-bar strength correlation factor;
S = ratio of undrained shear strength to effective 
stress in the normally consolidated state;
σ′v = effective stress in the ground;
σ′p = soil preconsolidation (or yield) pressure;
k = piezocone yield pressure correlation factor;
Ntp = T-bar yield pressure correlation factor;
P0 = SDMT corrected first reading; and
U0 = SDMT equilibrium pore pressure.

Table 1. Measured and estimated soil properties.

Depth 
(m)

Moisture 
content (%) PL (%) Cc

Estimated
PI

1.2 103.1 25 1.11  82
2.7 126.1 27 1.66 123
4.2 115.4 32 1.52 113
5.7  98.8 28 1.42 105
7.2  95.5 29 1.35 100
8.7  67.6 27 0.70  52
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Figure 4. Comparison of oedometer and CRSC data. 
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The shear vane was not corrected for plasticity. 
The Nkt, Ntbar, k and Ntp factors were determined by 
comparisons of all the data.

Comparisons of undrained shear strengths 
inferred from vane shear, piezocone, T-bar and 
SDMT are presented in Figure 5. Also shown is 
undrained shear strength calculated for normally 
consolidated soils using a value of 0.3 for S. The 
shape of the piezocone (CPTu) and T-bar profiles 
with depth are similar. The SDMT trace is simi-
lar to the CPTu and T-bar in the upper 6 m but 
the SDMT gives higher values for undrained shear 
strength below 6 m. The profile of undrained shear 
strengths with depth inferred from vane shear tests 
are more similar to the SDMT than the other 
two tests.

Comparisons of preconsolidation pressures are 
shown in Figure 6. Also shown are preconsolida-
tion pressures inferred from oedometer and CRSC 
tests along with the distribution of effective stress 
with depth. Reasonable agreement between CRSC 
and in-situ test interpretations was developed. The 
yield pressures from oedometer tests are smaller 
than CRSC values and lie around the in-situ effec-
tive stress profile.

Factors adopted in the assessment of undrained 
shear strength and yield pressure are presented in 
Table 2.

The u2 pore pressures measured by the CPTu 
were poorly developed. It is possible that the fil-
ter desaturated in the upper crust. Given that the 
‘a’ factor for this cone is quite large, it is possible 
that the corrected tip resistance was low if  the pore 
pressures were in fact greater than measured. In 
this case the Nkt value would be larger than 18.

DeJong et al (2011) quote results from T-bar 
tests showing that penetration resistance increases 
with decreasing area ratio and that probes with 
an area ratio of 5:1 (bar to rod) or greater have 
penetration resistances within 10%. The area ratio 
for the T-bar used in this study was 6.4:1. It is 
possible that the Ntbar factor is up to 10% greater 

Table 2. Factors used in interpretation.

Test Nkt Ntbar S k Ntp

CPTu 18 – – 0.2 –
T-Bar – 15.5 – – 4.25
SDMT – – 0.3 – –
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Figure 5. Interpreted undrained shear strengths.
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than would be measured using a T-bar with the 
standard 10:1 area ratio.

Lunne et al (2005) compared cone penetration 
and T-bar tests with data from field vane, triax-
ial and simple shear tests. Lunne et al (2005) rec-
ommended Nkt factors for interpretation of cone 
penetration tests ranging between 9 to 13 for 
comparisons with CAUC triaxial tests and rang-
ing between 12 to 17 for comparisons with the 
average of triaxial compression, extension and 
simple shear modes of failure. Lunne et al (2005) 
also recommend using Ntbar values of 8 to 11 for 
CAUC comparisons and 10 to 13 for the average 
modes of failure. Low et al (2010) recommended 
Nkt ranges between 11.5 and 15.5 and Ntbar ranges 
from 10 to 14 with respect to average undrained 
shear strengths.

Values of Nkt and Ntbar inferred for this study 
lie at the high end of the range reported in the 
literature.

For SDMT interpretation, the S value of 0.3 
is also at the high end of the potential range but 
can be justified for soils with high plasticity index. 
Ladd (1991) presents data from triaxial compres-
sion, simple shear and triaxial extension tests 
where S ranges between 0.25 and 0.3 at a plasticity 
index of 100%.

Mayne (2006) compared a limited data set for 
T-bar data compared with measured preconsoli-
dation pressures and found that the preconsolida-
tion pressure can be correlated with T-bar tests 
using an average Ntp factor of 2.8. The value of 
4.25 inferred for this study lies at the lower bound 
of the data presented by Mayne (2006) at low pen-
etration resistance.

Data presented by Mayne et al (2001) shows 
that a ‘k’ value of 0.3 provided a good average cor-
relation for the yield pressure. Inspection of the 
data presented by Mayne et al (2001) shows that 
the lower bound to the data can be characterised 
by a ’k’ value = 0.2. The data points lie closest to 
the ‘k’ = 0.2 line at low values of penetration resist-
ance. This is consistent with the data obtained for 
this investigation.

Preconsolidation pressures inferred from this 
investigation correspond with average correlations 
with VST given by Sabatini et al (2002) and from 
SDMT given by Mayne (2006).

Seismic velocities measured from MASW and 
SDMT are compared in Figure 7. Seismic section 
S3 lies closest to the SDMT test location. The 
velocities compare well to the base of  soft clay 
at about 9 m depth. The velocities from MASW 
are lower than SDMT below about 9 m depth, 
which is near the limit of  the depth of  investiga-
tion of the MASW set up that was used. Hence 
shear wave velocities are less reliable below about 
10 m depth.

5 DISCUSSION

Inferred values of Nkt, Ntbar, ‘k’ and Ntp from CPTu 
and T-bar tests lie at extremes of published data. 
In contrast, values of undrained shear strength 
and yield pressure inferred from VST and DMT 
tests conform to published correlations.

Randolph (2004) discusses theoretical impacts 
of  strain rate and strain softening on correla-
tions between T-bar and VST tests. Strain rates 
in the soil around the T-bar were inferred to be 
500 to 700 times higher than in the VST shear 
zone. The shear strength measured by the T-bar 
should be greater than measured by the VST. 
Calibration of  T-bar to VST would therefore 
result in higher than anticipated values of  Ntbar. 
Einev and Randolph (2005) present results of 
theoretical studies incorporating strain rate and 
strain softening into interpretation of  Ntbar. The 
Ntbar factor increases with rate and increases as 
the sensitivity reduces. An Ntbar value of  14.3 was 
computed for soil with a sensitivity of  5 and a 
rate parameter of  0.2. The sensitivity of  the soil 
at Ballina inferred from VST data ranges between 
2 and 5. The rate parameter for Ballina soils has 
not been measured. However, the inferred value 
of  Ntbar suggests that the rate parameter is in the 
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order of  0.2 for Ballina soils and the soils could 
be considered rate dependent.

6 CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that the integrated applications of 
MASW geophysics with appropriate in situ and 
laboratory testing are an effective means for char-
acterising very soft to soft estuarine clays and for 
locating material property changes related to pal-
aeodrainage processes in these environments in 
Australia. Empirical factors for assessment of und-
rained shear strength and yield pressure for T-bar 
and CPTu tests appear to lie at the extremes of 
published values. In contrast, correlations between 
VST and DMT lie within published ranges. It is 
speculated that the Ballina soils are sensitive to the 
applied shear strain rate.
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Settlement analysis of a cylindrical tank based on CPTU 
and SDMT results

Z. Młynarek & S. Gogolik
Poznań University of Life Sciences, Poznań, Poland

M. Gryczmański & R. Uliniarz
Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice, Poland

ABSTRACT: Within the framework of an investment project a cylindrical tank to store liquid fuels 
was designed. It was founded under difficult soil and water conditions on alluvial subsoil composed of 
alternately deposited sands and organic soils. The result of an analysis of settlement of the building struc-
ture in the least advantageous situation, i.e. at the filling test, was considered an important criterion of 
correctness of the design. A MES 3D analysis of these settlements was conducted at the assumption of 
subsoil stratification identified geometrically using CPTU penetration and dilatometer testing (SDMT). 
Penetration in situ tests comprised also the basis for the evaluation of deformation parameters, quantify-
ing the linear-elastic, isotropic models of layers. The leading parameter for each layer was the maximum 
(initial) G0 shear modulus. On the basis of this modulus and the stiffness model of the subsoil a quasi 3D 
Poisson’s ratio was selected so that the condition of incompressibility was met. Correctness of calcula-
tion assumptions was verified by comparing theoretically predicted settlements with the results of their 
monitoring at the filling test stage. The presented paper may be seen as an example of the application of 
the concept of Experimental Soil Engineering (ESE), introduced extensively to present-day geotechnical 
design and based on simple, realistic mathematical models with parameters possibly best adapted to the 
reality, represented by the results of measurements.

Keywords: settlement analysis, IDW method, CPTU, SDMT

Both these conditions are of particular importance 
when subsoils are composed of alluvial soils, which 
are characterized by high spatial variation in stiff-
ness and strength (Młynarek et al. 2011).

This paper comprises an assessment of effective-
ness of adopted models and a comparative analysis 
of pre-dicted and measured settlements.

2 THE CONCEPT OF TANK FOUNDATION

The concept for the foundation of the tank was 
based on the geotechnical identification of stratig-
raphy and lithology of subsoil. The location of the 
area within an extensive deltoid marginal stream 
valley clearly defined the subsoil as a subsoil with 
difficult soil and water conditions. This subsoil is 
composed of alluvial deposits, significantly dif-
ferentiated in terms of grain size distribution and 
geotechnical parameters (Table 1), which form the 
sandwich-type macrostructure (Fig. 1). Due to 
the ground water level, found at a depth of 1.4 m 
below ground level and the impossibility to obtain 

1 INTRODUCTION

Foundation of large-sized tanks for liquid fuels is a 
specific geotechnical problem. Unit load of subsoil 
from the tank is not high, but the subsoil- foundation 
cooperation zone is considerable. Under such con-
ditions safe and appropriate operation of the tank 
requires e.g. a strict limitation of the maximum 
values and differences of settlements, since the 
tank is considerably equipped with fuel inflow and 
outflow installations. At a specific value of unit 
load, projection area and rigidity of the building 
structure the maximum value of settlement and its 
differences depend solely on the deformability of 
subsoil, measured at the assumption of elastic (not 
necessarily linear) behavior of soils under load. 
In view of the relatively high thickness of subsoil 
cooperating with the tank it is necessary to take 
into consideration dependencies of these param-
eters on geostatic stress and the adoption of rep-
resentative parameters for dimensioning. Another 
condition for the realistic prediction of settlement 
is to appropriately select the computational model. 
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Figure 1. Soil profile and CPTU, SDMT results.

Table 1. Geotechnical parameters of the selected soil layers in the subsoil.

Depth of layer

Type of soil
[−]

Density index/
liquidity index

Org. matter 
content

From
[m]

To
[m]

ID
[−]

IL
[−]

IOM
[%]

 0.0  1.4 Fine sand 0.90 – –
 1.4  2.5 Fine sand 0.65 – –
 2.5  3.2 Fine sand 0.85 – –
 3.2  4.3 Fine sand 0.25 – –
 4.3  4.9 Mud/peat – 0.35 12.52
 4.9  6.1 Fine sand 0.85 – –
 6.1  7.6 Fine sand >0.90 – –
 7.6  8.0 Silty sand 0.50 – –
 8.0  8.9 Fine sand >0.90 – –
 8.9 10.5 Mud/peat – 0.30 15.28
10.5 11.9 Mud/peat – 0.40 18.74
11.9 12.9 Fine sand 0.40 – –
12.9 14.5 Fine sand 0.65 – –
14.5 15.2 Silty sand 0.35 – –
15.2 16.2 Fine sand 0.80 – –
16.2 16.8 Fine sand 0.40 – –
16.8 18.1 Fine sand 0.70 – –
18.1 24.0 Mud/peat 0.30 16.68
24.0 24.6 Fine sand 0.55 – –

high quality samples for laboratory analyses, prop-
erties of soils in the subsoil were determined using 
CPTU Static Penetration And Dilatometer Tests 
(SDMT).

A tank with a capacity of 20,000 m3 is a cylindri-
cal thin-walled steel structure with casing  diameter 

of 38 m, shield diameter of 42 m and height of 
18.5 m.

During operation the tank will transfer unit 
loads onto the subsoil amounting to 165 kPa, while 
at the water filling test it is 185 kPa. Overloading of 
subsoil during test filling was thus approx. 115%.
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The double-coated tank wall will be founded on 
the ring foundation of 3.05 m in width and 1.5 m in 
height. The bottom shell will be placed directly on 
the strongly compacted gravel cushion.

High deformability of organic layers justifies 
the design of the tank foundation due to initial 
and long-term settlement. At the initial stage set-
tlements caused by non-dilatational strains pre-
dominate. In the analysis of initial settlements 
of saturated soils it may be with a good approxi-
mation assumed that changes in volume are not 
found (deviatoric settlement—Suklje 1969). With 
the passage of time the process of consolidation 
develops under conditions close to oedometric. It 
is accompanied by an increase in subsoil stiffness.

This study was focused on initial settlements, 
connected with the stage of test filling of this tank. 
Unit loads transferred to the subsoil at this stage 
of the object operation were highest, while over-
consolidation of the subsoil was weakest.

3 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF SUBSOIL

3.1 Strength and deformation parameters 
of subsoil

The process of accumulation and river erosion 
in the analyzed area resulted in the soils of the 
subsoil being characterized by anisotropy of soil 
structure and a very high variation in grain size 
distribution. A major factor affecting mechani-
cal parameters of these deposits and at the same 
time—the  interpenetration of penetration charac-
teristics from CPTU and SDMT is also connected 
with cyclical seasonal fluctuations in ground water 
levels. Flow pressure, being a consequence of these 
changes, resulted in the surface subsoil zone exhib-
iting the effect of overconsolidation. Deeper sub-
soil, in accordance with its genesis, are qualified as 
normally consolidated subsoil. However, it results 
from the SBC system (Robertson 1990) and DMT 
system ( Marchetti 1980) that the layer of aggregate 
mud and peat strengthened with sand interbed-
dings does not occupy in these systems the zones 
forecasted for organic soils (Figs. 2 and 3). This 
problem is highly characteristic for such deposits 
and has been commented upon in other publica-
tions (Młynarek et al. 2011, Fonseca 2010).

The overconsolidation effect has a decisive effect 
on changes in the constrained modulus of soils in 
the subsoil.

Młynarek et al. (2011) showed that in alluvial 
soils variation in modulus M0 may be connected 
with variation of σv0 in as little as 9%, while the rest 
is attributed to the other variables.

Information on changes in modulus M0 in 
subsoil constituted the basis for the evaluation 

Figure 2. Location of investigated soils on soil behavior 
type classification system (after Robertson et al 1990).

Figure 3. Location of investigated soils on soil behavior 
type classification system (after Marchetti 1980).

of changes in modulus G0 and the structure of 
the rigidity model of subsoil. Hardin (1978) and 
 Jamiolkowski (1995), Schnaid (2009) described a 
function, which specifies variation in modulus G0 
of subsoil for sands.

G f ( )e OCR S C K Tv rOCR′ eee SrS K
 

(1)
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where σ ′vo = effective vertical stress; e0 = initial void 
ratio; OCR = overconsolidation ratio; Sr = degree 
of saturation, C = grain characteristics; K = soil 
structure; T = temperature

In case of alluvial soils this function should be 
supplemented with variables: content of organic 
matter and degree of decay (Młynarek et al 2008). 
This statement may be justified by the very good 
response of modulus G0 to changes in OCR, the 
type and state of soils in the subsoil (Fig. 4). In 
the determination of modulus G0 from CPTU 
we may use several formulas. High consistency of 
moduli established from SDMT and CPTU were 
obtained when modulus G0 was calculated from 
the formula proposed by Hegazy & Mayne (1995), 
Mayne (2006) (Fig. 4). This relationship was used 
to determine continuous change of modulus G0 
with depth and in the locations where SDMT tests 
were not performed.

The strong variation of modulus G0 in subsoil 
practically prevents the determination of mean, 
representative values of modulus for the entire 
subsoil in order to calculate predicted tank set-
tlements. In such a situation a quasi spatial 3-D 
model was constructed (Młynarek 2007, Młynarek 
et al. 2007). In the construction of the 3-D model 
the IDW method was applied. For this method the 
interpretation of G0 value in a given point of the 
coordinate (x0, y0, z0) is established on the basis of 
the values defined by xb, yb, zb. Each of these values 

affects the interpreted value of y0, with the weight 
wi, which is inversely proportional to the distance 
between the points.

The formula used in the Inverse Distance 
Weighted IDW method takes the form:

v
w v

w

i iv
i

N

i
i

N0
1

1

0

0
= =

=

∑

∑

( )v0

( )v0

 

(2)

where ⎪N(v0)⎪ = denotes the number of included 
observations from the neighborhood of ν0 and 
weight wi, and takes the form:

wi p=
( )d sidd

1 .

 
(3)

where the value of di denotes the Euclidean dis-
tance between points (x0, y0, z0) and (xb, yb, zb).

The 3-D model for variation in modulus G0 at 
the characteristic section of the subsoil under the 
tank is presented in Figure 5.

3.2 Assumptions for the computational 
model of the subsoil

In terms of geometry the subsoil model assumed for 
the analysis of settlements is a cubicoid step-wise 
heterogeneous solid of soil, situated symmetrically 
in relation to the tank. Generally the dimensions of 
the solid are not strictly specified. An area is consid-
ered, in which load of the building structure causes 
significant deformations of the soil mass. In the 
analyzed situation a good approximation requires 
the incorporation—in the subsoil  model—of a zone 
contained between the tank and the lowest located 
floor of strongly deformable organic soils (Fig. 1). 

Figure 4. Changes of shear modulus G0 with depth.
Figure 5. The model of subsoil stiffness calculated on 
the basis of G0 values from SDMT results.
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Sands below this boundary are subjected to slight 
deformations. When forecasting a certain allow-
ance for inaccuracies in the identification the sub-
soil solid thickness was assumed to be 25 m. It was 
assumed that identical horizontal dimensions of 
the solid would amount to 150 m. Soil in any layer 
was described by an isotropic linear-elastic model. 
In accordance with the assumed lack of changes 
in volume in the short water filling test period for 
the tank Poisson’s ratio—υ, particularly in the layer 
of aggregate muds should be assumed in all layers 
to be 0.5. A strict fulfillment of this requirement 
in calculations is not possible, as it would mean 
an infinitely high modulus of volume elasticity. 
In order to avoid this irregularity we may use an 
approximation υ = 0.49. The maximum modulus of 
shear Gmax = G0 proved to be the only parameter 
quantifying rigidity of a layer in such a situation.

4 ANALYSIS OF TANK SETTLEMENT

The presented analysis of settlements was made 
using the finite element method. For this purpose 
the area of the subsoil was made discreet using 
eight-node cubic elements. The total number of 
elements was 10,296. The grid of finite elements 
used in the analysis is presented in Figure 6.

Within the framework of MES analysis distribu-
tions (isolines) of vertical linear deformations (Fig. 7) 
and vertical stresses (Fig. 8) were determined.

In Figure 7 we may observe a strong concentra-
tion of deformations in the upper layer of aggre-
gate organic mud being greater on the side of the 
greater thickness of organic soil. This result is con-
sistent with the subsoil stiffness model (Fig. 5). At 
the boundary of aggregate mud and sand we find a 
step-wise reduction of deformation. Deformations 
continue to decrease with an increase in depth.

From the point of view of the evaluation of 
effectiveness of a linear-elastic stratified model, 
described by the maximum value of shear  modulus, 
a comparison of theoretical settlements with meas-
urement results and consistency of their fluctua-
tions with the physical model of the subsoil is of 
particular importance.

In the overall evaluation of consistency of mean, 
measured values of tank settlement and calculated 
settlements, it needs to be stated that consistency is 
very high. Figure 9 shows certain fluctuations of the 
settlement curve, which is justified by the physical 
model of subsoil. In the first stage of load mainly 
non-dilatational strain may be found in subsoil. 
Only in the layer of sands after an increase in load 
dissipation of pore pressure occurs rapidly, which 
is accompanied by a change in the porosity index. 
In the zone of aggregate muds, as it was previously 
mentioned, only non-dilatational strain is found with 
no changes in volume, which typically are accom-
panied by horizontal displacements (Suklje 1969). 
 Dilatational strain begins in the layer of aggregate 
muds after the beginning of the  consolidation  process. 

Figure 6. Finite element mesh including the change of 
the thickness in mud and peat layers.

Figure 7. Map of vertical linear deformations.

Figure 8. Map of vertical stresses.

Figure 9. Measured and predicted settlements of tank 
calculated on G0 and M0 stiffness model of subsoil.
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This moment probably corresponds to the location 
of point A on the settlement curve (Fig. 9). Such 
a mechanism of the fluctuations in settlements is 
confirmed by the prediction of settlements calcu-
lated on the basis of the rigidity model constructed 
on the basis of M0 modulus. Settlements calculated 
on the basis of the oedometric modulus of initial 
compressibility M0 are many times higher than the 
measured values. It may be assumed that calculated 
settlements in this model will forecast the volume 
settlements of tank after the completion of the sub-
soil consolidation process.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The presented analysis of the cooperation of a 
cylindrical tank with subsoil makes it possible to 
formulate several conclusions and generalizations:

• Alluvial deposits as a subsoil for building struc-
tures comprise a subsoil with a highly compli-
cated structure and high spatial variation in 
strength and deformation parameters.

• High variation in grain size distribution, state 
of compaction and consistency as well as the 
overconsolidation effect in case of alluvial soils 
prevents the application of a routine isolation 
of layers in a subsoil with homogenous (statisti-
cally) mechanical parameters. Such parameters 
as undrained shear strength and deformation 
modulus are joint random variables. This fact 
means that a change in modulus of soils in the 
subsoil is influenced at the same time by several 
factors discussed in the paper.

• A highly effective method to calculate tank set-
tlements was found to be the method consisting 
in the construction of a subsoil stiffness model 
of the quasi 3-D type for model G0, based on the 
Inverse Distance Weighted Method (IDW). This 
model showed high variation in subsoil stiffness. 
Moreover, the adoption of a multilayer discreet 
model of subsoil proved to be highly effective. 
This model consisted of zones of a stiff  subsoil, 
composed of sands and strongly deformable 
aggregate muds.

• Conducted measurements of settlements in the 
water filling test showed a very high, almost 100% 
consistency with predicted immediate settlements, 
calculated at the assumption of isotropic linear-
elastic models with a deformation parameter in 
the form of maximum G0 shear modulus.
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ABSTRACT: The left bank of the Port of Santos is less known from a geotechnical point of view 
than the right bank, because harbor development started later in this region. The geotechnical subsoil 
profile of the left bank is slightly different, with less superficial sand layers and more soft to very soft 
soil layers close the surface. The Container Terminals TECON III and IV were built in this area and a 
comprehensive site investigation campaign was developed for its design, including oedometric consolidation 
tests, CPTU tests, Vane shear tests, SPT-T blowcount tests and conventional soil characterization tests.
The obtained results were compared and fitted into the local knowledge obtained from a previous terminal 
built in the same area, the Vehicle Export Terminal (TEV), as well as the published regional geotechnical 
database. Based on these results, geotechnical parameters are proposed for the local soft soils.

This paper describes the geotechnical investi-
gation results obtained during design and con-
struction of the terminals, which are compared 
and fitted into the local knowledge and published 
regional geotechnical database. Based on these 
results, geotechnical parameters are proposed for 
the local soft soil.

2 SITE DESCRIPTION

The history of the Port of Santos begins with the 
transfer of the port from the bay to calmer waters 
in the canal. The official inauguration the Port of 

1 INTRODUCTION

The container terminals Tecon III and IV are 
located in a coastal area, 70 km from São Paulo, on 
the left bank of the Santos harbor. These container 
terminals are part of the most important Brazilian 
harbor, Santos, and are the largest container ter-
minals in the country. They are considered also the 
most modern terminals in South America with an 
annual capacity of 2,000,000 TEU.

Figure 1. View of the area. In the foreground the left 
bank of Santos harbor with the container terminals.

Figure 2. Tecon 1, was inaugurated in 1981 with 510 m 
of quay.
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Santos is 1892, with the first 260 m of quay in the 
area, called, “Cais do Valongo”.

In 1981, at the left bank, the first Brazilian con-
tainer terminal, Tecon 1, was inaugurated. Until 
2007, 470 m of quay were added to the original 
510 m quay length. This 980 m long wharf allows 
the simultaneously operation of up to three 300 mr 
long container vessels.

3 GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

3.1 Regional geology

The coast of São Paulo is marked by a succession 
of sedimentary plains that stretch between the 
“Serra do Mar” and the coast. These sediments 
were deposited during the last 100,000 to 120,000 
years in different cycles of sedimentation and 
erosion. The Cenozoic sediments are the most rel-
evant soils, from an engineering point of view.

Suguio & Martin (1978, 1994) showed that the 
lowering of the sea levels during the last glacia-
tion caused significant erosion and lowering of the 
water table, affecting the soils in the region. With 
the end of the last ice age, sea level rose again, lead-
ing to new cycles of sedimentation.

Massad (1994, 2009) showed that variations 
of sea level during this period had a significant 
influence on the stress history of local clayey soils. 
Additionally, the stress history was locally affected 
by temporary and localized deposition of sand 
dunes.

From a grain size classification point of view, 
the sedimentary soils in Santos can be divided into 
two main types: silty sands and silty clays. The 
silty clays can be divided into at least two types: 
the clays that have suffered the effects of sea level 
drawdown due to glaciation, and those which were 
sedimented after the elevation of the sea level to 
levels close to the current and that have possibly 
suffered local actions of dunes/erosions.

The oldest Cenozoic clayey soils are called 
“Transitional Clays” (AT) and are characterized by 
high overconsolidation pressures, resulting from 
the lowering of sea level. The more recent material 
is called “Fluvial and Lagunar Sediments” (SFL) 
and is characterized by low overconsolidation.

There is also a third type of clayey soil, which 
occurs close the surface in some locations where 
sedimentation is still under way, called mangrove 
(“mangue”).

Figure 3. In 2007, 470 meters of quay were added to the original Tecon Santos. On the right side, Vehicle Export 
Terminal.

Figure 4. Geological Map (modified—Suguio & 
Martin, apud Massad 2009).
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Naturally, in the cycles (deposition, erosion) 
described above, sandy soil was also sedimented, 
however, from an engineering point of view, for the 
development of earthworks in Santos, the influ-
ence of these sandy layers is significantly lower 
than the clayey soils.

3.2 Local geology

The soils in the Tecon area fit into the geological 
model described in item 3.1.

A thin upper layer of almost non consolidated soil, 
mangrove, was detected during the site investigation 
campaign. Below the mangrove, SFL silty clays were 
found, light to dark gray colored, containing organic 
matter, with a NSPT blowcount from 1 to 4.

Below the SFL clays, soft to stiff  AT clays, gray to 
dark gray colored, interbedded with loose do com-
pact sand, extend to a depth of around 50 m. Below 
the AT´s, residual soil extend to the bedrock.

4 GEOTECHNICAL BACKGROUND

The three sedimentary clays described in item 3 
have similar granulometry and, if  remolded, have 
similar properties. But, due to the different stress 
histories, their geomechanical behavior is com-
pletely different.

The upper layer, mangroves, is often still in 
a consolidation process or normally consoli-
dated. Below the mangroves, the Fluvial-Lagoon 
Sediments (SFL) have a NSPT blowcount from 1 
to 4, and are slightly overconsolidated. Finally, the 
AT clays are overconsolidated (σvm > 200 kPa) and 
have an NSPT blowcount higher than 5.

Massad (2004) suggests that the 3 different clays 
can be differentiated by the NSPT blowcount:

− Mangrove clay: NSPT = 0.
− SFL clays: NSPT = 0 to 4.
− AT clays: NSPT = 5 to 25.

There are some bibliographic references about the 
subsoil in the Tecon area. Massad (2009) presents a 
subsoil profiles that shows, at the surface, sandy soils 
and SFL clays to a depth of 25 m. Deeper layers 
are described as AT clays. NSPT of the SFL clays are 
around 4 and of the AT clays, between 7 and 10.

Massad (2009) also presents a case history 
of an monitored landfill close to the site (Cais 
Conceiçãozinha on the Santo Amaro island):

De Mello, et al (2000) presents the behavior 
of a test embankment built in the closely located 
Vehicle terminal (TEV) area. The subsoil in the 
test embankment area was treated with vertical 
drains (24 m long and 2 m × 2 m spacing). The test 
embankment area was 60 m × 60 m and was built 
in 4 load stages.

Table 1. Locations X-a, X-b and XI according to 
Massad (2009).

Location Δσ´v (kPa) σ´vm/σ´a cvh (10−7 m2/s) ρ (m)

X-a 111 0,68  9,9 0.41
X-b 135 0,78 11,1 0.59
XI-1st 115 0,60 15,0 0.05
XI-2nd 141 0,68 19,0 0.16
XI-3rd 172 0,77 11,0 0.41
XI-4th 201 0,86  4,0 1.08

Table 2. Resume—displacement according De 
Mello (2000).

Stage
ΔΗ
(m)

Δρ
(m)

ρ
(m)

1st to 3rd 4,65 0,59 0,59
4th 1,90 0,93 1,42

Figure 5. Embankment elevation stages and measured 
settlements (de Mello et al. 2000).

Figure 6. Comparison between measured and calcu-
lated settlements (de Mello et al. 2000).
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The back-analysis of the monitoring results, 
using a non-linear finite differences code, lead to 
following results (Fig. 6):

− RR = 0,0294 (recompression ratio).
− CR = 0,4896 (virgin compression ratio).
− Δσ′p = (σ′p− σ′vo) = 60,4 kPa for the upper clay 

(SFL).
− ch(OC) = 12,8 × 10−7 m2/s for the upper clay 

(SFL).

5 GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION 
 IN THE TECON AREA

The geotechnical testing campaign was done on 
the right side of the original Tecon, in two phases: 
2001 and 2007. Each phase was associated to dif-
ferent expansions of the container terminal. Soft 
soil layers were investigated by in situ and labo-
ratory test, including vane shear tests, piezocone 
tests and consolidation tests, performed on sam-
ples extracted with Shelby samplers using the con-
cept of “investigation cluster” originally proposed 
by De Mello for the construction of embankments 
using residual soils for dams in the 1970’s.

The “investigation cluster” concept is based 
on the concentration of field test and sample 
extraction close to some strategically located SPT 
boreholes, forming an “investigation cluster”. For 
interpolation between clusters only SPT boreholes 
were perforated, reducing time and cost efforts.

Laboratory tests were performed on 
undisturbed samples extracted with a 100 mm 
diameter Shelby soil sampler and included 
Oedometer Consolidation test and triaxial UU 
test, as well as characterization tests. On disturbed 
samples, obtained with the SPT sampler, charac-
terization test including grain size distribution (fine 
content), Atterberg Limits and Water Content, 
unit weights were performed.

5.1 Field test results

The piezocone tests were performed according to 
Brazilian standard NBR 12069. The tests were 
stopped at pre-defined depths for the dissipation tests. 
Figures 7–9 present a summary of the test results.

The consolidation coefficient for horizontal flow 
ch was determined from the formulation presented 
by The & Houlsby, 1991 (apud Lunne et al. 1997). 
An estimate of ch is given by Equation 1. The rigid-
ity index Ir is given by Equation 2.

c R T Ir
t ch

2

h
=

⋅T*

 (1)

Ir G
s

E
s 2u u

= = ( )+⎡⎣⎡⎡ ⎤⎦⎤⎤
 (2)

where R = radius of cone (17,85 a 18 mm); T* = time 
factor; t = dissipation time; G = shear modulus; 
E = soil Young modulus; and ν = Poisson’s ratio.

Figure 7. Cluster A: SPT-A with CPTu-A.
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Figure 8. Cluster B: SPTT-B with CPTu-B.

Figure 9. Cluster C: SPTT-C with CPTu-C.
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Figure 12. Review NKT value.
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Figure 10. Pore pressure dissipation test (DPP). Note: 
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The value of the shear modulus G was obtained 
from the triaxial UU tests, at 50% of the yield stress, 
following recommendations from Schnaid (2009). 
Resulting values varied between from 70 to 130 
and Ir = 100 was assumed as being representative.

Figure 10 presents a summary of the dissipation 
tests, used to evaluate ch values. Figure 11 presents 
interpreted ch values.

Vane shear tests were performed in 150 mm 
diameter boreholes, with a 65 mm diameter equip-
ment, in accordance with Brazilian standard NBR 
10905.

Assuming an isotropic material and uniform 
strength distribution around the vane, the und-
rained shear strength (su) is given by:

s T
D

u =
⋅

⋅( )
0 86

3
,
π

 (3)

where T = torque; D = diameter (= H/2); and 
H = height.

The vane shear tests were also used to calibrate 
NKT values, to allow the interpretation of the und-
rained shear strength, directly from the CPTU 

tests, as presented in Lunne et al. (1997), using 
equation 4. Figure 12 presents these results for 
CPTu-B and CPTu-C:

N
sKT

T v

u
=

( )qT v−
 (4)

The value of NKT = 17 corresponds to an upper 
limit of the Brazilian experience, published by 
Danziger & Schnaid (2000).
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Figure 15. Edometric test SH-B and SH-C. Analysis is 
based only regular to excellent quality samples (continu-
ous line) (Coutinho, 2007).

Table 3. SFL clays. Shelby sample result. All test.

Sampler Level (m) eo w (%)
γ wet
(kN/m3)

LL
(%)

LP
(%)

δ
(g/cm3)

M.O.
(%)

Sand/silt/clay
or <#200 (%)

 −0,94 1,79 64,8 16,00  88,0 40,0 2,63 43,6 90
Cluster A  −3,94 2,33 84,9 14,90  84,0 30,0 2,61 50,0 85

 −5,94 2,15 75,5 15,10 136,0 58,0 2,58 49,8 95
 −8,68 1,97 79,2 14,70 107,0 47,0 2,63 45,7 80
−12,94 1,84 64,9 15,80  70,0 32,0 2,64 38,2 67
−17,94 1,35 49,2 17,10  84,0 39,0 2,64 37,2 94

Cluster B  −2,88 2,26 84,6 15,0 137,3 44,6 2,65 13,2 10/30/60
 −6,88 2,46 88,7 14,6 154,8 50,7 2,67 14,0 8/24/68
−16,88 1,51 56,1 16,7  84,3 28,2 2,69  3,3 32/25/43

Cluster C  −3,06 1,52 53,6 16,2  68,2 27,9 2,65 N 45/22/33
 −7,06 2,40 89,9 14,8 144,7 47,7 2,66 N 16/30/54
−19,06 2,38 85,9 14,8 147,8 53,2 2,68 N 10/15/75

Cluster 1  −5,77 2,48 88,9 14,3 146,2 49,5 2,64  4,7 10/28/62
 −9,77 2,07 75,4 15,3 124,8 46,5 2,68  6,8 15/20/65
−13,77 1,84 66,6 15,8 132,3 43,6 2,70 52,7 8/22/70

Cluster 2  −2,79 1,47 51,1 16,2  74,8 29,7 2,65  2,9 53/15/32
 −6,79 2,17 79,6 15,1 121,8 43,3 2,67  6,5 15/27/55
−14,79 2,47 90,7 14,7 155,2 47,7 2,68 11,5 10/13/77

Cluster 3  −8,13 2,22 81,3 15,0 145,4 47,7 2,66  6,6 8/30/62
−13,83 1,82 66,6 15,7 105,3 33,7 2,66  7,7 48/15/37
−16,83 2,37 86,5 14,7 165,2 56,5 2,61 15,4 7/13/80
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Figure 16. cv [10−8 m2/s] xσ´v [kPa]. All test.

5.2 Laboratory test

Laboratory tests were performed on undisturbed 
samples extracted with a 100 mm diameter Shelby 
soil sampler and disturbed sample extracted SPT 
sampler. Figure 17. kv [10−8 m2/s] xσ´v [kPa]. All test.
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were correlation using Bjerrum’s. Note: Hatched area 
according to Massad (2009).

Table 5. AT clays.

Parameters Tecon Massad, 2009

Depth (m) −25 to −49 20 < z ≤ 50
SPT 4–10 5–25
T (kg ⋅ cm) 4–10 >10
T/N (kg ⋅ cm/golpe) 0,4–1 0,5–4
ft (kPa) >40 >40
Rf (%) 1,5–3,0 1,5–2,0
Bq 0,4 −(0,1)−0,2
qt (MPa) >1,5 1,5 a 2

6 GEOMECHANICAL PARAMETERS 
FOR LOCAL SOIL

In the present item, a summary of the obtained 
results is presented and compared to the published 
database, recently summarized by Massad (2009).

The consolidation tests included cycles of 
loading and unloading, with drainage at top and 
bottom of the sample, according to the Brazilian 
Standard NBR 12007. Triaxial UU test were 
performed at different confining pressures on 
samples. Additionally, characterization tests 
consisting of  grain size distribution, Atterberg 
Limits, unit weight and moisture content tests 
were performed.

Table 4. SFL clays.

Parameters Tecon
Massad, 
2009

δn (kN/m3) 25,8–27,0 26,6
LL 40–180* 40–150
IP 20–100* 20–90
CR (virgin 

compression ratio)
0,31–0,49

(0,38)
0,33–0,51

(0,43)
RR/CR (%) 2–13 (7) 5–14 (8)
Es/su 73–238** 237****
su/σ´vm 0,16–0,22*** 0,28****
Maxium depth (m) −25,0 (Level) ≤50
SPT 1–4 0–4
Torque (kg ⋅ cm) 2–4 2–10
T/N (kg ⋅ cm/golpe) 0,5–1,4 >1
ft (kPa) 10–50 5–50
Rf (%) 1,5–3,0 1,5–4,0
Bq 0–0,5 0,4–0,9
qt (MPa) 0,5–1 a 1,5 0,5–1,5
eo 1,9–2,5 2–4
σp 100–220 30–200
OCR 1,3–2,0 1,5–2,5
su (kPa) sumin = 12,8 + 0,85z 

sumáx = 17,6 + 1,16z
10–60

γn (kN/m3) 14,6–15,4 13,5–16,3
M.O. 52,7% 6
Sensibility 1,8–10 (3,8) 4–5
klab (10−8 m/s) 0,8 a 2,4 (NC) 

1,2 a 6,4 (OC)
–

cvlab (10−8 m/s) 0,2 a 6 (NC) 
2 a 32 (OC)

0,3–10

ch (10−7 m2/s) 1–10 (clays) 40–150

*Sample fine content (#200) > 40% (#200). **Triaxial 
UU. ***Edometric test. ****Triaxial CIU-C (x): average.
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7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The presented data represent new information for 
the existing database of the soft to very soft clays 
in the port of Santos area.

Broadly, the general knowledge of local subsoil 
behavior was confirmed, however, some differences 
were noticed:

− Shear strength values showed to be, at least in 
the Tecon area, slightly lower than the values 
of the published database. It has to be noted that 
the presented values are already corrected using 
Bjerrum´s correlation.

− Measured ch values were also lower than the 
published values, indicating that settlements will 
be slower than originally, based on the available 
database.

− Measured overconsolidation pressure value are 
slightly higher than the published values.
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Soil microscopy by nano technology of vertical geodrain reinforced 
coastal soil mass in accelerating road embankment construction

M.V. Shah & A.V. Shroff
Applied Mechanics Department, The M.S.University of Baroda, Vadodara, India

ABSTRACT: Mechanics of consolidation of soil by radial flow through central vertical drain is 
 presented in the paper. Anisotropic behavior of soil mass during rapid consolidation has been deduced 
using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Quanti-image analyzer with system of Micro Structure 
 Characterization (MIC) software based on ASTM method was employed to deduce the rapid rate of 
reduction of void spaces’ using this nano technology thereby accelerating rate of dissipation of pore water 
pressure, which has given the consolidation mechanism of foundation coastal soil of road embankment. 
This nano technology clearly gave the clues to field engineer for adopting optimum vertical geodrain for 
rapid construction of embankments on soft soils.

drainage using prefabricated  vertical geodrains 
have been suggested are:

 Domains grow in size and tend to orient paral-
lel at the end of each loading as consolidation 
proceeds.

 Domains act as rigid bodies and slip into closer 
packing without significant change in size or 
internal structure.

 Domians retain their identity, orientation and 
relative positions, strain being accommodated by 
small changes in their size due to particle pack-
ing because of dissipation of pore water pressure 
and simultaneous reduction in pore space.

 Domains slip over one another and results into 
new orientation along with rotation of particles.

 Domains relative position changes as velocity of 
pore water particulate changes i.e. more flatter 
orientation near drain-clay interface compare to 
outer edge of clay sample.

 Domains adhesive property and its surface 
energy between adsorbed water and liquid pore 
water. Influence of interparticle forces of attrac-
tion and repulsion on domain and establishment 
of equilibrium for card-house structure of clay.

 Influence of free water movement on domain 
and surface charges holding water to soils.

 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) tests on 
consolidated clay at various radial distances and 
at clay-drain interface.

 SEM analysis to know particle orientation at 
different height of clay sample so as know the 
inplane and cross-plane pore water transfer 
capacity and its effect on particle configuration.

The above objectives were divided into two 
phases (i) Construction of isochrones so as to 

1 INTRODUCTION

It is a well recognized fact that, at an early stage 
of soil mechanics the study of micro structure is 
of great importance in the understanding of the 
engineering behavior of soils along with mechan-
ics of pore space during process of consolidation 
through radial drainage using vertical drains. The 
influence of micro structure on the response of soil 
to an applied stress has been subject of investiga-
tion by several workers (e.g. Mitchell, 1956; Smart, 
1966; Smart & Tovey, 1982). Microstructure, which 
cannot be discerned with the naked eye, is a char-
acteristics of assemblies of soil particles and has 
two elements namely their geometrical arrange-
ment and the forces between them. Particularly 
in case of consolidation through radial drainage 
micro structure of complete saturated soil mass is 
directly dependant on pore space which is occu-
pied by pore water through intra pore channels and 
voids of solid grains. Strength varies with orienta-
tion of clay particles as the electric forces acting 
between them are completely different in the cases 
of parallel and random orientation. i.e. after and 
before load application. In case of consolidation by 
vertical drains orientation of clay particles depend 
upon squeezing of pore water which is a func-
tion of permeability of vertical drain. In  kaolin, 
the particles are flat plates, arranged mostly face-
to-face in sub-parallel groups called ‘domains’. It 
has also been suggested that when strongly ani-
sotropic samples are deformed, they become less 
anisotropic, whereas weakly anisotropic samples 
become more so. Further hypothesis concerning 
the development of structure in saturated clay at 
various stages of consolidation through radial 
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know rate of dissipation of hydrostatic pore water 
pressure at different stress levels and its effect on 
consolidation parameters through hydraulically 
pressurized Oedometer of 254 mm diameter using 
two vertical geodrains namely Sand Drain (SD) 
and Coir-Jute fiber drain (CJ) of ‘n’ (ratio of drain 
diameter to diameter of soil sample) value 11.04. 
Comparison of average degree of consolidation 
computed from settlement measurements for vari-
ous vertical geodrains with author’s theoretical 
solution. The scheme to verify the proposed theory 
and the lumped parameter (λ) is to conduct a series 
of consolidation tests with radial drainage through 
vertical geodrain at central location of a cylindri-
cal saturated soil sample along with pore pressure 
measurements at three radial distances and dis-
placement measurements so as to prove its efficacy 
against various physical factors namely type of 
drain material, various shapes of the drain with dif-
ferent geometry of the drain ’n’ values (i.e.  different 
 diameters of drain related to influence zone). 
(ii) Analyze anisotropic behavior of soil mass 
under stress levels using nano technology of scan-
ning electron microscopy adopting Quanti-image 
 analyzer with system of Micro Structure Charac-
terization (MIC) software based on ASTM method. 
SEM analyses were carried out at different levels of 
thickness of clay samples. Aim was also to deter-
mine percentage of pore space remaining at the end 
of consolidation under various drains and to know 
angle of orientation of clay particle at edge-to-edge 
and face-to-face with respect to horizontal.

2 LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS-
PHASE I

2.1. Modified Oedometer

The large size diameter of Oedometer of 254 mm 
were used for testing the remolded samples (see 
Fig. 1). A uniform pressure is applied by means 
of conventional hydraulic pressure system on the 
convoluted rubber jack which transfers uniform 
pressure on the soil sample placed in the cell. The 
vertical settlement is measured at the center of the 
sample and pore water pressures are measured at 
the three radial points located at 120 degree each 
with r/re distances as r/4, r/2 and 3r/4 respectively 
using both conventional dial gauge and bishop sys-
tem along with displacement transducers & pore 
pressure transducers connected to data logger sys-
tem interfaced with PC. For all the tests diameter 
to height ratio of soil sample was kept constant.

2.2 Material properties & testing program

The sample is made from soft kaolin clay with 
G = 2.592, Liquid Limit (LL) = 67%, Plastic Limit 

Figure 1. Complete set-up of hydraulically pressurized 
Oedometer with connections.

(PI) = 34 and belonging to CH (clay of high plas-
ticity) group according to I.S. Classification sys-
tem. To ensure full maturation of the sample the 
clay was mixed to form slurry with twice the liq-
uid limit using de-aired distilled water. The locally 
sand was used as filler material with specific grav-
ity (G) as 2.645 and coefficient of permeability (k) 
as 8.45 × 10−3 cm/sec is used to form sand wicks. 
Excess pore water pressure of 10 kPa is applied by 
help of screw pump and hydraulic system. Pres-
sures are applied in the range of 20 kPa, 40 kPa, 
80 kPa, 160 kPa and 320 kPa with Δp/p = 1.0. Each 
load increment is kept constant for about 96 hrs 
and secondary compression is also recorded.

2.3 Preparation of clay samples and installation 
of drains

To ensure full maturation of the sample the clay 
was mixed to form slurry with twice the liquid 
limit using de-aired distilled water. Two types of 
vertical geodrains were fabricated indigenously viz. 
Sand Drain (SD) & coir-jute fiber drain (coir-jute 
 fibers of maximum 120 mm length placed radially 
wrapped by filter paper, CJ). Sand Drain (SD) & 
Coir-Jute drain (CJ) thus prepared in accordance 
with’n’ value equal to 11.04, 16.93 and 21.71 is 
inserted (placed) in the predrilled hole, formed by 
thin mandrel at centre of the soil sample in the 
Oedometer. Also the shear strength is measured 
with the help of laboratory vane shear apparatus.

3 PHASE II

3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The following table illustrates the detail of SEM 
analysis carried out on consolidated clay samples 
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of with central vertical drain viz. sand drain and 
coir-jute fiber drain at various locations. The fur-
ther analysis of microscopy results was carried out 
using analysis was carried out using Quanti-image 
analyzer with system of Micro Structure Character-
ization (MIC) software based on ASTM method.

4 RESULTS & ANALYSIS

4.1 Theories of consolidation

Different authors have taken different aspect of 
drain in their theory of consolidation with radial 
drainage with some little assumptions. Still the 
method of installation of drain, shape of drain 
and material of drain has remained a research 
topic both for researchers and manufacturers 
so as to achieve the degree of consolidation in 
shortest time. Author’s theoretical formulation 
of radial pore pressure distribution during proc-
ess of consolidation from first principle considers 
non-homogeneity, time effects intrinsic to the soil 
skeleton and compressibility of the pore fluid and 
solids along with variation of compressibility and 
permeability, type of the drain material, tortous-
ity effect, kh/kv ratio under load variation, effect of 
‘n’ value (drain diameter) and drainage path. The 
lump parameter (λ) incorporates above all factors. 
The degree of consolidation (ur) for different val-
ues of λ can be obtained using.
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Isochrones for various positive and negative val-
ues of parameter λ are obtained from which degree 
of consolidation at various radial points against 
time factor is deduce by the above expression, 
where ur denotes the pore pressure at any radial 
distance ‘r’ while ui is the initial value of pore pres-
sure while in experimental studies will be the value 
of increment of pressure applied. In the present 

paper two drains i.e. coir-jute fiber drain and sand 
drain of three ‘n’ values namely 11.04.16.93 and 
21.71 are used to accelerate rate of consolidation 
for soft clays. Degree of consolidation is computed 
from pore water pressure measurements. As men-
tioned earlier, the lumped parameter (λ ) incorpo-
rates all the factors affecting consolidation process. 
In the present case, the optimum lump parameter 
(λ) is deduced for all the drains on the basis of 
average degree of consolidation (ur).

4.2 Plots and discussion of Phase I

• From the Figure 2 which represents comparison 
of degree of consolidation based on settlement 
readings and pore water pressure readings at 
low stress of 40 kPa and at higher engineering 
stress of 160 kPa, it is observed that plots of 
pore pressure lies above settlement curves. For 
50% consolidation n = 11.04 for 40 kPa CJ takes 
54% less time in compare to n = 21.71 and 43.1% 
in compare to n = 16.93. For engineering stress 
of 160 kPa for 50% consolidation n = 11.04 for 
CJ takes 61.4% less time in compare to n = 21.71 
and 43% in compare to n = 16.93. Similarly for 
80% consolidation n = 11.04 for 40 kPa CJ takes 
42.3% less time in compare to n = 21.71 and 25% 
in compare to n = 16.93. The rate of compress-
ibility of soil sample is initially fast for all ‘n’ val-
ues and for all pressures. Thus we can say that 
due to higher capillary action of coir-jute fibers 
and as well as more water surface potential to 
carry water particle more easily, CJ shows more 
rate of dissipation of pore water pressure. If  pore 
dissipation is compared at middle radial point 

Figure 2. Comparison of degree of consolidation 
based on settlement (SM) and pore pressure (PM) 
measurements.
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‘r2’ then ‘n’ equal to 11.04 shows more faster 
rate of dissipation because of more surface area 
opened for water particle to escape radially. Here 
at this junction two points are noted, one is gra-
dient created by solid particle because of faster 
call rate of water particle by coir-jute fiber, and 
second is higher elasticity of coir fibers allows 
more lateral strain and so more displacement of 
particles while transformation of stresses takes 
place and so sometimes bulging or twisting of 
drain is observed at middle of drain.

• From Figures 3 and 4 which represents compari-
son of degree of consolidation (ur) with respect 
to coefficient of consolidation due to radial flow 
(Cr) and applied pressure, the nature of curves 
indicate that during initial stage of consolidation 
lower rate of consolidation is observed and at 
later stages it become more flatter indicating con-
stant rate of consolidation at higher stress level. 
Three observations are noted, one is transforma-
tion of orientation of random structure of clay 
particles to more random structure because of 
particle rearrangement at low stress but diffusion 
of pore water at low stress is not so much fast and 
so stress transformation is somewhat at middle 
of solid and pore water because of their inability 

to get compressed, may be due to adhesion or 
particle interaction or geometry of pore water.

• From Figures 5 and 6 which represents compari-
son of coefficient of horizontal permeability (Kh) 
and void ratio (e) with applied pressure represents 
that Kh50 and Kh80 both decreases with increase 
in pressure for all drain materials. Kh50 & Kh80 for 
CJD is 26% and 9% more in compare to SD based 
on settlement analysis. If permeability is compared 
of two drains at three radial points’ r1, r2 and r3 it 
is observed that Kh150 & Kh180 of CJ shows 81% 
and 76% more in compare to SD, Kh250 & Kh280 
is 67% and 51% more, while Kh350 & Kh380 is 
68% and 52% more in compare to SD. The value 
of coefficient of compression (Cc) for two drain 
materials is 0.327 for SD and 0.348 for CJ. Here 
we all know that permeability is a function of 
discharge capacity of drain which depends on 
apparent opening size of coir-jute  fibers and sand 
particles exposed to radial flow of water. Gener-
ally two things happen at this level, at lower stress 
volume of pore water is more rapid because of sus-
pension of solid particles in between pore water or 
bunch of flocculated particles surrounded by pore 
water at small-small  distances away from drain, 
not able to get dispersed because of surface forces 

Figure 3. Comparison of coefficient of consolidation vs. 
degree of consolidation through radial flow (Cr) based on 
settlement (SM) and pore pressure (PM) measurements.

Figure 4. Comparison of coefficient of consolidation 
(Cr) vs. applied pressure based on settlement (SM) and 
pore pressure (PM) measurements.

Figure 5. Comparison of coefficient of horizontal per-
meability (Kh) vs. applied pressure based on settlement 
(SM) and pore pressure (PM) measurements.

Figure 6. Comparison of void ratio (e) vs. applied pres-
sure for various ‘n’ values.
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and pore water potential.  Secondly  rotation of 
pore water around solid particle at a time creates 
bonding at edge of particle and at face of particle, 
but due to displacement of pore water (which may 
be even turbulence) breaks edge contact and pore 
water flows from top and bottom of solid parti-
cle at higher stress level. Due to this small micro 
particles also starts flowing with pore water and 
further they get stuck with either coir-jute fibers 
or with sand particles (particularly with alluvial 
silt).

• From Figures 7 and 8 which represents compari-
son of isochrones with respect to time and other 

Figure 7. Comparison of experimental isochrones w.r.t 
time for CJ of ‘n’ equal to 11.04 and 21.71.

Figure 8. Comparison of theoretical and experimental 
isochrones w.r.t time factor for CJ of ‘n’11.04.

with time factor at various ratios of radial  distance 
it is observed that experimental  isochrones fits 
well with author’s theoretical solution for any ‘n’ 
value and for type of drain material and geom-
etry of drain. Initial hump is observed at nearest 
radial point r1 because of faster rate of dissipa-
tion of pore water, but thereafter as flow path of 
pore water becomes laminar hump reduces and 
curvature of isochrones fits well with theoretical 
curves. Experimental isochrones gives the clear 
view of dissipation of pore water pressure as 
the area under any isochrone at particular time 
will give us the average degree of consolidation 
achieved at that stage. Dissipation of excess pore 
water pressure needs three gradients, one is by 
gravity, second is by pressure head and third is 
by pore water head. Gravity head is created by 
water particle itself after a certain time due to 
compressibility of solid grain, pressure head is as 
per applied stress and transformation of stress to 
pore water and confinement of soil sample, while 
pore water head is created at two locations, one 
far away from drain and one near to drain because 
pore particle far away is actually on verge of slid-
ing/flowing but not able to move further and 
one which is nearer faces diffusion of pore water 
cloud creating tensile attraction between two pore 
water particulates. So if we want to increase dis-
sipation rate of excess pore water insert vertical 
drains which has good suction capacity both at 
in-plane and at cross-plane level.

• The lumped parameter (λ) of particular value fits 
very well with experimental results for any stress 
level and shows that for CJ, λ = −0.175 fits for 
n = 11.04, λ = −0.15 fits for n = 16.93, λ = −0.11 
fits for n = 21.71 respectively. Similarly λ = −0.1 for 
SD at n = 11.04. Out of all three ‘n’values taken 
for investigation, n = 11.04 proves to most efficient 
size of geodrain. It is observed that experimental 
degree of consolidation is nearly 10–15% higher 
in compare to theoretical values. Author’s theory 
of one-dimensional consolidation through radial 
flow is based on pore water pressure measure-
ments and it is very clear that compressibility of 
soft soil mass is a function of dissipation of pore 
water pressure at any stage of consolidation.

4.3 Plots and discussion of Phase II

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) along with 
the Quanti-image analyzer with system of MIC 
(micro-structure characterization) software was 
employed to deduce the interpretation by this nano 
technology, which will give the relative compres-
sion of circular soil sample from extreme radial 
distance to interface of drain with soil. Referring 
to Table 1 for schedule of SEM done at various 
locations of samples the following discussions are 
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presented. Two photographs are presented for each 
SEM done at given location. First photograph rep-
resents microscopy of sample and other represents 
the Quanti image of same sample using MIC soft-
ware to deduce pore volume fraction, orientation 
of particles, flow paths of pore water at edge-to 
edge contact and edge-to face contact.

• From Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
analysis of photo1. it is observed that in case of 
consolidated clay sample with central Sand Drain 
(SD) the particles are semi-oriented in the direc-
tion of flow of pore water towards drain, also 
some significant pore space is visible between 
two particles, but less pore space is found 
between two fabrics of clay particulates because 
of better edge-to-edge contact. The fabric struc-
ture orientation with respect to horizontal was 
obtained in range of 43o–70o w.r.t horizontal and 

percentage porosity (volume fraction) is meas-
ured as 8.48% (refer photo 2). As solid grain is 
at middle height of sample proceeding towards 
drain, particles though have attained much flat-
ter orientation some particles which are away 
from drain could not create bond with neighbor 
particle, and so edge-to-face bond is clearly vis-
ible from microscopy.

• Comparing nano analysis of photo 3 it is noted 
micro channel formation is more in line at bot-
tom height of sample compare to top, because 
of increasing stress and self  weight of sample 
itself, and also advance creation of pore channels 
during pore pressure development of sample, 
same channels might be utilized during dissi-
pation process with some bunch of floccs near 
the drain, while formation of micro channels at 
top of sample is difficult due to confinement of 
sample not allowing in-plane pore water to go 
towards drain, thus hindering compressibility 
of soft mass. This is the reason that particle ori-
entation is range of 18o–49o w.r.t horizontal and 
percentage porosity (volume fraction) is meas-
ured as 4.17% (refer photo 4).

• Comparing nano analysis of  micrograph 
 photo 5 using CJ as central drain it is observed 
that due to fast dissipation of  pore water pres-
sure the percentage micro pores are decreasing 
from middle radial point r2 to nearer radial 
point r1 and similarly decrease in micro pores 
are also observed at different height of  sam-
ple compare to SD for same location. At this 
level we can say that better edge-to-face con-
tact is observed and also effect of  surface water 
potential in increasing orientation of  particles 
is visible because of  equilibrium of  pore water 
at surface of  solid particle at every stress level. 
So here particle orientation is in range of  16o-
71o w.r.t horizontal and percentage porosity 
(volume fraction) is measured as 2.24% (refer 
photo 6).

Photo 1. Microscopy of SD at location htr2 at 2700×.

Table 1. Schedule of SEM.

Geodrain ‘n’ value Location Magnification factor

SD 11.04 htr2 2700×
SD 11.04 hcr2 2700×
SD 11.04 hbr2 2700×
SD 11.04 hbr3 2700×
SD 11.04 Itrd 2700×
SD 11.04 Icrd 2700×
CJ 11.04 htr2 2700×
CJ 11.04 hcr2 5000×
CJ 11.04 Icrd 2700×
CJ 11.04 hbr2 2700×
CJ 11.04 Itr1 2700×
CJ 11.04 Ibrd 2700×

Where, rd = radius of drain;
r1 = first radial point for measurement of pore pressure 
at a distance of r/4;
r2 = second radial point for measurement of pore pres-
sure at a distance of r/2;
r3 = third radial point for measurement of pore pressure 
at a distance of 3r/4;
h = thickness of final consolidated clay sample;
htr2 = Top of final consolidated clay sample at first radial 
point r2;
hcr2 = Centre of final consolidated clay sample at first 
radial point r2;
hbr2 = Bottom of final consolidated clay sample at first 
radial point r2;
hbr3 = Bottom of final consolidated clay sample at first 
radial point r3;
Itrd = Clay-Drain interface at top of final consolidated 
clay sample at location rd;
Icrd = Clay-Drain interface at centre of final consolidated 
clay sample at location rd;
Ibrd = Clay-Drain interface at bottom of final  consolidated 
clay sample at location rd;
Itr1 = Clay-Drain interface at top of final consolidated 
clay sample at location r1.
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Photo 2. Image of pore volume fraction of SD using 
MIC.

Photo 3. Microscopy of SD at location hbr2 at 2700×.

Photo 4. Image of pore volume fraction of SD using 
MIC.

Photo 5. Microscopy of CJ at location htr2 at 2700×.

Photo 6. Image of pore volume fraction of CJ using 
MIC.

• Comparing nano analysis for most interesting 
part, that is soil-drain interface for micrograph 
photos 7 and 9, it is observed that decrease in 
pore water volume is related to size of pore, 
diameter of pore, shape of pore, orientation of 
pore, displacement of pore, accommodation of 
small pore into bigger pore and finally author 
therefore suggests that above mentioned devel-
opment of pore water is directly proportional 
to porosity of vertical geodrain and distribu-
tion of pore pattern at outside surface of drain, 
which actually accelerates dissipation process. 
This philosophy is further proved by doing clay-
drain interface nano analysis at different height 
of sample. Referring to photos 8 and 10, one 
is of bottom and other is of top, the percent-
age porosity (volume fraction) is measured as 
0.48% and 1.82% respectively, also particle ori-
entation for first one is in range of 20o–56o and 
second has range of 29o–100o. Here once again 
it is noticed that at bottom, compressibility of 
soil is more intact or stiff  due to full orientation 
of random particles and also compressibility of 
soil is taking place along with compressibility of 
drain, strains of drain should be compatible with 
lateral strain of clay sample, and thus reducing 
void ratio and increasing shear strength of clay 
mass.

• From nano analysis of other micrographs, it 
interprets that for same height level of sample 
the percentage micro pores are increasing from 
central drain radially to outer radial point. 
Between nearest radial point r1 and clay-drain 
interface the percentage decrease of micro pore 
is more compared to mid plane radial point r2 
and outward radial point r3. Because of faster 
rate of dissipation the achieved void ratio or 
porosity which is worked out is less in case of 
coir-jute fiber drain compare to sand drain. This 
is true for same vertical drain material of other 
‘n’ values also. Use of hydraulically pressurized 
Oedometer for consolidation through radial 
flow proves to be powerful tool to study nano 
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Photo 7. Microscopy of CJ at location Ibrd at 2700×.

Photo 8. Image of pore volume fraction of CJ using 
MIC.

Photo 9. Microscopy of CJ at location Itr1 at 2700×.

Photo 10. Image of pore volume fraction of CJ using 
MIC.

Photo 11. Sectional view of kaolin clay mass with 
 central circular coir-jute drain at the end of test.

Photo 12. Sectional view of kaolin clay mass with 
 central circular coir-jute drain at the end of test.

mechanics of pore water dissipation at various 
time intervals. Some pics of sectional view of CJ 
and SD are shown in photos 11 and 12.

5 CONCLUSIONS

 From the plots and discussions of phase I and 
II it is summarized that coir-jute fiber drain of 
‘n’ value 11.04 is most efficient drain compare 
to sand drain. Though coir-jute fibers are bio-
degradable, but with proper chemical treatment 
they prove to me more economical and ecologi-
cal compare to synthetic vertical drains.

 Author’s theory of consolidation based on pore 
water dissipation (isochrones) yields better com-
parative results more easily applicable to fields 
by design engineers. Also trajectory of curves for 
various degrees of consolidation acts as a ready-
made tool for selection of optimum drain w.r.t 
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material, shape and size. The appropriate value 
of lumped parameter (λ) will directly give the 
clue to design engineer regarding the selection 
of prefabricated vertical geodrain with respect 
to field conditions.

 Nano analysis of micrographs opts out to be bet-
ter analytical process to study clay-water system 
and role of clay-drain interface on rate of con-
solidation along with soil structure interaction.

 Though, the micro pore distribution at interface 
(drain-soil) at any level (height) is less compare 
to r1, r2 and r3, in general the distribution of the 
micro-porosity exhibit higher magnitude of con-
solidation with increase of depth at any radial 
point however, it has been confirmed this obser-
vation at mid plane radial point r2.

 The software measurement for angle of angu-
larity of one particle with other of various 
micrographs indicate that orientation of particle 
becomes more or less face to face to some extent 
as we approach towards drain from extreme 
radial point. Thus at this junction necessity of 
codel provisions for natural material drain like 
coir-jute fiber drain or other composite drains 
should be formulated for rapid implementation 
at site for economy.
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In situ and laboratory parameters of extremely soft organic clay 
deposits
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ABSTRACT: The geotechnical behaviour of very soft ground deposits is presented here based on an 
extensive site investigation carried out in the Barra da Tijuca district, located west of the city of Rio de 
Janeiro. This site investigation consisted of clusters in which standard penetration tests, piezocone tests 
and vane were performed. In the same clusters, undeformed samples were collected and laboratory tests 
were performed. The results of all these tests were analyzed and compared which made it possible to 
define the soft clay properties such as compression parameters, undrained shear strength and overcon-
solidation ratio.

Keywords: piezocone test, vane test, oedometer test, undrained strength, clay compressibility, stress 
history

1 INTRODUCTION

The growing demand of civil works in large 
 Brazilian urban centres requires construction to 
take place in areas of  soft soils commonly found 
along the entire coast, particularly in the state 
of  Rio de Janeiro (Almeida & Marques, 2002; 
 Almeida et al., 2008a; Coutinho et al., 2008; 
Schnaid, 2009). The district of  Barra da Tijuca, 
located on the west side of  the city of  Rio de 
Janeiro, is the new construction frontier in this 
city. Several infrastructure works, mainly target-
ing the FIFA World Cup in 2014 and the 2016 
Olympic Games, will be built in this region, where 
a number of  extremely soft clay deposits are found 
(Lacerda & Almeida 1995; Almeida et al., 2008a; 
Almeida et al., 2010).

Among the various techniques of in situ tests 
(Mayne et al., 2009; Schnaid, 2009) the piezocone 
provides an excellent definition of the soil stratig-
raphy and profiling, stress history and strength 
 parameters. The vane test is the most commonly 
used test for determining in situ undrained strength 
Su of soft clay deposits. Clay compressibility may 
be suitably obtained by oedometer test param-
eters used to estimate the rate and magnitude of 
structure settlements founded on soft soils. These 
three tests are the most commonly used in soft soil 

 engineering practice in Brazil. Results of these tests 
(Baroni, 2010), as well as index tests performed in 
extremely soft clay deposits, are discussed in some 
depth in this paper.

2 AREAS STUDIED

Site investigation campaigns were carried out at 
Metropolitan Center (Site 1) and Gleba F (Site 2); 
extremely soft clay deposits in Barra da Tijuca 
shown schematically in Figure 1.

The two areas studied belong to a coastal plain 
of about 120 km2 covered by Cenozoic sediments 
and surrounded by Massif  hills of Tijuca (East) 
and Pedra Branca (West) (Almeida et al., 2001). 
The geology of the region shown in Figure 1 con-
sists of overlaid deposits of Fluvial, fluvial-marine 
and fluvial-lacustrine sediments of variable thick-
ness (Almeida et al., 2008b), presumably correlated 
to the Barreiras Group. The Quaternary history of 
the area included events of marine transgression 
and regression.

The vertical test performed at each site included 
laboratory and field tests grouped in clusters as 
shown in Figure 2, thus enabling a better under-
standing of the geomechanical behaviour of the 
soil deposits tested.
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3 INDEX TESTS

The soft soil deposits studied are 7 m and 20 m 
thick, respectively at Sites 1 and 2. In both cases the 
surface layer of about 3 m thickness is composed 
of peat followed by a clay layer with the presence 
of silt and a small amount of fine sand. At Site 1, 
shell lenses were found at a depth of 4 m.

Data of Index tests of the two deposits are 
shown in Figure 3a. It can be observed that the 
water content (wn) is very close to the liquid limit 
wL; this characteristic is typical of coastal soft soils 
of southeastern Brazil. As a result of high water 
content the initial void ratio (e0) reaches values up 
to 12.4 in the upper layer of peat. Excluding the 
values from the peat layers and lens of shells, the 
values of plastic limit wP and liquid limit wL vary 
respectively from 41% to 72.3% and from 111% to 
249%.

 The soil specific natural weight (γnat) in the 
two sites (Fig. 3b) is smaller in the surface layers 
(γnat ≈ 10.4 kN/m3) due to high organic matter con-
tent (OM), but below a depth of 2.5 m it ranges from 
11.7–12.8 kN/m3, with the exception of the 4.7 m 
depth at Site 1 that showed a much higher value due 
to the sand fraction be dominant at this depth.

The specific density of the grains (Fig. 3c) in the 
two sites is smaller in the surface layers (GS ≈ 1.75) 
caused by a higher concentration of organic mat-
ter, after which it becomes practically constant 
with an average value of GS of around 2.46.
It may be observed in Figure 3d that the OM in the 
surface layer of Site 2 reaches 60%. This percent-
age decreases with depth, reaching almost constant 

Figure 3. Index tests.

Figure 1. Location and topography of the region studied.

Figure 2. Example of site investigation in cluster.
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Table 1. Quality of test samples, Lunne et al. (1997a) and Coutinho (2007).

Location Depth (m) Lune et al. (1997) εv0 Coutinho (2007)

Site 1 0.90–1.50 Very bad 0.124 Bad
2.50–2.95 Bad 0.063 Good to acceptable
3.50–4.10 Good to acceptable 0.050 Good to acceptable
4.50–4.82 Bad 0.049 Good to acceptable
5.50–6.10 Bad 0.063 Good to acceptable
6.50–7.10 Bad 0.073 Good to acceptable

Site 2 1.00–1.60 Good quality 0.059 Good to acceptable
2.00–2.35 Good quality 0.058 Good to acceptable
3.00–3.60 Bad 0.090 Bad
4.00–4.60 Good quality 0.059 Good to acceptable
5.00–5.60 Bad 0.070 Good to acceptable
6.00–6.60 Good quality 0.054 Good to acceptable
7.00–7.60 Bad 0.073 Good to acceptable
8.00–8.60 Bad 0.063 Good to acceptable
10.00–10.60 Bad 0.081 Bad
12.00–12.60 Good quality 0.036 Excelent to very good
14.00–14.60 Bad 0.060 Good to acceptable

Depth = depth of withdrawal shelby sampler; Δe = e(σ′v0) − e0; εv0 = (e0/1+e0)*(Δe/e0).

values between 6 and 8%. Values in this range 
(7 to 70) were found in Juturnaíba at the State of 
Rio de Janeiro (Coutinho et al., 1998) and Recife 
(3 to 64) (Coutinho et al., 1999). Maximum val-
ues of the organic matter content found in other 
 Brazilian soft deposits, such as Sarapuí, State of 
Rio de Janeiro (Costa Filho et al., 1977) and Santos, 
State of São Paulo (Massad, 1986), is around 6%.

Results of the index tests described in this sec-
tion are within the range found in previous studies 
in the region (Lacerda & Almeida, 1995; Almeida, 
1998;, Almeida et al., 2010).

4 COMPRESSIBILITY TESTS

4.1 Undisturbed samples

The undeformed soil samples were obtained by 
shelby sampler type following the Brazilian recom-
mendations in NBR-9820/1997, as well as those 
from Ladd and De Groot (2003) adapted by Aguiar 
(2008) for the Brazilian practice. The successful 
sampling operation typically takes a minimum of 
12 hours, but in some instances the sample is lost 
and larger times such as 24 hours are necessary.

The quality of the samples was assessed using two 
criteria: one of Lunne et al. (1997a), and also Coutin-
ho’s (2007) criterion, an adaptation of Lunne’s crite-
rion to Brazilian clays. The overall assessment using 
the two criteria is presented in Table 1.

Analysis of Table 1 shows that six out of seven-
teen soil samples showed good quality in  accordance 
with the criterion of Lunne et al. (1997a). However, 
using Coutinho’s (2007) criterion, fourteen out of 

seventeen samples have good to acceptable quality. 
Figure 4 shows examples of three samples taken 
from Site 2: a bad sample—large pieces of vegeta-
tion made the moulding of peat specimens difficult 
(Fig. 4a), a good to acceptable sample (Fig. 4b), 
and an excellent to very good sample (Fig. 4c); all 
these following Coutinho’s criterion.

The compressibility parameters were obtained 
from oedometer tests on good quality samples and 
results are shown in Figure 5. It is observed that 
the average ratios Cs/Cc of the two sites (Fig. 5a) 
are 0.25 and 0.10, respectively, for the peat layer 
and for the clay below the peat.

The data of  the compression ratio CR = Cc/
(1+e0) (Fig. 5b) indicates values in the range of 
0.31 to 0.54 and an average CR of around 0.43, 
showing that the soft clay of  the two deposits 
studied is very compressible. CR values in the 
same magnitude order were found by Lacerda and 
Almeida (1995).

A careful determination of the overconsoli-
dation stress (σ′vm) is particularly important for 
sensitive structured clays. Oedometric tests were 
performed with application of low initial vertical 
stress (0.625 and 1.25 kPa) which enabled a bet-
ter definition of the vertical stress versus void ratio 
curve. Overconsolidation Ratio (OCR) obtained 
from oedometer tests will be discussed below, 
together with estimates of OCR obtained from 
piezocone tests. Average values of coefficients of 
vertical consolidation cv of the two sites are around 
1.7 × 10−8 m2/s with good agreement between oed-
ometer tests and CPTu tests, but discussion of 
these is out of the scope of this paper.
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The corrected tip resistance qT was calculated 
using the expression of Campanella et al. (1982):

q uT cq= +qcq 2( )a1  (1)

where qc = measured tip resistance; u2 = pore pres-
sure measured at the base of the cone; a = ratio of 
areas, obtained by calibration and equal to 0.737.

Figure 6 shows the results of the second CPTU 
at Site 2. It can be noted that the resistance peak 
increases monotonically up to 11.5 m; the values 
range from 100 to 350 kPa. At depths of 11.5–
16.0 m, the value of qT becomes almost constant 
(qT = 450 kPa) until a layer of greater resistance is 
found at a depth of 16.5 m.

5.1 Empirical cone factors

The vane test equipment used in this research has 
been used with excellent results (Nascimento, 1998; 
Coutinho et al., 2000; Oliveira & Coutinho, 2000; 
Almeida et al., 2006; Crespo Neto, 2004; Jannuzzi, 
2009) in past years in Brazil.

Values of the empirical cone factor Nkt were 
computed by correlating data of piezocone and 
vane tests using the expression:

N
SktN T v

uSS
=

( )qT v−

( )VTVV

v0

 
(2)

where Nkt = cone factor; qT = corrected tip resist-
ance and σv0 = in situ initial vertical total stress. 
Following the Brazilian practice, the values of Nkt 
were determined (Fig. 7) relating the values of 
cone resistance qt − σv0 with the measured und-
rained strength Su for each depth the vane test was 
performed.

As shown in Figure 7, the variation of the Nkt 
deposits studied ranged from 7 to 17, with an aver-
age of 12. Almeida et al. (2010) present a wider 
range of Nkt (3–20) in other very soft soil deposits 
located in the neighbourhoods of Barra da Tijuca 
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Figure 6. Second set of vertical data obtained from the 
Site 2, (NA = −0.3 m).

5 PIEZOCONE TESTS (CPTU)

Piezocone tests (Site 1 and Site 2) were performed 
using the COPPE-IV piezocone with diameter 
of 35 mm, able to measure the pore pressure 
at two locations (face, u1, and the base of the 
cone, u2)  (Bezerra et al., 1994; Danziger, et al., 
1997a;  Danziger, et al., 1997b).
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and Recreio, next to the region studied. According 
to Lunne et al. (1997b), Schnaid (2009), Robertson 
(2009) and Robertson and Cabal (2010), Nkt tends 
to increase with increasing plasticity and decrease 
with increasing soil sensitivity. Lunne et al. (1997b) 
showed that Nkt decreases as Bq increases and for 
Bq ∼ 1.0, Nkt can be as low as 6.

Other cone factors, like NΔu and Nke based on 
pore pressure measurements, have been proposed 
(Lunne et al., 1997b; Robertson & Cabal, 2010). 
The cone factor NΔu takes into account the varia-
tion of the pore pressure excess (u2) in relation to 
hydrostatic pore pressure (u0):

N
u u
Su

uSΔN = 2 0u

( )VTVV  
(3)

The cone factor Nke relates the corrected tip 
resistance (qT) and pore pressure (u2):

N
q u
SkeN T

uSS
= 2

( )VTVV  
(4)

As shown in Figure 8, the variations of NΔu and 
Nke at three sites range respectively from 2 to 8.5 
and 7 to 17, with average values of NΔu = 4 and 
Nke = 13. Robertson and Cabal (2010), indicate that 
the values of NΔu range from 4 to 10, and that for 
a more conservative estimation, values near the 
upper limit should be chosen.

6 UNDRAINED SHEAR RESISTENCE (Su)

6.1 Vane and piezocone tests

Based on the representative value of Nkt = 12 for the 
two deposits studied, undrained strength Su using 
data from vane and piezocone tests were then com-
pared as exemplified in Figure 9 for Site 1.

The test results indicate that the undrained 
strength increases with depth. The values of Su in the 
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Figure 9. Undrained strength measured with a vane 
and CPTU tests, Site 1.
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clay layer are extremely low, and below 1.0 m depth 
vary between 3 and 10 kPa. For depths below 1.0 m, 
where the presence of fibres is greater, excessive high 
values of Su are observed in Figure 9. This appears 
to be unreal and due to the large amount of organic 
matter and fibres present in the soil, which increases 
the measured torque in vane tests, causing incorrect 
resistance values. Landva (1986) pointed out that the 
fibrous nature of the peat and the frequent presence 
of roots and wood in this type of soil makes CPTU 
and vane tests of limited use in these cases.

6.2 The clay undrained strength used in design

6.2.1 Vane test corrections
The soft clay strength used directly in stability 
analyses, or the design clay strength Su(DG) has to be 
corrected (Bjerrum, 1973) using the expression:

S SuSS uSS( )DG ( )VT  
(5)

where Su(VT) is the measured vane tests resistance 
and μ is Bjerrum’s correction factor which is a 
function of the plasticity index Ip.

The values Ip were obtained for each depth 
in which both index tests and vane tests were 
 measured. Values of μ obtained from Ip values vary 
between 0.60 and 0.80 with 90% of the values equal 
to 0.60.

6.2.2 Su(DG) based on overconsolidation stress (σ′vm)
The design resistance profile Su(DG) can be esti-
mated from the profile of the overconsolidation 
stress (σ′vm) determined in oedometer tests using 
the equation:

SuSS vm( )DG = α σ⋅ ′
 

(6)

where the constant α takes the value 0.22 for 
inorganic clays (Mesri, 1975) but for organic 
clays is much greater than 0.22 (Larsson, 1981). 
In the absence of  data to the plasticity index 
above 100 (the case of  the present study) the 
value of  α used was 0.40 corresponding to the 
value of  Ip = 80%.

6.2.3 The Su(DG) from piezocone tests
The design strength based on piezocone tests 
Su(DG,PZ) may be computed using the expressions:

S SuSS PZ PZ( ,DG ) (SuSS ) . μ
 

(7)

where Su(PZ) is the uncorrected strength obtained 
from:

S
q

NuSS T v

ktN( )PZ =
− σv0

 
(8)

6.2.4 Profiles of design strength
Figure 10 shows values of design strength; the 
results of Su(DG) provided by the vane tests (Equa-
tion 5) oedometer test (Equation 6) and piezocone 
(Equation 7).

The two deposits studied showed very similar 
values of clay strength. In general, Su(DG) varies 
from 2 to 4 kPa until around 5 m after which the 
clay strength increases more clearly with depth.

7 OVER CONSOLIDATION RATIO (OCR)

The overconsolidation values (σ′vm) obtained here 
were quite low and varied between 3.2 and 43 kPa, 
getting close to the values of effective stress (σ′vo), 

Figure 10. Corrected undrained resistance obtained with a vane tests and oedometer test, Site 1 and 2.
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and these values are not presented in detail for lack 
of space. Instead values of overconsolidation ratio 
(OCR) are discussed here.

The estimate of the extremely soft clays is not a 
straightforward issue as the quality of sampling is 
not necessarily up to the standard obtained in the 
present study. Therefore it may be necessary to rely 
on in situ tests for this estimate.

The following equations proposed by Chen 
and Mayne (1996) to estimate OCR, which were 
based on more than 1200 piezocone test results, are 
widely used and have the following format:

OCR CCC
qT v

v

−⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

1 0

0

σv

σ ′
 

(9)

OCR CCC
q uT

v

⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

2 1

0σ ′
 

(10)

OCR CCC
q uT

v

⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

3 2

0σ ′
 

(11)

Values of constants C1 = 0.305, C2 = 0.75 and 
C3 = 0.53, used in the original proposal of Chen 
and Mayne (1996), provided values well above the 
values of OCR found in oedometer tests. As shown 
in Figure 11, a reasonable agreement with OCR 
from oedometer tests was obtained by multiplying 
the above constants by 0.5, thus using the follow-
ing values: C1 = 0.153, C2 = 0.375 and C3 = 0.265.

Jannuzzi (2009) successfully used Equation 11 
with the constant value C1 = 0.153 for Sarapuí II 
soft clay deposit.

8 CONCLUSIONS

A typical soft clay site investigation programme 
is presented and discussed here for two extremely 
soft clays.

In these types of clays it is not trivial to get 
good quality undisturbed samples. According to 
the sample quality method proposed by Lunne 
et al. (1997a), from the 17 stationary shelby  piston 
samples obtained, only 6 samples had a regular to 
good quality. However, using Coutinho’s (2007) 
sampling criteria adapted to Brazilian clays, (very 
soft clays with high organic matter content and 
very high water content) this figure rises up to 
14 samples.

The oedometer tests performed show that 
the soil has high compressibility values with a 
Compression Ratio (CR) between 0.31 and 0.54.

Values of the design strength of clay Su(DG) esti-
mated by three different methods; vane, CPTu and 
preconsolidation stress equation, presented simi-
larly extremely low values, between 1 and 5 kPa for 
up to 6 m depth.

The empirical cone factor Nkt obtained by cor-
relating vane and CPTu data showed a variation 
from 7 to 17 with Nkt = 12 being the overall  average, 

Figure 11. Estimated OCR, Site 1.
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a typical for Brazilian clays in general. Average 
values of empirical cone factors NΔu and Nke were 
4, and 13, respectively.

Results presented here show that the correla-
tions proposed by Chen and Mayne (1996) to esti-
mate OCR from piezocone tests performed in the 
present extremely soft clays may be used, provided 
that the constants of the equations are multiplied 
by 0.5.
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Evaluation of sample quality and correction of compressibility 
parameters results to account for the effects of sample 
disturbance: Experience at Suape in Pernambuco

Roberto Quental Coutinho & Maria Isabela M.C.V. Bello
Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil

ABSTRACT: Sample quality has a direct influence on the results of geo-mechanical parameters 
obtained in laboratory and in situ tests, potentially causing serious technical and economic consequences. 
In the study of soft soil behavior using laboratory tests, it is important to evaluate, and be able to quantify 
sample quality, and if  necessary and possible, to correct the effects of sample disturbance and to obtain 
geotechnical parameters appropriate and necessary for engineering projects. This paper presents and dis-
cusses the results of sample quality evaluation and the correction of compressibility parameters results 
to account for the effects of sample disturbance. The samples were taken from two study areas located in 
the Suape Port and Industrial Complex in Pernambuco, Brazil. Proposals presented by Coutinho (2007) 
and Futai (2010) were used to evaluate sample quality, and proposals presented by Schmertmann (1955), 
Oliveira (2002) and Coutinho (2007) were used for correction of compressibility parameters that were 
altered by the effects of sample disturbance. The results from these study areas were satisfactory for all the 
proposals presented in this paper. It was possible to obtain compression parameter corresponding to good 
quality samples using the proposals for correcting the effects of sample disturbance.

Keywords: sample quality, compressibility parameters, oedometer test

presented by Schmertmann (1955), Oliveira (2002) 
and Coutinho (2007) were used in order to correct 
compressibility parameters that were influenced by 
the effects of samples disturbance.

2 ANALYSES OF THE SAMPLING 
PROCESS

Hvorslev (1949) classified the sample disturbance 
according to five categories: (a) variations in the 
stress conditions; (b) variations in the water con-
tent and in the initial void ratio; (c) alteration of 
the soil structure; (d) chemical variations; and (d) 
mixture and separation of the soil constituent. 
The influence of the disturbance on the results of 
laboratory tests depends of the type and degree of 
disturbance, the soil characteristics, and the tech-
nique used in the tests.

Ladd & Lambe (1963) (see also Sandroni 1977) 
defined that the perfect sampling is correlated to 
the process where the disturbance is limited only to 
the effects caused by relieving field stress, however the 
real sampling presents additional disturbance. The 
sampling procedure varies the stress state and 
induces the disturbance of the soil (Fig. 1).

1 INTRODUCTION

The qualitative study of soft clay samples is very 
important in order to be able to obtain the appro-
priate values for geotechnical parameters resulting 
from laboratory tests used in engineering projects. 
The quantitative effect of an inappropriate sam-
pling can bring serious technical and economic 
and consequences.

Efforts have been made during research projects 
to understand, quantify, minimize, and when-
ever possible, to correct the geotechnical param-
eters resulting from the sample disturbance of the 
Recife soft clays (Coutinho 1976; Ferreira 1982; 
Ferreira & Coutinho 1988; Coutinho et al. 1998; 
Oliveira et al. 2000, Oliveira 2002; Coutinho 2007; 
Bello 2011). The studies cited above were carried 
out by the Geotechnical Research Group (GEGEP/
UFPE) coordinated by the first author.

This paper presents and discusses the results of 
sample quality evaluation, and correction of the 
effects of sample disturbance extracting in two 
areas studied in the Suape Industrial and Port Com-
plex in Pernambuco, Brazil (Bello 2011). Proposals 
presented by Coutinho (2007) and Futai (2010) 
were used to evaluate sample quality.  Proposals 
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Jamiolkowski et al. (1985) considered some of 
the factors that result in alterations during the 
sampling process and preparation of the sample 
specimens: (a) variations in stress caused by open-
ing of the hole; (b) removal of the field strength 
stress; (c) geometry and type of the sample extrac-
tion equipment; (d) the method used by the sample 
extraction equipment; (e) relation between diam-
eter of the sample extraction equipment and the 
sample specimens; (e) transport, storage, and labo-
ratory manipulation.

Leroueil & Jamiolkowski (1991) defined the dis-
turbance as destruction of the agglutinate between 
the points of contact of the grains, and indicated 
that the two main causes of the disturbance are the 
distortion mechanics associated with the operation 
of sampling, and the relief  of the total stress field.

Hight (2000) examined the effect of sampling on 
the behavior of soft clays, stiff  clays and sands, and 
he described improvements that have been made 
to our methods of sampling, which have enable 
higher quality samples to be obtained.

Coutinho (2007) reported that in practical and 
research works in Brazil, sampling has normally 
been carried out by means of a thin walled stainless 
steel tube (Shelby), or by using a stationary piston 
sampler, 800 to 1000 mm in length, with an internal 
diameter measuring 100 to 110 mm, and an area 
ratio of 7% respectively, in order to obtain sam-
ples of satisfactory quality. According to Coutinho 
(2008) complementary procedures in each case must 
be established by updating the knowledge base in 
the literature. Aspects of the disturbance process of 
the sample are inevitable, but the degree of distur-
bance can be minimized through improvements in 
sampling procedures in the field, along with proper 
manipulation in the laboratory.

Oliveira (2002) comments that better quality 
samples can be obtained by adequately trained 
teams using Sherbrooke sampling. Tanaka (2008) 
concluded that it is possible to obtain high quality 
samples of soft clays to depths of 400 meters using 

standard sampling methods that follow technical 
recommendations.

Futai (2010) indicates that many times, the 
solutions adopted to eliminate the unwanted 
effects on samples include use of  the method 
suggested by Ladd & Foot (1974): SHANSEP 
(“Stress History and Normalized Soil Engineer-
ing Properties”).

3 INFLUENCE OF THE SAMPLE QUALITY 
ON COMPRESSION PARAMETERS

Ladd (1973) listed the following structural disar-
rangement effects in the oedometer compression 
curve: (a) decrease of the void ratio (or increase in 
deformation) for a σ'v value; (b) difficulty in defin-
ing the point of smaller curvature; (c) reduction of 
the pre-consolidation pressure value; (d) increase 
of compressibility in the recompression region, 
and decrease in the compression region.

Coutinho (1976; 2007) presents a study with 
examples of comparative oedometer curves for 
samples taken by different samplers, and their cor-
respondent qualities (Fig. 2). Oedometer curves are 
also shown for a completely sample disturbance 
obtained from the laboratory. The results confirmed 
all of the effects caused by the disturbance described 
by Ladd (1973). It also shows that the normally 
consolidation range of a good quality curve is not 
linear, as usually described (“straight virgin”), but 
rather presents itself as a curve. The line recognized 
as a straight (virgin) line is in fact curved. The void 
ratio relation versus the effective pressure becomes 
linear with the disturbance. Compression curves are 
similar for effective pressures reaching high values.

The relation between pre-consolidation  pressures 
of good and poor quality samples was found to be 

Figure 1. Stress paths during the tube sampling process 
(Ladd & Lambe 1963).

Figure 2. Oedometer curves from samples taken using 
differing methods (Coutinho 2007).
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as high as 3, although initial void ratios do not seem 
to be significantly influenced by sampling quality. 
Significant reductions were also observed in the 
compression index Cc, in the permeability and in 
the coefficient of vertical consolidation cv values as 
the soil was disturbed through poor quality sampling 
procedures. In general, the swell index Cs showed a 
slight increase with sampling disturbance (Coutinho 
1976; 2007). These effects cause errors in the evalu-
ation of the evolution of the settlements through 
time (the periods predicted for stabilization can be 
greater when based on samples disturbance).

The use of geotechnical parameters obtained 
from poor quality samples can lead to serious tech-
nical and economic consequences (Martins 1983; 
Coutinho et al. 1998; Oliveira 2002; Coutinho 
2007; 2008; Almeida & Marques 2010).

4 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY 
AREAS

The study areas (AE-1 and AE-2) are situated in 
the Suape Industrial and Port Complex located in 
Pernambuco, Brazil (Fig. 3). These areas are part 

of extensive low lying coastal plains,  characterized 
by layers of very soft organic clays, peat, the 
remains of roots and shells, and eventually, lay-
ers of silt. This soft soil presents high water and 
organic content, with NSPT measuring P/100.

The AE-1 study area is located along an access 
via where a 2.0 m high provisionary embankment 
was built through geo-synthesis. This embankment 
was divided into two longitudinal areas of man-
groves in their natural state. A total of 6 boreholes 
were used to collect 30 undisturbed stationary pis-
ton samples (110 mm diameter tube and 1000 mm 
high). In the AE-2 study area, the project required 
the construction of embankments with differ-
ing heights, (some exceeding 17 meters) on strata 
of subsoil consisting of clays and peat materials. 
Extreme caution was required to avoid ruptures 
and excessive settlements. This area was divided 
in 5 subdivisions, with 20 boreholes used to col-
lect 43 undisturbed Shelby type samples. Figure 4 
presents the typical profile of the SUB-AREA A 
(AE-2 study area).

The geotechnical research included laboratory 
tests (characterization, oedometer, and triaxial) 
and field tests (vane and CPTU). More informa-
tion about the geological and geotechnical char-
acterization, and the resulting parameters for the 
study area can be seen in Bello (2011), Coutinho & 
Bello (2012) and Bello & Coutinho (2012).

5 EVALUATION OF SAMPLE QUALITY

Many researchers have investigated ways of under-
standing and dealing with the processes that result 
sample disturbance. A quantitative procedure for 
evaluation of the quality of samples has been defined 
by NGI—The Norwegian Geotechnical Institute 
(Lacasse 1988). This procedure uses volumetric 
deformation (εvo) corresponding to the initial effective 
vertical stress (σ’vo). This criterion was later modified 
using the ratio Δe/eo by Lunne et al. (1997) (Tab. 1). 
In accordance with the proposal, the relation Δe/eo 

Figure 3. Located of study areas: Suape, Ipojuca (Bello 
2011).

Figure 4. Geotechnical profile—AE-2 study area, SUB-AREA A, Suape (Bello 2011).
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is used as criteria for  evaluating sample  disturbance, 
with Δe being the void ratio variation, and eo 
being the initial void ratio. Coutinho (2007), from 
Coutinho et al. (1998) and Oliveira (2002), based in 
Lunne et al. (1997) presented a proposal for Brazilian 
clays (Tab. 1). The proposal presents four groups used 
for the classification of samples: very good to excel-
lent, good to regular, poor, and very poor.

Futai (2010) presented a proposal for evaluation 
of sample quality through application of a normal-
ized compression curve using data from Brazilian 
deposits (Fig. 5).

According to this proposal, the normalized 
curve (ID × (ey − e)/ey) allows direct evaluation of 
sample quality, distinguishing between good qual-
ity samples, and those remolded or disturbed, for 
ID > 1 (clays that are normally consolidated).

The restructuring index (ID) is presented in 
Equation 1, while Equations 2 and 3 make it pos-
sible to evaluate sample quality, and make com-
parisons using the results of compression tests to 
adopt ID values, or classify them by direct use of 
the curve limit presented in Figure 5.

ID = σv/σvy (1)

Where: σ′vy is the effective pressure, σ′vy is the pres-
sure of the oedometer tests, and ey is the void ratio 
in the effective procedure.

Good quality samples must be present:

0.22 < (ey – e)/ey < 0.32 
(for ID = 3) (2)

0.48 < (ey – e)/ey < 0.58 
(for ID = 10) (3)

Table 2 presents values (ID × (ey − e)/ey) for 
Recife and Sarapuí clays taking into account dif-
ferent sample conditions. Good quality samples 
are situated in the range of recommended values 
(Equations 2 and 3).

5.1 Evaluation proposal and results

The proposal presented by Coutinho (2007) and 
Futai (2010) was used to classify the samples from 
the Suape study areas.

Figure 5. Evaluation of sample quality—Futai proposal 
(2010): (a) E98, AE-1; (b) E109, AE-2, Suape (Bello 2011).

Table 1. Proposed criteria for evaluation of sample  disturbance (Coutinho 2007).

Overconsolidation 
ratio (OCR)

Very good 
to excellent

Good to 
regular Poor

Very 
poor

Δe/eo (Coutinho (2007)
1–2.5 <0.05 0.05–0.08 0.08–0.14 >0.14
Δe/eo (Lunne et al. (1997)
1–2 <0.04 0.04–0.07 0.07–0.14 >0.14
2–4 <0.03 0.03–0.05 0.05–0.10 >0.10

Table 3 presents a summary of these results. In 
the AE-1 and AE-2 study areas, 43% and 62% of 
the samples, respectively, were classified as being 
of satisfactory quality according to the proposal 
from Coutinho (2007).
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Figure 5 shows the normalized curve proposed 
by Futai (2010) for good quality samples, includ-
ing the results of compression tests of the E98 
(AE-1) and E109 (AE-2) verticals. According 
to the limits from the Futai proposal (2010), the 
AM3 sample (E98) was classified as good quality, 
and the other samples were classified as poor qual-
ity (Fig. 5a). In Figure 5b, only the AM4 sample 
(E109) was classified as being of poor quality. The 
results from the evaluation and classification of 
sample quality, according to limits considered by 
Futai (2010), were deemed satisfactory for Suape 
clays, agreeing with the results from the Coutinho 
proposal (2007).

Sample quality evaluation studies were carried 
out in two study areas, showing that the Coutinho 
proposal (2007) is useful as a direct tool, easily 
applied, and functions as one reference for evalua-
tion of sample quality. It is only necessary to know 
the initial and final void ratios corresponding to the 
initial effective vertical stress (σ′vo). The Futai pro-
posal (2010) employs a more elaborate procedure, 
requiring the construction of oedometer curves for 
each sample, using Figure 5 to locate the curve, 

or adopt ID values. It is necessary to know the 
effective stress (σ′vy) and respective void ratio (ey) 
that characterizes each sample in order to create 
the normalized compression curve. The Coutinho 
proposal (2007) is more simple and appropriate for 
classifying sample quality.

Considering all the care taken during sampling 
and handling procedures used for laboratory and 
field samples, many were still classified as poor and 
very poor (unsatisfactory). The presence of decom-
posing plant material, roots, twigs and branches in 
the study area, as well as the difficulties encoun-
tered when dealing with this type and consistency 
of soil, causes greater difficulty when attempting 
to obtain good quality samples.

6 CORRECTION OF RESULTS 
TO ACCOUNT FOR SAMPLE 
DISTURBANCE

Three proposals for correction of the effects from 
disturbance of the samples are presented and dis-
cussed in this study: (a) Schmertmann (1953)—
construction of the field curve; (b) Oliveira 
(2002)—construction of new laboratory compres-
sion curves (c) Coutinho (2007)—correction of 
compression ratio (CR) and overconsolidation 
ratios (OCR) or σ′vm parameters.

A comparative study was performed with the 
objective of verifying the efficiency of corrections for 
geotechnical parameters/compression curves. The 
results obtained were then compared with experi-
mental values/curves from good quality samples.

6.1 Schmertmann proposal (1955)

The Schmertmann (1955) proposal made it possible 
to predict the curve for field compression. The pre-
consolidation pressure (σ′vm), can be corrected in an 
interactive manner, using the void ratio (eo) in the 
oedometer curve as a base for differentiation between 
the corrected and laboratory curves for different pre-
consolidation pressure values. The symmetry point 
of the curve eo supposedly represents the actual pre-
consolidation pressure (without disturbance).

Figure 6 presents experimental oedometer curves 
representing good and poor quality samples, together 
with the corrected curves according to the proposal 
from Schmertmann (1953). In good quality samples, 
a small correction is observed in the compressibility 
parameters, however in poor quality samples signifi-
cant correction of these parameters is noted.

6.2 Oliveira proposal (2000)

Oliveira (2002) suggested a simple method for con-
struction of a proper oedometer curve, using the 

Table 2. Evaluation of sample quality (Futai 2010).

Local and 
reference

Sample 
quality

(ey − e)/ey

ID = 3 ID = 10

Recife
(Ferreira & 
Coutinho 1982)

Completely 
disturbance

0.07 0.20

Poor quality 0.12 0.31
Good quality 0.25 –

Rio de Janeiro 
(Ferreira & 
Coutinho 1982)

Completely 
disturbance

0.10 0.30

Poor quality 0.16 0.37
Good quality 0.25 0.50

Table 3. Classification of sample quality: Results of 
Suape study areas (Bello 2011).

Areas Classification Samples (%)

AE-1
30 samples

Very good to 
excellent

 4 13.3

Good a regular  9 30.0
Poor 13 43.3
Very poor  4 13.3

AE-2
50 samples

Very good 
to excellent

 5 10.0

Good to regular 26 52.0
Poor 15 30.0
Very poor  4  8.0
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results of oedometer tests performed in  Sherbrooke 
soft clay samples from Rio de Janeiro and Recife. 
These curves are compared with the experimental 
curves, and can be used to estimate the first cal-
culations. The method adopts the initial void ratio 
for use as entrance data, since its value is approxi-
mately constant, and does not depend on distur-
bance. A calculation method was developed for the 
curves taking into account the final and initial void 
ratio (ef/eo) versus the initial void ratio (eo) for each 
one of the stress normally used in the laboratory 
(Fig. 7).

The following steps are used to employ the meth-
odology needed to construct the curve: (a) identify 
the void ratio of the sample; (b) enter the void ratio 
into the calculations in order to determine the ef/eo 
relation for each of the stress normally used in the 
oedometer tests; (c) calculate the final void ratio 
for each load period; (d) construct a new oedom-
eter curve.

Figure 8 presents curves constructed by using the 
calculations based on experimental oedometer curves 

obtained in good and poor quality samples from the 
Suape study areas. The curves produced from the 
calculations feature characteristics of curves from 
good quality samples. The compressibility param-
eters are obtained from the corrected curve.

Figure 6. Experimental curves and curves constructed 
by use of the Schmertmann proposal (1955): (a) good 
quality, study area AE-2; (b) bad quality, study area AE-1 
(Bello 2011).

Figure 7. Calculations used to construct the oedometer 
curve (Oliveira 2002).

Figure 8. Experimental oedometer curves, and curves 
constructed by Oliveira (2002) calculations: (a) good 
quality, AE-1study area; (b) bad quality, AE-2 study area 
(Bello 2011).
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Table 4 presents geotechnical parameters 
obtained from the experimental curves, and the 
curves constructed from the Oliveira (2002) calcu-
lations. The experimental recompression index (Cs) 
is greater than that of the constructed curve.

The experimental preconsolidated pressure and 
the compression index (Cc) are smaller than that 
of the constructed curve. In the AE-1 study area, 
the Cs, σ′vm, Cc relations (experimental curves/
curves constructed) varied from 1.25 to 3.17 for Cs, 
0.23 to 0.94 for σ′vm and 0.55 to 0.97 for Cc. In the 
AE-2 study area, the Cs, σ′vm, Cc relations varied 
from 1.80 to 3.89 for Cs, 0.19 to 0.80 for σ′vm, and 
0.51 to 0.99 for Cc. The results show an improve-
ment in the constructed curve, particularly for 
those relating to poor quality samples.

Considering the previous studies performed 
by Oliveira (2002) and the results obtained from 
Suape soft clays, the potential can be seen for this 
methodology, along with its usefulness in correct-
ing the oedometer curves, and obtaining compress-
ibility parameters that correspond to good quality 
samples.

6.3 Coutinho proposal (2007)

Coutinho (2007) presented a correction proposal 
based on the relation involving the Compression 
Ratio (CR) and the Over Consolidation Ratio 
(OCR) with specific deformation (εvo), that repre-
sents the quality of the sample. A greater decrease 
can be verified in the CR and OCR values when 
εvo increases and a minimum limit exists where the 
samples are almost totally disturbed.

According to the criteria used for this proposal, 
a poor quality sample can turn into a very good 
to excellent quality sample through correct use of 

the local results, showing that this procedure can 
be useful in practical projects.

Figure 9 (a) and 9 (b) present the correlations 
between CR and σ′vm versus εvo, respectively, for 
the AE-2 study area (SUB-AREA A). Each layer 
is represented by a curve correlating to soft soil 
deposits containing different compressibility layers 
(different CR and σ′vm values for each layer).

The results obtained in the Suape areas showed 
reasonable correlations CR and σ′vm versus εvo for 
soft layers, allowing for correction of the CR and 
σ′vm values by considering εvo values corresponding 
to very good—excellent quality samples.

The correction can be particularly important 
when considering poor quality samples.

6.4 Discussion of the results

Comparing the results of the correction proposal 
for Suape soft clay samples, some observation can 
be made:

a. The Oliveira (2002) proposal amounts to a sim-
ple procedure, where only the initial void ratio 
and the oedometer test pressures are needed. 
All of the curve’s corresponding points must be 
determined.

b. The σ′vm value obtained by the Schmertmann 
(1955) proposal was practically unmodified 
when considering good quality samples. A 
significant difference was observed in the σ′vm 
corrected value when dealing with poor quality 
samples.

c. In the Coutinho (2007) proposal, it was possi-
ble to obtain corrected CR and OCR values by 
considering the εvo value corresponding to very 
good and excellent quality samples.  Correlations 

Table 4. Corrected compressibility parameters values: AE-2 study area, Suape (Bello 2011).

Vertical
Depth
(m) σ′vo

Classification
Coutinho (2007)

Experimental parameters
Correction 
(Oliveira 2002)

σ′vm OCR Cc Cs σ′vm OCR Cc Cs

SP102 1.5  6.2 Good to normal 20.0 3.2 0.8 3.1 30.0 4.84 0.81 1.80
6.0 15.2 Good to normal  9.0 0.6 1.3 0.2 12.0 0.79 1.31 0.17

SP105 5.5 27.3 Poor  6.0 0.2 1.1 0.1 14.0 0.51 1.25 0.08
SP106 4.5 19.5 Good to normal  6.0 0.3 1.4 0.2 32.0 1.64 1.51 0.18
SP109 6.3 30.0 Very poor 16.0 0.5 2.1 0.4 18.0 0.60 2.50 0.09
SP123 1.7  6.1 Poor 12.0 2.0 0.6 0.1 26.0 4.26 0.86 0.10
SP121 2.5 19.6 Poor 16.0 0.8 1.6 0.2 45.0 2.30 2.45 0.19

3.5 22.6 Very poor 10.0 0.4 1.8 0.2 30.0 1.33 2.70 0.18
SP128 3.5 10.5 Poor 13.0 1.2 0.9 0.2 20.0 1.90 1.10 0.17
SP137 0.4  5.5 Poor  8.0 1.5 1.8 0.2 20.0 3.64 3.60 0.07
SP138 2.9  5.7 Good to normal 10.0 1.8 2.0 0.4 20.0 3.51 3.80 0.22

3.9 11.1 Very poor 20.0 1.8 2.2 0.2 25.0 2.25 2.30 0.12
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for each soft soil layer of the deposit must be 
constructed.

Figure 10 for the AE-1 study area shows a com-
parison between the experimental oedometer curve 
(poor quality samples), and the curves constructed 
by the Oliveira (2002) calculations and Schmert-
mann proposal (1955). It can observe that the cor-
rected curve for good quality experimental samples 
approximates the Schmertmann (1955) curve (field 
curve). The σ′vm values obtained from the two cor-
rected curves are similar (around 24 kPa), and 
the recompression ratio is slightly greater in the 
Schmertmann curve.

7 CONCLUSIONS

This study presented and discussed results from 
sample quality evaluations, and correction of the 
effects of sample disturbance of Suape soft clays.

Results from the Coutinho (2007) and Futai 
(2010) proposals were similar, and may be consid-
ered satisfactory for evaluating and quantifying the 
quality of Suape soft clay samples. Overall, within 
this study, more than 50% of the samples were clas-
sified as being of satisfactory quality (very good to 
excellent, and good to regular).

The Schmertmann (1955), Oliveira (2002) 
and Coutinho (2007) proposals were used for 
correcting the compressibility parameters 
from samples whose quality was classified as 
unsatisfactory. The proposals studied for correc-
tion use produced parameters corresponding to 
very good/excellent field curves. The corrections 
can be particularly important for use with poor 
quality samples. For use in project, the correc-
tions must be utilized for all of  the important 
parameters, or simply throughout the complete 
curve.

In a study of sample quality, it is very impor-
tant to make use of a regional/local data base in 
order to obtain proper correlations, and to be able 
to verify standard behavior.
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Undrained strength and overconsolidation ratio parameters of suape 
soft clays, Pernambuco

Roberto Quental Coutinho & Maria Isabela M.C.V. Bello
Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil

ABSTRACT: The presence of soft clay deposits requires careful evaluation of soil parameters to 
analyze the performance of foundations. Due to its high compressibility and low strength, soft clays 
usually present serious problems in this regard. The GEGEP—a Geotechnical Research Group of the 
Federal University of Pernambuco participated in an important geotechnical investigation of soft clays 
using laboratory and in situ tests in the area of the Suape Port and Industrial Complex. Large compa-
nies, a shipyard, a refinery and others industries are already present or are building their facilities in this 
area. This paper presents the experiment about the use of vane and piezocone tests in one area located in 
the Suape Port and Industrial Complex. Strength and overconsolidation ratio parameters were obtained 
through piezocone tests and compared with laboratory (oedometer and triaxial tests) and in situ (vane 
tests) reference tests results. The final results were discussed within the context of results in the literature, 
including the results of Recife Soft Clay (Coutinho 2007), confirming the potential of the piezocone test 
to obtain good prediction of strength parameters in these organic very soft clay deposits.

Keywords: geotechnical parameters, soil behavior, soft clays, undrained strength, overconsolidation ratio

2 UNDRAINED SHEAR STRENGTH

No single undrained shear strength exists. The in 
situ undrained shear strength depends on the mode 
of failure, soil anisotropy, strain rate and stress his-
tory (Lunne et al. 1997).

The triaxial compression, triaxial extension and 
simple shear laboratory tests or with undrained 
shear and consolidation in the isotropic or aniso-
tropic condition for the effective field stress con-
ditions have been used for obtaining undrained 
strength values in geotechnical engineering studies 
and projects.

Undrained strength can be determined in the 
field through vane and piezocone tests. For use in 
a project, the strength obtained in a vane test must 
be corrected by Bjerrum’s correction factor (1973). 
In the piezocone test, empirical correlations that 
are appropriate for the area under study based on 
field and laboratory tests must be used.

In the field vane test, the undrained strength 
(Su) can be determined from maximum torque 
obtained with the vane rotation (Eq. 1).

S
T
DuSS =
⋅
⋅

0 86
3

. maTT x

π
 (1)

where Tmax is the maximum torque measured dur-
ing the test; D is the diameter of the vane.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the use of field tests to evaluate 
geotechnical parameters of soils has been increas-
ing. Field vane tests have been widely used to obtain 
undrained shear strength (Su) and estimate the 
Overconsolidation Ratio (OCR) of soft clays. The 
piezocone tests have been used to obtain Su values of 
soft clay from correlations with field vane and labo-
ratory tests using experimental parameters. Other 
geotechnical parameters, including OCR, can be 
estimated from piezocone tests thought of propos-
als in the literature (Lunne et al 1997; Mayne 2007).

Coutinho (2008) presented a study about the 
geotechnical parameter obtained from in situ 
investigations for practical projects. Coutinho & 
Schnaid (2010) presented a summary of CPT activi-
ties and application in South America, particularly 
in Brazil.

This paper presents results of undrained 
strength and overconsolidation ratio parameters 
obtained in one area of soft clays located in the 
Suape Port and Industrial Complex, Pernambuco. 
The final results were compared with results from 
laboratory and field tests used as references and 
discussed within the context of results in the litera-
ture. This study is part of a research program of 
the Geotechnical Research Group/UFPE, coordi-
nate by the first author.
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To estimate the value of Su through the piezocone 
test, three cone factors are normally used: Nkt, Nke 
and NΔu, load capacity, effective tip resistance and 
pore pressure, respectively (Lunne et al. 1997). 
Undrained shear strength is then defined by 
Equation 2. The qt, qe and Δu values are determined 
from piezocone tests results. The Nkt, Nke and NΔt 
factors are based on theoretical work or more usu-
ally on empirical experimental correlations using 
laboratory or in situ tests (see Schnaid 2009).

S
N NKTN keNuSS t vo e

u

qt vo u
N

= = =
Δ

ΔN
σ σeqvo − voσσ  (2)

where qt is cone resistance corrected for pore 
pressure effects; qe is the effective cone resistance; Δu 
is excess pore pressure; σvo is total vertical pressure.

3 OVERCONSOLIDATION RATIO

The stress history of the soil can be indicated 
for the profiles of effective field stress (σ′vo), 
preconsolidation stress (σ′vm) and overconsolidation 
ratio (OCR). It constitutes an indispensable fac-
tor for the analysis of behavior of clayey deposits. 
Traditionally obtained in oedometer tests, it is pos-
sible to estimate OCR from field vane (Chandler 
1988) and piezocone tests (Lunne et al. 1997).

The soil mechanics of the critical states, as well 
as the SHANSEP Method showed that normal-
ized undrained strength (Su/σ′vo) increases with the 
increase of OCR (Eq. 3).

S SuS
vo

uS
vo

m

σ σvo′ ′σ σσ σ
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

= ⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠o.c Nvo⎝ ⎠ .C

( )  (3)

where N.C and O.C is normally consolidated and 
overconsolidated range, respectively.

Chandler (1988) congregated data from vane 
tests of 19 clay deposits, enclosed normally con-
solidated and overconsolidated clays with OCR up 
to 7.5, obtaining m value equal to 0.95 (Eq. 4).

OCR O C

N.A

95
=

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎡⎡

⎣⎣

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦

( / )
( / )

.u σ
σ

′σσ
′σσ
vo

u v/ σ o

1
0

 (4)

Tavenas & Leroueil (1987) congregated the data 
used for AAS et al. (1986) and Chandler (1988) 
and also plotted these data using Bjerrum’s curve 
(1983) as reference. The authors found the m value 
equal to 1 (with small dispersions) (Eq. 5).

OCR =
( )

( )
O.C

N.A
 (5)

Mayne & Mitchell (1988) developed a data 
base wit5h results of field vane and oedom-
eter tests including index properties of 96 differ-
ent clays, with the purpose of defining a general 
correlation that could be used to estimate OCR 
values from field vane tests (Eq. 6). The depos-
its showed: 1 < OCR < 40; 3% < IP < 300%; 
1.6 kPa < Suvane < 380 kPa and sensibility varying 
from 2 up to high values.

OCR 22 (IP) 0,48−

′
SuvaneSS
σ ′′vo

⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

 (6)

Lunne et al. (1997) states that methods to derive 
OCR from piezocone tests data fall into three main 
categories: (a) methods based on undrained shear 
strength; (b) methods based on the shape of the 
CPTU profile; and (c) methods based directly on 
piezocone tests data.

The OCR values can be obtained from CPTU 
results through correlations in functions of Qt, 
where Qt = qT − σvo)/σ′vo and Δu/σ′vo (Eq. 7 to 10).

OCR = f(Qt) (Lunne et al. 1989) (7)

OCR = 0.32 Qt (Kulhawy & Mayne 1990) (8)

OCR = 0.49 + 1.5 (u1− u2)/u0 (Sully et al.1988) (9)

OCR fCC
u
vo

Δ⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

1

σ ′σσ
 (Lunne et al. 1989) (10)

4 CHARACTERISTCS 
OF THE STUDY AREA

The study area AE-2 is situated in the Suape Port 
and Industrial Complex, Ipojuca, Pernambuco, 
Brazil (Fig. 1). It is located on the coast, 
characterized by low topographical quotas and 

Figure 1. Location of study areas: Suape, Ipojuca 
(Bello 2011).
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Figure 2. Geotechnical profile and depth of sample—E106 (SUB-AREA A), Suape (Bello 2011).

Figure 3. Geotechnical profile and depth of sample—E121 (SUB-AREA C), Suape (Bello 2011).

great plain extensions, with layers of low load 
capacity, and the presence of very soft organic 
clays, peat and eventual fine sand layers. The soft 
ground presents high water and organic content, 
with standard penetration test values (NSPT) around 
to P/100. The project demanded the construction 
of embankments with different heights (some 
exceeding 17.0 m). The study area was divided in 
5 sub-areas, with 20 boreholes and 43 undisturbed 
samples type Shelby being investigated.

Figures 2 and 3 present the typical geotechni-
cal profile of SUB-AREA A and SUB-AREA 
C, including natural water content (wn) and the 
depth of the samples. In SUB-AREA A, a sandy 
silt-clay layer 1.0 m in thickness can be observed, 
followed by a layer of organic clay with peat with 
wn varying from 420 to 300%. After a depth of 
4.0 m there is other layer of organic clay with peat 
with wn varying from 250 to 380% up to a depth of 
8.0 m. The SUB-AREA C profile features layer of 
organic clay with peat up to a depth of 6.8 m and 
wn varying from 200 to 400%.

In the AE-2 study area, in general, the Su values 
varied between 5.0 and 40.0 kPa, PI varied between 
23 and 200%, constituting a very plastic material. 
The water content varied between 90 and 420º%.

Information about the geological and 
geotechnical characterization and parameters 
results of the study areas can be also seen in 
Bello & Coutinho (2012), Coutinho & Bello (2012) 
and Bello (2011).

5 UNDRAINED STRENGHT—RESULTS

5.1 Laboratory—Triaxial UU-C

The undrained strength profiles obtained in labora-
tory triaxial UU-C tests for the studied verticals in 
SUB-AREAS A and C are presented in Figure 4.

The mean values of Su obtained in the triaxial 
tests in SUB-AREA A were 10.8 ± 5.4 kPa dur-
ing the first 2.0 m of depth, followed by around 
7.4 ± 5.0 kPa up to 7.0 m in depth. In SUB-AREA 
C the mean Su values were 7.8 ± 0.6 kPa throughout 
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Figure 4. Results of triaxial and field vane test: (a) SUB-AREA A; (b) SUB-AREA C, study area AE-2—Suape 
(Bello 2011).

the profile. Some of the results obtained in the 
triaxial UU tests may be influenced by the distur-
bance of the sample (see Coutinho & Bello 2012), 
so it is important to compare the results of the tri-
axial tests with field vane.

5.2 Vane tests

The undrained strength profiles obtained in the 
field vane tests for the studied verticals are pre-
sented in Figure 4. The Suvane results in the verticals 
of the SUB-AREA A presented a similar trend in 
behavior, with a mean Suvane value of 7.5 ± 1.5 kPa 
up to a depth of 2.0 m, and with mean values 
11.8 ± 1.1 kPa at a depth of 7.0 m. The E110 verti-
cal presented a high Suvane value at a depth of 4.0 m, 
possibly due to the presence of roots in the soil. 
Sensibility presented mean values of around 5.

The Su results determined in SUB-AREA C 
presented mean Su values of 15.8 ± 3.6 kPa up to 
2.5 m in depth, starting from this point, the Suvane val-
ues increase linearly reaching 21.0 kPa. The St pre-
sented in general mean values in the 5 to 10 range.

The mean Su values obtained in the field vane 
test were greater than the Su laboratory values. 
These results are similar to that obtained in Recife 
soft clays (Coutinho 2007), but in Suape study the 
laboratory results has more influence of the sam-
ple quality.

The values of the relation Suvane/σ’vo vs. PI for 
soils in the AE-2 (SUB-AREAS A and C) are pre-
sented in Figure 5a, including results of the other 
Suape study area of soft soils (AE-1). This area was 
divided in two stretches of mangrove deposits.

The two deposits of AE-2 (SUB-AREAS 
A and C) presented layers with the similar value 
range for Suvane/σ’vo, situated above the curve 
proposed by Bjerrum (1973) for young clays. The 

range of the mean Suvane/σ’vo values found in the 
AE-2 study area was equal to 0.45 to 0.68, much 
greater than the Recife values (Coutinho et al. 2000). 
The PI values obtained in the area under study were 
also much greater than the PI values obtained in 
Recife. The deposit of mangrove 1 (AE-1) pre-
sented values of Suvane/σ’vo situated above the curve 
proposed by Bjerrum (1973) for young clays. The 
deposit of mangrove 2 (AE-1) presented values of 
Suvane/σ’vo slightly below curve for young clays.

Figure 5b shows the relation Suvane/σ’vm vs. IP pro-
posed by Mesri (1975), Coutinho et al. (2000) mod-
ified from Skempton (1957), Larsson (1980) and 
Mayne & Mitchell (1988), together with the mean 
values of various Brazilian clays, including Recife 
and Suape (SUB-AREAS A and C). For Recife and 
Suape clays, the points fall between the correlations 
of Larsson (1980) and Mesri (1975), forming upper 
and lower limits respectively. The proposal from 
Coutinho et al. (2000) represents clays from Recife, 
Juturnaíba-RJ, Sarapuí-RJ and satisfactorily for 
Suape. The poor quality samples had the σ’vm value 
corrected (see Coutinho & Bello 2012; Bello 2011).

For the elaboration of embankment projects the 
use of a correction factor according to Bjerrum’s 
proposal (1973) is necessary. Considering that the 
plasticity index results in Suape clays were gener-
ally high (values up to 150%), the correction factor 
should have a value of about 0.6.

5.3 Piezocone tests

To estimate the Su values through the piezocone, 
three experimental parameters were used, Nkt, Nke 
and NΔt. The experimental parameters value was 
determined from the field vane tests (see item 2).

Figure 6 shows the Nkt variation of SUB-AREAS 
A and C. In general, it is observed that Nkt varied 
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between 6 and 14 in SUB-AREA A, with a mean 
value of 10. In SUB-AREA C, Nkt varied between 
5 and 16, with a mean value of 9. These results 
show that the two sub-areas have similar Nkt vari-
ation ranges with a mean value between 9 and 10. 
Figure 7 presents the mean value of NKT (12 ± 1.0) 
obtained from Suvane for the Recife research sites. 
From these results, an estimate of Su for Recife soft 
clay can be obtained with reasonable confidence 
for practical purposes (Coutinho et al. 2000). These 
mean values are about 20–25% greater than the Nkt 
results obtained in Suape.

Almeida et al. (2010) found for deposits of 
very soft soils in Rio de Janeiro, a wide range of 
Nkt mean values (3–20). Schnaid (2009) found Nkt 
values representative of soft clay deposits in Porto 

Alegre varying between 8 and 16, with a mean 
value of 11. In general, it can be observed that 
mean values of Brazilian clays vary around 9 to 12 
(see also Coutinho & Schnaid 2010).

According to Lunne et al. (1997) Nkt values tend 
to increase with an increase in plasticity, decrease 
with an increase in sensibility and decreases as Bq 
increases. The Brazilian clays results confirm that 
it is recommended to evaluate in each deposit the 
Nkt representative values.

The variation range of NΔu values obtained in 
the Suape study area was between 6.5 and 10.0 
with mean values around 8.0. In general, NΔu 
increases linearly with depth (Bello 2011). In 
Recife clays, NΔu values varied between 7.5 and 
11.0 with mean values around 9.5 (Coutinho 2007 
and 2008; Coutinho & Schnaid 2010). La Rochelle 
et al. (1988) obtained for three Canadian clays NΔu 
values between 7 and 9, using as reference Su values 
from field vane tests, where the overconsolidation 
ratio values varied between 1.2 and 50. The varia-
tion range of the Nke factor values obtained in the 

Figure 5. Resistance ratio- Suape, study area AE-2: (a) Su vanea/σ′vo and IP; (b) Su vane/σ′vm and IP (Bello 2011).

Figure 6. Nkt values obtained from field vane test: 
Suape clays study area AE-2 (SUB-AREA A and SUB-
AREA C).

Figure 7. Nkt values—field vane test (a) Clube 
Internacional do Recife; (b) SESI-Ibura (Oliveira 2000; 
Coutinho et al. 2000).
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1.0 up to 2.0 m in depth and a tendency towards 
the unit value with depth are observed. Poor qual-
ity samples had the OCRoed. values corrected (see 
Coutinho & Bello 2012; Bello 2011).

6.2 Vane tests

To estimate the OCR value through the field vane 
test that were performed in the two study areas 
(AE-1 and AE-2), Chandler (1988), Tavenas & 
Leroueil (1987) and Mayne & Mitchell (1988) pro-
posals were used (see item 3). Figure 9a presents 
the results obtained for the OCR profile of SUB-
AREA A, including oedometer tests. The OCR 
results well differentiated along the depths but with 
similar trends in behavior are observed.

Figure 10 shows OCR results determined 
through the three proposals compared to OCR 
results obtained in conventional oedometer tests. 
Mayne & Mitchell (1988) proposal is the one that 
comes closest to the laboratory OCR values for the 
Suape study areas, always presenting greater values, 
as was the case with Recife clays (Coutinho et al. 
2000; Coutinho 2008). Mayne & Mitchell (1988) 
proposal is being adapted for Suape clays (Eq. 11).

OCRlab = 0.65 × OCRvane (11)

Figure 9b presents the OCR profile obtained in 
a laboratory and OCR estimated from Mayne & 
Mitchell (1988) proposal adapted for Suape clays 
(Eq. 11). A good correlation between OCRvane 
and OCRlab. values in good quality samples can be 
observed. These correlations can be useful when 
there are no good quality samples available and for 
complementary results in an investigation.

6.3 Piezocone tests

The OCR values were estimated through the CPTU 
test using proposals from: Lunne et al. (1989) and 

Figure 8. Suape clays: Su profile—piezocone and 
field vane tests. (a) E102 (SUB-AREA A); (b) E128 
(SUB-AREA C).

Figure 9. (a) OCRoed. vs. OCRvane; (b) OCRoed. vs. OCR 
from Mayne & Michell proposal (1988) adapted for 
Suape.

Suape study area was between 4.0 and 9.0 with 
mean values around 5.0. In general, Nke increases 
linearly with depth (Bello 2011).

Figures 8a and 8b show the undrained strength 
profiles of the verticals E102 (SUB-ÁREA A) 
and E128 (SUB-ÁREA C), obtained through 
the piezocone and field vane tests. The Su values 
derived from Nkt showed agreements with Su val-
ues obtained through the vane tests. The Su values 
derived from NΔu showed a higher difference in 
relation to Su vane values, because of the difficulty 
of an accurate Δu measurement, including pore 
pressure negative values. The Su values derived 
from Nke, showed the highest degree of dispersion, 
which can be explained by the small effective tip 
resistance value, qe, that serves as the basis for cal-
culating Nke.

6 OVERCONSOLIDATION RATIO—
RESULTS

6.1 Oedometer tests

Figure 9 presents the OCR profiles of SUB-AREAS 
A and C obtained with conventional oedometer 
tests. In general, OCRoed. values were greater than 
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Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) (see item 3). Results of 
Recife soft clays are also presented (Coutinho 2007).

Figure 11 presents OCR profiles obtained by 
the three proposals, together with the OCR results 
obtained through the oedometer test for SUB-
AREAS A and C. It can be seen that the correla-
tions of Lunne et al. (1989) and Kulhawy & Mayne 
(1990) present OCRCPTU values greater than the 
OCRlab values but with similar behavior trends.

Coutinho (2007; 2008) showed results of OCR 
profile from Recife soft clays obtained using oed-
ometer tests and correlations from piezocone 
(mean values) (Fig. 12). The Lunne et al. (1989) 
and Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) correlations pre-
sented OCRlab values higher than values par-
ticularly if  OCR from d24 hour is considered. The 
exception is the Lunne et al. (1989) correlation 
using Δu/σ’vo that presented very good results. The 
values obtained by the Sully et al. (1988) correla-
tion were slightly higher than those deduced from 
laboratory tests. Table 1 shows the summary of 
results of the comparative study. Recommended 
correlations are proposed.

Figure 11b presents the OCR profile obtained 
in the laboratory and OCR estimated from the 
Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) proposal adapted for 
Suape clays. A good correlation between OCRCPTU 
values and OCRlab values in good quality samples 
is observed. This correlation can be useful when 

Figure 10. Comparison between OCRlab vs OCRvane, 
AE-2: (a) SUB-AREA A; (b) SUB-AREA C.

Figure 11. Overconsolidation ratio profile—CPTU and 
oedometer: (a) E109 (SUB-AREA A); (b) E128 (SUB-
AREA C).

Figure 12. (a) OCR vs. depth Qt parameters; (b) OCR 
vs. (qc − σvo) parameters (Coutinho 2007; Coutinho et al. 
2009).
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there are no good quality samples available and for 
complementary research.

Figure 13 presents the study for obtaining the 
coefficient of the Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) pro-
posal (Eq. 8) that is suitable for use in Suape clays. 
The coefficient obtained was equal to 0.17, almost 
half  the original coefficient (0.32), and smaller 
than the value of 0.23 found for Recife clays by 
Coutinho (2007; 2008). Jannuzi (2009) and Baroni 
(2010) obtained the coefficient equal to 0.153 for 
Sarapuí- RJ soft clay and Barra da Tijuca deposits, 
respectively.

7 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented results of undrained strength 
and overconsolidation ratio parameters obtained 
in one area of soft clays located in the Suape Port 
and Industrial Complex, Pernambuco. The final 
results were compared with references (field and 
laboratory tests) and literature results.

The values of the relation Suvane/σ’vo vs. IP for 
Suape clays fell between the curves for young 

and old clays proposed by Bjerrum (1973). 
For Recife and Suape clays, the points of the 
relation Su vane/σ′vm vs. PI fall between the correla-
tions of Larsson (1980) and Mesri (1975), with sat-
isfactory prediction by Coutinho (2007) proposal 
(Skempton 1957 modified).

It is possible to perform satisfactory prediction 
of Su from CPTU using proposals in the literature 
(Nkt, NΔu and Nke). In Suape, satisfactory Su results 
were obtained considering Nkt of  9–10, in general, 
with Brazilian clays in the range (9–12), including 
Recife.

The Mayne & Mitchell (1988) proposal for obtain 
OCRvane adapted for Suape clays (OCRlab = 0.65. 
OCRvane) presented values with a good correlation 
with the OCRlab values in good quality samples.

Kulhawy & Mayne (1990) proposal to obtain 
OCR from CPTU adapted to Suape clays 
(OCR = 0.17 Qt) presented OCRCPTU values with a 
good correlation with OCRlab values. The corrected 
coefficient (0.17) was almost half  the original 
coefficient (0.32), and was smaller than the value 
found for Recife clays (0.23) and similar for Rio 
de Janeiro clay.

This study confirms the capability of obtaining 
parameters through in situ tests with correlations 
suited to the local/regional experience. This predic-
tion being fundamental for a proper geotechnical 
characterization in researches and engineering 
projects.
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Figure 13. OCR vs. Qt parameters—Suape clays AE-2.

Table 1. OCR comparative study—CPTU correlation (Coutinho 2007; 2008).

In situ 
correlations Equations Reference test

Experience 
(recife)

Recommended 
correlation

Lunne et al. 
(1989)

OCRCC = ( )f Oedometer 
(σ’p for d24 hour)

1.00 ± 0.24 Lunne et al. (1989)

Lunne et al. 
(1989)

R fCC vf ( )qt vo−q⎡⎣⎡⎡ ⎤⎦⎤⎤σ)vo / ′σσ 0
1.5 ± 0.23 OCRCC

u
v

= Δ 1

0σ ′σ

Kulhawy & 
Mayne (1990) OCR xCC vo( )qt vo−⎡⎣⎡⎡ ⎤⎦⎤⎤0 32. /v σ ′σσ 1.45 ± 0.18

OCRCC t vo

vo
= 0 23. ( )qt vo− v

σ ′σσ
Sully et al. 

(1988)
OCR = 0.49 + 1.5 (u1 – u2)/u0 1.30 ± 0.22
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Session report: Non-textbook type geomaterials

H.L. Giacheti
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ABSTRACT: An abstract of all the papers presented in the Conference Section where the geotechnical 
material is considered non-conventional to classical Soil Mechanics is presented. Thirteen papers submit-
ted to this Conference were considered as a non-textbook type geomaterial. The papers were grouped 
in four groups: tropical soils, tailings, cementation and heterogeneous soils. The objective is to present 
a report with the major contributions of the each paper to encourage the reader to read the original 
papers.

Keywords: tropical soils, tailings, cementation, heterogeneous soils

three papers from Asia (Japan, Korea and Taiwan) 
and two papers from North America (both from 
USA).

The objective of this report is to present an 
abstract with the major contribution from the each 
paper presented in this Conference Section.

2 TROPICAL SOILS

Tropical soils are formed predominantly by chemi-
cal alteration of the rock which have peculiar prop-
erties and behavior that cannot be explained by the 
principles of the classical Soil Mechanics. The term 
tropical soil includes both lateritic and saprolitic 
soils. Saprolitic soils are necessarily residual and 
retain the macro fabric of the parent rock. Later-
itic soils can be either residual or transported and 
are distinguished by the occurrence of laterization 
process.

In this Conference two papers dealt with this type 
of geomaterial. The one written by Albuquerque & 
Carvalho presented the prediction of pre-cast con-
crete piles capacity via CPT and SPT-T test and 
the other, by Figueiredo, Cunha & Conciani, pre-
sented and discussed the use of the dynamic light 
cone penetrometers (DPLs) into the existing tropi-
cal soil conditions of Central Area of Brazil.

2.1 CPT and SPT-T test in the pile design

Albuquerque & Carvalho presented an assess-
ment of pre-cast concrete piles capacity via CPT 
and SPT-T tests. Two piles were driven in an 
unsaturated tropical soil profile, one were tested 
to compressive load and the other to uplift load. 
The compressed pile was instrumented with 

1 INTRODUCTION

In the last International Conference on Soil 
Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering, Mayne 
et al. (2009) pointed out that soils and rocks are 
inherently complicated and often mysterious in 
their observed behavior because their constitu-
ency is made up of natural components formed 
over millenia. The authors also addressed the vast 
diversity of the types of earthly geomaterials and 
considered essentially limitless because of the infi-
nite number of possible combinations and permu-
tations regarding their geologic origin and global 
location. They also emphasized that the advent of 
geosynthetics used in earth structures, augments 
the range of geomaterials and brings additional 
needs for proper material characterization.

The classical Soil Mechanics basically consider 
just two soil types, sand and clays, when defin-
ing principal and theories for understanding soil 
behavior. Considering it, all other material, like 
silty sands, carbonate clays, diatomaceous earth, 
peats, organic silts, tropical soils, cemented mate-
rials, reinforced soils, tailings, debris and a vast 
variety of other material, could be considered as 
a non-textbook type geomaterial. These materials 
will require a higher level of testing and investiga-
tion because of greater uncertainty in understand-
ing their behavior.

In this Conference, in two papers the geotechni-
cal material are tropical soils, two papers are tail-
ings, five papers are natural or artificially cemented 
materials and three papers are heterogeneous soils; 
a total of thirteen papers. The authors from four 
papers are from South America (three from Brazil 
and one from Argentina), four papers from Europe 
(Poland, Portugal, Romania and Switzerland), 
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 strain-gage. The  experimental test site is located at 
the State University of Campinas, inland of Sao 
Paulo State, Brazil.

Diabasic soil occurs at this experimental site, 
with an upper layer of approximately 6.5 m thick. 
This layer is a porous silty clay (colluvium soil) 
on the top of a clay silt (residual soil) up to about 
17 m depth. The ground water table at the site var-
ies from 13 to 16 m depth. A typical soil profile is 
shown in Figure 1, together with the SPT-T and 
CPT test data. The authors pointed out that the 
soil of the first layer is collapsible and weaker than 
the deeper layers.

The bearing capacity of the tested piles was 
estimated by distinct semi-empirical methods 
(Décourt & Quaresma, 1978; Aoki & Velloso, 
1975; Alonso 1996a, 1996b; Philipponat, 1978 
and  Carvalho et al., 1998). The authors compared 
values estimated using these methods to those 
obtained by the pile load tests.

The comparison between the values obtained 
from Ql-est/Ql, determined by each semi-empirical 
method and load test are shown in Figure 2 (uplift 
load test) and Figure 3 (compression load test).

The data presented in Figure 2 indicated that 
the methods of Decourt & Quaresma (1978) 
and  Carvalho et al. (1998) presented the value of 
Ql-est/Ql closest to unity (±20%) compared with the 
other methods for the uplift load test. The meth-
ods of Aoki & Velloso (1975) for CPT and Alonso 
(1996) presented the most safety-wise value of all 
the studied methods.

Figure 3 indicated that the methods of Décourt & 
Quaresma (1978) presented the mean value of Qu-est/
Qu closest to unity compared with the other  methods. 
The methods of Aoki & Velloso (CPT), Alonso (1996a, 1996b) and Philipponat (1978) presented the 

most safety-wise value of all studied methods.
Considering the pile load testing data at the 

instrumented pile (compression) and the CPT and 
SPT-T testing data the authors suggested correc-
tions factors (F1 and F2) for this particular site.

The major authors’ conclusion is the impor-
tance of using CPT and SPT-T tests to pre-
dict the ultimate load of piles. They emphasize 
that the SPT test must always be performed to fol-
low the requirement of the Brazilian Standards in 
the foundation engineering practice. The authors 
consider that the torque measurement adds low 
cost to the sounding and it can provide significant 
contribution to the foundation design. However, it 
is important to consider the need of a correction 
factor for each soil and pile types, as presented by 
the authors in their paper.

2.2 DPL test in Central Area of Brazil

The paper from Figueiredo, Cunha & Conciani 
presents and discusses several experiments and 

Figure 1. Typical soil profile at the site and CPT 
and SPT-T data (adapted from Giacheti et al, 2004 in 
 Albuquerque & Carvalho).

Figure 2. Values of Ql-est/Ql, obtained by each semi-
empirical method—uplift load test (Albuquerque & 
Carvalho).

Figure 3. Values of Ql-est/Ql, obtained by each semi-
 empirical method—compression load test (Albuquerque & 
Carvalho).
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researches carried out in the Central Area of 
 Brazil, in which the dynamic light cone penetrom-
eters (DPLs) have started to be used into the exist-
ing tropical soil conditions.

The Brazilian Central Area, where the city of 
Brasilia has been established, shows the incidence 
of oxisols or latossols. Plateaus with soils of low 
densities, deeply leached, and low resistance to pen-
etration, about two to five blows of SPT up to 15 m 
deep, predominates in this region. The authors say 
that the access to geotechnical campaigns is diffi-
cult due to the state of the paving quality of the 
roads, besides of the fact that this region is remote 
from major urban centers from Brazil. They also 
report that these  problems often come together 
with the lack of the awareness of the problem by 
geotechnical customers and building contractors. 
They also pointed out that it is usual that small 
constructions neglect any geotechnical test  during 
site reconnaissance stage.

The paper presents the light dynamic penetrom-
eters, which has three parts: tip, cone-shaped, 
threaded rods, and a hammer that moves in free 
fall up to strike on top of an anvil. The authors 
classify the light penetrometers into three groups: 
The French Panda; Dynamic Cone Penetration (or 
simply DCP); and Dynamic Probe Light (or just 
DPL).

The major contribution of this paper is to 
present a brief  review about the research on the 
DPL test in Brazil, most of them has been basi-
cally target on comparison between the SPT and 
the CPT test. Nilsson & Cunha (2004) used the 
DPL for estimating load capacity of piles for a 
tropical soil, the Brasília “porous clay”. Ávila & 
 Conciani (2005) proposed the first testing correla-
tions between SPT and DPL in the Brazilian state 
of Mato Grosso using a homemade DPL appara-
tus built with basis on the TC-16-ISSMFE (1989) 
reference drawing dimensions (Fig. 4). Their study 
aimed the design of low cost residential units, with 
a social local appeal.

The authors state that the geotechnical literature 
often fails to show a good agreement between the 
DPL and the SPT testing results. The paper also 
informs that studies have been conducted to com-
pare different DPL configurations.

The authors also discuss the future research 
possibilities on the dynamic cone penetrometer 
test pointing out the advantages of DCP type. 
They considered that this is the moment for a more 
applied research on the energy assessment and 
direct measurements from the DPL test, a simple 
and easy to purchase (and manufacture) device, 
while Panda penetrometers are imported “black 
boxes”, more expensive and more difficult to be 
used by engineering companies that are actually 
more familiar with the SPT tests.

The major contribution of this paper was 
summarizing the advances achieved so far from 
existing publications, which results have already 
provided a reliable reference procedure, or back-
ground, for practical use of DPL test in the Cen-
tral Brazilian area. It also explains the advantage 
of using lightweight penetrometers, especially the 
DPL, in tropical soil sites, where the soil has low 
density and a porous matrix. In cases where the 
magnitude of load is not significant, e.g., in such 
small scale works, especially at early design stages, 
the N10 of the DPL is considered by the authors, a 
handy information for design purposes.

The authors believe and work for popularizing 
the use of DPLs in Brazil as an economical and 
cost-effective in situ test device oriented towards 
the daily geotechnical site investigation practice in 
tropical soils.

3 TAILINGS

Tailings are the residue left over after the process 
of extracting the metals from the mined ores. The 
tailings impoundments are designed and built for 
disposal of mine waste, environmentally safe for 
a long-term perspective. Basically, the grain sizes 
particles of the tailings range from clay to sand. 
The tailings characteristics can diverge due to vari-
ations in origin and processing of the ore, as well 
as deposition methods.

In this Conference three papers had studied 
tailing materials. The one written by Tschuschke, 
Kmiecik & Mikos (mine tailings deposition in 
Poland), other by Ferreira & Gomes (mine tailings 

Figure 4. Schematic assembly of the DPL (Ávila & 
Conciani, 2005 apud Figueiredo, Cunha & Conciani).
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in a bauxite mining from Brazil) and the last one 
by from Hann, Mills, Shipton, Dickenson & Rose 
(gravel mine from USA).

3.1 Go profiling in mine tailings

The paper from Tschuschke, Kmiecik & Mikos deals 
with mine tailings deposition and the use of in situ 
testing to assess their mechanical properties, con-
sidering the variation in grain size distribution of 
tailings in the dump and their strong anisotropy.

The study site is a mine tailings generated by 
copper production in Poland for over 30 years. 
The authors inform that the amount of deposited 
tailings, which at present exceeds 450 million m3 
and may reach up to 1000 million m3, make the 
safe operation of this geotechnical structure a 
challenging engineering task. The tailings depos-
ited on the dump have grain size ranging from 
fine sand to silty clay form a highly–layered profile 
with the characteristic of alluvial soil. The coarse 
tailings are deposited close to the dams and the 
finer tailings are transported to the central pond 
area. A typical mine tailing profile from Zelazny 
Most dump is presented in Figure 5. The tailings 
cores were collected on a continuous basis using a 
Mostap 65 sampler.

Seismic piezocone and a seismic flat dilatometer 
tests were pushed in the studied tailings deposit. 
The authors informs that the conventional CPTU 
test allows a semi-continuous recording of qc, fs 
and pore uc, every 2 cm penetration depth incre-
ment. They also point out the importance of dis-
sipation test at selected depth and the measuring 
of seismic wave velocites (Vs), most frequently col-
lected every 0.5 to 1.0 m intervals.

The seismic flat dilatometer test registers char-
acteristic pressures p0 and p1 at 20 cm interval at 
successive depths. Additional geophysical meas-
urement with the use of two geophones installed 
at a distance of 0.5 m for the true-interval Vs 
measurement.

The authors discuss the ability of each test 
(CPTU and DMT) to detail the stratigraphic log-
ging. Figure 6 presented the comparison of cone 
resistance recorded in the tailings on the basis of 
CPTU with pressures p1 determined from DMT in 
the same sediment profile. They state that the trend 
for the distribution of these parameters with depth 
is consistent in both tests. In contrast, much fewer 
layers of weak sediments are identified by DMT 
results.

Vs values were determined independently in the 
profile of sediments from two SCPTU and SDMT 
tests. In the first test the pseudo-interval was deter-
mined from the analyses of two signals recorded at 
different depths with one geophone. In the inter-
pretation of the signal the cross-correlation method 
was used. In the SDMT test the true  interval was 

Figure 5. Typical mine tailing profile from Zelazny 
Most dump (Tschuschke, Kmiecik & Mikos).

Figure 6. Comparison of qc from SCPTU and p1 from 
SDMT in mining tailings (Tschuschke, Kmiecik & Mikos).
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used, so the analysis was done with same signal 
recorded by two geophones located 0.50 m apart 
from one another. The authors concluded that 
testing results are comparable and consistent. They 
pointed out that a source of observed differences is 
related with a non-homogeneous structure of the 
tailings profile rather than measurement inaccu-
racies connected with the testing method and the 
procedure of testing result interpretation.

They presented in Figure 7 the maximum shear 
modulus (G0) profile in the studied sediment and 
concluded that the distributions of G0 determined 
from SCPTU and SDMT are comparable.

Tschuschke, Kmiecik & Mikos concluded the 
paper stating that in a highly-layered, anisotropic 
medium, such as mine tailings, a highly significant 
element determining the suitability and reliability 
of in situ testing is connected with the direction of 
the geomaterial-tool interaction and frequency of 
testing parameter recording.

Another authors’ conclusion is that the piezo-
cone test proved to be excellent for stratigraphi-
cal identification of  post-flotation sediments, as 
well as in the estimative of  their physical, strength, 
deformation, flow and consolidation characteris-
tics. They also conclude that the DMT is a dis-
continuous test, in terms of  non-homogeneity 
of  the medium of the random type, which are 
resultants of  horizontal stiffness of  the local con-
figuration of  sediment layers. Testing parameters 
facilitate a global evaluation of  properties of  these 
sediments.

3.2 Dewatering of bauxite tailing 
by eletrockinetics

Ferreira & Gomes presents the first results of using 
the electrokinetic phenomenon in the process of 
consolidation of tailings in a bauxite mining. The 
objective is accelerating consolidation and drawing 
premises for using electrokinetic consolidation in 
mining tailings, in Brazil.

The authors start the paper showing the con-
cerns with tailing dams have grown over the past 
few years in Brazil, because of the good economic 
moment through which the country is going and 
because of large proportion accidents involving 
the failure of the contention structures.

The electrokinetic phenomena, which has been 
used in the consolidation of clay soils, in the recov-
ery of contaminated soils and dewatering systems 
of mining residues, is one of the techniques cur-
rently studied.

The consolidation tests by electroosmosis pre-
sented in the paper were carried out in a labora-
tory device called by the authors as electrokinetic 
cell, which was developed by Ferreira (2011). This 
device is represented in Figure 8. The tests were 
carried out in bauxite tailing from a mining com-
pany located in Paragominas, Pará State, Brazil.

Five tests were carried out; one of them was the 
conventional test (just with the axial load) and all 
the others the consolidation process by electroos-
mosis using copper electrodes, differing one from 
another according to the filtering material used 
and the position of the electrodes inside the cell.

Figure 7. Profile of small strain modulus Go provided 
from SCPTU and SDMT (Tschuschke, Kmiecik & Mikos). Figure 8. Electrokinetic cel (Ferreira & Gomes).
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The authors show the influence of the initial 
water content of the tailing on the process of con-
solidation by electroosmosis. The flow induced by 
electroosmosis was established in greater propor-
tion from the cathode to the anode due to the tail-
ing mineralogy and to the initial value of it pH.

The paper also shows others findings, like the 
fact of the final solids content appear increasing 
from bottom to top in the tests in which the top 
electrode was the cathode, and appear decreasing 
in this same direction when this electrode was at 
the bottom of the cell. Different patterns of cracks 
were also observed along the samples in the con-
tinuous process of consolidation, due to different 
conditions of interstitial water flow, induced by the 
axial loading.

The pH of the drained water was monitored 
during the execution of the consolidation by elec-
troosmosis tests, as presented in Figure 9.

They also measured the axial displacements 
by using an LVDT, placed in the piston of the 
 electrokinetic cell and the results are presented in 
Figure 10.

From the experimental research presented in 
the paper the authors observed the influence of 
mineralogy and pH of the interstitial solution in 
the electrokinetic phenomena, resulting in a flow 
by electroosmosis, in the cathode-anode direction, 
which is contrary to what is usually reported in lit-
erature. They concluded that all the singularities 
presented by each project, such as the mineralogy, 
physicochemical conditions, and also the condi-
tions of the project layout have to be properly 
considered to use electrokinetic to accelerate the 
consolidation process.

The authors considered that there is potential 
for applying the electrokinect phenomena in the 
consolidation acceleration for the studied bauxite 
tailing based on the presented preliminary results 
and alerts that these results are preliminary and 
valid exclusively for the studied bauxite tailing.

3.3 Consolidation of fine-grained tailing deposits

The paper from Hann, Mills, Shipton, Dickenson & 
Rose presents the results of a reclamation/closure 
project at a 0.14 square kilometer gravel min-
ing facility. They affirm that the purpose of the 
extensive geotechnical site characterization and 
surcharge program was to increase confidence that 
the reclamation requirements could be achieved, 
specifically that consolidation settlements associ-
ated with loading by a 3 m square footing would 
be no more than 25 mm at any portion of the site.

The site is a part of a gravel mine, located in 
Vancouver, Washington, USA. Gravel was mined 
from the property over a period of several years. 
The authors describe the operation process and the 
purpose of the reclamation of this property was to 
return the site to a state such that it could be devel-
oped for future use.

The authors describe the field explorations and 
laboratory testing which includes a total of 91 bor-
ings through the cap material at periods prior to, 
during, and following surcharge implementation. 
Relatively undisturbed samples of the tailings 
materials were collected. The laboratory tests were 
completed at various times during surcharge load-
ing to assist in classification of tailings material 
and completion of settlement estimates, gradation, 
Atterberg limits, moisture content, and density 
determination.

The paper first presents the initial estimates of 
the magnitude of primary consolidation settlement 
under the surcharge loading based on the labora-
tory test results and standard procedures for 1D 
consolidation that ranged from 200 and 560 mm, 
primarily reflecting variations in the thickness of 
the compressible layers. After that it describes the 
surcharge program implementation, starting with 
the installation of a total of 91 settlement plates to 

Figure 9. Values of pH versus times in the AEC tests 
(Ferreira & Gomes).

Figure 10. Axial deformation (Ferreira & Gomes).
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monitor settlement under the load of the surcharge 
and a total of 15 vibrating wire piezometers to mon-
itor the dissipation of excess pore water pressure 
with time. The surcharge embankment was built to 
a height of 3 m above final reclamation grades.

The experimental results are summarized by the 
authors in terms of estimated versus measured set-
tlement under the surcharge loading. Settlement 
measured under the load of the surcharge was less 
than anticipated based on conventional consolida-
tion calculations using the laboratory compressibil-
ity data. In some cases, initial settlement estimates 
were as much as 85% greater than observed.

The authors developed an observational method 
to refine the compressibility characteristics deter-
mined based on laboratory data to better estimate 
settlements observed in the field. The observational 
based method includes the following topics:

• Select appropriate location for settlement 
analysis

• Determine the field compressibility indices of 
the tailings

• Develop site-specific relationship between soil 
moisture and uncorrected compression indices for 
the tailings, like that one presented in Figure 11.

• Refinement of settlement estimates using field 
monitoring data

• Determine the Relationship between Compres-
sion and Swell Indices for the Tailings

• Develop compression and swell indices for the 
cap material

• Confirmation of the observation-based method 
at five additional locations (Fig. 12).

• The author also present results with the pre-
dicted footing settlement based on parameters 
from the observational method. They use the 
observational method to enhance predictions of 
foundation settlement coming up with two site 
specific correlation, one for the index Cr and 
other for the index Cc.

The authors conclude the paper stating that 
original estimates of settlement based on conven-
tional consolidation calculations consistently over-
estimated the observed settlements. They suggested 
the use of Observational Method and presented 
correlations, which were developed to refine the 
compressibility characteristics of the on-site soils 
to better predict surcharge settlements. The settle-
ment estimates based on the authors’ refinements 
correlated well with those measured in the field.

The final paper conclusion is that the correla-
tions and adjustments developed based on the 
author’s method assisted in estimating settlements 
for the site, and characteristics back-calculated for 
lower cap material were reasonably approximated 
by equations developed by others. The use of the 
site-specific refinements provides confidence in use 
for footing settlement estimates for the site.

4 CEMENTATION

The material behavior of natural or artificially 
cemented soil changes significantly due to cemen-
tation when compared to granular soils—the 
classical sand behavior. Several researchers have 
been studying cementation to improve soil behav-
ior. Others have been focusing their attention on 
detecting and quantifying the cementation influ-
ence on material properties and behavior, both by 
laboratory and in situ tests.

In this Conference five papers were considered 
in the cementation group. Two papers dealt with 
the effect of cementation on the soil properties; the 
paper that presents the cementation effect on vari-
ous in situ tests (Lee, Choi, Chae & Lee) and the 
paper where the authors detected cemented struc-
tures by DMT charts (Cruz, Rodrigues & Viana da 
Fonseca). Other two papers presented and discussed 

Figure 11. Empirical correlation between moisture con-
tent and Cc (Hann, Mills, Shipton, Dickenson & Rose).

Figure 12. Summary of measured versus calculated 
 settlement using equations suggested by the paper for Cc 
and Cr (Hann, Mills, Shipton, Dickenson & Rose).
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soil treatment; a case history of cement-tread soil 
for an embankment rehabilitation (Gerbaudo, 
 Ramoneda & Viozzi) and the stabilization of an 
expansive clay (Aniculãesi, Stanciu & Lungu). The 
last paper of this group is different from all others, 
and deals with ductile-fiber- reinforced  cementitious 
composites for concrete reinforcement (Watanabe, 
Fujii, Nakamura & Arai).

4.1 Cementation effect on various in situ tests

Lee, Choi, Chae & Lee performed both laboratory 
and field tests for evaluating the cementation effect 
on in situ tests and presented a very nice paper on 
the cementation effect on CPT and SPT. The study 
started with a laboratory test program on quartz 
sand crushed from its parent rock on calibration 
chamber test (1 m high, 1.2 diameter cylindrical cell). 
The physical properties of sand are shown in Table 1. 
The authors used gypsum as the cementing agent.

The laboratory test program included miniature 
CPT and DMT tests and bender element tests in 
several cemented specimens with different densities 
and gypsum contents were prepared in the calibra-
tion chamber.

The authors compared the degree of influence 
of cementation on different test measurements 
plotting the ratio of measured value for cemented 
sand to that for uncemented sand (Fig. 13). The 
authors also compared and discussed the effect of 
cementation with the correlation well established 
in literature for Gmax, qc and DMT indices.

The field test program included SPT, CPT and 
what they called suspension-PS test (SPS) to deter-
mine seismic wave velocity profiles. The tests were 
performed on the coastal sediments of two sites 
near Jeju Island, in Korea. The paper describes the 
Jeju sand, which is composed of particles of very 
angular shape with many pores on the surface. It 
is observed that the calcareous material content of 
this sediment is up to 70∼75%, and, according to 
the authors, the Jeju coastal sediment is likely to 
be cemented.

After data interpretation the authors suggested 
the equation 1 to correlate Gmax and qc and equa-
tion 2 to correlate Gmax and N60. These correlations 
considered the cementation effect.
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Lee, Choi, Chae & Lee ploted their data on 
Schnaid et al (2004) charts and they are presented 
in Figure 14 for CPT and Figure 15 for SPT. It can 
be observed in Figure 15 that Gmax/qc values of Jeju 
sediments are located within the range of cemented 
sediment. According to the authors’ data presented 
in Figure 14, the Gmax/N60 values of Jeju sediments 
are located around the upper bound of cemented 
sands suggested by Schnaid et al. (2004) and the 
majority of these values of cemented sediments are 
above the upper bound of the cemented sand.

The authors also discuss in the paper the fact 
that there may be cases in which Gmax data are not 
available. They plotted (qc/pa)/N60 ratios with the 
mean particle size of Jeju cemented sediments, and 
compared with the average (qc/pa)/N60-D50 relation 
of uncemented sand suggested, by Kulhawy and 
Mayne (1990). They observed that the qc/N ratio 
of Jeju sediments is much higher than that of unce-
mented sand of the same particle size. Although 
both the qc and N values are less sensitive to the 
cementation than Gmax, the authors considered 
reasonable to conclude that qc is more sensitive 
to the cementation than the N-value and recom-
mended that the (qc/pa)/N60-D50 relation to be used 
when detecting the rough possibility of the cemen-
tation of in situ sediment.

One of the papers conclusion corroborate 
Schnaid et al (2004) conclusion that maximum 
shear modulus (Gmax) is more sensitive to the 
cementation than the CPT and DMT measure-
ments parameters because the cementation effect 
is not fully reflected in these test results due to 

Table 1. Properties of sand (Lee, Choi, Chae & Lee).

G5

D10
(mm)

D50
(mm) Cu Cc

% 
fines emax emin USCS

2.647 0.09 0.17 2.111 0.988 5.7 1.054 0.719 SP

Figure 13. Effect of gypsum content on increase in 
Gmax, qc and DMT indexes—Dr ≈ 40%, σv′ = 100 kPa 
(Lee, Choi, Chae & Lee).
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Figure 14. Gmax/N60 ratio for evaluating the cementa-
tion effect of Juju costal sediments and (updated from 
Schnaid 2004 by Lee, Choi, Chae & Lee).

Figure 15. Gmax/qc ratio for evaluating the cementa-
tion effect of Juju costal sediments and (updated from 
Schnaid 2004 by Lee, Choi, Chae & Lee).

the damage of cementation induced during the 
penetration. They also observed that the DMT 
modulus is more effective to evaluate the cementa-
tion effect than the CPT resistance. The calibration 
chamber and in situ tests verify that the Gmax/qc 
and Gmax/N60 relations suggested by Schnaid et al. 
(2004) are effective to detect the cementation of in 

situ sediments. They suggested that the boundaries 
by Schnaid et al. (2004) in the Gmax/N60 relation 
should be corrected to have a steeper slope and the 
upper boundary of cemented sands should also be 
moved to a higher position for a wider range of 
cemented zone. The authors also observed based 
on in situ test results that the qc/N ratio of Jeju 
sediments is much higher than that of uncemented 
sands, suggesting that SPT is more destructive to 
cementation bonds than CPT.

4.2 Detecting cemented structures 
by DMT charts

The paper from Cruz, Rodrigues & Viana da Fon-
seca propose interpretation charts based in DMT 
tests for detecting the presence of cemented struc-
tures based in a large amount of sedimentary data, 
granitic residual soils from Portugal and large arti-
ficially cemented block samples prepared in a large 
chamber.

The paper starts pointing out the fact that 
cemented soils do not usually follow the usual 
behavior of transported soils which is presented 
on the classical Soil Mechanics theories. It leads 
to several problems on the interpretation of in situ 
test results. For this reason, the ability of discern-
ing the presence of cemented structures in soils 
becomes fundamental in the interpretation of 
common in situ test results.

In the paper introduction the authors emphasizes 
the importance of cementation on the behavior of 
residual soils, weak rocks and structured sedimen-
tary soils cemented with different agents, in which 
the testing interpretation and geotechnical param-
eters are based in quite different laws. The authors 
pointed out that the main difference observed in the 
structured materials, when compared to classical sed-
imentary soils is the presence of a bonding structure, 
which generates a cohesive-frictional nature, eventual 
anisotropy derived from relic structures, highly vari-
able fabric and mineralogy, destructuration under 
shear actions and low influence of stress history 
(Vaughan et al. 1988 and Schnaid et al. 2004).

Cruz, Rodrigues & Viana da Fonseca say that in 
recent years, many researchers have been trying to 
develop specific methodologies to properly charac-
terize the mechanical behavior of these non-text-
book materials, and consider that it is important to 
use the current in situ tests (SPT, SCPTu, SDMT or 
PMT), like the approach proposed by Schnaid et al. 
(2004) for the SPT and SCPTu parameters, by defin-
ing influence zones in diagrams of G0/N60 and G0/
qc versus respectively normalized (N1)60 and qc1.

They also present that, according to Marchetti 
(1980), DMT test can detect cemented structures by 
using the lateral stress index (KD), since in cemented 
soils with structural arrangement due to ageing will 
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represent stable profiles in depth, with KD values 
much higher than 2. The authors consider that this 
criteria is much dependent on the “lift-off” pressure, 
P0, becoming quite sensitive to the effects of pen-
etration. As a consequence, Cruz (2010) proposed a 
new interpretation for the case of DMT tests, as pre-
sented and discussed throughout the authors’ paper.

The data base for their study was the sedimen-
tary data obtained in the Tagus and Mondego 
(clayey to sandy) alluvial deposits, granitic residual 
soil experimental sites from Portugal and labora-
tory physical modeling in controlled conditions, by 
using artificially cemented samples in triaxial test-
ing and in a calibration apparatus (Cruz, 2010).

The authors suggest using the maximum shear 
modulus (G0), which is known to be very sensitive 
to cementation influence to calculate RG (=G0/ED) 
and the ratio G0/MDMT. They plotted two graph-
ics G0/ED versus material index (ID)—Figure 16 
and G0/MDMT versus lateral stress index (KD)—
Figure 17 with the respective upper sedimentary/
lower residual bound equations for the middle 
line, which separates cemented and uncemented 
materials.

The authors concluded the paper highlighting 
the possibility of introducing what they called a 
double methodology based in SDMT test results 
for discerning non-cemented soils, similar to the 
approach presented by Schnaid et al (2004). They 
affirm that, in this case, either G0/ED versus ID or 
G0/MDMT versus KD can be used to detect cementa-
tion, but it is suggested to combine them, to have 
a redundant classification considering the fact of 
G0/ED versus ID correlation reveals higher precision 
in the border line.

4.3 Cemented-treated soil: Experience 
in the work rehabilitation

The paper from Gerbaudo, Ramoneda & Viozzi is a 
case history where the application of cement-tread 
soil was used in the rehabilitation of an embank-
ment in a flood section of the National Road 7, in 
the Santa Fe Province, Argentine.

The section under study starts in the Santa Fe 
Province, and continues around the flooding area 
of the Laguna La Picasa, 15.5 km long. This lake 
is located in the southwest of the province of Santa 
Fe and North of the Province of Buenos Aires and 
has basin of approximately 500,000 hectares con-
tribution. A view of the trace of the roadway when 
the work started is presented in Figure 18.

The authors describe all the work done, for rais-
ing the embankment that has its axis coincident 
with the axis of  the existing pavement. It consists 
of  a shoulder and core of  rock fill. The last one 
is formed by a causeway to advance beyond the 
level of  water with a rematch of  0.20 m. From 
this base causeway lies layers of  cement treated 
soil and after that the main pavement structure 
is found.

The structure was designed as a semirigid pave-
ment, trying to make rigid support layers decreas-
ing in depth. The paper focused on the core layer 
of soil fill, the subgrade and shoulders coating, all 
executed in soil treated with cement.

Figure 16. Residual and sedimentary sandy soils, in G0/
ED versus ID plot (Cruz, Rodrigues & Viana da Fonseca).

Figure 17. Residual and sedimentary sandy soils, in 
G0/MDMT versus KD plot (Cruz, Rodrigues & Viana da 
Fonseca).

Figure 18. View of the trace of the roadway when 
 starting the work (Gerbaudo, Ramoneda & Viozzi).
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The paper describes the technical solution high-
lighting the use cemented treated soil. It is pointed 
out that the slight stiffening of cement brings a 
number of advantages, among others, construction 
technology and also influences the attenuation of 
the physical phenomenon of consolidation. They 
also present a disadvantage, the soil layers agglom-
erated with cement have a significant potential for 
drying shrinkage cracking. Nevertheless the use of 
low cement tenors in this case, presented no such 
problems.

The specifications for soils treated with cement 
are presented in their paper. They came from the 
Special Technical Specifications, an Argentinean 
document (Dirección Nacional de Vialidad, 1998).

The authors also presented and discussed the 
aspects related to cement dosage, detailed in labo-
ratory tests and results. The construction meth-
odology is also presented. The implementation 
process basically involved the construction of four 
layers of equal thickness for the formation of the 
embankment, a layer for coating and another coat-
ing of shoulder. Figure 19 shows a view of the 
execution of the layers of cement treated soil in 
stages.

The authors informed that the work control 
was in accordance to the technical specifications 
of the work routine checks during construction of 
the layers of cement-treated soil. It followed the 
test standards from another Argentinean technical 
document, including grain size distribution, liquid 
limit, plastic limit, plasticity index, testing of com-
paction of soil-cement mixtures, control by the 
method of compaction sand, testing to control the 
quality of implementation of the layer and simple 
compressive strength. Figure 20 shows a view of 
the completed road.

The paper conclusion is that the experience 
developed with cement treated soil was success-
ful, valuable and represented a technological inno-
vation. They also inform in the paper that in the 

future they will have a bench-scale testing and this 
is of particular importance in overall development 
of new research.

4.4 Expansive soils stabilized with eco-cement

The paper from Aniculãesi, Stanciu & Lungu pre-
sented the study of Portland cement and an eco-
cement effect on the geotechnical properties of 
Bahlui clay. The authors identified the primary 
cause of swelling problem, selected the adequate 
binder for soil improvement and introduced a new 
ecological binders, such eco-cement, intending to 
substitute it without any detrimental influence on 
stabilized soil properties.

The study site is a residential building construc-
tion in the center of the city of Iasi, Romania. 
The alluvial complex of the Bahlui River consists 
of mud, fat clay, silt clay, sand and gravel. In this 
alluvial complex, the expansive clay (Bahlui clay) 
represents the foundation layer for almost all sur-
rounding buildings

Current laboratory tests (grain size analysis, 
consistency limits and linear shrinkage) were car-
ried out by the authors on three samples following 
the standard test procedures for identification and 
indirect estimative of soil expansiveness. The swell-
ing potential of the soil was defined using a corre-
lation between the colloidal clay fraction (<2μ) and 
soil activity. This soil was classified as expansive 
clay with large amount of montmorillote mineral 
and a very high degree of expansion. Figure 21 rep-
resents the position of Bahlui clay in the Plasticity 
Index (PI) versus colloidal fraction (C2μ) chart, in 
comparison to others clays in the World.

The authors used ordinary Portland cement to 
stabilized expansive Bahlui clay. They also used 
an eco-cement, which is made from a by-product 
of the production of iron in a blast furnace where 

Figure 19. View of the execution of the layers of cement 
treated soil in stages (Gerbaudo, Ramoneda & Viozzi).

Figure 20. View of the completed road. Vialidad 
Nacional of Argentine. National Route No 7 (Gerbaudo, 
Ramoneda & Viozzi).
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iron ore, limestone and coke are heated to about 
1500°C. The proportion of stabilizing agent used 
varied from 2.5% to 10%. The paper presents the 
grain size distribution curves of the natural Bahlui 
clay, with the mix with Portland cement and with 
the mix of Portland cement and eco-cement. It is 
also presented their physical properties after soil 
stabilization.

The value of linear shrinkage was used by the 
authors to classify expansive soils from low to very 
high. The Bahlui clay with natural structure change 
the category of swelling from very high with a very 
critical expansive rating, to high for Bahlui clay 
stabilized with ordinary Portland cement and eco-
cement. The authors pointed out that even when 
the clay is improved with 10% Portland cement 
and eco-cement, there is a need of specific design 
criteria to be incorporated in building founda-
tions to prevent movement problems caused by the 
expansive clay.

The authors also classified the potential swell 
based on the soil physical properties using differ-
ent criteria. The classification chart proposed by 
Cartel et al. (1991) is presented in Figure 22. The 
position of  Bahlui clay is this chart confirms that 
with natural structure the swell potation is very 
high with a swelling potation of  25%. By mixing 
the Bahlui clay with Portland cement and eco-
 cement, the swelling potential of  the stabilized 
soil become high (swelling potential between 5% 
to 25%).

The paper also discusses indirect estimative of 
swell potential and swell pressure based on empiri-
cal correlations. The authors estimated the value of 
swell pressure Ps = 1.91 daN/cm2, that is approxi-
mately equal with the swell pressure obtained from 
a series of oedometer tests (Ps = 1.87 daN/cm2).

The paper conclusions are that index and physi-
cal properties of soils are useful indicators to 

 estimate engineering and swelling properties and 
three properties are most strongly correlated to 
swelling potential (PI, LL and CF). The presence 
of high colloidal contents in Bahlui clay seems to 
be the main factor for the swelling potential. For 
10% Portland cement mix with expansive Bahlui 
clay, soil expansivity decrease from very high to 
high. The laboratory results indicates that the ordi-
nary Portland cement can be substituted with eco-
cement, the values of swelling potential of the soil 
and swell pressure differs very little, with signifi-
cant influence on environment ecology by reducing 
the amount of Portland cement.

4.5 Ductile-fiber-reinforced cementitious 
composite

The paper from Watanabe, Fujii, Nakamura & Arai 
studied the behavior of Ductile-Fiber- Reinforced 
Cementitious Composites (DFRCCs) with recy-
cled, natural and shirasu aggregate by 4-point 
bending tests and FEM analysis.

The authors pointed out the fact that nowadays, 
efforts to deal with global environmental issues are 
very important. So, many extensive researches have 
been carried out on concrete with recycled aggre-
gates in order to solve issues such as environmental 
destruction due to natural aggregate gathering or 
exhaustion of natural aggregate resources.

Based on the Takewaka (2004) series of investi-
gation on the use of shirasu, which is pyroclastic 
flow deposit abundantly available as an alternative 
material to fine aggregate for concrete, the authors 
have carried out investigations on material 

Figure 21. Location Bahlui clay from others clays 
knows in the World (Aniculãesi, Stanciu & Lungu).

Figure 22. Classification chart for swelling potential 
proposed by Carter et al (1991) (Aniculãesi, Stanciu & 
Lungu).
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 properties of DFRCCs with recycled fine aggre-
gates or shirasu as aggregate.

The authors affirm that in the application of such 
materials to structures of Reinforced  Concretes 
(RC), the Finite Element Method (FEM) may be 
used in order to confirm the reinforcing effect.

In the present study the authors carried out 
4-point bending tests on DFRCCs with recycled, 
natural and shirasu aggregate as fine aggregates. 
They also made FEM analyses on tensile stress 
tensile strain relations obtained from the experi-
mental results of 4-point bending tests, including 
the softening behavior up to 0 N/mm2. They also 
investigated the tension softening behavior, com-
paring load-displacement relations obtained from 
experiments with those from FEM analyses.

In the experimental research program the 4-point 
bending tests were carried out and the test outline 
is shown in Figure 23. In the two-dimensional 
nonlinear FEM analysis for the results of 4-point 
bending tests, each specimen was divided in square 
elements of 10, 25 and 50 mm. An example of 
mesh division (10 mm square element) is shown in 
Figure 24. The tension softening behavior used in 
their analysis is shown in Figure 25.

Based on the results presented in their study the 
authors summarized the following conclusions:

• In the 2-dimensional nonlinear FEM analysis, 
the mesh dependence can be removed by using 
the proposed method, in which tension soften-
ing behavior of ductile-fiber-reinforced cementi-
tious composites is taken into account.

• An equation, which gives the ultimate ten-
sile strain at 0 N/mm2 tensile stress, was 
proposed. With suitable values of α angle, load-
 displacement relations obtained from 4-point 
bending tests were well approximated.

5 HETEROGENEOUS SOILS

The heterogeneous soils were considered both, 
mixtures of soil, rock, concrete, bricks, and other 
inert materials as well as the alternating layers of 
fine grained soil, silts and clays which may often be 
covered by gravel, like in glacial soils.

Three papers were grouped in this category. The 
one written by Steiner; an interesting paper in a 
complex heterogeneous glacial soil, other from 
Coduto, McMillan, Scott, Constant & Tam; a inert 
debris fills which is a non-homogeneous mixtures 
and another from Hsu, Lin & Hsu; the gravel for-
mation which comprises gravel, interlayer of sand 
and clay, and sand lenses.

5.1 Characterization of a soft glacial soils

Steiner’s paper presents a site characterization of 
a complex heterogeneous glacial soil, with alter-
nating layers and complex stress histories, some 
of them with partly drained behavior. The author 
presented the combined use of different in situ 
(DMT and CPTU) and laboratory tests to achieve 
a satisfactory site characterization.

The study site is located in a narrow valley in 
the Alps of southern Switzerland, with a few hun-
dred meters to about one kilometer wide. The sides 
of the valley are formed by 30 to 45° dipping rock 

Figure 23. 4-point loading system (Watanabe, Fujii, 
Nakamura & Arai).

Figure 24. FEM mesh division of beam specimen 
(Watanabe, Fujii, Nakamura & Arai).

Figure 25. Tension softening behavior (Watanabe, Fujii, 
Nakamura & Arai).
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slopes. The representation of the construction site, 
placed in valley bottom, with the ground condi-
tions is presented in Figure 26. The author explains 
that the soil has been deposited after glaciations, 
when the glacier retreated several thousand years 
ago. A man made top layer up to 2 m thick forms 
the working platform.

The author describes a previous investigation, 
where the observed settlements and the horizontal 
displacements below the foot led to the conclusion 
that the clay was not fully consolidated. According 
to Steiner the results from this site investigations 
did not provide consistent answers and were con-
sidered insufficient given the dimensions of the fill 
and possible consequence to a railway only 150 m 
away. The layer of varved clay was considered the 
geotechnical key element, since it will form part of 
a critical sliding surface.

The author suggests supplementary investiga-
tion exploring the site by using in situ and also 
laboratory tests on undisturbed samples, focusing 
on the properties of the clay layer. Five new core 
borings were carried out crossing the gravel layer, 
where SPT tests were performed. In the deeper lay-
ers of fine grained soil, varved clay and silty sand, 
DMT tests were also performed. Eight CPTU tests 
were carried out through predrilled holes in the 
gravel, about 10 m apart from the DMT tests.

DMT test results were used to estimate und-
rained shear strength (Cu). The Cu results esti-
mated by DMT data for all five tests are presented 
on Figure 27. The author affirms that at first the 
data scatter was overwhelming and the interpreta-
tion appeared impossible. Later, he verified that 
the soil in the different zones had undergone dif-
ferent preloading. By separating the data, as pre-
sented in the original paper, the author evidenced 
that DMT 13 represents normally consolidated 
behavior (Su = 0.24 σ′v) and for DMT 09 the same 
holds considering the 14 m preloading.

The author’s conclusion on the use of DMT test 
in this particular site was that it is a reliable in situ 

testing, which may be influenced by external fac-
tors not inherent to the test itself, but to soil dis-
turbance. Suggests a sufficient number of tests to 
identify such problems and interpretation has to 
consider engineering and geologic judgment.

The author informs that the CPT tests were car-
ried out in accordance with international standards 
and recommendations. He also shows that the tests 
were partly draining, according to the normalized 
penetration rate determined from dissipation tests. 
Figure 28 presents undrained shear strength esti-
mated by the CPTU test, which shows amplified 
variations compared to the remolded shear strength 
that corresponds to the lateral friction, fs.

The author pointed out that the lower bound 
of the estimated Su from CPTU (Figure 28) corre-
sponds to the upper limit of Su estimated by DMT 
data. He concluded that the partial drainage has 
an important effect on the determination of the Su 
profile.

Dissipation tests were also carried out in the 
varved clay and the author affirms that they were 
carried out every two m interval resulting in 28 
values. The paper shows that the laboratory test 
resulted in vertical consolidation coefficient nearly 
a thousand times lower than horizontal ones deter-
mined from CPTU dissipation tests.

The laboratory test campaign includes clas-
sification and mechanical tests on undisturbed 
and disturbed soil samples. The author concluded 
that this campaign proved limited due to soil het-
erogeneity. The Casagrande chart is presented in 
Figure 29. The author discusses the difference 

Figure 26. Section through valley with ground condi-
tions and construction (Steiner).

Figure 27. Undrained shear strength measured with 
DMT for all profiles along borings (Steiner).
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Figure 28. CPTU 2 test data including Su estimative 
(Steiner).

Figure 29. Atterberg limits of varved clay: Swiss test—
Square points and American test—Diamond points 
(Steiner).

observed in the test results, particularly of the liq-
uid limit. The squares points are for tests carried 
out in a Swiss laboratory (Swiss standard) and the 
diamonds points are test carried out in American 
laboratory (ASTM 4318 standards). The author 
pointed out that the samples were taken from the 
same area, but the tests were carried out on differ-
ent samples. So, he was not able to conclude if  this 
results are from a variation on soil composition or 
on different testing procedures.

The author shows that laboratory tests also 
focused on strength parameters (triaxial, direct 
shear and Triaxial Ko tests) with loading condi-
tions corresponding to the field loading conditions 
and the geologic structure. The summary with the 
interpretation of these test results are presented in 
Table 2.

Steiner ends the paper affirming that the com-
bination of different in situ (DMT and CPTU) 
and laboratory tests with critical appraisal and 

comparison of the raw data led to a reliable site 
characterization. He considers that the DMT and 
CPTU tests give an average estimated from the 
undrained shear strength, compared to the direc-
tional strength obtained from laboratory tests.

He also discusses aspects related to the devel-
opment to partial drainage in CPTU tests, which 
leads to an overestimation of Su. Dissipation test 
results gave the horizontal permeability values in 
the varved clay, used for the planning of the verti-
cal drains.

The author also concluded that the laboratory 
strength tests with loading conditions simulating 
the site conditions provided reliable strength data, 
but the evaluation has to consider geologic and 
engineering judgment. He also informs that the fill 
is under construction and has reached 30 m height; 
the performance observed so far corresponds to 
the predictions.

5.2 Characterization of inert debris fills

The paper from Coduto, McMillan, Scott, Con-
stant & Tam presents the authors’ alternative 
for the geotechnical characterization of  inert 
debris used for backfilling open-pit sand and 
gravel mines in Irwindale, suburban area of  Los 
Angeles, in California, through the development 
of  innovate guidelines for placement and testing 
this material with appropriate engineering con-
trol. The inert debris fills are non-homogeneous 
mixtures of  soil, rock, concrete, bricks, asphalt 
pavement and other clay products, ceramics, 
glass and other inert inorganic materials, most of 
which are discarded construction and demolition 
debris.

The authors explain that presence of high-
quality coarse-grained granitic sediments suitable 
for use as aggregates has attracted extensive open-
pit sand and gravel mining in Irwindale, for over 
one hundred years. The high value of usable land 
and the shortage of large parcels in suburban Los 
Angeles provide significant economic incentives to 
find a viable productive use for these former mine 
sites.

The authors pointed out that the standard test 
methods and geotechnical correlations are of lit-
tle or no use, because the fill materials contain 
very large particles and differ from those used to 
develop such correlations.

Two critical geotechnical concerns are presented 
by the authors for the past, present and future of 
filling operation:

• Developing and implementing design, construc-
tion, testing, and quality control processes for 
new certified fills, particularly in light of the 
unusual nature of the fill materials;
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• Characterizing the geotechnical properties of 
the existing uncertified fills and assessing their 
suitability for the proposed structures or devel-
oping appropriate remediation plans.

The authors and others developed and published 
guidelines to address the first concern (Irwindale 
2005a, 2005b), whose guidelines generated, for-
mally adopted as part of building code in city. The 
second concern, characterizing the existing uncer-
tified fills, is the subject of their paper.

The geotechnical performance of these fills is 
addressed in the paper. Considering the large depth 
of the fills, there could be a significant potential for 
excessive settlement. This is the primary geotechni-
cal performance concern. The settlement potential 
in inert debris fills are the result of multiple physi-
cal processes. The paper briefly describes the static 
consolidation, the compression, the hydrocom-
pression, the particle migration and seismically-
induced settlement and affirms that each of them 
must be evaluated.

The geotechnical performance for the inert debris 
fills in California must satisfy the requirements of 
California Building Code and of the County of Los 
Angeles. The aspects related to the limit settlement 
of the fills are discussed in the paper.

The importance of surface investigation is also 
presented in the paper. It is stated that by far the 
most effective means of evaluating the fill’s compo-
sition and structure has been by visual observation 
in test trenches. Specialized drilling methods, like 
Becker hammer and sonic drilling, have been suc-
cessfully used.

The authors and others have successfully evalu-
ated the in situ unit weight using large-scale den-
sity tests, and the grain size distribution using 
large-scale field gradation tests. Both tests provide 
important information for assessing certified and 
uncertified fills.

The shear wave velocity evaluation is also a 
paper topic. The current empirical correlations 
between Vs and density were developed for very 
specific range of soil and rock types. Their use 
for uncertified inert debris fills is substantially 
different. The authors presented several factors 
which should be considered. The paper presents 
in  Figure 30 a  correlation of Vs with density. This 

 figure is  important to show the common assump-
tion that high Vs correlates with high bulk density. 
This aspect is not always warranted in debris fills 
and it is discussed in the paper.

The authors present the infiltration test as an 
index test for evaluating the in situ compaction of 
inert debris fills. It does not provide quantitative 
assessments of compaction or compressibility, but 
they considered the most sensitive test which pro-
vides the clearest differentiation between poorly 
and well-compacted inert debris fills. They also 
affirm that additional work is necessary to develop 
empirical correlations between the infiltration rate 
and the desired soil properties.

The authors say that the risk-based decision-
making in inert debris fills is far from being rou-
tine. In order to maintain customary levels of risk, 
the authors suggested that the geotechnical design 
in uncertified inert debris fills must be much more 
conservative.

Table 2. Summary of strength data for different orientations of loading (Steiner).

Test Type

Effective strength Undrained ratio 
shear strength 
Su/σ′vCohesion c′ (kPa) Friction angle Φ (°)

CK0 (TC) Vertical compression 40 (70) 24 0.58
CK0 (DSS) Horizontal shear 0 20 ± 1 0.18
CK0 (TE) Vertical extension 30 27 0.46

Figure 30. Relationship between shear wave velocity 
and density (Coduto, McMillan, Scott, Constant & Tam).
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The authors conclude that the inert debris is 
a viable material for filling open-pit mines and 
returning the land to a productive use. Inert debris 
differs from conventional earthfill materials, so 
special design, construction, testing and quality 
control methods, such as those developed for the 
study site. The authors highlight that these meth-
ods are economically feasible and practical, create 
fills that can confidently be expected to perform 
well, and have been employed in Irwindale as prof-
itable business ventures. They also say that inert 
debris fills placed without proper design, construc-
tion, testing, and quality control procedures are an 
entirely different matter. They are very difficult to 
be evaluated.

5.3 Shear strength modeling of gravel formation

The paper from Hsu, Lin & Hsu presents a numeri-
cal simulation of situ direct shear tests using a two 
dimensional distinct element method to determine 
shear strength parameters of gravels from cen-
tral Taiwan for application on design of retaining 
structures and anchors in gravel which, according 
to the authors, is typically based on empirical expe-
riences that are often conservative.

The authors justify the importance of their 
study, since the gravel formations are common in 
western Taiwan, especially in and around Taichung 
City, and the mechanical properties of gravel and 
anchorage behavior in gravel formations are still 
not well understood and no systematic full-scale 
anchor tests have been conducted in Taiwan.

The geological formations in the Taichung 
basin consist of  a thin layer, roughly 2–4 m, of 
laterite, which is a Quaternary deposit near the 
ground surface and a thick layer (>100 m thick) 
of  gravel underneath. The gravel formation com-
prises gravel, interlayer of  sand and clay, and sand 
lenses. It is extremely heterogeneous and it is a 
composite stratum that is characterized by proper-
ties between soils and rocks. The typical grain size 
distribution of  the soils from Taichung is shown 
in Figure 31.

The reference in situ testing data used in this 
study are the results from large direct shear tests 
carried out on gravel formation by Chu et al. 
(1996), as shown in Figure 32.

Hsu, Lin & Hsu used a distinct element method, 
which is a numerical method for computing the 
motion and interaction of  granular particles that 
allows analyzing the stresses, movements, rota-
tion, and separation between particles. The com-
mercial program, two-dimensional Particle Flow 
Code (PFC2D), was used to simulate and analyze 
the porosity and the coefficient of  lateral earth 
pressure, K, under the conditions of  different 
angles of  friction, boundary conditions and gravel 

Figure 31. Typical grain size distributions of the soils 
from Taichung City (Hsu and Chang 2007 apud Hsu, 
Lin & Hsu).

Figure 32. Peak and residual shear strength parameters 
based on in situ shear tests in gravel formation from cen-
tral Taiwan (Chu et al. 1996 apud Hsu, Lin & Hsu).

 diameters. After that, the program was used to 
simulate the in situ direct shear tests by Chu et al. 
(1996) to obtain the friction angle between gravel 
particles.

The authors present in Figure 33 the obtained 
peak shear stresses under different normal 
stresses at different friction angles between par-
ticles. The failure envelops for different friction 
angles (20, 30, 31, 35, and 40 degrees), were 
acquired and compared with the in situ test 
results by Chu et al. (1996). They found that the 
acquired macroscopic friction angle, which was 
obtained by Chu et al. (1996), can be modeled 
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using distinct element method with the internal 
or microscopic friction angle between particles 
equal to 31 degrees.

The authors also presented an attempt to model 
an anchor using distinct element method and the 
material parameters derived from their numeri-
cal experiments. Tension-type anchors installed in 
shallow depth in gravel formation were analyzed 
using PFC. The pullout force was applied at the 
top of the anchor for the tension-type anchor. 
A bulged failure surface was observed after the 
anchor has pulled out. The measured angle of rup-
ture was about 50 degrees, which is close to the in 
situ pullout tests of anchors in gravel formation 
(Hsu and Chang, 2007).

Based on the numerical simulations the authors 
concluded that the porosity of the gravel material 
will increase as the internal friction angle of the 
particles increases, the rotation of the particles will 
also affect the porosity. They also concluded that 
the subsidence height has impact on porosity of 
the gravel formation, and particles may separate 
into bigger and smaller ones as the height increases. 
The internal friction angle between gravels is found 
to be about 31 degrees. The obtained internal fric-
tion angle can be used to apply on anchors in 
gravel formation. The angle of rupture for a 2.5 m 
long tension-anchor is about 50 degrees, which 
is close to the in situ pullout tests of anchors in 
gravel formation.

6 FINAL REMARKS

There is a vast variety of geomaterials in the Earth 
and it has been increasing with technological 
advances and environmental concerns. Proper site 
investigation, material characterization and behav-
ior prediction are necessary in geotechnical design 
with non-conventional geomaterials.

The papers presented in this Conference Section 
show some examples with how geotechnical profes-
sionals and researchers have been facing the uncer-
tainty in characterizing and understanding behavior 
of this non-textbook geomaterials, sometimes using 
a higher level of testing and investigation procedures, 
others trying to improve interpretation and theories.

Implementing geotechnical design, construction, 
testing, and quality control processes on heteroge-
neous soils, natural and artificially cemented soils, 
tailings and tropical soils, all of them discussed in 
this Conference Section, are challenging and has 
been and will be the major research topic of several 
researchers all over the World.
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Shear strength modeling of gravel formation using distinct 
element method

S.-C. Hsu, S.-C. Lin & W. Hsu
Department of Construction Engineering, Chaoyang University of Technology, Taichung, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: The Particle Flow Code, PFC2D is used to model the mechanical properties and frictional 
behavior of gravels in central Taiwan. According to the in situ large direct shear test, 1.5 × 1.5 m, the peak 
and residual friction angles were 54.3° and 44.9°, and apparent cohesions were 1.5 and 0 t/m2,  respectively. 
The size of the shear box for the numerical modeling is the same as the in situ tests. The sizes of the 
gravels are based on the in situ grain-size distribution. Small particles are excluded for the analyses since 
the number of balls will be too large to model. The internal frictional parameters between gravel  particles 
are obtained from a series of numerical experiments using PFC2D. The results of simulated direct shear 
tests will yield similar shear strength as tested in situ if  the cohesion and internal friction angle are assumed 
to be zero and 31 degrees, respectively.

while working on a gravel layer. Therefore, two-
dimensional distinct element method is chosen to 
model the internal frictional properties of  gravels 
in this study.

2 GRAVEL FORMATION IN CENTRAL 
TAIWAN

Gravel formations are common in western Taiwan, 
especially in and around Taichung City. The geo-
logical formations in the Taichung basin consist of 
a thin layer, roughly 2–4 m, of laterite, which is a 
Quaternary deposit near the ground surface and 
a thick layer (>100 m thick) of gravel underneath. 
The gravel formation belongs to the Toukoshan 
Formation of the Pliocene Epoch, and comprises 
gravel, interlayers of sand and clay, and sand lenses. 
Thus, gravel formation is extremely heterogeneous 
and is a composite stratum that characterized by 
properties that exist between soils and rocks. The 
percentage of gravel content, grain size distribu-
tion, cementation of the matrix, and groundwater 
situation will control and impact the mechanical 
behavior of gravel formations. For the gravel for-
mations in central Taiwan, the percentage of gravel 
content is as high as 86% and grain size is as large 
as 2 m. The shear strength of the formation is usu-
ally dominated by fine content when gravel content 
is <70%.

Figure 1 shows the typical grain size distribu-
tions in Taichung. Locations of these samples 
are indicated by round solid dots in Fig. 1. These 

1 INTRODUCTION

Gravel formation is a very common geological 
formation in central Taiwan, especially in and 
around Taichung City. Gravel typically resides 
roughly three meters below the surface. However, 
the mechanical properties of gravel and anchor-
age behavior and ultimate load for an anchor in 
gravel formations are still not well understood and 
no systematic full-scale anchor tests have been 
conducted in Taiwan. Thus, design of retaining 
structures and anchors in gravel is typically based 
on empirical experiences that are often conserva-
tive. In addition to inclined anchors utilized in a 
tieback system, vertical anchors are often used in 
Taichung to stabilize a basement against ground-
water uplift pressure during construction, or to 
counterbalance eccentric loading acting on the 
mat foundation.

The mechanic behavior exhibited by gravels 
is closely related to the size, shape, size distri-
bution, fines content and internal properties of 
gravels. Gravels comprise granular materials of 
various sizes. The properties of  gravel layer are 
mainly determined by interlocking, rolling and 
slipping among gravels, and its diameter. Grav-
els should be regarded as a discontinuation for 
simulation and analysis. There is low fines con-
tent (such as silt and clay) and sand, and high 
percentage of  coarse-grained soil existing in the 
gravel formation in central part of  Taiwan. These 
coarse-grained materials cause greater effects 
on the engineering characteristics and behavior 
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samples are approximately 4–7 km away from the 
anchor test site. The average grain size or D50 of the 
gravel in central part of Taiwan is about 8–20 cm. 
The percentages of gravel, sand, and fine content 
are approximately 75–86%, 10–26%, and 1–15%, 
respectively (Chu et al. 1989). The gravel formation 
is classified as GP or GP-GM and is gap-graded. 
The average unit weight of the gravel formation is 
roughly 2.25 t/m3.

Hsu and Chang (2008) had performed in situ 
seventeen full-scale gravity-grouted anchors in 
Taichung, Taiwan. Tension, compression and 
compound anchors were installed. Pullout load 
testing was conducted for each anchor by. The 
extended failure surfaces of shallow anchors 
were measured and analyzed. For compression 
and tension anchors, the angles between the fail-
ure plane and tendon were approximately 42° 
and 53°, respectively. For the shallow tension 
anchors, the pullout load per unit bond length was 
143–231 kN/m. For shallow compression anchors, 
the average pullout load per grouted length was 
approximately 200 kN/m.

3 IN SITU TESTS IN GRAVEL 
FORMATION

The results of the large in situ direct shear tests 
on gravel formation by Chu et al. (1996) are used 
for numerical experiments here. The length, width, 
and thickness of the in situ large direct shear test 
are 1.5, 1.5, and 0.7 m, respectively. Figure 2 shows 
the relationship of shear stresses and horizontal 
displacement. The peak shear stress occurred at 
very small horizontal displacement, less than 2.5 cm 
for all the tests. The measured peak and residual 
shear stresses were plotted in Figure 3. The friction 
angles for peak and residual shear stresses are 54.3° 
and 44.9°, and apparent cohesions are 1.5 and 

Figure 1. Typical grain size distributions in Taichung 
City (after Hsu and Chang 2007).

Figure 2. Shear stress versus shear displacement for in 
situtests in gravel formation in central Taiwan (after Chu 
et al. 1996.)

Figure 3. Peak and residual normal stress versus shear 
stress from in situ direct shear tests (after Chu et al. 1996).

0 t/m2, respectively. The shear stiffness, ks obtained 
from the direct shear test is 5.8 kgf/cm3. The water 
content of the gravel formation is 5%. The above 
results are used for the numerical simulations using 
distinct element method later to obtain the fric-
tional resistance between soil particles.
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4 DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD (DEM)

A Discrete Element Method (DEM), also called a 
distinct element method, is a numerical method for 
computing the motion and interaction of granular 
particles. The method was developed by Cundall 
in 1971 (Cundall & Strack 1979) to apply on rock 
mechanics (Ting et al. 1989, Rothenburg and 
Bathurst 1992). The method can be used to analyze 
the stresses, movements, rotation, and separation 
between particles. It allows finite displacements 
and rotations of discrete bodies including com-
plete detachment and also recognizes new contacts 
automatically as the calculation progresses. The 
commercial program, two-dimensional Particle 
Flow Code, i.e. PFC2D, developed by Itasca 
Consulting Group (2004) is used here in this study 
to model the mechanical properties and frictional 
behavior of gravels in central Taiwan.

5 DIRECT-SHEAR-TEST MODELING 
USING DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD

The discrete element method based numeri-
cal software, PFC2D, is applied to simulate and 
analyze the porosity and the coefficient of lateral 
earth pressure, K, under the conditions of differ-
ent angles of friction, boundary conditions and 
gravel diameters. After that, the program is used to 
simulate the in situ direct shear tests by Chu et al. 
(1996) to obtain the friction angle between gravel 
particles.

5.1 Parameters used for numerical experiments

The material parameters for the gravel formation 
in Taichung City are obtained from Chu et al. 
(1996) and other related studies, the unit weight, 
specific gravity, and water content are around 
2.0∼2.2 t/m3, 2.5∼2.66, and 5%, respectively. 
Thus, the normal stiffness (kn), shear stiffness 
(ks), density, and friction angle between gravels 
(ball), may consider as microscopic friction angle, 
and boundary (wall) are listed in Table 1. The 
average porosity of  the gravel formation is about 

0.22. The sizes of  the generated particles are 
based on the grain size distribution in Figure 1. 
However, the grain sizes below 20%, which is 3 mm, 
are not considered for the modeling to reduce the 
computation time and accelerate the numerical 
simulation.

5.2 Subsidence height and porosity

In order to model the in situ direct shear tests, 
numerical simulations on the impacts of pluviation 
or subsidence height, spinning capability of parti-
cles, and particle friction angle during deposition 
on porosity are performed. The gravel particles, 
balls, are generated randomly within a space, 1.5 m 
width by 6 m height, bounded by four walls, accord-
ing to the grain-size distributions and percentages 
tabulated in Table 2. The balls are generated and 
allowed to subside and deposit with different initial 
friction angles. The impacts of spinning capability 
of balls and friction angles on porosity are shown 
in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, the measured 
porosity is larger as the balls are not allowed to 
spin freely, and the porosity also increases as the 
friction angle between balls increases. The actual 

Table 1. Material parameters used in the simulation.

Wall 1020 N/m

kn Density 2000 kg/m3

ks Friction angle (ϕ) 10°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50°

Ball 108 N/m

kn Subsidence height 0D50, 2D50, 4D50, 8D50

ks Spin Free to spin or fixed

Table 2. Grain sizes and percentages used for numerical 
modeling.

In situ Grain size Numerical model

Percent passing mm Percent passing

20% 3 11.12%
20–30% 3∼40 22.23%
30–40% 40∼60 33.34%
40–50% 60∼95 44.45%
50–60% 95∼130 55.56%
60–70% 130∼180 66.67%
70–80% 180∼240 77.78%
80–90% 240∼320 88.89%
90–100% 320∼500 100%

Figure 4. Measured porosities from different friction 
angles.
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in-situ situation of the gravel formation could be 
in-between freely spin and no-spin during depo-
sition processes for most of the bigger gravels or 
called boulders are not ball shape but oval shape or 
flat shape on one side.

The generated balls using PFC2D with different 
subsidence heights, 0, 1, 2, and 4D50, D50 is 13 cm, 
are shown in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 6, the 
measured porosity only increases a little as the sub-
sidence heights increases. It is found that bigger 
particles tend to subside to the bottom and smaller 
particles are pushed sideward and upward during 
deposition if  the subsidence height is higher. This 
will cause separation of particles and induce 

 different grain-size distribution as in situ. Thus, 
the walls at the top and bottom should be moved 
downward and upward, respectively, to accelerate 
the deposition processes and reduce the effects of 
particle separation.

5.3 Numerical experiments of direct shear test

Numerical simulations of in-situ direct shear tests 
using distinct element method are carried out to 
obtain the friction angle between gravel  particles. 
Therefore, the gravel particles are generated ran-
domly within a space and deposited with the ini-
tial friction angle equals to zero, and the particles 
are free to spin and rotate. Then a direct shear 
box with the same size as in situ is made and the 
sample is sheared by moving the upper and lower 
direct shear boxes at the opposite direction. The 
setup of the shear box consists of  7 walls, as shown 
in Figure 7. The top cap of the shear box is com-
posed of a series of  smaller connected balls in 
order to apply the normal stress through the balls, 
as shown in Figures 8 and 9. The particles are 
packed inside the direct shear box and change the 
friction angle between particles, and the desired 
normal stress is applied from the top cap. The 
applied normal stresses are 0.41, 0.51, 0.76, 1.17, 
and 1.31 kg/cm2 which are based on actual nor-
mal stresses applied during the in situ direct shear 
tests by Chu et al. (1996). The sample is sheared by 
moving the upper and lower shear boxes and the 
stresses acting on the vertical walls are recorded, as 
shown in Figure 10.

The obtained peak shear stresses under dif-
ferent normal stresses are plotted in Figure 11 
at different friction angles between particles. As 
shown in Figure 11, the failure envelops for dif-
ferent friction angles, i.e. 20, 30, 31, 35, and 40 
degrees, are acquired and compared with the in 
situ test results by Chu et al. (1996). It is found 

Figure 5. Generation of balls inside 1.5 × 6 m space 
with different subsidence heights.

Figure 6. Measured porosity at different subsidence 
heights and friction angles.
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Figure 7. Schematic setup of direct shear test for 
numerical modeling.

Figure 8. Particles packed and consolidated in a direct 
shear box.

Figure 9. Particles and contact forces inside the direct 
shear box after applying normal stress.

Figure 10. Sample is sheared by moving the direct shear 
boxes after applying normal stress.

Figure 11. Peak shear stresses versus normal stresses 
from the numerical experiments.

6 APPLICATION OF ANCHORS 
IN GRAVEL

An attempt is tried to model an anchor using dis-
tinct element method and the material parameters 
derived from the above numerical experiments. 
Tension-type anchors installed in shallow depth 
in gravel formation are analyzed using PFC. The 
size and percentage of the particles used in Table 2 
are generated according to the gravel formation in 
central Taiwan. The length of the fixed end for the 
anchor is 2.5 m, and the overburden depth is zero, 
i.e., there is no free end, as shown in Figure 12. The 
Diameter (D) of the anchor is 15 cm. The internal 
friction angles, φ, between particles are assumed to 
be 31 degrees. The other material parameters used 
are list in Table 1. The pullout force is applied at 
the top of the anchor for the tension-type anchor. 
A bulged failure surface is observed after the anchor 
has pulled out, as shown in Figure 12. The size of 

that the acquired macroscopic friction angle, 
which is obtained by Chu et al. (1996), can be 
modeled using distinct element method if  the 
internal or microscopic friction angle between 
particles is 31 degrees.
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may separate into bigger and smaller ones as the 
height increases.

4. The internal friction angle between gravels is 
found to be about 31 degrees.

5. The obtained internal friction angle can be used 
to apply on anchors in gravel formation.

6. The angle of rupture for a 2.5 m long tension-
anchor is about 50 degrees, which is close to 
the in-situ pullout tests of anchors in gravel 
formation.
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Figure 12. Contact forces and bulged failure surface for 
a tensioned anchor in gravel formation.

the bulge and ruptured surface was measured. The 
angle between the anchor and elevated ground was 
estimated. As shown in Figure 12, the angle of rup-
ture is about 50 degrees, which is close to the in-situ 
pullout tests of anchors in gravel formation (Hsu 
and Chang 2007).

7 CONCLUSIONS

Numerical modeling is performed using distinct 
element method based program, PFC2D, to model 
the material parameters of gravel formation in 
Taichung City, Taiwan. Numerical experiments 
on large in situ direct shear tests are carried out to 
obtain the internal frictional angle between gravel 
particles. Some conclusions are found as follows:

1. The porosity of the gravel material will increase 
as the internal friction angle of the particles 
increases.

2. The rotation of the particles will also affect the 
porosity. The particles allow to spin freely will 
yield less porosity.

3. The subsidence height will also have impact on 
porosity of the gravel formation, and particles 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents and discusses several experiments and research carried out in the  Central 
Area of Brazil, in which Dynamic Light Cone Penetrometers (DPL’s) have started to be tested into the exist-
ing tropical soil conditions of this region. Although the Standard Penetration Test (SPT) prevails among the 
dynamic penetration testing devices, it cannot always be adopted in situ, given ground conditions and the 
magnitude of the expected stresses. On the other hand, several initiatives to use the light cone penetrometer 
have been done for the prediction of the resilience modulus of subgrade pavement layers, as well as bearing 
capacity values from foundations of light structures. Without detailing two much into the comparisons of 
the distinct penetration probes, this paper summarizes the advances attained so far from existing publica-
tions, which results have already provided a reliable reference procedure, or background, for practical usage 
in the Central Brazilian area by the local geotechnical engineering community. It is another effort from the 
GPFees Group of the University of Brasília (http://www.geotecnia.unb.br/gpfees) to popularize in Brazil an 
economical and cost-effective in situ device oriented towards the daily practice in tropical soils.

appropriate when examining soil characteristics. 
In fact, the SPT is a good device for granular soils, 
however this is not the case for predominantly 
clayey soil materials. In addition to the problems 
encountered for the characteristics of soils there 
are other factors that interfere with the SPT results, 
some of them detailed by Belincanta & Cintra 
(1998), such as the free-fall characteristics of the 
hammer (in Brazil), the type of hammer, the anvil 
mass, and conservation status of the composition.

Actually the indiscriminate use of  the SPT test 
has brought geotechnical problems and misman-
agement of  resources in the field of  geotechnical 
testing. When faced with the scenario of  central 
Brazil where it is largely noticed the presence of 
low-density soils with high void ratios, and deeply 
leached yellow and red latossols, the use of  the 
SPT is a real challenge. Besides, there are the 
normal difficulties of  access, especially for civil 
constructions in rural settlements, or in small con-
structions in urban areas. It is evident that other 
penetrometers can be more useful and practical 
than the SPT, and, perhaps, more cost-effective 
for the region.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General characteristics of penetrometers

The estimated load capacity of the soil is a 
 commonplace of the actions of civil engineering. 
It’s almost instinctive to imagine the resistance to 
penetration of a rod into the soil. It is therefore 
natural that penetrometers have been preferred for 
obtaining subsoil information, when it is not always 
possible to collect samples or when the financial 
cost of the campaign neglects the geotechnical 
investigation and allows a low budget for that.

In essence, a penetrometer consists of a thin 
metal rod, which is stuck or pushed through the 
blows of a hammer or a hydraulic jack system. 
The penetration resistance of the rod is measured 
at any depth and the data are plotted on a diagram 
representing the resistance to penetration in the 
abscissa and the depth on the ordinate.

1.2 Standard penetration test

In Brazil, the preferred test is the Standard 
 Penetration Test, or SPT, although not always 
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1.3 Cone and Piezocone penetration tests

According to Schnaid (2000) the first references 
on the cone penetration test are from 1930 relat-
ing to test experiments that took place in  Holland. 
The test consists of the continuous push of a 
cone shaped probe at a constant speed into the 
soil of 2 cm/s. The cone section can vary from 10 
to 15 cm2. A variation of the test is the piezocone 
penetration test, which consists of equipment with 
a porous element, load cells and transducers that 
provide the record of the dynamic pore pressures. 
Hence, the pore-water pressure in the soil adjacent 
to the cone is continuously provided during the 
penetration of the cone. Note that the position of 
the porous filter on the base of the piezocone is 
not yet standardized. However, the International 
Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical 
Engineering—ISSMGE—suggests that the porous 
filter must be placed just behind the cone, or at U2 
position (Hasmat, 2000).

The piezocone test is attractive, and in addition 
to eliminating the influence of the test operator it 
provides detailed description of the soil stratig-
raphy with continuous record of the penetration 
resistance. On the other hand, the financial costs 
of the equipment use and burden of the constant 
maintenance—besides of tests that do require rigs 
mounted on small trucks—prevents it wide use to 
areas of trails and unpaved paths, or densely for-
ested regions, and are surely the inhibitors for a 
widespread use of this test in the central portion 
of Brazil.

1.4 The context of the Brazilian Central 
Area and states

Figure 1 shows the incidence of Oxisols or 
Latossols in Brazil especially in the central region 
of the country, where it has been established its 
capital, the city of Brasilia, around half  a century 

ago. Plateaus with soils of low densities, deeply 
leached, and low resistance to penetration, about 
two to five blows of SPT up to 15 m deep, pre-
dominates in this region. It is undoubtedly the new 
agricultural frontier of the country, with many 
small towns and new pioneering settlements under 
establishement.

Access to geotechnical campaigns is difficult 
due to the state of the paving quality of the roads, 
besides of the fact that this region is remote from 
major urban centers (or the most developed corner) 
from Brazil. Nilsson & Cunha (2004) report that 
these problems often come together with the lack 
of the awareness of the problem by geotechnical 
customers and building contractors. In addition to 
that, it is usual that small constructions neglect any 
geotechnical test during site reconnaissance stage.

In this regard, this paper explains the advantage 
of the use of lightweight penetrometers, especially 
the Dynamic Penetrometer Light or DPL in such 
small scale works, especially at early design stages.

2 THE LIGHTWEIGHT PENETROMETERS

In this section we argue succinctly about the light 
dynamic penetrometers. Generally they are made 
up of three parts: tip, cone-shaped, threaded rods, 
and a hammer that moves in free fall up to striken 
on top of an anvil. In the geotechnical literature 
the light penetrometers can be divided into three 
kind: The French Panda; Dynamic Cone Penetra-
tion or simply DCP; and Dynamic Probe Light or 
just DPL.

2.1 Panda

The Panda is a equipment made by a company 
called Sol Solution, and is a lightweight dynamic 
cone penetrometer designed for soil investiga-
tion and compaction control. The equipment has 
an anvil with strain gages bridges that receives 
blows from a hammer with a variable energy level. 
A device of reception of signals generates files 
that can be analyzed later on with a geotechnical 
insight.

In Brazil the Panda has been used in academic 
terms by the University of Brasilia among other 
research institutions, besides of some few indus-
try companies. It is not yet used on a widespread 
design basis in the country.

2.2 Dynamic cone penetration

The Dynamic Cone Penetration or just DCP was 
developed in the 60s in South Africa to evaluate 
the strength or stiffness of  the pavement. Accord-
ing to Wu (2010), Vuuren (1969) designed the 

Figure 1. Map of Brazil—Central area of Brazil, with 
large incidence of “latossols” (modified after Furtado, 
2010).
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original DCP with a 30° cone, and later on Kleyn 
(1975) described another DCP design, which used 
a 60° cone tip, hammer with 78.48 N mass, and 
575 mm free fall. This design was then gradually 
adopted by countries around the globe. In 2003, 
this lightweight penetrometer was standardized 
by the ASTM D6951-03 (2005), for shallow pave-
ment applications (Wu, 2010). The DCP can be 
made with accelerometers, however the cost of 
the equipment is high to be employed in small 
buildings. Figure 2 shows a sketch of  a DCP 
equipment.

In Brazil the research about DCP has been 
carried out by the Federal University of Santa 
 Catarina. Several articles on the use of the DCP 
can be accessed at internet about the methodology 
for characterization of unpaved roads (Triches & 
Dal Pai, 2006). According to Delgado et al. (2007) 
the DCP is used to characterize the bearing capac-
ity of the soil in its natural or compressed state, 
and it also presents a good correlation with the 
CBR test. The test is a “little destructive” of the 
original soil′s structure, and somehow this feature 
makes it possible a detailed study of the pavement 
layers and the sub-grade. In addition, it can be 
employed on a very wide working range, i.e., from 
soft soils or inconsistent ones, even on gravel lay-
ers, from bases or sub bases.

2.3 Dynamic probing light

The main focus of this paper is the current  literature 
discussion about the possible uses of the Dynamic 
Probing Light or DPL, especially in determining 
the load capacity of small scale (or load magni-
tude) foundations, in a way to complement the 
SPT test, among others, during the geotechnical 
investigation.

Hasmat (2000) explains that the test with the 
Dynamic Probing became known in Europe 
between the two world wars. After 1945 this test 
was widespread around the world. Efforts to 
standardize the DPL test were performed by the 
past International Society for Soil Mechanics and 
Foundation Engineering—ISSMFE—with the 
publication of the report of the Technical Commit-
tee on Penetration Testing—TC16 (1989), and the 
European Standard EN ISO 22476-2:2005 (2005). 
Nevertheless, in Brazil, it continues to be a quite 
“unknown” testing device in most of the regions, 
particularly in the inner parts of the country.

2.4 The research of the DPL in Brazil

The test with the DPL is summarized by the pen-
etration of a cone with 10 cm2 of area coupled to a 
set of threaded rods 1 m in length. In the top there 
is an anvil that receives the impact of a hammer in 
a free fall manner, which mass is corresponding to 
98.1 N. Each 10 cm of penetration is marked by 
the number of blows known as N10. Most of the 
background research on the DPL has been basi-
cally targeted on comparisons between the SPT 
and the CPT test.

Nilsson & Cunha (2004) conducted studies 
with the DPL for estimating load capacity of piles 
for a tropical soil with the presence of a particu-
lar “porous clay”, as it is colloquially known in 
Brasília city. The authors assumed that the possible 
measurement of torque (a new feature) obtained in 
DPL tests could provide lateral friction resistances 
by the advancing tip and body of the DPL, which 
obviously can be associated with the lateral fric-
tion of a driven pile. Accordingly, these authors 
adopted an energy derived formula for pile driving, 
as the Hiley equation, and a simple moment equa-
tion for the measured torque, in order to derive 
the lateral DPL lateral resistance. As explained by 
these authors, such resistance could be further cali-
brated, via field pile loading tests, to consider into 
the equations a possible pile scale effect and the 
construction methodology—hence to be further 
employed into real pile analyses.

Although it is particularly not a Brazilian 
research, Martins & Miranda (2005) conducted 
several tests with the aim to obtain correlations 
between various penetrometers focusing their 

Figure 2. Schematic assembly of DCP made by Kessler 
Soils Engineering Products, Inc. User’s Manual.
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comparisons between DPL and CPT tests in 
granitic soils from several urban locations in the 
North of Portugal, i.e. essentially Porto, Braga and 
Guimarães. The authors found good correlations 
between the CPT resistance and the DPL.

Silva et al. (2006) proposed a semi-empirical 
method for estimating the shearing resistance in 
excavations of  small diameter in residual and lat-
erized soils from basalt in the region of   Londrina/
PR. The method was correlated with loads tests, 
and in an attempt to predict the shearing load 
the authors used the Super Heavy Dynamic 
 Probing—DPSH, that has an energy level higher 
than those from the DPL. The authors concluded 
that further studies are needed to establish param-
eters for the tip resistance and side friction of  the 
DPL.

Sousa & Fonseca (2006) made   correlations of the 
DPL with the SPT and the CPT, based on results of 
plate load tests and the use of various methods of 
load forecasting for shallow foundations, including 
the methods of Burland &  Burbidge (1985) and 
Anagnastopoulos et al. (1991). The soils chosen by 
these authors were a granite residual soil, a schist 
soil, a massive natural residual soil of granite, and 
a soil of volcanic origin. The authors compared 
the prediction results, and showed that there was a 
good agreement of the DPL with other penetrom-
eters, with the exception of the case of the granite 
residual soil.

Ávila & Conciani (2005) proposed the first 
testing correlations between SPT and DPL in the 
Brazilian state of Mato Grosso, also backed up by 
pile load tests. It is worth mentioning that the tests 
were performed with a home made DPL apparatus 
built with basis on the TC-16—ISSMFE (1989) 
reference drawing dimensions, and that such study 
aimed the design of low cost residential units (with 
a social local appeal). Figure 3 shows a schematic 
drawing of this device. In this particular paper, the 
authors used the method of Décourt & Quaresma 
(1978) to estimate the capacity of the piles. The 
tests were performed in the city of Primavera 
do Leste, where the soil is typically a yellow non 
plastic sandy silt, which can be classified as SM 
in the unified system, with voids of the order of 
1.7 (porous). The groundwater at the tested site is 
located approximately 5.5 m below surface. The 
authors found that the data from the DPL test was 
poorly correlated with the respective one from the 
SPT. However it was indicated the possible use of 
the DPL data to design deep foundations of the 
region, as the DPL predictions depicted values 
35% lower than those from the experimental load 
tests. This option has proved to be feasible in situa-
tions where the soil presents low bearing capacity.

Ribeiro Junior et al. (2007) conducted a compari-
son between the predictions of load  capacity, made 

Figure 3. Schematic assembly of the DPL (Ávila & 
Conciani, 2005).

from the DPL with statistical methods  developed 
by Aoki and Velloso (1975), and Décourt & 
Quaresma (1978) to predict the load capacity of 
foundations based on the results of SPT. The soil 
was a sandy clay, red, very soft to moderately soft 
in the city of Jaciara, Mato Grosso. The authors 
compared the data of dynamic penetrometers with 
load tests at compression state and concluded 
that the use of the DPL in saturated soils should 
be avoided due to energy dissipations. Neverthe-
less, there was good fit between the predicted 
load capacity of the DPL data obtained with the 
empirical models of Aoki and Velloso (1975), and 
Décourt & Quaresma (1978), which are originally 
suited for SPT tests, and the results of pile load 
tests.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the cited meth-
ods and results. In this one it is noticed that the 
SPT does not provide good agreement for the test 
load. This in fact proves the inadequacy of the SPT 
for soils with a very low soil’s shearing resistance.

Azevedo & Guimarães (2010) made   a direct cor-
relation between the N30 of the SPT test and the 
N10 of the DPL. The field experiment was con-
ducted in a stretch of an electrical transmission 
line in the state of Acre, in Brazil, and the authors 
warned that more studies on this particular corre-
lation would be necessary.

It is noticed that the geotechnical literature often 
fails to show a good agreement between the DPL 
and the SPT testing results. Nilsson (2004), Ávila & 
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when comparing to lightweight penetrometers, see 
for instance the article from Kleyn & Zyl (1998) 
which deals with applications of the Dynamic 
Cone Penetrometer (DCP) to pavement design.

The article of Kayalar (1998) is another good 
example for the future research with dynamic pen-
etrometers of the DPL family type. In this work 
the adopted penetrometer was of the German 
Heavy Type (German standards DIN 4094) with a 
hammer weight of 0.50 kN, height of fall of 0.5 m 
and penetrometer cone diameter of 4.27 cm. This 
author established a statistical evaluation of the 
data to be used in the design of shallow founda-
tions in cohesionless soils.

The CEN-UNE-EN ISO 22476 (2008) of 
the European Union is another example of the 
 European deep interest in this topic. This standard 
explains on possible data/field abnormalities and 
the influence on the derived data from particu-
lar geotechnical characteristics of the soil, as for 
instance the relative density of the granular mate-
rial, as shown in Figure 5.

Although one can not overlook the efforts of 
the research on the DPL, it is a fact that the com-
parative analyses with different penetrometers, 
especially with the SPT, fulfilled its role in the 
dissemination, and technical explanation of the 
advantages of the DPL usage for a large (previ-
ously unaware) audience.

The moment now calls for more applied research 
on the energy assessment and direct measurements 
from the DPL test, and its possible use in design, 
likewise it has been done so far in other practical 
oriented research lines (as the use of statistical or 
empirical correlations for bearing capacity with 
this same data).

Although in the market there are lightweight 
penetrometers with built in transducers, as the 
French Panda device, the standard DPL still lacks 
such feature. Of course, the reader may argue that 

Figure 4. Comparison between the load estimation 
methods for SPT test, and DPL (Ribeiro Junior et al., 
2007).

Conciani (2005), and Ribeiro Junior et al. (2007) 
made valuable observations about the inadequacies 
of these comparisons. Nilsson (2004) made several 
considerations about the differences between the 
DPL test and the SPT. This latter author stated 
that by using these two tests simultaneously for sit-
uations where each one is more effective, one could 
surely obtain better correlations and results—im-
proving the efficiency of the design.

Ávila & Conciani (2005) concluded that for 
soils of low resistance in Mato Grosso, the SPT 
and the DPL do not correlate well. According to 
Ribeiro Júnior et al. (2007), the SPT test is best 
suited for granular soils, with SPTs (N30) above 5, 
where the deep foundation generally has a length 
greater than 5 m, whereas the DPL test is more 
useful in fine-grained soils of low resistance, where 
it could be used for the prediction of deep foun-
dation capacity loads in buildings up to 5 m high 
(2 stores). It is worthwhile to say that the DPL test 
is extremely sensitive to small variations to strati-
fications within the soil deposit, feature generally 
not found in SPT tests.

In addition to that, some studies have been con-
ducted to compare different DPL configurations. 
Ávila et al. (2006) in a comparative study between 
two types of DPLs (DPL Nilsson, and DPL 
CEFET) concluded that the configuration of the 
equipment do influence directly on the efficiency 
of the test. However, Souza et al. (2008) concluded 
that the density of the rods have little influence 
on the results. Thus, the choice between a thicker 
or thinner than normal rod should solely affect the 
durability of the device.

2.5 Future research possibilities on the DPL

There is no doubt that, among the dynamic cone 
penetrometers, the DCP type has more advantages 

Figure 5. Influence of relative density on N10 values 
(UNE-EN ISO 22476 (2008)).
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if  the Panda provides an answer through its own 
transducers, why measure the energy of the stand-
ard DPL? The answer is precisely because the DPL 
is a simple and easy to purchase (and manufacture) 
device, while, (nowadays in Brazil) Panda pen-
etrometers are “black boxes” that represent a high 
cost to engineering companies that are actually 
more familiar with the SPT tests—and not prone 
to invest further on an expensive new (and rather 
unknown around this region) imported tool.

In this regard, a properly calibrated and low 
cost manufactured DPL could provide practical 
formulas for daily use in such companies, espe-
cially in small towns when oriented to low cost new 
constructions.

3 CONCLUSIONS

A brief  review on the use of DPL as an aid for 
estimating the capacity loads from foundations in 
Brazil shows that past research has been focused 
in the correlations to use the DPL based on exist-
ing experience with the SPT test, as this latter one 
is extremely used in Brazil. Nevertheless, although 
the predictions of capacity load for foundations 
with the DPL can in principle be done with expe-
rience borrowed from the SPT, it has also been 
demonstrated that such approach may be, in some 
cases, misleading to reliable results.

The reviewed research shows that the DPL is 
suitable for tropical soils of low density and porous 
matrix. In cases where the magnitude of load is 
not significant, e.g., small buildings, the N10 of the 
DPL is a handy information for design purposes. 
Research also denotes that there are significant dif-
ferences between both DPL and SPT tests, which 
range from equipment geometric differences to 
the magnitude of the enthru energy of the free fall 
hammer on the anvil. Additionally, soil character-
istics influence the results distinctly, for instance, 
porous soils of low-density can respond differently 
to the advances of each of such aforementioned 
penetrometers.

The evaluated research has also shown that the 
correlations of the DPL, with the CPT test, have 
yielded good agreement. One possible answer to 
that would be the closer “physical” resemblance, or 
geometric similarity, between these two artifacts in 
regard to other probes. An undeniable fact is that 
lightweight penetrometers assembled with acceler-
ometers do yield very good results in terms of soil 
stratigraphy, but a major concern still remains: the 
attenuation of the input energy at the anvil along 
the assembled conjunct of rods and probe.

As a final remark, one can firmly state that the 
research on the DPL device surpasses the common 
ground of empirical correlations, as usually done 

with the SPT. In fact, such former device does 
deserve a better insight in terms of the real enthru 
energy or its dissipation, so that a more physically 
accurate and rational way of interpretation could 
devised for its “popularization” in the Brazilian 
practice.

It has large potential for development and 
deployment, especially in Brazil where 80% of  the 
population lives close to the coast (up to 100 km), 
and there are still vast extensions of  tropical soil 
yet to be occupied by (generally low cost or low 
load) pioneering constructions from interior cit-
ies. A typical case is the state of  Mato Grosso, 
where agriculture needs to be enhanced and 
urgently enforced to feed the needs of  the country 
and, why not say, the world as well (given pro-
jections of  8+ billion inhabitants soon in future 
decades).

This paper is an initial and simple contribution 
in this direction, based on an ongoing research 
with such well-defined cited and somehow dis-
cussed objectives (Figueiredo, 2010).
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Swell—shrink behavior of expansive soils stabilized with eco-cement

M. Aniculăesi, A. Stanciu & I. Lungu
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ABSTRACT: Te aim of the present study was to study the effects of Portland cement and eco-cement 
on the geotechnical properties of Bahlui clay—Romania. The objective of these study are, identification 
of the primary cause of swelling problem, selecting the adequate binder for soil improvement and the 
introduction of new ecological binders such eco-cement. The findings of the laboratory investigations 
on the characteristics of untreated and stabilized samples of Bahlui clay are presented and discussed in 
the paper. The physical and engineering characteristics comprising grain size distribution, plasticity and 
shrinkage properties of untreated and Portland cement, eco-cement treated samples are presented and 
discussed.

Soil samples were collected from a depth of 2 m, 
from F1 sampling location (Fig. 1).

Buildings founded on expansive soil show the 
most obvious cases of damage caused by swelling 
and shrinkage of foundation soils.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Sampling and laboratory analysis

The laboratory tests were performed to determine 
the engineering parameters that are commonly 
used for identification and indirect estimation of 
soil expansiveness: Liquid Limits (LL), Plastic 
Limits (PL) and Plasticity Index (PI), following 
the standard test procedures of grain size distribu-
tion and linear shrinkage (Stanciu, A. & Lungu, I., 
2006). The main physical characteristics of Bahlui 
clay-Romania are presented in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, the clay content 
(<0.005 mm) of the samples varying from 
(82% ÷ 93%), from which the colloidal frac-
tion (<0.002 mm) varying from 60% to 80% 
(Fig. 2). Using the colloidal clay fraction content 
(<0.002 mm), the studied clay is characterized as 
having a high swelling potential (Seed et al. 1962).

Based on Plastic Limit (PL), after Alimeyer 
(1955), the studied clay has a critical expansive 
potential.

Based on this classification, the Bahlui clay is a 
soil with high swelling potential, and can be con-
sidered unusable land (Scheiding) for direct foun-
dation, without any soil improvement.

Laboratory analyses on grain size distribution 
for that tree location (F1, F2, F3), from de selected 
area are represented in the Figure 2.

1 INTRODUCTION

The formation of the expansive clay from city of 
Iasi is on the Bahlui River. The city is crossed by 
the Bahlui River on a distance of 14 km, dividing 
the city in two. The alluvial complex of the Bahlui 
River consists of mud, fat clay, silt clay, sand and 
gravel. In this alluvial complex, the expansive clay 
known as Bahlui clay represents the foundation 
layer for almost all surrounding buildings.

For the selection of the site in the city of Iasi—
Romania, with expansive soil formation, data 
available from the previous researches was used. 
Based on these criteria, the selected site is located 
in the center of the city (Fig. 1), area that is sub-
jected to a residential building construction. This 
situation provided an opportunity to investigate de 
clay on the faces of foundations cuts.

Figure 1. Selected site for expansive soil sampling.
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Representing in a chart the Bahlui clay param-
eters, plasticity index (PI)—colloidal fraction (C2μ) 
(Fig. 3), the domain of studied clay is found close 
to the calcium montmorillonit clay.

The physical and physico-chemical properties of 
montmorillonites clay result from a combination 
of chemical phenomena and mineralogical com-
position (cristal size below 2 μm), specific to the 
presence of cations or water in the interlayer, and 
montmorillonite structure. Specific surface area is 
one of the fundamental factors influencing swell-
ing and colloidal properties.

After Young and Warkentin (1975), the 
montmorillonite clay have a typical thickness equal 
to 3 nm; a typical diameter betwen (100 ÷ 1000) nm 
and a specific surface 0.8 km2/Kg.

The presence of montmorillonite mineral in 
Bahlui clay, have an important effect on shrink—
swell potential.

Many criteria are available to identify and char-
acterize expansive soils, such as liquid limit, plas-
ticity index, shrinkage limit, and free swell index 
(Table 2).

Table 1. Physical properties of Bahlui clay—Romania.

Properties [%]

Site

F1 F2 F3

Grain size analysis
 Clay (<0,005 mm) 93 82 90
 Silt (0,005 ÷ 0,05 mm)  7 18 10
 Sand (0,05 ÷ 2 mm)  0  0  0
Consistency limits
 Liquid limit 97.87 75.93 65.66
 Plastic limit 31.14 22.75 20.92
 Plasticity index 66.73 53.18 44.74
 Consistency index  0.85  0.82  0.91
Natural moisture content, W 41.43 32.32 25.14
Linear shrinkage, LS 21.73 19.70 –
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Figure 2. Particle size distribution of Bahlui clay-
Romania.

Figure 3. Location clay Bahlui from clays known in the 
world.

Table 2. Soil expansivity predicted by other 
measurements.

Degree of 
expansion

Liquid limit (%) Plasticity index (%)

Chen IS 1498 Holtz Chen  IS 1498

Low <30 20 ÷35 <20  0 ÷ 15 <12
Medium 30 ÷ 40 35 ÷ 50 12 ÷ 34 10 ÷ 35 12 ÷ 23
High 40 ÷ 60 50 ÷ 70 23 ÷ 45 20 ÷ 55 23 ÷ 32
Very high >60 70 ÷ 90 >32 >35 >32

Based on particle size distribution (Fig. 2) and 
the classification of degree of expansion after 
Chen, Holtz and Indian Standards (IS 1498), the 
studied soil is an expansive clay with large amount 
of montmorillote mineral and a very high degree 
of expansion.

2.2 Stabilizing agents used for Bahlui clay

Portland cement develops cementitious bonds 
between the calcium silicate (three-calcium silicate) 
and aluminate hydration products of cement and 
the soil particles. The Portland cement used in lab-
oratory testing of stabilized expansive Bahlui clay 
is ordinary Portland cement, with the properties 
well known in stabilization field.

Eco-cement is made from a by-product of 
the production of iron in a blast furnace where 
iron ore, limestone and coke are heated to about 
1500°C. Eco-cement comprises mainly of CaO, 
SiO2, Al2O3, MgO, it contains less than 1% crystal-
line silica. It has the same main chemical constitu-
ents as ordinary Portland cement, but in different 
proportions.

The proportion of stabilizing agent used in this 
paper varies from 2.5% to 10% (reported to the 
clay dry mass).
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2.3 Testing procedures

The suitability of a soil for stabilization, selecting 
the adequately stabilizing agent, and the quantity 
of the binder required, are dependent on the min-
eralogical composition; texture of the soil as well 
as its properties needed to be upgraded.

The objective of this study was to investigate 
if  the Portland cement can be substituted with 
eco-cement without any detrimental influence on 
stabilized soil properties. Laboratory studies were 
focused on the influence of eco-cement combined 
with ordinary Portland cement on expansive soil 
properties (swell-shrink behavior).

One parameter that has a great influence on 
swell potential that can be obtained from grain 
size analysis is the colloidal fraction. After mixing 
Bahlui clay with Portland cement the grain size 
distribution varies with the proportion of Portland 
cement used in stabilization process (Fig. 4).

The physical properties of Bahlui clay modified 
with Portland cement were presented in Table 3.

From Figure 4 and Table 3 we can see that when 
the Bahlui clay is stabilized with 10% of Portland 

cement the clay content (<0.005 mm) begin to 
reduce from 93% (natural state) to 43%.

The grain size distribution of Bahlui clay stabi-
lized with Portland cement (CP) and eco-cement 
(CE) is presented in Figure 5.

The physical properties of stabilized Bahlui clay 
with Portland cement and eco-cement obtained 
from laboratory determination are presented in 
Table 4. By replacing the Portland cement with eco 
cement, the values of clay content for stabilized 
Bahlui clay (with 5% Portland cement and 5% 
eco-cement) have approximately the same value 
with the value of Bahlui clay stabilized only with 
 Portland cement (Tables 3 and 4).

The value of linear shrinkage can be used to 
classification of expansive soil and to group them 
in four categories from low to very high. A high 
linear shrinkage indicates a large potential shrink-
age of the soil mass on drying, and place limita-
tions on the use of the soil as foundations for small 
buildings (Mills et al., 1980). These limitations are 
presented in Table 5.
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Figure 4. Particle size distribution of Bahlui clay—
Portland cement mixes with in different proportion with 
Bahlui clay.
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Figure 5. Particle size distribution of Bahlui clay—
Portland cement and eco-cement mixes in different pro-
portion with Bahlui clay.

Table 3. Physical properties of Bahlui clay—Portland 
cement mixes.

Properties [%]

Bahlui clay with Portland 
cement

 2.5% 5%  7.5% 10%

Grain size analysis
 Clay 92 70 69 43
 Silt  8 28 24 47
 Sand  0  2  7 10
Consistency limits
 LL 98.3 93.7 89.6 83.2
 PL 35.5 37.6 44.5 40.3
 PI 62.8 56.1 45.1 42.9
Linear shrinkage, LS 22.2 19.5 18.2 16.3

Note: LL = liquid limit (%); PL = plastic limit (%); 
PI = plasticity index (%).

Table 4. Physical properties of Bahlui clay—Portland 
cement—eco-cement mixes.

Properties [%]

Bahlui clay with Portland 
cement and eco-cement

2.5% 5% 7.5% 10%

Grain size analysis
 Clay 83 77 70 44
 Silt 11 17 20 31
 Sand  6  8 10 25
Consistency limits
 LL 96.7 92.8 88.3 85.6
 PL 39.81 35.23 41.25 39.21
 PI 56.9 57.57 47.05 46.39
Linear shrinkage, LS 19.9 20.72 16.53 13.79

Note: LL = liquid limit (%); PL = plastic limit (%); 
PI = plasticity index (%).
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Based on linear shrinkage values of Bahlui clay 
with natural structure and stabilized with ordinary 
Portland cement and eco-cement in  proportion 
of 10%, the studied clay change the category 
of swelling (Table 5) from very high with a very 
critical expansive rating, for natural clay, to a high 
category (for Bahlui clay stabilized with ordinary 
 Portland cement and eco-cement), leading to a 
critical expansive rating.

Even the clay is improved with 10% Portland 
cement and eco-cement, there is a need of specific 
design criteria to be incorporated in building foun-
dations to prevent movement problems caused by 
the existence of expansive clay.

3 CLASSIFICATION OF POTENTIAL 
SWELL BASED ON PHYISICAL 
PROPERTIES OF SOILS

3.1 Indirect classification of swell potential based 
on plasticity table

The volume change of an expansive soil is influ-
enced by variation in moisture contents, which can 
be used to indicate the degree of potential swell.

Then swell potential depend on the initial quan-
tity of water from the clay and the quantity that 
clay can imbibe.

Seed et al. (1960), Van Der Merwe (1964), 
Daksanamurthy and Raman (1973), Cartel et al. 
(1991), have presented different methods to iden-
tify expansive soils based on the percentage of clay 
content, shrinkage limit, plasticity index and liquid 
limit (Amer et al., 2006). The methods proposed by 
these researches are simple techniques for identify-
ing and predicting the degree of soil swelling.

A preliminary classification of potential swell 
(Van Der Merwe D.H., 1964) can be made based 
on percentage clay fraction (soil particles less than 
0.002 mm) and Plasticity Index (PI) categorizing 
the probable severity (Fig. 6). Distribution of the 
samples on the swelling potential chart of Van der 
Merve (1964) indicated that 20% of the studied 
Bahlui clay samples with natural structure have 
medium swelling potential, approximately 30% 

of them have high swelling potential, and 50% of 
these samples have very high swelling potential 
(Fig. 6).

The swelling potential of the soil can be defined 
using a correlation between the colloidal clay frac-
tion (<2 μ) and soil activity. Note that using this 
chart, the activity has been defined as PI/(% col-
loidal clay-5). From this chart can be seen that the 
mixes made with Portland cement and eco-cement 
produce different swelling potential values. Based 
on this relationship Cartel et al. (1991), proposed 
a classification of soil swelling potential as shown 
in Figure 7.

Table 5. Categories of linear shrinkage.

Category Linear shrinkage (%) Expansive rating

Low 0–12 Non-critical
Medium 12–17 Marginal
High 17–22* Critical*
Very high >22* Very critical*

Note: *specific design criteria need to be incorporated in 
building foundations to prevent movement problems.
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Based on Cartel classification from Figure 7, the 
swell potential for Bahlui clay with natural struc-
ture is very high with a swelling potential of 25%.

By mixing the Bahlui clay with Portland cement 
and eco-cement, the swelling potential of the sta-
bilized soil become high, with a swelling potential 
values between 5% to 25% (Fig. 7).

Daksanamurthy and Raman (1973) modified 
the Casagrandes chart for the evaluation of plas-
ticity and swelling potential (Fig. 8).

Using the clay physical properties necessary for 
the Casagrande plasticity chart, Daksanamurthy 
and Raman divided the plasticity chart in six zones 
of potential swelling, depending on the liquid limit 
and plasticity index of the soil. Based on their clas-
sification the position of Bahlui clay parameters on 
the plasticity chart varies from high to very high; a 
few samples properties can be found in the zone of 
extremely high potential.

When the Aterberg limits are plotted in plastic-
ity chart for Bahlui clay samples, as in Figure 8, it 
falls above the A-line, in the zone of high plasticity 
clay (CH), with swelling potential from very high 
to extremely high. The Federal Housing Admin-
istration published a guide that correlates swell 
potential with Unified Soil Classification. This 
classification is given in Table 6.

Based on Table 6 classification, the studied clay 
can be grouped in the category of CH soils with 
high volume change.

 When the Expansive Bahlui clay is mixed 
with Portland cement and eco-cement, the new 
values of  plasticity index of  samples falls under 
the A-line, corresponding to the inorganic soils 
with high plasticity (OH) or inorganic silts (MH). 
Based on the Federal Housing Administration 
classification (Table 6), the new soil structure 
will have a high volume change capacity. This 
high swell potential of  the improved Bahlui clay 
is confirmed by the classification chart proposed 
by Cartel et al., 1991 and Van Der Merwe 1964 
(Figs. 6 and 7).

3.2 Indirect estimation of swell potential 
and swell pressure

The literature contains a considerable number 
of  empirical techniques for assessing the swelling 
potential of  soils. The empirical models appear-
ing in the literature were primarily related to pre-
diction of  swelling and swelling pressure from 
index properties of  soils (Seed et al., 1962; Chen, 
1983).

Seed et al (1962) established that a relationship 
between the PI and swelling potential for a soil 
exists:

S K ⋅60 2 44( )PI .  (1)

where: S = the swelling potential (%); PI = the plas-
ticity index of the soil (%); K = a constant equal to 
3.6 × 10−5.

This formula is only valid for soils with a clay 
mineral content of between 8% and 65%, with the 
predicted swelling potential only having an accu-
racy of around 33% of the laboratory value.

The swell pressure under 0.069 daN/cm2 sur-
charge was predicted as follow (Vijayvergiya et al. 
1973):

PSPP ⋅( .S −S )/ . .1. 2 2)/ 16 0 069 (2)

where: Ps = swelling pressure (daN/cm2);
Based on the two relationships the swell pres-

sure and swell potential for stabilized Bahlui 
clay with 10% binder have the following values 
(Table 7).

Using the equation (1) and (2) for natural expan-
sive Bahlui clay, the value of swell pressure becomes 
Ps = 1.91 daN/cm2, that is approximately equal with 
the swell pressure obtained from a series of oed-
ometer tests according to the ASTM D 4546-90, 
test method A, swelling pressure resulted from the 
tests was approximately Ps = 1.87 daN/cm2.
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Table 6. Classification of the potential swell.

Category
Soil classification in unified 
system

Little or no expansion GW, GP, GM, SW, SP, SM
Moderate expansion GC, SC, ML, MH
High volume change CL, OL, CH, OH
No rating PT
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4 CONCLUSIONS

Index and physical properties of soils are useful 
indicators to estimate engineering and swelling 
properties. There are three properties, which are 
most strongly correlated to swelling potential, PI, 
LL, and CF. Presence of high colloidal contents 
in Bahlui clay seems to be the main factor for the 
swelling potential.

For 10% Portland cement mix with expansive 
Bahlui clay, soil expansivity decrease from very high 
to high, and the swell pressure Ps = 0.673 daN/cm2. 
The laboratory results indicates that the ordinary 
Portland cement can be substituted with eco-
 cement, the values of swelling potential of the soil 
and swell pressure differs very little.

These substitutions of ordinary Portland cement 
with eco-cement have a significant influence on 
environment ecology by reducing the amount of 
Portland cement, which is considered the second 
biggest CO2 producer, from manufacture process, 
in the world.
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ABSTRACT: Several open-pit sand and gravel mines in Irwindale, California are being backfilled or 
proposed to be backfilled with inert debris, and then used for commercial development. These inert debris 
fills are non-homogeneous mixtures of soil, rock, concrete, bricks, asphalt pavement, and other inert 
materials, most of which are discarded construction and demolition debris. The authors and others have 
used a variety of techniques in an effort to characterize the existing fills, especially with regard to their 
potential for settlement. Standard test methods and geotechnical correlations were of little or no use, 
because the fill materials contain very large particles and differ markedly from those used to develop such 
correlations. The variability of the fill materials and lack of efficacy in standard methods prevented any 
economical exploration program from adequately assessing the range of fill materials and properties. In 
response to these conditions, the authors and others also developed innovative guidelines for the placement 
and testing of inert debris fills with appropriate engineering control.

supply of suitable fill materials is available in the 
form of inert debris. These materials consist of struc-
tural and non-structural concrete, asphalt pavement, 
bricks and other clay products, ceramics, glass, soil, 
and other inert inorganic materials, most of which 
is construction and demolition debris or industrial 
waste from a variety of sites in and around Los 
Angeles. Owners of the former mines can generate 
a net positive cash flow during the filling process by 
charging tipping fees, while concurrently improving 
the value of their property by properly filling the 
land. In this fashion, low value closed mines can be 
converted into high value real estate.

The individual sites to be filled are as large as 
40 ha, and upon completion the individual fill vol-
umes will be as large as 12 million m3 with total 
thicknesses in excess of 60 m. The imported mate-
rials are derived from many different sources, and 
vary with each load hauled into the site, thus pro-
ducing very heterogeneous fills. Particle sizes of the 
incoming materials routinely range from silts and 
sand size to 50 cm blocks of concrete; and much 
larger pieces, such as 5 m long structural members, 
are not unusual. This structural concrete typically 
contains reinforcing steel.

1 INERT DEBRIS FILLS IN IRWINDALE

Irwindale, California is a suburban community 
located 32 km east of Los Angeles on an allu-
vial fan emanating from the nearby San Gabriel 
Mountains. The presence of high-quality coarse-
grained granitic sediments suitable for use as 
aggregates in the manufacture of Portland cement 
concrete, asphaltic concrete, road base and other 
materials has attracted extensive open-pit sand 
and gravel mining in this area for over one hun-
dred years. There are currently six active mines and 
sixteen inactive mines within the city limits.

Individual mines are closed as they reach their 
practical, economical, or legal extraction limits. In 
some cases these closed mines have been used as 
groundwater recharge basins, but several sites have 
remained vacant with no current productive use.

However, the high value of usable land, and the 
shortage of large parcels in suburban Los  Angeles 
provides significant economic incentives to find 
a viable productive use for these former mine 
sites. Thus, landowners have become increasingly 
interested in filling these sites and using the land for 
commercial development. Fortunately, a continual 
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At some sites, portions of the incoming material, 
especially concrete, is segregated and crushed to 
form recycled aggregate-based materials, sold, and 
hauled offsite. The remaining materials are some-
times processed (crushed, blended, moisture condi-
tioned) and sometimes not, then placed as fill.

At some sites, the inert debris fills have been 
placed with little or no geotechnical design, test-
ing, or quality control, using methods well below 
customary standards of practice. Such fills 
typically included little or no material processing, 
or geotechnical quality control and were often 
placed very thick (>1.5 m) lifts. The result is an 
uncertified fill.

Conversely, at other sites the fill processing and 
quality control have been in compliance with the 
building code and standard practices, thus produc-
ing high-quality, properly documented certified 
fills. These fills are clearly suitable for support of 
the proposed buildings and related infrastructure.

These past, present, and future filling operations 
raise two critical geotechnical concerns:

1. Developing and implementing design, construc-
tion, testing, and quality control processes for 
new certified fills, particularly in light of the 
unusual nature of the fill materials

2. Characterizing the geotechnical properties of 
the existing uncertified fills and assessing their 
suitability for the proposed structures or, alterna-
tively, developing appropriate remediation plans

The authors and others developed and published 
guidelines to address the first concern (Irwindale 
2005a, 2005b), the City has formally adopted these 
guidelines as part of its building code, and all 
newly-permitted fills are being placed in accord-
ance with these guidelines. Such fills are referred 
to as being “guidelines compliant”. However, the 
second concern, characterizing the existing uncer-
tified fills, has proven to be far more vexing, and is 
the subject of this paper.

2 GEOTECHNICAL PERFORMANCE

These fills are intended to support commer-
cial buildings, most likely one or two-story steel, 
masonry or concrete structures with shallow foun-
dations, accompanied by the associated infra-
structure. Virtually all of the fill will be below the 
surrounding natural ground elevation and laterally 
confined by the former pit walls, so lateral stabil-
ity is not a concern. However, considering the 
large depth of the fills, there could be a significant 
potential for excessive settlement, and this is the 
primary geotechnical performance concern.

Certified guidelines compliant inert debris 
fills are similar to well-graded coarse-grained 

soils and their behavior is reasonably predictable. 
Laboratory tests, analyses, settlement monument 
data, and other evidence indicate the settlement 
in these fills will be tolerable, even when placed to 
significant depths (i.e. 60 m or more).

However, the settlement potential in uncerti-
fied fills is much more problematic. Their poor 
processing, moisture conditioning, placement, and 
compaction processes, excessive and random place-
ment of significant oversized materials (much of 
it >30 cm), and lack of meaningful testing or qual-
ity control measures violate customary standards 
of practice, and produces very unpredictable fills.

Because of the associated performance concerns 
and their adverse impact on the value and develop-
ment potential of the property, the owner of one 
site elected to excavate 2.8 million m3 of uncerti-
fied fill, process these material, and recompact it 
into a new certified fill. This operation resulted in a 
net shrinkage of 12.7% of the original fill volume, 
which would have corresponded to 7.6 m of settle-
ment in the final 60 m thick fill. The entire 7.6 m 
would not occur under natural processes, but it 
could be argued that this is an upper limit of the 
settlement potential of an uncertified fill, and even 
if  only a small fraction of this potential actually 
materialized, such settlement would be far in excess 
of the tolerable limits for the proposed commercial 
buildings and infrastructure.

Such removal and recompaction operations are 
the most reliable means of eliminating the per-
formance concerns in uncertified fills and produc-
ing reliable building sites. However, this method is 
very expensive, so some property owners are con-
templating leaving some, or all, of the uncertified 
fill in place. For example one of the remediation 
methods being proposed consists of removing 
and recompacting only the upper 20 m and leav-
ing the lower 30+ m of fill in place. Such solutions 
require evaluating the geotechnical properties of 
the remaining uncertified fill and assessing its 
settlement potential.

3 PHYSICAL PROCESSES

The settlement potential in inert debris fills are the 
result of multiple physical processes, each of which 
must be evaluated.

3.1 Static consolidation

The supply of inert debris is continual, but 
slow, and the rate of filling is driven by this sup-
ply, so these fills typically require a decade or 
more to complete. Thus, virtually all of the static 
consolidation settlement will occur as the fill is 
being placed, and the post-construction static con-
solidation settlement should be minimal.
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3.2 Secondary compression

Other than some asphalt pavement, the fill mate-
rials are inorganic, and the clay content is small. 
Thus, there is very limited potential for secondary 
compression settlement.

3.3 Hydrocompression

Uncertified inert debris fills have a very significant 
potential for wetting-induced settlements (hydro-
compression) because they were generally placed 
at moisture contents well dry of optimum and 
inadequately compacted.

Post-construction wetting could occur as the 
finished site is irrigated, storm water becomes 
concentrated, water leaks occur in pipelines, etc. 
Groundwater elevation fluctuations, which com-
monly exceed 27 m, also could wet previously dry 
fill material.

The authors evaluated this potential by conduct-
ing a series of laboratory hydrocompression tests on 
152 mm diameter reconstituted samples of debris 
fill scalped to the minus 19 mm size. The larger frac-
tion was considered to be incompressible material 
floating in a matrix, and its influence was included 
through application of a rock correction factor. 
The test samples were compacted to 86, 91, and 
95 percent relative compaction per ASTM D1557.

Figure 1 shows computed hydrocompression 
settlements for various fill depths based on the test 
results. Figure 1 includes the computed settlement for 
a certified fill, which has a relative compaction of 93% 
below a depth of 12 m and 90% above that depth.

3.4 Particle migration

Sinkholes, sometimes having individual volumes 
exceeding 1 m3, have been repeatedly observed 

in uncertified fills, thus illustrating the exten-
sive potential for hydraulically-induced particle 
migration. This process is driven by the previously 
described post-construction wetting processes.

The settlement potential resulting from this 
process is also very difficult to predict, but is cer-
tainly important in uncertified fills. Conversely, the 
demonstrated compaction and lack of large voids 
in certified fill eliminates this concern.

3.5 Seismically-induced settlement

Irwindale is in a seismically active region, with 
design Peak Horizontal Ground Acceleration 
(PHGA) values of about 0.55 g. Settlements in 
certified fills are likely to be small because of the 
high confidence in their compaction levels and 
controlled gradation. However, the much lower 
compaction in the uncertified fills, or at least a 
lack of certainty in compaction, raises significant 
concerns about seismically-induced settlements. 
This matter is of particular interest because such 
settlements would occur much more quickly 
than the other processes, with correspondingly 
immediate impacts on public health and safety.

Conventional methods of predicting seismically-
induced settlements are based on in-situ test 
results, such as qc or N60 values, and were empiri-
cally derived from the performance of sandy soils. 
Unfortunately, because of the abundance of large 
particle sizes, and the resulting inability to obtain 
meaningful qc or N60 values, as well as the signifi-
cant differences between the Irwindale inert debris 
fills and those from which the analysis methods 
were developed, these analytical methods cannot 
be used to evaluate the seismically-induced set-
tlement potential at these sites, especially for the 
uncertified fills. Evaluating seismic strains using 
laboratory tests also is problematic because of the 
large particle sizes.

Although seismically induced settlements in 
uncertified fills are likely to be quite large, they are 
very difficult to quantify.

4 GEOTECHNICAL PERFORMANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

In order to satisfy current requirements of the 
California Building Code (CBC 2010) and the 
requirements of the County of Los Angeles, it 
is necessary to limit settlement of conventional 
structures on shallow foundations to_ < 100 mm 
total and <25 mm differential over 9 m. The 
instrumented performance of the previously 
mentioned 2.8  million m3 reprocessed and recom-
pacted fill, and the laboratory test results indicate 
a good level of confidence that properly designed 

Figure 1. Computed hydrocompression settlement for 
various compation levels and fill thicknesses.
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and constructed inert debris fills will satisfy these 
 criteria, even if  the fill depth is quite large.

However, the laboratory and field data, as well 
as the lack of information on the uncertified fills, 
provide little or no reassurance regarding con-
formance with these criteria. The potential for 
hydrocompression and for seismically-induced set-
tlements are especially problematic. Thus, if  uncer-
tified fills are to be left in place, it is essential to 
characterize their in-situ density and demonstrate 
with sufficient certainty that the settlement behav-
ior would be satisfactory. Without such data, it 
must be concluded that uncertified fills will have 
large and erratic settlements.

5 SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION

Conventional subsurface exploration methods, 
such as ordinary drilling and sampling, are largely 
unusable in inert debris fills because of the large 
particle sizes. This is especially true in the uncerti-
fied fills because of the lack of material process-
ing and the abundance of oversize materials. 
Conventional geotechnical drilling equipment 
would typically meet refusal within the first meter 
or two, and sampling equipment, if  it functioned 
at all, would only recover finer grained portions of 
the fill, which is not representative of the general 
fill volume.

By far the most effective means of  evaluating the 
fill’s composition and structure has been by visual 
observation in test trenches. This allows detailed 
mapping of  the fill composition, and identifies 
large void zones and loose material within the fill. 
One of  the most important characteristics to eval-
uate is the nesting of  oversize particles, and the 
associated formation of  voids or loose material 
between these particles. Such features have been 
repeatedly mapped in test trenches of  uncertified 
fills. In some cases, voids as large as 40,000 cm3 
have been observed between nested particles. 
Water infiltrations tests and large sink holes have 
also shown that voids are often interconnected 
as well. The relationship between oversize parti-
cles and the finer matrix also is important, par-
ticularly the presence or lack of  point-to-point 
contact. Unfortunately such data is primarily 
qualitative and is not particularly useful in estab-
lishing physical properties. Test trenches also have 
a limited practical depth of  exploration. Excep-
tionally large trenches, up to 10 m in depth, have 
been used, but even these explore only a fraction 
of  the total fill depth. In one case where uncerti-
fied fill was removed entirely, an excavated wall, 
240 m long and 12–15 m high was exposed, reveal-
ing significant voids and loose materials among 
nested pieces.

Specialized drilling methods have been used to 
explore the subsurface conditions and establish the 
extent of inert debris fills. Both Becker hammer 
and sonic drilling methods have been successful, in 
some cases extending to depths of 27 m or more. 
Both methods break up the larger particles, so the 
resulting samples are generally not representative 
of the in-situ materials. Nevertheless, these meth-
ods do provide useful information on the stratig-
raphy, and can clearly identify the thicknesses of 
inert debris fill, other kinds of fill, and the contact 
with the native alluvium.

Because of these difficulties, a variety of lesser-
used and innovative methods have been used to 
assess the geotechnical properties of the fills, with 
varying degrees of success. These methodologies 
are as follows.

6 LARGE-SCALE IN-SITU DENSITY 
AND GRADATION TESTS

The authors and others have successfully evaluated 
the in-situ unit weight using large-scale density 
tests, and the grain size distribution using large-
scale field gradation tests. Specific details for the 
tests are prescribed in Irwindale (2005a, 2005b). 
Both tests provide important information, both for 
assessing both certified and uncertified fills.

The in-situ density tests are performed by exca-
vating a cylindrical or prismatic volume of 2–3 m3 
and measuring the weight of the excavated material 
in the field. In certified fills, it is often necessary to 
use power spades or jackhammers to cut large par-
ticles protruding from the pit side walls into pieces 
as they cannot be dislodged from the tightly com-
pacted side wall material. Conversely, the uncerti-
fied fills are typically much easier to excavate, and 
contain loosely compacted fines with visible voids 
and nesting of particles. The test excavation is then 
lined with polyethylene and filled with water to 
measure its volume.

The material excavated from the bulk density 
test is often used for the bulk gradation test. Alter-
natively, the gradation sample may be obtained 
by excavating 3–7 m3 of material from a test pit, 
observing the excavation process and the exposed 
pit walls and bottom for evidence of good or poor 
material blending, visible voids or particle nesting, 
etc. Specific details for the test are prescribed in 
Irwindale (2005b).

When performing the bulk density test the mate-
rial is processed by hand through a 2 m by 6 m 
series of field screens. The total weight retained 
on each screen size (305 mm, 229 mm, 152 mm, 
76 mm, and 25 mm square openings) are recorded 
in the field. The material passing the 25 mm screen 
is then taken to the laboratory for further gradation 
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testing. The total weight of material used in the 
gradation test is then compared to the total weight 
of the bulk density test as a check on testing proce-
dures and accuracy.

Both of these tests have produced very usable 
data, and the bulk density test results have been 
compared to results obtained for maximum achiev-
able density established on test fills using speci-
fied procedures for placement and compaction. 
However, in some uncertified fills, the weight of the 
excavated soil appears to have been impacted by 
localized presence of large particles (i.e. >500 mm), 
which may have biased both the density and grain 
size test results. Thus, even larger test samples 
might be necessary in these fills.

7 BECKER PENETRATION TESTS

Because of the difficulties in performing conven-
tional in-situ tests, such as the SPT and CPT, the 
authors and others have employed the Becker Pen-
etration Test (BPT) in an attempt to characterize 
the uncertified inert debris fills in-situ.

The BPT is one of the few widely-used test 
methods for gravelly and coarser materials. It 
consists of driving a 170 mm probe using a 
modified pile driving hammer. The resulting 
blow counts have been correlated to standard 
penetration test N-values (Harder and Seed, 1986; 
Sy and Campanella 1994).

Upon detailed evaluation of both the test pro-
cedures and results, the authors concluded that 
the BPT can provide some insights into subsurface 
stratigraphy in the fills, but it has limited useful-
ness in characterizing the geotechnical properties 
of these inert debris fills. In addition, the published 
correlations between BPT and the SPT N-value are 
not applicable to these fills.

This lack of efficacy appears to be due to the 
following:

1. The uncertified fills have a significant portion 
of oversize materials (typically about 20 percent 
larger than 30 cm). These materials are vastly 
larger than the BPT probe, and are frequently 
nested. The net effect is a significant, but artifi-
cial, increase in BPT blow count, much like the 
increase in SPT blow count observed in coarse 
gravels.

2. The published correlations between BPT blow 
counts and SPT N-values were empirically 
developed in primarily sandy soils, and are 
commonly extrapolated to gravelly sands and 
even gravels. There is no data to support further 
extrapolation to the inert debris fill gradations. 
Thus, these published correlations cannot be 
used in inert debris fills.

8 SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY EVALUATIONS

The geotechnical engineering literature contains 
various empirical correlations between shear wave 
velocity (velocity) and density. These correlations 
were developed in a very specific range of soil and 
rock types. When applied to deposits of similar 
soils, they can provide useful results. However, the 
uncertified inert debris fills are substantially differ-
ent from the soils in which the correlations were 
developed. Limitations appear to apply to the use 
of velocity measurements to define the density or 
other physical properties of uncertified fills. Several 
factors should be considered.

8.1 Relation of Vs to shear modulus and density

The shear modulus (G) of a solid, the shear wave 
velocity (Vs), and bulk density (ρ) are related as 
follows:

V G
SVV = ρ

All three parameters vary widely over a range of 
materials, as shown in Table 1.

8.2 Empirical correlations of density 
and shear wave velocity

Soils and rocks form a subset of materials that 
are similar enough in general characteristics that 
empirical correlations of seismic velocities with 
density are possible. An extensive summary of 
seismic velocity over the entire range of densities 

Table 1. Vs, ρ, and G of  common materials.

Material Vs (m/s) ρ (g/cm3) G (GPa)

Rubber 24  1.2  0.0006
Sandstone* 690  2.13  0.74
Carb. claystone* 794  2.07  1.3
Siltstone* 838  2.01  1.4
Claystone* 922  1.96  1.7
Coal* 1,008  1.15  1.2
Calc. sandstone* 1,904  2.55  9.3
Lead 2,225 11.3 13.1
Concrete (typical) 2,400  2.4 25
Lucite 2,652  1.2 31
Brass 4,314  8.4 40
Halite 4,680  2.1 14
Steel 5,366  7.85 79
Glass 5,442  2.6 26
Aluminum 6,341  2.7 26
Diamond 12,320  3.5 478

*Tyonek Formation (Odum, et al. 1988).
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found in the earth’s crust and mantle can be found 
in Ludwig et al. (1968). A similar correlation, but 
restricted to the calc-silicate sedimentary rocks of 
the shallow crust, known as ‘Gardner’s relation-
ship,’ is an inverse empirical relation of seismic 
velocity to density (Gardner, et al., 1974). The 
statistical uncertainties of curves fit to these data 
are significant, but at the higher velocities the ten-
dency of the data to form a linear trend implies 
that such materials have undergone significant 
depth- or age-dependent consolidation and chemi-
cal/mineralogical homogenization, wherein density 
has an inverse correlation to porosity.

The Gardner relationship does not hold as well 
for lower values of seismic velocity associated with 
near surface soils where consolidation processes 
have progressed to a lesser extent (Borcher, 2005). 
As shown in Figure 2, the correlation of velocity 
with density becomes less precise as the materials 
in question are geologically young, or near surface 
and unconsolidated. Despite the large uncertainty, 
there is a common assumption among workers 
that high velocity correlates with high bulk density. 

This assumption is not warranted in this case, and 
appears to be based in part on the extrapolation 
from relatively consolidated rocks just noted, and 
also from the association of dense sand with lique-
faction resistance.

8.3 Shear wave velocity in uniform 
and graded soils

The relation between velocity, void ratio, and effec-
tive stress in uniform grain size soils is illustrated 
by Chang and Heyman (2005), who investigated 
the functional relationships of these variables in a 
study of gold tailing silts from South Africa. Veloc-
ity was shown to be a function of grain size and 
void ratio; and is most sensitive to changes in void 
ratio among sands, least among clays and inter-
mediate in the tested silts. Presumably, velocity in 
uniform, coarse grained deposits would be at least 
as sensitive to changes in void ratio as with sand. 
Thus, interpretation of velocity in uniform soils in 
terms of void ratio or density requires knowledge 
of soil type and uniformity.

It is likely, however, that most very coarse 
grained deposits are well graded to a signifi-
cant extent. Kokusho and Yoshida (1997), and 
Kokusho et al. (1995) report on an investigation 
of  liquefaction in graded gravel deposits dur-
ing the 1993 Hokkaido-Nansei-Oki earthquake, 
Japan. Velocity verses void ratio for five pro-
gressively coarser graded sands and gravels were 
measured under a vertical stress. Maximum and 
minimum void ratios were determined for each 
gradation, and samples were remolded to vari-
ous intermediate void ratios. The test results fall 
along separate trend lines for each gradation. In 
these soils, the seismic velocity is not determined 
by a unique function of  the void ratio, as is the 
case for uniform soils, but varies significantly with 
differences in grain size distribution. The trend 
lines of  progressively coarser gradations plot sys-
tematically toward lower void ratios with slopes 
increasing monotonically, such that the range of 
void ratio in each case becomes smaller. For each 
gradation, the maximum velocity corresponding 
to the minimum void ratio increases significantly 
with the uniformity coefficient. This is interpreted 
to mean that the coarser the gradation for a well 
graded soil the smaller the range of  the void ratio, 
because of  the increase in particle sizes maintain-
ing the gradation. Thus, a small change in void 
ratio, within a small range of  potential void ratios 
in each gradation, implies a large change in veloc-
ity and shear modulus. A perfectly graded soil 
would tend toward a homogeneous solid as a zero 
void ratio is approached. These results raise a 
problem similar to that for uniform soils, which is 
that knowledge of  the material type and gradation 

Figure 2. Relationships between shear wave velocity 
and density.
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is required to interpret the velocity in terms of  the 
void ratio or density in graded soils.

8.4 Heterogeneity and amplitude attenuation

For a particulate material, if  the transmitted wave-
lengths are greater than the maximum particle size, 
then the material is homogeneous with respect to 
those wavelengths, otherwise it is heterogeneous. 
Uncertified inert debris fills are heterogeneous by 
this definition in most cases. The observed velocity 
will therefore be a composite value dependent on 
wave-particle interactions.

Nakagawa et al. (1995) examined attenuation of 
the transmitted energy (wave amplitude) in hetero-
geneous soils by computing the amplitude spectra 
for different frequencies used in experimental test-
ing. Attenuation of transmitted waves is expected 
when the heterogeneous structure in the media is 
on the order of the wavelength or significantly 
smaller. Wave energy is attenuated by processes 
of absorption, scattering and dispersion by soil 
components, and in the experiments reported was 
found to be affected mainly by concentration of 
inclusions. Attenuation increases sharply with 
increasing concentration, is a maximum at inter-
mediate concentrations, and decreases sharply 
at high concentrations. The authors interpreted 
this finding in terms of wave-particle interac-
tions as follows: at low concentrations, inclu-
sions act as single wave-scatterers, decreasing the 
energy that would otherwise be transmitted by 
the matrix alone; at intermediate concentrations, 
attenuation is increased to a maximum by multi-
ple wave-scattering events among inclusion and 
matrix; and at high concentrations, waves bypass 
the matrix and propagate along the skeleton of the 
higher modulus inclusions, increasing (amplify-
ing) the transmitted energy. These results suggest 
that in highly concentrated coarse particles, such 
as uncertified inert debris fills, observed velocities 
may be selectively skewed away from the lower 
velocity matrix components, and reflect the higher 
velocities of the coarse sizes.

8.5 Application to inert debris fills

Meaningful assessments of  the compaction and 
settlement potential in inert debris fills require 
differentiating between relatively small differences 
in density. For example, a fill compacted to 
92 percent relative compaction will most likely 
perform very well, whereas another compacted 
to 82 percent relative compaction will almost cer-
tainly experience excessive settlement. Shear wave 
velocity measurements are affected by too many 
other factors to discern such differences. In addi-
tion, the impact of  gradation, heterogeneity, and 

other factors are not reflected in the shear wave 
measurements. Thus, short of  developing a site-
specific correlation (Rohay and Brouns, 2007), 
the present authors conclude that shear wave 
velocity provides little or no insight into the geo-
technical properties needed to assess settlement 
potential at these sites.

9 WATER INFILTRATION TESTS

Various parties have experimented with water infil-
tration tests as a means of evaluating the in-situ 
compaction of inert debris fills. Most of these tests 
have been conducted in test holes excavated for in-
situ density tests, and consist of simply removing 
the polyethylene liner used to contain the test water 
and recording the time required for this water to 
infiltrate into the fill.

The difference in infiltration times observed in 
uncertified fills as compared to certified fills of 
similar materials has been dramatic.

Prior to the excavation, removal, processing and 
re-compaction of a large fill that had remained 
closed for a period of time, many large and 
extensive sink holes in the surface of the fill were 
observed, and when excess quarry process water 
was discharged to an area of the fill, very large sink 
holes developed quickly. These sink holes are clear 
indicators of extensive voids between nested large 
particles, and the migration of significant quanti-
ties of finer material into these voids. Such a fill 
would not be suitable for future development.

As expected, subsequent excavations in 
the uncertified fill revealed significant voids 
between very larger and coarse particles, and 
much of  the finer materials were found to be 
poorly compacted. High flow rates into the 
large sink holes for several days indicated an 
extensive connectivity of  large voids. In contrast, 
excavations into certified fill revealed just the 
opposite, with well blended and graded material, 
no visible voids, interlocking between coarse 
particles and densely compacted finer materials 
between the larger particles. However, density 
tests in the uncertified fills sometimes were equal 
to that of  the certified fills due to concentrations 
of  heavy large particles. The City and fill 
operators have developed a water infiltration test 
to help distinguish poor quality uncertified fills 
from good quality certified fills.

The water infiltration test begins with the release 
of water from the in-situ bulk density test. At the 
beginning, the water surface level is recorded. 
At time = 0, the plastic lining of the pit is exten-
sively cut and removed as quickly as possible. The 
water surface level is then recorded as a function 
of time at regular intervals as the water infiltrates 
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into the fill. The resulting data is then plotted in a 
graph of water surface level vs, time.

In certified inert debris fills, the water infiltrates 
very slowly, and the test typically continues for sev-
eral days, and in some cases has been terminated 
after several days with little or no reduction in the 
water level. Conversely, tests conducted in uncerti-
fied inert debris fills exhibit much faster infiltra-
tion rates, and are typically finished in less than 
one hour. This dramatic difference in infiltration 
rates presumably reflects the difference in the size 
and volume of the voids, and is a clear indicator 
that the level of compaction in the uncertified fills 
is much lower.

Although the water infiltration test is an index 
test and does not provide quantitative assessments 
of compaction or compressibility, it is the most 
sensitive test attempted thus far, and provides the 
clearest differentiation between poorly and well-
compacted inert debris fills. Additional work will 
be necessary to develop empirical correlations 
between the infiltration rate and the desired soil 
properties.

10 RISK-BASED DECISION-MAKING

Geotechnical engineers routinely work with design 
problems that entail significant levels of uncer-
tainty, and customary design methods incorpo-
rate sufficient conservatism to limit the associated 
risks. Such considerations of risk can be quantified 
using probability theory, but in practice it is most 
often considered qualitatively as part of engineer-
ing judgment.

These approaches are fine when used in famil-
iar kinds of subsurface conditions where there is 
very substantial engineering experience with all 
the material characteristics. However, inert debris 
fills, are far from being routine. This matter is par-
ticularly troublesome in the case of the existing 
uncertified fills because of the very limited ability 
to characterize them, so the variance in predicted 
performance is much greater than that in more 
routine geotechnical materials. Thus, in order to 
maintain customary levels of risk, the geotechnical 
design in uncertified inert debris fills must be much 
more conservative.

In Irwindale, the size of the uncertified fills are 
so large, the potential consequences of the uncer-
tain geotechnical behavior is so great, and the effi-
cacy of available characterization methods are so 
poor, that these fills are judged to be unsuitable for 
structural support. However, the opposite is true 
of certified guidelines compliant fills. The use of 
appropriate design and quality control measures 
produces fills that should provide very good sup-
port for the planned buildings.

11 CONCLUSIONS

Inert debris is a viable material for filling open-
pit mines and returning the land to productive 
use. Similar methods also could be used for other 
kinds of land reclamation projects. In addition, 
the diversion of these materials conserves space in 
municipal waste landfills.

Inert debris differs from conventional earthfill 
materials, both in composition and particle size 
distribution. These differences are significant, and 
necessitate special design, construction, testing 
and quality control methods, such as those devel-
oped in Irwindale. Nevertheless, these methods 
are economically feasible and practical, create fills 
that can confidently be expected to perform well, 
and have been employed in Irwindale as profitable 
business ventures.

However, inert debris fills placed without 
proper design, construction, testing, and quality 
control procedures are an entirely different matter. 
It is very difficult to evaluate these fills ex post 
facto. Geotechnical subsurface exploration is very 
difficult, and the capabilities of laboratory and 
in-situ tests are much more limited. In addition, 
published correlations with geotechnical properties 
are often not applicable. Thus, the engineering 
properties and behavior of these uncertified fills 
can be only vaguely evaluated.

Because of these difficulties and the associated 
uncertainties in geotechnical characterization, 
uncertified inert debris fills are a liability. They are 
not suitable for structural support, so the reclaimed 
land is suitable only for low-end uses.
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ABSTRACT: In this study, both laboratory and field tests are performed for evaluating the cementation 
effect on various in-situ tests. A series of calibration chamber test using artificially cemented specimen 
is conducted for estimate the effect of cementation on CPT, DMT and bender element tests. And the 
results of SPTs, CPTs and SPS tests on naturally cemented coastal sediment are also analyzed. Calibration 
chamber tests show that the small strain shear modulus (Gmax) is more sensitive to the cementation than 
the measurements by CPT and DMT because the cementation effect is not fully reflected in the CPT 
and DMT results due to the damage of cementation induced during the penetration. It is also observed 
that the dilatometer modulus from DMT is more effective to evaluate the cementation effect than the 
cone resistance from CPT. The calibration chamber and in-situ tests verify that the Gmax/qc-qc1 and 
(Gmax/pa)/N60-(N1)60 relations suggested by Schnaid et al. (2004) are effective to detect the cementation of 
in-situ sediment. However, the (Gmax/pa)/N60-(N1)60 relation should be corrected a little for the more exact 
prediction of cementation level. The observation of in-situ tests on naturally cemented sediment shows 
the qc/N ratio of Jeju sediments is much higher than that of un-cemented sand on the (qc/pa)/N60-D50 
relation. It means that SPT is more destructive to cementation bonds than CPT.

Ismail et al. 2002a, b, Rotta et al. 2003, Schnaid 
et al. 2001, Zhu et al. 1995). As shown the observa-
tion of Saxena & Lastrico (1978), the cementation 
bonds between particles are broken at about 1% 
strain, therefore the behavior of cemented sand is 
governed by cohesion before breaking bonds while 
it is controlled by frictional component after bond 
breakage. Coop and Atkinson (1993) and Lee et al. 
(2009) suggested idealized behavior of cemented 
sand with respect to the relative magnitude of the 
initial applied stress and the cementation bonds.

Cementation also affects on the penetration 
resistance (SPT N or CPT qc) of sand. Puppala 
et al. (1995) and Fonseca et al. (2010) showed the 
increase of cone resistance and dilatometer indi-
ces of cemented sand, respectively. Schnaid et al. 
(2004) and Fonseca et al. (2008) investigated the 
relation of cone resistance and small strain shear 
modulus in order to identify the cementation.

In this study, both calibration chamber and field 
tests were performed for evaluating the cementa-
tion effect on various in-situ tests. A series of cali-
bration chamber test using artificially cemented 
specimen was conducted for estimate the effect of 
cementation on CPT, DMT and bender element 
tests. And the results of SPTs, CPTs and SPS tests 
on naturally cemented coastal sediment were also 
analyzed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Strength and stiffness of soil increase due to the 
time effect as known aging. This effect works on 
soil as two mechanisms: mechanical and chemi-
cal. Mechanical aging increases the frictional 
resistance of soil due to the rearrangement of 
soil particles, whereas chemical aging, known as 
cementation, forms contact bonds between parti-
cles caused by the precipitation of bonding mate-
rials from the solution. Most natural soil deposits 
have experienced some degrees of cementation. It 
is known that calcareous sediments in a tropical or 
subtropical region are prone to be cemented.

The behavior of granular soil changes signifi-
cantly due to cementation. Many researchers have 
focused on the cementation effect on sand because, 
different from uncemented sand without cohe-
sion, the behavior of cemented sand is control-
led by the cohesive bond as well as the frictional 
component. From many parametric studies, it has 
been known that the behavior of cemented sand 
is affected by cementation level, relative density, 
confining pressure during cementation or shear, 
and particle characteristics (Asghari et al. 2003, 
Haeri et al. 2005, Clough et al. 1981, Clough et al. 
1989, Consoli et al. 2000, Airey 1993, Huang & 
Airey 1993, Huang & Airey 1998, Ismael 2000, 
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2 CALIBRATION CHAMBER TEST

2.1 Materials

The quartz sand crushed from its parent rock is 
used for calibration chamber test. The physical 
properties of sand are shown in Table 1. The sand 
has an average particle size of 0.17 mm and is clas-
sified as SP according to the Unified Soil Classifi-
cation System. Gypsum was used as the cementing 
agent in this study. The compressive strength of 
gypsum cured at a water content of 40% is about 
20 MPa.

2.2 Experimental program

2.2.1 Equipments
For penetration and bender element tests, several 
cemented specimens with different densities and 
gypsum contents were prepared in a calibration 
chamber, consisting of a 1 m high, 1.2 diameter 
cylindrical cell (Fig. 1). The hydraulic pressures in 
the inner and outer cells of the chamber control the 
horizontal boundary condition of the specimen, 
while the vertical stress is applied by a piston assem-
bly located below the specimen. A rainer system, 
which consists of a 1.0 m high split mold, a 1.0 m 
high extension tube, a 1.2 m high sand storage and 
two diffuser sieves, was used to fabricate homogene-
ous sand specimens with a wide range of dry den-
sities. A detailed description of the rainer system 
used in this study is given by Choi et al. (2010).

To detect the shear wave, parallel-type bender 
elements with a length of 20 mm, width of 10 mm 
and thickness of 0.5 mm were used (Fig. 2). All 

bender elements were sealed with a thin epoxy 
coating for waterproofing. Conductive paint was 
applied on top of the epoxy layer and connected 
to the ground cable to provide an electrical shield. 
The bender elements were anchored into flat point 
nylon set screws using epoxy resin. As the nylon 
set screw works as a self-healing system due to the 
impedance mismatch between the nylon set screw 
and aluminum rod that houses the bender ele-
ments, the waves directly transmitted through the 
chamber cell are effectively removed.

For cone penetration test, a miniature cone with 
a 2 cm2 cross-sectional area was used in this study. 
And a dilatometer, which is a 14 mm thick, 95 mm 
wide and 220 mm long flat plate with a 20 degree 
apex, was used.

2.2.2 Sample preparation and test
To minimize the potential of particle segregation 
between the gypsum and sand particles during air-
pluviation, the pre-wetting method proposed by 
Rad and Tumay (1986) and Puppala et al. (1995) 
was adopted. An amount of water equivalent to 
0.5% water content is mixed with the dry sand and 
5, 7, and 10% by weight of gypsum added to the 
pre-wetted sand and re-mixed. The pre-wetting 
process moistens the surface of the sand parti-
cles and allows the grains to be uniformly coated 
with gypsum particles. After pluviating the sands 
or sand-gypsum mixtures, the chamber system is 
assembled, and then the vertical stress and the cor-
responding K0 horizontal stress are applied to the 
specimen under boundary condition 1. To induce 
cementation of the sand-gypsum mixtures, after the 

Table 1. Properties of sand.

Gs
D10
(mm)

D50
(mm) Cu Cc % fines emax emin USCS

2.647 0.09 0.17 2.111 0.988 5.7 1.054 0.719 SP

Figure 1. Calibration chamber system for bender ele-
ment penetration tests.

Figure 2. Schematic of bender element; (a) Side view, 
(b) Projected view (designed from Lee, 2003).
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application of the confining stress distilled water is 
injected from the bottom of the specimen at 30 kPa 
pressure and the specimen is cured for 24 hours. 
Table 2 shows the properties of the prepared unce-
mented and cemented specimens. In order to repre-
sent the loading before the cementation of natural 
sediments, the bender element and penetration tests 
were undertaken without changing the confining 
stress level applied during curing.

After curing, the shear wave velocity was meas-
ured by the bender element test. To measure the 
shear wave velocity propagating in the horizontal 
direction VS(HV), two pairs of bender elements were 
mounted in the rod at 350 and 650 mm depths. 
A 20 MHz waveform generator was used to gen-
erate a single sinusoidal signal as a source. The 
amplitude of the signal was amplified by a power 
amplifier. The shear wave propagates through the 
specimen and is detected by the receiver bender 
element. The detected signal was fed though a fil-
ter-amplifier to remove the noise. The travel time 
of the shear wave was evaluated from the ampli-
fied signal recorded by the digital oscilloscope. 
The traveling distance is the length from the tip of 
the source bender to the tip of the receiver bender 
(Viggiani and Atkinson 1995).

After completion of the bender element test, 
the miniature cone penetrometer and the dilatom-
eter were penetrated by a hydraulic penetration 
system with a penetration rate of 20 mm/sec. The 
cone tip resistance was recorded every second by a 
data logging system. The P0 and P1 pressures are 
measured at every 10 cm DMT penetrations from 
30 to 70 cm. From these values, the horizontal 
stress index, KD = (P0 − u0)/σv0′, the material index, 
ID = (P1 − P0)/(P0 − u0), and the dilatometer modu-
lus, ED = 34.6 (P1 − P0), are evaluated. Here, u0 is 
the in-situ hydrostatic water pressure and σv0′ is the 
in-situ vertical effective stress.

2.3 Results of chamber tests

2.3.1 Sensitivity to cementation
In order to compare the degree of influence of 
cementation on different measurements, the ratio 
of measured value for cemented sand to that for 
uncemented sand is presented in Figure 3. For 

same conditions, the small strain shear modulus 
appears to be greater affected by the cementation 
than by the cone tip resistance and DMT indices. 
The 10% gypsum content induces the increase in 
the small strain shear modulus of uncemented sand 
about 65.3 times. Whereas the cone resistance and 
DMT indices of cemented sand with 10% gypsum 
content are about 1.8∼6.3 times larger than that of 
uncemented sand. This result means that the small 
strain stiffness of soil is the most sensitive property 
to cementation. However, it is difficult to estimate 
the cementation effect of sand from a penetration 
test, because the cementation bonds are damaged 
by the penetration of the equipments.

It is also observed that the dilatometer modulus is 
more sensitive to the cementation than cone resistance. 
This is because the P1 pressure, which is measured by 
expanding the steel membrane to 1.1 mm, can better 
reflect the properties of the undamaged zone than P0 
pressure. However, although Davidson and Boghrat 
(1983) suggested that there is less penetration distur-
bance of nearby ground with a dilatometer than with 
a cone penetrometer, a similar effect of cementation 
seems to occur for qc and KD.

2.3.2 Effect of cementation on the relations 
between qc and DMT indices

Since the cone resistance and dilatometer indi-
ces of granular soil are affected by the same state 
variables, direct relationships between them are 
likely to exist. Campanella and Robertson (1991) 
suggested a linear relation between the horizon-
tal stress index (KD) and the cone resistance nor-
malized with respect to effective vertical stress 
(qc/σv′).  Fonseca et al. (2010) also confirmed a 
linear KD-qc/σv′ relation for structured residual 
soil and observed a 50% larger KD value than that 
of  Campanella and Robertson (1991) at the same 
qc/σv′. Figure 4(a) shows the KD-qc/σv′ relations 
for both uncemented and cemented K-7 sands. 
Although KD and qc of cemented K-7 sand are 
found to be significantly larger than those of unce-
mented sand at the same density and stress state, 
the KD-qc/σv′ relation of K-7 sand is not affected 
by the gypsum content. This is because the cemen-
tation with 5∼10% gypsum induces the similar 
increases in both KD and qc. It is also observed that 

Table 2. Test program for calibration chamber study.

Gyspum content
(Cg, %)

Relative density
(Dr, %)

Vertical confining stress
(σv′, kPa)

No. of
specimen

0 (uncemented) 33∼76 50, 100, 200, 400 28
5 36, 57, 74 50, 100, 200  9
7 36, 51, 63 50, 100, 200  9
10 21, 39, 52 50, 100, 200  9
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and cemented sands appears to be similar, while 
the ED of  cemented sand increases as the gypsum 
content increases. Therefore, the ED-qc relation of 
K-7 sand is expressed as Equation 1. The α value 
for K-7 sand is 3.13, regardless of  the cementation 
degree. The ΔED, which is the difference between the 
dilatometer moduli of  cemented and uncemented 
sands, is related to the cementation degree.

E q EDE +qqqc DE+ Δ  (1)

2.3.3 Gmax-qc relation of cemented sand
Because both Gmax and qc are influenced by the 
same variables (Jamiolkowski et al. 1988), Gmax-qc 
correlations have frequently suggested for unce-
mented, recently deposited cohesionless soils. 
In Figure 5(a), the Gmax/qc-qc/(σv′)0.5 relation of 
 uncemented K-7 sand is compared to that of unce-
mented quartz sand given by Rix and Stokoe (1991). 
It can be seen that it is significantly lower for the 
K-7 sand compare with the Rix and Stokoe (1991) 
values, although the curves are quite similar.

Fig. 5(b) shows the Gmax/qc-qc relation of cemented 
K-7 sands. It can be seen that the cemented speci-
men with higher gypsum content shows the larger 
Gmax at the same cone tip resistance. Therefore, the 
small strain stiffness of sand cannot be adequately 

Figure 4. qc-KD and qc-ED relation of K-7 sand.

Figure 5. Correlation between Gmax and qc; (a) Unce-
mented K-7 sand and a suggestion for uncemented quartz 
sand by Rix and Stokoe (1991), (b) Cemented K-7 sand.

Figure 3. Effect of gypsum content on the increase in 
Gmax, qc and DMT indices (Dr ≈ 40%, σv′ = 100 kPa).

the KD-qc/σv′ relation of K-7 sand is observed to be 
located between that suggested by Campanella and 
Robertson (1991) and Fonseca et al. (2010).

Fig. 4(b) shows the ED-qc relations for 
uncemented and cemented K-7 sands. While 
uncemented K-7 sand shows a linear ED-qc 
relation, its ED value is slightly larger than that 
of  Campanella and Robertson (1991) at the same 
qc values. It is also observed that there is a linear 
ED-qc relationship for cemented K-7 sand. The 
slope of  the ED-qc relation for both uncemented 
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predicted from the cone tip resistance without con-
sidering the cementation effect. Although Gmax and 
qc represent the soil properties at different strain 
levels and the cone penetration induces damage to 
cementation bonds, the Gmax of cemented sand cor-
relates well with the cone tip resistance, irrespective 
of the stress level. This may be because the effects of 
stress on qc and Gmax are reduced due to the cemen-
tation bonds. In Fig. 5(b), the Gmax/qc of cemented 
sand is observed to decrease with an increase in 
cone tip resistance. This means that the increases 
in both relative density and vertical effective stress 
result in the reduction of the Gmax/qc value, regard-
less of cementation. This is because the Gmax of sand 
is more sensitive to cementation than to density and 
stress level. However, the qc of sand is more signifi-
cantly affected by the density and stress level than 
by cementation as the cone penetration induces the 
breakage of cementation bonds.

3 FIELD TEST

3.1 SPT, CPT and SPS

A Standard Penetration Test (SPT), a Cone Pen-
etration Test (CPT), and a Suspension-PS (SPS) 
test were performed on the coastal sediments of 
two sites near Jeju Island in Korea (Fig. 6). The 
coastal sediments have been deposited at 21∼24 m 
deep seawater and their thicknesses are found to 
be up to 8.0∼8.5 m. As shown the scanning elec-
tron microscopy image in Figure 7, Jeju sand is 
composed of particles of very angular shape with 
many pores on the surface. It is observed that the 
calcareous material content of this sediment is up 
to 70∼75%. Therefore, Jeju coastal sediment is likely 
to be cemented.

The SPTs were performed every 1.0 m to a depth 
of 7.5 m from the ground level with a donut ham-
mer and the rope-pulley release system. The force 

Figure 6. Site location of in-situ tests.

Figure 7. SEM images of Jeju beach sand.

and particle velocity induced due to impacts of the 
SPT hammer were measured using a Pile Driving 
Analyzer (PDA) at all depths, and the measured 
N-values were corrected with respect to 60% of the 
theoretical energy. The CPTs were conducted with 
a u2 type standard piezocone, which has a 10 cm2 
projected area and a 150 cm2 sleeve area, to a depth 
of 7.2∼7.5 m from the ground level. The piezocone 
is pushed down into the ground with a penetration 
rate of 2 cm/sec, while measuring the cone resist-
ance (qc), sleeve friction (fs) and pore-water pressure 
(u) during penetration. The SPS test is a geophysi-
cal method measuring seismic wave velocity profiles 
in the ground. In this study, a 7 meter long probe 
was used, containing a source and two receivers 
spaced 1 meter apart. After inserting and lower-
ing the probe into a borehole to a target depth, the 
wave is generated by releasing a pressure produced 
by the source in the borehole fluid. The P and S 
waves are received by geophones and the data is sent 
to the recorder on the surface. The wave velocities 
are determined from the difference of arrival times 
and the distance between the upper and lower geo-
phones. The small strain shear modulus (Gmax) of 
the in-situ sediment can be determined as follows:

G Vmax sVV 2  (2)

Where Vs is the shear wave velocity and ρ is the 
mass density of soil. The mass density was meas-
ured by using a density logging device.

3.2 Results of field tests

3.2.1 Gmax-qc relation
In Figure 8, the Gmax/qc-qc/(σv′)0.5 relation of Jeju 
cemented sediments is plotted and compared to that 
of un-cemented and cemented sands from previous 
studies (Rix and Stokoe, 1991). It is noted that the 
Gmax/qc-qc/(σv′)0.5 relation of Jeju cemented sediments 
has a similar trend to other sands. It is also observed 
that the Gmax/qc value of Jeju sediments is 2∼6 times 
larger than that of un-cemented sands at the same 
normalized cone resistance. This is because the small 
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strain shear modulus of cemented sand is mainly 
affected by the cementation and is less affected by 
state variables. However, the cone resistance of 
cemented sand is more significantly affected by state 
variables than by the cementation since the cone 
penetration induces the destruction of cementation 
bonds. It is therefore obvious that the small strain 
stiffness of cemented sand cannot be adequately 
predicted from the cone resistance without consider-
ing the cementation. The Gmax-qc correlation for Jeju 
cemented sediments is established as follows:

0.68

max
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Gmax 2747
q
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0 5

q ⎤⎤q
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⎢ ⎥( )0.5))'
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where the units of Gmax, qc and σv′ are kPa.
While the cementation effect is not fully reflected 

in the penetration resistance due to the destruction 
of cementation bonds around the penetrometer, 
the cementation is likely to be successfully reflected 
in the small strain shear modulus (Gmax). Therefore, 
it may be more effective to use the small strain stiff-
ness for evaluating the cementation effect in soil. 
Schnaid et al. (2004) suggested the Gmax-qc and 
Gmax-N60 relations in order to classify the cemen-
tation level of in-situ sediments. The cementation 
effect of Jeju sediments can be evaluated by plot-
ting the Gmax/qc-qc1. Here, qc1 is a normalized cone 
resistance ([qc/pa][pa/σv′]0.5), and pa is the atmos-
pheric pressure (=98.1 kPa). In Figure 9, the data 
for structured residual soils are obtained from 
Schnaid et al. (2004) and Fonseca and Coutinho 
(2008), and the data for artificially cemented sands 
are collected from Puppala et al. (1995, 1996). In 
Fig. 9(a), similarly to other residual sediments, the 
Gmax/qc values of Jeju sediments are located within 
the range of cemented sediment, as suggested by 
Schnaid et al. (2004). This is because cementation 
bonds induce a considerably higher stiffness of 
Jeju sediment compared with that of uncemented 
state. However, Schnaid et al. (2004) observed that 
some of the Gmax/qc-qc1 data of cemented sediments 
are located below the lower bound of cemented 
sands.0 

Figure 8. Gmax-qc relation of Jeju cemented sediment.

Figure 9. Gmax/qc ratio for evaluating the cementation 
effect of Jeju coastal sediments (Updated from Schnaid, 
2004).

Figure 10. Gmax-N60 relation of Jeju cemented 
sediment.

3.2.2 Gmax-N relation
Imai and Tonouchi (1982) and Ohta and Goto 
(1978) showed that the small strain shear modu-
lus of un-cemented sand is exponentially related to 
the N-value, regardless of the current stress level. 
The Gmax-N60 relation of Jeju sediments is plotted 
in Figure 10 and expressed as follows:
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The coefficients of determination (R2) of 
Gmax-qc and Gmax-N60 relations for Jeju cemented sedi-
ments are 0.71 and 0.79, respectively. Due to different 
degrees of destruction of cementation bonds during 
in-situ penetrations and due to inconsistent strain lev-
els of measurements, it is suggested that the Gmax-qc 
and Gmax-N60 relations are to be used with caution.

It is shown in Figure 11 that the (Gmax/pa)/N60 
values of Jeju sediments are located around the 
upper bound of cemented sands suggested by 
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Schnaid et al. (2004). It is also observed that the 
majority of (Gmax/pa)/N60 values of cemented sedi-
ments are above the upper bound of the cemented 
sand at N60(pa/σv′)0.5 < 100, while most data points 
exist between the upper and lower bounds of the 
cemented sand at N60(pa/σv′)0.5 > 100.

The result in Figs. 9 and 11 presents the empirical 
evidence to support the suggestion that calcareous 
sediments of sites A and B are cemented and their 
bonding strengths are more than at a medium level. 
It is noted that most of the test sites present a lower 
Gmax/qc value than the upper bound of cemented 
sand, although many sites show a higher (Gmax/pa)/
N60 value than the upper bound of cemented sand 
suggested by Schnaid et al. (2004). For example, 
the Gmax/qc ratios of Guarda in Portugal are located 
below the upper bound of cemented sand while all 
the (Gmax/pa)/N60 values of the same site exceed the 
upper boundary. This is also observed at the Jeju 
sites in this study. Data sets from different sites 
appear to show different slopes in their (Gmax/pa)/
N60-(N1)60 relations and most of their slopes are 
steeper than those of bounds suggested by Schnaid 
et al. (2004). Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude 
that bounds suggested by Schnaid et al. (2004) in 
the (Gmax/pa)/N60-(N1)60 relation should be corrected 
to have a steeper slope and that the upper bound of 
cemented sands suggested by Schnaid et al. (2004) 
should also be moved to a higher position for the 
wider range of cemented zone.

3.2.3 Evaluation of cementation using qc and N
Although the cementation of in-situ sediment can 
be recognized by using relations based on the small 
strain stiffness or shear wave velocity, there may be 
cases in which small strain shear modulus data are 
not available in practice. It is therefore necessary to 
develop a method to evaluate the cemented sediment 
using only penetration tests such as CPT and SPT. 

Previous research by Fonseca et al. (2010) and the 
result in Fig. 4 show the possibility of adopting CPT 
and DMT for evaluating the cementation of sand.

Figure 12 presents the plot of the (qc/pa)/N60 
ratios with the mean particle size of Jeju cemented 
sediments, compared with the average (qc/pa)/N60-D50 
relation of un-cemented sand suggested by Kulhawy 
and Mayne (1990). In spite of a limited number of 
data, it can be observed that the qc/N ratio of Jeju 
sediments is much higher than that of un-cemented 
sand of the same particle size. Although both the qc 
and N values are less sensitive to the cementation 
than the small strain shear modulus, it seems rea-
sonable to conclude that the cone resistance is more 
sensitive to the cementation than the N-value. In 
other words, the standard penetration test is prob-
ably more destructive to cementation bonds than the 
cone penetration test. It is recommended that the (qc/
pa)/N60-D50 relation is used when detecting the rough 
possibility of the cementation of in-situ sediment.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The calibration chamber tests showed the increases 
of cone tip resistance and small strain shear modu-
lus with the increase of the cementation level. The 
Gmax was found to be more sensitive to cementation 
than the cone tip resistance and constrained mod-
ulus were. As the cementation with 5∼10% gypsum 
induces similar increases in both KD and qc, the 
KD-qc/σv′ relation of K-7 sand is not affected by the 
cementation. The KD-qc/σv′ relation of K-7 sand is 
observed to be located between that suggested by 
Campanella and Robertson (1991) and by Fonseca 
et al. (2010). The slope of the linear ED-qc relation 
for both uncemented and cemented sands appears 
to be similar, while the ED value of cemented sand 
is observed to be larger than that of uncemented 
sand at the same qc and their difference in ED 
increases with the cementation degree.

Several in-situ tests were performed on Jeju cal-
careous sediments in order to study the effect of 

Figure 11. Gmax/N60 ratio for evaluating the cementation 
effect of Jeju coastal sediments (Updated from Schnaid, 
2004).

Figure 12. qc/N60 ratios of cemented Jeju coastal 
sediments.
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cementation on in-situ test results. It is observed 
by plotting the data of Jeju calcareous sediments 
into the Gmax/qc-qc1 and (Gmax/pa)/N60-(N1)60 rela-
tions suggested by Schnaid et al. (2004) that the 
Gmax/qc values of Jeju sediments are located within 
the range of cemented sands, while the (Gmax/pa)/
N60 values of Jeju sediments are located around the 
upper boundary of cemented sands. The bounda-
ries by Schnaid et al. (2004) in the (Gmax/pa)/N60-
(N1)60 relation should be corrected to have a steeper 
slope and the upper boundary of cemented sands 
by Schnaid et al. (2004) should also be moved to 
a higher position for a wider range of cemented 
zone. It is observed from the (qc/pa)/N60-D50 rela-
tion that the qc/N ratio of Jeju sediments is much 
higher than that of un-cemented sand suggested by 
Kulhawy and Mayne (1990). This may be because 
SPT is more destructive to cementation bonds 
than CPT.
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G0 profiling in mine tailings based on SCPTU and SDMT
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ABSTRACT: Exploitation of very large post-flotation sediments dumps, in which the process of mine 
tailings deposition requires on-going verification of the dam superstructure designs, constitutes a highly 
complex engineering issue. Designing such an object using the observation method is connected with the 
continuous realization of in-situ testing for the purpose of verification. The type and scope of tests results 
from the need to solve a specific engineering problem. The Zelazny Most dump, currently comprising 
over 450 million m3 copper mine tailings, is an example of such an object. Deposition of flotation wastes 
by silting up causes spatial variation in grain size distribution of tailings in the dump and their strong 
anisotropy. In order to determine the effect of these factors on mechanical properties of mine tailings a 
series of specialist in situ tests using SCPTU and SDMT was conducted. Results of testing made it pos-
sible to determine spatial variation of G0 in the tailings structure and to determine empirical relationship 
between results of the two different tests. Estimation of initial shear modulus was based on measurements 
of seismic wave velocity from SCPTU and SDMT and tailings dry density determined from simple corre-
lation relationships (Tschuschke 2010). The above mentioned dependencies make it possible to assess unit 
weight of tailings deposited at the Żelazny Most disposal site on the basis of measurement parameters of 
cone penetration test.

only occasionally. Tests of this type facilitate an 
evaluation of small-strain stiffness in the profiles 
of highly-layered post-floatation sediments. This 
paper compares distributions of small-strain shear 
modulus determined on the basis of two different 
tests for specific in-situ stresses, in the assessment 
of which non-hydrostatic distribution of water 
pressure was used (Tschuschke et al. 2012).

2 OBJECT AND FIELD TESTING

Mine tailings generated by copper production 
in Poland for over 30 years have been deposited 
on a dump, which due to its size may be consid-
ered one of the largest such objects in the world-
wide. The amount of deposited tailings, which at 
present exceeds 450 million m3 and may reach up 
to 1000 million m3, the tailings hydrotransport 
technology to a dump and complicated soil and 
water conditions in the dump subsoil make safe 
operation of this object a responsible engineering 
task. Tailings deposited on the dump with grain 
size ranging from fine sand to silty clay form a 
highly–layered profile with the characteristic of 
alluvial soil. The coarse tailings are deposited close 
to the dams and the finer tailings are transported 
to the central pond area. The measured equilib-
rium pore pressures are significantly lower than 

1 INTRODUCTION

A routine in-situ test preceding successive stages 
of designing and dam overstructure in the Żelazny 
Most mine tailings dump typically comprises cone 
penetration test (CPTU), usually supplemented 
with the sampling of deposit cores from selected 
layers in the dump profile, as well as soils from 
roof layers of natural subsoil. The sampling of 
tailings and soils is used in the characterization 
of the geostratification and evaluation of repre-
sentative physical properties. Due to the consider-
able height of the dump, locally exceeding 50 m, 
at present CPTUs are performed to a depth of 
50–60 m. Within the last 25 years of the dump 
operation several thousand CPTUs have been con-
ducted and several dozen thousand post-flotation 
sediment samples have been collected. Such large 
statistical samples of testing results made it pos-
sible to develop an interpretation procedure facili-
tating classification of sediments and identification 
of the state, strength, deformation, flow and con-
solidation characteristics directly on the basis of 
penetration parameters from CPTU (Tschuschke 
2006). Flat dilatometer tests (DMT) are performed 
much less frequently in the tailings, while penetra-
tion tests combined with geophysical downhole 
tests (seismic piezocone test—SCPTU and seis-
mic flat dilatometer test—SDMT) are conducted 
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those expected from a hydrostatic water regime, 
indicating a strong downward gradient in the 
beach area of these tailings dams. The knowledge 
of the actual distribution of water pressure (Fig. 1) 
and mass density of tailings (Fig. 2) is required for 
the determination of effective overburden stress, a 
parameter used in the normalization of penetra-
tion tests data.

In order to identify variation in grain size dis-
tribution and physical properties of post-flotation 
sediments from the analyzed profiles tailings cores 
were collected on a continuous basis using a Mostap 
65 sampler. Results of laboratory analyses of sedi-
ment samples facilitated the determination of grain 
size distribution and physical properties of tailings 
in the profile (Fig. 2). The characteristic of post-
flotation sediments presented in Figure 2 does not 
fully represent their specific nature. In the macro-
scopic analysis it was found that in the macro scale 
sediments have the structure of highly-layered geo-
material composed of alternately deposited layers 
of different grain size distributions, which at the 
level of microanalysis exhibit an even more diverse 
structure composed of thin overlapping lamina-
tions. Such a structure of sediments prevents the 
collection of homogeneous samples, resulting in 
averaged results of laboratory analyses.

In-situ tests were performed with a Hyson 
200 kN penetrometer by A.P. van den Berg, with 
the use of which a seismic piezocone and a seismic 
flat dilatometer were hydraulically pushed in tail-
ings. Cone penetration tests with a conventional 
piezocone facilitate semi-continuous recording of 
three penetration parameters, i.e. cone resistance 
(qc), sleeve friction (fs) and pore water pressure (uc), 
recorded at 2 cm intervals of penetration depth 
increment (Fig. 3).

Independently of the automatic recording of 
penetration parameters at selected depths, at the 
moment of penetration discontinuation a dissipa-
tion test is performed for excess pore water pres-
sure (Lunne et al. 1997). Attachment of a seismic 
module to the piezocone, similarly as in case of 
dissipation tests, at the discontinuation of penetra-
tion makes it possible to measure seismic waves 
velocity (Vs). In case of installation of a single 
geophone inside the rod string can be obtained 
a pseudo-interval Vs measurement. In principle 
such a test may be used for a layer of any thick-
ness, which results from the recording depth of two 
successive signals emitted from a seismic source on 
the ground surface. Most frequently in practice 
seismic data are collected using intervals rang-
ing from 0.5 m to 1.0 m. In standard tests the flat 
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blade dilatometer registers characteristic pressures 
p0 and p1 at  successive depths of the profile with 
a 20 cm interval (Fig. 4). In case of an additional 
geophysical measurement with the use of two 
geophones installed inside the rod above the flat 

blade at a distance of 0.5 m from the true-interval 
Vs  measurement. In such a test one signal emitted 
from a seismic source is sufficient, which in the 
form of a seismic wave is recorded at two different 
depths by independent geophones.

3 ANALYSIS OF TESTING RESULTS

Penetration characteristics from CPTU relatively 
well identify variation in grain size distribution 
and physical properties of tailings in the profile. 
In the profile dominated by sandy deposits may be 
clearly observed laminations of cohesive deposits 
identified by elevated values of friction ratio and 
rapid drops of cone resistance found in those sites. 
Results of CPTU testing are to a considerable 
degree consistent with the results of laboratory 
tests of sediment samples. Recording of param-
eters of penetration in the vertical direction with 
a 2 cm interval provides effective resolution of the 
test on a macro scale. A specific characteristic of 
a dilatometer test is connected with the measure-
ments of characteristic pressures determined by 
horizontal stiffness of sediments. In a strongly 
stratified medium pressures recorded by the 
dilatometer membrane depend on the reaction to 
loading of layers least susceptible to strain, found 
within the zone of impact of the membrane. Addi-
tionally, it results from the ratio of the membrane 
diameter to the standard test interval that over 70% 
of the recognized profile are excluded from analy-
ses. A comparison of cone resistance recorded in 
the tailings on the basis of CPTU with pressures 
p1 determined from DMT in the same sediment 
profile makes it possible to state that the trend for 
the distribution of these parameters with depth is 
consistent in both tests (Fig. 5). In contrast, much 
fewer layers of weak sediments are identified by 
DMT results. Successful identification in a strongly 
sandy profile of post-floatation deposited inter-
beddings, composed of cohesive deposits, is guar-
anteed by the dilatometer membrane reaching an 
appropriately located layer with a thickness equal 
at least to the membrane diameter. An example of 
testing in such a sediment layer may be provided by 
DMT results at a depth of 25 m (Fig. 4). In order 
to determine changes in initial shear modulus (G0) 
in the sediment profile it is necessary to know the 
velocity of the seismic wave and mass density of 
tailings, as follows:

G VsVV0
2ρ  (1)

where ρ = mass density of the tailings, Vs = shear 
wave velocity.

Shear waves velocities were determined inde-
pendently from two downhole SCPTU and 
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SDMT tests. In the first test the pseudo-interval 
was  determined from the analyses of two sig-
nals recorded at different depths with one geo-
phone (McGillivray & Mayne 2004). The quality 
of the signal was verified by the analysis of the 
course of shear wave and its corresponding inverse 
wave (Theron et al. 2004). In the interpretation 
of the signal the cross- correlation method was 
applied. In case of SDMT the true interval was 
determined from the analysis of the same signal 
recorded by two geophones located at a distance 
of 50 cm from one another. Generally geophysical 
tests of shear waves velocity in tailings, irrespec-
tive of the fact whether they were performed by the 
true-interval or pseudo-interval method, in case of 
highly-layered post-floatation sediments to a very 
limited extent include the natural variation of grain 
size distribution of the analyzed profile.

Measured velocities of shear waves are averaged 
from measurements covering the zone of consider-
able thickness in relation to the thickness of indi-
vidual sediment layers exhibiting different physical 
properties (Fig. 6). A comparison of distributions 
of shear wave velocities in the profile of sediments 
described on the basis of two different SCPTU 
and SDMT methods leads to a conclusion that 
testing results are comparable and consistent and 

a source of observed differences is related with a 
non- homogeneous structure of the tailings profile 
rather than measurement inaccuracies connected 
with the testing method and the procedure of test-
ing result interpretation. Velocity of the normal-
ized seismic wave of 160 m/s is commonly assumed 
as the boundary value in the analysis of tailings 
liquefaction (Fig. 7).

Mass density of tailings required for the 
determination of initial shear modulus may be 
established on the basis of laboratory analyses 
(Fig. 2) or estimated on the basis of simple empiri-
cal correlations based on standard penetration 
parameters (Tschhuschke 2006). Examples of rela-
tionships (equations 2 and 3) are dimensionally 
non- homogeneous, but they were determined for a 
very large statistical sample (n > 2000) and they are 
characterized by statistically high significance:

− for sandy tailings

γ d
c

f

q
R zf

= +
⎛
⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

16 50 1 57, ,+50 1 ln

 
(2)

− for silty tailings

γ = + ( )14 74 2 42, ,+74 2 ln
 

(3)

where γd = dry unit weight, γ = unit weight of tail-
ings, qc = measured cone resistance, qt = corrected 
cone resistance, Rf = friction ratio, z = depth.
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Figure 5. Comparison of qc from SCPTU and p1 from 
SDMT in main tailings.
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Water content in tailings required for the 
 determination of mass density may be assumed 
for the first approximation as 12% in the unsatu-
rated zone and 23% in the saturated tailings zone, 
or determined from the analysis of CPTU penetra-
tion characteristics. Figure 8 presents examples 
of distributions for initial shear modulus with 
depth in the tailings profile, in which SCPTU and 
SDMT are performed. Generally G0 distributions 
determined from a series of SCPTU and SDMT 
tests are comparable, indicating in these sediments 
a variation in this parameter within a very broad 
range of values from 30 MPa in very soft tailings 
to 350 MPa in very dense sediments. Quality of 
seismic signals recorded in SCPTU was verified by 
comparing the recorded signal to the recording of 
the reverse wave.

Quality of the signal from SDMT was assessed 
statistically on the basis of the standard deviation 
of the measurement of shear wave velocity in the 
replication test. Results of analyses showed that 
with an increase in the profile depth the signal is 
becoming weaker and its statistical evaluation is 
less advantageous. On average below the depth 
of 30 m the distribution of initial shear modulus 
from SCPTU falls within the range of the statisti-
cal range of variation for the same modulus deter-
mined from SDMT (mean ± standard deviation). 
Above this depth the dependence between initial 
shear moduli from two different tests (SCPTU and 
SDMT) may be described by an empirical depend-
ence, presented by equation 4.

G G0 0
20G0G 09( ) ( ) ,00G0G )( ⋅0 09 ( )z

 
(4)

where z = depth.
An averaged distribution of G0 in the tailings 

profile, similarly as distribution of Vs poorly iden-
tify natural variation in the stiffness of individual 
layers of post-floatation sediments. A similar con-
clusion was formulated by Monaco and Marchetti 
(2007), who suggested that the horizontal stress 
index from DMT is more sensitive than shear wave 
velocity from SDMT to estimate the index param-
eter of liquefaction resistance and other factors 
increasing liquefaction resistance.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In a highly-layered, anisotropic medium, such as 
mine tailings, a highly significant element deter-
mining the suitability and reliability of in-situ 
testing is connected with the direction of the 
geomaterial-tool interaction and frequency of 
testing parameter recording. In this evaluation 
the piezocone test proves to be excellent, as its 
results facilitate a relatively precise stratigraphic 
identification of post-flotation sediments, as 
well as estimation of their physical, strength and 
deformation characteristics, while in case of the 
supplementation of the analyses with a dissipa-
tion test—also flow and consolidation parameters. 
Details observed from charts of penetration char-
acteristics supplement each other, corresponding 
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Figure 7. SCPTU and SDMT derived normalized seis-
mic wave velocities in mine tailings.
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with the results of laboratory analyses. DMT is a 
discontinuous test, in terms of non-homogeneity 
of the medium of the random type, which results 
are resultants of  horizontal stiffness of the local 
configuration of sediment layers. Testing param-
eters facilitate a global evaluation of properties of 
these sediments excluding details identified on the 
basis of piezocone testing. Extension of penetra-
tion tests to include downhole geophysical tests 
provides a global evaluation of changes in stiffness 
of sediments in the profile. Sequences of sediment 
layers of different stiffness identified on the basis 
of cone resistance are ignored in the presentation 
of results of geophysical tests, being limited to the 
estimation of mean stiffness of the entire zone cov-
ered by measurements of the seismic wave.
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ABSTRACT: Mine tailings deposits of weak, fine-grained soils can be difficult to improve to a state 
suitable for development due to the potential generation of mud waves during preloading, the time 
required for consolidation, and their long-term compressibility characteristics. This paper presents the 
results of a reclamation/closure project at a 0.14 square kilometer gravel mining facility that involved soil 
improvement by preloading of 6 to 9-meter thick deposits of soft silt and clay, extensive field monitoring, 
and validation of settlement modeling methods for proposed future site development. The purpose of the 
extensive geotechnical site characterization and surcharge program was to increase confidence that the 
reclamation requirements could be achieved, specifically that consolidation settlements associated with 
loading by a 3 meter square footing would be no more than 25 mm at any portion of the site. Over 90 
drilled boring explorations and 6 cone penetrometer tests were conducted at the site prior to, during, and 
following the surcharge program to verify that the tailings had reached at least 90% consolidation under 
the load of the temporary stockpiles or surcharge. This field investigation was supplemented with con-
tinual surveying of 91 settlement plates, and laboratory testing including 92 1D consolidation tests and a 
suite of undrained strength tests by triaxial and direct simple shear methods.

Given the stringent requirements for spread footing performance it was necessary to confirm the con-
solidation state of the soft tailings deposits after preloading, and to refine standard of practice proce-
dures for estimating consolidation settlements using data from both the on-going field survey and the 
laboratory consolidation testing program. The changing state of consolidation of the tailings deposits 
was evaluated from settlement and piezometric data obtained in the field, as well as laboratory consoli-
dation tests from which preconsolidation stresses were determined. This synthesis of field and lab data 
confirmed that the degree of consolidation varied across the site, reflecting documented differences in fac-
tors such as soil type, thickness of the tailings deposit, drainage conditions, and duration of preload. The 
field settlement data was used to refine the laboratory-derived soil parameters used in standard settlement 
models, wherein it was determined that the initial settlement estimates were as much as 85% greater than 
observed. The settlement estimates made using the results of laboratory oedometer tests systematically 
overestimated the observed settlements therefore field data from 13 locations was used to develop soil-
specific adjustments to the compressibility characteristics of tailings deposits. Site-specific correlations 
between standard index properties and compressibility parameters were developed for the tailings soils. 
The refined model was applied for validation at 5 locations and the estimated settlements were within 11% 
of measured values for all cases. This paper presents the results of a thorough case study and outlines 
practice-oriented procedures for integrating field and laboratory data for improved settlement estimates 
at reclamation projects involving soft soils such as mine tailings, hydraulic fills, and marine soils.

pit was converted to a water processing facility for 
the active mining operations on other portions of the 
facility.

The approximately 0.14 square kilometer prop-
erty was used as a water processing facility for a 
period of approximately 8 years prior to the start 

1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

The project site is a part of a gravel mine, located in 
Vancouver, Washington. Gravel was mined from the 
property over a period of several years. When the 
base of the gravel pit reached the target depth, the 
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of the reclamation activities. Fine material was 
washed from the mined aggregate, and the tail-
ings were discharged into the pond through out-
fall pipes at various locations around the property. 
The discharge pipes were moved periodically and 
were generally located near the northeast, south, 
and southwest edges of the pond. When the rec-
lamation process began, the water processing 
facility contained on average 6 meters of uncon-
solidated tailings sediment from the processing of 
aggregate.

The purpose of  the reclamation of  this prop-
erty was to return the site to a state such that it 
could be developed for future use. The Recla-
mation Agreement (Agreement) required that a 
3 meter wide shallow foundation with a bearing 
pressure of  120 kPa placed at the site settle less 
than 25 mm due to primary consolidation settle-
ment under the load of  the footing. The Agree-
ment required that surcharging be utilized to 
pre-consolidate the tailings materials to achieve 
this settlement requirement. Settlement calcula-
tions using data collected from one-dimensional 
consolidation tests completed on the tailings 
soils were required to show conformance with 
the settlement requirements of  the Agreement. 
In addition to the settlement requirements, the 
Agreement required that consolidation testing be 
used to confirm that the pre-consolidation pres-
sure of  the tailings exceed the effective vertical 
pressure by 48 kPa as a measure of  determining 
that the surcharge had successfully consolidated 
the tailings materials.

Prior to beginning subsurface investigations 
at the site, an exploratory soil cap was installed 
over the exposed tailings sediment. The soil cap 
was constructed using predominantly gravel in a 
matrix of  sand, silt, and clay to provide a work-
ing surface for operation of  the drilling equip-
ment. The cap was advanced over the tailings 
soils by end dumping material and advancing 
the cap from south to north in an approximate 
3 meter thickness. The cap material was advanced 
from south to north and from east to west. As 
cap material was imported to the site, the material 
was stockpiled on portions of  the cap that had 
already been constructed. The imported material 
was stockpiled to use in completion of  the cap 
at a later date. The southernmost stockpiles were 
in place for up to 18 months before being used 
to construct the remainder of  the cap. The east-
ernmost stockpile was in place for between 3 and 
9 months before being removed for use as cap fill 
in other areas of  the site. Portions of  these areas 
were surcharged by these stockpiles. Other areas 
of  the site were not surcharged by the stockpiles, 
and a formal surcharge program was implemented 
in these areas.

2 FIELD EXPLORATIONS 
AND LABORATORY TESTING

A total of 91 borings were completed through the cap 
material at periods prior to, during, and following 
surcharge implementation. Relatively undisturbed 
samples of the tailings materials were collected in 
general accordance with ASTM D 1587. Samples 
were sealed with wax and expansion packers before 
being transported to the laboratory using custom 
built transportation containers. Sampling and test-
ing of the cap was attempted in several locations, 
however due to the gravel and sand content present 
within the cap material, no consolidation tests were 
successfully completed in the cap material.

Samples were collected across the site prior to, 
during, and following completion of the surcharge 
program to indicate areas that had been adequately 
surcharged. Explorations completed prior to the 
site-wide surcharge implementation were used to 
identify areas that had been adequately surcharged 
by the isolated stockpiles. Explorations completed 
during and following surcharge implementation 
were used to confirm adequate completion of the 
surcharge program. Where possible, between one 
and three samples were collected from the tail-
ings material for consolidation testing. Consolida-
tion testing was completed in general accordance 
ASTM D 2435.

The following tests, all performed in general 
accordance with ASTM guidelines, were completed 
at various times during surcharge loading to assist 
in classification of tailings material and completion 
of settlement estimates; gradation, Atterberg limits, 
moisture content, and density determination.

3 PRIMARY SURCHARGE SETTLEMENT 
ESTIMATES

Initial estimates of the magnitude of primary con-
solidation settlement under the surcharge load-
ing were based on the laboratory test results and 
standard procedures for 1D consolidation. The 
compressibility characteristics of the tailings mate-
rial were determined from 1D consolidation tests 
on selected undisturbed samples. Preliminary esti-
mates of settlement associated with primary con-
solidation under the load of the surcharge ranged 
from 200 and 560 mm, primarily reflecting varia-
tions in the thickness of the compressible layers.

4 SURCHARGE PROGRAM 
IMPLEMENTATION

Prior to surcharge construction, a total of 91 set-
tlement plates were placed to monitor settlement 
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under the load of the surcharge. Additionally, 
a total of 15 vibrating wire piezometers were 
installed to monitor the dissipation of excess pore 
water pressure with time. The surcharge embank-
ment was built to a height of 3 m above final recla-
mation grades. The fill placed ranged in thickness 
from 2 to 3 meters, with the majority of the fill 
having a thickness of approximately 3 meters. 
 Settlement plates and piezometers were monitored 
at a minimum interval of once per week during the 
surcharge program.

Consolidation tests that were completed on sam-
ples collected throughout the period of surcharg-
ing were analyzed to determine the difference (ΔP) 
between the pre-consolidation pressure under the 
cap fill and the present effective vertical pressure at 
each location. The surcharge program was deter-
mined to be successful in locations that indicated 
a difference (ΔP) between the pre-consolidation 
pressure and the effective vertical pressure equal to 
the stress induced by the surcharge, following sur-
charge removal. The Agreement required a mini-
mum value of 48 kPa. Additionally, pore water 
pressures were reviewed to verify that excess pore 
water pressures had dissipated and that hydrostatic 
conditions had been reached.

5 ESTIMATED VS. MEASURED 
SETTLEMENT UNDER 
THE SURCHARGE LOADING

Settlement measured under the load of the sur-
charge was less than anticipated based on con-
ventional consolidation calculations using the 
laboratory compressibility data. In the locations 
analyzed, a maximum settlement of 305 mm was 
observed under the load of the surcharge, as com-
pared to the maximum calculated settlement of 
553 mm. In some cases, initial settlement estimates 
were as much as 85% greater than observed. In 
order to accurately estimate the settlement that 
would occur under the load of a 3-meter wide foot-
ing, the field settlement data was used to develop 
soil-specific adjustments to the compressibility 
characteristics of tailings deposits. Site-specific 
correlations between standard index properties and 
compressibility parameters were also developed for 
the tailings soils in order to increase confidence in 
the settlement estimates across the site.

We used the Observational method to refine 
the compressibility characteristics determined 
based on laboratory data to better estimate settle-
ments observed in the field. Refining our estimates 
involved back-calculating the compressibility char-
acteristics of three layers of soil; defined as “upper 
cap”, “lower cap”, and “tailings”.  Back-calculating 
the compressibility  characteristics required that 

assumptions be made about the soils based on 
field observations and engineering judgment. 
The assumptions used in refining our estimates 
included; the application of site-specific relation-
ships between Cc and Cr, specified settlement 
percentage in the upper cap materials based obser-
vations and judgment, and the use of published 
correlations which, based on observation, corre-
lated well with the lower cap material compress-
ibility characteristics.

6 DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
OBSERVATION-BASED METHOD

6.1 Select appropriate locations for settlement 
analysis

Thirteen widely-spaced locations were selected for 
application of the enhanced procedures for settle-
ment analysis. The locations were selected following 
the detailed review of the surcharge and laboratory 
consolidation tests from 34 borings completed 
during and following the surcharge program on 
the property. The following requirements were 
satisfied at each location; (i) primary consolida-
tion had been achieved, (ii) full loading under a 
broad uniform surcharge (i.e., no edge effects), 
and (iii) high-quality consolidation data with 
well-defined pre-consolidation pressure and com-
pressibility coefficients. A location was excluded 
if  the surcharge height at the boring location was 
unknown, settlement data was limited or equivo-
cal, the boring is located near the edge of a sur-
charge fill, or the pre-consolidation pressure from 
1D tests is not well constrained. Values of Cc′ and 
Cr’ were determined using the graphical method 
developed by Schmertmann (1953). Note that 
Cc = Cc′ (1 + e0) and Cr = Cr′ (1+ e0).

Five of  the 13 boring locations selected for 
analysis were completed where the cap is rela-
tively thin. At these locations field observations 
indicate that the earthwork operations moder-
ately to heavily compacted the entire thickness 
of  the cap therefore the thin cap is very stiff  and 
would exhibit very small compressibility under a 
loading of  48 to 120 kPa. In addition to the 13 
original locations, we identified an additional 
5 borings that lack high-quality consolidation 
tests, but otherwise met the criteria for analysis. 
These additional 5 borings were used to validate 
the method by comparing the settlement estimate 
for a 3 m—thick surcharge using the compression 
indices derived from the site-specific relationships 
with the observed settlement during the surcharge 
program.

The borings used in this analysis are presented 
below and are shown on Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Site plan.

Figure 2. Calculated vs. actual settlement for thin cap 
areas based on laboratory data (tailings only)—Cc′ 
adjusted by 0.5420.

• Five thin cap borings: G-10, G-34, GCPT-4, 
GCPT-6, GCPT-6A.

• Eight thick cap borings: G-12, G-22, G-25, 
G-26, G-33A, G-36, GCPT-7, GCPT-14.

• Five additional borings: G-1, G-6, G-31, 
GCPT-2, GCPT-13.

6.2 Determine the field compressibility 
indices of the tailings

The total settlement caused by the surcharge and 
monitored at the settlement plates was the result 
of compression of both the tailings and the cap, 
it is therefore necessary to isolate the settlement 
attributed to consolidation of the tailings from 
that attributed to compression of the cap. This 
was accomplished by comparing the calculated 
settlement using the laboratory-derived compres-
sion indices of the tailings to the actual settlement 
observed during the surcharge program at the 
five boring locations where the cap is thin, dense, 
and relatively incompressible. We conservatively 
assumed that 5 percent of the total settlement 
under the load of the surcharge could be attrib-
uted to settlement of the thin cap fill in these areas, 
which provides a reasonably well defined regres-
sion line to the field settlement data. This step pro-
vides a ratio of measured to calculated settlements 
of 0.54, which can be used to adjust the laboratory 
compression indices so that the settlement calcu-
lations accurately reflect the settlement observed 
in the field. In our opinion, the contribution of 
the cap to the surcharge settlement is less than 5 
percent of the total settlement; however, the error 
introduced into determination of compressibility 
characteristics of the tailings material is small due 

to the small percentage contribution of the cap to 
the overall settlement.

The settlement calculated using the laboratory-
based compressibility indices for the tailings is 
plotted against the observed settlement at the 5 
locations where the cap is thin (Fig. 2). There is 
overall good agreement between computed with 
observed settlement, with variations of 0.7 and 
16.4 percent of the actual settlement.

6.3 Develop site-specific relationship between soil 
moisture and uncorrected compression indices 
for the tailings

Numerous empirical correlations exist that relate 
soil index parameters to the compression indices for 
a wide variety of soil types and conditions. These 
correlations are generally based on a limited range 
of soil deposits and then broadly applied despite 
the fact that the results can be unreliable for site—
specific applications involving soils that differ in 
composition and depositional environment (i.e. 
fabric). In light of this observation, we developed 
project-specific correlations for the tailings based 
on laboratory data and settlement measurements 
obtained during reclamation of property. The soil-
specific correlations allow selection of appropriate 
compression indices at portions of the site where 
high quality consolidation test results are limited 
or are unavailable. Figure 3 presents a plot of the 
moisture content of saturated specimens of the 
tailings soils versus the compression index from 
38 one-dimensional consolidation tests completed 
on undisturbed samples of the tailings.

This figure indicates only a minor influence of 
plasticity on the relationship between moisture 
content and the compression index, therefore, the 
following general formulation was developed for 
the tailing deposits.
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Cc = 0.26 + 1.452 w (1)

Equation (1) provides good correlation with 
the laboratory data thus providing a useful 
method for estimating the compression index 
of  a soil unit within the tailings deposit based 
on the moisture content of  saturated soil. The 
compression indices obtained from equation (1) 
reflect laboratory data only, and do not include 
adjustment to correct the predicted settlement to 
the actual settlement observed under actual field 
loading conditions.

6.4 Refinement of settlement estimates 
using field monitoring data

The relationship between calculated and measured 
settlement due to the surcharge at the five thin 
cap locations using compression indices obtained 
from Equation (1) is plotted in Figure 4. As before, 
we assumed that the stiff  cap contributes only 5 
percent of the total settlement observed from the 
surcharge. A well-defined, linear trend is evident; 
however, a factor of 0.51 is appropriate to cor-
rect the laboratory-based compression indices 
obtained from Equation (1) to reflect the observed 
field measurements. This adjustment was made to 
the compression indices prior to plotting the data 
in Figure 4.

The computed settlement now correlates very 
well with the field settlement data from the five 
boring locations. Deviation of the data from the 
linear regression is between 2.1 and 11.2 percent 
of the actual settlement of the surcharge at the five 
borings locations.

6.5 Determine the relationship between 
compression and swell indices for the tailings

The relationship between compression index 
and the swell index was determined from 38 

 one-dimensional consolidation tests completed 
on  undisturbed samples of  the tailings. The lin-
ear regression of  this data provides the following 
equations that allow determination of  the swell 
index of  the tailings when the compression index 
is known.

Cr = 0.085 Cc (2)

Cr′ = 0.085 Cc′ (3)

6.6 Develop compression and swell indices 
for the cap material

The upper 2 m of the cap achieved greater compac-
tion than the lower cap because the upper cap was 
exposed to greater activity by earthwork equip-
ment operating during installation of the cap, 
placement and removal of the surcharge, and sub-
sequent grading of the property. Based collectively 
on the observed wheel and track deflections during 
the earth-work operations, the greater Standard 
Penetration Test blow counts, and the CPT results 
in the upper cap, we conclude the upper 2 m of 
cap is moderately to highly compacted and should 
be modeled using an appropriate swell index. The 
swell indices for the upper cap at the eight boring 
locations are based on the assumption that the 
upper cap contributes 5 percent of the total settle-
ment from the surcharge. The lower cap material 
at depths greater than 2 m below final reclamation 
grade was generally placed with less mechanical 
compaction than the upper cap and is assumed 
normally consolidated before surcharging, and 
over-consolidated by at least 48 kPa after surcharg-
ing. The compression indices of the lower cap were 
derived using the total surcharge settlement attrib-
utable to the cap at the eight “thick cap” locations 
as shown on Figure 5.

The settlement caused by compression of the 
entire thickness of cap is simply the difference 

Figure 3. Empirical correlation between moisture 
 content and Cc.

Figure 4. Comparison of calculated to actual  settlement 
based on empirical data (tailings only).
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between the total surcharge settlement and the set-
tlement attributable to the tailings as determined 
by Step 2 and presented on Figure 2. The swell 
indices for the lower cap were assumed to be one-
tenth of the compression indices. The total settle-
ment caused by compression of both the upper 
and lower cap was used to back-calculate the com-
pression indices of the lower cap at the eight bor-
ing locations.

6.7 Confirmation of the observation-based 
method at five additional locations

Five additional boring locations were used to deter-
mine the validity of applying Equation (1) with 
suitable adjustment based on the field perform-
ance data for areas of the site where high quality 
consolidation test results are unavailable. The com-
pression and swell indices of the tailings at these 
boring locations were determined using equations 
(1) and (2), respectively, and a factor of 0.51 was 

applied to refine the laboratory data based on the 
field observed settlements in other areas of the site. 
The swell indices for the upper and lower cap were 
determined by the method used previously for the 
eight boring locations. Actual and calculated settle-
ment of the surcharge using the derived compres-
sion and swell indices for all 18 boring locations, 
including the 5 additional locations, are shown in 
Figure 6.

7 PREDICTED FOOTING SETTLEMENT 
BASED ON PARAMETERS FROM THE 
OBSERVATIONAL METHOD

In accordance with the reclamation requirements 
for the site, the settlement due to a 3 m footing 
imposing a bearing stress of  120 kPa was com-
puted at 18 locations across the site using the com-
pressibility parameters developed from laboratory 
testing and refined using field data. The results of 
these calculations are presented in Table 1. The 
vertical stress distribution beneath the standard 
footing was determined based on both Boussinesq 
and Westergaard elastic analyses. It is widely held 
that the Westergaard analysis is preferred for mod-
eling layered subsurface profiles and is therefore 
considered more appropriate for the soil condi-
tions at the site. The footing settlements computed 
using the Westergaard stress distribution satis-
fies the performance requirements defined in the 
Agreement.

Figure 5. Calculated vs. Measured settlement—Cc′ 
from laboratory data.

Figure 6. Summary of measured versus calculated 
 settlement using equations (1) and (2).

Table 1. Summary of calculated footing settlement.

Analysis method

Boussinesq Westergaard

G-10 22.9 mm 17.8 mm
G-34 20.3 mm 17.8 mm
GCPT-4 15.2 mm 12.7 mm
GCPT-6 33.0 mm 20.3 mm
GCPT-6A 33.0 mm 20.3 mm
G-12 27.9 mm 17.8 mm
G-25 15.2 mm 12.7 mm
G-26 20.3 mm 15.2 mm
G-33A 30.5 mm 20.3 mm
G-36 17.8 mm 15.2 mm
GCPT-1 22.9 mm 15.2 mm
GCPT-14 25.4 mm 17.8 mm
G-1 30.5 mm 25.4 mm
G-6 20.3 mm 17.8 mm
G-31 27.9 mm 17.8 mm
GCPT-2 20.3 mm 12.7 mm
GCPT-13 17.8 mm 12.7 mm
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8 USE OF THE OBSERVATIONAL 
METHOD TO ENHANCE PREDICTIONS 
OF FOUNDATION SETTLEMENT

8.1 General

The use of laboratory data on high quality speci-
mens of a weak, compressible tailings deposit, 
suitably adjusted using field performance data has 
provided a practice-oriented approach for reliably 
estimating spread footing settlements on a multi-
layered deposit. Site-specific relationships between 
soil parameters routinely obtained during geo-
technical site investigations and the consolidation 
indices of the tailings were developed. These rela-
tionships are intended for use at portions of this 
site where only moisture and dry density informa-
tion is available.

As previously discussed, the upper cap was 
mechanically compacted during earthwork opera-
tions, therefore, this layer was assumed to remain 
over-consolidated in the range of the vertical stress 
imposed by the standard foundation defined in the 
Agreement. The empirical equation (4) provides a 
reasonable approach for approximating Cr based 
on the dry density of the upper cap. Equation (4) 
was developed based on site-specific information.

Cr = 0.0691 (0.016 γd)−2.8826 (4)

It is anticipated that the swell indices obtained 
from equation (4) will tend to over-estimate the 
settlement attributable to the upper cap; however, 
this is a very small percentage of the total settle-
ment therefore the error imposed by this estima-
tion is minor.

8.2 Lower cap

The following empirical equation developed by Lav, 
et al. (2001) relate soil moisture to Cc, and provide 
reasonable approximations, although conservative, 
for Cc of the lower cap after surcharging.

Cc = 1.5 (0.481(ln wn) − 1.376) (5)

The compression indices obtained from equa-
tion (5) will over-estimate the settlement attribut-
able to the lower cap. The swell index of the lower 
cap was found to be well correlated to the compres-
sion index by the factor of 0.1.

9 CONCLUSIONS

Original estimates of settlement based on con-
ventional consolidation calculations consistently 
over-estimated the observed settlements under the 

load of the surcharge embankments across the 
site. Using the Observational Method, correla-
tions were developed to refine the compressibility 
characteristics of the on-site soils to better predict 
surcharge settlements. Due to the gravel and sand 
content within the overlying cap material, consoli-
dation testing was not possible, and assumptions 
were made regarding the compressibility char-
acteristics of the cap fill. Based on field observa-
tions and judgment, a contribution of 5% of the 
total settlement was attributed to settlement of the 
upper cap material. This assumption was based on 
observations of well compacted soils in the upper 
cap. This initial assumption was used to refine the 
compressibility characteristics of the underlying 
tailings materials in areas where thin cap materi-
als were encountered and introduced some error 
into the determination into our model. However, 
the error introduced is relatively small due to the 
small percentage contribution attributed to the 
cap. Correlations were then developed between 
moisture content and compressibility characteris-
tics of the on-site tailings fill based on thirty-eight 
one-dimensional consolidation tests completed on 
undisturbed samples of the tailings. The correla-
tions indicate only a minor influence of plastic-
ity on the relationship between moisture content 
and compressibility characteristics for the tailings 
material, and therefore were used for all tailings 
material. The use of these correlations in conjunc-
tion with the assumption that 5% of the total settle-
ment is attributed to upper cap material indicated 
an adjustment factor of 0.51 for the compressibil-
ity characteristics determined based on moisture 
content correlations. Further assumptions were 
made for the swell index of the lower cap mate-
rial based on observations of the composition of 
the lower cap material. The compression index of 
the lower cap was then back-calculated using the 
prior assumptions for compressibility characteris-
tics of the upper cap and tailings materials for the 
eight locations where thick cap was encountered. 
The previous assumptions for all material types 
were then applied to 5 additional boring locations, 
which were not used in calibration of our model. 
Settlement estimates based on our refinements 
correlated well with those measured in the field. 
Further, refinements made for the lower cap mate-
rials were reasonably approximated by equations 
published by Lav, et. al. (2001).

The method of  using measured settlements to 
refine compressibility characteristics of  a multi-
layered system involved the introduction of  error 
based on several assumptions. The assumptions 
used in development of  the refined character-
istics were based on observations of  field and 
laboratory data as well as engineering judgment. 
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The correlations and adjustments developed 
based on our method assisted in estimating set-
tlements for the site, and characteristics back-
calculated for lower cap material were reasonably 
approximated by equations developed by others. 
The use of  the site-specific refinements provides 
confidence in use for footing settlement estimates 
for the site.
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ABSTRACT: In the present study, 4-point bending tests on Ductile-Fiber-Reinforced Cementitious 
Composites (DFRCCs) with recycled, natural and shirasu aggregate as fine aggregates were carried 
out. FEM analyses with tensile stress-tensile strain relations obtained from the experimental results of 
4-point bending tests were completed including the softening behavior up to 0 N/mm2. The tension sof-
tening behavior comparing load-displacement relations obtained from experiments with those from FEM 
analyses were investigated.

In the application of such materials to structures 
of Reinforced Concretes (RC), the Finite Element 
Method (FEM) may be used in order to confirm 
the reinforcing effect. In the analysis of nonlinear 
fracture behavior of RC structural components, 
it is necessary to clarify the fracture behavior of 
DFRCC. One of the present authors has so far 
made FEM analyses for RC structural components, 
e.g. (Watanabe et al. 2002). In the investigation on 
fracture processes of RC structural components, 
relatively stable solutions easily can be obtained 
from the FE method, by suitable simplification of 
a constitutive model to express substantially the 
characteristics of each material.

In the supplement of reference (JCI 2007), and 
reference (Shimizu et al. 2006), a method has been 
presented to estimate simply the tensile stress-
tensile strain relation of DFRCCs from 4-point 
bending tests for square column specimens of 
100 × 100 × 400 mm. This method seems to be very 
useful for the confirmation of the reinforcing effect 
of DFRCCs applied to structural components by 
means of FEM analysis. However, the tensile stress-
tensile strain relation obtained from this method is 
based on a model, in which the tensile strength is 
maintained up to the ultimate tensile strain after 
the achievement of tensile strength. Information is 
not yet available on the tension softening behavior 
after the ultimate tensile strain, as well as on the 
applicability of recycled aggregates and shirasu to 
DFRCCs.

Therefore, in the present study we have carried 
out 4-point bending tests on DFRCCs with recycled, 
natural and shirasu aggregate as fine aggregates. 

1 INSTRUCTIONS

Recently there have been developed various 
 ductile-fiber-reinforced cementitious composites 
(DFRCCs), which reveal greatly improved mate-
rial properties in comparison with existing fiber 
reinforced cementitious composites (Naaman 
et al. 1996, Li 1993, BRI & BCJ 2000, JCI 2002, 
JCI 2007, Shimizu et al. 2006). DFRCCs are 
cementitious composite materials reinforced with 
fibers, showing multiple cracking properties under 
bending stress (JCI 2002). An attempt also has 
been reported to apply DFRCC to energy absorb-
ing devices of structures as materials with much 
improved ductility during bending, tension and 
compression fractures (BRI & BCJ 2000).

Nowadays, efforts to deal with global environ-
mental issues is very important, and thus in concrete 
industries many extensive researches have been car-
ried out on concrete with recycled aggregates in order 
to solve issues such as environmental destruction 
due to natural aggregate gathering or exhaustion of 
natural aggregate resources. Takewaka (Takewaka 
2004) has made a series of investigation on the use of 
shirasu which is pyroclastic flow deposit abundantly 
obtainable from South Kyushu as an alternative 
material to fine aggregate for concrete. They have 
revealed the mix proportion and material properties 
of shirasu concrete and reported examples of their 
application to pier foundations. Based on the back-
ground, the authors have carried out investigations 
on material properties of DFRCCs with recycled 
fine aggregates or shirasu as aggregate (Watanabe 
et al. 2006, Watanabe et al. 2008).
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Then we have made FEM analyses on tensile stress-
tensile strain relations obtained from the experi-
mental results of 4-point bending tests, including 
the softening behavior up to 0 N/mm2. We also have 
investigated the tension softening behavior, com-
paring load-displacement relations obtained from 
experiments with those from FEM analyses.

2 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Table 1 summarizes specimen properties. The 
test items are compression, splitting and 4-point 
 bending. A 50 � pan-type mixer was used for mixing 
and the target flow value (180 mm) was determined 
from trial mixing. Three kinds of DFRCC examined 
are as follows: 1) RDFRCC with recycled aggregate 
(R, surface-dry density: 2.53 g/cm3, water absorp-
tion: 4.99%, fineness modulus: 2.55) and ordi-
nary Portland cement (OP, density: 3.16 g/cm3), 2) 
NDFRCC with natural fine aggregate (N, fineness 
modulus: 2.55), which is a 7:3 mixture in mass ratio 
of crushed sand (surface-dry density: 2.70 g/cm3, 
water absorption: 1.03%) and pit sand (surface-dry 
density: 2.58 g/cm3, water absorption: 2.27%), and 
ordinary Portland cement (OP), and 3) SHDFRCC 
with shirasu (SH, surface-dry density: 2.07 g/cm3, 
water absorption 5.39%, fineness modulus: 1.32) 
and white cement (WH, density: 3.05 g/cm3). The 
water-cement ratios (W/C) are 40, 50 and 60% for 
RDFRCC, 50% for NDFRCC and SHDFRCC. 
The mixing times are 6 min. (0.5 min. of mixing 
of fine aggregate and cement in the mixer, 3.0 min. 
of mixing after water addition, 2.0 min. of mixing 
with fiber and 0.5 min. of final mixing) and 8 min. 
(4.0 min. of mixing with fiber). The fiber used was 
PVA fiber (diameter: 0.2 mm, Young’s modulus: 
27 kN/mm2, tensile strength: 975 N/mm2) and fiber 
volume fraction (Vf): 3%.

2.1 Compression and splitting tests

The loading was made with a 2000 kN compres-
sion testing instrument. Specimens are cylinders of 
100ϕ × 200 mm, and 3 specimens were prepared 

for each measurement. Compression tests were 
carried out according to JIS A 1108. The test items 
are load, and axial and transverse strains measured 
with a compressometer at the center of each speci-
men. Splitting tests were made according to JIS A 
1113, and the test item is load at cracking onset 
(by visual observation of cracks). Specimens were 
removed from the framework one day after placing 
and cured for 28 days in the water bath that tem-
perature was kept at 20 ºC.

2.2 4-Point bending tests

The outline of 4-point bending tests is shown in 
Figure 1. The loading was made with a 100 kN 
universal precision tester of AUTOGRAPH 
type, and the crosshead speed was controlled at 
0.2 mm/min. Specimens were square columns of 
100 × 100 × 400 mm and 3 specimens were pre-
pared for each measurement. 4-point bending tests 
were made according to the method given in the 
supplement of reference (JCI 2007). The test items 
are load, displacement and curvature at the center 

Table 1. Outline of specimens.

Specimen
Fine 
aggregate Cement

Water-cement 
ratio W/C (%)

Mix time 
(min.)

Fine aggregate-
cement ratio S/C

Fiber volume 
fraction Vf (%)

R-OP-40-6M R OP 40 6 0.40 3.0
R-OP-50-6M R OP 50 6 0.65 3.0
R-OP-50-8M R OP 50 8 0.65 3.0
R-OP-60-6M R OP 60 6 0.90 3.0
N-OP-50-8M N OP 50 8 0.65 3.0
SH-WH-50-8M SH WH 50 8 0.60 3.0

300

Load cell (100kN)

Displacement
transducer

Specimen

Pi type transducer

100

70
15

15

mm :tinUgniraeb llaB

AUTOGRAPH universal testing instrument (100kN)

Figure 1. 4-point loading system.
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of span. Specimens were removed from the frame-
work one day after placing and cured for 28 days in 
the water bath that temperature was kept at 20 ºC.

3 ANALYTICAL METHOD (STANDARD 
ANALYSIS)

In the two-dimensional nonlinear FEM analysis 
for the results of 4-point bending tests, each speci-
men was divided in square elements of 10, 25 and 
50 mm. An example of mesh division (10 mm 
square element) is shown in Figure 2. Each element 
is a 4-noded isoparametric element and cracking 
is treated in terms of the smeared crack model, in 
which crack rotation is taken into account. As a 
constitutive model of composite materials, it was 
assumed that the compression side is elastic and 
the tension side has a tensile stress-tensile strain 
relationship obtained according to the supplement 
of reference (JCI 2007). In the estimation of this 
relationship, plane conservation is assumed dur-
ing 4-point bending tests and stress distribution 
is regarded as triangular in the compression side 
and uniform in the tension side in the cross sec-
tion under the maximum bending moment. Then 
the tensile strength (ft,b) and ultimate tensile strain 
(εtu,b) are estimated at the maximum load. The ten-
sile train (εu) at 0 N/mm2 tensile stress is not pre-
sented in the supplement of reference (JCI 2007), 
therefore we assumed that εu is equal to 3 × εtu,b. 

We define εu so as to discuss the behavior of RC 
structural components with DFRCC through the 
whole process up to fracture by the FEM analysis. 
The tension softening behavior used in the present 
analysis is shown in Figure 3.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Material properties

In Table 2 is summarized material properties 
obtained experimentally for DFRCC with dif-
ferent fine aggregates. For RDFRCC with mix-
ing time of  6 min. the compression strength 
decreases with increasing W/C ratio. However, 
the bending strength decreases from 40 to 50% 
W/C but then increases from 50 to 60% W/C. 
Likewise, the number of  cracks at pure bending 
decreases from 40 to 50% W/C but then increases 
from 50 to 60% W/C.

Comparing the results for R-OP-50-6M with 
those for R-OP-50-8M, it is found that the com-
pression strength decreases with increasing mix-
ing time, while the bending strength and number 
of cracks at pure bending increase with increas-
ing mixing time. This suggests that elongation of 
mixing time causes more air inclusion by fibers, 
which decreases the compression strength, but 
increases the bending strength due to better fiber 
dispersion.

As to the effect of different fine aggregates used, 
the compression strength and bending strength 
are in the order of SH-WH-50-8M > R-OP-
50-8M > N-OP-50-8M and the number of 
cracks at pure bending is in the order of R-OP-
50-8M = N-OP-50-8M > SH-WH-50-8M.

4.2 Load-displacement relation

4.2.1 Standard analysis
Figure 4 shows the load-displacement (P-δ) relation 
obtained from 4-point bending tests and standard 
analysis for DFRCC with different fine aggregates 
(W/C: 50%, mixing time: 8 min.). In this figure, the 
experimental results for fractures beyond the pure 
bending region are omitted (and also in the figures 
related to P-δ relation described later).

As shown in Figure 4, the element size in FEM 
analyses significantly affects the results for each 
aggregate. As to the maximum load, the results 
of analysis for 10 and 25 mm elements are com-
parable to those obtained experimentally, but for 
50 mm element the results of analysis are consid-
erably lower than those obtained experimentally. 
As to the displacement at the point where the load 
starts to decrease continuously without recovering 
(hereafter refer to softening start point, as shown 

Displacement

300
100 100 100

10
0

Unit: mm

0505

Check point of 
compressive stress

Figure 2. FEM mesh division of beam specimen.
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obtained by 
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ft,b: Tensile strength
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ε u
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Figure 3. Tension softening behavior.
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Table 2. Material propeties.

Specimen

Compression Split tension Bending

Density
(g/cm3)

Young 
modulus
(kN/mm2)

Poisson’s 
ratio

Strength
(N/mm2)

Crack 
strength
(N/mm2)

Strength
(N/mm2)

Number
of cracks
at pure 
bending
span

Tensile 
strength 
ft,b 
(N/mm2)

Ultimate 
tensile
strain 
εru,b

R-OP-40-6M 2.06 18.3 0.232 48.9 3.24 8.87 4.8 3.19 0.0282
R-OP-50-6M 2.01 15.5 0.221 35.7 2.34 8.24 4.3 2.99 0.0237
R-OP-50-8M 2.00 15.2 0.235 34.8 2.39 9.03 7.8 3.21 0.0421
R-OP-60-6M 1.96 12.8 0.243 24.7 2.08 8.41 5.7 3.04 0.0318
N-OP-50-8M 2.01 14.5 0.238 32.3 2.61 8.83 7.8 3.21 0.0253
SH-WH-50-8M 1.91 15.1 0.214 35.6 3.33 9.11 4.0 3.35 0.0199

(b) N-OP-50-8M

(c) SH-WH-50-8M

(a) R-OP-50-8M
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Figure 4. Load-displacement relationship (experiment, 
reference analysis).

later in Figure 7), the results of the analysis are 
considerably smaller than the experimental values 
for all element sizes. Negative P-δ slopes at the sof-
tening start point also vary significantly with ele-
ment size.

It is concluded that the results are strongly 
dependent on element size in the standard method 
of analysis.

4.2.2 Discussion on mesh dependence
Figure 5 shows an example of crack pattern in 
the 4-point bending tests. At the maximum load, 
cracks are distributed uniformly in the pure bend-
ing region, but finally the fracture concentrates on 
a single crack. In the tension softening behavior 
shown in Figure 3, we consider the mesh independ-
ent region (or crack dispersed region) up to εtu,b 
and the mesh dependent region (or crack localized 
region) between εtu,b and εu, and propose the fol-
lowing equation:

ε α εu tε u b tu b L= +εtε u b ×( ),tu,b ( /100  (1)

where α is a material constant; L is element size 
(mm); here 100 is the gauge length (mm) of the pi 
type transducer used in the present experiment.

Figure 6 shows the P-δ relations obtained 
from the 4-point bending tests and FEM analysis 
(α = 1.0) for DFRCCs with different aggregates 
(W/C = 50%, mixing time: 8 min.). As shown in 
Figure 6, the maximum loads have a similar ten-
dency to those shown in Figure 4, irrespective of 
the aggregate. As to the displacement at the start 
point of softening, the results from the analysis are 
considerably smaller than those from experiments 
for every element size. This may be attributed to 
the estimate values of εtu,b. However, in the results 
of analysis for displacement at the softening and 
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negative slope of the P-δ relation after softening, 
the mesh dependence is practically removed.

Thus, it is concluded that the mesh dependence 
can be avoided by introducing tension softening 
behavior of DFRCC to the analysis, as presented 
in the present study.

The maximum compression stress at the point 
indicated by a circle in Figure 2 was investigated 
from analysis for R-OP-50-8M. As a result we have 
obtained 43.9 N/mm2 for element size of 10 mm, 
22.9 N/mm2 for 25 mm, and 9.99 N/mm2 for 50 mm. 
For 10 mm elements surpass the compression strength 
(34.8 N/mm2) of R-OP-50-8M. As similar results are 
also found for N-OP-50-8M and SH-OP-50-8M, we 
use 25 mm element for further discussion.

4.2.3 Discussion on ultimate tensile strain and α
In some of the results of P-δ relation from 4-point 
bending tests, crack dispersion occurs repeat-
edly after the maximum load, and then the load 
decreases rapidly without recovering (see Fig. 7). 
For such a case, the method presented in the sup-
plement of reference (JCI 2007) seems to give 
underestimated values of εtu,b, as ft,b and εtu,b are 
estimated at the maximum load point. Therefore, 
we have recalculated the values of ft,b and εtu,b at 
the softening start point indicated by a square in 
Figure 7 (see Table 3) and used for further analysis. 
The values of α also are modified.

Figure 8 shows P-δ relations obtained from 
4-point bending tests and analysis for DFRCC 
with different aggregates (W/C = 50%. mixing time: 
8 min.). In comparison with the results of analy-
sis (element size: 25 mm) shown in Figure 6, the 
results of analysis (α = 1.0) shown in Figure 8 give 
larger displacements at the start of softening, but 
they are still smaller than the experimental results. 
However, if  we set α = 1.0 for R-OP-50-8M (see 

Figure 5. Crack pattern.

(a) R-OP-50-8M

(b) N-OP-50-8M

(c) SH-WH-50-8M
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Figure 6. Load-displacement relationship (experiment, 
analysis for the effect of element size).
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Table 3. Tensile strength and ultimate tensile strain.

Specimen

Directed point 
by reference 
(JCI 2007)

Proposal 
point

ft,b
(N/mm2) εtu,b

ft,b
(N/mm2) εtu,b

R-OP-40-6M 3.19 0.0282 3.15 0.0449
R-OP-50-6M 2.99 0.0237 2.93 0.0404
R-OP-50-8M 3.21 0.0421 3.19 0.0550
R-OP-60-6M 3.04 0.0318 2.99 0.0491
N-OP-50-8M 3.21 0.0253 3.15 0.0409
SH-WH-50-8M 3.35 0.0199 3.29 0.0287

Fig. 8 (a)), α = 2.0 for N-OP-50-8M (see Fig. 8 (b)), 
and α = 1.0 for SH-OP-50-8M (see Fig. 8 (c)), gen-
eral experimental features of the P-δ relations are 
relatively well reproduced.

Figure 9 shows crack patterns (crack strains) 
at the maximum load and start of softening, 
obtained from analysis for R-OP-50-8M (α = 1.0), 
as an example. In the figure, black bars indicate 
the position of cracks and the width of bars cor-
responds to the magnitude of crack (the scales are 
given in the respective figures). The direction of 
bars indicates the direction normal to the crack 
strain or direction of cracking. At the maximum 
load, cracks of similar size appear uniformly in the 
lower end of the beam (see Fig. 9 (a)). However, 
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Figure 8. Load-displacement relationship (experiment, 
analysis for the effect of ultimate tensile strain and alpha).
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(b) Start of softening 
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Below
the above

Figure 9. Crack pattern (analysis for the effect of ulti-
mate tensile strain and alpha, R-OP-50-8M (α=1.0)).

at the start of softening, large cracks in the lower 
end of the beam are concentrated at the respec-
tive loading points (see Fig. 9 (b)). This is well 
corresponding to the experimental observation of 
cracks given in Figure 5. The crack concentration 
appeared in FEM analyses may be attributable to 
computational errors due to nonlinear analysis, as 
well as existence of non-uniform stress and others.

Figure 10 shows the P-δ relation obtained from 
4-point bending tests and analysis for RDFRCC 
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Figure 10. Load-displacement relationship (experiment, 
analysis for the effect of ultimate tensile strain and alpha).
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Table 4. The suitable values of α in equation 1.

Specimen α

R-OP-40-6M 0.4
R-OP-50-6M 0.6
R-OP-50-8M 1.0
R-OP-60-6M 0.8
N-OP-50-8M 1.6
SH-WH-50-8M 0.8

with different W/C ratios (mixing time: 6 min.). The 
results of analysis give smaller values for displace-
ment at the start of softening than those of experi-
ments, irrespective of W/C and α. However, by setting 
α = 0.5 for R-OP-40-6M (see Fig. 10 (a)), α = 1.0 for 
R-OP-50-6M (see Fig. 10 (b)), and α = 1.0 for R-OP-
60-6M (see Fig. 10 (c)), experimental features of P-δ 
relation are approximately reproduced.

Finally, we discussed more definite values of α. 
The area of the P-δ relation obtained from 4-point 
bending tests (Ae) from 0 to 15 mm δ was com-
pared with the one obtained from analysis (Aa). 
In the analysis, α was changed at 0.1 intervals. 
Table 4 shows the suitable values of α that keep 
Ae – Aa to the minimum.

As discussed above, it is concluded that experi-
mental results of P-δ relations are well reproduced 
by FEM analysis with suitable values of α in Equa-
tion 1, proposed in this study for the determina-
tion of εu.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained in the present study are 
summarized as follows:

− In the 2-dimensional nonlinear FEM analysis, 
the mesh dependence can be removed by using 
the method proposed in this study, in which 
tension softening behavior of ductile-fiber-
 reinforced cementitious composites is taken into 
account.

− In the present study we have proposed an equa-
tion which gives the ultimate tensile strain at 
0 N/mm2 tensile stress. With suitable values of α 
shown in this study, load-displacement relations 
obtained from 4-point bending tests are well 
approximated.
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Detecting the presence of cementation structures in soils, based in DMT 
interpreted charts

N. Cruz
Rodoviária-Mota-Engil, Porto, Universidade de Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal

C. Rodrigues
Mota-Engil & Polytechnic Institute of Guarda, Portugal

A. Viana da Fonseca
Faculdade de Engenharia, University of Porto, Porto, Portugal

ABSTRACT: Cemented soils usually don´t fit into the usual behaviour of transported soils in the light 
of classical Soil Mechanics theories, creating several problems on the interpretation of in situ test results. 
For this reason, the ability of discerning the presence of cemented structures in soils becomes fundamen-
tal in the interpretation of common in situ test results. Based in a large amount of sedimentary data, as 
well as in high quality experimental sites used in research programs on Porto and Guarda granitic residual 
soils (Viana da Fonseca 1996, Rodrigues 2003; Cruz & Viana da Fonseca 2006), interpretation diagrams 
based in DMT tests are proposed for detecting the presence of cemented structures. The results of a recent 
DMT calibration experiment performed in large artificially cemented block samples prepared in a large 
chamber (CemSoil box) were also used to calibrate these diagrams (Cruz 2010).

Keywords: residual soils, DMT, interpretation charts

relic macrofabric is no longer present (Cruz 2010). 
Apart from residual soils and weak rocks, sedi-
mentary soils (both soft to stiff  clays and granular 
soils) can also be found structured in nature, with 
cementation being developed by agents like silica, 
hydro-silicates, iron oxides, carbonates and hydrox-
ides deposited under various conditions (Clough et 
al. 1981, Leroueil & Vaughan 1990).

From the mechanical point of view, testing inter-
pretation and deduction of geotechnical param-
eters are based in quite different laws, depending on 
the presence of a cementation structure. The main 
difference observed in the structured materials, with 
respect to classical sedimentary de-structured soils 
is the presence of a bonding structure, which gen-
erates a cohesive-frictional nature, eventual anisot-
ropy derived from relic structures, highly variable 
fabric and mineralogy, destructuration under shear 
actions and low influence of stress history (Vaughan 
et al. 1988, Schnaid et al. 2004). From the strength 
strict point of view, bonding condition gives rise to 
tensile strength, explaining the cohesive-frictional 
nature generally exhibited by residual soils. It is 
generally accepted that for a given range of stresses, 
cemented soils may be adequately represented 
by Mohr-Coulomb envelope, typically showing a 

1 INTRODUCTION

The continued actions resulting from weathering 
processes give raise to mechanical degradation, 
which starts from the unweathered more or less 
fractured massif, exhibiting its maximum strength 
and stiffness and moving towards a generalized soil 
mass, with no signs of the original macrofabric. In 
the extreme limits, assumed behaviours are quite 
different, with the first three weathering degrees of 
ISRM classification (unweathered, W1, to medium 
weathered, W3) being represented by rock mechan-
ics principles and models, where macrofabric and 
rock matrix plays the fundamental role in strength 
and stiffness behaviours, while from this level on, 
chemical weathering is progressively extended to 
the whole massif  and soil type behaviour arises. 
The mechanical evolution of massifs is mainly gov-
erned by an increasing porosity of rock material, the 
weakening of mineral grains and the existing bond-
ing between grains is progressively loss, although 
a residual interparticle cementation always remain. 
In this sense, weathering degrees W4 (weathered) 
and W5 (decomposed) represent transition behav-
iour, where micro and macro fabrics have balanced 
influence, towards a residual soil-mass where the 
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relatively stable angle of shearing resistance that 
seems to be fairly independent of cementation level, 
and a drained cohesive intercept directly related 
with the bonding structure strength (Clough et al. 
1981, Viana da Fonseca 1996, 1998, Schnaid et al. 
2004, Viana & Coutinho 2008, Cruz, 2010). This 
cohesive intercept is usually present, even when they 
show strong contraction during shear or when the 
same soil is in a remoulded state characterized by 
absence of tensile strength. As a consequence, the 
loss of strength with weathering can be represented 
by a reducing cohesion intercept, c’, due to weak-
ening of contact forces between particles, giving 
continuity to the behaviour evolution observed in 
rock  materials. However, in these materials, cohe-
sion intercept can be a result of many other con-
tributions apart from cementation due to chemical 
bonding, such as electrostatic forces, adhesion of 
clay particles (clay bonding), contact cementation 
developed with time and pressure (ageing), interac-
tion with organic matter and suction due to devel-
opment of negative pore pressures in unsaturated 
conditions (Viana da Fonseca & Coutinho 2008). 
Despite this complexity, for most part of situations 
it is reasonable to assume that chemical bonding 
and suction give the main contributions for the 
overall strength.

On its turn, the fundamental state-of-the-art 
points out that stiffness behaviour is typically rep-
resented by more than one yield point, represented 
by marked changes in stress-strain behaviour. The 
concept of more than one yield has been increas-
ingly reported in literature (Vaughan et al. 1988, 
Jardine 1992, Malandraki & Toll 1994, Viana da 
Fonseca 1996, Cuccovillo & Coop 1997,  Rodrigues 
2003, among others), identifying the typical pat-
tern as an initially stiff  behaviour followed by 
progressive yields. The position of yield points 
differs according to the author. Globally, an ini-
tially stiff  behaviour is identified, represented by 
more or less stable elastic behaviour until a certain 
point (at very low axial strain where conceptually 
the dynamic stiffness is coincident with elastic stiff-
ness) when a first drop occurs (first yield), which 
was identified as the beginning of bonding break-
age (Vaughan et al. 1988, Viana da Fonseca 1996 
or Rodrigues 2003). Up to this point cementation 
contribution remains the same and only very small 
changes in stiffness occur. After the first yield, 
while stress and strain increase, the cementation 
strength decreases with a slight reduction in stiff-
ness, and when the overall resistance (therefore the 
stress) drop, a major change in tangent modulus 
is observed (second yield). This yield is coinci-
dent for many authors, but shouldn’t be confused 
with the Y2 concept proposed by Jardine (1992), 
which is related with the end of an elastic non lin-
ear behaviour, much more difficult to determine. 

Beyond second yield, tangent modulus decrease 
with axial strain, progressively converging to the 
one observed in destructured equivalent soil, until 
both converge to failure (general yield).

As a consequence of these considerations, con-
ventional Soil Mechanic Theories do not repre-
sent well the behaviour of these materials, creating 
important problems on the interpretation of in-
situ and laboratory testing results. In recent years, 
many researchers have been concentrating their 
resources trying to develop specific models and 
methodologies to properly characterize mechani-
cal behaviour of these non-textbook materials. 
Being so, it is important to define clear frameworks 
to detect the presence of cementation, in order to 
select the adequate methodologies for obtaining 
the best geotechnical approaches. Moreover, it is 
important that these criteria can be applied by 
common tests such as SPT, (S)CPTu, (S)DMT or 
PMT performed during routine campaigns. For 
this purpose, interpreted charts have been proposed 
by Schnaid et al. (2004) for the SPT and (S)CPTu 
parameters by defining influence zones in diagrams 
of G0/N60 and G0/qc versus respectively normalized 
(N1)60 and qc1 test parameters. These charts were 
applied to results obtained in the experimental sites 
in granitic formations nearby the Portuguese cities 
of Porto and Guarda (CEFEUP and Av. França 
in Porto and IPG Guarda) and proved great ade-
quacy for the residual soil profiles (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Relations between G0 and SPT and CPTu 
parameters for structured soils (after Viana da Fonseca 
et al. 2007).
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In the case of DMT tests, the earlier references 
(Marchetti 1980) pointed out the possibility of 
using the lateral stress index (KD) for detecting 
cemented structures, since behaviours in normal 
transported soils exhibits stable OCR profiles and 
KD values around two or decreasing OCR with 
depth towards a value of 2. On the other side, 
cemented soils with structural arrangement due to 
ageing will represent stable profiles in depth, with 
KD values much higher than 2. Cruz et al. (2004) 
confirmed these criteria in Porto granitic residual 
soils, obtaining general KD profiles stable with 
depth with values ranging from 5 to 15. However, 
this criteria is much dependent on the “lift-off” 
pressure, P0, becoming quite sensitive to the effects 
of penetration. As a consequence, Cruz (2010) 
proposed new interpretations for the case of DMT 
tests, as discussed throughout this presentation.

2 OBTAINED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To obtain sustainable interpretation modes it is 
important to have considerable amount of qual-
ity data in both residual and sedimentary soils to 
properly study the characteristics that differenti-
ate them. This was achieved by using the available 
data in sedimentary and residual Portuguese soils 
collected and analyzed during more than 15 years, 
completed with important publications on local 
materials and the access to G0 obtained by seismic 
dilatometer tests, SDMT, kindly granted by Pro-
fessor Silvano Marchetti. The global data set used 
in this study can be summarized as follows:

a. Sedimentary data obtained in the Tagus and 
Mondego (clayey to sandy) alluvial deposits 
(Cruz et al. 2006), validated by G0 DMT sedimen-
tary data, kindly granted by Prof. Silvano Mar-
chetti in the course of a PhD research program 
(Cruz 2010).

b. Referenced granitic residual soil experimental 
sites where cross-hole testing was available—
IPG in Guarda (Rodrigues, 2003), CEFEUP/
ISC2 and Av. França/Casa da Musica Metro 
station in Porto (Viana da Fonseca et al. 2009). 
Other experimental sites around the city of 
Porto were used for checking the solution, such 
as CICCOPN (Cruz et al. 2004), and Matosin-
hos (Viana da Fonseca 1996) sites, as well as 
Porto Geotechnical Map (COBA 2003).

c. Physical modeling in laboratory controlled con-
ditions, by using artificially cemented samples 
in triaxial testing and in a calibration apparatus 
(CemSoil box) where pushed-in and pre-inserted 
DMT blades were installed (Cruz 2010).

The ratios between a stiffness modulus and 
a specific stress-strain in-situ test parameter is 

a  promising possibility for the present purpose, 
since they usually appear to be higher in over-
 consolidated and cemented soils than in remoulded 
or normally consolidated ones, because this modu-
lus have a wider sensitivity to stress history and 
cementation (Cruz 2010). If  the correlation is 
made with small strain shear modulus (G0), as used 
by Schnaid et al. (2004), it depends exclusively on 
the combination of the void ratio and the average 
effective stress, represented by the State Parameter, 
ψ (Viana da Fonseca 1996, Cruz et al. 1997). The 
selection of G0 as reference parameter makes use 
of the concept of an almost “intact” parameter, 
which is known to be very sensitive to cementa-
tion influence (Cruz 2010). In fact, the expected 
cementation breakage during penetration will 
highly affect the basic test parameters in structured 
than sedimentary soils, and thus the ratios G0/N60 
and G0/qc will tend to be as high as the cementa-
tion level increases. Although this implies obtain-
ing an extra parameter (shear wave velocity), late 
technology made its application very practical with 
the availability of Seismic Dilatometer (SDMT) or 
Seismic Cones (SCPTu).

Particularly, DMT provides high level of preci-
sion for displacement measurements and its response 
can be explained by semi-spherical expansion theo-
ries, and thus the respective results usually repre-
sent high level of accuracy. The earlier works on the 
subject (Jamiolkowski et al. 1985, Lunne et al. 1989, 
Baldi 1991, Tanaka & Tanaka 1998) pointed out 
some discernable behaviours (in sands and clays) 
using the ratio G0/ED, which were confirmed by the 
sedimentary Portuguese results in Portuguese soils 
(Cruz et al. 2006). Furthermore, Cruz et al. (2006) 
introduced ID in the correlations for sedimentary 
Portuguese soils and concluded that RG (G0/ED) 
globally decreases with increasing ID, marked by a 
significant drop as the soil goes from clay to silty 
clay, later confirmed by DMT international data-
base, kindly granted by Prof. Marchetti. As for the 
residual data obtained in the referred experimental 
sites, there is an obvious increase of the ratio when 
compared to the grain size equivalent sedimentary 
soil revealing its potential to be used in detecting 
cementation, as shown in Figure 2.

The whole set of results obtained both in Portu-
guese and international sedimentary soils data, as 
well as in Portuguese residual soils, show the con-
vergence of the curves as ID increases, overlapping 
for values around 5, which seems logical since for 
those values the percentage of fine content is too 
small to display a cohesive factor. The representa-
tion of G0/ED versus ID in a bi-logarithmic scale 
seems to be more appropriate to deal with data 
(Fig. 3), allowing for the definition of a frontier 
line (the central line in the figure), which can be 
described by the following equation:
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G0/ED = 9,77ID
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Figure 2. Relations between G0/ED vs ID in sedimentary and residual soils.

Figure 3. Residual and sedimentary sandy soils, in G0/ED vs ID plot.

Upper sedimentary/lower residual bound:

G0/ED = 7.0 ID
−1.1 

 
(1)

A similar approach was followed using the 
ratio G0/MDMT plotted against KD proposed by 

Marchetti et al. (2008), which revealed an expected 
similar potential given the sensitivity of KD to 
cementation effects. In fact, the plot G0/MDMT ver-
sus KD (Fig. 4) reveals that cemented soils assume 
higher rates when compared with remoulded con-
ditions in sedimentary de-structured soils for the 
same granulometric range (ID higher than 1.2), 
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which is also confirmed by CemSoil pushed-in data 
(Cruz 2010). The equation defining this border line 
can be represented by:

Upper sedimentary/lower residual bound:

G0/MDMT = 6.5 KD
0.691 (2)

3 CONCLUSIONS

A large amount of  quality data obtained from 
an international database (including portuguese) 
of  sedimentary soils was analyzed and used as 
comparing reference for high quality granitic 
residual soil experimental sites calibrated by data 
from Porto Geotechnical Map (COBA 2003) and 
a specific calibration experiment (Cruz 2010). 
The obtained results highlight the possibility of 
introducing a (double) methodology based inseis-
mic flat dilatometer (SDMT) test results for dis-
cerning non-cemented from cemented soils, very 
similar to the interpretation charts proposed by 
Schnaid et al. (2004) related with seismic piezo-
cone (SCPTu) and SPT tests. In this case, either 
the ratio G0/ED versus ID or G0/MDMT versus KD 
can be used to detect the presence of   cementation. 
Even though they can be used separately, it is sug-
gested to combine them use to have a redundant 
classification with the required input data coming 
from similar test origins, although G0/ED versus 
ID correlation reveals higher precision in the bor-
der line.
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Dewatering of a bauxite tailing using electrockinetics phenomena

L.D. Ferreira & R.C. Gomes
Federal University of Ouro Preto, Ouro Preto, Brazil

ABSTRACT: The phenomenon of electroosmosis inside a mass of soil is characterized by the move-
ment of water when there is a difference in the energy potential inside this soil mass. If  simultaneously 
to the electroosmosis process, some drainage is carried out through the electrode to which the water 
heads, the consolidation process of this soil will be triggered, being it proportional to the volume of water 
extracted. The present work aims to apply this electrokinetic phenomenon in the process of consolidation 
of tailings in a bauxite mining, in order to accelerate the mentioned process and to draw premises for 
application of electrokinetic consolidation in mining tailings in Brazil. The first results obtained during 
the essays turned out to be potential technique to be applied in the consolidation of bauxite tailings.

system active and specific for each project in order 
to avoid accidents during the operation of the 
facility and after mine closure. The building of 
such structures brings about issues related to the 
availability of large areas and projects which con-
template concepts of sustainability, environmental 
protection and social impact on the surrounding 
population and which are in agreement with cur-
rent legal regulations.

Concerns with tailing dams have grown over the 
past few years in Brazil, because of the good eco-
nomic moment through which the country is going 
and because of large proportion accidents involv-
ing the failure of the contention structures, such 
as: the dam of the old Mineração Rio Verde (Nova 
Lima, 2001), the dam of the company Cataguases 
de Papel and Cataguases Florestal (Rio Pomba, 
2003) and the dam of Mineradora Rio Pomba 
Cataguases (Miraí, 2007), which had great socio-
 environmental and economic impact. These acci-
dents of great repercussion, both nationally and 
internationally made clear the need for improve-
ment in the process of integrated management 
among the production processes and the other 
sectors involved in mining activity. Such integrated 
management procedures must be developed, aim-
ing to reduce residue generation and, at the same 
time, providing the adoption of more strict and 
safer systems for residue disposal. One of the 
techniques currently studied in the context of resi-
due disposal is the consolidation of this material 
through the use of electrokinetic phenomena.

Among the applications of electrokinetic phe-
nomena in engineering projects, it is possible to 
highlight its use in the consolidation of clay soils, 
in the recovery of contaminated soils and dewater-
ing systems of mining residues.

1 INTRODUCTION

The mining activities can be subdivided basically 
in the processes of extraction, which involves the 
direct operations of exploration of the mineral 
asset (deposit) and in the procedures of treatment 
or processing, characterized by physical and/or 
chemical operations intended to modify the min-
eral bens in terms of form and/or composition, 
in order to adjust it to the necessary industrial 
applications.

The development of these activities is always 
associated to the generation of a large volume of 
residues, since the mineral asset, the final product 
of all industrial process, represents only a small 
part of all material extracted from the deposit. 
Therefore, the appropriate disposal of these resi-
dues is necessary, taking into account all social-
environmental factors involved in this process. 
The mining residues can be divided into two main 
groups: waste and tailings, being the first result-
ing from the extraction process, in the stripping of 
the mine, whereas tailings are typically byproducts 
generated by ore processing.

The disposal of mining residues can be made on 
the surface of an area, in piles, as for the waste, 
or in disposal lakes made by dams or contention 
dikes. It is also possible to use underground cavities 
or final pits. Mining residues are usually disposed 
in contention lakes, once this byproduct is com-
monly found in the form of pulp, thus presenting 
low solid content and a large volume of water.

The structures of contention associated to the 
tailing disposal depend on its characteristics and 
on the area where they will be built. Structures 
such as dams and dikes are found having large 
dimensions, requiring large areas and a  monitoring 
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The electrokinetic phenomena encompass differ-
ent processes related to the relative movement of flu-
ids and/or particles due to the influence of external 
electric fields or which result in the generation of a 
difference in the energy potential inside an analyzed 
system. The first person to observe the water flow 
inside a soil mass as a result of these phenomena 
was F.F. Reuss, in 1809, in Russia. Casagrande was 
the pioneer in the application of these phenomena 
to treat clay soils in the mid-1930s.

Despite being a technique long applied in soil treat-
ment processes (Bjerrum et al., 1967;  Casagrande, 
1983; Shang e Duplant, 1966, apud Fourie et al., 
2007) and in dam slopes stabilization (Chappel and 
Burton, 1975 apud Fourie et.al., 2007), the appli-
cation of electroosmosis in the process of mining 
residues dewatering is quite recent. The first works 
involving such application were developed by the 
institutions United States Bureau of Mines (USBM) 
in the United States, in the 1970s and 1980s, and 
CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organization), and they aimed to establish 
the factors which influenced the process of electroki-
netic drainage (Fourie, 2006).

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Electrokinetic cell

The essays of consolidation by electroosmosis were 
carried out in a lab device called electrokinetic cell 
developed by Ferreira (2011). The development of 
this device was based on the work presented by 
Hamir et al. (2004), having some appropriate adap-
tations. This equipment is represented in Figure 1.

The equipment can be totally disassembled and 
its parts can be divided in: lower basis, upper cap, 
piston, high mechanical-resistance acrylic cylinder, 
and a pair of electrodes. When these components 
are connected they form the essay chamber where 
the test body will be mounted and laid. Except 
for the electrodes, all the components described 
were made with dielectric, anti-corrosive and light 
materials in order to facilitate the handling and to 
avoid possible accidents caused by short-circuits. 
The electrodes had the configuration of perforated 
discs, 2 mm thick, and diameters of 134 mm and 
148 mm for the base and top electrodes respec-
tively, and having 5 mm-diameter holes.

The internal chamber of the electrokinetic cell 
allows the assemblage of test bodies up to 16 cm 
high and 15 cm of diameter.

The equipment monitoring systems consist of 
two pressure transducers, one located at the base 
and the other on top of the cell and an LVDT. The 
values   of electrical current and voltage are control-
led by the power supply of the cell. The volume 
of water drained was monitored using a calibrated 
burette connected to the drainage system. The 
cell also has a system of dead weight axial load-
ing applied to the cell through a lever arm and a 
loading gate.

The monitoring systems of the equipment are 
made up of two transductors of porepressure, with 
one located at the basis and the other at the top 
of the cell and one Linear Variable Differential 
Transducer (LVDT). The values of electric current 
and voltage are controlled by the power supply 
the cell. The volume of water drained was moni-
tored through a calibrated burette connected to the 
drainage system. The cell also has a system of axial 
loading of dead load, applied to the cell through a 
lever and a loading portico.

2.2 Proprieties of the material

For the execution of the essays presented in this 
work, some bauxite tailing from the company 
Mineração Bauxita Paragominas (MBP), a branch 
of HYDRO Company, located in the municipality 
of Paragominas in Pará State, Brazil.

The geotechnical properties and a summary 
of the particle size characteristics of this material 
are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. It is also 
shown in table 1the results of the essay on Cation 
Exchange Capacity (CEC) and pH of the tailing. 
In table 2, two results of granulometry essay are 
presented, and they differ by the use or not of 
deflocculant (sodium hexamethaphosphate) in the 
sample preparation.

The comparison between the results presented 
in table 2 shows the action of the flocculant 
added to the tailing during the preparation for its Figure 1. Electrokinetic cell.
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drained water, made through a calibrated bureta, 
remained unchanged during a two-hour period. 
Such procedure resulted in a standard essay time 
of 24 hours, which was adopted as reference for all 
series of essays.

The essays received the following identifica-
tions: EC-F1 for the conventional consolidation 
essay (using axial loading only) and AEC’s for the 
consolidation by electroosmosis essays which were 
carried out using copper electrodes. The essays 
were also different from one another according to 
the filtering material used and the position of the 
electrodes inside the cell. The variation of position 
of the electrodes inside the cell was motivated by 
the direction of water flow induced by electroos-
mosis, which will be explained next.

In the developed essays, the following param-
eters were evaluated: axial deformation, volume of 
drained water and variation of the pH of drained 
water. Table 4 shows the details of the essays 
executed.

The essays which used geotextile as filter ele-
ment also had a layer of filter paper between the 
electrode and the geotextile. The geotextile mate-
rial used was non woven, made in polyester.

Table 5 presents a summary of the initial param-
eters of each essay, featuring the initial water con-
tent (wi), initial percentage of solids (ψi), the initial 
height of the test body (Hi) and applied voltage 
(V). In order to establish a standard initial volt-
age gradient (V/Hi) of the order 1V/cm, the  initial 

Table 1. Properties of the bauxite tailing.

Properties

Value

(%) (g/cm3) (cmol/kg)

Liquid limit 64
Plastic limit 30,9
Plasticity index 33,1
Specific gravity, Gs 2,67
pH 5,33
CEC 4,88

Table 2. Summary of the granulometric distribution of 
tailing.

Particle-size
With deflocculant
(%)

Without deflocculant
(%)

Clay 49,1 2,5
Silt 48,8 89,8
Sand 2,0 7,7
Gravel 0 0

Table 3. Summary of the mineral composition of the 
tailing, resulting from na x-ray diffraction essay.

Bauxite tailing

Kaolinite Goethita Gibbsitae Haematite

Table 4. Details of the consolidation by electroosmosis 
essays.

Essays
Top 
electrode Filter

Applied vertical
stress (kPa)

EC-F1 – Filter paper 15

AEC-TF1 Cathode Filter paper 15
AEC-TG1 Cathode Geotextile 15
AEC-BF1 Anode Filter paper 15
AEC-BG2 Anode Geotextile 15

 distribution. This product is added to the tailing 
with the intention to accelerate the consolidation 
process. Comparing the two essays performed, it 
is possible to see a sharp increase of the clay frac-
tion. The essay without the use of the deflocculant 
is closer to the conditions found in the field for this 
tailing.

In Table 3 a summary of the mineral composi-
tion of the tailing is presented, resulting from an 
x-ray diffraction essay.

3 LABORATORY ESSAYS

3.1 Essays configuration

The boundary conditions adopted during the exe-
cution of the essays were: axial loading of 15 kPa 
kept constant for all essays, voltage applied to the 
electrodes was also kept constant and without 
polarity inversion, water drainage always made on 
the top of the cell, having the drainage valves of the 
basis always kept closed. As an initial prescription, 
it was defined that the interruption of the essay 
would happen when two consecutive readings of 

Table 5. Details of consolidation by electroosmosis 
essays.

Essays
wi
(%)

ψi
(%)

Hi
(cm)

Voltage
(V)

EC-F1 218,25 31,42 16,00 –
AEC-TF1 208,73 32,39 16,00 15,00
AEC-BF2 222,04 31,06 15,70 15,00
AEC-TG1 223,33 30,94 15,70 15,00
AEC-BG2 230,54 30,26 14,60 14,00
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 voltage applied was equal to 15V for the essays 
which presented initial height near 16 cm, except 
for the essay AEC-BG2, which had the voltage 
reduced to 14V because of its lower initial height.

3.2 Results

The total volumes of water drained during the exe-
cution of the essays are presented in Table 6. It was 
observed during the execution of the essays that the 
drainage process was initially conditioned by the 
axial loading. The effects of the electrokinetic proc-
esses on the consolidation of the tailing were evident 
about one hour after the beginning of the essays.

The influence of the initial water content of the 
tailing on the process of consolidation by electroos-
mosis becomes evident when comparing the results 
of the volume of drained water, having the essay 
with the worst results that one which presented the 
lowest initial water content (AEC-TF1).

The fact of the flow induced by electroosmosis 
to be established in greater proportion from the 
cathode to the anode was due to the mineralogy 
presented by the tailing and to the initial value of 
it pH. As previously specified, the material used in 
the experiments presents high concentrations of 
kaolinite, goethite, gibssite and hematite. These 
minerals present superficial charge dependent on 
the pH of the solution where they are. According 
to Mendonça (2000), in the pH-dependent soils, 
one same position of the coloide could be respon-
sible for a negative charge (high pH), for no charge 
(intermediate pH) or for a positive charge (low pH). 
Thus, as the pH of the tailing was initially acidic, 
the superficial charge of these minerals presented 
positive, therefore triggering a process of anion 
exchange in the middle, producing a larger pro-
portion of cations (positive ions) in the interstitial 
fluid, resulting in a flow induced by electroosmosis 
in larger proportions in the direction cathode-an-
ode, as it was verified in the experiments. This fact 
is evident when comparing the variations of the 
final solids percentage (ψi) in three distinct regions 
of the cell, being: near the top electrode, in the 
center and near the bottom electrode. The values 
of this parameter are presented in Table 7.

The final solids content appear increasing from 
bottom to top in the essays in which the top elec-
trode was the cathode, and appear decreasing in 
this same direction when this electrode was at the 
bottom of the cell. As the drainage was executed 
by the top of the cell, it is evident the flow induced 
by electroosmosis in the direction from the cathode 
to the anode.

Different patterns of cracks were also observed 
along the samples in the continuous process of 
consolidation, due to different conditions of inter-
stitial water flow, induced by the axial loading φhr 
(tension of 15 kPa) and by the external electrical 
field applied φc (Fig. 2).

These cracks tended to be mainly parallel to the 
direction of the interstitial water flow for the essays 
with the cathode as the top electrode and mainly 
normal to the flow for the essays with the cathode 
as the bottom electrode (Figs. 2 and 3).

The cracks in the test bodies with the cathode at 
the top of the cell tended to appear in the region 
near the center of the sample, disappearing as the 
consolidation made progress. On the other hand, 
the cracks in the test bodies with the cathode at the 
bottom of the cell tended to appear in diametric 
opposed regions and were kept until the end of the 
essays. For these cases, in the regions of the cracks 
the water content assumed locally the maximum 
values measured in the essays (maximum value of 
99.61% for a final solid percentage of 50.1%).

The pH of the drained water was monitored 
during the execution of the consolidation by elec-
troosmosis essays and the evolution of this param-
eter is presented in Figure 4.

Through the analysis of the graphics of figure 4, 
it can be observed that the drained water became 
basic for the essays in which the top electrode 
(drainage interface) was the cathode. TF1 essay 
presented pH values near 10, whereas in TG1 essay, 
the water pH reached 9.7. However, for the essays 
in which the top electrode was the anode, the water 
was acidic. The maximum pH values were 5.17 
for the BG2 essay and 5.4 for the BF2 essay. Such 
results are a reflection of the hydrolysis reactions 
that occur in each of these electrodes.

Table 6. Total volume of drained water.

Essays
Total volume of 
drained water (ml)

EC-F1 1579
AEC-TF1 1453
AEC-BF2 1664
AEC-TG1 1570
AEC-BG2 1494

Table 7. Final solids content.

Essays ψi (%)

ψf (%)

Topo Centro Base

EC-F1 31,42 55,88 56,84 57,27
AEC-TF1 32,39 56,68 54,26 51,92
AEC-BF2 31,06 58,82 58,94 60,35
AEC-TG1 30,94 57,48 56,92 54,38
AEC-BG2 30,26 57,74 58,95 59,70
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acidic, as seen in figure 4, for the essays in which the 
top electrode was the anode (near the drainage).

2 4 42 2H O2 e O H44e ↑ + +4H− O ↑ +  (1)

In the cathode the hydrolysis reaction gener-
ates the hydrogen gas and hydroxyl ions (OH−), as 
shown in equation 2, making the medium in this 
region basic, as presented in figure 4 for the essays 
in which the top electrode was the cathode.

2 4 2 42 2H O2 e 22 OH44e ↑ −4OH2  (2)

3.3 Axial deformations

The axial displacements were measured by an 
LVDT, placed in the piston of the electrokinetic 
cell. The values are presented in Figure 5.

The total volume variation of the tailing sample 
in the AEC-BF2 essay can be viewed in Figure 6.

Figure 2. Development of cracks and flow conditions 
in the essayed samples.

Figure 3. Development of cracks: a) essay with the cath-
ode at the top; b) essay with the cathode at the bottom.

Figure 4. Value of pH × time in the AEC essays.

It is known that one of the electrochemical proc-
esses triggered inside the soil and of great influ-
ence in the development of the consolidation by 
electroosmosis is the hydrolysis that occurs in the 
anode, in which oxygen gas (O2) and hydrogen 
ions (H+) are generated, as shown in equation (1). 
This reaction makes the medium around the anode 

Figure 5. Axial deformation.

Figure 6. Volume variations of the test bodies.
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Table 8 presents the final values of height 
variation (ΔH) and of the axial deformations ε 
(expressed in percentage), and the initial values of 
height (Hi) and water content (wi) of the test bod-
ies of the consolidation by electroosmosis essays 
(AECs) correlated to the value of the final axial 
deformation obtained in the conventional consoli-
dation essay EC-F1.

Except for TF1 essay that presented divergent 
performance, as can be observed in the graphic, all 
other essays resulted in final deformations equiva-
lent and of the same order of magnitude obtained 
in the conventional consolidation essay (final 
deformations in the range of 57% to 59%).

The influence of the divergence between the 
initial values of height and water content shown 
among the essays is clear when the values of 
drained water are compared, in table 6, and the 
values presented in table 8. It can be noticed that 
the essay which presented lower values of drained 
water volume and axial deformation was the one 
which also had lower initial water content, that is, 
AEC-TF1 essay. This essay (AEC-TF1) presented 
values for these parameters (drained water volume 
and axial deformation) lower than those presented 
by the conventional consolidation essay (EC-F1).

It can also be observed that the deformation 
curve of AEC-TF1 essay was not suitable with the 
curves of the other essays, as illustrated in figure 5, 
making evident the great influence of the initial 
water content of the soil in the process of consoli-
dation by electroosmosis.

4 CONCLUSIONS

From the essays performed it can be observed the 
influence of mineralogy and pH of the interstitial 
solution in the electrokinetic phenomena, resulting 
in a flow by electroosmosis, in the  cathode-anode 
direction, which is contrary to what is usually 
reported in similar researches. Thus, a project 
intending to use electrokinetic phenomena to 
accelerate the consolidation process of soils and 
mining tailings must be based on the singularities 
presented by each project, such as the  mineralogy 

of the material to be essayed, physicochemical 
conditions presented by the material, and also 
to establish the conditions of the project layout, 
such as the position and configuration of the elec-
trodes (taking into account the kind of material in 
which they will be manufactured in order to mini-
mize the corrosion effects), appropriate voltage 
to be applied, energy consumption, among oth-
ers. I therefore demand further studies aiming to 
establish premises which will guide future projects 
in industrial scale.

It is relevant to consider the complexity of the 
electrokinetic phenomena, especially considering 
their application in residues processed in a indus-
trial plant, characterized by comminution and 
the incorporation of several chemical additives 
at different steps of operation. In the particular 
case of bauxite tailings from MBP (Paragominas/ 
PA—Brazil), the residues generated are very fine 
(particles smaller than 400#) that are treated in 
conventional thickeners and added synthetic floc-
culants for pH adjustments and optimization of 
consolidation processes. The conjugation of con-
solidation effects incorporating these additives, 
an overload of 15 kPa and the application of an 
external electric field of 0.95 V/cm induced a flow 
by electroosmosis in the cathode-anode direction, 
independent on different positions of the elec-
trodes (with drainage always made by the superior 
electrode in the experimental framework).

At the end of all essays, the average values of 
solid percentage reached was of 60%, requiring an 
average time of 11 hours, considering that within 
this interval more than 90% of the total volume of 
water had been drained in all essays of consolida-
tion by electroosmosis. Therefore, it is evident the 
potential of application of these phenomena in the 
acceleration of the consolidation of this bauxite 
tailing.

Except for the AEC-TF1 essay that presented 
divergent performance, all other essays resulted 
in final deformations equivalent and of the same 
order of magnitude obtained in the conventional 
consolidation essay (final deformations in the 
range of 57% to 59%).

The analysis of the electrokinetic phenomena in 
the consolidation process must be based on several 
physicochemical properties of the studied mate-
rial, so, the results presented in this work have a 
preliminary character and are valid exclusively 
for the bauxite tailing studied. It is important to 
have the necessary caution in terms of generaliza-
tion of these conclusions for any mining residue. 
 However, the results presented were accordingly, 
representative of the inherent conditions of phe-
nomena of electrokinetic nature, and presented 
promising results for the application of this con-
solidation technique for the tailing used.

Table 8. Total axial deformation.

Essays
wi
(%)

Hi
(cm)

ΔH
(cm)

ε
(%)

EC-F1 218,25 16,00 9,19 57,4
AEC-TF1 208,73 16,00 7,76 48,5
AEC-BF2 222,04 15,70 9,04 57,6
AEC-TG1 223,33 15,70 9,14 58,2
AEC-BG2 230,54 14,60 8,64 59,2
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Cement-treated soil: Experience in the work rehabilitation of National 
Route No 7—Section: Crossing La Picasa Lagoon through existing road

J.E. Ramoneda, F. Gerbaudo & J. Viozzi
Dirección Nacional de Vialidad, 7º Distrito—División Obras. Santa Fe, Argentina

ABSTRACT: The paper presents the experience of using cement treated soil to construct an embank-
ment in the “Rehabilitation of National Route 7—Section: crossing La Picasa Lagoon through existing 
road” work, located between Km 380.0 and Km 390.5 in the Santa Fe Province, Argentine. The overflow-
ing of La Picasa Lagoon in 1999 interrupted the existing road. This work rehabilitated the flood section. 
The project itself  included the construction of an embankment protected by stones on the existing road. 
The chemical aggressiveness of water, caused by high content of salts, especially sulfates, required the 
embankment to be neutralized both physically and chemically. Consequently, a treatment with low quan-
tities of ARS Portland cement was proposed. While in Argentina this technique is widely used in soil 
stabilization, seeking to improve both physical characteristics and bearing capacity, it has never been used 
to modify only the physical conditions.

• Level at the time of the work of the lagoon: IGN 
104.00 (approximate).

• Maximum level of the lagoon at the conclusion of 
the drainage works currently in progress: 102.50 
IGN. Federal Plan of Flood Control adminis-
tered by the Secretary of Water Resources of the 
Nation.

• Minimal height of grade project: 104.80 IGN.

The typical profile of basic work also takes into 
account the following requirements, according to 
the level of service to be provided along the way:

• Guideline Speed: 110 km/h
• Roadway width: 7.44 m
• Crown width: 15.30 m
• Shoulder width: 3.00 m

1 INTRODUCTION

National Road No. 7 starts in the city of Buenos 
Aires and developes—from east to west—crossing 
the provinces of Buenos Aires, Santa Fe, Córdoba, 
San Luis and Mendoza.

The section under study starts in the Santa Fe 
Province at Km 380.0 and continues around the 
flooding area of the Laguna La Picasa, ending at 
km 390.5. This lake is located in the southwest of 
the province of Santa Fe and North of the Prov-
ince of Buenos Aires and has basin of approxi-
mately 500,000 hectares contribution, including 
SE of Cordoba, NW of Buenos Aires and SW of 
Santa Fe areas, on a stretch of 100 km long and 
50 meters wide along National Route No. 7.

The work, contracted by the Dirección Nacional 
de Vialidad of Argentine, was officially started 
01/02/2006 and ended on 15/06/2007. It gave con-
tinuity to the NR No. 7 interrupted from 1999 due 
to the overflowing of the water. The track crosses 
the La Picasa lagoon by the South West end. The 
general morphology of the area has a typical land-
scape of gently undulating plains, with alterna-
tion of very flat hills and depressed sectors, where 
ponds and temporary lows locate, incorporating 
a surface storage capacity. Surface slopes are low, 
less than the 0004 m/m. The aim of the project was 
to rehabilitate the road through an embankment 
along the existing track and avoid disruption in the 
future.

To achieve this, the following hydraulic and 
project parameters have been considered:

Figure 1. Level at the time of the work of the lagoon: 
IGN 104.00 (approximate).
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A geotextile membrane resistance to puncture 
and tear was placed between the causeway and the 
layers of soil cement.

This paper will focus on the core layer of soil fill, 
the subgrade and shoulders coating, all executed in 
soil treated with cement.

2 TECHNICAL SOLUTION

The system of elements and materials that make 
up the existing basic work respond to the demands 
required by the environment.

The pier contains the nucleus and acts as protec-
tion, containment and filter side together with geo-
textile membrane. The embankment forms a floor 
that is not affected in its stability by the presence of 
water and eliminates the phenomenon of capillary 
rise for the high void ratio.

The change in the physical properties aims to 
provide the fill water insensitivity to the phenom-
ena of volume changes (swelling, shrinkage and 
consolidation) and embedding capillary absorp-
tion. This embedding is a latent possibility in the 
work because of its proximity to high laggon level 
and exposure to rain.

Moreover, the slight stiffening of cement brings 
a number of advantages, among others, construc-
tion technology and also influences the attenuation 
of the physical phenomenon of consolidation.

This series of technological advantages are:

• Reduces lead times and costs for using the equip-
ment. A similar structural capacity as the bank 
executed without cement requires significant 
mechanical densification, which implies a con-
siderable runtime and greater use of compaction 
equipment (as will be seen in the development 
of construction methodology and equipment 
used for distribution and preparation of mate-
rial to be compacted is similar to that required 
for untreated soil with cement).

• At the same time constitutes a less deformable 
seat base for the pavement structure to improve 
its performance and durability.

• It also helps to mitigate potential differential set-
tlement between the sectors of basic work that 
are above the existing pavement structure and 
outside it, that is, on shoulders verges and exist-
ing embankment slope.

As a disadvantage, the soil layers agglomerated 
with cement have a significant potential for drying 
shrinkage cracking, a problem that can be solved 
by attending carefully curing task. Nevertheless 
the use of low cement tenors in this case, presented 
no such problems.

In order to use cement as a treatment of soil we 
had to pay special attention to water of the lagoon. 

Figure 2. View of the trace of the roadway when starting 
the work.
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Figure 3. Cross section.

It was also built a bridge located in the progressive 
6 + 759.13, with a length of 60 m in three tranches 
of 20 m light each, a level beam background of 
104.50 m and a roadway width of 8.30 m. The basic 
work of raising the embankment has its axis coin-
cident with the axis of the existing pavement. It 
consists of a shoulder and core of rockfill. The last 
one is formed by a causeway to advance beyond the 
level of water hair with a rematch of 0.20 m. From 
this base causeway lies layers of cement treated soil 
and after that the main pavement structure is found. 
It is the result of the application of 1993 AASHTO 
Design Method for annual average daily traffic 
design of 1960 vehicles per day in 2007. The struc-
ture was designed as a semirigid pavement, trying to 
make rigid support layers decreasing in depth. The 
final structure was formed as follows:

• Subgrade soil treated with cement sub base of 
20 cm thick. See Figure 2 reference 6.

• Sub base granular treated with cement of 20 cm 
thick. See Figure 2 reference 5.

• Base granular treated with cement of 15 cm 
thick. See Figure 2 reference 4.

• Asphalt concrete layer of 7 cm thick. See 
 Figure 2 reference 1.
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The chemical analysis verified the presence of 
important contents of sulfate, 2.4 g/l, a substance 
that is combined with tricalcium aluminate hydrates 
(AC3) expansive cement to form compounds that 
cause cracking. We therefore had to use Portland 
Cement ARS, highly resistant to sulfates. It is pro-
vided to give an order of magnitude that according 
to PETG Ref. [1] the maximum sulfate content for 
mixing water for soil cement is 1 g/l.

3 SPECIFICATIONS

In this paper we mention some concepts of the 
specifications related to soils treated with cement, 
which come from the Special Technical Specifica-
tions (PETG) of the work. Ref [1].

Related to the materials, the most important 
requirement is Cement, which must be of type 
ARS according to the IRAM Norms 1669-1:1984 
Portland Cement highly sulphate-resistant, with 
no additions and/or IRAM Norms 1669-2:1987 
Portland Cement highly sulphate-resistant, with 
additions. There were no parameters to control soil 
established except those related to the presence of 
organic matter, leaving the feasibility of using soil 
from different sites subject to the study of economic 
and technical feasibility for mixture proportions.

As for the soil-cement mixture did not set any 
parameter that has to do with the physical prop-
erties of the material, grain size distribution and 
Atterberg limits, common practice for the speci-
fication of lime-treated mixtures. Such properties 
allow to directly assess the effectiveness of treat-
ment. The lack of quantifiers of these properties 
in the specifications of soil treated with cement 
applied to this project responds to the tests 
required to obtain the mixture should offer the 
possibility to break into particles. Because of the 
cement, once the mixture was compacted or left 
aside for some time uncompacted, this last process 
is not easy to do. One could try to make some kind 
of characterization when uncompacted mixture is 
young, hours or days after homogenization, but 
in this period the reactions and chemical changes 

are substantial minute by minute and thus the time 
variable would introduce a large scatter in results. 
It should be further study in this regard.

It was established as an indirect control param-
eter for evaluating the effectiveness of treatment in 
an indirect way the compressive strength accord-
ing to Standard Test VN—E33—67 Ref [2], except 
you have to do with curing and molding of the 
specimens. The test was due to perform after a cur-
ing process of 48 hours at 50 degrees Celsius or 
21 days at room temperature. The molding process 
took between two and two and a half  hours after 
the mixing was made.

According to the current standard specifica-
tions a soil stabilized with cement has a curing 
period of 7 days at 20 degrees Celsius; which serves 
to mitigate the structural requirement for the mix-
ture treated, in comparison to the stabilized one, 
maintaining the values of compressive strength 
environments commonly demanded. This measure 
substantially reduces the amount of cement into 
the soil.

Whenever the construction methodology 
adopted for the execution is the indicated in this 
paper, the delay between mixing and compaction 
of the specimens is common practice in laborato-
ries in order to adjust sample conditions to the real 
compaction in the work.

It was also introduced the alternative to cure the 
specimens at a higher temperature than standard 
50 degrees Celsius during 48 hours to control the 
mixture in order to verify the correct execution 
of layers in a reasonable time according to work 
deadlines. The temperature acts as a catalyst accel-
erating the hydration of cement in a direct analogy 
with the steam-cured concrete, a technology that 
is used when trying to obtain mechanical strength 
at early ages.

The compression strength both for the bank, 
the sub-base coating and the coating should be 
between shoulders 18 and 25 kg/cm2.

Another condition of approval of the layers is 
compaction which has been one of the most dis-
cussed. In accordance with the Particular Speci-
fication of the Work the finished layer must be 

Table 1. Alternative proposal modified compaction test.

Test Mold
Nº of 
layers

Ram 
weight 
(kg)

Layer 
height 
(cm)

Nº of 
hits

Compaction 
energy
(kg cm/cm3)VN—E5—93 AASTHO φ (cm) H (cm)

I T 99 10.2 11.7 3 2.5 3.89 25  6.05
V T 180 15.2 11.7 5 4.5 2.33 56 27.25
Alternative proposal
I T 99 15.2 17.8 5 2.5 3.56 52  6.11
V T 180 15.2 17.8 5 4.5 3.56 86 27.45
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inspected comparing the result of compaction con-
trol test by the sand method according to standard 
VN—E8—66 Ref [2] with the obtained using the 
technique of compaction test of soil-cement mix-
tures and soil-lime VN—E19—66 Ref [2]. The last 
one was performed on a mixed specimen obtained 
in the road prior to compaction, but using the 
compaction energy corresponding to each layer as 
set out in the PETG Ref. [1]. This combination of 
standards specifications for the compaction test 
required taking an approach during the work.

According to the test VN—E19—66, specific 
compaction energy of 6.05 kg cm/cm3 should be 
applied to the specimen, which coincides with the 
lowest test specified in VN—E5—93, Type I Ref 
[2]. That energy depends on soil classification 
to be used in the formation of the embankment 
or coatings, in accordance with the PETG. The 
identification of soil testing is done according to 
the grain size distribution VN—E1—65, Liquid 
limit VN—E2—65, Plastic limit, Plasticity index 
VN—E3—65, Soil classification VN—E4—84 
Ref. [2]. As stated above, these physical charac-
terizations are not applied to soil with cement. 
Beyond that if  we take as a starting point that A4 
type soils treated with cement to improve them are 
used, we can speculate about obtaining a higher or 
equal quality, A4, A3, A2 or A1. For these types of 
soil compaction test correspond the VN—E5—93 
Type II or V, both specific energy of 27.3 kg cm/cm3 
compaction, the maxims contained therein.

Given this uncertainty and following the techni-
cal and economic criteria to reduce the compaction 
energy applied, that supported the use of cement 
treated soil, energy compaction test adopted was 
VN—E5—93 of 6.05 kg cm/cm3.

In order to improve the slenderness of the speci-
men for the simple compression test, the using of 
specimens of greater height and larger diameter 
was proposed in the particular specifications of 
the work. To achieve this, larger molds to setting 
the standard and alternative methods of compac-
tion of the specimens were indicated to keep the 
specific energy of compaction. On one hand the 
increased number of layers and another ram using 
a drop of greater height and weight.

Both proposed techniques were tested and dis-
carded because we found no consistent results regard-
ing the density achieved compared with specimens 
tested according to National Highway standards. In 
general, the density at optimum moisture content 
was higher in the range 3%–7%. Without further 
analysis, to introduce variations of this type should 
take into account not only energy but also compac-
tion specific bulbs caused by ram pressure and the 
thickness of the layers, but this was not the case.

For coatings and the 0.30 m at the top of the 
embankment was required to reach 100% of the 

density obtained in this test, and for the 0.30 m 
below the embankment above 95%.

As regards the implementation, it was estab-
lished that the mixing of  the materials should not 
exceed 2.5 hours from the time the water either 
for irrigation or contained in the soil, contact 
with cement. In turn, the distribution and com-
paction process should not exceed a period of 
6 hours.

For soil stabilization with cement is generally 
required that the latter term is less than 3 hours. 
The reason of this is both to maximize the binding 
power of the first products generated by cement 
hydration and to avoid the negative consequences 
of fragmentation phenomenon beginning in the 
compaction process.

In the present work this matter was not neglected 
but was given a minor importance allowing longer 
terms, as not intended to substantially increase the 
bearing capacity of the layer.

4 DOSAGE

For the different layers the dosage used were the 
same as those obtained as a result of a series of 
deposits of soil and laboratory tests.

Field studies showed that two sites had ade-
quate and similar technical characteristics, oper-
ating power and convenient transport distance 
to the section. Both showed a mantle composed 
of  soil exploitable A4, composed mainly of  silt, 
moderate or small amount of  coarse material 
and only small amount of  clay. The prevalence 
of  silt makes it require less amount of  cement 
due to the smaller surface area compared to the 
clays, and the presence of  the latter, although to 
a lesser extent, gives you extra cement long term 
because of  their long-term reactions to hydrox-
ides binder.

Once the type of  soil to use was set, we began 
with the laboratory research stage to determine 
the amount of  cement that meets the require-
ments of  the Technical Specifications of  the 
Contract.

To this end, the compaction test was performed 
with different contents of cement, 2.5%, 3%, 3.5% 
and 4%. Based on this, series of 6 specimen each 
were molded, with such content of cement and 
compaction optimum moisture. From each set 
of samples, 3 samples were cured for 21 days at 
20 degrees Celsius and the remaining 3 for 48 hours 
at 50 degrees Celsius.

The results obtained using both types of cur-
ing showed little dispersion, although in all cases 
showed that the average compressive strength 
resulting from accelerated curing was lower for all 
the different cement contents.
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It was also found that the compressive strength 
required, among 18 to 25 kg/cm2, is achieved with 
less than 3% cement, which is why the expected 
cost in the item has not been changed.

As an extra information, we also performed test 
on soil-cement mixtures of durability by wetting 
(VN—E21—66) and durability by freezing and 
thawing (VN—E22—66).

As expected, results were above the specified 
limits of 10% loss for soils A-4 treated with cement 
set by the General Specifications Technical Specifi-
cations (1998) of Vialidad Nacional (VN).

The levels needed to achieve favorable results in 
this test, according to the experience of VN and 
the literature, are in a range from 7% to 12%. The 
percentage of cement used is significantly below 
that range.

5 CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY

Although the methodology employed is very tra-
ditional, today is being replaced by mixing plants 
that ensure quality and reduced lead times.

Nevertheless, the technology adopted for this 
work was adapted properly to the generous period 
of 6 hours for the distribution and compaction of 
the layer.

Basically the implementation process involved 
the construction of four layers of equal thickness 
for the formation of the embankment, a layer for 
coating and another coating of shoulder. The con-
struction of each one took place in these phases 
and with the following teams:

• Arrangement of side dump truck floor.
• Distribution with grader.
• Distribution through bags of cement.
• Mixing equipment and irrigated with reclaimed 

equipment.
• Compaction with vibratory roller crowbar.
• Profiling with grader.

6 WORK CONTROLS AND RESULTS

According to the technical specifications of the 
work routine checks during construction of the 
layers of cement-treated soil were:

• Grain size distribution by wet VN—E1—65, 
VN Liquid limit—E2—65, plastic limit, plas-
ticity index VN—E3—65, Soil classification 
VN—E4—84 Ref [2] to ensure soil quality.

• Testing of compaction of soil-cement mixtures 
VN—E19—66 Ref [2], to obtain the reference 
density of each field of work.

• Control by the method of compaction sand 
according to EN VN—E8—66 Ref [2]. Testing to 
control the quality of implementation of the layer.

• Simple Compressive strength according to 
Standard Test VN—E33—67 Ref [2] to control 
the quality of the mixture and implementation 
of the layer. This type of control was performed 
using specimens molded with samples taken 
of the executed section and accelerated cure, 
but regularly cured specimens were tailored for 
21 days at 21 degrees Celsius as a method of con-
trasting results. According to what was observed 
at the time of dosing, accelerated curing method 
yield results with respect to other method. This 
situation put the controls on the side of safety.

Figure 4. View of the execution of the layers of cement 
treated soil in stages.

Figure 5. Average resistance to simple compression of 
each section built.
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With regard to compaction control, results 
were found generally acceptable. However, unsat-
isfactory results were found both by excess and by 
default of the established range between 18 and 
25 kg/cm2 for the resistance to the simple compres-
sive strength. See Fig 2.

The failure by default, meaning those represent-
ative samples averages of each stage of execution 
that did not reach the 18 kg/cm2, have been subject 
to rejection and reconstruction.

The results for excess, greater than 25 kg/cm2, 
are not a concern from a structural standpoint, 
but they are from the durability standpoint. This 
problem is important for cement tenors which 
lead to an increased potential for drying shrink-
age cracking. Nevertheless values were not higher 
than 30 kg/cm2, which mean that excesses are not 
as important or even lie within established specifi-
cations ranges for similar mixtures applied to other 
works that have not had durability problems.

The biggest problem encountered was the disper-
sion of the results. This is a distinctive feature of 
the methodology used constructively, which is per-
formed in the field batching and mixing. They often 
have difficulty in the homogenization during the 
mixing of materials and production times are very 
difficult to repeat every day. This directly affects the 
quality of the mix and it is reflected in the results.

After the work was finished, which happened on 
June 2007, auscultation was performed at open sky 
or pit in shoulder during the month of December 
of that year in order to verify the presence of water 
in the core landfill due to the phenomenon of cap-
illary rise. By that time the lake level remained 
similar to that which led to the interruption of 
National Road No. 7. Moisture percentages were 
found ranging from 23.5% to a depth of 0.60 m at 
26% to 1.3 m. In addition to these values indicating 
that no saturation of pores occurred, there were no 
visual symptoms that demonstrated embedding.

We also performed a new visit to the site in 
 January 2010 to make an expeditious visual assess-
ment in which we have not detected longitudinal 
corrugations, rutting significant—less than 3 mm-, 
pavement cracks or defects in the shoulders, that 
suggested a bad response of the layers studied in 
this work.

7 CONCLUSION

The experience developed with cement treated soil 
is successful and valuable. On the one hand by the 
results obtained, which had their difficulties dur-
ing the work but were within the expected and rea-
sonable, supported it by the current performance 
of the work.

On the other hand it represented a complete 
success from the technological innovation point 
of view. While we should not ignore that this is a 
technique which derives from other soil stabiliza-
tion with cement, which has significant experience 
and development not only scientifically but also 
technologically, it has served as direct input for 
sustaining the work performed.

The future also will have a bench-scale test-
ing that has already borne fruit and will continue 
throughout life. This is of particular importance in 
overall development of new research.
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this report is to sum up ISC-4 Session TS15-T9. Fifteen high quality papers 
were presented to this technical session, covering a wide range of topics. Combination of laboratory and 
a fair variety of site investigation techniques are used to analyze environmental and geotechnical traits, 
proving that frequently the two are in fact closely associated. Geothermal characterization tools can help 
us to comprehend some type of settlements or soil behavior index (Ic) can assist us to distinguish polluted 
soils, for example.

geotechnical and geophysical characterization 
tools prove of significant assistance, not only for 
understanding the problem involved, but helping 
its remediation as well.

The use of such techniques and methodolo-
gies is not new and the progress in this field is 
continuous.

2.1 Characterization of contaminated sites

For contaminant characterization, detection of 
contaminated zone and both, composition and 
contamination concentration (geoenvironmental 
regime), are a key issue (Fig. 2).

1 INTRODUCTION

Fifteen papers were submitted to ISC-4 Session 
TS15-T9. A wide range of topics is covered and 
papers could be classified and/or unified in differ-
ent ways. Table 1 shows the author’s order.

Nearly half  of the contributions are presented 
by European authors, 41% from the Americas and 
12% from Asia (Fig. 1).

2 ENVIRONMENTAL TOPICS

Papers submitted to the session discuss different 
aspects related to environmental issues to which 

Table 1. Characterization of polluted soils session TS15-T9.

Section Authors Geotechnical issue

Environmental Song-Yu et al. Soil contaminats characterization
Arato et al. Characterization and monitoring of a contaminated site
Francisca et al. Early detection systems to monitor NAPL displacement
Hemmingway & Long Design of closed loop geothermal systems
Passalacqua et al. Large landslide

Drilling & sampling off  shore Nishio et al. Deep seafloor stability anaslysis
Robertson et al. Deepwater investigations

Unsaturated soils Gress & Demartinecourt Variation of in-situ parameters with water content
Ferreira & Fucale Evaluation of soils collapsability
Pineda et al. Retrieving and testing block samples from silty deposits

Soil-estructure  interaction Imanzadeh et al. Uncertainty in soil and structure parameters for buried 
pipes

Rice et al. Analyses of single piles under latera impact loading
Pinto & Pita Pile design
Drevininkas et al. Settlement estimation of a mat foundation
Decourt Class A predictions of bearing capacity and settlements 

for foundations
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Polluted soils are a heterogeneous mixture of 
mineral particles, air, water and polluting fluids. 
This is an important issue that must be taken into 
account for any research technique because the 
response to any test (invasive or non-invasive) 
depends, apart from other geological concerns, 
on the volumetric content of each phase and the 
porosity of the soil. Even in the frequency of meas-
urement. The difficulty lies in identifying which 
component or combination of components causes 
changes in the measured parameter. The estima-
tion of subsoil contamination is not as straightfor-
ward as it seems, special with low values of degree 
of saturation S and/or some amount of clay.

Traditional laboratory techniques such as gas 
chromatography and mass spectroscopy in soil and 
groundwater samples are usually used for these 
purposes.

In situ techniques, both geophysical and geo-
technical, are practical tools to detect and also 
monitor pollutant plumes.

Electromagnetic wave propagation such 
as Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), Elec-
trical Resistivity Tomography (ERT), Time 
Domain Reflectometry (TDR) and  Amplitude 
Domain Reflectometry (ADR) are the most 

accepted  geophysical  techniques for site 
 characterization. Extended geotechnical tests such 
as the resistivity piezocone (RCPTu) are also used 
for many years now (e.g. Robertson et al., 1998).

The three related papers contributed to the Ses-
sion are resumed in Table 2.

Francisca et al. (2012) evaluates the ability of 
ADR for determining dielectric permittivity (k′) 
of LNAPLs polluted SP arkosic sands. Using 
ADR, k′ is determined by changes in the ampli-
tude between transmitted and reflected waves.

Difference in k′ allows identifying contaminated 
and uncontaminated soils but must be kept in mind 
that NAPL contaminated soils are mixtures of 
mineral particles (k′∼ 5.5), water (k′∼78.5), organic 
fluids (k′∼2) and air (k′∼1). Dielectric permittivity 
of the heterogeneous phase mixture is dependent 
on the volumetric content of each phase, the inter-
action between them, the porosity of the soil and 
the frequency of measurement.

These authors present a comprehensive set of 
five experiments in a laboratory scale model using 
paraffin oil as pollutant agent. Figure 3 shows one 
of the setups. A portable ADR device capable of 
generating 50 MHz electromagnetic waves was 
used. The probe can be used on samples or can be 
placed in situ for long periods of time. They con-
cluded that k’ is highly dependent on volumetric 
contents of mixture and permittivity of the fluid 
and that successful detections can be achieved 

Table 2. Characterization of polluted soils session 
TS15-T9.

Paper Pollutant
Characterization 
technique

Son-Yo et al. Pesticide RCPTu
Francisca et al. LNAPLs ADR
Arato et al. LNAPLs Oedometer- ERT

Figure 3. Experimental set-up for paraffin oil spill 
monitoring by dielectric permittivity measurements. 
(Francisca et al., 2012).

Figure 1. Geographic origin of the session TS15-T9 
contributions.

Figure 2. Conceptual model for LNAPL plume. After 
Mercer & Cohen, 1990 in EPA/540/S-95 Report.
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in saturated specimens or, in general, when the 
 volume of contaminant in the pores exceeds 30% 
of saturation.

Arato et al. (2012) present an integration of field 
and laboratory experiments using an oedometer 
cell instrumented to perform 3D ERT and different 
field geophysical and geochemical methods for the 
characterization and monitoring of hydrocarbon 
pollution. The integration of field and laboratory 
measurements was very valuable to investigate the 
influence of evolution of water table on the con-
taminant hydrocarbon. Figure 4 presents results of 
two ERT logs near Trencate, NW Italy.

A combination of a CPTu probe with a resis-
tivity device is the nowadays well known resistiv-
ity cone, RCPTu, a common tool to investigate 
polluted alluvial sandy to clayed-silty sands soils. 
Song-Yu et al. (2012) use this in situ technique for 
a pesticide-contaminated site in SE China.

As a matter of fact, the author use the param-
eters measured and derived form classical geotech-
nical CPT literature together with the resistivity 
data to identify the organic contaminated portions 
of soil. First, there is a good relationship between 
fines content (FC%) with the soil behavior index 
(Ic) as defined by Jefferies & Davis (1991) using 
laboratory sieve analysis and data from CPTu tests, 
respectively (Fig. 5).

This local correlation helped the identification 
of contaminated areas, as the resistivity-FC% ratio 
is quite different for contaminated and noncon-
taminated soils (Fig. 6).

2.2 Thermal characterization

Interest in the exploitation of geothermal energy 
resources is growing worldwide, making a thorough 

Figure 4. ERT sections (Arato et al., 2012).

Figure 5. Correlation between FC% and soil behaviour 
index Ic. (Song-yu et al., 2012).

Figure 6. Correlation between resistivity and FC% using 
the resistivity piezocone tests (Song-yu et al., 2012).

understanding of thermogeological parameters and 
accurate measurement and interpretation of these 
parameters a fundamental design requirement.

Hemmingway & Long (2012), present an over-
view of the theory underlying several laboratory 
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and in situ thermal characterization testing 
methods and the result of a number of tests car-
ried out using various equipment constructed 
in University College Dublin, UCD. The paper 
focuses on ‘closed loop’ ground source energy sys-
tems where thermal analysis of ground materials 
refers essentially to thermal conductivity analysis, 
being generally conduction the most important 
heat transfer mode.

Two laboratory equipment set ups developed 
in the UDC for thermal conductivity evaluation, 
using both steady-state and non steady-state tech-
niques, are described by Hemmingway & Long. 
Steady-state analysis refers to determine the ther-
mal conductivity of a sample with constant tem-
perature with respect to time. Theory underlying 
steady-state analysis is that of Fourier’s law of 
heat conduction. During non steady-state analy-
sis instead, temperature measurements are tak-
ing during the process of heating up a material. 
This second technique is faster than steady-state 
although mathematical analysis of the measured 
data is more complex.

In situ analyses were also performed with a 
Thermal Response Test (TRT) with a testing rig 
developed at UCD too (Fig. 7).

Thermal effects of varying the aggregate size, 
the water-cement ratio, the sand-cement ratio and 
the aggregate type were tested with the steady-state 
analysis system in a number of concrete and grout 
mixes. Water-cement ratio and aggregate type seem 
to significantly affect the thermal properties of the 
samples.

Three in situ TRT tests were carried out with 
the rig illustrated in Figure 8 which shows a plot of 
results, being the average temperature the average 
of the injected and return borehole heat exchanger 
temperatures. The third calculated thermal con-
ductivity value is appreciably different from the 

first two. According to the authors, the difference 
is due to the thermal elevation imposed on the sub-
surface by each of the preceding thermal response 
tests.

Investigation of thermal conductivity and set-
tlement characteristics of wet sand, dry sand, 
commercially available backfill grout and cement 
stabilized sand is also carried out, to study the ther-
mal behavior of backfill materials placed around 
electricity transmission cables. Thermal conductiv-
ity measurements fall within the expected ranges 
while settlements observed in both wet and dry 
sand samples raise questions as to the suitability 
of sand as a backfill material around high voltage 
electricity transmission cables.

2.3 Characterization of large landslide

Passalacqua et al. (2012) present a geophysical 
site characterization of a quite large area around 
5 km2 in the Liguria Region (N Italy).

It is an area formed by a pliocenic till, whose 
body of widely assorted sediments is a large rel-
ict landslide subjected to a diffuse and continuous 
kinematic phenomenon affecting buildings and 
infrastructures. The superficial loose soil thick-
ness varies from few meters to 90 m and it rests 
on a bedrock formation. In order to characterize 
the buried bedrock spatial morphology, depth and 
steepness, geophysical surveys based on seismic 
passive methodologies have been performed.

The Horizontal to Vertical Spectral Ratio 
technique (HVSR) represents a straightforward 
tool to evaluate local site effects and natural reso-
nance frequency (Fo) of  a site by calculating the 
spectral ratio between the horizontal and vertical 
components of  the observed motion in the same 
site.

Figure 7. UCD Thermal response testing rig. 
 (Hemmingway & Long, 2012).

Figure 8. TRT results (Hemmingway & Long, 2012).
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A second technic, the two-dimensional micro-
tremor array technique was used to obtain Vs 
profiles.

The thickness of the sediment resting above the 
bedrock is estimated on the basis of Fo and shear-
wave velocity values of the loose material. Pre-
existing geophysical investigations and boreholes 
data were also used. A resonance frequency map 
and a thickness map of the sediments overlying the 
bedrock layer are obtained. They allow identifying 
the most dangerous zones in the area of the land-
slide (Fig. 9).

Although the passive seismic methodologies 
employed in this study may be sometimes impre-
cise for detailed geotechnical profiling, their use 
leads to reliable and useful results in such a geo-
logical and geomorphological setting.

3 DEEP WATER DRILLING 
AND SAMPLING ISSUES

3.1 Off shore deep water sampling

Soil drilling and good quality sampling in deep 
waters is a complex challenge both from an opera-
tional and methodology point of view.

Nishio et al. present the results of the geotechni-
cal properties of samples taken in 2011 50 km off 
shore of the Shima peninsula in Japan at around 
1.000 m depth in order to investigate deep seafloor 
stability for the first gas production field of meth-
ane hydrate.

To produce methane gas safely and to minimize 
the environmental damage, many wide-range envi-
ronmental issues must be assessed. As a potential 
resource, methane hydrates pose both engineering 
and production problems. Between them, geo-
technical properties of the seafloor have signifi-
cant effects on deformation behavior as methane 
hydrate acts as a binding agent that holds together 
the soil particles.

Paper by Nishio et al. presents the geotechnical 
properties of the core samples determined on the 
basis of soil index tests, consolidation tests and tri-
axial compression tests.

The one-dimensional consolidation tests results 
and changes of Δe/e0 in are presented in Figure 10. 
It can be realized that the compression index CC 
decreases gradually with depth.

Triaxial tests were conducted using the recom-
pression method in order to minimize the effect 
of sample disturbance. From these tests it could 
be assessed that the undrained shear strength Su 
and the consolidation pressure ρ ratio for this par-
ticular site is much higher than those obtained for 
“general marine” clays (Tsuchida, 1990).

Authors suggest that the low activity this clay, 
much lower than other Japanese marine clays, 
must have a significant effect on mechanical prop-
erties. Abundance in microfossils may play a role 
on that, too.

Figure 9. Resonance frequency map obtained by inter-
polation on Fo values (Passalacqua et al., 2012).

Figure 10. e-logp relationships during consolidations 
tests (above) and change of compression index and con-
solidation yield stress with sampling depth (Nishio et al., 
2012).
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3.2 Disturbance on samples

Samples used by Nishio et al. were obtained with 
the Chikyu’s coring system with poor recovery in 
sandy soils. So, the investigation is based mainly in 
clayed soils.

Figure 11 shows the change in the void ratio 
relative to de initial void ratio (Δe/e0), a well estab-
lished method to evaluate sample quality (Lune 
et al., 1997).

As Nishio et al. stress and can be seen in 
 Figure 11, the quality of the samples is poor to 
very poor below 30 m approximately.

Pineda et al. (2012) also draw the attention to the 
sample disturbance validation in their paper deal-
ing with testing block samples from silty depos-
its. The authors performed a detailed analysis of 
retrieved blocks, including suction measurements 
as well as Computed Axial Tomography (CAT) 
scans before testing in laboratory and disturbance 
evaluation by means of CRS oedometer tests and 
Δe/e0 concept by Lunne et al., being samples tested 
of very good to excellent quality (Δe/e0 < 0.04).

This topic brings us to another subject of  prime 
importance and frequently discussed in the tech-
nical literature. That is, sampling disturbance. It 
is essential to obtain high quality samples. But 
samples are tough to acquire, requiring expensive 
drilling and elaborate schemes for core recovery 
and preservation. If  sampling deep water soft soils 
is a difficult issue, it seems even more difficult to 

deal with the particular case of  methane hydrate 
fields.

3.3 Seabed drilling, sampling and testing

R+D efforts of geotechnical industry to develop 
new tools and methodologies are remarkable and 
this enhances our knowledge day by day.

Among these struggles, seabed drilling/ 
sampling/testing technology is nowadays a realis-
tic alternative to traditional geotechnical drilling 
using either floating or fixed platforms above the 
water  surface. A discussion on this subject is pre-
sented in  Yetginer & Tielta (2011). Osborne (2011) 
also published a comparative summary of existing 
seafloor systems.

Robertson et al. (2012) present to technical ses-
sion the GSFD system. The system (Fig. 12) is capa-
ble of working in water depths of up to 4,000 m 
and drill up to 150 m below de seafloor. It permits 
wire-line drilling as well as down-hole testing (CPT, 
down-hole sensors and borehole geophysical tools). 
Authors present the results of a CPTu test up to 
50 m below the sea bottom (Fig. 13).

Another paper presented to ISC-4 dealing with 
submarine drilling systems is the one by Devincenzi 
et al. (2012) presenting the so-called MiniDrill rig 
capable of obtaining continuous cores φ 133 mm 
of soil and/or rock up to 6 m long (Fig. 14), partic-
ularly suitable for pre-dredging or pipeline-related 
investigations.

Figure 11. Δe/e0 with sampling depth (Nishio et al., 
2012).

Figure 12. Gregg Seafloor Drilling system (Robertson 
et al., 2012).
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PROD system is another example of  sea bot-
tom drilling rigs presented in past years. It is well 
documented in the technical literature (e.g.  Davies 
et al., 2000; Randolph et a., 2005; Kelleher et al., 
2010).

4 UNSATURATED SOILS

Several contributions to this session deal with 
unsaturated soils, in which the presence of air in 
the pores is as relevant as that of water. Gress & 
Dermatinecourt (2012) point to the large influence 
of desaturation on the apparent cohesion of soil 
specimens and the effect that such cohesion has 
on the results of conventional field tests (e.g. the 
limit pressure of the Mènard pressuremeter test). 

They give some numerical examples of how that 
influence might be taken into account.

The possibility of undergoing large contrac-
tive deformations upon wetting (“collapse”) is 
one of the most worrisome aspects of unsaturated 
soils. The classical approach to quantify collapse 
involves single or double oedometer tests in the 
laboratory, a relatively expensive and slow proce-
dure. An “in situ” procedure for measuring col-
lapsibility is therefore advantageous.

Ferreira & Fucale (2012) present such a proce-
dure, which is based on the expanso-collapsometer, 
a device that applies pressure and wetting at the bot-
tom of a borehole. The authors collect numerous 
results comparing the collapsibility thus measured 
with that measured in the field (Figs. 15 and 16). 
There is a good correlation between both types 

Figure 13. Example or down the hole wire-line CPT 
obtained with GSFD system (Robertson et al., 2012).

Figure 14. Igeotest MiniDrill seafloor system 
 (Devincenzi et al., 2012). Figure 15. Expanso-colapsometer (Ferreira & Fucale, 

2012).

Figure 16. Relation between collapse potential meas-
ured in the field and in the laboratory (Ferreira & Fucale, 
2012).
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of results and the field collapsibility is gener-
ally below that measured in the laboratory. Such 
behavior might be due, at least in part, to damage 
incurred on the bonded structure of the soil during 
sampling.

Authors also performed two SPT soundings in 
fine sand in natural condition and after satura-
tion. A reduction of N30 values of 30% at shallow 
depths up to 70% at the end of collapsible layer was 
found. This reduction is in accordance with a simi-
lar experiment carried on in loessic soils in Girona 
province, Spain, where SPT, CPT, FVT and pres-
suremeter tests were performed in the natural soil 
an after inundation (Devincenzi & Canicio, 2001).

The relation between desaturation and sam-
ple quality is a complex one. Pineda et al (2012) 
present work in which a block sample of clayey 
silts is carefully tested. Tensiometer measurements 
in the block (Fig. 17) indicate a very low residual 
stress. For clays this has been taken as a signal of 
poor sample quality, but oedometric specimens 
retrieved from the block do not present the elevated 
compressibility that is usually associated with poor 
sampling procedures.

5 SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION

Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI) is located at the 
interface between geotechnical and structural 
engineering. Geotechnical engineers are usually 
requested to provide an evaluation of foundation 
stiffness for subsequent structural analysis. It is sel-
dom appreciated by structural engineers that soil 
stiffness is, perhaps, the most uncertain parameter 
that the geotechnical engineer has to contend with. 
Several contributions to this session present results 
highlighting this issue.

Imanzadeh et al. (2012) follow a formal 
approach to error propagation, in which several 

models of soil-pipe interaction are compared from 
the point of view of model uncertainty. Using the 
FOSM (first order second moment) method model 
uncertainty is expressed as a function of the uncer-
tainty in the initial data. Of all the soil and pipe 
properties input to the different models analyzed, 
soil stiffness is the one whose uncertainty is the 
largest. Indeed, as measured by the quoted coef-
ficient of variation (up to 50%), the uncertainty in 
soil modulus is 5 times that of pipe properties. As a 
result the dominant effect in the uncertainty of the 
soil reaction modulus is that of the original uncer-
tainty of soil modulus; compared with that even 
the precise formulation of the soil-pipe interaction 
employed has a second order effect (Fig. 18).

The large effect of soil modulus uncertainty on 
soil-structure interaction analysis is evidenced also 
by the contribution of Rice et al (2012). They dis-
cuss a problem of lateral soil-pile interaction under 
impact load. The interaction problem is here more 
complex, because they deal with dynamic instead 
of static interaction and because the effects of soil 
layering. The approach is also different because 
is not purely formal: they present results from a 
large-scale test whose results and then matched 
using a 3D finite element model. Despite these dif-
ferences the key role of soil stiffness estimates is 
also highlighted.

In a layered sand-clay site, Rice et al (2012) 
obtain an initial estimate of  soil stiffness based 
only in SPT results. Aware of  the uncertainty 
implicit in this estimate they perform then a 
sensitivity analysis using the numerical model. 
This analysis reveals that they obtain the best 
result when the original central estimate of  shear 
modulus is increased by two standard deviations 
(Fig. 19). Since they quote a 43% coefficient of 
variation for soil modulus, that best estimate is 
obtained with a modulus value that was almost 
double that of  the original estimate.

At the test site described by Rice et al (2012) 
SPT values oscillated between 5 and 25 in the 
sand  layers. Their best-estimated  backanalyzed 

Figure 17. Suction measurements on a block sample 
(Pineda et al., 2012).

Figure 18. Relation between the variability of soil mod-
ulus and soil reaction modulus for different models of 
pipe-soil interaction (Imanzadeh et al., 2012).
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shear modulus, G, in these layers would lie 
between 10 and 100 MPa. It is interesting to 
compare these values with the ones reported by 
Pinto & Pita (2012) in a different contribution to this 
 session. They report a series of  static pile tests but 
this time focusing on vertical pile capacity. The 
main result of  their paper is, perhaps, the good 
agreement obtained between the tests performed 
using Osterberg cells and those using a conven-
tional reaction frame (Fig. 20). However, they 
did also use a FE numerical model to match the 
test results and they did also only report SPT 
test values to describe a sand profile. The best 
match of  the numerical model to the experiments 
 (Fig. 20) is obtained using a Young modulus of 
90 MPa in a layer characterized having SPT val-
ues of  13–33. This is equivalent to a shear modu-
lus of  35 MPa, a value which is somewhat smaller 
than what would be expected from the Rice et al 
(2012) result.

Figure 19. Effect of shear modulus estimates on pile 
peak deflection envelope (Rice et al., 2012).

Figure 20. Results from Osterberg-cell and conven-
tional pile load tests compared with a numerical model 
(Pinto & Pita, 2012).

Clearly, estimating soil stiffness on the basis of 
SPT alone is very difficult. This point is very force-
fully and convincingly made by Decourt (2012). In 
his contribution to this session he reviews the les-
sons learned in 4 class A predictions of foundation 
behaviour. Two of them deal with pile axial behav-
iour on lateritic soils using SPT-T as means for soil 
characterization.

In one site the author had also CPT data avail-
able for his prediction. He used that to establish 
the depth of the lateritic horizon and corrected 
his SPT-based capacity estimates accordingly. As 
a consequence his pile-head displacement predic-
tions were the best offered (1.45 of the measured 
value, see Fig. 21). However, at a different site only 
SPT-T was available and the saprolitic nature of 
the soil was not evident. In these circumstances the 
author’s predicted load-settlement curve was very 
much off  the mark.

These difficulties in estimating stiffness from 
SPT results are not new to the profession. Other 
tests, like the DMT are known to consistently 
offer better results for this purpose. Even within 
this session the paper by Drevrinkas et al (2012) 
is a good example in this respect. Indeed, they 

Figure 21. Ratios of predicted to measured head settle-
ments for a pile built in lateritic soils (Decourt, 2012).

Figure 22. Summary settlement analysis results in 
organic soils (Drevininkas et al., 2012).
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show that the DMT-based estimates of  settlement 
perform very well even in a situation dominated 
by soils such as peat and organic clays, which are 
notably different from those in the original data-
base supporting the method. Their results clearly 
indicate (Fig. 22) that this is clearly not the case 
for other empirical methods based on CPTu 
records.

6 SUMMARY

The aim of this report is to sum up ISC-4 Session 
TS15-T9. Fifteen high quality papers were submit-
ted, covering a wide range of topics and the clas-
sification herein is entirely that of the author and 
does not imply that this is the only possibility.

It is interesting to note that very frequently 
traits underlying geotechnical and environmental 
problems are in fact closely associated and, in the 
background, the same entity might be playing a 
governing role. What is key, after all, is the correct 
characterization of the soil in order to obtain the 
parameters from which the phenomenon at hand 
can be best analysed. In situ tests, a powerful tool, 
play a major role in this.

Through the papers presented to  Session TS15-T9, 
we have seen these types of  interrelationships. 
Paper by Hemminway & Long (2012) show how 
a geothermal characterization tool can help us to 
comprehend some type of settlements, a typical 
geotechnical problem. For their part, Song-Yu et al. 
(2012), operating RCPTu cone, use the parameters 
measured and derived form classical geotechni-
cal CPT literature together with the resistivity 
data to identify the organic contaminated por-
tions of soil. Soil behavior index (Ic) as defined by 
 Jefferies & Davis (1991), resistivity measures and 
chemical analysis, a combined set of data coming 
from different disciplines, can assist us to distin-
guish polluted from nonpolluted soils.

Nowadays, geoscientists and engineers have 
a wide range of  research techniques to conduct 
a subsurface exploration programme, both in 
situ and in laboratory. Selecting and combin-
ing the right ones for the situation and taking 
into account that the power of  in situ tests is not 
restricted to soil mechanical parameters determi-
nation, a great deal of  valuable information can 
be acquired.

From a pure geotechnical point of  view, sev-
eral papers submitted to the Sesion TS15-T9 
deal, directly or indirectly, with soil stiffness esti-
mation from in situ tests (i.e. SPT, CPT, DMT). 
The soil modulus is, perhaps, the most uncertain 
parameter that the geotechnical engineer has to 
contend with.
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Site investigation of a pesticide contaminated factory based on in-situ 
resistivity piezocone tests in Southeastern China

Song-Yu Liu, Guo-Jun Cai, Yan-Jun Du, Hai-feng Zou & Ri-Dong Fan
Institute of Geotechnical Engineering, Southeast University, Nanjing, China

Anand J. Puppala
Department of Civil Engineering, The University of Texas at Arlington, US

ABSTRACT: As a new kind of in-situ testing technique, the resistivity piezocone penetration test 
(RCPTU) can measure tip resistance, sleeve friction, pore pressure and soil resistivity simultaneously in 
the field, which widely has been used in the western countries because of its advantages. Soil resistivity 
can represent its geotechnical properties well, such as characteristics of soil contamination and ground 
liquefaction potential. Therefore, the RCPTU technique has been extensively used in both the environ-
mental and geotechnical fields, especially in contaminant site investigations. Firstly, this paper presents 
a review on the theory of soil resistivity and factors affecting resistivity in brief. A resistivity module of 
external electrode rings attached to the piezocone was used to detect contamination from a chemical pes-
ticide factory site in Southeastern China. Good correlation between fines content and the soil behavior 
type index (Ic) of the various soils allowed the resistivity piezocone tests to be interpreted to identify the 
organic contaminated regions of the soils. These results showed excellent repeatability and allowed for a 
detailed stratigraphic analysis of the highly heterogeneous profiles. Electrical resistivity measurements 
have proven to be an interesting tool to help detect organic contaminated soils, thus improving the quality 
and efficiency of geoenvironmental site investigations using in situ RCPTU techniques.

it is an indirect measurement that can be achieved 
by means of subsurface and/or surface tests, which 
is also sensitive to temporal variations of the physi-
cal environment. This also allows it to be used as a 
monitoring technique rather than only as a method 
for the investigation and initial reconnaissance of 
subsoil.

According to Lunne et al. (1997), the main dis-
advantage with electrical measurements is that the 
bulk resistivity is not directly controlled by the 
chemical properties of the surrounding material. 
Hence, it is important to obtain measurements of 
the background uncontaminated ground for com-
parison. For relatively uniform soil condition, it is 
possible to develop local site-specific correlations 
between bulk resistivity and selected contaminants 
(Campanella et al. 1994). The primary advantage 
of the RCPTU testing is that it provides continu-
ous profiles of bulk resistivity along with the full 
CPT data in a rapid cost effective manner. The 
profiles of resistivity measurements can be then 
used to identify potentially critical zones where 
detailed sampling and/or monitoring can be car-
ried out (Lunne et al. 1997).

One way to study the correlation between resis-
tivity and the various factors that influence it is 

1 INTRODUCTION

Industrial contaminated sites have been the focus 
of special attention in recent years since they are 
a significant source of soil, water and air contami-
nation. Unfortunately, pollutant is transporting, 
uncontrolled at many sites, where the restrictions 
imposed by environmental agencies are disre-
garded (Mondelli et al. 2007). In recent years, the 
integrated use of different field tests to investigate 
contaminated sites has enabled good geoenviron-
mental characterization of subsoils. The most well 
known and widely applied of these tests are sur-
face geophysics tests (noninvasive and indirect), 
followed by resistivity piezocone tests (RCPTU) 
(invasive and indirect/direct) and groundwater 
level monitoring wells (invasive and direct) (Burns 
and Mayne 1998; Robertson 1998; Opdyke et al. 
2006; Mondelli et al. 2010). Much effort has been 
concentrated on measuring electrical resistivity, a 
property that is highly dependent on lithology and 
contamination, which are essential factors to be 
detected in a geoenvironmental site  investigation. 
The strong interest in the measurement of electri-
cal resistivity in the geoenvironmental site investi-
gation of contaminated areas is due to the fact that 
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through laboratory tests, where the various field 
variables can be controlled. Several authors have 
proposed different techniques to measure the elec-
trical resistivity of soils in the laboratory for dif-
ferent purposes, but most of them use sands or 
fragments of inert materials or compacted homo-
geneous clayey soils (Jackson et al. 1978; Kalinski 
and Kelly 1994; Abu-Hassanein and Benson 1994; 
Daniel 1997; Fukue et al. 1999; Yoon et al. 2002; 
Pacheco 2004).

However, only few authors have reported field 
studies using invasive probes to measure electri-
cal resistivity (Arulmoli et al. 1985). These studies 
include those of Campanella and Weemees (1990) 
and De Mio et al. (2005), who presented profiles 
of subsoils in coastal areas in Canada and Brazil, 
respectively, where RCPTU profiles permitted the 
identification of contamination caused by very low 
resistivity saline plumes (in the order of 4 Ω ⋅ m). 
These authors concluded that when the resistiv-
ity of the fluid contained in the pores is very low, 
the effect of grain surface conduction is negligible 
compared to that of electrolytic conduction of 
fluid in the pores. In sites where the resistivity of 
fluid in the pores was higher, resistivity clearly var-
ied as a function of soil mineralogy and texture. In 
regions containing saturated sedimentary deposits, 
such as coastal areas, contamination of the area 
can be identified using a resistivity piezocone allied 
to preliminary geophysical tests and/or special soil 
and groundwater samplers (Mondelli et al. 2010).

Fukue et al. (2001) and Sreedeep et al. (2004) 
attempted to correlate resistivity values to different 
concentrations of organic and inorganic solutes 
and to degrees of saturation. Their research results 
were promising, demonstrating the importance of 
the correct interpretation of resistivity values in 
the investigation of different and possibly contam-
inated soils. Giacheti et al. (2006) reported results 
of RCPTU tests carried out in different tropical 
soils in Brazil. Their results revealed the strong 
influence of the various characteristics of the soils, 
such as genesis, texture, the type of clay mineral 
in the fine fraction of the soil, and especially the 
degree of saturation on the values of resistivity. 
These authors concluded that in soils with a deep 
groundwater level, which contain some amount of 
clay, the estimation of subsoil contamination is not 
as straightforward as it is in sands.

The purpose of this paper was to evaluate the 
applicability of resistivity piezocone tests on con-
taminated soils based on an experimental study 
carried out in a pesticide contaminated site located 
in Southeastern China. These piezocone tests were 
part of an extensive site investigation program using 
different in situ and laboratory tests. The interpre-
tation of the test data and their integration with all 
the other data led to the results reported herein.

2 ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY THEORY

According to Campanella and Weemees (1990) and 
Mondelli et al. (2010), the electrical resistivity of 
soils is determined first by measuring the electrical 
resistance. This is done by measuring the voltage 
using a pair of electrodes fed with an alternating 
current at a known frequency. This resistance is 
calculated from Ohm’s law, as follows:

R V
I

= Δ  (1)

where R = resistance, I = electric current, and 
ΔV  = electric potential difference.

However, the measured resistance is not an 
intrinsic property of the material but a function of 
the area of the cross section and of the length of 
the current-conducting material. Hence, resistivity 
( ρ ) can be defined as

ρ = =a
l

R l
EC

 (2)

where ρ  = resistivity (Ω ⋅ m), a = area of the cross 
section (m2), l = length (m), R = resistance (Ω), and 
EC = electrical conductivity.

Since EC is the inverse of resistivity ( ρ ), one is 
easily converted into the other using the following 
expression:

EC
ρ

( )S cmμSS / = ( )m⋅
10000  (3)

The measurement of resistivity is a function of 
the resistivity of both the pore fluid and the solid 
 particles. The predominant mechanism of electric 
current conduction is charge transfer through elec-
trolytic conduction, i.e., the physical movement of 
ions in response to the application of an electric 
field. Generally, the more ions there are in the pore 
fluid, the lower the resistivity and the higher the con-
ductivity become (Campanella and Weemees 1990).

Earth materials are usually multiphase systems 
composed of solid particles, fluid, and air. Hence, 
the measure of soil resistivity is the result of con-
duction (or absence of conduction) through the 
aforementioned components and their interaction 
with one another. The difficulty lies in identifying 
which component or combinations of components 
cause changes in resistivity. Thus, it is possible to 
detect the presence of certain substances or to 
ascertain if  their concentrations in the ground-
water level exceed a given reference value. These 
reference values are established based on field 
experience in similar geological environments. In 
areas where reference values are exceeded, a com-
plementary evaluation can be done by collecting 
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groundwater samples at discrete depths for subse-
quent chemical analysis.

The rationale for making electrical measure-
ments is that in many circumstances, the electrical 
properties of the soil will be changed by the pres-
ence of contaminants. Therefore, by measuring soil 
resistivity, the lateral and vertical extent of soil con-
tamination can be evaluated. Unsaturated soils and 
saturated soils with many Non-Aqueous- Phase-
Liquid (NAPL) compounds exhibit very high 
electrical resistivity (low conductivity). Dissolved 
inorganic compounds, such as those contained in 
brines and landfill leachates, significantly decrease 
soil resistivity. Table 1 presents some typical values 
of resistivity and conductivity for some soils and 
contaminants. Note the wide range of values for 
different pore water chemical constituents.

Humid soils have lower resistivities than dry 
soils. Fine soils (clayey) have lower resistivities than 
coarse soils (sands). Unsaturated soils and soils 
saturated with immiscible (like non-aqueous phase 
 liquids) compounds such as hydrocarbons have high 
resistivities, while miscible inorganic compounds 
such as saline solutions and landfill leachate have 
low values of resistivity. Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that soil resistivity is influenced by porosity, 
permeability, temperature, percentage of ions in the 
fluid contained in the pores, and clay minerals.

2.1 Archie’s law

Archie (1942) investigated the electrical resistivity 
of sands and sandstones with brine-filled pores. 

He developed a relationship between a value called 
formation factor (F) and the soil porosity (n), 
defined by the following equation:

F an Sb

f

pSS
ρb

ρ f
r  (4)

where ρb = soil bulk resistivity, ρf = pore fluid resis-
tivity, Sr = degree of saturation, a = scale factor 
of the equation, which depends of the soil min-
eralogy (for normally consolidated soils, a = 1), 
m =  constant of the equation, which depends of the 
soil type (for sands, m = 1.5, and for clays, m = 1.8 
and 3.0 (Jackson et al. 1978)), and p = exponent of 
the equation, which also depends of the soil min-
eralogy (Archie (1942) estimated it to be equal to 
2.0, and Daniel (1997) suggested values between 
1.0 and 2.5).

Campanella andWeemees (1990) stated that it 
is more difficult to estimate the resistivity of  fluid 
in the pores of  clayey soils due to the effects of 
mineral surface conduction, which also varies 
according to the type of  clay mineral. For exam-
ple, using the batch groundwater sampling system 
on a profile of  clayey soil in Canada, at a depth 
of  10.6 m, they obtained a F of  1.43. Based on 
Archie’s law and considering n equal to 0.6 and 
m equal to 2.0, for saturated soils (Sr = 1.0) and 
scale factor a equal to 1.0, the F would be equal 
to 2.8, suggesting that Archie’s law does not apply 
to these soils.

These findings indicate the need to incorporate 
the effect of the conductivity caused by clay min-
erals, in the case of saturated soils, into Archie’s 
law. It should be kept in mind that in unsaturated 
soils, besides the conductivity of clay minerals—if 
present—there is an effect of grain surface conduc-
tivity due to the double electric layer, which forms 
a charge density on the grain surface.

2.2 Resistivity piezocone testing

The standard piezocone (ASTM D5778-07) has 
a conical tip with a 60° apex angle, is 10 cm2 in 
cross section, has a 150 cm2 friction sleeve, and 
pore pressure can be measured during penetra-
tion at one or more locations on or near the cone 
tip. The cone is pushed into the ground at a stand-
ard rate of  20 mm/s, and tip resistance, qc, sleeve 
friction, fs, and pore pressure u are recorded at 
typical interval of  50 mm. Water pressure can act 
on part of  the base area of  the cone in a direc-
tion opposite to the resisting forces developed 
during pushing, thus the measured total stress qc 
will be reduced. To obtain the actual total stress 
qt, a correction must be made to account for the 
design of  the cone (Cai et al. 2006). Such correc-

Table 1. Summary of typical resistivity values (Davies 
and Campanella, 1995).

Material type

Bulk 
resistivity 
ρb (Ω ⋅ m)

Fluid  
resistivity 
ρf (Ω ⋅ m)

Deltaic sands with 
saltwater intrusion

2 0.5

Drinking water 
from sand

>50 >15

Typical landfill leachate 1∼30 0.5∼10
Mine tailings (base metal) & 

oxidized sulphide leachate
0.01∼20 0.005∼15

Mine tailings (base metal) no 
oxidized sulphide leachate

20∼100 15∼50

Arsenic contaminated 
sand and gravel

1∼10 0.5∼4

Industry site: inorganic 
contaminants in sand

0.5∼1.5 0.3∼0.5

Industrial site: creosote 
contaminated silts and sands

200∼1000 75∼450

Industrial site: wood waste 
in clayey silts

300∼600 80∼200
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tion is made directly by the field computer data 
acquisition system, E4FCS, during data process-
ing for each set of  readings through the following 
relationship:

q ut cq= +qq 0 2 2.  (5)

Profiles of  qt, fs, and u2 versus depth are inter-
preted to obtain soil stratigraphy and estimates 
of  engineering parameters. These three param-
eters, in various combinations such as friction 
ratio (Rf = (fs/qt) ⋅ 100%), are used to delineate 
site stratigraphy using specific charts proposed 
by Robertson et al. (1986) and Robertson (1990). 
Empirical and semi-theoretical correlations are 
available in the literature to estimate the mechani-
cal properties of  soils (Lunne et al. 1997, Mayne 
2007, Schnaid 2009).

The preparations involved in the RCPTU 
test are similar to those of any other CPT test 
( Robertson and Campanella 1988). The only addi-
tional procedure is the connection of a signal gen-
erator to the data acquisition system to control the 
current level and frequency for the electrical resist-
ance  measurements. Weemees (1990) discusses the 
importance of working with alternating current 
and sufficiently high frequencies to prevent polari-
zation of the external electrodes.

The resistivity piezocone penetration device used 
in this paper is produced by Vertek— Hogentogler & 
Co. of USA. The equipment is a versatile piezo-
cone system equipped with advanced digital cone 
penetrometers fitted with 60º tapered and 10 cm2 
tip area cones which can provide measurement 
of cone tip resistance qt, sleeve friction fs, and 
 penetration pore-water pressures (u2) with a porous 
filter 5 mm thick located at shoulder position u2. 
Figure 1 depicts the resistivity piezocone (RCPTU) 
with an array of four electrodes. Resistivity meas-
urements are taken with the inner electrodes, and 
the current is applied through outer electrodes. 
These measurements are digitally recorded at 
50 mm intervals, providing essentially continuous 
in situ data in addition to all the other standard 
CPTU measurements.

3 SITE DESCRIPTION

The city of  Nantong, located in the North of  the 
Jiangsu Province in Southeastern China. The 
study area is a pesticide contaminated site located 
 northwest of  the city. The site’s geology is char-
acterized by sandstone from the Yangtze-Huai 
 Formation, covered by alluvial sandy soils or allu-
vial clayey or silty sands. Underneath these layers 
are residual soils from sandstone. The soils were 
deposited during the Quaternary period. The 
hydraulic conductivity of  these soils was found to 
vary from 10–8 to 10–7 m/s. The depth of  the ground-
water level is about 2.5 m. Figure 2 shows the loca-
tions of  contaminated and uncontaminated soil in 
the plasticity chart through a few laboratory tests 
using samples from boreholes (ASTM D2487-06). 
Table 2 presents the average geotechnical param-
eters determined by the laboratory tests carried 
out on these samples.

Four RCPTU soundings (RCPTU-1 to RCP-
TU-4) were performed at the geotechnically well-
documented site (Fig. 3). Figure 4 presents soil 
identification of the soil types, which was analyzed 
from the RCPTU results based on the procedure 
developed by Robertson (1990) soil classification 
chart. The RCPTU sounding results indicate that 
the soil layers mainly consist of silt, silty sand to 
sandy silt and sand to silty sand. RCPTU-1 to 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of RCPTU probe 
with a four-electrode array.

Table 2. Average geotechnical soil properties of the 
samples.

Properties Contaminated 
soil

Uncontaminated 
soil

w0 (%) 25.8 26.6
wL (%) 35.9 25.9
wP (%) 20.9 20.6
Ip 15.0  5.4
pH  8.1  9.5
Gs 2.70 2.68
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Figure 2. Locations of contaminated and uncontami-
nated soil in the plasticity chart.
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RCPTU-3 soundings was conducted in the work-
shop of pesticide production, respectively, to 
obtain resistivity measurement of contaminated 
soil. RCPTU-4 sounding was carried in North of 
the pesticide factory to obtain a reference profile 
of uncontaminated soil.

4 TEST RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Several researchers have stated that the  piezocone 
testing is an excellent tool for soil profiling. 
The  piezocone test results were interpreted using 
the classification chart of Robertson et al. (1986) to 
define the Soil Behavior Type (SBT) for each layer. 
Davies (1999) established a correlation between 
the soil behavior Index (Ic) developed by Jefferies 
and Davies (1991) and the Fine Content (FC) for a 
variety of mining wastes in Canada.

The parameter Ic used in this paper is defined as 
follows (after Jefferies and Davies, 1993;  Jefferies 
and Been, 2006; Juang et al. 2008) with a very 
slight modification as noted below:

IcI t( )tQQ ( )Bq
⎡
⎣⎣⎣

⎤
⎦⎦⎦ ( )FtFF⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎤⎤(Q (3 ) 1⎤ ⎡ 5 1

2 2
l tQQ ( Bq−QtQQ ( l3

 
 (6)

where Q qt tQ qQ v−q σv σ0 0vσv/ ′  = normalized tip resist-
ance, where σ vσσ 0 is the vertical total strength 
and σvσσ 0

′  is the effective vertical strength, 
B u u qq tB u q v−u −2 uu 0/ σv  = pore pressure parameter, 
where uo is the hydrostatic pore pressure and 
F f qt sF fF f t v−qf / σv0 = normalized friction ratio.

For: Ic ≤ 1.3, FC = 0%; 1.3 < Ic < 3.65, FC = 42.4(Ic)-
54.9(%); Ic ≥ 3.65; FC = 100%. Table 3 shows the soil 
behavior types and their ranges of Ic values defined 
by Jefferies and Davies (1991) and employed in this 
study.

It should be noted that in the original 1993 for-
mulation, the bracket ) )Q (t qQ BQ (1 )B )BB  was expressed 
as( ( ))B(t q( B(1 . The value “1” is added here to pre-
vent the bracket from becoming negative should 
Bq be greater than 1. Moreover, according to Shut-
tle and Cunning (2007), the dimensionless term 
( ( ) )(t q( B(1 )B )BqB  is “fundamental for the evaluation 
of undrained response during CPTU sounding” 
which allows for greater differentiation between 
silty clays and clayey silts. It should be noted that 
the more well-known soil behavior type index used 
in the Robertson and Wride (1998) method is actu-
ally a simplification of the original 1993 form for 
sandy soils.

Having determined the FC directly from the 
results of four RCPTU tests samples, it was pos-
sible to obtain a local correlation between the FC 
and the Ic values calculated based on the piezocone 
test results using Eq. 6. Figure 5 shows the cor-
relation obtained from the tests carried out in the 
study sites, with a coefficient of determination R2 
equal to 0.894 for the alluvium soils.

There is a good agreement between the FC 
estimated by applying the correlation with Ic in 

Figure 3. Locations of four RCPTU tests carried out at 
the pesticide contaminated site.

Figure 4. Typical result from resistivity piezocone tests, 
RCPTU-1.

Table 3. Soil behavior types by the index Ic (Jefferies 
and Davies, 1991).

Soil classification Ranges of Ic

Organic soils and peats Ic > 3.22
Clays 2.82 < Ic < 3.22
Silt mixture: clayey silt to silty clay 2.54 < Ic < 2.82
Sand mixture: silty sand to sandy silt 1.90 < Ic < 2.54
Sands: clean sand to silty sand 1.25 < Ic < 1.90
Gravelly sands Ic < 1.25
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Figure 5 and the EC profiles obtained from the 
RCPTU tests (Modelli et al. 2010). Applying this 
same correlation, this finding motivated the evalu-
ation of the relationship between the resistivity 
values and the FC estimated by Ic obtained from 
RCPTU tests. Figure 6(a) and 6(b) follows the ten-
dency between resistivity and the estimated FC for 

RCPTU tests carried out on contaminated sites 
(RCPTU-1, RCPTU-2 and RCPTU-3) and non 
contaminated (RCPTU-4), respectively. Figure 7(a) 
and 7(b) shows the relation between resistivity and 
the Ic values calculated for all the RCPTU tests for 
RCPTU tests carried out on contaminated sites 
(RCPTU-1, RCPTU-2 and RCPTU-3) and non 
contaminated (RCPTU-4), respectively.

The results depicted in Figures 6(b) and 7(b) 
indicate that the resistivity values of test RCPTU-4 
tended to increase with decreasing FC and Ic, dem-
onstrating the influence of clay minerals on these 
values. The same tendency was not observed in all 
the contaminated soil layers of tests  RCPTU-1, 
RCPTU-2 and RCPTU-3 (Figs. 6(a) and 7(a)), 
indicating a greater influence of the pore fluid 
resistivity than the particles on the values of 
 resistivity. This behavior may be attributed to the 
larger amount of ions in the fluid contained in the 
pores, thus confirming the presence of contami-
nation based on the RCPTU test results. All the 
RCPTU tests that reached groundwater showed an 
abrupt drop in resistivity, and this information was 
useful to help identify the groundwater level.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

A resistivity module of  external electrode rings 
attached to the piezocone was used to detect con-
tamination from a chemical pesticide factory site 
in Southeastern China. The RCPTU tests were 
useful for the construction of  a detailed strati-
graphic soil profile, especially to identify thin sand 
and clay layers. A good relationship between the 
soil behavior index (Ic) and the FC in the soil sam-
ples collected adjacent to the resistivity piezocone 
tests helped the identification of  contaminated 
regions. It should be noted that this correlation 
was especially valid for the soils of  the study site. 
The interpretation of  resistivity piezocone tests 
for the study site was not straightforward as it is 
difficult to identify and visualize contaminant. 
Further resistivity and soil and groundwater sam-
pling tests should be proposed to determine the 
moisture content, permeability coefficient, and F 
for a more detailed geoenvironmental site charac-
terization based on values of  resistivity and for an 
evaluation of  resistivity variations in the unsatu-
rated zone.
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Geophysical site characterization for a large landslide 3-D modeling
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ABSTRACT: A 5 km2 area in the Liguria Region (Northern Italy) is subjected to a wide kinematic 
phenomenon. This site spans on a pliocenic glacial till and its body of widely assorted sediments had 
been reckoned as being a large relict landslide. The loose-soils’ thickness here varies from few meters up 
to 90, before of reaching the complex of the local bedrock formations (argillites, sandstones, mudstones, 
ophiolites and diabases in pillows). The seasonal rain/snow falls on the overall watershed represent the 
main trigger actions on the soil body’s movements. Moreover, the bedrock buried morphology layout 
knowledge is important for the prediction and prevention of the damage to both the buildings and the 
generic infrastructures widely settled on the site. In the following paper the Authors illustrate the details 
of the geophysical techniques which were used to study and assess this characterizing key aspect of the 
large landslide body.

Keywords: wide-complex site characterization, landslide, spectral ratio techniques

buildings and generic structures (retaining walls, 
small bridges etc.) exhibit such damages that most 
of them are in constant need of repair. The State 
Institutions, Land Authorities, as well as some of 
the private Citizens, are applying their economical 
efforts in the rehabilitations and the assessment/
control of the active phenomena.

2 THE KINEMATIC PHENOMENON

As mentioned above, the presence of a significant 
loose soils’ thickness has a key role. Consequently, 
particular attention has been devoted to the site 
investigation.

From the geological and morphological points 
of view, the entire area was formed by a pliocenic 
glacial till and its body of widely assorted sediments 
had been reckoned as a large relict landslide. The 
loose-soils’ thickness spans from few meters up to 
90, before of reaching the bedrock formations.

Information about the subsoil have been 
deduced from preexisting data such as:

− soil tests,
− measures by inclinometers and piezometers,
− seismic prospecting and MASW 2D,
− topographical surveying and monitoring,
− GPS surveying and monitoring,
− SAR interferometry.

1 INTRODUCTION

A quite large area (∼5 km2) in the north-east sector 
of the Genoa Province, which is part of the Liguria 
Region (Northern Italy), is subjected to a diffused 
and continuous kinematic phenomenon. On this 
endangered site the small town of Santo Stefano 
d’Aveto and six of its surrounding hamlets are 
located, where normally almost 1250 inhabitants 
reside but, being this locality a well renown resort 
for both the winter and summer vacations, during 
a whole quarter of the year the residents’ number 
rises up to four times.

The area of interest is sited on a top-valley gentle 
slope (mean angle 11°), which downgrades directly 
from the south-side faces of the Northern Appen-
nines summits locally arriving at 1800 meters a.s.l.

From the geological and morphological points 
of view, the entire area was formed by a pliocenic 
glacial till and its body of widely assorted sedi-
ments had been reckoned as a large relict landslide. 
The loose-soils’ thickness spans from few meters 
up to 90, before of reaching the bedrock forma-
tions (argillites, sandstones, mudstones, ophiolites 
and diabases in pillows).

The seasonal rain/snow falls over the watershed 
represent the most important trigger actions on 
the landslide.

In consequence of the widespread and locally 
differential movements at ground level, many 
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It is otherwise well evident that, on such a wide 
scale and extremely variable loose-soil deposit, 
the typical characterization techniques appear 
generally improper. Thus, we have in this instance 
employed some non-conventional methods of 
deep-soundings and criteria of interpretation, in 
order to assess an affordable but reliable site recog-
nition over all its extension.

Dealing with a rather large territorial dimen-
sion, one of the relevant issues is to find the proper 
techniques to distribute spatially the loose-soils’ 
depths information and the pertinent geotechni-
cal parameters which, usually, are all gathered at 
spot locations but, as it is obvious, are needed on 
the whole area in order to allow a widespread slope 
stability analysis approach.

Since the buried bedrock spatial morphology, 
depth and steepness have a key role on these par-
ticular types of landslides, for a further charac-
terization of the site, geophysical tests have been 
performed.

3 SITE INVESTIGATION

3.1 Investigation methodologies

In order to evaluate the seismic response and the 
geometry of the landslide body located in Santo 
Stefano d’Aveto, in this study we made geophysical 
surveys based on seismic passive methodologies. In 
particular, we performed spectral analysis of micro-
tremor recordings by horizontal to vertical spectral 
ratio technique HVSR (Nakamura, 1989) and 
analyzed Love and Rayleigh waves dispersion also 
by two-dimensional microtremor array technique. 
The microtremors were recorded for 68 measure-
ments site located within landslide body.

Geotechnical and hydrological characterization 
of this site had been performed too, but both of 
these issues are referred elsewhere (Passalacqua & 
Bovolenta, 2011–1, 2011–2), while reserving the 
most part of the allotted space for this paper to the 
geophysical characterization.

3.2 Horizontal to Vertical Spectral Ratio 
Technique (HVSR)

This methodology represents a straightforward 
technique to evaluate local site effects and natural 
resonance frequency (Fo) of a site by calculating 
the spectral ratio between the horizontal com-
ponent and vertical component of the observed 
motion in the same site (Nakamura, 1989).

The seismic noise recorded at a site is composed 
by microseism and microtremor component: both 
are interpreted as Rayleigh and Love waves propa-
gating in shallow layers on a half  space. Additional 
assumptions are that microtremors are due to very 

local sources and the frequency content is above 
1.0 Hz, while microseisms are due to far sources 
such as marine wave-motion and frequency below 
1.0 Hz.

The application of this technique is widely dis-
cussed in the scientific contest. Nakamura (2000) 
concluded that the spectral ratio between the 
horizontal and vertical components of motion in 
the same site can be used as an estimate of seis-
mic response for a sedimentary basin like system. 
Lachet and Bard (1995) assert that the HVSR 
technique may be used to determine the natural 
resonance frequency (Fo) of a soft layer, but it fails 
to predict the amplification of surface waves.

A simple two-layer model explains its basic 
principle: a rock basement is covered by a soft sed-
imentary layer, which has a thickness H (m) and 
a shear-wave velocity Vs (m/s). Resonant frequen-
cies of this system occur for thicknesses that are 
uneven multiples of 2/4 (Ibs-von Seth et al., 1999). 
The transfer function of this model has maxima at 
frequencies Fo (Hz):
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where hi and Vsi are the depth and the S-wave veloc-
ity of any i-layer. If  we consider a two-layer model, 
Fo represents the natural resonance frequency of 
the model.

In this work this equation allows us to estimate 
the thickness of the sediment resting above the 
bedrock, starting from the Fo value and the shear-
wave velocity of the loose material. By using the 
HVSR technique we obtained 28 Fo values, from 
a whole dataset constituted by 68 measurement 
points (see Table 1). The other 40 didn’t show a 
clear resonance frequency, because of some criti-
cal situations in their positions which invalidate the 
use of this technique (De Ferrari et al. 2008).

The instrumentation installed on any spot was 
a Lennartz LE-3D/5s enlarged-band seismom-
eter, connected to a MarsLite data logger having 
a dynamic range of 20 bits and a sampling rate of 
125 Hz.

As for technical requirements, the accuracy 
of  the results derived from the HVSR analysis 
strongly depends on data processing standards 
(SESAME project 2004). The first requirement, 
is a preliminary quality check of  the characteris-
tics of  noise recordings, in order to detect  possible 
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− raw Fourier spectrum analysis of the record-
ing on vertical component, in order to identify 
monochromatic industrial sources;

− partitioning of the whole recording window into 
sub-windows of 30” length each: the recom-
mended minimum recording duration depends 
on the minimum detectable frequency in the 
H/V curve;

− erasing of the sub-windows containing tran-
sients; the window selection module in SESAME 
project (2004) is based on a classical comparison 
between the average level of the signal ampli-
tude over a short period of time and over a 
much longer period of time, allowing to detect 
transient;

− computation of the H/V spectral ratio for each 
individual sub-window (Fig. 1).

3.3 Two-dimensional microtremor array technique

In order to obtain the average Vs value of the loose-
material, we analyzed preexisting SH wave-seismic 
refraction surveys (MASW and REMI) collected 
for the Santo Stefano d’Aveto area.

For the HVSR measurement points where the 
soil layer thickness was made available by borehole 
data, we have been able to estimate the average Vs by 
using equation (1). Furthermore, we carried out a 
geophysical survey based on the ambient vibration 
recordings at the two-dimensional array’s position.

For a location set within the landslide body (see 
Fig. 3), an ambient vibration array experiment was 
performed. The array (aperture ∼50 m) consisted 
of 6 elements with 45 m maximum and 22 m mini-
mum interstation distances, which were equipped 
with Lennartz LE5D three-component seismom-
eters with an eigenperiod of 5s. Owing to space 
constraints, the array was set-up into a star-shaped 
layout (see Fig. 2).

Figure 1. Left panel shows the three components of the 
Fourier spectra for one measurement point; right panel 
shows H/V spectral ratios for both the average and the 
horizontal components of the recorded signal: a signifi-
cant amplification peak marks at 3.7 Hz.

Table 1. Natural resonance frequency Fo obtained for 
each microtremor recording point. In the table are also 
reported the thickness values as obtained from borehole 
data (where available) and those obtained by using equa-
tion (1). In the last column the Vs values resulting from the 
2D array technique (used to estimate the soil’s thickness 
for each measurements point) and those obtained by equa-
tion (1) (starting from the boreholes’ data) are reported.

Point
Frequency Fo 
(Hz) Borehole

Thickness H 
(m)

Vs 
(m/s)

NB 02 2,3 59 545
NC 02 2,3 59 545
NB 06 2,3 SSA3 64 589
NB 07 3,7 37 545
NB 09 1,8 75 545
NB 11 3,2 42 545
NB 14 3,3 S7 42 557
NB 16 1,7 80 545
NB 19 3,2 42 545
NB 38 3,2 42 545
NK 08 2,0 SSA2 62 496
NK 37 3,7 37 545
NK 40 3,1 44 545
NB 41 4,0 S3 37 592
NK 42 3,2 42 545
NK 43 1,5 91 545
NK 44 3,6 38 545
NK 45 7,4 18 545
NK 46 1,8 75 545
NK 47 2,8 48 545
NK 48 2,8 S4 40 448
NK 49 4,0 S3 37 592
NK 50 2,6 52 545
NK 51 2,3 60 545
NK 52 5,2 26 545
NK 54 2,0 68 545
SST 3 2,5 SSA1 45 450
SST 4 2,3 SSA3 64 589

transients. For reliable H/V  measurements and 
before of  any interpretation, the stability of  the 
signal has to be assessed; measurements near 
monochromatic sources and, in general, near 
short-duration local sources must be avoided. 
Local narrow peaks, exhibited by the H/V curve at 
particular frequencies characterising anthropic/
industrial sources, must not be considered in the 
interpretation: they have no link with the subsur-
face structure. A careful look at the raw Fourier 
spectra may lead to the identification of  anthropic 
“forced” ambient vibrations. Smoothing algo-
rithms have been used, in this work, in order to 
efficiently manage numerical instability due to the 
H/V ratio computation.

The processing procedure of the data may be 
summarized as follows:
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Figure 2. Results from the inversion of the dispersion 
curve for the array data. Top panel: stations’ configura-
tion of the array used in Santo Stefano d’Aveto. The aper-
ture is approx. 50 m and the average interstation distance 
is in the order of 25 m. Bottom left panel: theoretical dis-
persion curves overlaid by the experimental data (black 
line). Bottom right panel: close up of the upper 60 m of 
the best fitting inverted velocity (Vp and Vs) models.

Figure 3. Measurements points with respect to elevation map of the investigated are. Dark areas correspond to the 
low altitude sector while light to the high one. Continue black line represents the landslide body limits. Black circle 
represents area investigated by two-dimensional microtremor array.

Frequency-wavenumber (f-k) techniques were 
applied to extract the dispersion curve of  the 
fundamental mode of  the Rayleigh wave from 
the vertical-component of  the microtremor 
recordings.

Phase velocities were calculated, using both 
 traditional f-k (Lacoss et al. 1969) and high 
 resolution f-k analyses (Capon 1969), as  supplied 
in the “Sesarray” software package of  Marc 
 Wathelet (as from www.geopsy.org), then com-
bined into a single dataset as the results are indis-
tinguishable from each other. The phase velocity 
of  propagation is a function of  period: long peri-
ods have long wavelengths, which are affected by 
rock properties deeper in the earth, while, short 
periods have short wavelengths and are affected 
by the material properties at correspondingly 
shallower depth.

In the microtremor array technique applied in 
this study, we measured the phase velocity over a 
range of frequencies from 5 to 20 Hz, then inverted 
these to a layered earth model, by an iterative fit-
ting of the observed and the modeled dispersion 
data.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Resonance frequencies (Fo), shear-wave 
velocity (Vs) and landslide body thickness (H)

The seismic passive techniques applied in this work 
lead to the definition of resonance  frequencies 

Three hours of ambient vibrations were 
recorded, using a sampling frequency of 125 Hz. 
The investigation depth capabilities of this con-
figuration, in term of Vp and Vs profiles, is in the 
order of 20 m.
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(Fo) for 28 measurements points and the average 
Vs value for the subsoil at the two-dimensional 
array position.

Thus, by the application of the equation (1) we 
calculated the thickness corresponding to the con-
tact between the soft layer and the underlying hard 
bedrock (see Table 1).

At the same time we defined the Vs values for 
the sediments’ layer in correspondence of  any 
spot where the bedrock depth values (H) from 
pre-existing boreholes were available. Indeed, 
some microtremor measurements had been yet 
made in correspondence of  some boreholes 
(see Table 1).

The resonance frequency values obtained lead 
to the definition of a resonance frequency map 
(see Fig. 4) that shows the presence of a zone in 
the south-western part of the soil’s body with Fo 
values ranging between 1.0 Hz and 2.5 Hz.

The northern and southern borders of the inves-
tigated area show Fo values greater than 5.0 Hz, 
while its central zone frequencies spans between 
2.5 Hz and 3.5 Hz.

The employment of equation (1) gives the 
 thickness values at the points where we obtained 
Fo using the Vs average value of the loose layer (see 
Table 1).

The average shear-wave velocity was obtained 
as the arithmetic mean of Vs, which was assessed 
using three different approaches:

Figure 4. The resonance frequency map as obtained by a TIN interpolation on the Fo values reported in Table 1.

− the pre-existent geophysical investigations,
− the microtremor array Vs profile,
− the use of equation (1), where borehole data 

were available.

In particular, we assumed that the Vs profile 
obtained from the 2D array provides a reliable 
result for the upper 20 m of soil. This assumption 
is due to the dimension of the array in term of 
maximum aperture.

Thus, the Vs value used into equation (1) had 
been chosen as equal to 545 m/s.

For defining a thickness map of the sediments 
overlying the bedrock layer (see Fig. 6) we used 
both the values of the bedrock depth directly 
observed from mechanical soundings and those 
obtained with the approach proposed in equation 
(1). In the thickness map we can find a rather wide 
zone characterized by a thickness greater than 
90 m, corresponding to the low frequencies zone 
reported in Figure 4. The other sectors of the stud-
ied area show thickness’ ranges between 35 m and 
45 m with the exception of its northern and south-
ern borders, where we computed a bedrock depth 
at less than 20 meters from the ground surface.

5 FINAL REMARKS

The results attained up to date in this work, which 
is still in progress, are represented by the modeling 
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Figure 6. Thickness map of the soil body, obtained by a TIN interpolation applied on the spot H values reported in 
Table 1.

Figure 5. The 3D GIS model (resolution 5 × 5 m); from 
top to bottom: the GL, the water table and the bedrock 
as three continuous surfaces.

of the loose soils’ thickness for the overall area. 
These were obtained by rather simple correlation 
techniques and interpolation procedures, applied 
on specific geophysical measures which were col-
lected on-site for these very purposes. It is worth 
recalling that the knowledge of the loose soil body 
morphology is fundamental for the slope stability 
analyses.

Although the passive seismic methodologies 
employed in this study may be questionable from 
some technical point of view, their use leads to 
reliable and useful results in such a geological and 
geomorphological setting.

A 3D model has been realized in GRASS ver. 
6.4, a free and open source GIS (Westervelt et al. 
1987). This model contains three surfaces per-
tinent to the Digital Terrain Model (DTM), the 
water table and the bedrock (Fig. 5). The bed-
rock surface has been evaluated on the basis of 
the above described geophysical measures and 
computations.

Cross sections of the tridimensional model can 
be extracted in a very easy and quick way from the 
GIS’ graphical interface. Thus, long and complex 
cross sections can be rapidly defined in order to 
perform the usual 2D stability analyses. The first 
application of this methodology has allowed us to 
recognize more dangerous zones, which have been 
indirectly confirmed by the available PSInSAR 
data.

The work herein described is just at its begin-
ning, because a much more complex 3D physical 

model is going to be realized. In fact, it is in the 
Authors’ wish the ambition to automatically sim-
ulate and predict the overall kinematic phenom-
ena, as dependent by the rain falls and/or snow 
melting events acting on this ample territorial 
surface.

This capability may be achieved after the imple-
mentation of a proper charge-discharge subsurface 
hydrological model, while using the well known 
CN parameter (Soil Conservation Service, 1972–
1975) as yet done, in an other instance, by one of 
the Authors of this paper (Passalacqua & Baretto, 
2003) and more recently illustrated as being one of 
the main purposes for this very site (Passalacqua & 
Bovolenta, 2011–2).
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The use of Osterberg cell load tests to predict piles resistance

A. Pinto & X. Pita
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ABSTRACT: The use of the Osterberg cells (O-cell) load testing technology has been applied in the last 
years as a complement to the geological and geotechnical information, allowing the prediction of piles 
and barrettes bearing and shaft resistance, as well as the verification of the construction procedures. The 
aim of this paper is to present a case history where the O-cell’s were successfully used for the calibration of 
the piles execution and design, for a high rise building, located at the Luanda bay, in Angola, emphasizing 
its contribution for the optimization of the foundations design. At the end of the paper, the main advan-
tages and limitations of the O-cell’s, comparing with conventional top load static tests, also performed in 
the same site, are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

The O-cell static bottom up load testing is being 
used since 1984, where it was first adopted on 
an experimental bored pile. In 1987 the O-cell 
load test was used for the first time on a practi-
cal application on a 457 mm diameter steel pipe, 
where a maximum load of 1.26MN was applied 
 (Schmertmann & Hayes (1997)).

The static and bi directional O-cell bottom—up 
load testing was developed as an alternative to the 
conventional top load reaction testing, providing 
a practical method for assessing the performance 
of bored piles, as well as driven piles and barrettes, 
allowing the confirmation of the main construc-
tion and design criteria, as well as the comparison 
with the geological and geotechnical conditions 
considered at the design stage (Fig. 1).

The O-cell testing method consists on placing a 
sacrificial hydraulic jacking device at, or near, the 
base of a bored pile or at the tip of a driven pile, and 
expanding the device in order to reach the test load. 
Appropriate instrumentation along the pile shaft 
is very important in order to access the pile and 
soil response, lateral and end bearing  resistances. 
This method allows the construction of two load— 
deflection curves: load—upward deflection, assess-
ing upper skin friction, and load—downward 
defection, assessing base resistance and lower fric-
tional capacity. The combination of the two curves 
allows the calculation of an equivalent top-load 
deflection curve with sufficient accuracy for most 
engineering applications (Fig. 2). The test is con-
sidered complete after reaching ultimate capacity 
above or below the O-cell, or upon reaching the 
maximum capacity of the O-cell.

Figure 1. Comparison between conventional static top 
load and bottom up O-cell test.

Figure 2. Typical O-cell testing method results.
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2 CASE HISTORY

2.1 Introduction

The presented case history relates to the bored 
pile–raft foundation of  a high rise building at the 
Luanda bay, in Angola. The excavation works 
comprised an area of  about 1800 m2, with a rec-
tangular shape of  about 50 × 36 m2 and 10 m 
of  overall depth, necessary for the construction 
of  3 underground floors and 26 upper floors 
(Fig. 3).

2.2 Geologic and geotechnical settings

The geological and geotechnical conditions com-
prised high permeability sandy soils with the 
ground water table located about 1.5 m below the 
ground surface, and oscillating due to the influence 
of the tides at the Luanda bay. The sands resist-
ance increased with depth, as assessed through 
several bore holes and in-situ SPT tests, as well as 
through laboratorial identification tests from the 
collected samples (Fig. 4).

2.3 Main design and execution criteria

As main design criteria it was considered the need 
to avoid the executions of ground anchors below 
the ground water table, as well as the control of the 
ground water inflow to the excavation pit. This cri-
teria led to the development of a solution of periph-
eral 0.60 m diaphragm walls, with 8 m of embedment 
length. The walls were braced during the excavation 
works by a 3 m thickness horizontal jet grouting 
sealing slab, located below the excavation final level. 
Additional support of the diaphragm wall was pro-
vided by three levels of reinforced concrete bracing 
slabs, acting as stiff diaphragms, located at the level 
of the basement floors, and cast against the ground 
during the excavation works. Those slabs will become 
part of the basement structure. The jet grouting seal-
ing slab would also be used for limiting the ground 
water inflow through the excavation base. For the 
building structure foundations, 1 m diameter bored 
piles with 20 to 30 m length were adopted, being 
capped by a reinforced concrete raft with 0.6 to 2.0 m 
thickness (Figs. 4–6). The piles were built before the 
excavation works (Pinto & Pita (2011)).

Figure 3. Building location and perspective.

Figure 4. Solution cross section and geological 
conditions.

Figure 5. Plan of the adopted bracing solution.

Figure 6. Plan of the foundations solution.
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The design of both, earth retaining and foun-
dations solutions, was performed using 2D FEM 
programs (Plaxis V8 and SAP2000-V14).

2.4 Pile testing

In order to assess the piles main design and exe-
cution criteria, four O-cell tests were carried out 
prior to the excavation works. The main aim of 
the tests was to evaluate the bored piles shaft and 
base resistance, as a complement to the geologi-
cal and geotechnical information, as well as the 
consequences of the use of bentonite slurry and 
temporary casing to stabilize the piles hole. Piles 
were drilled and cleaned using telescopic “Kelly” 
bar with auger and bucket.

Two tests were performed on experimental piles 
(P1 and P2, with 20 m and 25 m respectively) and 
two tests were performed on working piles (W3 
and W4, with 20 m and 25 m respectively). The 
O-cells were installed at approximately 10 m above 
the piles toe. The first 10 m, correspondent to the 
excavation depth were not casted.

Complementary to the four O-cell tests, a con-
ventional top—bottom static load test was also 
 performed. This test was performed on a 25 m length 
bored pile. The main aim of this test was to evaluate 
the bored piles resistance, including the creep effect.

In this paper, are presented and compared the 
results of the 25 m length W4 bored pile (tested with 
e O-cell) and the 25 m length bored pile tested through 
the conventional top—bottom static load test.

3 BOTTOM UP O-CELL STATIC LOAD 
TESTS

3.1 W4 O-cell test

The W4 pile test was performed using two 330 mm 
O-cells, located 9.1 m above the pile toe. Two and 
three levels of twin sister bar vibrating wire strain 
gauges, attached diametrically opposed on the 
reinforced cage, were installed below and above the 
base of the O-cell assembly (Fig. 7).

The complete measurement system was divided 
into two independent ones: the main system, twin 
sister bar vibrating wire strain gauges, and the 
reference measurement system, steel beams. The 
measurement systems were fixed on the pile head 
as well as on the measure beams (Figs. 7–9).

The maximum sustained bottom up bi-di-
rectional load applied to the pile was 2.9MN 
(3.7 MPa). At the maximum load, the displace-
ments above and below the O-cell, were 4.1 mm 
and 42.8 mm, respectively. The gathered data 
 enabled the estimation of the top load curve of the 
tested pile.

Figure 7. O-cell bottom up static W4 test layout.

Figure 8. O-cell bottom up static W4 measuring system.

Figure 9. O-cell bottom up static W4: Strain gauge load 
distribution.

For a top load of 3.5MN (4.5 MPa), which cor-
responded approximately to the pile working load, 
the test data indicated a settlement of approxi-
mately 6.2 mm. The shaft resistance ranged from 20 
to 70 KPa (sands with NSPT blows lesser than 38), 
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at the upward direction, and from 100 to 160 kPa 
at the downward direction (sands with NSPT blows 
bigger than 60).

The tested pile behavior was calculated for a 
combined shaft and end bearing load of approx-
imately 5.9MN (7.5 MPa). For a top loading of 
3.5MN, the adjusted test data indicated that the 
pile would settle approximately 6.2 mm, of which 
2.8 mm was the estimated to be due to the addi-
tional elastic compression (Figs. 2, 10 and 11).

3.2 W4 O-cell test remarks

The obtained results allowed for the confirma-
tion of both the suitability of the construction 
method, as well as the assumptions for the design 
shaft and end bearing resistance. It was possible to 
verify that the values of the shaft resistance were 
in  accordance with the geological information 
regarding the sandy materials, with bigger values, 
about 160 kPa, at the more compact sands.

4 CONVENTIONAL STATIC TOP—
BOTTOM LOAD TEST

4.1 Conventional static top—bottom load test
The test device comprised one working pile with 1 m 
of diameter and a reaction system with two reaction 
piles, with also 1 m of diameter, connected to a steel 
beam, bridging a span of 8 m. At the top of each 
reaction pile four steel strands, sealed on the reaction 
piles allowed the direct connection to the reaction 
beams. The reaction system was designed to accom-
modate a load of about 4.8MN (Figs. 12 and 13).

Taking into account the previous four O-cell 
tests, only the vertical head displacements of the 
pile were monitored. The load was applied by a 
hydraulic jack and controlled by a load cell. The 
complete measurement system was divided in two 
independent ones: the main system and the refer-
ence measurement system. The measurement sys-
tems were fixed on the pile head as well as on the 
measure beams.

Figure 10. O-cell test: Mobilized downward shaft 
resistance.

Figure 11. O-cell test: Mobilized upward shaft resistance.

Figure 12. Conventional top—bottom static test layout.

Figure 13. Conventional top—bottom static reaction 
structure.
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A maximum load of approximately 4.8MN 
(6.1 MPa) was achieved, corresponding to approx-
imately 1.5 times de working load. The main 
results fulfilled the test requirements, confirming 
also both the geological information and the O-cell 
tests results.

For the service load and for the maximum load 
of 4775 kN, the vertical displacement was about 
6.1 and 12.6 mm, respectively, very similar to the 
one obtained through the W4 O-cell test (Fig. 14).

The test also confirmed that the creep was very 
low for all the load stages, including the maximum 
load at the 4th cycle. At this cycle the maximum 
deformation was 0.47 mm in 7 hours, leading to a 
rate of 0.067 mm/hour, much lesser than the creep 
criteria of 0.25 mm/hour (Fig. 15).

4.2 Conventional load test remarks

The obtained results allowed the confirmation 
of the very good correlation between the conven-
tional load test and the W4 O-cell test, mainly the 

Figure 14. Conventional top—bottom static test: 
load—head displacement.

Figure 15. Conventional top—bottom static test: Creep.

Figure 16. Comparison of results of the conventional 
test and the O-cell static load test.

 maximum deformation value of 6.1 mm and 12.6 mm 
for the service load (3.5MN) and the 1.5 times the 
service load, respectively (Figs. 14–16).

5 ANALYTIC FEM MODEL

An analytic model was used to predict the pile 
behavior. For this purpose an axisymmetric FEM 
model was used (Plaxis V8), with hardening soil 
failure criteria. The soil parameters were calibrated 
trough a back analysis (Fig. 17) in order to match 
the load tests results.

The obtained displacement for the service load, 
about 6 mm, is compatible with the good per-
formance of the building structure under service 
conditions.

It should also be pointed out the good correla-
tion between the FEM analytic model and both the 
conventional top load test and the O-cell load test 
(Fig. 18).

6 MAIN CONCLUSIONS

It was presented in this paper a case history where the 
use O-cell load testing technology has been applied 
successfully as a complement to the geological and 
geotechnical information, allowing the prediction of 
the piles bearing and shaft resistance, as well as the 
verification of the piles construction procedures.

This situation was also validated by the execution 
of one conventional static load test, as well as through 
an analytical axisymmetric FEM back analysis 
(Fig. 18), confirming the importance of the pile load 
tests for the design and execution criteria of piles, 
as already stated in some codes of practice, as for 
instance the Eurocode nº7—Geotechnical  Structures. 
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Figure 17. FEM model and main geotechnical 
parameters.

Figure 18. Displacement—load curves: Analytical 
model, conventional top load test and O-cell test.

Figure 19. Comparison between the conventional and the 
O-cell static load tests: Main advantages and limitations.

Figure 20. View of the initial excavation works.

In this code the values of the partial safety factors on 
the resistance side could be decreased in function of 
the overall number of full scale load tests, leading to 
an optimization of the piles design.

It should be stressed that the validation of the 
pile design, enabled by the performed full scale 
load tests, allowed the measurement and validation 
of the piles end bearing and shaft resistance, con-
firming the prediction of the building foundations 
good performance under service loads.

Finally it should be point out the versatility of the 
O-cell load tests, with both economical and schedule 
advantages, comparing with the conventional static 
load tests (Fellenius (2001)). However, when neces-
sary in more complex geological scenarios, as the 
one at the present case history, the O-cell load test 
should be complemented and its results calibrated 
by the execution of conventional top—bottom load 
tests (Fig. 19), as well as through analytical FEM 
back analysis, allowing the optimization of the piles 
design and execution methods.

In June 2012 all the foundations works, piles 
and jet grouting, as well as the diaphragm walls 

works, were concluded, allowing the beginning of 
the excavation works (Fig. 20).
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Interpretation of in situ and laboratory thermal measurements resulting 
in accurate thermogeological characterization

P. Hemmingway & M. Long
School of Civil, Structural and Environmental Engineering, University College Dublin, Ireland

ABSTRACT: Growing worldwide interest in the exploitation of geothermal energy resources has led to 
a scenario where the technology routinely forms part of building-scale renewable energy feasibility studies. 
A thorough understanding of site-specific thermogeological parameters is a vital design requirement of 
such systems and accurate measurement and interpretation of these parameters is necessary in order to 
inform scientifically rigorous system design. An overview of the theory underlying a number of laboratory 
and in situ thermal characterization testing methods and the results from a number of testing regimes 
carried out using the various thermal characterization equipment constructed in University College 
Dublin are presented. Results from both the laboratory steady-state and non-steady-state thermal analysis 
systems and the in situ thermal characterization system are shown to provide accurate measurements of 
soil and rock thermal parameters. In addition, the settlement profiles of a number of the tested materials 
were investigated in order to gain an insight into this potential drawback of exchanging the backfill 
material placed around electricity cables to optimize thermal transfer efficiency.

to avoid the drilling cost associated with borehole 
heat exchanger systems (Hemmingway and Long, 
2011c). Horizontal ground source energy systems 
consist of pipe loops with are installed in the sub-
surface in a horizontal orientation—examples 
include ‘horizontal ground loops’ where a trench 
approximately 1.5 m in depth is dug, pipes are laid 
and the trench is backfilled; and ‘pond loops’, 
where pipe loops are installed at the bottom of a 
large body of water with which heat is exchanged.

An in-depth understanding of aquifer hydraulic 
properties is essential for the design of open loop 
ground source energy systems, while an in-depth 
understanding of sub-surface thermogeology is 
essential for the design of closed loop geother-
mal systems. This paper focuses on closed loop 
systems and describes a number of test method-
ologies which may be used in order to evaluate 
ground thermal properties in the laboratory and in 
the field. A knowledge gap exists in many coun-
tries which do not have well developed geothermal 
industries, where many established domestic-based 
consultants and contractors lack the specialist 
skillsets to design such systems. This paper there-
fore intends to give readers an understanding of 
the various pieces of equipment available to carry 
out thermal characterization and an understand-
ing of the underlying theory which should be care-
fully applied by geothermal project consultants in 
order to ensure accurate system design. Results 
from a number of tests are also summarized and 

1 INTRODUCTION

Ground source (or ‘shallow geothermal’) heat 
pump systems may be used to harness low-grade 
heat from the earth’s sub-surface for supply of 
space heating and/or cooling and hot water to 
buildings and structures. Ground source energy 
may be broadly categorized into ‘open loop’ or 
‘closed loop’ systems (Hemmingway and Long, 
2011d). Open loop systems involve pumping 
water from sources such as lakes, ponds and wells, 
exchanging heat energy either directly or via a 
heat pump and returning it to either a re-injection 
well, to a surface discharge system or to a sewer. 
Closed loop ground source energy systems involve 
the circulation of a heat-transfer fluid through 
sub-surface pipes which range in size from single-
borehole installations which could be used to sup-
ply space heating/cooling and hot water to single 
family dwellings or a small office, to large multi-
borehole installations suitable for heating/ cooling 
of large multi-storey buildings. Closed loop sys-
tems may be further categorized as horizontal or 
vertical. Vertical ground source energy systems 
consist of pipe loops which are installed in the 
sub-surface in a vertical orientation—examples 
include ‘borehole heat exchangers’, where piping 
is installed in a purpose-drilled borehole and the 
area between the piping the borehole wall is typi-
cally backfilled; and ‘energy piles’ where piping is 
installed into a buildings structural piles in order 
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compared against values which would have been 
expected from a review available literature.

2 GROUND THERMAL ANALYSIS

Heat transfer may occur in one of three ways: con-
duction, convection or radiation. Conduction is 
generally the most important of these three heat 
transfer modes when considering a closed loop 
ground source energy system. Convective heat 
transfer effects may have to be considered in cases 
where a significant groundwater flow across a bore-
hole field is present, but in the majority of cases 
significant groundwater flow is not present and the 
heat transfer process is dominated by heat conduc-
tion (Wang et al., 2009). The effects of radiation 
may be ignored in the case of a vertical closed loop 
system.

Accurate measurement of the thermal proper-
ties of both the borehole backfill material and the 
surrounding soil or rock must be made to inform 
the design of ground source energy systems so 
that the appropriate balance between initial capital 
expenditure and long-term system efficiency can 
be achieved. Thermal analysis of ground materi-
als may be performed in the laboratory or in the 
field and the following sections outline a number 
of different techniques available.

2.1 Laboratory thermal analysis

Laboratory thermal conductivity analysis may be 
performed using either steady-state or non steady-
state (transient) techniques (Hemmingway and 
Long, 2011b). Steady-state analysis refers to a 
technique whereby a material has a constant tem-
perature with respect to time at any point and the 
heat flux through the material is constant when 
subjected to a constant temperature gradient. Non 
steady-state analysis refers to a technique whereby 
measurements are taken during the process of 
heating up a material, following which the thermal 
conductivity is evaluated and therefore the meas-
urements are recorded and analyzed as a function 
of time. Thermal analysis carried out using non 
steady-state techniques is typically faster than 
steady-state techniques because there is no require-
ment to wait for steady state conditions in order 
to take measurements, however the mathematical 
analysis of the measured data is typically more 
complex.

The authors have developed systems to evaluate 
thermal conductivity using both steady-state and 
non steady-state techniques in the laboratory of 
the School of Civil, Structural & Environmental 
Engineering of University College Dublin (UCD), 
Ireland.

2.1.1 Steady-state laboratory analysis
The UCD steady-state thermal analysis system 
was developed as part of a final year Bachelor of 
Engineering project in 2011 under the guidance of 
the authors and is shown in Figure 1.

The initial concept from which the system was 
designed and constructed was based on Clarke 
et al. (2008)—a number of design alterations 
were made during the design and construction of 
the UCD system which is shown in Figure 2. The 
UCD steady-state thermal analysis system briefly 
consists of: a thermally insulated base (which mini-
mizes downward heat flow) underlying a cylindri-
cal aluminum base containing a cartridge heater of 
known electrical rating. The aluminum base sits on 
top of the thermal insulation, and is surrounded 
by an insulated mould (which minimizes radial 
heat flow) into which a test material is inserted. 

Figure 1. UCD steady-state thermal analysis 
system.

Figure 2. Initial concept for UCD design.
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The design by Clarke et al. (2008) shows four 
thermocouples embedded into the test sample, 
however in the UCD apparatus two thermocouples 
are typically embedded into the sample at known 
vertical separation prior to testing.

Although two thermocouples are used in the 
tests described in Section three of this paper, addi-
tional thermocouples can simply be embedded into 
the sample of required.

The theory underlying steady-state analysis is 
that of Fourier’s law of heat conduction, which 
states that the temperature gradient created by 
conduction is inversely proportional to the thermal 
conductivity for a given heat flow (Midttomme 
and Roaldset, 1999). This relationship is described 
in Equation 1.

q = −λ(dT/dz) (1)

where q is the heat flow (W/m2), λ is thermal 
conductivity (W/mK) and dT/dz is tempera-
ture  gradient. Equation 1 may be re-written as 
 Equation 2 by rearranging and replacing q with 
Q/A, where Q is the applied heat flux (W) and A is 
the cross sectional area of the sample under con-
sideration (m2).

λ = Q ⋅ dz/A ⋅ dT (2)

The thermal conductivity of a sample may thus 
be evaluated using Equation 2 using the UCD 
steady-state system as the applied constant heat 
flux (Q) is measured, the vertical distance between 
the thermocouples (dz) is known, the cross sectional 
area of the sample is known and the difference in 
temperature (dT) between the thermocouples can 
be recorded during a test. Radial heat loss through 
the insulated mould and axial heat loss through the 
base during a test is quantified and considered in 
order to ensure an accurate value of applied heat 
flux (Q) is used in Equation 2.

The thermal conductivity of a number of con-
crete and grout mixes were analyzed using the 
previously described steady-state thermal analysis 
system in order to investigate the effect of vary-
ing the water-cement (w-c) ratio, aggregate type, 
sand-cement (s-c) ratio and aggregate proportions 
on the thermal conductivity. The effect of varying 
the foregoing parameters on compressive strength 
of the test mixes was also investigated in parallel 
to the thermal analysis so that any potential trade-
off  between mix strength and the variation of the 
mix constituents required to optimize the thermal 
properties could be understood.

Although the tests described in the previous par-
agraph were initially conceived with the intention 
to investigate the variation of thermal conductiv-
ity and compressive strength backfill materials on 

the performance of borehole heat exchanger and 
energy foundation applications (i.e. ground source 
heat pump/geothermal applications), the thermal 
parameters of a number of additional materials 
were also investigated and evaluated in the con-
text of the thermal behavior of backfill materials 
placed around electricity transmission cables. High 
voltage underground electricity cables produce 
heat due to electrical resistance in the cables. One 
of the primary functions of the backfill material 
placed around electricity transmission cables is to 
transfer this heat into the surrounding soil at a fast 
enough rate so as to avoid over-heating, and poten-
tial failure of the cables. In some cases, heating of 
the backfill has induced a degree of settlement, 
due to drying out of the soil. The backfill materials 
investigated include a commercially available ther-
mal backfill which is purpose-manufactured for 
placement around electricity transmission cables, 
and a number of other materials which are com-
monly used as backfill materials in the industry—
sands of varying moisture content and cement 
stabilized sand.

2.1.2 Non steady-state laboratory analysis
The UCD non steady-state thermal analysis system 
was developed by the first author for use in the labo-
ratory and is shown in Figure 3. The system consists 
of a linear heat source which incorporates a tem-
perature measuring thermocouple to measure the 
variation of temperature at a point along the line. 
Performing a test using the system involves inser-
tion of the ‘thermal probe’ into the sample by either 
pushing or pre-drilling, applying a known heat 
energy to the sample for a pre-defined time period 
and measuring the time series temperature data 
during this heating cycle. The thermal conductivity 

Figure 3. UCD non steady-state thermal analysis 
system.
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is then determined by analysis of the time series 
temperature data during the heating cycle.

The data may be analysed in a number of ways 
(American Society of Testing and Materials, 2008) 
such as (i) a non-linear least squares inversion 
technique or (ii) a so called ‘simplified method’. 
The non-linear least squares inversion technique 
involves solving Equation 3, where the inversion 
technique is required because λ and D cannot be 
solved explicitly in this equation.

ΔT = −q/4πλEi (−r2/4Dt) 0 < t ≤ t1 (3)

where t is the time from the beginning of heating 
(s), ΔT is the temperature rise from time zero (K), 
q is the heat input per unit length of heater (W/m), 
r is the distance from the heated needle (m), D is 
thermal diffusivity of the material being analyzed 
(m2/s), λ is thermal conductivity of the material 
being analyzed (W/mK), Ei is an exponential inte-
gral and t1 is the total heating time. Note: thermal 
diffusivity equals thermal conductivity divided by 
volumetric heat capacity.

A ‘simplified method’ whereby the slope of a 
straight line representing temperature versus the 
natural logarithm of time for the heating phase 
(excluding early data, which cannot be catered for 
in the mathematics behind the simplified method) 
of the test is determined and the thermal conduc-
tivity is computed using Equation 4.

λ = CQ/4πS (4)

where λ is the thermal conductivity (W/mK), C is a 
calibration constant defined as the known thermal 
conductivity of a material divided by the thermal 
conductivity measured by the thermal probe (which 
is used to calibrate the accuracy of the probe), 
q is the heat input per unit length of heater (W/m) 
and S is the slope of a straight line representing 
temperature versus the natural logarithm of time 
for the heating phase.

2.2 In situ thermal analysis

A Thermal Response Test (TRT) is a controlled in 
situ test during which a known quantity of heat 
energy is injected into a closed loop heat-exchanger 
pipe while the heat dissipation rate into the surround-
ing ground is monitored. Results from a test can be 
interpreted to determine a number of ground ther-
mal parameters which are vital design requirements 
for any medium to large scale geothermal system, 
chiefly the thermal conductivity of the ground for-
mation and the borehole thermal resistance created 
by the backfill material. Figure 4 shows a sketch 
of the primary components of the UCD Thermal 
Response Testing rig (TRT), which was designed 

and constructed by the first author. In a stand-
ard TRT, a heat transfer fluid is circulated in an 
anticlockwise direction (from the circulating 
pump—see Fig. 3) through 3 kW and 6 kW heat-
ing elements (differing electrical rating ensures that 
tests can operate at 3, 6 or 9 kW). The tempera-
ture of the circulating fluid entering the vertical 
borehole heat exchanger ‘Temp Down’ is measured 
using a thermocouple; the fluid then circulates 
around a u-shaped borehole heat exchanger and 
the return temperature ‘Temp Up’ of the fluid is 
then measured by a second thermocouple. ‘Temp 
Up’ and ‘Temp Down’ are measured at pre-defined 
time steps (e.g. 30 second intervals) throughout the 
period of the test. A full description of the design, 
construction and performance validation of the 
UCD thermal response testing rig is available in 
Hemmingway and Long (2011a).

A number of different methods are available for 
the analysis of thermal response test data, all of which 
are based on Fourier’s Law of Heat Conduction 
(Florides and Kalogirou, 2008). The most commonly 
used analysis method is known as the ‘analytical line 
source method’, which adopts the analytical solution 
for the response to unsteady heat conduction applied 
to an infinite medium with homogeneous and iso-
tropic properties (Signorelli et al., 2007).

The effective conductivity of the ground for-
mation into which the heat exchanger is installed 
may be calculated by plotting a graph of average 
temperature (i.e. average of injected and return 
temperatures) against the natural logarithm of time, 
determining the slope of the linear portion of the 
graph (k) and entering the results into Equation 5.

λ = Q/4πkH (5)

where λ is the thermal conductivity (W/mK), Q is 
the injected heat power (W) and H is the depth of 
the borehole heat exchanger (m) being tested.

Figure 4. UCD thermal response testing rig.
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3 ACCURATE CHARACTERIZATION

In a number of international cases, application of 
the theory explained in Section two of this paper 
and/or poor site or laboratory testing practices has 
resulted in incorrect thermal characterization. The 
following sections describe the results obtained 
from a number of tests carried out by each of 
the pieces of equipment described in Section two 
and compare results against those available in 
literature.

3.1 Steady state laboratory results

A number of concrete mixes (which would be 
used as the ‘backfill’ in energy pile systems) and 
a number of grout mixes (which would be used as 
the ‘backfill’ for vertical borehole heat exchanger 
systems) were prepared for testing with the steady-
state thermal analysis system shown in Figures 1 
and 2. Three sets of three concrete mixes were 
prepared with one distinct parameter varied in 
each of the three sets for thermal testing, while 
three sets of six mixes with the same constituents 
were prepared for compressive strength testing. 
The aggregate proportions were varied in the first 
three mixes, the water-cement (w-c) ratio in the 
second three mixes and the aggregate type in the 
last three. Two thermocouples were inserted at a 
predefined vertical distance from each other (dz in 
Equation 1) during the casting process. Four grout 
mixes were prepared for thermal and compressive 
strength testing in a similar manner. Three of the 
samples were prepared with variable sand-cement 
(s-c) ratios alongside one commercially available 
‘thermal grout’ which was prepared in-line with 
the manufacturer’s instructions. Although the 
grout mixes would not have a load carrying func-
tion in practice, their compressive strengths were 
measured in order to complete the data set. The 
applied heat flux and cross sectional area, Q and A 
respectively in Equation 2, were constant at 11.5 W 
and 0.00739 m2 for all samples. The results of the 
thermal analysis and compressive strength testing 
are shown in Table 1 and a typical set of results 
for the variation in thermal conductivity with the 
water-cement ratio is given on Figure 5.

Midttomme and Rolandset (1998) suggest that 
thermal conductivity should increase with an 
increasing coarse aggregate content. Although 
this is not initially evident when comparing the 
aggregate-variable samples, it is thought that the 
value for F/C 30/39 may be erroneous due to pos-
sible incorrect insertion of the thermocouples into 
the mix. If  the measured thermal conductivity value 
for the F/C 30/39 mix is ignored, then the trend 
suggested by the relevant literature is confirmed, 
although re-testing would be required in order to 

Figure 5. Thermal conductivity vs. w-c ratio.

Table 1. Steady-state GSHP backfill testing results*.

Variable

Thermal 
conductivity 
(W/mK)

Compressive
strength 
(MPa)

F/C 20/49 3.4 26.3
F/C 25/44 2.6 25.7
F/C 30/39 3.3 25.1
w-c 0.3 5.5 36.0
w-c 0.4 3.4 30.2
w-c 0.5 2.0 15.9
Limestone No result 38.3
Granite 2.3 33.9
Quartzite 2.7 33.6
s-c 2.0 1.1 25.0
s-c 3.0 2.0 20.5
s-c 4.0 1.7 28.0
Thermal grout 3.2  4.4

*F/C refers to percentage volume of fine/course aggregate 
per mix, w-c refers to water-cement ratio and s-c refers to 
sand-cement ratio.

confirm this. The compressive strength is not sig-
nificantly affected by the variation in aggregate 
size.

A clear relationship is observed in the samples 
with variable water-cement ratios (Fig. 5). Both 
thermal conductivity and compressive strength 
decrease significantly with increasing water-cement 
ratios. Aggregate type is also shown to have a con-
siderable effect on the thermal conductivity of the 
concrete mix for the two mixes successfully evalu-
ated for thermal conductivity. No clear relationship 
is evident for the effects of thermal conductivity 
due to variation of the sand-cement content of the 
grout mixes. The thermal grout is shown to have 
a higher thermal conductivity than the standard 
sand / cement / water grout mixes.

In addition to the testing regime investigat-
ing the thermal properties and compressive 
strength of a number of materials which may be 
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utilized in connection with ground source heat 
pump (geothermal) applications outlined above, a 
number of tests were also carried out to investigate 
the thermal and settlement characteristics of mate-
rials used for backfilling around electricity trans-
mission cables.

Four commonly used cable backfill materials—
wet sand (water content 8% by weight), commer-
cially available backfill grout (43% aggregate, 40% 
aggregate, 5% fly ash, 3% Portland cement and 9% 
water by weight), cement stabilized sand—CSS 
(87% sand, 6% Portland cement and 7% water 
by weight) and dry sand (water content 3.5% by 
weight) were prepared for testing. The thermal 
conductivity of each compound was then evalu-
ated using the UCD steady-state thermal analy-
sis system (Fig. 1). The heat-induced settlement 
potential of each sample was measured by appli-
cation of a line source heat (representing the 
soil-heating induced by a high voltage electricity 
transmission cable) to a scaled model of backfill 
material contained in an 8’ long × 8’ high × 4’ wide 
test specimen. A static load equivalent to 10 kN/m2 
was applied to the test specimens prior to heating 
in order to mimic in situ loading conditions (e.g. 
potential traffic loading). Table 2 provides a sum-
mary of the thermal and settlement testing results.

Figure 6 shows the settlement profile observed 
in the dry sand test specimen, following applica-
tion the heating load to the loaded scaled down 
model. A maximum settlement of 17.5 mm was 
observed at measurement point C-1 of the dry sand. 

Figure 7 shows the settlement profile observed in 
the wet sand test specimen. A maximum settlement 
of 33.0 mm is observed at measurement point D-2 
of the wet sand. No settlement was observed in 
either or the commercial grout or the commercially 
available backfill material test specimens.

In addition to the settlement observed in the wet 
and dry sand test specimens, significant drying-out 
of the sand in the direct vicinity of the linear heat 
source was observed. This localized drying out of 
the soil would have the effect of reducing the ther-
mal conductivity of the soil directly surrounding 
the cables, because water (thermal conductivity 
0.6 W/mK) is effectively being replaced with air 
(thermal conductivity 0.02 W/mK) in the void 
spaced between sand particles, and would there-
fore reduce the thermal dissipation efficiency of 
the backfill material.

3.2 Non steady-state laboratory results

A number of soil samples have been analyzed using 
the UCD Non steady-state analysis system. Prior 
to testing the soil samples, the system was used to 
analyze the thermal conductivity of a number of 
materials of known conductivity such as water and 
glycol—the measured results confirmed the accu-
racy of the system. Comparison of the soil sample 
thermal measurements against available literature 
(EED, 2010, Fjeldskaar et al., 2009, Goodrich, 
1986) indicates that results obtained were within 
the expected ranges. Table 3 provides a summary 
of results measured for a small portion of the tests 
performed.

Although the thermal conductivity of a 
material is influenced by its density, temperature, 
particle shape, porosity, moisture content and 
mineral composition (Mattsson et al., 2008), the 
results shown in Table 3 confirm that each of 
the measured thermal conductivities are within the 

Table 2. Steady-state cable backfill testing results.

Variable
Thermal conductivity
(W/mK)

Settlement
(mm)

Wet Sand 3.2 18.4–33.0
Commercial 2.4 3.4–17.7
CSS 1.8 0.00
Dry sand 1.3 0.00

Figure 6. Settlement profile of dry sand. Figure 7. Settlement profile of wet sand.
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range expected for each material type. It should 
be noted that the ‘expected’ range of thermal 
conductivity values in Table 3 should not be taken 
as the absolute limit for the soil types quoted 
due to the fact that soil is variable by its very 
nature, and therefore variations in the parameters 
mentioned earlier in this paragraph will have the 
effect of  varying the thermal conductivity in any 
given sample. The samples tested under each soil 
type in Table 3 are characterized based on the 
authors’ interpretation of soil type based on visual 
inspection of each sample. The higher standard 
deviation associated with the silt is due to the fact 
that the constituents of the silt samples were quite 
variable (for example, differing sand contents, 
densities and moisture contents were observed). 
Thermal analysis of  a large range of soil and 
rock types is ongoing at the Department of Civil, 
Structural & Environmental Engineering of 
University College Dublin which will inform the 
construction of a thermal conductivity database 
of Irish and UK soil and rock types.

3.3 In situ thermal response test results

The UCD thermal response testing rig has been 
used in order to carry out thermogeological 
characterization at a number of site locations 
in Ireland and the United Kingdom. One of the 
testing regimes carried out is summarized in this 
section to illustrate the importance of careful and 
attentive operation of a thermal response test and 
correct interpretation of the results from a test. 
Readers should refer to Hemmingway and Long 
(2011e) for more details. Ground conditions at the 
site consisted of made ground from ground level to 
1 m below ground level, sand and gravel from 1 m 
to 21 m below ground level, soft fractured chalk 
and flint from 21 m to 75 m below ground level and 
firm chalk and flint beneath 75 m below ground 
level. U-shaped borehole heat exchanger piping 
was installed into a borehole to a depth of 201 m 
below ground level and the borehole backfilled 
with pea gravel.

Three thermal response tests were carried out 
consecutively on the installed borehole (denoted 
TRT 1, TRT 2 and TRT 3 in this paper). The first 
thermal response test ran for 5.4 hours. The second 
started 4.5 hours after completion the first and ran 
for 15.8 hours and the third started 4.5 hours after 
completion of the second and ran for 6.6 hours.

Figure 8 shows a plot of average temperature 
(i.e. the average of the injected and return borehole 
heat exchanger temperatures) against time for 
each of the thermal response tests. Each of the 
profiles shown are approximately similar in shape, 
and appear to represent a profile which would be 
expected for a thermal response test, i.e. a period 
of transient temperature response where the meas-
urements are influenced primarily by the borehole 
backfill material, followed by a period of stable 
heat flow where the temperature development is 
influenced primarily by the thermal properties of 
the geological formation into which the borehole 
heat exchanger is installed. The measurements 
obtained during TRT 1, TRT 2 and TRT 3 were 
processed using the analytical line source method, 
resulting in calculated effective thermal conductiv-
ity values of 1.9 W/mK, 2.0 W/mK and 3.0 W/mK 
respectively. The difference in calculated thermal 
conductivity values observed in TRT 2 and TRT 3 
(in the same borehole, and therefore the same geo-
logical formation) occurs due to the thermal eleva-
tion imposed on the sub-surface by each of the 
preceding thermal response tests. This difference in 
thermal conductivity results is observed despite the 
fact that each of the profiles observed in  Figure 8 
represent a shape which would be expected for a 
thermal response test, and if  viewed in isolation, 
it is likely that an operative analyzing the results 
of a thermal response test would consider any of 
TRT 1, TRT 2 or TRT 3 as acceptable. This illus-
trates the importance of careful performance of 

Table 3. Non steady-state probe measurement results.*

Soil type

Thermal conductivity (W/mK)

N
Measured 
(Avg.) St. dev. Expected

Glycerol 2 0.29 0.01 0.29
Silt 5 2.01 0.60 1.0–2.3
Stiff  clay 6 2.12 0.23 0.9–2.2
Peat 4 0.61 0.01 0.2–0.8

*N refers to the number of samples in the data set.

Figure 8. Thermal response testing results.
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thermal response tests and well informed analy-
sis of the resulting data sets. It also shows that in 
cases where a thermal response test is interrupted 
(e.g. due to a power failure, a leak etc.), the bore-
hole should be abandoned for a suitable period of 
time for the geological formation to return to its 
natural temperature conditions. Hemmingway and 
Long (2011e) show that the difference in borehole 
heat exchanger installation cost associated with 
misinterpretation of thermal conductivity values 
resulting from TRT 1, TRT 2 and TRT 3 for the 
project in question is approximately €45,000.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The various different types of closed loop ground 
source energy systems are summarized in the 
context of installation requirements and possible 
applications. An in-depth understanding of aqui-
fer hydraulic properties is essential for the design 
of open loop ground source energy systems, while 
an in-depth understanding of sub-surface therm-
ogeology is essential for the design of closed loop 
geothermal systems.

An overview of the basic theory on which 
steady-state and non steady-state thermal conduc-
tivity laboratory testing and analysis is performed 
is provided. Two laboratory testing apparatus 
designed and constructed in University College 
Dublin are described, alongside a summary of 
results from a number of testing regimes. Testing 
using the steady-state analysis system investigates 
the thermal effects of varying aggregate size, the 
water-cement ratio, the sand-cement ratio and the 
aggregate type in a number of concrete and grout 
mixes—the water-cement ratio and aggregate type 
are shown to significantly affect the thermal prop-
erties of the samples. The effect on the compressive 
strength of the various samples is also investigated. 
The results from a number of non steady-state ther-
mal analysis tests are also presented. Thermal con-
ductivity results from measurements performed on 
glycol, silt, stiff  clay and peat samples are shown to 
fall within the ranges expected.

Investigation of the thermal conductivity and 
settlement characteristics of a number of materials 
in the context of the thermal behavior of backfill 
materials placed around electricity transmission 
cables was also carried out. The thermal conduc-
tivity measurements are found to fall within the 
expected ranges, and the settlement observed in 
both the wet and dry sand sample raise questions as 
to the suitability of sand as a material for backfilling 
around high voltage electricity transmission cables.

A description of the UCD thermal response 
testing rig alongside a summary of the relevant 
theory is presented. The results from three con-

secutive thermal response tests carried out on a 
single borehole are presented. Thermal conductiv-
ity values of 1.9 W/mK, 2.0 W/mK and 3.0 W/mK 
are observed in each of the respective tests. This 
illustrates the importance careful performance of 
thermal response tests and well-informed analysis 
of the resulting data sets.
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Electrical resistivity tomography: Combined field and laboratory 
experiments for the characterization and monitoring of hydrocarbon 
pollution

A. Arato, R.M. Cosentini, G. Della Vecchia, S. Foti, A. Godio & G. Musso
Politecnico di Torino, Torino, Italy

ABSTRACT: The integration of field and laboratory experiments has been used to characterize and to 
monitor a contaminated site. A recently developed oedometer cell, instrumented to perform 3D Electri-
cal Resistivity Tomography (ERT) in the laboratory, and different in field geophysical and geochemical 
methods are combined for the investigation of the test site of Trecate (North-West of Italy). The site was 
contaminated by an inland crude oil spill following the blowout of an hydrocarbon well. In this respect, 
time-lapse monitoring is used to detect contaminants levels and the degradation effect of the residual 
hydrocarbons.

the monitoring of a test site contaminated by an 
inland crude oil spill following the blowout of a 
hydrocarbon well.

In particular, an in-field monitoring program 
was performed by using surface and borehole 
 geophysics, integrated by geochemical surveys, 
to characterize the hydrological properties of the 
aquifer (heterogeneity, porosity and water content) 
and to monitor the natural degradation of the 
residual hydrocarbons.

Small-scale experiments were conducted to 
characterize the saturated and unsaturated hydro-
electric behavior of the soil collected from the 
same area. The combination of experimental data 
at the two different scales was used to provide an 
 estimate of the degree of water saturation and 
 suction in the field monitored area.

2 THE SITE AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROBLEM

In February 1994, a site at the outskirt of Trecate, 
a town located west of the city of Milan, was the 
scene of an inland crude oil spill following a well 
blowout from an ENI-Agip operated exploration 
well, designated T-24.

The well blowout resulted to an estimated 
of 15000 m3 of middleweight crude oil released 
over the land, which contaminated both soil and 
groundwater covering an area of approximately 
96000 m2.

The geology of the site is generally character-
ized by alluvium, fluvial-glacial depositional pat-
tern with textural alteration as a result of soil 

1 INTRODUCTION

Traditional monitoring of contaminants in soils, 
including lysimeter, soil sampling and monitor-
ing of the groundwater below contaminated sites, 
are not able to capture the contaminant distribu-
tion and their removal rates with sufficient detail 
(Aagaard et al. 2004). Hence, innovative equip-
ments and experimental set-ups, together with 
novel fusion of large-volume field data, are need-
ful (French et al., 2009). Geophysical time-lapse 
measurements in combination with novel ground 
methods give the possibility to determine contami-
nation levels and their spatial spreading in a het-
erogeneous environment.

In this respect, there is an increasing interest in the 
use of high-resolution resistivity surveys (geoelec-
trical and electromagnetic methods) to investigate 
contaminants, particularly concerning the plume 
migration (Godio et al., 2003). Electrical Resistiv-
ity Tomography (ERT) is a geophysical technique 
that has been successfully applied to monitor con-
taminated groundwater (e.g. Barker, 1996, Kemna 
et al., 2002, Vanderborght et al., 2005). Laboratory 
experiments performed in a 3D—ERT oedometer 
cell (Comina et al., 2008) have shown the capability 
of this technique for monitoring hydro-chemical 
processes in soil samples under controlled bound-
ary conditions (Comina et al., 2010, Comina et al., 
2011). Electrical resistivity can be considered as a 
proxy for the variability of soil properties and lab-
oratory results can be successfully used to obtain 
quantitative information.

In this study, field and laboratory experi-
ments are combined for the characterization and 
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 remodeling and compaction. The soil sequence 
is mainly comprised of poorly sorted silty sand, 
clay and gravel in extensive lenses in most part of 
the area (Braga et al, 1969, Godio et al., 2010). 
The superficial Po River aquifer system reaches 
55–60 m in depth. The groundwater level changes 
from 12 m (NE to Trecate) to 6–8 m (East to 
Trecate) to 1–2 m in the Ticino valley floor.

In the vadose zone groundwater flow is strongly 
influenced by water infiltration from a network 
of irrigation channels and by the drainage by 
the Ticino river, which is located 20 m below the 
elevation of the neighboring areas. In the aquifer, 
groundwater flow (NW towards SE) is directed 
toward the Ticino river with a hydraulic gradient 
of 3–5⋅10−3 (ENI-Agip, unpublished data).

The aquifer is characterized by a transmissiv-
ity of 3.5–5.8 ⋅ 10−1 m2/s, a porosity of 0.25–0.35 
and a groundwater average velocity of 10–25 m/d. 
Slug tests performed in five monitoring bore-
holes pointed out hydraulic conductivity values of 
3 ⋅ 10−5–5 ⋅ 10−4 m/s.

Groundwater levels fluctuate by several meters 
seasonally, with higher levels at the end of summer 
due to recharge from the agricultural irrigation. 
A decreasing trend of the groundwater level has 
been observed from 1995 to 2007, induced by the 
reduction in groundwater use field irrigation.

The vadose zone is characterized by a silty and 
sandy topsoil with a hydraulic conductivity in satu-
rated condition in the range 1 ⋅ 10−7–1 ⋅ 10−5 m/s with 
volumetric water content in the range 0.05–0.15; 
a second unit is mainly compounded by silty-sand 
with gravel and hydraulic conductivity in the range 
1 ⋅ 10−6–1 ⋅ 10−4 m/s; the third unit is characterized 
by gravel in silty and sandy matrix with hydraulic 
behaviour similar to the previous unit.

After the accident, most of the crude oil was 
quickly recovered and disposed of. However a 
large quantity of oil infiltrated into the soil tak-
ing advantage of discontinuities in the clay lenses, 
eventually reaching the groundwater.

The soil still presents a residual contamination 
of hydrocarbons up to 10 m depth. Hydrocarbons 
have been detected in concentration exceeding 
1000 mg/kg at the depth between 3 m and 5 m and 
in concentration of about 3000 mg/kg at the depth 
of 6–8 m.

Variation in time of the hydrocarbon concentra-
tion and the trend of ferrous iron and sulfate in 
soil indicate that natural degradation of the con-
taminant is occurring.

The limited thickness of thin lens or discon-
tinuous remnants of residual contaminant above 
the water level and the seasonal fluctuations of 
the groundwater level enhance the biodegrada-
tion. Indeed, the oil lens has fluctuated accord-
ing to the groundwater level changes in the past 

years. The vertical smearing and break-up of 
the hydrocarbons, resulting from the water table 
changes, promotes the formation of more hydro-
carbon surface area in contact with oxygenated 
pore water, coming from the infiltration process.

3 FIELD AND LABORATORY 
MEASUREMENTS

3.1 In field survey and monitoring

The geophysical survey interested an area of about 
200 m × 200 m on the most contaminated sector 
of the site. A preliminary survey using ground 
based measurements has been implemented, using 
integrated geophysical methods, such as georadar, 
electromagnetic low frequency, electrical resistiv-
ity and induced polarisation tomography. A sys-
tematic geochemical and geophysical monitoring 
program has been undertaken in the last 3 years in 
order to evaluate the reliability of the degradation 
process of the residual hydrocarbon (Godio et al. 
2010).

The monitoring involved two boreholes 
addressed with electrodes and other boreholes 
located both in the contaminated and in the uncon-
taminated sector of the site.

Logs of temperature, water conductivity, redox 
potential, and dissolved oxygen were conducted 
into three different boreholes. One borehole (B-A) 
is located outside the most contaminated area, 
upstream from the hydro-geological point of 
view with respect to the boreholes B-S3 and B-S4, 
located in the contaminated zone. The water con-
ductivity and temperature are relevant in affecting 
the bulk soil conductivity and the complex electri-
cal permittivity while the redox potential and the 
dissolved oxygen are indicators of the activity and 
the condition of the biomass.

Two cables with 24 graphite electrodes were 
installed within the borehole B-S3 and B-S4 for 
monitoring at small scale the bio-geochemical 
activity in the smearing zone (where groundwater 
fluctuates). The array provides a data set in time-
lapse fashion for resistivity and induced polariza-
tion response.

3.2 Laboratory activity

Laboratory activity was aimed at the characterisa-
tion of the hydro-electrical properties of Trecate 
soil.

In December 2008 a 5 m deep trench was dug and 
some samples were collected. Due to course nature 
of the materials, samples were delivered to the labora-
tory in disturbed conditions. After a preliminary vis-
ual inspection, the materials showed a  predominant 
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sandy matrix fraction (material A) with some silty 
intercalations (material B) (Fig. 1). The two materi-
als have been separated and their grain size distribu-
tion was independently determined (Fig. 2).

The hydro-electrical behavior of both materials 
at the average in-situ void ratio was characterized 
on specimens prepared by moist tamping.  Saturated 
hydraulic conductivity kw for both materials was 
measured through a constant head permeameter, 
obtaining values of kw = 1.45 ⋅ 10−5 m/s for material 
A and kw = 1.85 ⋅ 10−6 m/s, for material B.

Water retention curves, at the reference void 
ratio, were determined by means of a suction con-
trolled oedometer cell (Romero et al., 1995), apply-
ing the axis-translation technique. Experimental 
data were interpolated with the van Genuchten 
(1980) relationship (Fig. 3):
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where Se and Sr
RES are, respectively, the effective 

and the residual degree of saturation, s is suction 
(defined as the difference between air and water 
pressure) and α, n, m three fitting parameters. The 
values of the parameters have been estimated to be 
α = 0.11 kPa−1, n = 3.5 and m = 0.71 for material 
A and α = 0.06 kPa−1, n = 4.5 and m = 0.78 for 
 material B.

The electrical behavior of  the materials was 
investigated through electrical conductivity meas-
urements performed on homogeneous samples 

Figure 1. Soil delivered to the laboratory: coarse matrix 
(A) with intercalations of finer material (B).

Figure 2. Grain size distribution of the coarse (A) and 
the fine (B) materials.

Figure 3. Water retention curves of Trecate soils.

Figure 4. Relationship between electrical conductiv-
ity and degree of saturation (at constant void ratio) for 
Trecate soils.
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prepared at increasing water content and constant 
porosity. The pore water used during the test was 
a saline solution with electrical conductivity of 
the same order of  magnitude of  the values meas-
ured in situ. Tests were performed in the ERT cell 
presented by Comina et al. (2008). The cell can 
host cylindrical samples of  13 cm in diameter and 
6 cm in height. It is equipped with 42 electrodes 
located on its internal boundary (16 on sidewall 
and 13 on each plate). The evolution of  the recon-
structed electrical conductivity of  the soil sample 
σ with the degree of  saturation Sr was interpreted 
with the Archie’s law (1942). For constant poros-
ity and water salinity, Archie’s law can be written 
as:

σ
σ saσ t

r
qSr= ,  (2)

where σsat is the electrical conductivity of the satu-
rated sample, and q is a fitting parameter which 
accounts for the geometry of the interconnected 
porosity. Values of q = 2.0 and q = 1.98 were esti-
mated for material A and B, respectively.

A power law (Brooks & Corey, 1964) was 
adopted to model the dependence of unsaturated 
hydraulic conductivity kw on degree of saturation:

k k Sw wk k sat
rS β ,  (3)

where kw
sat is the saturated conductivity and β an 

experimental parameter. 3D ERT monitoring of 
imbibition tests was performed and parameter 
β was estimated by means of  an inverse analy-
sis based on the comparison between the finite 
element simulation of  the wetting process and 
the reconstructed values of  electrical conductiv-
ity (see Cosentini et al., 2011, for further details 
about this procedure). Values of  β = 2.75 and 
β = 3.0 were estimated for material A and B, 
respectively.

4 FIELD RESULTS 
AND INTERPRETATION

4.1 Geochemical results

In the uncontaminated area (B-A), dissolved 
oxygen values are close to or greater than 1 mg/l 
(1 ppm); in Spring and Summer 2010 values are 
almost stable around 1 mg/l, while an increase 
of these values to 2 mg/l have been observed 
from Autumn 2010 to Winter 2011. This is prob-
ably due to the contribution of new fresh water 
infiltrating from the surface during Autumn and 
Winter. The redox potential is mainly stable and 
constant between 150 and 200 mV, and it indicates 

 oxidizing condition of the water. Potential values 
are referenced to Standard Hydrogen Electrode 
(SHE). The water  conductivity values are in 
the range between 350 to 450 μS/cm, gradually 
increasing from the piezometric surface level to the 
bottom of the borehole.

The logs in borehole B-S3, inside the contami-
nated area, show a different behaviour: a marked 
decrease of the redox potential and dissolved 
oxygen values is observed in Winter and Spring 
periods. Redox potential values are close to zero 
in Spring 2010 and negative in Winter 2011, while 
they rise up to 50–80 mV during Summer 2010; 
the absence of the dissolved oxygen (0–0.5 mg/l) 
indicates that the hydrocarbons are degrading in 
anoxic conditions. Negative values of redox poten-
tials indicate a reducing phenomenon which is 
likely associated with anaerobic conditions due 
to the lack of oxygen, which is a primary electron 
acceptor. Even in Summer, when low positive val-
ues are measured, the redox condition show poorly 
oxidizing environment.

Specific electrical conductivity of groundwa-
ter is changing both over time and with respect 
to the condition observed in the borehole located 
in the un-contaminated area. In the summer time 
(June–September 2010), the electrical conductiv-
ity is almost constant all along the borehole and 
with similar values, around 400 μS/cm, observed 
in the un-contaminated area. A general decrease 
with respect to the values observed in summer is 
recorded in February 2011, with quasi-constant 
values close to 200 μS/cm. More generally, specific 
electrical conductivity values within the contami-
nated area vary in the range between 200 μS/cm, 
as measured in February 2011, and 600 μS/cm, 
as observed in Spring 2010. In all the cases, the 
abrupt decrease in specific conductivity values in 
the most superficial measurements of the logs is 
related to the layer of free LNAPL floating above 
the water table.

Low level in dissolved oxygen concentration 
in the contaminated area (well BS-3) indicates an 
anaerobic degradation process because available 
oxygen is depleted as a primary source of energy 
for indigenous hydrocarbon degrading organ-
ism. Hence, secondary electron acceptors such as 
nitrate, sulfate and ferrous iron are the source of 
energy for hydrocarbon degrading organism. Low 
level of dissolved oxygen outside the contaminated 
area is attributed to algae growth by agricultural 
chemicals which use dissolved oxygen as a source 
of energy.

4.2 Electrical results

High values of apparent resistivity (Fig. 5-left 
and 6-left, related to borehole BS-3 and BS-4, 
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Figure 5. Logs of apparent resistivity (left) and apparent chargeability (right), in borehole BS-3.

Figure 6. Logs of apparent resistivity (left) and apparent chargeability (right), in borehole BS-4.

 respectively) are observed at depth range between 
4 m and 10 m, coincident with the vadose zone. The 
upper most layer (silt) is highly  conductive (0–3 m), 
while the sand and gravel at depths between 3 m 
and 7 m is highly resistive. The smearing zone corre-
sponds to the level where hydrocarbon is trapped in 

the pore-space and it is moved upwards and down-
wards according to the water table fluctuations. This 
is related to discontinuous thin clay layers, which 
prevent further migration of the contaminant.

The water table depth from ground surface was, 
respectively: 9.8 m in April 2010, 7 m in July 2010, 
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Figure 7. ERT sections between borehole BS-3 and 
BS-4, on data of July 2010 (left) and February 2011 
(right).

8 m in October 2010 and 9.7 m in February 
2011. Decreasing resistivity values in the satu-
rated zone is mostly related to the increase in 
porosity.

Two examples of  Electrical Resistivity Tomog-
raphy (ERT) sections are reported in Figure 7. The 
left panel represent the inversion of   resistivity data 
collected in July 2010, while the right panel shows 
the results of  an analogous survey in  February 
2011.

Both panels in Figure 7 show the presence of 
a highly conductive superficial layer, a resistive 
layer in the depth range between 4 and 6 m and 
then the so-called smearing zone, between the 
depth range of  7–11 m. The smearing zone dif-
fers between the two periods: this can be related 
to the fact that the water table is raising up in 
Summer (carrying the NAPL up) up to 7 m 
(Fig. 7-left), while it goes down below 10 m in 
Winter (Fig. 7-right) leaving the NAPL trapped 
in the pores.

4.3 Induced polarization response

The chargeability appears more sensitive to the 
(bio-)geochemical activity in the zone involved 
by the ground water fluctuations. Indeed a sub-
stantial increase of the values of chargeability 
(up to 100 mV/V) is observed in October 2010 
and  February 2011 in borehole BS-3 at a depth of 
7–10 m (Fig. 5-right).

Chargeability is much lower in the smearing 
zone and later starts to increase below the depth 
of  8 m–12 m, just below the water table, as a 
result of  soluble ions leached during reaction of 

 infiltrated oxygenated water and groundwater 
with the organic contaminant which produced 
organic and carbonic acid. We assume that the 
increase in chargeability in the smearing zone in 
well BS-3 could be related to the electrochemical 
effect as shown in previous studies (e.g. Godio and 
Naldi, 2009).

A different situation is encountered along bore-
hole BS-4, where induced polarization phenom-
ena appear irrelevant, with almost constant values 
around few mV/V, as shown in Fig. 6-right.

4.4 Integration of field data with laboratory 
results

The experimental data obtained in laboratory 
on the material retrieved from the field can 
be used to obtain logs or section of  quanti-
ties directly related to electrical conductivity, 
like the degree of  saturation. Figures 8 and 9 
(left panel) show the logs of  degree of  satura-
tion in boreholes BS-3 and BS-4, respectively. 
For depths greater than water table, the value 
of  saturation Sr was set equal to 1, consistently 
with Section 4.2. Above the water table, the val-
ues of  Sr were estimated by inversion of  Eq (2). 
The value of  q of  the material A was used for 
soils deeper than 3 m. The saturated electrical 
conductivity σsat was considered equal to the 
conductivity value estimated in correspondence 
of  the water table and assumed constant along 
the depth. The presence of  unsaturated zones 
also below the water table would confirm the 
presence of  LNAPL, as evidenced, for exam-
ple, for the data corresponding to July 2010 in 
borehole BS-3 (Fig. 8-left): the water table at 
the time of  the survey was 7 m depth, while the 
estimated degree of  saturation was lower than 
1 for a depth between 7 and 10 m. It is worth 
mentioning that this approach is valid under the 
assumption of  negligible variation of  porosity 
and chemical composition of  the pore water. 
Significant variations in porosity and pore fluid 
chemistry should be taken into account by using 
different values of  σsat.

Logs of  pseudo-suction (Fig. 8 and 9, right 
panel) can be obtained by means of  the water 
retention curve determined in the laboratory 
(Eq. 1 and Fig. 3). The information about suction 
can be very important to obtain a reliable descrip-
tion of  water and contaminant flow. Nonetheless 
a quantitative interpretation is quite complex, 
due to the hysteresis of  retention properties, the 
porosity dependence and the complex interac-
tions at capillary level between water, air and 
LNAPL, while the experimental data in Figure 3 
refer to a constant porosity condition and a two-
phase fluid.
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Figure 8. Logs of degree of saturation (left) and suction (right), in borehole BS-3.

Figure 9. Logs of degree of saturation (left) and suction (right), in borehole BS-4.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Integration of laboratory and field measurements 
was used to investigate the influence of evolution 
of the water table on the contaminant hydrocar-
bon. High values of apparent resistivity was mainly 
observed to oscillate in time. Once interpreted in 
the light of measurements carried out in the labo-
ratory, field resistivity data showed that low resis-
tivity values may be associated to hydrocarbon in 
the smearing zone and to the capillary fringe above 

water table. Indeed, according to the reconstruc-
tions presented in Figures 8 and 9, reduced water 
saturation degrees were found in these zones.

The plausible interpretation is that seasonal water 
table fluctuations cause the free phase of hydrocar-
bons to move up and down with the water table, 
causing the LNAPL to be trapped in isolated pores 
in the saturated zone and to form a smearing zone 
when hydrocarbon residual saturation conditions 
are attained. As a consequence, this zone is often 
characterized by high values of apparent  resistivity. 
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During the biodegradation process, the water phase 
in the smearing zone should develop a lower electri-
cal resistivity than the surrounding non-impacted 
vadose zone because of the presence of ions leached 
from the sediments. The extent of resistivity and 
polarization effects should be governed by the vol-
ume of organic acids produced and of the sediments 
wetted by the acidic solutions. The availability or 
abundance of leachable mineral species, the time 
required for the leachate to migrate down to the aqui-
fer, and the amount of retention of leachate by silt/
clay zones within the vadose zone are other relevant 
factors in this process (Godio and Naldi, 2003).

We assume that the fresh water infiltrated from 
the surface might be enriched in dissolved ions by 
passing through the smearing zone; the biological 
activity is mainly enhanced in autumn because of 
the supply of new oxygenated water from the sur-
face; moreover the biomass activity provides the 
formation of metabolites that could be responsible 
of the increase of the electrical conductivity.

The vertical smearing and break-up of the 
hydrocarbons, resulting from the water table 
changes, increase the hydrocarbon surface area in 
contact with oxygenated pore water, which comes 
from the infiltration process.

This zone is not fully saturated with hydrocar-
bons, but it usually has less than 50% hydrocar-
bon saturation intermingled with water and air: 
this is the optimal conditions for microbiological 
reactions, and hence for electrically conductive 
leachate production. This could affect both the 
electrical resistivity and the induced polarisation 
of the subsoil.

Evidence from groundwater depth measurement 
with the interface dip meter in the monitoring 
well BS-3 detected thin layer of free phase liquid 
of more than 10 cm above the water table which 
corresponded to zone of high value of apparent 
resistivity.
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Class A predictions and benefits derived from their analyses
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ABSTRACT: Prediction events allow engineers to check their ability to predict the behavior of founda-
tions. Four of these events are reported. Emphasis is given to the lessons that have been derived from their 
analyses. The most important one was proving that rigid plastic theories, like Terzaghi’s (1943) are not 
adequate to assess the bearing capacity of footings on sands.

surface, many years before. Bellow this sandfill a 
9 meters thick soft deposit of clay, peat and silt is 
present. Beneath this layer the ground consists of 
sand with considerable strength variations.

The groundwater level is approximately 
0,7 meters below grade.

2.2 Loading test

The tested pile was a pre cast concrete pile with 
0,25 m square cross section and length of 15,0 m.

During the 10th load increment the settlement 
rate reached the value of 10 mm per minute. At that 
moment the load was approximately 1200 kN.

In accordance with the information supplied to 
the participants this load was taken was the ulti-
mate bearing capacity QU of the pile. Thus:

QU = 1200 kN

Quoting Heijnen and Janse (1985).
“The best prediction of ultimate pile bearing 

capacity QU out of the predictions obtained from 
countries outside Holland, was presented by Prof. 
L. Décourt.

Prof. Décourt forecasted QU = 1157 kN with 
basis on the N30-Values of the SPT. The method 
is described in detail in the paper by Prof. Décourt 
for ESOPT II.”

In Figure 2 the result of the load test is presented, 
using the stiffness plot, Décourt (1996, 1999).

The values of the conventional bearing capac-
ity, Quc and of the ultimate bearing capacity, Quu, 
were, respectively, 1050.3 kN and 1246.5 kN.

2.3 Learned lessons

− The SPT, when properly carried out, is a reliable 
test.

− The Décourt and Quaresma (1978) formula 
gives correct values of bearing capacity.

1 INTRODUCTION

Class A prediction events are very important for 
unbiased evaluations of the capability of engi-
neers to predict bearing capacity and settlement of 
foundations.

The author had the opportunity of participat-
ing in four of these events.

The correctness of the methods developed or 
used by the author have been evaluated.

As a consequence of the comparisons between 
predicted and measured values, much has been 
learned. Some methods, broadly used all around 
the world, as for example the Terzaghi Bearing 
Capacity Theory, are now considered unreliable, 
Décourt (1994,1999,2008) and Poulos (2010), while 
the reliability of other methods and/or procedures 
has been confirmed.

2 THE ESOPT II PREDICTION EVENT

A prediction event was held in Amsterdam in 1982 
during the Second European Symposium on Pen-
etration Tests ESOPT II.

The information here reported have been sup-
plied by the Delft Soil Mechanics Laboratory, 
 Heijnen and Janse (1985). The pile had a square 
0,25 m cross section and length of 15,0 m.

2.1 Soil investigation

The field tests were executed in the period 
 November 1981–January 1982.

The field test program comprised the penetra-
tion tests CPT, SPT, DPA, DPB and WST, which 
were subject of ESOPT II. These tests were per-
formed in accordance with the existing Recom-
mended European Standard Procedures.

The average ground composition is as follows:
A top fill layer of sand, thickness 3 to 3,5 meters, 

which had been placed on top of the original ground 
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3 THE TEXAS A&M PREDICTION EVENT

A very important prediction event was held in 
1994, at the campus of Texas A&M University.

The main organizers of this event were the 
present President of the ISSMGE, Professor Jean 
Louis Briaud and Mr. Robert Gibbens.

Load tests on five footings were carried out. All 
footings were square, with widths of 1,0 m; 1,5 m; 
2,5 m and 3,0 m (2 footings).

3.1 Soil profile

The soil was sedimentary sand, whose profile is 
shown in Figure 3.

Practically all in situ and laboratory test that 
might be used for foundation designs, were car-

ried out. But, more than this, it is of overwhelming 
importance to make clear that all these tests were 
conducted by teams of very high expertise.

“Dr. Silvano Marchetti sent Mr. Maurizio Cala-
brese of the University of L’Aquila all the way 
from Italy to perform the Dilatometer Tests.

Dr. George Goble of Goble Rausche Likins and 
Associates, Inc (GRL) came from Boulder,  Colorado 
to perform the SPT energy measurement.

Mr. Recep Yilmaz and his team at Fugro 
McClelland performed the PiezoCone tests.

Dr. Allan Lutenegger and Dr. Don Degroot of 
the University of Massachusetts performed the 
Step Blade Test, the Borehole Shear Tests and 
provided the load cell for the axial thrust measure-
ments during the Dilatometer Test.

Mr. Michael Adams of FHWA performed the 
Borehole Shear Test along with Dr. Lutenegger 
and Dr. Degroot.

Dr. Ken Stokoe of the University of Texas pro-
vided the second Dilatometer apparatus used for 
the DMT sounding, performed by Mr. Robert 
Gibbens independently of Mr. Calabrese’s test.

Dr. Derek Morris and Mr. Tony Yen of Texas 
A&M University performed the Resonant Column 
Tests and Cross Hole Tests.

Mr. Phillipe Jeanjean of Texas A&M University 
performed the Triaxial Tests and the Pressuremeter 
Tests with Dr. Jean-Louis Briaud.”

This fulfils the main requirement for allowing 
reliable predictions to be made, which is providing 
the predictors with correct information regarding 
the soil characteristics.

3.2 Questions

Two questions were asked by the organizers.
I—What would the stresses for a settlement of 

25 mm be?

Figure 1. Results of SPT—Amsterdam.
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II—What would the stresses for a settlement of 
150,0 mm be?

The first question was related to the concept of 
allowable stress.

The second question was related to the concept 
of bearing capacity.

The organizers considered predictions to be 
correct in the range of plus or minus 20% of the 
measured values.

3.3 Predictions

A total of 31 predictions were received from 8 dif-
ferent countries, half  from consultants and half  
from academics. The main conclusion reached 
from comparing the predictions and the meas-
urements was that nobody gave a complete set of 
answers consistently falling within ±20% of the 
measured values.

At the time, the author had not yet developed 
the method of settlement predictions that he 
broadly uses nowadays.

The author’s predictions were based on the val-
ues of the maximum shear modulus G0 and their 
correlations with results of cone penetration tests, 
CPT and other in situ tests. This procedure was 
quite laborious.

Anyway the ratios of the predicted stresses to 
the measures ones were 0,916; 0,863; 0,761; 1,035 
and 0,825 with an average of 0,88.

Therefore, four out of five predictions were in 
the range of ±20% of the measured values.

The question “II”, related to the bearing capac-
ity demonstrated clearly the incapacity of the 
author to correctly predict the bearing capacity of 
footings on sand.

In his general report to the section, Shallow 
Foundations and Displacement Piles for the IX Pan 
American Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foun-
dation Engineering, Vina Del Mar, 1991, the author 
proposed a simple formula to assess the conven-
tional bearing capacity of 50 cm diameter plates, on 
sandy soils. The very important practical conclusion 
was that the stress corresponding to the conven-
tional bearing capacity (measured in kgf/cm2 units 
or kPa × 10−2) was equal to the average N60 value.

In official units: quc (kPa) ≈100,0 N60

According to Terzaghi (1943)

qu = γBNγ/2 (sands)

Therefore, knowing how to predict the capacity 
of a relatively small footing, the capacity of big-
ger footings were supposed to increase in directly 
proportion with the increment of their widths. It 
seemed that the predictions made by all predictors 
had assumed the validity of the Terzaghi formula.

In Table 1, average values of Qpred/Qmeas are pre-
sented, for both, 25 mm and 150 mm settlement.

For 25 mm, these ratios didn’t show any ten-
dency of variation with the foundation width. An 
average value of 0,724 was computed. For 150 mm 
settlement these ratios increased linearly with the 
width of the footings.

A statistical correlation can be established.

 Qpred/Qneas = 0,457 + 0,215B
 R2 = 0,986

Therefore, the errors increase in direct propor-
tion to the width of the footings.

This means that the averages (of the 31 pre-
dictors) of the ratio Qpred/Qmeas of the footing 
increased directly with the increase in the footing 
width, Figure 4.

It seems that all predictors believed that, for 
sands, the bearing capacity increased linearly with 
the footing width.

Besides, the test results considered were those 
close to the footing being analyzed which, we now 
know, it is not adequate. Average values of the tests 
carried our in the vicinity of the footing should be 
considered instead.

The load test results present a clear evidence that 
the stresses corresponding to the bearing capacity 
does not increase with the footing size.

Table 1. Average values of Qpred/Qmeas.

Footing width (m) S = 25 mm S = 150 mm

1,0
1,5
2,5
3,0 (s)
3,0 (n)

0,71
0,84
0,68
0,70
0,69

0,65
0,81
0,99
1,12 (s)
1,08 (n)

Overall average 0,724 –

Figure 4. Variation of Qpred/Qmeas with B.
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Therefore the reality was quite different from 
what the predictors assumed.

Some months later, Décourt, (1994) proposed a 
new method for predicting the full stress-settlement 
curve. This new method, Décourt (1994–1999) was 
developed after a deep analysis of these loading 
test results.

The method uses a normalized stress-settlement 
curve.

The stresses are normalized by the stress corre-
sponding to the conventional bearing capacity (quc) 
and the settlements, by the width of the square 
footing. Provided such normalization is made, the 
stress-settlement curve is unique, regardless the 
footing size and the density of the sand.

log q/quc = C + C ⋅ log s/B

C = Coefficient of Intrinsic Compressibility

C ≈ 0,42 for silica sands

Décourt (1999) reported the analysis of the 
results of 140 load tests.

The simplicity and the reliability of this new 
method was clearly demonstrated.

To highlight the inadequacy of the traditional 
bearing capacity theories, Décourt (1999) stated:

“Emphasis has to be given to settlements. All foun-
dation designs in the 21st century, other than for 
displacement piles, should rely exclusively on set-
tlement computations, leaving the ghosts of bear-
ing capacity theories and failures to the past, duly 
exorcised and buried, to show up never more”.

It is also very interesting to quote Poulos 
(2010).

In his remarkable II Victor de Mello Lecture, he 
stated:

“Differences Between Theory and Experiment: 
According to the classical bearing capacity theory, 
the bearing capacity qu of a footing of width B 
on the surface of a soil layer with zero cohesion 
is given by:

qu = γBNγ/2

where γ = soil unit weight, Nγ = bearing capacity 
factor depending on the friction angle φ.

This equation implies that the larger the footing 
width B, the larger is the unit bearing capacity qu. 
Unfortunately, there is now considerable evidence 
that demonstrates that this theoretical conclusion 
is not confirmed in practice. For example, Decourt 
(2008) has re-plotted data from tests on footings 
of various sizes and found that, when normalized 
with respect to settlement/diameter (S/B), the load-

settlement curves are unique and not dependent on 
the footing size nor on the relative density (Fig. 6). 
Similar conclusions have been reached from recent 
centrifuge test carried out on model footings by 
Gavin et al. (2009). In Figure 7, the ratio of bear-
ing pressure to cone resistance is plotted against 
S/B, and again, a relatively unique relationship is 
derived, regardless of footing size (for prototype 
footings ranging between 1 and 3 m in width). 
Akbas and Kulhawy (2009) have arrived to conclu-
sions similar to those of Decourt and Gavin et al”.

These are clear examples of how a high category 
prediction event can provide conditions for chang-
ing for better our expertise for solving geotechnical 
problems.

3.4 Learned lessons

The lessons derived from this prediction event have 
been:

− Rigid plastic theories, for predicting the bearing 
capacity of footings on sand are not correct and 
their use should be discontinued.

− It is much more reliable to consider average val-
ues of a given in situ test (SPT, CPT ) in the com-
putation rather than values of the ones closer to 
the footing that is being analyzed.

− It is of overwhelming importance to provide pre-
dictors with as much as possible different types 
of high quality tests.

No prediction can be more reliable than the test 
data used in the computations.

4 THE SEFE VI PREDICTION EVENT

As part of SEFE VI a prediction event was held at 
the Foundation Experimental Field of Unicamp.

A total of 11 predictions were received. The 
goal was the prediction of the ultimate capacities 
of four root piles and their displacements for loads 
half  of the ultimate ones.

Informations regarding this event are given in 
Carvalho et al. (2004).

4.1 Subsoil profile

The local soil was thoroughly investigated using 
different types of laboratory and in a situ tests.

Emphasis is to be given to SPT-T and CPT tests. 
One important feature of these soils is that they 
are lateritic. As already pointed out by the author 
(Décourt, 1994) the SPT and even the SPT-T badly 
underestimate the engineering properties of later-
itic soils.

Besides, at that time the depth of the lateritic 
soil at this Campus was not perfectly known. 
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Most of the researchers, that have studied this site, 
have assumed that the transition of the upper, lat-
eritic soil, to the lower, non lateritic, one occurred 
at about 6,0 m depth.

In order to determine this transition depth more 
precisely, the author had the idea of comparing the 
point resistance of the CPTs tests qc with the N 
and Neq (Neq = T/1,2).

Considering that the CPT is a “static” test while 
SPT/SPT-T are “dynamic” tests, and according to 
Décourt (1994), one possible reason for the SPT to 
yield results much lower than should be expected 
is the destruction of the fragile bonds provided by 
the laterization.

In Figure 5 ratios Nspt/qc are presented. In the 
upper meters, this ratio is somehow erratic, as 
expected, with an average value of 4,93. Below 
10,0 m it becomes constant with an average value 
of 2,21.

Assuming that the bonds are little affected or 
even, not affected by the CPT, the ratio of qc/NSPT 
could be useful for the assessment of βL.

Considering that for depths over of 10 m the 
ratio qc/NSPT is about 2,21 and for the upper layer, 
it is 4,93, the ratio 4,93/2,21 = 2,23 could be consid-
ered to be a lower bound limit for βL.

Considering that the depth of the lateritic 
layer was about 8,0 to 10,0 m and that βL should 
be equal or larger than 2,23, it was decided that, 

for prediction purposes, this depth was assumed to 
be 8,0 m, and that βL was equal to 3.

4.2 Pile characteristics

Four root piles have been tested, two under com-
pression and two under tension.

Their lengths were 12,0 m and 23,0 m and their 
diameters, 410,0 mm and 310,0 mm.

4.3 Questions

The organizers asked the predictors to determine.

− The bearing capacity of the piles.
− The displacement of the piles under loads half  

of the ultimate ones.

4.4 Capacity and displacement predictions

The author’s capacity predictions were made using 
the Décourt and Quaresma (1978) formula, that 
usually gives reasonable results, provided correct 
average results of Nspt values are used.

As postulated by the author, Décourt (1996) the 
Nspt values have to be increased by increasing fac-
tors, for taking into account the lateritic character-
istics of the soil.

In terms of the lateral friction capacity, the 
increasing factor βL was assumed to be 3.

Probably, the only predictor that recognized the 
importance of identifying lateritic soils was the 
author, (predictor nº 6).

Although 8 out 11 of the predictors used the 
Décourt and Quaresma (1978) method, the non 
consideration of βL was one of the major reasons 
for their, not so successful predictions.

In Figure 6 the ratios of measured to predicted 
displacement values, δpred/δmeas made by the 11 par-
ticipants are presented.

Figure 5. Values of the ratio qc/NSPT. Figure 6. δpred/δmeas. Values given by 11 predictors.
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The author, predictor nº 6, wrote a single para-
graph and predicted a value 1,45 times the meas-
ured one. Predictor nº 8, probably an academic, 
wrote 36 pages, used practically all available meth-
ods, including the finite elements method, and pre-
dicted a value 150 times the measured one.

This may seem strange. But, as matter of fact, it 
is not necessarily a surprise.

Poulos (1999) pointed out that “It is axiomatic that 
an essential ingredient for successful settlement pre-
diction is the selection of appropriate geotechnical 
parameter. It is the author’s experience that settle-
ment predictions are far more sensitive to the geo-
technical parameters and site characterization than 
to the method of analysis (e.g. Poulos, 1989).”

Besides, as already mentioned in item 3.4—“No 
prediction can be more reliable than the test data 
used in the computations.”

4.5 Learned lessons

− The Décourt and Quaresma (1978) formula 
allows correct assessment of the ultimate capaci-
ties of the piles.

− It is fundamental for reliable SPT based pre-
dictions of bearing capacity of piles in lateritic 
soils, to use of the increasing factors, ∞L and βL.

− Sophisticated methods are not a guarantee of 
reliable predictions. Empirical knowledge and 
judgment, may, sometimes, lead to better results.

5 THE XV COMBRAMSEG PREDICTION 
EVENT

The fourth case is a prediction event held during 
the XV Brazilian Conference on Soil Mechanics 
and Geotechnical Engineering, Gramado, 2010.

Only a few weeks before the event the organiz-
ers announced that a prize would be offered to the 
predictor that provided, not only the correct value 
of the ultimate bearing capacity of a pile, but also 
the correct load-settlement curve.

The results of a SPT-T boring carried out close 
to the load test site were provided. The SPT-T is the 
traditional SPT complemented with torque meas-
urements. No other information was given, not 
even the place where the load test was carried out.

The SPT-T test was carefully analyzed by the 
author, focusing on both Nspt values and torque 
measurements, T.

The agreement between these two types of data 
(Nspt and T) convinced the author that the SPT-T 
had been properly performed.

However, a few minutes before the presentation 
of the “winner” of the contest, the author was 

advised that the loading test had been carried out 
in Londrina, Paraná State, a region where the soils 
are lateritic, Cesar (2010)a.

Décourt (1994) had demonstrated that for lat-
eritic soils, the SPT/SPT-T fails to recognized 
the stiffness of such soils. The NSPT and T values 
resulted too low.

The actual bearing capacity and the stiffness 
were many folds higher than, the SPT based, pre-
dicted ones. In another words, both the lateral fric-
tion and the end bearing, computed with basis on 
SPT/SPT-T have to be multiplied by increasing 
coefficients ∞L and βL, Décourt (2002).

For Londrina soils, the values of βL required 
to make Nspt based predictions to match load test 
results varies from 1,8 to 2,2, with an average value 
of about two, Décourt (2002).

The reason why for these soils SPT yields to 
unrealistic values of soil resistance, was suggested 
by Décourt (1994).

Since nobody knew were the pile load test was 
carried out and the organizers of this event didn’t 
provide any information regarding their lateritic 
characteristics, it became obvious that, all predic-
tion made, were deemed to be big failures.

In Figure 7 the author’s prediction is presented.
In the Figure 8, another curve is shown, being 

the computed values increased by a coefficient βL 
of two. The result of the load test are also shown, 
Cesar (2010)b.

It is, by no means, being postulated that in this 
prediction event the author might have won the 
prize. The idea is only to show how reliable predic-
tions, in lateritic soils, are to be made.

As already mentioned, in lateritic soils the results 
of SPT-T alone cannot allow correct predictions to 
be made.

Some other tests like CPT, Cross-Hole, DMT and 
MCT, for example, are required to identify a later-
itic soil. Besides it is also fundamental to define up 
to which depth the lateritic characteristics remain.

Figure 7. Author’s prediction of the load-settlement 
curve (non lateritic soil).
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In no circumstances and what to say in a predic-
tion event, the assessment of the capacity and the 
stiffness of a pile, in lateritic soils, can be made, 
with basis on NSPT results, without the considera-
tion of increasing coefficients, ∞L and βL.

Contrarily to the previously mentioned predic-
tion events, this one brought no improvement to 
our prediction capability.

5.1 Learned lessons
− In lateritic soils, the SPT/SPT-T alone don’t 

allow correct predictions of the bearing capacity 
of piles be made.

The knowledge of the increasing factors ∞L 
and βL are required. Without knowing that the 
soil is lateritic, it is impossible to make reliable 
bearing capacity predictions with basis exclu-
sively on SPT/SPT-T.

− The results of the load test on this pile confirm 
the previous finding of the author, in the sense 
that the actual bearing capacity of foundations 
in those soils are twice as much as these pre-
dicted on basis on SPT-SPT-T.

− The Décourt Method (2008) applied to lateritic 
soils, predicts correctly the load-settlement curve 
of the load test.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The four prediction events yield to the following 
conclusions.

1.  Rigid plastic theories are not adequate for the 
assessment of the bearing capacity of footings 
on sands.

2.  Average values of the tests (SPT, CPT, PMT, 
DMT and so on) rather than only those closer 
to the foundation being analyzed, are the ones 
to be used for predictions and/or for design 
purposes.

3.  The SPT/SPT-T alone cannot be used for pre-
dicting the bearing capacity of any type of 
foundation in lateritic soils. Besides, the use of 
increasing factors (∞L and βL), as proposed by 
Décourt (1996–2002), are mandatory, if  one 
wants to obtain reasonable results.

4.  The Décourt and Quaresma (1978) method, 
provides reliable estimates of the bearing capac-
ity of piles.

5.  The organizers of prediction events should be 
very careful in supplying data to predictors.
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Detection of LNAPLs by means of amplitude domain reflectometry
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ABSTRACT: Contamination of soils with Light Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (LNAPLs) is frequently 
produced by accidental spills. Several techniques can be used for the detection of the contaminant plume. 
Frequently used geophysical techniques are ground penetrating radar, electrical resistivity tomography 
and time domain reflectometry. The main goal is to determine the extension of the contaminated zone 
and degree of soil saturation respect to the LNAPL. In this research, the presence of LNAPL inside soil 
pores is evaluated by means of Amplitude Domain Reflectometry (ADR) measurements. This technique 
is used for the monitoring of the lateral extension of the contaminated zone in a laboratory scale model. 
Then, proposed measurements are used to evaluate the vertical migration of LNAPL due to an accidental 
leakage. Obtained results show that the ADR can be used to detect the presence of organic contaminants 
in sandy soils. The monitoring of contaminant plumes can be successfully performed by this technique.

chromatography and mass spectroscopy (García-
González et al. 2008). Geophysical tools are practical 
and economical complementary techniques to detect 
and monitor NAPL plumes (Ajo-Franklin 2006). 
The most popular applied techniques include those 
that are based on electromagnetic wave propagation 
measurements such as Ground Penetrating Radar 
(GPR), Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) and 
amplitude domain reflectrometry (Knight 2001, 
Benson & Bosscher 1999, Francisca & Rinaldi 
2003, Seyfried et al. 2005).

Even there are many economical and efficient 
techniques to monitor contaminant plumes; there 
still exists problems for early spill detection systems 
in NAPLs storage or transport facilities. Some 
alternatives include groundwater monitoring wells 
and field sampling with complimentary laboratory 
determinations. The main problem is that NAPLs 
cannot be rapidly detected with these methods and 
consequently high degrees of contamination can-
not be prevented.

The objective of this research is to evaluate the 
ability of the Amplitude Domain Reflectometry 
probe (ADR) for determining dielectric permittiv-
ity of contaminated and uncontaminated soils. The 
main purpose is related to the detection of changes 
in the real permittivity of the soil when an immis-
cible organic liquid penetrate in the soil. These 
results will provide fundamental evidence for the 
developing of low cost early detection systems to 
monitor NAPL displacement in field applications.

1 INTRODUCTION

Soils and groundwater contamination due to 
accidental spills of Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids 
(NAPL) are a widespread environmental problem 
(Cassidy 2007). Common sources of NAPL spills 
are related with underground tanks in gas stations, 
buried pipes and traffic accidents (Sharma & 
Reddy 2004).

Displacement of NAPL in porous media is 
related to gravity, density and viscosity. The 
organic liquid tends to migrate vertically once is 
accidentally discharged in soil surface. If  the liq-
uid is lighter than water (LNAPL) will spread lat-
erally on top of the unconfined aquifer (Newell 
et al. 1995), while, otherwise, the vertical displace-
ment continues even below the water table until an 
impermeable geological layer restrict the NAPL 
percolation (Mercer & Cohen 1990).

During the movement of NAPLs in both, 
unsaturated and saturated zones, some of them 
remain trapped in soil pores due to the effect of 
capillary forces (Penell et al. 1996). In addition, 
these types of liquids constitute a long term con-
tamination source due to their low water solubility. 
Then, the detection of the contaminated zone as 
well as the contaminant concentration becomes of 
fundamental importance.

Detection can be achieved by means of traditional 
techniques that require soil and groundwater 
sampling and laboratory determinations such as gas 
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2 BACKGROUND

Relative dielectric permittivity (κ*) is a complex 
parameter defined as the ratio of the dielectric 
permittivity of a substance respect to the dielectric 
permittivity of the free space:

κ ε
ε

κ κ*
*

= =
0ε

′ ″κ κκ κj  (1)

where j = −1  and the real (κ ′) and imaginary 
(κ″) components can be defined as follow:

κ ε
ε′κκ ′εε

=
0ε  (2)

κ ε
ε

σ
ω ε″ =κκ ′′εε

+
0εε

0σ
0ε

 (3)

Where ε' and ε'' are real and imaginary permit-
tivities, respectively, ε0 is the free space permittivity 
(8.85 10−12 F/m), ω is the angular frequency and σ0 
is the electrical conductivity at zero frequency.

The real component captures the ability of a 
molecule to be aligned in the direction of an exter-
nally applied electric field, while the imaginary 
component represents the electrical conductivity 
and conduction losses.

NAPLs have low real dielectric permittivity 
(κ′ ∼ 2) while water has a dielectric permittivity 
κ′ ∼ 78.5. NAPL contaminated soils are mixtures 
of mineral particles (κ′ ∼ 5.5), water, organic fluids 
and air (κ′ = 1). The dielectric permittivity of this 
phase mixture depends on the dielectric permittiv-
ity and volumetric content of each phase and the 
interaction between them (Thevanayagam 1995, 
Santamarina & Fam 1997).

There are many models that attempt to predict 
the dielectric permittivity of heterogeneous phase 
mixtures. Among them, one of the most widely 
accepted formulations is the Complex Refractive 
Index Model (CRIM) (Equation 4) which was 
successfully employed to monitor the fate of a 
DNAPL plume in Canada (Hwang et al. 2008).

κ κefκκ fff
i

i
iκ CViV *i* ViC

V∑  (4)

where, where κ*
i and Vi are the permittivity and 

volume of the ‘i’ phase respectively, V is the total 
volume, and c is a constant equal to ½.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Soils and fluids

The soil employed for the tests was fine sand 
from Anizacate River (Córdoba, Argentina). 

According to a qualitative optical diffraction test, 
this sand is mainly composed by pure minerals 
such as silica, feldspar and muscovite and rock 
fragments mostly from granites. This sand has a 
mean particle diameter d50 = 0.3 mm and an effec-
tive particle diameter d10 = 0.1 mm. Its grain size 
distribution presents a coefficient of uniformity of 
3.3 and a coefficient of curvature of 1.2. Then, the 
sand classifies as SP according to the Unified Soil 
Classification System (ASTM D2487).

Paraffin oil was used as immiscible organic con-
taminant which has a relative density equal to 0.846 
and a dynamic viscosity of 1.5 × 10−2 Ns/m2. The 
real component of its dielectric permittivity (κ′po) 
is 2.01, which is approximately 40 times less than 
real component of water dielectric permittivity 
(κ′w = 78.5). This difference allows identifying 
changes in dielectric permittivity of contaminated 
and uncontaminated soil (Francisca & Rinaldi 
2003, Montoro & Francisca 2008).

3.2 Dielectric permittivity probe

The probe employed for dielectric permittivity 
measurements is composed of 4 metal tines of 
6 cm length. Three of these tines are disposed in an 
equilateral triangle and the forth one is placed at 
the center. The three outer tines define a cylindri-
cal measurement volume of 2.5 cm in diameter and 
6 cm. in height (Fig. 1a).

A 50 MHz electromagnetic wave is generated 
and transmitted to the sample by the tines. The 
dielectric permittivity is determined by the changes 
in the amplitude between transmitted and reflected 
waves. This probe allows determining the real and 
imaginary component of the dielectric permittiv-
ity. However, in this research only the real dielectric 
permittivity is analyzed. The influence of the volu-
metric content of oil on the imaginary permittivity 
of soils can be obtained in Francisca (2001) and 
Rinaldi & Francisca (2006).

The probe is constructed in such a way that can 
resist contact with hazard and corrosive substances 
for long periods of time as well as it can be placed 
under the phreatic level.

3.3 Experimental procedure

Five different experiments were performed in this 
research.

The first group of experiments consisted in the 
determination of the change in the real component 
of dielectric permittivity with the change of either 
water or paraffin oil content in the sand. Mixtures of 
sand with known content of either water or paraffin 
oil were tested in a glass beaker of 10 cm in height 
and 5 cm in diameter. Note that in this case tested 
specimens were mixtures of soil particles, water and 
air, and soil particles, paraffin oil and air.
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In the second group of experiments mixtures 
of sand with water and paraffin oil were tested. 
The relative amount of water and paraffin oil was 
changed with the purpose that the total volumet-
ric fluid contents (θ = θpo + θw) were closed to the 
sample porosity in order to warranty a degree of 
saturation close to 1.

The third group of experiments consisted in 
determining the size and shape of a controlled 
NAPL spill. In this experiment a stainless steel 
recipient 59 cm in length, 39 cm in width and 10 cm 
thick was used (Figure 1b). Two twin samples were 
prepared by filling the cell with wet sand (w = 5% 
by weight) with a mean porosity was n = 0.38. The 
surface of the sample was divided in 143 squares 
of 4.5 cm per 3.5 cm and the probe was intro-
duced at the center of each square. The dielectric 
permittivity of one of the samples was measured 
in order to obtain a reference value and to detect 

the expected spatial variability of porosity. In the 
second sample 3200 cm3 of paraffin oil were dis-
charged at the center of the cell through a filtrating 
surface of 23 cm per 16 cm (Figure 1b). Then, the 
dielectric permittivity was measured in the same 
locations than in the reference sample.

The fourth type of experiment consisted in the 
preparation of a specimen with a known con-
taminated region. The same recipient shown in 
Figure 1b was used. A heterogeneous sample was 
prepared with a rhombohedral region filled with 
contaminated sand (paraffin oil content w = 25% 
by weight) and the surrounding space filled with 
moist sand (water content w = 25% by weight) 
(Fig. 2).

The last group of experiment consisted in the 
detection of a paraffin oil spill in unsaturated 
sands. Sands with two different moisture content 
were evaluated (w = 5% and w = 25% by weight). 
The samples were placed in the same recipient as 
the previous tests. While the sample was poured 
and compacted in the recipient, the probe was dis-
posed in a horizontal direction at 6.8 cm from the 
bottom (Fig. 3). A piezometer was connected to a 
port placed in the bottom of the recipient in order 
to monitor the position of the water level inside 

Data acquisition 
device

Probe

Data acquisition 
device

Probe

(a) 
59 cm

39
 c

m
10
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m

Plane view

Longitudinal Section

23 cm

16
 c

m
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(b) 

Figure 1. (a) Hydraprobe sensor. (b) Recipient 
employed to oil spill tests.
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sand
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sand

Clean
sand
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Contaminated
sand

Figure 2. Geometry of the heterogeneous specimen.
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Figure 3. Experimental set-up for paraffin oil spill 
monitoring by dielectric permittivity measurements.
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the specimen. After filling the cell with wet sand, 
paraffin oil was gradually spilled at a constant 
rate while the dielectric permittivity was measured 
every 100 cm3 of paraffin oil introduced in the 
sand (Figure 3).

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Detection of NAPL in porous media by means of 
dielectric permittivity measurements is possible 
because the great difference between the dielectric 
constant of soil grains, paraffin oil and water. In 
the case of soils, the dielectric permittivity of the 
mixture depends on the volumetric content of the 
fluid phase, the porosity of the soil, and the fre-
quency of measurement.

Figure 4 shows the change in the real dielec-
tric permittivity of soil samples with the dry unit 
weight (γd) and saturation degree (S). The upper 
surface represents the response of the CRIM 
model (Equation 4) for particles-water mixtures, 
while the lower surface represents the response of 
the CRIM model when the liquid inside the pores 
is paraffin oil. Experimental results are also shown 
in the same Figure 4. In the case of dry samples the 
dielectric permittivity increases with the dry unit 
weight given that soil particles have higher permit-
tivity than air. Conversely, in the case of saturated 
soils, the dielectric permittivity decreases with the 
dry unit weight given that particles have lower per-
mittivity than water. CRIM model represent fairly 
well the experimental results for contaminated 
and non-contaminated specimens (Francisca & 
Montoro 2012).

The problem arises when there is more than 
one fluid phase inside the pores. In that case, the 
dielectric permittivity of the mixture depends on 
the relative amount of each phase. In all cases the 
expected values fall between the upper and lower 
surfaces shown in Figure 5 which corresponds to 
mixtures of soil-water-air and soil-paraffin oil-air.

Dielectric permittivities lower than the cor-
responding for clean specimens (upper surface) 
indicate the presence of contaminant. However, 
this is only true for specific S and γd, given that dif-
ferent air contents and soil porosities can also be 
responsible for dielectric changes. In many cases 
this problem make difficult the detection of oil in 
soils by means of dielectric permittivity measure-
ments given that very significant amounts of con-
taminant is required to be inside the pores in order 
to be detected (Francisca & Rinaldi 2001). In gen-
eral, successful detections can be achieved in either 
saturated specimens or when the volume of con-
taminant in the pores exceeds 30% of saturation. In 
those cases, the presence of NAPL can be quantified 
by means of effective media models with fairly well 
precision for any practical purpose. Then, low con-
centrations cannot be detected or induce changes in 
dielectric permittivity similar to that produced by 
the spatial variability of soil properties.

However, if soil properties are kept constant 
(e.g. liquid content and porosity), any detection of 
organic liquids is associated to changes in dielectric 
permittivity due to the replacement of either air or 
water by oil. Figure 6a shows the dielectric permittiv-
ity map determine on a medium sand sample com-
pacted in a recipient with a moisture content w = 5%. 
Maximum and minimum values of κ′ are 11.64 and 
9.01 respectively. Figure 6b shows the dielectric per-
mittivity map after the infiltration of 3200 cm3 of par-
affin oil. From only the data shown in Figures 6a and 
6b the presence of contaminant cannot be inferred. 
However, if the initial dielectric permittivity of the 
soil is known, it is possible to determine changes in 
dielectric permittivity associated to the presence of 
oil. A dielectric permittivity deviation was computed 
point to point by means of equation (5).

Δκ′ = κ′  − κm (5)

where Δκ′ is the absolute change in the real 
 dielectric permittivity, κ′ is the real permittivity 

Figure 4. Real dielectric permittivity of mixtures of soil 
with water or paraffin oil.

Figure 5. Real dielectric permittivity of soil mixtures 
with the simultaneous presence of water and paraffin oil.
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measured after the spill, and κm is the mean value 
of the permittivity before the spill. When the die-
lectric change was higher than the accuracy of the 
probe (±5%) the region was set equal to 1 other-
wise was set as 0. Then a binary map was obtained 
where emerge all places where oil contamination 
can be inferred from changes in dielectric permit-
tivity (Figure 6c).

The contrast between the dielectric permittivity 
of contaminated and uncontaminated soils become 
more important when saturation approaches S = 1 
as shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 7 shows the 

detection of an area intentionally contaminated with 
paraffin oil under controlled laboratory conditions. 
The measured dielectric permittivity map clearly 
delineates the region intentionally contaminated 
with paraffin oil. Information shown in Figure 7 
consists of raw data which confirms that detection 
is possible under favorable conditions without the 
need of any sophisticated post-processing.

Geophysical prospecting based on dielectric 
measurements are frequently employed to moni-
tor contaminant plumes after accidental spills. In 
these cases the initial state of the soil is not know 
which make difficult to detect dielectric anomalies 
and even more complicated to relate that to the 
presence of contaminant. However, if  the initial 
dielectric permittivity is know the probability of 
success in detecting the presence of oil increases 
significantly due to the replace of air (κ′ ∼ 1) or 
water (κ′ ∼ 78.5) by oil (κ′ ∼ 2).

Figure 8 shows relative changes in the real 
dielectric permittivity of wet sand with an initial 

Figure 6. (a) Real dielectric permittivity for the fine 
sand (w = 5%) before oil spill. (b) Real dielectric permit-
tivity after oil spill. (c) Binary map showing places with 
changes in dielectric permittivity attributed to the pres-
ence of paraffin oil (black) (dimensionless).

Figure 7. Real component of the dielectric per-
mittivity for a paraffin oil plume of a known shape 
(dimensionless).
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Figure 8. Relative change in the real dielectric permit-
tivity produced by the contamination of wet sand with 
paraffin oil. Initial water content w = 5%.
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moisture content of w = 5% as consequence of the 
paraffin oil spill indicated in Figure 3. The buried 
probe successfully detected the replacement of air 
by the oil which results in increases of the real per-
mittivity as high as 20%, approximately.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this research, the dielectric permittivity of sand-
water and sand-paraffin oil mixtures was experi-
mentally determined and modeled. The main 
conclusions can be summarized as follow:
− Dielectric permittivity in soils is highly depend-

ent on the volumetric contents and permittivity 
of the pore fluid.

− The CRIM formula is adequate to describe the 
fundamental behavior of the mixtures for practi-
cal purposes.

− Spatial variability of soil properties restricts the 
capability of contaminant detection when the 
initial state is unknown.

− Detection of non-miscible organic contaminants 
in water-wet sand is possible by mean of low cost 
amplitude domain reflectometry sensors.

− The observed changes in dielectric permittivity 
measurements induced by the replacement of air 
by oil. Accuracy of measurements increases as the 
saturation degree of the soil approaches S = 1.

− Obtained results show that this technique can be 
used for the development of a early monitoring 
system to detect leakage in underground oil tanks. 
Proposed method consist in periodically analyze 
possible changes in the soil dielectric permittivity.
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ABSTRACT: In France, most of geotechnical studies are made upon in situ tests like CPT tests or 
Pressuremeter Tests (PMT). 

One major difficulty with these in situ tests, is the seasonal variation of the measured parameters with 
water content of the soil layers. 

We suggest a method, with shrinkage in volume and filter paper tests to anticipate the importance of 
this expected variation.
RESUME: En France, la plupart des études géotechniques s’appuient sur des essais in situ, de type 
pénétromètre (CPT) ou pressiomètre (PMT). 

Une difficulté importante avec ces essais in situ est la variation saisonnière des paramètres mesurés, 
avec la teneur en eau des couches de sols testées. 

Nous proposons une méthode, basée sur un essai de retrait volumique et un essai au papier filtre, pour 
anticiper l’importance de la variation attendue.

Keywords: void index, water content, dry density, suction, total stress, swelling index, swelling pressure, 
soil stiffness

2. to measure WN at any depth where we have 
measured pl*

3. to measure the dry density ρd at these levels, to 
assess WN sat at saturation state.

We will then anticipate the risk of decrease 
of pl* when the soil water content is increasing 
towards saturation.

2 MEASUREMENT OF THE VARIATION 
OF SUCTION S WITH WATER 
CONTENT (WN)

When we look at a cylindrical sample which goes dryer 
and dryer, we can measure the variation of void index 
(its volume) with the decrease of water content.

We can make a correction of the observed 
results, taking into account that the in situ strain 
will be only vertical, which means that the varia-
tion of e will be:

Δe
3

1
1

×
−
+ υ

υ  ν being the Poisson’s ratio

For ν = 0.5, we find Δe and for ν = 0.3, only 
0.62 Δe.

1 INTRODUCTION

Fredlund (1) states that the cohesion Cu is related 
to soil suction, through the equation:

Cu = Cuo + stg Ød (1)

Cuo being the cohesion at saturation, s being 
suction at a certain level of  water content and Ød 
being the angle of  friction measured on dry state. 

When we look at a possible correlation between 
the cohesion Cu and the limit net pressure pl* 
measured through a pressuremeter tests, it appears 
that the equation, where Cu and pl* are in kpa: 

C
10000

LN pl *u 100 1 pl* 1
450

+1= 100 +⎛
⎝
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⎞
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⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
⎠⎟
⎞⎞
⎠⎠

 (2)

seem to fit pretty well with the results we have 
observed in France.

Comparing (1) and (2), it is obvious, s varying 
with WN (water content), for a given Ød, that we 
will have a variation of pl* with WN.

It would be then interesting:

1. to understand how s is varying with WN.
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The given example here after shows a usual 
three steps behavior curve obtained through meas-
urements on a clay intact sample removed at 3 m 
depth during a geotechnical survey prior to public 
works on the RN57 road in France.

We have shown both curves of variation of e 
versus WN, one measured directly in the labora-
tory and the corrected curve taking into account 
the unidirectional nature of in situ settlements.

We may describe our three steps relationship, 
each step corresponding to one piece of straight 
line through an equation being like this:

Δe = C1iL ΔWN (3)

when i is the numbering name of the correspond-
ing straight line the slope of which is C1iL.

Our sample at 3 m depth on RN57 had a 
liquidity limit of 45 and a plasticity index of 24.

Its swelling index Cs was is equal to 
0.0638 measured in oedometer test.

Fredlund assertion (1) relating the variation of 
void index versus the variation of suction through 
the relation:

Δe = −Cs Δlogs (4)

means that we obtain through equations (3) et (4) 
that:

Δ
Δ

Δ
Δ

log lΔ gslΔ og
eΔ

×
WN

e
WN

C iL== × − 1

Cs
 (5)

We then measure the variation of s versus WN 
through a filter paper test.

We observe during step II, also a linear variation 
as shown on Figure 2.

ΔΔ log s C
Cs

WNL12

with here C12L/Cs = 6.67 for our testing 
example.

Having C12L = 0.562 from Figure 1, we found: 
Cs = 0.084 which is near close to the Cs value meas-
ured through the oedometer test.

3 VARIATION OF CU WITH WN

Having measured the evolution of s during phase 
II, it is possible to obtain the variation of Cu with 
WN through the relation Cu = Cuo + s tg Ød with 
here Ød ≈ 20° for our sample measured through a 
triaxial test.

We have measured for the in situ natural water 
content of 22.4% a value of the limit pressure dur-
ing a pressuremeter test of 1.05 MPa which means 
through (2) a Cu of 133 kPa for a value of log s 
of 3.2 (s expressed in cm of H2O) which means a 
value of 158 kPa. This leads Cuo = 75.3 kPa when 
we calculate through the variation of Cu with s.

If  we define n = logCu/Cuis/logWN/WNis, we 
found through our measurements the following 
table of results:

Figure 1. Variation of e with WN.

Figure 2. Variation of log s versus WN.

WN Cu kPa WN/WNis Cu/Cuis log Cu/Cuis log WN/WNis n

22.4 133 1 1 – – –
20 148 0.893 1.11 0.0453 −0.049 −0.924
18 190 0.804 1.43 0.155 −0.095 −1.63
16 258 0.714 1.94 0.287 −0.146 −1.96
14 364 0.625 2.74 0.438 −0.204 −2.14
12 533 0.535 4 0.602 −0.272 −2.21
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We observe that the variation of Cu/Cuis  is not 
varying according to the well known and simple 
type of formulation used by agricultural engineers: 
Cu/Cuo = (WNO/WN)n where, for that kind of 
soils, the normal constant value of 2.6 is adopted 
for all the range of WN.

Through the use of volumic shrinkage and fil-
ter paper tests, we have a better way to understand 
how in situ parameters may vary with water con-
tent and we are able to give an estimation of Cu at 
saturation, here 75.3 kPa for our sample.

4 CONCLUSIONS

It is very important for geotechnical engineers to 
understand how in situ measured parameters of a 

soil layer vary with the water content change of 
the soil layer through the seasons and to anticipate 
those variations through simple tests.

We have shown here how simple tests as volu-
mic shrinkage and filter paper tests give ways to 
have an idea of this variation and of to get easily 
the minimum value at saturation of the undrained 
shear strength Cuo.
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ABSTRACT: The paper describes the results of a comprehensive experimental program aimed to 
 characterize block samples of silty deposits obtained from the deltaic zone of the Llobregat River ( Barcelona). 
Undisturbed block samples were obtained from a deep excavation taking place on interbedded sandy silts 
by hand retrieval. A detailed examination of the retrieved blocks, including suction measurements as well as 
Computed Axial Tomography (CAT) scans was performed before testing.  Material characterization was com-
plemented with identification tests carried out on representative samples obtained at different points inside 
the block. Finally, soil disturbance was evaluated by means of CRS oedometer tests on specimens retrieved at 
different depths. The spatial variability of suction (water potential) and water content was defined here based 
on tensiometer measurements. From CAT images the sedimentary nature of the block as well as the position 
and 3D distribution of heterogeneities could be detected. CRS tests showed a similar stress-strain response 
from which the evaluation of sample disturbance indicated the very high quality of samples tested.

medium to soft soils of Holocene age that, at large 
scale, constitute a rather homogeneous geological 
formation (Gens et al., 2011). The Llobregat del-
taic deposits are crossed by the southernmost sec-
tion (Part 1) of a new Line, (L9), of the Barcelona 
Metro network. The block sample described here 
was obtained at a depth of 17.5 m (z = −13 m.a.s.l), 
taking profit of a deep excavation performed for 
the Virgen de Montserrat Station of the new 
Metro Line. Figure 1 illustrates the soil profile at 

1 INTRODUCTION

There is an increased awareness that silty deposits 
present problems of their own that not cannot be eas-
ily treated with methods and concepts developed for 
clays. One question still open is what sampling meth-
ods, if any, are most appropriate to recover undis-
turbed samples from these materials. In addition, it is 
also unclear how best to evaluate disturbance on sam-
ples recovered from a silty deposit. In this type of soils 
(clays/silts of low to medium plasticity) both destruc-
turation and densification may occur simultaneously 
during sampling (Long, 2006) so the evaluation of 
sample disturbance becomes more complex that if  
undrained behavior is more clearly guaranteed.

This paper describes initial results from an 
experimental program focused on retrieving and 
testing block samples from silty deposits. In what 
follows, after a brief  description of the site con-
ditions, sampling procedures are detailed, and the 
results of several non-destructive measurements 
(CAT and suction measures), as well as CRS oed-
ometers applied for sample evaluation are pre-
sented and discussed.

2 SITE DESCRIPTION AND BLOCK 
SAMPLING

The materials tested in this paper belong to the 
deltaic deposits of the Llobregat River. These are 

Figure 1. Soil profile at Virgen de Montserrat Station. 
Location of the block retrieved.
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the site and indicates with a dark square the depth 
at which the block sample was retrieved.

The soil profile at the site comprises a top layer 
of made ground (R) about 1.5 m thick, overlying 
4 m of brown fine sandy silts (Ql1). Around 10 m of 
slightly gravelly gray fine sands appear below (Ql2). 
These, in turn, are underlain by a gray layer (Ql3) 
of silty clays and clayey silts finely interbedded with 
sands, sandy silts and clays. It is from this layer that 
the block sample was retrieved. The Ql3 layer is 
the main soft deposit of the formation and, at the 
site, reaches to around −39 m.a.s.l. Below this stra-
tum appears a base gravel (Ql4) holding a confined 
aquifer. The water table is nearly horizontal and it is 
located close to the nearby sea level (z = 0 m.a.s.l.). 
Figure 2 shows a CPTu profile traced before excava-
tion at a few m from where the sample was taken. 
The profile reveals that the Ql3 level is typically 
interbedded with coarse layers whose frequency 
decreases with depth. As indicated in the figure, the 
block sample was taken from one of the fine-grained 
intervals, where qt ≈ 0.9 MPa and u ≈ 0.5 Mpa. Such 
measurements, combined with the estimated effec-
tive vertical stress at that depth of 215 kPa (see 
below) lead to a “Silt and low Ir clays” type classifi-
cation according to Schneider et al (2008).

Working from the excavation bottom, the block 
sample was hand carved using a sharpened spatula 
to trim a 1 m-side square plinth into a cylindrical 
specimen of approximately 360 mm in diameter 
and 300 mm height (Fig. 3a). The trimming proc-
ess was slow but easy due to the soft nature of the 
soil. The cylindrical shape was convenient to avoid 
sharp edges.

The block specimen was covered with several 
layers of plastic wrap and foil seal to avoid mois-
ture losses. A PVC tube (400 mm in diameter) 
was used to protect the sample laterally. The inner 
space between the sealed sample and the tube was 
filled with paraffin wax to isolate the block dur-
ing transportation and storage at the laboratory. 
For handling the tube was sandwiched between 
two PVC plates externally doubled by two 8 mm-
thick steel plates. Four threaded steel bars at the 
corners were used to press the plates against the 
tube ( Fig. 3b). In the laboratory, the block sample 
was placed on foam and wood plates during stor-
age prior to testing.

3 TESTING PROGRAM

The testing program had several stages. The first 
stage was specimen retrieval from the block. Speci-
mens were obtained for both triaxial and oedom-
eter testing (here only results from oedometer tests 
are presented). That stage included also a detailed, 
non-destructive, examination of the block includ-
ing spatially distributed suction measurements and 
CAT scans.

Soil suction inside the block was determined 
from punctual measurements of the water potential 
using a digital tensiometer. The spatial variation of 
water content was also determined at points closer 
to the suction points. A CAT scan was also per-
formed in the whole 400 mm diameter block, but 
the images lacked resolution.

Specimens for laboratory testing were then 
retrieved from the perimeter of the block (≈80 mm 
thick slice) leaving a 10 mm margin from the edge 
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Figure 3. Retrieved block sample (a) in-situ (b) at 
laboratory.
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temperature and relative humidity (T = 23°C and 
RH > 98%) to avoid moisture losses. As explained 
below CAT scans were again performed on the 
reduced block sample, but now with more success.

The second stage of the testing program included 
the basic characterization testing of the materials 
tested as well as several mechanical tests. Here we 
will discuss Constant Rate of Strain (CRS) oed-
ometer tests. Material characterization was carried 
out on representative samples obtained at different 
depths within the block, whereas CRS tests were 
performed on samples retrieved at different depths 
from the North-zone of the block (Fig. 4).

4 SUCTION MEASUREMENTS

The spatial distribution of the soil-water potential 
(soil suction) inside the block was determined using 
a pressure transducer tensiometer model UMS-T5x 
(www.ums.muc.de) with a working range between 
+100 kPa and −160 kPa. It is composed by the 
sensor body and a shaft (5 mm in diameter and 
100 mm length) ending on a ceramic tip interface.

Measurements were obtained at eight locations 
uniformly distributed in plan around the outer 
slice of the block surface as shown in Figure 4. 
Since the initial block height (310 mm) was way 
above the shaft length, two sets of measurements 
were taken at each location (one on the upper 
half  of the block, the other on the lower half). 
As indicated in Figure 4, each measurement set 
comprised two suction measurements per tensiom-
eter location at penetration depths z = −50 mm and 
z = −100 mm. Measurements at the lower half  were 
obtained only at points 3, 5, 7 and 8 due to space 
constraints on tensiometer insertion.

Figure 6 illustrates the procedure followed dur-
ing suction measurements. The tensiomenter was 

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of suction measurements. 
Plan view (top). North.-South cross section (bottom).

Figure 5. Reduced block sample (a) after trimming (b) 
after sealing.

to account for possible disturbance (Fig. 4). The 
original sample was thus reduced to a 200 mm-
diameter block (Fig. 5) which was again sealed and 
placed on a PVC tube following the same proce-
dure (plastic wrap + foil seal + paraffin wax). The 
whole process of specimen retrieval and block carv-
ing was carried out under controlled conditions of 

Figure 6. Suction measurements (a, b) experimental 
procedure (c) examples of the equalization of the water 
potential.
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inserted into the soil using an auger to pre-bore a 
hole. Afterwards, readings of water potential (soil 
suction) were registered every minute until stabi-
lization was apparent. During this procedure the 
top of the block was covered with plastic wrap to 
avoid moisture losses. Figure 6(c) shows the tem-
poral evolution of water potential obtained at 
points 1 (upper half) and 8 (lower half). Positive 
values of water potential are registered during the 
fist two minutes due to the increase in pore pres-
sure generated by the insertion of the tensiometer 
tip. As observed in Figure 6, equalization of the 
water potential took place typically after 10 min 
although all measurements were maintained at 
least by 15 min. Water content was measured on 
material obtained during carving close to the suc-
tion measurement locations. All these results are 
summarized in Table 1. At all points, the lowest 
suction values are always those taken at 50 mm 
depth in the lower half  of the block.

While the correspondence of suction and water 
content measurements is not exactly one to one, 
there is a slight tendency for suction to increase with 
decreasing water content (Fig. 7). A modified Van 
Genuchten Water Retention Curve (WRC) was fitted 
to this dataset. This particular WRC model relates 
the variation of soil suction, s, with the gravimetric 
water content, w, as follows (Jacinto et al, 2008):

w w s
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where wsat is the gravimetric water content at satu-
rated conditions, P0 is a parameter related with the 
air entry value and λ is a shape parameter. The fit 
illustrated in Figure 7 is obtained using wsat = 33%, 
P0 = 47 kPa and λ = 0.35.

By using a capillary model Kovács (1981) identi-
fied P0 with the mean capillary height, hc0, above 

the water table (unsaturated zone). This, in turn, 
could be related to several pore network param-
eters, porosity, n, tortuosity, α, and effective diam-
eter, Dh, through

h n
n Dc

h
0 0 0751

≈
−. α

 
(2)

Using the fitting value hcmin = P0 = 47 kPa and the 
porosity of the samples tested here (n = 0.45) a ratio 
Dh/α = 1.64 × 10−6 m is obtained. This is similar to 
values reported by Kovács (1981) for other silty 
soils. According to this estimated WRC it would 
appear that the samples extracted for characteriza-
tion were already starting to dry (past the air entry 
value). This, however, does not seem to be the case 
for the oedometer samples described below.

5 CAT SCANS

As described in section 3, a Computerized Axial 
Tomography scan was performed on the reduced 
block sample (200 mm in diameter) to evaluate, in 
a qualitative and nondestructive way, the internal 
structure of the block. Visualizing the sedimentary 
structure of the soil as well as possible heteroge-
neities (fissures, inclusions, etc) allows selection of 
the best zones from which to obtain specimens for 
laboratory testing.

A medical CT scanner (Siemens Somaton 
Spirit®) with 130 keV maximum energy was used. 
The basic principle underlying CAT imaging is 
Beer’s law, which relates the incident intensity (I0) 
and transmitted intensity (I) of a X or gamma-ray 
beam passing over an entire transverse section by 

Table 1. Suction and water content measurements.

Point

Upper zone Lower zone

w (%)
s50mm 
(kPa)

s100mm 
(kPa) w (%)

s50mm 
(kPa)

s100mm 
(kPa)

1 32.4 19.6 18.4 − − −
2 31.9 18.9 19.2 − − −
3 29.5 19.1 18.7 33.8/30.7 13.8 18.9
4 32.3 19.7 19.2 − − −
5 29.2 16.5 15.6 34.5/31.7 11.9 17.4
6 31.9 19.2 18.8 − − −
7 32.7 19.3 19.6 32.2/30.7 14.5 19.4
8 32.3 20.3 19.1 33.1/30.1 16.5 20
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Figure 7. Water content vs suction measurements 
within the block sample and fitted water retention curve.
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means of a linear attenuation coefficient (μ) (e.g., 
Duliu, 1999):

I II ( )x−0III exp  (3)

where x is the sample width. From Eq. (3) is clear 
that for given density and incident intensity (I0), an 
increase of sample width will decrease the trans-
mitted signal (I). In other words, increasing of the 
sample width will decrease the quality of the scans. 
That was clear in this case, when the initial scan 
performed on a 400 mm block sample, resulted 
on a low quality image, particularly at the middle-
third of the specimen (where the sample had its 
maximum width).

Image post processing used the free software 
Gimias® (Gimias, 2011). Figure 8 shows two verti-
cal sections of the reduced block. The attenuation 
scale varies from white (maximum attenuation or 
high material density) to black (minimum attenu-
ation or low density). The vertical sections in 
 Figure 8 clearly show the fine sedimentary struc-
ture of the block sample, which was also visible on 
its surface (Figure 3 and Figure 5a). A quite homo-
geneous grey soil layer of higher density located at 
the central part of the block is delimited by two 
grey-dark soil layers with lower density.

Isolated black spots observed on Figure 8 cor-
respond to zones of lower density which may be 
attributed to organic matter inclusions. The verti-
cal CAT sections indicated the presence of a larger 
heterogeneity (white arrow, Figure 8b) within the 
central soil layer which was not detected externally. 
A horizontal cross section of the block obtained 
through the middle of the heterogeneity is pre-
sented in Figure 9.

The heterogeneity crosses along the sample but 
does not outcrop at its boundary. In fact, the thick-
ness of this heterogeneity seems to be larger at the 
centre of the sample and smaller as it approaches 

to the sample edge. The origin and nature of this 
heterogeneity is not yet clear. It might be a larger 
organic inclusion, but it might also be a crack due 
to sampling, despite a morphology that seems 
opposite to what could be expected from that proc-
ess. Anyway, this result clearly illustrates the con-
venience of using non-destructive techniques such 
as CT scans to guide sample retrieval for labora-
tory testing.

6 MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

Material characterization, (particle size distribu-
tion, ASTM D422-63; Atterberg limits of the 
fine fraction, ASTM D4318-10; density of solids, 
ASTM D854-10), was performed on four repre-
sentative samples, two from the upper and two from 
the lower half  of the block (Figure 5). Results are 
summarized in Table 2 whereas Figure 10 shows 
the resulting particle size distributions.

In all cases, the fine fraction was higher than 
99% although, as the visually layered aspect of the 
block suggested, the clay/silt proportion was varia-
ble. For samples MC1 and MC4 the clayey fraction 
(%<2 μm) was around 21% whereas for samples 2 
and 3 it increased to 34%. Correspondingly, the 
silt fraction varied between 66 and 79%. On the 
other hand, the Atterberg limits showed less vari-
ation across the block, with average values for liq-
uid limit and plasticity index of around 34% and 
14%, respectively. Thus, the fine fraction classified 
(USCS) as a low plasticity clay (CL). The water 
content was close to the liquid limit, 29–33% for 
the upper zone and up to 34% for the lower zone. 
This is in agreement with the slight reduction in 
soil suction registered on some points at the lower 
zone as described in the previous section. The den-
sity of solids, ρs, ranged between 2.71–2.73 g/cm3.

Figure 8. CT images of reduced block sample (a) front 
view (b) side view.

Figure 9. CT image if  the cross section at the middle of 
the heterogeneity.
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7 OEDOMETER TESTING

Constant Rate of Strain (CRS) oedometer tests 
were carried out on samples retrieved at the 
North zone of the block, near suction point 1 
(see  Figure 4). Three samples were tested, two from 
the upper zone and a third one from the lower zone 
(Figure 5). The main properties of samples tested 
are summarized in Table 3. Sample CRS3 showed 
higher dry density, ρd, than samples CRS1 and 
CRS2. This higher dry density observed for sam-
ple 3 is in agreement with the qualitative results 
obtained from CAT scans illustrated in Figure 8.

Despite its difficult quantification, one of the 
more harmful procedures leading to soft soil distur-
bance is related with laboratory sample extraction 
and specimen preparation procedures (De Groot 
et al, 2008). This was taken into account during the 
design of the CRS apparatus used here. The main 
characteristic of this device is the use of a thin stain-
less steel oedometric ring (φint = 50 mm, h = 20 mm, 

t = 1 mm, corresponding to an area ratio of 8%) to 
retrieve samples directly from the block (or tube). 
The lower end of the ring is machined at an angle 
of 45°. The procedure of sample retrieval is shown 
in Figure 11. The oedometric ring is pushed into 
the soil using a steel piston (70 mm in diameter) as 
observed in Figure 11(c) and 11(d). This stage is 
similar to the sampling process using a thin-walled 
tube although the penetration of the ring into the 
soil can be more easily controlled because of its 
small height. After that, the soil surrounding the 
oedometric ring was removed using a sharp cutter 
and a wire saw. Figure11(f) shows the oedomet-
ric sample inside the ring at the end of the sam-
ple preparation process. A groove at the base of 
the CRS oedometer helps to tightly fit the ring in 
close contact with the machined oedometer thick-
wall. Excess pore-water pressure is measured at the 
sample bottom whereas the upper drainage outlet 
is maintained at atmospheric conditions during 
loading. Therefore the vertical effective stress can 
be determined during loading.

Each CRS test had three stages: (i) saturation, 
(ii) loading, and (iii) unloading. Despite the almost 
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Table 2. Basic characterization.

Sample w (%)

% passing Atterberg limits
ρs 
(g/cm3)#200 2 μm wL (%) Ip (%)

MC1_
upper

29–33 99.1 22.25 34.62 13.80 2.72

MC2_
upper

99.1 34.0 2.73

MC3_
lower

29–34 100 34.5 35.87 15.6 2.73

MC4_
lower

99.2 20.75 34.76 13.3 2.71

Table 3. Initial states of samples subjected to CRS tests.

Test Zone w (%) ρd (g/cm3) eo (−) Sro (%)

CRS 1 N-upper 30.5 1.49 0.825 1.00
CRS 2 N-upper 31.0 1.48 0.843 0.99
CRS 3 N-lower 29.0 1.52 0.791 1.00

Figure 11. Experimental procedure for sample 
 extraction from the block using a thin-oedometric ring.
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complete initial saturation of the samples, they 
were subjected to a 24 h saturation stage under 
constant vertical total stress (σv) and water-back 
pressure (uw) of 25 kPa and 15 kPa, respectively. 
After that, each sample was loaded at an average 
strain rate equal to 0.008%/min. The maximum 
vertical effective stress applied ranged between 
950–1050 kPa. Finally, each sample was unloaded 
under stress-controlled conditions using a stress 
rate equal to 0.20 kPa/s until a total vertical stress 
equal to 50 kPa was attained, followed by a 24 h 
dissipation period of any excess pore-water pres-
sure to allow the complete stabilization of the ver-
tical displacement.

Figure 12 shows the evolution of volumetric 
strain and pore-water pressure during loading for 
the three samples tested. The evolution of εv dur-
ing unloading is also included in this figure but, for 
reasons of clarity, only for samples 1 and 2. Similar 
stress-strain behaviour was obtained for all sam-
ples tested. The maximum volumetric strain at the 
end of loading ranged between 9.5%−10%.

Pore-water pressure initially reduced during 
loading (for CRS2 and CRS3) due to the dissi-
pation of the saturation back-pressure. This was 
made possible by the very low strain rate applied 
but also by the minimal volumetric deformation 
of the samples for σ′v < 60 kPa. In the case of 
the CRS1, uw reduced to zero after 20 h of satu-
ration and kept that value during loading until 
σ′v = 90 kPa. After that initial period, uw increased 
until a peak value of 12–22 kPa was reached at σ′v 
of around 400–500 kPa.

The in-situ effective stress at the block depth, 
σ′in-situ, was estimated according with the soil pro-
file showed in Figure 1 (water table at z = 0 m.a.s.l.) 
and using an average value of  bulk densities 
obtained during oedometer testing (19.2 kN/m3) 
for the Ql3 stratum. Following Arroyo (2009), a 
bulk density value of  19 kN/m3 was used for Ql1 
and Ql2 strata, whereas 17 kN/m3 was used for 
the made ground. The estimated in-situ vertical 
effective stress was thus equal to 215 kPa. This 
estimate is indicated as a vertical dotted line in 
Figure 12. The volumetric strain at that value 
ranged between 2.5–3.2% for the samples tested. 
The pore water pressure showed an inflection 
point near to this value from which it displayed 
an increase before reaching its peak value at 
400–500 kPa.

Figure 13 shows the oedometric loading curves 
obtained from the three CRS tests performed. 
The compression index (Cc = e0 − e1/log(σ′1/σ′0)) 
varied from 0.067 to 0.073 whereas the swelling 
index, Cs, was around one order of  magnitude 
lower (see Fig. 13). Based on it the Cam-
Clay parameters λ and κ were also obtained 
as  summarized in Table 4. Preconsolidation 
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 pressure, σ′prec, was determined using the strain-
energy method (Becker et al, 1987). It ranged 
between 215 kPa to 237 kPa (grey triangles in 
Figure 13) so that the estimated values of  OCR 
range between 1 and 1.1.

On the other hand, the determination of the 
consolidation coefficient, Cv, was based on the 
steady-state linear theory developed by Wissa et al 
(1971) for the interpretation of CRS tests. There, 
the consolidation coefficient is defined as

C h
u tv

w
= ⎛

⎝⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎝

⎞
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⎞⎞
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0
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(4)

where h0 is the initial sample thickness, σ is the 
total vertical stress, uw is the excess of pore water 
pressure at the undrained face and t refers to 
time. Values of consolidation coefficient at in-situ 
vertical stress (σ′in-situ = 215 kPa) ranged between 
1.65 × 10−3 to 7.8 × 10−3 cm2/seg (see Table 4).

8 AMPLE DISTURBANCE

Different criteria have been proposed in the last 
decades to evaluate the sample disturbance of 
soft soils. Reconsolidation deformation has a 
good track record as indicator of  the preserva-
tion of  structure-related effects in clays (Lunne 
et al 1997). The proposal of  Lunne et al (1997) 
uses the change in void ratio (Δe) at in-situ stress 
(σ′in-situ) normalized by the initial void ratio value 
(Δe/e0). Four levels of  sample quality are speci-
fied from very good to excellent (Δe/e0 < 0.04) to 
very poor (Δe/e0 > 0.14); a summary of  these cri-
teria is included in Figure 11. For the oedometers 

taken from block sample the relevant results are 
 summarized in Table 4. Values of  Δe/e0 were lower 
than 0.04 in all cases, indicative of  the highest 
sample quality.

The main inconvenient of reconsolidation-
based criteria of sample quality is that they are 
destructive and slow. Because of that, some effort 
has been applied to establish analogous criteria 
based on non-destructive measures, like residual 
pore pressure or shear wave velocity degradation. 
The sample quality category limit values for such 
measures are established by empirical correlation, 
using samples classified with the reconsolidation 
criteria.

In this case the suction measurements indicate 
a residual pore pressure between 12 and 20 kPa, 
which is between 9% and 6% of the initial effec-
tive vertical stress. According to the criteria put 
forward by Donohue & Long (2010), that would 
correspond to a sample quality category between 
“good to fair” and “poor”. This, of course, is in 
disagreement with the results of the reference 
reconsolidation-based evaluation.

The difficulties in establishing a unique residual 
stress based criteria of sample quality for all fine-
grained soils have been stressed by Tanaka (2008). 
It is interesting, in this respect, that his data for 
lean Drammen clay, a soil which a similarly low 
plasticity index, also presented remarkably low 
residual pore pressures.

9 CONCLUSION

The first results of  an experimental program car-
ried out at UPC to test block samples of silty 
deposits obtained from the deltaic zone of the 
Llobregat River in Barcelona were described in 
this paper. After careful sampling, the block sam-
ple was subjected to different experimental tests 
including suction measurements, CAT scans, 
conventional characterization tests and CRS oed-
ometer tests with the aim to evaluate the sample 
disturbance.

CAT scans did not work on a 400 mm diameter 
block, but in a reduced but still relatively wide sam-
ple (200 mm), they were able to individuate the fine 
sedimentary structure of the block and detect het-
erogeneities. Suction measurements were indica-
tive of a relatively low level of residual stress in the 
block, and offered little evidence of drying. The 
three CRS oedometer test showed good repeat-
ability and are indicative of an almost normally 
consolidated material. Sample disturbance as eval-
uated from reconsolidation strain was indicative 
of very good to excellent quality. A proposal for 
sample classification based on residual stress was 
tested and did not prove useful.

Table 4. Main results of CRS tests.

Test
λ
(−)

κ
(−)

σ′prec 
(kPa) OCR

Cv 
(cm2/seg)

CRS 1 0.031 0.003 218 1.01 7.8 × 10−3

CRS 2 0.029 0.004 215 1.00 1.65 × 10−3

CRS 3 0.030 − 237 1.10 3.1 × 10−3

Table 5. Estimation of sample disturbance by 
reconsolidation.

Test
σ′in-situ 
(kPa)

e at 
σ′in-situ Δe/e0 Sample quality*

CRS 1 215 0.802 0.029 Very good to excellent
CRS 2 0.817 0.030
CRS 3 0.77 0.027

*According to Lunne et al (1997).
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ABSTRACT: This paper describes a study of a single lateral impact-loaded pile surrounded by a soil 
mass that varies with depth. A second-moment-based technique is used to provide envelopes of horizontal 
peak deflections and other time-domain responses in order to bracket the predictions from a three 
dimensional, dynamic, nonlinear, finite element model of the soil-pile system. The challenges involved in 
producing a satisfactory, dynamic, soil-structure interaction model are discussed.

associated analyses is that it represents the situa-
tion for the majority of conventional consulting 
projects involving laterally loaded piles.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Main sources of uncertainty in SSI modeling

One of the main challenges in SSI modeling is 
an adequate geotechnical site characterization. 
Variability and sources of uncertainty of 
geotechnical sites has been studied for quite some 
time. One of the main sources of uncertainty and 
variability is the inherent spatial variability of the 
properties in the soil (Lumb 1966, Lumb 1970, 
Phoon & Kulhawy 1999, Duncan 2000). Overviews 
of statistical-based approaches that have been used 
to characterize soil and site variability have been 
provided by Duncan (2000), Beacher & Christian 
(2003), and Uzielli (2008). As described later in 
the paper, a common approach to estimate the 
different inherent model parameters (geotechnical 
and structural) is to use estimated values of the 
Coefficient Of Variation (COV) for the different 
parameters.

Another source of characterization variability is 
through property measurement errors which may 
be related to equipment type, testing procedures, 
random noise, etc. For example, Kulhawy (1996) 
reviewed variability associated with geotechnical 
in-situ tests commonly used in site characterization 
and listed from greatest variation and most com-
monly used to least variation and less commonly 
used, the Standard Penetration Test (SPT), the cone 

1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to examine the 
challenges in estimating soil and pile properties 
used in a three dimensional, dynamic, finite ele-
ment model of a full-scale laterally impacted sin-
gle pile installed in a heterogeneous layered soil 
site. Specifically the paper presents the results of a 
full-scale lateral impact load test carried out on an 
instrumented prestressed concrete pile. The results 
of this case study (described in Section 3) are 
compared with the results from the three dimen-
sional, dynamic, nonlinear, finite element model 
(presented in Section 4). The predictions are pre-
sented in terms of the results of the model using 
the initial estimate of the soil and pile properties. 
However, a parametric study was also completed 
to capture the range of variability of the main vari-
ables and assess the sensitivity of the finite element 
results (in terms of peak deflection, fundamental 
period, and logarithmic decrement) to the system-
atic variation of the main parameters.

The paper highlights the challenges involved in 
this type of dynamic analysis, particularly related 
to the difficulties in reliably estimating the main 
input parameters required for the dynamic Soil-
Structure Interaction (SSI) models. The challenges 
are intensified given that the site characterization 
for this case history involved a conventional geo-
technical investigation with Standard Penetration 
Tests (SPT blow counts), split spoon samples with 
select grain size distributions for USCS soil clas-
sification, and moisture contents for fined grained 
soils. The relevance of this case history and 
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penetration test, the Vane Shear Test (VST), the 
Dilatometer Test (DMT), and the Pressuremeter 
Test (PMT). As in the case history reported herein, 
SPT testing is used due to its popularity, relatively 
low cost, ease of use, and abundance of empirical 
experience and correlations to estimate geotechni-
cal properties and parameters.

An additional important source of uncertainty 
is related to the numerical model used to represent 
the test. The degree of uncertainty related to the 
model increases as assumptions or simplifications 
are made to develop the model.

2.2 SSI of laterally impact-loaded single piles

There is little literature on impact testing and 
modeling of single piles. Most of the studies 
available involve dynamic analyses of piles under 
earthquake loads (e.g., Ahmadi et al. 2008, John 
et al. 2009, Sa’don et al. 2008, Phanikanth et al. 
2010, Rollins et al. 2005).

Wu (2007) investigated a guardrail post installed 
in a homogeneous gravelly soil and subjected to vehi-
cle impact loads. Test results were then compared 
to results of a 3D finite element model. The author 
investigated lateral force-deflection characteristics 
for the guardrail in a homogenous soil mass and 
included a small parametric study involving a sen-
sitivity analysis. The parametric study highlighted 
the sensitivity of the SSI results to properties such 
as shear modulus and system damping.

3 TEST CASE STUDY

3.1 Site description

The test presented in this paper is part of a field 
testing program carried out on an instrumented 
prestressed concrete test pile installed at the Route 
40 bridge replacement project located in Sussex 
County, Virginia. In general, the soil conditions 
in the vicinity of the test pile consisted of about 
7.9 m of loose to medium dense silty sand with 
some gravel, underlain by very stiff  to hard silty 
clay. The clay was encountered to the maximum 
depth investigated, which was 15.7 m. The ground 
water level at the time of drilling was observed at a 
depth of about 8.1 m.

The sand in the upper 4 m was brown, medium 
fine, with some fine gravel and traces of silt. Stand-
ard Penetration Resistance (SPT) blow counts 
(N-values) in the upper sand were 5 blows per 
0.3 m. The sand below 4 m and extending to a 
depth of 7.9 m was brown to gray, fine grained, 
silty with some gravel. SPT blow counts in the 
lower sand ranged from 17 to 25 blows per 0.3 m. 
Underlying the sand was green, very stiff  to hard, 

silty clay, with SPT blow counts ranging from 41 to 
88. The average SPT N-value below 10 m depth was 
75 blows per 0.3 m. The near-surface stratum of 
loose sand comprised the soil of most significance 
to the lateral response of the pile. Figure 1 shows 
the soil profile of the test site and the SPT blow 
count results. A more detailed description of the 
site conditions can be found in Pando et al. (2006).

3.2 Instrumented test pile

The test pile was a 508 mm square prestressed 
concrete pile with a length of about 13.1 m. The 
pile was prestressed using a total of fourteen, 
12.7 mm diameter seven-wire strands of 1861 MPa 
ultimate strength, pretensioned to produce a pre-
stress level of 5.6 MPa in accordance with Virginia 
Department of Transportation standards. The 
specified concrete compressive strength at 28 days 
was 40 MPa. The ties consisted of No. 5 gage spiral 
wire. Concrete test results indicated a 28-day com-
pressive strength of about 43 MPa for this pile. 
Figure 2 shows the pile details.

3.3 Impact lateral load testing

The test pile was subjected to rapid lateral impact 
loads using a Statnamic testing device; the gen-
eral test procedure is described by Brown (1999). 

Figure 1. Site profile with SPT blow count results.

Figure 2. Test pile reinforcement details.
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The lateral Statnamic loading system applies a 
lateral load to the pile by combustion of fuel within 
a closed chamber in which gas pressure builds and 
launches a heavy reaction mass horizontally. The 
thrust against the pile is transferred through a cali-
brated load cell and a hemispherical bearing. The 
applied force is a time-dependent load with a dura-
tion of about 1/4 second.

The lateral impact tests using the Statnamic 
device were carried out with the aid of a sled 
that rested upon falsework with a point of load-
ing approximately 2 m above ground surface. The 
general test setup is shown in Figure 3.

The response of the test pile was measured using 
multiple deflection transducers and subsurface 
accelerometers. For subsurface deflections, a string 
of eight down-hole lateral motion accelerometers 
were used to track the lateral movement profile of 
the pile. The accelerometers were placed inside incli-
nometer casings at depths ranging from near the 
top of the pile to 8.8 m below the load point. The 
time-dependent deflection at the location of each 
accelerometer was computed by double- integration 
of the recorded acceleration time histories. 
A detailed description of these tests can be found 
in Pando et al. (2006). The test pile was subjected 
to several lateral impact load tests; however, this 
paper presents only the results for the 125 kN load 
pulse. The peak lateral deflection profile, obtained 
from the string of subsurface accelerometers, for 
a representative load pulse (peak load 125 kN) 
applied to the test pile is shown in Figure 4. The 
lateral deflection time-history at the load point for 
this load pulse is shown in Figure 5. It is worth 
pointing out that, towards the end of the deflec-
tion time-history, the pile has a permanent lateral 
deflection. This will occur for a soil-pile system 
which is loaded beyond its elastic limit, resulting in 
soil and/or pile plastic deformations.

Figure 3. Lateral Statnamic test setup.

Figure 4. Lateral peak deflection test results for the 
load pulse.

Figure 5. Deflection time history (at the load point) of 
test pile.

4 ANALYTICAL PROGRAM

4.1 Introduction

The soil-pile system was modeled using LS-DYNA 
(Livermore 2007), a general purpose transient 
dynamic Finite Element (FE) program. The initial 
estimates for key material properties for the seven 
soil layer model, based on the SPT test data from 
Figure 1, are shown in Table 1.

4.2 Finite element model

A combination of three-dimensional shell, beam, 
and rigid link elements were used to model the 
prestressed concrete test pile. All material proper-
ties for the pile were inserted into 27, 12 Degree-
Of-Freedom (DOF) (6 DOF per node) continuous 
beam elements. 12 DOF shell elements (3 DOF per 
node) were attached to these beam elements, via 9 
DOF (6 DOF on beam element connected node, 3 
DOF on shell element connected node) rigid link 
elements, on all four sides to produce the square 
perimeter of the pile’s cross section. Figure 6a 
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shows the modeled cross section of the pile. Four 
triangular shell elements, each with 9 DOF, were 
used to model the top and bottom faces of the pile 
(for bearing purposes). The material model used 
for the beam elements was defined by a nonlinear 
moment-curvature curve (Livermore 2007), which 
allowed input of the moment vs. curvature data for 
the test pile shown in Figure 2. The shell elements 
were defined with a null material and were used for 
contact purposes only. Pile meshing was based on 
a 508 mm module, so beam elements were 508 mm 
long and shell elements were 508 mm × 508 mm. 
Static FE analyses of the test pile were carried 
out and compared to static tests of the isolated 
pile to verify the pile model and its input material 
properties.

The soil elements were modeled with 24 DOF 
(3 DOF per node) solid brick finite elements. 
All solid (soil) elements used the elasto-pastic 
Mohr-Coulomb material model (Livermore 
2007). The brick elements had dimensions of 
63.5 mm × 63.5 mm × 63.5 mm. The dimensions 
of the modeled soil mass, shown in Figure 6b, 

were 11.175 m deep and 5.08 m × 2.54 m. The pile 
penetrated 9.14 m vertically into the solid soil ele-
ments at the exact center of the modeled soil mass.

The soil-pile contact used in the model was the 
automatic surface-to-surface algorithm, which was 
applied between the null shell elements and the 
solid soil elements. The reactions on the null shell 
elements were then transferred through the rigid 
link elements to the beam elements, which contain 
all pile section, stiffness, and mass properties.

The boundary conditions for this model con-
sisted of deflection controlled nodes normal to 
the four vertical faces of the soil box as well as 
along the bottom horizontal face of the soil box. 
Non-reflecting boundaries were also placed at the 
four vertical outer faces of the soil box. Figure 6b 
depicts the FE mesh for the soil-pile system.

Consistent with the lateral Statnamic impact 
load testing setup and procedure, the pile was 
loaded with a concentrated force in the x-direction 
at a location 2.03 m above the ground surface. 
Loading data from the test was used to define the 
lateral load in the FE model.

4.3 Parametric study of key input variables

The FE analyses were first carried out using initial 
estimate values for the different input parameters. 
However a parametric study was also included to 
assess the sensitivity of the results to the expected 
variability of different key input parameters used 
in the FE SSI analyses. This was done based on the 
methodology proposed by Duncan (2000), where 
the variability of the different geotechnical parame-
ters can be based on coefficient of variation values, 
either from previously published data or estimated 
using the “Three-Sigma Rule” (Dai & Wang 1992).

The “Three-Sigma Rule” for a normally distrib-
uted variable will have 99.73% of all values of this 
parameter fall within the range between the mean 
plus three standard deviations and the mean minus 
three standard deviations. In practical terms, 
Duncan (2000) suggested that the upper limit of 
this range can be viewed as the “highest conceiv-
able value” of the parameter, while the lower limit 
can represent the “lowest conceivable value”. Thus 
the “Three-Sigma Rule” can be used to estimate 
the standard deviation of a parameter as follows:

σ =
( )−

6
 (1)

where σ = standard deviation, HCV = highest con-
ceivable value, and LCV = lowest conceivable value.

In a discussion of Duncan (2000), Christian & 
Baecher (2003) pointed out the difficulty of estimat-
ing sufficiently wide extremes for a given  parameter. 
As a result of this, the highest and lowest conceivable 

Table 1. Initial estimates of material properties used in 
the FE model.

Layer 
no.

Layer
depth 
(m)

Soil mass 
density 
(kN/m3)

Shear
modulus 
(kPa)

Drained
friction
angle (deg)

1 Surf.–0.51 10.8 315 27
2 0.51–1.02 12.6 315 28
3 1.02–3.56 13.5 6,293 29
4 3.56–4.70 14.4 16,780 31
5 4.70–6.22 15.3 35,235 32
6 6.22–8.13 16.2 53,700 33
7 8.13–11.16 18.0 134,220 36

Figure 6. Details of the finite element model.
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values might not actually be used, causing error in 
the calculation. These authors propose to address 
this issue by using a value smaller than 6 in the 
denominator, as follows:

σ = ( )
NnNN

 (2)

where Nn is the value of denominator based on 
sample size. Christian & Baecher (2003) point to 
work by Burlington & May (1970), which suggests 
that standard deviation is a function of sample size 
for smaller samples. The curve in Figure 7 provides 
a guideline to estimate values of Nn in Equation 2 
based on the sample size (n) used to estimate HCV 
and LCV.

Duncan (2000) also suggests estimating the 
standard deviation from values of the Coefficient 
Of Variation (COV), which have been published 
for various geotechnical parameters and in-situ 
tests (e.g. Duncan 2000, Chrsitian & Baecher 2003, 
and Chen 2008).

For this paper, COV values used for the main 
parameters of the SSI model are listed in Table 2. 
The FE SSI analyses presented in this paper were 
established using the initial estimate values of 
the parameters, labeled x. Then the results for 

FE models are presented for analyses carried out 
varying systematically one parameter at a time, 
while keeping all other parameters constant and 
equal to the initial estimates. For each of the key 
parameters i listed in Table 2, FE analyses were 
carried out with the parameter i equal to the ini-
tial estimate and then increased or decreased by 
one and two standard deviations. The results for 
these FE sensitivity analyses are labeled x ± σ  or 
x ± ⋅2 σ .

5 FE SSI RESULTS

5.1 Peak lateral deflections

The peak lateral deflection profile computed using 
the initial estimate of soil parameters overlaid 
with the test results is shown in Figure 8. From 
this figure it can be seen that the FE predictions 
underestimated the test measurements.

The parametric results for this set of input prop-
erties, when varying shear modulus, are presented 
in Figure 9. This figure shows that the closest ana-
lytical estimate is obtained using the lower set of 
shear modulus values (i.e. x − ⋅2 σ ).

Figure 7. Values of Nn (for Equation 2 based on sample 
size) (Burlington & May 1970). Note: n is the sample size, 
and Nn is the value of the denominator in Equation 2.

Table 2. Coefficient of variation values 
used for key input parameters.

Parameter (i) COV

Soil mass density (ρ) 10%
Effective friction angle (φ′) 15%
Secant shear modulus (G) 42%
Global damping (D) 40%

Figure 8. Comparison of peak lateral deflections of the 
test and the simulation using initial estimate parameters.

Figure 9. Peak lateral deflection envelope for shear 
modulus variation.
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The sensitivity to global damping ratio is shown in 
Figure 10. The closest analytical estimate is obtained 
for the lowest damping value (i.e. x − ⋅2 σ ).

To compare the sensitivity of the peak lateral 
deflection profile to the different key variables a 
correlation coefficient R2 was computed based on 
a least square approach to minimize the errors. 
Values of the correlation coefficient are summa-
rized in Figure 11 for the four key variables con-
sidered and the full range of variation of x ± ⋅2 σ . 
This figure is useful for displaying which variables 
have the more significant impact on the results of 
the FE SSI analyses.

5.2 Deflection time histories at load point

The deflection time history obtained from the FE 
SSI analysis using the initial set of estimates of soil 
parameters is shown in Figure 12. This figure also 
shows the test results and the predictions made 
by varying the shear modulus G by x ± ⋅2 σ . As 
expected, the predominant period of the oscillation 
at the load point decreases with increasing shear 
stiffness. The best prediction for the period corre-
sponds to the upper value of G, when two standard 
deviations are added to the initial estimate value.

The influence of the variation of the shear mod-
ulus G on the period, deflection amplitude decay 
(logarithmic decrement), and deflection amplitude 
is summarized in Figure 13. From this figure it can 
be seen that the FE predictions are reasonably good 
for both the period and logarithmic decrement, but 
not as accurate in predicting the measured deflec-
tion amplitudes at the load point. However, the 
best deflection amplitude is obtained for x − ⋅2 σ , 
which is consistent with the results for the peak 
deflection envelope shown in Figure 9.

Similarly, Figure 14 shows the sensitivity of 
the same three variables to the variation of global 
damping ratio.

5.3 Summary of results

The FE simulation results based on the initial esti-
mate values of the key parameters underestimated 
the peak lateral deflection profiles with a coef-
ficient of correlation R2 of about 0.81. The error 
of the computed peak deflection at the load point 
was approximately −34%, while the oscillation 
period of the pile was within +6%. This suggests 
that the overall stiffness to mass ratio of the FE 
SSI system is estimated reasonably well but that 
the absolute stiffness is too high. A few possible 
sources of error in the FE analyses include: i) the 
secant shear modulus values may not capture ade-
quately the soil non-linearity (the FE soil model 
did not incorporate soil nonlinearity other than a 
Mohr-Coulomb yield surface); ii) small discrepan-
cies between the modeled load pulse (which was 
approximated herein as a triangular pulse) with 
respect to the actual Statnamic pulse; iii) while 
the amplitude of the modeled load pulse was the 
same as the amplitude of the actual test pulse, the 
modeled pulse time history was slightly different, 
resulting in different applied impulses (i.e. area 
under the pulse time history).

Figure 10. Peak lateral deflection envelope for damping 
variation.

Figure 11. Deflection profile correlation of finite 
element results with respect to test results.

Figure 12. Deflection time histories at the load point 
for parametric variation of shear modulus G.
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a case study involving a pre-
stressed concrete test pile loaded by a lateral Stat-
namic device. The results produced from this test, as 
well as the SPT results, assisted in modeling the test 
pile. The initial soil parameters for the FE SSI model 
were estimated from the SPT results at the test site.

A parametric study was then performed on the 
soil material input parameters, which included 
mass density, effective friction angle, secant shear 
modulus, and global (system) damping ratio. The 
COV values were chosen from those values found 
in the literature. This study was performed to 
determine the sensitivity of soil property input for 
the FE SSI model.

Overall, the FE model showed reasonable cor-
relations for peak deflections, but significantly 
better correlations were obtained for estimates of 
fundamental period of vibration and deflection 
decay (logarithmic decrement). A statistical proce-
dure was used to modify the input mass density, 
effective friction angle, secant shear modulus, and 
system damping ratio, in an attempt to bracket the 
estimated soil (and pile) properties.
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ABSTRACT: Some unsaturated soils may undergo volumetric changes when submitted to an increase 
in its water content or are inundated under applied loads. This behavior is related to the volumetric insta-
bility when the water content is changed. Natural collapsible soils in Brazil are generally found in alluvial, 
colluvial and residual soils. There are known occurrences of natural collapsible soils in the States of 
Amazonas, Piaui, Pernambuco, Bahia, Minas Gerais, Tocantins, Mato Grosso, São Paulo, Paraná and 
Rio Grande do Sul. In the last two decades, many public projects have been developed in areas where 
the occurrence of collapsible soils has been associated to geotechnical problems. This paper study of col-
lapsible soils in the State of Pernambuco, it has been associated with large engineering projects, such as, 
housing and irrigation canals. The geotechnical investigation program included test with a field apparatus, 
called Expanso-colapsometer, which allows the measurement of the field settlements of a small (0,10 m) 
plate inserted at any depth inside a auger boring hole. Reconnaissance borings with SPT, investigation pits 
with undisturbed block sampling and disturbed samples for laboratory tests where also made in order to 
assess the type and characteristics of the soil. Field tests used the expanso-colapsometer to measure the 
settlement of the soil in selected depths under controlled flooding. Laboratory work included double and 
standard oedometric tests with a controlled rate of water inflow of 1.0 ml/s. It was found that the volume 
change of the soils when flooded depends on their natural stress state (vertical consolidation stress, suc-
tion and structure) and the conditions that they are submitted to.

In Petrolina there are fluvial deposits with pre-
dominance of sandy soils (Dystrophic Quartz 
Sands), with a slightly undulating to planar relief. 
The climate is hot, with a mean temperature above 
18 ºC, with the rainy season in the summer. The 
mean annual precipitation lies between 250 and 
500 mm, with peaks of 800 mm.

In Petrolândia there is an eluvial surficial soil 
from the Tacaratu Formation, which is character-
ized by a medium to coarse sandstone, occasionally 
conglomeratic and ill sorted. The relief  is planar; 
the climate is hot and semi-arid. The mean annual 
temperature is above 18 °C, and the maximum and 
minimum rainfall is 930 and 80 mm respectively, 
with a mean of 437 m.

In Salgueiro there are fluvial deposits with pre-
dominance of sandy soils (Dystrophic Quartz 
Sands). The climate is tropical semi-arid and its 
average annual temperature is 25 °C. Rainfall 
in the city ranges from 450 to 600 mm per year, 
the wettest months of December to March, with 
scarce and poorly distributed rains, Xerophytic 

1 INTRODUCTION

In nature there are structurally unstable soils, 
unsaturated, in which there are sudden changes in 
the stress-deformation behavior when the degree 
of saturation increases. These changes occur either 
under the in situ vertical total stress (self weight), or 
with increased vertical loading due to engineering 
constructions done before the degree of saturation 
increase. They are called collapsible, and occur in 
several regions of the world. Collapse may mani-
fest in residual, colluvial, alluvial, aeolian, soporific 
and compacted soils. In Brazil they occur in sev-
eral States: Amazonas, Bahia, Ceará, Goiás, Mato 
Grosso, Minas Gerais, Pernambuco, Piaui, Rio 
Grande do Sul, São Paulo, Tocantins and the Fed-
eral District. This paper presents characteristics of 
volume change due to inundation of collapsible soils 
of the States of Pernambuco in cities of Petrolina, 
Petrolândia and Salgueiro. The soils from these three 
sites were chosen because they are involved in irriga-
tion projects and in large housing construction.
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Scrub vegetation and temporary rivers. With easy 
access to and equidistant from the most northeast-
ern capital is only 518 km from Recife—PE.

2 GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION 
PROGRAM

The investigation program developed at the 
 Laboratory of Soils and Instrumentation of the 
UFPE in order to analyze the behavior of collapsi-
ble soils has two phases: field and laboratory work.

The field investigations consisted of geotechni-
cal characterization of the subsoil, extraction of 
representative soil samples and undisturbed block 
samples, and evaluate the volumetric changes in 
situ due to inundation at different depths with 
the Expanso-colapsometer. The laboratory tests 
consisted of grain size analysis and the evaluation 
of the influence of the stress state on the collapse 
behavior due to inundation, by means of single 
and double oedometric tests.

In the single oedometric tests the applied verti-
cal stresses were increased with the ratio Δσ/σ = 1, 
with an initial stress of 10 kPa up to 1280 kPa. The 
duration of each stage was such that the defor-
mation between two consecutive time intervals 
(Δt/t = 1) were less than 5% of the total deforma-
tion up to the previous recorded time. The verti-
cal deformations due to inundation were measured 
at 0; 0,10; 0.25 1, 2, 4, 8, 15, 30, 60, 120, 480 and 
1440 minutes.

Some tests of the Petrolina soils a specific meth-
odology was employed in order to compare field 
results with the Expanso-colapsometer and labora-
tory results with single oedometric tests.

In double oedometric tests a specimen was 
loaded at the natural water content, while the other 
was previously inundated under a vertical stress of 
1.35 kPa with an inundation rate of 1.0 ml/s. In 
other aspects the procedure was similar to that of 
single oedometric tests. The vertical stresses were 
the same as those used in the single specimen tests. 
The unloading stresses were 640; 160; 40 e 10 kPa. 
Each stage (loading and unloading) was main-
tained during 24 hours.

In the field, the Expanso-colapsometer was used, 
shown in Figure 1. Ferreira (1993), Ferreira & 
Lacerda (1993 e 1995), Ferreira et al (1996) and 
 Ferreira et al (2002) describe in detail its principles. 
It is a simple equipment that permits the measure-
ment of vertical movements of unsaturated soils. 
It permits to follow in the field the same stages 
of single and double oedometric laboratory tests, 
preserving the natural water content and struc-
ture of the soil. The curve of stress applied at 
the plate against vertical deformation is obtained 
at the desired depths. Inundation can be applied 

Figure 1. Expanso-colapsometer—equipment for the 
measurement of volume change with time in situ under 
controlled water flow.

with control of the  discharge rate. This equipment 
identifies potentially collapsible or expansive soils. 
The equipment is composed of two parts. The 
first simulates a plate load test (plate diameter of 
100 mm), and the second is the controlled inunda-
tion kit. These tests were done at the three loca-
tions. In Petrolândia tests were made at a depth 
of 0.5 m, and the loading stages followed the ratio 
Δq/q = 1. The vertical stresses at which inundation 
was allowed were 10; 20; 40; 80 and 160 kPa. The 
duration of each stage was established such that 
the difference in vertical movements between two 
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consecutive readings was less than 5% of the previ-
ous movement, with time intervals Δt/t = 1. The soil 
was inundated with a discharge rate of 1.0 ml/s.

In Petrolina the tests were performed at different 
locations, depths and inundation at different verti-
cal stresses: 50, 130, 140 and 180 kPa, with inunda-
tion rates between 0.8 and 1.0 ml/s. In Salgueiro 
the tests were performed at different locations and 
depths and inundation at different vertical stresses: 
50, 100 kPa, with inundation rates 1.0 ml/s. After 
the tests the water content of the soil under the 
plate was performed each 0,10 m under the plate 
depth, until the water content was the same of 
the original soil. This permitted the evaluation of 
the wetting bulb at all sites.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Geotechnical soil sections

The geotechnical section at Petrolina consists of 
two layers before the impenetrable layer from SPT 
borings was reached, Figure 2A. The first layer 
consists of clayey sandy silt, loose to medium 
dense, yellow brownish in color, with a thickness 
of 3.5 m. The second is silty fine sand, with gravel, 
mica, very dense, grayish yellow, with a thick-
ness of 0.15 m. The impenetrable layer (NSPT) is a 
schist of equigranular texture, moderately weath-
ered with a slight dip, and small quartz veins. The 
phreatic level was found at a depth of 2.9 m.

In Petrolândia two SPT soundings were 
 performed. The first was without water circula-
tion, with the soil in its natural water content. The 
second was in a previously inundated soil. In both 

cases the soil is about the same, fine sand with lit-
tle medium sand, yellow, medium to very dense, 
Figure 2B. At a depth of 5.5 m there is a highly 
resistant layer (45 blows/0.1 m). No water level 
was found up to 5.6 m, when the boring was inter-
rupted (impenetrable to the SPT sampler). NSPT 
values ranged from 10 to 56 at a depth of 5.3 m 
the number of blows increase almost linearly with 
depth. These high values are due to the high suc-
tion of the soil that had a natural water content 
varying from 1.6 to 3.3%. The second boring, with 
pre-wetted soil, showed NSPT values ranging from 
7 blows/ 0.30 m at 0.35 m to 19 at 5.3 m, a reduc-
tion of 30% at shallow depths to 70% at the end 
of the collapsible layer, showing that the reduction 
in suction is the governing factor in the Standard 
Penetration Test results. This sounding was contin-
ued up to 9.4 m, as shown in the Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the Activity and Plasticity chart 
of these soils. The points are located slightly above 
line A and the liquidity limits lie between 15 and 
65%. The soil from Salgueiro is poorly graded 
sand, not liquid and not plastic (SP). The major-
ity of the soils from three sites are classified as SP 
and SM.

3.2 Oedometric tests

The variation of  collapse (or expansion) poten-
tial obtained from double oedometric tests (CP or 
SP ((%) = (ΔH/Hi) × 100, where ΔH is the varia-
tion of  the specimen thickness due to saturation 
and Hi is the initial thickness) with the vertical 
consolidation stress of  the soils at the Petrolina 
and Petrolândia is shown in Figure 4. Results of 
tests performed in the city of  Palmas—To,  Brazil 
(Ferreira et al. 2002) are also shown. The col-
lapse potential of  the Petrolândia soil increase 
with vertical stress, reaching a maximum at 
320 kPa. The same behavior was observed with 

Figure 2. Typical soil profiles at the three sites.
Figure 3. Plasticity and activity charts (Vargas 1985) of 
the soils.
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the Petrolina soil, which showed maximum col-
lapse under a stress of  630 kPa. In Palmas this 
was not observed. This is a typical behavior 
of  collapsible soils, Vargas (1973), Aragão & 
Melo (1982), Alonso et al. (1987),  Ferreira 
(1995). In Petrolina a small expansion was 
measured for vertical stress smaller than 40 kPa.

A comparison of  the collapse potential 
obtained from double oedometric tests and sin-
gle oedometric tests is presented in Figure 5. The 
values of  collapse potential determined through 
single oedometric tests are greater than those 
obtained in double oedometric tests. The wetting 
path followed in these tests (loading—inundation, 
and inundation—loading) has an influence on the 
values of  the collapse potentials. Similar results 
were found by Benvenuto (1982) and Ferreira 
(1995).

3.3 Comparison between field and laboratory 
values

Typical curves of vertical collapse deformation (%) 
with the logarithm of time (min) and the variation 
of the volumetric strain variation with the applied 
vertical stress obtained from single oedometric tests 
(laboratory) and with the Expanso- colapsometer 
(field) are shown in Figure 6.

In the laboratory the time necessary for 98% of 
the total deformation due to collapse after inunda-
tion varies from 1 minute (specimens 5 and 7) to 
30 minutes (specimen 1). The values of  collapse 
deformation with time determined in the field are 
smaller than those of  the laboratory tests. The dif-
ference can be attributed to the smaller percola-
tion path in the laboratory specimen, about 2 cm 
in thickness, thus reaching the final equilibrium 
w.c. in less time, as the curves of  the Figure 6 show. 
This behavior has been verified before (Ferreira, 
1995).

Figure 4. Collapse/expansion potential as a function of 
vertical consolidation tests—double oedometric tests.

Figure 5. Correlation of collapse potential in double 
and single oedometric tests. CPED—Collapse potential, 
double oedometric test; CPES—Collapse potential, sin-
gle oedometric test; a—Linear coefficient; b—Angular 
coefficient; |r| – Correlation coefficient.

Figure 6. Collapse vs. log time—A) Field; B)  Laboratory 
(Petrolina soil).

Further it was found that the collapse poten-
tial measured in the field is smaller than those 
measured in the laboratory. The relationship 
between these two values is approximately linear, 
CPFIELD = 0.83 CPLAB, Figure 7. A similar value, 
0.85, was also found in another study,  Ferreira 
(1995), in a collapseble soil of  Petrolândia.
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Such a fact is associated to the following fac-
tors: non uniformity of the vertical stress under the 
plate in the field, which diminishes with depth, and 
the non-uniformity of water content, which also 
decreases with depth. This behavior was presented 
in previous papers (Ferreira & Lacerda 1993, 1995), 
in studies of the collapsible soil of Petrolândia.

Are shown in Figure 8 the potential results 
obtained in the field collapse in three sites inves-
tigated by testing with Expanso-colapsometer. The 
values of the potential collapse grow with the addi-
tion of stress flooding. The lowest values of the 
potentials collapse was found in soils of Petrolina 
in relation to those obtained in soils of Petrolândia 
and Salgueiro.

The simulations carried out for Costa et al. 
(2003) made showed the capability of the BBM 
model and the computer code, CODE_BRIGHT, 
to deal with hydro-mechanical behavior of collaps-
ible soils of Petrolândia. Figure 9 presents the set-
tlements measured in the field at the point located 
under the plate axis and the results obtained in 
the numerical simulation. It can be verified that 
for both natural water content soil and previous 
flooded one the settlements predicted are very 
good not only in respect to the qualitative behavior 
but also concerning the amount achieved. The pre-
dicted average values are about 88% of the experi-
mental data. The wetted front zone, at the end 
of the previous flooded soil test can be analyses 
in Figure 10. Comparison between in situ data 
and simulation results of water content variation 
with depth indicate a similar behavior of the wet-
ted front. A large discrepancy is observed at the 
surface; however average values are 25% higher 
than the experimental data. These results also 
demonstrated that the Expanso-colapsometer is a 
simple and flexible apparatus able to be used as in 
situ test.

Figure 7. Relationship between collapse potential 
obtained in field and laboratory tests.

Figure 8.

Figure 9. Measured settlements and simulation results 
of the Expanso-colapsometer test, Costa et al. (2003).

Figure 10. Water content variation with depth in the 
previous flooded test, Costa et al. (2003).

4 CONCLUSIONS

The volumetric strain of the studied is about 15% 
smaller in the field as compared to laboratory tests.

The collapse potential measured in the field 
are, for all locations, smaller than those measured 
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in the laboratory. The relationship between these 
two values is approximately linear, CPFIELD = 0.83 
CPLAB.

The Expanso-colapsometer performed satisfac-
tory, its main advantage being that it is not neces-
sary to carve undisturbed blocks in a very unstable 
and dry soils, besides maintaining the original state 
of stress in the field practically unchanged.
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Comparison of estimated settlements from CPTu and SDMT 
in organic soils

A. Drevininkas, G. Creer & M. Nkemitag
Toronto Transit Commission, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT: A geotechnical investigation was carried out within the organic soils at the Toronto 
Transit Commission’s (TTC) bus garage near the Toronto waterfront. Above ground fuel tanks (ASTs) 
proposed at the site were to be supported on a mat foundation at grade. Data obtained from index geo-
technical laboratory and in situ tests, such as seismic dilatometer (SDMT) and piezocone penetration 
(CPTu), at the site were used to interpret the soil’s geotechnical parameters in order to estimate settlement 
of the mat foundation. Surcharging of the proposed mat foundation area was carried out and settlements 
measured.

Stress history and deformation properties of the organic soil, derived from SDMT, CPTu and labora-
tory test result correlations are compared. Measured settlements are compared with the estimated settle-
ments from the in situ and laboratory test results. The rate of the measured settlement is also compared 
to the CPTu excess pore pressure dissipation test results.

Lake  Iroquois. Organic soils composed of organic 
silts, organic clays and peat accumulated in poorly 
drained marshy areas, such as the bus garage site. 
The groundwater table is generally controlled by 
the adjacent existing Lake Ontario water levels, 
about 1 to 2 m below grade.

2.2 Soil stratigraphy

The general soil stratigraphy at the site was investi-
gated with a borehole by collection of soil samples 
using the Standard Penetration Test (SPT). The 
soil conditions consist of the following.

• Sand Fill
• Organic Soils
• Peat
• Sands
• Glacial Till
• Shale Bedrock

Index laboratory testing was restricted to natu-
ral moisture content measurements and grain size 
analyses.

The site is overlain by a pavement structure and 
compacted sand fill to depths of about 2.6 m, with 
the sands in a loose to compact state. SPT values 
range from 1 to 18 blows per 0.3 m, with moisture 
contents in the range of 4 to 31%.

The sand fill is underlain by an interbedded 
deposit of organic silts, peat and organic clays 
with a total thickness of about 5 to 7.4 m. SPT 
 values of 2 blows per 0.3 m were obtained within 

1 INTRODUCTION

The TTC owns and operates a bus garage near 
the Toronto waterfront. Relocation of the under-
ground storage tanks at the site involved construc-
tion of ASTs on a mat foundation at-grade. In order 
to fast track the project the soil conditions were 
investigated using in situ testing and basic index 
geotechnical laboratory testing. Due to the pres-
ence of organic soils below the site and the antici-
pated settlements the tank area was surcharged 
and monitored prior to foundation  construction. 
This paper presents the results of the in situ and 
laboratory test results in comparison to the meas-
ured settlement of the surcharge load.

2 SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION

2.1 Regional geology

The site is located within the Portlands area 
of Toronto, Canada, which is characterized by 
man-made deposits. The Toronto shoreline has 
been extended since the early 1900s by filling the 
nearshore area and increasing the available land 
adjacent to the downtown core. The geological 
history of the Toronto area has included several 
advances and retreats of glaciers of Ionian and 
Wisconsian age. After the last glaciation, which 
left a discontinuous veneer of glacial till  overlying 
the shale bedrock and outwash sands overlying 
the glacial till, the area was inundated by Glacial 
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the  organics, while moisture contents range from 
32 to 94%. The organic soil is variable with dis-
continuous peat and sandy silt layers with shell 
fragments.

Interbedded near the base of the organic soils 
is a 1 m thick fibrous peat layer at depths ranging 
from 6.6 to 8 m below grade, with SPT values of 
6 to 9 blows per 0.3 m and moisture contents of 
199 to 321%.

The compact sands below the peat and organ-
ics are about 2 m thick underlain by a 1 m thick 
silty clay glacial till deposit overlying the shale 
bedrock.

The groundwater table at the site is at a depth of 
about 1.5 m below grade.

2.3 In situ testing

Due to the lack of available data from the SPT 
results, and in order to fast track the project, in 
situ testing was deemed necessary in order to esti-
mate settlements and foundation options. CPTu 
and SDMT testing was carried out at the site in 
support of analysis.

One CPTu sounding was carried out at the pro-
posed mat foundation location. A 100 kN  capacity 
GEOTECH AB acoustic cone with a tip area of 
10 cm2 and u2 filter location was used to carry 
out the testing. The cone was hydraulically thrust 
into the soil at a rate of 20 mm/s by a light weight 
anchored geoprobe rig. The pore pressure brass 
filters were saturated overnight with glycerine 
under pressure. The audio-cone uses sound waves 
to transmit the measured tip resistance, friction 
and pore pressure results up through the rods to a 
microphone at surface. Measurements were taken 
at 2 cm depth intervals during penetration. The 
sound waves were then decoded by a CPT-interface 
and sent to a laptop computer on-site. The CPTu 
sounding was advanced to refusal within the sands 
at a depth of 10.2 m below grade. Figure 1 presents 
the results of the CPTu sounding results.

A SDMT was carried out at the proposed mat 
foundation. The SDMT was pushed into the 
soil with a CME 75 truck mounted drill rig with 
readings taken at 200 mm intervals, and shear 
wave velocities measured at 0.6 to 1.0 m intervals. 
Figure 2 presents the SDMT results.

Based on the in situ testing, the soil stratigraphy 
in the discontinuous SPT sampling is compared in 
Figure 3 to the inferred stratigraphy from the CPTu 
and SDMT tests. The organic soils at this site are a 
highly variable layered deposit as the organic soils 
are interlayered with discontinuous silty sand and 
peat layers. The underlying peat appears to range 
in thickness across the foundation.

The CPTu inferred stratigraphy are presented 
in Figure 3 in the form of the Soil Behaviour 

Type Index (Jefferies & Davies 1993), IC, while the 
inferred stratigraphy from the SDMT results are 
based on the Material Index, ID (Marchetti, 1980). 
The increase in the friction sleeve values of the 
CPTu results in Figure 1 clearly show the presence 
of the peat layer at a depth of 6.6 m. The peat layer 
was encountered at different depths in the CPTu, 
SDMT and borehole locations.

Figure 1. Results from CPTu at the proposed mat foot-
ing location.

Figure 2. Results from SDMT at the proposed mat 
foundation location.
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2.4 Geotechnical parameters

The in situ and index geotechnical laboratory 
results were used in support of design decisions. 
Table 1 summarizes the mean geotechnical param-
eters derived from the testing.

The following paragraphs summarize the 
 methods used to derive the parameters in Table 1. 
All SDMT parameters were derived by the formula 
proposed by Marchetti (1980), with the exception 
of the shear wave velocity (Vs) which was measured 
directly by SDMT.

2.4.1 Undrained shear strength
For SDMT undrained shear strength (Su) interpre-
tation, the following equation by Marchetti (1980) 
was used where ID < 1.2.

Su = 0.22 σ′vo (0.5 KD)1.25 (1)

Where KD is the SDMT horizontal stress index, as 
per Figure 2; and σ′vo is the vertical effective stress.

For Su interpretation from the CPTu results, 
the following equation proposed by Wroth and 
Houlsby (1985) was used.

Su = 0.5 sin ϕ′ OCRΛ (2)

where ϕ′ = soil’s effective friction angle derived 
from CPTu results (average ϕ′ for organic soils of 
21° and for peat 35°); OCR = overconsolidation 
ratio; and Λ = 0.8.

The Su for the organic soils are comparable, 
whereas the CPTu interpretation within the peat 
appears to be too high. This is likely due to the 

Figure 3. Soil stratigraphy from the CPTu, SDMT and 
SPT results.

Table 1. Mean geotechnical parameters used in design.

CPTu SMDT Lab

Sand fill
Constrained modulus (MPa) 

Robertson (2009) 20.5
Bulk unit weight (kN/m3) 17.6
Shear wave velocity (m/s) – 162
Organic soils
Undrained shear strength 

(kPa)
27 21 –

Constrained modulus (MPa) 3.1 –
 Robertson (2009) 9.1
 Senneset (1989) 2.3
Compression index (CC) – – 0.50
Recompression index (CR) – – 0.004
Bulk unit weight (kN/m3) 16.7 15.7 –
Coefficient of consolidation 

(cm2/min)
 Horizontal 25 – –
 Vertical 6.8 – –
OCR 2.6 2.3 –
Shear wave velocity (m/s) – 96 –
Peat
Undrained shear 

strength (kPa)
35 21 –

Constrained modulus (MPa) 2.3 –
 Robertson (2009) 12.3
 Senneset (1989) 1.1
Compression index (CC) – – 2.20
Recompression index (CR) – – 0.033
Coefficient of consolidation 

(cm2/min)
 Horizontal 159 – –
 Vertical 0.16 – –
OCR 2.7 2.0 –
Shear wave velocity (m/s) – 76 –

influence of the fibers within the peat in calculat-
ing the effective friction angle of the peat.

2.4.2 Constrained modulus
For SDMT testing, M is a function of the dilatom-
eter modulus (ED) as per Figure 2, ID and KD, 
as shown in the equation below proposed by 
 Marchetti (1980):

M = RM ED (3)

where RM is a function of KD and ID as follows:

If  ID ≤ 0.6, RM = 0.14 + 2.36 log KD (3a)

If  ID ≥ 3, RM = 0.5 + 2 log KD (3b)

If 0.6 < ID < 3, RM = RM,0 + (2.5 − RM,0)log KD (3c)

where RM,0 = 0.14 + 0.15 (ID − 0.6).
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If KD > 10, RM = 0.32 + 2.18 log KD (3d)

If  RM <0.85, RM = 0.85 (3e)

For CPTu testing, constrained modulus (M) 
has been correlated to the corrected total cone 
resistance (qt) by several authors, although sev-
eral authors caution using the CPTu results for 
accurate settlement estimates. Robertson (2009) 
and Senneset et al. (1989) were used at this site for 
comparison. For fine grained soils Senneset et al. 
(1989) correlated M with qt and vertical stress (σvo) 
as follows.

M = α (qt – σvo) (4)

Based on Drevininkas, Creer & Nkemitag 
(2011) α is 0.7 for peat and 3 for organic soils at 
a nearby site when correlated with oedometer test 
results.

Robertson (2009) uses the same correlation as 
Senneset et al. (1989) with a different α for coarse 
and fine grained soils.

For fine grained soils:

α = (qt − σv0)/σ′v0 (maximum α = 14) (5a)

For coarse grained soils:

α = 0.0188 [10(0.55 Ic + 1.68)] (5b)

2.4.3 Compression index
Compression (CC) and recompression (CR) indi-
ces were obtained from the following correlation 
with the soil’s measured natural moisture content 
(wn) proposed by Drevininkas, Creer & Nkemitag 
(2011) for the organic soils and peat.

CC = 0.0085 (wn − 1) (6)

CR = 0.0014 (wn − 28) (7)

There are no correlations for CPTu and SDMT 
results to determine CC and CR.

Secondary compression of the buried peat was 
measured at an adjacent site and was not consid-
ered an issue for settlements at the site, as Cα was 
less than 0.001.

2.4.4 Bulk unit weight
Bulk unit weight (γ) was obtained from the SDMT 
results using the chart in Figure 4 proposed by 
Marchetti (1980).

Bulk unit weight of the soil was obtained in the 
CPTu results from the correlation proposed by 
Robertson & Cabal (2010).

γ/γw = 0.27 [logRf] + 0.36 [(log(qt/pa)] + 1.236 (8)

Figure 4. Bulk unit weight interpretation for SDMT 
results, from Marchetti (1980).

where γw = unit weight of water; Rf = friction 
ratio = 100 (fs/qt); fs = measured sleeve friction; and 
pa = atmospheric pressure.

Based on other sites in the area, the CPTu 
results appear to be more representative of typical 
bulk unit weights.

The results for the peat from the CPTu and 
SDMT correlations were not found to be repre-
sentative and a bulk unit weight of 11 kN/m3 was 
assumed for the peat.

2.4.5 Overconsolidation ratio
Overconsolidation ratio (OCR) was derived from 
the CPTu results using a k of 0.2, using the follow-
ing equation by Mayne (2001).

OCR = k (qt − σvo)/σ′vo (9)

OCR from SDMT was derived using the follow-
ing equation from Marchetti (1980).

OCR = (0.5 K0)1.56 (10)

The results are similar for the SDMT and CPTu, 
indicating overconsolidated soils, as noted in 
 Figure 5. The OCR generally decreases with depth.

2.4.6 Coefficient of consolidation
The horizontal coefficient of consolidation (ch) 
was measured from CPTu dissipation tests using 
the method devised by Houlsby & Teh (1988). 
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Figure 5. OCR profile from CPTu and SDMT results.

The vertical coefficient of consolidation (cv) 
was derived from typical correlations within the 
organic soils and peat presented by Drevininkas, 
Creer & Nkemitag (2011), with a horizontal to ver-
tical ratio of 3.7 for organic soils and 1000 for the 
buried peat.

3 SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS

The proposed mat foundation consists of a 0.4 m 
thick concrete slab, about 24 m in length and 5 m 
wide. The proposed maximum loading is about 
45 kPa.

Settlements were calculated using the CPTu and 
SDMT results based on elastic theory and then 
revised using a reduced modulus based on the 
shear wave velocity measurements. A third analy-
sis method was carried out using the compression/
recompression indices. The analyses are described 
below and compared.

3.1 CPTu and SDMT results

Based on elastic theory the in situ test results 
were used to calculate total settlements due to the 
proposed loading. As the SDMT and CPTu con-
strained modulus is a one dimensional modulus it 
can be correlated to the soil’s elastic modulus (E′) 
as follows.

E M′ = ( )v ( )v
( )v−

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎡⎡

⎣⎣

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎤⎤

⎦⎦

)v+ (
 

(11)

Assuming a Poisson’s ratio (v) of 0.2 for drained 
conditions, the resulting elastic modulus is equiva-
lent to 90% M.

For the SDMT and CPTu constrained modulus, 
in order to estimate the soil’s settlement (S) due to 
the tank loading the settlement for each soil layer is 
calculated from simple elasticity theory as follows.

S H
E

z x y⎛
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(12)

where H is the layer thickness and Δσ ′z, Δσ ′x, and 
Δσ ′y are the change in effective stress in the vertical 
(z) and horizontal (x and y) directions.

3.2 Reduced modulus method

A revised settlement analysis was carried out to 
approximate the nonlinear stress-strain-strength 
response of the organic soils. The SDMT Vs meas-
urements were utilized using the modulus reduc-
tion method outlined by Fahey (1988) and Mayne 
(2009) to correlate the small-strain shear modulus 
(Gmax), shear modulus (G), applied stress (q), and 
ultimate stress or strength (qmax), assuming g = 0.03. 
According to Mayne (2009) g varies from 0.2 to 
0.4 for “well behaved” soils. Assuming a lower g in 
this analysis is not based on any experimental evi-
dence, it is only used as a settlement matching tool. 
 Further laboratory research is needed to prove 
whether this is a valid approach in organic soils, 
or further empirical evidence for other sites where 
settlements are measured in organic soils.
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(13)

The ultimate stress was determined in the 
organic soils as follows.

qmax = Nc Su (14)

where Nc = bearing capacity parameter.
A Gmax value of 105 MPa was derived for the 

sand fill, 15 MPa for the organic soils, 6.4 MPa for 
the peat and 264 MPa for the underlying sands. 
The resulting G values were then expressed as E′ 
using the following formula and settlements recal-
culated using Equation 12.

E′ = 2 G (1 + v) (15)
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Figure 6 presents the calculated E′ – E′max and 
stress relationship from Equations 13, 14 and 15 
above.

Based on the above analysis methods, the fol-
lowing settlements in Table 2 were estimated for 
the working load of 45 kPa below the centre of 
the footing.

3.3 Compression and recompression indices

Many geotechnical investigations do not involve 
in situ testing beyond SPT. For this site, with-
out knowing the stress history of the underlying 
organic soils and peat normally consolidated soils 
would likely be the overly conservative assump-
tion and only the compression index would be 
used for settlement analysis. Based on the in situ 
testing results the recompression index is more 
suitable for this site. Published correlations, such 
as Equations 6 and 7, were used in the settlement 
analysis. The following equation was used to esti-
mate settlements.

S H C
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C
e

R p C f
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(16)

where e0 = initial void ratio; σ ′0 = initial stress; 
σ ′f = final stress; σ ′p = preconsolidation stress; and 
H = layer thickness.

Based on laboratory testing at a nearby site, as 
noted in Drevininkas, Creer & Nkemitag (2011), 
typical void ratios of 1.0 for organic soils and 3.5 
for the peat were assumed, based on typical spe-
cific gravity measurements of 1.7 for organic soils 
and 1.3 for peat, and moisture contents measure-
ments from the site. The preconsolidation stress 
derived from the CPTu test results was used as a 
basis for the analysis. An estimated settlement of 
36 mm was calculated.

4 FOUNDATION SURCHARGE

Due to the unacceptable and variable anticipated 
total settlement for the AST, for the various anal-
yses it was decided to surcharge the area of  the 
mat foundation. The area of  the proposed mat 
foundation was excavated to remove the existing 
asphalt pavement and 25 mm thick steel plates 
were placed over the foundation area. The steel 
plates were loaded with up to three levels of 
concrete blocks, each about 1.5 m long, 0.75 m 
high and 0.75 m wide. The total surcharge load 
was about 50 kPa. Settlement targets were placed 
on the steel plates at the edge of  the footing and 
monitored by surveying methods during the sur-
charge period.

Based on the overconsolidated nature of the 
soils inferred by the SDMT and CPTu results, the 
anticipated settlements for the CPTu, SDMT and 
re/compression indices of the soil were recalcu-
lated for the 50 kPa surcharge at the edge of the 
surcharge load and are compared in Table 3 with 
the measured results. Estimated settlements based 
on a modulus reduction outlined in Equation 13 
are also provided.

The above table indicates that all of the settle-
ment estimates provide reasonable results, except 
for the CPTu results for the Robertson (2009) cor-
relation for the organic soils and peat. This is likely 
due to the inability of the method to assess the peat 
compressibility.

Figure 6. Elastic Modulus and shear strain relationship 
derived for the organic soils and the peat.

Table 2. Estimated settlements for working load.

Analysis method Estimated settlements

SDMT constrained modulus 55 mm
CPTu constrained moulus
 Robertson (2009) 22 mm
 Senneset et al. (1989) 80 mm
Reduction modulus method 69 mm

Table 3. Estimated and measured settlements for 
 surcharge load.

Analysis method Total settlement

a. SDMT constrained modulus 30 mm
  CPTu constrained modulus
b. Robertson (2009) 12 mm
c. Senneset et al. (1989) 45 mm
d. Reduction modulus method 26 mm
e. Re/compression index 33 mm
Measured settlement (after 28 days) 30 to 40 mm
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The reduction modulus method using the Vs 
measurements provides a good settlement  estimate, 
provided the g values are reduced to account for 
non-standard soils.

Using the above CPTu excess pore pressure dis-
sipation test results the time rate of settlement is 
compared in Figure 7 for the measured settlement 
and settlement obtained using the above methods 
in Table 3.

Although these results match closely with the 
edge of footing settlements, the estimates vary 
for the centre of footing estimates in Section 3. 
Monitoring at other sites underlain by organics is 
needed to further validate the observations made 
within this paper.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the findings of the investigation and the 
measured settlements the following conclusions 
are made.

The constrained modulus derived from the 
CPTu results using the Senneset et al. (1989) 
equation should be used with caution as the 
results are highly dependent on the α value used. 
The α value was back-calculated from oedometer 
tests at a nearby site for organic soils and peat, 
resulting in values of  3 for organic soils and 0.7 
for peat.

The compression/recompression index inferred 
from published correlations and index laboratory 
testing slightly underestimated settlements but 
provided reasonable results. The estimated settle-
ment could be improved by using actual oedometer 
test results from the site.

The constrained modulus derived from CPTu 
results using the Robertson (2009) equation greatly 
underestimates settlements due to the inability of 

the method to assess compressibility of the organic 
soils and peat and should not be used in elastic set-
tlement analyses of peat.

The constrained modulus from the SDMT pro-
vides a good settlement estimate in the organic 
soils and peat, although slightly underestimating 
actual results.

The reduced modulus method that uses meas-
ured Vs values to define E′max provides a good esti-
mate of settlements, however for organic soils and 
peat, a g value of 0.03 was needed in order to pro-
vide reasonable results. This approach may not be 
suitable for other sites without further research or 
settlement monitoring at other sites underlain by 
organic soils.
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ABSTRACT: Different Analytical models for the study of buried pipes behavior on elastic soil are avail-
able. The common parameter for these models is the soil reaction modulus (ks). It can be obtained from 
different semi-empirical models, where different parameters are taken into account. The main goal of 
this study is to estimate the variability of reaction modulus for each studied semi-empirical model in 
order to determine the most influential parameters of soil and structure. FOSM and SOSM methods are 
successfully used according to non-linear studied semi-empirical models. Results show the major effect 
of the uncertainties of soil modulus, external diameter of buried pipe and Poisson’s ratio of soil on the 
uncertainty of the subgrade reaction coefficient. It is shown that the coefficient of variation of ks can be 
obtained, for the six studied semi-empirical models, by a unique expression including coefficients of vari-
ation of soil and structure parameters with different weights.

modulus of the pipe (Ec). Uncertainty of thickness 
in a pipe (e) is not taken into account.

FOSM (First Order Second Moment) and 
SOSM (Second Order Second Moment) methods 
were successfully used to estimate the coefficient 
of variation of the reaction modulus and then 
determine the most influential parameters on this 
uncertainty.

2 MODULUS OF SOIL REACTION, 
DIFFERENT EXPRESSIONS

Different analytical models for the study of  soil-
structure interaction on elastic soil are available, 
such as the Winkler model with one parameter 
(Winkler 1965), Pasternak and Vlassov models 
with two parameters (Pasternak 1954, Vlassov 
1960) and Kerr model with three parameters 
(Kerr 1964, 1965). The common parameter for all 
of  these models is the modululs of  soil reaction 
(ks).The numerous expressions or semi-empirical 
models (about a dozen) are available to deter-
mine this modulus as function of  the studied 
applications (Elachachi et al. 2004,  Sadrekarimi 
2009).

Six semi-empirical models (Biot, Vesic, 
 Meyerhof & Baike, Kloppel & Glock, Matsubara 
and  Selvadurai), commonly used in the design of 
buried pipes, are considered in this study in order 
to obtain a value of the soil reaction modulus 
(ks). These semi-empirical models are presented in 
Table 1.

1 INTRODUCTION

Physical and mechanical properties of a soil have 
some natural variability which originate in the 
complexity of the natural geological processes 
(erosion, transport, deposition, compaction, phys-
ico-chemical,…) that caused the soil formation. An 
uncertainty on each parameter is attached to this 
variability, commonly used to quantify the natural 
variability: the mean, the variance and the covari-
ance function in the case of a spatial approach of 
the natural variability (Marache et al. 2009, Cho & 
Park 2010, Denis et al. 2011).

Uncertainties also exist in the case of the mate-
rials of a structure, are taken into account by 
considering parameters of structures as aleatory 
variables. These variables are modeled by prob-
ability distributions which can be introduced in 
design calculation of structures in order to obtain 
the uncertainty attached to this design.

In the case of the design of buried pipes, the 
analytical models with one or two parameters are 
used to study of soil-structure interaction on elas-
tic soil (Winkler 1965, Pasternak 1954, Vlassov 
1960). The common parameter for these models is 
the modulus of soil reaction (ks) that depends on 
the mechanical parameters of soil and mechanical 
and geometrical parameters of structure.

The objective of this study is to estimate the var-
iability of soil reaction modulus from the uncer-
tainies in soil and structure parameters such as 
Young’s soil modulus (Es), Poisson’s ratio of soil 
(νs), external diameter of the pipe (d) and Young’s 
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Table 1. Semi-empirical models proposed for the modulus of soil reaction (ks).

Authors Semi-empirical models

Biot (1937)
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Meyerhof & Baikie (1963)
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Kloppel & Glock (1979)
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Matsubara (2000)
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Selvadurai (1985)
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Es: Young’s soil modulus, νs: Poisson’s ratio of soil, d: external diameter of the pipe, 
Ec: Young’s modulus of the pipe and e: thickness of the pipe.

Figure 1. Evolution of the coefficient of soil reaction 
(ks) as a function of the Young’s soil modulus (Es) for 
studied semi-empirical models.

The calculation of ks is a function of soil parame-
ters such as the modulus of the soil (Es) and  Poisson’s 
ratio of soil (νs), the parameters related to the geom-
etry of the pipe (external diameter (d) and thickness 
(e)) and a mechanical property of the pipe (Young’s 
modulus of the concrete (Ec)) (Table 1). One should 
note that the expression from Matsubara needs an 
additional parameter λ, defined as the ratio between 
the distance to the point at which the displacement 
is regarded as null and the radius of pipe.

The value of Es can be obtained from the in situ 
testing such as plate load test (Swiss test (V.S.S.), 
ASTM Standard Test, Westergaard test) (Cassan 
1978, ASTM 1994, Ziaie Moayed & Naeini, 2006) 
and field-test drilling such as pressuremeter testing 
(Cassan, 1978).

The relationships between the reaction  modulus 
and the parameters (Ec, νs, d) are non-linear for these 
models, linear with the parameter Es for the Meyer-
hof, Kloppel, Matsubara and Selvadurai models and 
non-linear for the Vesic and Biot  models (Table 1).

In order to compare these models between 
each other, we take the common dimensions of 
a pipe for a buried conduit: external diameter of 
1.5 m and thickness of 0.15 m. Young’s modulus 
of the pipe (Ec) is equal to 20 GPa and the mag-
nitude of parameter λ being non-defined, it was 
taken equal to 10. The coefficient of reaction 
for the modulus Es between 1 and 30 MPa and 
a  Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, presents values between 
0.293 and 48,3 MN.m-3 (Fig. 1). Matsubara model 

gives the greatest values of ks and Vesic model gives 
the lowest values for the considered values in this 
example. The multitude of models underlines dif-
ficulty for the practitioner to choose a value of 
subgrade reaction modulus for a given value of Es.

The uncertainty of the coefficient of soil reac-
tion will be translated in terms of variance by 
using the FOSM and SOSM methods.

3 FOSM AND SOSM METHODS

The calculation methods of variance used in this 
study are based on the first order (FOSM) and the 
second order (SOSM) of Taylor series.

The first order approximation for the variance, 
FOSM method, is given by following equation 
(Harr 1987):
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V f V( )x[ ]f x( )x ′⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ [ ]x
2

 (1)

where f(x) is the studied function, x  is the mean of 
the input variable, ′f x′  is the first derivative of the 
studied function, V[x] is the variance of the input 
variable and V[f(x)] is the variance of the studied 
function.

The obtained variances for each variable can 
be summed to calculate the variance of function 
depends on all input variables. The variances of 
the input variables are obtained from experimental 
data or from expert judgment.

When the function f(x) is non-linear, the 
higher order terms of  Taylor series are  necessary 
to more accurately estimate the variance. In this 
case the second-order approximation of  vari-
ance, SOSM method, is given by equation (2) 
(Harr 1987):

V f x V( )x . (V f ) . .

( ).

[ ]f x( )x ′⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ [ ]x ′′⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ [ ]x [ ]( )

+

2 1
4

2 2 ) −

β VVV x f x1 5 . (f ). ( )x[ ]x ′f′ x) ′⎡⎣⎡⎡ ⎤⎦⎤⎤  
 (2)

where ′′f x′′  is the second derivative of function 
f(x), β (1) and β (2) are the coefficients of skew-
ness and kurtosis, respectively. When the probabil-
ity distribution is symmetrical, then β (1) = 0. Let 
γ = β (2) − 1 then equation (2) becomes:

V f x V( )x . (V f ) . .[ ]f x( )x ′⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ [ ]x ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ [ ]x
2 1

4
2 2 γ

 
 (3)

Parameter of γ depends on the probability dis-
tribution, for example coefficient of kurtosis for 
the normal distribution is equal to three (β (2) = 3), 
so γ = 2.

Equations (1) and (3), expressed in terms of 
variance, are rewritten in terms of  coefficient of 
variation CV (standard deviation divided by the 
mean), equation (4) for FOSM method and equa-
tion (5) for SOSM method (Imanzadeh et al. 
2011):
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where CVf(x)(xi) is the coefficient of variation of 
f(x) for the i input variables (xi), CVxi the coeffi-
cient of variation for input variable i, xi  the mean 
of input variables i, 

p
f x( )x  the mean of function f(x) 

and n number of variables.
For the application of FOSM and SOSM meth-

ods, the following hypotheses were considered: the 
parameters are not correlated and the probability 
distribution attached to each parameter is symmet-
ric (hypothesis for SOSM method).

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Estimation of the influence of soil 
and structure parameters on the coefficient 
of variation of ks

Soil subgrade reaction coefficient (ks) is function 
of soil parameters (Es,νs) and the structure param-
eters (d, Ec).We consider that the thickness of the 
pipe is the deterministic value equal to 0.15 m. 
The origin of uncertainties differs in function of 
these parameters. In fact, uncertainties can usu-
ally be divided into two groups: aleatory or active 
uncertainty and epistemic or passive uncertainty 
(Lacasse & Nadim 1996, Uzielli et al. 2008). Alea-
tory uncertainty mainly includes natural variabil-
ity of a property (spatial and temporal variability). 
Epistemic uncertainty consists of statistical uncer-
tainty, model uncertainty and measurement 
uncertainty, which are all classified as a type of 
uncertainty associated with limited, insufficient or 
imprecise knowledge.

A synthesis of the origin of soil and structure 
parameters uncertainties is presented in Table 2. 
The uncertainties, of which we will not discuss the 
origin, will be quantified through the coefficient of 
variation.

The influence of the variability of soil param-
eters, geometry and mechanical properties of the 
structure on the reaction coefficient (ks) will be 
successively studied for each semi-empirical model 
by using the FOSM and SOSM methods (equa-
tions 4 and 5).

Using the FOSM method, the coefficient of 
variation of ks can be obtained, for the six semi-
empirical models, by a unique expression includ-
ing coefficients of variation of soil and structure 
parameters with different weights (equation 6). The 
Values of ηxi depend on each semi-empirical model.

CVkVV
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4.1.1 Soil parameters

The relationship between the modulus of the soil 
(Es) and the reaction modulus (ks) is linear for the 
Meyerhof, Kloppel, Matsubara and Selvadurai 
models and non-linear for the Vesic and Biot mod-
els. This leads to coefficients ηEs = 1 for the Mey-
erhof, Kloppel, Matsubara and Selvadurai models 
and ηEs = 1.1 for the Vesic and Biot models that a 
coefficient of varation of ks is 10% larger than the 
four first models.

The uncertainty of the Poisson’s ratio of soil is 
not generally taken into account and a determin-
istic value, from expert judgment, is often consid-
ered. However, the uncertainty of this parameter 
was studied in this paper.

In the case of the Vesic, Biot, Meyerhof and Sel-
vadurai models we obtain the same expression for 
the coefficient ηνs:

ην
ν

νs
s

s
=

−

2 2

1 2  (7)

For the interval between 0.15 and 0.35 for the 
Poisson’s ratio, the coefficient ηνs varies from 0.05 
to 0.28 (Fig. 2).

Also in the case of the Matsubara and Kloppel 
models we obtain the same expression for the coef-
ficient ηνs:

ην
ν

νs
s

s
=

+1
 (8)

For the same interval 0.15 to 0.35 for the 
 Poisson’s ratio, the coefficient ηνs varies from 0.13 
to 0.26 (Fig. 2).

For these six models, the influence of  the 
uncertainty of  the Poisson’s ratio on the uncer-
tainty of  ks is less important than the uncertainty 
of  Es.

4.1.2 Structure parameters

The external diameter of the pipe (d) appears in 
each model, Young’s modulus of concrete only in 
the Vesic and Biot models. For the parameter (d), 
we obtain a coefficient ηd = 1 for the Meyerhof, 
Kloppel, Matsubara and Selvadurai models. The 
coefficient ηd for the Vesic and Biot models are the 
function of external diameter (d) and thickness (e) 
of the pipe (ηd = f  (d3, d2, d, e3, e2, e), Table 3).

Influence of the variability of this parameter 
on the variability of ks is more important for the 
Meyerhof & Kloppel & Matsubara & Selvadurai 
models, and then to Vesic and Biot where ηd = 0.93 
for Vesic model and ηd = 0.91 for Biot model, for 
the diameter and thickness of the pipe respectively 
equal to 1.5 m and 0.15 m (Fig. 3).

For Young’s modulus of concrete, Vesic and 
Biot models give a coefficient ηEc very similar 
also it is possible to give an average coefficient 
ηEc = 0.1. The value of CVEc depends on the quality 
of concrete. Even for concretes whose properties 
will be very different from one buried conduit to 
another buried conduit (CVEc = 20%), uncertainty 
on the coefficient of reaction due to this parameter 
remains less (2%). We can neglect the uncertainty 

Table 2. Origin of uncertainties in the soil and structure parameters and possible range of the coefficient of variation 
for each parameter.

Parameter

Aleatory
uncertainty Epistemic uncertainty

Possible range
of the coefficient 
of variation %

Natural
variability

Measurement
uncertainty

Construction
uncertainty

Es * * [5–50]
νs * * [2–10]
d * [2–10]
Ec * [2–10]

Figure 2. Evolution of coefficient ηνs as a function of 
the Poisson’s ratio of soil (νs) for studied semi-empirical 
models (FOSM method).
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Figure 3. Evolution of coefficient ηd as a function 
of the external diameter of pipe (d) for studied semi-
 empirical models (FOSM method, e = 0.15 m).

Table 3. Coefficient ηxi obtained for each parameter of semi-empirical models (FOSM method).

ηxi

Semi-empirical models

Vesic Biot Meyerhof Kloppel Matsubara Selvadurai

ηEs
1.0833*** 1.108*** 1*** 1*** 1*** 1***

ηd A*** B*** 1*** 1*** 1*** 1***

ηνs 2 2

1 2
ν

ν
s

s−

** 2 2

1 2
ν

ν
s

s−

** 2 2

1 2
ν

ν
s

s−

** ν

ν
s

s1+

** ν

ν
s

s1+
** 2 2

1 2
ν

ν
s

s−

**

ηEc
0.0833* 0.108* − − − −

*low influence, **moderate influence, ***high influence.
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of this parameter in the estimation of the coeffi-
cient of variation of ks.

4.3 Synthesis

Table 3 shows all the relations obtained by the 
method FOSM and precise, for the same value of 
CVxi, the most influential parameters on the esti-
mation of the variability of ks.

In the case where the coefficients of variation 
of variables, non-linear (d,vs) remain less than 
10% (table 2), the second order terms calculated by 
the SOSM method can be neglected. T he FOSM 
method alone is sufficient to correctly estimate the 
coefficients of variation of ks. The improvement in 
accuracy is not always worth the extra computational 
effort, and these results confirm why SOSM method 
has not found wide use in geotechnical applications.

From equation (6), simplified expressions 
are obtained for the values   of d between 0.7 and 
3 m and νs between 0.2 and 0.35 for the Vesic 
 (Equation 9) and Biot (Equation 10) models and 
the values of νs between 0.2 and 0.35 for the Mey-
erhof and Selvadurai models (Equation 11), Mat-
subara and Kloppel models (Equation 12):
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Figure 4. Evolution of CVks (Coefficient of Variation of ks ), as a function of CVEs (Coefficient of Variation of Es) 
for studied semi-empirical models (FOSM method).
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The error between the coefficients of variation 
of ks from the simplified models and those from 
the full models is on average less than 1%. Sim-
plification is acceptable and provides simplified 
expressions with taking into account the minimu 
m parameters for an easier determination of the 
coefficient of variation of soil reaction modulus.

The evolution of the coefficient of variation of 
ks as a function of the coefficient of variation of Es 
for these expressions is shown in Figure 4. For this 
and as an example, different parameters have to be 
fixed: νs = 0.3 and the coefficients of variation for 
each parameter equal to 10%.

When CVEs is less than 0.2, the value of the coef-
ficient of variation of ks is mostly the same for these 
six semi empirical models. The coefficient of varia-
tion of ks varies between 0.1 and 0.56 (Fig. 4).

For the value of CVEs higher than 0.2, we 
observe a linear behavior between CVks and CVEs, 
which shows that the influence of the variability 
of structure parameter d and Poisson’s ratio is less 
important when the coefficient of variation of Es is 
high. In this case, the coefficient of variation of ks 
for the Biot model is larger than those from other 
expressions. Also, the Matsubara and Kloppel 
models give the lowest value of the coefficient of 
variation of ks. The coefficient of variation of ks is 
directly proportional to the coefficient of variation 
of Es and can take a unique expression as:

CV CVk EVV EVV
s sE= η  (13)

Where ηEs = 1 for the Meyerhof, Kloppel, 
 Matsubara and Selvadurai models and ηEs = 1.1 
for the Vesic and Biot models.

The expression (13), allows us to obtain a first 
estimate of the coefficient of variation of ks when 
the coefficient of variation of Es is 2 to 3 times 
greater than the values of the coefficients of varia-
tion of the parameters d and νs.

5 CONCLUSION

In the present study, soil’s and structural’s proper-
ties and their uncertainties are considered in order 
to reveal their effects on the coefficient of soil reac-
tion (ks).

Six semi-empirical models which give the coef-
ficient of subgrade reaction are studied by consid-
ering, on the one hand, the natural variability and 
measurement uncertainty of soil properties, on the 
other hand, by considering the construction uncer-
tainty of the structure elements.

The difficulty remains to obtain a good esti-
mation of the uncertainty on the modulus of soil 
which required a good soil’s reconnaissance.

The FOSM and SOSM methods are successively 
used to determine the coefficient of variation of 
soil reaction modulus to evaluate the influence of 
the soil and structure parameters. Results with the 
FOSM method (the amount of accuracy resulting 
from the SOSM method being negligible) show the 
major effect of the uncertainties of soil modulus, 
external diameter of buried pipe and Poisson’s 
ratio of soil on the uncertainty of the coefficient of 
subgrade reaction. The uncertainty of the Young’s 
modulus of concrete can be neglected.

We can now propose, for each model 
 semi-empirical, simplified expressions taking into 
account the minimum parameters for determining 
the coefficient of variation of soil reaction modulus.

These expressions can now be introduced in dif-
ferent analytical models such as Winkler model 
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with one parameter, Vlassov & Pasternak models 
with two parameters and Kerr model with three 
parameters in order to determine the uncertainty 
on the settlements, bending moments and shear 
forces of buried conduits resting on an elastic soil.
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Recent developments in deepwater investigations using a seafloor drill

P.K. Robertson, J. Gregg, T. Boyd & C. Drake
Gregg Marine, California, US

ABSTRACT: Traditionally offshore geotechnical drilling has been carried out using drilling systems 
mounted on either floating or fixed platforms at or above the water surface. However, as site investiga-
tions have moved into deeper water there is a move toward drilling systems located on the seafloor for 
greater efficiency and improved accuracy. This paper describes a new seafloor drilling system designed 
and operated by drillers. The system is capable of working in water depths of up to 4,000 meters and is 
rated to drill to a depth of approximately 150 meters below the seafloor. The remotely operated system 
integrates established drilling technology with proven telemetry and controls. The flexible nature of the 
patented wire-line drilling technology enables efficient use of standard sampling systems as well as down-
hole testing systems (including CPT, down-hole sensors and borehole geophysical tools). The paper will 
focus on the new developments and show results from the sea trials and recent projects in offshore Western 
Australia in water depths up to 1100 m.

Keywords: deepwater investigation, drilling, sampling, CPT

• Good sample quality;
• Good in-situ test data quality;
• Improved safety.

Yetginer and Tjelta (2011) showed that seafloor 
drilling could be 3–5 times more efficient than 
vessel drilling in 1,300 m water depth and soft 
sediments.

Gregg Marine Inc. of California, USA, have 
designed and built a seafloor drill and successfully 
completed sea trials and their first geotechnical site 
investigation project using the new Gregg seafloor 
drill (GSFD). The Gregg seafloor drill is the first 
seafloor drilling system to be designed and oper-
ated by drillers. This paper describes the GSFD 
system and presents some results from the recent 
trials and project.

2 GREGG SEAFLOOR DRILL (GSFD)

2.1 Drilling system

The drill frame is approximately 5.4 m long 
by 3.8 m wide and 6.6 m in height and weighs 
10,000 kg in air, when fully loaded, and can operate 
in up to 4,000 m of water. The drill uses a hollow 
drilling head that can operate in both directions 
at up to 500 rpm. Drill rods are 1.5 m long and 
can reach a maximum drill depth of 150 m below 
the surface. The drill can take core sizes from N 
series up to P series (up to 85 mm core and 75 mm 

1 INTRODUCTION

As energy and mineral exploration move into 
deeper water, there is a growing need for high qual-
ity drilling, sampling and in-situ testing of near 
surface seafloor sediments. Projects in deepwater 
often require a variety of structures to be placed 
on and in the seafloor. Hence, a detailed evaluation 
of the seafloor sediments has become increasingly 
important.

Traditionally, offshore geotechnical drilling has 
been carried out using drilling systems mounted 
on either floating or fixed platforms at or above 
the water surface (i.e. vessel drilling). However, as 
site investigations have advanced into deeper water 
there has been a move toward drilling systems 
located on the seafloor for greater efficiency and 
improved accuracy (i.e. seafloor drilling).

Osborne et al (2011) provided a summary of 
existing remotely operated seafloor drilling sys-
tems and summarized the advantages and limi-
tations of various systems. Yetginer and Tjelta 
(2011) evaluated the effectiveness of seafloor drill-
ing technology in terms of productivity, safety and 
other commercial considerations when compared 
to conventional techniques.

The advantages of remotely operated seafloor 
drilling systems are:

• High productivity and efficiency;
• Greater flexibility of operations;
• Good depth control;
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 diameter  thin-walled tubes). Handling and storage 
is  controlled by a Schilling Titan T4 manipulator 
arm controlled and logged manually and visually 
by the driller/operator. Figure 1 shows the GSFD 
during sea trails in Canada.

The outer HQ size casing is advanced with the 
appropriate cutting shoe that cuts a slight kerf 
(16 mm), which reduces friction on the up-hole 
 casing. A Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) consists 
of a latching system connected behind the first joint 
of casing and contains the landing ring for core and 
testing tools to latch. The tools can be lowered and 
raised via wire-line using a patented Marshall Pardy 
toggle latch. The core barrel can be fitted with a 
wide variety of tools for sampling materials encom-
passing soft sediments to hard rock. A ball valve 
above the rotary head allows passage of the core 
tools without breaking the top casing joint, and can 
be closed to pump mud into the tools. To improve 
efficiency a set of ‘fingers’ on the chuck can grab 
the top of the casing without threading. Subsequent 
casing is presented to the head with the Schilling 
Titan T4 manipulator arm, as are the core barrels. 
A V-shaped receiver at the base of the drill platform 
guides each new string of casing and aligns it for 
threading onto the previous string. Three independ-
ent sets of clamps allow for rapid breaking and 
retrieval of drill string and inner and outer casings.

2.2 Launch and Recovery System (LARS)

A Dynacon general purpose ROV winch with 
telescoping A-frame, passive heave  compensator, 
and Linksyn compatible docking head is used 
for launch and recovery of  the GSFD. The 
 telescoping A-frame allows placement of  the 
GSFD into the water under positive control. 
The Dynacon LARS has proven to be extremely 
fast and safe.

2.3 Umbilical

The Vectran umbilical is made by OYO Geospace 
and is almost neutarlly buoyant in water (391 g/m). 
The umbilical supplies 200 kVA @ 3.3 kVAC, 3 
PH, 50/60 Hz for the powerful 150 hp drill motor. 
A termination design provides 95% strength capac-
ity of over 85 tons and allows for rapid field repair 
and maintainence.

2.4 Telemetry and controls

Telemetry and controls were supplied by Schill-
ing Robotics using proven ROV technology. The 
GSFD has eight cameras for monitoring  activities. 
Software alarms, diagnostics, digital telemetry sys-
tems and system event logging provide the operator 
with significant diagnostic capabilities. The Heads-
Up-Display (HUD) system has 9 LCD monitors 
for displaying selected video and subsea informa-
tion, as illustrated in Figure 2.

2.5 Wire-line sampling

Sampling is done with a wide range of tooling 
using wire-line, triple-tube core barrels for ground 
that varies from stiff  soils to hard rock. Soft soils 
can be sampled using wire-line, thin-walled con-
ventional push samplers as well as thin-walled 
piston samplers for very soft sediments. Core bar-
rels are patented and licensed center core wire-line 

Figure 1. Gregg SeaFloor Drill (GSFD) during sea 
 trials near Vancouver, Canada. Figure 2. LCD displays for Gregg SeaFloor Drill.
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 tooling utilizing an aluminum light-weight core 
barrel retrieval system to save weight.

2.6 Wire-line CPT

In-situ testing, such as Cone Penetration Testing 
(CPT), can be carried out using a second wire-line 
real-time monitoring system. CPT is performed 
in a down-hole mode with a 1.5 m stroke. CPT 
data are transmitted and viewed in real-time to 
the data acquistion system in the control cabin on 
deck appearing on one of the LCD displays. The 
wire-line system provides flexibility to incorporate 
a range of other in-situ tests (such as, T-bar and 
vane shear test). The GSFD provides a flexible sea-
floor system, where hard layers can be drilled and 
sampled combined with real-time CPT in the softer 
soils. An added advantage is the excellent depth 
control that is possible using a seafloor system.

The wire-line CPT can also incorporate a new 
cone that is designed for improved accuracy in 
deepwater. Details on the Gregg patented cone 
design for deepwater is provided by Boggess and 
Robertson (2010). The GSFD has the flexibility 
to perform cyclic T-bar and/or Ball-cone test as 
well as slim-line borehole geophysical profiles. Pre-
cise depth control also provides a stable seafloor 
platform to install specialized instrumentation 
(e.g. piezometers).

3 GREGG DEEPCPT (DCPT)

Gregg have also designed and built a seafloor deep-
water CPT system (DCPT). The DCPT  system 

is capable of pushing full-size (either 10 cm2 or 
15 cm2) cones as well as T-bar tests in water depths 
of up to 4,000 m. The DCPT system also incorpo-
rates Schilling Telemetry and robotic components 
to ensure efficient operation and exact placement 
on the seafloor. The control systems include four 
(4) underwater cameras to monitor all aspects of 
the operation. The DCPT system has a submerged 
weight of 10,000 kg but can achieve a reaction force 
of up to 200 kN using a suction anchor base.

Continuous pushing with the DCPT is achieved 
using semi-circular griper plates that provide a 
large contact area with the push rods to minimize 
stresses on the rods. Details on the DCPT sea-
floor system are given by Boggess and Robertson 
(2010).

4 SEA TRIALS

Sea trials using both the GSFD and the DCPT were 
carried out over a 4-week period during the sum-
mer of 2011 at a site northwest of  Vancouver, BC, 
Canada, in water depths up to 250 m. Although 
the drill is rated to a maximum water depth of 
4,000 m, the sea trials were carried out in a shal-
lower, more controlled marine environment. Drill-
ing was carried out in ground that varied from 
hard granite rock to very soft soil sediments. High 
quality core was obtained in the rock and stiffer 
soils. Thin-walled tube samples were obtained in 
the soft sediments.

5 FIRST PROJECTS

Between October 2011 and May, 2012, the GSFD 
and the DCPT were used for five (5) geotechnical 
site investigations at several sites in offshore  Western 
Australia (WA) in water depths ranging from 
110 m to 1110 m. Drilling and sampling with the 
GSFD were carried out to depths up to 50 m below 
seafloor. Samples were obtained using a 60.3 mm 
diameter, 762 mm long, thin-walled (1.6 mm wall 
thickness) Hvorslev-type piston sampler that was 
modified to operate using a wire-line. Many of 
the boreholes comprised continuous piston sam-
pling in the soft sediments. Sample recovery varied 
depending on soil conditions. Sample recovery of 
100% was obtained in the soft clay-like soils.

Figure 4 shows the GSFD during launching 
using the Dynacon LARS. Figure 5 shows the 
GSFD in 1111 m of water (photograph taken from 
an ROV).

CPT’s using the DCPT seafloor system for 
the site investigations in WA were generally less 
than 25 m below the seafloor, based on client 
specifications.Figure 3. Gregg SeaFloor Deep CPT (DCPT).
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Figure 5. Photograph of Gregg Seafloor Drill from 
ROV in 1111 m of water offshore Western Australia.

Figure 6. Example real-time, down-hole, wire-line CPT showing measured tip resistance (qc), sleeve friction (fs) and 
pore pressure (u2 location) using Gregg Seafloor Drill (all data referenced to seafloor).

Figure 4. Gregg Seafloor Drilling with Dynacon LARS 
during project in offshore Western Australia.
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Down-hole, real-time, wire-line CPT using the 
GSFD were carried out to a maximum depth of 
50 m below seafloor.

In general, the sediments at the project sites 
were comprised of mostly loose and soft carbonate 
sands and silts. The procedure for the  down-hole 
wire-line CPT was modified to produce a near 
continuous CPT profile. The borehole was drilled 
to a depth 300 mm above the termination depth 
of the previous CPT push. The wire-line cone was 
then lowered to the bottom of the borehole. The 
drill casing was then raised approximately 1.5 m to 
latch the cone and then the cone was pushed using 
the BHA drill casing. Data collection was started 
when the cone reached the previous test depth 
resulting in a near continuous profile. A real-time 
downhole CPT profile to a depth of 50 m below the 
seafloor in a water depth of over 1100 m is shown 
in Figure 6. The near continuous profile is possible 
due to the excellent depth control that is possible 
with the seafloor drill.

6 SUMMARY

Gregg Marine Inc., have designed and built a sea-
floor drilling system that can drill, sample and per-
form in-situ tests (e.g. CPT) from the seafloor in 
water depths of up to 4,000 m. The new seafloor 
drilling sysyem was designed and operated by drill-
ers. The remotely operated system integrates estab-
lished drilling technology with proven telemetry 
and controls. The flexible nature of the patented 
wire-line drilling technology enables efficient use 

of standard sampling systems as well as down-hole 
testing systems (including CPT, down-hole sensors 
and borehole geophysical tools).

Experience using the new down-hole, wire-line 
CPT is extremely positive. Near continuous CPT 
profiles were obtained to a depth of more than 50 m 
below seafloor in water depths of over 1100 m.

The Dynacon LARS proved to be extremely 
fast, efficient and safe and the Schilling Robotics 
telemetry also proved to be reliable and efficient.
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ABSTRACT: The world’s first offshore test of gas production from methane hydrate is planned in the 
eastern Nankai Trough; the extensive distribution of high-amplitude BSRs suggest that a large amount 
of methane hydrate may be present here. In order to produce methane gas safely while minimizing the 
environmental damage, several wide-ranging issues need to be addressed. One issue involves assessing the 
stability of the seafloor; we are investigating whether deformation of the seafloor occurs during the pro-
duction of methane gas from methane hydrate. Geotechnical properties of the seafloor have significant 
effects on deformation behavior. Soil samples were recovered from the gas-production site in the eastern 
Nankai Trough. This paper presents the geotechnical properties of the samples, as determined on the basis 
of the results of laboratory tests. Soil index tests, consolidation tests, and triaxial compression tests were 
conducted to obtain the geotechnical parameters that are necessary for a deep seafloor stability analysis.

grains that make up the strata under the seafloor. 
It has been suggested that the production may lead 
to seafloor deformation since the strata become 
unstable following the removal of this binding 
agent. The geotechnical properties of the ground 
have significant effects on its deformation behav-
ior, but those in the deep sea have not yet been 
thoroughly investigated.

In 2004, the MH21 Research Consortium 
drilled exploratory wells to explore the seafloor 
and to obtain core samples in the eastern Nan-
kai Trough area; the extensive distribution of 
high-amplitude BSRs suggest that a large amount 
of methane hydrate may be present here. On the 
basis of a series of laboratory tests, Nishio et al. 
(2009) presented the geotechnical properties of the 
core samples recovered from the Tokai-oki site. 
The well was located in the Pacific Ocean, 50 km 
offshore from the Tenryu River mouth at a water 
depth of 720 m, and near the top of the Daiichi-
Tenryu Knoll.

1 INTRODUCTION

In Japan, interest in methane hydrate is increas-
ing rapidly as its potential as a next-generation 
energy resource to replace conventional fossil fuels 
is recognized.

To develop this new resource, the Ministry 
of Economy, Trade and Industry has presented 
“Japan’s Methane Hydrate Exploitation Pro-
gram” with the intention of commercializing the 
production of natural gas from methane hydrate. 
The Research Consortium for Methane Hydrate 
Resources in Japan (also known as the MH21 
Research Consortium) was established in 2002 to 
undertake research in this regard.

To produce methane gas safely and to minimize 
the environmental damage, we need to address 
many wide-ranging environmental issues. One 
issue involves assessing the stability of the seafloor 
during methane gas production. Methane hydrate 
acts as a binding agent that holds together the sand 
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In 2011, the MH21 Research Consortium drilled 
a geotechnical hole in the offshore production site 
at the Daini-Atsumi Knoll, on the eastern margin 
of the Kumano Basin in the Nankai Trough. In 
this paper, the geotechnical properties of the core 
samples determined on the basis of the results of 
soil index tests, consolidation tests, and triaxial 
compression tests are presented.

2 SAMPLES

Figure 1 shows the location of the offshore pro-
duction test site in the Pacific Ocean about 70 km 
offshore of the Atsumi Peninsula and about 50 km 
offshore of the Shima Peninsula. The core samples 
were recovered at a water depth of about 996.5 m 
with the Chikyu’s coring systems going down to a 
total of 273 mbsf. Not much of the sandy soil could 
be recovered since the soil escaped during coring. 
In this study, mainly clayey soils were used.

The soil samples were refrigerated to avoid bio-
chemical changes in the samples.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Physical properties

Figure 2 shows the grain size distributions of the 
samples. Fine contents constitute more than 84%.

Figures 3–5 show the typical changes in index 
properties of  the core samples with depth. The 
dry densities increase slightly with depth, and 
 therefore, the water content exhibits a small 
 reduction with increasing depth. The plastic 
limits and the liquid limits are lower than those 
observed in  Japanese marine clays (Tanaka et al., 
2004). The activity is the value of  Ip divided by the 
clay  content. The activity defined by Skempton 
is based on a clay particle whose diameter is less 

Figure 1. The location of the offshore gas-production 
test site (METI, 2011).

Figure 2. Grain size distributions of the samples.

Figure 3. Changes in the dry density and density of soil 
particles with sampling depth.

Figure 4.  Change in water content and plasticity index 
with sampling depth.

than 2 μm. The values of  the activity are less than 
those of   typical Japanese marine clays (0.7–1.7). 
Low activity clays have been deposited at this site. 
The changes and trends observed for the other 
properties are not obviously recognizable. From 
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 sedimentation rate of 0.26 m/ka gives a depth of 
52 m. If we see that the difference between pc and the 
in situ overburden stress, p0, is 400 kPa, the unloading 
of an approximately 50-m-thick soil layer is estimated 
to have occurred in the past as shown in Figure 7.

It was confirmed that the sediments were in an 
overconsolidation state near the seafloor, but that 
they approached a normally consolidation state 
with increasing depth.

The quality of the clay core samples used in 
the consolidation tests was evaluated on the basis 
of the change in the void ratio (Δe) relative to the 
initial void ratio (e0) when consolidating the speci-
mens to in situ stress, as recommended by Lunne 
et al. (1997). As can be seen in Figure 8, the qual-
ity of the samples recovered below 32.4 m can be 
described as poor to very poor. The quality of the 
samples may not be good owing to the stress release 
induced as a result of the sampling procedure.

3.3 Undrained triaxial compression tests

From the results of the consolidation tests, the 
samples were seen to have been subjected to sig-
nificant mechanical disturbance. In a first step to 
minimize the effect of sample disturbance, triax-
ial tests were conducted using the recompression 
method.

Assuming K0 = 0.5, the mean principal stress 
(pm) under in situ overburden stress (p0) is esti-
mated from the following equation,

pm = (1 + 2 K0)p0/3 = 2p0/3.

The sample is isotropically consolidated up to 
pm, and undrained shear tests were carried out with 
a controlling axial strain rate of 0.05%/min.

Figure 5. Change of clay and fine contents and activity 
with sampling depth.

Figure 6. e-log p relationships during consolidation tests.

Figure 7. Change of compression index and consolida-
tion yield stress with sampling depth.

an  engineering viewpoint, the samples should be 
classified as low-liquidity clays.

3.2 One-dimensional consolidation tests

The one-dimensional consolidation properties of 
the soil were measured by performing a strain-
loading test with a constant rate of 0.02%/min. 
Figure 6 shows the change in the void ratio dur-
ing the loading stage. The compression index, Cc, 
and the consolidation yield stress, pc, can be deter-
mined from the loading stage of the consolidation 
test as shown in Figure 7. The compression index 
decreases gradually with depth.

The consolidation yield stress varies to quite some 
extent, but increases with depth. An oxygen isotope 
analysis (Yamazaki et al., 2011) shows that approxi-
mately 200 ka (kiloannum) of the surface sedi-
ments is missing. Multiplying 200 ka by the  average 
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Figure 9. q, Δu—Axial strain relationships during the 
undrained shear tests.

Figure 10. Stress paths during the undrained shear tests.

Figure 11. Relationship between undrained shear 
strength and consolidation pressure.

Figure 12. Change of undrained strength with  sampling 
depth.

Figure 8. Change of Δe/e0 with sampling depth.
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Figure 13. SEM images of AT1-GT1 core samples.

Table 1. Microfossil content determined from polarizing microscope observations.

Depth (m) 
BSF

Diatoms 
frustule

Calcareous 
nannofossil Others Remarks

3.3 m 18–21% 6–13% 1% Foraminifera
Radiolarians
Silicoflagellates
Sponge spicule

12.7 m 23–31% 5–15% Foraminifera (+)
Radiolarians (+)
Silicoflagellates (+)
Sponge spicule (+)

Many diatoms
fragment

20.9 m 4–12% 8–16% Foraminifera (+)
Radiolarians (+)
Sponge spicule (+)

Few diatoms
fragment

32.4 m 8–16% 7–10% Foraminifera (+)
Sponge spicule (+)

49.0 m 15–20% 15–17% Foraminifera (+)
Radiolarians (+)
Silicoflagellates (+)
Sponge spicule (+)

many diatoms
fragment

Figure 9 shows the deviator stress and the excess 
pore-water pressure during the undrained shear 
tests. Stress paths are shown in Figure 10. The excess 
pore-water pressure during the shear test increased, 
and the stress ratios at failure decreased as the 
depth of sample recovery increased, approaching 
a normal consolidation state. The red circles in 
Figure 9 denote the phase transformation point, 
which is the point at which the excess  pore-water 

pressure begins to decrease. These points are close 
to the failure line for the reconstituted samples in a 
normal consolidation state.

Figure 11 shows the relationship between the 
undrained shear strength and consolidation pres-
sure. The increased rate of undrained shear strength 
is 0.38 for the reconstituted samples in a normal 
consolidation state. However, the values for the 
core samples are in the range 0.52–4.5. These values 
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are much higher than those obtained for general 
marine clays (Tsuchida, 1990). The low activity of 
the clay in the samples, as shown in Figure 5, must 
have a significant effect on the mechanical proper-
ties. The variation in the undrained strength with 
sampling depth is shown in Figure 12.

3.4 Microfossils in core samples

Scanning electron microscope images are shown 
in Figure 13, and many microfossils can be 

observed at different depths of  3.3 m, 12.7 m, 
20.9 m, and 49.0 m bsf. Table 1 lists the microfos-
sil content as determined from polarizing micro-
scope observations. The content varied, but large 
amounts of  microfossils were observed at all 
depths. Hence, fluorescent X-ray analyses of  the 
samples were performed. The results are shown 
in Figure 14. The SiO2, Al2O3, and CaO contents 
are high for the oxidized materials. Especially 
the CaO contents are so much higher than usual 
sediments.

Figure 15 shows the CaCO3 content estimated 
from the inorganic carbon content. The CaCO3 
content is more than 20% near the seafloor and 
decrease with the depth of sample recovery. These 
show the same tendency as the results of the fluo-
rescent X-ray analyses as shown in Figure 14. The 
low activity of the soil samples could be due to the 
microfossil content.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Soil samples were recovered from the  Nankai 
Trough; the extensive distribution of high-
 amplitude BSRs here suggest that a large amount 
of methane hydrate may be present. In this paper, 
the geotechnical properties of clayey samples as 
determined by performing laboratory tests are 
presented. The general conclusions based on these 
measurements are as follows:

1. The dry densities increase with depth, and 
therefore, the water content decrease with 
depth. The plastic limits and the liquid limits 
are lower than those observed in the case of 
Japanese marine clays. However, the changes 
and trends of  the other properties could not be 
rationalized.

2. The values of the activity are lower than those 
of Japanese marine clays. Low activity clay has 
been deposited at this site.

3. The consolidation yield stress varies consider-
ably but increases with depth.

4. The compression index decreases gradually with 
depth.

5. The qualities of the samples were not good 
owing to the stress release induced by the sam-
pling procedure.

6. The excess pore-water pressure during und-
rained shear tests increased and stress ratios at 
failure decreased as the depth of sample recov-
ery increased and approached a normal consoli-
dation state.

7. The increasing rate of undrained shear strength 
was in the range 0.52–4.5. These values are 
much higher than those obtained for general 
marine clays.

Figure 15. CaCO3 contents estimation based on the 
inorganic carbon content measurements.

Figure 14. Results of fluorescent X-ray analysis.
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8. High microfossil contents were observed at all 
depths. The low activity of the soil samples may 
be due to the microfossils contained in them.
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Site characterization is a fundamental step towards the proper design, construction and long term 
performance of all types of geotechnical projects, ranging from foundation, excavation, earth dams, 
embankments, seismic hazards, environmental issues, tunnels, near and offshore structures. The 
Fourth International Conference on Site Characterization (ISC-4) was held in Porto de Galinhas, 
Pernambuco, Brazil, from 17 to 21 September 2012, under the responsibility of TC-102/TC-16 
on In-Situ Testing of the International Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering 
(ISSMGE), the Brazilian Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering (ABMS), and 
the Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil (UFPE). Financial support of ISC-4 was provided 
by the Brazilian National Science and Education Councils (CNPq and CAPES), sponsors and 
exhibitors and other organizations and companies.
 
The fourth conference followed the successful series of international conferences held in Atlanta 
(ISC-1, 1998), Porto (ISC-2, 2004), and Taipei (ISC-3, 2008). ISC-4 congregated several 
researchers, geotechnical engineers, and practitioners from all over the world involved with the 
conference general themes, namely practical application of novel and innovative technologies in 
geotechnical and geophysical engineering, along with their interpretation and utilization for the 
purposes of site characterization. The two volumes making up Geotechnical and Geophysical 
Site Characterization 4 contain 8 keynote Lectures prepared by experts in the field, including the 
5th James K. Mitchell Lecture presented by Dr. Peter K. Robertson, and 4 Workshop Lectures 
and 217 technical papers from 40 different countries. The books are divided into 11 general 
themes:
 1. Direct-push and Borehole-type in-situ test;
 2. Development of new equipment and methods;
 3. New approaches for interpreting data;
 4. Applications to shallow and deep foundations;
 5. Special uses of in-situ tests;
 6. Site investigation for infrastructure projects;
 7. Geophysical;
 8. Seismic ground hazards;
 9. Investigation in very soft to extremely soft soils;
 10. Non-textbook type geomaterials;
 11. Environmental geotechnics.
 
Geotechnical and Geophysical Site Characterization 4 will be much of interest to academics, 
engineers and professionals involved in Geotechnical Engineering.
 

Geotechnical and Geophysical
Site Characterization 4

Geotechnical and
Geophysical Site

Characterization 4
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